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PREFACE
The Handbook of Optics , Second Edition, is designed to serve as a general purpose
desktop reference for the field of Optics yet stay within the confines of two books of finite
length. Our purpose is to cover as much of optics as possible in a manner enabling the
reader to deal with both basic and applied problems. To this end, we present articles about
basic concepts, techniques, devices, instruments, measurements, and optical properties. In
selecting subjects to include, we also had to select which subjects to leave out. The criteria
we applied when excluding a subject were: (1) was it a specific application of optics rather
than a core science or technology and (2) was it a subject in which the role of optics was
peripheral to the central issue addressed. Thus, such topics as medical optics, laser surgery,
and laser materials processing were not included. The resulting Handbook of Optics ,
Second Edition, serves the long-term information needs of those working in optics rather
than presenting highly specific papers of current interest.
The authors were asked to prepare archival, tutorial articles which contain not only
useful data but also descriptive material and references. Such articles were designed to
enable the reader to understand a topic sufficiently well to get started using that
knowledge. They also supply guidance as to where to find more in-depth material. Most
include cross references to related articles within the Handbook. While applications of
optics are mentioned, there is not space in the Handbook to include articles devoted to all
of the myriad uses of optics in today’s world. If we had, the Handbook would have been
many volumes long and would have been too soon outdated.
The Handbook of Optics , Second Edition, contains 83 chapters organized into 17 broad
categories or parts. The categorization enables the reader to find articles on a specific
subject, say Vision, more easily and to find related articles within the Handbook. Within
the categories the articles are grouped to make it simpler to find related material.
Volume I presents tutorial articles in the categories of Geometric Optics, Physical
Optics, Quantum Optics, Optical Sources, Optical Detectors, Imaging Detectors, Vision,
Optical Information and Image Processing, Optical Design Techniques, Optical Fabrication, Optical Properties of Films and Coatings, and Terrestrial Optics. This material is, for
the most part, in a form which could serve to teach the underlying concepts of optics and
its implementation. In fact, by careful selection of what to present and how to present it,
the contents of Volume I could be used as a text for a comprehensive course in Optics.
The subjects covered in Volume II are Optical Elements, Optical Instruments, Optical
Measurements, Optical and Physical Properties of Materials, and Nonlinear and Photorefractive Optics. As can be seen from these titles, Volume II concerns the specific devices,
instruments, and techniques which are needed to employ optics in a wide variety of
problems. It also provides data and discussion to assist one in the choice of optical
materials.
The Handbook of Optics , Second Edition, would not have been possible without the
support of the staff of the Optical Society of America and in particular Mr. Alan N.
Tourtlotte and Ms. Kelly Furr.
For his pivotal roles in the development of the Optical Society of America, in the
development of the profession of Optics, and for his encouragement to us in the task of
preparing this Handbook, the editors dedicate this edition to Dr. Jarus Quinn.
Michael Bass , Editor -in -Chief
Eric W. Van Stryland , Associate Editor
Day id R . Williams , Associate Editor
William L. Wolfe , Associate Editor
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GLOSSARY AND
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS

Introduction
This glossary of the terms used in the Handbook represents to a large extent the language
of optics. The symbols are representations of numbers, variables, and concepts. Although
the basic list was compiled by the author of this section, all the editors have contributed
and agreed to this set of symbols and definitions. Every attempt has been made to use the
same symbols for the same concepts throughout the entire Handbook, although there are
exceptions. Some symbols seem to be used for many concepts. The symbol a is a prime
example, as it is used for absorptivity, absorption coefficient, coefficient of linear thermal
expansion, and more. Although we have tried to limit this kind of redundancy, we have
also bowed deeply to custom.
Units
The abbreviations for the most common units are given first. They are consistent with most
of the established lists of symbols, such as given by the International Standards
Organization ISO1 and the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, IUPAP.2
Prefixes
Similarly, a list of the numerical prefixes1 that are most frequently used is given, along with
both the common names (where they exist) and the multiples of ten that they represent.
Fundamental Constants
The values of the fundamental constants3 are listed following the sections on SI units.
Symbols
The most commonly used symbols are then given. Most chapters of the Handbook also
have a glossary of the terms and symbols specific to them for the convenience of the
reader. In the following list, the symbol is given, its meaning is next, and the most
customary unit of measure for the quantity is presented in brackets. A bracket with a dash
in it indicates that the quantity is unitless. Note that there is a difference between units and
dimensions. An angle has units of degrees or radians and a solid angle square degrees or
steradians, but both are pure ratios and are dimensionless. The unit symbols as
recommended in the SI system are used, but decimal multiples of some of the dimensions
are sometimes given. The symbols chosen, with some cited exceptions, are also those of
the first two references.
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RATIONALE FOR SOME DISPUTED SYMBOLS
The choice of symbols is a personal decision, but commonality improves communication.
This section explains why the editors have chosen the preferred symbols for the
Handbook. We hope that this will encourage more agreement.
Fundamental Constants
It is encouraging that there is almost universal agreement for the symbols for the
fundamental constants. We have taken one small exception by adding a subscript B to the
k for Boltzmann’s constant.
Mathematics
We have chosen i as the imaginary almost arbitrarily. IUPAP lists both i and j , while ISO
does not report on these.
Spectral Variables
These include expressions for the wavelength, l , frequency, … , wave number, s , v for
circular or radian frequency, k for circular or radian wave number and dimensionless
frequency x . Although some use f for frequency, it can be easily confused with electronic
or spatial frequency. Some use …˜ for wave number, but, because of typography problems
and agreement with ISO and IUPAP, we have chosen s ; it should not be confused with
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For spatial frequencies we have chosen j and h , although
fx and fy are sometimes used. ISO and IUPAP do not report on these.
Radiometry
Radiometric terms are contentious. The most recent set of recommendations by ISO and
IUPAP are L for radiance [Wcm22 sr21], M for radiant emittance or exitance [Wcm22], E
for irradiance or incidance [Wcm22], and I for intensity [Wsr22]. The previous terms, W ,
H , N , and J , respectively, are still in many texts, notably Smith and Lloyd,4 but we have
used the revised set, although there are still shortcomings. We have tried to deal with the
vexatious term intensity by using specific intensity when the units are Wcm22 sr21, field
intensity when they are Wcm22, and radiometric intensity when they are Wsr21.
There are two sets of terms for these radiometric quantities, which arise in part from
the terms for different types of reflection, transmission, absorption, and emission. It has
been proposed that the ion ending indicate a process, that the ance ending indicate a value
associated with a particular sample, and that the i ity ending indicate a generic value for a
‘‘pure’’ substance. Then one also has reflectance, transmittance, absorptance, and
emittance as well as reflectivity, transmissivity, absorptivity, and emissivity. There are now
two different uses of the word emissivity. Thus the words exitance , incidance , and sterance
were coined to be used in place of emittance, irradiance, and radiance. It is interesting that
ISO uses radiance, exitance, and irradiance whereas IUPAP uses radiance, excitance [sic ] ,
and irradiance. We have chosen to use them both, i.e., emittance, irradiance, and radiance
will be followed in square brackets by exitance, incidance, and sterance (or vice versa).
Individual authors will use the different endings for transmission, reflection, absorption,
and emission as they see fit.
We are still troubled by the use of the symbol E for irradiance, as it is so close in
meaning to electric field, but we have maintained that accepted use. The spectral
concentrations of these quantities, indicated by a wavelength, wave number, or frequency
subscript (e.g., Ll) represent partial differentiations; a subscript q represents a photon
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quantity; and a subscript indicates a quantity normalized to the response of the eye.
Thereby, L is luminance, E illuminance, and M and I luminous emittance and luminous
intensity. The symbols we have chosen are consistent with ISO and IUPAP.
The refractive index may be considered a radiometric quantity. It is generally complex
and is indicated by n
˜ 5 n 2 ik. The real part is the relative refractive index and k is the
extinction coefficient. These are consistent with ISO and IUPAP, but they do not address
the complex index or extinction coefficient.
Optical Design
For the most part ISO and IUPAP do not address the symbols that are important in this
area.
There were at least 20 different ways to indicate focal ratio; we have chosen FN as
symmetrical with NA; we chose f and efl to indicate the effective focal length. Object and
image distance, although given many different symbols, were finally called so and si since s
is an almost universal symbol for distance. Field angles are θ and f ; angles that measure
the slope of a ray to the optical axis are u ; u can also be sin u. Wave aberrations are
indicated by Wijk , while third order ray aberrations are indicated by s i and more mnemonic
symbols.
Electromagnetic Fields
There is no argument about E and H for the electric and magnetic field strengths, Q for
quantity of charge, r for volume charge density, s for surface charge density, etc. There is
no guidance from References 1 and 2 on polarization indication. We chose ' and i rather
than p and s , partly because s is sometimes also used to indicate scattered light.
There are several sets of symbols used for reflection, transmission, and (sometimes)
absorption, each with good logic. The versions of these quantities dealing with field
amplitudes are usually specified with lower case symbols: r , t , and a . The versions dealing
with power are alternately given by the uppercase symbols or the corresponding Greek
symbols: R and T versus r and τ . We have chosen to use the Greek, mainly because these
quantities are also closely associated with Kirchhoff’s law that is usually stated symbolically
as a 5 e . The law of conservation of energy for light on a surface is also usually written as
a 1 r 1 τ 5 1.
Base SI Quantities
length
time
mass
electric current
Temperature
Amount of substance
Luminous intensity

m
s
kg
A
K
mol
cd

meter
second
kilogram
ampere
kelvin
mole
candela

Deriy ed SI Quantities
energy
electric
electric
electric
electric
electric

charge
potential
capacitance
resistance
conductance

J
C
V
F
Ω
S

joule
coulomb
volt
farad
ohm
siemens
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magnetic flux
inductance
pressure
magnetic flux density
frequency
power
force
angle
angle

Wb
H
Pa
T
Hz
W
N
rad
sr

weber
henry
pascal
tesla
hertz
watt
newton
radian
steradian

Prefixes
Symbol
E
P
T
G
M
k
h
da
d
c
m
m
n
p
f
a

Name
exa
peta
tera
giga
mega
kilo
hecto
deca
deci
centi
milli
micro
nano
pico
femto
atto

Common
name

trillion
billion
million
thousand
hundred
ten
tenth
hundredth
thousandth
millionth
billionth
trillionth

Exponent
of ten
18
15
12
9
6
3
2
1
21
22
23
26
29
212
215
218

Constants
c
c1
c2
e
gn
h
kB
me
NA
R`
eo
s
mo
mB

speed of light in vacuo [299792458 ms21]
first radiation constant 5 2π c2h 5 3.7417749 3 10216 [Wm2]
second radiation constant 5 hc / k 5 0.01438769 [mK]
elementary charge [1.60217733 3 10219 C]
free fall constant [9.80665 ms22]
Planck’s constant [6.6260755 3 10234 Ws]
Boltzmann constant [1.380658 3 10223 JK21]
mass of the electron [9.1093897 3 10231 kg]
Avogadro constant [6.0221367 3 1023 mol21]
Rydberg constant [10973731.534 m21]
1 22
vacuum permittivity [m 2
]
o c
Stefan-Boltzmann constant [5.67051 3 1028 Wm21 K24]
vacuum permeability [4π 3 1027 NA22]
Bohr magneton [9.2740154 3 10224 JT21]

General
B
C
C

magnetic induction [Wbm22, kgs21 C21]
capacitance [f, C2 s2 m22 kg21]
curvature [m21]
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c
c1
c2
D
E
e
E
E
E
Eg
f
fc
f
FN
g
g th
H
h
I
I
I
I
i
Im()
J
j
J1()
k
k
k
L
L
L
L
L, M, N
M
M
m
m
MTF
N
N
n
n
˜
NA
OPD
P
Re()
R
r
r
S
s
s

speed of light in vacuo [ms21]
first radiation constant [Wm2]
second radiation constant [mK]
electric displacement [Cm22]
incidance [irradiance] [Wm22]
electronic charge [coulomb]
illuminance [lux, lmm22]
electrical field strength [Vm21]
transition energy [J]
band-gap energy [eV]
focal length [m]
Fermi occupation function, conduction band
Fermi occupation function, valence band
focal ratio (f / number) [—]
gain per unit length [m21]
gain threshold per unit length [m1]
magnetic field strength [Am21, Cs21 m21]
height [m]
irradiance (see also E ) [Wm22]
radiant intensity [Wsr21]
nuclear spin quantum number [—]
current [A]
421
Imaginary part of
current density [Am22]
total angular momentum [kg m2 sec21]
Bessel function of the first kind [—]
radian wave number 5 2π / l [rad cm21]
wave vector [rad cm21]
extinction coefficient [—]
sterance [radiance] [Wm22 sr21]
luminance [cd m22]
inductance [h, m2 kg C22]
laser cavity length
direction cosines [—]
angular magnification [—]
radiant exitance [radiant emittance] [Wm22]
linear magnification [—]
effective mass [kg]
modulation transfer function [—]
photon flux [s21]
carrier (number) density [m23]
real part of the relative refractive index [—]
complex index of refraction [—]
numerical aperture [—]
optical path difference [m]
macroscopic polarization [C m22]
real part of [—]
resistance [Ω]
position vector [m]
(amplitude) reflectivity
Seebeck coefficient [VK21]
spin quantum number [—]
path length [m]
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so
si
T
t
t
u
V
V
x, y, z
Z

object distance [m]
image distance [m]
temperature [K, C]
time [s]
thickness [m]
slope of ray with the optical axis [rad]
Abbe´ reciprocal dispersion [—]
voltage [V, m2 kgs22 C21]
rectangular coordinates [m]
atomic number [—]

Greek Symbols

a
a
e
e
e
e1
e2
τ
…
v
vp
l
s
s
r
θ, f
j, h
f
f
F
χ
Ω

absorption coefficient [cm21]
(power) absorptance (absorptivity)
dielectric coefficient (constant) [—]
emittance (emissivity) [—]
eccentricity [—]
Re (e )
Im (e )
(power) transmittance (transmissivity) [—]
radiation frequency [Hz]
circular frequency 5 2π … [rads21]
plasma frequency [H2]
wavelength [m m, nm]
wave number 5 1 / l [cm21]
Stefan Boltzmann constant [Wm22 K21]
reflectance (reflectivity) [—]
angular coordinates [rad,8]
rectangular spatial frequencies [m21, r21]
phase [rad, 8]
lens power [m21]
flux [W]
electric susceptibility tensor [—]
solid angle [sr]

Other
R
exp (x )
loga (x )
ln (x )
log (x )
À
P
D
dx
dx
x
d (x )
d ij

responsivity
ex
log to the base a of x
natural log of x
standard log of x : log10 (x )
summation
product
finite difference
variation in x
total differential
partial derivative of x
Dirac delta function of x
Kronecker delta
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GEOMETRIC OPTICS

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
GEOMETRIC OPTICS
Douglas S. Goodman
Polaroid
Cambridge , Massachusetts

1.1 GLOSSARY
(NS)
italics
=
prime, unprime
A
A , A9
AB
a
aO , aB , aI
B
B
B , B9
b
@
C
C (2 , @ , ( )
c
c
cs
ct
D
d
d
d , d9
d , d9
dH

indicates nonstandard terminology
definition or first usage
gradient ( / x ,  / y ,  / z )
before and after, object and image space (not derivatives)
auxiliary function for ray tracing
area, total field areas, object and image points
directed distance from A to B
unit axis vector, vectors
coefficients in characteristic function expansion
matrix element for symmetrical systems
auxiliary function for ray tracing
arbitrary object and image points
binormal unit vector of a ray path
interspace (between) term in expansion
matrix element for conjugacy
characteristic function
speed of light in vacuum
surface vertex curvature, spherical surface curvature
sagittal curvature
tangential curvature
auxiliary distance function for ray tracing
distance from origin to mirror
nominal focal distance
arbitrary point to conjugate object, image points d 5 AO ,
d 9 5 A9O9
axial distances, distances along rays
hyperfocal distance
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dN
dF
dA
ds
E
E0
E , E9
e
ex , ey , ez
F
F, F 9
FN
FNm
F( )
F (x , y , z )
f, f 9
G
g , g9
h , h9
*
I , I9
I
i , i9
(
L
L
l , l9

+
M
M
m
mL
ma
mE
mN
mP
mO
mx , my , mz
N
N , N9
NA , NA9
n

near focal distance
far focal distance
differential area
differential geometric path length
image irradiance
axial image irradiance
entrance and exit pupil locations
eccentricity
coefficients for collineation
matrix element for front side
front and rear focal points
F-number
F-number for magnification m
general function
general surface function
front and rear focal lengths f 5 PF , f 9 5 P 9F 9
diffraction order
focal lengths in tilted planes
ray heights at objects and images, field heights, 4x 2 1 y 2
hamiltonian
incidence angles
unit matrix
paraxial incidence angles
image space term in characteristic function expansion
surface x -direction cosine
paraxial invariant
principal points to object and image axial points l 5 PO , l 9 5 P 9O9
axial distances from vertices of refracting surface l 5 VO , l 9 5 V 9O9
lagrangian for heterogeneous media
lambertian emittance
surface z -direction cosine
transverse magnification
longitudinal magnification
angular magnification
paraxial pupil magnification
nodal point magnification 5 n / n 9
pupil magnification in direction cosines
magnification at axial point
magnifications in the x , y , and z directions
surface z -direction cosine
nodal points
numerical aperture
refractive index
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n
O , O9

2
P
P , P9
P (a , b ; x , y )
P 9(a 9 , b 9; x 9 , y 9)
p
p
p
px , py , pz
Q (a , b ; x , y )
Q 9(a 9 , b 9; x 9 , y 9)
q
qi
q
~i
q , q9
q
R
r
r
S
S (x , y , x 9 , y 9)
s
s
s , s9
6
T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9)
t
t , t9
t
t
U , U9
u , u9
uM
uC
u1 , u2 , u3 , u4
V
V (x; x9)
V, V 9

normal unit vector of a ray path
axial object and image points
object space term in expansion
power (radiometric)
principal points
pupil shape functions
period of grating
ray vector, optical direction cosine p 5 n r 5 ( px , py , pz )
pupil radius
optical direction cosines
pupil shape functions relative to principal direction cosines
resolution parameter
coordinate for Lagrange equations
derivative with respect to parameter
auxiliary functions for collineation
unit vector along grating lines
matrix element for rear side
radius of curvature, vertex radius of curvature
ray unit direction vector r 5 (a , b , g )
surface normal S 5 (L , M , N )
point eikonal V (x , y , z0; x 9 , y 9 , z09)
geometric length
axial length
distances associated with sagittal foci
skew invariant
angle characteristic function
thickness, vertex-to-vertex distance
distances associated with tangential foci
time
tangent unit vector of a ray path
meridional ray angles relative to axis
paraxial ray angles relative to axis
paraxial marginal ray angle
paraxial chief ray angle
homogeneous coordinates for collineation
optical path length
point characteristic function
vertex points
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v
WLMN
Wx , Wy , Wz

speed of light in medium
wavefront aberration term
wavefront aberration terms for reference shift

W (j , h ; x , y , z )

wavefront aberration function

W 9(a , b ; x 9 , y 9)

angle-point characteristic function

W (x , y ; a 9 , b 9)

point-angle characteristic function

x 5 (x , y , z )

position vector

x(s )

parametric description of ray path

xÙ(s )

derivative with respect to parameter

x¨ (s )

second derivative with respect to parameter

y

meridional ray height, paraxial ray height

yM

paraxial marginal ray height

yC

paraxial chief ray height

yP , yP9
z
z (r )
zsphere

paraxial ray height at the principal planes
axis of revolution
surface sag
sag of a sphere

zconic

sag of a conic

z , z9

focal point to object and image distances z 5 FO , z 9 5 F 9O9

a, b, g

ray direction cosines

a, b, g

entrance pupil directions

a 9, b 9, g 9

exit pupil direction cosines

a0 , b0

principal direction of entrance pupil

a 09 , b 09

principal direction of exit pupil

a max, a min

extreme pupil directions

b max, b min

extreme pupil directions

G

dx, dy, dz
Da , Db
Dx , Dy , Dz

»
»x , »y
j, h
θ

n 9 cos I 9 2 n cos I
reference point shifts
angular aberrations
shifts
surface shape parameter
transverse ray aberrations
pupil coordinates—not specific
ray angle to surface normal
marginal ray angle
plane tilt angle
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k

conic parameter

k

curvature of a ray path

l

wavelength

c

aximuth angle
field angle

f

power, surface power
azimuth

r

radius of curvature of a ray path
distance from axis
radial pupil coordinate

s

ray path parameter
general parameter for a curve

τ

reduced axial distances
torsion of a ray path

τ (a 9 , b 9; x 9 , y 9)
v, v9
dv

1.7

pupil transmittance function
reduced angle v 5 nu , v 9 5 n 9u 9
differential solid angle

1.2 INTRODUCTION

The Subject
Geometrical optics is both the object of abstract study and a body of knowledge necessary
for design and engineering. The subject of geometric optics is small, since so much can be
derived from a single principle, that of Fermat, and large since the consequences are
infinite and far from obvious. Geometric optics is deceptive in that much that seems simple
is loaded with content and implications, as might be suggested by the fact that some of the
most basic results required the likes of Newton and Gauss to discover them. Most of what
appears complicated seems so because of obscuration with mathematical terminology and
excessive abstraction. Since it is so old, geometric optics tends to be taken for granted and
treated too casually by those who consider it to be ‘‘understood.’’ One consequence is that
what has been long known can be lost if it is not recirculated by successive generations of
textbook authors, who are pressed to fit newer material in a fairly constant number of
pages.

The Contents
The material in this chapter is intended to be that which is most fundamental, most
general, and most useful to the greatest number of people. Some of this material is often
thought to be more esoteric than practical, but this opinion is less related to its essence
than to its typical presentation. There are no applications per se here, but everything is
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applicable, at least to understanding. An effort has been made to compensate here for
what is lacking elsewhere and to correct some common errors. Many basic ideas and useful
results have not found their way into textbooks, so are little known. Moreover, some basic
principles are rarely stated explicitly. The contents are weighted toward the most common
type of optical system, that with rotational symmetry consisting of mirrors and / or lens
elements of homogeneous materials. There is a section on heterogeneous media, an
application of which is gradient index optics discussed in another chapter. The treatment
here is mostly monochromatic. The topics of caustics and anisotropic media are omitted,
and there is little specifically about systems that are not figures of revolution. The section
on aberrations is short and mostly descriptive, with no discussion of lens design, a vast field
concerned with the practice of aberration control. Because of space limitations, there are
too few diagrams.

Terminology
Because of the complicated history of geometric optics, its terminology is far from
standardized. Geometric optics developed over centuries in many countries, and much of it
has been rediscovered and renamed. Moreover, concepts have come into use without being
named, and important terms are often used without formal definitions. This lack of
standardization complicates communication between workers at different organizations,
each of which tends to develop its own optical dialect. Accordingly, an attempt has been
made here to provide precise definitions. Terms are italicized where defined or first used.
Some needed nonstandard terms have been introduced, and these are likewise italicized, as
well as indicated by ‘‘NS’’ for ‘‘nonstandard.’’

Notation
As with terminology, there is little standardization. And, as usual, the alphabet has too few
letters to represent all the needed quantities. The choice here has been to use some of the
same symbols more than once, rather than to encumber them with superscripts and
subscripts. No symbol is used in a given section with more than one meaning. As a general
practice nonprimed and primed quantities are used to indicate before and after, input and
output, and object and image space.

References
No effort has been made to provide complete references, either technical or historical.
(Such a list would fill the entire section.) The references were not chosen for priority, but
for elucidation or interest, or because of their own references. Newer papers can be found
by computer searches, so the older ones have been emphasized, especially since older work
is receding from view beneath the current flood of papers. In geometric optics, nothing
goes out of date, and much of what is included here has been known for a century or
so—even if it has been subsequently forgotten.

Communication
Because of the confusion in terminology and notation, it is recommended that communication involving geometric optics be augmented with diagrams, graphs, equations, and
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numeric results, as appropriate. It also helps to provide diagrams showing both first order
properties of systems, with object and image positions, pupil positions, and principal
planes, as well as direction cosine space diagrams, as required, to show angular subtenses
of pupils.

1.3 FUNDAMENTALS
What Is a Ray?
Geometric optics , which might better be called ray optics , is concerned with the light ray,
an entity that does not exist. It is customary, therefore, to begin discussions of geometric
optics with a theoretical justification for the use of the ray. The real justification is that,
like other successful models in physics, rays are indispensable to our thinking, notwithstanding their shortcomings. The ray is a model that works well in some cases and not
at all in others, and light is necessarily thought about in terms of rays, scalar waves,
electromagnetic waves, and with quantum physics—depending on the class of phenomena
under consideration.
Rays have been defined with both corpuscular and wave theory. In corpuscular theory,
some definitions are (1) the path of a corpuscle and (2) the path of a photon. A difficulty
here is that energy densities can become infinite. Other efforts have been made to define
rays as quantities related to the wave theory, both scalar and electromagnetic. Some are
(1) wavefront normals, (2) the Poynting vector, (3) a discontinuity in the electromagnetic
field (Luneburg 1964,1 Kline & Kay 19652), (4) a descriptor of wave behavior in short
wavelength or high frequency limit, (Born & Wolf 19803) (5) quantum mechanically
(Marcuse 19894). One problem with these definitions is that there are many ordinary and
simple cases where wavefronts and Poynting vectors become complicated and / or meaningless. For example, in the simple case of two coherent plane waves interfering, there is no
well-defined wavefront in the overlap region. In addition, rays defined in what seems to be
a reasonble way can have undesirable properties. For example, if rays are defined as
normals to wavefronts, then, in the case of gaussian beams, rays bend in a vacuum.
An approach that avoids the difficulties of a physical definition is that of treating rays as
mathematical entities. From definitions and postulates, a variety of results is found, which
may be more or less useful and valid for light. Even with this approach, it is virtually
impossible to think ‘‘purely geometrically’’—unless rays are treated as objects of geometry,
rather than optics. In fact, we often switch between ray thinking and wave thinking without
noticing it, for instance in considering the dependence of refractive index on wavelength.
Moreover, geometric optics makes use of quantities that must be calculated from other
models, for example, the index of refraction. As usual, Rayleigh (Rayleigh 18845) has put
it well: ‘‘We shall, however, find it advisable not to exclude altogether the conceptions of
the wave theory, for on certain most important and practical questions no conclusion can
be drawn without the use of facts which are scarcely otherwise interpretable. Indeed it is
not to be denied that the too rigid separation of optics into geometrical and physical has
done a good deal of harm, much that is essential to a proper comprehension of the subject
having fallen between the two stools.’’
The ray is inherently ill-defined, and attempts to refine a definition always break down.
A definition that seems better in some ways is worse in others. Each definition provides
some insight into the behavior of light, but does not give the full picture. There seems to
be a problem associated with the uncertainty principle involved with attempts at definition,
since what is really wanted from a ray is a specification of both position and direction,
which is impossible by virtue of both classical wave properties and quantum behavior. So
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the approach taken here is to treat rays without precisely defining them, and there are few
reminders hereafter that the predictions of ray optics are imperfect.

Refractive Index
For the purposes of this chapter, the optical characteristics of matter are completely
specified by its refractive index. The index of refraction of a medium is defined in
geometrical optics as
speed of light in vacuum c
n5
(1)
5
speed of light in medium v
A homogeneous medium is one in which n is everywhere the same. In an
inhomogeneous or heterogeneous medium the index varies with position. In an isotropic
medium n is the same at each point for light traveling in all directions and with all
polarizations, so the index is described by a scalar function of position. Anisotropic media
are not treated here.
Care must be taken with equations using the symbol n , since it sometimes denotes the
ratio of indices, sometimes with the implication that one of the two is unity. In many cases,
the difference from unity of the index of air (.1.0003) is important. Index varies with
wavelength, but this dependence is not made explicit in this section, most of which is
implicitly limited to monochromatic light. The output of a system in polychromatic light is
the sum of outputs at the constituent wavelengths.

Systems Considered
The optical systems considered here are those in which spatial variations of surface
features or refractive indices are large compared to the wavelength. In such systems ray
identity is preserved; there is no ‘‘splitting’’ of one ray into many as occurs at a grating or
scattering surface.
The term lens is used here to include a variety of systems. Dioptric or refractiy e systems
employ only refraction. Catoptric or reflectiy e systems employ only reflection. Catadioptric
systems employ both refraction and reflection. No distinction is made here insofar as
refraction and reflection can be treated in a common way. And the term lens may refer
here to anything from a single surface to a system of arbitrary complexity.

Summary of the Behavior and Attributes of Rays
Rays propagate in straight lines in homogeneous media and have curved paths in
heterogeneous media. Rays have positions, directions, and speeds. Between any pair of
points on a given ray there is a geometrical path length and an optical path length. At
smooth interfaces between media with different indices rays refract and reflect. Ray paths
are reversible. Rays carry energy, and power per area is approximated by ray density.

Reversibility
Rays are reversible; a path can be taken in either direction, and reflection and refraction
angles are the same in either direction. However, it is usually easier to think of light as
traveling along rays in a particular direction, and, of course, in cases of real instruments
there usually is such a direction. The solutions to some equations may have directional
ambiguity.
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Groups of Rays
Certain types of groups of rays are of particular importance. Rays that originate at a single
point are called a normal congruence or orthotomic system , since as they propagate in
isotropic media they are associated with perpendicular wavefronts. Such groups are also of
interest in image formation, where their reconvergence to a point is important, as is the
path length of the rays to a reference surface used for diffraction calculations. Important in
radiometric considerations are groups of rays emanating from regions of a source over a
range of angles. The changes of such groups as they propagate are constrained by
conservation of brightness. Another group is that of two meridional paraxial rays, related
by the two-ray invariant.

Invariance Properties
Individual rays and groups of rays may have iny ariance properties —relationships between
the positions, directions, and path lengths—that remain constant as a ray or group of rays
passes through an optical system (Welford 1986, chap. 66). Some of these properties are
completely general, e.g., the conservation of etendue and the perpendicularity of rays to
wavefronts in isotropic media. Others arise from symmetries of the system, e.g., the skew
invariant for rotationally symmetric systems. Other invariances hold in the paraxial limit.
There are also differential invariance properties (Herzberger 1935,7 Stavroudis 1972, chap.
138). Some ray properties not ordinarily thought of in this way can be thought of as
invariances. For example, Snell’s law can be thought of as a refraction invariant n sin I.

Description of Ray Paths
A ray path can be described parametrically as a locus of points x(s ) , where s is any
monotonic parameter that labels points along the ray. The description of curved rays is
elaborated in the section on heterogeneous media.

Real Rays and Virtual Rays
Since rays in homogeneous media are straight, they can be extrapolated infinitely from a
given region. The term real refers to the portion of the ray that ‘‘really’’ exists, or the
accessible part, and the term y irtual refers to the extrapolated, or inaccessible, part.

Direction
At each position where the refractive index is continuous a ray has a unique direction. The
direction is given by that of its unit direction y ector r, whose cartesian components are
direction cosines (a , b , g ) , i.e.,
r 5 (a , b , g )
where uru2 5 a 2 1 b 2 1 g 2 5 1 .

(2)

The three direction cosines are not independent, and one is often taken to depend
implicitly on the other two. In this chapter it is usually g , which is

g (a , b ) 5 41 2 a 2 2 b 2

(3)
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Another vector with the same direction as r is
p 5 n r 5 (na , nb , ng ) 5 ( px , py , pz )
where upu2 5 n 2.

(4)

Several names are used for this vector, including the optical direction cosine and the ray

y ector.

Geometric Path Length
Geometric path length is geometric distance measured along a ray between any two points.
The differential unit of length is
ds 5 4dx 2 1 dy 2 1 dz 2
(5)
The path length between points x1 and x2 on a ray described parametrically by x(s ) , with
derivative xÙ (s ) 5 d x(s ) / ds is

E

x2

s (x1; x2) 5

x1

E

x2

ds 5

x1

ds
ds 5
ds

E

x2

4uxÙ(s )u2 ds

(6)

x1

Optical Path Length
The optical path length between two points x1 and x2 through which a ray passes is

E

x2

Optical path length 5 V (x1; x2) 5

n (x) ds 5 c

x1

E dsv 5 c E dt

(7)

The integral is taken along the ray path, which may traverse homogeneous and
inhomogeneous media, and include any number of reflections and refractions. Path length
can be defined for virtual rays. In some cases, path length should be considered positive
definite, but in others it can be either positive or negative, depending on direction (Forbes
& Stone 19939). If x0, x1, and x2 are three points on the same ray, then
(8)

V (x0; x2) 5 V (x0; x1) 1 V (x1; x2)
Equivalently, the time required for light to travel between the two points is
Time 5

optical path length V 1
5 5
c
c c

E

x2

x1

E

x2

n (x) ds 5

x1

ds
v

(9)

In homogeneous media, rays are straight lines, and the optical path length is V 5 n e ds 5
(index) 3 (distance between the points).
The optical path length integral has several interpretations, and much of geometrical
optics involves the examination of its meanings. (1) With both points fixed, it is simply a
scalar, the optical path length from one point to another. (2) With one point fixed, say x0,
then treated as a function of x, the surfaces V (x0; x) 5 constant are geometric wavefronts
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for light originating at x0. (3) Most generally, as a function of both arguments V (x1; x2) is
the point characteristic function , which contains all the information about the rays between
the region containing x1 and that containing x2. There may not be a ray between all pairs of
points.

Fermat’s Principle
According to Fermat’s principle (Magie 1963,10 Fermat 1891,11,12 Feynman 1963,13 Rossi
1956,14 Hecht 198715) the optical path between two points through which a ray passes is an
extremum. Light passing through these points along any other nearby path would take
either more or less time. The principle applies to different neighboring paths. The optical
path length of a ray may not be a global extremum. For example, the path lengths of rays
through different facets of a Fresnel lens have no particular relationship. Fermat’s principle
applies to entire systems, as well as to any portion of a system, for example to any section
of a ray. In a homogeneous medium, the extremum is a straight line or, if there are
reflections, a series of straight line segments.
The extremum principle can be described mathematically as follows (Klein 198616).
With the end points fixed, if a nonphysical path differs from a physical one by an amount
proportional to d , the nonphysical optical path length differs from the actual one by a
quantity proportional to d 2 or to a higher order. If the order is three or higher, the first
point is imaged at the second-to-first order. Roughly speaking, the higher the order, the
better the image. A point is imaged stigmatically when a continuum of neighboring paths
have the same length, so the equality holds to all orders. If they are sufficiently close, but
vary slightly, the deviation from equality is a measure of the aberration of the imaging. An
extension of Fermat’s principle is given by Hopkins (H. Hopkins 197017).
Ray and wave optics are related by the importance of path length in both (Walther
1967,18 Walther 196919). In wave optics, optical path length is proportional to phase change,
and the extremum principle is associated with constructive interference. The more alike
the path lengths are from an object point to its image, the less the differences in phase of
the wave contributions, and the greater the magnitude of the net field. In imaging this
connection is manifested in the relationship of the wavefront aberration and the eikonal.
Fermat’s principle is a unifying principle of geometric optics that can be used to derive
laws of reflection and refraction, and to find the equations that describe ray paths and
geometric wavefronts in heterogeneous and homogeneous media. Fermat’s is one of a
number of variational principles based historically on the idea that nature is economical, a
unifying principle of physics. The idea that the path length is an extremum could be used
mathematically without interpreting the refractive index in terms of the speed of light.

Geometric Wavefronts
For rays originating at a single point, a geometric way efront is a surface that is a locus of
constant optical path length from the source. If the source point is located at x0 and light
leaves at time t0, then the wavefront at time t is given by
V (x0; x) 5 c(t 2 t0)

(10)

The function V (x; x0), as a function of x, satisfies the eikonal equation

SVx D 1 SVy D 1 SVz D
2

n (x)2 5

5 u=V (x; x0)u2

2

2

(11)
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This equation can also be written in relativistic form, with a four-dimensional gradient as
0 5 o ( V / xi )2 (Landau & Lifshitz 1951, sec. 7.120).
For constant refractive index, the eikonal equation has some simple solutions, one of
which is V 5 n [a (x 2 x 0) 1 b ( y 2 y0) 1 g (z 2 z0)] , corresponding to a parallel bundle of
rays with directions (a , b , g ). Another is V 5 n [(x 2 x 0)2 1 ( y 2 y0)2 1 (z 2 z0)2]1/2 ,
describing rays traveling radially from a point (x 0 , y0 , z0).
In isotropic media, rays and wavefronts are everywhere perpendicular, a condition
referred to as orthotomic. According to the Malus -Dupin principle , if a group of rays
emanating fron a single point is reflected and / or refracted any number of times, the
perpendicularity of rays to wavefronts is maintained. The direction of a ray from x0 at x is
that of the gradient of V (x0; x)
p 5 n r 5 =V
or
V
V
V
na 5
nb 5
ng 5
(12)
x
y
z
In a homogeneous medium, all wavefronts can be found from any one wavefront by a
construction. Wavefront normals, i.e., rays, are projected from the known wavefront, and
loci of points equidistant therefrom are other wavefronts. This gives wavefronts in both
directions, that is, both subsequent and previous wavefronts. (A single wavefront contains
no directional information.) The construction also gives virtual wavefronts, those which
would occur or would have occurred if the medium extended infinitely. This construction is
related to that of Huygens for wave optics. At each point on a wavefront there are two
principal curvatures, so there are two foci along each ray and two caustic surfaces
(Stavroudis 1972,8 Kneisly 196421).
The geometric wavefront is analogous to the surface of constant phase in wave optics,
and the eikonal equation can be obtained from the wave equation in the limit of small
wavelength (Born & Wolf 1980,3 Marcuse 19894). A way in which wave optics differs from
ray optics is that the phase fronts can be modified by phase changes that occur on
reflection, transmission, or in passing through foci.

Fields of Rays
In many cases the optical direction cosine vectors p form a field, where the optical path
length is the potential, and the geometric wavefronts are equipotential surfaces. The
potential changes with position according to
dV 5 na dx 1 nb dy 1 ng dz 5 n r ? d x 5 p ? d x

(13)

If d x is in the direction of a ray, then dV / dx 5 n , the maximum rate of change. If d x is
perpendicular to a ray, then dV / dx 5 0. The potential difference between any two
wavefronts is

E

x2

V2 2 V1 5

(14)

dV

x1

where x1 and x2 are any two points on the respective wavefronts, and the integrand is
independent of the path. Other relationships for rays originating at a single point are
0 5 = 3 p 5 = 3 (n r)

and

05

R p ? dx

(15)

where the integral is about a closed path (Born & Wolf 19803). These follow since p is a
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gradient, Eq. (13). In regions where rays are folded onto themselves by refraction or
reflections, p and V are not single-valued, so there is not a field.

1.4 CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS

Introduction
Characteristic functions contain all the information about the path lengths between pairs of
points, which may either be in a contiguous region or physically separated, e.g., on the two
sides of a lens. These functions were first considered by Hamilton (Hamilton 193122), so
their study is referred to as hamiltonian optics. They were rediscovered in somewhat
different form by Bruns (Bruns 1895,23 Schwarzschild 190524) and referred to as eikonals,
leading to a confusing set of names for the various functions. The subject is discussed in a
number of books (Czapski-Eppenstein 1924,25 Steward 1928,26 Herzberger 1931,27 Synge
1937,28 Caratheodory 1937,29 Rayleigh 1908,30 Pegis 1961,31 Luneburg 1964,32 Brouwer and
Walther 1967,33 Buchdahl 1970,34 Born & Wolf 1980,35 Herzberger 195836).
Four parameters are required to specify a ray. For example, an input ray is defined in
the z 5 0 plane by coordinates (x , y ) and direction (a , b ) . So four functions of four
variables specify how an incident ray emerges from a system. In an output plane z 9 5 0 , the
ray has coordinates x 9 5 x 9(x , y , a , b ) , y 9 5 y 9(x , y , a , b ) , and directions a 9 5
a 9(x , y , a , b ) , b 9 5 b 9(x , y , a , b ) . Because of Fermat’s principle, these four functions are
not independent, and the geometrical optics properties of a system can be fully
characterized by a single function (Luneburg 1964, sec. 1932).
For any given system, there is a variety of characteristic functions related by Legendre
transformations, with different combinations of spatial and angular variables (Buchdahl
197034). The different functions are suited for different types of analysis. Mixed
characteristic functions have both spatial and angular arguments. Those functions that are
of most general use are discussed below. The others may be useful in special circumstances. If the regions have constant refractive indices, the volumes over which the
characteristic functions are defined can be extended virtually from physically accessible to
inaccessible regions.
From any of its characteristic functions, all the properties of a system involving ray
paths can be found, for example, ray positions, directions, and geometric wavefronts. An
important use of characteristic functions is demonstrating general principles and fundamental limitations. Much of this can be done by using the general properties, e.g.,
symmetry under rotation. (Unfortunately, it is not always known how closely the
impossible can be approached.)

Point Characteristic Function
The point characteristic function is the optical path integral V (x; x9) 5 V (x , y , z ; x 9 , y 9 , z 9)
taken as a function of both points x and x9. At point x where the index is n ,

2na 5

V
x

2nb 5

V
y

2ng 5

V
z

or

2p 5 =V

(16)
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Similarly, at x9, where the index is n 9 ,
n 9a 9 5

V
x 9

n 9b 9 5

V
y 9

n 9g 9 5

V
z 9

or

p9 5 =9V

(17)

It follows from the above equations and Eq. (4) that the point characteristic satisfies two
conditions:
n 2 5 u=V u2
and
n 92 5 u=9V u2
(18)
Therefore, the point characteristic is not an arbitrary function of six variables. The total
differential of V is
dV (x; x9) 5 p9 ? dx9 2 p ? d x
(19)
‘‘This expression can be said to contain all the basic laws of optics’’ (Herzberger 195836).

Point Eikonal
If reference planes in object and image space are fixed, for which we use z0 and z09 , then
the point eikonal is S (x , y ; x 9 , y 9) 5 V (x , y , z0; x 9 , y 9 , z09). This is the optical path length
between pairs of points on the two planes. The function is not useful if the planes are
conjugate, since more than one ray through a pair of points can have the same path length.
The function is arbitrary, except for the requirement (Herzberger 193638) that
2S 2S
2S 2S
2
?0
x x 9 y y 9 x y 9 x 9 y

(20)

The partial derivatives of the point eikonal are
2na 5

S
x

2nb 5

S
y

and

n 9a 9 5

S
x 9

n 9b 9 5

S
y 9

(21)

The relative merits of the point characteristic function and point eikonal have been
debated. (Herzberger 1936,38 Herzberger 1937,39 Synge 193740).

Angle Characteristic
The angle characteristic function T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) , also called the eikonal , is related to the
point characteristic by
T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) 5 V (x , y , z ; x 9 , y 9 , z 9) 1 n (a x 1 b y 1 g z )
2 n 9(a 9x 9 1 b 9y 9 1 g 9z 9)

(22)

Here the input plane z and output plane z 9 are fixed and are implicit parameters of T.
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FIGURE 1 Geometrical interpretation of the angle characteristic function for
constant object and image space indices. There is, in general, a single ray with
directions (a , b , g ) in object space and (a 9 , b 9 , g 9) in image space. Point O is the
coordinate origin in object space, and O9 is that in image space. From the origins,
perpendiculars to the ray are constructed, which intersect the ray at Q and Q 9. The
angle characteristic function T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) is the path length from Q to Q 9.

This equation is really shorthand for a Legendre transformation to coordinates px 5 V / x ,
etc. In principle, the expressions of Eq. (16) are used to solve for x and y in terms of a and
b , and likewise Eq. (17) gives x 9 and y 9 in terms of a 9 and b 9 , so
T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) 5 V (x (a , b ) , y (a , b ) , z ; x 9(a 9 , b 9) , y 9(a 9 , b 9) , z 9)
1 n [a x (a , b ) 1 b y (a , b ) 1 41 2 a 2 2 b 2 z ]
2 n 9[a 9x 9(a 9 , b 9) 1 b 9y 9(a 9 , b 9) 1 41 2 a 92 2 b 92 z 9]

(23)

The angle characteristic is an arbitrary function of four variables that completely specify
the directions of rays in two regions. This function is not useful if parallel incoming rays
give rise to parallel outgoing rays, as is the case with afocal systems, since the relationship
between incoming and outgoing directions is not unique. The partial derivatives of the
angular characteristic function are

S

D
a9
T
5 2n 9Sx 9 2 z 9D
a 9
g9
T
a
5n x 2 z
a
g

S

T
b
5n y 2 z
b
g

D

S

(24)

D

T
b9
5 2n 9 y 9 2 z 9
b 9
g9

(25)

These expressions are simplified if the reference planes are taken to be z 5 0 and z 9 5 0.
The geometrical interpretation of T is that it is the path length between the intersection
point of rays with perpendicular planes through the coordinate origins in the two spaces, as
shown in Fig. 1 for the case of constant n and n 9. If the indices are heterogeneous, the
construction applies to the tangents to the rays. Of all the characteristic functions, T is
most easily found for single surfaces and most easily concatenated for series of surfaces.

Point-Angle Characteristic
The point -angle characteristic function is a mixed function defined by
W (x , y , z ; a 9 , b 9) 5 V (x , y , z ; x 9 , y 9 , z 9) 2 n 9(a 9x 9 1 b 9y 9 1 g 9z 9)
5 T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) 2 n (a x 1 b y 1 g z )

(26)

As with Eq. (22), this equation is to be understood as shorthand for a Legendre
transformation. The partial derivatives with respect to the spatial variables are related by
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equations like those of Eq. (16), so n 2 5 =W 2 , and the derivatives with respect to the
angular variables are like those of Eq. (25). This function is useful for examining
transverse ray aberrations for a given object point, since W / a 9 , W / b 9 give the
intersection points (x 9 , y 9) in plane z for rays originating at (x , y ) in plane z.

Angle-Point Characteristic
The angle -point characteristic function is
W 9(a , b ; x 9 , y 9 , z 9) 5 V (x , y , z ; x 9 , y 9 , z 9) 1 n (a x 1 b y 1 g z )
5 T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) 2 n 9(a 9x 9 1 b 9y 9 1 g 9z )

(27)

Again, this is shorthand for the Legendre transformation. This function satisfies relationships like those of Eq. (17) and satisfies n 92 5 =9W 9 2. Derivatives with respect to spatial
variables are like those of Eq. (21). It is useful when input angles are given, and output
angles are to be found.

Expansions About an Arbitrary Ray
If two points on a ray that are not conjugate are taken as coordinate origins, and the z axes
of the coordinate systems are taken to lie along the rays, then the expansion to second
order of the point eikonal about these points is
S (x 1 , y1; x 2 , y2) 5 … 1 a 1 x 21 1 b 1 x 1 y1 1 c1 y 21 1 a 2 x 22 1 b 2 x 2 y2 1 c 2 y 22
(28)

1 dx 1 x 2 1 ey1 y2 1 fx1 x 2 1 gy1 x 2

The other characteristic functions have similar expansions. These expansions have three
types of terms, those associated with the input space, the output space, and ‘‘interspace’’
terms. From the coefficients, information about imaging along a known ray is obtained.
This subject is treated in the references for the section ‘‘Images About Known Rays.’’

Expansions About the Axis
For rotationally symmetric systems, the building blocks for an expansion about the axis are
Object space term: 2 5 x 2 1 y 2
2

2

Image space term: ( 5 x 9 1 y 9
Interspace term:

a2 1 b2

or

@ 5 xx 9 1 yy 9

2

or

(29)
2

(30)

a9 1 b9

or

aa 9 1 b b 9

or

or

xa 9 1 yb 9

ax 9 1 by 9

(31)

(Here @ 5 ‘‘between.’’) The interspace term combines the variables included in 2 and ( .
The general form can be written as a series
C (2 , @ , ( ) 5

Oa

LMN

2L@M( N

(32)

L ,M ,N

To second order, the expansion is
C (2 , @ , ( ) 5 a 0 1 a 100 2 1 a 010 @ 1 a 001 ( 1 a 200 2 2 1 a 020 @2 1 a 002 ( 2
1 a 110 2@ 1 a 101 2( 1 a 011 @( 1 ? ? ?

(33)
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The constant term is the optical path length between coordinate origins in the two spaces.
It is often unimportant, but it does matter if two systems are used in parallel, as in an
interferometer. The three first-order terms give the paraxial approximation. For imaging
systems, the second-order terms are associated with third-order ray aberrations, and so on
(Rayleigh 190830). It is also possible to expand the characteristic functions in terms of three
linear combinations of 2 , @ , and ( . These combinations can be chosen so that the
characteristic function of an aberration-free system depends on only one of the three
terms, and the other two describe the aberrations (Steward 1928,26 Smith 1945,37 Pegis
196131).

Paraxial Forms for Rotationally Symmetric Systems
These functions contain one each of the object space, image space, and interspace terms,
with coefficients aO , aI , and aB . The coefficients of the object and image space terms
depend on the input and output plane locations. That of the interspace term depends on
the system power. Point eikonal:
S (x 9 , y 9; x , y ) 5 a 1 aO(x 2 1 y 2) 1 aB (xx 9 1 yy 9) 1 aI (x 92 1 y 92)

(34)

Angle characteristic:
T (a 9 , b 9; a , b ) 5 a 1 aO(a 2 1 b 2) 1 aB (a a 9 1 b b 9) 1 aI (a 92 1 b 92)

(35)

Point-angle characteristic:
W (x , y ; a 9 , b 9) 5 a 1 aO(x 2 1 y 2) 1 aB (xa 9 1 yb 9) 1 aI (a 92 1 b 92)

(36)

Angle-point characteristic:
W 9(a , b , x 9 , y 9) 5 a 1 aO(a 2 1 b 2) 1 aB (a x 9 1 b y 9) 1 aI (x 92 1 y 92)

(37)

The coefficients in these expressions are different. The familiar properties of paraxial and
gaussian optics can be found from these functions by taking the appropriate partial
derivatives.

Some Ideal Characteristic Functions
For a system that satisfies certain conditions, the form of a characteristic function can
sometimes be found. Thereafter, some of its properties can be determined. Some examples
of characteristic functions follow, in each of which expression the function F is arbitrary.
For maxwellian perfect imaging (defined below) by a rotationally symmetric system
between planes at z 5 0 and z 9 5 0 related by transverse magnification m , the point
characteristic function, defined for z 9 ? 0 , is
V (x 9 , y 9 , z 9; x , y ) 5 F (x 2 1 y 2) 1 [(x 9 2 mx )2 1 ( y 9 2 my )2 1 z 92]1/2

(38)

Expanding the expression above for small x , x 9 , y , y 9 give the paraxial form, Eq. (34). The
form of the point-angle characteristic is
W (x , y ; a 9 ,b 9) 5 F (x 2 1 y 2) 2 m (n 9a 9x 1 n 9b 9y )

(39)
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The form of the angle-point characteristic is
W 9(a , b ; x 9 , y 9) 5 F (x 92 1 y 92) 1

1
(na x 9 1 nb y 9)
m

(40)

The functions F are determined if the imaging is also stigmatic at one additional point, for
example, at the center of the pupil (Steward 1928,26 T. Smith 1945,37 Buchdahl 1970,34
Velzel 199141). The angular characteristic function has the form
T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) 5 F ((na 2 mn 9a 9)2 1 (nb 2 mn 9b 9)2)

(41)

where F is any function.
For a lens of power f that stigmatically images objects at infinity in a plane, and does so
in either direction,
nn 9
S (x , y ; x 9 , y 9) 5 2f (xx 9 1 yy 9)
and
T (a , b ; a 9 , b 9) 5
(42)
(a a 9 1 b b 9)
f
Partially differentiating with respect to the appropriate variables shows that for such a
system, the heights of point images in the rear focal plane are proportional to the sines of
the incident angles, rather than the tangents.

1.5 RAYS IN HETEROGENEOUS MEDIA

Introduction
This section provides equations for describing and determining the curved ray paths in a
heterogeneous or inhomogeneous medium, one whose refractive index varies with
position. It is assumed here that n (x) and the other relevant functions are continuous and
have continuous derivatives to whatever order is needed. Various aspects of this subject
are discussed in a number of books and papers (Heath 1895,42 Herman 1900,43 Synge
1937,44 Luneburg 1964,45 Stavroudis 1972,46 Ghatak 1978,47 Born & Wolf 1980,48 Marcuse
198949). This material is often discussed in the literature on gradient index lenses
(Marchand 1973,50 Marchand 1978,51 Sharma, Kumar, & Ghatak 1982,52 Moore 1992,53
Moore 199454) and in discussions of microwave lenses (Brown 1953,55 Cornbleet 1976,56
Cornbleet 1983,57 Cornbleet 198458).

Differential Geometry of Space Curves
A curved ray path is a space curve, which can be described by a standard parametric
description, x(s ) 5 (x (s ) , y (s ) , z (s )) , where s is an arbitrary parameter (Blaschke 1945,59
Kreyszig 1991,60 Stoker 1969,61 Struik 1990,62 Stavroudis 197246).
Different parameters may be used according to the situation. The path length s along
the ray is sometimes used, as is the axial position z. Some equations change form according
to the parameter, and those involving derivatives are simplest when the parameter is s.
Derivatives with respect to the parameter are denoted by dots, so x(s ) 5 d x(s ) / ds
5 (x (s ) , y (s ) , z (s )). A parameter other than s is a function of s , so d x(s ) / ds
5 (d x / ds )(ds / ds ).
Associated with space curves are three mutually perpendicular unit vectors, the tangent
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vector t, the principal normal n, and the binormal b, as well as two scalars, the curvature
and the torsion. The direction of a ray is that of its unit tangent y ector
t5

x(s )
5 x(s ) 5 (a , b , g )
x(s )

(43)

The tangent vector t is the same as the direction vector r used elsewhere in this chapter.
The rate of change of the tangent vector with respect to path length is

k n 5 t(s ) 5 x¨ (s ) 5

da db dg
,
,
dx ds ds

(44)

The normal y ector is the unit vector in this direction
n5

x¨ (s )
x¨ (s )

(45)

The vectors t and n define the osculating plane. The cury ature k 5 x¨ (s ) is the rate of
change of direction of t in the osculating plane.

k2 5

x(s ) 3 x¨ (s ) 2
da
5 x¨ (s ) 2 5
x(s ) 6
ds

2

1

db
ds

2

1

dg
ds

2

(46)

The radius of curvature is r 5 1 / k . Perpendicular to the osculating plane is the unit
binormal y ector
x(s ) 3 x¨ (s )
(47)
b5t3n5
x¨ (s )
The torsion is the rate of change of the normal to the osculating plane

τ 5 b(s ) ?

x(s ) (x(s ) 3 x¨ (s )) ? &
x (s )
d n(s ) (x(s ) 3 x¨ (s )) ? &
5
5
ds
x(s ) 3 x¨ (s ) 2
x¨ (s ) 2

(48)

The quantity 1 / τ is the radius of torsion. For a plane curve, τ 5 0 and b is constant. The
rates of change of t, n, and b are given by the Frenet equations:
t(s ) 5 k n

n(s ) 5 2k t 1 τ b

b(s ) 5 2τ n

(49)

In some books, 1 / k and 1 / τ are used for what are denoted here by k and τ .

Differential Geometry Equations Specific to Rays
From the general space curve equations above and the differential equations below specific
to rays, the following equations for rays are obtained. Note that n here is the refractive
index, unrelated to n. The tangent and normal vectors are related by Eq. (59), which can
be written
(50)
= log n 5 k n 1 (= log n ? t)t



The osculating plane always contains the vector =n. Taking the dot product with n in the
above equation gives
 log n
k5
(51)
5 n ? = log n 5 b ? (x 3 = log n )
N
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The partial derivative  /  N is in the direction of the principal normal, so rays bend toward
regions of higher refractive index. Other relations (Stavroudis 197246) are
n 5 r x(s ) 3 (= log n 3 x(s ))

b 5 r x(s ) 3 = log n

τ5

and

(52)

0 5 b ? =n

(53)

(x(s ) 3 =n ) ? =n
=n 3 x(s ) 2

(54)

Variational Integral
Written in terms of parameter s , the optical path length integral, Eq. (7) is
V5

n ds 5

n

ds
ds 5
ds

+ ds

(55)

The solution for ray paths involves the calculus of variations in a way analogous to that
used in classical mechanics, where the time integral of the lagrangian + is an extremum
(Goldstein 198063). If + has no explicit dependence on s , the mechanical analogue to the
optics case is that of no explicit time dependence.

Differential Equations for Rays


 


 F 
G 

General Differential Equations . Because the optical path length integral is an extremum,
the integrand + satisfies the Euler equations (Stavroudis 197246). For an arbitrary
coordinate system, with coordinates q 1 , q2 , q3 and the derivatives with respect to the
parameter qi 5 dqi / ds , the differential equations for the path are
05

d + + d
 ds

ds
2
5
n
2
n
ds qi qi ds
qi ds
qi
ds

Cartesian Coordinates with Unspecified
ds / ds 5 (x 2 1 y 2 1 z 2)1/2 , so the x equation is
05

Parameter .

i 5 1, 2, 3

In

cartesian

(56)

coordinates

nx
n
 ds
ds n d
d
n
2
2 (x 2 1 y 2 1 z 2)1/2
5
ds
x ds
ds x ds (x 2 1 y 2 1 z 2)1/2
x

(57)

Similar equations hold for y and z.

Cartesian Coordinates with Parameter s 5 s . With s 5 s , so ds / ds 5 1 , an expression,
sometimes called the ray equation , is obtained (Synge 193728).

 

=n 5

d
d x(s )
d 2x(s ) dn (x(s )) d x(s )
n
5n
1
ds
ds
ds 2
ds
ds

Using dn / ds 5 =n ? x, the ray equation can also be written
=n 5 nx¨ 1 (=n ? x)x

or






= log n 5 x¨ 1 (= log n ? x)x

Only two of the component equations are independent, since x 5 1.

(58)

(59)
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Cartesian Coordinates with Parameter s 5 e ds / n . The parameter s 5 e ds / n , for which
ds / ds 5 n and n 2 5 x 2 1 y 2 1 z 2 , gives (Synge 193744)
d 2x
5 =( 1–2 n 2)
ds 2

(60)

This equation is analogous to Newton’s law of motion for a particle, F 5 m d 2x / dt 2 , so the
ray paths are like the paths of particles in a field with a potential proportional to n 2(x).
This analogy describes paths, but not speeds, since light travels slower where n is greater,
whereas the particles would have greater speeds (Arnaud 1979,64 Evans & Rosenquist
198665).
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G 




S
D
S
D

Euler Equations for Parameter s 5 z. If s 5 z , then ds / ds 5 (x 2 1 y 2 1 1)1/2 and
+ 5 + (x , y ; x , y ; z ). This gives (Luneburg 1964,45 Marcuse 198949)
05

d
n
nx
 ds
ds n d
2
1 y 2)1/2
n
2
5
2
2 1/2 2 (1 1 x
dz
x dz
dz x dz (1 1 x 1 y )
x

(61)

with a similar equation for y. The equations can also be written (Moore 1975,66 Marchand
1978, app. A51) as
nx¨ 5 (1 1 x 2 1 y 2)

n n
2 x
x z

ny¨ 5 (1 1 x 2 1 y 2)

n n
2 y
y z

(62)

This parameter is particularly useful when n is rotationally symmetric about the z axis.
Hamilton’s Equations with Cartesian Coordinates for Parameter s 5 z . A set of
Hamilton’s equations can also be written in cartesian coordinates using z as the parameter.
(Luneburg 1964,45 Marcuse 198949) The canonical momenta in cartesian coordinates are
the optical direction cosines
+
+
(63)
px 5
5 na
py 5
5 nb
x
y
The hamiltonian is

 


* (x , y , ; px , py ; z ) 5 xpx 1 ypy 2 + 5 24n 2(x , y , z ) 2 ( p 2x 1 p 2y)
Hamilton’s equations are
dx *
5
dz px

dy *
5
dz py

dpx
*
52
dz
x

dpy
*
52
dz
y

(64)

(65)

It is not possible to write a set of Hamilton’s equations using an arbitrary parameter and
three canonical momenta, since they are not independent (Forbes 199167). Another
equation is
* d* 1 n
5
5
(66)
z dz g z
Paraxial Form of Hamilton’s Equations for s 5 z . In the paraxial limit, if n 0 is the
average index, the above set of equations gives (Marcuse 198949)
d 2x (z ) 1 n
5
dz 2
n 0 x

d 2y (z ) 1 n
5
dz 2
n0 y

(67)
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Other Forms . A variety of additional differential equations can be obtained with various
parameters (Forbes 199167). Time cannot be used as a parameter (Landau & Lifshitz
195168). The equations can also be expressed in a variety of coordinate systems (Buchdahl
1973,69 Cornbleet 1976,56 Cornbleet 1978,70 Cornbleet 1979,71 Cornbleet 198458).

Refractive Index Symmetries
When the refractive index has symmetry or does not vary with one or more of the spatial
variables, the above equations may simplify and take special forms. If, in some coordinate
system, n does not vary with a coordinate qi , so n / qi 5 0 , and if, in addition,
 / qi (ds / ds ) 5 0 , then
+
50
qi

and

S D

+
 ds
5n
5 constant
q
q ds

(68)

There is an associated invariance of the ray path (Synge 1937,44 Cornbleet 1976,56 1984,58
Marcuse 198949). (This is analogous to the case in mechanics where a potential does not
vary with some coordinate.) A more esoteric approach to symmetries involves Noether’s
theorem (Blaker 1974,72 Joyce 197573). There are a number of special cases.
If the index is rotationally symmetric about the z axis, n 5 n (x 2 1 y 2 , z ) , then
+ / f 5 0 , where f is the azimuth angle, and the constant of motion is analogous to that
of the z component of angular momentum in mechanics for a potential with rotational
symmetry. The constant quantity is the skew iny ariant , discussed elsewhere.
If the refractive index is a function of radius, n 5 n (r ) , there are two constants of
motion. The ray paths lie in planes through the center (r 5 0) and have constant angular
motion about an axis through the center that is perpendicular to this plane, so x 3 p is
constant. If the plane is in the x -y plane, then n (a y 2 b x ) is constant. This is analogous to
motion of a particle in a central force field. Two of the best-known examples are the
Maxwell fisheye (Maxwell 1854,74 Born & Wolf 198048) for which n (r ) ~ (1 1 r 2)21 , and the
Luneburg lens (Luneburg 1964,45 Morgan 195875), for which n (r ) 5 42 2 r 2 for r # 1 and
n 5 1 for r . 1.
If n does not vary with z , then * 5 ng is constant for a ray as a function of z , according
to Eq. (66).
If the medium is layered, so the index varies in only the z direction, then na and nb are
constant. If θ is the angle relative to the z axis, then n (z ) sin θ (z ) is constant, giving Snell’s
law as a special case.
The homogeneous medium, where n / x 5 n / y 5 n / z 5 0 , is a special case in
which there are three constants of motion, na , nb , and ng , so rays travel in straight lines.

´ TENDUE
1.6 CONSERVATION OF E
If a bundle of rays intersects a constant z plane in a small region of size dx dy and has a
small range of angles da db , then as the light propagates through a lossless system, the
following quantity remains constant:
n 2 dx dy da db 5 n 2 dA da db 5 n 2 dA cos θ dv 5 dx dy dpx dpy

(69)
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Here dA 5 dx dy is the differential area, dv is the solid angle, and θ is measured relative to
the normal to the plane. The integral of this quantity

E n dx dy da db 5 E n dA da db 5 E n dA cos θ dv 5 E dx dy dp dp
2

2

2

x

y

(70)

is the ´e tendue , and is also conserved. For lambertian radiation of radiance Le , the
total power transferred is P 5 e Le n 2 da db dx dy. The e´ tendue and related quantities are
known by a variety of names (Steel 197476), including generalized Lagrange iny ariant ,
luminosity , light -gathering power , light grasp , throughput , acceptance , optical extent , and
area -solid -angle -product. The angle term is not actually a solid angle, but is weighted.
It does approach a solid angle in the limit of small extent. In addition, the integrations
can be over area, giving n 2 da db e dA , or over angle, giving n 2 dA e da db . A related
quantity is the geometrical vector flux (Winston 197977), with components
(e dpy dpz , e dpx dpz , e dpx dpy ). In some cases these quantities include a brightness factor,
and in others they are purely geometrical. The e´ tendue is related to the information
capacity of a system (Gabor 196178).
As special case, if the initial and final planes are conjugate with transverse magnification
m 5 dx 9 / dx 5 dy 9 / dy , then
(71)
n 2 da db 5 n 92m 2 da 9 db 9
Consequently, the angular extents of the entrance and exit pupil in direction cosine
coordinates are related by
n2

E

entrance pupil

da db 5 n 92m 2

E

da 9 db 9

(72)

exit pupil

See also the discussion of image irradiance in the section on apertures and pupils.
This conservation law is general; it does not depend on index homogeneity or on axial
symmetry. It can be proven in a variety of ways, one of which is with characteristic
functions (Welford & Winston 1978,79 Welford 1986,80 Welford & Winston 198981). Phase
space arguments involving Liouville’s theorem can also be applied (di Francia 1950,82
Winston 1970,83 Jannson & Winston 1986,84 Marcuse 198985). Another type of proof
involves thermodynamics, using conservation of radiance (or brightness) or the principal of
detailed balance (Clausius 1864,86 Clausius 1879,87 Helmholtz 1874,88 Liebes 196989).
Conversely, the thermodynamic principle can be proven from the geometric optics one
(Nicodemus 1963,90 Boyd 1983,91 Klein 198692). In the paraxial limit for systems of
revolution the conservation of etendue between object and image planes is related to the
two-ray paraxial invariant, Eq. (152). Some historical aspects are discussed by Rayleigh
(Rayleigh 188693) and Southall (Southall 191094).

1.7 SKEW INVARIANT
In a rotationally symmetric system, whose indices may be constant or varying, a skew ray is
one that does not lie in a plane containing the axis. The skewness of such a ray is

6 5 n (a y 2 b x ) 5 na y 2 nb x 5 px y 2 py x

(73)

As a skew ray propagates through the system, this quantity, known as the skew iny ariant ,
does not change (T. Smith 1921,95 H. Hopkins 1947,96 Marshall 1952,97 Buchdahl 1954, sec.
4,98 M. Herzberger 1958,99 Welford 1968,100 Stavroudis 1972, p. 208,101 Welford 1974, sec.
5.4,102 Welford 1986, sec. 6.4103 Welford & Winston 1989, p. 228104). For a meridional ray,
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one lying in a plane containing the axis, 6 5 0. The skewness can be written in vector form
as

6 5 a ? (x

p)

(74)

where a is a unit vector along the axis, x is the position on a ray, and p is the optical cosine
and vector at that position.
This invariance is analogous to the conservation of the axial component of angular
momentum in a cylindrical force field, and it can be proven in several ways. One is by
performing the rotation operations on a , b , x , and y (as discussed in the section on
heterogeneous media). Another is by means of characteristic functions. It can also be
demonstrated that 6 is not changed by refraction or reflection by surfaces with radial
gradients. The invariance holds also for diffractive optics that are figures of rotation.
A special case of the invariant relates the intersection points of a skew ray with a given
meridian. If a ray with directions (a , b ) in a space of index n intersects the x 5 0 meridian
with height y , then at another intersection with this meridian in a space with index n 9 , its
height y 9 and direction cosine a 9 are related by
(75)

na y 5 n 9a 9y 9

The points where rays intersect the same meridian are known as diapoints and the ratio
y 9 / y as the diamagnification (Herzberger 195899).

1.8 REFRACTION AND REFLECTION AT INTERFACES BETWEEN
HOMOGENEOUS MEDIA

Introduction
The initial ray direction is specified by the unit vector r 5 (a , b , g ). After refraction or
reflection the direction is r9 5 (a 9 , b 9 , g 9). At the point where the ray intersects the
surface, its normal has direction S 5 (L , M , N ).
The angle of incidence I is the angle between a ray and the surface normal at the
intersection point. This angle and the corresponding outgoing angle I 9 are given by
ucos I u 5 ur ? Su 5 ua L 1 b M 1 g N u

(76)

ucos I 9u 5 ur9 ? Su 5 ua 9L 1 b 9M 1 g 9N u

In addition
usin I u 5 ur

Su

usin I 9u 5 ur9

Su

(77)

The signs of these expressions depend on which way the surface normal vector is directed.
The surface normal and the ray direction define the plane of incidence , which is
perpendicular to the vector cross product S r 5 (Mg 2 Nb , Na 2 Lg , Lb 2 Ma ) . After
refraction or reflection, the outgoing ray is in the same plane. This symmetry is related to
the fact that optical path length is an extremum.
The laws of reflection and refraction can be derived from Fermat’s principle, as is done
in many books. At a planar interface, the reflection and refraction directions are derived
from Maxwell’s equations using the boundary conditions. For scalar waves at a plane
interface, the directions are related to the fact that the number of oscillation cycles is the
same for incident and outgoing waves.
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Refraction
At an interface between two homogeneous and isotropic media, described by indices n and
n 9 , the incidence angle I and the outgoing angle I 9 are related by Snell ’s law (Magie
1963105):
n 9 sin I 9 5 n sin I
(78)
If sin I 9 . 1 , there is total internal reflection. Another relationship is
n 9 cos I 9 5 4n 92 2 n 2 sin2 I 5 4n 92 2 n 2 2 n 2 cos2 I

(79)

Snell’s law can be expressed in a number of ways, one of which is
n [r 1 (r ? S)S] 5 n 9[r9 1 (r9 ? S)S]

(80)

Taking the cross product of both sides with S gives another form
n 9(S

r9) 5 n (S

r)

(81)

A quantity that appears frequently in geometrical optics (but which has no common name
or symbol) is
G 5 n 9 cos I 9 2 n cos I
(82)
It can be written several ways
G 5 (n r 2 n 9r9) ? S 5 2n cos I 1 4n 92 2 n 2 sin2 I 5 2n cos I 1 4n 92 2 n 2 1 n 2 cos2 I (83)
In terms of G, Snell’s law is
(84)

n 9r9 5 n r 1 GS
or
n 9a 9 5 na 1 LG

n 9b 9 5 nb 1 M G

n 9g 9 5 ng 1 N G

(85)

The outgoing direction is expressed explicitly as a function of incident direction by
n 9r9 5 n r 1 S[n r ? S 2 4n 92 2 n 2 1 (n r ? S)2]

(86)

If the surface normal is in the z direction, the equations simplify to
n 9a 9 5 na

n 9b 9 5 nb

n 9g 9 5 4n 92 2 n 2 1 n 2g 2

(87)

If b 5 0 , this reduces to n 9a 9 5 na , the familiar form of Snell’s law, written with direction
cosines, with n 9g 9 5 (n 92 2 n 2a 2)1/2 , corresponding to Eq. (79). Another relation is
n 9a 9 2 na n 9b 9 2 nb n 9g 9 2 ng
5
5
5G
L
M
N

(88)

All of the above expressions can be formally simplified by using p 5 n r and p9 5 n 9r9. For a
succession of refractions by parallel surfaces,
n 1 sin I1 5 n 2 sin I2 5 n 3 sin I3 5 ? ? ?

(89)

so the angles within any two media are related by their indices alone, regardless of the
intervening layers. Refractive indices vary with wavelength, so the angles of refraction do
likewise.
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Reflection
The reflection equations can be derived from those for refraction by setting the index of
the final medium equal to the negative of that of the incident medium, i.e., n 9 5 2n , which
gives G 5 22n cos I. The angles of incidence and reflection are equal
(90)

I9 5 I
The incident and reflected ray directions are related by
S 3 r9 5 2S 3 r

(91)

r9 5 r 2 (2S ? r)S 5 r 2 (2 cos I )S

(92)

Another expression is

The components are

a 9 5 a 2 2L cos I

b 9 5 b 2 2M cos I

g 9 5 g 2 2N cos I

(93)

This relationship can be written in terms of dyadics (Silberstein 1918106) as r9 5 (I 2 SS) ? r.
This is equivalent to the matrix form (T. Smith 1928,107 Luneburg 1964,108 R. E. Hopkins
1965,109 Levi 1968,110 Tongshu 1991111)

121
a9
b9 5
g9

1 2 2L2 22LM 22LN
22LM 1 2 2M 2 22MN
22LN 22MN 1 2 2N 2

21 2
a
b
g

(94)

Each column of this matrix is a set of direction cosines and is orthogonal to the others, and
likewise for the rows. The matrix associated with a sequence of reflections from plane
surfaces is calculated by multiplying the matrices for each reflection. Another relationship
is
a9 2 a b9 2 b g9 2 g
(95)
5
5
L
M
N
If the surface normal is in the z direction, so (L , M , N ) 5 (0 , 0 , 1) , then

a9 5 a

b9 5 b

(96)

g 9 5 2g

Reflection by a Plane Mirror—Positions of Image Points
If light from a point (x , y , z ) is reflected by a plane mirror whose distance from the
coordinate origin is d , and whose surface normal has direction (L , M , N ) , the image point
coordinates (x 9 , y 9 , z 9) are given by
x9
y9
5
z9
1

121

1 2 2L2 22LM 22LN 2dL
22LM 1 2 2M 2 22MN 2dM
22LN 22MN 1 2 2N 2 2dN
1
0
0
0

x
y
z
1

21 2

(97)

This transformation involves both rotation and translation, with only the former effect
applying if d 5 0. It is an affine type of collinear transformation, discussed in the section on
collineation. The effect of a series of reflections by plane mirrors is found by a product of
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such matrices. The transformation can also be formulated in terms of quaternions (Wagner
1951,112 Levi 1968, p. 367110).

Diffractive Elements
The changes in directions produced by gratings or diffractive elements can be handled in
an ad hoc geometrical way (Spencer & Murty 1962,113 di Francia 1950114)

l
n 9rG
9 3 S 5 nr 3 S 1 G q
p

(98)

Here l is the vacuum wavelength, p is the grating period, q is a unit vector tangent to the
surface and parallel to the rulings, and G is the diffraction order. Equations (81) and (91)
are special cases of this equation for the 0th order.

1.9 IMAGING
Introduction
Image formation is the principal use of lenses. Moreover, lenses form images even if this is
not their intended purpose. This section provides definitions, and discusses basic concepts
and limitations. The purposes of the geometric analysis of imaging include the following:
(1) discovering the nominal relationship between an object and its image, principally the
size, shape, and location of the image, which is usually done with paraxial optics; (2)
determining the deviations from the nominal image, i.e., the aberrations; (3) estimating
image irradiance; (4) understanding fundamental limitations—what is inherently possible
and impossible; (5) supplying information for diffraction calculations, usually optical path
lengths.

Images and Types of Images
A definition of image (Webster 1934115) is: ‘‘The optical counterpart of an object produced
by a lens, mirror, or other optical system. It is a geometrical system made up of foci
corresponding to the parts of the object.’’ The point-by-point correspondence is the key,
since a given object can have a variety of different images.
Image irradiance can be found only approximately from geometric optics, the degree of
accuracy of the predictions varying from case to case. In many instances wave optics is
required, and for objects that are not self-luminous, an analysis involving partial coherence
is also needed.
The term image is used in a variety of ways, so clarification is useful. The light from an
object produces a three-dimensional distribution in image space. The aerial image is the
distribution on a mathematical surface, often that of best focus, the locus of points of the
images of object points. An aerial image is never the final goal; ultimately, the light is to be
captured. The receiy ing surface (NS) is that on which the light falls, the distribution of
which there can be called the receiy ed image (NS). This distinction is important in
considerations of defocus, which is a relationship, not an absolute. The record thereby
produced is the recorded image (NS). The recorded image varies with the position of the
receiving surface, which is usually intended to correspond with the aerial image surface. In
this section, ‘‘image’’ means aerial image, unless otherwise stated.
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Object Space and Image Space
The object is said to exist in object space ; the image, in image space. Each space is infinite,
with a physically accessible region called real , and an inaccessible region, referred to as
irtual. The two spaces may overlap physically, as with reflective systems. Corresponding
quantities and locations associated with the object and image spaces are typically denoted
by the same symbol, with a prime indicating image space. Positions are specified by a
coordinate system (x , y , z ) in object space and (x , y , z ) in image space. The refractive
indices of the object and image spaces are n and n .

Image of a Point
An object point is thought of as emitting rays in all directions, some of which are captured
by the lens, whose internal action converges the rays, more or less, to an image point , the
term ‘‘point’’ being used even if the ray convergence is imperfect. Object and image points
are said to be conjugate. Since geometric optics is reversible, if A is the image of A , then
A is the image of A .

Mapping Object Space to Image Space



If every point were imaged stigmatically, then the entire object space would be mapped
into the image space according to a transformation
x

x (x , y , z )

y

y (x , y , z )

z

z (x , y , z )

(99)

The mapping is reciprocal, so the equations can be inverted. If n and n are constant, then
the mapping is a collinear transformation, discussed below.

Images of Extended Objects




















An extended object can be thought of as a collection of points, a subset of the entire space,
and its stigmatic image is the set of conjugate image points. A surface described by
0 F (x , y , z ) has an image surface
0

F (x , y , z )

F (x (x , y , z ) , y (x , y , z ) , z (x , y , z ))

A curve described parametrically by x( )
x( )

(100)

(x ( ) , y ( ) , z ( )) has an image curve

(x (x ( ) , y ( ) , z ( )) , y (x ( ) , y ( ) , z ( )) , z (x ( ) , y ( ) , z ( )))

(101)

Rotationally Symmetric Lenses
Rotationally symmetric lenses have an axis , which is a ray path (unless there is an
obstruction). All planes through the axis, the meridians or meridional planes , are planes
with respect to which there is bilateral symmetry. An axial object point is conjugate to an
axial image point. An axial image point is located with a single ray in addition to the axial
one. Off-axis object and image points are in the same meridian, and may be on the same or
opposite sides of the axis. The object height is the distance of a point from the axis, and the
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image height is that for its image. It is possible to have rotational symmetry without
bilateral symmetry, as in a system made of crystalline quartz (Buchdahl 1970116), but such
systems are not discussed here. For stigmatic imaging by a lens rotationally symmetric
about the z axis, Eq. (99) gives
x 9 5 x 9(x , z )

y 9 5 y 9( y , z )

z 9 5 z 9(z )

(102)

Planes Perpendicular to the Axis
The arrangement most often of interest is that of planar object and receiving surfaces, both
perpendicular to the lens axis. When the terms object plane and image plane are used here
without further elaboration, this is the meaning. (This arrangement is more common for
manufactured systems with flat detectors, than for natural systems, for instance, eyes, with
their curved retinas.)

Magnifications
The term magnification is used in a general way to denote the ratio of conjugate object and
image dimensions, for example, heights, distances, areas, volumes, and angles. A single
number is inadequate when object and image shapes are not geometrically similar. The
term magnification implies an increase, but this is not the case in general.

Transverse Magnification
With object and image planes perpendicular to the axis, the relative scale factor of length
is the transy erse magnification or lateral magnification , denoted by m , and usually referred
to simply as ‘‘the magnification.’’ The transverse magnification is the ratio of image height
to object height, m 5 h 9 / h. It can also be written in differential form, e.g., m 5 dx 9 / dx or
m 5 Dx 9 / Dx. The transverse magnification is signed, and it can have any value from 2 ` to
1 ` . Areas in such planes are scaled by m 2. A lens may contain plane mirrors that affect
the image parity or it may be accompanied by external plane mirrors that reorient images
and change their parity, but these changes are independent of the magnification at which
the lens works.

Longitudinal Magnification
Along the rotational axis, the longitudinal magnification , mL , also called axial
magnification , is the ratio of image length to object length in the limit of small lengths, i.e.,
mL 5 dz 9 / dz.
Visual Magnification
With visual instruments, the perceived size of the image depends on its angular subtense.
Visual magnification is the ratio of the angular subtense of an image relative to that of the
object viewed directly. Other terms are used for this quantity, including ‘‘magnification,’’
‘‘power,’’ and ‘‘magnifying power.’’ For objects whose positions can be controlled, there is
arbitrariness in the subtense without the instrument, which is greatest when the object is
located at the near-point of the observer. This distance varies from person to person, but
for purposes of standardization the distance is taken to be 250 mm. For instruments that
view distant objects there is no arbitrariness of subtense with direct viewing.
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Ideal Imaging and Disappointments in Imaging
Terms such as perfect imaging and ideal imaging are used in various ways. The ideal varies
with the circumstances, and there are applications in which imaging is not the purpose, for
instance, energy collection and Fourier transformation. The term desired imaging might be
more appropriate in cases where that which is desired is fundamentally impossible. Some
deviations from what is desired are called aberrations , whether their avoidance is possible
or not. Any ideal that can be approximated must agree in its paraxial limit ideal with what
a lens actually does in its paraxial limit.
Maxwellian Ideal for Single-Plane Imaging
The most common meaning of perfect imaging is that elucidated by Maxwell (Maxwell
1858117), and referred to here as maxwellian ideal or maxwellian perfection. This ideal is
fundamentally possible. The three conditions for such imaging of points in a plane
perpendicular to the lens axis are: (1) Each point is imaged stigmatically. (2) The images of
all the points in a plane lie on a plane that is likewise perpendicular to the axis, so the field
is flat, or free from field curvature. (3) The ratio of image heights to object heights is the
same for all points in the plane. That is, transverse magnification is constant, or there is no
distortion.
The Volume Imaging Ideal
A more demanding ideal is that points everywhere in regions of constant index be imaged
stigmatically and that the imaging of every plane be flat and free from distortion. For
planes perpendicular to the lens axis, such imaging is described mathematically by the
collinear transformation, discussed below. It is inherently impossible for a lens to function
in this way, but the mathematical apparatus of collineation is useful in obtaining
approximate results.
Paraxial, First-Order, and Gaussian Optics
The terms ‘‘paraxial,’’ ‘‘first order,’’ and ‘‘gaussian’’ are often used interchangeably, and
their consideration is merged with that of collineation. The distinction is often not made,
probably because these descriptions agree in result, although differing in approach. One of
the few discussions is that of Southall (Southall 1910118). A paraxial analysis has to do with
the limiting case in which the distances of rays from the axis approach zero, as do the
angles of the rays relative to the axis. The term first order refers to the associated
mathematical approximation in which the positions and directions of such rays are
computed with terms to the first order only in height and angle. Gaussian refers to certain
results of the paraxial optics, where lenses are black boxes whose properties are
summarized by the existence and locations of cardinal points. In the limit of small heights
and angles, the equations of collineation are identical to those of paraxial optics. Each of
these is discussed in greater detail below.
Fundamental Limitations
There are fundamental geometrical limitations on optical systems, relating to the fact that
a given ray passes through many points and a given point lies on many rays. So the images
of points on the same line or plane, or on different planes, are not independent. A set of
rays intersecting at several points in object space cannot be made to satisfy arbitrary
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requirements in image space. Such limitations are best studied by the methods of
hamiltonian optics.
Stigmatic Imaging
If all rays from an object point converge precisely to an image point, the imaging of this
point is said to be stigmatic. The optical path lengths of all rays between two such points is
identical. A stigmatic image point is located by the intersection of any two rays that pass
through the points. An absolute instrument is one which images all points stigmatically
(Born & Wolf 1980119). For such imaging
n dx 5 n9 dx9

n dy 5 n9 dy9

n dz 5 n9 dz9

(103)

where conjugate length elements are d x and d x 9 , d y and d y 9 , d z and d z 9.
Path Lengths and Conjugate Points
All the rays from an object point to its stigmatic image point have the same optical path
length. For focal lenses, the paths lengths for different pairs of conjugate points in a plane
perpendicular to the axis are different, except for points on circles centered on the axis.
For afocal lenses path lengths are nominally the same for all points in planes perpendicular
to the axis. For afocal lenses with transverse magnification Ún / n 9 , path lengths can be the
same for all points. In general, the path lengths between different points on an object and
image surface are equal only if the shape of the image surface is that of a wavefront that
has propagated from a wavefront whose shape is that of the object surface.
The Cosine Condition
The cosine condition relates object space and image space ray angles, if the imaging is
stigmatic over some area (T. Smith 1922,120 Steward 1928,121 Buchdahl 1970116). Let the x -y
plane lie in the object surface and the x 9-y 9 plane in the conjugate surface (Fig. 2). Two

FIGURE 2 The cosine condition. A small area in object space about the origin
in the x -y plane is imaged to the region around the origin of the x 9-y 9 plane in
image space. A pair of rays from the origin with direction cosines (a 1 , b 1) and
(a 2 , b 2) arrive with (a 19 , b 19) and (a29 , b 29). The direction cosines and the
transverse magnification in the planes are related by Eq. (104).
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rays leaving a point in the object region have direction cosines (a 1 , b 1) and (a 2 , b 2) , and
the rays on the image side have (a 19 , b 19) and (a29 , b 29). If the imaging is stigmatic, with local
transverse magnification m on the surface, then
m5

n (a 1 2 a 2 ) n ( b 1 2 b 2 )
5
n 9(a 19 2 a 29) n 9(b 19 2 b 29)

(104)

In the limit as a 1 5 a 2 and b 1 5 b 2 , the cosine condition gives
m5

n da
n db
5
n 9 da 9 n 9 db 9

(105)

This condition also holds in the more general case of isoplanatic imaging, where there is
aberration that is locally constant across the region in question (Welford 1976,122 Welford
1986, sec. 94123).

The Abbe Sine Condition
The sine condition or Abbe sine condition (Abbe 1879,124 Born & Wolf 1980119) is a special
case of the cosine condition for object and image planes perpendicular to the axis in
regions about the axis. For a plane with transverse magnification m , let θ be the angle
relative to the axis made by a ray from an axial object point, and θ 9 be that in image space.
If the lens is free of coma
n sin θ
na
nb
m5
(106)
5
5
n 9 sin θ 9 n 9a 9 n 9b 9
for all θ and θ 9. There are signs associated with θ and θ 9 , so that m . 0 if they have the
same sign, and m , 0 if the signs are opposite. This equation is sometimes written with m
replaced by the ratio of paraxial angles. There is sometimes the implication that θ and θ 9
refer only to the extreme angles passing through the lens, when in fact the sine condition
dictates that the ratio of the sines is the constant for all angles. For an object at infinity, the
sine condition is
y
sin θ 9 5 2
(107)
or
n 9b 9 5 2yf
f9
where y is the height of a ray parallel to the axis, f is the power of the lens, and f 9 is the
rear focal length. These relationships hold to a good approximation in most lenses, since
small deviations are associated with large aberrations. A deviation from this relationship is
called offense against the sine condition , and is associated with coma (Conrady 1992,125 H.
Hopkins 1946,126 T. Smith 1948,127 H. Hopkins 1950,128 Welford 1986123). The sine
condition does not apply where there are discontinuities in ray behavior, for example, in
devices like Fresnel lenses, or to diffraction-based devices like zone plates.

The Herschel Condition
The Herschel condition is a relationship that holds if the imaging is stigmatic for nearby
points along the axis (Herschel 1821,129 H. Hopkins 1946,130 Born & Wolf 1980119). The
two equivalent relations are
m5

n sin ( 1–2 θ )
n 9 sin ( 1–2 θ 9)

and

mL 5

n sin2 ( 1–2 θ )
n (1 2 g )
5
n 9 sin2 ( 1–2 θ 9) n 9(1 2 g 9)

(108)
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The Herschel condition is inconsistent with the sine condition unless m Ú n / n 9. So, in
general, stigmatic imaging in one plane precludes that in others.

Sine and Herschel Conditions for Afocal Systems
For afocal systems the sine condition and Herschel condition are identical. For rays
entering parallel to the axis at y and leaving at y 9 they are
m5

y9
y

(109)

That is, the ratio of incoming and outgoing heights is independent of the incoming height.
(H. Hopkins,128 Chap. III ‘‘The Sine Condition and Herschel’s Condition.’’)

Stigmatic Imaging Possibilities



For object and image spaces with constant refractive indices, stigmatic imaging is only
possible for the entire spaces for afocal lenses with identical transverse and longitudinal
magnifications m 5 Ún / n 9 and mL 5 m . Such lenses re-create not only the intersection
points, but the wavefronts, since the corresponding optical path lengths are the same in
both spaces, Eq. (103). For other lenses with constant object and image space indices, the
maxwellian ideal can be met for only a single surface. In addition, a single point elsewhere
can be imaged stigmatically (T. Smith 1948,127 Velzel 1991131). Nonplanar surfaces can be
imaged stigmatically, a well-known example being the imaging of spherical surfaces by a
spherical refracting surface, for a particular magnification (Born & Wolf 1980, sec.
4.2.3119). For systems with spherical symmetry, it is possible that two nonplanar surfaces be
stigmatically imaged (T. Smith 1927132). In addition, various systems with heterogeneous
indices can image stigmatically over a volume.

1.10 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS OF REVOLUTION
Introduction
This section is concerned with the optical description of lens and mirror systems that are
figures of revolution.133–145 From a mechanical viewpoint, optical systems are comprised of
lenses and mirrors. From the point of view of the light, the system is regions of media with
different indices, separated by interfaces of various shapes. This section is limited to
homogeneous isotropic media. It is further restricted to reflecting and refracting surfaces
that are nominally smooth, and to surfaces that are figures of revolution arranged so their
axes are collinear, so the entire system is a figure of revolution about the lens axis. (The
often-used term ‘‘optical axis’’ is also used in crystallography. Moreover, the axis is often
mechanical as well as ‘‘optical.’’) The lens axis is the z axis of an orthogonal coordinate
system, with the x -y plane perpendicular. The distance from a point to the axis is
r 5 4x 2 1 y 2. Along the axis, the positive direction is from left to right.
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Terminology
A meridian or meridional plane contains the axis, all such planes being equivalent.
Meridional planes are planes of bilateral symmetry if the indices are homogeneous and
isotropic. Some optical systems are comprised of pieces of surfaces of revolution, in which
case it is still useful to discuss the behavior about the axis.

Reflection, Unfolded Diagrams
Light passes through refractive systems more or less in the same direction relative to the
axis. In reflective and catadioptric systems, the light may change directions. (It may not, in
the case of grazing incidence optics.) In order to consider all types of systems in a unified
way, pictorially and algebraically, reflections can often be ‘‘unfolded,’’ i.e., represented
pictorially as transmission, with mirrors replaced by hypothetical lenses with the same
properties, Figs. 3 and 18. Some structures must be taken into account several times in
unfolding. For example, a hole may block light at one point along a ray and transmit it at
another. (In some considerations, unfolding can be misleading—for instance, those
involving stray light.)

Description of Surfaces
A surface is an interface between media with different refractive indices—either refracting
or reflecting. The surface is the optical element, produced by a lens, which is a mechanical
element. Surfaces can be described mathematically in many ways. (For example, conics
can be described as loci of points with certain relationships.) In optical instruments, the
entire surface is rarely used, and the axial region is usually special, so the description
usually begins there and works out. The ertex of a figure of revolution intersects with



FIGURE 3 Example of an unfolded diagram. The two-mirror system above
has an unfolded representation below. The reflective surfaces are replaced by
thin lens equivalents. Their obstructions and the finite openings are accounted
for by dummy elements.
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FIGURE 4 Description of a surface of revolution.
The distance from the axis is r , and the sag z (r ) is
the distance from the vertex tangent plane to the
surface.

the axis, and is a local extremum. The plane perpendicular to the axis and tangent to the
vertex will be referred to as the y ertex plane (NS). A surface can be described by its sag ,
the directed distance z (r ) from the vertex plane to the surface, Fig. 4. The vertex is usually
taken to have z (0) 5 0. The y ertex cury ature or paraxial cury ature c and radius of curvature
r are given by
1 2z (r )
(110)
c5 5
r
r 2 r 50

U

For an arbitrary surface, this curvature is identical to that of the sphere which is a best fit
on axis. The sign convention for curvature and radius is that c and r are positive if the
center of curvature is to the right of the vertex, as in the case shown in Fig. 4. In general,
the curvature is mathematically more foolproof than radius, since curvature can be zero,
but it is never infinite, whereas radius is never zero, but may be infinite.

Spherical Surfaces
The spherical surface is the most common in optics, since it is most naturally produced.
Spherical is the default, and is assumed when no other mention is made. Aspheres are
thought of as deviating from spheres, rather than spheres as special cases of more general
forms. The equation for a sphere with radius r , curvature c , and a vertex at z 5 0 is

r 2 1 (z 2 r )2 5 r 2

(111)

The sag is given by
z (r ) 5 r 2 4r 2 2 r 2 5 r (1 2 41 2 c 2r 2) 5

cr 2
1 1 4 1 2 c 2r 2

(112)

The Taylor expansion is
1 5 6
5
7 8
7
9 10
–
–
z (r ) 5 1–2 cr 2 1 1–8 c 3r 4 1 –
1? ? ?
16 c r 1 128 c r 1 256 c r

(113)
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At the point (x , y , z ) on the surface of the sphere, the surface normal has direction cosines
(L , M , N ) 5

Sxr , yr , z 2r rD 5 (cx, cy, cz 2 1)

(114)

Conics of Rotation
The general form of a conic of rotation about the z axis is
r
cr 2
z (r ) 5 (1 2 41 2 » c 2r 2) 5
»
1 1 41 2 » c 2r 2

(115)

The value of » determines the type of conic, as given in the table below. It is common in
optics to use k , the conic parameter or conic constant , related by

k 5» 21

or

» 511k

(116)

Another parameter used to describe conics is the eccentricity e , used in the polar
coordinate form for conics about their focus: r (θ ) 5 a / (1 1 e cos θ ) where e 2 5 2k . In the
case of paraboloids, the first form of Eq. (115) breaks down. A cone can be approximated
by a hyperbola with k 5 2sec2 θ , where θ is the cone half angle.
Conic Type and Value of Parameter
Parameter

»

k

e

Oblate ellipsoid
Sphere
Prolate ellipsoid
Paraboloid
Hyperboloid

» .1
» 51
0,» ,1
» 50
» ,0

k .0
k 50
21 , k , 0
k 5 21
k , 21

—
0
0,e ,1
e 51
e .1

The Taylor expansion for the sag is
1 2 5 6
5
3 7 8
7
5 9 10
–
–
1? ? ?
z (r ) 5 1–2 cr 2 1 1–8 » c 3r 4 1 –
16 » c r 1 128 » c r 1 256 » c r

(117)

The surface normals are
(L , M , N ) 5 [1 2 2c (» 2 1)z 1 c 2» (» 2 1)z 2]21/2(cx , cy , cz 2 1)

(118)

The sagittal and tangential curvatures are
cs 5

c
[1 1 (1 2 » )c 2r 2]1/2

ct 5

c
[1 1 (1 2 » )c 2r 2]3/2

(119)

General Asphere of Revolution
For an arbitrary figure of revolution all of whose derivatives are continuous, the Taylor
expansion is
z (r ) 5 1–2 cr 2 1 q 4 r 4 1 q 6 r 6 1 ? ? ?
(120)
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An asphere is often treated as a sphere that matches at the vertex and a deviation
therefrom:
z (r ) 5 zsphere(r ) 1 a 4 r 4 1 a 6 r 6 1 ? ? ?

(121)

Alternatively, nonconic aspheres can be treated as conics and a deviation therefrom:
z (r ) 5 zconic(r ) 1 b 4 r 4 1 b 6 r 6 1 ? ? ?

(122)

The expansion coefficients are different in each case. Additional information on the
coefficients is given by Malacara (Malacara 1992144) and Brueggemann (Brueggemann
1968135). The sagittal and tangential curvatures are given in general by



cs 5




z (r )
r [1 1 z (r )2]1/2

Here z (r ) 5 dz (r ) / dr and z¨ (r ) 5 d 2z (r ) / dr 2.

ct 5



z¨ (r )
[1 1 z (r )2]3/2

(123)

1.11 TRACING RAYS IN CENTERED SYSTEMS OF SPHERICAL
SURFACES

Introduction
Ray tracing is the process of calculating the paths of rays through optical systems. Two
operations are involved, propagation from one surface to the next and refraction or
reflection at the surfaces. Exact equations can be written for spherical surfaces and conics
of revolution with homogeneous media (Spencer & Murty 1962,146 Welford 1974, chap.
4,147 Kingslake 1978,148 Kinglake 1983,149 Slyusarev 1984,150 Klein & Furtak 1986, sec.
3.1,151 Welford 1986, chap. 4,152 W. J. Smith 1992, chap. 10153). Conics are discussed by
Welford (Welford 1986, sec. 4.7152). For general aspheres, the intersection position is found
by iterating (Nussbaum & Phillips, p. 95,154 W. J. Smith 1992, sec. 10.5153). Nonsymmetric
systems are discussed by Welford (Welford 1986, chap. 5152).

Description and Classification of Rays in a Lens
For optical systems with rotational symmetry, rays are typically described in terms of the
axial parameter z. A ray crosses each constant z plane at a point (x , y ) with direction
cosines (a , b , g ) , where g is not independent. Thus a ray is described by (x (z ) , y (z )) and
(a (z ) , b (z )).
For systems that are figures of revolution, meridional rays are those lying in a
meridional plane, a plane that includes the axis, and other rays are skew rays. The axial ray
corresponds to the axis of revolution. Rays are also classified according to their proximity
to the axis. Paraxial rays are those in the limit of having small angles and small distances
from the axis. Nonparaxial rays are sometimes referred to as finite rays or real rays. Ray
fans are groups of rays lying in a plane. A tangential fan lies in a meridian, and intersects
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at a tangential focus. A sagittal fan lies in a plane perpendicular to a meridian, and
intersects at a sagittal focus.

Transfer
In propagating through a homogeneous medium, a ray originating at (x 1 , y1 , z1) with
directions (a , b , g ) intersects a z2 plane at
a
b
x 2 5 x 1 1 (z2 2 z1)
(124)
and
y2 5 y1 1 (z2 2 z1)
g
g

Intersection Points
Let the intersection points of the ray with the vertex plane at z 5 0 be (x 0 , y0 , 0) , Fig. 5.
Define auxiliary functions
A(x 0 , y0; a , b ; c ) 5 g 2 c (a x 0 1 b y0)

and

B (x 0 , y0 , c ) 5 c 2(x 20 1 y 20)

(125)

The distance D along the ray from this point to the surface is given by
cD 5 A 2 4A2 2 B 5

B
A 1 4A2 2 B

(126)

The intersection point has the coordinates
x 5 x0 1 aD

y 5 y0 1 b D

z 5 gD

(127)

The incidence angle I at the intersection point is given by
cos I 5 4A2 2 B

(128)

G 5 2n 4A2 2 B 1 4n 92 2 n 2 1 n 2(A2 2 B )

(129)

so
Mathematically, double intersection points are possible, so they must be checked for. If

FIGURE 5 Intersection points. A ray with direction cosines (a , b , g ) intersects the vertex tangent
plane at (x 0 , y0 , 0) and the optical surface at
(x , y , z ). The distance between these points is D ,
given by Eq. (126).
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the ray misses the surface, then A2 , B. If there is total internal reflection, the second
square root in Eq. (129) is imaginary.

Refraction and Reflection by Spherical Surfaces
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Rays refract or reflect at surfaces with reference to the local normal at the intersection
point. The surface normal given by Eq. (114) is substituted in the general form for
refraction, Eq. (85), to give
n

n

cx

n

n

cy

n

For reflection, the above equations are used, with n

Meridianal Rays

(1

ny

n , so

cz )

2n cos I

(130)

2n 4A2

B.

The meridian is customarily taken to be that for which x 0 , so the direction cosines are
(0 , , ) . Let U be the angle between the axis and the ray, so
sin U and
cos U . The
transfer equation, Eq. (124) becomes
y2

y1

tan U (z2

(131)

z1)

The second equation of Eq. (130) can be written
n sin U

n sin U

cy (n cos I

n cos I )

(132)

If the directed distance from the vertex to the intersection point of the incident ray with
the axis is l , the outgoing angle is
U

U

arcsin [(lc

1) sin U ]

arcsin

n
(lc
n

1) sin U

(133)

The directed distance l from the vertex to the axial intersection of the refracted ray is
given by
n sin U
cl
1 (cl 1)
(134)
n sin U
For reflection, setting n

n gives
U

U

2 arcsin [(lc

1) sin U ]

(135)

1.12 PARAXIAL OPTICS OF SYSTEMS OF REVOLUTION

Introduction
The term paraxial is used in different ways. In one, paraxial rays are those whose distances
from the axis and whose angles relative to the axis are small. This leaves questions of how
small is small enough and how this varies from system to system. The other interpretation
of the term, which is used here, is that paraxial rays represent a limiting case in which the
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distances from the axis and angles relative to the axis vanish. Paraxial optics then describes
the behavior of systems in this limit. The ray-tracing equations in the paraxial limit are
linear in angle and in distance from the axis, hence the term first -order optics , which is
often considered equivalent to paraxial. (There are no 0th-order terms since the expansion
is taken about the axis, so a ray with an initial height and angle of zero, i.e., a ray along the
axis, has the same outgoing height and angle.) The linearity of the paraxial equations
makes them simple and understandable, as well as expressible in matrix form. Paraxial ray
tracing is discussed to some extent by almost every book that treats geometrical optics.
Paraxial ray tracing is done to determine the gaussian properties of lenses, to locate
image positions and magnifications, and to locate pupils and determine their sizes. Another
use of paraxial ray tracing, not discussed here, is the computation of third-order
aberrations (W. Smith 1992155).
Paraxial imaging is perfect in the sense that it agrees with the Maxwell ideal and with
that of collineation. Point images everywhere are stigmatic, fields are flat, and there is no
distortion. Aberration is often thought of as the difference between the behavior of finite
rays and that of paraxial rays. If this approach is taken, then in the process of lens design,
finite rays are made to agree, insofar as possible, with the paraxial ones, which cannot be
similarly changed. In the paraxial limit, surfaces are described by their vertex curvatures,
so conics, aspheres, and spheres are indistinguishable, the difference being in the fourth
power and above. Consequently, aberrations can be altered by changing the surface
asphericity without changing paraxial properties. A paraxial treatment can be done even if
a system is missing the axial region, as in the case with central obstructions and off-axis
sections of figures of revolution.
This section is concerned with systems of mirrors and lenses with rotational symmetry
and homogeneous refractive indices. In this case, it suffices to work in a single meridian.
Generalizations are found in the sections in this chapter on images about known rays and
rays in heterogeneous media. Other generalizations involve expansions about given rays in
systems that are not rotationally symmetric.

The Paraxial Limit
The lens axis is the z axis, and rays in the x 5 0 meridian are considered. Ray heights are y ,
and angles relative to the axis are u. In the paraxial limit, the quantities u , tan u , and
sin u 5 b are indistinguishable. The z -direction cosine is g 5 cos u . 1. Since the ray angles
and heights are small, incidence angles are likewise, so i . sin i , cos I . 1 , cos I 9 . 1 , and
G 5 n 9 cos I 9 2 n cos I . n 9 2 n.

Transfer
In traversing a distance t between two planes, the height of a meridional ray changes from
y to y 9 according to Eq. (124), y 9 5 y 1 tb / g . In the paraxial limit, this equation becomes
y 9 5 y 1 tu

(136)

If a ray travels from one curved surface to the next, the distance t equals the vertex
separation to first order, since the correction for the surface sag is of second order in
height and angle. This term is given above in Eq. (127).
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Refraction
The paraxial form of Snell’s law, Eq. (78), is
n 9i 9 5 ni

(137)

Reflection
The law of reflection is the same for paraxial as for finite rays,
i 9 5 2i

(138)

Angle of Incidence at a Surface
A ray with an angle u , which intersects a surface of curvature c at height y , makes an angle
i with the local surface normal of the surface given by
i 5 u 1 yc

(139)

This equation is easily remembered from two special cases. When y 5 0 , the intersection is
at the vertex, so i 5 u. When u 5 2cy , the ray is directed through the center of curvature,
so i 5 0.
Refraction at a Surface
The above equation combined with that for Snell’s law gives
n 9u 9 5 nu 2 yc (n 9 2 n )

(140)

This equation can also be obtained from the exact equation, n 9b 9 5 nb 2 Gcy , Eq. (125). In
the paraxial limit, G 5 n 9 2 n , and the intersection height y is that in the vertex plane.
Reflection at a Surface
The relationship between incident and outgoing angles at a reflecting surface is found by
combining Eqs. (138) and (139), to be
u 9 5 2u 2 2cy

(141)

Refraction and Reflection United—Surface Power
Reflection and refraction can be treated the same way mathematically by thinking of
reflection as refraction with n 9 5 2n , in which case Eq. (140) gives Eq. (141). A reflecting
surface can be represented graphically as a thin convex-plano or concave-plano thin lens
with index 2 n , where n is the index of the medium, Fig. 18. For both refraction and
reflection,
n 9u 9 5 nu 2 yf
(142)
where the surface power f is
f 5 c (n 9 2 n )
(143)
If the surface is approached from the opposite direction, then n and n 9 are switched, as is
the sign of c , so f is the same in both directions. Thus f is a scalar property of the
interface, which can be positive, negative, or zero. The power is zero if n 9 5 n or c 5 0. If
n 9 5 n , the surface is ‘‘invisible,’’ and the rays are not bent. If c 5 0 , the rays are bent. For
a planar refracting surface n 9u 9 5 nu , and a planar reflecting surface gives u 9 5 2u .
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Principal Focal Lengths of a Surface
A ray approaching a surface parallel to the axis (u 5 0) with a height y has an outgoing
angle given by
(144)
n 9u 9 5 2yf
This ray intercepts the axis at the rear focal point , whose directed distance from the vertex
is f 9 5 y / u 9 5 n 9 / f . This directed distance is the rear focal length. Similarly, a ray entering
from the right with u 9 5 0 intercepts the axis at the front focal point , a directed distance
from the vertex of f 5 y / u 5 2n / f , the front focal length. Thus, a surface has a single
power and two focal lengths, among which the following relationships hold:
f95

n
f

f 52

n
f

n n9
f 52 5
f f9

f9
n9
52
f
n

(145)

For a refracting surface, the signs of f 9 and f are opposite. For a reflecting surface f 9 5 f.
Axial Object and Image Locations for a Single Surface
A ray from an axial point a directed distance l from the vertex of a surface that makes an
angle u with the axis intersects the surface at height y 5 2l / u. After refraction or
reflection, the ray angle is u 9 , and the ray intersects the axis at a distance l 9 5 2y / u 9 from
the vertex, Fig. 6. Substituting for u and u 9 in Eq. (142), the relationship between axial
object and image distances is
n9 n
(146)
5 1f
l9 l
This can also be written
1 1
1 1
(147)
n 2 5 n9 2
r l
r l9

S D S D

This is a special case of the equations below for imaging about a given ray. The transverse
magnification is m 5 l 9 / l.
Paraxial Ray Tracing
Paraxial rays are traced through an arbitrary lens by a sequence of transfers between
surfaces and power operations at surfaces. Each transfer changes height but not angle, and
each power operation changes angle but not height. An image can be found by applying
Eq. (136) and Eq. (142) successively. Alternatively, matrix methods described below can
be used.

FIGURE 6 Refraction at a single spherical surface with center C and radius r. Axial object
point O is imaged at O9.
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Linearity of Paraxial Optics
For both the transfer and power operations, the outgoing heights and angles depend
linearly on the incoming heights and angles. So a system described by a sequence of such
operations is also linear. Therefore, a ray that enters with height y and angle u leaves with
y 9( y , u ) and u 9( y , u ) given by
y9 5

Syy9Dy 1 Syu9Du

and

u9 5

Suy9Dy 1 Suu9Du

(148)

These equations can also be thought of as the first terms of Taylor expansions of exact
expressions for y 9( y , u ) and u 9( y , u ). These partial derivatives depend on the structure of
the system, and they can be determined by tracing two rays through the system. The
partial derivatives, other than u 9 / y , also depend on the axial locations of the input and
output surfaces. The changes with respect to these locations are treated easily by matrix
methods.

The Two-Ray Paraxial Invariant
The various rays that pass through a lens are not acted upon independently, so there are
several invariants that involve groups of rays. Consider two meridional paraxial rays that
pass through a lens. At a given plane, where the medium has an index n , one ray has
height y1 and angle u 1 , and the other has y2 and u2 . The quantity
L 5 ny1 u 2 2 ny2 u 1 5 n ( y1 u 2 2 y2 u 1)

(149)

which we refer to as the paraxial iny ariant (NS), is unchanged as the rays pass through the
system. Applying Eq. (136) and Eq. (142) to the above expression shows that this quantity
does not change upon transfer or upon refraction and reflection. The invariant is also
related to the general skew invariant, Eq. (73), since a paraxial skew ray can be
decomposed into two meridional rays.
Another version of the invariance relationship is as follows. Two objects with heights y1
and y2 are separated axially by d 12 . If their image heights are y19 and y29 , and the image
separation is d192 , then
y1 y2
y19 y29
(150)
n
5 n9
d 12
d192
An additional version of the invariance relationship is

Syy9DSuu9D 2 Syu9DSuy9D 5 nn9

(151)

where the partial derivatives, Eq. (148), describe the action of any system.
The invariant applies regardless of the system. Thus, for example, if the lens changes,
as with a zoom system, so that both of the outgoing rays change, their invariant remains.
The invariant arises from basic physical principles that are manifested in a variety of ways,
for example, as conservation of brightness and Liouville’s theorem, discussed above in the
section on conservation of etendue. This invariance shows that there are fundamental
limits on what optical systems can do. Given the paraxial heights and angles of two input
rays, only three of the four output heights and angles can be chosen arbitrarily. Likewise,
only three of the four partial derivatives above can be freely chosen. The invariant is not
useful if it vanishes identically. This occurs if the two rays are scaled versions of one
another, which happens if both u 1 5 0 and u 2 5 0 for some z , or if both rays pass through
the same axial object point, in which case y1 5 0 and y2 5 0. The invariant also vanishes if
one of the rays lies along the axis, so that y1 5 0 and u 1 5 0.
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FIGURE 7 An object and image plane with ray 1 through the axial points and ray 2 through off-axis
points. The location and magnification of an image plane can be found by tracing a ray from the axial
object point O to axial image point O9. The magnification is given by Eq. (153). In the case pictured,
u1 and u19 have opposite signs, so the transverse magnification is negative.

Image Location and Magnification
To locate an image plane, any ray originating at the axial object point can be traced
through the system to determine where it again intersects the axis, Fig. 7. The
magnification for these conjugates can be found in two ways. One is to trace an arbitrary
ray from any off-axis point in the object plane. The ratio of its height in the image plane to
that in the object plane is the transverse magnification.
Alternately, the magnification can be found from the initial and final angles of the ray
through the axial points. Let ray 1 leave the axial object point, so y1 5 0. Let ray 2 originate
in the object plane some distance from the axis. At the object plane L 5 ny2 u 1 , and at the
image plane y29 5 0 , so L 5 n 9y29u19. Therefore,
(152)

L 5 ny2 u 1 5 n 9y29u19
So the magnification is
m5

y29 nu1
5
y2 n 9u19

(153)

The relative signs of u and u 9 determine that of the magnification. Equation (153) is a paraxial
form of the sine condition Eq. (106). Squaring this equation gives L2 5 n 2y 22u 21 , which is
proportional to a paraxial form of the etendue. These matters are discussed further in the
sections on conservation of etendue and on apertures. The quantity ny2 u 1 is sometimes
referred to as the invariant, but it is not the most general form.
Three-Ray Rule
A further consequence of the paraxial invariant and of the linearity of paraxial optics, is
that once the paths of two paraxial meridional rays has been found, that of any third ray is
determined. Its heights and angles are a linear combination of those of the other two rays.
Given three rays, each pair has an invariant: L12 5 n ( y1 u 2 2 y2 u 1) , L23 5 n ( y2 u 3 2 y3 u 2) ,
and L31 5 n ( y3 u 1 2 y1 u 3) . Therefore, in every plane
y3 5 2

L23
L31
y1 1
y2
L12
L12

and

u3 5 2

L23
L31
u1 1
u2
L12
L12

(154)

This assumes that no pair of the three rays are simply scaled versions of one another, i.e.
that both L23 ? 0 and L31 ? 0.
Switching Axial Object and Viewing Positions
If an axial object and axial viewing position are switched, the apparent size of the image is
unchanged. Put more precisely, let an object lie in a plane intersecting the axial point A
and let its image be viewed from an axial point B 9 in image space that is not conjugate to
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A. If the object and viewing positions are switched, so the eye is at A and the object plane
is at B 9 , the subtense of the object as seen by the eye is unchanged. (Rayleigh 1886,156
Southall 1910,157 Herzberg 1935,158 Brouwer 1967159).

1.13 IMAGES ABOUT KNOWN RAYS
Given a ray, referred to here as the central ray (also ‘‘base ray’’), other rays from a point on
the central ray making a small angle with respect to it are focused at or near other points
on the central ray. These foci can be determined if the path of a central ray is known, as
well as the indices of the media through which it passes, and the principal curvatures at
the surfaces where it intersects. Here indices are constant. At each intersection point with an
optical surface, the wavefront has two principal curvatures, as does the surface. After refraction
or reflection, the wavefront has two different principal curvatures. Accordingly, if a single point
is imaged, there are two astigmatic focal lines at some orientation. These foci are perpendicular,
but they do not necessarily lie in planes perpendicular to that of the central ray. The imaging of a
small extended region is generally skewed, so, for example, a small square in a plane
perpendicular to the central ray can be imaged as a rectangle, parallelogram, or trapezoid.
This is a generalization of paraxial optics, in which the central ray is the axis of a system
of revolution. While not difficult conceptually, the general case of an arbitrary central ray
and an arbitrary optical system is algebraically complicated. This case can also be analyzed
with a hamiltonian optics approach, using an expansion of a characteristic function about
the central ray, like that of Eq. (28). The subject is sometimes referred to as parabasal
optics , and the central ray as the base ray . This subject has been discussed by numerous
authors160–186 under various names, e.g., ‘‘narrow beams,’’ ‘‘narrow pencils,’’ ‘‘first order.’’
The following is limited to the case of meridional central rays and surfaces that are
figures of revolution. The surface, at the point of intersection, has two principal curvatures
cs and ct . [See Eqs. (119), (123).] For spherical surfaces, cs 5 ct 5 c , and for planar surfaces
c 5 0. There is a focus for the sagittal fan and one for the tangential one, Fig. 8, the two

FIGURE 8 Astigmatic imaging of a point by a single refracting surface. The
distance from the surface to the object point along the central ray of the bundle
is s 5 t. The distances from the surface to the sagittal focus is s 9 , and that to the
tangential focus is t 9 , as given by Eq. (155).
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foci coinciding if the imaging is stigmatic. After one or more surfaces are encountered, the
separated foci are the sources for subsequent imaging. Let s and t be the directed distances
from the intersection point of the central ray and the surface to the object point, and s 9
and t 9 be the distances from intersection point to the foci. The separation s 9 2 t 9 is known
as the astigmatic difference.
For refraction
n9 n
n 9 cos2 I 9 n cos2 I
and
(155)
5 1 cs G
5
1 ct G
s9 s
t9
t
where G 5 n 9 cos I 9 2 n cos I , Eq. (82). The sagittal equation is simpler, providing a
mnemonic for remembering which equation is which: ‘‘S’’ 5 sagittal 5 simpler. If the
surface is spherical, and the ray fan makes an arbitrary angle of c with the meridian, then
(H. Hopkins 1950175)
n
n9
(156)
(1 2 cos2 c sin2 I 9) 5 (1 2 cos2 c sin2 I ) 1 c G
d9
d
where d and d 9 are the distances along the central ray from the surface to the object and
image points. For normal incidence at a spherical surface G 5 n 9 2 n , so both equations
become
n9 n
(157)
5 1 c (n 9 2 n )
d9 d
This also applies to surfaces of revolution if the central ray lies along the axis. This
equation is identical to the paraxial equation, Eq. (146).
The corresponding relations for reflection are obtained by setting n 9 5 2n and I 9 5 I in
the refraction equations, giving
1
1
5 2 1 2cs cos I
s9
s

and

1
1
2ct
52 1
t9
t cos I

(158)

For stigmatic imaging between the foci of reflective conics, s 5 t is the distance from one
focus to a point on the surface, and s 9 5 t 9 is that from the surface to the other focus.
Therefore, ct 5 cs cos2 I. The reflection analogue to Eq. (156), for a spherical surface is
1
1
2c cos I
52 1
d9
d 1 2 cos2 c sin2 I

(159)

These equations are known by several names, including Coddington ’s equations ,
Young ’s astigmatic formulae , and the s - and t -trace formulae.

1.14 GAUSSIAN LENS PROPERTIES
Introduction
The meaning of the term gaussian optics is not universally agreed upon, and it is often
taken to be indistinguishable from paraxial optics or first-order optics, as well as
collineation. Here the term is considered to apply to those aspects of paraxial optics
discovered by Gauss (Gauss 1840187), who recognized that all rotationally symmetric
systems of lens elements can be described paraxially by certain system properties. In
particular, lenses can be treated as black boxes described by two axial length parameters
and the locations of special points, called cardinal points , also called Gauss points . Once a
lens is so characterized, knowledge of its actual makeup is unnecessary for many purposes,
and repeated ray traces need not be performed. For example, given the object location, the
image location and magnification are determined from the gaussian parameters. From the
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gaussian description of two or more lenses, that of a coaxial combination can be found.
Another consequence of Gauss’s discovery is that there is an infinity of specific
embodiments for any external prescription.
The lenses considered in this section are figures of revolution with uniform object space
and image space indices n and n 9. All quantities discussed in this section are paraxial, so
the prefix ‘‘paraxial’’ is not repeated. For the purposes of this section, no distinction is
made between real and virtual rays. Those in each space are considered to extend
infinitely, and intersection points may be either accessible or inaccessible. The quantities
used in this section are found in Table 1.

Power, Focal Lenses, and Afocal Lenses
A paraxial ray entering a lens parallel to the axis height y leaves with some angle u 9 , Fig. 9.
Likewise, a ray entering from the opposite side with height y 9 leaves with angle u. The
power of the lens is defined by
u9
u
f 5 2n 9 5 n
(160)
y
y9
The outgoing ray can have any angle, and the power can be positive, negative, or zero.
If u 9 5 0 , then f 5 0 and the lens is afocal or telescopic. Lenses for which f ? 0 are
referred to here as focal , although the term ‘‘nonafocal’’ is more common. Afocal lenses
are fundamentally different from focal ones, and are treated separately below. Power is the
same in both directions, i.e. whether the ray enters from left to right or from right to left.
The lens in Fig. 9 has f . 0 , and that in Fig. 10 has f , 0. Diagrams such as Fig. 11 show
the location of the principal focal point, but not the sign of the power; two rays enter and
two leave, but there is no indication of which is which. (Note that some negative lenses
have accessible rear focal points.) Another expression for power involves two rays at
arbitrary angles and heights. If two incident rays have ( y1 , u 1) and ( y2 , u 2) , and a nonzero
invariant L 5 n ( y1 u 2 2 y2 u 1) , and the outgoing ray angles are u19 and u29 , then

f 52

nn 9
(u19u 2 2 u29u 1)
L

(161)

Focal Lenses
Focal lenses are those for which f ? 0. Their cardinal points are the principal focal points,
the principal points, and the nodal points. These points may be located anywhere on axis
relative to the physical lens system. If they are inside a lens, then the intersection points
referred to below are virtual. The cardinal points are pairs consisting of a member in
object space and one in image space. The one in object space is often referred to as front ,
and the one in image space as rear , but this terminology may be misleading, since the
points can be any sequence along the axis.
Principal Focal Points . Rays entering a lens parallel to its axis cross the axis at the
principal focal points or focal points. Rays parallel to the axis in object space intersect the
axis at the rear focal point F 9 in image space and those parallel in image space intersect at
the front focal point F in object space, Fig. 9. The principal focal planes or focal planes are
the planes perpendicular to the axis at the focal points. The terms focal point and focal
plane are often used to refer to the images of any point or plane. In this chapter, image
point is used for other points where rays are focused and image plane for other planes.
Principal Planes .

The principal planes are the conjugate planes for which the transverse
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TABLE 1 Gaussian Notation and Definitions
By convention, in the diagrams the object space is to the left of the lens, image space is to the right,
and rays go left to right. Object space quantities are unprimed, and image space quantities are primed,
and quantities or positions that correspond in some way have same symbol, primed and unprimed.
This correspondence can have several forms, e.g., the same type of thing or conjugate. The term front
refers to object space, or left side, and rear to image space, or right side. A ‘‘front’’ entity may actually
be behind a ‘‘rear’’ one. For example, a negative singlet has its object space focal point behind lens.
Scalars
n and n 9 object and image space refractive indices
f power
m transverse magnification
mN nodal point magnification 5 n / n 9
mL longitudinal magnification
ma angular magnification
u and u 9 paraxial ray angles (the positive direction is counterclockwise from the axis)
y and y 9 paraxial ray heights
yP paraxial ray height at the principal planes 5 yP9
Axial points
Cardinal points:
Focal points F and F 9 , not conjugate
Principal points P and P 9 , conjugate m 5 11
Nodal points N and N 9 , conjugate mN 5 n / n 9
Other points:
Axial object and image points O and O9 , conjugate
Arbitrary object and image points A and A9 , B and B 9
Vertices V and V 9 , not conjugate, in general
Directed axial distances
These distances here are between axial points and are directed.
Their signs are positive if from left to right and vice versa.
Types of distances: entirely in object or image space, between spaces
Principal focal lengths: f 5 PF and f 9 5 P 9F 9
Principal points to object and image axial points: l 5 PO and l 9 5 P 9O9
Front and rear focal points to object and image axial points: z 5 FO and z 9 5 F 9O9
Relations: l 5 f 1 z and l 9 5 f 9 1 z 9
Arbitrary point to conjugate object and image points: d 5 AO and d 9 5 A9O9
Distances between object space and image space points involve distances within both spaces, as well as
a distance between the spaces, e.g., PP 9 , FF 9 , VV 9 , and OO9. The distances between spaces depend on
the particular structure of the lens. They can be found by paraxial ray tracing.

magnification is unity, Fig. 12. The intersections of the principal planes and the axis are the
principal points , denoted by P and P 9. The rear principal plane is the locus of intersections
between u 5 0 rays incident from the left and their outgoing portions, Fig. 9. Likewise, the
front principal plane is the intersection so formed with the rays for which u 9 5 0. A ray
intersecting the first principal plane with height yP and angle u leaves the second principal
plane with height y 9 5 yP and an angle given by
n 9u 9 5 nu 2 yP f

(162)
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FIGURE 9 Diagrams for determining power, focal points, and focal
lengths. Rays parallel to the axis in one space cross the axis in the
other space at the focal points. The principal planes are at the
intersections of entering and leaving rays. The power is given by Eq.
(159). The lens in this diagram has positive power, a positive rear
focal length, and a negative front focal length.

FIGURE 10 A lens with negative power and negative rear
focal length. An incoming ray parallel to the axis with a
positive height leaves the lens with a positive angle. The
rear focal plane precedes the rear principal plane.

FIGURE 11 An ambiguous diagram. Two rays that
enter a lens parallel to its axis converge at the rear
focal point F 9. Without specifying which ray is which,
the sign of the power is not known.
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FIGURE 12 Principal planes as effective ray-bending surfaces. Incoming and outgoing paraxial rays intersect the object and image space
principal planes at the same height yP . The angles are related by Eq.
(161).

The lens behaves as if the incoming ray intercepts the front principal plane, is transferred
to the second with its height unchanged, and is bent at the second by an amount
proportional to its height and to the power of lens. The power of the lens determines the
amount of bending. For rays passing through the principal points, yp 5 0 , so u 9 / u 5 n / n 9.
Principal Focal Lengths . The focal lengths , also called effectiy e focal lengths , are the
directed distances from the principal points to the focal points. The front and rear focal
lengths are
n
n9
PF 5 f 5 2
(163)
and
P 9F 9 5 f 9 5
f
f
The two focal lengths are related by
n n9
f 52 5
f f9

and

f
n
52
f9
n9

(164)

This ratio is required by the paraxial invariant (Kingslake 1965, p. 214188). If n 5 n 9 , then
f 9 5 2f. If n 5 n 9 5 1 , then
1
f 9 5 2f 5
(165)
f
The focal lengths are the axial scaling factors for the lens, so axial distances in all equations
can be scaled to them.
Nodal Points . The nodal points are points of unit angular magnification. A paraxial ray
entering the object space nodal point N leaves the image space point N 9 at the same angle,
Fig. 13. The planes containing the nodal points are called nodal planes. A nodal ray is one
that passes through the nodal points. Such a ray must cross the axis, and the point where it
does so physically is sometimes called the lens center. In general, this point has no special
properties. (Gauss suggested an alternate ‘‘lens center,’’ the point midway between the

FIGURE 13 Nodal points. A paraxial ray through the
object space nodal point N passes through image space
nodal point N 9 with the same angle.
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principal points. Rotating a lens front to rear about this point would leave object and
image positions and magnifications unchanged.)
If the refractive indices of the object space and image space are the same, the nodal
points correspond to the principal points. If not, both nodal points are shifted according to
PN 5 P 9N 9 5

n9 2 n
5f 1f9
f

(166)

The distances from the nodal points to the focal points are
N 9F 9 5 2f

and

NF 5 2f 9

(167)

The nodal points are conjugate, and the transverse magnification of the nodal planes is
mN 5

n
n9

(168)

These equations can be recalled by the simple example of the single refracting surface, for
which both nodal points correspond to the center of curvature.
Conjugate Equations . For an object plane perpendicular to the axis at point O , there is
an image plane perpendicular to the axis at O9 , in which the transverse magnification is m.
Note that specifying magnification implies both object and image positions. There is a
variety of conjugate equations (NS) that relate their positions and magnifications. The
equations differ in which object space and image space reference points are used from
which to measure the directed distances to the object and image. These equations can be
written in several ways, as given below, and with reference to Fig. 14. Axial distances can
be scaled to the focal lengths, or the distances can be scaled to the indices, with a common
power term remaining.
The simplest conjugate equation is Newton ’s equation , for which the reference points
are the focal points and the lengths therefrom are z 5 FO and z 9 5 F 9O9. The equation can
be written in several forms:
z9 z
z9 z 1
zz 9 5 ff 9
or
(169)
51
or
5
f9 f
n9 n f 2
More generally, if A and A9 are any pair of axial conjugate points, as are B and B 9 , then
FA 3 F 9A9 5 FB 3 F 9B 9

(170)

Another form is that for which the reference points are the principal points and the
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If the reference points are arbitrary conjugates with magnification mA and the axial
distances are d 5 AO and d 9 5 A9O9 , then
d
m 2A
f
n9 1 n
d9
(172)
mA 5
or
1f
5
d 9 mA d
f9
d
1 2 mA
f
This equation also relates the curvatures of a wavefront at conjugate points. For a point
source at A the radius of the wavefront at O is d , so at O9 the radius is d 9.
If the reference points are the nodal points, mA 5 mN 5 n / n 9 , and the axial distances are
d 5 NO and d 9 5 N 9O9 , then
f f9
n n9
15 1
(173)
or
5 1f
d9 d
d9 d
The most general equation relating conjugate points is obtained when both reference
points are arbitrary. Let the reference point in object space be a point A , at which the
magnification is mA , and that in image space be B 9 , associated with magnification mB9 . If
d 5 AO and d 9 5 B 9O9 , then
1
mB9
1
12
5
d 2 mB9 d 9 1 f d d 9
or
f
mA
mA

S

D

S

D

1
mB9
1
d1
21
mA
mA
f
d9 5
f d 2 mB9

(174)

All the other conjugate equations are special cases of this one with the appropriate choice
of mA and mB9 .
If the reference point in object space is the focal point, and that in image space is the
principal plane, then mA 5 ` and mB9 5 1 , giving
n 9 lf
5 11
z 9f n

or

f9 l
5 11
z9 f

(175)

Likewise, if the object space reference point is P and the image space reference is F 9 , then
n 9 zf
5 11
l 9f n

or

f9 z
5 11
l9 f

(176)

A relationship between distances to the object and image from the principal points and
those from the focal points is
z 9 z F 9O9 FO
15 1 5
1
(177)
l 9 l P 9O9 PO
Transy erse Magnification . In planes perpendicular to the axis, the transy erse
magnification , usually referred to simply as the magnification , is
m5

x 9 y 9 dx 9 dy 9
5 5
5
x y dx dy

(178)

There are several equations for magnification as a function of object position or image
position, or as a relationship between the two. Newton’s equations are
f
z9
f
f 9 2 l9
m 52 52 5
5
z
f9 f 2l
f9

(179)
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Other relationships are
m5

f l9 z9 l
n l9
52
5
n9 l
f 9 l l9 z

(180)

If n 5 n 9 , then m 5 l 9 / l . Another form, with respect to conjugate planes of magnification
mA is
n d9 f d9
5
(181)
mmA 5
d n9 d f 9
If d and d 9 are distances from the nodal points, m 5 d 9 / d. The change of magnification
with respect to object or image positions with conjugacy maintained is
dm
1 m
52 5
dz 9
f 9 z9

and

dm f m 2 m
5 5 5
dz z 2
f
z

(182)

Images of Distant Objects . If an object at a great distance from the lens subtends an
angle c from the axis at the lens, then its paraxial linear extent is y 5 zc . The image height
is
n
dy 9 n
2f
and
5 f9
(183)
y 9 5 my 5 y 5 2fc 5 f 9c
z
n9
dc n 9
If a distant object moves perpendicularly to the axis, then its image moves in the opposite
direction if f 9 . 0 and in the same direction if f 9 , 0 , so long as n and n 9 have the same
sign.
Distance Between Object and Image . The directed distance from an axial object point to
its image contains three terms, one in object space, one in image space, and one relating
the two spaces. The first two depend on the magnification and focal lengths. The interspace
term depends on the particular structure of the lens, and is found by paraxial ray tracing.
The most commonly used interspace distance is PP 9 , since it equals zero for a thin lens,
but the equations using FF 9 are simpler. Newton’s equations give z 5 2f / m and
z 9 5 2mf 9 , so the object-to-image distance is
OO9 5 FF 9 2 z 1 z 9 5 FF 9 2 f 9m 1

S

n
1
f
n 9m 1
5 FF 9 2
m
f
m

D

(184)

This is the basic equation from which all others are derived. If the reference points are the
principal points, then

S

OO9 5 PP 9 1 f 9(1 2 m ) 2 f 1 2

D

F

S

1
1
1
5 PP 9 1
n 9(1 2 m ) 1 n 1 2
m
f
m

DG

(185)

If the object-to-image distance is given, the magnification is
m5

1
(2q Ú 4q 2 2 4nn 9)
2n 9

where q 5 f (OO9 2 PP 9) 2 n 2 n 9.

(186)

There are two magnifications for which OO9 is the same. The magnitude of their product is
n / n 9. The derivative of the object-to-image distance with respect to the magnification is

S

D

d
z2 1 n
f
2 n9
OO9 5 2f 9 2 2 5 2f 9 2 5
dm
m
f f m2

(187)
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Extrema occur at m Ú 4n / n 9 , giving m 5 Ú1 if n 5 n 9. The extrema are
2
OO9 2 FF 9 5 Ú 4nn 9 5 Ú242ff 9
f

(188)

or
OO9 2 PP 9 5

1
(n 1 n 9 Ú 24nn 9) 5 f 9 2 f Ú 242ff 9
f

(189)

For the common case of n 9 5 n , the object-to-image distance is

S

OO9 5 PP 9 1 f 9 2 2 m 2

1
m

D

(190)

OO9 is the same for magnifications m and 1 / m. For a lens with f 9 . 0 , the extremum
object-to-image distances are OO9 2 PP 9 5 4f 9 with m 5 21 and OO9 2 PP 9 5 0 for
m 5 11. If the object-to-image distance and the focal length are given, then the
magnification is
m 5 2 1–2 s Ú 41–4 s 2 2 1
where s 5

1
(OO9 2 PP 9) 2 2.
f9

(191)

The two values of m are reciprocal.
Axial Separations and Longitudinal Magnification . Two axial points A and B are
imaged at A9 and B 9 with magnifications mA and mB . Newton’s equations give the object
separation
mA mB
Dz 5 zA 2 zB 5
(192)
f
mB 2 mA
The separation of their images is
Dz 9 5 zA9 2 zB9 5 (mB 2 mA)f 9

(193)

The ratio of the image and object separations is
f9
Dz 9 zA9 2 zB9 A9B 9 n 9
5
5
5 mA mB 5 2 mA mB
Dz zA 2 zB AB
n
f

(194)

If mA and mB have different signs, then the direction of A9B 9 is opposite that of AB. This
occurs when A and B are on opposite sides of the front focal point. In the limit as the
separation between A and B vanishes, mA and mB both approach the same magnification
m. The longitudinal magnification mL is the ratio of axial separations in the limit of small
separations
A9B 9 dz 9 n 9 2
z9
mL 5 LIMIT
(195)
5
5 m 52
A5B
AB
dz n
z
This quantity is also called the axial magnification. Since m 2 is always positive, as an object
moves axially in a given direction, its image moves in a constant direction. There is a
discontinuity in image position when the object crosses the focal point, but the direction of
motion stays the same. At the nodal points, the transverse and longitudinal magnifications
are equal.
Angular Magnification .

The ratio of the outgoing to incoming ray angles, u 9 / u is
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sometimes called the angular magnification m . If the ray passes through conjugate axial
points with magnification m , then the angular magnification is
u
u

m

n 1
n m

(196)

If the ray leaves an object point with height y in a plane for which the magnification is m ,
the outgoing ray angle is given by
y

1
(nu
m

The ratio u / u is not constant unless y

0 or

0.

Relationship Between Magnifications .
nifications are related by

The transverse, angular, and longitudinal mag-

nu

1
nu
m

m mL

y

)

m

(197)

(198)

This relationship is connected to the paraxial invariant and also holds for afocal lenses.

Reduced Coordinates . Many relationships are formally simplified by using reduced axial
distances τ z / n and τ
z / n and reduced angles
nu ,
n u , which are paraxial
optical direction cosines. For example, the angular magnification is
1 / m , and the
/
longitudinal magnification is dτ / dτ m 2.
Mechanical Distances . The cardinal points can be located anywhere on axis relative to
the physical structure of the lens. The ertex of a lens is its extreme physical point on axis.
The object space vertex is denoted by V and the image space vertex by V . The two
vertices are not, in general, conjugate. The front focal distance FV is that from the vertex
to the front focal point, and the rear focal distance V F is that from the rear vertex to the
rear focal point. Likewise, the front working distance OV is the distance from the object to
the vertex, and the rear working distance V O is that from the vertex to the image. These
lengths have no significance to the gaussian description of a lens. For example, a lens of a
given focal length can have any focal distance and vice versa. For a telephoto lens the focal
length is greater than the focal distance, and for a retrofocus lens the focal distance is
greater than the focal length.

Afocal Lenses

 


An afocal or telescopic lens (Wetherell 1987,189 Wetherell 1994,190 Goodman 1988191) is one
for which
0. A ray entering with u 0 leaves with u
0 , Fig. 15. There are no

FIGURE 15 Afocal lens. Paraxial rays entering parallel
to the axis leave parallel, in general at a different height.
The ratio of the heights is the transverse magnification,
which is constant.
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FIGURE 16 Afocal lens. Groups of paraxial rays
entering parallel leave parallel, in general at a different
angle. The ratio of the angles is the angular magnification, which is constant.

principal focal points or focal lengths. In general, the u 5 0 ray leaves at a different height
than that at which it enters. The ratio y 9 / y is the same for all such rays, so the transverse
magnification m is constant. Likewise, the longitudinal magnification is constant, equaling
mL 5 (n 9 / n )m 2 , as is the angular magnification u 9 / u 5 ma 5 n / (n 9m ) . A parallel bundle of
rays entering at angle u leaves as a parallel bundle at u 9 5 ma u , Fig. 16. Summarizing:
m 5 const

mL 5

n9 2
m 5 const
n

ma 5

n 1
5 const
n9 m

m 5 mL ma

(199)

Any two of these magnifications provide the two scaling factors that describe the system. If
m 5 n / n 9 , then mL 5 m and ma 5 1 , so image space is a scaled version of object space.
Afocal lenses differ fundamentally from focal lenses. Objects at infinity are imaged by
afocal lenses at infinity, and objects at finite distances are imaged at finite distances. An
afocal lens has no cardinal points and the focal length is undefined. Afocal lenses have no
principal planes. If m ? 1 there are no unit magnification conjugates, and if m 5 1 there is
only unit magnification. Likewise, there are no nodal points; the angular magnification is
either always unity or always differs from unity. It is sometimes stated or implied that an
afocal lens is a focal one with an infinite focal length, but this description is dubious. For
example, the above equations relating magnification and conjugate positions to focal
length are meaningless for afocal lenses, and they cannot be made useful by substituting
f 5 ` . The equations for the afocal lenses can be obtained from those for focal lenses with
a limiting process, but for most purposes this approach is not helpful.
If the positions for a single axial conjugate pair A and A9 are known, other pairs are
located from the property of constant longitudinal magnification. If O and O9 are another
pair of conjugates, then
A9O9 5 mL AO

(200)

As a function of distance AO , the object-to-image distance OO9 is
OO9 5 AA9 1 (mL 2 1)AO

(201)

where AA9 is the separation between the initially known conjugates. If mL 5 1 , the
object-to-image distance is constant. Otherwise, it can take any value. For all afocal lenses,
except those for which mL 5 1 , there is a position, sometimes called the center , at which
OO9 5 0 , so the object and image planes coincide.
A principal use of afocal lenses is in viewing distant objects, as with binoculars. An
object of height h a great distance d from the lens subtends an angle c . h / d. The
image height is h 9 5 mh , and the image distance is approximately d 9 5 m 2 d . So the image
subtends an angle c 9 . mc 5 c / ma . Thus a telescope used visually produces an image
which is actually smaller, but which is closer by a greater factor, so the subtense increases.
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Determination of Gaussian Parameters
If a lens prescription is given, its gaussian properties can be obtained by paraxially tracing
any two meridional rays whose invariant is not zero. A common choice for focal lenses is
the rays with u 5 0 and u 9 5 0 , which give F , P , F 9 , and P 9. If a lens is known to be afocal,
a single ray not parallel to the axis suffices, since such a ray gives a pair of conjugates and
the angular magnification. If it is not known that the lens is afocal, two rays show that it is,
as well as giving the required information about conjugates. Alternately, a matrix
representation of the lens can be determined, from which the cardinal points are found, as
described in the matrix section. The gaussian properties can also be determined
experimentally in a number of ways.

Basic Systems
Single Refracting Surface . Media of indices n and n 9 are separated by a surface of
curvature c and radius r. The power is f 5 (n 9 2 n )c. The principal points coincide at the
vertex. The nodal points coincide at the center of curvature. The distance from principal
points to nodal points is r.
Thick Lens . The term thick lens usually denotes a singlet whose vertex-to-vertex distant
is not negligible, where negligibility depends on the application. For a singlet of index n in
vacuum with curvatures c1 and c2 and thickness t , measured from vertex to vertex

f5

F

1
n 21
5 (n 2 1) c1 2 c2 2
tc 1 c2
f9
n

G

(202)

A given power may be obtained with a variety of curvatures and indices. For a given
power, higher refractive index gives lower curvatures. The principal planes are located
relative to the vertices by
VP 5

n 2 1 tc2
n f

and

V 9P 9 5 2

n 2 1 tc1
n f

(203)

These equations can be derived by treating the lens as the combination of two refracting
surfaces. Two additional relationships are
PP 9 5 VV 9 2

n 2 1 t (c1 1 c2)
n
f

and

V 9P 9 r2 c 1
5 5
VP r1 c2

(204)

Thin Lens . A thin lens is the limiting case of a refracting element whose thickness is
negligible, so the principal planes coincide, and the ray bending occurs at a single surface,
Fig. 17. In the limit as t 5 0 , for a lens in vacuum the thick lens expressions give

f5

1
5 (n 2 1)(c1 2 c2)
f9

VP 5 V 9P 9 5 0

PP 9 5 0

(205)

Single Reflecting Surface . A reflecting surface has power f 5 2n / r 5 2nc. The principal
points are located at the vertex. The nodal points are at the center of curvature.
Mirror as a Thin Lens .

In unfolding systems, a mirror can be thought of as a convex or
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FIGURE 17 The thin lens approximation. The
thickness of the lens is negligible, and the principal
planes are coincident, so rays bend at the common
plane.

FIGURE 18 Reflecting surface represented unfolded. A convex mirror is represented as a convexplano thin lens with index n 9 5 2n , where n is the
index of the medium. Snell’s law gives I 9 5 2I.

concave plano thin lens, with an index 2n , where n is the index of the medium in which it
works, Fig. 18. All the thin lens equations apply, as well as those for third-order aberration
equations, which are not discussed here.

1.15 COLLINEATION
Introduction
Collineation is a mathematical transformation that approximates the imaging action of a
lens with homogeneous refractive indices in both spaces. This transformation takes points
to points, lines to lines, and planes to planes. With an actual lens, incoming rays become
outgoing rays, so lines go exactly to lines. In general, however, rays that interest in object
space do not intersect in image space, so points do not go to points, nor planes to planes.
The collinear transformation is an approximate description of image geometry with the
intervening optical system treated as a black box, not a theory that describes the process of
image formation. Collineation is also referred to as projectiy e transformation. The
historical development of this approach, which was first applied to optics by Mo¨ bius
(Mo¨ bius 1855192), is discussed by Southall (Southall, 1910193). Several authors give
extensive discussions (Czapski 1893,194 Drude 1901195 Southall 1910,193 Wandersleb 1920,196
Chre´ tien 1980197). Projective transformation is used in computer graphics, and is discussed
in this context in a number of recent books and papers.
The imaging described by collineation is, by definition, stigmatic everywhere, and
planes are imaged without curvature. And for rotationally symmetric lenses, planes
perpendicular to the axis are imaged without distortion. So the three conditions of
maxwellian perfection are satisfied for all conjugates. Consequently, collineation is often
taken as describing ideal imaging of the entire object space. However, it is physically
impossible for a lens to image as described by collineation, except for the special case of an
afocal lens with m 5 mL 5 n / n 9. The putative ray intersections of collineation violate the
equality of optical path lengths for the rays involved in the imaging of each point. The
intrinsic impossibility manifests itself in a variety of ways. As an example, for axial points
in a plane with transverse magnification m and ray angles θ and θ 9 relative to the axis,
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collineation gives m ~ tan θ / tan θ , but optical path length considerations require that
m ~ sin θ / sin θ . Another violation is that of the skew invariant 6 n ( y
x ). The ratio
of this quantity before and after collineation is not unity, but 6 / 6
/ , where is the
axial direction cosine in object space and
is that in image space.
The expressions for collineation do not contain refractive indices, another manifestation
of their not accounting for optical path length. Rather than the refractive index ratio n / n ,
which occurs in many imaging equations, the expressions of collineation involve ratios of
focal lengths. For afocal lenses there are ratios of transverse and longitudinal magnifications or ratios of the focal lengths of the lenses making up the afocal system.
The expressions for actual ray behavior take the form of collineation in the paraxial,
and, more generally, parabasal limits. So paraxial calculations provide the coefficients of
the transformation for any particular system.
Collineation is most often treated by starting with the general form, and then reducing
its complexity by applying the symmetries of a rotationally symmetric system, to give
familiar simple equations such as Newton’s (Born & Wolf 1980198). Alternatively, it is
possible to begin with the simple forms and to derive the general ones therefrom with a
succession of images, along with translations and rotations. However, the more important
use of these properties is in treating lenses lacking rotational symmetry. This includes
those comprised of elements that are arbitrarily oriented, that is, tilted or decentered—
either intentionally or unintentionally. Other examples are nonplanar objects, tilted object
planes, and arbitrary three-dimensional object surfaces.
Lenses, along with plane mirror systems, can form a succession of images and can
produce translations and rotations. Correspondingly, a succession of collinear transformations is a collinear transformation, and these transformations form a group. It is
associative, corresponding to the fact that a series of imaging operations can be associated
pairwise in any way. There is a unit transformation, correspondingly physically to nothing
or to a unit magnification afocal lens. There is an inverse, so an image distorted as a result
of object or lens tilt can be rectified by an appropriately designed system—to the extent
that collineation validly describes the effects.

General Equations
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The general form of the collinear transformation is
x

a1 x b1 y
ax by

c1 z d 1
cz d

y

a2 x b2 y
ax by

c2 z d2
cz d

z

a3 x b 3 y
ax by

c3 z d 3
cz d

(206)

At least one of the denominator coefficients, a , b , c , d , is not zero. The equations can be
inverted, so there is a one-to-one correspondence between a point (x , y , z ) in object space
and a point (x , y , z ) in image space. The inverted equations are formally identical, and
can be written by replacing unprimed quantities with primed ones and vice versa in the
above equation. It is seen that a plane is transformed to a plane, since a x
by
cz
d
0 has the same form as a function of (x , y , z ). An intersection of two planes gives a
line. It can also be shown that a line transforms to a line by writing the equation for a line
in parametric form, with parameter , x ( ) x 0
, y ( ) y0
, z ( ) z0
.
Substituting in the transformation equations, it is found that dx / dy
(dx / d ) / (dy / d )
is constant, as are other such ratios.
These equations contain 16 coefficients, but it is possible to divide all three equations
through by one of the coefficients, so there are 15 independent coefficients in general.
Since the location of an image point is described by three coordinates, five points that are
not coplanar determine the transformation.
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The ratios of the coefficient dimensions are determined by the fact that x , y , z and x 9 ,
y 9 , z 9 are lengths. A variety of schemes can be used and, in the expressions below, a given
symbol may have different dimensions.
There are two major categories of the transformation, according to whether the
denominator varies or is constant. That with a varying denominator corresponds to focal
lenses. For afocal lenses, the demonimator is constant, and the general form of the
transformation is
x 9 5 a1 x 1 b1 y 1 c1 z 1 d1

y 9 5 a2 x 1 b2 y 1 c2 z 1 d2

z 9 5 a 3 x 1 b 3 y 1 c3 z 1 d 3
(207)

Here coefficient d has been normalized to unity. Such a transformation is called affine or
telescopic.

Coordinate Systems and Degrees of Freedom
The transformation involves two coordinate systems. The origin of each is located by three
parameters, as is the orientation of each. This leaves three parameters that describe the
other aspects of the transformation for the most general case of no symmetry. The number
is reduced to two if there is rotational symmetry.
In addition to considering the transformation of the entire space, there are other cases,
especially the imaging of planes. In each situation, there are specific coordinate systems in
which the aspects of the relationship, other than position and orientation, are most simply
expressed. Accordingly, different coordinate systems are used in the following sections.
Thus, for example, the z axis in one expression may not be the same as that for another.

Simplest Form of the General Transformation
For focal lenses, the denominators are constant for a set of parallel planes
ax 1 by 1 cz 1 d 5 constant

(208)

Each such plane is conjugate to one of a set of parallel planes in the other space. Within
each of these planes, the quantities x 9 / x , x 9 / y , x 9 / z are constant, as are the other
such derivatives. Therefore, magnifications do not vary with position over these planes,
although they do vary with direction. There is one line that is perpendicular to these planes
in one space whose conjugate is perpendicular to the conjugate planes in the other space.
It can be taken to be the z axis in one space and the z 9 axis in the other. The aximuths of
the x -y and x 9-y 9 axes are found by imaging a circle in each space, which gives an ellipse in
the other. The directions of the major and minor axes determine the orientations of these
coordinate axes. The principal focal planes , are the members of this family of planes for
which
0 5 ax 1 by 1 cz 1 d

(209)

Lines that are parallel in one space have conjugates that intersect at the principal focal
plane in the other. The principal focal points are the intersection of the axes with the focal
planes.
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Using these simplifying coordinate systems, the general transformation is
x9 5

a1 x
cz 1 d

y9 5

b1 y
cz 1 d

z9 5

c3 z 1 d 3
cz 1 d

(210)

One of the six coefficients can be eliminated, and two of the others are determined by the
choice of origins for the z axis and z 9 axis. If the origins are taken to be at the principal
focal points, the transformation equations are
x9 5

ex x
z

y9 5

ey y
z

z9 5

ez
z

(211)

where ex , ey , ez are constants. Unless ex 5 ey , the images of shapes in constant z planes vary
with their orientations. Squares in one orientation are imaged as rectangles, and in others
as parallelograms. Squares in planes not perpendicular to the axes are imaged, in general,
with four unequal sides.
For afocal lenses, the simplest form is
x 9 5 mx x

y 9 5 my y

z 9 5 mz z

(212)

Spheres in one space are imaged as ellipsoids in the other. The principal axes of the
ellipsoids give the directions of the axes for which the imaging equations are simplest.

Conjugate Planes
A pair of conjugate planes can be taken to have x 5 0 and x 9 5 0 , so the general
transformation between such planes is
y9 5

b 2 y 1 c2 z 1 d 2
by 1 cz 1 d

z9 5

b 3 y 1 c3 z 1 d 3
by 1 cz 1 d

(213)

There are eight independent coefficients, so four points that are not in a line define the
transformation. In each space, two parameters specify the coordinate origins and one the
orientation. Two parameters describe the other aspects of the transformation.
The simplest set of coordinates is found by a process like that described above. For
focal lenses, constant denominators define a line set of parallel lines
by 1 cz 1 d 5 constant

(214)

with similar conjugate lines in the other space. There is a line that is perpendicular to this
family in one space, whose conjugate is perpendicular in the other, which can be taken as
the z axis on one side and the z 9 axis on the other. There is a principal focal line in the
plane in each space, and a principal focal point , at its intersection with the axis. In this
coordinate system the transformation is
y9 5

b2 y
cz 1 d

z9 5

c3 z 1 d 3
cz 1 d

(215)

Of the five coefficients, four are independent and two are fixed by the choice of origins. If
z 5 0 and z 9 5 0 are at the principal focal points, then
y9 5
where ey and ez are constants.

ey y
z

z9 5

ez
z

(216)
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For afocal lenses, the general transformation between conjugate planes is
y 9 5 b2 y 1 c2 z 1 d2

z 9 5 b3 y 1 c3 z 1 d3

(217)

z 9 5 mz z

(218)

The simplest form of the transformation is
y 9 5 my y
where my and mz are constants.

Conjugate Lines
A line can be taken to have x 5 0 , y 5 0 , x 9 5 0 , y 9 5 0 , so its transformation is
z9 5

c3 z 1 d 3
cz 1 d

(219)

There are three independent coefficients, so three points determine them. The origins in
the two spaces account for two of the parameters, leaving one to describe the relative
scaling. The simplest forms are
Focal:

z9 5

ez
z

Afocal: z 9 5 mz z

(220)

There is a relationship between distances along a line (or ray) that is unchanged in
collineation (Southall 1910,193 Southall 1933199). If four points on a line A , B , C , D have
images A9 , B 9 , C 9 , D 9 , the double ratio or cross ratio is invariant under projective
transformation, that is,
AC BD A9C 9 B 9D
(221)
5
BC AD B 9C 9 A9D
where AC is the distance from A to C , and likewise for other pairs.

Matrix Representation of the Transformation
The transformation can be expressed in linear form by using the variables (u 1 , u2 , u3 , u4)
and (u19 , u29 , u39 , u49) , where x 5 u 1 / u 4 , y 5 u 2 / u 4 , z 5 u 3 / u 4 and x 9 5 u19/ u49 , y 9 5 u29/ u49 ,
z 9 5 u39/ u49. These are referred to as homogeneous coordinates. The transformation can be
written
u19
a 1 b 1 c1 d 1
u1
u29
a2 b 2 c 2 d 2
u2
5
(222)
u39
a 3 b 3 c3 d 3
u3
u49
a b c d
u4

121

21 2

In terms of the cartesian coordinates and an additional pair of terms q and q 9 , the
transformation can be expressed as
q 9x 9
q 9y 9
5
q 9z 9
q9

1 21

a 1 b 1 c1 d 1
a2 b 2 c 2 d 2
a 3 b 3 c3 d 3
a b c d

qx
qy
qz
q

21 2

(223)
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The dimensions of q and q 9 depend on the choice of coefficient dimensions. Here
q 9 / q 5 ax 1 by 1 cz 1 d , the equation for the special set of planes.
Certain sections of the matrix are associated with various aspects the transformation
(Penna & Patterson 1986200). The first three elements in the rightmost column have to do
with translation. This is shown by setting (x , y , z ) 5 (0 , 0 , 0) to locate the conjugate in the
other space. The first three elements in the bottom row are related to perspective
transformation. The upper left-hand 3 3 3 array expresses rotation, skew, and local
magnification variation.
For the simple form of the transformation expressed in Eq. (211), a 1 5 ex , b2 5 ey ,
d 3 5 ez , c 5 1 , and the rest of the coefficients vanish. The general matrix representation for
the afocal transformation is
x9
a 1 b 1 c1 d 1
y9
a2 b 2 c 2 d 2
5
z9
a3 b 3 c3 d 3
1
0 0 0 1

121

x
y
z
1

21 2

(224)

The quantities q and q 9 can also be included, in which case q 9 5 q. In the simplest afocal
form, Eq. (212), the matrix is diagonal with a 1 5 mx , b2 5 my , d3 5 mz , and the rest of the
nondiagonal coefficients vanishing. A succession of collineations can be treated by
multiplying the matrices that describe them (Chastang 1990201). To combine lenses with
arbitrary orientations and to change coordinate systems, compatible rotation and translation matrices are required. The transformation for a pure rotation with direction cosines
(L , M , N ) is
x9
y9
5
z9
1

121

1 2 2L2 22LM 22LN 0
22LM 1 2 2M 2 22MN 0
22LN 22MN 1 2 2N 2 0
1
0
0
0

x
y
z
1

21 2

(225)

The transformation for translation by (Dx , Dy , Dz ) is
x9
1 0 0 Dx
y9
0 1 0 Dy
5
z9
0 0 1 Dz
1
0 0 0 1

121

x
y
z
1

21 2

(226)

The quantities q and q 9 can be included if necessary. The transformations associated
with conjugate planes can likewise be expressed with 3 3 3 matrices, and the transformations of lines with 2 3 2 matrices.

Rotationally Symmetric Lenses
For rotationally symmetric lenses, the simplest forms are obtained with the z and z 9 axes
corresponding to the lens axis in the two spaces, and the x and x 9 meridians corresponding.
There is one less degree of freedom than in the general case, and a 1 5 b 2 in Eq. (210). The
general transformation is thus
x9 5

a1 x
cz 1 d

y9 5

a1 y
cz 1 d

z9 5

c3 z 1 d 3
cz 1 d

(227)

There are four degrees of freedom, two associated with the lens and two with the
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choice of coordinate origins. For focal lenses, the two axial length parameters are f and f 9.
If the coordinate origins are at the focal points,
x9 5 2

fx
z

y9 5 2

fy
z

z9 5

f 9f
z

(228)

If the coordinate origins are conjugate and related by magnification m0 , then
x9 5

m0 x
1 1 z /f

y9 5

m0 y
1 1 z /f

z9 5

( f 9 / f )m 20z
1 1 z /f

(229)

The constant term in the numerator of the z 9 expression is the longitudinal magnification
for z 5 0 , for which point dz 9 / dz 5 ( f 9 / f )m 20. A special case of these equations is that for
which the principal points are the origins, so m0 5 1.
For rotationally symmetric afocal lenses, the two degrees of freedom are the transverse
magnification mx 5 my 5 m , and the longitudinal magnification mz 5 mL . The simplest set
of transformation equations is
x 9 5 mx

y 9 5 my

(230)

z 9 5 mL z

where z 5 0 and z 9 5 0 are conjugate. If m 5 Ú1 and mL 5 Ú1 the image space replicates
object space, except possibly for orientation. If mL 5 m , the spaces are identical except for
overall scaling and orientation. The m and mL appear as functions of ratios of focal lengths
of the lenses that make up the afocal system.
Rays for Rotationally Symmetric Lenses
A skew ray with direction cosines (a , b , g ) in object space is described in parametric form
with parameter z as follows
a
b
(231)
x (z ) 5 x 0 1 z
y (z ) 5 x 0 1 z
g
g
For a focal lens, if z 5 0 is taken to be the front focal plane, and z 9 5 0 is the rear focal
plane, the parametric form of the ray in image space is

S gaD 1 S2 xf 9Dz9

x 9(z 9) 5 2f

0

S gbD 1 S2fy9Dz9
0

y 9(z 9) 5 2f

(232)

So x09 5 2fa / g , y09 5 2fb / g , a 9 / g 9 5 2x 0 / f 9 , b 9 / g 9 5 2y0 / f 9. For meridional rays with
x 5 0 , if θ and θ 9 are the ray angles in the two spaces, then tan θ 5 b / g , tan θ 9 5 2y0 / f 9 ,
and
tan θ f 9
5 m
(233)
tan θ 9 f
where m is the transverse magnification in a plane where the meridional ray crosses the
axis.
For afocal lenses, if z 5 0 and z 9 5 0 are conjugate planes, the ray in image space is
given by
m a
m b
x 9(z 9) 5 mx0 1
z9
y 9(z 9) 5 my0 1
z9
(234)
mL g
mL g

S D

S D

For meridianal rays with x 5 0 ,
tan θ mL
5
tan θ 9 m

(235)
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FIGURE 19 The image plane for a tilted object plane. The y -z plane is the
object plane and the y 9-z 9 plane is the image plane. The angles between the
planes and the lens axis are θ and θ 9 , which are related by Eq. (232). The
conjugate points in these planes are related by Eq. (235).

Tilted Planes with Rotationally Symmetric Lenses
A plane making an angle θ with the lens axis in object space has an image plane that
makes an angle θ 9 , given by Eq. (233), the so-called Scheimpflug condition (Scheimpflug
1907,202 Sasian 1992203). A tilted plane and its image are perpendicular to a meridian of the
lens, Fig. 19. There is bilateral symmetry on these planes about the intersection line with
the meridian, which is taken to be the z axis in object space and the z 9 axis in image space.
The perpendicular, coordinates are y and y 9. Letting m0 be the transverse magnification for
the axial point crossed by the planes, the transform equations are
y9 5

m0 y
1 1 z /g

z9 5

(g 9 / g )m 20z
1 1 z /g

(236)

Here g and g 9 are the focal lengths in the tilted planes, the distances from the principal
planes to the focal planes of the lens, measured along the symmetry line, so
g5

f
cos θ

g9 5

f9
cos θ 9

and

g9
5
g

–Sff9D cos θ 1 m1 sin θ
2

2

2

2
0

(237)

As θ 5 908 , g and g 9 become infinite, and (g 9 / g )m 0 5 1 , giving y 9 5 m0 y and z 9 5 m0 z .
(Forms like Newton’s equations may be less convenient here, since the distances from the
axes to the focal points may be large.)
For an afocal lens with transverse magnification m and longitudinal magnification mL ,
the object and image plane angles are related by Eq. (235). The conjugate equations for
points in the planes are
y 9 5 my

z 9 5 (m 2L cos2 θ 1 m 2 sin2 θ )1/2z

Here the origins may be the axial intersection point, or any other conjugate points.

(238)
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Some General Properties
For all collinear transformations, points go to points, lines to lines, and planes to planes. In
general, angles at intersections, areas, and volumes are changed. The degree of a curve is
unchanged, so, for example, a conic is transformed into a conic. For focal systems, a
‘‘closed’’ conic, an ellipse or circle, may be imaged as either a closed or an ‘‘open’’ one, a
parabola or hyperbola. For afocal systems, the closedness and openness are preserved.
With focal systems, the imaging of a shape varies with its location, but for afocal systems it
does not. For afocal systems parallelness of lines is maintained, but for focal systems the
images of parallel lines intersect. For afocal systems, equal distances along lines are imaged
as equal distances, but are different unless the magnification is unity.

1.16 SYSTEM COMBINATIONS —GAUSSIAN PROPERTIES
Introduction
This section deals with combinations of systems, each of which is of arbitrary complexity.
From a gaussian description of each lens and the geometry of the combination, the
gaussian description of the net system can be found. If two rotationally symmetric lenses
are put in series with a common axis, the resultant system is also rotationally symmetric.
Its gaussian description is found from that of the two constituent lenses and their
separations. The net magnification is the product of the two contributions, i.e., m 5
m1 3 m2 . Matrix methods are particularly convenient for handling such combinations, and
the results below can be demonstrated easily thereby. If two rotationally symmetric lenses
are combined so their axes do not coincide, the combination can be handled with
appropriate coordinate translations and rotations in the intermediate space, or by means of
collineation. In the most general case, where subsystems without rotational symmetry are
combined, the general machinery of collineation can be applied. There are three classes of
combinations: focal-focal, focal-afocal, and afocal-afocal.

Focal-Focal Combination—Coaxial
The first lens has power f 1 and principal points at P1 and P19 , Fig. 20. The index preceding
the lens is n and that following it is n 12 . The second lens has power f 2 and principal points
at P2 and P29 , with preceding index n 12 and following index n 9. The directed distance from
the rear principal point of the first lens to the first principal point of the second lens is

FIGURE 20 Coaxial combination of two focal lenses. The cardinal points of the two
lenses are shown above the axis and those of the system below. The directions in this
drawing are only one possible case.
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d 5 P19P29 , which may be positive or negative, since the lenses may have external principal
planes. The power of the combination is

f 5 f1 1 f2 2

1
df 1 f 2
n12

(239)

The two principal planes of the combination are located relative to those of the
contributing lenses by directed distances
P1 P 5 1

n f2
d
n 12 f

P29P 9 5 2

n9 f 1
d
n 12 f

(240)

If f 5 0 , the combination is afocal and there are no principal planes. In applying these
equations, the inner-space index n 12 must be the same as that for which the two lenses are
characterized. For example, if two thick lenses are characterized in air and combined with
water between them, these equations cannot be used by simply changing n 12. It would be
necessary to characterize the first lens with water following it and the second lens with
water preceding it.
Another set of equations involves the directed distance from the rear focal point of the
first lens to the front focal point of the second, s 5 F19F2 . The power and focal lengths of the
combination are

f 52

1
sf 1 f 2
n12

f 51

f1 f2
s

f952

f19f29
s

(241)

The focal points are located with respect to those of the contributing lenses by
F1 F 5 1

nn 12 n 12 f 21
5
sf 21
n s

F29F 9 5 2

n 9n 12
n 12 f 292
2 52
sf 2
n9 s

(242)

Another relationship is (F1 F )(F29F 9) 5 ff 9. The system is afocal if s 5 0. There are many
special cases of such combinations. Another case is that when the first principal point of
the second lens is at the rear focal point of the first, in which case the system focal length is
that of the first. These relationships are proven by Welford (Welford 1986, p. 35204).
Focal-Afocal—Coaxial
A focal lens combined with an afocal lens is focal, Fig. 21. Here we take the afocal lens to
be to the left, with magnification m1 . The focal lens to the right has power f 2 and rear

FIGURE 21 Coaxial combination of a focal lens and an afocal lens. In this drawing the
afocal lens has a transverse magnification 0 , m 1 , 1 and the focal lens has a positive power.
The combination is a focal lens with focal length f 9 5 f29/ m 1 . The focal point on the side of the
focal lens is at the focal point of that lens alone.
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FIGURE 22 Coaxial combination of two afocal lenses. An internal point A9
has an object space conjugate A and an image space conjugate A0. These two
points can be used for position references in the overall object and image
spaces.

focal length f29. The power of the combination is f 2 m 1 , and the rear focal length of the
combination is f 9 5 f29/ m1 . On the side of the focal lens, the location of the principal focal
point is unchanged. On the side of the afocal lens, the system focal point is located at the
image of the focal point of the focal lens in the space between the two. Changing the
separation between the lenses does not change the power or the position of the principal
focal point relative to that of the focal lens. The principal focal point on the afocal lens
side does move.

Afocal-Afocal—Coaxial
The combination of two afocal lenses is itself afocal, Fig. 22. If the two lenses have
transverse magnifications m1 and m2 , the combination has m 5 m1 m2 . A pair of conjugate
reference positions is found from the conjugates in the outer regions to any axial point in
the inner space. If the separation between the two lenses changes, the combination
remains afocal and the magnification is fixed, but the conjugate positions change. This
result extends to a combination of any number of afocal lenses.

Noncoaxial Combinations—General
The most general combinations can be handled by the machinery of collineation. The net
collineation can be found by multiplying the matrices that describe the constituents, with
additional rotation and translation matrices to account for their relative positions. After
obtaining the overall matrix, object and image space coordinate systems can be found in
which the transformation is simplest. This approach can also be used to demonstrate
general properties of system combinations. For example, by multiplying matrices for afocal
systems, it is seen that a succession of afocal lenses with any orientation is afocal.

1.17 PARAXIAL MATRIX METHODS
Introduction
Matrix methods provide a simple way of representing and calculating the paraxial
properties of lenses and their actions on rays. These methods contain no physics beyond
that contained in the paraxial power and transfer equations, Eq. (136) and Eq. (142), but
they permit many useful results to be derived mechanically, and are especially useful for
lens combinations. The matrix description of systems is also useful in elucidating
fundamental paraxial properties. With the symbolic manipulation programs now available,
matrix methods also provide a means of obtaining useful expressions.
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The optical system is treated as a black box represented by a matrix. The axial positions
of the input and output planes are arbitrary. The matrix describes the relationship between
what enters and what leaves, but contains no information about the specifics of the system
within, and there is an infinity of systems with the same matrix representation.
The origin of matrix methods in optics is not clear. Matrices were used by Samson
(Samson 1897205) who referred to them as ‘‘schemes.’’ Matrices appear without comment
in a 1908 book (Leathem 1908206). Matrix methods are treated in papers (Halbach 1964,207
Sinclair 1973208) and in many books (O9Neil 1963,209 Brouwer 1964,210 Blaker 1971,211
Longhurst 1973,212 Gerrard & Burch 1974,213 Naussbaum & Phillips 1976,214 Kogelnik
1979,215 Klein & Furtak 1986,216 Moller 1988,217 Guenther 1990218). Notation is not
standardized, and many treatments are complicated by notation that conceals the basic
structures.
This section is limited to rotationally symmetric lenses with homogeneous media.
References are provided for systems with cylindrical elements. This treatment is
monochromatic, with the wavelength dependence of index not made explicit.
The matrices are simplified by using reduced axial distances τ 5 t / n and reduced angles
v 5 nu. The paraxial angles u are equivalent to direction cosines, and the reduced angles
are optical direction cosines in the paraxial limit. For brevity, v and τ are usually referred
to in this section simply as ‘‘angle’’ and ‘‘distance.’’
Basic Idea—Linearity
Paraxial optics is concerned with the paraxial heights and paraxial angles of rays. A
meridional ray entering a system has a given height y and angle v and leaves with another
height y 9 and angle v 9. Paraxial optics is linear, as discussed above, in the sense that both
the outgoing height and angle depend linearly on the incoming height and angle. Writing
Eq. (148) in terms of v 9s gives
y9 5

Syy9Dy 1 Syv9Dv

and

v9 5

Svy9Dy 1 Svv9Dv

(243)

The partial derivatives are constant for a given system. This linearity is the basis of the
matrix treatment, since these equations can be written in matrix form:
y 9 y 9
y v
5
 v 9 v 9
y v

1 2 1 21 2
y9

v9

y

(244)

v

Basic Operations
The basic operations in paraxial ray tracing are transfer, Eq. (136), between surfaces and
refraction or reflection at surfaces, Eq. (142).

Transfer Matrix
Transfer changes the height of a ray, in general, leaving the angle unchanged. In terms of
reduced quantities, the relationships are:
t
y 9 5 y 1 tu 5 y 1 un 5 y 1 τ v
n

and

v9 5 v

(245)
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The transfer matrix is:

S10 τ1D

(246)

For left-to-right transfer, τ . 0. This gives a difference in signs between some of the terms
in expressions here and those in the gaussian section, where directed distances are
measured from a reference point related to the lens to the object.

Power Matrix
Refraction or reflection changes the angle of a ray, but not its height. The equations for
reduced quantities are
and

n 9u 9 5 nu 2 yf 5 v 9 5 v 2 yf

y9 5 y

(247)

Here f 5 c (n 9 2 n ) for refraction and f 5 22nc for reflection, where c is the surface
curvature, Eq. (143). The power matrix is:

S21f 01D

(248)

A planar reflecting or refracting surface has f 5 0 , so it is represented by the unit matrix.

Arbitrary System
A general system consists of a series of surfaces with powers f 1 , f 2 , . . . that are separated
from one another by distances τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . . Its matrix is the product

S10 τ1 D ? ? ? S21f 01DS10 τ1 DS21f 01DS10 τ1 D
2

N

1

2

(249)

1

By convention, the successive matrices are concatenated from right to left, whereas ray
tracing is done left to right.
A special case is a succession of transfers, itself a transfer.
Succession of transfers:

S10

τ1 1 τ2 1 ? ? ?
1

D

(250)

Another is a series of refractions with no intervening transfer, itself a power operation.
Succession of powers:

S2(f 1 f1 1 ? ? ?) 01D
1

(251)

2

Matrix Elements
Each matrix element has a physical significance, and the terms can be given mnemonic
symbols associated with the conditions under which they are zero. (This practice is not
standard.) If the initial ray angle is zero, the outgoing angles depend on the incident ray
heights and the power of the system, according to v 9 5 2f y , so v 9 / y 5 2f . If the initial
surface is at the front focal plane, the outgoing ray angles depend only on the incident
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height, so v 9 / v 5 0. This term is denoted by F for ‘‘front.’’ Similarly, if the final surface
is at the real focal plane, the outgoing ray heights depend only on the incoming angles, so
y 9 / y 5 R for ‘‘rear.’’ If the initial and final planes are conjugate, then all incoming rays at
a given height y have the outgoing height y 9 5 my , regardless of their angle, so y 9 / v 5 0
for conjugate planes. Since this term is related to the condition of conjugacy, y 9 / v 5 C
for ‘‘conjugate.’’ With this notation, the general matrix is

S2Rf FCD

(252)

Dimensions
The terms R and F are dimensionless. C has the dimensions of length, and those of f are
inverse length. Dimensional analysis, as well as the consideration of Eq. (248), shows that
the F and R terms will always contain products of equal numbers of f l ’s and τ k ’s, such as
f k τ l . The f expression contains terms like f k and τ k f l f m , with one more power term than
distance terms. Similarly, C has terms like τ k and τ k τ l f m .

Determinant
Both the transfer and power matrices have unit determinants. Therefore, any product of
such matrices has a unit determinant, a fact that is related to the two-ray paraxial
invariant.
R C
(253)
5 FR 1 Cf 5 1
2f F

U

U

This provides an algebraic check. For afocal lenses and conjugate arrangements, FR 5 1.

Possible Zeros
The possible arrangements of zeros in a system matrix is limited by the unit determinant
restriction. There can be a single zero anywhere. In this case, either C 5 1 / f or F 5 1 / R ,
and the remaining nonzero term can have any value. There can be two zeros on either
diagonal. No row or column can contain two zeros, since a system represented by such a
matrix would violate conservation of brightness. A matrix with double zeros in the bottom
row would collimate all rays, regardless of their incoming position and direction. A matrix
with all zeros in the top row represents a system that would bring all incoming light to a
single point. A system whose matrix has double zeros in the first column would bring all
incoming light to a focus on the axis. For double zeros in the second row, the system would
concentrate all light diverging from an input point in a single output point with a single
direction.

Operation on Two Rays
Instead of considering a single input and output ray, the matrix formalism can be used to
treat a pair of rays, represented by a 2 3 2 matrix. In this case

Svy99 vy99D 5 S2Rf CF DSvy
1

2

1

1

2

1

y2
v2

D

(254)
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Since the system matrix has a unit determinant, the determinants of the incoming and
outgoing ray matrices are identical:
L12 5 y19v 29 2 y29v 19 5 y1 v 2 2 y2 v 1

(255)

This is the paraxial invariant, Eq. (149). It is possible to operate on more than two rays,
but never necessary, since any third ray is a linear combination of two, Eq. (154).
Operations on two rays can also be handled with a complex notation in which two ray
heights and two angles are each represented by a complex number (Marechal 1956,219
Marechal 1961220).

Conjugate Matrix
For conjugate planes, y 9 5 my , so C 5 0 , R 5 m , and F 5 1 / m , giving

S2mf

0
1/m

D

(256)

The 1 / m term gives the angular magnification, u 9 / u 5 n / n 9m , Eq. (196). This matrix also
holds for afocal lenses, in which case f 5 0.

Translated Input and Output Planes
For a given system, the locations of the input and output planes are arbitrary. If the input
plane is translated by τ and the output plane by τ 9 , the resultant matrix is

SR 22fτ 9f

C 1 τ R 1 τ 9F 2 τ τ 9f
F 2 τf

D

(257)

Note that the object-space translation term τ is grouped with F and the image-space term
τ 9 with R. The equation C 5 0 5 τ R 2 τ 9F 2 τ τ 9f gives all pairs of τ and τ 9 for which the
input and output surfaces are conjugate.

Principal Plane-to-Principal Plane
If the input and output planes are the principal planes, then the matrix is a conjugate one,
for which m 5 11.
1 0
(258)
2f 1

S

D

This is also the matrix representing a thin lens.

Nodal Plane-to-Nodal Plane
The nodal points are conjugate, with unit angular magnification, so u 9 5 u and v 9 5 n 9v / n.
Thus
n /n9
0
(259)
2f n 9 / n

S

D
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The transverse magnification mN 5 n / n 9 equals unity when n 5 n 9. This matrix has no
meaning for afocal lenses.

Focal Plane-to-Focal Plane
If the initial surface is at the front principal focal plane and the final surface is at the rear
focal plane, the matrix is

S20f

1/f
0

D

(260)

This is the ‘‘Fourier transform’’ arrangement, in which incident heights are mapped as
angles and vice versa.

Translation from Conjugate Positions
If the input plane is translated τ from a plane associated with magnification m and the
output plane is translated a distance τ 9 from the conjugate plane, the matrix is

Sm 22fτ 9f

mτ 1 τ 9 / m 2 τ τ 9f
1/m 2 τf

D

(261)

Setting C 5 0 gives an equation that locates all other pairs of conjugate planes relative to
the first one, Eq. (172).

Translation from Principal Planes
If the initial conjugate planes are the principal planes, then

S1 22fτ 9f

τ 1 τ 9 2 τ τ 9f
1 2 τf

D

(262)

The equation for other conjugates is C 5 0 5 τ 1 τ 9 2 τ τ 9f , corresponding to Eq. (170).
It follows that the distance from the input surface to the first principal plane is
τ 5 (1 2 F ) / f and the distance from the output surface to the second principal plane is
τ 9 5 (1 2 R ) / f .

Translation from Focal Planes
If the input plane is a distance τ from the front focal plane and the output plane a distance
τ 9 from the rear focal plane, the matrix is

1

2f τ 9
2f

1
(1 2 f 2τ τ 9)
f
2f τ

2

(263)

Thus F and R are proportional to the distances of the input and output surfaces from the
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object space and image space focal planes. Using Newton’s formulas, this can also be
written
1
m9
12
f
m
1
2f
m
m9

(264)

Here m 9 is the magnification that would obtain if the image point were as located by R ,
and m is that if the object point were located by F. The conjugate term vanishes when
m 5 m 9.

Conjugate Relative to Principal Focal Planes
If Eq. (263) is a conjugate matrix, it becomes
2f τ 9
0
2f 2f τ

(265)

The vanishing C term gives 0 5 1 / f 2 f τ τ 9 , which is the Newton equation usually written
as zz 9 5 ff 9. The magnification terms are the other Newton’s equations, m 5 2f τ 9 and
1 / m 5 2f τ , which are usually written as m 5 2z 9 / f 9 5 2f / z.

Afocal Lens
For afocal lenses f 5 0. Since the determinant is unity, F 5 1 / R. And since the transverse
magnification is constant, R 5 m , giving
m C
0 1/m

(266)

A ray with v 5 0 has y 9 5 my , and v 9 5 v / m for all y. At conjugate positions, an afocal
lens has the matrix
m
0
0 1/m

(267)

Performing a translation in both object and images spaces from the conjugate position
gives
m mτ 1
0

1/m

τ9
m

(268)

Setting C 5 0 gives τ 9 5 2m 2τ , which relates the location of a single conjugate pair to all
others, Eq. (200).
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Symmetrical Lenses
For lenses with symmetry about a central plane and symmetrically located input and
output surfaces, F 5 R , so the matrix has the form

S2Bf BCD

(269)

where B 2 5 1 2 f C. The conjugate matrix has m 5 Ú1 .

Reversing Lenses
When a lens is flipped left to right, the matrix of the reversed system is obtained from that
of the original one by switching the F and R terms.

S2Ff RCD

(270)

This reversal maintains the exterior references planes, that is, the input surface for the
initial system becomes the output surface for the flipped one and vice versa.

Inverse Systems
By the ‘‘inverse’’ of a lens is meant a second system that undoes the effect of a given one.
That is, the rays at the output surface of the second system have the same height and angle
as those at the input of the first system. The combination of a system and its inverse is
afocal with unit magnification. The matrix representing the inverse system is the inverse of
that representing the system.
F 2C
(271)
f R

S

D

The matrix provides no instruction as to how such a lens is made up. Alternatively, the
inverse matrix can be interpreted as that whose input is y 9 and v 9 , with outputs y and v .

Series of Arbitrary Lenses
The matrix for two successive lenses is

S2RfRF 22Cf fR
1

2

1

2

2

2

1
1

D S

C 1 R2 1 C2 F1
R2
5
F1 F2 2 C1 f 2
2f 2

C2
F2

DS2Rf

1
1

C1
F1

D

(272)

For example, two given lenses separated by some distance have the matrix

S2Rf

2
2

C2
F2

DS10 τ1DS2Rf

1
1

C1
F1

D

(273)
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Multiplying from right to left gives a running product or ‘‘cumulative matrix,’’ that shows
the effect of the system up to a given plane.

Decomposition
Matrix multiplication is associative, so the system representation can be broken up in a
number of ways. For example, the portion of a lens before and after the aperture stop can
be used to find the pupil locations and magnifications. An arbitrary lens matrix can be
written as a product of three matrices (Macukow & Arsenault 1983221):

S2Rf CF D 5 S2f1/R 01DSR0
or

S2Rf CF D 5 S10

C /F
1

DS10

D

(274)

DS10/F F0DS2f1/F 01D

(275)

0
1/R

C /R
1

Thus a general lens is equivalent to a succession of three systems. One has power and
works at unit magnification. The second is a conjugate afocal matrix. The third is a
translation. Each of these systems is defined by one of the three terms, either R , f / R , C / R
or F , f / F , C / F. This is another manifestation of the three degrees of freedom of paraxial
systems.

Matrix Determination by Two-Ray Specification
If a two-ray input matrix is given along with the desired output, or the two input and
output rays are measured to determine the matrix of an unknown lens, Eq. (254) gives

S2Rf CF D 5 Svy99 vy99DSvy
so

1

2

1

1

2

1

y2
v2

S2Rf CF D 5 y v 21 y v Svy99vv 22 vy99vv
1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

D

21

(276)

D

y29 y1 2 y19 y2
v 29 y1 2 y2 v 19

(277)

The denominator of the multiplicative factor is the paraxial invariant associated with the
two rays, Eq. (149). As a special case, the two rays could be the marginal and chief rays.
The input and output pairs must have the same invariant, or the matrix thus found will not
have a unit determinant.

Experimental Determination of Matrix Elements
The matrix elements for an unknown lens can, in principle, be determined experimentally.
One method, as mentioned in the preceding section, is to measure the heights and angles
of an arbitrary pair of rays. Another method is as follows. The power term is found in the
usual way by sending a ray into the lens parallel to the axis and measuring its outgoing
angle. To find C 5 y 9 / v , the input ray angle is varied, while its height is unchanged. If
the output height is graphed, its slope is C. Likewise, the other partial derivatives in Eq.
(243) can be found by changing one of the input parameters while the other is fixed. The
four measurements are redundant, the unit determinant providing a check of consistency.
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Angle Instead of Reduced Angle
The matrices above can be modified to use the angles u and u 9 , instead of the reduced
angles. In terms of matrix theory, this amounts to a change in basis vectors, which is
accomplished by multiplying by diagonal vectors with elements 1 and n or 1 and n 9. The
result is

121
y

u9

5

R
nC
n
1
2 f
F
n9
n9

21 2
y

(278)

u

This matrix has a constant determinant n / n 9. The form Eq. (252) is simpler.
Other Input-Output Combinations
Referring to Eq. (244), any pair of the four quantities y , v , y 9 , and v 9 can be taken as
inputs, with the other two as outputs, and the relationships can be expressed in matrix
form. The four matrices in this section cannot be multiplied to account for the
concatenation of lenses. If the angles are given, the heights are
y
1 F 21
5
y9
f 1 2R

v
v9

(279)

The matrix is undefined for afocal lenses, for which the relationship of v and v 9 is
independent of heights. Similarly, the angles can be expressed as functions of the heights
by
v
1 2R 1 y
5
(280)
v9
C 21 F y 9
For conjugates the expression breaks down, since there is no fixed relationship between
heights and angles. If the input is a height on one side and an angle on the other, then
y9
1 1
5
v
F f

C
1

y
v9

(281)

For the inverse situation,
y
1 1
5
v9
R 2f

2C
1

y9
v

(282)

The determinants of these matrices are, respectively, C , f , R , and F.

Derivative Matrices
If the axial position of the input surface changes, the rate of change of the output
quantities is
dy 9 / dz
0 R
y
(283)
5
dv 9 / dz
0 2f v
If the axial position of the output surface can change, the rate of change of output
quantities is
dy 9 / dz 9
2f F y
(284)
5
dv 9 / dz 9
0
0 v
Higher derivatives vanish.
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Skew rays

The matrix formalism can be used to treat a paraxial skew ray, represented by a 2 3 2
matrix of x and y positions and directions and . In this case
x

R

y

n

n

C
F

x
n

y
n

(285)

Since the lens matrix has a unit determinant, the determinants of the incoming and
outgoing ray matrices are identical:
n (y

x

)

n( y

x )

(286)

From Eq. (73), this is the skew invariant.

Relationship to Characteristic Functions
A lens matrix can be related to any one of the four paraxial characteristic functions, Eqs.
(34) through (37), each of which has three first coefficients, associated with the three
degrees of freedom of the matrix. Brouwer and Walther (Brouwer & Walther 1967222)
derive the paraxial matrices from more general matrices based on the point angle
characteristic function.

Nonrotationally Symmetric Systems
Systems comprised of cylindrical lenses can also be treated paraxially by matrices
(Arsenault 1979,223 Arsenault 1980,224 Arsenault 1980,225 Keating 1981,226 Arsenault &
Macukow 1983,227 Macukow & Arsenault 1983,221 Attard 1984228). The more general case
of a treatment around an arbitrary ray is also represented by a 4 3 4 matrix (Stone &
Forbes 1992229). This is treated by several of the references to the section ‘‘Images About
Known Rays.’’

1.18 APERTURES, PUPILS , STOPS , FIELDS, AND
RELATED MATTERS
Introduction
This section is concerned with the finite sizes of lens and their fields, as expressed in
various limitations of linear dimensions and angles, and with some of the consequences of
these limits. (Other consequences, for example, resolution limitations, are in the domain of
wave optics.) Terminology in this area is not well defined, and the terms typically used are
insufficient for all the aspects of the subject, so this section deals considerably with
definitions.

Field Size and Field Stop

1

The field or field of iew of a lens is the region of object space from which light is captured
or the region of image space that is used. The field size may be described in angular, linear,
or area units, depending on the circumstances. (It can be described in still other ways, e.g.,
the number of pixels.) In and of itself, a lens does not have a definite field size, but
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FIGURE 23 Axial ray cone and aperture stop. The
upper lens has an internal aperture, and the lower one
has an external aperture on the object side.

beyond a certain size, image quality diminishes, both with respect to aberration correction
and to light collection. A field stop is a physical delimiter of the field, which may be in
either object or image space. A detector may be the delimiter.

Aperture Stop
Each object point can be thought of as emitting rays in all directions. Since lenses are finite
in size, only some of the rays pass through them. The rays that do pass are referred to as
image -forming rays , the ensemble of which is the image -forming bundle , also called the
image -forming cone , although the bundle may not be conical. The bundle associated with
each object point is delimited by one or more physical structures of the lens. For axial
object points, the delimiting structure is called the aperture , the stop , or the aperture stop.
The aperture may be either within the lens or outside of it on either side, Fig. 23. The
aperture may be a structure whose sole purpose is delimiting the bundle, or it may be the
edge of an optical element or a lens mount. The aperture stop may be fixed or adjustable,
for instance an iris. Which structure acts as the aperture can change with object position,
Fig. 24. The size and position of the aperture do not effect the gaussian properties of the
lens, i.e., the cardinal points and the conjugate locations and magnifications. They do

FIGURE 24 An example of change of aperture with axial object
position. For distant points the aperture is the nominal stop. For near
points the aperture is the rim of the lens.
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FIGURE 25 Schematic diagram of a lens with object and image planes, entrance and exit
pupils, and marginal and chief rays. The entrance pupil is located at E and the exit pupil at
E 9. The chief ray passes through the edges of the fields and the centers of the pupils. The
marginal ray passes through the axial object and image points and the edges of the pupils.

affect the image irradiance, the aberrations, and the effects of defocus. The aperture is
most commonly centered on axis, but this is not always so. With visual instruments, the
aperture stop for the entire system may be either an aperture in the optics or the iris of the
observer’s eye.

Marginal Rays and Chief Rays
Ray bundles are described to a considerable extent by specifying their central and extreme
rays. For object planes perpendicular to the lens axis, there are two meridional rays of
particular importance, defining the extremities of field and aperture, Fig. 25. These rays
are reciprocal in that one is to the pupil what the other is to the field.
The marginal ray originates at the axial object point, intersects the conjugate image
point, and passes through the edge of the aperture. This term is also used for rays from
other field points that pass through the extremes of the aperture. The paraxial marginal ray
is the marginal ray in the paraxial limit.
The chief ray or principal ray originates at the edge of the object field, intersects the
edge of the image field, and passes approximately through the center of the aperture, and
hence approximately through the center of the pupils. (Here we use ‘‘chief ray,’’ since the
prefix ‘‘principal’’ is so commonly used for other entities.) The term is also used for the
central ray of other bundles. The paraxial chief ray passes exactly through the centers of
the aperture and both paraxial pupils.

Field Angle
The field angle is that subtended by the field of view at the lens. This term is ambiguous,
since several angles can be used, as well as angles in both object and image space. A nodal
ray angle is the same in both spaces. If the nodal points are not at the pupils, the chief ray
angle differs on the two sides. The ratio of paraxial chief ray angles is proportional to the
paraxial pupil magnification, as discussed later, Eq. (289). If the lens is telecentric, the
chief ray angle is zero. An afocal lens has no nodal points, and the paraxial ratio of output
angles to input angles is constant. The concept of field angle is most useful with objects
and / or images at large distances, in which case on the long conjugate side the various ray
angles are nearly identical. On the short conjugate side, ambiguity is removed by giving the
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focal length, the linear size of the detector, and the principal plane and exit pupil positions.
For finite conjugates, such information should be provided for both spaces.

Pupils
The term pupil is used in several ways, and care should be taken to distinguish between
them. There are paraxial pupils, ‘‘real’’ pupils, pupils defined as ranges of angles, and pupil
reference spheres used for aberration definition and diffraction calculations. The entrance
pupil is the aperture as seen from object space—more precisely, as seen from a particular
point in object space. If the aperture is physically located in object space, the entrance
pupil is identical to the aperture. Otherwise, the entrance pupil is the image of the
aperture in object space formed by the portion of the lens on the object side of the
aperture. If the aperture is in image space, the entrance pupil is its image formed by the
entire lens. Similarly, the exit pupil is the aperture as seen from image space. A real pupil
is a physically accessible image of the aperture or the aperture itself, and a irtual pupil is
an inaccessible image. Visual instruments often have external pupils, where the user’s eye
is located. The axial entrance pupil point is denoted here by E and the exit pupil by E .
The pupils can be located anywhere on axis, except that they cannot coincide with the
object or image. It is common to draw pupils as shown in Fig. 25, but they can also be on
the side of the object or image away from the lens. The pupils are usually centered on axis,
but not necessarily. Aberrations may shift pupils from nominal axial centration.
Both pupils are conjugate to the aperture, so they are conjugate to each other. The
term pupil imaging refers to the relationship of the pupils with respect to each other and to
the aperture. In pupil imaging, the chief ray of the lens is the marginal ray and vice versa.
The pupil magnification mP denotes the ratio of exit pupil size to entrance pupil size. The
size may be specificed as linear or an angular extent, and the pupil magnification may be a
transverse magnification, finite or paraxial, or a ratio of angular subtenses. In general,
there is pupil aberration , so the image of the aperture in each space is aberrated, as is that
of the imaging of one pupil to the other. Pupil imaging is subject to chromatic aberration,
so positions, sizes, and shapes of pupils may vary with wavelength.
There is ambiguity about pupil centers and chief rays for several reasons. The center
can be taken with respect to linear, angular, or direction cosine dimensions. Because of
spherical pupil aberration, a ray through the center of the pupil may not also pass through
the center of the aperture, and vice versa. The angular dimensions of pupils may change
with field position. Pupil aberrations cause the actual pupil shape to be different from that
of the paraxial pupil.
Pupils that are not apertures can have any linear size, since the aperture can be imaged
at any magnification. If the aperture is within the lens, there is no particular relationship
between the positions and linear sizes of the entrance and exit pupils, since the portions of
the lens that precede and follow the aperture have no specific relationship. There is a
relationship between the angular subtense of the pupils, as discussed below.
The angular size and shape of the pupils can vary with field position, and the pupils can
change position if the aperture changes with object position. If the lens changes internally,
as with a zoom, the sizes and positions of the pupils change.

2
3

Paraxial Description
The paraxial pupils are the paraxial images of the aperture. They are usually planar and
perpendicular to the axis and are implicitly free from aberration. The paraxial chief ray
passes through the center of both pupils and the aperture, and the paraxial marginal
ray through the edges. The object and pupil magnifications and the distances from object
to entrance pupil and from exit pupil to image are related by Eq. (194). If the object at O
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is imaged at O9 with magnification m , and the pupil magnification from entrance pupil at E
to exit pupil at E 9 is mE , then from Eq. (194)
O9E 9 5

n9
mmE OE
n

(287)

Paraxial Invariant for Full Field and Full Aperture
Let the height of the paraxial marginal ray be yM at the entrance pupil and yM
9 at the exit
pupil, and that of the paraxial chief ray by yC , at the object plane and yC9 at the image
plane, Fig. 25. Let the angles of these rays be uM , uC , uM
9 , uC9 . The two-ray paraxial
invariant, Eq. (149), is
L 5 nyC uM 5 nyM uC 5 n 9yM
9 uC9 5 n 9yC9 uM
9
(288)
This relationship was rediscovered several times, so the conserved quantity is referred to
by a variety of names, including the Lagrange iny ariant , the Helmholtz iny ariant , the Smith
iny ariant , and with various hyphenated combinations of the proper names (Rayleigh
1886,230 Southall 1910231). Further discussions are found in the sections on paraxial optics
and on the e´ tendue. The paraxial transverse magnification and paraxial pupil magnifications are related to the paraxial marginal and chief ray angles by
m5

yC9 nuM
5
yC n 9uM
9

and

mP 5

yM
9
nuC
5
yM n 9uC9

(289)

Pupil Directions
For some purposes, pupils are best described as ranges of directions, specified in direction
cosines, rather than by linear extents of aperture images. Here the term pupil directions
(NS) is used. This is particularly the case when dealing with a given region of the object.
The construction for this description is shown in Fig. 26. The x and y axes of the

FIGURE 26 Construction for the description of the pupils with direction cosines. An x -y
plane is tangent to the object surface at the object point, and a unit sphere is centered on the
point. The intersections with the unit sphere of the rays are projected to the tangent plane to
give the pupil direction cosines.
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object-space coordinate system lie in the object surface, and the x 9 and y 9 axes. From a
point on the object plane, the extreme set of rays that passes through the lens is found. Its
intersection with a unit sphere about the object point is found, and perpendiculars are
dropped to the unit circle on (or tangent to) the object plane, giving the extent in direction
cosines.
The entrance pupil is delimited by a closed curve described by a relationship
0 5 P (a , b ; x , y ) , and the exit pupil is likewise defined by 0 5 P 9(a 9 , b 9; x 9 , y 9). The spatial
argument is included to indicate that the shape varies, in general, with the field position.
There may be multiple regions, as in the case of central obstructions. It is usually
preferable to define the pupils relative to principal directions (NS) (a 0 , b 0) in object space
and (a 09 , b 09) in image space, where the two directions are those of the same ray in the two
spaces, usually a meridional ray. The principal directions are analogous to the chief rays.
The entrance pupil is then given by 0 5 Q (a 2 a 0 , b 2 b 0; x , y ) and the exit pupil by
0 5 Q 9(a 9 2 a 09 , b 9 2 b 09; x 9 , y 9) . For example, for a field point on the x 5 0 meridian, the
expression for the pupil might be well approximated by an ellipse, 0 5 aa 2 1 b (b 2 b 0)2 ,
where (0, b 0) is the chief ray direction. If the imaging is stigmatic, the relationship between
entrance and exit pupil angular shapes is provided by the cosine condition, Eq. (104).
Q 9(a 9 , b 9; x 9 , y 9) 5 Q (mP a 9 2 a 09 , mP b 9 2 b 09; x , y )

(290)

The entrance and exit pupils have the same shapes when described in direction cosine
space. They are scaled according to the pupil angular magnification (NS) mP 5 n / n 9m. The
orientations may be the same or rotated 1808. There is no particular relationship between
(a 0 , b 0) and (a 09 , b 09) , which can, for example, be changed by field lenses. The principal
directions are, however, usually in the same meridian as the object and image points, in
which case a 0 / b 0 5 a 09/ b 09. If the field point is in the x meridian, and the central ray is in
this meridian, then a 0 5 0 and a 09 5 0 . Even with aberrations, Eq. (290) usually holds to a
good approximation. The aberration pupil distortion refers to a deviation from this shape
constancy.

Pupil Directional Extent: Numerical Aperture and Its Generalizations
The angular extent of a pupil extent is limited by some extreme directions. In the example
above of the elliptical shape, for instance, there are two half widths
1
–
2

(a max 2 a min)

and

1
–
2

(b max 2 b min)

(291)

For a rotationally symmetric lens with a circular aperture, the light from an axial object
point in a medium of index n is accepted over a cone whose vertex angle is θ max. The object
space numerical aperture is defined as
NA 5 n sin θ max 5 n 4(a 2 1 b 2)max 5 na max 5 nb max

(292)

Likewise, on the image side, where the index is n 9 and the maximum angle is θ m9 ax, the
image space numerical aperture is
NA9 5 n 9 sin θ m9 ax 5 n 94(a 92 1 b 92)max 5 n 9a m9 ax 5 n 9b m9 ax

(293)
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If the lens is free of coma, the sine condition, Eq. (106), gives for finite conjugates
m5

n sin θ max NA
5
n 9 sin θ m9 ax NA9

(294)

For infinite conjugates
sin θ m9 ax 5 2

ymax
f9

or

n 9 sin θ m9 ax 5 NA9 5 nb max 5 2ymax f

(295)

If there is coma, these relationships are still good approximations. For a given lens and a
given aperture size, the numerical aperture varies with the axial object position.

F-Number and Its Problems
The F -number is written in a variety of ways, including F / no. and F / 4. It is denoted here
by FN. The F-number is not a natural physical quantity, is not defined and used
consistently in the literature, and is often used in ways that are both wrong and confusing
(Hatch 1980,232 Goodman 1993233). Moreover, there is no need to use the F-number, since
everything that it purports to describe or approximately describes is treated properly with
direction cosines. The most common definition for F-number, applied to the case of an
object at infinity, is
focal length
1
FN 5
(296)
5
entrance pupil diameter 2 tan θ 9
where θ 9 is the outgoing angle of the axial imaging done. In general, the F-number is
associated with the tangents of collinear transformations, rather than the sines (or
direction cosines) that are physically appropriate. It presumes that a nonparaxial ray
entering parallel to the axis at height y leaves the rear principal plane at the same height
and intersects the rear focal point, so that tan θ 9 5 y / f 9. However, this particular
presumption contradicts Eq. (294), and in general, collineation does not accurately
describe lens behavior, as discussed above.
Other problems with F-number, as it is used in the literature, include the following: (1)
It is not defined consistently. For example, the literature also contains the definition
F-number 5 (focal length) / (exit pupil diameter). (2) For lenses used at finite conjugates,
the F-number is often stated for an object at infinity. In fact, given only the numerical
aperture for an object at infinity, that for other conjugates cannot be determined. (3)
There are confusing descriptions of variation of F-number with conjugates, for example,
the equation FNm 5 (1 1 m )FN` , where FNm is the F-number for magnification m and FN`
is that for an object at infinity. In fact, numerical apertures for various magnification are
not so related. (4) The object and image space numerical apertures are related by Eq.
(293), but there is no such relationship for tangents of angles, except that predicted by
collineation, Eq. (232), which is approximate. (5) With off-axis field points and noncircular
pupils, the interpretation of F-number is more ambiguous. (6) Afocal systems have finite
numerical apertures when used at finite conjugates, but they have no analogue to Eq.
(295). (7) Object and image space refractive indices are not accounted for by the
F-number, whereas they are by the numerical aperture. (8) The F-number is often used as
a descriptor of radiometric throughput, rather than of ray angles per se.
A related quantity is the T -number (W. J. Smith 1992234), which accounts for both the
convergence angle of the imaging cone and the fraction of power transmitted by the lens.
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This is useful as a single-number descriptor, but it is subject to all the confusion associated
with the F-number.

Image Irradiance for Lambertian Objects
If the light from a region of an object is lambertian with a power / area M , then the emitted
power per angle with angle according to (M / π ) cos θ dv 5 (M / π ) da db . The power
captured by the entrance pupil from a small object area dA is
1
dP 5 M dA
π

E

da db

(297)

entrance pupil

(For a full hemisphere e da db 5 π , giving dP 5 M dA.) If there are no losses within the
lens, the power reaching the conjugate image region dA9 is the same. Using the
conservation of e´ tendue equation, Eq. (72), the image irradiance is
E5

dP 1 n 92
5 M 2
dA9 π
n

E

da 9 db 9

(298)

exit pupil

The image irradiance does not depend explicitly on the magnification, but magnification is
included implicitly, since, for a given lens, the subtense of the exit pupil varies with
conjugates.
This equation obtains everywhere in the field, and it applies to arbitrary object surface
positions and orientations, so long as the direction cosines are defined with respect to the
local object and image surface normals. These equations apply regardless of the chief ray
angles, so they are applicable, for example, with telecentricity. In general, the pupil shape
and principal direction vary with field position, so there is a gradation of irradiance in the
image of a uniform lambertian object.
These equations do not account for all that influences image irradiance, for example
lens absorption and reflection. These effects can be included in the above expressions by
adding an appropriate weighting function of angle and field in the above integrals, giving
E (x 9 , y 9) 5

n 92
dP 1
5 M (x , y ) 2
dA9 π
n

E τ (a 9, b 9; x9, y9) da 9 db 9

(299)

where τ (a 9 , b 9; x 9 , y 9) is the lens transmittance as a function of the direction cosines for
the image point (x 9 , y 9) . With externally illuminated objects that are not lambertian
scatterers, these relationships do not hold. For example, in optical projectors the
illumination is matched to the object and imaging lens to give nominally uniform image
irradiance.

Axial Image Irradiance for Lambertian Objects
In the special case of circular pupils and axial object surfaces perpendicular to the axis, the
collected power and image irradiance given above are
dP 5 M dA sin2 θ

and

E 5M

n 92 2
sin θ 9
n2

(300)
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Power / Pixel

44

From wave optics, a lens working at the ‘‘resolution limit’’ has an image pixel size
ql / n sin θ , where l is the vacuum wavelength and q is a dimensionless factor, typically of
the order of unity. Applying Eq. (300), this gives
Power / pixel

5
SD
q 2M

l
n

2

(301)

M (l / n )2 is the energy emitted per square wavelength of object area. This is a fundamental
radiometric quantity. Increasing q gives a greater numerical aperture than is nominally
required for resolution, but in practice the aberration correction may be such that the
actual resolution is not greater.

Cosine-to-the-Fourth Approximation

6
6
5
6
66
6

For distant, planar, uniform lambertian objects perpendicular to the lens axis, if the
entrance pupil is well approximated by a circle, then the image irradiance varies
approximately with the object space field angle
according to the cosine -to -the -fourth
relationship
E( )

E0 cos4

(302)

where E0 is the axial irradiance. There are three contributions to this dependence. (1) The
angular distribution of a lambertian emitter varies as cos . (2) The distance from the field
point to the entrance pupil varies as 1 / d 2 ~ cos2 . (3) Insofar as the pupil behaves as a
rigid circle, its projected solid angle varies approximately as cos . The cosine-to-thefourth relationship should be used only as a guideline, since ray tracing permits more
accurate calculations, and because of the ambiguities in the meaning of the field angle, as
discussed above, and elsewhere (Kingslake 1945,235 Reiss 1945,236 Gardner 1947,237 Reiss
1948,238 Kingslake 1965239). For example, field angle is meaningless with telecentricity.
Some lenses, especially wide-angle ones, are specifically designed so the pupil subtense
increases with the field angle in order to compensate for effects (1) and (2) above, to
produce a sufficiently uniform image (Slyusarev 1941240).

Total Lens E´ tendue

7
8

The total amount of power from a lambertian object that can be transferred through a lens
is
1
(303)
M
dx dy
d d
π
field
pupil

E

E

The pupil integral may vary over the field. If the pupil is round and constant over the field,
the e´ tendue is proportional to A(NA)2, where A is the area of the field. This quantity is
also related to the total number of pixels in the field, and the ability of the lens to transfer
information (Gabor 1961241). The term ‘‘area-solid angle product’’ is sometimes used, but
this is an approximation. The total etendue is proportional paraxially to ,L2 , where L is
given by Eq. (288).
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FIGURE 27 Example of vignetting. The dashed ray passes through the
aperture, but misses the lens.

Vignetting
Vignetting occurs when an image-forming bundle is truncated by two or more physical
structures in different planes, Fig. 27. Typically, one is the nominal aperture and another is
the edge of a lens. Another case is that of central obstructions away from the aperture.
When vignetting occurs, the image irradiance is changed, and its diminution with field
height is faster than it otherwise would be. Aberration properties are also changed, so
vignetting is sometimes used to eliminate light that would unacceptably blur the image.

Lens Combinations and Field Lenses
When lenses are used to relay images, the light is transferred without loss only if the exit
pupil of one corresponds with the entrance pupil of the next. An example of the failure
to meet this requirement is shown in Fig. 28. The axial point is reimaged satisfactorily, but
off-axis bundles are vignetted. To transfer the light properly, a field lens in the vicinity

FIGURE 28 A pair of lenses relaying an image with and without a field lens. In the
top figure, there is no field lens, and some of the light forming the intermediate image
does not pass through the second lens. The amount lost depends on the two numerical
apertures and increases with distance from the axis. In the lower figure, a field lens at
the intermediate image forms an image of the exit pupil of the first lens into the
entrance pupil of the next. No light is lost unless the numerical aperture of the second
lens is less than that of the first.
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of the intermediate image is used to image the exit pupil of the preceding lens into the
entrance pupil of the next one. If the field lens is a thin lens in the image plane, then its
magnification with respect to the image is unity. In practice, the field lens is usually shifted
axially, so scratches or dust on its surface are out of focus. Its magnification then differs
from unity. The focal length of a thin field lens in air is given by 1 / f 9 5 1 / a 1 1 / b , where a
is the distance from exit pupil of first lens to the field lens, and b is that from field lens to
the entrance pupil of the second lens. The exit pupil is reimaged with a magnification b / a.
If the sizes of the various pupils and their images are not matched, then the aperture of the
combination is determined by the smallest. Field lenses affect aberrations.

Defocus
When the object and image-receiving surface are not conjugate there is defocus. If either
the object or the receiving surface is considered to be correctly positioned, the defocus is
associated with the other. Another situation is that in which the object and receiving
surfaces are conjugate, but both are wrongly located, so that the image is sharp but the
magnification is not what is desired, a condition that might be called misfocus (NS).
Defocus has two basic geometric effects, if there are no aberrations, Fig. 29. One is
blurring, since the rays from an object point do not converge to a single point on the
receiving surface. The blur size varies linearly with the axial defocus in image space and
with the cone angle of the image-forming bundle. The shape of the blur is that of the exit
pupil, projected on the receiving surface. The other effect of defocus is a lateral shift in
position of the blur’s centroid relative to that of the correctly focused point. The shift
depends on the chief ray angle on the side of the lens where the defocus occurs. In the
simplest case, the shift is approximately linear with field height, so acts as a change of
magnification. If the object is tilted or is not flat, the effects of defocus vary across the field
in a more complicated way. Aberrations affect the nature of the blur. With some
aberrations, the blur is different on the two sides of focus. With spherical aberration, the
blur changes in quality, and with astigmatism the orientation of the blur changes.
In considering the geometrical imaging of a small region of a lambertian object, there is
an implict assumption that the pupil is filled uniformly with light. In imaging an extended
object that is externally illuminated, the light from a given region may not fill the pupil
uniformly, so the character of the blurring is affected by the angular properties of the
illumination and scattering properties of the object.
The amount of defocus can be described in either object or image space, and it can be
measured in a variety of ways, for example, axial displacement, displacement along a chief
ray, geometrical blur size, and wavefront aberration. The axial displacements in object

FIGURE 29 Defocus of the receiving surface. A receiving surface is
shown in focus and shifted axially. The image of a point on the shifted
surface is blurred, and its centroid is translated radially.
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and image space differ, in general, and are related by the longitudinal magnification. As
expressed in wavefront aberration, i.e., optical path length, defocus is the same in both
spaces. There are also various functional measurements of defocus, for example, the sizes
of recorded images through focus.

Telecentricity
A lens is telecentric if the chief rays are parallel to one another. Most commonly, they are
also parallel to the lens axis and perpendicular to the object and / or image planes that are
perpendicular to the axis, Fig. 30. Telecentricity is often described by speaking of pupils at
infinity, but the consideration of ray angles is more concrete and more directly relevant. A
lens is telecentric in object space if the chief rays in object space are parallel to the axis,
a 0 5 0 and b 0 5 0. In this case the image of the aperture formed by the portion of the lens
preceding it is at infinity and the aperture is at the rear focal plane of the portion preceding
it. Similarly, a lens is telecentric in image space if the aperture is at the front focal point of
the subsequent optics, so a 09 5 0 and b 09 5 0. More generally, but less commonly, the chief
rays can be parallel to each other, but not necessarily to the axis, and not necessarily
perpendicular to a (possibly tilted) object or image plane.
With tilted object and image surfaces and nonaxial pupils, the chief rays are not
perpendicular to the object and / or image surfaces, but their angles are everywhere the
same, so defocus can result in a rigid shift of the entire image.
A focal lens can be nontelecentric or telecentric on either side, but it cannot be doubly
telecentric. An afocal lens can be nontelecentric, or doubly telecentric, but it cannot be
telecentric on one side. A doubly telecentric lens must be afocal, and a singly telecentric
lens cannot be afocal.
For a lens that is telecentric in image space, if the receiving surface is defocused, the
image of a point is blurred, but its centroid is fixed. However, if it is not telecentric in
object space, then the scale changes if the object is defocused. The converse holds for
object-space telecentricity without image-space telecentricity. For a doubly telecentric lens,
an axial shift of either the object or the receiving plane produces blurring without a
centroid shift. Although the magnification of an afocal lens does not change with
conjugates, there can be an effective change with defocus if it is not telecentric. If the pupil
is not on the axis or if the object and image planes are tilted, there can be telecentricity
without the chief rays being perpendicular to the object and / or image planes. In these
cases, defocus results in a rigid shift of the entire image.
Nominal telecentricity can be negated in several ways. Pupil aberrations may change
the chief ray angles across the field. For an extended object that is externally illuminated
the pupil may not be filled uniformly by light from a given region, so defocus can product a
lateral image shift.

FIGURE 30 Example of telecentricity. The lens shown is telecentric in
image space, in which ray bundles are parallel to the axis. An axial shift in
the receiving surface results in blurring, but does not translate the
centroid, so there is no change in image scale.
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Depth of Focus and Depth of Field
The depth of focus and depth of field are the amounts of defocus that the receiving surface
or object may undergo before the recorded image becomes unacceptable. The criterion
depends on the application—the nature of the object, the method of image detection, and
so on, and there are both ray and wave optics criteria for goodness of focus. For example,
a field of separated point objects differs from that of extended objects. Depth of focus is
usually discussed in terms of blurring, but there are cases where lateral shifts become
unacceptable before blurring. For example, in nature photography blurring is more critical
than geometrical deformation, while the opposite may be true in metrology.
Range of Focus and Hyperfocal Distance
In some cases, a geometrical description of defocus is applicable, and the allowable blur is
specified as an angle (Ray 1988,242 Kingslake 1992,243 W. Smith 1992234). The hyperfocal
distance is
diameter of the entrance pupil
(304)
Hyperfocal distance 5
5 dH
maximum acceptable angular blur
Let the object distance at which the lens is focused be d , the nearest distance at which the
image is acceptable be dN , and the furthest distance be dF . All of these quantities are
positive definite. The following relations obtain:
dF 5

dH d
dH 2 d

and

dN 5

dH d
dH 1 d

(305)

The distances to either side of best focus are
dF 2 d 5

d2
dH 2 d

and

d 2 dN 5

d2
dH 1 d

(306)

The total range of focus is
dF 2 dN 5

2d 2dH
2d
2
25
d H 2 d (dH / d )2 2 1

(307)

For d . dH the above quantities involving dF are infinite (not negative). If the lens is
focused at the hyperfocal distance or beyond, then everything more distant is adequately
focused. If the lens is focused at the hyperfocal distance, i.e., d 5 dH , the focus is adequate
everywhere beyond half this distance, and this setting gives the greatest total range. If the
lens is focused at infinity, then objects beyond hyperfocal distance are adequately focused.
The hyperfocal distance decreases as the lens is stopped down.

1.19 GEOMETRIC ABERRATIONS OF POINT IMAGES —DESCRIPTION
Introduction
In instrumental optics, the term aberration refers to a departure from what is desired,
whether or not it is physically possible. Terms such as ‘‘perfect system’’ and ‘‘ideal system’’
indicate what the actual is compared to, and these terms themselves are not absolute, but
depend on what is wished for. The ideal may be intrinsically impossible, in which case a
deviation therefrom is not a defect. A further distinction is between aberrations inherent in
a design and those that result from shortcomings in fabrication.
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This section considers only the description of aberrations of point images, with the lens
treated as a black box, whose action with respect to aberrations is accounted for by what
leaves the exit pupil. A full consideration of aberrations involves, among other things, their
causes, their correction, their various manifestations, and their evaluation. Aberrated
images of extended objects are formed by overlapping blurs from the individual points.
The analysis of such images is object- and application-dependent, and is beyond the scope
of this section. Aberrations do vary with wavelength, but most of this discussion involves
monochromatic aberrations, those at a single wavelength. In addition, aberrations vary
with magnification. Aberrations are discussed to some extent in many books that treat
geometric optics (Conrady 1929,244 H. Hopkins 1950,245 Buchdahl 1954,246 Herzberger
1958,247 Kingslake 1978,248 Born & Wolf 1980,249 Slyusarev 1984,250 Welford 1986,251
Welford 1986,252 W. Smith 1992253).

Descriptions
Aberration has many manifestations, and can be described in a variety of ways. For
example, geometric wavefronts, path lengths, ray angles, and ray intersection points can all
differ from the nominal (and in wave optics there are additional manifestations). Terms
such as ‘‘wavefront aberration’’ and ‘‘ray aberration’’ do not refer to fundamentally
different things, but to different aspects of the same thing. Often, a single manifestation of
the aberration is considered, according to what is measurable, what best describes the
degradation in a particular application, or what a lens designer prefers to use for
optimization during the design process.

Classification
Aberrations are classified and categorized in a variety of ways. These include pupil
dependence, field dependence, order, evenness and oddness, pupil and field symmetry, and
the nature of change through focus—symmetrical and unsymmetrical. In addition, there
are natural groupings, e.g., astigmatism and field curvature. The classification systems
overlap, and the decompositions are not unique. The complete aberration is often
described as a series of terms, several schemes being used, as discussed below. The names
of aberrations, such as ‘‘spherical,’’ ‘‘coma,’’ and ‘‘astigmatism,’’ are not standardized, and
a given name may have different meanings with respect to different expansions.
Furthermore, the effects of aberrations are not simply separated. For example, ‘‘pure
coma’’ can have effects usually associated with distortion. Defocus is sometimes taken to
be a type of aberration, and it is useful to think of it in this way, since it is represented by a
term in the same expansion and since the effects of aberrations vary with focus. The
number of terms in an expansion is infinite, and familiar names are sometimes associated
with unfamiliar terms. To improve clarity, it is recommended that all the terms in an
expansion be made explicit up to agreed-upon values too small to matter, and that, in
addition, the net effect be shown graphically. Further, it is often helpful to show more than
one of an aberration’s manifestations.

Pupil and Field Coordinates
In this section, all the quantities in the equation are in image space, so primes are omitted.
Field coordinates are x and y , with h 2 5 x 2 1 y 2 , and (x , y ) is the nominal image point in a
plane z 5 0. Direction cosines equally spaced on the exit pupil should be used for pupil
coordinates but, in practice, different types of coordinates are used, including linear
positions, spatial frequencies, and direction cosines. Here the pupil coordinates are j and
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;
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2
h , which are dimensionless, with 2
h 2 . The overall direction of the pupil may vary
with field. Here the ( , h ) (0 , 0) is always taken at the pupil center, the meaning of which
may not be simple, as discussed in the section on pupils above. The angle of a meridian in
the pupil is c . Entrance and exit pupil coordinates must be distinguished. For diffraction
calculations, the exit pupil should be sampled at equal intervals in direction cosines, but a
set of rays from an object point that is equally spaced in direction cosines may leave with
uneven spacing, as a result of aberrations.

Wavefront Aberration
If an object point is imaged stigmatically, then the optical path lengths of all rays from the
object point to its image are identical, and the geometric wavefronts leaving the exit pupil
are spherical. In the presence of aberrations, the wavefront is no longer spherical. Rather
than describing the wavefront shape, it is usually preferable to consider the difference
between the actual wavefront, and a nominal wavefront, often called the reference sphere ,
centered at a reference point that is usually the nominal image point. This reference sphere
is usually taken to intersect the center of the pupil, since this gives the most accurate
diffraction calculations. The wa efront aberration W is the optical path length from
reference sphere to wavefront, or vice versa, according to the convention used, Fig. 31.
Two sign conventions are in use; a positive wavefront aberration may correspond either to
a wavefront which lags or leads the reference sphere. For each nominal image point
(x , y , z ) , the wavefront aberration is a function of the pupil coordinates ( , h ) , so the
functional form is W ( , h ; x , y , z ) , with the z usually suppressed, since the image plane is
usually taken to be fixed. For a given lens prescription, W is found by tracing a set of rays
from each object point to the reference sphere and calculating their path lengths. If the
absolute path length is unimportant, the choice of the reference sphere’s radius is not
critical. Considered from the point of view of wave optics, the image of a point is degraded
by phase differences across the reference sphere, so absolute phase is of no consequence,
and the zero of the wavefront aberration can be chosen arbitrarily. By convention and
convenience, the zero is usually taken at the center of the pupil, so W (0 , 0 , x , y ) 0.

;

=

;

:

FIGURE 31 Wavefront aberration. The reference
sphere is concentric with the nominal image point. The
wavefront is taken that is tangent to the reference
sphere in the center of the pupil. The wavefront
aberration function is the distance from the reference
sphere to the wavefront as a function of pupil
coordiantes.
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Absolute optical path lengths are significant for imaging systems with paths that separate
between object and image in cases where there is coherence between the various image
contributions. An error in absolute optical path length is called piston error. This results in
no ray aberrations, so it is omitted from some discussions.
Ray Aberrations

>
?
?

In the presence of aberrations, the rays intersect any surface at different points than they
would otherwise. The intersection of the rays with the receiving surface, usually a plane
perpendicular to the axis, is most often of interest. The trans erse ray aberration is the
vectorial displacement (» x , » y ) between a nominal intersection point and the actual one.
The displacement is a function of the position of the nominal image point (x , y ) and the
position in the pupil through which the ray passes ( , h ). A complete description of
transverse ray aberrations is given by

?

»x ( , h ; x , y )

and

»y ( , h ; x , y )

(308)

The longitudinal aberration is the axial displacement from nominal of an axial
intersection point. This description is useful for points on the axis of rotationally
symmetrical systems, in which case all rays intersect the axis. Such aberrations have both
transverse and longitudinal aspects. The intersection with a meridian can also be used. The
diapoint is the point where a ray intersects the same meridian as that containing the object
point (Herzberger 1958247). For an image nominally located at infinity, aberrations can be
described by the slope of the wavefront relative to that of the nominal, that is, by ray
angles rather than intersection points. A hypothetical ideal focusing lens can also be
imagined to convert to transverse aberrations.
A ray intercept diagram shows the intersection points of a group of rays with the
receiving surface (O’Shea 1994254). The rays are usually taken to arise from a single object
point and to uniformly sample the pupil, with square or hexagonal arrays commonly used.
The ray intercept diagrams can suffer from artifacts of the sampling array, which can be
checked for by using more than one type of array. Other pupil loci, for instance, principal
meridians and annuli, can be employed to show particular aspects of the aberration.
Intercept diagrams can also be produced for a series of surfaces through focus. Image
quality may be better than ray diagrams suggest, since destructive interference can reduce
the irradiance in a region relative to that predicted by the ray density.
Relationship of Wavefront and Ray Aberrations
Since rays are normal to geometric wavefronts, Fig. 32, transverse ray aberrations are
proportional to the slope of the wavefront aberration function. For systems of rotation

FIGURE 32 Ray aberration. Rays intersect the receiving
plane at positions shifted from the nominal.
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with image space index n and marginal ray angle θ , the transverse aberrations are to a
good approximation (Welford 1986251)

»x 5

1 W
n sin θ j

»y 5

1 W
n sin θ h

(309)

The refractive index appears since W is an optical path length. If the rays are nominally
parallel, then the partial derivatives give the angular ray errors
Da 5

1 W
np j

Db 5

1 W
np h

(310)

where p is the linear radius of the exit pupil, which cannot be infinite if the image is at
infinity. These expressions may also have a multiplicative factor of 21, depending on the
sign conventions. A sum of wavefront aberrations gives a transverse aberration that is the
sum of the contributing ones.

Ray Densities
The density of rays near the nominal image point is (Welford 1986251)

S DShWD 2 2Sj Wh D

1
2W
~
Density
j 2

2

2

2

2

(311)

Caustics are the surfaces where ray densities are infinite. Here, geometric optics predicts
infinite power / area, so the ray model is quantitatively inaccurate in this case.

Change of Reference Points
The center of the reference sphere may be displaced from the nominal image point. If the
reference point is changed by linear displacement (d x , d y , d z ) , then the wavefront
aberration function changes from W to W 9 according to
W 9(j , h ; x , y ; d x , d y , d z ) 5 W (j , h ; x , y ) 1 Wx j 1 Wy h 1 Wz (j 2 1 h 2)

(312)

where Wx 5 n sin θ d x ,
Wy 5 n sin θ d y

(313)

Wz 5 1–2 n sin2 θ d z
The transverse ray aberration » x9 and »y9 with respect to the new reference points are

» x9 5 » x 1 d x 1 sin θ d z

» y9 5 » y 1 d y 1 sin θ d z

(314)

The change through focus is accounted for by varying d z. Setting » x9 5 » y9 5 0 gives the

@
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parametric equations x (d z ) and y (d z ) for a ray with pupil coordinates ( , h ) , relative to
the nominal ray near the nominal image point.

Aberration Symmetries for Systems with Rotational Symmetry
If the lens, including the aperture, is a figure of rotation, only certain aberration forms are
possible. For object points on axis, the wavefront aberration and the image blur are figures
of revolution. For off-axis points, both wavefront aberration and blur are bilaterally
symmetrical about the meridional plane containing the object point. For object points on a
circle centered on the axis, the wavefront and ray aberrations are independent of azimuth,
relative to the local meridian. In practice, there is always some imperfection, so the
symmetries are imperfect and additional aberration forms arise.
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Wavefront Aberration Forms for Systems with Rotational Symmetry

Here the pupil is taken to be circular, with the coordinate zero taken at the center. The
field coordinates are normalized so x 2 y 2 h 2 1 at the edge of the field. The pupil
2
coordinates are normalized, so that 2 h 2
1 on the rim of the pupil. The algebra is
simplified by using dimensionless coordinates. To add dimensions and actual sizes, replace
the by / max, and likewise for other variables. The simplest combinations of pupil and
field coordinates with rotational symmetry are
x2

y2

h2

2

h2

2

x

(315)

hy

The general wavefront aberration function can be expressed as a series of such terms
raised to integral powers,
WLMN (x 2

W (x , y ; , h )

L ,M ,N

y 2)L(

2

h 2)M (x

yh )N

(316)

0

where L , M , N are positive integers. The terms can be grouped in orders according to the
sum L M N , where, by convention, the order equals 2(L M N ) 1 . The order
number refers more directly to ray aberration forms than to wavefront forms, and it is
always odd. The first-order terms are those for which L M N 1 , for the third-order
terms the sum is two, and so on. The number of terms in the Q th order is
1 (Q 1)(Q 7) / 8. For orders 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 the number of terms is 3, 6, 10, 15, 21. For
each order, one contribution is a piston error, which is sometimes excluded from the count.
The expression of Eq. (316) is related to the characteristic function for a rotationally
symmetrical system, Eq. (32). If the spatial coordinates are taken to be those of the object
point, this is the point-angle characteristic function. In the hamiltonian optics viewpoint,
the characteristic function is a sum of two parts. The first-order terms specify the nominal
properties, and those of higher orders the deviation therefrom. This is discussed in the
references given in that section. The term for which L M N 0 has to do with absolute
optical path length.
Since there is bilateral symmetry about all meridians, the expansion can be simplified by
considering object points in a single meridian, customarily taken to be that for which x 0.
Doing so and letting the fractional field height be y h gives the wavefront aberration
function

B
B
B
B B
B
F
C
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C
OD
O G
B
A
B
B
A
E
CA
WLMN h 2L

W (h ; , h )

L ,M ,N

0

N

2M

hN

WABC h A

B

hC

(317)

A ,B ,C

where A 2L N , B 2M , C N , and the order equals (A B C ) 1. Another form
is obtained with the fractional pupil radius and the pupil azimuth c , the angle from
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the x 5 0 meridian, so h 5 r cos c . With these pupil variables the wavefront aberration
function is
W (h ; r , c ) 5

O

WLMN h 2L1Nr 2M1N cosN c 5

L ,M ,N 50

O W0

h Ar B cosC c

ABC

(318)

A ,B ,C

where A 5 2L 1 N , B 5 2M 1 N , C 5 N , and the order is A 1 B 2 1. For orders above the
first, the WLMN , WABC
9 , and WABC
0 are the way efront aberration coefficients.
For a given field position, the wavefront aberration function for circular pupils can also
be decomposed into the Zernike polynomials , also called circle polynomials , a set of
functions complete and orthonormal on a circle (Zernike 1934,255 Kim & Shannon 1987,256
Malacara 1978,257 Born & Wolf 1980249).

Third-Order Aberrations and Their Near Relatives
There are six third-order terms. The Seidel aberrations are spherical, coma, astigmatism,
field curvature, distortion, and there is also a piston-error term. Expressions for these
aberrations are given below, along with some higher-order ones that fall in the same
classification. The terminology of higher-order aberrations is not standardized, and there
are forms that do not have third-order analogues. This section uses the notation of the
second expression of Eq. (318), without the primes on the coefficients.
It is useful to include defocus as a term in aberration expansions. Its wavefront
aberration and transverse ray aberrations are
W 5 W020 r 2

» x ~ 2W020 j

» y ~ 2W020 h

(319)

Coefficient W020 is identical to Wz , Eq. (313).
In spherical aberration the wavefront error is a figure of revolution in the pupil. The
individual terms of the expansion have the form r 2N. The form that appears on axis, and
which is independent of field position is
W 5 W020 r 2 1 W040 r 4 1 W060 r 6 1 ? ? ?

(320)

where defocus has been included. The W040 term is the third-order term, the W060 is the
fifth-order term, etc. The ray aberrations are

» x ~ 2W020 j 1 4W040 r 2j 1 6W060 r 4j 1 ? ? ?
» y ~ 2W020 h 1 4W040 r 2h 1 6W060 r 4h 1 ? ? ?

(321)

There are also higher-order off-axis terms, called oblique spherical aberration , with forms
h 2Lr 2M. Spherical is an even aberration.
In coma , the wavefront aberration varies linearly with field height, so the general form
is hr 2Mh 5 hr 2M11 cos c . Coma is an odd aberration. The wavefront expansion is
W 5 (W131 r 2 1 W151 r 4 1 ? ? ?)h h 5 (W131 r 3 1 W151 r 5 1 ? ? ?) cos c h

(322)

The ray aberrations are

» x ~ [W131(2jh ) 1 4W151(j 2 1 h 2)j h 1 ? ? ?]h
» y ~ [W131(j 2 1 3h 2) 1 W151(j 4 1 5j 2h 2 1 6h 4) 1 ? ? ?]h

(323)

In astigmatism the wavefront aberration is cylindrical. The third-order term is
W 5 W222 h 2h 2 5 W222 h 2r 2 cos2 c

(324)
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with ray aberration

»x 5 0

» y ~ 2W222 h 2h

(325)

Field cury ature , also known as Petzy al cury ature , is a variation of focal position in the
axial direction with field height. In its presence, the best image of a planar object lies on a
nonplanar surface. Its absence is called field flatness. The wavefront aberration form is
W 5 (W220 h 2 1 W420 h 4 1 W620 h 6 1 ? ? ?)r 2

(326)

with symmetrical blurs given by

» x ~ (W220 h 2 1 W420 h 4 1 W620 h 6 1 ? ? ?)j
» y ~ (W220 h 2 1 W420 h 4 1 W620 h 6 1 ? ? ?)h

(327)

The curvature of the best focus surface may have the same sign across the field, or there
may be curvatures of both signs.
Astigmatism and field curvature are often grouped together. Combining defocus,
third-order astigmatism, and third-order field curvature, the wavefront aberration can be
written
W 5 W020(j 2 1 h 2) 1 [W220 j 2 1 (W220 1 W222)h 2]h 2

(328)

The resultant ray aberration is

» x ~ [W020 1 W220 h 2]j

» y ~ [W020 1 (W222 1 W220)h 2]h

(329)

A tangential fan of rays, one that lies in the x 5 0 meridian, has j 5 0 , so » x 5 0. The
tangential focus occurs where » y 5 0 , which occurs for a defocus of W020 5 2(W220 1 W222)h 2 .
Combining this result with Eq. (314) gives d z ~ h 2 , the equation for the tangential focal
surface. A sagittal fan of rays crosses the pupil in the h 5 0 meridian, so » y 5 0. The sagittal
focus occurs where » x 5 0 , i.e., on the surface given by W020 5 2W220 h 2 .
In general, distortion is a deviation from geometric similarity between object and image.
For rotationally symmetrical lenses and object and image planes perpendicular to the axis,
the error is purely radial, and can be thought of as a variation of magnification with field
height. The aberration forms are
W 5 (W111 h 1 W311 h 3 1 W511 h 5 1 ? ? ?)h

(330)

with

»x 5 0

» y ~ W111 h 1 W311 h 3 1 W511 h 5 1 ? ? ?

(331)

In pincushion distortion the magnitude of magnification increases monotonically with
field height, so the image is stretched radially. In barrel distortion the magnitude decreases,
so the image is squeezed. In general, the aberration coefficients can be both positive and
negative, so the direction of distortion can change as a function of field height and the
distortion may vanish for one or more field heights.
For piston error the wavefront differs uniformly across the pupil from its nominal in a
way that varies with field height.
W 5 W000 1 W200 h 2 1 W400 h 4 1 W600 h 6 1 ? ? ?
There are no transverse ray aberrations.

»x 5 »y 5 0

(332)
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Chromatic Aberrations
In general, the properties of optical systems vary with wavelength. The term chromatic
aberration often refers to the variation in paraxial properties as a function of wavelength.
Thus, axial color is related to differences of focal length and principal plane location with
wavelength, and lateral color is related to variations of magnification with wavelength.
Also, the monochromatic aberrations vary in magnitude with wavelength. Reflective
systems have identical ray properties at all wavelengths, but their wave properties vary
with color, since a given variation in path length has an effect on phase that varies with
wavelength.

Stop Size and Aberration Variation
For a given system, if the size of the aperture is changed, the marginal ray is changed, but
not the chief ray. If the aperture is reduced, depth of focus and depth of field increase and
image irradiance decreases. The rays from axial object points are more nearly paraxial, so
the imaging tends to be better corrected. For off-axis points, some aberrations are changed
and others are not. Distortion, as defined with respect to the chief ray, is not changed.
Field curvature per se does not change, since the aperture size does not change the
location of the best image surface (if there are no other aberrations), but the depth of
focus does change, so a flat detector can cover a larger field.

Stop Position and Aberration Variation
For a given system, if the aperture is moved axially, the image-forming bundle passes
through different portions of the lens elements. Accordingly, some aberrations vary with
the position of the stop. Lens design involves an operation called the stop shift , in which
the aperture is moved axially while its size is adjusted to keep the numerical apertures
constant. In this operation, the marginal ray is fixed, while the chief ray is changed. This
does not change the aberrations on axis. Most of those for off-axis points are changed, but
third-order field curvature is unchanged.
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CHAPTER 2

INTERFERENCE
John E. Greivenkamp
Optical Sciences Center
Uniy ersity of Arizona
Tucson , Arizona

2.1 GLOSSARY
A
E
r
x, y, z
f

amplitude
electric field vector
position vector
rectangular coordinates
phase

2.2 INTRODUCTION
Interference results from the superposition of two or more electromagnetic waves. From a
classical optics perspective, interference is the mechanism by which light interacts with
light. Other phenomena, such as refraction, scattering, and diffraction, describe how light
interacts with its physical environment. Historically, interference was instrumental in
establishing the wave nature of light. The earliest observations were of colored fringe
patterns in thin films. Using the wavelength of light as a scale, interference continues to be
of great practical importance in areas such as spectroscopy and metrology.

2.3 WAVES AND WAVEFRONTS
The electric field y ector due to an electromagnetic field at a point in space is composed of
an amplitude and a phase
E(x , y , z , t ) 5 A(x , y , z , t )e if (x ,y ,z ,t)

(1)

E(r, t ) 5 A(r, t )e if (r,t )

(2)

or
where r is the position vector and both the amplitude A and phase f are functions of the
spatial coordinate and time. As described in Chap. 5, ‘‘Polarization,’’ the polarization state
of the field is contained in the temporal variations in the amplitude vector.
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This expression can be simplified if a linearly polarized monochromatic wave is
assumed:
E(x , y , z , t ) 5 A(x , y , z )e i [vt 2f (x ,y ,z )]
(3)
where v is the angular frequency in radians per second and is related to the frequency … by

v 5 2π …

(4)
14

13

Some typical values for the optical frequency are 5 3 10 Hz for the visible, 10 Hz for the
infrared, and 1016 Hz for the ultraviolet. Note that in the expression for the electric field
vector, the time dependence has been eliminated from the amplitude term to indicate a
constant linear polarization. The phase term has been split into spatial and temporal terms.
At all locations in space, the field varies harmonically at the frequency v .

Plane Wave
The simplest example of an electromagnetic wave is the plane way e. The plane wave is
produced by a monochromatic point source at infinity and is approximated by a collimated
light source. The complex amplitude of a linearly polarized plane wave is
E(x , y , z , t ) 5 E(r, t ) 5 Ae i[v t2k?r]

(5)

where k is the wave vector. The wave vector points in the direction of propagation, and its
magnitude is the wave number k 5 2π / l , where l is the wavelength. The wavelength is
related to the temporal frequency by the speed of light y in the medium:

y
y
c
c
l 5 5 2π 5 5 2π
…
v n…
nv

(6)

where n is the index of refraction, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The amplitude A
of a plane wave is a constant over all space, and the plane wave is clearly an idealization.
If the direction of propagation is parallel to the z axis, the expression for the complex
amplitude of the plane wave simplifies to
E(x , y , z , t ) 5 Ae i [v t2kz]

(7)

We see that the plane wave is periodic in both space and time. The spatial period equals
the wavelength in the medium, and the temporal period equals 1 / … . Note that the
wavelength changes with index of refraction, and the frequency is independent of the
medium.

Spherical Wave
The second special case of an electromagnetic wave is the spherical wave which radiates
from an isotropic point source. If the source is located at the origin, the complex amplitude
is
E (r , t ) 5 (A / r )e i [vt 2kr]
(8)
where r 5 (x 2 1 y 2 1 z 2)1/2. The field is spherically symmetric and varies harmonically with
time and the radial distance. The radial period is the wavelength in the medium. The
amplitude of the field decreases as 1 / r for energy conservation. At a large distance from
the source, the spherical wave can be approximated by a plane wave. Note that the vector
characteristics of the field (its polarization) are not considered here as it is not possible to
describe a linear polarization pattern of constant amplitude that is consistent over the
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(a)

(b)

2.5

(c)

FIGURE 1 Examples of wavefronts: (a ) plane wave; (b ) spherical wave; and (c ) aberrated
plane wave.

entire surface of a sphere. In practice, we only need to consider an angular segment of a
spherical wave, in which case this polarization concern disappears.
Wavefronts
Way efronts represent surfaces of constant phase for the electromagnetic field. Since they
are normally used to show the spatial variations of the field, they are drawn or computed
at a fixed time. Wavefronts for plane and spherical waves are shown in Fig. 1a and b. The
field is periodic, and a given value of phase will result in multiple surfaces. These surfaces
are separated by the wavelength. A given wavefront also represents a surface of constant
optical path length (OPL) from the source. The OPL is defined by the following path
integral:

E n(s) ds
P

OPL 5

(9)

S

where the integral goes from the source S to the observation point P , and n (s ) is the index
of refraction along the path. Variations in the index or path can result in irregularities or
aberrations in the wavefront. An aberrated plane wavefront is shown in Fig. 1c. Note that
the wavefronts are still separated by the wavelength.
The local normal to the wavefront defines the propagation direction of the field. This
fact provides the connection between wave optics and ray or geometrical optics. For a
given wavefront, a set of rays can be defined using the local surface normals. In a similar
manner, a set of rays can be used to construct the equivalent wavefront.

2.4 INTERFERENCE
The net complex amplitude is the sum of all of the component fields,
E(x , y , z , t ) 5

O E (x , y , z , t )
i

(10)

i

and the resulting field intensity is the time average of the modulus squared of the total
complex amplitude
(11)
I (x , y , z , t ) 5 kuE(x , y , z , t )u2l
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where k l indicates a time average over a period much longer than 1 / … . If we restrict
ourselves to two interfering waves E1 and E2, this result simplifies to
I (x , y , z , t ) 5 kuE1u2l 1 kuE2u2l 1 kE1 ? E*2 l 1 kE*1 ? E2l

(12)

I (x , y , z , t ) 5 I1 1 I2 1 kE1 ? E*2 l 1 kE*1 ? E2l

(13)

or
where I1 and I2 are the intensities due to the two beams individually, and the (x , y , z , t )
dependence is now implied for the various terms.
This general result can be greatly simplified if we assume linearly polarized monochromatic waves of the form in Eq. (3):
Ei (x , y , z , t ) 5 Ai (x , y , z )e i[v it2f i(x ,y ,z )]

(14)

The resulting field intensity is
I (x , y , z , t ) 5 I1 1 I2 1 2(A1 ? A2) cos [(v 1 2 v 2)t 2 (f 1(x , y , z ) 2 f 2(x , y , z ))]

(15)

The interference effects are contained in the third term, and we can draw two important
conclusions from this result. First, if the two interfering waves are orthogonally polarized,
there will be no visible interference effects, as the dot product will produce a zero
coefficient. Second, if the frequencies of the two waves are different, the interference
effects will be modulated at a temporal beat frequency equal to the difference frequency.

Interference Fringes
We will now add the additional restrictions that the two linear polarizations are parallel
and that the two waves are at the same optical frequency. The expression for the intensity
pattern now becomes
I (x , y , z ) 5 I1 1 I2 1 24I1 I2 cos [Df (x , y , z )]

(16)

where Df 5 f 1 2 f 2 is the phase difference. This is the basic equation describing
interference. The detected intensity varies cosinusoidally with the phase difference
between the two waves as shown in Fig. 2. These alternating bright and dark bands in the

I

I1 + I2 + 2(I1I2)1/2

I1 + I2 – 2(I1I2)1/2
π

2π

3π

4π

5π

6π

7π

∆φ

FIGURE 2 The variation in intensity as a function of the phase difference between two
interfering waves.
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TABLE 1 The Phase Difference and OPD for
Bright and Dark Fringes (m an Integer)

Bright fringe
Dark fringe

Df

OPD

2mπ
2(m 1 1)π

ml
(m 1 1 / 2)l

intensity pattern are referred to as interference fringes , and along a particular fringe, the
phase difference is constant.
The phase difference is related to the difference in the optical path lengths between the
source and the observation point for the two waves. This is the optical path difference
(OPD):
l
OPD 5 OPL1 2 OPL2 5
(17)
Df
2π
or
2π
Df 5
(18)
OPD
l

S D

S D

The phase difference changes by 2π every time the OPD increases by a wavelength. The
OPD is therefore constant along a fringe.
Constructiy e interference occurs when the two waves are in phase, and a bright fringe or
maximum in the intensity pattern results. This corresponds to a phase difference of an
integral number of 2π ’s or an OPD that is a multiple of the wavelength. A dark fringe or
minimum in the intensity pattern results from destructiy e interference when the two waves
are out of phase by π or the OPD is an odd number of half wavelengths. These results are
summarized in Table 1. For conditions between these values, an intermediate value of the
intensity results. Since both the OPD and the phase difference increase with the integer m ,
the absolute value of m is called the order of interference.
As we move from one bright fringe to an adjacent bright fringe, the phase difference
changes by 2π . Each fringe period corresponds to a change in the OPD of a single
wavelength. It is this inherent precision that makes interferometry such a valuable
metrology tool. The wavelength of light is used as the unit of measurement. Interferometers can be configured to measure small variations in distance, index, or wavelength.
When two monochromatic waves are interfered, the interference fringes exist not only
in the plane of observation, but throughout all space. This can easily be seen from Eq. (16)
where the phase difference can be evaluated at any z position. In many cases, the
observation of interference is confined to a plane, and this plane is usually assumed to be
perpendicular to the z axis. The z dependence in Eq. (16) is therefore often not stated
explicitly, but it is important to remember that interference effects will exist in other
planes.

Fringe Visibility
It is often more convenient to rewrite Eq. (16) as
I (x , y ) 5 I0(x , y )h1 1 g (x , y ) cos [Df (x , y , z )]j

(19)

I (x , y ) 5 I0(x , y )h1 1 g (x , y ) cos [2π OPD(x , y ) / l ]j

(20)

or
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where I0(x , y ) 5 I1(x , y ) 1 I2(x , y ) , and

g (x , y ) 5

2[I1(x , y )I2(x , y )]1/2
I1(x , y ) 1 I2(x , y )

(21)

Since the cosine averages to zero, I0(x , y ) represents the average intensity, and g (x , y ) is
the local fringe contrast or y isibility. The fringe visibility can also be equivalently calculated
using the standard formula for modulation:

g (x , y ) 5

Imax(x , y ) 2 Imin(x , y )
Imax(x , y ) 1 Imin(x , y )

(22)

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensities in the fringe pattern.
The fringe visibility will have a value between 0 and 1. The maximum visibility will
occur when the two waves have equal intensity. Not surprisingly, the visibility will drop to
zero when one of the waves has zero intensity. In general, the intensities of the two waves
can vary with position, so that the average intensity and fringe visibility can also vary
across the fringe pattern. The average intensity in the observation plane equals the sum of
the individual intensities of the two interfering waves. The interference term redistributes
this energy into bright and dark fringes.

Two Plane Waves
The first special case to consider is the interference of two plane waves of equal intensity,
polarization and frequency. They are incident at angles θ 1 and θ 2 on the observation plane,
as shown in Fig. 3. The plane of incidence is the x -z plane (the two k -vectors are contained
in this plane). According to Eq. (5), the complex amplitude for each of these plane waves
is
Ei (x , y , z , t ) 5 Ae i [vt 2kzcos(θ i)2kxsin(θ i)]
(23)
where the dot product has been evaluated. For simplicity we will place the observation
plane at z 5 0 , and the phase difference between the two waves is
Df (x , y ) 5 kx (sin θ 1 2 sin θ 2) 5 (2π x / l )(sin θ 1 2 sin θ 2)
x

(24)

r
θ2
θ1
z

k1

k2

FIGURE 3 The geometry for the interference of two plane waves.
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FIGURE 4 The interference of plane waves incident at Úθ resulting in straight fringes.

The resulting intensity from Eq. (19) is
I (x , y ) 5 I0h1 1 cos [(2π x / l )(sin θ 1 2 sin θ 2)]j

(25)

where I0 5 2A2 is twice the intensity of each of the individual waves. Straight equispaced
fringes are produced. The fringes are parallel to the y axis, and the fringe period depends
on the angle between the two interfering beams.
The fringe period p is
l
p5
(26)
sin θ 1 2 sin θ 2
and this result can also be obtained by noting that a bright fringe will occur whenever the
phase difference equals a multiple of 2π . A typical situation for interference is that the two
angles of incidence are equal and opposite, θ 1 5 2θ 2 5 θ . The angle between the two
beams is 2θ . Under this condition, the period is
p5

l
l
<
2 sin θ 2θ

(27)

and the small-angle approximation is given. As the angle between the beams gets larger,
the period decreases. For example, the period is 3.8l at 158 (full angle of 308) and is l at
308 (full angle of 608). The interference of two plane waves can be visualized by looking at
the overlap or moire´ of two wavefront patterns (Fig. 4). Whenever the lines representing
the wavefronts overlap, a fringe will result. This description also clearly shows that the
fringes extend parallel to the z axis and exist everywhere the two beams overlap.

Plane Wave and Spherical Wave
A second useful example to consider is the interference of a plane wave and a spherical
wave. Once again the two waves have the same frequency. The plane wave is at normal
incidence, the spherical wave is due to a source at the origin, and the observation plane is
located at z 5 R. The wavefront shape at the observation plane will be a spherical shell of
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radius R. Starting with Eq. (8), the complex amplitude of the spherical wave in the
observation plane is
2

E (r , t ) 5 (A / R )e i[v t2k (R 1r

2)1/2]

< (A / R )e i[v t 2k(R1r

2/2R )]

(28)

where r 5 (x 2 1 y 2)1/2 , and the square root has been expanded in the second expression.
This expansion approximates the spherical wave by a parabolic wave with the same vertex
radius. An additional assumption is that the amplitude of the field A / R is constant over the
region of interest. The field for the plane wave is found by evaluating Eq. (23) at z 5 R and
θ 5 0. The phase difference between the plane and the sphere is then
Df (r ) <

πr 2
lR

(29)

and the resulting intensity pattern is

F

I (r ) 5 I0 1 1 cos

πr 2
lR

(30)

The fringe pattern is comprised of concentric circles, and the radial fringe spacing
decreases as the radius r increases. The intensities of the two waves have been assumed to
be equal at the observation plane. This result is valid only when r is much smaller than R.
The radius of the m th bright fringe can be found by setting Df 5 2π m :

r m 5 42mR

(31)

where m is an integer. The order of interference m increases with radius. Figure 5 shows a
visualization of this situation using wavefronts. This fringe pattern is the Newton’s ring
pattern and is discussed in more detail later, under ‘‘Fizeau Interferometer.’’ This picture
also shows that the radii of the fringes increase as the square root of R.
The analysis of the spherical wave could also have been done by using the sag of a
spherical wavefront to produce an OPD and then converting this value to a phase
difference. The quadratic approximation for the sag of a spherical surface is r 2 / 2R. This

FIGURE 5 The interference of a plane wave and a spherical wave.
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corresponds to the OPD between the spherical and planar wavefronts. The equivalent
phase difference [Eq. (18)] is then π r 2 / l R , as before.

Two Spherical Waves
When considering two spherical waves, there are two particular geometries that we want to
examine. The first places the observation plane perpendicular to a line connecting the two
sources, and the second has the observation plane parallel to this line. Once again, the
sources are at the same frequency.
When the observations are made on a plane perpendicular to a line connecting the two
sources, we can use Eq. (28) to determine the complex amplitude of the two waves:
Ei (r , t ) < (A / R )e i[v t 2k(Ri1r

2/2R )]
i

(32)

Let d 5 R1 2 R2 be the separation of the two sources. For simplicity, we have also assumed
that the amplitudes of the two waves are equal (R is an average distance). The phase
difference between the two waves is
Df 5

πr 2
l

1
πr 2
1
2π d 2π d
2
1
<
2
R 1 R2
l
l
l

d
,
R2

(33)

where the approximation R1 R2 < R 2 has been made. There are two terms to this phase
difference. The second is a quadratic phase term identical in form to the result obtained
from spherical and plane waves. The pattern will be symmetric around the line connecting
the two sources, and its appearance will be similar to Newton’s rings. The equivalent
radius of the spherical wave in Eq. (29) is R 2 / d. The first term is a constant phase shift
related to the separation of the two sources. If this term is not a multiple of 2π , the center
of the fringe pattern will not be a bright fringe; if the term is π , the center of the pattern
will be dark. Except for the additional phase shift, this intensity pattern is not
distinguishable from the result in the previous section. It should be noted, however, that a
relative phase shift can be introduced between a spherical wave and a plane wave to obtain
this same result.
An important difference between this pattern and the Newton’s ring pattern is that the
order of interference ( m defined by Df 5 2π m ) or phase difference is a maximum at the
center of the pattern and decreases with radius. The phase difference is zero at some finite
radius. The Newton’s ring pattern formed between a plane and a spherical wave has a
minimum order of interference at the center of the pattern. This distinction is important
when using polychromatic sources.
There are several ways to analyze the pattern that is produced on a plane that is parallel
to a line connecting the two sources. We could evaluate the complex amplitudes by using
Eq. (28) and moving the center of the spherical waves to Úd / 2 for the two sources. An
equivalent method is to compare the wavefronts at the observation plane. This is shown in
Fig. 6. The OPD between the two wavefronts is
OPD(x , y ) 5

[(x 1 d / 2)2 1 y 2] [(x 2 d / 2)2 1 y 2]
2
2L
2L

(34)

where the quadratic approximation for the wavefront sag has been assumed, and L is the
distance between the sources and the observation plane. After simplification, the OPD and
phase differences are
xd
OPD(x , y ) 5
(35)
L
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x
W1
W2

d/2
Sources
z

–d/2

OPD

L
FIGURE 6 The interference of two spherical waves on a plane parallel to the sources.
GREIVENKARP 1-2 FIG. 6

and
Df (x , y ) 5

2π xd
lL

(36)

Straight equispaced fringes parallel to the y axis are produced. The period of the fringes is
l L / d. This fringe pattern is the same as that produced by two plane waves. Note that these
fringes increase in spacing as the distance from the sources increases. The approximations
used require that L be much larger than r and d.
Figure 7 shows the creation of the fringe patterns for two point sources. The full
three-dimensional pattern is a series of nested hyperboloids symmetric about the line
connecting the sources. Above the two sources, circular fringes approximating Newton’s
rings are produced, and perpendicular to the sources, the fringes appear to be straight and
equispaced.

Aberrated Wavefronts
When an aberrated or irregularly shaped wavefront is interfered with a reference
wavefront, an irregularly shaped fringe pattern is produced. However, the rules for
analyzing this pattern are the same as with any two wavefronts. A given fringe represents a
contour of constant OPD or phase difference between the two wavefronts. Adjacent
fringes differ in OPD by one wavelength or equivalently correspond to a phase difference
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FIGURE 7 The interference of two spherical waves.

of 2π . If the reference is a plane wave, the absolute shape of the irregular wavefront is
obtained. If the reference is a spherical wave, or another aberrated wave, the measured
OPD or phase difference map represents the difference between the two wavefronts.

Temporal Beats
In Eq. (15) it was noted that if the waves are at different frequencies, the interference
effects are modulated by a beat frequency. Rewriting this expression assuming equalintensity parallel-polarized beams produces
I (x , y , t ) 5 I0h1 1 cos [2π D… t 2 Df (x , y )]j

(37)

where D… 5 … 1 2 … 2 . The intensity at a given location will now vary sinusoidally with time
at the beat frequency D… . The phase difference Df appears as a spatially varying phase
shift of the beat frequency. This is the basis of the heterodyne technique used in a number
of interferometers. It is commonly used in distance-measuring interferometers.
In order for a heterodyne system to work, there must be a phase relationship between
the two sources even though they are at different frequencies. One common method for
obtaining this is accomplished by starting with a single source, splitting it into two beams,
and frequency-shifting one beam with a known Doppler shift. The system will also work in
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reverse; measure the interferometric beat frequency to determine the velocity of the object
producing the Doppler shift.

Coherence
Throughout this discussion of fringe patterns, we have assumed that the two sources
producing the two waves have the same frequency. In practice, this requires that both
sources be derived from a single source. Even when two different frequencies are used
[Eq. (37)] there must be an absolute phase relation between the two sources. If the source
has finite size, it is considered to be composed of a number of spatially separated,
independently radiating point sources. If the source has a finite spectral bandwidth, it is
considered to be composed of a number of spatially coincident point sources with different
frequencies. These reductions in the spatial or temporal coherence of the source will
decrease the visibility of the fringes at different locations in space. This is referred to as
fringe localization. These effects will be discussed later in this chapter and also in Chap. 4,
‘‘Coherence Theory.’’
There are two general methods to produce mutually coherent waves for interference.
The first is called way efront diy ision , where different points on a wavefront are sampled to
produce two new wavefronts. The second is amplitude diy ision , where some sort of
beamsplitter is used to divide the wavefront at a given location into two separate
wavefronts. These methods are discussed in the next sections.

2.5 INTERFERENCE BY WAVEFRONT DIVISION
Along a given wavefront produced by a monochromatic point source, the wavefront phase
is constant. If two parts of this wavefront are selected and then redirected to a common
volume in space, interference will result. This is the basis for interference by way efront
diy ision.

Young’s Double-Slit Experiment
In 1801, Thomas Young performed a fundamental experiment for demonstrating interference and the wave nature of light. Monochromatic light from a single pinhole
illuminates an opaque screen with two additional pinholes or slits. The light diffracts from
these pinholes and illuminates a viewing screen at a distance large compared to the pinhole
separation. Since the light illuminating the two pinholes comes from a single source, the
two diffracted wavefronts are coherent and interference fringes form where the beams
overlap.
In the area where the two diffracted beams overlap, they can be modeled as two
spherical waves from two point sources, and we already know the form of the solution for
the interference from our earlier discussion. Equispaced straight fringes are produced, and
the period of the fringes is l L / d , where L is the distance to the screen and d is the
separation of the pinholes. The fringes are oriented perpendicular to the line connecting
the two pinholes.
Even though we already know the answer, there is a classic geometric construction we
should consider that easily gives the OPD between the two wavefronts at the viewing
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FIGURE 8 Young’s double-slit experiment.

screen. This is shown in Fig. 8. S0 illuminates both S1 and S2 and is equidistant from both
slits. The OPD for an observation point P at an angle θ or position x is
OPD 5 S2 P 2 S1 P

(38)

We now draw a line from S1 to B that is perpendicular to the second ray. Since L is much
larger than d , the distances from B to P and S1 to P are approximately equal. The OPD is
then
dx
OPD < S2 B 5 d sin θ < dθ <
(39)
L
and constructive interference or a bright fringe occurs when the OPD is a multiple of the
wavelength: OPD 5 ml , where m is an integer. The condition for the m th order bright
fringe is
ml
ml L
Bright fringe: sin (θ ) < θ 5
(40)
or
x5
d
d
This construction is useful not only for interference situations, but also for diffraction
analysis.
Effect of Slit Width
The light used to produce the interference pattern is diffracted by the pinholes or slits.
Interference is possible only if light is directed in that direction. The overall interference
intensity pattern is therefore modulated by the single-slit diffraction pattern (assuming slit
apertures):
Dx
2π xd
I (x ) 5 I0 sinc2
(41)
1 1 g (x ) cos
lL
lL
where D is the slit width, and a one-dimensional expression is shown. The definition of a
sinc function is
sin (π a )
sinc (a ) 5
(42)
πa
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where the zeros of the function occur when the argument a is an integer. The intensity
variation in the y direction is due to diffraction only and is not shown. Since the two slits
are assumed to be illuminated by a single source, there are no coherence effects introduced
by using a pinhole or slit of finite size.
The term g (x ) is included in Eq. (41) to account for variations in the fringe visibility.
These could be due to unequal illumination of the two slits, a phase difference of the light
reaching the slits, or a lack of temporal or spatial coherence of the source S0 .
Other Arrangements
Several other arrangements for producing interference by division of wavefront are shown
in Fig. 9. They all use a single source and additional optical elements to produce two
separate and mutually coherent sources. Fresnel’s biprism and mirror produce the two

S1
S0
S2

                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
(a)

                 
                 
                 
                 
                 
S0

S1

S2

(b)
FIGURE 9 Arrangements for interference by division of wavefront: (a ) Fresnel’s biprism; (b )
Fresnel’s mirror; (c ) Billet’s split lens; and (d ) Lloyd’s mirror.
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S1
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FIGURE 9 (Continued .)

virtual source images, Billet’s split lens produces two real source images, and Lloyd’s
mirror produces a single virtual source image as a companion to the original source.
Interference fringes form wherever the two resulting waves overlap (shaded regions). One
significant difference between these arrangements and Young’s two slits is that a large
section of the initial wavefront is used instead of just two points. All of these systems are
much more light efficient, and they do not rely on diffraction to produce the secondary
wavefronts.
In the first three of these systems, a bright fringe is formed at the zero OPD point
between the two sources as in the double-slit experiment. With Lloyd’s mirror, however,
the zero OPD point has a dark fringe. This is due to the π phase shift that is introduced
into one of the beams on reflection from the mirror.
Source Spectrum
The simple fringe pattern produced by the two-slit experiment provides a good example to
examine the effects of a source with a finite spectrum. In this model, the source can be
considered to be a collection of sources, each radiating independently and at a different
wavelength. All of these sources are colocated to produce a point source. (Note that this is
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an approximation, as a true point source must be monochromatic.) At each wavelength, an
independent intensity pattern is produced:

F

I (x , l ) 5 I0 1 1 cos

S2lπLxdDG 5 I F1 1 cos S2π OPD
DG
l
0

(43)

where the period of the fringes is l L / d , and a fringe visibility of one is assumed. The total
intensity pattern is the sum of the individual fringe patterns:

E S(l)I(x, l) dl 5 E S(… )I(x, … ) d…
`

I (x ) 5

`

0

(44)

0

where S (l ) or S (… ) is the source intensity spectrum which serves as a weighting function.
The effect of this integration can be seen by looking at a simple example where the
source is composed of three different wavelengths of equal intensity. To further aid in
visualization, let’s use Blue (400 nm), Green (500 nm), and Red (600 nm). The result is
shown in Fig. 10a. There are three cosine patterns, each with a period proportional to the
wavelength. The total intensity is the sum of these curves. All three curves line up when
the OPD is zero (x 5 0) , and the central bright fringe is now surrounded by two-colored
dark fringes. These first dark fringes have a red to blue coloration with increasing OPD.
As we get further away from the zero OPD condition, the three patterns get out of phase,
the pattern washes out, and the color saturation decreases. This is especially true when the
source is composed of more than three wavelengths.
It is common in white light interference situations for one of the two beams to undergo
an additional π phase shift. This is the situation in Lloyd’s mirror. In this case, there is a
central dark fringe at zero OPD with colored bright fringes on both sides. This is shown in
Fig. 10b , and the pattern is complementary to the previous pattern. In this case the first

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 10 The interference pattern produced by a source with three separate wavelengths: (a ) zero OPD produces a bright fringe; and (b ) zero OPD produces a dark fringe.
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bright fringe shows a blue to red color smear. The dark central fringe is useful in
determining the location of zero OPD between the two beams.
The overall intensity pattern and resulting fringe visibility can be computed for a source
with a uniform frequency distribution over a frequency range of D… :
I (x ) 5

1
D…

E

… 01D… /2

I (x , … ) d… 5

… 02D… /2

1
D…

E

… 01D… /2

… 02D… /2

F

I0 1 1 cos

S2πcL…xdDG d…

(45)

where … 0 is the central frequency, and the 1 / D… term is a normalization factor to assure
that the average intensity is I0 . After integration and simplification, the result is

F

I (x ) 5 I0 1 1 sinc

SxdcLD…D cos S2πcL… xdDG
0

(46)

where the sinc function is defined in Eq. (42). A fringe pattern due to the average optical
frequency results, but it is modulated by a sinc function that depends on D… and x. The
absolute value of the sinc function is the fringe visibility g (x ) , and it depends on both the
spectral width and position of observation. The negative portions of the sinc function
correspond to a π phase shift of the fringes.
It is informative to rewrite this expression in terms of the OPD:

F

I (x ) 5 I0 1 1 sinc

SOPDc D…D cos S2π lOPDDG

(47)

0

where l 0 is the wavelength corresponding to … 0 . Good fringe visibility is obtained only
when either the spectral width is small (the source is quasi-monochromatic) or the OPD is
small. The fringes are localized in certain areas of space. This result is consistent with the
earlier graphical representations. In the area where the OPD is small, the fringes are in
phase for all wavelengths. As the OPD increases, the fringes go out of phase since they all
have different periods, and the intensity pattern washes out.
This result turns out to be very general: for an incoherent source, the fringes will be
localized in the vicinity of zero OPD. There are two other things we should notice about
this result. The first is that the first zero of the visibility function occurs when the OPD
equals c / D… . This distance is known as the coherence length as it is the path difference over
which we can obtain interference. The second item is that the visibility function is a scaled
version of the Fourier transform of the source frequency spectrum. It is evaluated for the
OPD at the measurement location. The Fourier transform of a uniform distribution is a
sinc function. We will discuss this under ‘‘Coherence and Interference’’ later in the
chapter.

2.6 INTERFERENCE BY AMPLITUDE DIVISION
The second general method for producing interference is to use the same section of a
wavefront from a single source for both resulting wavefronts. The original wavefront
amplitude is split into two or more parts, and each fraction is directed along a different
optical path. These waves are then recombined to produce interference. This method is
called interference by amplitude diy ision. There are a great many interferometer designs
based on this method. A few will be examined here, and many more will be discussed in
Chap. 21 of Vol. 2, ‘‘Interferometers.’’
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FIGURE 11 Interference from a plane-parallel plate and a point source.

Plane-Parallel Plate
A first example of interference by amplitude division is a plane-parallel plate illuminated
by a monochromatic point source. Two virtual images of the point source are formed by
the Fresnel reflections at the two surfaces, as shown in Fig. 11. Associated with each of the
virtual images is a spherical wave, and interference fringes form wherever these two waves
overlap. In this case, this is the volume of space on the source side of the plate. The
pattern produced is the same as that found for the interference of two spherical waves
(discussed earlier under ‘‘Two Spherical Waves’’), and nonlocalized fringes are produced.
The pattern is symmetric around the line perpendicular to the plate through the source. If
a screen is placed along this axis, a pattern similar to circular Newton’s ring fringes are
produced as described by Eq. (33), where d 5 2t / n is now the separation of the virtual
sources. The thickness of the plate is t , its index is n , and the distance R is approximately
the screen-plate separation plus the source-plate separation. We have ignored multiple
reflections in the plate. As with the interference of two spherical waves, the order of
interference is a maximum at the center of the pattern.
The interference of two plane waves can be obtained by illuminating a wedged glass
plate with a plane wavefront. If the angle of incidence on the first surface is θ and the
wedge angle is a , two plane waves are produced at angles θ and θ 1 2na due to reflections
at the front and rear surfaces. Straight equispaced fringes will result in the volume of space
where the two reflected waves overlap. The period of these fringes on a screen parallel to
the plate is given by Eq. (26), where the two reflected angles are used.

Extended Source
An extended source is modeled as a collection of independent point sources. If the source
is quasi-monochromatic, all of the point sources radiate at the same nominal frequency,
but without a phase relationship. Each point source will produce its own interference
pattern, and the net intensity pattern is the sum or integral of all the individual intensity
patterns. This is the spatial analogy to the temporal average examined earlier under
‘‘Source Spectrum.’’
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With an extended source, the fringes will be localized where the individual fringe
position or spacing is not affected by the location of the point sources that comprise the
extended source. We know from our previous examples that a bright fringe (or a dark
fringe, depending on phase shifts) will occur when the OPD is zero. If there is a location
where the OPD is zero independent of source location, all of the individual interference
patterns will be in phase, and the net pattern will show good visibility. In fact, the
three-dimensional fringe pattern due to a point source will tend to shift or pivot around
this zero-OPD location as the point source location is changed. The individual patterns will
therefore be out of phase in areas where the OPD is large, and the average intensity
pattern will tend to wash out in these regions as the source size increases.
The general rule for fringe visibility with an extended quasi-monochromatic source is
that the fringes will be localized in the region where the OPD between the two interfering
wavefronts is small. For a wedged glass plate, the fringes are localized in or near the
wedge, and the best visibility occurs as the wedge thickness approaches zero and is perhaps
just a few wavelengths. The allowable OPD will depend on the source size and the method
of viewing the fringes. This result explains why, under natural light, interference effects are
seen in thin soap bubbles but not with other thicker glass objects. An important exception
to this rule is the plane-parallel plate where the fringes are localized at infinity.

Fringes of Equal Inclination
There is no section of a plane-parallel plate that produces two reflected wavefronts with
zero OPD. The OPD is constant, and we would expect, based on the previous section, that
no high-visibility fringes would result with an extended source. If, however, a lens is used
to collect the light reflected from the plate, fringes are formed in the back focal plane of
the lens. This situation is shown in Fig. 12, and any ray leaving the surface at a particular
angle θ is focused to the same point P. For each incident ray at this angle, there are two
parallel reflected rays: one from the front surface and one from the back surface. The
reflections from different locations on the plate at this angle are due to light from different
points in the extended source. The OPD for any pair of these reflected rays is the same
regardless of the source location. These rays will interfere at P and will all have the same
phase difference. High-visibility fringes result. Different points in the image plane
correspond to different angles. The formation of these fringes localized at infinity depends
on the two surfaces of the plate being parallel.
The OPD between the reflected rays is a function of the angle of incidence θ , the plate
index n , and thickness t :
OPD 5 2nt cos θ 9

(48)

where θ 9 is the internal angle. Taking into account the half-wave shift due to the phase
change difference of π between an internal and an external reflection, a dark fringe will
result for angles satisfying
ml
or
cos θ 9 5
2nt cos θ 9 5 ml
(49)
2nt
where m is an integer. Since only the angle of incidence determines the properties of the
interference (everything else is constant), these fringes are called fringes of equal
inclination. They appear in the back focal plane of the lens and are therefore localized at
infinity since infinity is conjugate to the focal plane. As the observation plane is moved
away from the focal plane, the visibility of the fringes will quickly decrease.
When the axis of the lens is normal to the surfaces of the plate, a beamsplitter
arrangement is required to allow light from the extended source to be reflected into the
lens as shown in Fig. 13. Along the axis, θ 5 θ 9 5 908 , and symmetry requires that the
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FIGURE 12 The formation of fringes of equal inclination.

fringes are concentric about the axis. In this special case, these fringes are called Haidinger
fringes , and they are identical in appearance to Newton’s rings [Eq. (30)]. If there is an
intensity maximum at the center, the radii of the other bright fringes are proportional to
the square roots of integers. As with other fringes formed by a plane-parallel plate
(discussed earlier), the order of interference decreases with the observation radius on the
screen. As θ 9 increases, the value of m decreases.

Fringes of Equal Thickness
The existence of fringes of equal inclination depends on the incident light being reflected
by two parallel surfaces, and the angle of incidence is the mechanism which generates
changes in the OPD. There are many arrangements with an extended source where the
reflections are not parallel, and the resulting changes in OPD dominate the angle-ofincidence considerations. The fringes produced in this situation are called fringes of equal
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FIGURE 13 The formation of Haidinger fringes.

thickness , and we have stated earlier that they will be localized in regions where the OPD
between the two reflections is small.
An example of fringes of equal thickness occurs with a wedged glass plate illuminated
by a quasi-monochromatic extended source. We know that for each point in the source, a
pattern comprised of equispaced parallel fringes results, and the net pattern is the sum of
all of these individual patterns. However, it is easier to examine this summation by looking
at the OPD between the two reflected rays reaching an observation point P from a source
point S. This is shown in Fig. 14. The wedge angle is a , the thickness of the plate at this

S
P

α
θ'

t

FIGURE 14 The ray path between a point source and an observation point
for a wedged plate.
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location is t , its index is n , and the internal ray angle is θ 9. The exact OPD is difficult to
calculate, but under the assumption that a is small and the wedge is sufficiently thin, the
following result for the OPD is obtained:
OPD < 2nt cos θ 9

(50)

As other points on the source are examined, the reflection needed to get light to the
observation point will move to a different location on the plate, and different values of
both t and θ 9 will result. Different source points may have greatly different OPDs, and in
general the fringe pattern will wash out in the vicinity of P.
This reduction in visibility can be avoided if the observation point is placed in or near
the wedge. In this case, all of the paths between S and P must reflect from approximately
the same location on the wedge, and the variations in the thickness t are essentially
eliminated. The point P where the two reflected rays cross may be virtual. The remaining
variations in the OPD are from the different θ ’s associated with different source points.
This variation may be limited by observing the fringe pattern with an optical system having
a small entrance pupil. This essentially limits the amount of the source that is used to
examine any area on the surface. A microscope or the eye focused on the wedge can be
used to limit the angles. If the range of values of θ 9 is small, high-visibility fringes will
appear to be localized at the wedge. The visibility of the fringes will decrease as the wedge
thickness increases.
It is common to arrange the system so that the fringes are observed in a direction
approximately normal to the surface. Taking into account the additional phase shift
introduced at the reflection from one of the surfaces, the conditions for bright and dark
fringes are then
l
Bright: 2nt 2 5 ml
(51)
2
and
Dark: 2nt 5 ml
(52)
where m is an integer greater than or equal to zero. Since t increases linearly across the
wedge, the observed pattern will be straight equispaced fringes.
These same conditions hold for any plate where the two surfaces are not parallel. The
surfaces may have any shape, and as long as the surface angles are small and the plate is
relatively thin, high-visibility fringes localized in the plate are observed. Along a given
fringe the value of m is constant, so that a fringe represents a contour of constant optical
path length nt. If the index is constant, we have fringes of equal thickness. The fringes
provide a contour map of the plate thickness, and adjacent fringes correspond to a change
of thickness of l / 2n. An irregularly shaped pattern will result from the examination of a
plate of irregular thickness.

Thin Films
With the preceding background, we can easily explain the interference characteristics of
thin films. There are two distinct types of films to consider. The first is a thin film of
nonuniform thickness, and examples are soap bubbles and oil films on water. The second
type is a uniform film, such as would be obtained by vacuum deposition and perhaps used
as an antireflection coating. Both of these films share the characteristic of being extremely
thin—usually not more than a few wavelengths thick and often just a fraction of a
wavelength thick.
With a nonuniform film, fringes of equal thickness localized in the film are produced.
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There will be a dark fringe in regions of the film where it is substantially thinner than a
half wave. We are assuming that the film is surrounded by a lower-index medium such as
air so that there is an extra π phase shift. If white light is used for illumination, colored
bands will be produced similar to those diagramed in Fig. 10b (the curves would need to be
modified to rescale the x axis to OPD or film thickness). Each color will produce its first
maximum in intensity when the optical thickness of the film is a quarter of that
wavelength. As the film thickness increases, the apparent fringe color will first be blue,
then green, and finally red. These colored fringes are possible because the film is very thin,
and the order of interference m is often zero or one [Eqs. (51) and (52)]. The interference
patterns in the various colors are just starting to get out of phase, and interference colors
are visible. As the film thickness increases, the various wavelength fringes become
jumbled, and distinct fringe patterns are no longer visible.
When a uniform thin film is examined with an extended source, fringes of equal
inclination localized at infinity are produced. These fringes will be very broad since the
thickness of the film is very small, and large angles will be required to obtain the necessary
OPD for a fringe [Eq. (49)]. A common use of this type of film is as an antireflection
coating. In this application, a uniform coating that has an optical thickness of a quarter
wavelength is applied to a substrate. The coating index is lower than the substrate index,
so an extra phase shift is not introduced. A wave at normal incidence is reflected by both
surfaces of the coating, and these reflected waves are interfered. If the incident wavelength
matches the design of the film, the two reflected waves are out of phase and interfere
destructively. The reflected intensity will depend on the Fresnel reflection coefficients at
the two surfaces, but will be less than that of the uncoated surface. When a different
wavelength is used or the angle of incidence is changed, the effectiveness of the
antireflection coating is reduced. More complicated film structures comprised of many
layers can be produced to modify the reflection or transmission characteristics of the film.

Fizeau Interferometer
The Fizeau interferometer compares one optical surface to another by placing them in close
proximity. A typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 15, where the extended source is filtered
to be quasi-monochromatic. A small air gap is formed between the two optical surfaces,
and fringes of equal thickness are observed between the two surfaces. Equations (51) and
(52) describe the location of the fringes, and the index of the thin wedge is now that of air.
Along a fringe, the gap is of constant thickness, and adjacent fringes correspond to a
change of thickness of a half wavelength. This interferometer is sometimes referred to as a
Newton interferometer.
This type of interferometer is the standard test instrument in an optical fabrication
shop. One of the two surfaces is a reference or known surface, and the interferometric
comparison of this reference surface and the test surface shows imperfections in the test
part. Differences in radii of the two surfaces are also apparent. The fringes are easy to
interpret, and differences of as little as a twentieth of a wavelength can be visually
measured. These patterns and this interferometer are further discussed in Chap. 30, Vol. 2,
‘‘Optical Testing.’’ The interferometer is often used without the beamsplitter, and the
fringes are observed in the direct reflection of the source from the parts.
The classic fringe pattern produced by a Fizeau interferometer is Newton ’s rings. These
are obtained by comparing a convex sphere to a flat surface. The parabolic approximation
for the sag of a sphere of radius R is
sag (r ) 5

r2
2R

(53)

and r is the radial distance from the vertex of the sphere. If we assume the two surfaces
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FIGURE 15 Fizeau interferometer.

are in contact at r 5 0 , the OPD between the reflected waves is twice the gap, and the
condition for a dark fringe is

r 5 4ml R

(54)

Circular fringes that increase in radius as the square root of r are observed. Note that a
dark fringe occurs at the center of the pattern. In reflection, this point must be dark, as
there is no interface at the contact point to produce a reflection.

Michelson Interferometer
There are many two-beam interferometers which allow the surfaces producing the two
wavefronts to be physically separated by a large distance. These instruments allow the two
wavefronts to travel along different optical paths. One of these is the Michelson
interferometer diagramed in Fig. 16a. The two interfering wavefronts are produced by the
reflections from the two mirrors. A plate beamsplitter with one face partially silvered is
used, and an identical block of glass is placed in one of the arms of the interferometer to
provide the same amount of glass path in each arm. This cancels the effects of the
dispersion of the glass beamsplitter and allows the system to be used with white light since
the optical path difference is the same for all wavelengths.
Figure 16b provides a folded view of this interferometer and shows the relative optical
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FIGURE 16 Michelson interferometer: (a ) schematic view; and (b ) folded view
showing the relative optical position of the two mirrors.

position of the two mirrors as seen by the viewing screen. It should be obvious that the two
mirrors can be thought of as the two surfaces of a ‘‘glass’’ plate that is illuminated by the
source. In this case, the index of the fictitious plate is one, and the reflectivity at the two
surfaces is that of the mirrors. Depending on the mirror orientations and shapes, the
interferometer either mimics a plane-parallel plate of adjustable thickness, a wedge of
arbitrary angle and thickness, or the comparison of a reference surface with an irregular or
curved surface. The type of fringes that are produced will depend on this configuration, as
well as on the source used for illumination.
When a monochromatic point source is used, nonlocalized fringes are produced, and
the imaging lens is not needed. Two virtual-source images are produced, and the resulting
fringes can be described by the interference of two spherical waves (discussed earlier). If
the mirrors are parallel, circular fringes centered on the line normal to the mirrors result as
with a plane-parallel plate. The source separation is given by twice the apparent mirror
separation. If the mirrors have a relative tilt, the two source images appear to be laterally
displaced, and hyperbolic fringes result. Along a plane bisecting the source images, straight
equispaced fringes are observed.
When an extended monochromatic source is used, the interference fringes are localized.
If the mirrors are parallel, fringes of equal inclination or Haidinger fringes (as described
earlier) are produced. The fringes are localized at infinity and are observed in the rear
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focal plane of the imaging lens. Fringes of equal thickness localized at the mirrors are
generated when the mirrors are tilted. The apparent mirror separation should be kept
small, and the imaging lens should focus on the mirror surface.
If the extended source is polychromatic, colored fringes localized at the mirrors result.
They are straight for tilted mirrors. The fringes will have high visibility only if the apparent
mirror separation or OPD is smaller than the coherence length of the source. Another way
of stating this is that the order of interference m must be small to view the colored fringes.
As m increases, the fringes will wash out. The direct analogy here is a thin film. As the
mirror separation is varied, the fringe visibility will vary. The fringe visibility as a function
of mirror separation is related to the source frequency spectrum (see under ‘‘Source
Spectrum’’ and ‘‘Coherence and Interference’’), and this interferometer forms the basis of
a number of spectrometers. This topic is further discussed in Chap. 29, Vol. 2,
‘‘Metrology.’’ When the source spectrum is broad, chromatic fringes cannot be viewed with
the mirrors parallel. This is because the order of interference for fringes of equal
inclination is a maximum at the center of the pattern.
An important variation of the Michelson interferometer occurs when monochromatic
collimated light is used. This is the Twyman -Green interferometer , and is a special case of
point-source illumination with the source at infinity. Plane waves fall on both mirrors, and
if the mirrors are flat, nonlocalized equispaced fringes are produced. Fringes of equal
thickness can be viewed by imaging the mirrors onto the observation screen. If one of the
mirrors is not flat, the fringes represent changes in the surface height. The two surfaces
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are compared as in the Fizeau interferometer. This interferometer is an invaluable tool for
optical testing.

2.7 MULTIPLE BEAM INTERFERENCE
Throughout the preceding discussions, we have assumed that only two waves were being
interfered. There are many situations where multiple beams are involved. Two examples
are the diffraction grating and a plane-parallel plate. We have been ignoring multiple
reflections, and in some instances these extra beams are very important. The net electric
field is the sum of all of the component fields. The two examples noted above present
different physical situations: all of the interfering beams have a constant intensity with a
diffraction grating, and the intensity of the beams from a plane-parallel plate decreases
with multiple reflections.
Diffraction Grating
A diffraction grating can be modeled as a series of equispaced slits, and the analysis bears a
strong similarity to the Young’s double slit (discussed earlier). It operates by division of
wavefront, and the geometry is shown in Fig. 17. The slit separation is d , the OPD between
successive beams for a given observation angle θ is d sin (θ ) , and the corresponding phase
difference Df 5 2π d sin (θ ) / l . The field due to the n th slit at a distant observation point is
Ej (θ ) 5 Ae i ( j 21)Df

j 5 1, 2, . . . , N

(55)

where all of the beams have been referenced to the first slit, and there are N total slits. The
net field is

O E (θ ) 5 AO (e
N

E (θ ) 5

N

j

j51

•
•
•

i Df j 21

)

j 51

d

S5
S4
S3
S2
θ
S1
OPD
FIGURE 17 Diffraction grating: multiple-beam interference by
division of wavefront.

(56)
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FIGURE 18 The interference patterns produced by gratings with 2 and 5 slits.

which simplifies to
E (θ ) 5 A

S1122ee D
iN Df

(57)

i Df

The resulting intensity is

SND2 fD
Df
sin S D
2

sin2
I (θ ) 5 I0

2

4

SNπd lsin (θ )D
π d sin (θ )
sin S
D
l

sin2
5 I0

2

4

(58)

where I0 is the intensity due to an individual slit.
This intensity pattern is plotted in Fig. 18 for N 5 5. The result for N 5 2 , which is the
double-slit experiment, is also shown. The first thing to notice is that the locations of the
maxima are the same, independent of the number of slits. A maximum of intensity is
obtained whenever the phase difference between adjacent slits is a multiple of 2π . These
maxima occur at the diffraction angles given by
sin (θ ) 5

ml
d

(59)

where m is an integer. The primary difference between the two patterns is that with
multiple slits, the intensity at the maximum increases to N 2 times that due to a single slit,
and this energy is concentrated into a much narrower range of angles. The full width of a
diffraction peak between intensity zero corresponds to a phase difference Df of 4π / N.
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The number of intensity zeros between peaks is N 2 1. As the number of slits increases,
the angular resolution or resolving power of the grating greatly increases. The effects of a
finite slit width can be added by replacing I0 in Eq. (58) by the single-slit diffraction
pattern. This intensity variation forms an envelope for the curve in Fig. 18.

Plane-Parallel Plate
The plane-parallel plate serves as a model to study the interference of multiple waves
obtained by division of amplitude. As we shall see, the incremental phase difference
between the interfering beams is constant but, in this case, the beams have different
intensities. A plate of thickness t and index n with all of the reflected and transmitted
beams is shown in Fig. 19. The amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients are r and
r 9 , and τ and τ 9 , where the primes indicate reflection or transmission from within the
plate. The first reflected beam is 1808 out of phase with the other reflected beams since it is
the only beam to undergo an external reflection, and r 5 2r 9. Note that r 9 occurs only in
odd powers for the reflected beams. Each successive reflected or transmitted beam is
reduced in amplitude by r 2. The phase difference between successive reflected or
transmitted beams is the same as we found when studying fringes of equal inclination from
a plane-parallel plate:
4π nt cos (θ 9)
(60)
Df 5
l

F

G

where θ 9 is the angle inside the plate.
The transmitted intensity can be determined by first summing all of the transmitted
amplitudes:

O E 5 Aττ 9O (r e
`

E (Df ) 5

`

2 i Df j 21

j

j 51

(61)

)

j51

where the phase is referenced to the first transmitted beam. The result of the summation is
E (Df ) 5

A

ρA

S1 2Arττe9 D

(62)
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FIGURE 19 Plane-parallel plate: multiple-beam interference by division of amplitude.
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The transmitted intensity It is the squared modulus of the amplitude which, after
simplification, becomes
It
5
I0

1
2r 2 2
11
sin (Df / 2)
1 2 r2

S

D

(63)

where I0 is the incident intensity. We have also assumed that there is no absorption in the
plate, and therefore τ τ 9 1 r 2 5 1 . Under this condition of no absorption, the sum of the
reflected and transmitted light must equal the incident light: It 1 Ir 5 I0 . The expressions for
the transmitted and reflected intensities are then
It
1
5
I0 1 1 F sin2 (Df / 2)

(64)

F sin2 (Df / 2)
Ir
5
I0 1 1 F sin2 (Df / 2)

(65)

and

and F is defined as

S1 22rr D

2

F;

2

(66)

F is the coefficient of finesse of the system and is a function of the surface reflectivity only.
The value of F will have a large impact on the shape of the intensity pattern. Note that the
reflected intensity could also have been computed by summing the reflected beams.
A maximum of transmitted intensity, or a minimum of reflected intensity, will occur
when Df / 2 5 mπ , where m is an integer. Referring back to Eq. (60), we find that this
corresponds to the angles
ml
cos θ 9 5
(67)
2nt
This is exactly the same condition that was found for a plane-parallel plate with two beams
[Eq. (49)]. With an extended source, fringes of equal inclination are formed, and they are
localized at infinity. They must be at infinity since all of the reflected or transmitted beams
are parallel for a given input angle. The fringes are observed in the rear focal plane of a
viewing lens. If the optical axis of this lens is normal to the surface, circular fringes about
the axis are produced. The locations of the maxima and minima of the fringes are the same
as were obtained with two-beam interference.
The shape of the intensity profile of these multiple beam fringes is not sinusoidal, as it
was with two beams. A plot of the transmitted fringe intensity [Eq. (64)] as a function of
Df is shown in Fig. 20 for several values of F. When the phase difference is a multiple of
2π , we obtain a bright fringe independent of F or r . When F is small, low-visibility fringes
are produced. When F is large, however, the transmitted intensity is essentially zero unless
the phase has the correct value. It drops off rapidly for even small changes in Df . The
transmitted fringes will be very narrow bright circles on an essentially black background.
The reflected intensity pattern is one minus this result, and the fringe pattern will be very
dark bands on a uniform bright background. The reflected intensity profile is plotted in
Fig. 21 for several values of F.
The value of F is a strong function of the surface reflectivity R 5 r 2. We do not obtain
appreciable values of F until the reflectivity is approximately one. For example, R 5 0.8
produces F 5 80 , while R 5 0 .04 gives F 5 0.17 . This latter case is typical for uncoated
glass, and dim broad fringes in reflection result, as in Fig. 21. The pattern is approximately
sinusoidal, and it is clear that our earlier assumptions about ignoring multiple reflections
when analyzing a plane-parallel plate are valid for many low-reflectivity situations.
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FIGURE 20 The transmitted intensity of a multiple-beam interference pattern produced by a
plane-parallel plate.

FIGURE 21 The reflected intensity of a multiple-beam interference pattern produced by a
plane-parallel plate.
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The multiple beam interference causes an energy redistribution much like that obtained
from a diffraction grating. A strong response is obtained only when all of the reflected
beams at a given angle add up in phase. The difference between this pattern and that of a
diffraction pattern is that there are no oscillations or zeros between the transmitted
intensity maxima. This is a result of the unequal amplitudes of the interfering beams. With
a diffraction grating, all of the beams have equal amplitude, and the resultant intensity
oscillates as more beams are added.
Multiple-beam fringes of equal thickness can be produced by two high-reflectivity
surfaces in close proximity in a Fizeau interferometer configuration. The dark fringes will
narrow to sharp lines, and each fringe will represent a contour of constant OPD between
the surfaces. As before, a dark fringe corresponds to a gap of an integer number of half
wavelengths. The area between the fringes will be bright. The best fringes will occur when
the angle and the separation between the surfaces is kept small. This will prevent the
multiple reflections from walking off or reflecting out of the gap.

Fabry-Perot Interferometer
The Fabry -Perot interferometer is an important example of a system which makes use of
multiple-beam interference. This interferometer serves as a high-resolution spectrometer
and also as an optical resonator. In this latter use, it is an essential component of a laser.
The system is diagrammed in Fig. 22, and it consists of two highly reflective parallel
surfaces separated by a distance t. These two separated reflective plates are referred to as a
Fabry -Perot etalon or cavity, and an alternate arrangement has the reflected coatings
applied to the two surfaces of a single glass plate. The two lenses serve to collimate the
light from a point on the extended source in the region of the cavity and to then image this
point onto the screen. The screen is located in the focal plane of the lens so that fringes of
equal inclination localized at infinity are viewed. As we have seen, light of a fixed
wavelength will traverse the etalon only at certain well-defined angles. Extremely sharp
multiple-beam circular fringes in transmission are produced on the screen, and their profile
is the same as that shown in Fig. 20.
If the source is not monochromatic, a separate independent circular pattern is formed
for each wavelength. Equation (67) tells us that the location or scale of the fringes is
dependent on the wavelength. If the source is composed of two closely spaced
wavelengths, the ring structure is doubled, and the separation of the two sets of rings
allows the hyperfine structure of the spectral lines to be evaluated directly. More
f

t

Source

Screen
Fabry-Perot
Cavity

FIGURE 22 Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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complicated spectra, usually composed of discrete spectral lines, can also be measured.
This analysis is possible even though the order of interference is highest in the center of
the pattern. If the phase change Df due to the discrete wavelengths is less than the phase
change between adjacent fringes, nonoverlapping sharp fringes are seen.
A quantity that is often used to describe the performance of a Fabry-Perot cavity is the
finesse ^. It is a measure of the number of resolvable spectral lines, and is defined as the
ratio of the phase difference between adjacent fringes to the full width-half maximum
FWHM of a single fringe. Since the fringe width is a function of the coefficient of finesse,
the finesse itself is also a strong function of reflectivity. The phase difference between
adjacent fringes is 2π , and the half width-half maximum can be found by setting Eq. (64)
equal to 1–2 and solving for Df . The FWHM is twice this value, and under the assumption
that F is large,
4
FWHM 5
(68)
4F
and the finesse is

^;

π 4F
πr
π 4R
2π
5
5
25
FWHM
2
12r 12R

(69)

where r is the amplitude reflectivity, and R is the intensity reflectivity. Typical values for
the finesse of a cavity with flat mirrors is about 30 and is limited by the flatness and
parallelism of the mirrors. There are variations in Df across the cavity. Etalons consisting
of two curved mirrors can be constructed with a much higher finesse, and values in excess
of 10,000 are available.
Another way of using the Fabry-Perot interferometer as a spectrometer is suggested by
rewriting the transmission [Eq. (64)] in terms of the frequency … :
1
It
T5 5
I0 1 1 F sin2 (2π t… / c )

(70)

where Eq. (60) relates the phase difference to the wavelength, t is the mirror separation,
and an index of one and normal incidence (θ 9 5 0) have been assumed. This function is
plotted in Fig. 23, and a series of transmission spikes separated in frequency by c / 2t are

FIGURE 23 The transmission of a Fabry-Perot cavity as a function of frequency.
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seen. A maximum occurs whenever the value of the sine is zero. The separation of these
maxima is known as the free spectral range , FSR. If the separation of the mirrors is
changed slightly, these transmission peaks will scan the frequency axis. Since the order of
interference m is usually very large, it takes only a small change in the separation to move
the peaks by one FSR. In fact, to scan one FSR, the required change in separation is
approximately t / m. If the on-axis transmitted intensity is monitored while the mirror
separation is varied, a high-resolution spectrum of the source is obtained. The source
spectrum must be contained within one free spectral range so that the spectrum is probed
by a single transmission peak at a time. If this were not the case, the temporal signal would
contain simultaneous contributions from two or more frequencies resulting from different
transmission peaks. Under this condition there are overlapping orders, and it is often
prevented by using an auxiliary monochromator with the scanning Fabry-Perot cavity to
preselect or limit the frequency range of the input spectrum. The resolution D… of the trace
is limited by the finesse of the cavity.
For a specific cavity, the value of m at a particular transmission peak, and some physical
insight into the operation of this spectrometer, is obtained by converting the frequency of a
particular transmission mode mc / 2t into wavelength:

l5

2t
m

or

t 5m

l
2

(71)

For the m th transmission maximum, exactly m half waves fit across the cavity. This also
implies that the round-trip path within the cavity is an integer number of wavelengths.
Under this condition, all of the multiply-reflected beams are in phase everywhere in the
cavity, and therefore all constructively interfere. A maximum in the transmission occurs.
Other maxima occur at different wavelengths, but these specific wavelengths must also
satisfy the condition that the cavity spacing is an integer number of half wavelengths.
These results also allow us to determine the value of m. If a 1-cm cavity is used and the
nominal wavelength is 500 nm, m 5 40 ,000 and FSR 5 1.5 3 1010 Hz. The wavelength
interval corresponding to this FSR is 0.0125 nm. If a 1-mm cavity is used instead, the
results are m 5 4000 and FSR 5 1.5 3 1011 Hz 5 0.125 nm. We see now that to avoid
overlapping orders, the spectrum must be limited to a very narrow range, and this range is
a function of the spacing. Cavities with spacings of a few tens of m m’s are available to
increase the FSR. Increasing the FSR does have a penalty. The finesse of a cavity depends
only on the reflectivities, so as the FSR is increased by decreasing t , the FWHM of the
transmission modes increases to maintain a constant ratio. The number of resolvable
spectrum lines remains constant, and the absolute spectral resolution decreases.
A mirror translation of a half wavelength is sufficient to cover the FSR of the cavity.
The usual scanning method is to separate the two mirrors with a piezoelectric spacer. As
the applied voltage is changed, the cavity length will also change. An alternate method is
to change the index of the air in the cavity by changing the pressure.

2.8 COHERENCE AND INTERFERENCE
The observed fringe visibility is a function of the spatial and temporal coherence of the
source. The classical assumption for the analysis is that every point on an extended source
radiates independently and therefore produces its own interference pattern. The net
intensity is the sum of all of the individual intensity patterns. In a similar manner, each
wavelength or frequency of a nonmonochromatic source radiates independently, and the
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temporal average is the sum of the individual temporal averages. Coherence theory allows
the interference between the light from two point sources to be analyzed, and a good
visual model is an extended source illuminating the two pinholes in Young’s double slit.
We need to determine the relationship between the light transmitted through the two
pinholes. Coherence theory also accounts for the effects of the spectral bandwidth of the
source.
With interference by division of amplitude using an extended source, the light from
many point sources is combined at the observation point, and the geometry of the
interferometer determines where the fringes are localized. Coherence theory will,
however, predict the spectral bandwidth effects for division of amplitude interference.
Each point on the source is interfered with an image of that same point. The temporal
coherence function relates the interference of these two points independently of other
points on the source. The visibility function for the individual interference pattern due to
these two points is computed, and the net pattern is the sum of these patterns for the
entire source. The temporal coherence effects in division of amplitude interference are
handled on a point-by-point basis across the source.
In this section, the fundamentals of coherence theory as it relates to interference are
introduced. Much more detail on this subject can be found in Chap. 4, ‘‘Coherence
Theory.’’

Mutual Coherence Function
We will consider the interference of light from two point sources or pinholes. This light is
derived from a common origin so that there may be some relationship between the
complex fields at the two sources. We will represent these amplitudes at the pinholes as
E1(t ) and E2(t ) , as shown in Fig. 24. The propagation times between the two sources and
the observation point are t 1 and t 2 , where the times are related to the optical path lengths
by ti 5 OPLi / c. The two complex amplitudes at the observation point are then E1(t 2 t 1)
and E2(t 2 t 2) , where the amplitudes have been scaled to the observation plane. The
time-average intensity at the observation point can be found by returning to Eq. (13),
which is repeated here with the time dependence:
I 5 I1 1 I2 1 kE 1(t 2 t 1)E *2 (t 2 t 2)l 1 kE *1 (t 2 t 1)E2(t 2 t 2)l

(72)

where I1 and I2 are the intensities due to the individual sources. If we now shift our time
origin by t 2 , we obtain
I 5 I1 1 I2 1 kE1(t 1 τ )E *2 (t )l 1 kE *1 (t 1 τ )E2(t )l

S1

(73)

E1(t)
E1(t – t1)
P
E2(t – t2)

S2

E2(t)

FIGURE 24 Geometry for examining the mutual coherence of two sources.
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where

τ 5 t2 2 t1 5

OPL2 2 OPL1 OPD
5
c
c

(74)

The difference in transit times for the two paths is τ . The last two terms in the expression
for the intensity are complex conjugates, and they contain the interference terms.
We will now define the mutual coherence function G12(τ ):
G12(τ ) 5 kE1(t 1 τ )E *2 (t )l

(75)

which is the cross correlation of the two complex amplitudes. With this identification, the
intensity of the interference pattern is



I 5 I1 1 I2 1 G12(τ ) 1 G*12(τ )

(76)

or, recognizing that a quantity plus its complex conjugate is twice the real part,
I 5 I1 1 I2 1 2 Re G12(τ )

(77)

It is convenient to normalize the mutual coherence function by dividing by the square root
of the product of the two self-coherence functions. The result is the complex degree of
coherence :
G12(τ )
G12(τ )
G12(τ )
g 12(τ ) 5
(78)
5
5
4G11(0)G22(0) 4kuE1(t )u2lkuE2(t )u2l 4I2 I2
and the intensity can be rewritten:



I 5 I1 1 I2 1 24I1 I2 Re g 12(τ )

(79)

We can further simplify the result by writing g 12(τ ) as a magnitude and a phase:

g 12(τ ) 5 ug 12(τ )u e if 12(τ ) 5 ug 12(τ )u e i[a 12(τ )2Df (τ )]

(80)

where a 12(τ ) is associated with the source, and Df (τ ) is the phase difference due to the
OPD between the two sources and the observation point [Eq. (18)]. The quantity ug 12(τ )u is
known as the degree of coherence. The observed intensity is therefore
I 5 I1 1 I2 1 24I1 I2 ug 12(τ )u cos [a 12(τ ) 2 Df (τ )]

(81)

The effect of a 12(τ ) is to add a phase shift to the intensity pattern. The fringes will be
shifted. A simple example of this situation is Young’s double-slit experiment illuminated
by a tilted plane wave or a decentered source. With quasi-monochromatic light, the
variations of both ug 12(τ )u and a 12(τ ) with τ are slow with respect to changes of Df (τ ) , so
that the variations in the interference pattern in the observation plane are due primarily to
changes in Df with position.
A final rewrite of Eq. (81) leads us to the intensity pattern at the observation point:

H

I 5 I0 1 1

J

24I1 I2
ug 12(τ )u cos [a 12(τ ) 2 Df (τ )]
I1 1 I2

(82)

where I0 5 I1 1 I2 . The fringe visibility is therefore

g (τ ) 5

24I1 I2
ug 12(τ )u
I1 1 I2

(83)

and is a function of the degree of coherence and τ . Remember that τ is just the temporal
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measure of the OPD between the two sources and the observation point. If the two
intensities are equal, the fringe visibility is simply the degree of coherence: g (τ ) 5 g 12(τ ) .
The degree of coherence will take on values betwen 0 and 1. The source is coherent when
g 12(τ ) 5 1 , and completely incoherent when g 12(τ ) 5 0. The source is said to be partially
coherent for other values. No fringes are observed with an incoherent source, and the
visibility is reduced with a partially coherent source.
Spatial Coherence

The spatial extent of the source and its distance from the pinholes will determine the
visibility of the fringes produced by the two pinhole sources (see Fig. 25). Each point on
the source will produce a set of Young’s fringes, and the position of this pattern in the
observation plane will shift with source position. The value of a 12(τ ) changes with source
position. The existence of multiple shifted patterns will reduce the overall visibility. As an
example, consider a quasi-monochromatic source that consists of a several point sources
arranged in a line. Each produces a high modulation fringe pattern in the observation
plane (Fig. 26a ) , but there is a lateral shift between each pattern. The net pattern shows a
fringe with the same period as the individual patterns, but it has a reduced modulation due
to the shifts (Fig. 26b ). This reduction in visibility can be predicted by calculating the
degree of coherence g 12(τ ) at the two pinholes.
Over the range of time delays between the interfering beams that are usually of
interest, the degree of coherence is a slowly varying function and is approximately equal to
the value at τ 5 0: g 12(τ ) 5 g 12(0) 5 g 12 . The y an Cittert – Zernike theorem allows the
degree of coherence in the geometry of Fig. 25 to be calculated. Let θ be the angular
separation of the two pinholes as seen from the source. This theorem states that degree of
coherence between two points is the modulus of the scaled and normalized Fourier
transform of the source intensity distribution:


  
)

I (j , h )e i(2π /l)(jθ x1hθ y)dj dh
S

g 12 5

I (j , h ) dj dh
S

)

(84)

y
x

x
θ
x

S1
Source

z
S2
Pinholes
FIGURE 25 An extended source illuminating two pinholes.
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I(x)

x

(a)

I(x)

x

(b)

FIGURE 26 The interference pattern produced by a linear source: (a ) the individual fringe
patterns; and (b ) the net fringe pattern with reduced visibility.

where θ x and θ y are the x and y components of the pinhole separation θ , and the integral is
over the source.
Two cases that are of particular interest are a slit source and a circular source. The
application of the van Cittert – Zernike theorem yields the two coherence functions:
Slit source of width w :

U U
) ) ) )
g 12 5 sinc

wθ x
l

5 sinc

π dθ x
l
π dθ x
l

2J1

Circular source of diameter d :

g 12 5

wa
lz

π da
lz
π da
lz

(85)

2J1

5

(86)

where a is the separation of the pinholes, z is the distance from the source to the pinholes,
the sinc function is defined by Eq. (42), and J1 is a first-order Bessel function. The pinholes
are assumed to be located on the x -axis. These two functions share the common
characteristic of a central core surrounded by low-amplitude side lobes. We can imagine
these functions of pinhole spacing mapped onto the aperture plane. The coherence
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function is centered on one of the pinholes. If the other pinhole is then within the central
core, high-visibility fringes are produced. If the pinhole spacing places the second pinhole
outside the central core, low-visibility fringes result.
Michelson Stellar Interferometer
The Michelson stellar interferometer measures the diameter of stars by plotting out the
degree of coherence due to the light from the star. The system is shown in Fig. 27. Two
small mirrors separated by the distance a sample the light and serve as the pinholes. The
spacing between these mirrors can be varied. This light is then directed along equal path
lengths into a telescope, and the two beams interfere in the image plane. To minimize
chromatic effects, the input light should be filtered to a small range of wavelengths. The
modulation of the fringes is measured as a function of the mirror spacing to measure the
degree of coherence in the plane of the mirrors. This result will follow Eq. (86) for a
circular star, and the fringe visibility will go to zero when a 5 1.22l a , where a 5 d / z is the
angular diameter of the star. We measure the mirror separation that produces zero
visibility to determine a . In a similar manner, this interferometer can be used to measure
the spacing of two closely spaced stars.

FIGURE 27 Michelson stellar interferometer.
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Temporal Coherence
When examining temporal coherence effects, we use a source of small dimensions (a point
source) that radiates over a range of wavelengths. The light from this source is split into
two beams and allowed to interfere. One method to do this is to use an amplitude-splitting
interferometer. Since the two sources are identical, the mutual coherence function
becomes the self -coherence function G11(τ ). Equal-intensity beams are assumed. The
complex degree of temporal coherence becomes









11

G11(τ )
G11(0)

(τ )

kE 1(t τ )E *1 (t )l
kuE1(t )u2l

After manipulation, it follows from this result that
transform of the source intensity spectrum S (… ):

11

(τ )

11

(87)

(τ ) is the normalized Fourier

S (… )e i2π… τ d…

FT S (… )

0

S (… ) d…

S (… ) d…

0

0

(88)



The fringe visibility is the modulus of this result. Since 11(τ ) has a maximum at τ 0 , the
maximum fringe visibility will occur when the time delay between the two beams is zero.
This is consistent with our earlier observation under ‘‘Source Spectrum’’ that the fringes
will be localized in the vicinity of zero OPD.
As an example, we will repeat the earlier problem of a uniform source spectrum:









S (… )

rect

…

…0
…

(89)

where … 0 is the average frequency and … is the bandwidth. The resulting intensity pattern
is
I

I0 1

Re

12

(τ )

I0[1

sinc (τ … ) cos (2π τ … 0)]

(90)

where the sinc function is the Fourier transform of the rect function. Using τ OPD / c
from Eq. (74), we can rewrite this equation in terms of the OPD to obtain the same result
expressed in Eq. (47).

Laser Sources
The laser is an important source for interferometry, as it is a bright source of coherent
radiation. Lasers are not necessarily monochromatic, as they may have more than one
longitudinal mode, and it is important to understand the unique temporal coherence
properties of a laser in order to get good fringes. The laser is a Fabry-Perot cavity that
contains a gain medium. Its output spectrum is therefore a series of discrete frequencies
separated by c / 2nL , where L is the cavity length. For gas lasers, the index is approximately
equal to one, and we will use this value for the analysis. If G (… ) is the gain bandwidth, the
frequency spectrum is
S (… )


G (… ) comb

2L…
c

(91)
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FIGURE 28 The fringe visibility versus OPD for a laser source.

where a comb function is a series of equally spaced delta functions. The number of modes
contained under the gain bandwidth can vary from 1 or 2 up to several dozen. The
resulting visibility function can be found by using Eq. (88):

 U

˜ (τ ) p comb cτ
g (τ ) 5 g 11(τ ) 5 G
2L

U

˜ (τ ) p comb OPD
5 G
2L

(92)

˜ (τ ) is the normalized Fourier transform of the gain bandwidth, and p indicates
where G
˜ (τ ) is replicated at multples of 2L.
convolution. This result is plotted in Fig. 28, where G
The width of these replicas is inversely proportional to the gain bandwidth. We see that as
long as the OPD between the two optical paths is a multiple of twice the cavity length,
high-visibility fringes will result. This condition is independent of the number of
longitudinal modes of the laser. If the laser emits a single frequency, it is a coherent source
and good visibility results for any OPD.
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CHAPTER 3

DIFFRACTION
A. S. Marathay
Optical Sciences Center
Uniy ersity of Arizona
Tucson , Arizona

3.1 GLOSSARY
A

amplitude

E

electric field

f

focal length

G
I
p, q

Green function
irradiance
direction cosines

r

spatial vector

S

Poynting vector

t

time

e

dielectric constant

m

permeability

…

frequency

c
ˆ

wave function
Fourier transform

3.2 INTRODUCTION
Starting with waves as solutions to the wave equation obtained from Maxwell’s equations,
basics of diffraction of light are covered in this article. The discussion includes those
applications where the geometry permits analytical solutions. At appropriate locations
references are given to the literature and / or textbooks for further reading. The discussion
is limited to an explanation of diffraction, and how it may be found in some simple cases
with plots of fringe structure.

3.1

3.2
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Selection of topics is not easy, some topics that are normally included in textbooks may
not be found in this chapter. One thing that is not covered is Cornu’s spiral and all
associated phasor diagrams. These form convenient tools but are not absolutely necessary
to understand the results. Material on these topics is in all of the textbooks listed in the
article. Derivations are here excluded. Use of the two-pinhole experiments to describe the
influence of partial coherence of light on the visibility of fringes is not mentioned
[Thompson, B. J., and E. Wolf, ‘‘Two-Beam Interference with Partially Coherent Light,’’
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 47(10):895 – 902 (1957)]. So also the diffractive effect of the finite size of
the apertures on this experiment is not described [Marathay, A. S., and D. B. Pollock,
‘‘Young’s Interference Fringes with Finite-Sized Sampling Apertures,’’ J. Opt. Soc. Am. A,
1:1057 – 1059 (1984)]. Walls of mathematics and computer programs and / or plots have been
avoided. These are found in the current literature, vector-diffraction calculation being a
case in point.
Closely related chapters in the handbook are Chap. 1 by Douglas Goodman, Chap. 2 by
J. Greivenkamp, Chap. 4, by William H. Carter, Chap. 5 by Bennett, Chap. 6 by Bohren,
and Vol. II, Chap. 5 by Zissis. Appropriate chapters will be cross-referenced as needed.

3.3 LIGHT WAVES
Light waves propagate through free space or a vacuum. They exhibit the phenomenon of
diffraction with every obstacle they encounter. Maxwell’s equations form a theoretical
basis for describing light in propagation, diffraction, scattering and, in general, its
interaction with material media. Experience has shown that the electric field E plays a
central role in detection of light and interaction of light with matter. We begin with some
mathematical preliminaries.
The electric field E obeys the wave equation in free space or a vacuum
=2E 2

1 2E
50
c 2 t 2

(1)

where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum. Each cartesian component Ej , ( j 5 x , y , z )
obeys the equation and, as such, we use a scalar function c (r, t ) to denote its solutions,
ˆ z.
where the radius vector r has components, r 5 ˆi x 1 ˆj y 1 k
The wave equation is a linear second-order partial differential equation. Linear
superposition of its two linearly independent solutions offers the most general solution. It
has plane waves, spherical waves and cylindrical waves as solutions. These solutions
represent optical wave forms. A frequently used special case of these solutions is the time
harmonic version of these waves. We start with the Fourier transform on time,

c (r, t ) 5

E cˆ (r, … ) exp (2i2π…t) d…

(2)

ˆ (r, … ) obeys the Helmholtz
where … is a temporal (linear) frequency in Hz. The spectrum c
equation,
ˆ 1 k 2c
ˆ 50
(3)
=2c
with the propagation constant k 5 2π / l 5 2π … / c ; v / c , where l is the wavelength and v is
the circular frequency. A Fourier component traveling in a medium of refractive index
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n 5 4e , where e is the dielectric constant, is described by the Helmholtz equation with k 2
replaced by n 2k 2. The effect of each component with proper account of dispersion, n as a
function of frequency, is superimposed as dictated by the Fourier integral to yield the field
c (r, t ).
As a further special case, a wave may be harmonic in time as well as in space (see Chap.
2).

c (r, t ) 5 A cos (k ? r 2 v t )

(4)

where k ; ksˆ , ˆs is a unit vector in the direction of propagation and A is a constant. An
expanding spherical wave may be written in the form,

c (r , t ) 5

A
cos (kr 2 v t )
r

(5)

For convenience of operations, a complex form frequently is used. For example, we write

c (r, t ) 5 A exp [i (k ? r 2 v t )]

(6)

in place of Eq. (4) bearing in mind that only its real part corresponds to the optical wave
form. The function c (r, t ) is called the optical ‘‘disturbance’’ while the coefficient A is the
amplitude.
In the general discussion of diffraction phenomena throughout this chapter several
classic source books have been used.1–9 This discussion is a blend of ideas contained in
these sources.
The mathematical solutions described heretofore, although ideal, are nevertheless often
approximated. A suitable experimental arrangement with a self-luminous source and a
condensing lens to feed light to a small enough pinhole fitted with a narrowband spectral
filter serves as a quasi-monochromatic, or almost monochromatic, point source. In Fig. 1,
light behind the pinhole S is in the form of ever-expanding spherical waves. These waves
are of limited spatial extent; all are approximately contained in a cone with its apex at the
pinhole. When intercepted by a converging lens, L1 , with the pinhole on its axis and at the
front focal point, these spherical waves are converted to plane waves behind L1 . These
plane waves also are limited spatially to the extent dictated by the aperture of the
converging lens. A second converging lens, L2 , is behind the first converging lens and is
oriented so that both lenses have a common optical axis and can form an image of the
pinhole. The image S 9 is on the axis at the focal point behind the second lens and is formed
by converging spherical waves. These waves, which converge toward the image, are

S

S'

L1

L2

FIGURE 1 Experimental layout to describe the notation used for spherical and plane waves.
S : pinhole source. L1 , L2: lenses. S 9: image.
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limited spatially to the extent dictated by the aperture of the second lens and are
approximately contained in a cone with its apex at the image of the pinhole.
It is necessary to clarify that ‘‘a small enough pinhole’’ means that the optics behind the
pinhole is not able to resolve its structure.1 A ‘‘narrowband filter’’ means that its pass
band, D… , is much smaller than the mean frequency …# , that is, D… Ô …# . In this situation, the
experimental arrangement may be described by a quasi-monochromatic theory, provided
that the path differences, Dl , of concern in the optics that follows the pinhole are small
enough, as given by, Dl # c / D… . If the path differences Dl involved are unable to obey this
condition, then a full polychromatic treatment of the separate Fourier components
contained within D… is necessary, even if D… Ô …# . See, for example, Beran and Parrent10
and Marathay.11
Limiting the extent of plane waves and spherical waves, as discussed before, causes
diffraction, a topic of primary concern in this chapter. The simplifying conditions stated
above are assumed to hold throughout the chapter, unless stated otherwise.
As remarked earlier, the electric field E [V / m ] plays a central role in optical detection
(see Chap. 16). There are detectors that attain a steady state for constant incident beam
power [W ] , and there are those like the photographic plate that integrate the incident
power over a certain time (see Chap. 20). For a constant beam power, the darkening of the
photographic plate depends on the product of the power and exposure time. Since
detectors inherently take the time average, the quantity of importance is the average
radiant power F[W ]. Furthermore, light beams have a finite cross-sectional area, so it is
meaningful to talk about the average power in the beam per unit area of its cross section
measured in square meters or square centimeters. In the radiometric nomenclature this
sort of measurement is called irradiance [Wm 22]. For a plane wave propagating in free
space, the irradiance, I , may be expressed in terms of the Poynting vector, S by

S12DSme D

1/2

I 5 ukSlu 5

0

kE ? El

(7)

0

The constants given in Eq. (7) may not be displayed with every theoretical result. (We
have used the symbol I ; however, the radiometrically accepted symbol E is easily confused
with the electric field E.) The Poynting vector and irradiance are discussed further in Ref.
11 (pp. 280 – 285).11
Light is properly described by a transverse vector field (see Chap. 6). Nevertheless, a
scalar field is a convenient artifice to use in understanding the wave nature of light without
the added complication of the vector components. The transverse nature of the field will
be accounted for when the situation calls for it.

3.4 HUYGENS -FRESNEL CONSTRUCTION
Without the benefit of a fundamental theory based on Maxwell’s equations and the
subsequent mathematical development, Huygens sought to describe wave propagation in
the days before Maxwell. Waves are characterized by constant-phase surfaces, called
way efronts. If the initial shape at time t of such a wavefront is known in a vacuum or in any
medium, Huygens proposed a geometrical construction to obtain its shape at a later time,
t 1 Dt. He regarded each point of the initial wavefront as the origin of a new disturbance
that propagates in the form of secondary wavelets in all directions with the same speed as
the speed y of propagation of the initial wave in the medium. These secondary wavelets of
radii y Dt are constructed at each point of the initial wavefront. A surface tangential to all
these secondary wavelets, called the eny elope of all these wavelets, is then the shape and
position of the wavefront at time t 1 Dt. With this construct Huygens explained the
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phenomena of reflection and refraction of the wavefront. To explain the phenomenon of
diffraction, Fresnel modified Huygens’ construction by attributing the property of mutual
interference to the secondary wavelets (see Chap. 2). The modified Huygens construction
is called the Huygens-Fresnel construction. With further minor modifications it helps
explain the phenomenon of diffraction and its various aspects, including those that are not
so intuitively obvious.
We will begin with the Huygens-Fresnel construction and will show how it explains
some simple optical experiments on diffraction. This will be followed by the FresnelKirchhoff formula and related topics.

Fresnel Zones
Let P0 be a point source of light that produces monochromatic spherical waves. A typical
spherical wave, A / r0 exp [2i (v t 2 kr0)] , of radius r0 at time t is shown in Fig. 2. The
coefficient A stands for the amplitude of the wave at unit distance from the source P0 . At a
later time this wave will have progressed to assume a position passing through a point of
observation P with radius, r0 1 b. Fresnel zone construction on the initial wave offers a way
to obtain the wave in the future by applying the Huygens-Fresnel construction. The zone
construction forms a simple basis for studying and understanding diffraction of light.
From the point of observation P , we draw spheres of radii b , b 1 l / 2 , b 1 2l / 2 ,
b 1 3l / 2 , . . . , b 1 jl / 2 , . . . , to mark zones on the wave in its initial position, as shown in
Fig. 2. The zones are labeled z1 , z2 , . . . zj . . . The zone boundaries are successively half a
wavelength away from the point of observation P. By the Huygens-Fresnel construction,
each point of the wave forms a source of a secondary disturbance. Each secondary source
produces wavelets that are propagated to the point P. A linear superposition of the
contribution of all such wavelets yields the resulting amplitude at the point P. It is
reasonable to expect that the contribution of the secondary wavelets is not uniform in all
directions. For example, a wavelet at C is in line with the source P0 and the point of

S
Q
χ
s
r0
θ
P0

C

b

P

Z2
Z3

Z4

Zn
FIGURE 2 Fresnel zone construction. P0: point source. S : wavefront. r0: radius of
1
the wavefront b : distance CP. s : distance QP. (After Born and Wolf .)
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observation P , while a wavelet at Q sees the point P at an angle χ with respect to the
radius vector from the source P0 . To account for this variation, an obliquity or inclination
factor K (χ ) is introduced. In the phenomenological approach developed by Fresnel, no
special form of K (χ ) is used. It is assumed to have the value unity at C where χ 5 0 , and it
is assumed to decrease at first slowly and then rapidly as χ increases. The obliquity factors
for any two adjacent zones are nearly equal and it is assumed that it becomes negligible for
zones with high enough index j.
The total contribution to the disturbance at P is expressed as an area integral over the
primary wavefront,

c (P ) 5 A

exp [2i (v t 2 kr0)]
r0

EE exp s(iks) K(χ ) dS

(8)

S

where dS is the area element at Q. The subscript S on the integrals denotes the region of
integration on the wave surface. The integrand describes the contribution of the secondary
wavelets. Fresnel-zone construction provides a convenient means of expressing the area
integral as a sum over the contribution of the zones.
For optical problems, the distances involved, such as r0 and b , are much larger than the
wavelength, l . This fact is used very effectively in approximating the integral. The phases
of the wavelets within a zone will not differ by more than π . The zone boundaries are
successively l / 2 further away from the point of observation P. The average distance of
successive zones from P differs by l / 2; the zones, therefore, are called half-period zones.
Thus, the contributions of the zones to the disturbance at P alternate in sign,

c (P ) 5 c 1 2 c 2 1 c 3 2 c 4 1 c 5 2 c 6 1 . . .

(9)

where c j stands for the contribution of the j th zone, j 5 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . The contribution of
each annular zone is directly proportional to the zone area and is inversely proportional to
the average distance of the zone to the point of observation P. The ratio of the zone area
to its average distance from P is independent of the zone index j. Thus, in summing the
contributions of the zones we are left with only the variation of the obliquity factor, K (χ ).
To a good approximation, the obliquity factors for any two adjacent zones are nearly equal
and for a large enough zone index j the obliquity factor becomes negligible. The total
disturbance at the point of observation P may be approximated by

c (P ) 5 1 / 2(c 1 Ú c n )

(10)

where the index n stands for the last zone contributing to P. The Ú sign is taken according
to whether n is odd or even. For an unobstructed wave, the integration is carried out over
the whole spherical wave. In this case, the last term c n is taken to be zero. Thus, the
resulting disturbance at the point of observation P equals one-half of the contribution of
the first Fresnel zone,

c (P ) 5 1 / 2c 1

(11)

The contribution c 1 is found by performing the area integral of Eq. (8) over the area of the
first zone. The procedure results in

c (P ) 5

A
l exp h2i [v t 2 k (r0 1 b ) 2 π / 2]j
r0 1 b

(12)
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whereas a freely propagating spherical wave from the source P0 that arrives at point P is
known to have the form
A
c (P ) 5
(129)
exp h2i [v t 2 k (r0 1 b )]j
r0 1 b
The synthesized wave of Eq. (12) can be made to agree with this fact, if one assumes that
the complex amplitude of the secondary waves, exp (iks ) / s of Eq. (8) is [1 / l exp (2iπ / 2)]
times the primary wave of unit amplitude and zero phase. With the time dependence
exp (2iv t ) , the secondary wavelets are required to oscillate a quarter of a period ahead of
the primary.
The synthesis of propagation of light presented above has far-reaching consequences.
The phenomenon of light diffraction may be viewed as follows. Opaque objects that
interrupt the free propagation of the wave block some or parts of zones. The zones, or
their portions that are unobstructed, contribute to the diffraction amplitude (disturbance)
at the point of observation P. The obstructed zones do not contribute.

Diffraction of Light from Circular Apertures and Disks
Some examples of unobstructed zones are shown in Fig. 3. Suppose a planar opaque screen
with a circular aperture blocks the free propagation of the wave. The center C of the
aperture is on the axis joining the source point S and the observation point P , as shown in

FIGURE 3 Some examples of unobstructed Fresnel zones that
contribute to the amplitude at the observation point P. (After
8
Andrews. )
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8

FIGURE 4 The redrawn zone structure for use with an off-axis point P 9. (After Andrews. )

Fig. 4. The distance and the size of the aperture are such that, with respect to point P , only
the first two zones are uncovered as in Fig. 3a. To obtain the diffraction amplitude for an
off-axis point such as P 9 , one has to redraw the zone structure as in Fig. 4. Figure 3b shows
the zones and parts of zones uncovered by the circular aperture in this case. Figure 3c
shows the uncovered zones for an irregularly shaped aperture.
In Fig. 3a the first two zones are uncovered. Following Eq. (9), the resulting diffraction
amplitude at P for this case is
c (P ) 5 c 1 2 c 2
(13)
but, since these two contributions are nearly equal, the resulting amplitude is c (P ) 5 0!
Relocating point P necessitates redrawing the zone structure. The first zone may just fill
the aperture if point P is placed farther away from it. In this case the resulting amplitude is

c (P ) 5 c 1

(14)

which is twice what it was for the unobstructed wave! Therefore the irradiance is four
times as large!
On the other hand, if the entire aperture screen is replaced by a small opaque disk, the
irradiance at the center of the geometrical shadow is the same as that of the unobstructed
wave! To verify this, suppose that the disk diameter and the distance allows only one
Fresnel zone to be covered by the disk. The rest of the zones are free to contribute and do
contribute. Per Eq. (9) we have

c (P ) 5 2c 2 1 c 3 2 c 4 1 c 5 2 c 6 1 ? ? ?
The discussion after Eq. (9) also applies here and the resulting amplitude on the axis
behind the center of the disk is
c (P ) 5 2 1–2 c 2
(15)
which is the same as the amplitude of the unobstructed wave. Thus, the irradiance is the
same at point P as though the wave were unobstructed. As the point P moves farther
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FIGURE 5 Variation of on-axis irradiance behind an opaque disk. R : distance along the axis
5
behind the disk. (From Marion and Heald. )

away from the disk, the radius of the first zone increases and becomes larger than the disk.
Alternatively one may redraw the zone structure starting from the edge of the disk. The
analysis shows that the point P continues to be a bright spot of light. As the point P moves
closer to the disk, more and more Fresnel zones get covered by the disk, but the analysis
continues to predict a bright spot at P. There comes a point where the unblocked zone at
the edge of the disk is significantly weak; the point P continues to be bright but has
reduced irradiance. Still closer to the disk, the analysis ceases to apply because P enters
the near-field region, where the distances are comparable to the size of the wavelength. In
Fig. 5, the variation of irradiance on the axial region behind the disk is shown. It is
remarkable that the axial region is nowhere dark! For an interesting historical note, see
Refs. 1 and 5.
For comparison we show the variation of on-axis irradiance behind a circular opening in
Fig. 6. It shows several on-axis locations where the irradiance goes to zero. These
correspond to the situation where an even number of zones are exposed through the
circular aperture. Only the first few zeros are shown, since the number of zeros per unit
length (linear density) increases as the point P is moved closer to the aperture. The linear
density increases as the square of the index j when P moves closer to the aperture. While
far enough away, there comes a point where the first zone fills the aperture and, thereafter,
there are no more zeros as the distance increases.
Figure 7 shows a series of diffraction patterns from a circular aperture. The pictures are
taken at different distances from the aperture to expose one, two, three, etc., zones. Each
time an odd number of zones is uncovered the center spot becomes bright. As we
approach the pictures at the bottom right, more zones are exposed.

Babinet Principle
Irradiances for the on-axis points are quite different for the circular disk than for the
screen with a circular opening. The disk and the screen with a hole form of a pair of
complementary screens, that is, the open areas of one are the opaque areas of the other
and vice versa. Examples of pairs of such complementary screens are shown in Fig. 8.
Observe that the open areas of screen Sa taken with the open areas of the complementary
screen Sb add up to no screen at all.
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FIGURE 6 Variation of on-axis irradiance behind a circular opening. R : distance along the
5
axis behind the opening. (From Marion and Heald )

The Babinet principle states that the wave disturbance c S (P ) at any point of
observation P due to a diffracting screen Sa added to the disturbance c CS (P ) due to the
complementary screen Sb at the same point P equals the disturbance at P due to the
unobstructed wave. That is,
c S (P ) 1 c CS (P ) 5 c UN (P )
(16)

FIGURE 7 A series of pictures of diffraction patterns from circular apertures. (After
8
Andrews. )
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FIGURE 8 Examples of complementary screens, labeled
12
8
Sa and Sb . (After Jackson and Andrews. )

Recall that the wave disturbance at any point of observation P behind the screen is a linear
superposition of the contributions of the unobstructed zones or portions thereof. This fact,
with the observation that the open areas of screen Sa taken with the open areas of the
complementary screen Sb add up to no screen at all, implies the equality indicated by the
Babinet principle.
The behavior of the on-axis irradiance for the case of the opaque disk is quite different
from that of the complementary circular aperture. There is no simple relationship between
the irradiances of the two cases because they involve a squaring operation that brings in
cross terms.

Zone Plate
If alternate zones are blocked the contribution of the unblocked zones will add in phase to
yield a large irradiance at the point of observation. An optical device that blocks alternate
zones is called a zone plate. Figure 9a and b shows two zone plates made up of concentric
circles with opaque alternate zones. They block odd-indexed or even-indexed zones,
respectively. The radii of the zone boundaries are proportional to the square root of
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FIGURE 9 Two zone plates made up of concentric circles with
alternate zones made opaque. They block odd-indexed or evenindexed zones respectively. The radii of the zone boundaries are
proportional to the square root of natural numbers. (From Hecht
9
and Zajac. )

natural numbers. As in Fig. 2, we place a point source at a distance r0 in front of the zone
plate. If Rm is the radius of the m th zone, a bright image of this source is observed at a
distance b behind the plate, so that
1 1 ml
1 5
r0 b R 2m

(17)

where l is the wavelength of light from the source. This equation for the condition on the
distance b is like the paraxial lens formula from which the focal length of the zone plate
may be identified or may be obtained by setting the source distance r0 5 ` (see Chap. 1).
The focal length f1 so obtained is

f1 5

R 2m
ml

(18)

and is called the primary focal length . For unlike, the case of the lens, the zone plate has
several secondary focal lengths. These are given by

f2n21 5

R 2m
(2n 2 1)ml

(19)

where n 5 1 , 2 , 3 . . . In the case of the primary focal length, each opaque zone of the zone
plate covers exactly one Fresnel zone. The secondary focal length f3 is obtained when each
opaque zone covers three Fresnel zones. It is a matter of regrouping the right-hand side of
Eq. (9) in the form

c (P ) 5 (c 1 2 c 2 1 c 3) 2 kc 4 2 c 5 1 c 6l 1 (c 7 2 c 8 1 c 9)
2 kc 10 2 c 11 1 c 12l 1 (c 13 2 c 14 1 c 15) 2 ? ? ?

(20)

The zone plate in Fig. 9b , for example, blocks all even-indexed zones. It corresponds to
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omitting the terms enclosed in the angular brackets, k? ? ?l, in Eq. (20). The remaining
terms grouped in parentheses add in phase to form a secondary image of weaker
irradiance. The higher-order images are formed successively closer to the zone plate and
are successively weaker in irradiance.
Further discussion is given in several books of the bibliography, for example, Ref. 9 (p.
375). The radii of the concentric circles in a zone plate are proportional to the square root
of natural numbers. For equidistant source and image locations, say 10.0 cm at a
wavelength of 500 nm, Rm 5 4m (0.16 mm). Due to the smallness of the radii, a
photographic reduction of a large-scale drawing is used.
Incidentally, the pair of zone plates of Fig. 9a and b form a pair of complementary
screens. Per the Babinet principle, the groupings are

c UN (P ) 5 c S (P ) 1 c CS (P )
5 (c 1 1 c 3 1 c 5 1 c 7 1 c 9 1 c 11 ? ? ?)
2 (c 2 1 c 4 1 c 6 1 c 8 1 c 10 1 c 12 1 ? ? ?)

(21)

The first group of terms correspond to the zone plate of Fig. 9b and the second group of
items correspond to Fig. 9a.

3.5 CYLINDRICAL WAVEFRONT
A line source generates cylindrical wavefronts. It is frequently approximated in practice by
a slit source, which, in turn, can illuminate straightedges, rectangular or slit apertures (see
Fig. 10a ). In this case, as we shall see, the phenomena of diffraction can be essentially
reduced to a one-dimensional analysis for this source and aperture geometry.
Fresnel zones for cylindrical wavefronts take the form of rectangular strips, as shown in
Fig. 10(a ). The edges of these strip zones are l / 2 farther away from the point of
observation P. The treatment for the cylindrical wave parallels the treatment used for the
spherical wave in Section 3.4. The line M0 on the wavefront intersects at right angles to the
line joining the source S and the point of observation P. Refer to M0 as the axis line of the
wavefront with respect to the point P. Let a be the radius of the wavefront with respect to
the source slit and let b the distance of P from M0 . Fresnel zones are now in the form of
strips above and below M0 and are parallel to it. The line pairs M1 M 19 , M2 M 29 , etc., are
marked l / 2 farther away from the point of observation P. Fresnel zones are now
half-period strips. Thus PMm 5 b 1 ml / 2 and, to a good approximation, the arc length
(Mm Mm11) 5 aK (4m 1 1 2 4m) , where the constant, K 5 4mbl / a (a 1 b ). For small
values of m such as 1, 2, etc., the arc widths decrease rapidly while, for large values of m ,
the neighboring strips have nearly equal widths. The lower-order strips have much larger
areas compared to the ones further up from M0 . This effect is much more dominant than
the variation of the obliquity factor K (χ ) that is neglected in this analysis.
Consider one single strip as marked in Fig. 10b. Imagine that this strip is divided into
half-period sections as shown. The wavefront is almost planar over the width of this strip.
All the sections on either side of the arc M1 M2 contribute to the disturbance at P. The
boundaries of these are marked N1 , N2 , etc. The area of these sections are proportional to
K 9(4n 1 1 2 4n) , where the constant K 9 5 4cl . The areas of those half-period sections
decrease rapidly at first and then slowly. The contribution to the disturbance at P from the
higher-order sections is alternately positive and negative with respect to the first section
near M1 M2 . Consequently, their contribution to the total disturbance at P is nearly zero.
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FIGURE 10 Fresnel zones for cylindrical wavefront. S : slit source; a : radius of the
cylindrical wavefront; b : distance M0 P. M1 , M19 , etc.: zone boundaries. (Adapted from Jenkins
2
and White. )

The disturbance at P due to a single strip consists of the dominant contribution of the two
sections from N1 to N 19. This conclusion holds for all the strips of the cylindrical wave.
Following the procedure of Eq. (9) employed for the spherical wave,

c (P ) 5 c 1 2 c 2 1 c 3 2 c 4 1 c 5 2 c 6 1 ? ? ?

(99)

where c (P ) is the disturbance at P and c m denotes the secondary wavelet contributions
from strip zones of either side of the axis line M0 of Fig. 10a. As in Eq. (11) the series can
be summed, but here we need to account for the strip zone contribution from both sides of
the axis line M0: therefore, we have

c (P ) 5 c 1

(119)

The first zone contributions can be computed and compared with the freely propagating
cylindrical wave. Without going into the details as carried out with Eqs. (12) and (129) for
the spherical wave, we shall discuss qualitative features of some typical diffraction patterns
resulting from cylindrical waves.
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FIGURE 11 Fresnel zones for a cylindrical wavefront. The edges of these strip zones are
l / 2 farther away from the point of observation P. S : slit source. P : point of observation.
M0: axis line of the cylindrical wave. AB : straight-edge opaque obstruction. (After Jenkins
2
and White. )
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FIGURE 12 The plot of irradiance in the diffraction pattern of a straight
edge AB. The plot is normalized to unity for the irradiance of the
unobstructed wave. Labels 1 and 2 show points P in the geometrical shadow.
Label 3 is at the edge of the geometrical shadow, while Labels 4 and 5 are in
the illuminated region. is a unitless variable to label distances along the
9
plane of observation. (From Hecht and Zajac. )
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A cylindrical wave from a slit source S illuminates an opaque screen with a straightedge
AB oriented parallel to the slit, as shown in Fig. 11. It shows three special positions of the
point of observation P. In Fig. 11a , P is such that all the strip zones above the axis line M0
are exposed, while those below are blocked. The point P in Fig. 11b is such that the strip
zones above M0 and one zone below, marked by the edge M 1 , are exposed. In Fig. 11c , P
has moved into the geometrical shadow region. The strip M1 M0 and all those below M0 are
blocked.
A plot of the irradiance in the diffraction pattern of a straightedge is shown in Fig. 12.
Following the discussion in Section 3.4, we discuss the disturbance at P for the three cases
of Fig. 11. At the edge of the geometrical shadow
a

For Fig. 11b we have

b

(P )

1/2

(P )

1/2

1

1

1

3/2

1

(22)
(23)

As P is moved further up, there comes a point for which two strip zones below M0 are
exposed, resulting in (P ) 3 / 2 1
2 . As P explores the upper half of the observation
plane, the amplitude and, hence, the irradiance go through maxima and minima according
to whether an odd or even number of (lower) strip zones is exposed. Furthermore, the
maxima decrease gradually while the minima increase gradually until the fringes merge
into a uniform illumination that corresponds to the unobstructed wave.
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In the geometrical shadow (see Fig. 11c ) ,

c c (P ) 5 21 / 2c 2

(24)

As P goes further down, we get c (P ) 5 1 / 2c 3; in general, the number of exposed zones
decreases and the irradiance falls off monotonically.
A plot of the irradiance in the diffraction pattern of a straightedge is shown in Fig. 12. It
is interesting to observe that the edge is neither at the maximum of the first fringe nor at
the half-way point. It appears at one-fourth of the irradiance of the unobstructed wave.

Rectangular Aperture
Figure 13 is a series of diagrams of irradiance distributions for light diffracted by single-slit
apertures. A pair of marks on the horizontal axis indicate the edges of the geometrical
shadow of the slit relative to the diffraction pattern. In all cases, relatively little light falls
in the geometrical shadow region. The last diagram corresponds to a rather wide slit. It
appears as two opposing straightedge diffraction patterns corresponding to the two edges
of the slit.
These patterns may be interpreted as obtained with the plane of observation fixed for
different-size slits. Alternately, the slit size may be held fixed but move the plane of
observation. For the first diagram the plane is far away. For the successive diagrams the
plane is moved closer to the slit. The plane of observation is the closest for the last

FIGURE 13 A series of diagrams of irradiance distributions for light diffracted by
2
single-slit apertures of different widths. (From Jenkins and White. )
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diagram of Fig. 13. The important parameter is the angular subtense of the slit to the
observation plane. A similar comment applies to the case of the circular aperture shown in
Fig. 7. See Jenkins and White2 for further discussion.

Opaque Strip Obstruction

A slit aperture and an opaque strip or a straight wire form a pair of complementary
screens. In Fig. 14 photographs of Fresnel diffraction patterns produced by narrow wires
are shown with the corresponding theoretical curves. These theoretical curves show some
more detail. Generally, the figures show the characteristic unequally spaced diffraction
fringes of a straight edge on either side of the geometrical shadow. These fringes get closer
and closer together, independently of the width of the opaque obstruction, and finally
merge into a uniform illumination. Figure 14 also shows the maximum in the center and
equally spaced narrow fringes within the shadow. The width of these fringes is inversely
proportional to the width of the obstruction. We shall now discuss this detail.
Figure 15 shows the arrangement of the source S , opaque strip AB , and the plane of
observation. A point x in the geometrical shadow receives light from Fresnel zones of both
sides of the opaque strip. At each edge of the opaque strip the exposed zones add up
effectively to one-half of the contribution of a single zone adjacent to that edge. Owing to
the symmetry, the resulting disturbance from each edge starts out in phase. Light from the
two edges adds constructively or destructively according to whether the path difference to

FIGURE 14 Fresnel diffraction patterns produced by narrow wires are
2
shown with the corresponding theoretical curves. (From Jenkins and White. )
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FIGURE 15 Arrangement of the source S , opaque strip AB , and the plane of
observation. Point x is in the geometrical shadow region.

the point x in the shadow region is an even or an odd multiple of l / 2 (see Chap. 2). The
situation is similar to two coherent sources separated by the width of the opaque strip.
Young examined these fringes inside the geometrical shadow. In particular, he showed that
if an opaque screen is introduced on one side of the opaque strip to block that part of the
wave, then the straightedge diffraction fringes due to that edge, as well as the interference
fringes in the shadow region, vanished.

3.6 MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF DIFFRACTION
Kirchhoff showed that the Huygens-Fresnel construction follows from an integral theorem
starting from the wave equation. The resulting mathematical expression is called the
Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula.1 This theory was further modified by Rayleigh and
Sommerfeld.6,11 At each stage the modifications previously referred to were for removing
certain mathematical inconsistencies. In view of the approximations applicable to practical
optical situations, the mathematical details will not be discussed here. There are several
other theoretical aspects and different approaches1 to the mathematics of diffraction
theory.
It is well known in wave theory that the field values inside a volume enclosed by a
bounding surface are determined by the values of the field and / or its normal derivative on
this bounding surface. The solution is expressed in terms of the Green’s function of the
problem, as in

c (P ) 5

S41π DEEHc SGn D 2 GSncDJ dS

(25)

S

where G is the Green’s function of the problem. The integral is over the arbitrary closed
surface S. The symbol ( / n ) stands for the normal derivative with the normal pointing
into the volume enclosed by the surface.1 A convenient Green’s function is the expanding
spherical wave, exp (iks ) / s from the point of observation P. The closed surface for the
diffraction problem is made up of the aperture plane and a large partial sphere centered at
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FIGURE 16 The closed surface for the diffraction problem. It is made up of the aperture plane and
1
a large partial sphere centered at the point of observation P. (From Born and Wolf. )

the point of observation P , as shown in Fig. 16. This is the starting point of Kirchhoff
theory. It requires specifying the field values and its normal derivative on the bounding
surface to obtain the field c (P ) at P in the volume enclosed by the surface. It is possible to
show that the contribution of the surface integral from the partial sphere is zero. Kirchhoff
assumed that the field and its normal derivative are zero on the opaque portion of the
aperture plane. On the open areas of the aperture plane he assumed the values to be the
same as (unperturbed) incident values. If the incident field is an expanding spherical wave
(a / r ) exp (ikr ) , then the field c (P ) is given by

c (P ) 5 2

H2ial Fexp r(ikr)GFexp s(iks)G[cos (n, r) 2 cos (n, s)] dS

(26)

A

The area integral is over the open areas A of the aperture. As shown in Fig. 16, (n , s ) and
(n , r ) are the angles made by s and r , respectively, with the normal to the aperture plane.
The above equation is referred to as the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula.
From a strictly mathematical point of view the specification of field and its normal
derivative is overspecifying the boundary conditions. It is possible to modify the Green
function so that either the field c or its normal derivative c / n needs to be specified.
With this modification one obtains

c (P ) 5 2

ia
l

A

Fexp r(ikr)GFexp s(iks)G cos (n, s) dS

(27)

This is referred to as the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula. Other than mathematical consistency, both formulas yield essentially similar results when applied to practical
optical situations. They both use the approximate boundary conditions, namely, that the
field is undisturbed in the open areas of the aperture and zero on the opaque regions of
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the aperture plane. The cosine factors in the above formulas play the role of the obliquity
factor of the Huygens wave used in Section 3.4 Eq. (8).
More generally the field (for a single temporal frequency) at the point of observation P ,
x , y , z may be expressed by11

c (x , y , z ) 5

EE c (x , y , 0)F2iπ rz (1 2 ikr ) expr(ikr )G dx dy
s

s

2

s

s

(28)

A

where c (xs , ys , 0) are the field values in the aperture A , at z 5 0. The expression in the
square brackets is the normal derivative of the modified Green function. In this expression
r 5 [(x 2 xs )2 1 ( y 2 ys )2 1 z 2]1/2 , the distance between a point in the aperture and the point
of observation P , and the ratio z / r is the direction cosine of the difference vector. In the
far zone where kr  1 , Eq. (28) reduces to Eq. (27) for the case of a spherical wave
illumination. Since the expression in the square brackets depends on the coordinate
difference, (x 2 xs ) and ( y 2 ys ) , Eq. (28) has the form of a convolution integral. It is well
known that the convolution integral has a corresponding product relationship in the
Fourier-spatial-frequency domain. The two-dimensional Fourier decomposition of the field
c is

c (x , y , z ) 5

EE cˆ ( p /l , q /l , z) exp [1i2π ( px 1 qy)/l] d( p /l) d(q /l)

(29)

where p and q are the two-direction cosines. The third-direction cosine m is defined by
m 5 1(1 2 p 2 2 q 2)1/2 , for p 2 1 q 2 # 1
and

m 5 1i ( p 2 1 q 2 2 1)1/2 , for p 2 1 q 2 . 1

(30)

A similar decomposition as in Eq. (29) is used for the field in the aperture at z 5 0 ,
wherein the finite area of the aperture is included in the description of the incident field.
With the help of Weyl’s plane-wave decomposition of a spherical wave,
exp (ikr ) i
5
r
l

EE m1 exp (ikmz) exp Fi2lπ ( px 1 qy)G dp dq

(31)

the Fourier transform of the expression in square brackets in Eq. (28) can be found.11 The
product relationship in the Fourier domain has the form
ˆ ( p /l , q /l , z) 5 c
ˆ ( p / l , q / l , 0) exp (ikmz )
c

(32)

The inverse Fourier transform yields the disturbance in x , y , z space at point P. At z 5 0 it
reproduces the assumed boundary conditions, a property not shared by the FresnelKirchhoff formula.
A plane-wave decomposition describes a function in (x , y , z ) space in terms of the
weighted sum of plane waves, each propagating in a direction given by the direction
cosines ( p , q , m ). Equation (32) may be referred to as the angular spectrum formulation of
diffraction. For application of this formulation see Chap. 4, Coherence Theory by W. H.
Carter.
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Fresnel and Fraunhofer Approximations
In practical optical situations diffraction is mainly studied in the forward direction, that is,
for small angles from the direction of propagation of the incident field. Furthermore, the
distances involved are much larger than the wavelength l , r  l . In this situation the
distance r of Eq. (28) may be approximated by the low-order terms in the binomial
expansion of the square root,

r 5 [(x 2 xs )2 1 ( y 2 ys )2 1 z 2]1/2
. r2

xxs 1 yys x 2s 1 y 2s
1
r
2r

(33)

where r is the radial distance of the observation point P , r 5 4x 2 1 y 2 1 z 2 . When the terms
quadratic in the aperture variables are retained, namely, (x 2s 1 y 2s ) , we have a description of
Fresnel diffraction. Let d be the maximum dimension of the aperture. If the plane of
observation is moved to distance z  d 2 / l the quadratic terms are negligible and Eq. (28)
is approximated by

c (x , y , z ) 5 2

i
exp (ikr )
lr

F

c (xs , ys , 0) exp 2
A

G

ik (xxs 1 yys )
dxs dys
r

(34)

This is the formula for Fraunhofer diffraction.

Fraunhofer Diffraction
Far enough away from the aperture, z  d 2 / l , Fraunhofer-type diffraction is found. Eq.
(34) shows that it has the form of a Fourier transform of the light distribution in the
aperture. For more general conditions on the distance and angles to obtain Fraunhofer
diffraction, see Born and Wolf,1 sec. 8.3.3. Thus, instead of moving the observation plane
to the far field, parallel light incident on the aperture can be brought to a focus by a
converging lens as in Fig. 17, thus producing a Fraunhofer pattern of the aperture in the
focal plane.

P

M

S
H
L1

P0
θ

Σ

N
L2

FIGURE 17 Arrangement to observe a Fraunhofer diffraction by a slit aperture.
7
(After Rossi. )
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S'

L
A
FIGURE 18 Fraunhofer diffraction of an aperture A , with a converging
spherical wave. S : point source. L: converging lens. S 9: image.

In an imaging situation (see Fig. 18), a diverging spherical wave is brought to a focus in
the image plane. This is also an example of Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the light
distribution in the aperture A by a converging spherical wave. To realize Fraunhofer
diffraction, a similar situation is obtained when a narrow diffracting aperture is held next to
the eye when it is focused on a distant point source. The diffraction pattern is observed in
the plane of the source.
An optical processing setup is shown in Fig. 19 where collimated or parallel light is
incident normally on plane 1. In this arrangement an inverted image of plane 1 is formed
in plane 3 (see Chap. 1). The imaging process may be thought of as a Fourier transform
(Fraunhofer diffraction) of the light distribution in plane 1 onto plane 2, followed by
another Fourier transform of the light distribution in plane 2 onto plane 3.
Recall our earlier discussion in relation to Eqs. (33) and (34). When the quadratic phase
factor, exp [1iπ (x 2s 1 y 2s ) / l r ] , may be approximated by unity, we are in the domain of
Fraunhofer diffraction. From the point of view of Fresnel zone construction, the far-field
condition, z  d 2 / l , means that for these distances z the first Fresnel zone overfills the
aperture. The entire aperture contributes to the disturbance at any point in the Fraunhofer
pattern. In Fresnel diffraction only relatively small portions of the aperture contribute to
any one point in the pattern.
In this context the term Fresnel number is frequently used. It is defined in terms of the
product of two ratios. The radius r of the aperture to the wavelength l times the radius of
the aperture to the distance b measured from the aperture to the plane of observation:
r r 1 d2
Fresnel number ; N 5 ? 5
l b 4b l

(35)

Thus, Fresnel number can also be expressed as the ratio of the far-field distance, d 2 / l , to

f
(1)

f
L

f
(2)

f
L

(3)

FIGURE 19 Optical processing arrangement. Collimated or parallel light is incident
normally on plane 1. The system images plane 1 onto plane 3 with a Fourier transform in
plane 2.
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the distance, b , from the aperture. With the definition of the Fresnel zones Section 3.4,
these ratios indicate that the Fresnel number equals the number of Fresnel zones that may
be drawn within the aperture from a point P at a distance b from the aperture.
Thus, well within the Fresnel region, b Ô d 2 / l , where the Fresnel number is (high)
large. There are many zones in the aperture. As seen in Figs. 7 and 13, very little light falls
within the geometrical shadow region; most of the light is in the confines of the aperture
boundary dictated by geometrical optics. In the study of cavity resonators12,13 and modes it
is found that diffraction losses are small for large Fresnel numbers, N  1. In the
Fraunhofer region b . d 2 / l , N , 1 where the first Fresnel zone overfills the aperture as
pointed out before—well into the Fraunhofer region N Ô 1.
In Figs. 20 and 21 the theoretical plots of Fraunhofer patterns of a rectangular aperture
and a circular aperture, respectively, are shown. In the rectangular case the central
maximum has equally spaced zeros on either side, while in the circular case the central
maximum is surrounded by unequally spaced concentric dark rings. In both cases the
central maximum occurs at the geometrical image of the point source that produced
parallel light illumination on the aperture. The unitless variable x shown in the plots is
defined as follows. (1) In the case of rectangular aperture, x 5 2π ap / l , where 2a is the
width of the aperture in the xs direction. In the other dimension y 5 2π bq / l , and 2b is the
dimension in the ys direction. As before, p , q are the direction cosines of the vector joining
the center of the aperture to the point of observation. (2) In the case of circular aperture,
the unitless radial variable x 5 2π aw / l , where 2a is the diameter of the aperture in the
xs ,ys plane and w 5 4p 2 1 q 2 .

FIGURE 20 Rectangular aperture (in coordinates xs and ys ) and one section of the diffraction pattern.
Normalized irradiance y plotted against a unitless variable x as discussed in the text. (From Born and
1
Wolf. )
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FIGURE 21 A section of the diffraction pattern of
a circular aperture. The normalized irradiance y is
plotted against a unitless variable x in the plane of
observation as discussed in the text. (From Born and
1
Wolf. )

In the far field the size of the diffraction pattern is very large compared to the aperture
that produced it. In the focal plane of the lens, z 5 f and the size of the diffraction pattern
is much smaller than the aperture. In both cases the patterns are in a reciprocal width
relationship, i.e., if the aperture is narrow in the xs direction compared to ys , the pattern is
broader in the x direction compared to the y. A converging spherical lens illuminated by a
plane wave produces in the focal plane a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the amplitude
and phase of the aperture of a circular lens. When the lens has negligible phase errors, the
diffraction pattern has a bright disk in the center surrounded by concentric dark rings. This
is called an Airy disk and it plays an important role in the Rayleigh criterion of resolving
power. This topic is discussed in Chap. 1, ‘‘Geometric Optics,’’ by D. Goodman.
Fraunhofer Diffraction Pattern of a Double Slit
The diffraction pattern of two slits may be observed by using the optical arrangement of
Fig. 22. The center-to-center separation of the two slits is h. The off-axis point P is in the
direction θ from the axis as shown in the figure. The maxima and minima are determined
according to whether the path difference O1 H is an even or odd multiple of a half-wave.
Let I0 be the irradiance at the center of the single-slit diffraction pattern. The irradiance
distribution in the plane of observation À, is given by

Ssina aD (cos d )
2

I 5 4I0

2

(36)

where d 5 π h sin θ / l . The irradiance at the center of the double-slit pattern is 4I0 . The
second term, (sin a / a )2 , describes the diffraction pattern of a single slit of width 2a. Here
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FIGURE 22 Arrangement to observe the Fraunhofer diffraction of an aperture
consisting of two slits. S : point source. P : point of observation. O1 , O2: two slit
7
apertures with center-to-center separation h. (From Rossi. )

FIGURE 23 (a ) Plot of a single-slit diffraction
pattern D (a ); (b ) Plot of a two-slit interference
7
pattern; and (c ) their product I / I0 . (From Rossi. )
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FIGURE 24 Arrangement to observe the Fraunhofer diffraction of an aperture
7
consisting of N slits. S : slit source, P : point of observation. G : grating. (From Rossi. )

a 5 2π ap / l , where p 5 sin θ . The term (cos d )2 is the interference pattern of two slits.
These two patterns as well as their product are sketched in Fig. 23.
Diffraction Grating
In Fig. 24 an arrangement similar to Fig. 22 permits observation of the Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern of a grating, of N parallel and equidistant slits. The center-to-center
separation between neighboring slits is h. As in the two-slit case, the Fraunhofer pattern
consists of the diffraction due to one slit times the interference pattern of N slits. The
irradiance distribution in the plane of observation is given by

Ssina aD SNsinsinNgg D
2

I 5 N 2I0

2

(37)

where g 5 π h sin θ / l and N 2I0 is proportional to the irradiance at the center of the N -slit
pattern. The term (sin a / a )2 is the single-slit pattern as used with Eq. 36. In the case of
multiple slits each slit is very narrow; hence, this pattern is very broad, a characteristic of
Fraunhofer diffraction. The interference term (sin Ng / N sin g )2 shows prominent maxima
when both the numerator and denominator are simultaneously zero; this happens when
g 5 π h sin θ / l 5 mπ , where m is an integer. It leads to the grating equation, namely,
h sin θ 5 ml

(38)

There are several, (N 2 1) , subsidiary minima in between the principal maxima. This
happens when the numerator is zero but the denominator is not: g 5 mπ / N . For the case
of N 5 10 , these effects are sketched in Fig. 25, which shows the effect of the product of the
diffraction and interference terms.
In general, as N increases the subsidiary maxima become more nearly negligible, while
the principal maxima become narrower, being proportional to (1 / N ). The location of the
principal maxima other than the zeroth order (m 5 0) are proportional to the wavelength
l . The diffraction grating thus forms an important spectroscopic tool. Further discussion of
gratings is given in Chap. 5, by Zissis, in Vol. II of this Handbook.

3.7 VECTOR DIFFRACTION
The popularity of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula in the scalar case stems from
the fact that it is widely applicable and relatively easy to use. In the study of
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FIGURE 25 (a ) Plot of a single-slit diffraction pattern; (b ) partial plot of an N 5 10 slit
7
interference pattern; and (c ) their product (From Rossi. )
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FIGURE 26 Coordinate system and aperture geometry for vector
diffraction. a : angle of incidence. The E field is in the xz plane. k0: the wave
12
vector of the incident wave. and k: the diffracted field. (From Jackson. )

electromagnetic diffraction14,15 a similar formula can be obtained [see Eq. (9.156) in sec.
9.12 of Ref. 14] but has limited applicability because of the boundary conditions that must
be satisfied. These conditions are the ones related to perfectly conducting screens. They
are not adequately approximated at optical frequencies. The study with finite conductivity
makes for complicated mathematical procedures. From the point of view of instrumental
optics the applicability of the theory then is severely limited.
In the optical literature, periodic structures such as gratings (both shallow and deep
compared to the wavelength) have been studied.16,17 Boundary conditions are applied to
perfectly conducting grating profiles. The equation of the grating dictating the angular
positions of the diffraction orders such as Eq. (38) continues to apply; the amount of
power found in the different orders is significantly different in the vector theory compared
to the scalar theory.
Without going into the mathematical procedures and / or displaying involved formulas
we discuss a special case of interest discussed in detail by Jackson.14 We consider a plane
wave incident at an angle a on a thin, perfectly conducting screen with a circular hole of
radius a in the x -y plane. The polarization vector (E field) of the incident wave lies in the
x -z plane, which is taken to be the plane of incidence. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 26
where k0 stands for the wave vector of the incident wave and k is used for the diffracted
field.
The vector and scalar approximations are compared in Fig. 27. The angle of incidence is
equal to 458 and the aperture is one wavelength in diameter, ka 5 π . The angular
distribution is shown in Fig. 27 for two cases. Figure 27a shows the distribution of the
power per unit solid angle in the plane of incidence which contains the E field and Fig. 27b
the distribution for the plane perpendicular to it. Both vector and scalar theories contain
the Airy-disk-type distribution; the differences show in the angular distribution. For
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FIGURE 27 Fraunhofer diffraction pattern for a circular opening one wavelength in
diameter in a thin-plane conducting screen. The angle of incidence is 458. (a )
power-per-unit solid angle (radiant intensity) in the plane of incidence; and (b )
perpendicular to it. The solid (dotted) curve gives the vector (scalar) approximation in
12
each case. (From Jackson. )

normal incidence a 5 0 and ka  1 the polarization dependence is unimportant and the
diffraction is confined to very small angles in the forward direction (Airy-disk-type
distribution) as we found before in Fig. 21 under Fraunhofer diffraction.
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CHAPTER 4

COHERENCE THEORY
William H. Carter*
Nay al Research Laboratory
Washington , D.C.

4.1 GLOSSARY
I
k
p
t
U
u
Wv
x
G12(τ )
D,
Dτ
mv
f
v
Real ( )

intensity [use irradiance or field intensity]
radian wave number
unit propagation vector
time
field amplitude
Fourier transform of U
cross-spectral density function
spatial vector
mutual coherence function
coherence length
coherence time
complex degree of spatial coherence
phase
radian frequency
real part of ( )

4.2 INTRODUCTION
Classical Coherence Theory
All light sources produce fields that vary in time with highly complicated and irregular
waveforms. Because of diffraction, these waveforms are greatly modified as the fields
propagate. All light detectors measure the intensity time averaged over the waveform. This
measurement depends on the integration time of the detector and the waveform of the
light at the detector. Generally this waveform is not precisely known. Classical coherence
theory1–8 is a mathematical model which is very successful in describing the effects of this
unknown waveform on the observed measurement of time-averaged intensity. It is based
on the electromagnetic wave theory of light as formulated from Maxwell’s equations, and
uses statistical techniques to analyze the effects due to fluctuations in the waveform of the
field in both time and space.
* The author was a visiting scientist at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory while this
chapter was written. He is now Acting Program Director for Quantum Electronic Waves and Beams at the National
Science Foundation, 4201 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22230.
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Quantum Coherence Theory
Classical coherence theory can deal very well with almost all presently known optical
coherence phenomena; however, a few laboratory experiments require a much more
complicated mathematical model, quantum coherence theory9–11 to explain them. This
theory is not based on classical statistical theory, but is based on quantum
electrodynamics.12–14 While the mathematical model underlying classical coherence theory
uses simple calculus, quantum coherence theory uses the Hilbert space formulation of
abstract linear algebra, which is very awkward to apply to most engineering problems.
Fortunately, quantum coherence theory appears to be essential as a model only for certain
unusual (even though scientifically very interesting) phenomena such as squeezed light
states and photon antibunching. All observed naturally occuring phenomena outside of the
laboratory appear to be modeled properly by classical coherence theory or by an
approximate semiclassical quantum theory. This article will deal only with the simple
classical model.

4.3 SOME ELEMENTARY CLASSICAL CONCEPTS
Analytical Signal Representation
Solutions of the time-dependent, macroscopic Maxwell’s equations yield six scalar
components of the electric and the magnetic fields which are functions of both time and
position in space. As in conventional diffraction theory, it is much more convenient to treat
monochromatic fields than it is to deal with fields that have complicated time dependencies. Therefore, each of these scalar components is usually represented at some typical
point in space (given with respect to some arbitrary origin by the radius vector x 5 (x , y , z )
by a superposition of monochromatic real scalar components. Thus the field amplitude for
a typical monochromatic component of the field with radial frequency v is given by
Ur (x, v ) 5 U0(x) cos [f (x) 2 v t ]

(1)

where U0(x) is the field magnitude and f (x) is the phase. Trigonometric functions like that
in Eq. (1) are awkward to manipulate. This is very well known in electrical circuit theory.
Thus, just as in circuit theory, it is conventional to represent this field amplitude by a
‘‘phasor’’ defined by
U (x, v ) 5 U0(x)e if (x)
(2)
The purpose for using this complex field amplitude, just as in circuit theory, is to
eliminate the need for trigonometric identities when adding or multiplying field amplitudes. A time-dependent complex analytic signal (viz., Ref. 15, sec. 10.2) is usually defined
as the Fourier transform of this phasor, i.e.,

E U(x, v )e
`

u (x , t ) 5

2iv t

dv

(3)

0

The integration in Eq. (3) is only required from zero to infinity because the phasor is
defined with hermitian symmetry about the origin, i.e., U (2x, v ) 5 U *(x, v ). Therefore,
all of the information is contained within the domain from zero to infinity. To obtain the
actual field component from the analytical signal just take the real part of it. The Fourier
transform in Eq. (3) is well defined if the analytical signal represents a deterministic field.
However, if the light is partially coherent, then the analytic signal is usually taken to be a
stationary random process. In this case the Fourier inverse of Eq. (3) does not exist. It is
then possible to understand the spectral decomposition given by Eq. (3) only within the
theory of generalized functions (viz., see Ref. 16, the appendix on generalized functions,
and Ref. 17, pp. 25 – 30).
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Scalar Field Amplitude
Each monochromatic component of an arbitrary deterministic light field propagating
through a homogeneous, isotropic medium can always be represented using an angular
spectrum of plane waves for each of the six scalar components of the vector field. The six
angular spectra are coupled together by Maxwell’s equations so that only two are
independent.18–20 Any two of the six angular spectra can be used to define two scalar fields
from which the complete vector field can be determined. A polarized light field can be
represented in this way by only one scalar field.20,21 Thus it is often possible to represent
one polarized component of a vector electromagnetic field by a single scalar field. It has
also been found useful to represent completely unpolarized light by a single scalar field. In
more complicated cases, where the polarization properties of the light are important, a
vector theory is sometimes needed as discussed later under Explicit Vector
Representations.
Temporal Coherence and Coherence Time
Within a short enough period of time, the time dependence of any light field at a point in
space can be very closely approximated by a sine wave (Ref. 15, sec. 7.5.8). The length of
time for which this is a good approximation is usually called the coherence time Dτ . The
coherence time is simply related to the spectral bandwidth for any light wave by the
uncertainty principle, i.e.,
Dτ Dv $ 1
(4)
For a light wave which is also highly directional within some region of space (like a
beam) so that it propagates generally in some fixed direction (given by the unit vector p),
the field amplitude is given by
u (x, t ) 5 f (p ? x 2 ct ).

(5)

Such a traveling wave will be approximately sinusoidal (and hence coherent) over some
coherence length D, in the direction of p where from Eq. (4) we see that
D, 5 c Dτ < c / Dv

(6)

so that the coherence length varies inversely with bandwidth.
Spatial Coherence and Coherence Area
The time-dependent waveform for any light field is approximately the same at any point
within a sufficiently small volume of space called the coherence y olume. The projection of
this volume onto a surface is termed a coherence area. If we have a field that, within some
region, is roughly directional so that its field amplitude is given by Eq. (5), then the
coherence length gives the dimension of the coherence volume in the direction of
propagation p, and the coherence area gives the dimensions of the coherence volume
normal to this direction.
Measurements of Coherence
Coherence is usually measured by some form of interferometer that takes light from two
test points in a light field, x1 and x2, and then allows them to interfere after introducing a
time advance τ in the light from x1 relative to that from x2. If the field intensity of the
interference pattern is measured as a function of τ , then in general it has the form (see
Ref. 15, sec. 10.3.1)
I (τ ) 5 I (x1) 1 I (x2) 1 2 Real (G12(τ ))

(7)
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where I (x1) is the intensity at the i th test point, and G12(τ ) is the mutual coherence function
which measures the τ advanced correlation between the waveforms at the two test points
(as subsequently defined under ‘‘Mutual Coherence Function’’). There are many interferometers which have been developed to measure G12(τ ) in this way. One of the earliest
techniques was developed by Thompson and Wolf.22 They used a diffractometer to
measure the coherence over a surface normal to the direction of propagation for a
collimated beam from a partially coherent source. More recently, Carter23 used an
interferometer made from a grating and a microscope to similarly measure the coherence
of a beam transverse to the direction of propagation.

4.4 DEFINITIONS OF COHERENCE FUNCTIONS
Mutual Coherence Function
In an older form of coherence theory1 the principal coherence function was the mutual
coherence function defined by24
1
T 5` 2T

G12(τ ) <

E

T

u (x1, t 1 τ )u *(x2, t ) dt

(8)

2T

where u (x, t ) represents the complex analytic time-dependent signal at some point x and
some time t as defined in Eq. (3). This definition was originally motivated by the fact that
the intensity, as actually measured, is precisely this time averaged function with x1 5 x2 and
τ 5 0 , and that this function is the most readily measured since it appears directly in Eq.
(7). Thus it was clearly possible to measure G12(τ ) over some input plane, propagate it to
an output plane,25 and then find the intensity over the output plane from G12(τ ). It was
assumed in this definition in Eq. (8) that u (x, t ) is stationary in time so that G12(τ ) is only a
function of τ and not of t. In most of the older literature, sharp brackets were usually used
to represent this time average rather than an ensemble average (see Ref. 15, sec. 10.3.1).
In the early 1960s it was found to be much more convenient to treat u (x, t ) as an ergodic,
stationary random process so that Eq. (8) could be replaced by
G12(τ ) 5 ku (x1, t 1 τ )u *(x2, t )l

(9)

where (everywhere in this article) the sharp brackets denote an ensemble average. After
the change to ensemble averages the cross-spectral density function (to be defined shortly)
became the most used correlation function in the coherence literature, because of the
simpler and more general rules for its propagation (as discussed later under ‘‘Two
Representations’’).
Complex Degree of Coherence
To obtain a function that depends only on the coherence properties of a light field it is
often useful to normalize the mutual coherence function in the manner of

g 12(τ ) 5

ku (x1, t 1 τ )u *(x2, t )l
4ku (x1, t )u *(x1, t )lku (x2, t )u *(x2, t )l

(10)

This is called the complex degree of coherence. It is a properly normalized correlation
coefficient, so that g 11(0) 5 g 22(0) 5 1. This indicates that the field at a point in space must
always be perfectly coherent with itself. All other values of g 12(τ ) are generally complex
with an amplitude less than one. This indicates that the fields at two different points, or at
the same point after a time delay τ , are generally less than perfectly coherent with each
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other. The magnitude of the complete degree of spatial coherence (from zero to one) is a
measure of the mutual coherence between the fields at the two test points and after a time
delay τ .
Cross-Spectral Density Function
Just as in classical diffraction theory, it is much easier to propagate monochromatic light
than light with a complicated time waveform. Thus the most frequently used coherence
function is the cross-spectral density function, Wv (x1, x2), which is the ensemble-averaged
correlation function between a typical monochromatic component of the field at some
point x1 with the complex conjugate of the same component of the field at some other
point x2. It may be defined by

d (v 2 v 9)Wv (x1, x2) 5 kU (x1, v )U *(x2, v 9)l

(11)

The amplitude U (x, v ) for a field of arbitrary coherence is taken to be random variable.
Thus U (x, v ) represents an ensemble of all of the possible fields, each of which is
represented by a complex phasor amplitude like that defined in Eq. (2). The sharp
brackets denote an ensemble average over all of these possible fields weighted by the
probability for each of them to occur. The correlation functions defined by Eqs. (11) and
(9) are related by the Fourier transform pairs

E W (x , x )e
`

G12(τ ) 5

2iv τ

1

v

2

dv

(12)

0

and
Wv (x1, x2) 5

1
2π

E

`

G12(τ )e iv τ dτ

(13)

2`

which is easily shown, formally, by substitution from Eq. (3) into (9) and then using (11).
These relations represent a form of the generalized Wiener-Khintchine theorem (see Ref.
26, pp. 107 – 108).
Complex Degree of Spectral Coherence
Because the cross-spectral density function contains information about both the intensity
(see ‘‘Intensity,’’ which follows shortly) and the coherence of the field, it is useful to define
another coherence function which describes the coherence properties only. This is the
complex degree of spectral coherence (not to be confused with the complex degree of
spatial coherence, which is a totally different function), which is usually defined by27

m v (x1, x2) 5

Wv (x1, x2)
4Wv (x1, x1)Wv (x2, x2)

(14)

It is easy to show that this function is a properly normalized correlation coefficient which is
always equal to unity if the field points are brought together, and is always less than or
equal to unity as they are separated. If the magnitude of m v (x1, x2) is unity, it indicates that
the monochromatic field component with radial frequency v is perfectly coherent between
the two points x1 and x2. If the magnitude of this function is less than unity it indicates
less-than-perfect coherence. If the magnitude is zero it indicates complete incoherence
between the field amplitudes at the two test points. For most partially coherent fields the
cross-spectral density function has significantly large values only for point separations
which keep the two field points within the same coherence volume. This function depends
only on the positions of the points and the single radial frequency that the field
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components at the two points share. Field components of different frequency are always
uncorrelated (and therefore incoherent), even at the same point.
Spectrum and Normalized Spectrum
Recently, the changes in the spectrum of light due to propagation have been studied using
coherence theory. It is therefore useful to define the spectrum of light as just the
monochromatic intensity (which is just the trace of the cross-spectral density function) as a
function of omega, and the spectrum of a primary source as a very similar function, i.e.,
SU (x, v ) 5 kUv (x)U v*(x)l 5 WU (x, x)
(15)
SQ (x, v ) 5 kr v (x)r *v(x)l 5 WQ (x, x)
where the subscript Q indicates that this is a primary source spectrum, and the subscript U
indicates that this is a field spectrum. The spectrum for the primary source is a function of
the phasor r v (x) which represents the currents and charges in this source as discussed
under ‘‘Primary Sources’’ in the next section. It is also useful to normalize these spectra in
the manner
SA(x, v )
sA(x, v ) 5 `
(16)
SA(x, v ) dv

E

0

where the subscript A can indicate either U or Q , and the normalized spectrum has the
property

E s (x, v ) dv 5 1
`

A

(17)

0

so that it is independent of the total intensity.

Angular Correlation Function
A new coherence function, introduced for use with the angular spectrum expansion of a
monochromatic component of the field,28 is the angular correlation function defined by

! v (p1, p2) 5 kAv (p1), A*v(p2)l

(18)

where Av (pi ) is the angular spectrum which gives the complex amplitude of the plane wave
component of the field which propagates in the direction given by the unit vector pi . This is
related to the cross-spectral density function over the z 5 0 plane by the equation

! (p1, p2) 5

1
l4

EEEE
`

`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

2`

9, x29)e 2ik (p1?x912p2?x29 ) d 2x91 d 2x92
W (0)
v (x1

(19)

This is the four-dimensional Fourier transform of the cross-spectral density function over
the z 5 0 plane. It represents a correlation function between the complex amplitudes of
two plane wave components of the field propagating in the directions given by the unit
vectors p1 and p2, respectively. It can be used to calculate the cross-spectral density
function (as described later under ‘‘Angular Spectrum Representation’’) between any pair
of points away from the z 5 0 plane, assuming that the field propagates in a source-free
homogeneous medium. In this article we will use single-primed vectors, as in Eq. (19), to
represent radius vectors from the origin to points within the z 5 0 plane, i.e., x9 5
(x 9 , y 9 , 0) , as shown in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1 Illustrating the coordinate system and
notation used for planar sources in the z 5 0 plane.

All other vectors, such as x or x0, are to be taken as three-dimensional vectors.
Generally s and p are three-dimensional unit vectors indicating directions from the origin,
a superscript (0) on a function indicates that it is the boundary condition for that function
over the z 5 0 plane, and a superscript ( ` ) on a function indicates that it is the asymptotic
value for that function on a sphere of constant radius R from the origin as R 5 ` .
Intensity
The intensity is usually considered to be the observable quantity in coherence theory.
Originally it was defined to be the trace of the mutual coherence function as defined by
Eq. (8), i.e.,
1 T
n
I (x1) 5 G11(0) <
(20)
u (x1, t )u *(x1, t ) dt
T 5` 2T 2T

E

which is always real. Thus it is the time-averaged square magnitude of the analytic signal.
This represents the measurement obtained by the electromagnetic power detectors always
used to detect light fields. Since the change to ensemble averages in coherence theory, it is
almost always assumed that the analytic signal is an ergodic random process so that the
intensity can be obtained from the equation
n

I (x1) 5 G11(0) 5 ku (x1, t )u *(x1, t )l

(21)

where the sharp brackets indicate an ensemble average. Usually, in most recent
coherence-theory papers, the intensity calculated is actually the spectrum, which is
equivalent to the intensity of a single monochromatic component of the field which is
defined as the trace of the cross-spectral density function as given by
n

Iv (x1) 5 Wv (x1, x1) 5 kU (x1, v )U *(x1, v )l

(22)

Since different monochromatic components of the field are mutually incoherent and cannot
interfere, we can always calculate the intensity of the total field as the sum over the
intensities of its monochromatic components in the manner

E I (x ) dv
`

n

I (x1) 5

v

1

(23)

0

Since in most papers on coherence theory the subscript omega is usually dropped, the
reader should be careful to observe whether or not the intensity calculated is for a
monochromatic component of the field only. If it is, the total measurable intensity can be
obtained simply by summing over all omega, as indicated in Eq. (23).
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Radiant Emittance
In classical radiometry the radiant emittance is defined to be the power radiated into the far
field by a planar source per unit area. A wave function with some of the properties of
radiant emittance has been defined by Marchand and Wolf using coherence theory (see
Ref. 29, eq. (32), and Ref. 30). However, because of interference effects, the far-field
energy cannot be subdivided into components that can be traced back to the area of the
source that produced them. The result is that the radiant emittance defined by Marchand
and Wolf is not nonnegative definite (as it is in classical radiometry) except for the special
case of a completely incoherent source. Since, as discussed in the next section under
‘‘Perfectly Incoherent Source,’’ perfectly incoherent sources exist only as a limiting case,
radiant emittance has not been found to be a very useful concept in coherence theory.

Radiant Intensity
In classical radiometry the radiant intensity is defined to be the power radiated from a
planar source into a unit solid angle with respect to an origin at the center of the surface.
This can be interpreted in coherence theory as the field intensity over a portion of a
surface in the far field of the source, in some direction given by the unit vector s, which
subtends a unit solid angle from the source. Thus the radiant intensity for a monochromatic component of the field can be defined in coherence theory as
Jv (s) < W (v`)(R s, R s)R 2

(24)

R 5`

To obtain the total radiant intensity we need only sum this function over all omega.

Radiance
In classical coherence theory the radiance function is the power radiated from a unit area
on a planar source into a unit solid angle with respect to an origin at the center of the
source. In the geometrical optics model, from which this concept originally came, it is
consistent to talk about particles of light leaving an area at a specified point on a surface to
travel in some specified direction. However, in a wave theory, wave position and wave
direction are Fourier conjugate variables. We can have a configuration space wave function
(position) or a momentum space wave function (direction), but not a wave function that
depends independently on both position and direction. Thus the behavior of a wave does
not necessarily conform to a model which utilizes a radiance function.31 Most naturally
occurring sources are quasi-homogeneous (discussed later). For such sources, a radiance
function for a typical monochromatic component of the field can be defined as the Wigner
distribution function32–35 of the cross-spectral density function over the z 5 0 plane, which
is given by
9 , s) 5
Bv (x1

cos θ
l2

EE
`

`

2`

2`

9
9 1 x2
9 / 2, x1
9 2 x2
9 / 2)e 2ik s?x92 d 2x2
W (0)
v (x1

(25)

where θ is the angle that the unit vector s makes with the 1z axis. For quasi-homogeneous
9 into the far field
fields this can be associated with the energy radiated from some point x1
in the direction s. Such a definition for radiance also works approximately for some other
light fields, but for light which does not come from a quasi-homogeneous source, no such
definition is either completely equivalent to a classical radiance function31 or unique as an
approximation to it. Much progress has been made toward representing a more general
class of fields using a radiance function.36 In general, waves do not have radiance functions.
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Higher-Order Coherence Functions
In general, the statistical properties of a random variable are uniquely defined by the
probability density function which can be expanded into a series which contains correlation
functions of all orders. Thus, in general, all orders of correlation functions are necessary to
completely define the statistical properties of the field. In classical coherence theory we
usually assume that the partially coherent fields arise from many independent sources so
that, by the central limit theorem of statistics, the probability distribution function for the
real and imaginary components of the phasor field amplitude are zero-mean gaussian
random variables (See Ref. 8, sec. 2.72e ). Thus, from the gaussian moment theorem, the
field correlation functions of any order can be calculated from the second-order correlation
functions, for example,
kU (x1, v )U *(x1, v )U (x2, v )U *(x2, v )l 5 Iv (x1)Iv (x2) 1 uWv (x1, x2)u2

(26)

Thus, for gaussian fields, the second-order correlation functions used in coherence theory
completely define the statistical properties of the field. Some experiments, such as those
involving intensity interferometry, actually measure fourth- or higher-order correlation
functions.37

4.5 MODEL SOURCES
Primary Sources
In coherence theory it is useful to talk about primary and secondary sources. A primary
source distribution is the usual source represented by the actual charge and current
distribution which give rise to the field. For propagation from a primary source through a
source-free media, the field amplitude is defined by the inhomogeneous Helmholtz
equation [see Ref. 38, eq. (6.57)], i.e.,

S= 1 vc DU (x) 5 24πr (x)
2

2

v

2

v

(27)

where r v (x) represents the charge-current distribution in the usual manner. A solution to
this wave equation gives
WU (x1, x2) 5

EEEEEE
`

`

`

`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

2`

2`

2`

WQ (x01, x02)K (x1, x01)K *(x2, x02) d 3x10 d 3x20

(28)

for the cross-spectral density function, where k 5 v / c 5 2π / l
K (x, x0) 5

e ik ux2x0u
ux 2 x0u

(29)

is the free-space propagator for a primary source, WU (x1, x2) is the cross-spectral density
function for the fields (with suppressed v -dependence), as defined by Eq. (11), and
WQ (x10, x20) 5 kr v (x10)r *v(x20)l

(30)

is the cross-spectral density function for the source. This three-dimensional primary source
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can be easily reduced to a two-dimensional source over the z 5 0 plane by simply defining
the charge current distribution to be

r v (x) 5 r v9 (x , y )d (z )

(31)

where d (z ) is the Dirac delta function.

Secondary Sources
Often, however, it is more convenient to consider a field which arises from sources outside
of the region in space in which the fields are of interest. Then it is sometime useful to work
with boundary conditions for the field amplitude over some surface bounding the region of
interest. In many coherence problems these boundary conditions are called a planar
secondary source even though they are actually treated as boundary conditions. For
example, most conventional diffraction equations assume the boundary condition over the
z 5 0 plane is known and use it to calculate the fields in the z . 0 half-space. Then the field
obeys the homogeneous Helmholtz equation [See Ref. 38, eq. (7.8)], i.e.,

S= 1 vc DU (x) 5 0
2

2

2

v

(32)

which has the solution
Wv (x1, x2) 5

EEEE
`

`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

2`

2
2
W (0)
v (x9
1, x29)h (x1, x19)h *(x2, x29) d x19 d x92

(33)

where W (0)
1, x29) is the boundary condition for the cross-spectral density function of the
v (x9
fields over the z 5 0 plane (as shown in Fig. 1), Wv (x1, x2) is the cross-spectral density
function anywhere in the z . 0 half-space, and
h (x, x9) 5

21 d e ik ux2x9u
2π dz ux 2 x9u

(34)

is the free-space propagator for the field amplitude. This is a common example of a
secondary source over the z 5 0 plane.

Perfectly Coherent Source
The definition of a perfectly coherent source, within the theory of partial coherence, is
somewhat complicated. The light from an ideal monochromatic source is, of course, always
perfectly coherent. Such a field produces high-contrast interference patterns when its
intensity is detected by any suitable instrument. However, it is possible that light fields
exist that are not monochromatic but can also produce similar interference patterns and
therefore must be considered coherent. The ability of light fields to produce interference
patterns at a detector is measured most directly by the complex degree of coherence
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g 12(τ ) , defined by Eq. (10). If a field has a complex degree of coherence that has unit
magnitude for every value of τ and for every point pair throughout some domain D , then
light from all points in D will combine to produce high-contrast interference fringes.39 Such
a field is defined to be perfectly coherent within D. Mandel and Wolf 27 have shown that
the mutual coherence function for such a field factors within D in the manner
G12(τ ) 5 c (x1)c *(x2)e 2iv τ

(35)

We will take Eq. (35) to be the definition of a perfectly coherent field. Coherence is not as
easily defined in the space-frequency domain because it depends on the spectrum of the
light as well as on the complex degree of spectral coherence. For example, consider a field
for which every monochromatic component is characterized by a complex degree of
spectral coherence which has unit magnitude between all point pairs within some domain
D. Mandel and Wolf40 have shown that for such a field the cross-spectral density function
within D factors is
# (x10, v )U
# *(x20, v )
Wv (x10x20) 5 U
(36)
However, even if Eq. (36) holds for this field within D , the field may not be perfectly
coherent [as perfect coherence is defined by Eq. (35)] between all points within the
domain. In fact it can be completely incoherent between some points within D.41 A
secondary source covering the z 5 0 plane with a cross-spectral density function over that
plane which factors as given by Eq. (36) will produce a field in the z . 0 half-space (filled
with free space or a homogeneous, isotopic dielectric) which has a cross-spectral density
function that factors in the same manner everywhere in the half-space. This can be easily
shown by substitution from Eq. (36) into Eq. (28), using Eq. (29). But, even if this is true
for every monochromatic component of the field, Eq. (35) may not hold within the
half-space for every point pair, so we cannot say that the field is perfectly coherent there.
Perfectly coherent light sources never actually occur, but sometimes the light from a laser
can behave approximately in this way over some coherence volume which is usefully large.
Radio waves often behave in this manner over very large coherence volumes.

Quasi-Monochromatic Source
In many problems it is more useful not to assume that a field is strictly monochromatic but
instead to assume that it is only quasi-monochromatic so that the time-dependent field
amplitude can be approximated by
u (x, t ) 5 u 0(x, t )e 2iv t

(37)

where u 0(x, t ) is a random process which varies much more slowly in time than e 2iv t. Then
the mutual coherence function and the complex degree of spatial coherence can be usefully
approximated by (see Ref. 15, sec. 10.4.1)
G12(τ ) 5 G12(0)e 2iv τ

g 12(τ ) 5 g 12(0)e 2iv τ

(38)

within coherence times much less than the reciprocal bandwidth of the field, i.e.,
Dτ Ô 1 / Dv . In the pre-1960 coherence literature, G12(0) was called the mutual intensity .
Monochromatic diffraction theory was then used to define the propagation properties of
this monochromatic function. It was used instead of the cross-spectral density function to
formulate the theory for the propagation of a partially coherent quasi-monochromatic
field. While this earlier form of the theory was limited by the quasi-monochromatic
approximation and was therefore not appropriate for very wideband light, the newer
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formulation (in terms of the cross-spectral density function) makes no assumptions about
the spectrum of the light and can be applied generally. The quasi-monochromatic
approximation is still very useful when dealing with radiation of very high coherence.42

Schell Model Source
Other, more general, source models have been developed. The most general of these is the
Schell model source (see Ref. 43, sec. 7.5, and Ref. 44), for which we only assume that the
complex degree of spectral coherence for either a primary or secondary source is
stationary in space, so that from Eq. (14) we have
WA(x1, x2) 5 m A(x1 2 x2)4WA(x1, x1)WA(x2, x2)

(39)

where the subscript A stands for U in the case of a Schell model secondary source and Q in
the case of a Schell model primary source. The Schell model does not assume low
coherence and, therefore, can be applied to spatially stationary light fields of any state of
coherence. The Schell model of the form shown in Eq. (39) has been used to represent
both three-dimensional primary sources45,46 and two-dimensional secondary sources.43,47,48

Quasi-Homogeneous Source
If the intensity of a Schell model source is essentially constant over any coherence area,
then Eq. (39) may be approximated by
WA(x1, x2) 5 m A(x1 2 x2)IA[(x1 1 x1) / 2]

(40)

where the subscript A can be either U , for the case of a quasi-homogeneous secondary
source or Q , for the case of a quasi-homogeneous primary source. This equation is very
useful in coherence theory because of the important exact mathematical identity.49
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where
9 5 (x19 1 x29) / 2
x1

9 5 x19 2 x29
x2

and
p1 5 (p1 1 p2) / 2

p2 5 p1 2 p2

which allows the four-dimensional Fourier transforms that occur in propagating the
correlation functions for secondary sources [for example, Eqs. (49) or (54)] to be factored
into a product of two-dimensional Fourier transforms. An equivalent identity also holds
for the six-dimensional Fourier transform of the cross-spectral density function for a
primary source, reducing it to the product of two three-dimensional Fourier transforms.
This is equally useful in dealing with propagation from primary sources [for example, Eq.
(53)]. This model is very good for representing two-dimensional secondary sources with
sufficiently low coherence that the intensity does not vary over the coherence area on the
input plane.49,50 It has also been applied to primary three-dimensional sources.45,46 to
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primary and secondary two-dimensional sources,51,52 and to three-dimensional scattering
potentials.53,54

Perfectly Incoherent Source
If the coherence volume of a field becomes much smaller than any other dimensions of
interest in the problem, then the field is said to be incoherent. It is believed that no field
can be incoherent over dimensions smaller than the order of a light wavelength. An
incoherent field can be taken as a special case of a quasi-homogeneous field for which the
complex degree of spectral coherence is approximated by a Dirac delta function, i.e.,
WA(x1, x2) 5 I (x1)d 2(x1 2 x2)
(42)
WQ (x1, x2) 5 I (x1)d 3(x1 2 x2)
where the two-dimensional Dirac delta function is used for any two-dimensional source
and a three-dimensional Dirac delta function is used only for a three-dimensional primary
source. Even though this approximation is widely used, it is not a good representation for
the thermal sources that predominate in nature. For example, the radiant intensity from a
planar, incoherent source is not in agreement with Lambert’s law. For thermal sources the
following model is much better.

Thermal (Lambertian) Source
For a planar, quasi-homogeneous source to have a radiant intensity in agreement with
Lambert’s law it is necessary for the complex degree of spectral coherence to have the
form
sin (k ux1 2 x2u)
m A(x1 2 x2) 5
(43)
k ux1 2 x2u
to which arbitrary spatial frequency components with periods less than a wavelength can
be added since they do not affect the far field.55 It can also be shown that, under frequently
obtained conditions, blackbody radiation has such a complex degree of spectral
coherence.56 It is believed that most naturally occurring light can be modeled as
quasi-homogeneous with this correlation function.

4.6 PROPAGATION

Perfectly Coherent Light
Perfectly coherent light propagates according to conventional diffraction theory. By
substitution from Eq. (36) into Eq. (33) using Eq. (34) we obtain
Uv (x) 5

1
2π

EE
`

2`

`

2`

U (0)
v (x9)

1 d e ik ux2x9u 2
d x9
2π dz 9 ux 2 x9u

(44)

which is just Rayleigh’s diffraction integral of the first kind. Perfectly coherent light does
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not lose coherence as it propagates through any medium which is time-independent. For
perfectly coherent light propagating in time-independent media, coherence theory is not
needed.

Hopkin’s Formula
In 1951 Hopkins57 published a formula for the complex degree of spatial coherence for the
field from a planar, secondary, incoherent, quasi-monochromatic source after propagating
through a linear optical system with spread function h (x, x9), i.e.,

g 12(0) 5

1
4I (x1)I (x2)

EE
`

`

2`

2`

2
I (0)
1)h (x1 2 x19)h *(x2 2 x19) d x19
v (x9

(45)

where I (0)
v (x9) is the intensity over the source plane. This formula can be greatly
generalized to give the complex degree of spectral coherence for the field from any planar,
quasi-homogeneous, secondary source58 after transmission through this linear optical
system, i.e.,
`
`
1
m 12(x1, x2) 5
I (0)(x9)h (x1, x9)h *(x2, x9) d 2x9
(46)
4I (x1)I (x2) 2` 2` v

EE

provided that the spread function h (x, x9) can be assumed to be constant in its x9
dependence over any coherence area in the source plane.

van Cittert – Zernike Theorem
Hopkins’ formula can be specialized for free-space propagation to calculate the far-field
coherence properties of planar, secondary, quasi-homogeneous sources of low coherence.
In 1934 van Cittert59 and, later, Zernike60 derived a formula equivalent to

m v (x1, x2) 5

4I (x )I (x ) E E
`

1

1

2

`

2`

I (0)
v (x9)

2`

e ik [ux12x9u2ux22x9u] 2
d x9
ux1 2 x9u ux2 2 x9u

(47)

for the complex degree of spectral coherence between any pair of points in the field
radiated from an incoherent planar source, assuming that the points are not within a few
wavelengths of the source. We can obtain Eq. (47) by substitution from Eq. (34) into Eq.
(46) and then approximating the propagator in a standard manner [see Ref. 61, eq. (7)].
Assume next, that the source area is contained within a circle of radius a about the origin
in the source plane as shown in Fig. 4. Then, if the field points are both located on a sphere
of radius R , which is outside of the Rayleigh range of the origin (i.e., ux1u 5 ux2u 5 R  ka 2) ,
we can apply the Fraunhofer approximation to Eq. (47) to obtain

m 12(x1, x2) 5

1
4I (x1)I (x2)

EE
`

`

2`

2`

ik x9?(x12x2)/R 2
I (0)
d x9
v (x9)e

(48)

This formula is very important in coherence theory. It shows that the complex degree of
spectral coherence from any planar, incoherent source with an intensity distribution I (0)
v (x9)
has the same dependence on (x1 2 x2), over a sphere of radius R in the far field, as the
diffraction pattern from a closely related perfectly coherent planar source with a real
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amplitude distribution proportional to I (0)
v (x9) (see Ref. 15, sec. 10.4.2a ) . Equation (48) can
also be applied to a planar, quasi-homogeneous source49 that is not necessarily incoherent,
as will be shown later under ‘‘Reciprocity Theorem.’’

Angular Spectrum Representation
Much more general equations for propagation of the cross-spectral density function can be
obtained. Equation (33) is one such expression. Another can be found if we expand the
fields in a source-free region of space into an angular spectrum of plane waves. Then we
find that the cross-spectral density function over any plane can be calculated from the same
function over a parallel plane using a linear systems approach. For an example, consider
the two planes illustrated in Fig. 2.
We assume that the cross-spectral density function is known over the z 5 0 plane in the
figure, and we wish to calculate this function over the z 5 d plane. To do this we first take
the Fourier transform of the cross-spectral density function over the z 5 0 plane according
to Eq. (19)

!in(p1, p2) 5

1
l4

EEEE
`

`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

2`

2ik (p1?x912p2?x29 ) 2
W (0)
d x91 d 2x92
v (x9
1, x29)e

(49)

to obtain the angular correlation function in which all of the phase differences between the
plane wave amplitudes are given relative to the point at the origin. Second, we shift the
phase reference from the origin to the point on the z axis in the output plane by
multiplying the angular correlation function by a transfer function, i.e.,

! out(p1, p2) 5 ! in(p1, p2) exp [ik (m1 2 m2)d ]

(50)

where d is the distance from the input to the output plane along the z axis (for back
propagation d will be negative) and mi is the third component of the unit vector
pi 5 ( pi , qi , mi ) , i 5 1 or 2, which is defined by
mi 5 41 2 p 2i 2 q 2i , if p 2i 1 q 2i # 1
5 i 4p 2i 1 q 2i 2 1 , if p 2i 1 q 2i . 1

FIGURE 2 Illustrating the coordinate system for propagation of the
cross-spectral density function using the angular spectrum of plane waves.

(51)
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and is the cosine of the angle that pi makes with the 1z axis for real mi . Finally, to obtain
the cross-spectral density function over the output plane, we simply take the Fourier
inverse of ! out(p1, p2), i.e.,
W (vd)(x1x2) 5

EEEE
`

`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

2`

! out(p1, p2)e ik (p1?x12p2?x2) d 2p1 d 2p2

(52)

where, in this equation only, we use xi to represent a two-dimensional radius vector from
the point (0, 0, d ) to a field point in the z 5 d plane, as shown in Fig. 2. This propagation
procedure is similar to the method usually used to propagate the field amplitude in Fourier
optics. In coherence theory, it is the cross-spectral density function for a field of any state
of coherence that is propagated between arbitrary parallel planes using the linear systems
procedure. The only condition for the validity of this procedure is that the volume between
the planes must either be empty space or a uniform dielectric medium.

Radiation Field
The cross-spectral density function far away from any source, which has finite size, can be
calculated using a particularly simple equation. Consider a primary, three-dimensional
source located within a sphere of radius a , as shown in Fig. 3. For field points, x1 and x2
which are much farther from the origin than the Rayleigh range (uxi u  ka 2) , in any
direction, a form of the familiar Fraunhofer approximation can be applied to Eq. (28) to
obtain [see Ref. 62, eq. (2.5)]
W (U`)(x1, x2) 5

e ik (ux1u2ux2u)
ux1u ux2u

EEEEEE
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WQ (x10, x20)

3 e 2ik [x1?x01/ux1u2x2?x20 /ux2u] d 3x10 d 3x20

(53)

Thus the cross-spectral density function of the far field is proportional to the sixdimensional Fourier transform of the cross-spectral density function of its sources. A very

FIGURE 3 Illustrating the coordinate system used to calculate
the cross-spectral density function in the far field of a primary,
three-dimensional source.
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FIGURE 4 Illustrating the coordinate system for
calculating the far field cross-spectral density function
for a planar, secondary source distribution in the z 5 0
plane. Single-primed coordinates indicate radius vectors
from the origin to points within the z 5 0 plane.

similar expression can also be found for a two-dimensional, secondary source distribution
over the z 5 0 plane, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
If the sources are all restricted to the area within a circle about the origin of radius a ,
then the cross-spectral density function for all points which are outside of the Rayleigh
range (uxi u  ka 2) from the origin and also in the z . 0 half-space can be found by using a
different form of the Fraunhofer approximation in Eq. (33) [see Ref. 62, eq. (3.3)] to get
W (U`)(x1, x2) 5

1 z1 z2 e ik (ux1u2ux2u)
l 2 ux1u ux2u ux1u ux2u

EEEE
`

`

`

`
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2`

W (0)
U (x9
1, x29)

3 e 2ik [x1?x91/ux1u2x2?x29 /ux2u] d 2x91 d 2x92

(54)

Because of both their relative simplicity (as Fourier transforms) and great utility, Eqs.
(53) and (54) are very important in coherence theory for calculating both the radiant
intensity and the far-field coherence properties of the radiation field from any source.

Representations
Several equations have been described here for propagating the cross-spectral density
function. The two most general are Eq. (33), which uses an expansion of the field into
spherical Huygens wavelets, and Eqs. (49), (50), and (52), which use an expansion of the
field into an angular spectrum of plane waves. These two formulations are completely
equivalent. Neither uses any approximation not also used by the other method. The choice
of which to use for a particular calculation can be made completely on a basis of
convenience. The far-field approximations given by Eqs. (53) and (54), for example, can be
derived from either representation. There are two bridges between the spherical and plane
wave representations, one given by Weyl’s integral, i.e.,
e ik ux2x0u i
5
ux 2 x0u l

EE
`

`

2`

2`

1 ik [ p(x 2x 0)1q( y 2y 0)1m uz 2z 0u]
dp dq
e
m

(55)
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where
m 5 41 2 p 2 2 q 2 if p 2 1 q 2 # 1 ,
5 i 4p 2 1 q 2 2 1 if p 2 1 q 2 . 1

(56)

and the other by a related integral
21 d e ik ux2x0u Ú1
5
2π dz ux 2 x0u l 2

EE
`

`

2`

2`

e ik [ p(x 2x 0)1q( y 2y 0)1muz 2z 0u] dp dq

(57)

which can be easily derived from Eq. (55). In Eq. (57) the Ú sign holds according to
whether (z 2 z 0) _ 0. With these two equations it is possible to transform back and forth
between these two representations.

Reciprocity Theorem
The radiation pattern and the complex degree of spectral coherence obey a very useful
reciprocity theorem for a quasi-homogeneous source. By substituting from Eq. (40) into
Eq. (53), and using Eq. (24) and the six-dimensional form of Eq. (41), it has been shown
that the radiant intensity in the direction of the unit vector s from any bounded,
three-dimensional, quasi-homogeneous primary source distribution is given by [see Ref.
45, eq. (3.11)]
Jv (s) 5 J0

EEE
`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

m Q (x02)e 2ik x02?s d 3x02

(58)

where m Q (x02) is the (spatially stationary) complex degree of spectral coherence for the
source distribution as defined in Eq. (40), and
J0 5

EEE
`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

IQ (x01) d 3x01

(59)

0 ) is the intensity defined in Eq. (40). Note that the far-field radiation pattern
where IQ (x1
depends, not on the source intensity distribution, but only on the source coherence. We
also find from this calculation that the complete degree of spectral coherence between any
two points in the far field of this source is given by [see Ref. 45, eq. (3.15)]

m (`)u (R1s1, R2s2) 5

e ik (R12R2)
J0

EEE
`

`

`

2`

2`

2`

IQ (x01)e ik x01?(s12s2) d 3x01

(60)

Note that the coherence of the far field depends, not on the source coherence, but rather
on the source intensity distribution, IQ (x1
0 ). Equation (60) is a generalization of the van
Cittert – Zernike theorem to three-dimensional, primary quasi-homogeneous sources, which
are not necessarily incoherent. Equation (59) is a new theorem, reciprocal to the van
Cittert – Zernike theorem, which was discovered by Carter and Wolf.45,49 Equations (58)
and (60), taken together, give a reciprocity relation. For quasi-homogeneous sources,
far-field coherence is determined by source intensity alone and the far-field intensity
pattern is determined by source coherence alone. Therefore, coherence and intensity are
reciprocal when going from the source into the far field. Since most sources which occur
naturally are believed to be quasi-homogeneous, this is a very useful theorem. This
reciprocity theorem has been found to hold much more generally than just for
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three-dimensional primary sources. For a planar, secondary source, by substitution from
Eq. (40) into Eq. (54) and then using Eq. (41), we obtain49
Jv (s) 5 J 90 cos2 θ
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2`

2`

2ik x92?s 2
m (0)
d x92
2)e
U (x9

(61)

where θ is the angle that s makes with the 1z axis, and where
J 09 5

EE
`

`
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9
I (0)
1) d x1
U (x9

(62)

and we also obtain

m (U`)(R1s1, R2s2) 5

1
J 09

EE
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`

2`

2`

2ik x91?(s12s2) 2
I (0)
d x91
1)e
U (x9

(63)

Very similar reciprocity relations also hold for scattering of initially coherent light from
quasi-homogeneous scattering potentials,53,54 and for the scattering of laser beams from
quasi-homogeneous sea waves.63 Reciprocity relations which apply to fields that are not
necessarily quasi-homogeneous have also been obtained.64

Nonradiating Sources
One additional important comment must be made about Eq. (58). The integrals appearing
in this equation form a three-dimensional Fourier transform of m Q (x02). However, Jv (s),
the radiant intensity that this source radiates into the far field at radial frequency v , is a
function of only the direction of s, which is a unit vector with a constant amplitude equal to
one. It then follows that only the values of this transform over a spherical surface of unit
radius from the origin affect the far field. Therefore, sources which have a complex degree
of spectral coherence, m Q (x02), which do not have spatial frequencies falling on this sphere,
do not radiate at frequency v . It appears possible from this fact to have sources in such a
state of coherence that they do not radiate at all. Similar comments can also be made in
regard to Eq. (53) which apply to all sources, even those that are not quasi-homogeneous.
From Eq. (53) it is clear that only sources which have a cross-spectral density function with
spatial frequencies (with respect to both x10 and x20) on a unit sphere can radiate. It is
believed that this is closely related to the phase-matching condition in nonlinear optics.

Perfectly Incoherent Sources
For a completely incoherent primary source the far-field radiant intensity, by substitution
from Eq. (42) into Eq. (58), is seen to be the same in all directions, independent of the
shape of the source. By substitution from Eq. (40) into Eq. (28), and then using Eqs. (14),
(29), and (42), we find that the complex degree of spectral coherence for this incoherent
source is given by
`
`
`
1
e ik [ux12x0u2ux22x0u] 3
m U (x1, x2) 5
IQ (x0)
d x0
(64)
4I (x1) / (x2) 2` 2` 2`
ux1 2 x0u ux2 2 x0u

EEE

Thus it is only the source intensity distribution that affects the field coherence. Comparison
of this equation with Eq. (47) shows that this is a generalization of the van Cittert – Zernike
theorem to primary sources. It is clear from this equation that the complex degree of
spectral coherence depends only on the shape of the source and not the fact that the
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source is completely incoherent. For a completely incoherent, planar, secondary source the
radiant intensity is given by
Jv (s) 5 J 90 cos2 θ

(65)

independent of the shape of the illuminated area on the source plane, where θ is the angle
that s makes with the normal to the source plane. This can be proven by substitution from
Eq. (42) into Eq. (61). Note that such sources do not obey Lambert’s law. The far-field
coherence, again, depends on the source intensity as given by the van Cittert – Zernike
theorem [see Eq. (47)] and not on the source coherence.

Spectrum
For a quasi-homogeneous, three-dimensional primary source the spectrum of the radiation
S (U`)(R s, v ) at a point R s in the direction s (unit vector) and at a distance R from the
origin, in the far field of the source, can be found, as a function of the source spectrum
S (0)
Q (v ) , by substitution from Eqs. (24) and (15) into Eq. (58) to get
S (U`)(R s, v ) 5

c 3SQ (v )
v 3R 2
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m Q (x02, v )e 2ik x02?s d 3(k x02)

(66)

where we explicitly indicate the dependence of the complex degree of spectral coherence
on frequency. Notice that the spectrum of the field is not necessarily the same as the
spectrum of the source and, furthermore, that it can vary from point to point in space. The
field spectrum depends on the source coherence as well as on the source spectrum. A very
similar propagation relation can be found for the far-field spectrum from a planar,
secondary source in the z 5 0 plane. By substitution from Eqs. (24) and (15) into Eq. (61)
we get
`
`
S (0)
U (v )
2ik x92?s 2
9)
S (U`)(R s, v ) 5
(67)
m (0)
d (k x2
2, v )e
U (x9
2
R
2` 2`

EE

This shows that the spectrum for the field itself is changed upon propagation from the
z 5 0 plane into the far field and is different in different directions s from the source.65

4.7 SPECTRUM OF LIGHT

Limitations
The complex analytic signal for a field that is not perfectly coherent, as defined in Eq. (3),
is usually assumed to be a time-stationary random process. Therefore, the integral

E

`

u (x, t )e ivt dt

(68)

2`

does not converge, so that the analytic signal does not have a Fourier transform.
Therefore, it is only possible to move freely from the space-time domain to the
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FIGURE 5 Illustrating the transformations which
are possible between four functions that are used in
coherence theory.

space-frequency domain along the path shown in Fig. 5. Equation (3) does not apply to
time-stationary fields within the framework of ordinary function theory.

Coherent Mode Representation
Coherent mode representation (see Wolf 66,67) has shown that any partially coherent field
can be represented as the sum over component fields that are each perfectly self-coherent,
but mutually incoherent with each other. Thus the cross-spectral density function for any
field can be represented in the form
WA(x1, x2) 5

Ol f
n

(x1)f *A,n(x2)

A ,n

(69)

n

where f A,n(xi ) is a phasor amplitude for its n th coherent component. This representation
can be used either with primary (A 5 Q ) , or secondary (A 5 U ) sources. The phasor
amplitudes f A,n(xi ) and the complex expansion coefficients l n in Eq. (69) are eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of WA(x1, x2), as given by the equation
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WA(x1, x2)f A,n(x2) d 3x2 5 l n (v )f A,n(x1)

(70)

Since WA(x1, x2) is hermitian, the eigenfunctions are complete and orthogonal, i.e.,

Of

(x1)f *A,n(x2) 5 d 3(x1 2 x2)

A,n

(71)
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and
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f A,n(x1)f *A,m(x1) d 3x1 5 d nm

(72)

where d nm is the Kronecker delta function, and the eigenvalues are real and nonnegative
definite, i.e.,
Real hl n (v )j $ 0
(73)
Imag hl n (v )j 5 0
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This is a very important concept in coherence theory. Wolf has used this representation to
show that the frequency decomposition of the field can be defined in a different manner
than was done in Eq. (3). A new phasor,

# A(x, v ) 5
U

O a (v )f
n

(x, v )

A ,n

(74)

n

where an (v ) are random coefficients such that
kan (v )a *m(v )l 5 l n (v )d nm

(75)

can be introduced to represent the spectral components of the field. It then follows66 that,
if the f A,n(xi ) are eigenfunctions of the cross-spectral density function, WA(x1, x2), then the
cross-spectral density function can be represented as the correlation function between
these phasors at the two spatial points x1 and x2, i.e.,

# A(x1, v )U
# *A(x2, v )l
WA(x1, x2) 5 kU

(76)

in a manner very similar to the representation given in Eq. (11) in respect to the older
# A(xi , v ) and
phasors. Notice, by comparison of Eqs. (11) and (76), that the phasors U
UA(xi , v ) are not the same. One may formulate coherence theory either by defining u (x, t )
in Fig. 5 and then moving in a counterclockwise direction in this figure to derive the
correlation functions using the Wiener-Khintchene theory or, alternatively, defining
# A(xi , v ) and moving in a clockwise direction to define the correlation functions using the
U
coherent mode expansion.

Wolf Shift and Scaling law
From Eqs. (66) and (67) it is clear that the spectrum of a radiation field may change as the
field propagates. It is not necessarily equal to the source spectrum as it is usually assumed.
This brings up an important question. Why do the spectra for light fields appear so
constant, experimentally, that a change with propagation was never suspected? Wolf 65 has
provided at least part of the answer to this question. He discovered a scaling law that is
obeyed by most natural fields and under which the normalized spectrums for most fields do
remain invariant as they propagate. We can derive this scaling law by substitution from
Eqs. (66) and (67) into Eq. (16). We then find that, if the complex degree of spectral
coherence for the source is a function of k x2 only, i.e.,

m A(x2, v ) 5 f (k x2)

(77)

(so that this function is the same for each frequency component of the field, provided that
the spatial separations of the two test points are always scaled by the wavelength), then the
normalized spectrum in the far field is given by
s (U`)(R s, v ) 5

SQ (v ) / v 3

E S (v )/v dv
`

3

Q

0

? f (R s)

(78)
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if SQ (v ) is the complex degree of spectral coherence for a primary, quasi-homogeneous
source [see Ref. 90, Eq. (65)], and
s (U`)(R s, v ) 5

S (0)
U (v )

ES
`

5 s (0)
U (v ) ? f (R s)

(79)

(0)
U

(v ) dv

0

if s (0)
U (v ) is the normalized spectrum for a secondary, quasi-homogeneous source [see Ref.
90, Eq. (51)]. In each case the field spectrum does not change as the field propagates. Since
the cross-spectral density function for a thermal source [see Eq. (43)] obeys this scaling
law, it is not surprising that these changes in the spectrum of a propagating light field were
never discovered experimentally. The fact that the spectrum can change was verified
experimentally only after coherence theory pointed out the possibility.68–72

4.8 POLARIZATION EFFECTS
Explicit Vector Representations
As discussed earlier under ‘‘Scalar Field Amplitude’’, the scalar amplitude is frequently all
that is required to treat the vector electromagnetic field. If polarization effects are
important, it might be necessary to use two scalar field amplitudes to represent the two
independent polarization components. However, in some complicated problems it is
necessary to consider all six components of the vector field explicitly. For such a theory,
the correlation functions between vector components of the field become tensors,73,74
which propagate in a manner very similar to the scalar correlation functions.

4.9 APPLICATIONS
Speckle
If coherent light is scattered from a stationary, rough surface, the phase of the light field is
randomized in space. The diffraction patterns observed with such light displays a
complicated granular pattern usually called speckle (see Ref. 8, sec. 7.5). Even though the
light phase can be treated as a random variable, the light is still perfectly coherent.
Coherence theory deals with the effects of time fluctuations, not spatial variations in the
field amplitude or phase. Despite this, the same statistical tools used in coherence theory
have been usefully applied to studying speckle phenomena.75,76 To treat speckle, the
ensemble is usually redefined, not to represent the time fluctuations of the field but, rather,
to represent all of the possible speckle patterns that might be observed under the
conditions of a particular experiment. An observed speckle pattern is usually due to a
single member of this ensemble (unless time fluctuations are also present), whereas the
intensity observed in coherence theory is always the result of a weighted average over all
of the ensemble. To obtain the intensity distribution over some plane, as defined in
coherence theory, it would be necessary to average over all of the possible speckle patterns
explicitly. If this is done, for example, by moving the scatterer while the intensity of a
diffraction pattern is time-averaged, then time fluctuations are introduced into the field
during the measurement; the light becomes partially coherent; and coherence theory can
be properly used to model the measured intensity. One must be very careful in applying
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the coherence theory model to treat speckle phenomena, because coherence theory was
not originally formulated to deal with speckle.

Statistical Radiometry
Classical radiometry was originally based on a mechanical treatment of light as a flux of
particles. It is not totally compatible with wave theories. Coherence theory has been used
to incorporate classical radiometry into electromagnetic theory as much as has been found
possible. It has been found that the usual definitions for the radiance function and the
radiant emittance cause problems when applied to a wave theory. Some of this work is
discussed earlier (pp. 4.8 to 4.10, 4.12, 4.13, 4.15 to 4.16, 4.18). Other radiometric
functions, such as the radiant intensity, have clear meaning in a wave theory.

Spectral Representation
It was discovered, using coherence theory, that the spectrum of a light field is not the same
as that of its source and that it can change as the light field propagates away from its
source into the radiation field. Some of this work was discussed earlier under ‘‘Perfectly
Incoherent Sources’’ and ‘‘Coherent Mode Representation.’’ This work has been found
very useful for explaining troublesome experimental discrepancies in precise
spectroradiometry.71

Laser Modes
Coherence theory has been usefully applied to describing the coherence properties of laser
modes.77 This theory is based on the coherent mode representation discussed under
‘‘Spectrum of Light.’’

Radio Astronomy
Intensity interferometry was used to apply techniques from radio astronomy to observation
with light.37 A lively debate ensued as to whether optical interference effects (which
indicate partial coherence) could be observed from intensity correlations.78 From relations
like Eq. (26) and similar calculations using quantum coherence theory, it quickly became
clear that they could.79,80 More recently, coherence theory has been used to model a radio
telescope42 and to study how to focus an instrument to observe emitters that are not in the
far field of the antenna array.81 It has been shown82 that a radio telescope and a
conventional optical telescope are very similar, within a coherence theory model, even
though their operation is completely different. This model makes the similarities between
the two types of instruments very clear.

Noncosmological Red Shift
Cosmological theories for the structure and origin of the universe make great use of the
observed red shift in the spectral lines of the light received from distant radiating objects,
such as stars.83 It is usually assumed that the spectrum of the light is constant upon
propagation and that the observed red shift is the result of simple Doppler shift due to the
motion of the distant objects away from the earth in all directions. If this is true, then
clearly the observed universe is expanding and must have begun with some sort of
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explosion, called ‘‘the big bang.’’ The size of the observable universe is estimated based on
the amount of this red shift. A new theory by Wolf 84–87 shows that red shifts can occur
naturally without Doppler shifts as the light propagates from the source to an observer if
the source is not in thermal equilibrium, i.e., a thermal source as discussed earlier under
‘‘Thermal (Lambertian) Source.’’ The basis of Wolf’s theory was discussed on pp. 4: 32 – 33
and 34 – 36.
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GLOSSARY
c

velocity of light

d

thickness

E

electric field

k

wave vector (k 5 2π / l )

k

extinction coefficient

m

number of reflections

N

retardation per wavelength

n

real refractive index

n˜

complex refractive index

nˆ

unit normal vector

p

degree of polarization

p

parallel polarization

R

intensity reflection coefficient

r

amplitude reflection coefficient

r

position vector

s

senkrecht or perpendicular polarization

t

amplitude transmission coefficient

t

time

z

cartesian coordinate

† This material was originally prepared under the auspices of the U.S. government and is not subject to
copyright.
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a , b , a, b, c, d
a
g
d
»
h
θB
θ
k
l
r
s
v
=
0
1

intermediate parameters
absorption coefficient
2π nd cos θ / l
phase angle
dielectric constant
effective refractive index
Brewster angle
angle
absorption index
wavelength
extinction ratio
conductivity
radian or angular frequency
laplacian operator
first medium
second medium

The material on polarization is abridged from the much more complete treatment by
Bennett and Bennett.1 Information on polarizers is found in Volume 2, Chapter 3,
‘‘Polarizers.’’
1. Basic Concepts and Conventions Optical polarization was discovered by E. L. Malus
in 1808. A major triumph of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century theoretical physics
was the development of electromagnetic theory and the demonstration that optical
polarization is completely described by it. This theory is phenomenological in that instead
of trying to explain why materials have certain fundamental characteristics, it concentrates
on the resulting properties which any material with those characteristics will display. In the
optical case, the polarization and all other optical properties of a material are determined
by two or more phenomenological parameters called optical constants. Electromagnetic
theory has little or nothing to say about why a material should have these particular optical
constants or how they are related to its atomic character. This problem has been
extensively investigated in twentieth-century solid-state physics and is still only partially
understood. It is clear, however, that the optical constants are a function not only of the
atomic nature of the material, i.e., its position in the periodic table, but are also quite
sensitive to how it is prepared. Perhaps optical parameters would be a better term than
optical constants. Nevertheless, the concept of optical constants is an extremely useful one
and makes it possible to predict quantitatively the optical behavior of a material and,
under certain conditions, to relate this behavior to nonoptical parameters.
Since the optical constants are so fundamental, differences in their definition are
particularly unfortunate. The most damaging of these differences arises from an ambiguity
in the initial derivation. Maxwell’s equations, which form the basis of electromagnetic
theory, result in the wave equation, which in mks units is
=2E 5

» 2E 4π s E
1 2
c 2 t 2
c t

(1)
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where =2 5 laplacian operator
E 5 electric field vector of traveling wave
t 5 time
c 5 velocity of light
s 5 conductivity of material at frequency of wave motion
» 5 dielectric constant of material at frequency of wave motion
A solution to this equation is

S a2zD

E 5 E0 exp [i (v t 1 d )] exp (2i k ? r) exp 2

(2)

where E0 5 amplitude of wave
v 5 angular frequency of wave
d 5 phase vector
k 5 wave vector
r 5 position vector
z 5 direction wave is traveling
a 5 absorption coefficient
The wave vector k is assumed to be real and equal to (2π / l m )nˆ , where l m is the
wavelength in the medium in which the wave is traveling and n is a unit vector in the k
direction.† Equation (2) can also be written in terms of n
˜ , the complex index of refraction,
defined as
n˜ 5 n 2 ik
(3)
where n is the index of refraction and k the extinction coefficient. In this form, Eq. (2) is

F S

E 5 E0 exp iv t 2

n˜ z
c

DG

(4)

when d 5 0. By setting the imaginary part of the exponent equal to zero one obtains
c
z5 t
n

(5)

To show that Eq. (4) represents a wave traveling in the positive z direction with phase
velocity c / n , we note that the phase f of the wave in Eq. (4) is v t 2 (v n˜ z ) / c 5 f . For a
wave propagating with a constant phase, df 5 0 , so that v dt 2 (v n˜ / c ) dz 5 df 5 0 , and
hence the phase velocity y p 5 dz / dt 5 c / n.2 The amplitude of the wave at z is, from Eq.
(4),
uE u 5 E0 e

22π kz /l

(6)

where l is the wavelength in vacuum. The wave is thus exponentially damped, and the
amplitude penetration depth, or distance below an interface at which the amplitude of the
wave falls to 1 / e times its initial value, is z 5 l / 2π k. The absorption coefficient a , or
† Frequently the wave vector is taken to be complex, that is, k˜ 5 (2π / lm 2 ia / 2)n, and Eq. (2) is written
E 5 E0 exp [i (v t 1 d )] exp (2i k9 ? r).
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the reciprocal of the distance in which the intensity of the wave falls to 1 / e times its initial
value, is
4π k
a5
(7)
l
This development follows that commonly given by those working at optical or radio
frequencies. The confusion in the definition of the optical constants arises because an
equally valid solution to Eq. (1) is

F S

E 9 5 E0 exp 2iv t 2

DG

n˜ 9z
c

(8)

which also represents an exponentially damped wave traveling in the 1z direction
proy ided that the complex index of refraction is defined to be
n˜ 9 5 n 1 ik

(9)

where the primes indicate the alternative solution. When the wave equation arises in
quantum mechanics, the solution chosen is generally the negative exponential, i.e. Eq. (8)
rather than Eq. (4). Solid-state physicists working in optics thus often define the complex
index of refraction as the form given in Eq. (9) rather than that in Eq. (3). Equally valid,
self-consistent theories can be built up using either definition, and as long as only
intensities are considered, the resulting expressions are identical. However, when phase
differences are calculated, the two conventions usually lead to contradictory results. Even
worse, an author who is not extremely careful may not consistently follow either
convention, and the result may be pure nonsense. Some well-known books might be cited
in which the authors are not even consistent from chapter to chapter.
There are several other cases in optics in which alternative conventions are possible and
both are found in the literature. Among these, the most distressing are the use of a
left-handed rather than a right-handed coordinate system, which makes the p and s
components of polarized light have the same phase change at normal incidence (see Par.
2), and defining the optical constants so that they depend on the angle of incidence, which
makes the angle of refraction given by Snell’s law real for an absorbing medium. There are
many advantages to be gained by using a single set of conventions in electromagnetic
theory. In any event, an author should clearly state the conventions being used and then
stay with them.
Finally, the complex index of refraction is sometimes written
n˜ 5 n (1 2 ik )

(10)

In this formulation the symbol k is almost universally used instead of k , which is reserved
for the imaginary part of the refractive index. Although k is more directly related to the
absorption coefficient a than k [see Eq. (7)] and usually makes the resulting expressions
slightly simpler, in areas such as attenuated total reflection the use of k results in a
simplification. To avoid confusion between k and k , if Eq. (10) is used, k could be called
the absorption index to distinguish it from the extinction coefficient k , and the absorption
coefficient a .
2. Fresnel Equations The Fresnel equations are expressions for the reflection and
transmission coefficients of light at nonnormal incidence. In deriving these equations, the
coordinate system assumed determines the signs in the equations and therefore the phase
changes on reflection of the p and s components. In accordance with the Muller
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FIGURE 1 Coordinate system for measuring the E vectors of a plane wave reflected
and refracted at a boundary between a medium of refractive index n0 and a medium of
refractive index n1 (may be absorbing). The positive direction for the coordinates of the
Es , Es9, and Es0 components is out of the paper, and that for the coordinates of the Ep
components is in the plane of the paper, as indicated by the arrows. The wave vector k,
the direction the wave is traveling z , and angles of incidence and refraction θ 0 and θ 1 are
also shown. [Modified from Muller , Ref. 3.]

convention,3 we shall assume that the coordinate system is as shown in Fig. 1. In this
system, the angle of incidence is θ 0 , and the angle of refraction is θ 1 . The s component of
polarization is the plane of vibration of the E wave which is perpendicular to the plane of
the paper, and the p component is the plane of vibration which is in the plane of the
paper.† (The plane of incidence is in the plane of the paper.) The positive directions for
the vibrations are indicated in Fig. 1 by the dots for Es , Es9, and Es0 and by the arrows for
the corresponding p components. Note that the positive direction for Ep0 is as shown in the
† Unfortunately, when Malus discovered that light reflected at a certain angle from glass is, as he said,
‘‘polarized,’’ he defined the plane of polarization’’ of the reflected light as the plane of incidence. Since the reflected
light in this case has its E vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the ‘‘plane of polarization’’ is perpendicular
to the plane in which the E vector vibrates. This nomenclature causes considerable confusion and has been partially
resolved in modern terminology by discussing the plane of y ibration of the E vector and avoiding, insofar as possible,
the term plane of polarization. In this chapter, when specifying the direction in which light is polarized, we shall give
the direction of vibration, not the direction of polarization.
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figure because of the mirror -image effect. By convention, one always looks against the
direction of propagation of the way e so that the positive direction of Ep is to the right and
the positive direction of Ep0 is also to the right. The positive directions of the reflected E
vectors are not the same as the actual directions of the reflected E vectors. These latter
directions will depend on the refractive index of the material and may be either positive or
negative. For example, if n 1 . n 0 , at normal incidence Es0 will be in the negative direction
and Ep0 will be in the positive direction. Thus we say that there is a phase change on
reflection of 1808 for the s wave and a phase change of 08 for the p wave.
With this coordinate system, the Fresnel amplitude reflection coefficients for a single
interface, obtained from Eq. (4) by setting up and solving the boundary-value problem,
can be written
Es0
n 0 cos θ 0 2 n 1 cos θ 1
; rs 5
Es
n0 cos θ 0 1 n 1 cos θ 1

(11)

Ep0
n 1 cos θ 0 2 n 0 cos θ 1
; rp 5
Ep
n1 cos θ 0 1 n 0 cos θ 1

(12)

and

The amplitude transmission coefficients are
2n 0 cos θ 0
Es9
; ts 5
Es
n 0 cos θ 0 1 n 1 cos θ 1

(13)

Ep9
2n 0 cos θ 0
; tp 5
Ep
n 1 cos θ 0 1 n 0 cos θ 1

(14)

and

Other forms of the Fresnel amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients containing
only the angles of incidence and refraction are somewhat more convenient. These relations
can be derived using Snell’s law
sin θ 0 n 1
5
sin θ 1 n0

(15)

to eliminate n 0 and n 1 from Eqs. (1) to (14):
rs 5

2sin (θ 0 2 θ 1)
sin (θ 0 1 θ 1)

(16)

rp 5

tan (θ 0 2 θ 1)
tan (θ 0 1 θ 1)

(17)

ts 5

2 sin θ 1 cos θ 0
sin (θ 0 1 θ 1)

(18)

tp 5

2 sin θ 1 cos θ 1
sin (θ 0 1 θ 1) cos (θ 0 2 θ 1)

(19)
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For nonabsorbing materials the intensity reflection coefficients Rs and Rp are simply the
squares of Eqs. (16) and (17):
Rs 5 r 2s 5

sin2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
sin2 (θ 0 1 θ 1)

(20)

Rp 5 r 2p 5

tan2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
tan2 (θ 0 1 θ 1)

(21)

(n 0 2 n 1)2
(n0 1 n 1)2

(22)

and, at normal incidence,
Rs 5 Rp 5

from Eqs. (11) and (12). In the lower part of Fig. 2, Rs and Rp are given as a function of
angle of incidence for various values of the refractive-index ratio n1 / n 0 with k 1 for the
material equal to zero. The curves for n 1 / n 0 5 1 .3 , 1 .8 , and 2.3 show that the normalincidence reflectance increases as n 1 increases. The curves for n 1 / n 0 5 0 .3 and 0.8 and
k 1 5 0 have no physical significance as long as the incident medium is air. However,

FIGURE 2 Rs (upper curves), Rp (lower curves), and Ray 5 (Rs 1 Rp ) / 2 as a function of angle of
incidence for various values of the refractive-index ratio n1 / n0 and k1 . The incident medium,
having refractive index n0 , is assumed to be nonabsorbing. [Modified from Hunter , Ref. 4.]
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they are representative of intenal reflections in materials of refractive index n 0 5 3.33 and
1.25, respectively, when the other medium is air (n 1 5 1).
The intensity transmission coefficients Ts and Tp are obtained from the Poynting vector
and for nonabsorbing materials are
Ts 5 1 2 Rs 5

n 1 cos θ 1 2
4n 0 n 1 cos θ 0 cos θ 1
sin 2θ 0 sin 2θ 1
ts 5
5
n 0 cos θ 0
(n0 cos θ 0 1 n 1 cos θ 1)2 sin2 (θ 0 1 θ 1)

Tp 5 1 2 Rp 5

n 1 cos θ 1 2
4n 0 n 1 cos θ 0 cos θ 1
tp 5
n 0 cos θ 0
(n1 cos θ 0 1 n 0 cos θ 1)2

5

sin 2θ 0 sin 2θ 1
sin2 (θ 0 1 θ 1) cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)

(23)

(24)

These coefficients are for light passing through a single boundary and hence are of limited
usefulness. In actual cases, the light is transmitted through a slab of material where there
are two boundaries, generally multiple reflections within the material, and sometimes
interference effects when the boundaries are smooth and plane-parallel.
The intensity transmission coefficient Tsample for a slab of transparent material in air is
given by the well-known Airy equation5 when the sample has smooth, plane-parallel sides
and coherent multiple reflections occur within it:
Tsample 5

1
1 1 [4Rs,p / (1 2 Rs,p)2] sin2 g

(25)

2π n 1 d cos θ 1
l

(26)

where

g5

The values of Rs and Rp can be determined from Eqs. (20) to (22); d is the sample
thickness, l the wavelength, n 1 the refractive index of the material, and θ 1 the angle of
refraction. Equation (25) holds for all angles of incidence including the Brewster angle,
where Rp 5 0 [see Eq. (48)]. The Airy equation predicts that at a given angle of incidence
the transmission of the sample will vary from a maximum value of 1 to a minimum value of
(1 2 Rs,p)2 / (1 1 Rs,p)2 as the wavelength or the thickness is changed. If the sample is very
thick, the oscillations in the transmittance will occur at wavelengths very close together
and hence will be unresolved. A complete oscillation occurs every time g changes by π , so
that the wavelength interval Dl between oscillations is
Dl <

l2
2n1 d cos θ 1

(27)

An an example, a sample 1 mm thick with an index of 1.5 at 5000 Å will have transmission
maxima separated by 0.83 Å when measured at normal incidence (cos θ 1 5 1). These
maxima would not be resolved by most commercial spectrophotometers. In such a case,
one would be measuring the average transmission Tsample,av:
Tsample,av 5

1 2 Rs,p
1 1 Rs,p

(28)

For nonabsorbing materials, this is the same value as that which would be obtained if the
multiply reflected beams did not coherently interfere within the sample. If the sample is
wedge-shaped, so that no multiply reflected beams contribute to the measured transmittance, Tsample is simply T 2s or T 2p and can be calculated from Eq. (23) or (24).
When the material is absorbing, i.e., has a complex refractive index, it is not so easy to
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calculate the reflectance and transmittance since the angle of refraction is complex.
However, Snell’s law [Eq. (15)] and Fresnel’s equations (11) and (12) are sometimes used
with complex values of n 1 and θ 1 . The resulting amplitude reflection coefficients are
written
rs 5 urs u e ids
(29)
and
rp 5 urp u e idp
(30)
where urs u and urp u are the magnitudes of the reflectances and d s and d p are the phase
changes on reflection. The intensity reflection coefficients are
Rs,p 5 rs,pr s*,p

(31)

An alternative approach is to use the method of effective indexes to calculate Rs and
Rp . In the medium of incidence, which is assumed to be nonabsorbing, the effective
indexes h 0s and h 0p for the s and p components are

h 0s 5 n 0 cos θ 0
h 0p 5

(32)

n0
cos θ 0

(33)

where n 0 generally equals 1 for air. In the absorbing material both h ’s are complex and can
be written, according to the Bernings,6,7

h
˜ 1s 5 n˜ 1 cos θ 1
h
˜ 1p 5

(34)

n˜ 1
cos θ 1

(35)

˜ 1 5 n 1 2 ik 1 is the complex refractive index of the material, and
where n
cos θ 1 5

F(a 1 b2)

G 2 iF(a 1 b2)
n sin θ
a 511S
D (k 2 n )
n 1k

2
1

2 1/2
1

1 a1

1/2

2
1

2 1/2
1

2 a1

G

1/2

(36)

2

0

1

0

2
1

and

2
1

2
1

2
1

Snn sin1 kθ D

(37)

2

b 1 5 22n 1 k 1

0

0

2
1

2
1

(38)

Abele` s’ method8 also uses effective indexes for the absorbing material, but they are
calculated differently:
h
˜ 1s 5 a 2 ib
(39)

h
˜ 1p 5 c 2 id

(40)

a 2 2 b 2 5 n 21 2 k 21 2 n 20 sin2 θ 0

(41)

ab 5 n 1 k 1

(42)

where

S na sin1 bθ D
n sin θ
d 5 b S1 2
D
a 1b
c 5a 11

2
0

2

2

2
0

0

(43)

0

(44)

2

2

2

2
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In both methods employing effective indexes, the amplitude reflection coefficients are
rs 5

h 0s 2 h 1s
h 0s 1 h 1s

(45)

rp 5

h 1p 2 h 0p
h 1p 1 h 0p

(46)

which are equivalent to Eqs. (29) and (30) and reduce to Eqs. (11) and (12) when k 1 5 0.
The intensity reflection coefficients are given by Eq. (31), as before. At normal incidence,
Rs 5 Rp 5

(n 0 2 n 1)2 1 k 21
(n0 1 n 1)2 1 k 21

(47)

Values of Rs and Rp are plotted as a function of angle of incidence in Fig. 2 for various
values of n 1 and k 1 . (The incident medium is assumed to be air with n 0 5 1 unless
otherwise noted.) As n 1 increases with k 1 . 0 held constant, the magnitudes of Rs and Rp at
normal incidence both decrease. As k 1 increases with n 1 held constant, the magnitudes of
Rs and Rp at normal incidence both increase. Tables of Rs and Rp for various values of n 1
and k 1 are given for angles of incidence from 0 to 858 by Holl.9
The absolute phase changes on reflection d s and d p are also of interest in problems
involving polarization. When the material is nonabsorbing, the phase changes can be
determined from the amplitude reflection coefficients, Eqs. (11) and (12); when θ 0 5 0 and
n 1 . n 0 , d s 5 1808 and d p 5 3608.† This is an apparent contradiction since at normal
incidence the s and p components should be indistinguishable. However, the problem is
resolved by recalling that by convention we are always looking against the direction of
propagation of the light (see Fig. 1). To avoid complications, the phase change on
reflection at normal incidence (often defined as b ) is identified with d s .
For a dielectric, if n 0 , n 1 , d s remains 1808 for all angles of incidence from 0 to 908, as
can be seen from the numerator of Eq. (11). However, there is an abrupt discontinuity in
d p , as can be seen from Eq. (12). If n 0 , n 1 , d p 5 3608† at normal incidence and at larger
angles for which the numerator of Eq. (12) is positive. Since cos θ 0 becomes increasingly
less than cos θ 1 as θ 0 increases, and since n 1 . n 0 , there will be an angle for which
n 1 cos θ 0 5 n 0 cos θ 1 . At this angle d p undergoes an abrupt change from 360 to 1808, and it
remains 1808 for larger angles of incidence. At the transition value of θ 0 , which is called
the Brewster angle θ B since Rp 5 0 ,
tan θ B 5

n1
n0

(48)

(This angle is also called the polarizing angle since θ 0 1 θ 1 5 908.)
The phase changes d s and d p are not simply 360 or 1808 for an absorbing material. At
normal incidence it follows from Eq. (45) that
tan d s 5

2n 0 k 1
n 20 2 n 21 2 k 21

(49)

† Since 3608 and 08 are indistinguishable, many optics books state that d p 5 08 for dielectrics at normal incidence,
but this makes the ellipsometric parameter D 5 d p 2 d s , 0 , which is incompatible with ellipsometric conventions—
see the section on Ellipsometry.
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so that d s 5 1808 only if k 1 5 0. As before, d p 5 d s 1 1808 , as seen by comparing Eqs. (45)
and (46). At nonnormal incidence
tan d s 5

2h 0s b
h 20s 2 a 2 2 b 2

(50)

tan d p 5

22h 0p d
c 1 d 2 2 h 20p

(51)

and
2

where the relations for a , b , c , and d have been given in Eqs. (41) to (44). The following
relations between these quantities may also prove helpful:
a 2 1 b 2 5 [(n 21 2 k 21 2 n 20 sin2 θ 0)2 1 4n 21k 21]1/2
c2 1 d2 5
b2 5

2
1
2

2 2
1
2

(n 1 k )
a 1b

n 21 2 k 21 2 n 20 sin2 θ 0 a 2 1 b 2
1
2
2

(52)
(53)
(54)

Figure 3 shows how d s and d p change as a function of angle of incidence for an absorbing
material. At normal incidence they are 1808 apart because of the mirror-image effect,
mentioned previously. As the angle of incidence increases, d p approaches d s , and at the
principal angle θ# the two quantities differ by only 908. At grazing incidence they coincide.
The reflectance Rp does not reach zero for an absorbing material as it does for a
dielectric, but the angle for which it is a minimum is called the pseudo Brewster angle θ B9 .
Two other angles closely associated with the pseudo Brewster are also of interest. The
angle for which the ratio Rp / Rs is a minimum is sometimes called the second Brewster

FIGURE 3 Phase changes on reflection d s and d p and phase difference D 5 d p 2 d s as a
function of angle of incidence for an absorbing material. The principal angle, for which
D 5 908 , is also shown. [Bennett and Bennett , Ref. 10.]
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angle. It is generally only slightly larger than θ B9 . The principal angle θ# , at which
d p 2 d s 5 908 , is always larger than the second Brewster angle and θ B9 . For most metals θ B9
and θ# are only a fraction of a degree apart, but it is possible for them to differ by as much
as 458.9 There is no polarizing angle as such for an absorbing material because the angle of
refraction is complex.
3. Basic Relations for Polarizers A linear† polarizer is anything which when placed in
an incident unpolarized beam produces a beam of light whose electric vector is vibrating
primarily in one plane, with only a small component vibrating in the plane perpendicular
to it. If a polarizer is placed in a plane-polarized beam and is rotated about an axis parallel
to the beam direction, the transmittance T will vary between a maximum value T1 and a
minimum value T2 according to the law
T 5 (T1 2 T2) cos2 θ 1 T2

(55)

Although the quantities T1 and T2 are called the principal transmittances , in general T1  T2;
θ is the angle between the plane of the principal transmittance T1 and the plane of
vibration (of the electric vector) of the incident beam. If the polarizer is placed in a beam
of unpolarized light, its transmittance is
T 5 1–2 (T1 1 T2)

(56)

so that a perfect polarizer would transmit only 50 percent of an incident unpolarized
beam.‡
When two identical polarizers are placed in an unpolarized beam, the resulting
transmittance will be
Ti 5 1–2 (T 21 1 T 22)
(57)
when their principal transmittance directions are parallel and will be
T' 5 T1 T2

(58)

when they are perpendicular. In general, if the directions of principal transmittance are
inclined at an angle θ to each other, the transmittance of the pair will be
Tθ 5 1–2 (T 21 1 T 22) cos2 θ 1 T1 T2 sin2 θ

(59)

The polarizing properties of a polarizer are generally defined in terms of its degree of
polarization P § ,i
T1 2 T2
P5
(60)
T1 1 T2
or its extinction ratio r p
T2
rp 5
(61)
T1
When one deals with nonnormal-incidence reflection polarizers, one generally writes P
† Circular polarizers are discussed in Par. 6.
11
‡ Jones has pointed out that a perfect polarizer can transmit more than 50 percent of an incident unpolarized
beam under certain conditions.
12
§ Bird and Shurcliff distinguish between degree of polarization , which is a constant of the light beam, and
polarizance , which is a constant of the polarizer. The polarizance is defined as being equal to the degree of
polarization the polarizer produces in an incident monochromatic beam that is unpolarized. In practice, incident
beams are often slightly polarized, so that the polarizance values differ slightly from the ideal degree of polarization.
Other authors have not followed this distinction.
i Authors dealing with topics such as scattering from aerosols sometimes define degree of polarization (of the
2
2
2 1/2
scattered light) in terms of the Stokes vectors (Par. 7) as P 5 (S 1 1 S 2 1 S 3) / S0 .
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and r p in terms of Rp and Rs , the reflectances of light polarized parallel and perpendicular
to the plane of incidence, respectively. As will be shown in Par. 4, Rs can be equated to T1
and Rp to T2 , so that Eqs. (60) and (61) become P 5 (Rs 2 Rp ) / (Rs 1 Rp ) and r p 5 Rp / Rs .
If either r p or P is known, the other can be deduced since
P5

1 2 rp
1 1 rp

(62)

rp 5

12P
11P

(63)

and

If one is determining the degree of polarization or the extinction ratio of a polarizer,
the ratio of T' to Ti can be measured for two identical polarizers in unpolarized light. From
Eqs. (57) and (58),
T'
T1 T2
2T2
(64)
5
5 2r p
Ti (T 21 1 T 22) / 2 T1
if T 22 Ô T 21. If a perfect polarizer or a source of perfectly plane-polarized light is available,
T2 / T1 can be determined directly by measuring the ratio of the minimum to the maximum
transmittance of the polarizer. Other relations for two identical partial polarizers are given
by West and Jones,13 as well as the transmittance Tθab of two dissimilar partial polarizers a
and b whose principal axes are inclined at an angle θ with respect to each other. This latter
expression is
Tθab 5 1–2 (T1a T1b 1 T2a T2b ) cos2 θ 1 1–2 (T1a T2b 1 T1b T2a ) sin2 θ

(65)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the principal transmittances, as before.
Spectrophotometric measurements can involve polarizers and dichroic samples. Dichroic (optically anisotropic) materials are those which absorb light polarized in one
direction more strongly than light polarized at right angles to that direction. (Dichroic
materials are to be distinguished from birefringent materials, which may have different
refractive indices for the two electric vectors vibrating at right angles to each other but
similar, usually negligible, absorption coefficients.) When making spectrophotometric
measurements, one should know the degree of polarization of the polarizer and how to
correct for instrumental polarization. This latter quantity may arise from nonnormalincidence reflections from a grating, dispersing prism, or mirrors. Light sources are also
sometimes polarized. Simon,14 Charney,15 Gonatas et al. ,16 and Wizinowich17 suggest
methods for dealing with imperfect polarizers, dichroic samples, and instrumental
polarization. In addition, when a dichroic sample is placed between a polarizer and a
spectrophotometer which itself acts like an imperfect polarizer, one has effectively three
polarizers in series. This situation has been treated by Jones,18 who showed that anomalies
can arise when the phase retardation of the polarizers takes on certain values. Mielenz and
Eckerle19 have discussed the accuracy of various types of polarization attenuators.
4. Polarization by Nonnormal-Incidence Reflection (Pile of Plates) Pile-of-plates
polarizers make use of reflection or transmission of light at nonnormal incidence,
frequently near the Brewster or polarizing angle [Eq. (48) in Par. 2]. The extinction ratio
and ‘‘transmittance’’ of these polarizers can be calculated directly from the Fresnel
equations. Some simplifications occur for nonabsorbing or slightly absorbing plates.
Equations (20) and (21) give the values of the intensity reflection coefficients Rs and Rp for
light vibrating perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s component) and parallel to the
plane of incidence ( p component). The angle of refraction θ 1 in those equations is related
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 4 Reflectance of light polarized parallel Rp and perpendicular Rs to
the plane of incidence from materials of different refractive index n as a function
of angle of incidence: (a ) n 5 1.5 (alkali halides in ultraviolet and sheet plastics
in infrared), (b ) n 5 2.0 (AgCl in infrared), (c ) n 5 2.46 (Se in infrared), and (d )
n 5 4.0 (Ge in infrared). The Brewster angle θ B (at which Rp goes to 0) and the
magnitude of Rs at θ B are also indicated.

to the refractive index n of the material by Snell’s law [Eq. (15)†]. At the Brewster angle
Rp 5 0 , so that the reflected light is, in principle, completely plane-polarized. This is the
basis for all Brewster angle reflection polarizers.
Let us now see how the characteristics of a reflection polarizer depend on its refractive
index. In Fig. 4 the reflectances Rs and Rp have been plotted for different values of the
refractive index, roughly representing alkali halides in the ultraviolet and sheet-plastic
materials, silver chloride, selenium, and germanium in the infrared. The Brewster angle,
given by Eq. (48), is also indicated, as well as the magnitude of Rs at the Brewster angle.
We note from these graphs that if light is polarized by a single reflection from a
nonabsorbing material, the polarizer with the highest refractive index will have the largest
throughput. In reflection polarizers, the quantity Rs is essentially the principal ‘‘transmittance’’ of the polarizer [T1 in Eqs. (55) to (65)] except that it must be multipled by the
reflectance of any other mirrors used to return the beam to its axial position.
The reflectance Rp can be equated to T2 , the minimum ‘‘transmittance’’ of the polarizer,
so that the extinction ratio r p of a reflection polarizer [Eq. (61)] is r p 5 Rp / Rs . If Rp is
† Since we are assuming that the medium of incidence is air, n0 5 1 and n1 5 n , the refractive index of the
material.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5 (a ) Reflectance Rs and (b ) extinction ratio Rp / Rs for
materials of different refractive index at angles near the Brewster
angle θ B . A single surface of the material is assumed.

really zero at the Brewster angle, the extinction ratio will be zero for all materials
independent of the y alue of n. If a given extinction ratio is desired, for example, 1023
[corresponding to 99.8 percent polarization; see Eq. (62)], then the convergence angle of
the light beam must be small so that all the angles of incidence lie within about Ú18 of the
Brewster angle. The convergence angle depends only weakly on the refractive index for
this case, varying from Ú1.28 for n 5 1.5 to Ú0.88 for n 5 4.0 .
If a good extinction ratio is required for a beam of larger convergence angle, two
polarizing reflections may be used. Then all the exponents in Fig. 5b are doubled, and the
convergence angles for a given extinction ratio are greatly increased. To obtain a value of
1023 with two reflections, the angle of incidence must be within about Ú68 of the Brewster
angle for values of n less than 3.5; for n 5 4 it is reduced slightly and becomes more
asymmetric (14.0 and 25.28). A disadvantage of having two reflections from the polarizing
materials is that the throughput is reduced. All the values of Rs in Fig. 5a are squared, so
that for n 5 4 , Rs 5 0 .78 but R 2s 5 0.61; for smaller refractive indexes the reduction in
throughput is much greater.
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The information shown graphically in Figs. 4 and 5 is given analytically in a paper by
Azzam20 who is concerned about the angular sensitivity of Brewster-angle reflection
polarizers, particularly those made with silicon or germanium plates. Also, Murty and
Shukla21 show analytically that the shadowy extinction patterns sometimes seen with a
crossed Brewster angle reflection polarizer and analyzer are caused by light incident on the
surfaces at angles different from the Brewster angle.
Although in many cases multiple reflections within a plate degrade its polarizing
properties, this is not true for Brewster angle reflection polarizers. For multiple reflections
within a plane-parallel plate of material
2Rs,p
(Rs,p)plate 5
(66)
1 1 Rs,p
assuming no interference or absorption; Rs and Rp are given by Eqs. (20) and (21).
Multiple reflections have a minor effect on the extinction ratio but the increase in Rs is
appreciable. To fulfill the conditions of Eq. (66), the plate must have plane-parallel sides
and be unbacked. We are also assuming that the plate is thick or nonuniform enough for
interference effects within it to be neglected.
All the preceding discussion applies only to nonabsorbing materials. If a small amount
of absorption is present, Rp will have a minimum that is very close to zero and the material
will still make a good reflection polarizer. However, if the extinction coefficient k becomes
appreciable, the minimum in Rp will increase and the polarizing efficiency will be degraded.
By referring to Fig. 2 one can see roughly what the ratio of Rp to Rs will be for a given set
of optical constants. Exact values of Rp and Rs can be calculated from n and k using Eqs.
(45), (46), (31), and the other pertinent relations in Par. 2. When choosing materials for
possible use as metallic reflection polarizers, one wants the largest difference between Rs
and Rp and the smallest magnitude of Rp at the minimum. Thus, ideally n should be much
larger than k.
The Abele` s condition22 applies to the amplitude reflectances rs and rp for either
dielectrics or metals at 458 angle of incidence. At this angle
r 2s 5 rp

(67)

2d s 5 d p

(68)

and

where the d ’s are the absolute phase changes on reflection for the p and s components (see
Par. 2). Relation (67) is frequently applied to the intensity reflectances Rs and Rp , which
are directly related to the amplitude reflectances [Eqs. (20), (21), and (31)].
5. Polarization by Nonnormal-Incidence Transmission (Pile of Plates) The theory of
Brewster angle transmission polarizers follows directly from that given for reflection
polarizers. Table 1 lists the relations giving the s and p transmittances of the polarizers
with various assumptions about multiple reflections, interference, absorption, etc.† All
these relations contain Rs and Rp , the reflectances at a single interface, which are given at
the bottom of the table.
At the Brewster angle, Rp at a single interface equals zero, and the transmittances of
the plates can be expressed in terms of the refractive index of the material and the number
of plates. The relations for the s and p transmittances at this angle are given in Table 2.
Most references that contain an expression for the degree of polarization of a pile of plates
give the formula of Provostaye and Desains,23 which assumes an infinite series of multiple
reflections between all surfaces, i.e., multiple reflections within and between plates. This
† Transmission polarizers in which the multiply internally reflected beams are coherent and produce interference
effects are discussed in Chap. 3, ‘‘Polarizers,’’ in Vol. II of this Handbook.

TABLE 1 Transmittances and Degree of Polarization for a Single Plate and Multiple Plates at any
Angle of Incidence in Terms of Rs and Rp for a Single Surface†
m plates (2m surfaces)
One plate (two surfaces)
(Ts ,p )sample
Single transmitted
beam, no multiple
reflections, no
absorption
Multiple reflections
within plate, no
interference effects,
no absorption

(1 2 Rs ,p)2

P5

(Ts ,p )sample

Tp 2 Ts 1 2 Ts / Tp
5
Tp 1 Ts 1 1 Ts / Tp

1 2 cos4m (θ 0 2 θ 1) ‡
1 1 cos4m (θ 0 1 θ 1)

(1 2 Rs ,p)2m ‡

1 1 Rp
1 1 Rs
1 1 Rp
2
1 1 cos (θ 0 2 θ 1)
1 1 Rs
1 2 cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)

1 2 Rs ,p i
1 1 Rs ,p

1 2 Rs,p
1 1 Rs ,p

m

‡, i

m

‡, i

m

1 1 (2m 2 1)Rp§
1 1 (2m 2 1)Rs
1
1 (2m 2 1)Rp
1 1 cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
1 1 (2m 2 1)Rs
1 2 cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)

1 2 Rs ,p
§
1 1 (2m 2 1)Rs ,p
Multiple reflections
within plate, no
interference effects,
small absorption
Multiple reflections
within plate, interference within
plate, no absorption

2 2a d

(1 2 Rs ,p) e
1 2 R 2s ,pe 22ad
1

4Rs ,p
11
sin2 g
(1 2 Rs ,p )2
Rs 5

Single surface

sin2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
sin2 (θ 0 1 θ 1)

Ts 5 1 2 Rs 5

sin 2θ 0 sin 2θ 1
sin2 (θ 0 1 θ 1)

1 2 R 2pe 22ad m‡
1 2 R 2s e 22ad
1 2 R 2pe22ad m
1 1 cos4m (θ 0 2 θ 1)
1 2 R 2s e 22ad
1 2 cos4m (θ 0 2 θ 1)

2m 2ma d

(1 2 Rs ,p) e
‡
(1 2 R 2s ,pe 22ad)m

3

m

1
4Rs ,p
11
sin2 g
(1 2 Rs ,p )2

Rp 5

‡ max 1
1 2 Rs ,p
min
1 1 Rs ,p

45

2m

tan2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
tan2 (θ 0 1 θ 1)

Tp 5 1 2 Rp 5

sin 2θ 0 sin 2θ 1
sin (θ 0 1 θ 1) cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
2

P5

1 2 cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)
1 1 cos2 (θ 0 2 θ 1)

† a 5 4π k / (l cos θ 1) , g 5 2π nd cos θ 1 / l , θ 0 5 angle of incidence, θ 1 5 angle of refraction, n 5 refractive index 5 (sin θ 0) / (sin θ 1) , k 5 extinction coefficient, d 5 plate thickness,
l 5 wavelength.
‡ No multiple reflections between plates.
§ Multiple reflections between plates.
2
i Also holds for coherent multiple reflections averaged over one period of sin g .

TABLE 2 Transmittances and Degree of Polarization for a Single Plate and Multiple Plates at the
Brewster Angle θB , where tan θB 5 n and θ 0 1 θ 1 5 908†
m plates (2m surfaces)
One plate (two surfaces)
——————————————
(Tp )sample
(Ts )sample
Single transmitted
beams, no multiple
reflections, no
absorption

S

1

Multiple reflections
within plate, no
interference effects,
no absorption

2n
n 11
2

D

2n Œ
n4 1 1

Multiple reflections
within plate, no
interference effects,
small absorption

S D
S D

Multiple reflections
within plate, interference within plate,
no absorption

e 2ad

2n 4 2ad
e
n 11
n 2 2 1 4 22ad
12 2
e
n 11

1

1
(n 2 1)2 2
11
sin g
4n 4
4

2n
n 11

G

‡

1

F

2n 2
n 11

G

‡ ,Œ

1

§
1
1 1 m (n 2 2 1)2 / 2n 2

1/2

2

e 2ad

1

2

4

S

4m

m

F S

3

D

1
(n 2 1)2 2
11
sin g
4n 4

S

n2 2 1
n2 1 1

D
S

Ts 5 1 2 Rs 5

[2n / (n 2 1 1)]4m ‡
h1 2 [(n 2 1) / (n 2 1 1)]4e 22adjm
[2n / (n 2 1 1)]4m
11
h1 2 [(n 2 2 1) / (n 2 1 1)]4e 22adjm
12

G

4

Tp 5 1 2 Rp 5 1
1/2

§, i
m
m 1 [2n / (n 2 2 1)]2

D

Rs 5

2

1 2 [2n 2 / (n 4 1 1)]m ‡ ,Œ
1 1 [2n 2 / (n 4 1 1)]m

2n 4m 2mad
e
‡
n 11
n 2 2 1 4 22ad m
12 2
e
n 11
2

Tp 2 Ts 1 2 Ts / Tp
5
Tp 1 Ts 1 1 Ts / Tp

1 2 [2n / (n 2 1 1)]4m ‡
1 1 [2n / (n 2 1 1)]4m

Rp 5 0
Single surface

2

F

2

P5

(Ts )sample

1

4

2

1

(Tp )sample

2

m

‡ max 1

45

min

S

2n 2
n 11
4

D

2m

2

2n
n 11
2

D

2

P5

† Where a 5 4π k (n 1 1) / ln , g 5 2π n d / l(n 1 1) , n 5 refractive index, k 5 extinction coefficient, d 5 plate thickness, l 5 wavelength.
‡ No multiple reflections between plates.
§ Multiple reflections between plates.
i Formula of Provostaye and Desains, Ref. 23.
2
Œ Also holds for coherent multiple reflections averaged over one period of sin g .

1 2 [2n / (n 2 1 1)]2
1 1 [2n / (n 2 1 1)]2
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6 (a ) Transmittance and (b ) extinction ratio of four
plane-parallel plates of refractive index n as a function of angle of
incidence, for angles near the Brewster angle. Assumptions are
multiple reflections but no interference within each plate and no
reflections between plates.

assumption is not valid for most real transmission polarizers (see Chap. 3, ‘‘Polarizers,’’ in
Vol. II of this Handbook, specifically Brewster Angle Transmission Polarizers).
For most parallel-plate polarizers it is reasonable to assume incoherent multiple
reflections within each plate and no reflections between plates. Figure 6 shows the
principal transmittance ( p component) and extinction ratio for several four-plate polarizers
having the refractive indexes indicated.† The extinction ratio improves considerably with
increasing refractive index. It is also improved by using the plates at an angle of incidence
slightly above the Brewster angle. This procedure, which is most helpful for high refractive
index plates, reduces the transmission per plate so that a trade-off is required between
losses resulting from absorption or scattering when many plates are used and the
† The extinction ratio of a pile of m plates (no multiple reflections between plates) is simply the product of the
extinction ratios of the individual plates.
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FIGURE 7 Variation of extinction ratio (per film) as a function of angle near the Brewster
angle θ 2 θ B . The ordinate is the extinction ratio at θ divided by the extinction ratio at θ B .

reflectance loss per plate when only a few plates are used above the Brewster angle. In
some cases significant improvements have been achieved by following the latter course.24
When the number of plates of a given refractive index is increased, the transmittance is
unaffected (in the absence of absorption) and the extinction ratio is greatly increased, as
shown in the earlier Polarization chapter.1 In the absence of absorption, comparable
transmittances and extinction ratios are obtained with a large number of low-refractiveindex plates or a small number of high refractive index plates. Small amounts of absorption
decrease the transmittance, but have little effect on the extinction ratio.1 Tuckerman25 has
derived exact expressions for light reflected from or transmitted through a pile of
absorbing plates. He has also noted mistakes that have been perpetuated in some of the
formulas for light reflected from or transmitted through a pile of nonabsorbing plates.
A figure of merit giving the variation of the extinction ratio with angle of incidence can
be defined as in Fig. 7, where the ordinate is the extinction ratio at a given angle of
incidence divided by the extinction ratio at the Brewster angle. The angles of incidence are
referred to the Brewster angle, and curves for different values of the refractive index are
shown. These curves are calculated from the ratio

STT D S11 12 RR 11 21 RR D
5
T
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and are for a single transparent film or plate having multiple incoherent internal reflections
within the material. As an example of how to use the graphs, consider an optical system
having a two-plate germanium polarizer with a refractive index of 4.0. If the angles of
incidence vary from 21.4 to 11.58 around the Brewster angle, the ratio of the extinction
ratios will vary between 1.102 5 1.21 and 0.902 5 0.81, respectively. (For m plates it would
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be 1.10m and 0.90m.) Thus, in order to restrict the percent variation of the extinction ratio
to a given value, one must use a smaller acceptance angle when using more plates.
We have assumed that there are multiple incoherent reflections within each plate and
no multiple reflections between plates. The difference in extinction ratios for a series of
four plates with and without internal reflections is shown in Fig. 8. The principal transmittance is essentially the same as in Fig. 6 for values of Tp above 0.70 (and only about
0.025 lower when Tp drops to 0.30). However, the extinction ratio of high-refractive-index

FIGURE 8 Extinction ratio of four plane-parallel plates of refractive index n as a function of
angle of incidence for angles near the Brewster angle. Assumptions are A , multiple reflections but
no interference within each plate and no reflections between plates; B , no multiple reflections
within each plate or between plates. The transmittances for conditions A and B are essentially
identical (see Fig. 6a ).
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materials is much better without multiple internal reflections; for low-refractive-index
materials the difference in extinction ratios is small.
The effect of multiple reflections on the extinction ratio can readily be seen from the
three relations for the transmittances of the p and s components:
No multiple reflections:
(Ts,p)sample 5 (1 2 Rs,p)2m 5 1 2 2mRs,p 1 2m 2R 2s,p 2 mR 2s,p 1 ? ? ?

(70)

Multiple reflections within plates:

S11 12 RR D 5 1 2 2mR
m

(Ts,p)sample 5

s ,p

s ,p

1 2m 2R 2s,p 1 ? ? ?

(71)

s ,p

Multiple reflections within and between plates:
(Ts,p)sample 5

1 2 Rs,p
5 1 2 2mRs,p 1 4m 2Rs,p 2 2mR 2s,p 1 ? ? ?
1 1 (2m 2 1)Rs,p

(72)

At the Brewster angle, Rp 5 0 , Tp 5 1 , and the extinction ratio will be smallest, i.e., highest
degree of polarization, for the smallest values of the s transmittance. The first three terms
in Eqs. (70) and (71) are identical, but Eq. (70) has an additional negative term in R 2s and
so it will give a slightly smaller value of the s transmittance. Equation (72), from which the
formula of Provostaye and Desains was derived, has twice as large a third term as the
other two equations, and the negative fourth term is only 1 / 2m of the third term, so that it
does not reduce the overall value of the expression appreciably. Thus, Eq. (72) gives an
appreciably larger value of the s transmittance, but fortunately it is a limiting case and is
rarely encountered experimentally.
6. Quarter-Wave Plates and Other Phase Retardation Plates A retardation plate is a
piece of birefringent, uniaxial (or uniaxial-appearing) material in which the ordinary and
extraordinary rays travel at different velocities. Thus, one ray is retarded relative to the
other, and the path Nl between the two rays is given by
Nl 5 Úd (ne 2 no )

(73)

where no 5 refractive index of ordinary ray
ne 5 refractive index of extraordinary ray
d 5 physical thickness of plate
l 5 wavelength
The positive sign is used when ne . no , that is, a positive uniaxial crystal, and the negative
sign is used for a negative uniaxial crystal, for which ne , no . Since Nl is the path
difference between the two rays, N can be considered the retardation expressed in
fractions of a wavelength. For example, N 5 1 / 4 for a quarter-wave (or l / 4) plate, 1 / 2 for
a half-wave (or l / 2) plate, 3 / 4 for a three-quarter-wave (or 3l / 4) plate, etc.
The phase difference between two rays traveling through a birefringent material is 2π / l
times the path difference, so that the phase retardation d is

d 5 2π N 5 Ú

2π d (ne 2 no )
l

(74)

Thus, phase differences of π / 2 , π , and 3π / 2 are introduced between the two beams in
quarter-wave, half-wave, and three-quarter-wave plates, respectively.
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FIGURE 9 Light incident normally on the front surface of a retardation plate showing the vibration directions of the ordinary and extraordinary rays. In a positive uniaxial crystal, the fast and slow axes are
as indicated in parentheses; in a negative uniaxial crystal, the two axes
are interchanged.

A retardation plate can be made from a crystal which is cut so that the optic axis lies in
a plane parallel to the face of the plate, as shown in Fig. 9. Consider a beam of unpolarized
or plane-polarized light normally incident on the crystal. It can be resolved into two
components traveling along the same path through the crystal but vibrating at right angles
to each other. The ordinary ray vibrates in a direction perpendicular to the optic axis,
while the extraordinary ray vibrates in a direction parallel to the optic axis. In a positive
uniaxial crystal ne . no , so that the extraordinary ray travels more slowly than the ordinary
ray. The fast axis is defined as the direction in which the faster-moving ray vibrates; thus in
a positive uniaxial crystal, the fast axis (ordinary ray) is perpendicular to the optic axis,
while the slow axis (extraordinary ray) coincides with the optic axis. For a negative
uniaxial crystal, the fast axis coincides with the optic axis.
Figure 10 shows how the state of polarization of a light wave changes after passing
through retardation plates of various thicknesses when the incident light is plane-polarized
at an azimuth of 458 to the fast axis of the plate. If the plate has a retardation of l / 8 , which
means that the ordinary and extraordinary waves are out of phase by π / 4 with each other,
the transmitted light will be elliptically polarized with the major axis of the ellipse
coinciding with the axis of the original plane-polarized beam. As the retardation gradually
increases (plate gets thicker for a given wavelength or wavelength gets shorter for a given
plate thickness), the ellipse gradually turns into a circle, but its major axis remains at 458 to
the fast axis of the retardation plate. For a retardation of l / 4 , the emerging light is right
circularly polarized. As the retardation continues to increase, the transmitted light
becomes elliptically polarized with the major axis of the ellipse lying perpendicular to the
plane of the incident polarized beam, and then the minor axis of the ellipse shrinks to zero
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FIGURE 10 State of polarization of a light wave after passing through a crystal plate whose
retardation is indicated in fractions of a wavelength (phase retardation 2π / l times these
values) and whose fast axis is indicated by the double arrow. In all cases the incident light is
plane-polarized at an azimuth of 458 to the direction of the fast axis.

and plane-polarized light is produced when the retardation becomes l / 2. As the
retardation increases further, the patterns change in opposite order and the polarized light
is left circularly polarized when the retardation equals 3l / 4. Finally, when the retardation
is a full wave, the incident plane-polarized light is transmitted unchanged although the
slow wave has now been retarded by a full wavelength relative to the fast wave.
The most common type of retardation plate is the quarter-wave plate. Figure 11 shows
how this plate affects the state of polarization of light passing through it when the fast axis
is positioned in the horizontal plane and the azimuth of the incident plane-polarized light
is changed from θ 5 08 to θ 5 908. When θ 5 08 , only the ordinary ray (for a positive
birefringent material) passes through the plate, so that the state of polarization of the
beam is unchanged. When θ starts increasing, the transmitted beam is elliptically polarized
with the major axis of the ellipse lying along the fast axis of the l / 4 plate; tan θ 5 b / a , the

FIGURE 11 State of polarization of a light wave after passing through a l / 4 plate (whose fast axis
is indicated by the double arrow) for different azimuths of the incident plane-polarized beam.
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ratio of the minor to the major axis of the ellipse. In the next case, θ 5 158 and
tan θ 5 0.268 , and so the ellipse is long and narrow. When the plane of vibration has
rotated to an azimuth of 458, the emerging beam is right circularly polarized (the same
situation as that shown in the second part of Fig. 10). For values of θ between 45 and 908,
the light is again elliptically polarized, this time with the major axis of the ellipse lying
along the direction of the slow axis of the l / 4 plate. The angle shown in the figure is 608,
and tan 608 5 1.732, so that b / a (referred to the fast axis) is greater than unity. When θ
increases to 908, the plane of vibration coincides with the slow axis and the transmitted
light is again plane-polarized. As θ continues to increase, the transmitted patterns repeat
those already described and are symmetric about the slow axis, but the direction of
rotation in the ellipse changes from right-handed to left-handed, so that left-circularly
polarized light is produced when θ 5 1358.
The definition of right- and left-circularly polarized light should be clear from Figs. 10
and 11. When the rotation is clockwise with the observer looking opposite to the direction
of propagation , the light is called right -circularly polarized ; if the rotation is
counterclockwise , the light is called left -circularly polarized .26 When circularly polarized
light is reflected from a mirror, the direction of propagation is reversed, so that the sense
of the circular polarization changes; i.e., left-circularly polarized light changes on reflection
into right-circularly polarized light and vice versa. Therefore, in experiments involving
magnetic fields in which the sense of the circularly polarized light is important,27,28 it is
important to know which kind one started with and how many mirror reflections occurred
in the rest of the light path. Cyclotron resonance experiments can sometimes be used to
determine the sense of the circular polarization.28 Another method utilizing a polarizer and
l / 4 plate has been described by Wood.29
The behavior of a half-wave plate in a beam of plane-polarized light is completely
different from that of a quarter-wave plate; the transmitted light is always plane-polarized.
If the incident plane of vibration is at an azimuth θ with respect to the fast axis of the l / 2
plate, the transmitted beam will be rotated through an angle 2θ relative to the azimuth of
the incident beam. The case showing θ 5 458 where the phase of vibration is rotated
through 908 is illustrated in the fourth part of Fig. 10. In this situation the extraordinary
beam is retarded by half a wavelength relative to the ordinary beam (for a positive
birefringent material), hence the name, half-wave plate. If the polarizer is fixed and the
l / 2 plate is rotated (or vice versa), the plane of vibration of the transmitted beam will
rotate at twice the frequency of rotation of the l / 2 plate.
Quarter-wave plates are useful for analyzing all kinds of polarized light. In addition,
they are widely employed in experiments using polarized light, e.g., measurements of the
thickness and refractive index of thin films by ellipsometry or measurements of optical
rotary dispersion, circular dichroism, or strain birefringence. Polarizing microscopes,
interference microscopes, and petrographic microscopes are usually equipped with l / 4
plates. In some applications the l / 4 plate is needed only to produce circularly polarized
light, e.g., for optical pumping in some laser experiments, or to convert a partially
polarized light source into one which appears unpolarized, i.e., has equal amplitudes of
vibration in all azimuths. For these and similar applications, one can sometimes use a
circular polarizer which does not have all the other properties of a l / 4 plate (see Pars. 73
to 76 in Ref. 1).
The customary application for a l / 2 plate is to rotate the plane of polarization through
an angle of 908. In other applications the angle of rotation can be variable. Automatic
setting ellipsometers or polarimeters sometimes employ rotating l / 2 plates in which the
azimuth of the transmitted beam rotates at twice the frequency of the l / 2 plate.
7. Matrix Methods for Computing Polarization In dealing with problems involving
polarized light, it is often necessary to determine the effect of various types of polarizers
(linear, circular, elliptical, etc.), rotators, retardation plates, and other polarizationsensitive devices on the state of polarization of a light beam. The Poincare´ sphere
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construction is helpful for giving a qualitative understanding of the problem; for
quantitative calculations, one of several forms of matrix calculus can be used. The matrix
methods are based on the fact that the effect of a polarizer or retarder is to perform a
linear transformation (represented by a matrix) on the vector representation of a polarized
light beam. The advantage of these methods over conventional techniques is that problems
are reduced to simple matrix operations; thus since one does not have to think through the
physics of every problem, the probability of making an error is greatly reduced. The most
common forms of matrix calculus are the Mueller calculus and the Jones calculus, but the
coherency-matrix formulation is also gaining popularity for dealing with problems
involving partially polarized light. We give here a brief description of the Poincare´ sphere
and the different matrix methods, indicating how they are used, the different types of
problems for which they are helpful, and where complete descriptions of each may be
found.
The Poincare´ sphere is a useful device for visualizing the effects of polarizers and
retarders on a beam of polarized light. The various states of polarization are represented
on the sphere as follows. The equator represents various forms of linear polarization, the
poles represent right- and left-circular polarization,† and other points on the sphere
represent elliptically polarized light. Every point on the sphere corresponds to a different
polarization form. The radius of the sphere indicates the intensity of the light beam (which
is usually assumed to be unity). The effects of polarizers and retarders are determined by
appropriate displacements on the sphere. Partially polarized light or absorption may be
dealt with approximately by ignoring the intensity factor, since one is generally interested
only in the state of polarization; however, the construction is most useful when dealing
with nonabsorbing materials. Good introductory descriptions of the Poincare´ sphere,
including references, can be found in Polarized Light by Shurcliff,30‡ Ellipsometry and
Polarized Light by Azzam and Bashara,31 and Polarized Light in Optics and Spectroscopy
by Kliger, Lewis, and Randall;32§ illustrative examples and problems are given in Sutton
and Panati.33 More comprehensive treatments are given by Ramachandran and
Ramaseshan34§ and Jerrard35§ and include numerous examples of applications to various
types of problems. The new book Polarized Light , Fundamentals and Applications by
Collett36 has a comprehensive 35-page chapter on the mathematical aspects of the Poincare´
sphere; this material can be best understood after reading some of the introductory
descriptions of the Poincare´ sphere. The main advantage of the Poincare´ sphere, like other
graphical methods, is to reveal by essentially a physical argument which terms in
exceedingly complex equations are negligible or can be made negligible by modifying the
experiment. It is characteristic of problems in polarized light that the trigonometric
equations are opaque to inspection and yield useful results only after exact calculation with
the aid of a computer or after complex manipulation and rather clever trigonometric
identities. The Poincare´ sphere thus serves as a guide to the physical intrepretation of
otherwise obscure polarization phenomena. It can be used for solving problems involving
retarders or combinations of retarders,30,32,36–39 compensators, half-shade devices, and
depolarizers,34 and it has also been applied to ellipsometric problems40 and stress-optical
measurements.41
The Poincare´ sphere is based on the Stokes vectors, which are sometimes designated S0 ,
S1 , S2 , and S3 . The physical interpretation of the vectors is as follows. S0 is the intensity of
the light beam, corresponding to the radius of the Poincare´ sphere. S1 is the difference in
intensities between the horizontal and vertical polarization components of the beam; when
S1 is positive, the preference is for horizontal polarization, and when it is negative, the
† Right-circularly polarized light is defined as a clockwise rotation of the electric vector when the observer is
looking against the direction the way e is tray eling.
‡ Schurcliff and Kliger, Lewis, and Randall have the S3 axis pointing down, so that the upper pole represents
left-circular polarization. The more logical convention, followed by most others, is for the upper pole to represent
right-circular polarization.
30
§ The notation is similar to that used by Schurcliff, with the upper pole representing left-circular polarization.
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preference is for vertical polarization.† S2 indicates preference for 1458 or 2458
polarization, depending upon whether it is positive or negative, and S3 gives the preference
for right or left circular polarization. The Stokes vectors S1 , S2 , and S3 are simply the three
cartesian coordinates of a point on the Poincare´ sphere: S1 and S2 are perpendicular to
each other in the equatorial plane, and S3 points toward the north pole of the sphere.‡
Thus, any state of polarization of a light beam can be specified by these three Stokes
vectors. The intensity vector S0 is related to the other three by the relation S 20 5
S 21 1 S 22 1 S 23 when the beam is completely polarized. If the beam is partially polarized,
S 20 . S 21 1 S 22 1 S 23. Good introductory material on Stokes vectors is given by Shurcliff,30
Azzam and Bashara,31 Kliger et al. ,32 Sutton and Panati,33 and Walker.42 A comprehensive
discussion of the Stokes vectors has been given by Collett.36 Rigorous definitions of the
simple vectors and those for partially coherent light can be found in Born and Wolf;43
other authors are cited by Shurcliff30 and Collett.36 Stokes vectors are generally used in
conjunction with the Mueller calculus, and some examples of applications will be given
there. We note here that Budde44 has demonstrated a method for experimentally
determining the Stokes vectors and other polarization parameters from a Fourier analysis
of measured quantities. Ioshpa and Obridko45 have proposed a photoelectric method for
simultaneously and independently measuring the four Stokes parameters. Collett46 has
developed a method for measuring the four Stokes vectors using a single circular polarizer.
Azzam and coworkers47–51 have built, tested, analyzed, and calibrated a four-detector
photopolarimeter for measuring normalized Stokes vectors of a large number of
polarization states, and have given a physical meaning to the rows and columns in the
instrument matrix. Other methods for measuring Stokes parameters are discussed by
Collett.36 Hauge52 has surveyed different types of methods for completely determining the
state of polarization of a light beam using combinations of Stokes vectors.
The matrix methods for solving problems involving polarized light have certain
properties in common. All use some type of representation for the original light beam
(assumed to be a plane wave traveling in a given direction) that uniquely describes its state
of polarization. Generally the beam is completely polarized, but for some of the matrix
methods it can also be unpolarized or partially polarized or its phase may be specified. The
beam encounters one or more devices which change its state of polarization. These are
called instruments and are represented by appropriate matrices. After the instruments
operate on the light beam, it emerges as an outgoing plane wave in an altered state of
polarization. The basic problem for all the methods is to find a suitable representation for
the incident plane wave (usually a two- or four-component column vector), and the correct
matrices (2 3 2 or 4 3 4) to represent the instruments. Once the problem is set up, one can
perform the appropriate matrix operations to obtain a representation for the outgoing
plane wave. Its properties are interpreted in the same way as the properties of the incident
plane wave.
An introduction to the Jones and Mueller calculus is given by Shurcliff,30 Azzam and
Bashara,31 and Kliger et al. ,32 and an excellent systematic and rigorous discussion of all the
matrix methods has been given by O’Neill53 and Collett.36 All references contain tables of
vectors for the various types of polarized beams and tables of instrument matrices. More
complete tables are given by Sutton and Panati.33 In the Mueller calculus the beam is
represented by the four-component Stokes vector, written as a column vector. This vector
has all real elements and gives information about intensity properties of the beam. Thus it
is not able to handle problems involving phase changes or combinations of two beams that
are coherent. The instrument matrix is a 4 3 4 matrix with all real elements. In the Jones
calculus, the Jones vector is a two-component column vector that generally has complex
elements. It contains information about the amplitude properties of the beam and hence is
† Some authors dealing with light scattering from aerosols define S1 as positive when the preference is for vertical
polarization.
‡ See Shurcliff and Kliger, Lewis, and Randall footnote, p. 5.26.
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well suited for handling coherency problems. However, it cannot handle problems
involving depolarization, as the Mueller calculus can. The Jones instrument matrix is a
2 3 2 matrix whose elements are generally complex.
Shurcliff30 has noted some additional differences between Jones calculus and Mueller
calculus. The Jones calculus is well suited to problems involving a large number of similar
devices arranged in series in a regular manner and permits an investigator to arrive at an
answer expressed explicitly in terms of the number of such devices. The Mueller calculus is
not suited for this type of problem. The Jones instrument matrix of a train of transparent
or absorbing nondepolarizing polarizers and retarders contains no redundant information.
The matrix contains four elements each of which has two parts, so that there are a total of
eight constants, none of which is a function of any other. The Mueller instrument matrix of
such a train contains much redundancy; there are 16 constants but only 7 of them are
independent.
In order to handle problems involving partially coherent polarized light, coherencymatrix formalism has been developed. In this system the beam is represented by a 4 3 4
matrix called a coherency or density matrix , which is the time average of the product of the
Jones vector with its hermitian conjugate. The instrument matrices are the same as those
used in the Jones calculus. O’Neill53 and Born and Wolf43 have good basic descriptions of
coherency-matrix formalism; later extensions of the theory are given by Marathay.54,55
There have been some modifications of the various matrix methods. Priebe56 has
introduced an operational notation for the Mueller matrices that facilitates the analysis by
simplifying the functional description of a train of optical components. Collins and Steele57
have suggested a modification of the Jones calculus in which the light vector is expressed as
the sum of two circularly polarized (rather than linearly polarized) components.
Schmieder58 has given a unified treatment of Jones calculus and Mueller calculus including
the coherency matrix and has shown that if the Stokes parameters are ordered in a
different way from that customarily used, familiar relationships are preserved and the
rotation matrix looks like a rotation matrix rather than like a rearranged one. Tewarson59
presents a generalized reciprocity equation expressing an algebraic relationship between
the parameters of an optical system and its reciprocal system and has verified the equation
for both plane-polarized and circularly polarized light beams. Since his equation follows
from the reciprocity law in the Mueller calculus, that law is verified also. Cernosek60
presents a simple geometric method based on the properties of quaternions to give a quick,
quantitative analysis of the effect of any combination of linear retarders and rotators on
the state of polarization of a system.
Among the applications of Mueller calculus and Jones calculus to problems involving
polarized light, McCrackin61 has used both matrix methods to analyze instrumental errors
in ellipsometry, and Hellerstein62 has used Mueller calculus to study the passage of
linearly, circularly, and elliptically polarized light through a Se´ narmont polariscope. Azzam
and Bashara63 have used Jones calculus to give a unified analysis of errors in ellipsometry,
including effects of birefringence in cell windows, imperfect components, and incorrect
azimuth angles. Azzam64 also describes a simple photopolarimeter with rotating polarizer
and analyzer for measuring Jones and Mueller matrices.
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SCATTERING BY PARTICLES
Craig F. Bohren
Pennsyly ania State Uniy ersity
Uniy ersity Park , Pennsyly ania

6.1 GLOSSARY
a
an , bn
C
Dn

radius
scattering coefficients
cross section
logarithmic derivative, d / dr [ln c n (r )]

E

Electric field strength

ex

unit vector in the x direction

f

Ny

G

projected particle area

h

thickness

I

irradiance

I , Q, U , V

Stokes parameters

j

running index

k

2π / l

k

imaginary part of the refractive index

m

relative complex refractive index

N

number

n

running index

Pn

associated Legendre functions of the first kind

p

phase function, normalized differential scattering cross section

Q

efficiencies or efficiency factors

r

distance

S

element of the amplitude scattering matrix

y

volume
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W

power

X

scattering amplitude

x

size parameter, ka

a

absorption coefficient

θ

angle

l

wavelength

πn

P 1n / sin θ

τn

dP 1n / dθ

c, j

Riccati-Bessel functions

Ω

solid angle

v

radian frequency

i

parallel

'

perpendicular

Re

real part of

Subscripts
abs

absorbed

ext

extinction

sca

scattered

6.2 INTRODUCTION
Light scattering by particles plays starring and supporting roles on a variety of stages:
astronomy, cell biology, colloid chemistry, combustion engineering, heat transfer, meteorology, paint technology, solid-state physics—the list is almost endless. The best
evidence of the catholicity of scattering by particles is the many journals that publish
papers about it.
Scattering by single particles is the subject of monographs by van de Hulst,1
Deirmendjian,2 Kerker,3 Bayvel and Jones,4 Bohren and Huffman,5 Barber and Hill6 and
of a collection edited by Kerker.7 Two similar collections contain papers on scattering by
atmospheric particles8 and by chiral particles9 (ones not superposable on their mirror
images); scattering by chiral particles is also treated by Lakhtakia et al.10 Papers on
scattering by particles are included in collections edited by Gouesbet and Gre´ han11 and by
Barber and Chang.12 Within this Handbook scattering by particles is touched upon in
chaps. 44 and 45. A grand feast is available for those with the juices to digest it. What
follows is a mere snack.
A particle is an aggregation of sufficiently many molecules that it can be described
adequately in macroscopic terms (i.e., by constitutive parameters such as permittivity and
permeability). It is a more or less well-defined entity unlike, say, a density fluctuation in a
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gas or a liquid. Single molecules are not particles, even though scattering by them is in
some ways similar (for a clear but dated discussion of molecular scattering, see Martin13).
Scattering by single particles is discussed mostly in the wave language of light, although
multiple scattering by incoherent arrays of many particles can be discussed intelligibly in
the photon language. The distinction between single and multiple scattering is observed
more readily on paper than in laboratories and in nature. Strict single scattering can exist
only in a boundless void containing a lone scatterer illuminated by a remote source,
although single scattering often is attained to a high degree of approximation. A distinction
made less frequently is that between scattering by coherent and by incoherent arrays. In
treating scattering by coherent arrays, the wave nature of light cannot be ignored: phases
must be taken into account. But in treating scattering by incoherent arrays, phases may be
ignored.
Pure water is a coherent array of water molecules; a cloud is an incoherent array of
water droplets. In neither of these arrays is multiple scattering negligible, although the
theories used to describe them may not explicitly invoke it.
The distinction between incoherent and coherent arrays is not absolute. Although a
cloud of water droplets is usually considered to be an incoherent array, it is not such an
array for scattering in the forward direction. And although most of the light scattered by
pure water is accounted for by the laws of specular reflection and refraction, it also scatters
light—weakly yet measurably—in directions not accounted for by these laws.13
A single particle is itself a coherent array of many molecules, but can be part of an
incoherent array of many particles, scattering collectively in such a way that the phases of
the waves scattered by each one individually are washed out. Although this section is
devoted to single scattering, it must be kept in mind that multiple scattering is not always
negligible and is not just scaled-up single scattering. Multiple scattering gives rise to
phenomena inexplicable by single-scattering arguments.14

6.3 SCATTERING : AN OVERVIEW
Why is light scattered? No single answer will be satisfactory to everyone, yet because
scattering by particles has been amenable to treatment mostly by classical electromagnetic
theory, our answer lies within this theory.
Although palpable matter may appear to be continuous and is often electrically neutral,
it is composed of discrete electric charges. Light is an oscillating electromagnetic field,
which can excite the charges in matter to oscillate. Oscillating charges radiate electromagnetic waves, a fundamental property of such charges with its origins in the finite speed of
light. These radiated electromagnetic waves are scattered waves, waves excited or driven
by a source external to the scatterer: an incident wave from the source excites secondary
waves from the scatterer; the superposition of all these waves is what is observed. If the
frequency of the secondary waves is (approximately) that of the source, these waves are
said to be elastically scattered (the term coherently scattered is also used).
Scientific knowledge grows like the accumulation of bric-a-brac in a vast and disorderly
closet in a house kept by a sloven. Few are the attempts at ridding the closet of rusty or
obsolete gear, at throwing out redundant equipment, at putting things in order. For
example, spurious distinctions are still made between reflection, refraction, scattering,
interference, and diffraction despite centuries of accumulated knowledge about the nature
of light and matter.
Countless students have been told that specular reflection is localized at smooth
surfaces, that photons somehow rebound from them. Yet this interpretation is shaky given
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that even the smoothest surface attainable is, on the scale of a photon, as wrinkled as the
back of a cowboy’s neck. Photons conceived of as tiny balls would be scattered in all
directions by such a surface, for which it is difficult even to define what is meant by an
angle of incidence.
Why do we think of reflection occurring at surfaces rather than because of them
whereas we usually do not think of scattering by particles in this way? One reason is that
we can see the surfaces of mirrors and ponds. Another is the dead hand of traditional
approaches to the laws of specular reflection and refraction.
The empirical approach arrives at these laws as purely geometrical summaries of what is
observed—and a discreet silence is maintained about underlying causes. The second
approach is by way of continuum electromagnetic theory: reflected and refracted fields
satisfy the Maxwell equations. Perhaps because this approach, which also yields the
Fresnel formulas, entails the solution of a boundary-value problem, reflected and refracted
fields are mistakenly thought to originate from boundaries rather than from all the
illuminated matter they enclose. This second approach comes to grips with the nature of
light but not of matter, which is treated as continuous. The third approach is to explicitly
recognize that reflection and refraction are consequences of scattering by discrete matter.
Although this scattering interpretation was developed by Paul Ewald and Carl Wilhelm
Oseen early in this century, it has diffused with glacial slowness. According to this
interpretation, when the optically smooth interface between optically homogeneous
dissimilar media is illuminated, the reflected and refracted waves are superpositions of vast
numbers of secondary waves excited by the incident wave. Thus reflected and refracted
light is, at heart, an interference pattern of scattered light. Doyle15 showed that although
the Fresnel equations are obtained from macroscopic electromagnetic theory, they can be
dissected to reveal their microscopic underpinnings.
No optics textbook would be complete without sections on interference and diffraction,
a distinction without a difference: there is no diffraction without interference. Moreover,
diffraction is encumbered with many meanings. Van de Hulst1 lists several: small
deviations from rectilinear propagation; wave motion in the presence of an obstacle;
scattering by a flat particle such as a disk; an integral relation for a function satisfying the
wave equation. To these may be added scattering near the forward direction and by a
periodic array.
Van de Hulst stops short of pointing out that a term with so many meanings has no
meaning. Even the etymology of diffraction is of little help: it comes from a Latin root
meaning to break.
There is no fundamental distinction between diffraction and scattering. Born and Wolf16
refer to scattering by a sphere as diffraction by a sphere. I leave it as a penance for the
reader to devise an experiment to determine whether a sphere scatters light or diffracts it.
The only meaningful distinction is that between approximate theories. Diffraction
theories obtain answers at the expense of obscuring the physics of the interaction of light
with matter. For example, an illuminated slit in an opaque screen may be the mathematical
source but it is not the physical source of a diffraction pattern. Only the screen can give
rise to secondary waves that yield the observed pattern. Yet generations of students have
been taught that empty space is the source of the radiation diffracted by a slit. To befuddle
them even more, they also have been taught that two slits give an interference pattern
whereas one slit gives a diffraction pattern.
If we can construct a mathematical theory (diffraction theory) that enables us to avoid
having to explicitly consider the nature of matter, all to the good. But this mathematical
theory and its quantitative successes should not blind us to the fact that we are pretending.
Sometimes this pretense cannot be maintained, and when this happens a finger is
mistakenly pointed at ‘‘anomalies,’’ whereas what is truly anomalous is that a theory so
devoid of physical content could ever give adequate results.
A distinction must be made between a physical process and the superficially different
theories used to describe it. There is no fundamental difference between specular
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reflection and refraction by films, diffraction by slits, and scattering by particles. All are
consequences of light interacting with matter. They differ only in their geometries and the
approximate theories that are sufficient for their quantitative description. The different
terms used to describe them are encrustations deposited during the slow evolution of our
understanding of light and matter.

6.4 SCATTERING BY PARTICLES : BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY
A single particle can be considered a collection of tiny dipolar antennas driven to radiate
(scatter) by an incident oscillating electric field. Scattering by such a coherent array of
antennas depends on its size and shape, the observation angle (scattering angle), the
response of the individual antennas (composition), and the polarization state and
frequency of the incident wave. Geometry, composition, and the properties of the
illumination are the determinants of scattering by particles.
Perhaps the only real difference between optics and electrical engineering is that
electrical engineers can measure amplitudes and phases of fields whereas the primary
observable quantity in optics is the time-averaged Poynting vector (irradiance), an
amplitude squared. Several secondary observables are inferred from measurements of this
primary observable. Consider, for example, a single particle illuminated by a beam with
irradiance Ii . The total power scattered by this particle is Wsca. Within the realm of linear
optics, the scattered power is proportional to the incident irradiance. This proportionality
can be transformed into an equality by means of a factor Csca:
Wsca 5 Csca Ii

(1)

For Eq. (1) to be dimensionally homogeneous Csca must have the dimensions of area,
hence Csca has acquired the name scattering cross section.
Particles absorb as well as scatter electromagnetic radiation. The rate of absorption Wabs
by an illuminated particle, like scattered power, is proportional to the incident irradiance:
Wabs 5 Cabs Ii

(2)

where Cabs is the absorption cross section. The sum of these cross sections is the extinction
cross section :
(3)
Cext 5 C sca 1 Cabs
Implicit in these definitions of cross sections is the assumption that the irradiance of the
incident light is constant over lateral dimensions large compared with the size of the
illuminated particle. This condition is necessarily satisfied by a plane wave infinite in lateral
extent, which, much more often than not, is the source of illumination in light-scattering
theories.
The extinction cross section can be determined (in principle) by measuring transmission
by a slab populated by N identical particles per unit volume. Provided that multiple
scattering is negligible, the incident and transmitted irradiances Ii and It are related by
It 5 Ii e 2NCexth

(4)

where h is the thickness of the slab. Only the sum of scattering and absorption can be
obtained from transmission measurements. To separate extinction into its components
requires additional measurements.
Equation (4) requires that all particles in the slab be identical. They are different if they
differ in size, shape, composition, or orientation (incident beams are different if they differ
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in wavelength or polarization state). Equation (4) is generalized to a distribution of
particles by replacing NCext with

ONC
j

(5)

ext, j

j

where j denotes all parameters distinguishing one particle from another.
Instead of cross sections, normalized cross sections called efficiencies or efficiency
factors , Q sca, Qabs, and Qext, often are presented. The normalizing factor is the particle’s
area G projected onto a plane perpendicular to the incident beam. No significance should
be attached to efficiency used as shorthand for normalized cross section. The normalization
factor is arbitrary. It could just as well be the total area of the particle or, to honor Lord
Rayleigh, the area of his thumbnail.
Proper efficiencies ought to be less than unity, whereas efficiencies for scattering,
absorption, and extinction are not so constrained. Moreover, some particles—soot
aggregates, for example—do not have well-defined cross-sectional areas. Such particles
have cross sections for scattering and absorption but the corresponding efficiencies are
nebulous.
If any quantity deserves the designation efficiency it is the cross section per particle
volume y . Equation (4) can be rewritten to display this:
It 5 Ii e 2fh (Cext/y )

(6)

where f 5 Ny is the total volume of particles per unit slab volume. For a given particle
loading, specified by fh (volume of particles per unit slab area), transmission is a minimum
when Cext /y is a maximum.
Each way of displaying extinction (or scattering) versus particle size or wavelength of
the incident beam tells a different story. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the
scattering cross section, scattering efficiency, and scattering cross section per unit volume
of a silicate sphere in air illuminated by visible light. These curves were obtained with van
de Hulst’s simple anomalous diffraction approximation1 (all that is anomalous about it is
that it gives such good results). Each curve yields a different answer to the question, what
size particle is most efficient at scattering light? And comparison of Figs. 1c and 2 shows
that scattering by a particle and specular reflection are similar.
At sufficiently large distances r from a scatterer of bounded extent, the scattered field Es
decreases inversely with distance and is transverse:

Es ,

e ik (r2z )
XE
2ikr

(kr  1)

(7)

where k 5 2π / l is the wave number of the incident plane harmonic wave Ei 5 ex E ,
E 5 E0 exp (ikz ) propagating along the z axis. The y ector scattering amplitude is written as
X as a reminder that the incident wave is linearly polarized along the x axis. Here and
elsewhere the time-dependent factor exp (2iv t ) is omitted.
The extinction cross section is related in a simple way to the scattering amplitude;
Cext 5

4π
Re h(X ? ex )θ 50j
k2

(8)

This remarkable result, often called the optical theorem , implies that plane-wave extinction
depends only on scattering in the forward direction θ 5 0 , which seems to contradict the
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1 Scattering of visible light by a silicate sphere calculated using the anomalous
diffraction approximation: (a ) scattering cross section; (b ) scattering efficiency (cross section
normalized by projected area); (c ) volumetric scattering cross section (cross section per unit
particle volume).
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(c)

FIGURE 1 (Continued )

FIGURE 2 Reflected power per unit incident irradiance and unit volume of a silicate slab
normally illuminated by visible light (reflectance divided by slab thickness).
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interpretation of extinction as the sum of scattering in all directions and absorption. Yet
extinction has two interpretations, the second manifest in the optical theorem: extinction is
interference between incident and forward-scattered waves.
The scattering cross section is also obtained from the vector scattering amplitude by an
integration over all directions:
Csca 5

E

4π

2

uXu

k

2

dΩ

(9)

At wavelengths far from strong absorption bands, the scattering cross section of a
particle small compared with the wavelength satisfies (approximately)

Csca ~

y2
l4

(ka 5 0)

(10)

where a is a characteristic linear dimension of the particle. This result was first obtained by
Lord Rayleigh in 1871 by dimensional analysis (his paper is included in Ref. 8).
The extinction cross section of a particle large compared with the wavelength
approaches the limit
Cext 5 2G

(ka 5 ` )

(11)

The fact that Cext approaches twice G instead of G is sometimes called the extinction
paradox. This alleged paradox arises from the expectation that geometrical optics should
become a better approximation as a particle becomes larger. But all particles have edges
because of which extinction by them always has a component unaccounted for by
geometrical optics. This additional component, however, may not be observed because it is
associated with light scattered very near the forward direction and because all detectors
have finite acceptance angles. Measured extinction is theoretical extinction reduced by the
scattered light collected by the detector.
No particle scatters light equally in all directions; isotropic scatterers exist only in the
dreams of inept theorists. The angular dependence of scattering can be specified by the
differential scattering cross section , written symbolically as dC sca / d Ω as a reminder that the
total scattering cross section is obtained from it by integrating over all directions:

Csca 5

E dCdΩ dΩ
sca

(12)

4π

The normalized differential scattering cross section p

p5

1 dC sca
Csca d Ω

(13)

is sometimes called the phase function. This coinage of astronomers (after the phases of
astronomical bodies) confuses those who are perplexed by phase attached to a quantity
from which phase in the usual optical sense is absent. To add to the confusion, the phase
function is sometimes normalized to 4π instead of to unity.
A salient characteristic of scattering by particles is strong forward-backward asymmetry.
Small metallic particles at far infrared wavelengths provide one of the few examples in
which backscattering is larger than forward scattering. Except for very small particles,
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FIGURE 3 Scattering of unpolarized visible light by spheres of radii 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2 mm
calculated according to the Rayleigh-Gans approximation.

scattering is peaked in the forward direction; the larger the particle, the sharper the peak.
Examples are given in Fig. 3, which shows differential scattering cross sections for
unpolarized visible light illuminating spheres of various radii. These curves were obtained
using the Rayleigh-Gans approximation,1,3,5 valid for particles optically similar to the
surrounding medium. Forward scattering is much greater than backscattering even for a
sphere as small as 0.2 mm.
A simple explanation of forward-backward asymmetry follows from the model of a
scatterer as an array of N antennas. If we ignore mutual excitation (the antennas are
excited solely by the external source), the total scattered field is the sum of N fields, the
phases of which, in general, are different except in the forward direction. Scattering by
noninteracting scatterers in this direction—and only in this direction—is in-phase
regardless of their separation and the wavelength of the source. Thus as N increases, the
scattered irradiance increases more rapidly in the forward direction than in any other
direction.
Particles are miniature polarizers and retarders: they scatter differently the orthogonal
components into which incident fields can be resolved. Similarly, an optically smooth
surface can be both a polarizer and retarder. Just as polarization changes upon reflection
are described by decomposing electric fields into components parallel and perpendicular to
the plane of incidence, it is convenient to introduce a scattering plane , defined by the
directions of the incident and scattered waves, for describing scattering by particles.
The incident plane wave is transverse, as is the scattered field at large distances. Thus
these fields can be decomposed into two orthogonal components, one parallel, the other
perpendicular to the scattering plane. The orthonormal basis vectors are denoted by ei and
e and form a right-handed triad with the direction of propagation ep (of either the
incident or scattered waves): e xei 5 ep . Incident and scattered fields are specified relative
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FIGURE 4 Vibration ellipses at various scattering angles for light scattered by a sphere much smaller
than the wavelength of the incident right-circularly polarized light.

to different basis vectors. With this decomposition the relation between fields can be
written1,5

SEE D 5 e2ikr SSS SS DSEE D
ik (r 2z )

is

2

3

ii

s

4

1

i

(14)

where i and s denote incident and scattered, respectively. The elements of this amplitude
scattering matrix (or Jones matrix) are complex-valued functions of the scattering direction.
If a single particle is illuminated by completely polarized light, the scattered light is also
completely polarized but possibly differently from the incident light, and differently in
different directions. An example is given in Fig. 4, which shows vibration ellipses of light
scattered by a small sphere. The polarization state of the scattered light varies from
right-circular (the polarization state of the incident light) in the forward direction, to linear
(perpendicular to the scattering plane) at 908, to left-circular in the backward direction.
Just as unpolarized light can become partially polarized upon specular reflection,
scattering of unpolarized light by particles can yield partially polarized light varying in
degree and state of polarization in different directions. Unlike specular reflection,
however, an ensemble of particles can transform completely polarized incident light into
partially polarized scattered light if all the particles are not identical.
Transformations of polarized light upon scattering by particles are described most
conveniently by the scattering matrix (or Mueller matrix) relating scattered to incident
Stokes parameters:1,5
Is
Qs
1
5 2 2
kr
Us
Vs

S11 S12 S13 S14
S21 S22 S23 S24
S31 S32 S33 S34
S41 S42 S43 S44

12 1

Ii
Qi
Ui
Vi

21 2

(15)

The scattering matrix elements Sij for a single particle are functions of the amplitude
scattering matrix elements. Only seven of these elements are independent, corresponding
to the four amplitudes and three phase differences of the Sj .
The scattering matrix for an ensemble of particles is the sum of matrices for each of
them provided they are separated by sufficiently large random distances. Although all 16
matrix elements for an ensemble can be nonzero and different, symmetry reduces the
number of matrix elements. For example, the scattering matrix for a rotationally and
mirror symmetric ensemble has the form

1

0
S11 S12
0
0
0
S12 S22
S
S
0
0
33
34
0
0 2S34 S44

2

(16)
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6.5 SCATTERING BY AN ISOTROPIC , HOMOGENEOUS SPHERE : THE
ARCHETYPE
An isotropic, homogeneous sphere is the simplest finite particle, the theory of scattering by
which is attached to the name of Gustav Mie.17 So firm is this attachment that in defiance
of logic and history every particle under the sun has been dubbed a ‘‘Mie scatterer,’’ and
Mie scattering has been promoted from a particular theory of limited applicability to the
unearned rank of general scattering process.
Mie was not the first to solve the problem of scattering by an arbitrary sphere.18 It
would be more correct to say that he was the last. He gave his solution in recognizably
modern notation and also addressed a real problem: the colors of colloidal gold. For these
reasons, his name is attached to the sphere-scattering problem even though he had
illustrious predecessors, most notably Lorenz.19 This is an example in which eponymous
recognition has gone to the last discoverer rather than to the first.
Mie scattering is not a physical process; Mie theory is one theory among many. It isn’t
even exact because it is based on continuum electromagnetic theory and on illumination by
a plane wave infinite in lateral extent.
Scattering by a sphere can be determined using various approximations and methods
bearing little resemblance to Mie theory: Fraunhofer theory, geometrical optics, anomalous diffraction, coupled-dipole method, T -matrix method, etc. Thus, is a sphere a Mie
scatterer or an anomalous diffraction scatterer or a coupled-dipole scatterer? The
possibilities are endless. When a physical process can be described by several different
theories, it is inadvisable to attach the name of one of them to it.
There is no distinct boundary between so-called Mie and Rayleigh scatterers. Mie
theory includes Rayleigh theory, which is a limiting theory strictly applicable only as the
size of the particle shrinks to zero. Even for spheres uncritically labeled ‘‘Rayleigh
spheres,’’ there are always deviations between the Rayleigh and Mie theories. By hobbling
one’s thinking with a supposed sharp boundary between Rayleigh and Mie scattering, one
risks throwing some interesting physics out the window. Whether a particle is a Mie or
Rayleigh scatterer is not absolute. A particle may be graduated from Rayleigh to Mie
status merely by a change of wavelength of the illumination.
One often encounters statements about Mie scattering by cylinders, spheroids, and
other nonspherical particles. Judged historically, these statements are nonsense: Mie never
considered any particles other than homogeneous spheres.
Logic would seem to demand that if a particle is a Mie scatterer, then Mie theory can
be applied to scattering by it. This fallacious notion has caused and will continue to cause
mischief, and is probably the best reason for ceasing to refer to Mie particles or Mie
scatterers. Using Mie theory for particles other than spheres is risky, especially for
computing scattering toward the backward direction.
More often than not, a better term than Mie or Rayleigh scattering is available. If the
scatterers are molecules, molecular scattering is better than Rayleigh scattering (itself an
imprecise term):20 the former term refers to an agent, the latter to a theory. Mie scatterer
is just a needlessly aristocratic name for a humble sphere. Wherever Mie scatterer is
replaced with sphere, the result is clearer. If qualifications are needed, one can add small
or large compared with the wavelength or comparable to the wavelength.
Briefly, the solution to the problem of scattering by an arbitrary homogeneous sphere
illuminated by a plane wave can be obtained by expanding the incident, scattered, and
internal fields in a series of vector spherical harmonics. The coefficients of these expansion
functions are chosen so that the tangential components of the electric and magnetic
fields are continuous across the surface of the sphere. Thus this scattering problem is
formally identical to reflection and refraction because of interfaces, although the sphere
problem is more complicated because the scattered and internal fields are not plane
waves.
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Observable quantities are expressed in terms of the coefficients an and bn in the
expansions of the scattered fields. For example, the cross sections are infinite series:

O
2π
5
O (2n 1 1)( a
k

Cext 5

2π `
(2n 1 1) Re han 1 bn j
k 2 n51

(17)

`

Csca

u

2

2
nu

1 ubn u2)

(18)

n 51

If the permeability of the sphere and its surroundings are the same, the scattering
coefficients can be written
an 5

[Dn (mx ) / m 1 n / x ]c n (x ) 2 c n21(x )
[Dn (mx ) / m 1 n / x ]j n (x ) 2 j n21(x )

(19)

bn 5

[mDn (mx ) 1 n / x ]c n (x ) 2 c n21(x )
[mDn (mx ) 1 n / x ]j n (x ) 2 j n21(x )

(20)

c n and j n are Riccati-Bessel functions and the logarithmic derivative
Dn (r ) 5

d
ln c n (r )
dr

(21)

The size parameter x is ka , where a is the radius of the sphere and k is the wavenumber of
the incident light in the surrounding medium, and m is the complex refractive index of the
sphere relative to that of this (nonabsorbing) medium. Equations (19) and (20) are one of
the many ways of writing the scattering coefficients, some of which are more suited to
computations than others.
During the Great Depression mathematicians were put to work computing tables of
trigonometric and other functions. The results of their labors now gather dust in libraries.
Today, these tables could be generated more accurately in minutes on a pocket calculator.
A similar fate has befallen Mie calculations. Before fast computers were inexpensive,
tables of scattering functions for limited ranges of size parameter and refractive index were
published. Today, these tables could be generated in minutes on a personal computer. The
moral is to give algorithms rather than only tables of results, which are mostly useless
except as checks for someone developing and testing algorithms.
These days it is not necessary to reinvent the sphere: documented Mie programs are
readily available. The first widely circulated program was published as an IBM report by
Dave in 1968, although it no longer seems to be available. A Mie program is given in Ref.
5. Reference 6 includes a diskette containing scattering programs for spheres (and other
particles). Wiscombe21,22 suggested techniques for increasing the speed of computations, as
did Lentz,23 whose method makes use of continued fractions. Wang and van de Hulst24
recently compared various scattering programs.
The primary tasks in Mie calculations are computing the functions in Eqs. (19) and (20)
and summing series like Eqs. (17) and (18). Bessel functions are computed by recurrence.
The logarithmic derivative, the argument of which can be complex, is usually computed by
downward recurrence. c n (x ) and j n (x ) can be computed by upward recurrence if one does
not generate more orders than are needed for convergence, approximately the size
parameter x. When a program with no logical errors falls ill, it often can be cured by
promoting variables from single to double precision.
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Cross sections versus radius or wavelength convey physical information; efficiencies
versus size parameter convey mathematical information. The size parameter is a variable
with less physical content than its components, the whole being less than the sum of its
parts. Moreover, cross section versus size parameter (or its inverse) is not equivalent to
cross section versus wavelength. Except in the fantasy world of naive modelers, refractive
indices vary with wavelength, and the Mie coefficients depend on x and m , wavelength
being explicit in the first and implicit in the second.
The complex refractive index is written dozens of different ways, one of which is n 1 ik
(despite the risk of confusing the imaginary part with the wavenumber). The quantities n
and k are called optical constants. But just as the Lord Privy Seal is neither a lord nor a
privy nor a seal, optical constants are neither optical nor constant.
Few quantities in optics are more shrouded in myth and misconception than the
complex refractive index. The real part for any medium is often defined as the ratio of the
velocity of light c in free space to the phase velocity in the medium. This definition,
together with notions that nothing can go faster than c , has engendered the widespread
misconception that n must be greater than unity. But n can take on any value, even zero.
The phase velocity is not the velocity of any palpable object or of any signal, hence is not
subject to speed limits enforced by the special relativity police. The least physically
relevant property of a refractive index is that it is a ratio of phase velocities. A refractive
index is a response function (or better, is simply related to response functions such as
permittivity and permeability): it is a macroscopic manifestation of the microscopic
response of matter to a periodic driving force.
When we turn to the imaginary part of the refractive index, we enter a ballroom in
which common sense is checked at the door. It has been asserted countless times that an
imaginary index of, say, 0.01 corresponds to a weakly absorbing medium (at visible and
near-visible wavelengths). Such assertions are best exploded by expressing k in a more
physically transparent way. The absorption coefficient a is

a5

4π k
l

(22)

The inverse of a is the e -folding distance (or skin depth), the distance over which the
irradiance of light propagating in an unbounded medium decreases by a factor of e. At
visible wavelengths, the e -folding distance corresponding to k 5 0.01 is about 5 mm. A thin
sliver of such an allegedly weakly absorbing material would be opaque.
When can a particle (or any object) be said to be strongly absorbing? A necessary
condition is that a d  1 , where d is a characteristic linear dimension of the object. But this
condition is not sufficient. As k increases, absorption increases—up to a point. As k
approaches infinity, the absorption cross section of a particle or the absorptance of a film
approaches zero.
One of the most vexing problems in scattering calculations is finding optical constants
dispersed throughout dozens of journals. Palik25 edited a compilation of optical constants
for several solids. The optical constants of liquid water over a broad range were compiled
by Hale and Querry;26 Warren27 published a similar compilation for ice. For other
materials, you are on your own. Good hunting!
For small x and um u x , the extinction and scattering efficiencies of a sphere are
approximately

Hmm 12 21J
m 21
8
5 x U
U
3
m 12
2

Qext 5 4x Im

2

2

Qsca

4

2

(23)

2

(24)
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These equations are the source of a nameless paradox, which is disinterred from time to
time, a corpse never allowed eternal peace. If the sphere is nonabsorbing (m real), Eq.
(23) yields a vanishing extinction cross section, whereas Eq. (24) yields a nonvanishing
scattering cross section. Yet extinction never can be less than scattering. But note that Eq.
(23) is only the first term in the expansion of Qext in powers of x. The first nonvanishing
term in the expansion of Qsca is of order x 4. To be consistent, Q ext and Qsca must be
expanded to the same order in x. When this is done, the paradox vanishes.
The amplitude-scattering matrix elements for a sphere are
S1 5

O n2(nn 11 11) (a π 1 b τ )

(25)

O n2(nn 11 11) (a τ 1 b π )

(26)

n

n

n n

n

S2 5

n n

n

n

n

where the angle-dependent functions are

πn 5

P 1n
sin θ

τn 5

dP 1n
dθ

(27)

and P 1n are the associated Legendre functions of the first kind. The off-diagonal elements
of the amplitude-scattering matrix vanish, because of which the scattering matrix is
block-diagonal and S12 5 S21 , S43 5 2S34 , S44 5 S33 . Thus, when the incident light is polarized
parallel (perpendicular) to the scattering plane, so is the scattered light, a consequence of
the sphere’s symmetry.

6.6 SCATTERING BY REGULAR PARTICLES
The field scattered by any spherically symmetric particle has the same form as that
scattered by a homogeneous, isotropic sphere; only the scattering coefficients are different.
One such particle is a uniformly coated sphere. Scattering by a sphere with a single layer
was first treated by Aden and Kerker.28 Extending their analysis to multilayered spheres is
straightforward.29
New computational problems arise in going from uncoated to coated spheres. The
scattering coefficients for both contain spherical Bessel functions, which are bounded only
if their arguments are real (no absorption). Thus, for strongly absorbing particles, the
arguments of Bessel functions can be so large that their values exceed computational
bounds. This does not occur for uncoated spheres because the only quantity in the
scattering coefficients with complex argument is the logarithmic derivative, a ratio of
Bessel functions computed as an entity instead of by combining numerator and
denominator, each of which separately can exceed computational bounds. It is not obvious
how to write the scattering coefficients for a coated sphere so that only ratios of possibly
large quantities are computed explicitly. For this reason the applicability of the
coated-sphere program in Ref. 5 is limited. Toon and Ackerman,30 however, cast the
coated-sphere coefficients in such a way that this limitation seems to have been
surmounted.
Bessel functions of large complex argument are not the only trap for the unwary. A
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coated sphere is two spheres. The size parameter for the outer sphere determines the
number of terms required for convergence of series. If the inner sphere is much smaller
than the outer, the various Bessel functions appropriate to the inner sphere are computed
for indices much greater than needed. More indices are not always better. Beyond a
certain number, round-off error can accumulate to yield terms that should make ever
smaller contributions to sums but may not.
Scattering by spheres and by infinitely long circular cylinders illuminated normally to
their axes are in some ways similar. Spherical Bessel functions in the sphere scattering
coefficients correspond to cylindrical Bessel functions in the cylinder scattering coefficients.
Unlike a sphere, however, an infinitely long cylinder cannot be enclosed in a finite volume.
As a consequence, the field scattered by such a cylinder decreases inversely as the square
root of distance r instead of inversely as r (for sufficiently large r ).
Infinite particles may be mathematically tractable but they are physically unrealizable.
In particular, cross sections for infinite cylinders are infinite. But cross sections per unit
length of infinite cylinders are finite. Such cross sections may be applied to a finite
cylindrical particle by multiplying its length by the cross section per unit length of the
corresponding infinite particle. If the aspect ratio (length / diameter) of the finite particle is
sufficiently large, what are vaguely called ‘‘end effects’’ may be negligible. Because no
exact theory for a finite cylinder exists, the aspect ratio at which differences between finite
and infinite cylinders become negligible is not known with certainty, although the value 10
is bruited about. Nevertheless, there always will be differences between scattering by finite
and infinite particles, which may or may not be of concern depending on the application.
A physical difference between scattering by spheres and by cylinders is that cross
sections for cylinders depend on the polarization state of the incident plane wave. But
normally incident light illuminating an infinite cylinder and polarized perpendicular
(parallel) to the plane defined by the incident wave and the cylinder axis excites only
scattered light polarized perpendicular (parallel) to the plane defined by the scattered
wave and the cylinder axis. Obliquely incident linearly polarized light can, however, excite
scattered light having both copolarized and cross-polarized components.
Obliquely illuminated uncoated cylinders pose no special computational problems.
Coated cylinders, however, pose the same kinds of problems as coated spheres and are
even more difficult to solve. Toon and Ackerman’s30 algorithm for coated spheres is based
on the fact that spherical Bessel functions can be expressed in a finite number of terms.
Because cylindrical Bessel functions cannot be so expressed, this algorithm cannot be
extended to coated cylinders, for which Bessel functions must be computed separately
rather than as ratios and can have values beyond computational bounds. Even if such
bounds are not exceeded, problems still can arise.
Although Baraba´ s31 discussed in detail scattering by coated cylinders, Salzman and
Bohren32 found that his computational scheme is unsuitable when absorption is large. They
attempted, with only partial success, to write programs for arbitrary coated cylinders. Care
must be taken in computing Bessel functions. The often-used Miller algorithm can be
inadequate for large, complex arguments.
The simplest nonspherical, finite particle is the spheroid, prolate or oblate. Because the
scalar wave equation is separable in spheroidal coordinates, scattering by spheroids can be
solved in the same way as for spheres and cylinders. The expansion functions are based on
spheroidal rather than spherical or cylindrical wave functions. Asano and Yamamoto33
were the first to solve in this way the problem of scattering by an arbitrary spheroid.
Although Asano34 subsequently published an extensive set of computations based on this
solution, it has not seen widespread use, possibly because of the intractability and
exoticness of spheroidal functions.
Computational experience with spheroids and even simpler particles such as spheres
and cylinders leads to the inescapable conclusion that hidden barriers lie between a
mathematical solution to a scattering problem and an algorithm for reliably and quickly
extracting numbers from it.
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6.7 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR NONSPHERICAL PARTICLES
The widespread notion that randomly oriented nonspherical particles are somehow
equivalent to spheres is symptomatic of a failure to distinguish between the symmetry of
an ensemble and that of its members. Considerable effort has been expended in seeking
prescriptions for equivalent spheres. This search resembles that for the Holy Grail—and
has been as fruitless.
From extensive studies of scattering by nonspherical particles, Mugnai and Wiscombe35
concluded that ‘‘after examining hundreds of nonspherical results and observing that they
all cluster relatively close together, relatively far from the equivolume spheres (except at
forward angles), we have come to regard nonspherical particles as normal, and spheres as
the most unrepresentative shape possible—almost a singularity.’’ This serves as a warning
against using Mie theory for particles of all shapes and as a spur to finding methods more
faithful to reality. We now turn to some of these methods. Keep in mind that no matter
how different they may appear on the surface, they are all linked by the underlying
Maxwell equations.
The T -matrix method is based on an integral formulation of scattering by an arbitrary
particle. It was developed by Waterman, first for a perfect conductor,36 then for a particle
with less restricted properties.37 It subsequently was applied to scattering problems under
the name extended boundary condition method (EBCM).38 Criticism of the T -matrix
method was rebutted by Varadan et al.,39 who cite dozens of papers on this method
applied to electromagnetic scattering. Another source of papers and references is the
collection edited by Varadan and Varadan.40 Reference 6 is accompanied by a diskette
containing T -matrix programs.
Linearity of the field equations and boundary conditions implies that the coefficients in
the spherical harmonic expansion of the field scattered by any particle are linearly related
to those of the incident field. The linear transformation connecting these two sets of
coefficients is called the T (for transition) matrix.
The T -matrix elements are obtained by numerical integration. Computational
difficulties arise for particles with high absorption or large aspect ratios. These limitations
of the original T -matrix method have been surmounted somewhat by Iskander et al.,41
whose extension is dubbed the iterative extended boundary condition method.
Although the T -matrix method is not restricted to axisymmetric particles, it almost
exclusively has been applied to spheroids and particles defined by Chebyshev
polynomials.35,42,43
Despite its virtues, the T -matrix method is not readily grasped in one sitting. Another
method, variously called the Purcell-Pennypacker,44 coupled-dipole,45 digitized Green’s
function46 method and discrete dipole approximation,47 is mathematically much simpler—
the most complicated function entering into it is the exponential—and physically
transparent. Although originally derived by heuristic arguments, the coupled-dipole
method was put on firmer analytical foundations by Lakhtakia.48
In this method, a particle is approximated by a lattice of N dipoles small compared with
the wavelength but still large enough to contain many molecules. The dipoles often are,
but need not be, identical and isotropic. Each dipole is excited by the incident field and by
the fields of all the other dipoles. Thus the field components at each site satisfy a set of 3N
linear equations. These components can be calculated by iteration44,49 or by inverting the
3N 3 3N coefficient matrix.45 The coefficient matrix for only one particle orientation need
be inverted. This inverse matrix then can be used to calculate scattering for other
orientations.50 A disadvantage of matrix inversion is that the number of dipoles is limited
by computer storage.
Arrays of coupled dipoles were considered long before Purcell and Pennypacker
entered the scene. More than half a century ago Kirkwood51 treated a dielectric as an array
of molecules, the dipole moment of each of which is determined by the external field and
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by the fields of all the other molecules. What Purcell and Pennypacker did was to apply the
coupled-dipole method to absorption and scattering by optically homogeneous particles.
They bridged the gap between discrete arrays and continuous media with the ClausiusMosotti theory. Because this theory, like every effective-medium theory, is not exact,
critics of their method have pronounced it guilty by association. But the Clausius-Mosotti
theory is merely the effective-medium theory that Purcell and Pennypacker happened to
use. Whatever flaws their method may have, one of them is not that it is forever chained to
the ghosts of Clausius and Mosotti. Alleged violations of the optical theorem are easily
remedied by using the exact expression for the polarizability of a finite sphere,52 which in
no way changes the structure of the method.
Draine47 applied this method (under the label discrete dipole approximation ) to
extinction by interstellar grains, obtaining the field components with the conjugate gradient
method. An outgrowth of his paper is that by Flatau et al.,53 who considered scattering by
rectangular particles. Goedecke and O’Brien46 baptized their version of the digitized
Green’s function method and applied it to scattering of microwave radiation by
snowflakes.54 Varadan et al.55 applied the method to scattering by particles with anisotropic
optical constants. It also has been applied to scattering by helices,56 by a cylinder on a
reflecting surface,57 and extended to intrinsically optically active particles.58
Although Yung’s analysis59 of a large (15,600) array of dipoles representing a sphere
suggests that there are no intrinsic limitations to the coupled-dipole method, it is plagued
with practical limitations, most notably its inability to treat particles (especially compact
ones or ones with large complex refractive indices) much larger than the wavelength of the
illumination. Chiapetta,60 then Singham and Bohren,61 reformulated the coupled-dipole
method, expressing the total field at each dipole as the sum of the incident field and the
fields scattered once, twice, and so on by all the other dipoles. Although this formulation is
appealing because each term in the scattering-order series has a simple physical
interpretation, the series can diverge. The greater the refractive index, the smaller the
particle for which the series diverges. For a particle of given volume, fewer terms are
needed for convergence the more the particle departs from sphericity. The greater the
average separation between dipoles, the weaker the average interaction.
Except for improvements and refinements52,62,63 that increase accuracy and speed but do
not remove barriers imposed by particle size and composition, the coupled-dipole method
has not changed much since it first was used by Purcell and Pennypacker. It is not, of
course, limited to optically homogeneous particles. It can be applied readily to aggregates
of small particles. Indeed, it is best suited to aggregates with low fractal dimension. Berry
and Percival64 considered scattering by fractal aggregates using what they call the
mean -field approximation , which is essentially the Rayleigh-Gans approximation, in turn a
form of the scattering-order formulation of the coupled-dipole method in which the dipoles
are excited only by the incident field.
The arbitrary border separating electrical engineering from optics is never more
obvious than when it comes to methods for computing scattering. The engineers have
theirs, the optical scientists have theirs, and rarely do the twain meet. In the hope of
promoting smuggling, even illegal immigration, I must at least mention two methods that
fall almost exclusively in the domain of electrical engineering: the method of moments and
the finite-difference time-domain technique (FDTD).
Anyone interested in the method of moments must begin with Harrington’s book,65 a
focal point from which paths fan out in all directions.
As its name implies, the FDTD technique is applied to what electrical engineers call the
time domain (as opposed to the frequency domain , which most optical scientists inhabit
even though they may not know it) and is explicitly labeled a finite-difference method (all
methods for particles other than those of simple shape entail discretization in one form or
another). Papers by Yee,66 Holland et al.,67 Mur,69 Luebbers et al.,69 and references cited
in them will get you started on the FDTD technique.
When pondering the welter of species and subspecies of methods keep in mind that the
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differences among them and their ranges of validity are probably smaller than their
adherents think or are willing to admit. There is no method that will happily compute
scattering of arbitrary waves by particles of arbitrary size and composition in a finite
amount of time. Moreover, each method, whatever its merits and demerits, often requires
a tedious climb up a learning curve.
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7.1 GLOSSARY
A0
a, b
BRDF
BSDF
f
G
I
P
R
S1
S2
θ, w
s ba
Fba

area
polarization parameters 5 ' , i
bidirectional reflectance distribution function
bidirectional scattering distribution function
spatial frequency; fx 5 j , fy 5 h
power spectral density function including the specular contribution
intensity in power per steradian
generalized pupil function
Fresnel intensity reflection coefficient
one-dimensional or profile power spectral density
two-dimensional or area power spectral density
angles
bistatic radar cross section
polarization factor

7.2 INTRODUCTION
The theory of wave scattering by imperfect surfaces has been highly developed in the fields
of radiophysics, acoustics, and optics. It is the subject of a number of books,1–3 book
sections,4–9 and review articles,10–16 and its practical application to scattering from optical
* Work performed in part while the Author was with the U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and
Engineering Center, Picatinny, N.J.
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surfaces has been discussed in the readable and informative texts of Bennett17 and
Stover.18 Bennett has also published a selection of reprints from the extensive literature in
the related areas of surface finish and its measurement.19
The purpose of this article is to provide a frame of reference for interpreting the
existing literature and understanding more recent developments in the description,
characterization, and specification of scattering from optical-quality surfaces.
Discussions of related subjects can be found in the articles on ‘‘Measurement of
Scatter,’’ ‘‘Control of Stray Light,’’ ‘‘X-Ray Optics,’’ and ‘‘Diffraction’’ elsewhere in this
Handbook.

7.3 NOTATION
The most important quantity in the discussion of surface scattering is the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which is defined precisely in Stover’s article on
‘‘Measurement of Scatter.’’ The BRDF is a multidimensional function that describes the
angular and polarization dependence of the intensity of light reflected and scattered from a
surface, and is related to the better-known angular-resolved or differential scattered
intensity dI / d Ω and the bistatic radar cross section s ba , according to
BRDFba (θ i , θ s , ws ) 5

S D

1
1 dIs
?
cos θ s Ii d Ω

5

ba

s ba
4πA0 cos θ i cos θ s

(1)

Here Ii is the incident intensity (power per steradian), Is is the far-field reflected and
scattered intensity, A0 is the illuminated surface area, and the subscripts a and b denote the
states of linear polarization of the incident and scattered radiation (note the right-to-left
ordering). When the electric vector is perpendicular (or parallel) to the plane defined by
the propagation direction and the surface normal, a , b 5 s 5 ' (or p 5 i ) in optics, and
TE (or TM) in radiophysics. Polarization aficionados will note that the quantities defined
in Eq. (1) are the square magnitudes of the components of the 2 3 2 Jones scattering
matrix, and correspond to the upper-left quadrant of the 4 3 4 Stokes scattering matrix.20
Acoustic (scalar) scattering is described in terms of the analogous acoustic cross section,
but without the polarization notation. Instead, there are two extreme forms of the acoustic
boundary conditions, which correspond to the scattering of ' - and i -polarized electromagnetic radiation from a perfectly reflecting (i.e., infinitely conducting) surface. The first
is called a ‘‘soft’’ surface, which uses the Dirichlet boundary condition, and the second is a
‘‘hard’’ surface, which uses the Neumann boundary condition.
As explained later, the angular distribution of the scattered intensity is essentially a
Fourier spectrogram of the surface errors, so that it is convenient to discuss scattering in
the frequency domain, that is, in terms of the spatial frequency vector f lying in the surface
plane. The components of this vector are related to the scattering angles by

f5

Sff D 5 l1 Ssin θsincosθ wsin2wsin θ D
x

y

s

s

s

i

(2)

s

which can be viewed as a generalization of the grating equation for first-order diffraction
from a grating with the spatial wavelength d 5 1 / f. fx and fy are frequently denoted by j
and h in the Fourier-optics literature.
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7.4 SCATTERING THEORY
Surface scattering arises from any deviation from the ideal interface that upsets the
delicate interference effects required for rectilinear propagation. In principle, relating the
BRDF to specific scattering structures is a straightforward application of Maxwell’s
equations but, more often than not, approximations are necessary to get practically useful
results. The best known of these approximations are the physical-optics (Kirchhoff) and
the perturbation (Rayleigh-Rice) theories, which despite their advanced age are still
subjects of lively investigation.21
In the important case of small-angle scattering from weakly scattering surfaces,
however, the predictions of all such theories are the same since in those limits the
scattering is determined by simple linear-momentum considerations. For the present
purposes we consider the most elementary scattering theory that captures that physics—
the first-order Born approximation. This approximation has the added advantages that it
includes the effects of the measurement system and surface effects on an equal footing , and
can be readily generalized to include both topographic and nontopographic scattering
mechanisms.
In general, scattering problems require the solution of an integral equation that relates
the incident and scattered fields. The first-order Born approximation is the first term in an
iterative solution of that equation, obtained by setting the total field in the integrand equal
to the incident field.3–5,9 The key quantity in the first-order Born approximation for the
BRDF is the square magnitude of an integral containing three factors—an incident plane
wave, a scattered plane wave, and an interaction term that couples them—integrated over
the illuminated area of the surface. In particular
BRDFba 5

1
Fba (ws )Ra (θ i )G (f)
l2

(3)

UE

(4)

where
G (f) 5

1
A0

U

2

d r e i2π f ? r P (r)

A0

and r is the position vector in the surface plane. Note that the single exponential factor
appearing here, which causes the integral to appear in the form of a Fourier transform, is
the product of the input and scattered plane waves, and P is the interaction that couples
them. The remaining factors in Eq. (3) also have a simple physical interpretation: Fba is a
polarization factor which equals cos2 ws when a 5 b and sin2 ws when a ? b , and Ra is the
Fresnel intensity reflection coefficient of the smooth surface.
The interaction, P can be factored into system and surface terms
P (r) 5 Psyst(r) ? Psurf(r)

(5)

where Psyst is the pupil function of the measuring system and Psurf accounts for surface
imperfections. It is convenient to write Psurf 5 1 1 p (r), where the 1 represents the ideal
surface and p is the ‘‘perturbation’’ that describes deviations from a perfectly smooth
surface.
For a perfect surface, p 5 0 , and the BRDF given by Eqs. (3) to (5) is just the response
function of the measuring system—a sharp spike in the specular direction whose shape and
width are determined by the system pupil function. In the case of an imperfect surface,
p ? 0 , Eqs. (3) to (5) predict a modification of shape and intensity of this specular core, plus
scattering out of the core into larger angles. In the following discussion we concentrate on
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the scattering distribution and return to core effects under ‘‘Finish Specification.’’ To make
the distinction clear we call the scattering part of the BRDF the bidirectional scattering
distribution function, or BSDF.
In general, p (r), the perturbation responsible for scattering, has an irregular or random
dependence on surface position, which leads to a scattered intensity distribution in the
form of a highly irregular speckle pattern. In general, we are not interested in the
fine-scale structure of that pattern, but only its average or smoothed value as a function of
scattering angle. In order to relate individual scattering measurements to surface statistics,
the locally smoothed values of the scattered intensity are taken to equal the average
scattering pattern of an ensemble of statistically equivalent surfaces measured under the
same conditions.
That average takes the form
1
(6)
kBSDFba l 5 2 Fba (ws )Ra (θ i )Sp (f)
l
where k l denotes the ensemble average and
Sp (f) 5 lim

A05`

KA1 UE
0

UL
2

d r e i2π f ? r p (r)

A0

(7)

is the two-dimensional power spectral density (PSD) of the perturbation p. The power
spectrum is the most important factor in the expression for the BSDF since it is a purely
surface quantity and contains all of the information about the surface responsible for
scattering.
In the case of polished surfaces the power spectrum of the surface errors is generally a
smooth and broad function of spatial frequency, and the smoothed value of the BSDF is
independent of the system pupil function. On the other hand, if the surface roughness
contains periodic components, such as tool marks in precision-machined surfaces, the
BSDF will contain sharp diffraction lines. The positions and intensities of those lines are
related to the feed rates and amplitudes of the tool marks, while their widths are
determined by the system pupil function.22–24
If the surface roughness is spatially isotropic, as is usually assumed for randomly
polished surfaces, the PSD depends only on the magnitude of the surface spatial frequency
and is independent of its direction in the surface plane. This means that the BSDF depends
only on the magnitude of f in Eq. (2), so that aside from angular-limit (band-limit) effects,
all of the information about the surface spectrum can be obtained from scattering
measurements made in the plane of incidence (ws 5 0).
There are two other cases where scanning in the plane of incidence is sufficient: first,
when the surface is ‘‘one-dimensional’’—i.e., gratinglike—with its grooves oriented
perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, and second, when an arbitrary surface is
illuminated at an extreme glancing angle of incidence and the scattered intensity is
measured by a slit detector perpendicular to the plane of incidence. In both of these cases
the Born formalism described above leads to the one-dimensional form for the BSDF:
1
kBSDFba l 5 d b ,a Ra (θ i )Sp ( fx )
l

(8)

This expression differs from the two-dimension form in Eq. (6) in two ways: it is
proportional to 1 / l rather than 1 / l 2 and involves the one-dimensional or profile PSD
instead of the two-dimensional or area PSD.24 The definition of the one-dimensional power
spectrum and its connection with the two-dimensional form are given later, under ‘‘Profile
Measurements.’’
There is a final feature of the Born-approximation expression of the BSDF that is
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worth noting. In the plane of incidence both the one- and two-dimensional forms of the
BSDF, although different, are functions of the quantity
ul fx u 5 usin θ s 2 sin θ i u

(9)

rather than θ i and θ s individually. This is sometimes written as b 2 b 0 and the reduced
dependency is described as ‘‘shift invariance.’’25 The Born formalism, however, shows that
it is a manifestation of the grating equation or, more fundamentally, linear momentum
conservation in first-order scattering.

7.5 SURFACE MODELS
Surface models introduce new features into the BSDF which can be used to identify
specific scattering mechanisms and to determine values of their characteristic physical
parameters. One of the nice features of the Born approximation is that it permits a variety
of scattering mechanisms to be discussed in a common language. Three such scattering
mechanisms are discussed below.

Topographic Scattering
Surface roughness is the principal source of scattering from most optical surfaces at visible
wavelengths. It comes from the phase fluctuations impressed on the reflected wavefront by
the surface height fluctuations Z :
Psurf(r) 5 e i(4π /l) cos θ i ? Z(r) < 1 1 i

4π
cos θ i ? Z (r)
l

(10)

Optical-quality surfaces are usually ‘‘smooth’’ in the sense that the exponent above is so
small that the two-term expansion on the right is sufficient for describing the scattering
outside the specular core. The second term on the right is then pz , the perturbation
responsible for topographic scattering. In that case Eqs. (6) and (7) give
kBSDFba lz 5

16π 2
cos2 θ i Fba (ws )Ra (θ i )Sz (f)
l4

(11)

where the factor Sz is the two-dimensional PSD of the height fluctuations, Z. More refined
scalar and vector scattering theories give similar results in the smooth-surface limit. For
example, the widely used first-order Rayleigh-Rice vector perturbation theory4,26 gives
kBSDFss lz 5

16π 2
cos θ i cos θ s cos2 ws 4Rs (θ i )Rs (θ s ) Sz (f)
l4

(12)

for s to s (i.e., ' to ' ) scatter. The simplicity of this expression has earned it the name
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of ‘‘the golden rule’’ of smooth-surface scattering. The corresponding expressions for p -s ,
s -p , and p -p scattering involve more complicated polarization-reflectivity factors and are
given in the literature.4,18,23,24
In the case of rougher surfaces, higher terms in the expansion of the exponential in Eq.
(10) must be taken into account. The resulting expression for the BSDF involves a more
complicated dependence on the PSD of the height fluctuations, as well as a dependence on
their height distribution function, which is irrelevant in the smooth-surface limit.1–7

Material Scattering
A perfectly smooth surface (Z 5 0) may still scatter because of fluctuations in the
composition or density of the surface material. For the lack of a better term we call this
material scattering. The simplest way of describing such effects is to write the Fresnelamplitude reflection coefficient of the surface in the form
Psurf(r) 5 1 1 [z a (r) 2 #za ] / #za

(13)

where #za is the average reflection coefficient. The unity on the right corresponds to a
perfect surface and the second term represents the fluctuations about that average, and is
the perturbation, pm , responsible for scattering. The corresponding BSDF is then
kBSDFba lm 5

1
Fba (ws )Ra (θ i )Sm (f)
l2

(14)

where Sm is the PSD of pm given by Eqs. (7) and (13). This PSD can, in principle, be
related to specific models of the material inhomogeneities, such as the magnitudes and
spatial distribution of variations in composition.
Elson, Bennett, and Stover have recently appplied this model to the study of
nontopographic scatter from composite beryllium mirrors.27 A more fundamental source of
material scattering from such mirrors is the fact that beryllium metal is optically
anisotropic, and the randomly oriented crystallites in the surface lead to significant
nontopographic scattering even for pure materials.28
If the fluctuations in material properties that are responsible for scattering are
distributed throughout the volume of the material, the expression for the BSDF involves
the three-dimensional PSD of those fluctuations rather than the two-dimensional form
appearing in surface scattering. However, in the limit where the skin depth of the reflecting
material is less than the characteristic size of the inhomogeneities—that is, the inhomogeneities can be considered to be columnar—the three-dimensional formalism
reduces to the two-dimensional form in Eq. (14).29–31

Defect Scattering
The surface models considered above take the perturbations responsible for scattering to
be distributed broadly and continuously over the surface. An alternative is to have them
localized at isolated regions of the surface, such as pits or bumps in the topographic case
and patches of different reflectivity in the case of material scattering.
As an illustration, consider a sparse distribution of identical pits or bumps. In that case
the surface height deviations can be written
Z (r) 5

OZ
j

( j)
d

(r 2 rj )

(15)
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where rj is the location of the j th defect and Z d( j) is its topographic shape. If the defects are
randomly distributed,
kBSDFba ld 5

1
Fba (ws )Ra (θ i )Sd (f)
l2

(16)

where Sd is the PSD of the collection of defects.24 For a collection of cylindrical pits or
protrusions, for example,
Sd (f ) 5

1
A0

O F2πr ? J (2πfrπfr ) ? sin S2lπ h cos θ DG

2

2
j

j

1

j

j

i

(17)

j

where rj and hj are the radius and height of the j th defect, and the sum is taken over all
defects within the illuminated surface area, A0 . This result is instructive but would be
quantitative unrealistic for large values of hj because of the omission of shadowing and
other effects in this elementary calculation.
A number of exact calculations of the scattering from particular defects and structures
can be found in the literature which may be more useful in modeling real ‘‘scratch-anddig’’ defects in surfaces than the analysis given above.4,32–35 Another useful calculation is
that for the scattering of dust on smooth surfaces by Videen, Wolfe, and Bickel.36–37
The measured BSDFs of real surfaces may involve contributions from one or more
scattering mechanisms, such as those discussed above. The next two sections discuss
methods of identifying the dominant mechanisms involved through their different
characteristics, such as their different dependencies on the radiation wavelength.

7.6 WAVELENGTH SCALING
All first-order expressions for the BSDF appear as the product of factors, each
corresponding to a different feature of the scattering process. Equation (12), for example,
involves an inverse power of the radiation wavelength, obliquity factors, a reflectivity
factor, and finally, the power spectral density of the perturbation responsible for scattering.
The wavelength factor comes from two sources: an inherent factor of 1 / l 2 from the
dimensionality of the problem [1 / l in the one-dimensional case, Eq. (8)], and an
additional factor of 1 / l 2 for topographic scatter since the radiation ‘‘sees’’ the height
fluctuations in terms of its wavelength.31 This additional factor means that, although the
topographic component may dominate scattering at visible wavelengths, its contribution to
the total BSDF can be overwhelmed by nontopographic or ‘‘anomalous’’ scattering
mechanisms at infrared wavelengths.38
The reflectivity factor in the BSDF depends on the radiation wavelength through the
index of refraction or permittivity of the surface material, although the reflection
coefficient of highly reflective mirrors may be effectively constant over a wide range of
wavelengths.
The final factor in the BSDF, the PSD, depends on the radiation wavelength principally
through its argument, the spatial frequency, although its magnitude can also involve
inherent wavelength dependencies. In the case of topographic scattering, the PSD is a
purely geometric quantity, independent of the radiation wavelength, while the PSD of
material fluctuations can depend on the wavelength.
The radiation-wavelength dependence of the argument of the power spectrum comes
from purely geometric considerations. According to Eq. (2), the spatial frequency
corresponding to a given scattering direction is inversely proportional to the radiation
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wavelength. This predictable dependence can be eliminated in data analysis by comparing
BSDF measurements made at different radiation wavelengths as a function of spatial
frequency rather than scattering angle.
Recent results indicate that mirrors made of some materials, such as molybdenum and
silicon, behave as purely topographic scatterers from visible to 10-micron radiation
wavelengths, while others show significant nontopographic contributions.38–40
If different scattering mechanisms are present, and they are statistically independent,
their BSDFs add. If they are not independent, there may be important interference effects
which have an intermediate wavelength dependence.31,41

7.7 PROFILE MEASUREMENTS
The models described above relate the PSD of surface imperfections to more fundamental
physical quantities that are known a priori or can be measured independently. Surface
topography, for example, can be measured directly using optical or mechanical profiling
techniques, which raises the question of how to use profile data to determine the
two-dimensional PSD appearing in Eq. (12). That is, how can BSDFs be predicted from
profile measurements?
Algorithms for estimating two-dimensional spectra from two-dimensional arrays of
profile data are readily available.42 The usual procedure, though, is to use the PSDs
estimated from profiles taken by ‘‘one-dimensional’’ profiling instruments, or profiles
stripped from rectangular arrays of ‘‘two-dimensional’’ measurements. In either case, one
gets estimates of the one -dimensional power spectral density of the surface:

KL2 UE

1L/2

Sz ( fx ) 5 lim

L5`

UL
2

dxe i2πfxx Z (x )

2L/2

(18)

which contains information over the range of surface frequencies
1
N
, fx ,
L
2L

(19)

where L is the profile length and N is the number of data points in the profile. The
dynamic range of such measurements—the ratio of the highest to lowest frequency
included—is then N / 2 , which can be 1000 or more in practice. In principle, the estimation
of power spectra from limited data sets is straightforward, but it involves some subtleties
and must be done with care.42–45 Procedures for doing this are presently being codified in
an ASTM standard.46
It is important to recognize, though, that the profile spectrum is not just a special form
of the area spectrum, but is related to it in a more complicated way than might have been
supposed. In particular, they are connected by the integral transform

E

1`

S1( fx ) 5 2

dfy S2( fx , fy )

(20)

2`

where fx . 0. This accounts for their different units—for example, S1( fx ) for topographic
errors is usually expressed in units of micrometers to the third power, while S2( fx , fy ) is in
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micrometers to the fourth power.24,45 (We have added subscripts 1 and 2 in Eqs. (20) and
(21) to emphasize the distinction between one- and two-dimensional spectra.
In general, Eq. (20) cannot be solved to give S 5 S2 (the quantity that appears in the
expression for the BSDF) in terms of S1 determined from profile measurements. However,
in the special case of an isotropically rough surface, it can, and S2 can be written as a
different but related integral transform of S1 , namely:24,45
S2(f) 5 2

1
2π

E 4f df2 f ? dfd S ( f )
`

x

f

2
x

1

2

x

(21)

x

Unfortunately, the integral on the right cannot be evaluated directly from measured
(estimated) profile spectra since real data sets involve strong speckle fluctuations and do
not include the high-frequency information needed to extend the upper limit of the
integration to infinity. The usual way of handling these difficulties is fit the measured
profile spectrum to a physically reasonable analytic model before evaluating Eq. (21). This
does three things: it smooths the fluctuations, adds a priori physical information required
to extrapolate the data outside the measurement bandwidth, and condenses the data into a
few finish parameters.45
A useful model for this purpose is the ABC or K-correlation model,
S1( fx ) 5 A[1 1 (Bfx )2]2C/2

(22)

where A , B , and C are the adjustable model parameters. A is the value of the profile
spectrum in the low-frequency limit, B / 2π is a ‘‘correlation length’’ which determines the
location of the transition between the low- and high-frequency behavior, and C is the
exponent of the power-law fall-off at high frequencies. The corresponding two-dimensional
form of the ABC spectrum, determined from the above transformations, is
S2(f) 5 A9[1 1 (Bf )2]2(C11)/2

(23)

where A9 5 AB G((C 1 1) / 2) / (24π G(C / 2)) for C . 0.40 ,45
The ABC model is useful since it contains a minimal set of physical parameters, is
mathematically tractable, and reduces to a number of more familiar forms as special cases.
For example, C 5 2 gives a lorentzian spectrum, and large B gives the fractal-like forms:
n
S1( fx ) 5 Kn f 2
x

(24)

and
S2(f) 5

G((n 1 1) / 2)
? Kn f 2(n11)
24π G(n / 2)

(25)

Equation (25) corresponds to an inverse-power-law form for the BSDF. Isolated examples
of such scattering distributions have been reported for a number of years24,25,47 but their
ubiquity and importance is only now being recognized.48
Equations (22) to (25) provide a mechanism for comparing profile and BSDF
measurements of a given surface, and this—along with wavelength scaling—offers another
way of distinguishing topographic and nontopographic scattering mechanisms in real
surfaces. Such comparisons have been reported in several recent papers.27,40,–49
A related procedure, that does not involve scattering as such, is to make mechanical
and optical profile measurements of a given surface and to compare spectra deduced from
them over a common frequency range. Differences could come from the fact that
mechanical measurements are sensitive to topographic effects, while optical measurements
are sensitive to material effects as well. Preliminary comparisons of this type indicate that
machined silicon is essentially a pure topographic scatterer at HeNe wavelengths.50,51
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7.8 FINISH PARAMETERS
Optical finish measurements are frequently reported in terms of one or more classical
topographic finish parameters—the rms (root mean square) surface roughness s , the rms
profile slope m , and the surface correlation length l . These are appealing parameters since
they are ‘‘obvious’’ measures of quality and numerical values can be estimated directly
from raw profile data using simple, intuitive algebraic expressions (estimators).
On the other hand, they suffer from the fact that their values can depend significantly
on the measuring instrument used, and do not necessarily represent intrinsic properties of
the surfaces being measured. In the early days, when there were only one or two
instruments that could measure optical surface finish at all, and measurements were used
mainly for comparative purposes, instrumental effects were not an important concern. But
nowadays, when many different measurement techniques are available and there is a need
for a more quantitative understanding of the measured data, these instrumental effects
must be recognized and understood.
The royal road to understanding the effects of the measurement process lies in the
frequency domain, which has already appeared naturally in the discussion of surface
scattering. For example, it is easy to see that for linear measurement systems the measured
value of the mean-square profile roughness and slope are given by weighted integrals or
moments of the profile PSD:

SmsD

2

E df S ( f )T ( f )S2π1f D

2

`

5

meas

x

1

x

x

0

(26)

x

The factor T ( fx ) in the integrand is the square magnitude of the transfer function of the
particular measurement process involved, and accounts for the fact that real measurements
are sensitive to only a limited range of surface spatial frequencies. In contrast, the intrinsic
values of these parameters are defined by Eq. (26) where T ( fx ) 5 1.
In the case of mechanical profile measurements T ( fx ) is usually taken to be a unit
rectangle; that is, a constant equal to unity within the measurement bandpass and zero
outside. In the case of optical profile measurements it is usually taken to be a triangle
function that falls from unity at zero frequency to zero at the incoherent cutoff of the
optical system involved.43,44,51,52 Although Eq. (26) applies to profile measurements, it is
readily generalized to two-dimensional measurement processes,44,53 where the area in the
frequency plane defined by the nonvanishing transfer function is called the frequency
footprint of the measurement process.53
The literature also describes topographic finish in terms of the ‘‘correlation length,’’ a
length parameter characterizing its transverse properties. Unfortunately, though, most of
the values in the literature have been determined without taking the possibly large effects
of the measurement bandwidth into account, and must be interpreted with considerable
care.43,48,54
The standards literature does not yet completely address the issue of measurement
bandwidths. The 1985 version of ANSI / ASME B46, which is principally directed towards
mechanical surfaces, lists low-frequency limits but not high-frequency ones, although the
updated version will.55 On the other hand, ASTM F1408, for the total integrated scatter
(TIS) method for measuring the effective rms surface roughness56 specifies wavelength and
angular parameters that translate to a measurement bandwidth of
0.07 , f , 1.48 mm21

(27)

It is important to note that these limits correspond to a dynamic range of only 21.5, which
is much less than that of many current profiling instruments. This means that the effective
roughness value of a given surface determined by conventional TIS techniques can be
significantly smaller than that calculated from profile measurements.53,57 Noll and Glenn,
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for example, have reported TIS roughness values that are less than Talystep roughnesses
by a factor of 3 or more.58
The most striking example of bandwidth effects occurs for fractal surfaces, that is,
surfaces with inverse-power-law spectra. Such surfaces do not have finite intrinsic values of
the roughness, slope, or correlation length, although they do have finite measured y alues of
these quantities, since the low- and high-frequency divergences are cut off by the finite
measurement band-pass.24,48,59–61
In the light of this, it is more realistic to use the classical topographic finish parameters
measured under standardized conditions for descriptive and comparative purposes only,
and to use the parameters of the power spectrum for a more comprehensive and precise
description—for example, A , B , and C in the ABC model and n and Kn in the fractal
model.
The advantages of the power-spectrum description come from the fact that the PSD is
directly related to the BSDF, it is an intrinsic surface property and can be used to calculate
conventional finish parameters from Eq. (26).38,40,49

7.9 FINISH SPECIFICATION

Imperfect surface finish is undesirable since it degrades the performance of an optical
system. This raises the question of how to specify surface finish in terms of performance
requirements. Although this subject is outside the scope of this article, it is useful to
indicate how the ideas discussed above are involved.
The simplest performance requirement is that the distribution of the scattered light
intensity is less than some prescribed function of the scattering angle away from the
specular direction. This can be translated directly into limitations on error spectra using
Eqs. (12) (14) and (16). This method—using an inverse-power-law spectrum—was
proposed a number of years ago for x-ray mirrors.47 and has recently been adopted in an
international (ISO) standard for the designation of optical surface finish.62
A variant of this is the requirement that the total integrated intensity scattered out of
the image core be less than some fraction of the total reflected intensity. In the case of
topographic errors this appears in the form of the famous Strehl ratio:
Core intensity, Z ? 0
2
< e 2(4πs cos θ i/l)
Core intensity, Z 5 0

(28)

where s is the effective rms roughness of the surface evaluated by integrating the
two-dimensional power spectrum of the equivalent surface roughness using the twodimensional analog of Eq. (26), where the frequency limits of T (f) are determined from
the angular limits through the grating equation, Eq. (2). The extreme values of these
angles are determined by the core size in one limit, and scattering parallel to the surface
plane in the other.57
The integrated scattering intensity is important since it represents a loss of the core
intensity. In the case of imaging optics, the effects of surface errors on the detailed
distribution of the core intensity are also of interest: for example, its on-axis image
intensity, the image width, and its spatial-frequency distribution. Expressions for these
effects follow from precisely the same Born-approximation result, Eqs. (3) to (5), that to
this point we have used only to examine the properties of the scattered radiation, that is,
the BSDF.
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One interesting result of this analysis is the fact that the effects on imaging are
automatically finite for surfaces with fractal surface errors, even though fractal power
spectra diverge at long surface spatial wavelengths. This is because the finite size of the
pupil function makes the imaging effects insensitive to spatial wavelengths longer than the
size of the illuminated area of the mirror. The interested reader is referred to the literature
for details of these and related issues.59–61
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8.1 GLOSSARY
Aba
a0
Bif
EDC
Ehf
En
E (t )
E (v )
e
ED
EQ
k f u V9 ui l
ga
gb

Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission
Bohr radius
the Einstein coefficient between initial state, ui l , and final state, u f l
Dirac Coulomb term
hyperfine energy
eigenvalues of quantum state, n
electric field at time t
electric field at frequency, v
charge on the electron
electric dipole term
electric quadrupole term
matrix element of perturbation, V 9
degeneracy of ground level
degeneracy of excited level

Hso
"
I
I (t )
j
li
MN

gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus
spin-orbit interaction hamiltonian
Planck’s constant
nuclear spin
the emission intensity at time t
total angular momentum vector given by j 5 1 Ú 1–2
orbital state
mass of nucleus N

MD

magnetic dipole term

gN
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m
nv (T )
QED
R`
R (nlr )
s
si
T
Wab
Wba
Z
a 5 e 2 / 4π » 0"c
»0
mB
r (v )
z (r )
τR
v
Dv
Dv D
vk

mass of the electron
equilibrium number of photons in a blackbody cavity radiator at
angular frequency, v , and temperature, T
quantum electrodynamics
Rydberg constant for an infinitely heavy nucleus
radial wavefunction
spin quantum number with the value 1–2
electron spin
absolute temperature
transition rate in absorption transition between states ua l and ub l
transition rate in emission transition from state ub l to state ua l
charge on the nucleus
fine structure constant
permittivity of free space
Bohr magneton
energy density at frequency, v
spin-orbit parameter
radiative lifetime
angular velocity
natural linewidth of the transition
Doppler width of transition
mode, k , with angular frequency, v

Spectroscopic measurements have, throughout the century, played a key role in the
development of quantum theory. This article will present a simple description of the
quantum basis of spectroscopic phenomena, as a prelude to a discussion of the application
of spectroscopic principles in atomic, molecular, and solid-state physics. A brief survey will
be presented of the multielectron energy-level structure in the three phases of matter and
of the selection rules which determine the observation of optical spectra. Examples will be
given of the fine-structure, hyperfine-structure, and spin-orbit splittings in the spectra of
atoms, molecules, and solids. Solid-state phenomena to be considered will include color
center, transition metal, and rare earth ion spectra.
The intrinsic or homogeneous lineshapes of spectra are determined by lifetime effects.
Other dephasing processes, including rotational and vibrational effects, lead to splitting
and broadening of spectra. There are also sources of inhomogeneous broadening
associated with Doppler effects in atomic and molecular spectra and crystal field disorder
in solids. Methods of recovering the homogeneous lineshape include sub-Doppler laser
spectroscopy of atoms, optical hole burning, and fluorescence line narrowing.
Finally, the relationship between linewidth and lifetime are discussed and the effects of
time-decay processes outlined. The consequences of measurements in the picosecond and
subpicosecond regime will be described. Examples of vibrational relaxation in molecular
and solid-state spectroscopy will be reviewed.

8.2 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS
Color has been used to enhance the human environment since the earliest civilizations.
Cave artists produced spectacular colorations by mixing natural pigments. These same
pigments, burned into the surfaces of clays to produce color variations in pottery, were
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also used to tint glass. The explanation of the coloration process in solids followed from
Newton’s observation that white light contains all the colors of the rainbow,1 the observed
color of a solid being complementary to that absorbed from white light by the solid.
Newton measured the wavelength variation of the refractive index of solids, which is
responsible for dispersion, and his corpuscular theory of light explained the laws of
reflection and refraction.1 The detailed interpretation of polarization, diffraction, and
interference followed from the recognition that light is composed of transverse waves, the
directions of which were related to the direction of the electric field in Maxwell’s
electromagnetic theory:2,3 the electronic constituents of matter are set into transverse
oscillation relative to the propagating light beam. Subsequently, Einstein introduced the
photon in explaining the photoelectric effect.4 Thus the operating principles of optical
components in spectrometers, such as light sources, mirrors, lenses, prisms, polarizers,
gratings, and detectors, have been with us for a long time.
Many significant early developments in quantum physics led from optical spectroscopic
studies of complex atoms. After Bohr’s theory of hydrogen,5 the quantum basis of atomic
processes developed apace. One of Schro¨ dinger’s first applications of wave mechanics was
in calculations of atomic energy levels and the strengths of spectroscopic transitions.6
Schro¨ dinger also demonstrated the formal equivalence of wave mechanics and
Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics. Extensions of spectroscopy from atomic physics to
molecular physics and solid-state physics more or less coincided with the early applications
of quantum mechanics in these areas.
A survey of the whole of spectroscopy, encompassing atoms, molecules, and solids, is
not the present intent. Rather it is hoped that by choice of a few critical examples the more
general principles linking optical spectroscopy and the structure of matter can be
demonstrated. The field is now vast: Originally the exclusive domain of physicists and
chemists, optical spectroscopy is now practiced by a variety of biophysicists and
biochemists, geophysicists, molecular biologists, and medical and pharmaceutical chemists
with applications to proteins and membranes, gemstones, immunoassay, DNA sequencing,
and environmental monitoring.

8.3 THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES
The outstanding success of the Bohr theory was the derivation of the energy-level
spectrum for hydrogenic atoms:
En 5 2

mZ 2e 4
Z 2hc
R`
2 2 25 2
2(4π » 0) n "
n2

(1)

Here the principal quantum number n is integral; h 5 2π " is Planck’s constant; Z is the
charge on the nucleus, m and e are, respectively, the mass and charge on the electron; and
» 0 is the permittivity of free space. The Rydberg constant for an infinitely heavy nucleus,
R` , is regarded as a fundamental atomic constant with approximate value 10,973,731 m21.
Equation (1) is exactly the relationship that follows from the boundary conditions required
to obtain physically realistic solutions for Schro¨ dinger’s time-independent equation for
one-electron atoms. However, the Schro¨ dinger equation did not account for the fine
structure in the spectra of atoms nor for the splittings of spectral lines in magnetic or
electric fields.
In 1927 Dirac developed a relativistic wave equation,7 which introduced an additional
angular momentum for the spinning electron of magnitude s *" , where s * 5 4s (s 1 1) and
the spin quantum number s has the value s 5 1–2 . The orbital and spin angular momenta are
coupled together to form a total angular momentum vector j, given by j 5 1 Ú 1–2 . In the
hydrogenic ground state unl l 5 u10l , this spin-orbit coupling yields a value of j 5 1–2 only,
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giving the 1S1/2 level. In the first excited state, for which n 5 2 the l 5 0 , j 5 1–2 is represented
by 2S1/2 , while l 5 1 leads to j 5 3–2 (2P3/2) and j 5 1–2 (2P1/2) levels, these two levels being
separated by the fine structure interval.8 The Dirac form of the Coulomb energy, expressed
as an expansion in powers of Z 3 the fine structure constant, a 5 (e 2 / 4π » 0"c ) , is then
EDC 5 2

F

S

D

1
Z2
(Za )2
3
R
hc
1
1
2
1 O((Za )4)
`
2
1
–
n
n
j 1 2 4n

G

(2)

The second term in the bracket in Eq. (2) is the spin-orbit correction to the energies which
scales as (Z 4a 2) / n 3. In the case of hydrogenic atoms this relativistic coupling removes the
nP1/2 2 nP3/2 and nD3/2 2 nD5/2 degeneracy, but does not split the nS1/2 level away from the
nP1/2 level. A further relativistic correction to Eq. (1) involves replacing the electronic mass
in R` by the reduced mass of the electron m 5 mM / (M 1 m ) , which introduces a further
shift of order (m / M )N (1 2 (Za / 2n )2)EDC . Here MN is the mass of the nucleus.
There are two further energy-level shifts.9 The so-called quantum electrodynamic
(QED) shifts include contributions due to finite nuclear size, relativistic recoil, and
radiative corrections, collectively described as the Lamb shift, as well as terms due to
electron self-energy and vacuum polarization. The Lamb shift raises the degeneracy of the
nS1/2 2 nP1/2 levels. Overall, the QED shift scales as a (Za )4 / n 3.10 The interaction of the
electronic and nuclear magnetic moments gives rise to hyperfine structure in spectra. The
hyperfine contribution to the electronic energies for a nucleus of mass MN , nuclear spin I ,
and gyromagnetic ratio gN , is given by
(I 1 1) 2 j ( j 1 1)
SZn DSgMmD hcR F (F 2 1)j( j21I2)(2
l 1 1)
3

Ehf 5 a 2

N

`

3

(3)

N

where j 5 l 1 s is the total electronic angular momentum and F 5 I 1 j is the total atomic
angular momentum. Ehf scales as Z 3a 2 / n 3 and is larger for S -states than for higher-orbit
angular momentum states. More generally, all the correction terms scale as some power of
Z / n , demonstrating that the shifts are greatest for n 5 1 and larger nuclear charge.
Experiments on atomic hydrogen are particularly important, since they give direct tests of
relativistic quantum mechanics and QED.

8.4 RATES OF SPECTROSCOPIC TRANSITION
The rates of transitions may be determined using time-dependent perturbation theory.
Accordingly, it is necessary to consider perturbations which mix stationary states of the
atom. The perturbations are real and oscillatory in time with angular velocity, v , and have
the form
(4)
H1 5 V exp (2iv t ) 1 V * exp (v t )
where V is a function only of the spatial coordinates of the atom. In the presence of such a
time dependent perturbation, the Schro¨ dinger equation
(H0 1 H1)
has eigenstates
5

5 i"

d
dt

(5)

O c (t) nlml exp (2iE t /")
n

u

n

(6)

n

which are linear combinations of the n stationary solutions of the time independent
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Schro¨ dinger equation, which have the eigenvalues, En . The time-dependent coefficients,
cm (t ) , indicate the extent of mixing between the stationary state wavefunctions, unlm l. The
value of ucj (t )u2 , the probability that the electronic system, initially in state i will be in a
final state f after time, t , is given by

UV" U sin(v (v2 v2)v )t
2

2

ucf (t )u

54

2 1
–
2

fi

fi

(7)

2

fi

for an absorption process in which the final state f is higher in energy than the initial state,
i. This expression defines the Bohr frequency condition,
(8)

"v 5 Ef 2 Ei

and v fi 5 (Ef 2 Ei ) / ". Obviously, ucf (t )u2 has a maximum value when v fi 5 v , showing that
the probability of an absorption transition is a maximum when Ef 2 Ei 5 "v . The emission
process comes from the V * exp (v t ) term in Eq. (4): the signs in the numerator and
denominator of Eq. (7) are then positive rather than negative. For the probability to be
significant then requires that v fi 1 v 5 0 , so that the final state, f , is lower in energy than
the initial state. If the radiation field has a density of oscillatory modes u (v ) per unit
frequency range, then Eq. (7) must be integrated over the frequency distribution. The
transition rate is then
2π
Wfi 5 2 uV vfi u2 u (v fi )
(9)
"
in which the V vfi indicates that only a narrow band of modes close to v 5 v fi has been
taken into account in the integration. This equation, which gives the probability of a
transition from ui l 5 u f l per unit time, is known as Fermi’s Golden Rule.
In Eq. (9) Vfi 5 k f u V ui l and V fi* 5 k f u V* ui l determine the transition probabilities for
absorption and emission between the initial, i , and final states, f. In fact uV vfi u and uV vif *u are
identical and the transition probabilities for absorption and emission are equal. For the k th
mode with angular frequency v k the perturbation takes the form
V vk >

O Ser ? E 1 2em (l 1 2s ) ? B 1 er ? r ? kE D
0
k

i

i

0
k

i

1
–
2

i

i

0
k

(10)

i

The first term in Eq. (10) is the electric dipole (ED) term. The second and third terms are
the magnetic dipole (MD) and electric quadrupole terms (EQ), respectively. The relative
strengths of these three terms are in the ratio (ea0)2 : (m B / c )2 : ea 20 / l 2 where a 0 and m B are
the Bohr radius and Bohr magneton, respectively. These ratios are then approximately
1 : 1025 : 1027. Since the electromagnetic energy per unit volume contained in each mode,
including both senses of polarization, is given by 2» 0 k uE 0ku2 , the energy density, r (v ) , per
unit volume per unit angular frequency is just 4» 0 k uE 0ku2 uk (v ) . Hence, from Eq. (9) and
using only the first term Eq. (10) the electric dipole transition rate is determined as
Wif 5

π
2» 0 k "2

O Uk f O er ? »ˆ ilU r (v )
2

u

i

k

u

(11)

i

k

where the summations are over the numbers of electrons, i , and polarization vectors, k.
For randomly polarized radiation Eq. (11) becomes
Wif 5

U O er ilU r (v )

2π
kfu
6» 0 k "2

2

i

i

u

(12)
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If the radiation has all the Ek vectors pointing along the z -direction then only this mode is
taken into account and
2
π
ezi ui l r (v )
(13)
Wif 5
2 kfu
2» 0 k "
i

U O U

These relationships Eqs. (12) and (13) are used subsequently in discussing experimental
techniques for measuring optical absorption and luminescence spectra. They result in the
selection rules that govern both polarized and unpolarized optical transitions.
For the most part the succeeding discussion is concerned with radiative transitions
between the ground level, a , and an excited level, b . These levels have degeneracies ga and
gb with individual ground and excited states labeled by uan l and ubm l respectively. The
probability of exciting a transition from state uan l to state ubm l is the same as that for a
stimulated transition from ubm l to uan l. The transition rates in absorption, Wab , and in
emission, Wba , are related through
ga Wab 5 gb Wba
(14)
assuming the same energy density for the radiation field in absorption and emission. Since
the stimulated transition rate is defined by
Wab 5 Bab r (v )

(15)

the Einstein coefficient, Bab , for stimulated absorption is directly related to the squared
matrix element ukbm u oi ueri uan lu2. Furthermore, the full emission rate is given by
Wba 5 Aba [1 1 nv (T )]

(16)

where nv (T ) is the equilibrium number of photons in a blackbody cavity radiator at
angular frequency, v , and temperature, T . The first term in Eq. (16) (i.e., Aba ) is the
purely spontaneous emission rate, related to the stimulated emission rate by
Aba 5 2Bba uk (v )"v k

(17)

Equation (17) shows that the spontaneous transition probability is numerically equal to the
probability of a transition stimulated by one photon in each electromagnetic mode, k.
Similarly the stimulated absorption rate is given by
Wab 5 Bab r (v ) 5

gb
Aba nv (T )
ga

(18)

These quantum mechanical relationships show how the experimental transition rates, for
both polarized and unpolarized radiation, are determined by the mixing of the states by
the perturbing oscillatory electric field. Since the radiative lifetime, τ R , is the reciprocal of
the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission (i.e., τ R 5 (Aba )21) we see the
relationship between luminescence decaytime and the selection rules via the matrix
element ukbm u oi eri uan lu.

8.5 LINESHAPES OF SPECTRAL TRANSITIONS
Consider the excitation of optical transitions between two nondegenerate levels ua l and ub l.
The instantaneous populations of the upper level at some time t after the atomic system
has been excited with a very short pulse of radiation of energy "v ab is given by
Nb (t ) 5 Nb (0) exp (2Aba t )

(19)
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where Aba is the spontaneous emission rate of photons from level ub l to level ua l. Since the
energy radiated per second I (t ) 5 Aba Nb (t )"v ab , the emission intensity at time t and
frequency v ba is given by I (t ) 5 I (0) exp (2t / τ R ) , where the radiative decaytime, τ R , is
defined as the reciprocal of the spontaneous decay rate , i.e., τ R 5 (1 / Aba ) . The expectation
value of the time that the electron spends in the excited state, kt l , is calculated from
kt l 5

1
Nb (0)

E

1`

Nb (t ) dt 5 (Aba )21 5 τ R

(20)

2`

This is just the average time, or lifetime , of the electron in the excited state. In
consequence, this simple argument identifies the radiative decaytime with the lifetime of
the electron in the excited state. Typically for an allowed electric dipole transition
τ R , 1028 s.
The radiation from a collection of atoms emitting radiation at frequency v ba at time
t . 0 has an associated electric field at some nearby point given by
E (t ) 5 E0 exp (iv ba t ) exp (2t / 2τ R )

(21)

(i.e., the electric field oscillates at the central frequency of the transition on the atom). The
distribution of frequencies in E (t ) is obtained by Fourier analyzing E (t ) into its frequency
spectrum, from which
E0
(22)
E (v ) 5
exp (if (v ))
4(v ab 2 v )2 1 (2τ R )22
where f (v ) is a constant phase factor. Since I (t ) . E (t )2 we obtain the intensity
distribution of frequencies given by
I (v ) 5

I0
(v ab 2 v )2 1 (2τ R )22

(23)

This classical argument shows that the distribution of frequencies in the transition has a
lorentzian shape with full width at half maximum (FWHM), Dv , given by
Dv 5

1
5 Aba
τR

(24)

An identical lineshape is derived from wave mechanics using time dependent perturbation
theory. This relationship between the natural linewidth of the transition, Dv , and the
radiative decaytime, τ R , is related to the uncertainty principle. The time available to
measure the energy of the excited state is just kt l; the width in energy of the transition is
DE 5 "Dv . Hence DE kτ l 5 "Dv τ R 5 " follows from Eq. (24). For τ R > 1028 s the energy
width DE / c . 5 3 1022 m21. Hence the natural linewidths of a transition in the visible
spectrum is Dl . 2 3 1023 nm.
The broadening associated with the excited state lifetime is referred to as natural or
homogeneous broadening. There are other processes which modulate the energy levels of
the atom thereby contributing to the overall decay rate, τ 21. It is this overall decay rate,
1
τ 21 . τ 2
R , which determines the width of the transition. Examples of such additional
processes include lattice vibrations in crystals and the vibrations / rotations of molecules. In
gas-phase spectroscopy, random motion of atoms or molecules leads to inhomogeneous
broadening via the Doppler effect. This leads to a gaussian spectral profile of FWHM
given by
1/2
4π 2kT
Dv D 5
(25)
ln 2 v ba
c
M

S

D
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showing that the Doppler width varies as the square root of temperature and is smaller in
heavier atoms. In solids distortions of the crystal field by defects or growth faults lead to
strain which is manifested as inhomogeneous broadening of spectra. The resulting
lineshape is also a gaussian. The great power of laser spectroscopy is that spectroscopists
recover the true homogeneous width of a transition against the background of quite
massive inhomogeneous broadening.

8.6 SPECTROSCOPY OF 1-ELECTRON ATOMS
Figure 1a shows the energy level structure of atomic hydrogen for transitions between
n 5 3 and n 5 2 states, i.e., the Balmer a transition. Electric dipole transitions are
indicated by vertical lines. The relative strengths of the various lines are indicated by the
lengths of the vertical lines in Fig. 1b. Also shown in Fig. 1b is a conventional spectrum
obtained using a discharge tube containing deuterium atoms cooled to T 5 50 K. This
experimental arrangement reduces the Doppler width of the Balmer a transition at

FIGURE 1 (a ) The structure of the n 5 3 and n 5 2 levels
of hydrogen showing the Balmer a -transitions. (b ) A low
resolution discharge spectrum of deuterium cooled to 50 K.
(c ) A Doppler-free spectrum of the Balmer a -spectrum of
12
hydrogen. (After Ha¨ nsch et al. )
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656 nm to 1.7 GHz. Nevertheless, only three transitions 2P3/2 5 3D5/2 , 2S1/2 5 3P1/2 , and
2P1/2 5 3D3/2 are resolved.11 However, sub-Doppler resolution is possible using laser
saturation spectroscopy.12 Figure 1c shows the Doppler free Balmer a spectrum to
comprise of comparatively strong lines due to 2P3/2 5 3D5/2 , 2S1/2 5 3P1/2 , 2S1/2 5 3P3/2 , and
2P1/2 5 3D3/2 transitions, as well as a very weak 2P3/2 5 3D3/2 transition. Also evident is a
cross-over resonance between the two transitions involving a common lower level 2S1/2 ,
which is midway between the 2S1/2 5 3P1/2 , 3P3/2 transitions. The splitting between 2P3/2 ,
2P1/2 5 3D3/2 transitions measures the spin-orbit splitting in the n 5 2 state, which from Eq.
(2) is about 36.52 m21. The Lamb shift is measured from the splitting between 2S1/2 5 3P3/2
and 2P1/2 5 3D3/2 lines to be 3.53 m21, which compares well with the original microwave
measurement (3.537 m21).13 Subsequently, Ha¨ nsch et al.14 made an interferometric
comparison of a Balmer a -line with the 632.8 nm line from He-Ne locked to a component
of 129I2 , thereby deriving a value of R ` of 10973731.43(10) m21, at that time an order of
magnitude improvement in accuracy on previous values. Neither the 2S1/2 nor 2P1/2 hfs was
resolved in this experiment, both splittings being less than the system resolution of ca
0.05 m21. This probably followed from the use of pulsed dye lasers where the laser
linewidth exceeds by factors of ten the linewidth available from single-frequency CW dye
lasers. Subsequent measurements using CW dye lasers standardized against I2-stabilized
He-Ne lasers gave further improvements in the value of R` .15 ,16 Also using the Balmer
a -transition Stacey et al17 have studied the isotope shifts between spectra from hydrogen,
deuterium, and tritium. The spectrum shown in Fig. 2 reveals the 2S1/2 hyperfine splitting
on the 2S1/2 5 P3/2 and 2S1/2 5 3D3/2 transitions. These measurements yield isotope shifts of
124259.1(1.6) MHz and 41342.7(1.6) MHz for H -D and D -T respectively, which accord
well with theoretical values.
The literature on H-atom spectroscopy is vast, no doubt fueled by the unique
relationship between experimental innovation and fundamental tests of relativistic
quantum mechanics and QED. This article is not a comprehensive survey. However, it
would be seriously remiss of the author to omit mention of three other categories of
experimentation. The first experimental arrangement uses crossed atomic and laser beams:
a well-collimated beam of atoms propagates perpendicular to a laser beam which, after
traversing the atomic beam, is reflected to propagate through the atomic beam again in the
opposite direction. The interaction between the counterpropagating beams and the atoms
in the atomic beam is signaled by a change in the beam flux. The atomic beam replaces

FIGURE 2 Showing hyperfine structure splittings of the 2S1/2 5 3P3/2 , 3D3/2
17
transition in hydrogen. (After Stacey. )
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the discharge unit used in conventional atomic spectroscopy, thereby reducing errors due
to the electric fields in discharges. This experiment is the optical analogue of the
Lamb-Retherford radio-frequency experiment13 and has been much used by workers at
Yale University.18 They reported a value of R` 5 10973731.573(3) m21 in experiments on
the Balmer b (n 5 2 to n 5 4) transition.
There have been several other studies of the Balmer b transition, which has a narrower
natural linewidth than the Balmer-a transition. However, because it is weaker than the
Balmer a transition, Wieman and Ha¨ nsch used a polarization scheme to enhance the
sensitivity of the saturation absorption scheme.19 Finally, the metastable 2S1/2 level may
decay spontaneously to the 1S1/2 ground state with the emission of two photons with
energies that sum to the energy separation between 1S1/2 and 2S1/2 . Such a process has a
radiative decaytime of 0.14 s, giving a natural linewidth for the 2S1/2 5 1S1/2 transition of
order 1 Hz! The probability of a two-photon absorption transition is quite low. However,
as with laser absorption saturation spectroscopy, two photon absorption experiments are
made feasible by Doppler-free resolution. Wieman and Ha¨ nsch20 used an amplified CW
laser beam at 243 nm to excite a two-photon absorption transition, which they detected by
observing the Lyman a emission at 121 nm. In addition, part of the laser beam was split off
and used to measure simultaneously the Balmer b spectrum. The coupled experiment
permitted a direct measurement of the ground-state Lamb shift of 8161(29) MHz. Recently
Ferguson and his colleagues have developed standard cells using 130Te2 lines for studies of
the Balmer b and 1S1/2 5 2S1/2 transitions.10,21

8.7 MULTIELECTRON ATOMS
In order to calculate the energy level spectrum of a multielectron atom we require a
suitable hamiltonian describing the interaction of all the electrons with the nucleus and
with each other. A convenient starting point is the simplified Dirac equation for a
one-electron atom, viz.,
(26)
H 5 H0 1 Hso
where H0 is the simplified hamiltonian for the electron in the field of a nucleus of charge
Ze at rest, i.e.,
p2
Ze 2
H0 5
2
(27)
2m 4π » 0 r
and Hso 5 2z (r )l ? s is the spin-orbit hamiltonian. Wavefunctions which satisfy Eq. (27) are

c nlml(r ) 5 R (nlr)Y m
l (θ f )

(28)

where the labels n , l , and m are quantum numbers which characterize the eigenstates. The
eigenvalues, given in Eq. (1), depend only on the principal quantum number, n , which
takes positive integral values. The quantum number, l , characterizing the orbital angular
momentum also takes integral values, l 5 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , (n 2 1) , whereas m1 measures the
z -component of the orbital angular momentum. There are 21 1 1 integral values of l given
by m 5 l , (l 2 1) , (l 2 2) , . . . , 2(l 2 1) , 2l , and for a given value of n there are several
different orbital states with identical energy. Hso , among other interactions, raises this
degeneracy.
It is convenient to represent the orbital wavefunction, c nlm by the ket unlm l. Including
spin angular momentum we represent a spin orbital by unlsmms l or more simply by
unlmms l. Recalling the brief discussion of the coupled representation, whereby j 5 l 1 s , an
equally valid representation is unljmj l. Indeed the new basis states unljmj l are just linear
combinations of the unlmms l basis states.8 Each wavefunction has a definite parity. The
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parity of wavefunctions is important in determining the selection rules of spectra. The
inversion operator Pi , defined by Pi f (r ) 5 f (2r ) for any function of r , gives the following
result
Pi unlm l 5 (21)l u nlm l
(29)
Hence, for even values of l the wavefunctions are said to have even parity since they do
not change sign under inversion of coordinates. For l odd the wavefunctions have odd
parity. The strength of an optical transition is determined by a matrix element kc b u m uc a l ,
where the integration is taken over the volume of the atom. In the electric dipole
approximation m 5 2er so that the matrix element is zero except that the wavefunction c a
and c b have opposite parity. This defines the Laporte selection rule which states that the
parity of a state must change from odd to even (or vice versa) in an electric dipole
transition.
The hamiltonian for multielectron aotms is a sum over all N electrons of one-electron
operators [see Eq. (1)] plus an electron-electron Coulomb repulsion between electrons i
and j separated by a distance rij . Hence we may write this as
H5

O S2Pm 2 4Zeπ» r 1 z (r )l ? s D 1 O 4πe» r
2
i

2

2

i

i

i

0 i

i

i ?j

(30)

0 ij

The computational complexity militates in favor of an approximate solution because the
spin-orbit and electron-electron interactions are not spherically symmetric. In consequence, the first stage of the approximation is to Eq. (30) in the form
H5

O 2pm 1 V 9(r ) 1 z (r )l ? s .
2
i

i

i

i

i

i

(31)

i

where V i9(ri ) is a spherically symmetric one-electron operator which represents the
potential energy of the i th electron in the field of the nucleus and all the electrons. The
first two terms in this sum constitute the orbital hamiltonian, H0 , a sum of one-electron
hydrogen-like hamiltonians (Eq. (27)), but with a more complicated radial potential energy
function, V 9(r ). The radial and angular parts of each one electron hamiltonian are
separable and we write orbital functions
9 (ri )Y m
R nl
l (θ , f ) 5 unlm l

(32)

9 (ri ) is the solution of the radial equation involving the central potential,
However, R nl
V 9(ri ) , which is characterized by the quantum numbers n and l . In consequence, the energy
of the one electron state also depends on both n and l. The complete spin orbital is
characterized by four quantum numbers including spin (i.e., u 5 unlmms l) and the many
electron eigenstate of H0 is a product of one electron states
U5

P nlmm l

(33)

OE

(34)

u

s i

i

The energy Eu of this product state is
Eu 5

nili

i

which depends on the set of ni li values. However, since Eu does not depend on ml and ms
these eigenstates have a large degeneracy.
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Experimentally the complete wavefunctions of electrons are antisymmetric under the
exchange of orbital and spin coordinates of any two electrons. The product wavefunction,
Eq. (33), does not conform to the requirement of interchange symmetry. Slater solved this
problem by organizing the spin orbitals into an antisymmetric N -electron wavefunction in
determinantal form.22 The application of the Hartree-Fock variational approach to
determine the central field potential consistent with the best Slater wavefunctions is
described in detail by Tinkham.23 There are many different sets of energy eigenfunctions
that can be chosen; the net result is that the eigenstates of H0 can be classified by a set of
quantum numbers LSML MS for each (ni li ) electron configuration, where L 5 oi li and
S 5 oi si . That the eigenfunctions must be antisymmetric restricts the number of possible L
and S values for any given configuration. Since J 5 L 1 S is also a solution of H0 , we can
represent the eigenstates of the configuration by the ket uLSML MS l or alternatively by
uLSJMJ l where the eigenstates of the latter are linear combinations of the former.
There is a particular significance to the requirement of antisymmetric wavefunctions in
the Slater determinantal representation. A determinant in which any two rows or columns
are identical has the value of zero. In the present context, if two one electron states are
identical, then two columns of the Slater determinant are identical, and the wavefunction is
identically zero. This is a statement of the Pauli Exclusion Principle: no two electrons in an
atom can occupy identical states (i.e. can have the same four quantum numbers). The
Slater wavefunctions indicate those one-electron states which are occupied by electrons.
To see how this works consider two equivalent electrons in p-states on an atom. For n 5 n 9
for both electrons, the l -values may be combined vectorially to give L 5 2 , 1 , and 0.
Similarly, the two electron spins, s 5 1–2 , may be combined to give S 5 1 or 0. The
antisymmetric requirement on the total wavefunction means that the symmetric orbitals D
(L 5 2) and S (L 5 0) states can only be combined with the antisymmetric spin singlet,
S 5 0. The resulting spin orbitals are represented by 1D and 1S. In contrast the
antisymmetric P state must be combined with the spin triplet, which is a symmetric
function, yielding the antisymmetric spin orbital, 3P. However, for two inequivalent
p -electrons in an excited state of the atom both spin singlet and spin triplet states are
possible for the S , P , and D orbital states.

8.8 OPTICAL SPECTRA AND THE OUTER ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE
Optical spectroscopy probes those electronic transitions associated with a small number of
electrons outside the closed shells of electrons. This gives further simplification to the
computational problem since the multielectron hamiltonian
H5

O 2pm 1 V 9(r ) 1 z (r )l ? s 1 O S4πe» r D
2
i

2

i

i

i

i

i

i .j

(35)

0 i

is summed only over the outer electrons where each of these electrons moves in the central
field of the nucleus and the inner closed-shell electrons, V 9(ri ). Neglecting the smallest
term due to the spin-orbit interaction, the hamiltonian in Eq. (35) takes the form H0 1 H 9 ,
where H0 is a sum of one-electron hamiltonian with the radial potential functions V 9(ri )
and H 9 is the energy of the Coulomb interaction between the small number of outer
electrons. The corrections to the one electron energies are then the diagonal matrix
elements kni li mi msi u H 9 uni li mi msi l , expressed either in terms of Racah parameters, A , B , C ,
or Slater parameters, F0 , F2 , F4 . . . .24 Transition metal ion energy levels are normally
described in terms of the Racah parameters and rare earth ion energy levels in terms of the
Slater functions. The effect of H 9 is to split each configuration (ni li ) into a number of LS
terms for each of which there are (2L 1 1) (2S 1 1) distinct energy eigenstates. We
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represent the energy eigenstates by the kets u(n , l )LSJMj l , which are defined as linear
combinations of the u(ni li )LSML MS l states.
Returning briefly to the (np )2 configuration (characteristic of the Group 4 elements, C,
Si, Ge, etc. of the Periodic Table) it is noted that the diagonal matrix elements evaluated
in terms of Slater parameters are given by E (1D ) 5 F0 1 F2 , E (1S ) 5 F0 1 10F2 and
E (3P ) 5 F0 2 5F2 . For the different atoms it is the relative values of F0 and F2 which change
through the series (2p )2 , (3p )2 , (4p )2 , etc. Note that it is the term with maximum
multiplicity, 3P , which is lowest in energy in conformity with Hund’s rule. A similar
situation arises for the (np )4 configuration of, for example, atomic O, S, and Se which
might equally and validly be considered as deriving from two holes in the (np )2
configuration. The general conclusion from this type of analysis is that the energy level
structures of atoms in the same period of the Periodic Table are identical, with the
principal differences being the precise energies of the eigenstates. This is evident in Fig. 3,
the term scheme for atomic Li, which has the outer electron configuration (2S )1; this may
be looked on as a pseudo-one-electron atom. There is general spectroscopic similarity with
atomic hydrogen, although the (ns )1 2 (np )1 splittings are much larger than in hydrogen.
The 3S1/2 ↔ 2S1/2 transition is forbidden in Li just as the 2S1/2 ↔ 1S1/2 transition is in
hydrogen. However, it is unlikely to be observed as a two-photon process in emission
because the 3S1/2 5 2P3/2 ,1/2 and 2P3/2 ,1/2 5 2S1/2 transitions provide a much more effective
pathway to the ground state.
The comparison between Li and Na is much more complete as Figs. 3 and 4 show:
assuming as a common zero energy the ground state, the binding energies are E (2S1/2 ,
Li) 5 43,300 cm21 and E (3S1/2 , Na) 5 41,900 cm21. The energies of the corresponding
higher lying nS , nP , and nD levels on Li are quite similar to those of the (n 1 1)S ,
(n 1 1)P , and (n 1 1)D levels on Na. This similarity in the energy level structure is
reflected in the general pattern of spectral lines, although the observed wavelengths are a
little different. For example, the familiar D -lines in the emission spectrum of Na occur at
l . 589.9 nm whereas the corresponding transition in Li occur at 670.8 nm.
Examination of the term schemes for a large number of elements reveal striking
similarities between elements in the same group of the Periodic Table, due to this structure
being determined by the number of electrons outside the closed shell structure. These term
diagrams also reveal a very large number of energy levels giving rise to line spectra in the
ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions of the spectrum. The term diagrams are not very
accurate. Tables of accurate energy levels determined from line spectra have been
compiled by C. E. Moore25 for most neutral atoms and for a number of ionization states of
the elements. This comprehensive tabulation reports energy levels to a very large principal
quantum number (n > 10 , 11) .
The term diagram of the neutral Tl atom, (6p )1 configuration (see Fig. 5) shows two
interesting features in comparison with those for alkali metals (see Figs. 3 and 4). In the
(6p )1 state the spin-orbit splitting into 6P1/2 and 6P3/2 levels amounts to almost 8000 cm21
whereas the spin-orbit splitting between the 3P1/2 and 3P3/2 levels of Na is only 17 cm21.
This reflects the (Z 4 / n 3) dependence of the spin-orbit coupling constant. Furthermore,
when Tl is in the 7S1/2 state it can decay radiatively via transitions to either 6P3/2 or 6P1/2 ,
each with a distinct transition probability. The relative probability of these transitions is
known as the branching ratio for this mode of decay. Other examples of branching are
apparent in Fig. 5: the branching ratios are intrinsic properties of the excited state.

8.9 SPECTRA OF TRI-POSITIVE RARE EARTH IONS
The rare earth elements follow lanthanum (Z 5 57) in the Periodic Table from cerium
(Z 5 58), which has the outer electron configuration 4f 15d 16s 2 to ytterbium (Z 5 70) with
electron configurations 4f 135d 16s 2. In the triply charged state in ionic crystals all 5d and 6s
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FIGURE 3 The term diagram of atomic Li, in which the slanted lines indicate the observed electric dipole
transitions and the numbers on the lines are the wavelengths in Ångstrom units. [After W. Grotian
‘‘Graphische Darstellung der Spektren y on Atomen ,’’ Volume 2 (Springer Verlag , Berlin , 1928).]
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FIGURE 4 The term diagram of atomic Na. (After Grotian , 1928 ibid.)
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FIGURE 5 The term diagram of neutral Tl. (After Grotian , 1928 ibid.)
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TABLE 1 The Number of Electrons (n ) and
Ground State of Tri-positive Rare Earth Ions
Ion
31

Ce
Pr31
Nd31
Pm31
Sm31
Eu31
Gd31
Tb31
Dy31
Ho31
Er31
Tm31
Yb31

n (in edn )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Ground state
2

F5/2
H4
4
I9/2
5
I4
6
H5/2
7
F0
8
S
7
F6
6
H15/2
5
I8
4
I15/2
3
H6
2
F7/2
3

electrons are used in ionic bonding and the many energy levels of these R.E.31 ions are
due to the partially filled 4f shell. The number of electrons in the 4f shell for each trivalent
ion and the ground state configuration is indicated in Table 1. The energy levels of the
unfilled 4f n shells spread out over some 40,000 cm21 giving rise to numerous radiative
transitions with energies in the visible region. A remarkable feature of the 4f n electrons is
that they are shielded by the outer 5s and 5d shells of electrons, with the result that 4f
electrons are not strongly affected by interactions with neighboring ions in crystals. In
consequence, the energy levels of the 4f electrons in crystals are essentially the free ion
levels characterized by quantum numbers L , S , and J. As with the free ions the R.E.31 ions
in crystals have very sharp energy levels which give rise to very sharp line spectra. The
crystal field interaction does split the R.E.31 ion levels, but this splitting is very much
smaller than the splittings between the free ion levels. Hence for rare earth ions in
different crystals the gross features of the optical spectra are unchanged.
As discussed in Section 8.6 the eigenstates of the 4f electrons are calculated using the
central field approximation from which each 4f electron state is characterized by the ket
un 5 4 , l 5 3ml ms l. The effect of the Coulomb repulsion between electrons, H 9 5
oi e 2 / 4π » 0 rij , is to split the energy levels of the 4f n configuration into different LS terms,
with wavefunctions characterized by kets uLSML MS l. The magnitudes of the electrostatic
interaction for each LS -level are expressed as sums of Slater electron-electron integrals Fk ,
with k 5 0 , 2 , 4 , and 6 for 4f electrons. Since F0 contributes equally to all LS states of the
same 4f n configuration, this term can be neglected. Generally, these Slater integrals are
regarded as adjustable parameters with magnitudes determined by fitting to the measured
line spectra. The values of the Fk integrals for 4f n ions in many crystals vary by only about
2 percent from those obtained for free ions; they also vary slightly depending on the nature
of the surrounding ions. The next largest term in the hamiltonian, after H 9 , is spin-orbit
coupling. If the spin-orbit coupling energy is much smaller than the energy separation in
the LS term then the spin-orbit interaction can be written as z L ? S and the wavefunctions
are characterized by uLSJMJ l. The additional energy of the J -multiples are given by the
Lande´ interval formula

z
EJ 5 [J (J 1 1) 2 L(L 1 1) 2 S (S 1 1)]
2

(36)

from which it is evident that the separation between adjacent levels is given by Jz where J
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refers to the upper J value. However, deviations from this Lande´ interval rule do occur
because of mixing of different LS -terms when spin-orbit coupling and electron-electron
interaction are of similar magnitudes. Clear examples of this are obtained from the spectra
of Pr31(4f2) and Tm31(4f 12).
As representative of the type of spectra observed from R.E.31 ions in ionic crystals we
consider just one example: Nd31(4f 3) in Y3Al3O12(YAG). The Nd31-YAG material is
important as the gain medium in a successful commercial laser. Nd31 has a multitude of
levels many of which give rise to sharp line emission spectra. A partial energy level
structure is shown in Fig. 6. The low temperature emission is from the 4F3/2 level to all the
4
IJ levels of the Nd31 ion. The spectra in Fig. 6 also show the splittings of the 4IJ levels by
the crystal field, corresponding to the energy level splitting patterns given in the upper

4

31

FIGURE 6 The low temperature photoluminescence spectrum from the F3/2 level of Nd
8
Y3Al5O12 and the corresponding energy level structure. (After Henderson and Imbusch. )

in
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portion of Fig. 6. Depending upon crystal quality these lines can be quite narrow with
half-widths of order a few gigahertz. Nevertheless the low-temperature width in the crystal
is determined by the distribution of internal strains and hence the lines are inhomogeneously broadened. The natural linewidth of rare earth ion spectra is of the order
of a few megahertz. By using optical hole burning (OHB), which is similar to the saturated
absorption spectroscopy discussed earlier for atomic hydrogen, it is possible to eliminate
the inhomogeneous broadening and recover the homogeneous lineshape of the spectrum.
In principle, the natural width is determined by lifetime processes of which there are more
numerous sources in crystals than in atomic vapors. Indeed the width may be determined
by random modulation of the optical lineshape by photons and by both nuclear and
electronic spins of neighboring ions. The two most general techniques for determining the
homogeneous widths of optical transitions in solids are optical holeburning (OHB) and
fluorescence line narrow (FLN). Examples of these techniques are discussed elsewhere in
this treatise.

8.10 VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL SPECTRA OF MOLECULES
A consultation of any one of the Tables of data in Moore’s compilation25 shows that the
energy level schemes of most atoms are complex. This is confirmed by the associated
atomic spectra. Considerable interpretive simplication is afforded by the construction of
term diagrams (e.g., Figs. 3 – 5), on which a very large number of lines may be associated
with a much smaller number of terms, each term corresponding to an energy level of the
atom. The observed spectral lines are due to transitions between pairs of terms (not all
pairs) which occur subject to an appropriate selection rule. The spectra of even simple
molecules measured with low dispersion show characteristic band spectra which are even
more complicated than the most complex atomic spectra. These band spectra, when
studied at higher spectral resolution, are observed to consist of an enormous number of
closely spaced lines. At first acquaintance, such band spectra appear to be so complex as to
defy interpretation. Order can be brought to the riot of spectral components by
constructing term schemes for molecules involving electronic, vibrational, and rotational
energy terms, which enable the molecular spectroscopist to account for each and every
line.
Molecular physics was a research topic to which quantum mechanics was applied from
the very earliest times. Heitler and London developed the valence band theory of
covalency in the H2-molecule in 1927.26 The theory shows that with both electrons in 1s
states there are two solutions to the hamiltonian
EÚ 5 2E (1H) 1

K ÚI
1Ú6

(37)

where E (1H) is the energy of an electron in the ground state of atomic hydrogen, K is the
Coulomb interaction due to the mutual actions of charges distributed over each atom, I is
the exchange energy, and 6 is the overlap integral. The exchange energy is a purely
quantum mechanical term, representing the frequency with which the deformation of the
wavefunctions by their mutual interaction oscillates from one atom to another. The
positive sign refers to the symmetric combination of orbital wavefunctions for the two
hydrogen atoms. Since the overall wavefunction must be antisymmetric, the combined spin
states must be antisymmetric (i.e., the spin singlet S 5 0; this state is labeled 1Àg. The
evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (37) as a function of internuclear separation leads to Fig. 7
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FIGURE 7 The internuclear potential, V (R 2 R 0) ,
1
in the ground state Àg of the hydrogen molecule.

for the spin singlet state. This 1Àg ground state has a potential energy minimum of about
4.8 eV (experimentally) with the nuclei separated by 0.75 nm, relative to the total energy
of the two hydrogen atoms at infinity. The theoretical value of the binding energy on the
valence band model is only 3.5 eV.26 The negative sign in Eq. (37) guarantees that in the
state characterized by the antisymmetric combination of orbital states and S 5 1 , i.e. 3Àu,
the energy is monotonically ascending, corresponding to repulsion between the two
hydrogen atoms for all values of R. In such a state the molecule dissociates.
The energy versus internuclear separation curve in Fig. 7 represents the effective
potential well, in which the protons oscillate about their mean positions. This is the
potential used in the Born-Oppenheimer treatment of the molecular vibrations in the
spectra of diatomic molecules.27 The potential function may be written as a Taylor
expansion

Sd(RdV2 R )D 1 (R 22R ) Sd(Rd2VR ) D
dV
(R 2 R )
1
S
D
6
d (R 2 R )
2

2

0

V (R 2 R0) 5 V0 1 (R 2 R0)

2

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

where the subscript 0 refers to values of the differentials at R 5 R0 and higher terms have
been ignored. For a molecule in stable equilibrium the potential energy is a minimum and
the force at R 5 R0 must be zero. In consequence, the potential energy function may be
written as

Sd(Rd2VR ) D 1
2

V (R 2 R0) 5 1–2 (R 2 R0)2

2

0

0

Sd(Rd2VR ) D
3

1
–
6

(R 2 R 0)3

3

0

(38)

0

after setting V0 5 0.
The excited states of H2 are constructed on the assumption that only one electron is
excited in the transition: the appropriate configurations may be written as (1s , 2s ) , (1s , 2p ) ,
(1s , 3s ) , etc. The electronic states of the molecule are then suitable combinations of the
atomic states and categorized according to the total orbital angular momentum determined
by vector addition of individual electronic orbital momenta. These orbital angular
momentum states are designated as À, P, L, etc. when the total angular momentum
quantum number is 0, 1, 2, etc. Thus the electronic state in Fig. 7 is described as the 1Àg
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(ground state) and the lowest lying excited state as 3Àu, where the subscripts g and u
indicate even (gerade) and odd (ungerade) parity of the orbital states, respectively. The
first excitation states associated with the (1s , 2s ) molecular configuration, designated as 1Àg
and 3Àu, have energies
EÚ 5 E (1H) 1 E (2H) 1

K ÚI
1Ú6

(39)

Because the charge distributions are different in the atomic 1s and 2s states, the values of
K and I are also different in the (1s , 2s ) configuration relative to the ground configuration.
Obviously, as the orbital degeneracy of the molecular configuration increases so does the
number of molecular levels resulting from the configuration. For example, there are six
molecular levels associated with (1s , np ) configuration, ten associated with (1s , nd ) , and so
on. Roughly speaking, half of these levels will have a potential minimum in a graph of
electronic potential energy versus internuclear separation (e.g., Fig. 7), and are associated
with ‘‘bonding’’ orbitals of the molecule. In the other levels the force between the
constituent atoms is repulsive for all values of the internuclear separation. In such orbitals
the molecules will tend to dissociate.
The potential energy curve for a molecular bonding orbital (e.g., Fig. 7) is of the form
given by Eq. (38). In the lowest order approximation this relation defines a potential well
which is harmonic in the displacements from the equilibrium value. Of course, not all
values of the potential energy, V (R 2 R0) , are permitted: the vibrational energy of the
molecule is quantized, the quantum number n having integral values from n 5 0 to infinity.
The energy levels are equally spaced with separations h… y . The second term is an
anharmonic term which distorts the parabolic shape relative to the harmonic oscillator.
There are two important differences between the quantized harmonic and anharmonic
oscillators. First, where there is an infinite number of levels in the former, there is only a
finite number of vibrational states for an anharmonic molecule. Second, the levels are not
equally spaced in the anharmonic oscillator, except close to the potential minimum. For
this reason the anharmonic oscillator will behave like a harmonic oscillator for relatively
small values of the vibrational quantum number. It is normal to assume harmonic
vibrations in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.27
Molecular spectra fall into three categories, according as they occur in the far
infrared (20 – 100 mm), near infrared (800 – 2000 nm), or visible / near ultraviolet (750 –
150 nm) region. Spectra excited by radiation in the infrared region are associated with
changes in the rotational energy of the molecule. Spectra in the near-infrared region
correspond to simultaneous changes in the rotational and vibrational energy of the
molecule. Finally, the visible and ultraviolet spectra signal simultaneous changes in the
rotational, vibrational, and electronic energies of the molecule. The latter category has the
greatest potential complexity since in interpreting such visible / ultraviolet spectra we must,
in principle, solve the molecular hamiltonian containing terms which represent electronic,
vibrational, and rotational energies.
If we simplify the molecular problem somewhat we may represent the stationary states
of a molecule by a linear sum of three energy terms: an electronic term determined by a
quantum number n, a vibrational term determined by a quantum number, v, and a
rotational term determined by a quantum number, r. The band spectra emitted by
molecules are then characterized by three different kinds of excitations: electronic,
vibrational, and rotational with frequencies in the ratio … el : … y : … r 5 1 : 4m / M : m / M , where
m is the electronic mass and M is the reduced molecular mass. In an optical transition the
electronic configuration (nl ) changes, and generally we expect the vibrational / rotational
state to change also. In consequence, for a particular electronic transition, we expect
splittings into a number of vibrational components, each of which is split into a number of
rotational components. Using the rough ratio rule given previously, and assuming the
Rydberg to be a characteristic electronic transition, we find spectral splittings of 500 cm21
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and 60 cm21 to characterize the vibrational and rotational components, respectively. Since
the quantized energy levels of the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor are given by
1
–
Ey 5 (n 1 2)
h… y

(40)

Er 5 r (r 1 1)h… r

(41)

where … y 5 (1 / 2π ) 4k / M and … r 5 " / 4π I , in which k is the ‘‘spring’’ constant, M is the
reduced molecular mass, and I 5 Ml 2 is the moment of inertia for a dumbbell shaped
molecule of length l , and applying to the usual selection rules for electronic (Dl 5 Ú1 , with
Dj 5 0 , Ú1) , vibrational (Dy 5 Ú1 , Ú2 , . . .) , and rotational (Dr 5 0 , Ú1) transitions, we
expect transitions at the following frequencies

… 5 … 0 1 (n 0 2 n 9) / … y 1 (r 0(r 0 1 1) 2 r 9(r 9 1 1))… r

(42)

where the superscript primes and double primes refer to final and initial states. For
simplicity we have assumed that the vibrational spring constants and rotational moments of
inertia are unchanged in the transitions. The number of potential transition frequencies is
obviously very large and the spectrum consists of very many closely spaced lines. Of
course, the vibrational / rotational structure may be studied directly in microwave
spectroscopy.28 An early account of the interpretation of such spectra was given by Ruark
and Urey.29 For many years such complex spectra were recorded photographically; as we
discuss in later sections, Fourier transform spectroscopy records these spectra electronically and in their finest detail. Subsequent detailed accounts of the energy levels of
molecular species and their understanding via spectroscopic measurements have been
given by Slater, Hertzberg and others.30–32
An example of the complexities of band spectra, for a simple diatomic molecule, is
given in Fig. 8, in this case for the photographically recorded b -bands (2P 5 3À) of the
nitric oxide molecule. Under low dispersion band spectra are observed (see Fig. 8a ) which
break down into line spectra under very high resolution (see Fig. 8b ). This band system is
emitted in transitions having common initial and final electronic states, with all the
electronic states corresponding to a multiplet in atomic spectra. The electronic energy
difference determines the general spectral range in which the bands are observed.
However, the positions of the individual bands are determined by the changes in the
vibrational quantum numbers. The spectra in Fig. 8 are emission spectra: the bands
identified in Fig. 8a by (n 9 , n 0) are so-called progressions in which the transition starts on
particular vibrational levels (n 9 5 0) of the upper electronic state and ends on a series of

FIGURE 8 Characteristic band spectra of the diatomic NO molecule under conditions of (a ) low
29
resolution and (b ) high resolution. (After Ruark and Urey. )
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different vibrational levels (n 0) of the lower electronic level. Such n 9 progressions measure
the vibrational energy level differences in the lower electronic levels. Specifically identified
in Fig. 8a are band progressions n 9 5 0 5 n 0 5 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 . . . and n 9 5 1 5 n 0 5 10 , 11 , 12 . . . .
Also evident, but not identified in Fig. 8a , are sequences of lines in which the difference in
vibrational quantum number n 9 2 n 0 is a constant. For example, either side of the (0, 4)
band can be seen Dn 5 24 and 23 sequences, respectively.
The (0, 7) band is shown under much higher spectral resolution in Fig. 8b , revealing a
plethora of closely spaced lines associated with the rotational structure. For transitions in
which the vibrational quantum number changes by some multiple of unity, i.e., Dn 5 1 , 2 ,
3 , etc., the rotational quantum number changes by Dr 5 0 and Ú1. The three branches of
the rotational spectrum have the following positions (measured in cm21):
R 5 A 1 2B (r 1 1)

for Dr 5 21 and r 5 0 , 1 , 2 . . .

(43a )

Q 5 A 1 Cr

for Dr 5 0 and r 5 0 , 1 , 2 . . .

(43b )

P 5 A 2 2Br

for Dr 5 11 and r 5 1 , 2 , 3 . . .

(43c )

where in each case r refers to the rotational quantum number in the final electronicvibrational state, A 5 #y e 1 #y y , and B 5 " / 4π cl. In consequence, if C 5 0 , the Q -branch
consists of a single line at Q (r ) 5 … e 1 … y , and the P - and R -branches shift linearly to lower
and higher wavenumbers, respectively, relative to the Q -branch for increasing values of r.
The spectra in Fig. 8 show that for the NO molecule C 0 so that the lines in the P - and
R -branches are shifted by Ú2B relative to the Q -branch lines. The particular Q -branches
are defined by l 9 5 l 0 5 r 1 1–2 with r being either 0 or 1, i.e., l 9 5 l 0 5 1–2 or 3–2 . The C 0
implies that the Eqs. (41) and (43) are inaccurate and additional rotational energy terms
must be included even for vibrational states close to the bottom of the potential well
(i.e., small n -values). Roughly the rotational term in Eq. (43) must be multiplied by
1 2 (2"2(r 1 1)2 / 4π 2I 2) , which has the further consequence that the separations of lines in
the P - and R - branches corresponding to particular values of r increase with increasing r.
A detailed analysis of Fig. 8b shows this to be the case.

8.11 LINESHAPES IN SOLID STATE SPECTROSCOPY
There are many modes of vibration of a crystal to which the optical center is sensitive. We
will concentrate on one only, the breathing mode in which the ionic environment pulsates
about the center. The variable for the lattice state, the so-called configurational coordinate,
is labeled as Q. For the single mode of vibration the system oscillates about its equilibrium
value Q a0 in the ground state and Q b0 in the excited state. The ground and excited state
configurational coordinate curves are assumed to have identical harmonic shapes, and
hence vibrational frequencies for the two states. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. In the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation the optical center-plus-lattice system is represented in
the electronic ground state by the product function27
Fa (ri , Q ) 5

a

(ri , Q a0)χa (Q )

(44)

b

(ri , Q b0)χ b (Q )

(45)

and in the electronic excited state by
Fb (ri , Q ) 5

The first term in the product is the electronic wavefunction, which varies with the
electronic positional coordinate ri , and hence is an eigenstate of H0 5 oi ( p 2i / 2m ) 1 V 9(ri ) ,
and is determined at the equilibrium separation Q a0. The second term in the product wave
function is χ a (Q ) , which is a function of the configurational coordinate Q. The entire ionic
potential energy in state a is then given by
E a (Q ) 5 E a0 1 Va (Q )

(46)
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FIGURE 9 A configurational coordinate diagram showing the interionic
potential in the harmonic approximation for electronic states ua l and ub l.
8
(After Henderson and Imbusch. )

The E a (Q ) in Fig. 9 is an harmonic potential function. This is an approximation to the
potential used in Eq. (38) and illustrated in Fig. 7. A similar expression obtains for E b (Q ).
This representation of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is often referred to as the
configurational coordinate model.38
Treating the electronic energy of the ground state E a0 as the zero of energy, we write the
ionic potential energy in the ground state as
E a (Q ) 5 1–2 Mv 2(Q 2 Q a0)2

(47)

and in the excited state as

SM"vD

1/2

E b0(Q ) 5 Eab 1 1–2 Mv 2(Q 2 Q a0)2 2 (2S )1/2"v

(Q 2 Q a0)

(48)

where Eab is essentially the peak energy in an absorption transition between states ua l and
with the lattice at the coordinate, Q a0 , where the Huang-Rhys parameter S is defined as

ub l

S5

Edis 1 Mv 2 b
5
(Q 0 2 Q a0)2
"v 2 "v

(49)
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If the vertical line from Q 5 Q a0 in Fig. 9 intersects the upper configurational coordinate
curve at the vibrational level n 9 then
Edis 5 S "v 5 (n 9 1 1–2 )"v

(50)

The shapes of absorption and emission spectra are found to depend strongly on the
difference in electron-lattice coupling between the states, essentially characterized by
(Q b0 2 Q a0) and by Edis.
The radiative transition rate between the states ua , n 9l 5 ub ,n 0l where n 9 and n 0 are
vibrational quantum numbers is given by,8
W (a , n 9 2 b , n 0) 5 ukc b (ri , Q a0)χb (n 0)u m uc a (ri , Q a0)χa (n 9)lu2

(51)

which can be written as
W (a , n 9 2 b , n 0) 5 Wab ukχ b (n 0) u χ a (n 9)lu2

(52)

where Wab is the purely electronic transition rate. The shape function of the transition is
determined by the square of the vibrational overlap integrals, which are generally not zero.
The absorption bandshape at T 5 0 K where only the n 9 5 0 vibrational level is occupied, is

FIGURE 10 Showing the zero-phonon line and the Stokes shifted
sideband on one side of the zero-phonon line at T 5 0. When the
temperature is raised the anti-Stokes sidebands appear on the other side
8
of the zero-phonon line. (After Henderson and Imbusch. )
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then given by
Iab (E ) 5 I0Àn0

S n0 exp (2S )
d (E 0 1 n 0"v 2 E )
n 0!

(53)

where E0 5 Eb0 2 Ea 0 is the energy of the transition between the zero vibrational levels of
electronic states a and b. This is usually referred to as the zero -phonon transition , since
Àn0S n0 exp (2S ) / n 0! 5 1 , I0 is the total intensity of the transition, which is independent of S.
The intensity of the zero phonon transition I00 is given by
(54)

I00 5 I0 exp (2S )

so that if S 5 0 all the intensity is contained in the zero-phonon transition. On the other
hand, when S is large, the value of I00 tends to zero and the intensity is concentrated in the
y ibrational sidebands. The single configurational coordinate model is relevant to the case
of electron-vibrational structure in the spectra of molecules and the intensities so
calculated fit observations rather well.
The net effect of this analysis is given in Fig. 10, which represents the absorption case
when S 5 2. At T 5 0 we see a strong zero-phonon line, even stronger phonon-assisted
transitions at n 0 5 1 and 2, and then decreasing intensity in the phonon sidebands at n 0 5 3 ,
4 , 5 , etc. These individual transitions are represented by the vertical lines in this predicted

2

FIGURE 11 Photoluminescence spectrum of O2 in KBr at
33
77 K. (After Rebane and Rebane. )
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spectrum. The envelope of these sidebands, given the solid line, represents the effects of
adding a finite width, n 0"v , to each sideband feature. The effect is to smear out the
structure, especially at larger phonon numbers. Also in Fig. 10 we show the effect of
temperature on the sideband shape in absorption, which is to reveal structure at lower
energies than that of the zero-phonon line. Although the lineshape changes, the total
intensity is independent of temperature, whereas the zero-phonon line intensity is given by

S

S2"kTv DD

(55)

I00 5 I0 exp 2 S coth

which decreases with increasing temperature. For small values of S Ô 1 , the phonon
sideband intensity increases according to I0 S coth ("v / 2kT ). These effects are shown in
Fig. 10 also.
Three examples of the optical bandshapes in solid state spectra are considered. Figure
11 shows the luminescence spectrum of the molecular ion O22 in KBr measured at 77 K.33
The O22 ion emits in the visible range from 400 – 750 nm, and the spectrum shown
corresponds to the vibrational sidebands corresponding to n 0 5 5 up to 13. The optical
center is strongly coupled, S 5 10 , to the internal vibrational mode of the O2
2 ion with
energy "v . 1000 cm21. However, as the detail of the n 0 5 8 electronic vibrational
transition is shown at T 5 4.2 K, there is also weak coupling S . 1 to the phonon spectrum
of the KBr, where the maximum vibrational frequency is only about 200 cm21.

31

FIGURE 12 The photoluminescence spectrum of Cr
ions in Y3Ga5O12.
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FIGURE 13 Optical absorption and photoluminescence of F -centers in KBr. (After
37
Gebhardt and Kuhnert. )

The Cr31 ion occupies a central position in the folklore of solid state spectroscopy. In
yttrium gallium garnet, Y3Ga5O12, the Cr31 ion occupies a Ga31 ion site at the center of six
octahedrally-disposed O22 ions. The crystal field at this site is intermediate in strength8 so
that the 2E and 4T2 states are mixed by the combined effects of spin-orbit coupling and
zero-point vibrations. The emission then is a composite spectrum of 2E 5 4A2 transition
and 4T2 5 4A2 transition, with a common radiative lifetime.34 As Fig. 12 shows, the
composite spectrum shows a me´ lange of the R -line and its vibronic sideband, 2E 5 4A2
transition with S , 0.3 , and the broadband 4T2 5 4A2 transition for which S , 6.35
Understanding this particular bandshape is complex.34–36
The final example, in Fig. 13, shows the absorption and emission spectra of F -centers in
KBr.37 This is a strongly coupled system with S . 30. Extension of the configurational
coordinate model to the luminescence spectrum shows that the absorption and emission
sidebands are mirror images of each other in the zero-phonon line. With S small (less than
6) there is structure in absorption and emission. However for S large, there is no structure,
at least when a spectrum of vibrational modes interacts with the electronic states. The
F -center represents strong coupling to a band of vibrational frequencies rather than to a
single breathing mode of vibration. The effect of this is to broaden the spectrum to look
like the envelope encompassing the spectrum of sharp sidebands shown in Fig. 10. In this
case the zero-phonon line position is midway between the peaks in the absorption and
emission bands of the F -center in KBr. Note also that as the temperature is raised the
bands broaden and the peak shifts to longer wavelengths.
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9.1 GLOSSARY
A
I
B
I
c
D
I
dM
d TIR
E
I
%g
E
I loc
2e
e is
e rs
fj
G
I
H
H
I
I
I
5
JI c
K
5

vector field
magnetic induction
speed of light
displacement field
penetration depth in a metal
evanescent field depth for total internal reflection
electric field
band gap energy
local electric field
electronic charge
components of unit vectors of incident polarization
components of unit vectors of scattered polarization
oscillator strength
reciprocal lattice vector
hamiltonian
magnetic field
irradiance
unit tensor
conduction current density
dielectric constant or relative permittivity
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kI
M
I
m
m*
N
NL
NR
n
P
PI
PD
Pj9j
PM
Pps ,ij
p
q˜
qˆ
R
Rex
Rs ,p
rp
rs
SI
sij
SR
sj

electron wave vector
induced magnetization
electron mass
effective electron mass
charge density
refractive index for left circularly polarized light
refractive index for right circularly polarized light
real part of refractive index
Kane momentum matrix element
induced dipole moment per unit volume
dielectric amplitude reflection polarization ratio
momentum matrix elements
metallic amplitude reflection polarization ratio
elasto-optic coefficients
electron momentum
complex photon wave vector
unit photon wave vector
reflectance
exciton Rydberg
Raman scattering coefficient
field reflection amplitude for p-polarization
field reflection amplitude for s-polarization
Poynting vector
components of lattice strain
Raman scattering efficiency
phonon oscillator strength

T

transmittance

tp

field transmission amplitude for p-polarization

ts

field transmission amplitude for s-polarization

V

volume of unit cell

V(rI )
v
W(v )
Z

a
b
G
DD
DM
Ds

periodic lattice potential
phase velocity
transition rate
number of electrons per atom
absorption coefficient
two-photon absorption coefficient
damping constant
dielectric reflection polarization phase difference
metallic reflection polarization phase difference
specific rotary power
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Dso
d
»
5
»˜
» (`)
» (0)
»1
»2
»0
h˜
θ#

θ OA
θB
θc
θ TIR
k
m
5
m0
j
jˆ
rf
rp
rp
rs
rt
s˜
s
5
s1
s2
τ
f
f i9
χ˜
χ9
χ0
χe
5
χm
5
c kI
v
vj
v LO

spin-orbit energy splitting
energy walk-off angle
electrical permittivity
complex permittivity
high frequency permittivity
static permittivity
real part of permittivity
imaginary part of permittivity
electrical permittivity of vacuum
complex refractive index
principal angle for metallic reflection
angle between optic axis and principal axis
Brewster’s angle
total internal reflection critical angle
phase change for total internal reflection
imaginary part of refractive index
magnetic permeability
magnetic permeability of vacuum
Hooke’s Law constant
unit polarization vector
free charge density
band or polarization charge density
real field amplitude for p-polarization
real field amplitude for s-polarization
total charge density
complex conductivity
electrical conductivity
real part of conductivity
imaginary part of conductivity
scattering or relaxation time
scalar field
ground state wave function
complex susceptibility
real part of susceptibility
imaginary part of susceptibility
electrical susceptibility
magnetic susceptibility
Bloch solution wave function
photon frequency
resonant oscillation frequency
longitudinal optical phonon frequency
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vp
vs
v TO

plasma frequency
surface plasmon frequency
transverse optical phonon frequency

9.2 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the fundamental interactions of light with solids. The discussion is
restricted to intrinsic optical properties. Extrinsic optical properties of solids are described
in Chap. 8 ‘‘Optical Spectroscopy and Spectroscopic Lineshapes.’’ Basic formulas,
definitions, and concepts are listed for reference and as a foundation for subsequent
chapters of this volume of the Handbook. More detailed accounts of specific optical
properties and particular types of solid are given in later chapters, i.e., Chap. 42 ‘‘Optical
Properties of Films and Coatings,’’ and in Vol. II, Chaps. 23 ‘‘Crystals and Glasses,’’ 35
‘‘Metals,’’ 36 ‘‘Semiconductors,’’ and 13 ‘‘Electro-Optic Modulators.’’ The reader is
referred to the many texts which provide more elaborate discussions of the optical
properties of solids.1–12
Electrical measurements distinguish three general types of solids by their conductivities,
i.e., dielectrics, semiconductors, and metals. Optically, these three groups are characterized
by different fundamental band gap energies, %g. Although the boundaries are not sharply
defined, an approximate distinction is given by, metals %g # 0, semiconductors, 0 , %g
, 3 eV, and dielectrics, %g . 3 eV. Solids may be found in single crystal, polycrystalline,
and amorphous forms. Rudimentary theories of the optical properties of condensed matter
are based on light interactions with perfect crystal lattices characterized by extended
(nonlocal) electronic and vibrational energy states. These eigenstates are determined by
the periodicity and symmetry of the lattice and the form of the Coulomb potential which
arises from the interatomic bonding.
The principal absorption bands in condensed matter occur at photon energies
corresponding to the frequencies of the lattice vibrations (phonons) in the infrared, and
electronic transitions in the near infrared, visible, or ultraviolet. A quantum mechanical
approach is generally required to describe electronic interactions, but classical models
often suffice for lattice vibrations. Although the mechanical properties of solids can vary
enormously between single crystal and polycrystalline forms, the fundamental optical
properties are similar, even if the crystallite size is smaller than a wavelength, since the
optical interaction is microscopic. However, electronic energy levels and hence optical
properties are fundamentally altered when one or more dimensions of a solid are reduced
to the scale of the deBroglie wavelength of the electrons. Modern crystal growth
techniques allow fabrication of atomic precision epitaxial layers of different solid materials.
Ultrathin layers, with dimensions comparable with or smaller than the deBroglie
wavelength of an electron, may form quantum wells, quantum wires, and quantum dots in
which electronic energy levels are quantized. Amorphous solids have random atomic or
molecular orientation on the distance scale of several nearest neighbors, but generally have
well-defined bonding and local atomic order which determine the overall optical response.

9.3 PROPAGATION OF LIGHT IN SOLIDS
Dielectrics and semiconductors provide transparent spectral regions at radiation frequencies between the phonon vibration bands and the fundamental (electronic) absorption
edge. Maxwell’s equations successfully describe the propagation, reflection, refraction, and
scattering of harmonic electromagnetic waves.
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Maxwell’s Equations
Four equations relate the macroscopically averaged electric field E and magnetic induction
B to the total charge density, r t (sum of the bound or polarization charge, r p, and the free
charge, r f), the conduction current density, Jc, the induced dipole moment per unit
volume, P, and the induced magnetization of the medium, M (expressed in SI units):
= ? E5

rt
»0

=3E5 2

(1)
B
t

(2)

= ? B50

(3)

S

= 3 B 5 m0 »0

D

E P
1 1 Jc 1 = 3 M
t
t

(4)

where » 0 5 8.854 3 10212 F / m is the permittivity of vacuum, m 0 5 4π 3 1027 H / m is the
permeability of vacuum and c the speed of light in vacuum, c 5 1 / 4» 0 m 0 . By defining a
displacement field, D, and magnetic field, H, to account for the response of a medium
D 5 P 1 » 0E

(5)

B
2M
m0

(6)

H5

and using the relation between polarization and bound charge density,
(7)

2= ? P 5 r p
Equations (1) and (4) may also be written in the form
= ? D 5 rf
and
D
=3H5
1 Jc
t

(8)

(9)

Vector A and scalar f fields may be defined by
(10)

B5=3A
E 5 2=f 2

A
t

(11)

A convenient choice of gauge for the optical properties of solids is the Coulomb (or
transverse) gauge
= ? A50
(12)
which ensures that the vector potential A is transverse for plane electromagnetic waves
while the scalar potential represents any longitudinal current and satisfies Poisson’s
equation
rt
=2f 5 2
(13)
»0
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Three constitutive relations describe the response of conduction and bound electrons to
the electric and magnetic fields:
(14)
Jc 5 s
E
5
D 5 P 1 » 0E 5 5» E

(15)

B 5 m 0(H 1 M) 5 m
H
5

(16)

Here s
is the electrical conductivity, 5» is the electrical permittivity, and m
is the magnetic
5
5
permeability of the medium and are in general tensor quantities which may depend on
field strengths. An alternative relation often used to define a dielectric constant (or relative
permittivity), K
, is given by D 5 » 0K
E. In isotropic media using the approximation of
5
5
linear responses to electric and magnetic fields, s , » , and m are constant scalar quantities.
Electronic, χ e, and magnetic, χ m, susceptibilities may be defined to relate the induced
5
dipole moment5, P, and magnetism
, M to the field strengths, E and H:
P 5 » 0 χ eE

(17)

M 5 » 0 χ mH

(18)

5

5

Thus,

» 5 » 0(5I 1 χ e)

(19)

m
5 m 0(5I 1 χ m)
5

(20)

5

5

and

5

where 5I is the unit tensor.

Wave Equations and Optical Constants
The general wave equation derived from Maxwell’s equations is
=2E 2 =(= ? E) 2 » 0 m 0

S

D

2E
2P Jc
M
5
m
1=3
0
2
2 1
t
t
t
t

(21)

For dielectric (nonconducting) solids
=2E 5 m »

2E
t 2

(22)

The harmonic plane wave solution of the wave equation for monochromatic light at
frequency, v ,
(23)
E 5 1–2 E0 exp i (q ? r 2 v t ) 1 c.c.
in homogeneous (=» 5 0) , isotropic (= ? E 5 0, q ? E 5 0), nonmagnetic (M 5 0) solids
results in a complex wave vector, q˜ ,
q˜ 5

v
c

–

»
s
1i
»0
»0v

(24)

˜ , may be defined by
A complex refractive index, h
q˜ 5

v
h
˜ qˆ
c

(25)
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where qˆ is a unit vector and
(26)

h
˜ 5 n 1 ik

Introducing complex notation for the permittivity, »˜ 5 » 1 1 i» 2 , conductivity, s
˜ 5 s 1 1 is 2 ,
and susceptibility, χ˜ e 5 χ e9 1 iχ e0, we may relate

» 1 5 » 5 » 0(1 1 χ e9) 5 » 0(n 2 2 k 2) 5 2

s2
v

(27)

and

s s1
» 2 5 » 0 χ e0 5 2» 0 nk 5 5
v v

(28)

Alternatively,

F21» (4» 1 » 1 » )G
1
k 5F
(4» 1 » 2 » )G
2»

1/2

n5

2
1

2
2

1

2
1

2
2

1

(29)

0

1/2

(30)

0

The field will be modified locally by induced dipoles. If there is no free charge, r f, the local
field, Eloc, may be related to the external field, Ei, in isotropic solids using the
Clausius-Mossotti equation which leads to the relation
Eloc 5

n2 1 2
Ei
3

(31)

Energy Flow
The direction and rate of flow of electromagnetic energy is described by the Poynting
vector
1
S5 E3H
(32)
m0
The average power per unit area (irradiance, I ) , W / m2, carried by a uniform plane wave is
given by the time averaged magnitude of the Poynting vector
I 5 kSl 5

cn uE0u2
2

(33)

The plane wave field in Eq. (23) may be rewritten for absorbing media using Eqs. (25) and
(26).
v
v
E(r, t ) 5 1–2 E0(q, v ) exp 2 k qˆ ? r exp i
(34)
nqˆ ? r 2 v t 1 c.c.
c
c

S

D FS

DG

The decay of the propagating wave is characterized by the extinction coefficient, k . The
attenuation of the wave may also be described by Beer’s law
I 5 I0 exp (2a z )

(35)
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where a is the absorption coefficient describing the attenuation of the irradiance, I , with
distance, z. Thus,
s1
» 2 v χ e0v
2v k 4π k
a5
(36)
5
5
5
5
c
l
» 0 cn » 0 cn cn
The power absorbed per unit volume is given by
Pabs 5 a I 5

v χ e0
2
uE0u
2

(37)

The second exponential in Eq. (34) is oscillatory and represents the phase velocity of the
wave, y 5 c / n.

Anisotropic Crystals
Only amorphous solids and crystals possessing cubic symmetry are optically isotropic. In
general, the speed of propagation of an electromagnetic wave in a crystal depends both on
the direction of propagation and on the polarization of the light wave. The linear
electronic susceptibility and dielectric constant may be represented by tensors with
components of χ e given by
5
(38)
Pi 5 » 0 χ ij Ej
where i and j refer to coordinate axes. In an anisotropic crystal, D ' B ' q and E ' H ' S,
but E is not necessarily parallel to D and the direction of energy flow S is not necessarily in
the same direction as the propagation direction q.
From energy arguments it can be shown that the susceptibility tensor is symmetric and
it therefore follows that there always exists a set of coordinate axes which diagonalize the
tensor. This coordinate system defines the principal axes. The number of nonzero elements
for the susceptibility (or dielectric constant) is thus reduced to a maximum of three (for
any crystal system at a given wavelength). Thus, the dielectric tensor defined by the
direction of the electric field vector with respect to the principal axes has the form

3

»1 0
0 »2
0 0

0
0
»3

4

The principal indices of refraction are
ni 5 41 1 χ ij 5 4»i

(39)

with the E-vector polarized along any principal axis, i.e. E i D. This case is designated as
an ordinary or o-ray in which the phase velocity is independent of propagation direction.
An extraordinary or e-ray occurs when both E and q lie in a plane containing two principal
axes with different n. An optic axis is defined by any propagation direction in which the
phase velocity of the wave is independent of polarization.
Crystalline solids fall into three classes: (1) optically isotropic, (2) uniaxial, or (3) biaxial
(see Table 1). All choices of orthogonal axes are principal axes and » 1 5 » 2 5 » 3 in isotropic
solids. For a uniaxial crystal, » 1 5 » 2 ? » 3 , a single optic axis exists for propagation in
direction 3. In this case, the ordinary refractive index, n 0 5 n 1 5 n 2 , is independent of the
direction of polarization in the 1-2 plane. Any two orthogonal directions in this plane can
be chosen as principal axes. For any other propagation direction, the polarization can be
divided into an o-ray component in the 1-2 plane and a perpendicular e-ray component
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of directional dependence of refractive indices
and optic axes in: (a ) a uniaxial, positive birefringent crystal; (b ) a
uniaxial, negative birefringent crystal; and (c ) a biaxial crystal.

(see Fig. 1). The dependence of the e-ray refractive index with propagation direction is
given by the ellipsoid
ni nj
(40)
nj (θ i ) 5 2
(n i cos2 θ i 1 n 2j sin2 θ i )1/2
where θ i is defined with respect to optic axis, i 5 3 , and j 5 1 or 2. θ i 5 908 gives the
refractive index n e 5 n 3 when the light is polarized along axis 3. The difference between n0
and n e is the birefringence. Figure 1a illustrates the case of positive birefringence, n e . n 0,
and Fig. 1b negative birefringence, n e , n 0 . The energy walk-off angle, d (the angle
between S and q or D and E), is given by
tan d 5

F

G

n 2(θ ) 1
1
2 2 2 sin 2θ
2
n3 n1

(41)

In biaxial crystals, diagonalization of the dielectric tensor results in three independent
coefficients, » 1 ? » 2 ? » 3 ? » 1 . For orthorhombic crystals, a single set of orthogonal
principal axes is fixed for all wavelengths. However, in monoclinic structures only one
principal axis is fixed. The direction of the other two axes rotate in the plane
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perpendicular to the fixed axis as the wavelength changes (retaining orthogonality). In
triclinic crystals there are no fixed axes and orientation of the set of three principal axes
varies with wavelength. Equation (40) provides the e-ray refractive index within planes
containing two principal axes. Biaxial crystals possess two optic axes. Defining principal
axes such that n 1 . n 2 . n 3 , then both optic axes lie in the 1-3 plane, at an angle θ OA from
axis 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1c , where
n 22 2 n 23
n1
(42)
sin θ OA 5 Ú
n2
n 21 2 n 23

–

Crystals with certain point group symmetries (see Table 1) also exhibit optical activity,
i.e., the ability to rotate the plane of linearly polarized light. An origin for this
phenomenon is the weak magnetic interaction = 3 M [see Eq. (21)], when it applies in a
direction perpendicular to P (i.e., M i P). The specific rotary power Ds (angle of rotation of
linearly polarized light per unit length) is given by

π
Ds 5 (n L 2 n R)
l

(43)

where n L and n R are refractive indices for left and right circular polarization. Optical
activity is often masked by birefringence, however, polarization rotation can be observed
in optically active materials when the propagation is along the optic axis or when the
birefringence is coincidentally zero in other directions. In the case of propagation along the
optic axis of an optically active uniaxial crystal such as quartz, the susceptibility tensor may
be written
iχ 12 0
χ 11
0
2iχ 12 χ 11
0
0
χ 33

3

4

and the rotary power is proportional to the imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility,
χ m0 5 χ 12:
π χ 12
(44)
Ds 5
nl
Crystals can exist in left- or right-handed versions. Other crystal symmetries, e.g., 42m, can
be optically active for propagation along the 2 and 3 axes, but rotation of the polarization
is normally masked by the typically larger birefringence, except at accidental degeneracies.

Interfaces
Applying boundary conditions at a plane interface between two media with different
indices of refraction leads to the laws of reflection and refraction. Snell’s law applies to all
o-rays and relates the angle of incidence, θ A in medium A, and the angle of refraction, θ B
in medium B, to the respective ordinary refractive indices n A and n B:
n A sin θ A 5 n B sin θ B

(45)

Extraordinary rays do not satisfy Snell’s law. The propagation direction for the e-ray can
be found graphically by equating the projections of the propagation vectors in the two
media along the boundary plane. Double refraction of unpolarized light occurs in
anisotropic crystals.
The field amplitude ratios of reflected and transmitted rays to the incident ray (r and t)
in isotropic solids (and o-rays in anisotropic crystals) are given by the Fresnel relations.
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FIGURE 2 The electric field reflection amplitudes (a , b ) , energy reflectance
(c , d ) , and phase change (e , f ) for s- (solid lines) and p- (dashed lines)
polarized light for external (a , c , e ) and internal (b , d , f ) reflection in the case
nA 5 1, nB 5 1.5. θ B is the polarizing or Brewster’s angle and θ c is the critical
2
angle for total internal reflection.

For s- (s or TE) polarization (E-vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence) (see Fig.
2a ) and p- (π or TM) polarization (E-vector parallel to the plane of incidence) (see Fig.
2b ):
Ers n A cos θ A 2 4n 2B 2 n 2A sin2 θ A
(46)
rs 5
5
Eis n A cos θ A 1 4n 2B 2 n 2A sin2 θ A
rp 5

Erp n 2B cos θ A 2 n A4n 2B 2 n 2A sin2 θ A
5
Eip n 2B cos θ A 1 n A4n 2B 2 n 2A sin2 θ A

(47)

ts 5

Ets
2n A cos θ A
5
Eis n S cos θ A 1 4n 2B 2 n 2A sin2 θ A

(48)

tp 5

Etp
2n A n B cos θ A
5
Eip n 2B cos θ A 1 n A4n 2B 2 n 2A sin2 θ A

(49)
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At normal incidence, the energy reflectance, R (see Figs 2c and d ) , and transmittance, T ,
are

UEE U 5 Unn 12 nn U
E
4n
T5U U 5
E
n 1n
2

R5

2

r

B

A

i

B

A

2

2
A

t

i

u

2
Bu

A

(50)

(51)

The p -polarized reflectivity (see Eq. (47)] goes to zero at Brewster’s angle under the
condition

θ B 5 tan21

Snn D
A

(52)

B

If n A . n B, total internal reflection (TIR) occurs when the angle of incidence exceeds a
critical angle:

θ c 5 sin21

Snn D
A

(53)

B

This critical angle may be different for s- and p-polarizations in anisotropic crystals. Under
conditions of TIR, the evanescent wave amplitude drops to e21 in a distance

d TIR 5

c 2
(n A sin2 θ A 2 n 2B)21/2
v

(54)

The phase changes on reflection for external and internal reflection from an interface with
n A 5 1.5, n B 5 1 are plotted in Figs. 2e and f. Except under TIR conditions, the phase
change is either 0 or π . The complex values predicted by Eqs. (46) and (47) for angles of
incidence greater than the critical angle for TIR imply phase changes in the reflected light
which are neither 0 nor π . The phase of the reflected light changes by π at Brewster’s angle
in p-polarization. The ratio of s to p reflectance, PD, is shown in Fig. 3a and the phase
difference, DD 5 f p 2 f s, in Fig. 3b. Under conditions of TIR, the phase change on
reflection, f TIR, is given by
tan

f TIR 4sin2 θ A 2 sin2 θ c
5
2
cos θ A

(55)

9.4 DISPERSION RELATIONS
For most purposes, a classical approach is found to provide a sufficient description of
dispersion of the refractive index within the transmission window of insulators, and for
optical interactions with lattice vibrations and free electrons. However the details of
interband transitions in semiconductors and insulators and the effect of d-levels in
transition metals require a quantum model of dispersion close to these resonances.
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FIGURE 3 Typical polarization ratios, P , (a , c ) and phase differences, D, (b , d ) for s- and
1
p-polarizations at dielectric, D, and metallic, M, surfaces.

Classical Model
The Lorentz model for dispersion of the optical constants of solids assumes an optical
interaction via the polarization produced by a set of damped harmonic oscillators. The
polarization PI induced by a displacement r of bound electrons of density N and charge 2e
is
(56)

P 5 2Ne r

Assuming the electrons to be elastically bound (Hooke’s law) with a force constant, j ,
(57)

2e Eloc 5 j r
the differential equation of motion is
m

dr
d 2r
1 m G 1 j r 5 2e Eloc
dt 2
dt

(58)

where m is the electron mass and G is a damping constant. Here the lattice is assumed to
have infinite mass and the magnetic interaction has been neglected. Solving the equation of
motion for fields of frequency v gives a relation for the complex refractive index and
dielectric constant:

h
˜ 25

»˜
Ne 2
511
»0
m» 0

O (v 2 v f 2 iG v )
j

2
j

j
2

j

(59)
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We have given the more general result for a number of resonant frequencies

vj 5

–

jj
m

(60)

where the fj represent the fraction of electrons which contribute to each oscillator with
force constant j j. fj represent oscillator strengths.
A useful semi-empirical relation for refractive index in the transparency region of a
crystal known as the Sellmeier formula follows directly from Eq. (59) under the
assumption that, far from resonances, the damping constant terms Gj v are negligible
compared to (v 2j 2 v 2):

O lA2ll
2

n2 5 1 1

j

2

j

(61)

2
j

Sum Rules
The definition of oscillator strength results in the sum rule for electronic interactions

O f 5Z

(62)

j

j

where Z is the number of electrons per atom. The periodicity of the lattice in solids (see
Sec. 9.7) leads to the modification of this sum rule to

Of

mn

5

m

m 2%n
m
21
2
2 215
" k
m n*

(63)

where m n* is an effective mass (see ‘‘Energy Band Structures’’ in Sec. 9.7).
Another sum rule for solids equivalent to Eq. (62) relates the imaginary part of the
permittivity or dielectric constant and the plasma frequency, v p,

E v» (v ) dv 5 πv
`

1
–
2

2

2
p

(64)

0

where v 2p 5 Ne2 / » 0m (see ‘‘Drude Model’’ in Sec. 9.6).
Dispersion relations are integral formulas which relate refractive properties to the
absorptive process. Kramers-Kronig relations are commonly used dispersion integrals
based on the condition of causality which may be related to sum rules. These relations can
be expressed in alternative forms. For instance, the reflectivity of a solid is often measured
at normal incidence and dispersion relations used to determine the optical properties.
Writing the complex reflectivity amplitude as
˜r (v ) 5 rr(v )e iθ (v )

(65)

the phase shift, θ , can be determined by integrating the experimental measurement of the
real amplitude, rr,
`
ln rr(v 9)
2v
θ (v ) 5 2
(66)
3
2
2 dv 9
π
0 v9 2 v

E
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and the optical constants determined from the complex Fresnel relation,
rr(v )e iθ 5

(n 2 1 1 ik )
(n 1 1 1 ik )

(67)

Sum rules following from the Kramers-Kronig relations relate the refractive index n (v ) at
a given frequency, v , to the absorption coefficient, a (v 9) , integrated over all frequencies,
v 9 , according to
`
a (v 9) dv 9
c
(68)
n (v ) 2 1 5 3
v
v 92 2 v 2
0

E

Similarly, the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant, » 9 and » 0 , may be related
via the integral relations,

E vv 99» 2(vv9) dv 9
» (v 9) 2 1
2v
» (v ) 5 2 3 E
dv 9
π
v9 2 v

2
» 1(v ) 2 1 5 3
π

`

2

2

2

(69)

0

`

1

2

2

2

(70)

0

9.5 LATTICE INTERACTIONS
The adiabatic approximation is the normal starting point for a consideration of the
coupling of light with lattice vibrations, i.e., it is assumed that the response of the outer
shell electrons of the atoms to an electric field is much faster than the response of the core
together with its inner electron shells. Further, the harmonic approximation assumes, that
for small displacements, the restoring force on the ions will be proportional to the
displacement. The solution of the equations of motion for the atoms within a solid under
these conditions give normal modes of vibration, whose frequency eigenvalues and
displacement eigenvectors depend on the crystal symmetry, atomic separation, and the
detailed form of the interatomic forces. The frequency of lattice vibrations in solids are
typically in the 100 to 1000 cm21 range (wavelengths between 10 and 100 mm). Longitudinal and doubly degenerate transverse vibrational modes have different natural
frequencies due to long range Coulomb interactions. Infrared or Raman activity can be
determined for a given crystal symmetry by representing the modes of vibration as
irreducible representations of the space group of the crystal lattice.

Infrared Dipole Active Modes
If the displacement of atoms in a normal mode of vibration produces an oscillating dipole
moment, then the motion is dipole active. Thus, harmonic vibrations in ionic crystals
contribute directly to the dielectric function, whereas higher order contributions are
needed in nonpolar crystals. Since photons have small wavevectors compared to the size of
the Brillouin zone in solids, only zone center lattice vibrations (i.e., long wavelength
phonons) can couple to the radiation. This conservation of wavevector (or momentum)
also implies that only optical phonons interact. In a dipole-active, long wavelength optical
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mode, oppositely charged ions within each primitive cell undergo oppositely directed
displacements giving rise to a nonvanishing polarization. Group theory shows that, within
the harmonic approximation, the infrared active modes have irreducible representations
with the same transformation properties as x, y, or z. The strength of the light-dipole
coupling will depend on the degree of charge redistribution between the ions, i.e., the
relative ionicity of the solid.
Classical dispersion theory leads to a phenomenological model for the optical
interaction with dipole active lattice modes. Because of the transverse nature of
electromagnetic radiation, the electric field vector couples with the transverse optical (TO)
phonons and the maximum absorption therefore occurs at this resonance. The resonance
frequency, v TO, is inserted into the solution of the equation of motion, Eq. (59). Since
electronic transitions typically occur at frequencies 102 to 103 higher than the frequency of
vibration of the ions, the atomic polarizability can be represented by a single high
frequency permittivity, » ( ` ). The dispersion relation for a crystal with several zone center
TO phonons may be written

»˜ (v ) 5 » ( ` ) 1

O (v
j

2
TOj

Sj
2 v 2 2 i Gj v )

(71)

By defining a low frequency permittivity, » (0) , the oscillator strength for a crystal
possessing two atoms with opposite charge, Ze , per unit cell of volume, V , is
S5

(» ( ` ) / » 0 1 2)2(Ze )2
5 v 2TO(» (0) 2 » ( ` ))
9mr V

(72)

where Ze represents the ‘‘effective charge’’ of the ions, mr is the reduced mass of the ions,
and the local field has been included based on Eq. (31). Figure 4 shows the form of the

(a)

(c)
(b)

FIGURE 4 (a ) Reflectance; and (b ) real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of a
solid with a single infrared active mode. (c ) polariton dispersion curves (real and
imaginary parts) showing the frequencies of the longitudinal and transverse optical
modes.
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real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant, the reflectivity and the polariton
dispersion curve. Observing that the real part of the dielectric constant is zero at
longitudinal phonon frequencies, v LO, the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation may be derived,
which in its general form for a number of dipole active phonons, is given by

» (0)
5
» (`)

P Svv D

2

Lj

j

(73)

Tj

These relations [Eqs. (71) to (73)] give good fits to measured reflectivities in a wide range
of ionically (or partially ionically) bonded solids. The LO-TO splitting and effective
charge, Ze , depend on the ionicity of the solid; however the magnitude of Ze determined
from experiments does not necessarily quantify the ionicity since this ‘‘rigid ion’’ model
does not account for the change of polarizability due to the distortion of the electron shells
during the vibration.
In uniaxial and biaxial crystals, the restoring forces on the ions are anisotropic, resulting
in different natural frequencies depending on the direction of light propagation as well as
the transverse or longitudinal nature of the vibration. Similar to the propagation of light,
‘‘ordinary’’ and ‘‘extraordinary’’ transverse phonons may be defined with respect to the
principal axes. For instance, in a uniaxial crystal under the condition that the anisotropy in
phonon frequency is smaller than the LO-TO frequency splitting, infrared radiation of
frequency v propagating at an angle θ to the optic axis will couple to TO phonons
according to the relation






v 2T 5 v 2Ti sin2 θ 1 v 2T cos2 θ

(74)

where v Ti is a TO phonon propagating with atomic displacements parallel to the optic axis,
and v T is a TO phonon propagating with atomic displacements perpendicular to the optic
axis. The corresponding expression for LO modes is

v 2L 5 v 2Li cos2 θ 1 v 2L sin2 θ

(75)

In Table 2, the irreducible representations of the infrared normal modes for the different
crystal symmetries are labeled x , y , or z.

Brillouin and Raman Scattering
Inelastic scattering of radiation by acoustic phonons is known as Brillouin scattering, while
the term Raman scattering is normally reserved for inelastic scattering from optic phonons
in solids. In the case of Brillouin scattering, long wavelength acoustic modes produce strain
and thereby modulate the dielectric constant of the medium, thus producing a frequency
shift in scattered light. In a Raman active mode, an incident electric field produces a dipole
by polarizing the electron cloud of each atom. If this induced dipole is modulated by a
lattice vibrational mode, coupling occurs between the light and the phonon and inelastic
scattering results. Each Raman or Brillouin scattering event involves the destruction of an
incident photon of frequency, v i, the creation of a scattered photon, v s, and the creation
or destruction of a phonon of frequency, v p. The frequency shift, v i Ú v s 5 v p, is typically
100 to 1000 cm21 for Raman scattering, but only a few wavenumbers for Brillouin
scattering.
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Atomic polarizability components have exactly the same transformation properties as
the quadratic functions x 2 , xy , . . . , z 2 . The Raman activity of the modes of vibration of a
crystal with a given point group symmetry can thus be deduced from the Raman tensors
given in Table 2. The scattering efficiency, SR, for a mode corresponding to one of the
irreducible representations listed is given by

FO e R e G

2

SR 5 A

s
i

r
s ,p s

(76)

r ,s

where A is a constant of proportionality, Rs ,r is the Raman coefficient of the
representation, and e is and e rs are components of the unit vectors of polarization of the
incident, i , and scattered, s , radiation along the principal axes, where s and r 5 x , y , and z.
Not all optic modes of zero wavevector are Raman active. Raman activity is often
complementary to infrared activity. For instance, since the optic mode in the diamond
lattice has even parity, it is Raman active, but not infrared active, whereas the zone center
mode in sodium chloride is infrared active, but not Raman active because the inversion
center is on the atom site and so the phonon has odd parity. In piezoelectric crystals, which
lack a center of inversion, some modes can be both Raman and infrared active. In this case
the Raman scattering can be anomalous due to the long-range electrostatic forces
associated with the polar lattice vibrations.
The theory of Brillouin scattering is based on the elastic deformation produced in a
crystal by a long wavelength acoustic phonon. The intensity of the scattering depends on
the change in refractive index with the strain induced by the vibrational mode. A strain, s ij
in the lattice produces a change in the component of permittivity, » m … , given by

O»

d » m… 5 2

mr

p rs ,ij» s… s ij

(77)

r ,s

where prs ,ij is an elasto-optical coefficient.3 The velocity of the acoustic phonons and their
anisotropy can be determined from Brillouin scattering measurements.

9.6 FREE ELECTRON PROPERTIES
Fundamental optical properties of metals and semiconductors with high densities of free
carriers are well described using a classical model. Reflectivity is the primary property of
interest because of the high absorption.

Drude Model
The Drude model for free electrons is a special condition of the classical Lorentz model
(Sec. 9.4) with the Hooke’s law force constant, j 5 0 , so that the resonant frequency is
zero. In this case
»1
v 2p
(78)
5 n2 2 k 2 5 1 2 2
»0
v 1 τ 22
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and

S D

»2
v 2p
1
5 2nk 5 2
22
»0
v 1τ
vτ

(79)

where v p is the plasma frequency,

vp 5

– –
Ne 2
5
»0m

m 0 sc2
τ

(80)

and τ ( 5 1 / G) is the scattering or relaxation time for the electrons. In ideal metals
(s 5 ` ) , n 5 k . Figure 5a shows the form of the dispersion in the real and imaginary parts

FIGURE 5 Dispersion of: (a ) the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant; (b ) real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index; and (c ) the reflectance
according to the Drude model where v p
is the plasma frequency.
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of the dielectric constant for free electrons, while the real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index are illustrated in Fig. 5b. The plasma frequency is defined by the point at
which the real part changes sign. The reflectance is plotted in Fig. 5c and shows a
magnitude close to 100 percent below the plasma frequency, but falls rapidly to a small
value above v p. The plasma frequency determined solely by the free electron term is
typically on the order of 10 eV in metals accounting for their high reflectivity in the visible.
Interband Transitions in Metals
Not all metals are highly reflective below the plasma frequency. The nobel metals possess
optical properties which combine free electron intraband (Drude) and interband contributions. A typical metal has d -levels at energies a few electron volts below the electron Fermi
level. Transitions can be optically induced from these d -states to empty states above the
Fermi level. These transitions normally occur in the ultraviolet spectral region, but can
have a significant influence on the optical properties of metals in the visible spectral region
via the real part of the dielectric constant. Describing the interband effects, d » b, within a
classical (Lorentz) model, the combined effects on the dielectric constant may be added:

»˜ 5 1 1 d »˜ b 1 d »˜ f

(81)

The interband contribution to the real part of the dielectric constant is positive and shows
a resonance near the transition frequency. On the other hand, the free electron
contribution is negative below the plasma frequency. The interband contribution can cause
a shift to shorter wavelengths of the zero crossover in » 1 , thus causing a reduction of the
reflectivity in the blue. For instance d -states in copper lie only 2 eV below the Fermi level,
which results in copper’s characteristic color.
Reflectivity
Absorption in metals is described by complex optical constants. The reflectivity is
accompanied by a phase change and the penetration depth is
dM 5

l
c
5
2v k 4π k

(82)

At normal incidence at an air-metal interface, the reflectance is given by
R5

(n 2 1)2 1 k 2
2
5122
2
2512
(n 1 1) 1 k
k

–

2» 0
»2

(83)

By analogy with the law of refraction (Snell’s Law) a complex refractive index can be
defined by the refraction equation
1
(84)
sin θ t 5 sin θ i
h
˜
˜ is complex, θ t is also complex and the phase change on reflection can take values
Since h
other than 0 and π . For nonnormal incidence, it can be shown that the surfaces of constant
amplitude inside the metal are parallel to the surface, while surfaces of constant phase are
at an angle to the surface. The electromagnetic wave in a metal is thus inhomogeneous.
The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index can be determined by measuring the
amplitude and phase of the reflected light. Writing the s and p components of the complex
reflected fields in the form
Erp 5 r p e if p;
Ers 5 r s e if s
(85)
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and defining the real amplitude ratio and phase difference as
PM 5 tan c 5



rs
;
rp





DM 5 f p 2 f s

(86)

then the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index are given by
sin θ i tan θ i cos 2c
n <2
5 2sin θ i tan θ i cos 2c
1 1 sin 2c cos DM

(87)

k < tan 2c sin DM 5 2tan 2c

(88)

θ i is the principal angle which occurs at the maximum in PM at the condition DM 5 π / 2 (see
Fig. 3c and d ) , which is equivalent to Brewster’s angle at an interface between two
nonabsorbing dielectrics (see Fig. 3a and b ).

Plasmons
Plasmons are oscillations of fluctuations in charge density. The condition for these
oscillations to occur is the same as the condition for the onset of electromagnetic
propagation at the plasma frequency. Volume plasmons are not excited by light at normal
incidence since they are purely longitudinal. Oscillations cannot be produced by transverse
electromagnetic radiation with zero divergence. However, at the surface of a solid, an
oscillation in surface charge density is possible. At an interface between a metal with
permittivity, » m, and a dielectric with permittivity, » d, the condition » m 5 2» d such that
(neglecting damping and assuming a free electron metal) a surface plasmon can be created
with frequency
vp
vs 5
(89)
(» d / » 0 1 1)1/2
By altering the angle of incidence, the component of the electromagnetic wavevector can
be made to match the surface plasmon mode.

9.7 BAND STRUCTURES AND INTERBAND TRANSITIONS
Advances in semiconductors for electronic and optoelectronic applications have encouraged the development of highly sophisticated theories of interband absorption in
semiconductors. In addition, the development of low-dimensional structures (quantum
wells, quantum wires, and quantum dots) have provided the means of ‘‘engineering’’ the
optical properties of solids. The approach here has been to outline the basic quantum
mechanical development for interband transitions in solids.

Quantum Mechanical Model
The quantum theory of absorption considers the probability of an electron being excited
from a lower energy level to a higher level. For instance, an isolated atom has a
characteristic set of electron levels with associated wavefunctions and energy eigenvalues.
The absorption spectrum of the atom thus consists of a series of lines whose frequencies
are given by
(90)
"v fi 5 %f 2 %i (%f . %i)
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where %f and %i are a pair of energy eigenvalues. We also know that the spontaneous
lifetime, τ , for transitions from any excited state to a lower state sets a natural linewidth of
order " / τ based on the uncertainty principle. The Schro¨ dinger equation for the ground
state with wavefunction, wi, in the unperturbed system,

*0 w i 5 %i wi

(91)

is represented by the time-independent hamiltonian, *0 . The optical interaction can be
treated by first order perturbation theory. By introducing a perturbation term based on the
classical oscillator
*9 5 eE ? r
(92)
this leads to a similar expression to the Lorentz model, Eq. (59),

h
˜ 25

»
Ne 2
511
»0
m» 0

O (v 2 v f 2 iG v )

(93)

2 upj9ju2
m "v j9j

(94)

fi

m

2
fi

2

fi

where
fj9j 5

and pj9j are momentum matrix elements defined by
pj9j 5 kwj9 u p uw jl 5

E w*(i"=)w dr
j9

j

(95)

Perturbation theory to first order gives the probability per unit time that a perturbation
of the form * (t ) 5 *p exp (iv t ) induces a transition from the initial to final state:
Wfi 5

2π
2
ukwfu *p uwilu d (%f 2 %i 2 "v )
"

(96)

This is known as Fermi’s Golden Rule.

Energy Band Structures
If we imagine N similar atoms brought together to form a crystal, each degenerate energy
level of the atoms will spread into a band of N levels. If N is large, these levels can be
treated as a continuum of energy states. The wavefunctions and electron energies of these
energy bands can be calculated by various approximate methods ranging from nearly free
electron to tight-binding models. The choice of approach depends on the type of bonding
between the atoms.
Within the one electron and adiabatic assumptions, each electron moves in the periodic
potential, V (r), of the lattice leading to the Schro¨ dinger equation for a single particle
wavefunction

F2pm 1 V (r)Gc (r) 5 %c (r)
2

(97)
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where the momentum operator is given by p 5 2i "=. The simple free electron solution of
the Schro¨ dinger equation (i.e., for V (rI) 5 0) is a parabolic relationship between energy and
wavevector. The solution including a periodic potential, V (rI) has the form

c k(r) 5 exp (i k ? r) ? u k(r)

(98)



where kI is the electron wavevector and u k(r) has the periodicity of the crystal lattice. This
is known as the Bloch solution. The allowed values of k are separated by 2π / L where L is
the length of the crystal. The wavevector is not uniquely defined by the wavefunction, but
the energy eigenvalues are a periodic function of k. For an arbitrarily weak periodic
potential
"2
%5
(99)
k1G2
2m
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector (in one dimension G 5 2π n / a where a is the lattice
spacing and n is an θ integer). Thus we need only consider solutions which are restricted to
a reduced zone, refered to as the first Brillouin zone, in reciprocal space (between
k 5 2π / a and π / a in one dimension). Higher energy states are folded into the first zone
consistent with Eq. (99) to form a series of energy bands. Figure 6 shows the first Brillouin
zones for face centered cubic (fcc) crystal lattices and energy levels for a weak lattice
potential.
A finite periodic potential, V (rI), alters the shape of the free electron bands. The

FIGURE 6 Free electron band structure in the reduced Brillouin zone for face-centered-cubic
lattices. The insert shows the first Brillouin zone with principal symmetry points labeled. This
5
applies to crystals such as Al, Cu, Ag, Si, Ge, and GaAs.
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curvature of the bands are described by m * , an ‘‘effective mass,’’ which is defined by the
slope of the dispersion curve at a given k:
1
1 d%
5
m k* "2k dk

(100)

At the zone center, k 5 0, this reduces to the parabolic relationship

%5

"2k 2
2m 0*

(101)

Effective masses can be related to interband momentum matrix elements and energy
gaps using perturbation theory. Substituting the Bloch function [see Eq. (98)] into the
Schro¨ dinger equation [see Eq. (97)] and identifying each band by an index, j, gives

F2pm 1 m" k ? p 1 "2mk 1 V (r)Gu (r) 5 % (r)u (r)
2

2

2

jk

jk

jk

(102)

The k ? p term can be treated as a perturbation about a specific point in k -space. For
any k, the set of all ujk(r ) (corresponding to the N energy levels) forms a complete set, i.e.,
the wavefunction at any value of k can be expressed as a linear combination of all
wavefunctions at another k. Second order perturbation theory then predicts an effective
mass given by
1
1 2
5 1
m* m m

O % (k)p2 % (k)
u

j9

j

2
j9ju

(103)

j9

In principle the summation in Eq. (103) is over all bands, however, this can usually be
reduced to a few nearest bands because of the resonant denominator. For example, in
diamond and zinc blende structured semiconductors, the Kane momentum matrix element,
P , defined by
P5 2

i"
kSCO u p xu X VO)
m

(104)

successfully characterizes the band structure and optical properties close to zone center.
Here, SCO is a spherically symmetric s-like atomic wavefunction representing the lowest
zone center conduction band state and X VO is a p-like function with x symmetry from the
upper valence bands. In this case, including only the three highest valence bands and the
lowest conduction band in the summation of Eq. (91), the conduction band effective mass
is given by

F

1
1
P2
2 2P 2
5 1 2
1
*
m CO
m 3" %g %g 1 DSO

G

(105)

where %g is the band gap energy and DSO is the spin-orbit splitting. By inverting this
expression, the momentum matrix element may be determined from measurements of
effective mass and the band gaps. P is found to have similar magnitudes for a large number
of semiconductors. Equation (105) illustrates the general rule that the effective mass of the
conduction band is approximately proportional to the band gap energy.
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Direct Interband Absorption
In the case of a solid, the first order perturbation of the single electron hamiltonian by
electromagnetic radiation is more appropriately described by

* 9(t ) 5

e
A?p
mc

(106)

rather than Eq. (92). A is the vector potential,
A(r, t ) 5 A0jˆ exp [i (q ? r 2 v t )] 1 c.c.

(107)

qI is the wavevector, and jˆ is the unit polarization vector of the electric field. (Note that this
perturbation is of a similar form to the k ? p perturbation described above.) Using Fermi’s
Golden Rule, the transition probability per unit time between a pair of bands is given by
Wfi 5

S D

2π eA0
" mc

2

ukc fu jˆ ? p uc ilu

2

d (%f(k) 2 %i(k) 2 "v )

(108)

Conservation of momentum requires a change of electron momentum after the transition,
however, the photon momentum is very small, so that vertical transitions in k -space can be
assumed in most cases (the electric dipole approximation). The total transition rate per
unit volume, WT(v ) , is obtained by integrating over all possible vertical transitions in the
first Brillouin zone taking account of all contributing bands:
WT(v ) 5

S

2π 2π e 2I
" ncm 2v 2

D O E (2dπk)

3

ujˆ ? pfi(k)u

2

d (%f(k) 2 %i(k) 2 "v )

(109)

f

Here the vector potential has been replaced with the irradiance, I , of the radiation through
the relation
2π c
A0 5 2 I
(110)
nv
Note that the momentum matrix element as defined in Eq. (95) determines the oscillator
strength for the absorption. pfi can often be assumed slowly varying in k so that the zone
center matrix element can be employed for interband transitions and the frequency
dependence of the absorption coefficient is dominated by the density of states.

Joint Density of States
The delta function in the integration of Eq. (109) represents energy conservation for the
transitions between any two bands. If the momentum matrix element can be assumed
slowly varying in k , then the integral can be rewritten in the form
Jfi(v ) 5

1
(2π )3

E dk d (% (k) 2 % (k) 2 "v ) 5 (2π1 ) E = %dS(k)
f

i

3

u

k

fi

u

(111)

where dSI is a surface element on the equal energy surface in k-space defined by
%fi(k) 5 %f(k) 2 %i(k) 5 "v . Written in this way, J (v ) is the joint density of states between
the two bands (note the factor of two for spin is excluded in this definition). Points in
k -space for which the condition
(112)
=k %fi(k) 5 0
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hold form critical points called van Hove singularities which lead to prominent features in
the optical constants. In the neighborhood of a critical point at kI c, a constant energy
surface may be described by the Taylor series

Ob k
3

%fi(k) 5 %c(kc) 1

m

2
m

(113)

m 51

where m represents directional coordinates. Minimum, maximum, and saddle points arise
depending on the relative signs of the coefficients, b m . Table 3 gives the frequency dependence of the joint density of states in three dimensional (3-D), two-dimensional (2-D),

TABLE 3 Density of States in 3, 2, 1, and 0 Dimensions
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FIGURE 7 Illustration of absorption edge of crystals with: (a ) direct
allowed transitions; and (b ) direct forbidden transitions, based on
density of state (dashed lines) and excitonic enhanced absorption
models (solid lines).

one-dimensional (1-D), and zero-dimensional (0-D) solids. The absorption coefficient, a ,
defined by Beer’s Law may now be related to the transition rate by

a (v ) 5 I 21

dI "v
5
WT
dz
I

(114)

Thus, the minimum fundamental absorption edge of semiconductors and insulators (in the
absence of excitonic effects) has the general form (see Fig. 7a )

a (v ) 5 C 0("v 2 %c)1/2

(115)

Selection Rules and Forbidden Transitions
Direct interband absorption is allowed when the integral in Eq. (95) is nonzero. This
occurs when the wavefunctions of the optically coupled states have opposite parity for
single photon transitions. Transitions may be forbidden for other wavefunction symmetries. Although the precise form of the wavefunction may not be known, the selection
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rules can be determined by group theory from a knowledge of the space group of the
crystal and symmetry of the energy band. Commonly, a single photon transition, which is
not allowed at the zone center because two bands have like parity, will be allowed at finite
k because wavefunction mixing will give mixed parity states. In this case, the momentum
matrix element may have the form
p fi(k) 5 (k 2 k0) ? =k[pfi(k)]k5k0

(116)

i.e., the matrix element is proportional to k. For interband transitions at an M0 critical
point, the frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient can be shown to be (see
Fig. 7b )
a (v ) 5 C 09("v 2 %c)3/2
(117)

Indirect Transitions
Interband transitions may also take place with the assistance of a phonon. The typical
situation is a semiconductor or insulator which has a lowest conduction band minimum
near a Brillouin zone boundary. The phonon provides the required momentum to move
the electron to this location, but supplies little energy. The phonon may be treated as an
additional perturbation and therefore second order perturbation theory is needed in the
analysis of this two step process. Theory predicts a frequency dependence for the
absorption of the form
a (v ) , ("v Ú "v ph 2 %c)2
(118)
where v ph is the phonon frequency, absorption or emission being possible. For forbidden
indirect transitions, this relationship becomes

a (v ) , ("v Ú "v ph 2 %c)3

Multiphoton Absorption



(119)

Multiphoton absorption can be treated by higher order perturbation theory. For instance,
second order perturbation theory gives a transition rate between two bands
W

(2)
fi

2π eA0
5
" mc

4

t

c f jˆ p c t c t jˆ p c i
%t 2 %i 2 "v

2

d (%f(k) 2 %i(k) 2 2"v )

(120)

where the summation spans all intermediate states, t. The interaction can be regarded as
two successive steps. An electron first makes a transition from the initial state to an
intermediate level of the system, t, by absorption of one photon. Energy is not conserved
at this stage (momentum is) so that the absorption of a second photon must take the
electron to its final state in a time determined by the energy mismatch and the uncertainty
principle. In multiphoton absorption, one of the transitions may be an intraband
self-transition. Since the probability depends on the arrival rate of the second photon,
multiphoton absorption is intensity dependent. The total transition rate is given by
W (2)
T (v ) 5

2π 4π 2e 4I 2
" n 2c 2m 4v 4

f

dk
(2π )3

t



jˆ pft(k)jˆ pti(k) 2
d (%f(k) 2 %i(k) 2 2"v )
%t 2 %i 2 "v

(121)
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The two photon absorption coefficient is defined by the relation
dI
2 5 aI 1 bI 2
dz

(122)

so that

b (v ) 5

2"v (2)
W T (v )
I2

(123)

Excitons
The interband absorption processes discussed previously do not take into account
Coulomb attraction between the excited electron and hole state left behind. This attraction
can lead to the formation of a hydrogen-like bound electron-hole state or exciton. The
binding energy of free (Wannier) excitons is typically a few meV. If not thermally washed
out, excitons may be observed as a series of discrete absorption lines just below the band
gap energy. The energy of formation of an exciton is

%ex 5 %g 1

"2 K 2
Rex
2
2(m e* 1 m h*) n 2

(124)

where Rex is the exciton Rydberg
Rex 5

m *r e 4
2"2» 21

(125)

m r* is the reduced effective mass, and n is a quantum number. Optically created
electron-hole pairs have equal and opposite momentum which can only be satisfied if K 5 0
for the bound pair and results in discrete absorption lines. Coulomb attraction also
modifies the absorption above the band gap energy. The theory of exciton absorption
developed by Elliot predicts a modification to Eq. (115) for the direct allowed absorption
coefficient above the band edge (see Fig. 7a )

a5

πg
π C0 R 1/2
ex e
sinh π g

(126)

where

g5

Rex
"v 2 %g

1/2

(127)

Excitons associated with direct forbidden interband transitions do not show absorption at
the lowest (n 5 1) state, but transitions to excited levels are allowed. Above the band edge
for direct forbidden transitions the absorption has the frequency dependence (see Fig. 7b )
1 πg
e
g2
sinh π g

π C 09 R 3/2
ex 1 1
a5

(128)

Figure 7 compares the form of the absorption edge based on the density of states functions
and a discrete exciton absorption line (dashed lines) with the absorption functions based
on the Elliot theory and a typically broadened exciton (solid lines). Figure 7a is an
illustration of a direct allowed gap, e.g., GaAs with the n 5 1 exciton visible, and 7b shows
a forbidden direct absorption edge, e.g., Cu2O. In the latter case, optical excitation of the
n 5 1 exciton is forbidden, but the n 5 2 and higher exciton transitions are allowed.
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CHAPTER 10

ARTIFICIAL SOURCES
Anthony LaRocca
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10.1 GLOSSARY
k

factor

R

radius of the interior

r

radius of the aperture

S

interior surface area

s

aperture area

e
eo

emissivity
uncorrected emissivity

10.2 INTRODUCTION
This section deals with artificial sources of radiation as subdivided into two classes:
laboratory and field sources. Much of the information on commercial sources is taken from
a chapter previously written by the author.1 Where it was feasible, similar information here
has been updated. When vendors failed to comply to requests for information, the older
data were retained to maintain completeness, but the reader should be aware that some
sources cited here may no longer exist, or perhaps may not exist in the specification
presented. Normally, laboratory sources are used in some standard capacity and field
sources are used as targets. Both varieties appear to be limitless. Only laboratory sources
are covered here.
The sources in this chapter were chosen arbitrarily, often depending upon manufacturer
response to requests for information. The purpose of this chapter is to consolidate much of
this information to assist the optical-systems designer in making reasonable choices. To
attempt to include the hundreds of types of lasers, however, and the thousands of varieties,
would be useless for several reasons, but particularly because they change often. A fairly
comprehensive source of information on lasers can be found in the recently published
CRC Handbook of Laser Science and Technology , Supplement I: Lasers, published by the
CRC Press, Inc., 2000 Corporate Blvd., N.W., Boca Raton, FL 33431. According to the
advertising, ‘‘This book updates Volumes I and II of the Handbook of Laser Science and
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Technology by presenting the latest developments in laser sources. Together, these
volumes constitute the most comprehensive and up-to-date listing available of lasers and
laser transitions . . . .’’
Regarding the selection of a source, Worthing2 suggests that one ask the following
questions:
1. Does it supply energy at such a rate or in such an amount as to make measurements
possible?
2. Does it yield an irradiation that is generally constant or that may be varied with time as
desired?
3. Is it reproducible?
4. Does it yield irradiations of the desired magnitudes over areas of the desired extent?
5. Has it the desired spectral distribution?
6. Has it the necessary operating life?
7. Has it sufficient ruggedness for the proposed problem?
8. Is it sufficiently easy to obtain and replace, or is its purchase price or its construction
cost reasonable?

10.3 LABORATORY SOURCES
Standard Sources
Blackbody Cay ity Theory . Radiation levels can be standardized by the use of a source
that will emit a quantity of radiation that is both reproducible and predictable. Cavity
configurations can be produced to yield radiation theoretically sufficiently close to
Planckian that it is necessary only to determine what the imprecision is. Several theories
have been expounded over the years to calculate the quality of a blackbody simulator.*
Two of the older, most straightforward, and demonstrable theories are those of Gouffe´ and
DeVos.
The Method of Gouffe´ .3 For the total emissivity of the cavity forming a blackbody
(disregarding temperature variations) Gouffe´ gives:
e0 5 e09(1 1 k )

(1)

where
e09 5

e
s
s
e 12 1
S
S

S D

(2)

and k 5 (1 2 e)[(s / S ) 2 (s / S0)] , and is always nearly zero—it can be either positive or
negative.
* Generically used to describe those sources designed to produce radiation that is nearly Planckian.
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e 5 emissivity of materials forming the blackbody surface
s 5 area of aperture
S 5 area of interior surface
S0 5 surface of a sphere of the same depth as the cavity in the direction normal to the
aperture
Figure 1 is a graph for determining the emissivities of cavities with simple geometric
shapes. In the lower section, the value of the ratio s / S is given as a function of the ratio
1 / r. (Note the scale change at the value for 1 / r 5 5.) The values of e09 is found by reading
up from this value of the intrinsic emissivity of the cavity material. The emissivity of the
cavity is found by multiplying e09 by the factor (1 1 k ).

FIGURE 1 Emissivities of conical, spherical, and cylindrical cavities.
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FIGURE 2a

Cross section of heat-pipe blackbody furnace.

When the aperture diameter is smaller than the interior diameter of the cylindrical
cavity, or the base diameter of a conical cavity, it is necessary to multiply the value of s / S
determined from the graph by (r / R )2 , which is the ratio of the squares of the aperture and
cavity radii (Fig. 1).
It is important to be aware of the effect of temperature gradients in a cavity. This factor
is the most important in determining the quality of a blackbody, since it is not very difficult
to achieve emissivities as near to unity as desired.
Manufacturers of blackbody simulators strive to achieve uniform heating of the cavity
because it is only under this condition that the radiation is Planckian. The ultimate
determination of a radiator that is to be used as the standard is the quality of the radiation
that it emits.
A recent investigation on comparison of IR radiators is presented by Leupin et al.4
There has been, incidentally, a division historically between the standards of photometry
and those used to establish thermal radiation and the thermodynamic temperature scale.
Thus, in photometry the standard has changed from the use of candles, the Carcel lamp,
the Harcourt pentane lamp, and the Hefner lamp5 to more modern radiators.
Baseline Standard of Radiation . Although there is no internationally accepted standard
of radiation, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) uses as its
substitute standard the goldpoint blackbody (see Fig. 2),6 which fixes one point on the
international temperature scale, now reported to be 1337.33 1 0.34 K. Starting from this

FIGURE 2b

Blackbody inner cavity dimensions.
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FIGURE 3a
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Variable temperature blackbody schematic.

point, NIST is able to transfer fixed radiation values to working standards of radiation
through an accurately constructed variable-temperature radiator as shown in Fig. 3.7
The goldpoint blackbody is shown mainly for information. It is quite feasible to build a
replica of the variable-temperature radiator, especially in the laboratory equipped to do
fundamental radiation measurements.

FIGURE 3b Central section of variable temperature blackbody.
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Working Standards of Radiation . For the calibration of instruments in the ordinary
laboratory, the user is likely to use a source which is traceable to NIST, and generally
supplied by NIST or one of the recognized vendors of calibrated sources, mainly in the
form of a heated filament, a gaseous arc enclosed in an envelope of glass or quartz (or
fused silica), or in glass with a quartz or sapphire window.
Any source whose radiation deviates from that described by Planck’s law is nonblackbody. Even the sources previously described are not strictly blackbodies, but can come as
close as the user desires within the constraints of bulk and price. Any other source has an
emissivity less than unity and can, and usually does, have a highly variable spectral
emissivity. The lamps used by NIST, for example (see the following), fit into this category,
but they differ in one large respect. They are transfer standards which have been carefully
determined to emit specified radiation within certain specific spectral regions.
The following discussion of these types of sources is reproduced (in some cases with
slight modifications), with permission, from the NIST Special Publication 250.8 For specific
details of calibration, and for the exact source designations, the user should contact NIST
at:
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Office of Physical Measurement Sery ices
Rm. B362 , Physics Bldg.
Gaithersburg , MD 20899
Photometric Standards
1. Sources / Lamps
Luminous Intenity Standard (100-W Frosted Tungsten Lamp, 90 candelas)
Luminous Intensity Standard (100-W Frosted Tungsten Lamp, color temp., 2700K)
Luminous Intensity Standard (100-W Frosted Tungsten Lamp, color temp., 2856K)
Luminous Intensity Standard (500-W Frosted Tungsten Lamp, 700 candelas)
Luminous Intensity Standard (1000-W Frosted Tungsten Lamp, 1400 candelas)
Luminous Intensity Standard (1000-W Frosted Tungsten Lamp, color temp., 2856K)
Luminous Flux Standard (25-W Vacuum Lamp about 270 lumens)
Luminous Flux Standard (60-W Gas-filled Lamp about 870 lumens)
Luminous Flux Standard (100-W Gas-Filled Lamp about 1600 lumens)
Luminous Flux Standard (200-W Gas-Filled Lamp about 3300 lumens)
Luminous Flux Standard (500-W Gas-Filled Lamp about 10,000 lumens)
Luminous Flux Standard (Miniature Lamps 7 sizes 6 to 400 lumens)
Airway Beacon Lamps for Color Temperature (500-W, 1 point in range, 2000 – 3000K)
2. General Information
Calibration services provide access to the photometric scales realized and maintained at
NIST. Lamp standards of luminous intensity, luminous flux, and color temperature, as
described next, are calibrated on a routine basis.
a. Luminous Intensity Standards
Luminous intensity standard lamps supplied by NIST [100-W (90-140 cd), 500-W (approximately 700 cd), and 1000-W (approximately 1400 cd) tungsten filament lamps with
C-13B filaments in inside-frosted bulbs and having medium bipost bases] are calibrated at
either a set current or a specified color temperature in the range 2700 to 3000 K.
Approximate 3-sigma uncertainties are 1 percent relative to the SI unit of luminous
intensity and 0.8 percent relative to NIST standards.
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b. Luminous Flux Standards
Vacuum tungsten lamps of 25 W and 60-, 100-, 200-, and 500-W gas-filled tungsten lamps
that are submitted by customers are calibrated. Lamps must be base-up burning and rated
at 120 V. Approximate 3-sigma uncertainties are 1.4 percent relative to SI units and 1.2
relative to NIST standards. Luminous flux standards for miniature lamps producing 6 to
400 lm are calibrated with uncertainties of about 2 percent.
c. Airway Beacon Lamps
Color temperature standard lamps supplied by NIST (airway beacon 500-W meduim bipost
lamps) are calibrated for color temperature in the range 2000 to 3000 K with 3-sigma
uncertainties ranging from 10 to 15 degrees.
IR Radiometric Standards
1. Sources / Lamps
Spectral Radiance Ribbon Filament Lamps (225 to 2400 nm)
Spectral Radiance Ribbon Filament Lamps (225 to 800 nm)
Spectral Radiance Ribbon Filament Lamps (650 to 2400 nm)
Spectral Irradiance Quartz-Halogen Lamps (250 to 1600 nm)
Spectral Irradiance Quartz-Halogen Lamps (250 to 2400 nm)
Spectral Irradiance Deuterium Lamps (200 to 350 nm)
2. General Information
a. Spectral Radiance Ribbon Filament Lamps
These spectral radiance standards are supplied by NIST. Tungsten, ribbon filament lamps
(30A / T24 / 13) are provided as lamp standards of spectral radiance. The lamps are
calibrated at 34 wavelengths from 225 to 2400 nm, with a target area 0.6 mm wide by
0.8 mm high. Radiance temperature ranges from 2650 K at 225 nm, and 2475 K at 650 nm
to 1610 K at 2400 nm, with corresponding uncertainties of 2, 0.6, and 0.4 percent. For
spectral radiance lamps, errors are stated as the quadrature sum of individual uncertainties
at the three standard deviation level.
Figure 4 summarizes the measurement uncertainty for NIST spectral radiance
calibrations.

FIGURE 4 Uncertainties for NIST spectral radiance calibrations.
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b. Spectral Irradiance Lamps
These spectral irradiance standards are supplied by NIST. Lamp standards of spectral
irradiance are provided in two forms. Tungsten filament, 1000-watt quartz halogen type
FEL lamps are calibrated at 31 wavelengths in the range 250 to 2400 nm. At the working
distance of 50 cm, the lamps produce 0.2 W / cm2 / cm at 250 nm, 220 W / cm2 / cm at 900 nm,
115 W / cm2 / cm at 1600 nm, and 40 W / cm2 / cm at 2400 nm, with corresponding uncertainties
of 2.2, 1.3, 1.9, and 6.5 percent. For spectral irradiance lamps, errors are stated as the
quadrature sum of individual uncertainties at the three standard deviation level.
Deuterium lamp standards of spectral irradiance are also provided and are calibrated at 16
wavelengths from 200 to 350 nm. At the working distance of 50 cm, the spectral irradiance
produced by the lamp ranges from about 0.5 W / cm2 / cm at 200 nm and 0.3 W / cm2 / cm at
250 nm to 0.07 W / cm2 / cm at 350 nm. The deuterium lamps are intended primarily for the
spectral region 200 to 250 nm. The approximate uncertainty relative to SI units is 7.5
percent at 200 nm and 5 percent at 250 nm. The approximate uncertainty in relative
spectral distribution is 3 percent. It is strongly recommended that the deuterium standards
be compared to an FEL tungsten standard over the range 250 to 300 nm each time the
deuterium lamp is lighted to take advantage of the accuracy of the relative spectral
distribution.
Figure 5 summarizes the measurement uncertainty for NIST spectral irradiance
calibrations of type FEL lamps.
Radiometric Sources in the Far Ultray iolet
1. Sources
Spectral Irradiance Standard, Argon Mini-Arc (140 to 330 nm)
Spectral Radiance Standard, Argon Mini-Arc (115 to 330 nm)
Spectral Irradiance Standard, Deuterium Arc Lamp (165 to 200 nm)
2. General Information
a. Source Calibrations in the Ultraviolet

FIGURE 5 Uncertainties for NIST spectral irradiance calibrations of type
FEL lamps.
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NIST maintains a collection of secondary sources such as argon maxi-arcs, argon mini-arcs,
and deuterium arc lamps in the near and vacuum ultraviolet radiometric standards
program to provide calibrations for user-supplied sources. The calibrations of these sources
are traceable to a hydrogen arc whose radiance is calculable and which NIST maintains as
a primary standard. The collection also includes tungsten strip lamps and tungsten halogen
lamps whose calibrations are based on a blackbody rather than a hydrogen arc.
Customer-supplied sources are calibrated in both radiance and irradiance by comparing
them with NIST secondary standards.
Argon arcs are used to calibrate other sources in the wavelength range 115 to 330 nm
for radiance and 140 to 330 nm for irradiance. The lower wavelength limit is determined in
radiance by the cutoff of the magnesium fluoride windows used in the arcs, and in
irradiance by the decrease in signal produced by the addition of a diffuser. Deuterium arc
lamps are used in the range 165 to 200 nm, with the low wavelength cutoff due to the onset
of blended molecular lines.
The high wavelength limit is the starting point of the range for the Radiometric
Standards group. The tungsten lamps are used at 250 nm and above, since their signals are
too weak at shorter wavelengths. It should be noted that the wavelength range of the NIST
arcs partially overlap the range of tungsten lamps, thus providing an independent check on
calibrations.
An argon mini-arc lamp supplied by the customer is calibrated for spectral irradiance at
10-nm intervals in the wavelength region 140 to 300 nm. Absolute values are obtained by
comparison of the radiative output with laboratory standards of both spectral irradiance
and spectral radiance. The spectral irradiance measurement is made at a distance of 50 cm
from the field stop. Uncertainties are estimated to be less than Ú10 percent in the
wavelength region 140 to 200 nm and within Ú5 percent in the wavelength region 200 to
330 nm. A measurement of the spectral transmission of the lamp window is included in
order that the calibration be independent of possible window deterioration or damage. The
uncertainties are taken to be two standard deviations.
The spectral radiance of argon mini-arc radiation sources is determined to within
an uncertainty of less than 7 percent over the wavelength range 140 to 330 nm and 20
percent over the wavelength range 115 to 140 nm. The calibrated area of the 4-mm
diameter radiation source is the central 0.3-mm diameter region. Typical values of the
spectral radiance are: at 250 nm, L(l ) 5 30 mW / cm2 / nm / sr; and at 150 nm, L(l )
5 3 mW / cm2 / nm / sr. The transmission of the demountable lamp window and that of an
additional MgF2 window are determined individually so that the user may check
periodically for possible long-term variations.
The deuterium arc lamp is calibrated at 10 wavelengths from 165 to 200 nm, at a
distance of 50 cm, at a spectral irradiance of about 0.5 W / cm2 / cm at 165 nm, 0.5 W / cm2 / cm
at 170 nm, and 0.5 W / cm2 / cm at 200 nm. The approximate uncertainty relative to SI units
is estimated to be less than 10 percent. The lamp is normally supplied by NIST and
requires 300 mA at about 100 V.

10.4 COMMERCIAL SOURCES
Blackbody Simulators
Virtually any cavity can be used to produce radiation of high quality, but practicality limits
the shapes to a few. The most popular shapes are cones and cylinders, the former being
more popular. Spheres, combinations of shapes, and even flat-plate radiators are used
occasionally. Blackbodies can be bought rather inexpensively, but there is a fairly direct
correlation between cost and quality (i.e., the higher the cost the better the quality).
Few manufacturers specialize in blackbody construction. Some, whose products are
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FIGURE 6 EOI blackbody.

specifically described here, have been specializing in blackbody construction for many
years. Other companies of this description may be found, for example, in the latest Lasers
and Optronics Buying Guide9 or the latest Photonics Directory of Optical Industries.10
These references are the latest as of the writing of this work. It is expected that they will
continue in succeeding years.
A large selection of standard (or blackbody) radiators is offered by Electro-Optical
Industries, Inc. (EOI), Santa Barbara, California.* Most blackbodies can be characterized
as one of the following: primary, secondary, or working standard. The output of the
primary must, of course, be checked with those standards retained at NIST. Figure 6
pictures an EOI blackbody and its controller. Figure 7 pictures a similar blackbody from
Mikron, Inc. and its controller. All of the companies sell separate apertures (some of
which are water cooled) for controlling the radiation output of the radiators. Another
piece of auxiliary equipment which can be purchased is a multispeed chopper. It is
impossible to cite all of the companies that sell these kinds of sources; therefore, the
reader is referred to one of the Buyers’ Guides already referenced for a relatively
complete list. It is prudent to shop around for the source that suits one’s own purpose.
Figure 8 demonstrates a less-conventional working standard manufactured by EOL. Its
grooves-and-honeycomb structure is designed to improve the absorptance of such a large
and open structure. A coating with a good absorbing paint increases its absorptance
further.

Incandescent Nongaseous Sources (Exclusive of High-Temperature Blackbodies)
Nernst Glower . The Nernst glower is usually constructed in the form of a cylindrical rod
or tube from refractory materials (usually zirconia, yttria, beria, and thoria) in various
sizes. Platinum leads at the ends of the tube conduct power to the glower from the source.
* Many of the sources in the text are portrayed using certain specific company products, only for the sake of
demonstration. This does not necessarily imply an endorsement of these products by the author. The reader is
10
encouraged in all cases to consult the Photonics Directory of Optical Industries or a similar directory for
competitive products.
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FIGURE 7 Mikron blackbody.

Since the resistivity of the material at room temperature is quite high, the working voltage
is insufficient to get the glower started. Once started, its negative temperature coefficientof-resistance tends to increase current, which would cause its destruction, so that a ballast
is required in the circuit. Starting is effected by applying external heat, either with a flame
or an adjacent electrically heated wire, until the glower begins to radiate.
Data from a typical glower are as follows:
1. Power requirements: 117 V, 50 to 60 A, 200 W
2. Color temperature range: 1500 to 1950 K
3. Dimension: 0.05 in. diameter by 0.3 in.
The spectral characteristics of a Nernst glower in terms of the ratio of its output to that
of a 9008C blackbody are shown in Fig. 9.
The life of the Nernst glower diminishes as the operating temperature is increased.
Beyond a certain point, depending on the particular glower, no great advantage is gained
by increasing the current through the element. The glower is fragile, with low tensile
strength, but can be maintained intact with rigid support. The life of the glower depends
on the operating temperature, care in handling, and the like. Lifetimes of 200 to 1000
hours are claimed by various manufacturers.
Since the Nernst glower is made in the form of a long thin cylinder, it is particularly
useful for illuminating spectrometer slits. Its useful spectral range is from the visible region
to almost 30 mm, although its usefulness compared with other sources diminishes beyond
about 15 mm. As a rough estimate, the radiance of a glower is nearly that of a graybody at
the operating temperature with an emissivity in excess of 75 percent, especially below
about 15 mm. The relatively low cost of the glower makes it a desirable source of moderate
radiant power for optical uses in the laboratory. The makers of spectroscopic equipment
constitute the usual source of supply of glowers (or of information about suppliers).
Globar . The globar is a rod of bonded silicon carbide usually capped with metallic caps
which serve as electrodes for the conduction of current through the globar from the power
source. The passage of current causes the globar to heat, yielding radiation at a
temperature above 10008C. A flow of water through the housing that contains the rod is
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FIGURE 8 EOI model 1965. This model is 12 in. in diameter and 9 in. deep. The base is an array of
intersecting conical cavities. The walls are hex-honeycomb and the temperature range is 175 to 340 K.
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FIGURE 9 The ratio of a Nernst glower to a 9008C
blackbody versus wavelength.

needed to cool the electrodes (usually silver). This complexity makes the globar less
convenient to use than the Nernst glower and necessarily more expensive. This source can
be obtained already mounted, from a number of manufacturers of spectroscopic
equipment. Feedback in the controlled power source makes it possible to obtain high
radiation output.
Ramsey and Alishouse11 provide information on a particular sample globar as follows:
1. Power consumption: 200 W, 6 A
2. Color temperature: 1470 K
They also provide the spectral characteristics of the globar in terms of the ratio of its
output to that of a 9008C blackbody. This ratio is plotted as a function of wavelength in
Fig. 10. Figure 1112 is a representation of the spectral emissivity of a globar as a function of
wavelength. The emissivity values are only representative and can be expected to change
considerably with use.
Gas Mantle . The Welsbach mantle is typified by the kind found in high-intensity gasoline
lamps used where electricity is not available. The mantle is composed of thorium oxide
with some additive to increase its efficiency in the visible region. Its near-infrared
emissivity is quite small, except for regions exemplified by gaseous emission, but increases
considerably beyond 10 micrometers.

FIGURE 10 The ratio of a globar to a 9008C blackbody versus wavelength.
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FIGURE 11 The spectral emissivity of a globar.

Ramsey and Alishouse11 provide information on a propane-heated sample from an
experiment in which a comparison of several sources is made:
1. Color temperature: 1670 K
2. Dimensions: 25.4 by 38.1 mm
The spectral characteristics of the mantle in terms of the ratio of its output to that of a
9008C blackbody are shown in Fig. 12.
Pfund modified the gas mantle so that it became more a laboratory experimental source
than an ordinary radiator. By playing a gas flame on an electrically heated mantle, he was
able to increase its radiation over that from the gas mantle itself.13 Figure 13 shows a
comparison of the gas mantle and the electrically heated gas mantle, with a Nernst glower.
Strong14 points out that playing a flame against the mantle at an angle produces an
elongated area of intense radiation useful for illuminating the slits of a spectrometer.
Comparison of Nernst Glower , Globar , and Gas Mantle . Figure 14 compares these
three types of sources, omitting a consideration of differences in the instrumentation used
in making measurements of the radiation from the sources.
Availability, convenience, and cost usually influence a choice of sources. At the very
long wavelength regions in the infrared, the gas mantle and the globar have a slight edge

FIGURE 12 The ratio of the gas mantle to a 9008C
blackbody versus wavelength.
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FIGURE 13 Emission relative to that of a Nernst
glower (2240 K) of the gas-heated mantle (lower
curve) and that of the mantle heated by gas plus
electricity (upper curve).

over the Nernst glower because the Nernst glower (a convenient, small, and inexpensive
source) does not have the power of the gas mantle and globar.
Tungsten -Filament Lamps . A comprehensive discussion of tungsten-filament lamps is
given by Carlson and Clark.15 Figures 15 to 17 show the configurations of lamp housings
and filaments. The types and variations of lamps are too numerous to be meaningfully
included in this chapter. The reader is referred to one of the Buyer’s Guides for a
comprehensive delineation of manufacturers from whom unlimited literature can be
obtained.
Tungsten lamps have been designed for a variety of applications; few lamps are directed
toward scientific research, but some bear directly or indirectly on scientific pursuits insofar
as they can provide steady sources of numerous types of radiation. One set of sources cited
here, particularly for what the manufacturer calls their scientific usefulness, is described in
‘‘Lamps for Scientific Purposes.’’16 Their filament structures are similar to those already
described, but their designs reduce extraneous radiation and ensure the quality and

FIGURE 14 The spectral radiant emittances of a globar,
Nernst glower, 9008C blackbody, and gas mantle versus
wavelength.
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FIGURE 15 Bulk shapes most frequently used for
lamps in optical devices. Letter designations are for
particular shapes.

FIGURE 16 Most commonly used filament forms.
Letters designate the type of filament.

FIGURE 17 Ribbon-type tungsten filaments. Type
designations are by number.
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stability of the desired radiation. The lamps can be obtained with a certification of their
calibration values.
The physical descriptions of some of these sources are given in Fig. 18. Applications
(according to the manufacturer, Osram) are photometry, pyrometry, optical radiometry,
sensitometry, spectroscopy, spectrometry, polarimetry, saccharimetry, spectrophotometry,
colorimetry, microscopy, microphotography, microprojection, and stroboscopy.
Quartz Eny elope Lamps . These are particularly useful as standards because they are
longer lasting (due to action of iodine in the quartz-iodine series), can be heated to higher
temperatures, are sturdier, and can transmit radiation to longer wavelengths in the infrared
than glass-envelope lamps. Studer and Van Beers17 have shown the spectral deviation to be
expected of lamps containing no iodine. The deviation, when known, is readily acceptable
in lieu of the degradation in the lamp caused by the absence of iodine. The particular
tungsten-quartz-iodine lamps used in accordance with the NIST are described earlier in
this chapter. Others can be obtained in a variety of sizes and wattages from General
Electric, Sylvania, and a variety of other lamp manufacturers and secondary sources.

Carbon Arc
The carbon arc has been passed down from early lighting applications in three forms:
low-intensity arc, flame, and high-intensity arc. The low- and high-intensity arcs are usually
operated on direct current; the flame type adapts to either direct or alternating current. In
all cases, a ballast must be used. ‘‘In the alternating current arc, the combined radiation
from the two terminals is less than that from the positive crater of the direct-current arc of
the same wattage.2
Spatial variation in the amount of light energy across the crater of dc arcs for different
currents is shown in Fig. 19.
The carbon arc is a good example of an open arc, widely used because of its very high
radiation and color temperatures (from approximately 3800 to 6500 K, or higher). The rate
at which the material is consumed and expended during burning (5 to 30 cm per hour)
depends on the intensity of the arc. The arc is discharged between two electrodes that are
moved to compensate for the rate of consumption of the material. The anode forms a
crater of decomposing material which provides a center of very high luminosity. Some
electrodes are hollowed out and filled with a softer carbon material which helps keep the
arc fixed in the anode and prevents it from wandering on the anode surface.
In some cored electrodes, the center is filled with whatever material is needed to
produce desired spectral characteristics in the arc. In such devices, the flame between the
electrodes becomes the important center of luminosity, and color temperatures reach
values as high as 8000 K.18 An example of this so-called flaming arc is shown in Fig. 20a.
Figure 20b and c shows the low-intensity dc carbon arc and the high-intensity dc carbon arc
with rotating positive electrodes. Tables 1 and 2 give characteristics of dc high intensity
and flame carbon arcs.
A spectrum of low-intensity arc (Fig. 21) shows the similarity between the radiation
from it and a 3800 K blackbody, except for the band structure at 0.25 and 0.39 microns. In
Koller18 an assortment of spectra are given for cored carbons containing different
materials. Those for a core of soft carbon and for a polymetallic core are shown in Figs. 22
and 23. Because radiation emitted from the carbon arc is very intense, this arc supplants,
for many applications, sources which radiate at lower temperatures. Among the disadvantages in using the carbon arc are its inconvenience relative to the use of other sources (e.g.,
lamps) and its relative instability. However, Null and Lozier19 have studied the properties
of the low-intensity carbon arc extensively and have found that under the proper operating
conditions the carbon arc can be made quite stable; in fact, in their treatise they
recommend its use as a standard of radiation at high temperatures.
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FIGURE 18a

Lamps for scientific purposes.
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FIGURE 18b

Lamps for scientific purposes.
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FIGURE 19 Variations in brightness across the craters of 10-, 12-, and 13-mm positive carbons of dc plain
arcs operated at different currents in the regions of recommended operation.

FIGURE 20 Various types of carbon arc.

TABLE 1 dc Carbon Arcs
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TABLE 2 Flame-Type Carbon Arcs
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TABLE 2 Flame-Type Carbon Arcs (Continued )

Enclosed Arc and Discharge Sources (High-Pressure)
Koller18 states that the carbon arc is generally desired if a high intensity is required from a
single unit but that it is less efficient than the mercury arc. Other disadvantages are the
short life of the carbon with respect to mercury, and combustion products which may be
undesirable. Worthing2 describes a number of the older, enclosed, metallic arc sources,
many of which can be built in the laboratory for laboratory use. Today, however, it is
rarely necessary to build one’s own source unless it is highly specialized.

FIGURE 21 Spectral distribution of radiant flux
from 30-A, 55-V dc low-intensity arc with 12-mm
positive carbon (solid line) and a 3800 K blackbody
radiator (broken line).

FIGURE 22 Spectral energy distribution of carbon
arc with core of soft carbon. Upper curve: 60-A ac 50-V
across the arc; lower curve: 30-A ac 50-V across the arc.

FIGURE 23 Spectral Energy distribution of carbon
arc with polymetallic-cored carbons. Upper curve:
60-A ac 50-V across the arc; lower curve: 30-A ac 50-V
across the arc.
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FIGURE 24 Intensity distribution of UA-2 intermediate-pressure lamp.

The Infrared Handbook 1 compiles a large number of these types of sources, some of
which will be repeated here, in case that publication would not be currently available to
the reader. However, the reader should take caution that many changes might have
occurred in the characteristics of these sources and in the supplier whose product is
preferred. Consultation with the Photonics Directory (see preceding) is usually a good
procedure. In some cases a certain type of source described previously may not still exist.
Thus, whereas some manufacturers were less compliant in providing data, they should be
expected to respond more readily to a potential customer.
Uy iarc .* This lamp is an efficient radiator of ultraviolet radiation. The energy distribution of one type is given in Fig. 24. Since the pressure of this mercury-vapor lamp is
intermediate between the usual high- and the low-pressure lamps, little background (or
continuum) radiation is present. In the truly high-pressure lamp, considerable continuum
radiation results from greater molecular interaction. Figure 2520 shows the dependence on
pressure of the amount of continuum in mercury lamps of differing pressure. Bulb shapes
and sizes are shown in Fig. 26.

FIGURE 25 Emission spectrum of high-pressure mercury-arc lamps showing continuum background.
* Registered trademark of General Electric.
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FIGURE 26 Bulb shapes and sizes (not to scale).

Mercury Arcs . A widely used type of high-pressure, mercury-arc lamp and the
components necessary for its successful operation are shown in Fig. 27. The coiled tungsten
cathode is coated with a rare-earth material (e.g., thorium). The auxiliary electrode is used
to help in starting. A high resistance limits the starting current. Once the arc is started, the
operating current is limited by ballast supplied by the high reactance of the power
transformer. Spectral data for clear, 400 W mercury lamps of this type are given in Fig. 28.
Multiy apor Arcs . In these lamps, argon and mercury provide the starting action. Then
sodium iodide, thallium iodide, and indium iodide vaporize and dissociate to yield the bulk
of the lamp radiation. The physical appearance is like that of mercury lamps of the same
general nature. Ballasts are similar to their counterparts for the mercury lamp. Up-to-date

FIGURE 27 High-pressure mercury lamp showing
various components.
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FIGURE 28 Spectral energy distribution for clear
mercury-arc lamp.

information on these sources should be obtained from the General Electric Corporation
Lamp Division in Nela Park near Cleveland, Ohio. Spectral features of these sources are
given in Fig. 29.
Lucalox ◊* Lamps . The chief characteristics of this lamp are high-pressure sodium
discharge and a high-temperature withstanding ceramic, Lucalox (translucent aluminum
oxide), to yield performance typified in the spectral output of the 400-W Lucalox lamp
shown in Fig. 30. Ballasts for this lamp are described in the General Electric Bulletin
TP -109R.21
Capillary Mercury -Arc Lamps .18 As the pressure of the arc increases, cooling is required
to avoid catastrophic effects on the tube. The AH6 tube (Fig. 31) is constructed with a
quartz bulb wall and a quartz outer jacket, to allow 2800 K radiation to pass, or a Pyrex◊†
outer jacket to eliminate ultraviolet. Pure water is forced through at a rapid rate, while the
tube is maintained at a potential of 840 V. The spectral characteristics of certain tubes22 are
shown in Fig. 32. This company does not appear in the Photonics Guide of 1989 , so the
catalog referenced in the figure may not be current.

FIGURE 29 Spectral energy distribution of multivaporarc lamp.
* Registered trademark of General Electric.
† Registered trademark of Corning Glass Works.
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FIGURE 30 Spectral output of 400-W Lucalox
lamp.

FIGURE 31 Water-cooled high-pressure (110 atm)
mercury arc lamp showing lamp in water jacket.

FIGURE 32 Spectral energy distribution of type BH6-1 mercury capillary lamp.
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Compact -Source Arcs .15,23 Some common characteristics of currently available compactsource arc lamps are as follows:
1. A clear quartz bulb of roughly spherical shape with extensions at opposite ends
constituting the electrode terminals. In some cases, the quartz bulb is then sealed within
a larger glass bulb, which is filled with an inert gas.
2. A pair of electrodes with relatively close spacing (from less than 1 mm to about 1 cm);
hence the sometimes-used term short-arc lamps.
3. A filling of gas or vapor through which the arc discharge takes place.
4. Extreme electrical loading of the arc gap, which results in very high luminance, internal
pressures of many atmospheres, and bulb temperatures as high as 9008C. Precautions
are necessary to protect people and equipment in case the lamps should fail violently.
5. The need for a momentary high-voltage ignition pulse, and a ballast or other auxiliary
equipment to limit current during operation.
6. Clean, attention-free operation for long periods of time.
These lamps are designated by the chief radiating gases enclosed as mercury, mercury
xenon, and xenon lamps.
Figure 33 shows a compact-source construction for a 1000-W lamp. Since starting may be
a problem, some lamps (Fig. 34) are constructed with a third (i.e., a starting) electrode, to

FIGURE 33 Construction of different lamps showing differences in relative sizes of electrodes for dc
(left ) and ac (right ) operation.
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FIGURE 34 Construction of a lamp with a third, starting electrode.

which a momentary high voltage is applied for starting (and especially restarting) while
hot. The usual ballast is required for compact-source arcs. For stability, these arcs,
particularly mercury and mercury-xenon, should be operated near rated power on a
well-regulated power supply.23
The spatial distribution of luminance from these lamps is reported in the literature
already cited, and typical contours are shown in Fig. 35. Polar distributions are similar to
those shown in Fig. 36. Spectral distributions are given in Figs. 37 through 39 for a 1000-W
ac mercury lamp, a 5-kW dc xenon lamp, and 1000-W dc mercury-xenon lamp. Lamps are
available at considerably less wattage.
Cann23 reports on some interesting special lamps tested by Jet Propulsion Laboratories
for the purpose of obtaining a good spectral match to the solar distribution. The types of
lamps tested were: Xe; Xe-Zn; Xe-Cd; Hg-Xe-Zn; Hg-Xe-Cd; Kr; Kr-Zn; Kr-Cd;

FIGURE 35 Spatial luminance distribution of compact-arc lamps.
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FIGURE 36 Polar distribution of radiation in
planes that include arc axis. Asymmetry in (b ) is due
to unequal size of electrodes.

FIGURE 37 Spectral distribution of radiant intensity from a 1000-W ac mercury lamp perpendicular
to the lamp axis.
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FIGURE 38 Spectral distribution of radiant intensity
from a 5-kW dc xenon lamp perpendicular to the lamp
axis with electrode and bulb radiation excluded.

FIGURE 39 Spectral distribution of radiant flux
from a 1000-W mercury-xenon lamp.

Hg-Kr-Zn; Hg-Kr-Cd; Ar; Ne; and Hg-Xe with variable mercury-vapor pressure. For
details, the reader should consult the literature.
A special design of a short-arc lamp manufactured by Varian24 is shown in Fig. 40.
Aside from its compactness and parabolic sector, it has a sapphire window which allows a
greater amount of IR energy to be emitted. It is operated either dc or pulsed, but the user
should obtain complete specifications, because the reflector can become contaminated,
with a resultant decrease in output.

FIGURE 40 High-pressure, short-arc xenon illuminators with sapphire windows. Low starting voltage,
150 through 800 watt; VIX150, VIX300, VIX500, VIX800.
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Enclosed Arc and Discharge Sources (Low-Pressure)18
With pressure reduction in a tube filled with mercury vapor, the 2537 Å line becomes
predominant so that low-pressure mercury tubes are usually selected for their ability to
emit ultraviolet radiation.
Germicidal Lamps . These are hot-cathode lamps which operate at relatively low
voltages. They differ from ordinary fluorescent lamps which are used in lighting in that
they are designed to transmit ultraviolet, whereas the wall of the fluorescent lamp is coated
with a material that absorbs ultraviolet and reemits visible light. The germicidal lamp is
constructed of glass of 1-mm thickness which transmits about 65 percent of the 2537 Å
radiation and virtually cuts off shorter-wavelength ultraviolet radiation.
Sterilamp ◊* Types . These cold cathode lamps start and operate at higher voltages than
the hot-cathode type and can be obtained in relatively small sizes as shown in Fig. 41.
Operating characteristics of the Sterilamps should be obtained from the manufacturer.
Black -Light Fluorescent Lamps . This fluorescent lamp is coated with a phosphor
efficient in the absorption of 2537 Å radiation, emitting ultraviolet radiation in a broad

FIGURE 41 Pen-Ray low-pressure lamp. Pen-Ray
is a registered trademark of Ultraviolet Products,
Inc.
* Registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric.
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TABLE 3 Spectral Energy Distribution for Black-Light (360 BL) Lamps

TABLE 4 Single-Element and Multiple-Element Hollow-Cathode Lamps
Tubes listed in this table are issued by Fisher Scientific and produced by Westinghouse Electric.
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band around 3650 Å. The phosphor is a cerium-activated calcium phosphate, and the glass
bulb is impervious to shorter wavelength ultraviolet radiation. Characteristics of one type
are given in Table 3.
Hollow Cathode Lamps . A device described early in this century and used for many
years by spectroscopists is the hollow-cathode tube. The one used by Paschen2 consisted of
a hollow metal cylinder and contained a small quantity of inert gas, yielding an intense
cathode-glow characteristic of the cathode constituents. Materials that vaporize easily can
be incorporated into the tube so that their spectral characteristics predominate.2
Several companies sell hollow-cathode lamps which do not differ significantly from
those constructed in early laboratories. The external appearance of these modern tubes
shows the marks of mass production and emphasis on convenience. They come with a large
number of vaporizable elements, singly or in multiples, and with Pyrex◊ or quartz
windows. A partial list of the characteristics or the lamps available from two manufacturers
is given in Table 4. Their physical appearance is shown in Fig. 42a. A schematic of the
different elements obtainable in various lamps is shown in Fig. 42b.25
Electrodeless Discharge Lamps .26,27,28 The electrodeless lamp gained popularity when
Meggers used it in his attempt to produce a highly precise standard of radiation. Simplicity
of design makes laboratory construction of this type of lamp easy. Some of the simplest
lamps consist of a tube, containing the radiation-producing element, and a microwave
generator, for producing the electric field (within the tube) which in turn excites the
TABLE 4 Single-Element and Multiple-Element Hollow-Cathode Lamps (Continued )
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TABLE 4 Single-Element and Multiple-Element Hollow-Cathode Lamps (Continued )

elemental spectra. Lamps of this type can be purchased with specially designed microwave
cavities for greater efficiency in coupling. Those made of fused quartz can transmit from
ultraviolet to near infrared. The electrodeless lamp is better able than the arc lamp to
produce stable radiation of sharp spectral lines; this makes it useful in spectroscopy and
interferometry. The Hg 198 lamp makes a suitable secondary standard of radiation.
Spectral Lamps .27 Some manufacturers produce groups of arc sources, which are similar
in construction and filled with different elements and rare gases, and which yield
discontinuous or monochromatic radiation throughout most of the ultraviolet and visible
spectrum. They are called spectral lamps. The envelopes of these lamps are constructed of
glass or quartz, depending on the part of the spectrum desired. Thus, discrete radiation can
be obtained from around 2300 Å into the near infrared. Figure 4327 represents the various
atomic lines observable from Osram spectral lamps. Figure 4429 gives a physical description
of various spectral lamps obtainable from Philips. Table 5 lists the characteristics of the
various types of lamps obtainable from Philips.
Pluecker Spectrum Tubes .30 These are inexpensive tubes made of glass (Fig. 45) with an
overall length of 25 cm and capillary portion of 8.5 to 10 cm long. They operate from an
ordinary supply with a special transformer which supports the tubes in a vertical position
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TABLE 4 Single-Element and Multiple-Element Hollow-Cathode Lamps (Continued )

and maintains the voltage and current values adequate to operate the discharge and
regulate the spectral intensity. Table 6 lists the various gases in available tubes.
Concentrated Arc Lamps
Zirconium Arc .21 The cathodes of these lamps are made of a hollow refractory metal
containing zirconium oxide. The anode, a disk of metal with an aperture, resides directly
above the cathode with the normal to the aperture coincident with the longitudinal axis of
the cathode. Argon gas fills the tube. The arc discharge causes the zirconium to heat (to
about 3000 K) and produce an intense, very small source of light. These lamps have been
demonstrated in older catalogs from the Cenco Company in a number of wattages (from 2
to 300). The end of the bulk through which the radiation passes comes with ordinary
curvature or (for a slight increase in price) flat. Examples are shown in Fig. 46.
Tungsten -Arc (Photomicrographic ) Lamp .21 The essential elements of this discharge
type lamp (see Fig. 47) are a ring electrode and a pellet electrode, both made of tungsten.
The arc forms between these electrodes, causing the pellet to heat incandescently. The ring
also incandesces, but to a lesser extent. Thus, the hot pellet (approximately 3100 K)
provides an intense source of small-area radiation. A plot of the spectral variation of this
radiation is given in Fig. 48. As with all tungsten sources, evaporation causes a steady
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TABLE 4 Single-Element and Multiple-Element Hollow-Cathode Lamps (Continued )

erosion of the pellet surface with the introduction of gradients, which is not serious if the
pellet is used as a point source.
General Electric, manufacturer of the 30A / PS22 photomicrographic lamp, which uses a
30 Å operating current, states that this lamp requires a special heavy-duty socket
obtainable through certain manufacturers suggested in its brochure, which may now be out
of print in the original, but obtainable presumably as a copy from GE.

Glow Modulator Tubes31
According to technical data supplied by Sylvania, these are cold-cathode light sources
uniquely adaptable to high-frequency modulation. (These tubes are now manufactured by
The English Electric Valve Company, Elmsford, New York.) Pictures of two types are
shown in Fig. 49. The cathode is a small hollow cylinder, and the high ionization density in
the region of the cathode provides an intense source of radiation. Figure 50 is a graph of
the light output as a function of tube current. Figure 51 is a graph depicting the response
of the tube to a modulating input. The spectral outputs of a variety of tubes are shown in
Fig. 52. Table 7 gives some of the glow-modulator specifications.
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FIGURE 42a

Hollow-cathode spectral tubes described in Table 8.

FIGURE 42b Periodic table showing the prevalence of elements obtainable in hollowcathode tubes.
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FIGURE 43 Spectral lamps.

FIGURE 44 Examples of Philips spectral lamps.

TABLE 5 Specifications of Philips Spectral Lamps
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FIGURE 45 Physical construction of Pluecker
spectrum tubes.

TABLE 6 Gas Fills in Plueker Tubesa

FIGURE 46 Physical construction of some zirconium
arc lamps. Two 2-W lamps are available but not shown
here.
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FIGURE 47 Construction of tungsten arc lamp. The lamp must be operated base-up on a
well-ventilated housing and using a special high-current socket which does not distort the position
of the posts.

Hydrogen and Deuterium Arcs
For applications requiring a strong continuum in the ultraviolet region, the hydrogen arc at
a few millimeters pressure provides a useful source. It can be operated with a cold or hot
cathode. One hot-cathode type is shown in Fig. 53. Koller18 plots a distribution for this
lamp down to about 200 Å.
Deuterium lamps (Fig. 54) provide a continuum in the ultraviolet with increased
intensity over the hydrogen arc. Both lamps have quartz envelopes. The one on the left is
designed for operation down to 2000 Å; the one on the right is provided with a Suprasil◊*
window to increase the ultraviolet range down to 1650 Å. NIST is offering a deuterium
lamp standard of spectral irradiance between 200 and 350 nm. The lamp output at 50 cm
from its medium bipost base is about 0.7 W cm23 at 200 nm and drops off smoothly to
0.3 W cm23 at 250 nm and 0.07 W cm23 at 350 nm. A working standard of the deuterium
lamp can be obtained also, for example, from Optronic Laboratories, Incorporated,
Orlando, Florida.

FIGURE 48 Spectral distribution of a 30 PS 22
photomicrographic lamp.
* Registered trademark of Heraeus-Amersil.
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FIGURE 49 Construction of two glow modulator tubes.

Other Commercial Sources
Actiy ated -Phosphor Sources . Of particular importance and convenience in the use of
photometers are sources composed of a phosphor activated by radioactive substances.
Readily available, and not subject to licensing with small quantities of radioactive material,
are the 14C-activated phosphor light sources. These are relatively stable sources of low
intensity, losing about 0.02 percent per year due to the half-life of 14C and the destruction
of phosphor centers.

FIGURE 50 Variations of the light output from a
glow modulator tube as a function of tube current.

FIGURE 51 Response of the glow modulator tube to a
modulating input.

FIGURE 52 Spectral variation of the output of glow modulator tubes.
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TABLE 7 Glow-Modulator Specifications

Other (High -Energy ) Sources . Radiation at very high powers can be produced. Sources
are synchrotrons, plasmatrons, arcs, sparks, exploding wires, shock tubes, and atomic and
molecular beams, to name but a few. Among these, one can purchase in convenient, usable
form precisely controlled spark-sources for yielding many joules of energy in a time
interval of the order of microseconds. The number of vendors will be few, but check the
directories.

FIGURE 53 Hydrogen arc lamp.
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FIGURE 54 Two types of deuterium arc lamps.

Other Special Sources . An enormous number of special-purpose sources are obtainable
from manufacturers and scientific instrument suppliers. One source that remains to be
mentioned is the so-called miniature, sub-, and microminiature lamps. These are small,
even tiny, incandescent bulbs of glass or quartz, containing tungsten filaments. They serve
excellently in certain applications where small, intense radiators of visible and nearinfrared radiation are needed. Second-source vendors advertise in the trade magazines.
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11.1 GLOSSARY
A2
A21
aL

radiative transition probability from level 2 to all other possible lower-lying
levels
radiative transition probability from level 2 to level 1
scattering losses within a laser cavity for a single pass through the cavity

B 12

Einstein B coefficient associated with absorption

B 21

Einstein B coefficient associated with stimulated emission

E1 , E2

energies of levels 1 and 2 above the ground state energy for that species

g1 , g2

stability parameters for laser modes when describing the laser optical cavity

g1 , g2

statistical weights of energy levels 1 and 2 that indicate the degeneracy of the
levels

g 21

gain coefficient for amplification of radiation within a medium at a
wavelength of l 21

Isat

saturation intensity of a beam in a medium; intensity at which exponential
growth will cease to occur even though the medium has uniform gain
(energy / time-area)

N1 , N2

population densities (number of species per unit volume) in energy levels 1
and 2

rc
R1 , R2

radius of curvature of the expanding wavefront of a gaussian beam
reflectivities of mirrors 1 and 2 at the desired wavelength

T1

lifetime of a level when dominated by collisional decay

T2

average time between phase-interrupting collisions of a species in a specific
excited state

t opt

optimum mirror transmission for a laser of a given gain and loss
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w (z )
wo

beam waist at a distance z from the minimum beam waist for a gaussian
beam
minimum beam waist radius for a gaussian mode

a 12

absorption coefficient for absorption of radiation within a medium at
wavelength l 21

g 21

angular frequency bandwidth of an emission or absorption line

Dtp

pulse duration of a mode-locked laser pulse

D…

frequency bandwidth over which emission, absorption, or amplification can
occur

D… D

frequency bandwidth (FWHM) when the dominant broadening process is
Doppler or motional broadening

h

index of refraction of the laser medium at the desired wavelength

l 21

wavelength of a radiative transition occurring between energy levels 2 and 1

… 21

frequency of a radiative transition occurring between energy levels 2 and 1

s 21

stimulated emission cross section (area)

D
21

stimulated emission cross section at line center when Doppler broadening
dominates (area)

sH
21

stimulated emission cross section at line center when homogeneous broadening dominates (area)

s

τ2
τ 21

lifetime of energy level 2
lifetime of energy level 2 if it can only decay to level 1

11.2 INTRODUCTION
A laser is a device that amplifies light and produces a highly directional, high-intensity
beam that typically has a very pure frequency or wavelength. It comes in sizes ranging
from approximately one-tenth the diameter of a human hair to the size of a very large
building, in powers ranging from 1029 to 1020 watts, and in wavelengths ranging from the
microwave to the soft-x-ray spectral regions with corresponding frequencies from 1011 to
1017 Hz. Lasers have pulse energies as high as 104 joules and pulse durations as short as
6 3 10215 seconds. They can easily drill holes in the most durable of materials and can weld
detached retinas within the human eye.
Lasers are a key component of some of our most modern communication systems and
are the ‘‘phonograph needle’’ of compact disc players. They are used for heat treatment of
high-strength materials, such as the pistons of automobile engines, and provide a special
surgical knife for many types of medical procedures. They act as target designators for
military weapons and are used in the checkout scanners we see everyday at the
supermarket.
The word laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by S timulated E mission of
R adiation. The laser makes use of processes that increase or amplify light signals after
those signals have been generated by other means. These processes include (1) stimulated
emission, a natural effect that arises out of considerations relating to thermodynamic
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FIGURE 1 Simplified diagram of a laser, including the amplifying medium and the
optical resonator.

equilibrium, and (2) optical feedback (present in most lasers) that is usually provided by
mirrors. Thus, in its simplest form, a laser consists of a gain or amplifying medium (where
stimulated emission occurs) and a set of mirrors to feed the light back into the amplifier for
continued growth of the developing beam (Fig. 1).
The entire spectrum of electromagnetic radiation is shown in Fig. 2, along with the
region covered by currently existing lasers. Such lasers span the wavelength range from the
far infrared part of the spectrum (l 5 1000 mm) to the soft-x-ray region (l 5 3 nm),
thereby covering a range of almost six orders of magnitude! There are several types of
units that are used to define laser wavelengths. These range from micrometers (mm) in the
infrared to nanometers (nm) and angstroms (Å) in the visible, ultraviolet (UV), vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV), extreme ultraviolet (EUV or XUV), and soft-x-ray (SXR) spectral
regions.
This chapter provides a brief overview of how a laser operates. It considers a laser as
having two primary components: (1) a region where light amplification occurs which is
referred to as a gain medium or an amplifier , and (2) a cay ity , which generally consists of
two mirrors placed at either end of the amplifier.
Properties of the amplifier include the concept of discrete excited energy levels and
their associated finite lifetimes. The broadening of these energy levels will be associated
with the emission linewidth which is related to decay of the population in these levels.

FIGURE 2 The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that
involves lasers, along with the general wavelengths of operation
of most of the common lasers.
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Stimulated emission will be described, and the formulas for calculating the amount of gain
that can occur via stimulated emission will be given in terms of the radiative properties of
the medium. The concept of the saturation intensity will be introduced and related to the
amount of gain that is necessary for laser output. The addition of mirrors at the ends of the
amplifier will be used to increase the gain length and to reduce the divergence of
the amplified beam. The threshold conditions for laser output will be described in terms of
the amplifier properties and the mirror reflectivities. This section will conclude with a
review of excitation or pumping processes that are used to produce the necessary
population density in the upper laser level.
Cavity properties will begin with a discussion of both longitudinal and transverse cavity
modes which provide the laser beam with a gaussian-shaped transverse profile. The
properties of those gaussian beams will be reviewed. The types of optical cavities that
allow stable operation of laser modes will then be described. A number of special types of
laser cavity arrangements and techniques will be reviewed, including unstable resonators,
Q-switching, mode-locking, and ring lasers. A brief review will then be given of the various
common types of gaseous, liquid, and solid-state lasers.
Additional information related to spectral lineshape and the mechanisms of spectral
broadening can be found in Chap. 8 (Vol. I), ‘‘Optical Spectroscopy and Spectroscopic
Lineshapes.’’ Other related material can be found in Chap. 9 (Vol. I), ‘‘Fundamental
Optical Properties of Solids,’’ and Chap. 23 (Vol. II) ‘‘Holography and Holographic
Instruments.’’ As lasers are widely used in many of the devices and techniques discussed in
other chapters in this Handbook , the reader is directed to those topics for information on
specific lasers.

11.3 LASER PROPERTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE LASER GAIN
MEDIUM
Energy Levels and Radiation1,2
Nearly all lasers involve electronic charge distributions of atoms, molecules, organic dye
solutions, or solids that make transitions from one energy state or level E2 to another
lower-lying level E1 . The loss of energy resulting from this transition is given off in the
form of electromagnetic radiation. The relationship between the energy difference between
the levels, E2 2 E1 or DE21 , and the frequency … 21 of radiation occurring as a result of the
transition, is determined by the Einstein relationship E21 5 h… 21 where h is Planck’s
constant. It was first shown by Bohr in 1913 that the discrete set of emission wavelengths
from a hydrogen discharge could be explained by the occurrence of discrete energy levels
in the hydrogen atom that have a fixed relationship. This discrete arrangement of energy
levels was later shown to occur in other atoms, in molecules, and also in liquids and solids.
In atoms these energy levels are very precisely defined and narrow in width (<109 Hz) and
can be accurately calculated with sophisticated atomic physics codes. In molecules and
high-density materials the locations of the levels are more difficult to calculate and they
tend to be much broader in width, the largest widths occurring in liquids and solids (up to
5 3 1013 Hz).
The lowest energy level of a species is referred to as the ground state and is usually the
most stable state of the species. There are some exceptions to this, for example, ground
states of ionized species or unstable ground states of some molecular species such as
excimer molecules. Energy levels above the ground state are inherently unstable and have
lifetimes that are precisely determined by the arrangement of the atoms and electrons
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associated with any particular level as well as to the particular species or material. Thus,
when an excited state is produced by applying energy to the system, that state will
eventually decay by emitting radiation over a time period ranging from 10215 seconds or
less to times as long as seconds or more, depending upon the particular state or level
involved. For strongly allowed transitions that involve the electron charge cloud changing
from an atomic energy level of energy E2 to a lower-lying level of energy E1 , the radiative
decay time τ 21 can be approximated by τ 21 < 104l 221 where τ 21 is in seconds and l 21 is the
wavelength of the emitted radiation in meters. l 21 is related to … 21 by the relationship
l 21 … 21 5 c / h where c is the velocity of light (3 3 108 m / sec) and h is the index of refraction
of the material. For most gases, h is near unity and for solids and liquids it ranges between
1 and 10, with most values ranging from <1.3 – 2.0.
Using the expression suggested above for the approximate value of the lifetime of an
excited energy level, one obtains a decay time of several nsec for green light (l 21
5 5 3 1027 m). This represents a minimum radiative lifetime since most excited energy
levels have a weaker radiative decay probability than mentioned above and would
therefore have radiative lifetimes one or two orders of magnitude longer. Other laser
materials such as molecules, organic dye solutions, and semiconductor lasers have similar
radiative lifetimes. The one exception is the class of dielectric solid-state laser materials
(both crystalline and glass) such as ruby and Nd : YAG, in which the lifetimes are of the
order of 1 – 300 msec. This much longer radiative lifetime in solid-state laser materials is due
to the nature of the particular state of the laser species and to the crystal matrix in which it
is contained. This is a very desirable property for a laser medium since it allows excitation
and energy storage within the laser medium over a relatively long period of time.

Emission Linewidth and Line Broadening of Radiating Species1,3
Assume that population in energy level 2 decays to energy level 1 with an exponential
decay time of τ 21 and emits radiation at frequency … 21 during that decay. It can be shown
by Fourier analysis that the exponential decay of that radiation requires the frequency
width of the emission to be of the order of D… > 1 / 2π τ 21 . This suggests that the energy
width DE2 of level 2 is of the order of DE2 5 h / 2π τ 21 . If the energy level 2 can decay to
more levels than level 1, with a corresponding decay time of τ 2 , then its energy is
broadened by an amount DE2 5 h / 2π τ 2 . If the decay is due primarily to radiation at a rate
A2i to one or more individual lower-lying levels i , then 1 / τ 2 5 A2 5 o A2i . A2 represents the
i

total radiative decay rate of level 2, whereas A2i is the specific radiative decay rate from
level 2 to a lower-lying level i.
If population in level 2 decays radiatively at a radiative rate A2 and population in level 1
decays radiatively at a rate A1 , then the emission linewidth of radiation from level 2 to 1 is
given by

O A 1O A
2i

D… 21 5

1j

i

j

2π

(1)

which is referred to as the natural linewidth of the transition and represents the sum of the
widths of levels 2 and 1 in frequency units. If, in the above example, level 1 is a ground
state with infinite lifetime or a long-lived metastable level, then the natural linewidth of the
emission from level 2 to level 1 would be represented by

OA

2i

D… 21 5

i

2π

(2)
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since the ground state would have an infinite lifetime and would therefore not contribute
to the broadening. This type of linewidth or broadening is known as natural broadening
since it results specifically from the radiative decay of a species. Thus the natural linewidth
associated with a specific transition between two levels has an inherent value determined
only by the factors associated with specific atomic and electronic characteristics of those
levels.
The emission-line broadening or natural broadening described above is the minimum
line broadening that can occur for a specific radiative transition. There are a number of
mechanisms that can increase the emission linewidth. These include collisional broadening,
phase-interruption broadening, Doppler broadening, and isotope broadening. The first two
of these, along with natural broadening, are all referred to as homogeneous broadening.
Homogeneous broadening is a type of emission broadening in which all of the atoms
radiating from the specific level under consideration participate in the same way. In other
words, all of the atoms have the identical opportunity to radiate with equal probability.
The type of broadening associated with either Doppler or isotope broadening is
referred to as inhomogeneous broadening. For this type of broadening, only certain atoms
radiating from that level that have a specific property such as a specific velocity, or are of a
specific isotope, participate in radiation at a certain frequency within the emission
bandwidth.
Collisional broadening is a type of broadening that is produced when surrounding
atoms, molecules, solvents (in the case of dye lasers), or crystal structures interact with the
radiating level and cause the population to decay before it has a chance to decay by its
normal radiative processes. The emission broadening is then associated with the faster
decay time T1 , or D… 5 1 / 2π T1 .
Phase -interruption broadening or phonon broadening is a type of broadening that does
not increase the decay rate of the level, but it does interrupt the phase of the rotating
electron cloud on average over a time interval T2 which is much shorter than the radiative
decay time τ 2 which includes all possible radiative decay channels from level 2. The result
of this phase interruption is to increase the emission linewidth beyond that of both natural
broadening and T1 broadening (if it exists) to an amount D… 5 1 / 2π T2 .
Doppler broadening is a type of inhomogeneous broadening in which the Doppler effect
shifts the frequencies of atoms moving toward the observer to a higher value and the
frequencies of atoms moving away from the observer to a lower value. This effect occurs
only in gases since they are the only species that are moving fast enough to produce such
broadening. Doppler broadening is the dominant broadening process in most visible gas
lasers. The expression for the Doppler linewidth (FWHM) is given by
D… D 5 7.16 ? 1027… o

–

T
M

(3)

in which … o is the center frequency associated with atoms that are not moving either
toward or away from the observer, T is the gas temperature in kelvin and M is the atomic
or molecular weight (number of nucleons / atom or molecule) of the gas atoms or
molecules.
Isotope broadening also occurs in some gas lasers. It becomes the dominant broadening
process if the specific gas consists of several isotopes of the species and if the isotope shifts
for the specific radiative transition are broader than the Doppler width of the transition.
The helium-cadmium laser is dominated more by this effect than any other laser since the
naturally occurring cadmium isotopic mixture contains eight different isotopes and the
isotope shift between adjacent isotopes (adjacent neutron numbers) is approximately equal
to the Doppler width of the individual radiating isotopes. This broadening effect can be
eliminated by the use of isotopically pure individual isotopes, but the cost for such isotopes
is often prohibitive.
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FIGURE 3 Lineshape functions for both homogeneous
broadening, with a lorentzian shape, and Doppler broadening
(inhomogeneous), with a gaussian shape. Both lines are
arranged with equal linewidths (FWHM) and equal total
intensities.

All homogeneous broadening processes have a frequency distribution that is described
by a lorentzian mathematical function
I21(… ) 5 Io

g 21 / 4π 2
(… 2 … 0)2 1 (g 21 / 4π )2

(4)

in which g 21 represents the decay rate of level 2, Io is the total emission intensity of the
transition over the entire linewidth, and … o is the center frequency of the emission line. In
Eq. (4), g 21 is determined by the relationship g 21 5 2π D… 21 . For natural broadening, D… 21 is
given by either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), whichever is applicable. For T1 dominated broadening,
D… 21 5 1 / 2π T1 , and for T2 dominated broadening, g 21 5 1 / 2π T2 .
The frequency distribution for Doppler broadening is described by a gaussian function
I (… ) 5

F

4 ln 2(… 2 … o )2
2(ln 2)1/2
Io exp 2
1/2
π D… D
D… 2D

G

(5)

Both of these lineshape functions are indicated in Fig. 3. In this figure, both the total
emission intensity integrated over all frequencies and the emission linewidth (full width at
half maximum or FWHM) for both functions are identical.
Isotope broadening involves the superposition of a series of either lorentzian shapes or
gaussian shapes for each isotope of the species, separated by the frequencies associated
with the isotope shifts of that particular transition.
Table 1 gives examples of the dominant broadening process and the value of the
broadening for most of the common commercial lasers.

Stimulated Radiative Processes—Absorption and Emission1,2
Two types of stimulated radiative processes, absorption and stimulated emission, occur
between energy levels 1 and 2 of a gain medium when light of frequency … 21 corresponding
to an energy difference DE21 5 (E2 2 E1) 5 h… 21 passes through the medium. These
processes are proportional to the light intensity I as indicated in Fig. 4 for a two-level
system as well as to the stimulated absorption and emission coefficients B12 and B21 ,
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TABLE 1 Amplifier Parameters for a Wide Range of Lasers

respectively. These coefficients are related to the frequency … 21 and the spontaneous
emission probability A21 associated with the two levels. A21 has units of (1 / sec).
Absorption results in the loss of light of intensity I when the light interacts with the
medium. The energy is transferred from the beam to the medium by raising population
from level 1 to the higher-energy level 2. In this situation, the species within the medium
can either reradiate the energy and return to its initial level 1, it can reradiate a different
energy and decay to a different level, or it can lose the energy to the surrounding medium
via collisions, which results in the heating of the medium, and return to the lower level.
The absorption probability is proportional to the intensity I which has units of
energy / sec-m2 times B12 , which is the absorption probability coefficient for that transition.
B12 is one of the Einstein B coefficients and has the units of m3 / energy-sec2.
Stimulated emission results in the increase in the light intensity I when light of the
appropriate frequency … 21 interacts with population occupying level 2 of the gain medium.
The energy is given up by the species to the radiation field. In the case of stimulated

FIGURE 4 Stimulated emission and absorption
processes that can occur between two energy levels,
1 and 2, and can significantly alter the population
densities of the levels compared to when a beam of
intensity I is not present.
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emission, the emitted photons or bundles of light have exactly the same frequency … 21 and
direction as the incident photons of intensity I that produce the stimulation. B21 is the
associated stimulated emission coefficient and has the same units as B12 . It is known as the
other Einstein B coefficient.
Einstein showed the relationship between B12 , B21 , and A21 as
g 2 B21 5 g 1 B 12

(6)

and
A21 5

8π h… 321
B21
c3

(7)

where g 2 and g 1 are the statistical weights of levels 2 and 1 and h is Planck’s constant. Since
A21 5 1 / τ 21 for the case where radiative decay dominates and where there is only one decay
path from level 2, B21 can be determined from lifetime measurements or from absorption
measurements on the transition at frequency … 21 .

Population Inversions1,2
The two processes of absorption and stimulated emission are the principal interactions
involved in a laser amplifier. Assume that a collection of atoms of a particular species is
energized to populate two excited states 1 and 2 with population densities N1 and N2
(number of species / m3) and state 2 is at a higher energy than state 1 by an amount DE21 as
described in the previous section. If a photon beam of energy DE21 , with an intensity Io
and a corresponding wavelength l 21 5 c / … 21 5 hc / DE 21 , passes through this collection of
atoms, then the intensity I after the beam emerges from the medium can be expressed as
I 5 Io e s 21(N22(g2/g 1)N1)L 5 Io e s 21DN21L

(8)

where s 21 is referred to as the stimulated emission cross section with dimensions of m2,
L is the thickness of the medium (in meters) through which the beam passes, and
N2 2 (g 2 / g 1)N1 5 DN21 is known as the population iny ersion density. The exponents in Eq.
(8) are dimensionless quantities than can be either greater or less than unity, depending
upon whether N2 is greater than or less than (g 2 / g 1)N1 .
The general form of the stimulated emission cross section per unit frequency is given as

s 21 5

l 221A21
8π D…

(9)

in which D… represents the linewidth over which the stimulated emission or absorption
occurs.
For the case of homogeneous broadening, at the center of the emission line, s 21 is
expressed as

sH
21 5

l 221A21
4π 2 D… H
21

(10)

where D… H
21 is the homogeneous emission linewidth (FWHM) which was described earlier
for several different situations.
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For the case of Doppler broadening, s D
21 can be expressed as

sD
21 5

–

ln 2 l 221A21
16π 3 D… D
21

(11)

at the center of the emission line and D… D
21 is the Doppler emission linewidth expressed
earlier in Eq. (3).
For all types of matter, the population density ratio of levels 1 and 2 would normally be
such that N2 Ô N1 . This can be shown by the Boltzmann relationship for the population
ratio in thermal equilibrium which provides the ratio of N2 / N1 to be
N2 g 2 2DE21/kT
5 e
N1 g1

(12)

in which T is the temperature and k is Boltzmann’s constant. Thus, for energy levels
separated by energies corresponding to visible transitions, in a medium at or near room
temperature, the ratio of N2 / N1 > e 2100 5 10244. For most situations in everyday life we can
ignore the population N2 in the upper level and rewrite Eq. (8) as
I 5 Io e 2s 12N1L 5 Io e 2a 12L

(13)

where s 21 5 (g 2 / g 1)s 12 and a 12 5 s 12 N1 . Equation (13) is known as Beer’s law, which is
used to describe the absorption of light within a medium. a 12 is referred to as the
absorption coefficient with units of m21.
In laser amplifiers we cannot ignore the population in level 2. In fact, the condition for
amplification and laser action is
N2 2 (g 2 / g 1)N1 . 0

or

g 1 N2 / g 2 N1 . 1

(14)

since, if Eq. (14) is satisfied, the exponent of Eq. (8) will be greater than 1 and I will
emerge from the medium with a greater value than Io , or amplification will occur. The
condition of Eq. (14) is a necessary condition for laser amplification and is known as a
population inversion since N2 is greater than (g 2 / g 1)N1 . In most cases, (g 2 / g 1) is either
unity or close to unity.
Considering that the ratio of g 1 N2 / g 2 N1 [Eq. (14)] could be greater than unity does not
follow from normal thermodynamic equilibrium considerations [Eq. (12)] since it would
represent a population ratio that could never exist in thermal equilibrium. When Eq. (14)
is satisfied and amplification of the beam occurs, the medium is said to have gain or
amplification. The factor s 21(N2 2 (g 2 / g 1)N1) or s 21 DN21 is often referred to as the gain
coefficient g21 and is given in units of m21 such that g 21 5 s 21 DN21 . Typical values of s 21 ,
DN21 , and g 21 are given in Table 1 for a variety of lasers. The term g 21 is also referred to as
the small -signal gain coefficient since it is the gain coefficient determined when the laser
beam intensity within the laser gain medium is small enough that stimulated emission does
not significantly alter the populations in the laser levels.

Gain Saturation2
It was stated in the previous section that Eq. (14) is a necessary condition for making a
laser but it is not a sufficient condition. For example, a medium might satisfy Eq. (14) by
having a gain of e g21L < 10210 , but this would not be sufficient to allow any reasonable beam
to develop. Lasers generally start by having a pumping process that produces enough
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population in level 2 to create a population inversion with respect to level 1. As the
population decays from level 2, radiation occurs spontaneously on the transition from level
2 to level 1 equally in all directions within the gain medium. In most of the directions very
little gain or enhancement of the spontaneous emission occurs, since the length is not
sufficient to cause significant growth according to Eq. (8). It is only in the elongated
direction of the amplifier, with a much greater length, that significant gain exists and,
consequently, the spontaneous emission is significantly enhanced. The requirement for a
laser beam to develop in the elongated direction is that the exponent of Eq. (8) be large
enough for the beam to grow to the point where it begins to significantly reduce the
population in level 2 by stimulated emission. The beam will eventually grow, according to
Eq. (8), to an intensity such that the stimulated emission rate is equal to the spontaneous
emission rate. At that point the beam is said to reach its saturation intensity Isat, which is
given by
Isat 5

h… 21
sH
21τ 21

(15)

The saturation intensity is that value at which the beam can no longer grow
exponentially according to Eq. (8) because there are no longer enough atoms in level 2 to
provide the additional gain. When the beam grows above Isat it begins to extract significant
energy since at this point the stimulated emission rate exceeds the spontaneous emission
rate for that transition. The beam essentially takes energy that would normally be radiated
in all directions spontaneously and redirects it via stimulated emission, thereby increasing
the beam intensity.

Threshold Conditions with No Mirrors
Isat can be achieved by having any combination of values of the three parameters s H
21 , DN21 ,
and L large enough that their product provides sufficient gain. It turns out that the
requirement to reach Isat can be given by making the exponent of Eq. (8) have the
following range of values:

sH
21DN21 L < 10 2 20

or

gH
21L < 10 2 20

(16)

where the specific value between 10 and 20 is determined by the geometry of the laser
cavity. Equation (16) suggests that the beam grows to a value of I / Io 5 e 10220 5 2 3 104
– 5 3 108 , which is a very large amplification.

Threshold Conditions with Mirrors
One could conceivably make L sufficiently long to always satisfy Eq. (16), but this is not
practical. Some lasers can reach the saturation intensity over a length L of a few
centimeters, but most require much longer lengths. Since one cannot readily extend the
lasing medium to be long enough to achieve Isat, the same result is obtained by putting
mirrors around the gain medium. This effectively increases the path length by having the
beam pass many times through the amplifier.
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FIGURE 5 Laser-beam divergence for amplifier configurations having high gain and (a ) no
mirrors or (b ) one mirror, and high or low gain and (c ) two mirrors.

A simple understanding of how the mirrors affect the beam is shown in Fig. 5. The
diagram effectively shows how multiple passes through the amplifier can be considered for
the situation where flat mirrors are used at the ends of the amplifier. The dashed outlines
that are the same size as the gain media represent the images of those gain media
produced by their reflections in the mirrors. It can be seen that as the beam makes
multiple passes, its divergence narrows up significantly in addition to the large increase in
intensity that occurs due to amplification. For high-gain lasers, such as excimer or organic
dye lasers, the beam only need pass through the amplifier a few times to reach saturation.
For low-gain lasers, such as the helium-neon laser, it might take 500 passes through the
amplifier in order to reach Isat.
The laser beam that emerges from the laser is usually coupled out of the amplifier by
having a partially transmitting mirror at one end of the amplifier which typically reflects
most of the beam back into the medium for more growth. To ensure that the beam
develops, the transmission of the output coupling mirror (as it is usually referred to) must
be lower than the gain incurred by the beam during a round-trip pass through the
amplifier. If the transmission is higher than the round-trip gain, the beam undergoes no net
amplification. It simply never develops. Thus a relationship that describes the threshold for
laser oscillation balances the laser gain with the cavity losses. In the most simplified form,
those losses are due to the mirrors having a reflectivity less than unity. Thus, for a
round-trip pass through the laser cavity, the threshold for inversion can be expressed as
R 1 R2 e s 21DN212L . 1

or

R 1 R2 e g 212L . 1

(17a )

which is a similar requirement to that of Eq. (16) since it defines the minimum gain
requirements for a laser.
A more general version of Eq. (17a ) can be expressed as
R1 R 2(1 2 aL)2e (s 21DN212a )2L 5 1

or

R1 R2(1 2 aL)2e (g 212a )2L 5 1

(17b )

in which we have included a distributed absorption a throughout the length of the gain
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medium at the laser wavelength, as well as the total scattering losses aL per pass through
the cavity (excluding the gain medium and the mirror surfaces). The absorption loss a is
essentially a separate absorbing transition within the gain medium that could be a separate
molecule as in an excimer laser, absorption from either the ground state or from the triplet
state in a dye laser, or absorption from the ground state in the broadband tunable
solid-state lasers and in semiconductor lasers or from the upper laser state in most
solid-state lasers. The scattering losses aL , per pass, would include scattering at the
windows of the gain medium, such as Brewster angle windows, or scattering losses from
other elements that are inserted within the cavity. These are typically of the order of one
or two percent or less.

Laser Operation Above Threshold
Significant power output is achieved by operating the laser at a gain greater than the
threshold value defined above in Eqs. (16) and (17). For such a situation, the higher gain
that would normally be produced by increased pumping is reduced to the threshold value
by stimulated emission. The additional energy obtained from the reduced population
inversion is transferred to the laser beam in the form of increased laser power. If the laser
has low gain, as most cw (continuously operating) gas lasers do, the gain and also the
power output tend to stabilize rather readily.
For solid-state lasers, which tend to have higher gain and also a long upper-laser-level
lifetime, a phenomenon known as relaxation oscillations 7 occurs in the laser output. For
pulsed (non-Q-switched) lasers in which the gain lasts for many microseconds, these
oscillations occur in the form of a regularly repeated spiked laser output superimposed on
a lower steady-state value. For cw lasers it takes the form of a sinusoidal oscillation of the
output. The phenomenon is caused by an oscillation of the gain due to the interchange of
pumped energy between the upper laser level and the laser field in the cavity. This effect
can be controlled by using an active feedback mechanism, in the form of an intensitydependent loss, in the laser cavity.
Laser mirrors not only provide the additional length required for the laser beam to
reach Isat, but they also provide very important resonant cavity effects that will be discussed
in a later section. Using mirrors at the ends of the laser gain medium (or amplifier) is
referred to as having the gain medium located within an optical cavity.

How Population Inversions Are Achieved4
It was mentioned earlier that population inversions are not easily achieved in normal
situations. All types of matter tend to be driven towards thermal equilibrium. From an
energy-level standpoint, to be in thermal equilibrium implies that the ratio of the
populations of two excited states of a particular material, whether it be a gaseous, liquid,
or solid material, is described by Eq. (12). For any finite value of the temperature this
leads to a value of N2 / (g 2 / g 1)N1 that is always less than unity and therefore Eq. (14) can
never be satisfied under conditions of thermal equilibrium. Population inversions are
therefore produced in either one of two ways: (1) selective excitation (pumping) of the
upper-laser-level 2, or (2) more rapid decay of the population of the lower-laser-level 1
than of the upper-laser-level 2, even if they are both populated by the same pumping
process.
The first requirement mentioned above was met in producing the very first laser, the
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FIGURE 6 Energy-level diagram for a ruby laser showing the pump
4
4
wavelength bands and the laser transition. The symbols T1 and T2 are
shown as the appropriate designations for the pumping levels in ruby
along with the more traditional designations in parenthesis.

ruby laser.5 In this laser the flash lamp selectively pumped chromium atoms to the upper
laser level (through an intermediate level) until the ground state (lower laser level) was
depleted enough to produce the inversion (Fig. 6). Another laser that uses this selective
pumping process is the copper vapor laser6 (CVL). In this case, electrons in a gaseous
discharge containing the copper vapor have a much preferred probability of pumping the
upper laser level than the lower laser level (Fig. 7). Both of these lasers involve essentially
three levels.
The second type of excitation is used for most solid-state lasers, such as the Nd31 doped
yttrium aluminum garnet laser7 (commonly referred to as the Nd : YAG laser), for organic
dye lasers,8 and many others. It is probably the most common mechanism used to achieve

FIGURE 7 Energy-level diagrams of the transient three-level copper
and lead vapor lasers showing the pump processes as well as the laser
transitions.
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FIGURE 8 Energy-level diagram of the Nd : YAG laser indicating the
four-level laser excitation process.

the necessary population inversion. This process involves four levels2 (although it can
include more) and generally occurs via excitation from the ground state 0 to an excited
state 3 which energetically lies above the upper-laser-level 2. The population then decays
from level 3 to level 2 by nonradiative processes (such as collisional processes in gases),
but can also decay radiatively to level 2. If the proper choice of materials has been made,
the lower-laser-level 1 in some systems will decay rapidly to the ground state (level 0)
which allows the condition N2 . (g 2 / g 1)N1 to be satisfied. This situation is shown in Fig. 8
for a Nd : YAG laser crystal.

Optimization of the Output Coupling from a Laser Cavity9

A laser will operate with any combination of mirror reflectivities subject to the constraints
of the threshold condition of Eq. (17a or b ). However, since lasers are devices that are
designed to use the laser power in various applications, it is desirable to extract the most
power from the laser in the most efficient manner. A simple expression for the optimum
laser output coupling is given as
t opt 5 (aL g 21 L)1/2 2 aL

(18)

in which aL is the absorption and scattering losses per pass through the amplifier (the same
as in Eq. (17a and b ) , g 21 is the small signal gain per pass through the amplifier, and L is
the length of the gain medium. This value of t opt is obtained by assuming that equal output
couplings are used for both mirrors at the ends of the cavity. To obtain all of the power
from one end of the laser, the output transmission must be doubled for one mirror and the
other mirror is made to be a high reflector.
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The intensity of the beam that would be emitted from the output mirror can be
estimated to be
Isat t 2opt
(19)
Itmax 5
2aL
in which Isat is the saturation intensity as obtained from Eq. (15). If all of the power is
desired from one end of the laser, as discussed above, then Itmax would be doubled in the
above expression.

Pumping Techniques to Produce Inversions
Excitation or pumping of the upper laser level generally occurs by two techniques: (1)
particle pumping and (2) optical or photon pumping. No matter which process is used, the
goal is to achieve sufficient pumping flux and, consequently enough, population in the
upper-laser-level 2 to satisfy or exceed the requirements of either Eq. (16) or Eq. (17).
Particle Pumping .10 Particle pumping occurs when a high-speed particle collides with a
laser species and converts its kinetic energy to internal energy of the laser species. Particle
pumping occurs mostly with electrons as the pumping particle. This is especially common
in a gas discharge where a voltage is applied across a low-pressure gas and the electrons
flow through the tube in the form of a discharge current that can range from a few
milliamps to tens of amperes, depending upon the particular laser and the power level
desired. This type of excitation process is used for lasers such as the argon (Fig. 9) and
krypton ion lasers, the copper vapor laser, excimer lasers, and the molecular nitrogen
laser.
Two other well-known gas lasers, the helium-neon laser and the helium-cadmium laser,
operate in a gas discharge containing a mixture of helium gas and the laser species (neon
gas or cadmium vapor). When an electric current is produced within the discharge, the
high-speed electrons first pump an excited metastable state in helium (essentially a storage
reservoir). The energy is then transferred from this reservoir to the upper laser levels of

FIGURE 9 Energy-level diagram of the argon ion laser
indicating the two-step excitation process.
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FIGURE 10 Energy-level diagrams of the helium-neon (He-Ne) laser and
the helium-cadmium (He-Cd) laser that also include the helium metastable
energy levels that transfer their energy to the upper laser levels by
collisions.

neon or cadmium by collisions of the helium metastable level with the neon or cadmium
ground-state atoms as shown in Fig. 10. Electron collisions with the cadmium ion ground
state have also been shown to produce excitation in the case of the helium-cadmium laser.
In an energy-transfer process similar to that of helium with neon or cadmium, the CO2
laser operates by using electrons of the gas discharge to produce excitation of molecular
nitrogen vibrational levels that subsequently transfer their energy to the vibrational upper
laser levels of CO2 as indicated in Fig. 11. Helium is used in the CO2 laser to control the

FIGURE 11 Energy-level diagram of the carbon dioxide (CO2)
laser along with the energy level of molecular nitrogen that
collisionally transfers its energy to the CO2 upper laser level.
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electron temperature and also to cool (reduce) the population of the lower laser level via
collisions of helium atoms with CO2 atoms in the lower laser level.
High-energy electron beams and even nuclear reactor particles have also been used for
particle pumping of lasers, but such techniques are not normally used in commercial laser
devices.
Optical Pumping .7 Optical pumping involves the process of focusing light into the gain
medium at the appropriate wavelength such that the gain medium will absorb most (or all)
of the light and thereby pump that energy into the upper laser level as shown in Fig. 12.
The selectivity in pumping the laser level with an optical pumping process is determined by
choosing a gain medium having significant absorption at a wavelength at which a suitable
pump light source is available. This of course implies that the absorbing wavelengths
provide efficient pumping pathways to the upper laser level. Optical pumping requires very
intense pumping light sources, including flash lamps and other lasers. Lasers that are
produced by optical pumping include organic dye lasers and solid-state lasers.
Flash lamps used in optically pumped laser systems are typically long, cylindrically
shaped, fused quartz structures of a few millimeters to a few centimeters in diameter and
10 to 50 centimeters in length. The lamps are filled with gases such as xenon and are
initiated by running an electrical current through the gas. The light is concentrated into the
lasing medium by using elliptically shaped reflecting cavities that surround both the laser
medium and the flash lamps as shown in Fig. 13. These cavities efficiently collect and
transfer to the laser rod most of the lamp energy in wavelengths within the pump
absorbing band of the rod. The most common flash-lamp-pumped lasers are Nd : YAG,
Nd : glass, and organic dye lasers. New crystals such as Cr : LiSAF and HoTm : YAG are
also amenable to flash-lamp pumping.
Solid-state lasers also use energy-transfer processes as part of the pumping sequence in
a way similar to that of the He-Ne and He-Cd gas lasers. For example, Cr31 ions are added
into neodymium-doped crystals to improve the absorption of the pumping light. The
energy is subsequently transferred to the Nd31 laser species. Such a process of adding
desirable impurities is known as sensitizing.
Lasers are used as optical pumping sources in situations where (1) it is desirable to be
able to concentrate the pump energy into a small-gain region or (2) it is useful to have a
narrow spectral output of the pump source in contrast with the broadband spectral
distribution of a flash lamp.
Laser pumping is achieved by either transverse pumping (a direction perpendicular to
the direction of the laser beam) or longitudinal pumping (a direction in the same direction
as the emerging laser beam). Frequency doubled and tripled pulsed Nd : YAG lasers are

FIGURE 12 A general diagram showing optical
pumping of the upper laser level.
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FIGURE 13 Flash-lamp pumping arrangements for solid-state laser rods showing the use of helical
lamps as well as linear lamps in a circular cavity, a single elliptical cavity, and a double elliptical cavity.

used to transversely pump organic dye lasers8 that provide continuously tunable laser
radiation over the near-ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared spectral regions (by changing
dyes at appropriate wavelength intervals). For transverse pumping, the pump lasers are
typically focused into the dye medium with a cylindrical lens to provide a 1 – 2-cm-long (but
very narrow) gain medium in the liquid dye solution. The dye concentration is adjusted to
absorb the pump light within a millimeter or so into the dye cell to provide the very high
concentration of gain near the surface of the cell.
Both cw and mode-locked argon ion lasers and Nd : YAG lasers are typically used for
longitudinal or end pumping of cw and / or mode-locked organic dye lasers and also of
solid-state gain media. In this pumping arrangement the pump laser is focused into a very
thin gain region, which is provided by either a thin jet stream of flowing dye solution (Fig.
14) or a solid-state crystal such as Ti : Al2O3. The thin gain medium is used, in the case of
the generation of ultrashort mode-locked pulses, so as to allow precise timing of the

FIGURE 14 End-pumping cavity arrangement for
either organic dye lasers or solid-state lasers.
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FIGURE 15 Pumping arrangements for diode-pumped Nd : YAG lasers
showing both (a ) standard pumping using an imaging lens and (b ) closecoupled pumping in which the diode is located adjacent to the laser crystal.

short-duration pump pulses with the ultrashort laser pulses that develop within the gain
medium as they travel within the optical cavity.
Gallium arsenide semiconductor diode lasers, operating at wavelengths around 0.8 mm,
can be effectively used to pump Nd : YAG lasers because the laser wavelength is near that
of the strongest absorption feature of the pump band of the Nd : YAG laser crystal,
thereby minimizing excess heating of the laser medium. Also, the diode lasers are very
efficient light sources that can be precisely focused into the desired mode volume of a small
Nd : YAG crystal (Fig. 15a ) which results in minimal waste of the pump light. Figure 15b
shows how close-coupling of the pump laser and the Nd : YAG crystal can be used to
provide compact efficient diode laser pumping. The infrared output of the Nd : YAG laser
can then also be frequency doubled as indicated in Fig. 15a , using nonlinear optical
techniques to produce a green laser beam in a relatively compact package.

11.4 LASER PROPERTIES ASSOCIATED WITH OPTICAL CAVITIES OR
RESONATORS

Longitudinal Laser Modes1,2
When a collimated optical beam of infinite lateral extent (a plane wave) passes through
two reflecting surfaces of reflectivity R and also of infinite extent that are placed normal
(or nearly normal) to the beam and separated by a distance d , as shown in Fig. 16a , the
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FIGURE 16 Fabry-Perot optical cavity consisting of two plane-parallel mirrors with a specific
reflectivity separated by a distance d indicating the frequency spacing of longitudinal modes.

plot of transmission versus wavelength for the light as it emerges from the second
reflecting surface is shown in Fig. 16b. The transmission reaches a maximum of 100 percent
(if there are no absorption losses at the reflecting surfaces) at frequency spacings of
D… 5 c / 2h d where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and h is the index of refraction of
the medium between the mirrors. This frequency-selective optical device is known as a
Fabry-Perot interferometer and has many useful applications in optics.
The transmission through this device, as shown in Fig. 16b is enhanced at regular
frequency or wavelength intervals due to the development of standing waves that resonate
within the optical cavity. The enhancement occurs at frequencies (or wavelengths) at which
complete sinusoidal half-cycles of the electromagnetic wave exactly ‘‘fit’’ between the
mirrors such that the value of the electric field of the wave is zero at the mirror surfaces.
If a laser amplifier is placed between two mirrors in the same arrangement as described
above, the same standing waves tend to be enhanced at frequency intervals of

… 5 n (c / 2 h d )

(20)

where n is an integer that indicates the number of half wavelengths of the laser light that fit
within the spacing d of the two mirrors. In a typical laser operating in the visible spectral
region, n would be of the order of 30,000 to 40,000. In such a laser, the output of the laser
beam emerging from the cavity is very strongly enhanced at the resonant wavelengths as
shown in Fig. 17, since these are the wavelengths that have the lowest loss within the
cavity. The widths of the resonances shown in Fig. 17 are those of a passive Fabry-Perot
cavity. When an active gain medium is placed within the cavity, the linewidth of the beam
that is continually amplified as it reflects back and forth between the mirrors is narrowed
even further.
These enhanced regions of very narrow frequency output are known as longitudinal
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FIGURE 17 Laser resonator showing two distinct longitudinal modes traveling in the
same direction but with slightly different frequencies.

modes of the laser. They are referred to as modes since they represent discrete values of
frequency associated with the integral values of n at which laser output occurs. Lasers
operating on a single longitudinal mode with ultrastable cavities and ultrahigh reflectivity
mirrors have generated linewidths as narrow as a few hundred hertz or less. Since the
longitudinal or temporal coherence length of a beam of light is determined by c / D… , a very
narrow laser linewidth can provide an extremely long coherence length and thus a very
coherent beam of light.
For a typical gas laser (not including excimer lasers), the laser gain bandwidth is of the
order of 109 – 1010 Hz. Thus, for a laser mirror cavity length of 0.5 m, the mode spacing
would be of the order of 300 MHz and there would be anywhere from 3 to 30 longitudinal
modes operating within the laser cavity. For an organic dye laser or a broadband
solid-state laser, such as a Ti : Al2O3 laser, there could be as many as one million distinct
longitudinal modes, each of a slightly different frequency than the next one, oscillating at
the same time. However, if mode-locking is not present, typically only one or a few modes
will dominate the laser output of a homogeneously broadened laser gain medium.

Transverse Laser Modes11–14
The previous section considered the implications of having a collimated or parallel beam of
light of infinite lateral extent pass through two infinite reflecting surfaces that are arranged
normal to the direction of propagation of the beam and separated by a specific distance d.
We must now consider the consequences of having the light originate within the space
between the two mirrors in an amplifier that has only a very narrow lateral extent limited
by either the diameter of the mirrors or by the diameter of the amplifying medium. The
beam evolves from the spontaneous emission within the gain medium and eventually
becomes a nearly collimated beam when it reaches Isat since only rays traveling in a very
limited range of directions normal to the laser mirrors will experience enough reflections to
reach Isat. The fact that the beam has a restricted aperture in the direction transverse to the
direction of propagation causes it to evolve with a slight transverse component due to
diffraction, which effectively causes the beam to diverge. This slight divergence actually
consists of one or more distinctly separate beams that can operate individually or in
combination.
These separate beams that propagate in the z direction are referred to as transy erse
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FIGURE 18 Laser resonator showing two distinct transverse modes traveling in
different directions with slightly different frequencies.

modes as shown in Fig. 18. They are characterized by the various lateral spatial
distributions of the electric field vector E(x , y ) in the x -y directions as they emerge from
the laser. These transverse amplitude distributions for the waves can be described by the
relationship.
42x
42y 2(x 21y 2)/w2
Epq (x , y ) 5 Hp
(21)
Hq
e
w
w

S D S D

In this solution, p and q are positive integers ranging from zero to infinity that designate
the different modes which are associated with the order of the Hermite polynomials. Thus
every set of p , q represents a specific distribution of wave amplitude at one of the mirrors,
or a specific transverse mode of the open-walled cavity. We can list several Hermite
polynomials as follows:
H0(u ) 5 1

H1(u ) 5 2u
2

H2(u ) 5 2(2u 2 1)

(22)
m

Hm (u ) 5 (21)me u

2

2u 2
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The spatial intensity distribution would be obtained by squaring the amplitude distribution
function of Eq. (21). The transverse modes are designated TEM for transverse electromagnetic. The lowest-order mode is given by TEM00. It could also be written as TEMn00 in
which n would designate the longitudinal mode number [Equation (20)]. Since this number
is generally very large for optical frequencies, it is not normally given.
The lowest order TEM00 mode, has a circular distribution with a gaussian shape (often
referred to as the gaussian mode ) and has the smallest divergence of any of the transverse
modes. Such a mode can be focused to a spot size with dimensions of the order of the
wavelength of the beam. It has a minimum width or waist 2wo that is typically located
between the laser mirrors (determined by the mirror curvatures and separation) and
expands symmetrically in opposite directions from that minimum waist according to the
following equation:

F Shπlwz D G

2 1/2

w (z ) 5 wo 1 1

2
o

F Szz D G

2 1/2

5 wo 1 1

(23)

o

where w (z ) is the beam waist at any location z measured from wo , h is the index of
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FIGURE 19 Parameters of a gaussian-shaped beam which are the features of a TEM00 transverse laser
mode.

refraction of the medium, and zo 5 h π w 2o / l is the distance over which the beam waist
expands to a value of 42wo .
The waist w (z ) at any location, as shown in Fig. 19, describes the transverse dimension
within which the electric field distribution of the beam decreases to a value of 37 percent
(1 / e ) of its maximum on the beam axis and within which 86.5 percent of the beam energy
is contained. The TEM00 mode would have an intensity distribution that is proportional to
the square of Eq. (21) for p 5 q 5 0 and, since it is symmetrical around the axis of
propagation, it would have a cylindrically symmetric distribution of the form
2

2

I (r , z ) 5 Io e 22r /w (z )

(24)

where Io is the intensity on the beam axis.
The beam also has a wavefront curvature given by

F Shlπzw D G

R (z ) 5 z 1 1

2 2
o

(25)

which is indicated in Fig. 19, and a far-field angular divergence given by

θ 5 lim

z 5`

2w (z ) 2l
l
5 0 .64
5
z
πwo
wo

(26)

For a symmetrical cavity formed by two mirrors, each of radius of curvature R , separated
by a distance d and in a medium in which h 5 1 the minimum beam waist wo is given by
w 2o 5

l
[d (2R 2 d )]1/2
2π

(27)

and the radius of curvature rc of the wavefront is
rc 5 z 1

d (2R 2 d )
4z

(28)
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FIGURE 20 A stable laser resonator indicating the beam profile at various
locations along the beam axis as well as the wavefront at the mirrors that
matches the curvature of the mirrors.

For a confocal resonator in which R 5 d , wo is given by

wo 5

–

ld
2π

(29)

and the beam waist (spot size) at each mirror located a distance d / 2 from the minimum is

w5

–

ld
π

(30)

Thus, for a confocal resonator, w (d / 2) at each of the mirrors is equal to 42wo and thus at
that location, z 5 zo . The distance between mirrors for such a cavity configuration is
referred to as the confocal parameter b such that b 5 2zo . In a stable resonator, the
curvature of the wavefront at the mirrors, according to Eqs. (25) and (28), exactly matches
the curvature of the mirrors as shown in Fig. 20.
Each individual transverse mode of the beam is produced by traveling a specific path
between the laser mirrors such that, as it passes from one mirror to the other and returns,
the gain it receives from the amplifier is at least as great as the total losses of the mirror, as
indicated from Eq. (17), plus the additional diffraction losses produced by either the finite
lateral extent of the laser mirrors or the finite diameter of the laser amplifier or some other
optical aperture placed in the system, whichever is smaller. Thus the TEM00 mode is
produced by a beam passing straight down the axis of the resonator as indicated in Fig. 19.

Laser Resonator Configurations and Cavity Stability4,14
There are a variety of resonator configurations that can be used for lasers. The use of
slightly curved mirrors leads to much lower diffraction losses of the transverse modes than
do plane parallel mirrors, and they also have much less stringent alignment tolerances.
Therefore, most lasers use curved mirrors for the optical cavity. For a cavity with two
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FIGURE 21 Possible two-mirror laser cavity configurations indicating the relationship of the radii of curvature of the mirrors with
respect to the separation between mirrors.

mirrors of curvature R1 and R2 , and a separation distance d , a number of possible cavity
configurations are shown in Fig. 21.
A relationship between the radii of curvature and the separation between mirrors can
be defined as
d
d
(31)
g1 5 1 2
and
g2 5 1 2
R1
R2
such that the condition for stable transverse modes is given by
0 , g1 g2 , 1

(32)

A stable mode is a beam that can be maintained with a steady output and profile over a
relatively long period of time. It results from a cavity configuration that concentrates the
beam toward the resonator axis in a regular pattern as it traverses back and forth within
the cavity, rather than allowing it to diverge and escape from the resonator. In considering
the various possible combinations of curved mirror cavities, one must keep the relation
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FIGURE 22 Stability diagram for two-mirror laser cavities
indicating the shaded regions where stable cavities exist.

between the curvatures and mirror separation d within the stable regions of the graph, as
shown in Fig. 22, in order to produce stable modes. Thus it can be seen from Fig. 22 that
not all configurations shown in Fig. 21 are stable. For example, the planar, confocal, and
concentric arrangements are just on the edge of stability according to Fig. 22.
There may be several transverse modes oscillating simultaneously ‘‘within’’ a single
longitudinal mode. Each transverse mode can have the same value of n [Eq. (20)] but will
have a slightly different value of d as it travels a different optical path between the
resonator mirrors, thereby generating a slight frequency shift from that of an adjacent
transverse mode. For most optical cavities, the mode that operates most easily is the
TEM00 mode, since it travels a direct path along the axis of the gain medium.

11.5 SPECIAL LASER CAVITIES

Unstable Resonators14
A laser that is operating in a TEM00 mode, as outlined above, typically has a beam within
the laser cavity that is relatively narrow in width compared to the cavity length. Thus, if a
laser with a relatively wide gain region is used, to obtain more energy in the output beam,
it is not possible to extract the energy from that entire region from a typically very narrow
low-order gaussian mode. A class of resonators has been developed that can extract the
energy from such wide laser volumes and also produce a beam with a nearly gaussian
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FIGURE 23 Unstable resonator cavity configurations showing both the negative and positive branch confocal cavities.

profile that makes it easily focusable. These resonators do not meet the criteria for
stability, as outlined above, but still provide a good beam quality for some types of lasers.
This class of resonators is referred to as unstable resonators.
Unstable resonators are typically used with high-gain laser media under conditions such
that only a few passes through the amplifier will allow the beam to reach the saturation
intensity and thus extract useful energy. A diagram of two unstable resonator cavity
configurations is shown in Fig. 23. Figure 23b is the positive branch confocal geometry and
is one of the most common unstable resonator configurations. In this arrangement, the
small mirror has a convex shape and the large mirror a concave shape with a separation of
length d such that R2 2 R1 5 2d . With this configuration, any ray traveling parallel to the
axis from left to right that intercepts the small convex mirror will diverge toward the large
convex mirror as though it came from the focus of that mirror. The beam then reflects off
of the larger mirror and continues to the right as a beam parallel to the axis. It emerges as
a reasonably well-collimated beam with a hole in the center (due to the obscuration of the
small mirror). The beam is designed to reach the saturation intensity when it arrives at the
large mirror and will therefore proceed to extract energy as it makes its final pass through
the amplifier. In the far field, the beam is near gaussian in shape, which allows it to be
propagated and focused according to the equations described in the previous section. A
number of different unstable resonator configurations can be found in the literature for
specialized applications.

Q-Switching15
A typical laser, after the pumping or excitation is first applied, will reach the saturation
intensity in a time period ranging from approximately 10 nsec to 1 msec, depending upon
the value of the gain in the medium. For lasers such as solid-state lasers the
upper-laser-level lifetime is considerably longer than this time (typically 50 – 200 m sec). It
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is possible to store and accumulate energy in the form of population in the upper laser
level for a time duration of the order of that upper-level lifetime. If the laser cavity could
be obscured during this pumping time and then suddenly switched into the system at a
time order of the upper-laser-level lifetime, it would be possible for the gain, as well as the
laser energy, to reach a much larger value than it normally would under steady-state
conditions. This would produce a ‘‘giant’’ laser pulse of energy from the system.
Such a technique can in fact be realized and is referred to as Q -switching to suggest that
the cavity Q is changed or switched into place. The cavity is switched on by using either
a rapidly rotating mirror or an electro-optic shutter such as a Pockel cell or a Kerr cell.
Nd : YAG and Nd : glass lasers are the most common Q-switched lasers. A diagram of the
sequence of events involved in Q-switching is shown in Fig. 24.
Another technique that is similar to Q-switching is referred to as cay ity dumping. With
this technique, the intense laser beam inside of a normal laser cavity is rapidly switched out
of the cavity by a device such as an acousto-optic modulator. Such a device is inserted at
Brewster’s angle inside the cavity and is normally transparent to the laser beam. When the
device is activated, it rapidly inserts a high-reflecting surface into the cavity and reflects the
beam out of the cavity. Since the beam can be as much as two orders of magnitude higher
in intensity within the cavity than that which leaks through an output mirror, it is possible
to extract high power on a pulsed basis with such a technique.

Mode-Locking14
In the discussion of longitudinal modes it was indicated that such modes of intense laser
output occur at regularly spaced frequency intervals of D… 5 c / 2h d over the gain
bandwidth of the laser medium. For laser cavity lengths of the order of 10 – 100 cm these
frequency intervals range from approximately 108 to 109 Hz. Under normal laser operation,
specific modes with the highest gain tend to dominate and quench other modes (especially
if the gain medium is homogeneously broadened). However, under certain conditions it is
possible to obtain all of the longitudinal modes lasing simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 25a.
If this occurs, and the modes are all phased together so that they can act in concert by
constructively and destructively interfering with each other, it is possible to produce a
series of giant pulses separated in a time Dt of
Dt 5 2h d / c

(33)

or approximately 1 – 10 nsec for the cavity lengths mentioned above (see Fig. 25b ). The
pulse duration is approximately the reciprocal of the separation between the two extreme
longitudinal laser modes or
Dtp 5

1
n D…

(34)

as can also be seen in Fig. 25b. This pulse duration is approximately the reciprocal of the
laser gain bandwidth. However, if the index of refraction varies significantly over the gain
bandwidth, then all of the frequencies are not equally spaced and the mode-locked pulse
duration will occur only within the frequency width over which the frequency separations
are approximately the same.
The narrowest pulses are produced from lasers having the largest gain bandwidth
such as organic dye lasers, and solid-state lasers including Ti : Al2O3, Cr : Al2O3, and
Cr : LiSAlF. The shortest pulses to date, of the order of 6 3 10215 sec, are produced in
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FIGURE 24 Schematic diagram of a Q-switched laser indicating how
the loss is switched out of the cavity and a gaint laser pulse is produced
as the gain builds up.

organic dyes where the gain bandwidth is approximately 50 nm at a center wavelength of
600 nm.
Such short-pulse operation is referred to as mode -locking and is achieved by inserting a
very fast shutter within the cavity which is opened and closed at the intervals of the
round-trip time of the short laser pulse within the cavity. This shutter coordinates the time
at which all of the modes arrive at the mirror and thus brings them all into phase at that
location. Electro-optic shutters, short duration gain pumping by another mode-locked
laser, or passive saturable absorbers are techniques that can serve as the fast shutter. The
second technique, short-duration gain pumping, is referred to as synchronous pumping.
Three fast saturable absorber shutter techniques for solid-state lasers include colliding
pulse mode-locking,16 additive pulse mode-locking,17 and Kerr lens mode-locking.18

Distributed Feedback Lasers19
The typical method of obtaining feedback into the laser gain medium is to have the mirrors
located at the ends of the amplifier as discussed previously. It is also possible, however, to
provide the reflectivity within the amplifying medium in the form of a periodic variation of
either the gain or the index of refraction throughout the medium. This process is referred
to as distributed feedback or DFB. Such feedback methods are particularly effective in
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FIGURE 25 Diagrams in both the frequency and time domains of
how mode-locking is produced by phasing n longitudinal modes
together to produce an ultrashort laser pulse.

semiconductor lasers in which the gain is high and the fabrication of periodic variations is
not difficult. The reader is referred to the reference section at the end of this chapter for
further information concerning this type of feedback.

Ring Lasers14
Ring lasers are lasers that have an optical path within the cavity that involves the beam
circulating in a loop rather than passing back and forth over the same path. This requires
optical cavities that have more than two mirrors. The laser beam within the cavity consists
of two waves traveling in opposite directions with separate and independent resonances
within the cavity. In some instances an optical device is placed within the cavity that
provides a unidirectional loss. This loss suppresses one of the beams, allowing the beam
propagating in the other direction to become dominant. The laser output then consists of a
traveling wave instead of a standing wave and therefore there are no longitudinal modes.
Such an arrangement also eliminates the variation of the gain due to the standing waves in
the cavity (spatial hole burning), and thus the beam tends to be more homogeneous than
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that of a normal standing-wave cavity. Ring lasers are useful for producing ultrashort
mode-locked pulses and also for use in laser gyroscopes as stable reference sources.

11.6 SPECIFIC TYPES OF LASERS
Lasers can be categorized in several different ways including wavelength, material type,
and applications. In this section we will summarize them by material type such as gas,
liquid, solid-state, and semiconductor lasers. We will include only lasers that are available
commercially since such lasers now provide a very wide range of available wavelengths and
powers without having to consider special laboratory lasers.

Gaseous Laser Gain Media
Helium -Neon Laser .10 The helium-neon laser was the first gas laser. The most widely
used laser output wavelength is a red beam at 632.8 nm with a cw output ranging from 1 to
100 mW and sizes ranging from 10 to 100 cm in length. It can also be operated at a
wavelength of 543.5 nm for some specialized applications. The gain medium is produced by
passing a relatively low electrical current (10 mA) through a low pressure gaseous
discharge tube containing a mixture of helium and neon. In this mixture, helium
metastable atoms are first excited by electron collisions as shown in Fig. 10. The energy is
then collisionally transferred to neon atom excited states which serve as upper laser levels.
Argon Ion Laser .10 The argon ion laser and the similar krypton ion laser operate over a
wide range of wavelengths in the visible and near-ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. The
wavelengths in argon that have the highest power are at 488.0 and 514.5 nm. Power
outputs on these laser transitions are available up to 20 W cw in sizes ranging from
50 – 200 cm in length. The gain medium is produced by running a high electric current
(many amperes) through a very low pressure argon or krypton gas. The argon atoms must
be ionized to the second and third ionization stages (Fig. 9) in order to produce the
population inversions. As a result, these lasers are inherently inefficient devices.
Helium -Cadmium Laser .10 The helium-cadmium laser operates cw in the blue at
441.6 nm, and in the ultraviolet at 353.6 and 325.0 nm with powers ranging from
20 – 200 mW in lasers ranging from 40 – 100 cm in length. The gain medium is produced by
heating cadmium metal and evaporating it into a gaseous discharge of helium where the
laser gain is produced. The excitation mechanisms include Penning ionization (helium
metastables collide with cadmium atoms) and electron collisional ionization within the
discharge as indicated in Fig. 10. The laser uses an effect known as cataphoresis to
transport the cadmium through the discharge and provide the uniform gain medium.
Copper Vapor Laser .10 This pulsed laser provides high-average powers of up to 100 W at
wavelengths of 510.5 and 578.2 nm. The copper laser and other metal vapor lasers of this
class, including gold and lead lasers, typically operate at a repetition rate of up to 20 kHz
with a current pulse duration of 10 – 50 nsec and a laser output of 1 – 10 mJ / pulse. The
copper lasers operate at temperatures in the range of 16008C in 2 – 10-cm-diameter
temperature-resistant tubes typically 100 – 150 cm in length. The lasers are self-heated such
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that all of the energy losses from the discharge current provide heat to bring the plasma
tube to the required operating temperature. Excitation occurs by electron collisions with
copper atoms vaporized in the plasma tube as indicated in Fig. 7.
Carbon -Dioxide Laser .10 The CO2 laser, operating primarily at a wavelength of 10.6 mm,
is one of the most powerful lasers in the world, producing cw powers of over 100 kW and
pulsed energies of up to 10 kJ. It is also available in small versions with powers of up to
100 W from a laser the size of a shoe box. CO2 lasers typically operate in a mixture of
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and helium gases. Electron collisions excite the metastable levels
in nitrogen molecules with subsequent transfer of that energy to carbon dioxide laser levels
as shown in Fig. 11. The helium gas acts to keep the average electron energy high in the
gas discharge region and to cool or depopulate the lower laser level. This laser is one of
the most efficient lasers, with conversion from electrical energy to laser energy of up to 30
percent.
Excimer Laser .20 The rare gas-halide excimer lasers operate with a pulsed output
primarily in the ultraviolet spectral region at 351 nm in xenon fluoride, 308 nm in xenon
chloride, 248 nm in krypton fluoride, and 193 nm in argon fluoride. The laser output, with
pulse durations of 10 – 50 nsec, is typically of the order of 0.2 – 1.0 J / pulse at repetition rates
up to several hundred Hz. The lasers are relatively efficient (1 to 5 percent) and are of a
size that would fit on a desktop. The excitation occurs via electrons within the discharge
colliding with and ionizing the rare gas molecules and at the same time disassociating the
halogen molecules to form negative halogen ions. These two species then combine to form
an excited molecular state of the rare gas-halogen molecule which serves as the upper laser
state. The molecule then radiates at the laser transition and the lower level advantageously
disassociates since it is unstable, as shown in Fig. 26, for the ArF excimer molecule. The
excited laser state is an excited state dimer which is referred to as an excimer state.
X -Ray Laser .24 Laser output in the soft-x-ray spectral region has been produced in
plasmas of highly ionized ions of a number of atomic species. The highly ionized ions are

FIGURE 26 Energy-level diagram of an argon fluoride (ArF)
excimer laser showing the stable excited state (upper laser level) and
the unstable or repulsive ground state.
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produced by the absorption of powerful solid-state lasers focused onto solid material of the
desired atomic species. Since mirrors are not available for most of the soft-x-ray laser
wavelengths (4 – 30 nm), the gain has to be high enough to obtain laser output in a single
pass through the laser amplifier [Eq. (16)]. The lasers with the highest gain are the
selenium laser (Se241) at 20.6 and 20.9 nm and the germanium laser (Ge221) at 23.2, 23.6,
and 28.6 nm.

Liquid Laser Gain Media
Organic Dye Lasers .8 A dye laser consists of a host or solvent material, such as alcohol
or water, into which is mixed a laser species in the form of an organic dye molecule,
typically in the proportion of one part in ten thousand. A large number of different dye
molecules are used to make lasers covering a wavelength range of from 320 to 1500 nm
with each dye having a laser bandwidth of the order of 30 – 50 nm. The wide, homogeneously broadened gain spectrum for each dye allows laser tunability over a wide spectrum in
the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared. Combining the broad gain spectrum (Fig. 27)
with a diffraction-grating or prism-tuning element allows tunable laser output to be
obtained over the entire dye emission spectrum with a laser linewidth of 10 GHz or less.
Dye lasers are available in either pulsed (up to 50 – 100 mJ / pulse) or continuous output (up
to a few watts) in tabletop systems that are pumped by either flash lamps or by other lasers
such as frequency doubled or tripled YAG lasers or argon ion lasers. Most dye lasers are
arranged to have the dye mixture circulated by a pump into the gain region from a much
larger reservoir since the dyes degrade at a slow rate during the excitation process.
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 27 Absorption and emission spectra along with
the energy-level diagram of an Rh6G organic dye laser
showing both (a ) the broad pump and emission bandwidths
and (b ) the fast decay of the lower laser level.
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Dye lasers, with their broad gain spectrum, are particularly attractive for producing
ultrashort mode-locked pulses. The shortest light pulses ever generated, of the order of
6 3 10215 sec, were produced with mode-locked dye lasers. A mode-locked dye laser cavity
is shown in Fig. 14 with a thin dye gain region located within an astigmatically
compensated laser cavity.

Dielectric Solid-State Laser Gain Media
Ruby Laser .5,7 The ruby laser, with an output at 694.3 nm, was the first laser ever
developed. It consisted of a sapphire (Al2O3) host material into which was implanted a
chromium laser species in the form of Cr31 ions at a concentration of 0.05 percent as the
amplifying medium. The ruby laser involves a three-level optical pumping scheme, with
the excitation provided by flash lamps, and operates either in a pulsed or cw mode. The
three-level scheme for the ruby laser (Fig. 6) requires a large fraction of the population to
be pumped out of the ground state before an inversion occurs. Therefore, the ruby laser is
not as efficient as other solid-state lasers such as the Nd : YAG laser which employs a
four-level pumping scheme (Fig. 8). It is therefore no longer used as much as it was in the
early days.
Nd : YAG and Nd : Glass Lasers .7 Neodymium atoms, in the form of Nd31 ions, are
doped into host materials, including crystals such as yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG) and
various forms of glass, in concentrations of approximately one part per hundred. The
pumping scheme is a four-level system as shown in Fig. 8. When implanted in YAG
crystals to produce what is referred to as an Nd : YAG laser, the laser emits primarily at
1.06 mm with continuous powers of up to 250 W and with pulsed powers as high as several
MW. Difficulties in growing Nd : YAG crystals limit the size of commonly used laser rods
to a maximum of 1 cm in diameter and 10 cm in length. Although this size limitation is
somewhat restrictive, a YAG crystal has the advantage of high thermal conductivity
allowing the rapid removal of wasted heat due to inefficient excitation. Slab geometries
have recently been developed to compensate for focusing due to thermal gradients and
gradient-induced stresses within the amplifier medium, thereby allowing higher average
powers to be achieved. Efficient GaAs laser diodes are also being used to pump Nd : YAG
amplifiers (see Fig. 15) since the diode pump wavelength matches a very strong pump
absorption wavelength for the Nd31 ion. This absorption wavelength is near the threshold
pump energy, thereby minimizing the generation of wasted heat. Also, the diode pump
laser can be made to more efficiently match the Nd laser mode volume than can a flash
lamp.
Under long-pulse, flash-lamp-pumped operation, Nd : YAG lasers can produce 5 J / pulse
at 100 Hz from a single rod. The pulses are trains of relaxation oscillation spikes lasting
3 – 4 msec which is obtained by powerful, long-pulse flash-lamp pumping. Q-switched
Nd : YAG lasers, using a single Nd : YAG laser rod, can provide pulse energies of up to
1.5 J / pulse at repetition rates up to 50 Hz (75 W of average power).
Nd : glass lasers have several advantages over Nd : YAG lasers. They can be made in
much larger sizes, allowing the construction of very large amplifiers. Nd : glass has a wider
gain bandwidth which makes possible the production of shorter mode-locked pulses and a
lower stimulated emission cross section. The latter property allows a larger population
inversion to be created and thus more energy to be stored before energy is extracted from
the laser. Nd : glass amplifiers operate at a wavelength near that of Nd : YAG, at 1.054 mm,
for example, with phosphate glass, with a gain bandwidth 10 – 15 times broader than that of
Nd : YAG. This larger gain bandwidth lowers the stimulated emission cross section
compared to that of Nd : YAG, which allows increased energy storage when used as an
amplifier, as mentioned above.
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FIGURE 28 Absorption and emission spectra of a
Ti : Al2O3 laser crystal showing the extremely broad
emission (gain) spectrum for this material.

The large Nd : glass lasers system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, referred
to as NOVA, has produced a pulse energy of 100 KJ at the fundamental frequency and
40 KJ at the third harmonic frequency at 351 nm. This system was developed for studies
associated with the inertial confinement laser fusion program.

Ti : Al2O3 Laser and Other Broad Bandwidth Solid-State Lasers.7
Another class of solid-state lasers provides emission and gain over a bandwidth of the
order of 100 – 400 nm in the near-infrared, as indicated in Fig. 28. The pump absorption
band is in the visible spectrum, thus allowing such pump sources as flash lamps and other
lasers. The Ti : AL2O3 laser is perhaps the most well-known laser of this category in that it
has the widest bandwidth, covering a wavelength range from 0.67 mm to greater than
1.07 mm. Other lasers of this type include alexandrite (Cr : BeAl2O4), lasing from 0.7 to
0.8 mm, and Cr : LiSAF which lases from 0.8 to 1.05 mm. These lasers are used in
applications where either wide tunability or short-pulse production are desired. Pulses as
short as 40 fsec have been produced with mode-locked versions of these lasers. Ti : Al2O3
lasers, although offering very wide gain bandwidth, have relatively short upper-laser-level
lifetimes (3 msec), thereby making them less efficient when pumping with conventional
flash lamps. Cr : LiSAF lasers have longer upper-level lifetimes (67 msec), closer to that of
Nd : YAG or Nd : glass and have demonstrated efficient laser operation with pumping
technologies developed for Nd : YAG lasers.
Color -Center Laser .21 Color-center laser gain media are produced by a different form of
impurity species than most solid-state lasers. Special defect centers (F-centers) are
produced within alkali-halide crystals at a density of 1 part in 10,000 by irradiation with x
rays. These defect centers have absorbing regions in the visible portion of the spectrum
and emission (and gain) in the near-infrared. A variety of crystals are used to span the
laser wavelength spectrum from 0.8 to 4.0 mm. Disadvantages of color-center lasers
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include operation at temperatures well below room temperature and the necessity to
re-form the color centers at intervals of weeks or months in most cases.

Semiconductor Laser Gain Media
Semiconductor Lasers .22 Semiconductor or diode lasers, typically about the size of a
grain of salt, are the smallest lasers yet devised. They consist of a p -n junction formed in
semiconductor crystal such as GaAs or InP in which the p -type material has an excess of
holes (vacancies due to missing electrons) and the n -type material has an excess of
electrons. When these two types of materials are brought together to form a junction, and
an electric field in the form of a voltage is applied across the junction in the appropriate
direction, the electrons and holes are brought together and recombine to produce
recombination radiation at or near the wavelength associated with the bandgap energy of
the material. The population of electrons and holes within the junction provides the
upper-laser-level population, and the recombination radiation spectrum is the gain
bandwidth D… of the laser, typically of the order of 0.5 to 1.0 nm.
The extended gain length required for these lasers is generally provided by partially
reflecting cleaved parallel faces at the ends of the crystals which serve as an optical cavity.
Because the cavity is so short, the longitudinal modes are spaced far apart in frequency
(D… > 1 – 5 3 1011 Hz or several tenths of a nanometer), and thus it is possible to obtain
single longitudinal mode operation in such lasers. They require a few volts to operate with
milliamperes of current.
Heterostructure semiconductor lasers include additional layers of different materials of
similar electronic configurations, such as aluminum, indium, and phosphorous, grown
adjacent to the junction to help confine the electron current to the junction region in order
to minimize current and heat dissipation requirements (see Fig. 29). The laser mode in the
transverse direction is either controlled by gain guiding, in which the gain is produced over
a specific narrow lateral extent determined by fabrication techniques, or by index guiding,
in which the index of refraction in the transverse direction is varied to provide total
internal reflection of a guided mode. Quantum-well lasers have a smaller gain region (cross
section), which confines the excitation current and thus the laser mode to an even smaller
lateral region, thereby significantly reducing the threshold current and also the heat

FIGURE 29 A typical heterostructure semiconductor laser showing the various layers of
differential materials and the narrow region where current flows to produce the gain region
in the active layer.
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dissipation requirements. Because of these low threshold requirements, quantum-well
semiconductor lasers are used almost exclusively for most semiconductor laser
applications.
Multiple semiconductor lasers fabricated within the same bulk structure, known as
semiconductor arrays , can be operated simultaneously to produce combined cw power
outputs of up to 10 W from a laser crystal of dimensions of the order of 1 mm or less.
Semiconductor lasers have also been fabricated in multiple arrays mounted vertically on a
chip with the mirrors in the plane of the chip. They are known as y ertical cay ity
semiconductor lasers. Each of the individual lasers has dimensions of the order of 5 mm and
can be separately accessed and excited.
Semiconductor lasers operate over wavelengths ranging from 0.63 to 1.65 mm by using
special doping materials to provide the expanded or contracted bandgap energies that
provide the varied wavelengths. Also, new semiconductor lasers in the blue-green spectral
region in crystals of ZnSe have recently been developed, but presently operate only at
temperatures well below room temperature.

Laser Gain Media in Vacuum
Free Electron Laser .23 Free-electron lasers are significantly different than any other type
of laser in that the laser output does not result from transitions between discrete energy
levels in specific materials. Instead, a high-energy beam of electrons, such as that produced
by a synchrotron, traveling in a vacuum with kinetic energies of the order of 1 MeV, are
directed to pass through a spatially varying magnetic field produced by two regular arrays
of alternating magnet poles located on opposite sides of the beam as shown in Fig. 30. The
alternating magnetic field causes the electrons to oscillate back and forth in a direction
transverse to the beam direction. The frequency of oscillation is determined by the
electron beam energy, the longitudinal spacing of the alternating poles (the magnet
period), and the separation between the magnet arrays on opposite sides of the beam. The
transverse oscillation of the electrons causes them to radiate at the oscillation frequency
and to stimulate other electrons to oscillate and thereby radiate at the same frequency, in
phase with the originally oscillating electrons. The result is an intense tunable beam of
light emerging from the end of the device. Mirrors can be placed at the ends of the
radiated beam to produce feedback and extra amplification.

FIGURE 30 A general diagram of a free-electron laser showing how the electron beam is
introduced into the cavity and how the alternating magnets cause the beam to oscillate to produce
laser radiation.
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Free-electron lasers have operated at wavelengths ranging from the near-ultraviolet
(0.25 mm) to the far-infrared (6 mm) spectral regions. They are efficient devices and also
offer the potential of very high average output powers.
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12.1 GLOSSARY
c
Eg
h
IT
J
k
M
n0
n1
q
T
V
hi
θc
l
τ
τn
τr

velocity of light
semiconductor energy bandgap
Planck’s constant
total LED current
LED current density
Boltzmann’s constant
magnification
low index of refraction medium
high index of refraction medium
electron charge
temperature
applied voltage
internal quantum efficiency
critical angle
emission wavelength
total minority carrier lifetime
nonradiative minority carrier lifetime
radiative minority carrier lifetime

12.2 INTRODUCTION
Over the past 25 years the light-emitting diode (LED) has grown from a laboratory
curiosity to a broadly used light source for signaling applications. In 1992 LED production
reached a level of approximately 25 billion chips, and $2.5 billion worth of LED-based
components were shipped to original equipment manufacturers.
This article covers light-emitting diodes from the basic light-generation processes to
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descriptions of LED products. First, we will deal with light-generation mechanisms and
light extraction. Four major types of device structures—from simple grown or diffused
homojunctions to complex double heterojunction devices are discussed next, followed by a
description of the commercially important semiconductors used for LEDs, from the
pioneering GaAsP system to the AlGaInP system that is currently revolutionizing LED
technology. Then processes used to fabricate LED chips are explained—the growth of
GaAs and GaP substrates; the major techniques used for growing the epitixal material in
which the light-generation processes occur; and the steps required to create LED chips up
to the point of assembly. Next the important topics of quality and reliability—in particular,
chip degradation and package-related failure mechanisms—will be addressed. Finally,
LED-based products, such as indicator lamps, numeric and alphanumeric displays,
optocouplers, fiber-optic transmitters, and sensors, are described.
This article covers the mainstream structures, materials, processes, and applications in
use today. It does not cover certain advanced structures, such as quantum well or strained
layer devices, a discussion of which can be found in Chap. 13, ‘‘Semiconductor Lasers.’’
The reader is also referred to Chap. 13 for current information on edge-emitting LEDs,
whose fabrication and use are similar to lasers.
For further information on the physics of light generation, the reader should consult
Refs. 1 – 11. Semiconductor material systems for LEDs are discussed in Refs. 13 – 24.
Crystal growth, epitaxial, and wafer fabrication processes are discussed in detail in Refs.
25 – 29.

12.3 LIGHT -GENERATION PROCESSES
When a p -n junction is biased in the forward direction, the resulting current flow across the
boundary layer between the p and n regions has two components: holes are injected from
the p region into the n region and electrons are injected from the n region into the p
region. This so-called minority-carrier injection disturbs the carrier distribution from its
equilibrium condition. The injected minority carriers recombine with majority carriers until
thermal equilibrium is reestablished. As long as the current continues to flow, minoritycarrier injection continues. On both sides of the junction, a new steady-state carrier
distribution is established such that the recombination rate equals the injection rate.1,2
Minority-carrier recombination is not instantaneous. The injected minority carriers have
to find proper conditions before the recombination process can take place. Both energy
and momentum conservation have to be met. Energy conservation can be readily met since
a photon can take up the energy of the electron-hole pair, but the photon doesn’t
contribute much to the conservation of momentum. Therefore, an electron can only
combine with a hole of practically identical and opposite momentum. Such proper
conditions are not readily met, resulting in a delay. In other words, the injected minority
carrier has a finite lifetime τ r before it combines radiatively through the emission of a
photon.2 This average time to recombine radiatively through the emission of light can be
visualized as the average time it takes an injected minority carrier to find a majority carrier
with the right momentum to allow radiative recombination without violating momentum
conservation.
Unfortunately, radiative recombination is not the only recombination path. There are
also crystalline defects, such as impurities, dislocations, surfaces, etc., that can trap the
injected minority carriers. This type of recombination process may or may not generate
light. Energy and momentum conservation are met through the successive emission of
phonons. Again, the recombination process is not instantaneous because the minority
carrier first has to diffuse to a recombination site. This nonradiative recombination process
is characterized by a lifetime τ n .2
Of primary interest in design of light-emitting diodes is the maximization of the
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radiative recombination relative to the nonradiative recombination. In other words, it is of
interest to develop conditions where radiative recombination occurs fairly rapidly
compared with nonradiative recombination. The effectiveness of the light-generation
process is described by the fraction of the injected minority carriers that recombine
radiatively compared to the total injection. The internal quantum efficiency, h i can be
calculated from τ r and τ n . The combined recombination processes lead to a total
minority-carrier lifetime τ given by Eq. (1):
1 1 1
5 1
τ τr τn

(1)

h i is simply computed from Eq. (1) as the fraction of carriers recombining radiatively:2
hi 5

τn
τr 1 τ n

(2)

Of interest are two simple cases: in the case of excellent material quality (large τ n ) or
efficient radiative recombination conditions (small τ r ) , the internal quantum efficiency
approaches 100 percent. For the opposite case (τ n Ô τ r ) , we find h i < τ n / τ r Ô 1 . As
discussed under ‘‘Material Systems,’’ there are several families of III-V compounds with
internal quantum efficiencies approaching 100 percent. There are also other useful
semiconductor materials with internal quantum efficiencies in the 1 to 10 percent range.
To find material systems for LEDs with a high quantum efficiency, one has to
understand the band structure of semiconductors. The band structure describes the
allowed distribution of energy and momentum states for electrons and holes (see Fig. 1

FIGURE 1 Energy band structure of a direct semiconductor showing radiative recombination of electrons in the conduction band with holes in the valence band.
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FIGURE 2 Energy band structure of an indirect semiconductor showing the conduction-band
minima and valence-band maximum at different positions in momentum space. Radiative
recombination of conduction-band electrons and valence-band holes is generally forbidden.

and Ref. 2). In practically all semiconductors the lower band, also known as the y alence
band , has a fairly simple structure, a paraboloid around the k0, 0, 0l crystalline direction.
Holes will take up a position near the apex of the paraboloid and have very small
momentum. The upper band, also known as the conduction band , is different for various
semiconductor materials. All semiconductors have multiple valleys in the conduction band.
Of practical interest are the valleys with the lowest energy. Semiconductor materials are
classified as either direct or indirect.1–3 In a direct semiconductor, the lowest valley in the
conduction band is directly above the apex of the valence-band paraboloid. In an indirect
semiconductor, the lowest valleys are not at k0, 0, 0l, but at different positions in
momentum / energy space (see Fig. 2). Majority or minority carriers mostly occupy the
lowest energy states, i.e., holes near the top of the valence band paraboloid and electrons
near the bottom of the lowest conduction-band valley.
In the case of a direct semiconductor the electrons are positioned directly above the
holes at the same momentum coordinates. It is relatively easy to match up electrons and
holes with proper momentum-conserving conditions. Thus, the resulting radiative lifetime
τ r is short. On the other hand, electrons in an indirect valley will find it practically
impossible to find momentum-matching holes and the resulting radiative lifetime will be
long. Injected carriers in indirect material generally recombine nonradiatively through
defects.
In a direct semiconductor, such as GaAs, the radiative lifetime τ r is in the range of
1 – 100 ns, depending on doping, temperature, and other factors. It is relatively easy to grow
crystals with sufficiently low defect density such that τ n is in the same range as τ r .
For indirect semiconductors, such as germanium or silicon, the radiative recombination
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process is extremely unlikely, and τ r is in the range of seconds.1 In this case, τ r  τ n , and
practically all injected carriers recombine nonradiatively.
The wavelength of the photons emitted in a radiative recombination event is
determined by the energy difference between the recombining electron-hole pair. Since
carriers relax quickly to an energy level near the top of the valence band (holes), or the
bottom of the conduction band (electrons), we have the following approximation for the
wavelength l of the emitted photon (see Fig. 1):

l < hc / Eg

(3)

where h 5 Planck’s constant, c 5 velocity of light, and Eg 5 bandgap energy.
This relation is only an approximation since holes and electrons are thermally
distributed at levels slightly below the valence-band maximum and above the conductionband minimum, resulting in a finite linewidth in the energy or wavelength of the emitted
light. Another modification results from a recombination between a free electron and a
hole trapped in a deep acceptor state. See Ref. 2 for a discussion of various recombination
processes.
To change the wavelength or energy of the emitted light, one has to change the
bandgap of the semiconductor material. For example, GaAs with a bandgap of 1.4 eV has
an infrared emission wavelength of 900 nm. To achieve emission in the visible red region,
the bandgap has to be raised to around 1.9 eV. This increase in Eg can be achieved by
mixing GaAs with another material with a wider bandgap, for instance GaP with
Eg 5 2.3 eV. By adjusting the ratio of arsenic to phosphorous the bandgap of the resulting
ternary compound, GaAsP, can be tailored to any value between 1.4 and 2.3 eV.3
The resulting band structure with varying As to P ratio is illustrated in Fig. 3. Note, the

FIGURE 3 Energy band diagram for various alloys of the GaAs12xPx material system
showing the direct and indirect conduction-band minima for various alloy compositions.
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two conduction-band valleys do not move upward in energy space at the same rate. The
direct valley moves up faster than the indirect valley with increasing phosphorous
composition. At a composition of around 40 percent GaP and 60 percent GaAs, the direct
and indirect valleys are about equal in energy. When the valleys are approximately equal
in energy, electrons in the conduction band can scatter from the direct valley into the
indirect valley. While the direct valley electrons still undergo rapid radiative recombination, the indirect valley electrons have a long radiative lifetime and either have to be
scattered back to the direct valley or they will recombine nonradiatively. In other words,
near this crossover between direct and indirect valleys, the radiative efficiency drops off
dramatically, and for compositions with greater than 40 percent phosphorous the direct
radiative recombination is practically nonexistent.3,4
The above discussion indicates that indirect semiconductors are not suitable for efficient
generation of light through minority-carrier recombination. Fortunately, the introduction
of so-called isoelectronic impurities can circumvent this limitation and introduces a new
radiative recombination process.5 A commonly used isoelectronic trap is generated by
substituting a nitrogen atom for phosphorous in the GaAsP system6–11 (see Fig. 4). Since N
and P both have five electrons in their outer shell, the trap is electrically neutral. However,
the stronger electronegativity of N relative to P can result in capture of an electron from
the conduction band. Since the electron is very tightly bound to the impurity atom, its
wave function in momentum space is spread out and has reasonable magnitude at kk 5 0l
in momentum space.10 The negatively charged defect can attract a free hole to form a
loosely bound electron-hole pair or ‘‘exciton.’’ This electron-hole pair has a high
probability to recombine radiatively. The energy of the emitted light is less than Eg .
Another isoelectronic trap in GaP is formed by ZnO pairs (Zn on a Ga site and O on a P

FIGURE 4 Formation of excitons (electron-hole pairs) by the addition of isoelectronic dopants N
and ZnO to an indirect semiconductor. The excitons have a high probability to recombine
radiatively.
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site) (see Fig. 4). The ZnO trap is deeper than the N trap, resulting in longer wavelength
emission in the red region of the spectrum.1
The recombination process for exciton recombination is quite complex. For a detailed
analysis, the reader is referred to Ref. 10. One result of this analysis is the recognition that
the bound exciton has a relatively long lifetime in the range of 100 – 1000 ns. Light emission
by exciton recombination is generally slower than emission due to direct band-to-band
recombination.

12.4 LIGHT EXTRACTION
Generating light efficiently within a semiconductor material is only one part of the problem
to build an efficient light source. The next challenge is the extraction of light from within
the LED chip to the outside. The designer must consider total internal reflection.1
According to Snell’s law, light can escape from a medium of high index of refraction n 1
into a medium of low index refraction n 0 only if it intersects the surface between the two
media at an angle from normal less than the critical angle θ c with θ c being defined by Eq.
(4):
θ c 5 arc sin n 0 / n 1
(4)
Most semiconductor LEDs have an isotropic emission pattern as seen from within the
light-generating material. Assuming a cubic shape for the LED chip, because of internal
reflections, only a small fraction of the isotropically emitted light can escape any of the six
surfaces. As a case in point, let us calculate the emission through the top surface. For
typical light-emitting semiconductors, n 1 is in the range of 2.9 to 3.6. If n 1 5 3 .3 and
n 0 5 1.0 (air), we find θ c 5 17 .68. The emission from an isotropic source into a cone with a
half angle of θ c is given by (1 2 cos θ c ) / 2. After correcting for Fresnel reflections, only 1.6
percent of the light generated escapes through the LED top surface into air. Depending on
chip and p -n junction geometry, virtually all of the remaining light (98.4 percent) is
reflected and absorbed within the LED chip.
The fraction of light coupled from chip to air is a function of the number of surfaces
through which the chip can transmit light effectively. Most LED chips are called
‘‘absorbing substrate’’ (AS) chips. In such a chip, the starting substrate material (discussed
later under ‘‘Substrate Technology’’) has a narrow bandgap and absorbs all the light with
energy greater than the bandgap of the substrate. Consider the case of a GaAsP LED
grown on a GaAs substrate. The emitted light (Eg . 1.9 eV) is absorbed by the GaAs
substrate (Eg 5 1.4 eV). Thus, a GaAsP-emitting layer on a GaAs substrate can transmit
only through its top surface. Light transmitted toward the side surfaces or downward is
absorbed.
To increase light extraction, the substrate or part of the epitaxial layers near the top of
the chip has to be made of a material transparent to the emitted light. The ‘‘transparent
substrate’’ (TS) chip is designed such that light transmitted towards the side surfaces within
θ c half-angle cones can escape. Assuming that there is negligible absorption between the
point of light generation and the side walls, this increases the extraction efficiency by a
factor of five (five instead of one escape cones).
In a TS chip, additional light can be extracted if the side walls are nonplanar, i.e., if
light from outside an escape cone can be scattered into an escape cone. This process
increases the optical path within the chip and is very dependent on residual absorption. In
a chip with low absorption and randomizing side surfaces, most of the light should escape.
Unfortunately, in practical LED structures, there are several absorption mechanisms left
such as front and back contacts, crystal defects, and absorption in areas where secondary
radiative recombination is inefficient.
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TABLE 1 Extraction Efficiency into Air or Plastic for Three
Types of Commonly Used LED Chips
Typical extraction efficiency
Chip type

No. cones

Air, %

Plastic, %

AS
Thick window
TS

1
3
5

1.5
4.5
7.5

4
12
18

A common approach is to use a hybrid chip with properties between AS and TS chips.
These chips utilize a thick, transparent window layer above the light-emitting layer. If this
layer is sufficiently thick, then most of the light in the top half of the cones transmitted
toward the side surfaces will reach the side of the chip before hitting the substrate. In this
case of hybrid chips, the efficiency is between that of AS and TS chips as shown in Table 1.
Another important way to increase extraction efficiency is derived from a stepwise
reduction in the index of refraction from chip to air. If the chip is first imbedded in a
material with an intermediate index, i.e., plastic with n 2 5 1.5 , then the critical angle θ c
between chip and plastic is increased to 278. The extraction efficiency relative to air
increases by the ratio of (n 2 / n 0)2 plus some additional correction for Fresnel-reflection
losses. The gain from plastic encapsulation is usually around 2.73 compared to air. Chips
with multipath internal reflection will result in lower gains. It is important to note that this
gain can be achieved only if the plastic / air interface can accommodate the increased
angular distribution through proper lenslike surface shaping or efficient scattering optics.
Table 1 illustrates the approximate extraction efficiencies achieved by the three dominant
chip structures in air and in plastic. The numbers assume only first-pass extraction, limited
absorption, and no multiple reflections within the chip.

12.5 DEVICE STRUCTURES
LED devices come in a broad range of structures. Each material system (see following
section) requires a different optimization. The only common feature for all LED structures
is the placement of the p -n junction where the light is generated. The p -n junction is
practically never placed in the bulk-grown substrate material for the following reasons:
$ The bulk-grown materials such as GaAs, GaP, and InP usually do not have the right
energy gap for the desired wavelength of the emitted light.
$ The light-generating region requires moderately low doping that is inconsistent with the
need for a low series resistance.
$ Bulk-grown material often has a relatively high defect density, making it difficult to
achieve high efficiency.
Because of these reasons, practically all commercially important LED structures utilize a
secondary growth step on top of a single-crystal bulk-grown substrate material. The
secondary growth step consists of a single-crystal layer lattice matched to the substrate.
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This growth process is known as epitaxial growth and is described in a later section of this
chapter.
The commonly used epitaxial structures can be classified into the following categories:
$ Homojunctions
$ grown
$ diffused
$ Heterojunctions
$ single confinement
$ double confinement

Grown Homojunctions
Figure 5 illustrates one of the simplest design approaches to an LED chip. An n -type
GaAs layer with low to moderate doping density is grown on top of a highly doped n -type
substrate by a vapor or liquid-phase epitaxial process (see ‘‘Epitaxial Technology’’). After
a growth of 5 – 10 mm, the doping is changed to p -type for another 5 – 10 mm. A critical
dimension is the thickness of the epitaxial p -layer. The thickness should be larger than the
diffusion length of electrons. In other words, the electrons should recombine radiatively in
the epitaxially grown p layer before reaching the surface. The p -layer should be of
sufficiently high quality to meet the condition for efficient recombination, i.e., τ n  τ r . In
addition, the side surfaces may have to be etched to remove damage. Damage and other
defects where the p -n junction intercepts the chip surface can lead to a substantial leakage
current that reduces efficiency, especially at low drive levels.
The structure of Fig. 5 was used in some of the earliest infrared emitters (wavelength
900 nm). Efficiency was low, typically 1 percent. Modern infrared emitters use Si-doped

FIGURE 5 Cross section of an infrared LED chip. A p -n junction is formed
by epitaxially growing n - and p -doped GaAs onto an n1-doped GaAs
substrate.
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FIGURE 6 A high-efficiency IR LED made by LPE growth of GaAs that is
doped with silicon on both the p and n sides of the junction. To increase external
quantum efficiency, a partly reflective back contact is employed.

GaAs (see Fig. 6). The detailed recombination mechanism in GaAs : Si even today is quite
controversial and goes beyond the scope of this publication. The recombination process
has two important characteristics: (1) the radiative lifetime τ r is relatively slow, i.e., in the
range of 1 ms; and (2) the wavelength is shifted to 940 nm. At this wavelength the GaAs
substrate is partly transparent, making this device a quasi-TS structure with efficiencies
into plastic of 5 to 10 percent.

Diffused Homojunction
The chip structure of Fig. 5 can also be produced by a zinc (Zn) diffusion into a thick
n -layer. The commercially most significant structure of this type is shown in Fig. 7. By
replacing 40 percent of the As atoms with P atoms, the bandgap is increased to 1.92 eV to
make a GaAsP LED that emits visible red light. In this case, the p -n junction is diffused
selectively by using a deposited layer of silicon-nitride as a diffusion mask. This structure
of Fig. 7 has several advantages over the structure of Fig. 5. Lateral diffusion of Zn moves
the intersection of the junction with the chip surface underneath the protecting Si3N4 layer.
This layer protects the junction from contamination and adds to the long-term stability of
the device. In addition, it is important for applications requiring more than one clearly
separated light-emitting area. For instance, seven-segment displays, such as those used in
the early hand-held calculators, are made by diffusing seven long and narrow stripes into a
single chip of GaAsP material. (See Fig. 8.) This chip consists of eight (seven segments
plus decimal point) individually addressable p -regions (anodes) with a common n -type
cathode. Such a chip is feasible only in an AS-type structure because the individual
segments have to be optically isolated from each other. A TS-type structure results in
unacceptable levels of crosstalk.
Figure 7 shows another feature of practical LED devices. The composition with 40
percent P and 60 percent As has a lattice constant (atomic spacing) that is different from
the GaAs substrate. Such a lattice mismatch between adjacent layers would result in a very
high density of dislocations. To reduce this problem to an acceptable level, one has to
slowly increase the phosphorous composition from 0 percent at the GaAs interface to 40
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FIGURE 7 GaAsP LED which emits at 650 nm. On a GaAs substrate, a
layer is grown whose composition varies linearly from GaAs to GaAs0.6P0.4,
followed by a layer of constant composition. Zinc is selectively diffused
using an Si3N4 mask to form the light-emitting junction.

percent over a 10 – 20-mm-thick buffer layer. Typically, the buffer layer is graded linearly.
The phosphorous composition is increased linearly from bottom to top. The thicker the
buffer layer, the lower is the resulting dislocation density. Cost constraints keep the layer
in the 10 – 15-mm range. The layer of constant composition (40 percent P) has to be thick
enough to accommodate the Zn diffusion plus the diffusion length of minority carriers. A
thickness range of 5 – 10 mm is typical.
Another variation of a homojunction is shown in the TS-chip structure of Fig. 9. Instead
of an absorbing GaAs substrate, one starts with a transparent GaP substrate. The graded
layer has an inverse gradient relative to the chip shown in Fig. 7. The initial growth is 100
percent GaP phasing in As linearly over 10 – 15 mm. At 15 percent As, the emission is in
the yellow range (585 nm), at 25 percent in the orange range (605 nm), and at 35 percent in
the red range (635 nm). Figure 3 shows the approximate band structure of this material
system. The composition range mentioned above has an indirect band structure. To obtain
efficient light emission, the region of minority-carrier injection is doped with nitrogen
forming an isoelectronic recombination center (see exciton recombination in the first
section).
Figure 9 shows an important technique to increase extraction efficiency. In a TS-chip,
the major light loss is due to free carrier absorption at the alloyed contacts. Rather than
covering the entire bottom surface of the chip with contact metal, one can reduce the
contact area either by depositing small contact islands (see Fig. 6) or by placing a dielectric
mirror (deposited SiO2) between the substrate and the unused areas of the back contact
(Fig. 9). This dielectric mirror increases the efficiency by 20 to 50 percent at the expense of
higher manufacturing cost.

Single Heterojunctions
Heterojunctions introduce a new variable: local variation of the energy bandgap resulting
in carrier confinement. Figure 10 shows a popular structure for a red LED emitter chip. A
p -type layer of GaAlAs with 38 percent Al is grown on a GaAs substrate. The GaAlAs
alloy system can be lattice-matched to GaAs; therefore, no graded layer is required as in
the GaAsP system of Fig. 7. Next, an n -type layer is grown with 75 percent Al. The
variation of Eg from substrate to top is illustrated in Fig. 11. Holes accumulate in the
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FIGURE 8 Monolithic seven-segment display chip with eight separate diffused
regions (anodes) and a common cathode (the GaAs substrate).

GaAlAs p -layer with the narrower bandgap. Electrons are injected from the n -layer into
this p -layer. The holes have insufficient energy to climb the potential barrier into the
wide-bandgap material. Holes are confined to the p layer. In the p layer, the radiative
recombination time is very short because of the high concentration of holes. As a result,
the internal quantum efficiency is quite high. A variation of this structure is a widely used
infrared emitter that emits at 880 nm.

Double Heterostructures
The double heterostructure shown in Fig. 12 repeats the p -side confinement of Fig. 10 on
the n side. An n -type buffer layer is grown on the GaAs substrate to create a high-quality
surface onto which the first n -type GaAlAs confinement layer with 75 percent Al is grown.
The active or light-generation layer is a 3-mm-thick p -type layer with 38 percent Al. The
top p -type confinement layer again uses 75 percent Al. This structure with the energy-band
diagram of Fig. 13 has two advantages: (1) There is no hole injection into the n -type layer
with reduced efficiency and a slow hole recombination in the lowly doped n layer. (2) The
high electron and hole density in the active layer reduces τ r , thus increasing device speed
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FIGURE 9 Cross section of a GaAs12xPx LED which, by changing the
composition ‘‘x ,’’ produces red, orange, or yellow light. The top layer is
doped with nitrogen to increase the quantum efficiency. The GaP substrate is
transparent to the emitted light. Also shown is a reflective back contact
made by depositing the contact metallization on top of SiO2.

and efficiency. The increased speed is quite important for LED sources in fiber-optic
communication applications. (See ‘‘Fiber Optics’’ subsection later in this chapter.)
The double heterostructure of Fig. 12 represents a one-dimensional containment of
injected carriers. Injection and light emission occurs across the entire lateral dimension of
the chip. For fiber-optic applications, the light generated over such a large area cannot be
effectively coupled into small-diameter fiber. A rule of thumb for fiber coupling requires
that the light-emitting area be equal to or, preferably, smaller than the fiber core diameter.
This rule requires lateral constraint of carrier injection. The localized diffusion of Fig. 7 is
not applicable to grown structures such as those in Fig. 12. The preferred solution inserts

FIGURE 10 Cross section of a single heterostructure LED.
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FIGURE 11 Variation in energy bandgap for the various layers in the
GaAlAs LED shown in Fig. 10.

an n layer between buffer and lower confinement layer (see Fig. 14). A hole etched into
the n layer allows current flow. Outside of this hole, the p -n junction between n layer and
lower confinement layer is reverse-biased, thus blocking any current flow. The disadvantage of this approach is a complication of the growth process. In a first growth process, the
n layer is grown. Then a hole is etched into the n layer using standard photolithographic
etching techniques. Finally, a second epitaxial growth is used for the remaining layers.
Another technique to constrain current injection utilizes a small ohmic contact.12 It is
used frequently in conjunction with InP-based fiber-optic emitters (see Fig. 15). A SiO2
layer limits contact to a small-diameter (typically 25 mm) hole that results in a relatively

FIGURE 12 Structure of a double heterostructure (DH) GaAlAs LED.
The DH is composed of a Ga0.62Al0.38As layer surrounded on either side
by a Ga0.25Al0.75As layer. The thick top layer acts as window to increase
light extraction through the side walls of the chip.
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FIGURE 13 Energy band diagram of the GaAlAs LED shown in Fig. 12. The LED is forward-biased. Electrons
and holes are confined in the p -doped Ga0.62Al0.38As layer, which increases the radiative recombination efficiency.

small light-emitting area. The etched lens shown for this structure helps to collimate the
light for more efficient coupling onto the fiber.12

12.6 MATERIALS SYSTEMS
The GaAs12x Px System
The most widely used alloy for LEDs is the ternary GaAs12xPx system, including its two
binary components GaAs and GaP. This system is best described by the composition
parameter ‘‘x ’’ with 0 # x # 1. For x 5 0 , we have GaAs and for x 5 1 the composition is
GaP. For x # 0.4 , the alloy has a direct bandgap. GaAs was developed in the early 1960s as
an infrared emitter with a wavelength of 910 nm and an efficiency in the range of 1 percent.
This emitter was soon followed by a Si-doped variety. As discussed earlier, this leads to an
emission wavelength of 940 nm, a wavelength at which the GaAs substrate is partly
transparent. The resulting efficiency is increased substantially and, depending on configuration, is in the 5 to 10 percent range. However, the recombination process is quite
slow, resulting in rise and fall times in the 0.5 – 1.0 ms range (see Table 2). One other
drawback is caused by the low absorption coefficient of Si detectors at 940 nm. To absorb
90 percent of the light requires a detector thickness of 60 – 70 mm. Conventional photo
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FIGURE 14 Cross section of an LED with three-dimensional carrier confinement.
A DH structure is used to confine injected carriers in the Ga0.94Al0.06As layer
(direction perpendicular to the junction). The patterned, n -type GaAs layer is used to
limit current flow in the lateral direction. The small emitting area and the 820 – nm
emission of this LED makes it ideal for fiber-optic applications.

FIGURE 15 Structure of a 1300-nm LED used for optical fiber communications. The
cross section shows the DH-layer configuration, limited area back contact for
emission-size control, and an etched lens at the top of the chip which magnifies
(M 5 2) the source area and collimates the light for effective coupling into a fiber.
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TABLE 2 Performance Summary of LED Chips in the GaAs12x Px System

x

Growth
process*

Isoel.
dopant

0
0
0.3
0.4
0.65
0.75
0.85
1.0
1.0
1.0

LPE
LPE
VPE
VPE
VPE
VPE
VPE
LPE
LPE
LPE

—
—
—
—
N
N
N
N
—
ZnO

Substrate†

Dominant
wavelength
(nm)

Color‡

AS
TS
AS
AS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS

910
940
700
650
635
605
585
572
565
640

IR
IR
IR
Red
Red
Orange
Yellow
Y / green
Green
Red

Luminous
efficacy§
(lm / A)

Quantum
efficiency§
(%)
1
10
0.5

0.2
2.5
2.5
2.5
6
1
1

Speed
(ns)
50
1000
50
50
300
300
300
300

* LPE 5 liquid phase epitaxy; VPE 5 vapor phase epitaxy.
† AS 5 absorbing substrate; TS 5 transparent substrate.
‡ IR 5 infrared.
§ Into plastic (index 5 1.5).

transistors are quite suitable as detectors. Integrated photo ICs with their 5 – 7-mm-thick
epitaxial layers are very inefficient as detectors at 940 nm.
To shift the wavelength toward the near-infrared or into the visible spectrum, one has
to grow a ternary alloy, a mixture between GaAs and GaP. Of commercial interest are two
alloys with x 5 0.3 and x 5 0.4 grown on a GaAs substrate (see Table 2). The x 5 0 .4 alloy
was the first commercially produced material with a wavelength in the visible range of the
spectrum. Grown on an absorbing substrate, it has a modest luminous efficacy of around
0.2 lm / A. [Luminous efficacy is the luminous (visible) flux output measured in lumens
divided by the electrical current input.] The absorbing substrate allows the integration of
multiple light sources into a single chip without crosstalk. Such monolithic seven-segment
displays became the workhorse display technology for hand-held calculators from 1972 to
1976.9,13 Today this alloy is used in LED arrays for printers.14
The x 5 0.3 alloy with a wavelength of 700 nm became important in the mid 1970s as a
light source in applications using integrated photodetectors. It has three to five times the
quantum efficiency of the x 5 0.4 alloy (see Table 2), but has a lower luminous efficacy
because of the much-reduced eye sensitivity at 700 nm.
For x . 0.4 , the GaAsP material system becomes indirect (see earlier under ‘‘LightGeneration Process’’ and Fig. 3). The quantum efficiency decreases faster than the increase
in eye sensitivity.4 The only way to achieve a meaningful efficiency is through the use of
isoelectronic dopants as described earlier. The choices for isoelectronic dopants that have
been successful are N for GaAsP11 and N or ZnO for GaP. Nitrogen doping is used widely
for alloys with x 5 0.65 to x 5 1.0 .6–10 The resulting light sources cover the wavelength
range from 635 nm to approximately 565 nm (see Table 2). Since these alloys are either
GaP or very close in composition to GaP, they are all grown on GaP substrates. The
resulting transparent-substrate chip structure increases the luminous efficacy.
In the case of the binary GaP compound, the dominant wavelength depends on N
concentration. With low concentrations, practically all N atoms are isolated in single sites.
With increasing concentration, N atoms can arrange themselves as pairs or triplets. The
resulting electron traps have lower energy states which shift the emitted light toward
longer wavelength. Phonon coupling can also reduce the emission energy. Commercially
significant are two compositions: (1) undoped GaP which emits at 565 nm (dominant
wavelength) with a reasonably green appearance and a low efficiency of around 1 lm / A,
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and (2) GaP with a nitrogen concentration in the range of 1019 cm23 with a substantially
higher luminous efficiency of around 6 lm / A at 572 nm. At this wavelength, the color
appearance is yellow-green, often described as chartreuse.
Three nitrogen-doped ternary alloys of GaAsP are commercially important for red,
orange, and yellow. The red source with x 5 0.65 has an efficiency in the range of
2 – 3 lm / A. With increasing bandgap or decreasing wavelength, the drop in quantum
efficiency is compensated by an increase in eye sensitivity, resulting in a practically
wavelength-independent luminous efficiency for the range of 635 to 585 nm.8,15
ZnO-doped GaP is an interesting material. The quantum efficiency of such chips is
relatively high, around 3 percent. However, the linewidth is quite broad. The quantum
efficiency peaks at 700 nm, but the luminous efficiency peaks at 640 nm (dominant
wavelength). In other words, most of the photons are emitted at wavelengths with low eye
sensitivity. Another problem of GaP : ZnO is saturation. The deep ZnO electron trap
causes very slow exciton recombination. At high injection currents, all traps are saturated
and most of the injected carriers recombine nonradiatively. At low injection levels
(#1 A / cm2), the efficacy is relatively high, 3 – 5 lm / A. At a more useful density of
10 – 30 A / cm2, the emission saturates, resulting in an efficacy of around 1 lm / A.
The Alx Ga12xAs System
The AlxGa12xAs material system has a direct bandgap for 0 # x # 0.38. This system has
one very significant advantage over the GaAsP system described above, the entire alloy
range from x 5 0 to x 5 1 can be lattice-matched to GaAs. In other words, every alloy
composition can be directly grown on any other alloy composition without the need for
transition layers. This feature allows the growth of very abrupt heterojunctions, i.e., abrupt
transition in composition and bandgap. These heterojunctions add one important property
not available in the GaAsP system: carrier containment (see earlier under ‘‘Device
Structures’’). Carrier containment reduces the movement of injected carriers in a direction
perpendicular to the junction. Thus, carrier density can be increased beyond the
diffusion-limited levels. This results in increased internal quantum efficiency and higher
speed. Another benefit is reduced absorption and improved extraction efficiency (under
‘‘Light Extraction’’).
Of practical significance are two compositions: x 5 0.06 and x 5 0 .38 (see Table 3). Both
compositions exist in single and double heterojunction variations (see under ‘‘Device
Structures’’). The double heterojunctions usually have a 1.5 – 2.0-times advantage in
efficiency and speed. In all cases, the efficiency strongly depends on the thickness of the
window layer and, to a lesser degree, on the thickness of the transparent layer between
active layer and absorbing substrate (see Fig. 12). Chips with a transparent substrate have
an additional efficiency improvement of 1.5 – 3.0 times again, depending on layer thickness
TABLE 3 Performance Summary of LED Chips in the Alx Ga12x As System
x

l (nm)

Substrate*

Structure†

Efficiency
or efficacy

0.06
0.06
0.38
0.38
0.38

820
820
650
650
650

AS, TW
TS
AS, TW
AS, TW
TS

DH
DH
SH
DH
DH

8%
15%
4 lm / A
8 lm / A
16 lm / A

Speed (ns)

* AS 5 absorbing substrate; TW 5 thick window layer; TS 5 transport substrate.
† DH 5 double heterostructure; SH 5 single heterostructure.

30
30
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and contact area. The efficiency variation is best understood by counting exit cones as
described in the text in conjunction with Table 1. For x 5 0.06 , the internal quantum
efficiency of a double heterojunction approaches 100 percent. For x 5 0.38 , the direct and
indirect valleys are practically at the same level and the internal quantum efficiency is
reduced to the range of 50 percent, again dependent upon the quality of the manufacturing
process.
The best compromise for efficiency and speed is the x 5 0.06 alloy as a double
heterostructure. Depending on layer thickness, substrate, and contact area, these devices
have efficiencies of 5 to 20 percent and rise / fall times of 20 – 50 ns. This alloy is becoming
the workhorse for all infrared applications demanding power and speed. A structural
variation as shown in Fig. 14 is an important light source for fiber-optic communication.
The x 5 0.38 alloy is optimized for applications in the visible spectrum. The highest
product of quantum efficiency and eye response is achieved at x 5 0.38 and l 5 650 nm.
The single heterostructure on an absorbing substrate has an efficacy of around 4 lm / A. The
equivalent double heterostructure is in the 6 – 8 lm / A range. On a transparent GaAlAs
substrate, the efficacy is typically in the 15 – 20 lm / A range and results of as high as 30 lm / A
have been reported in the literature.16 The major application for these red LEDs is in
light-flux-intensive applications, such as message panels and automotive stoplights. A
variation optimized for speed is widely used for optical communication using plastic fiber.

The AlInGaP System
The AlInFaP system has most of the advantages of the AlGaAs system with the additional
advantage that it has a higher-energy direct energy gap of 2.3 eV that corresponds to green
emission at 540 nm. AlInGaP can be lattice-matched to GaAs substrates. Indium occupies
about half of the Group III atomic sites. The ratio of aluminum to gallium can be changed
without affecting the lattice match, just as it can in the AlGaAs material system, since AlP
and GaP have nearly the same lattice spacing. This enables the growth of heterostructures
that have the efficiency advantages described in the previous section.
Various AlInGaP device structures have been grown. A simple DH structure with an
AlInGaP active layer surrounded by higher bandgap AlInGaP confining layers has been
effective for injection lasers, but has not produced efficient surface-emitting LEDs.17 The
main problem has been that AlInGaP is relatively resistive and the top AlInGaP layer is
not effective in distributing the current uniformly over the chip. This is not a problem with
lasers since the top surface is covered with metal and the light is emitted from the edge of
the chip.
The top layer must also be transparent to the light that is generated. Two window layers
used are AlGaAs or GaP on top of the AlInGaP heterostructure.18,19 AlGaAs has the
advantage that it is lattice-matched and introduces a minimum number of defects at the
interface, but it has the disadvantage that it is somewhat absorptive to the yellow and green
light which is generated for high-aluminum compositions. The highest AlInGaP device
efficiencies have been achieved using GaP window layers.18,20 GaP has the advantage that it
is transparent to shorter wavelengths than AlGaAs and that it is easy to grow thick GaP
layers, using either VPE or LPE, on top of the AlInGaP DH that was grown by MOVPE.
Both VPE and LPE have substantially higher growth rates than MOCVD. The various
growth techniques are discussed later under ‘‘Epitaxial Technology.’’
AlInGaP devices with 45-mm-thick GaP window layers have achieved external quantum
efficiencies exceeding 5 percent in the red and yellow regions of the emission spectrum.21
This is more than twice as bright as devices that have thinner AlGaAs window layers.
Green-emitting AlInGaP devices have also been grown which are brighter than the
conventional GaP and GaP : N green emitters.18,20,21 Substantial further improvement in
green is expected since the quantum efficiency is not as high as would be expected based
on the energy position of the transition from a direct to an indirect semiconductor.
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FIGURE 16 External quantum efficiency as a function of peak wavelength for
various types of visible LEDs. Below 590 nm the efficiency of AlInGaP LEDs
decreases due to the approaching transition from direct to indirect semiconductor.
The human eye sensitivity curve is also shown. Since the eye response increases
sharply from 660 to 540 nm, it partially makes up for the drop in AlInGaP LED
efficiency. The resulting luminous performance is shown in Fig. 17.

The performance of AlInGaP LEDs compared to the most important other types of
visible emitters is shown in Figs. 16 and 17. GaAsP on a GaAs substrate and GaP : ZnO are
not shown since their luminous efficacy are off the chart at the bottom and the
lower-right-hand corner, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 17 that the luminous efficacy of
AlInGaP is substantially higher than the other technologies in all color regions except for
red beyond 640 nm. Since forward voltage is typically about 2V, the lumen / watt value for a
given device is about one-half the lumen / ampere value that is given in Tables 2 and 3. The
quantum efficiency of AlInGaP is also better than all of the other technologies except for
the highest-performance AlGaAs devices operating at about 650 nm. Because of the eye

FIGURE 17 Luminous efficacy for AlInGaP LEDs versus wavelength compared to
other LED technologies. AlInGaP LEDs are more than an order of magnitude
brighter in the orange and yellow regions than other LEDs. AlInGaP LEDs compare
favorably to the best AlGaAs red LEDs.
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sensitivity variations (see C.I.E. curve in Fig. 16), the 620 nm (red / orange) AlInGaP
devices have a higher luminous efficiacy than 650 nm AlGaAs LEDs (see Fig. 17).

Blue LED Technology
Blue emitters have been commercially available for more than a decade, but have only
begun to have a significant impact on the market in the last few years. SiC is the leading
technology for blue emitters with a quantum efficiency of about 0.02 percent and
0.04 lm / A luminous performance. SiC devices are not much used due to their high price
and relatively low performance efficiency.
Other approaches for making blue LEDs are the use of II-VI compounds such as ZnSe
or the nitride system GaN, AlGaN, or AlGaInN. It has been difficult to make good p -n
junctions in these materials. Recently improved p -n junctions have been demonstrated in
both ZnSe22,23 and GaN.24 Device performance is still in the 0.1 lm / A range and reliability
is unproven. However, this recent progress is very encouraging for blue-emission
technology and could lead to a high-performance device in the next few years. Both ZnSe
and the nitride system have a major advantage over SiC because they are direct bandgap
semiconductors, so a much higher internal quantum efficiency is possible. However, it is
difficult to find suitable lattice-matched substrates for these materials.

12.7 SUBSTRATE TECHNOLOGY
Substrate Criteria
There are several requirements for substrates for LEDs. The substrate must be as
conductive as possible both thermally and electrically to minimize power loss. In order to
minimize defects it should match the epitaxial layers as closely as possible in atomic lattice
spacing, and in the coefficient of thermal expansion. The substrate should also have a low
defect density itself. Finally, the substrate should, if possible, be transparent to the light
generated by the LED structure since this will enhance the external quantum efficiency.

Substrate Choices
The substrates used for nearly all visible LEDs are GaAs and GaP. GaAs or InP is used
for infrared devices, depending upon the device structure required. Substrate parameters
are summarized in Table 4, along with Si and Ge for comparison. GaAs is used for the
AlGaAs and AlInGaP material systems since they can be lattice-matched to it. GaAs is

TABLE 4 Properties of Common Semiconductor Substrates
Substrate

Lattice
parameter

GaAs
GaP
InP
Si
Ge

5.653
5.451
5.868
5.431
5.646

Energy gap
ê 300 K (eV)
1.428
2.268
1.34
1.11
0.664

Direct
Indirect
Direct
Indirect
Indirect

Melting point
(8C)
1238
1467
1062
1415
937
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also used for the GaAs12xPx system for x # 0.4 because it is more nearly latticed-matched
and, since it is absorbing, it is useful in multiple-junction devices where optical crosstalk
must be minimized (see under ‘‘Diffused Homojunction’’ and Fig. 8). GaP is used for
compositions of x . 0.6 due to its transparency and closer lattice match. However, neither
GaP nor GaAs are well matched to GaAsP, and grading layers are required to grow
epitaxial layers with decent quality. InP is the choice for long wavelength emitters made
using the InGaAs or InGaAsP materials systems, due to the better lattice match.

Substrate Doping
Generally, substrates are n -type and are doped with Te, S, or Si, although sometimes Se
and Sn are also used. In some cases, particularly for some AlGaAs LEDs and laser
structures, p -type substrates are required and Zn is nearly always the dopant. The doping
levels are typically in the 1018-cm23 range. Basically, the substrates are doped as heavily as
possible to maximize conductivity. However, the doping must be below the solubility limit
to eliminate precipitates and other defects. In the case of substrates that are transparent to
the light which is generated, such as GaP, with a GaAs12xPx epitaxial layer, the doping
should also remain below the level at which substantial free carrier absorption occurs.

Growth Techniques
Substrates can be grown by either the Bridgeman or Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski
(LEC) technique. The LEC technique is the most widely used. Both techniques are
described in detail elsewhere and will be only briefly summarized here.25
The LEC technique for GaAs consists of a crucible containing a molten GaAs solution,
into which a single crystal ‘‘seed’’ is dipped. The temperature is carefully controlled so that
the molten GaAs slowly freezes on the seed as the seed is rotated and raised out of the
molten solution. By properly controlling the temperature, rotation rate, seed lift rate, etc.,
the seed can be grown into a single crystal weighing several kilograms and having a
diameter of typically 2 – 4 inches for GaAs and for 2 – 2.5 inches for GaP. At the GaAs and
GaP melting points As and P would rapidly evaporate from the growth crucible if they
were not contained with a molten boric oxide layer covering the growth solution. This
layer is the reason for the name ‘‘liquid encapsulated.’’ The seed is dipped through the
boric oxide to grow the crystal. The growth chamber must be pressurized to keep the
phosphorus and arsenic from bubbling through the boric oxide. The growth pressure for
GaP is 80 atm, and for GaAs is 20 atm or less, depending upon the approach for synthesis
and growth. The LEC technique, used for GaAs, GaP, and InP, is similar to the
Czochralski technique used for silicon, but the silicon process is much simpler since
encapsulation is not required and the growth can be done at atmospheric pressure.
The Bridgeman and the gradient-freeze technique, which is a variation of the
Bridgeman technique, can also be used to grow compound semiconductors. In this
technique the growth solution and seed are contained in a sealed chamber so liquid
encapsulation is not required. Growth is accomplished by having a temperature gradient in
the solution, with the lowest temperature at the melting point in the vicinity of the seed.
Growth can be accomplished by lowering the temperature of the entire chamber (gradient
freeze), or by physically moving the growth chamber relative to the furnace (Bridgeman
technique) to sweep the temperature gradient through the molten solution. The growing
crystal can be in either a vertical or horizontal position.
GaAs for LEDs is commonly grown using either LEC or horizontal gradient freeze,
also called ‘‘boat grown,’’ but sometimes a vertical Bridgeman approach is used. GaP and
InP are almost always grown using LEC but sometimes a vertical Bridgeman approach has
also been used.
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12.8 EPITAXIAL TECHNOLOGY
Growth Techniques Available
Epitaxial layers are grown using one of several techniques, depending upon the material
system. The most common techniques are liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), which is primary
used to grow GaAs, GaP, and AlGaAs; and vapor phase epitaxy (VPE), which is used to
grow GaAsP. Metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOCVD) is also used to grow AlGaAs,
GaInAsP, and AlInGaP. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is used for lasers and high-speed
devices but is not used for high-volume commercial LEDs at this time. It has been used to
grow blue ZnSe-based lasers and LEDs and could be important in the future. All of these
epitaxial techniques have been discussed extensively elsewhere and will be only briefly
described here.
LPE
LPE growth consists of a liquid growth solution, generally gallium, which is saturated with
the compound to be grown.26 The saturated solution is placed in contact with the substrate
at the desired growth temperature, and cooled. As the solution cools, an epitaxial film is
grown on the substrate. The technique has the advantage that it is relatively easy to grow
high-quality epitaxial layers, and materials containing aluminum (such as AlGaAs) can be
readily grown. The disadvantages are that composition control can be difficult. Also, the
growth of epitaxial structures involving more than two or three layers, particularly thin
layers, can be mechanically complicated since each layer requires a separate growth
solution that must be carefully saturated and sequentially brought into contact with the
substrate.
One important use of the LPE technique has been for the growth of GaP : ZnO and
GaP : N for red and green LEDs, respectively. These devices each consist of two relatively
thick layers: an n -type layer, followed by the growth of a p -type layer. While other growth
techniques can be used to grow GaP LEDs, the best results have been obtained using LPE.
As a result of a high-volume, low-cost production technology has evolved, which produces
more visible LED chips than any other technique. Another major use of LPE is for the
growth of GaAs : Si for infrared emitters. LPE is the only technique with which it has been
possible to produce the recombination center that gives rise to the 940 nm emission
characteristic of this material. The GaAs : Si structures are generally grown from a single
growth solution. At high temperatures the silicon is incorporated on Ga sites and the
layers are n -type. As the solution cools the silicon becomes preferentially incorporated on
the As sites and the layer becomes p -type.
AlGaAs devices for both visible (red) and IR devices are also generally grown by LPE.
AlGaAs devices can also be grown by MOCVD, but LPE has the advantage that thick
layers can be more easily grown. This is important for high extraction efficiency (see under
‘‘Device Structures’’ and Fig. 12]. In the case of visible devices at 650 nm, the internal
quantum efficiency is also higher using LPE than MOCVD. This is not understood, but the
result is that virtually all of the visible AlGaAs LEDs are produced using LPE.
VPE
VPE is the other major commercial epitaxial technology for LEDs.9,27 VPE consists of a
quartz chamber containing the substrate wafers at the appropriate growth temperature.
The reactants are transported to the substrates in gaseous form. The technique is mainly
used for the growth of GaAsP which, along with GaP, dominates the high-volume visible
LED market. In this case HCl is passed over Ga metal to form gallium chlorides, and
AsH3 and PH3 are used to provide the As and P compounds. Appropriate dopant gases are
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added to achieve the n - and p -type doping. NH3 is used to achieve nitrogen doping for the
growth of GaAsP : N. The VPE technique has the advantages that it is relatively easy to
scale up the growth chamber size so large quantities of material can be grown and layer
composition and thickness can be easily controlled by adjusting the flow conditions. A
limitation of VPE is that it has not been possible to grow high-quality compounds
containing aluminum because the aluminum-bearing reactants attack the quartz chamber
resulting in contaminated films. Thus, AlGaAs and AlInGaP, the emerging high-brightness
technologies, cannot be grown using this technique.
MOCVD
MOCVD growth, like conventional VPE, uses gases to transpose the reactants to the
substrates in a growth chamber.28 However, in this case metallorganic compounds such as
trimethylgallium (TMG) are used for one or more of the reactants. A major difference
between VPE and MOCVD is that in the case of MOCVD the decomposition of the
source gas (e.g., TMG) occurs as a reaction at or near the substrate surface, and the
substrate is in the hottest area of the reactor such that the decomposition occurs on
the substrate instead of the walls of the growth chamber. The walls of the growth chamber
remain relatively cool. This is the key factor that makes MOCVD suitable for the growth
of aluminum-bearing compounds which, unlike the VPE situation, do not react significantly with the cooler reactor walls. Thus AlGaAs and AlInGaP can be readily grown
with MOCVD, and this technology is widely used for infrared AlGaAs LEDs and lasers,
and for the emerging visible AlInGaP laser and LED technology.
MOCVD is also used for the growth of GaN and AlGaN that are candidates for blue
emission, and for the growth of II – VI compounds, such as ZnSe, that is also a potential
blue emitter. However, at this time the key limitation in obtaining blue ZnSe emitters is
the growth of low-resistivity p -type ZnSe. For reasons that are not yet understood,
low-resistivity p -type ZnSe has been grown using MBE only.
MBE
MBE is a high vacuum growth technique in which the reactants are essentially evaporated
onto the substrates under very controlled conditions.29 MBE, like MOCVD, can be used to
deposit compounds containing aluminum. The growth rates using MBE are generally
slower than the other epitaxial techniques, so MBE is most suitable for structures requiring
thin layers and precise control of layer thickness. MBE equipment is somewhat more
expensive than the equipment used for the other types of epitaxial growth, so it has not
been suitable for the high-volume, low-cost production that is required for most types of
LEDs. MBE has generally been utilized for lasers and high-speed devices where control of
complicated epitaxial structures is critical and where relatively low volumes of devices are
required. One advantage that MBE has over the other growth technologies is that the
reactants utilized are generally less hazardous. Consequently, MBE equipment is often
cheaper and easier to install since there are less safety issues and safety-code restrictions to
deal with.

12.9 WAFER PROCESSING
Wafer Processing Overview
Wafer processing of compound semiconductors for LED applications has many of the
same general steps used to process silicon integrated-circuit wafers, namely passivation,
diffusion, metallization, testing, and die fabrication. The LED device structures are much
simpler, so fewer steps are required; but, due to the materials involved, the individual steps
are generally different and sometimes more complicated.
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Compound semiconductor processing has been described in detail elsewhere, so only a
brief summary is discussed here.30 Some types of LED structures require all of the
processing steps listed here, but in many cases fewer process steps are required. An
example is a GaP or AlGaAs device with a grown p -n junction. For these devices no
passivation or diffusion is required.

Passivation
Some types of LED structures, particularly multijunction structures, require a passivation
layer prior to diffusion, as shown in Fig. 7. This layer must be deposited relatively free of
pinholes, be patternable with standard photolithographic techniques, and must block the
diffusing element, generally zinc. In the case of silicon, a native oxide is grown which is
suitable for most diffusions. Unfortunately, the compound semiconductors do not form a
coherent native oxide as readily as silicon. Silicon nitride (Si3N4) is the most widely used
passivation layer for LEDs. Si3N4 is grown by reacting silane (SiH4) and ammonia at high
temperature in a furnace. S3N4 blocks zinc very effectively, and is easily grown, patterned,
and removed. Sometimes an SiO2 layer is used in conjunction with Si3N4 for applications
such as protecting the surface of the compound semiconductor during high-temperature
processing. Silicon oxynitride can also be used instead of or in addition to pure Si3N4.
Silicon oxynitride is somewhat more complicated to deposit and control, but can have
superior properties, such as a better match of coefficient of expansion, resulting in lower
stress at the interface.

Diffusion
Generally, only p -type impurities, usually Zn, are diffused in compound semiconductors.
N -type impurities have prohibitively small diffusion coefficients for most applications. Zn is
commonly used because it diffuses rapidly in most materials and because it is nontoxic in
contrast to Be, which also diffuses rapidly. Mg is another reasonable p -type dopant, but it
diffuses more slowly than zinc. Diffusions are generally done in evacuated and sealed
ampoules using metallic zinc as source material. A column V element such as As is also
generally added to the ampoule to provide an overpressure that helps to prevent
decomposition of the semiconductor surface during diffusion. Diffusion conditions typically
range from 600 – 9008C for times ranging from minutes to days, depending upon the
material and device involved. Junction depths can range from a fraction of a mm to a more
than 10 mm.
Open-tube diffusions have also been employed but have generally been harder to
control than the sealed ampoule approach, often because of surface decomposition
problems. Open-tube diffusions have the advantage that one does not have to deal with the
expense and hazard of sealing, breaking, and replacing quartz ampoules.
A third type of diffusion that has been used is a ‘‘semisealed’’ ampoule approach in
which the ampoule can be opened and reused. The diffusion is carried out at atmospheric
pressure and the pressure is controlled by having a one-way pressure relief valve on the
ampoule.

Contacting
The contacts must make good ohmic contact to both the p - and n -type semiconductor, and
the top surface of the top contact must be well suited for high-speed wire bonding.
Generally, multilayer contacts are required to meet these conditions. Evaporation,
sputtering, and e-beam deposition are all employed in LED fabrication. The p -type
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contact generally uses an alloy of either Zn or Be to make the ohmic contact. An Au-Zn
alloy is the most common due to the toxicity of Be. The Au-Zn can be covered with a layer
of Al or Au to enable high-yield wire bonding. A refractory metal barrier layer may be
included between the Au-Zn and top Al or Au layer to prevent intermixing of the two
layers and the out-diffusion of Ga, both of which can have a deleterious effect on the
bondability of the Al or Au top layer. The n -type contact can be similar to the p -type
contact except that an element which acts as an n -type dopant, commonly Ge, is used
instead of Zn. An Au-Ge alloy is probably most frequently used to form the n -type ohmic
contact since it has a suitably low melting point. If the n -type contact is the top, or bonded,
contact it will be covered by one or more metallic layers to enhance bondability.

Testing
The key parameters that need to be tested are light output, optical rise and fall times,
emission wavelength, forward voltage, and leakage current. The equipment used is similar
to that used to test other semiconductor devices except that a detector must be added to
measure light output. Rise and fall times and wavelength are generally measured on only a
sample basis and not for each device on a wafer. In order to test the individual LEDs, the
devices must be isolated on the wafer. This occurs automatically for LEDs that are masked
and diffused, but if the LEDs are sheet diffused or have a grown junction the top layer
must be processed to isolate individual junctions. This can be accomplished by etching or
sawing with a dicing saw. Generally, sawing is used, followed by an etch to remove saw
damage, because the layers are so thick that etching deep (.10 mm) grooves is required. It
is advisable to avoid deep groove etching because undercutting and lateral etching often
occur and the process becomes hard to control. In many cases LED junctions are not 100
percent tested. This is particularly true of GaP and AlGaAs red-emitting devices in which
the top layer may be 30 mm thick. Wafers of this type can be sampled by ‘‘coring’’ through
the top layer of the wafer in one or more places with an ultrasonic tool in order to verify
that the wafer is generally satisfactory. Later, when chips are fully processed, chips can be
selected from several regions of the wafer and fully tested to determine if the wafer should
be used or rejected.

Die Fab
Die fab is the process of separating the wafer into individual dice so they are ready for
assembly. Generally, the wafer is first mounted on a piece of expandable tape. Next the
wafer is either scribed or sawed to form individual dice. Mechanical diamond scribing or
laser scribing were the preferred technologies in the past. Mechanical scribing has zero
kerf loss, but the chips tend to have jagged edges and visual inspection is required. Laser
scribing provides uniform chips but the molten waste material from between the chips
damages neighboring chips, and in the case of full function chips the edges of the junction
can be damaged by the laser. As a result of the limitations of scribing, sawing (using a
dicing saw with a thin diamond impregnated blade) has become the technology of choice
for most LEDs.
The kerf loss for sawing has been reduced to about 40 mm and the chip uniformity is
excellent such that a minimum of inspection and testing is required. For most materials a
‘‘cleanup’’ etch is required after sawing to remove work damage at the edges of the chips
which can both affect the electrical performance and absorb light. The wafer remains on
the expandable tape during the sawing process. After sawing, the tape is expanded so that
the chips are separated. The tape is clamped in a ring that keeps it expanded and the chips
aligned. In this form the chips are easily individually picked off the tape by the die-attach
machine that places the chips in the LED package.
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12.10 LED QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
LEDs offer many advantages over other types of light sources. They have long operating
life, they operate over a wide temperature range, and they are unaffected by many adverse
environmental conditions. LED devices also are mechanically robust, making them
suitable for applications where there is high vibration, shock, or acceleration. Excellent
quality and reliability are obtainable when an LED product is properly designed,
fabricated, packaged, tested, and operated.
Product quality is defined as ‘‘fitness for use’’ in a customer’s application. Quality is
measured in units of the average number of defective parts per million shipped (i.e., ppm),
and is inferred from product sampling and testing. LED product quality is assured by: (1)
robust chip and product design, (2) high-quality piece parts, (3) well-controlled fabrication
processes, (4) use of statistical process control during manufacturing, (5) careful product
testing, and (6) proper handling and storage. Most III-V LEDS are comparable in quality
to the best silicon devices manufactured today. Well-designed LED products have total
defect levels well below 100 ppm.
Reliability measures the probability that a product will perform its intended function
under defined use conditions over the useful life of the product. Probability of survival is
characterized by a failure rate, which is calculated by dividing the number of failures by
the total number of operating hours (number of products tested per x hours operated).
Common measures for reliability are percent failures per 1000 hours (percent / khr) and
number failures per 109 hours (FITS). LED failure rates typically are better than 0.01
percent per khr at 508C.
The reliability of an LED product is dependent on the reliability of the LED
semiconductor chip and on the robustness of the package into which the chip is placed.
Interactions between the chip and package can affect product reliability as well. Aspects of
LED packaging and LED chip reliability are discussed in the following paragraphs.

LED Package Reliability
The package into which the LED chip is assembled should provide mechanical stability,
electrical connection, and environmental protection. To evaluate package integrity, stress
tests such as temperature cycling, thermal and mechanical shock, moisture resistance, and
vibration are used to establish the worst-case conditions under which a product can
survive. Generally, product data sheets contain relevant information about safe conditions
for product application and operation.
Plastic materials are commonly used to package LEDs (see under ‘‘LED-Based
Products’’). Thermal fatigue is a limiting factor in plastic-packaged LEDs. Take the case of
the plastic LED lamp shown later in Fig. 21. Because of the different materials used
(epoxy plastic, copper lead frame, gold wire, III-V LED, etc.) and the different coefficients
of expansion of these materials, temperature changes cause internal stresses. If the
package is not well designed and properly assembled, thermal changes can cause cracking,
chip-attach failure, or failure of the wire bond (open circuits). Careful design can reduce
these problems to negligible levels over wide temperature ranges. Today’s high-quality
plastic lamps are capable of being cycled from 255 to 11008C for 100 cycles without
failure.
Long-term exposure to water vapor can lead to moisture penetration through the
plastic, subjecting the chips to humidity. High humidity can cause chip corrosion, plastic
delamination, or surface leakage problems. Plastic-packaged LEDs are typically not
harmed when used under normal use conditions. Accelerated moisture resistance testing
can be used to test the limits of LED packages. Plastic materials have been improved to
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the point that LED products can withstand 1000 hr of environmental testing at elevated
temperatures and high humidity (i.e., 858C and 85 percent RH).
The thermal stability of plastic packaging materials is another important parameter.
Over normal service conditions, the expansion coefficient of plastic is relatively constant.
Above the so-called glass transition temperature Tg the coefficient increases rapidly.
Reliable operation of plastic-packaged LEDs generally requires operation at ambient
temperatures below Tg. Failures associated with improper soldering operations, such as
too high a soldering temperature or for too long a time can cause the package to fail.
Excessive storage temperatures also should be avoided. When an LED product is
operated, internal ohmic heating occurs; hence, the safe operating maximum temperature
is generally somewhat lower than the safe storage temperature.

LED Chip Reliability
The reliability characteristics of the LED chip determine the safe limits of operation of the
product. When operated at a given temperature and drive current there is some probability
that the LED will fail. In general, LED failure rates can be separated into three time
periods: (1) infantile failure, (2) useful life, and (3) the wearout period (see Fig. 18).
During the infant mortality period, failures occur due to weak or substandard units.
Typically, the failure rate decreases during the infantile period until no weak units remain.
During the ‘‘useful life’’ period, the failure rate is relatively low and constant. The number
of failures that do occur are random in nature and cannot be eliminated by more testing.
The useful life of an LED is a function of the operating temperature and drive conditions.
Under normal use conditions, LEDs have useful lives exceeding 100,000 hours. The
wearout period is characterized by a rapidly rising failure rate. Generally, wearout for
LEDs is not a concern, as the useful life far exceeds the useful life of the product that the
LEDs are designed into.
The principle failure mode for LED chips is light-output degradation. In the case of a

FIGURE 18 Plot of LED failure rate versus time, showing the infantile failure period
(decreasing rate), the useful life period (constant, low rate) and the wear-out period
(rapidly rising rate).
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FIGURE 19 Curves of light output versus time for GaAsP indicator lamps stressed under various
conditions. Light output is normalized to the initial value. Each curve shows the average degradation of 20
lamps.

visible lamp or display, failure is typically defined as a 50 percent decrease in light output
from its initial value, since that is the level where the human eye begins to observe a
noticeable change. For infrared emitters or visible LEDs where flux is sensed by a
semiconductor detector, failure is commonly defined as a 20 to 30 percent decrease in flux
output.
Figure 19 shows degradation curves for a direct bandgap GaAsP LED packaged in a
5-mm plastic lamp.31 Current must flow for degradation to occur, as negligible change is
observed after 1 khr of 1008C storage. Degradation is a function of the temperature at the
p -n junction and the junction current density. As shown in Fig. 19, a larger decline in light
output is observed as junction current density and / or temperature at the junction
increases. The dependence of degradation on current density J is superlinear, varying as J x
with 1.5 , x , 2.5. Hence, accelerated-aging tests typically use high currents and temperatures to shorten the time needed to observe LED degradation. The maximum stress level
shown in Fig. 19 is 200 percent of the maximum allowable drive current specified in the
data sheet.
Light-output degradation in GaAsP LEDs is due to an increase in the nonradiative
space-charge recombination current. Total current flowing through the LED is made up of
the sum of diffusion current and space-charge recombination current, as shown in the
following equations:
IT (V , t ) 5 A(t )e qV /kT 1 B (t )e qV /2kT

(5)

where q is electron charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature.32 The first
term is diffusion current that produces light output, while the second term is space-charge
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FIGURE 20 Light output degradation of AlGaAs LEDs. Three modes are shown: ‘‘good’’ devices with
negligible light-output decrease over time, devices which degrade gradually over time, and ‘‘catastrophic’’
degradation devices where the flux rapidly decreases over a short time period.

recombination that is nonradiative. At fixed IT , if B (t ) increases, then the diffusion term
must decrease and, hence, the light output decreases. The reason for the increase in
space-charge recombination in GaAsP LEDs is not fully understood.
The degradation characteristics of GaAlAs LEDs differ from those of GaAsP LEDs.
Typical curves of normalized light output versus time for GaAlAs LEDs are shown in Fig.
20. ‘‘Good’’ units show negligible decrease in light output when operated under normal
service conditions. Gradual degradation may occur, but it is relatively uncommon. The
predominate failure mode in GaAlAs LEDs is catastrophic degradation. The light
emission decreases very rapidly over a period of less than 100 hr and simultaneously
nonradiative regions (‘‘dark-spot’’ or ‘‘dark-line defects’’) are observed to form. The
catastrophic degradation mechanism is described in detail in Refs. 33 and 34. In brief, the
dark regions are caused by nonradiative recombination at dislocation networks that grow
rapidly from a crystal dislocation located in the light-emitting region of the LED. Network
formation depends on carrier recombination, both nonradiative, which creates mobile
point defects, and radiative recombination, which enhances the movement of the point
defects to the growing network.
Formation of dark-line defects is enhanced by mechanical stress either present in the
LED chip or occurring during assembly. Properly designed products reduce such stress by
minimizing bending caused by the different coefficients of expansion in the LED, and by
stress-free die attach, wire bond, and encapsulation of the LED during assembly.
Failures due to dark-spot or dark-line defects can be effectively screened out by
operating the LED at high current and temperature. Units with defects typically fail within
the first few hundred hours. GaAlAs LEDs with dark-spot or dark-line defects are
screened out by means of visual inspection and / or by eliminating units with large
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decreases in light output. GaAlAs LEDs used for fiber-optic applications have small
emitting areas (see under ‘‘Fiber Optics’’ discussion and Fig. 14). Due to the high current
densities present in such devices, high temperature and current burn-in is used extensively
for these types of LEDs.
Another degradation mode in LEDs is change in the reverse breakdown characteristics
over time. The reverse characteristics become soft and the breakdown voltage may
decrease to a very low value. Several mechanisms have been observed in LEDs. One cause
is localized avalanche breakdown due to microplasma formation at points where electric
fields are high. Microplasmas have been observed in GaAs and GaAsP LEDs.
Damage or contamination of the edges of an LED chip can cause increased surface
leakage and reduced reverse breakdown. Incomplete removal of damage during die
separation operations and damage induced during handling and assembly are known to
cause reverse breakdown changes. Die-attach materials also can unintentionally contaminate the edges of LEDs. Copper, frequently found in LED packaging materials, can diffuse
into the exposed surfaces of the LED, causing excess leakage and, in some cases,
light-output degradation.35 Chips whose p -n junction extends to the edges (i.e., Fig. 6) are
very susceptible to damage and / or contamination.

12.11 LED BASED PRODUCTS
Indicator Lamps
The simplest LED product is an indicator lamp or its infrared equivalent. The most
frequently used lamp is shown in Fig. 21. A LED chip with a typical dimension of

FIGURE 21 Plastic indicator lamp. The LED chip
is placed in a reflector coined into the end of one
electrode lead. The top of the chip is connected with
a gold wire to the second electrode. The electrodes
are encapsulated in plastic to form a mechanically
robust package.
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FIGURE 22 Radiation pattern of two types of LED indicator lamps: (a )
lamp with clear plastic package with a narrow beam; (b ) lamp with a
diffusing plastic package (glass powder added) with a broader radiation
pattern.

250 3 250 m is attached with conductive silver-loaded epoxy into a reflective cavity coined
into the end of a silver-plated copper or steel lead frame. The top of the LED chip is
connected with a thin 25- m gold wire to the second terminal of the lead frame. The lead
frame subassembly is then embedded in epoxy. The epoxy serves several functions: (1) it
holds the assembly together and protects the delicate chip and bond wire; (2) it increases
the light extraction from the chip (see under ‘‘Light Extraction,’’ discussed earlier); and (3)
it determines the spatial light distribution.
There are a large number of variations of the lamp shown in Fig. 21. Besides the
obvious variation of source wavelength, there are variations of size, shape, radiation
pattern, etc. The cross section of the plastic body ranges from 2 – 10 mm. The radiation
pattern is affected by three factors: the shape of the dome, the relative position of the
chip / reflector combination, and by the presence of a diffusant in the epoxy. Figure 22a
shows the radiation pattern of a lamp using clear plastic as an encapsulant. The rays
emanating from chip and reflector are collimated into a narrow beam. For many indicator
lamps a broader viewing angle is desired such as that shown in the radiation pattern of Fig.
22b. This effect is achieved by adding a diffusant, such as glass powder, to the clear plastic.
Another variation is shape. Common shapes are round, square, rectangular, or triangular.
Another variation is achieved by placing two different chips into the reflector cup. For
instance, a lamp with green and red chips connected to the second post in an antiparallel
fashon can operate as a red indicator if the reflector post is biased positive, and as a green
indicator if it is biased negative. Rapidly switching between the two polarities one can
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achieve any color between the two basic colors, i.e., yellow or orange, depending on
current and duty cycle.
A number of chips can be combined in a single package to illuminate a rectangular
area. These so-called annunciator assemblies range in size from one to several cm. They
typically use 4 chips per cm2. By placing an aperture-limiting symbol or telltale in front of
the lit area, these structures are cost-effective means to display a fixed message, such as
warning lights in an automotive dashboard.

Numeric Displays
Numeric displays are usually made up of a nearly rectangular arrangement of seven
elongated segments in a figure-eight pattern. Selectively switching these segments
generates all ten digits from 0 – 9. Often decimal point, colon, comma, and other symbols
are added.
There are two main types of LED numeric displays: (1) monolithic displays and (2)
stretched segment displays. All monolithic displays are based on GaAs-GaAsP technology.
Seven elongated p -doped regions and a decimal point are diffused into an n -type epitaxial
layer of a single or monolithic chip (see Fig. 8). Electrically, this is a structure with eight
anodes and one common cathode. This monolithic approach is relatively expensive. For
arms-length viewing, a character height of 3 – 5 mm is required. Adding space for bonding
pads, decimal point, and edge separation, such a display consumes around 10 mm2 of
expensive semiconductor material per digit. One way to reduce material and power
consumption is optical magnification. Viewing-angle limitation and distortion limit the
magnification M to M # 2.0. Power consumption is reduced by M 2—an important feature
for battery-powered applications.
For digits .5 mm, a stretched segment display is most cost effective. The design of Fig.
23 utilizes a 250 3 250 mm chip to generate a segment with dimensions of up to 8 3 2 mm
for a 20-mm digit height. This corresponds to a real magnification of M 2 5 256 , or an
equivalent linear magnification of M 5 16. This magnification is achieved without a
reduction in viewing angle by using scattering optics. An LED chip is placed at the bottom

FIGURE 23 Cutaway of a seven-segment numeric
LED display, showing how light from a small LED chip
is stretched to a large character segment using a
diffusing cavity. Characters 0 – 9 are created by turning
on appropriate combinations of segments.
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FIGURE 24 Cross section through one segment of
the seven-segment numeric display shown in Fig. 23.
A LED chip is placed at the bottom of a highly
reflective, white plastic cavity which is filled with
clear plastic containing a diffusant. Light is scattered
within the cavity to produce uniform emission at the
segment surface.

of a cavity having the desired rectangular exit shape and the cavity is filled with a diffusing
plastic material (see Fig. 24). The side and bottom surfaces of the cavity are made as
reflective as possible. Highly reflective white surfaces are typically used. A good white
plastic surface measured in air may have a reflectivity of 94 percent compared with 98
percent for Ag and 91 percent for Al. Ag and Al achieve this reflectivity only if evaporated
on a specularly smooth surface. Measured in plastic, the reflectivity of the white surface
increases from 94 to 98 percent, the Ag surface remains at 98 percent, while the Al surface
decreases to 86 percent. Both metallic surfaces have substantially lower reflectivities if they
are evaporated onto a nonspecular surface, or if they are deposited by plating. Practically
all numeric LED displays above 5-mm character heights are made using white cavity walls
and diffusing epoxy within the cavity.
This case of magification by scattering does not result in a power saving as in the case of
magnification of monolithic displays. Since there is practically no reduction in emission
angle, the law of energy conservation requires an increased light flux from the chip that
equals the area magnification plus reflection losses in the cavity.

Alphanumeric Displays
There are two ways LEDs are used to display alphanumeric information: either by using
more than seven elongated segments, i.e., 14, 16, or 24; or by using an array of LED chips
in a 5 3 7 dot matrix format. The multiple segment products are similar in design to the
monolithic or stretched segment numeric displays described above.
In the case of small monolithic characters, the number of input terminals quickly
exceeds conventional pin spacing. These products are usually clusters of 4 to 16 characters
combined with a decoder / driver integrated circuit within the same package. To reduce cost
and power, some modest optical magnification is usually used. The segmented displays are
usually larger, i.e., 12 – 25 mm and limited to 14 segments per character. At this size, there
is no pin density constraint and the decoder is usually placed outside the package.
The most frequently used alphanumeric LED display is based on a 5 3 7 matrix per
character. For small characters in the range of 5 – 8 mm, the LED chips are directly viewed
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and pin density limitations require an on-board decoder / driver IC. Products are offered as
end-stackable clusters of 4, 8, and 16 characters.
For larger displays, the LED chip is magnified by the same optical scattering technique
described above for numerics. Exit apertures per pixel have a diameter of 2 – 5 mm.
Products are offered as 5 3 7 single characters or end-stackable 20 3 20 tiles for large
message- or graphics-display panels. At this size, pin density is not a limitation.
Optocouplers
An optocoupler is a device where signal input and signal output have no galvanic
connection. It is mainly used in applications as the interface between the line voltage side
of a system and the low-voltage circuit functions, or in systems where the separate ground
connection of interconnected subsystems causes magnetic coupling in the galvanic loop
between signal and ground connections. By interrupting the galvanic loop with an optical
signal path, many sources of signal interference are eliminated.
The oldest optocouplers consist of an IR LED and a photodetector facing each other in
an insulating tube. The second generation utilized the so-called dual-in-line package widely
used by logic ICs. In this package an IR emitter and a phototransistor are mounted
face-to-face on two separate lead frames. The center of the package between emitter and
detector is filled with a clear insulating material. The subassembly is then molded in
opaque plastic to shield external light and to mechanically stabilize the assembly (Fig 25).
The second generation optocouplers have limited speed performance for two reasons: (1)
the slow response time of the GaAs : Si LED and (2) the slow response of the phototransistor detector because of the high collector-base capacitance.
The third generation of optocouplers overcomes the speed limitation. It uses an
integrated photodetector and a decoupled gain element. Integration limits the thickness of
the effective detection region in silicon to 5 – 7 mm. This thickness range forces a shift of the
source to wavelengths shorter than the 940 nm sources used in the second-generation
couplers. Third-generation couplers use GaAsP (700 nm) or AlGaAs emitters (880 nm).

FIGURE 25 Optocoupler consisting of face-to-face emitter and detector
chips. An insulating film is placed between the chips to increase the ability of
the optocoupler to withstand high voltages between input and output
electrodes.
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Within the last decade, the optocoupler product family has seen further proliferation by
adding features on the input or output side of the coupler. One proliferation resulted in
couplers behaving like logic gates. Another variation used MOS FET devices on the
output side, eliminating the offset voltages of bipolar devices. These couplers are
comparable to the performance of conventional relays and are classified as solid-state
relays. Other types use a CMOS input driver and CMOS output circuitry to achieve data
transfer rates of 50 Mb / s and CMOS interface compatibility.
Fiber Optics
LEDs are the primary light source used in fiber-optic links for speeds up to 200 Mb / s and
distances up to 2 km. For higher-speed and longer distances, diode lasers are the preferred
source.
For fiber-optic applications, LEDs have to meet a number of requirements that go well
beyond the requirements for lamps and displays. The major issues are: minimum and
maximum flux coupled into the fiber, optical rise and fall times, source diameter, and
wavelength. Analysis of flux budget, speed, fiber dispersion, wavelength, and maximum
distance is quite complex and goes far beyond the scope of this work. A simplified
discussion for the popular standard, Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) will highlight
the issues. For a detailed discussion, the reader is referred to Ref. 36.
Flux budget . The minimum flux that has to be coupled into the fiber is determined by
receiver sensitivity (231 dBm), fiber attenuation over the 2-km maximum distance (3 dB),
connector and coupler losses (5 dB), and miscellaneous penalties for detector response
variations, bandwidth limitations, jitter, etc. (3 dB). With this flux budget of 11 dB, the
minimum coupled power has to be 220 dBm. Another flux constraint arises from the fact
that the receiver can only handle a maximum level of power before saturation (214 dBm).
These two specifications bracket the power level coupled into the fiber at a minimum of
220 dBm (maximum fiber and connector losses) and at a maximum of 214 dBm (no fiber
or connector losses for the case of very short fiber).
Speed . The transmitter speed or baud rate directly translates into a maximum rise and
fall time of the LED. The 125 Mdb FDDI specifications call for a maximum rise and fall
time of 3.5 ns. As a rule of thumb, the sum of rise and fall time should be a little shorter
than the inverse baud period (8 ns for 125 Mbd).
Source Diameter and Fiber Alignment . Efficient coupling of the LED to the fiber
requires a source diameter that is equal to or preferably smaller than the diameter of the
fiber core. For sources smaller than the core diameter, a lens between source and fiber can
magnify the source to a diameter equal to or larger than the core diameter. The
magnification has two benefits: (1) It increases the coupling efficiency between source and
fiber. The improvement is limited to the ratio of source area to core cross-sectional area.
(2) It increases the apparent spot size to a diameter larger than the fiber core. This effect
relaxes the alignment tolerance between source and core and results in substantially
reduced assembly and connector costs.
Way elength . The LEDs used in fiber-optic applications operate at three narrowly defined
wavelength bands 650, 820 – 870, and 1300 nm, as determined by optical fiber transmission
characteristics.
650 nm . This band is defined by an absorption window in acrylic plastic fiber. It is a very
narrow window between two C-H resonances of the polymer material. The bottom of the
window has an absorption of approximately 0.17 dB / m. However, the effective absorption
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is in the 0.3 – 0.4 dB / m range because the LED linewidth is comparable to the width of the
absorption window and the LED wavelength changes with temperature. The 650-nm LEDs
use either GaAs12xPx with x 5 0.4 or GaAlx As12x with x 5 0.38 . Quantum efficiencies are
at 0.2 and 1.5 percent, respectively. Maximum link length is in the range of 20 – 100 m,
depending on source efficiency, detector sensitivity, speed, and temperature range.
820 – 870 nm . This window was chosen for several reasons. GaAlAs emitters (see Fig. 14)
and Si detectors are readily available at this wavelength. Early fibers had an absorption
peak from water contamination at approximately 870 nm. As fiber technology improved,
the absorption peak was eliminated and the wavelength of choice moved from 820- to the
850 – 870-nm range. Fiber attenuation at 850 nm is typically 3 dB / km. Maximum link length
in the 500 – 2000 m range, depending on data rate. In the 850 – 870-nm window the
maximum link length is limited by chromatic dispersion. GaAlAs emitters have a
half-power linewidth of approximately 35 nm. The velocity of light in the fiber is
determined by the index of refraction of the fiber core. The index is wavelength-dependent
resulting in dispersion of the light pulse. This dispersion grows with distance. The
compounded effect of LED linewidth and fiber dispersion is a constant distance-speed
product. For a typical multimode fiber and GaAlAs LED combination, this product is in
the range of 100 Mbd-km.36
1300 nm . At this wavelength, the index of refraction as a function of wavelength reaches
a minimum. At this minimum, the velocity of light is practically independent of
wavelength, and chromatic dispersion is nearly eliminated. The distance-speed limitation is
caused by modal dispersion. Modal dispersion can be envisioned as a different path length
for rays of different entrance angles into the fiber. A ray going down the middle of the core
will have a shorter path than a ray entering the fiber at the maximum acceptance angle
undergoing many bends as it travels down the fiber. The resulting modal dispersion limits
multimode fibers to distance bandwidth products of approximately 500 Mbd-km. LED
sources used at this wavelength are GaInAsP emitters, as shown in Fig. 15. At this
wavelength, fiber attenuation is typically ,1.0 dB / km and maximum link length is in the
range of 500 – 5000 m, depending on data rate and flux budget.

Sensors
LED / detector combinations are used in a wide range of sensor applications. They can be
grouped into three classes: transmissive, reflective, and scattering sensors.
Transmissiy e Sensors . The most widely used transmissive sensor is the slot interrupter. A
U-shaped plastic holder aligns an emitter and detector face-to-face. It is used widely for
such applications as sensing the presence or absence of paper in printers, end-of-tape in
tape-recorders, erase / overwrite protection on floppy disks and many other applications
where the presence or absence of an opaque obstruction in the light path determines a
system response.
A widely used slot interrupter is a two- or three-channel optical encoder. A pattern of
opaque and transmissive sections moves in front of a fixed pattern with the same spatial
frequency. Two optical channels positioned such that they are 908 out-of-phase to each
other with regard to the pattern allow the measurement of both distance (number of
transmissive / opaque sequences) and direction (phase of channel A with regard to channel
B). Such encoders are widely used in industrial control applications, paper motion in
printers, pen movement in plotters, scales, motor rotation, etc. A third channel is often
used to detect an index pulse per revolution to obtain a quasi-absolute reference.
Reflectiy e Sensors .

In a reflective sensor an LED, detector, and associated optical
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elements are positioned such that the detector senses a reflection when a reflective surface
(specular or diffuse) is positioned within a narrow sensing range. A black surface or
nonaligned specular surface or the absence of any reflective surface can be discriminated
from a white surface or properly aligned specular surface. Applications include bar-code
reading (black or white surface), object-counting on a conveyer belt (presence or no
presence of a reflecting surface), and many others. Many transmissive sensor applications
can be replaced by using reflective sensors and visa versa. The choice is usually determined
by the optical properties of the sensing media or by cost. An emerging application for
reflective sensors is blood gas analysis. The concentration of O2 or CO2 in blood can be
determined by absorption at two different LED wavelengths, i.e., red and infrared.
Scattering Sensors . One design of smoke detectors is based on light scattering. The LED
light beam and the detector path are crossed. In the absence of smoke, no light from the
LED can reach the detector. In the presence of smoke, light is scattered into the detector.
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13.1 GLOSSARY
A
C
c
D
Dc
Dy
d
deff
dG
dg / dN
E
Ec
Eg
En
E cn
Eny
Ey
e
Fc
Fy
fc
fd
fo
fp

Constant approximating the slope of gain versus current or carrier density
Capacitance
Speed of light
Density of states for a transition
Density of states for the conduction band
Density of states for the valence band
Active layer thickness
Effective beam width in the transverse direction
Guide layer thickness
Differential gain
Energy of a transition
Total energy of an electron in the conduction band
Bandgap energy
The n th quantized energy level in a quantum well
The n th quantized energy level in the conduction band
The n th quantized energy level in the valence band
Total energy of a hole in a valence band
Electronic charge
Quasi-Fermi level in the conduction band
Quasi-Fermi level in the valence band
Fermi occupation function for the conduction band
Damping frequency
Resonant frequency of an LRC circuit
Peak frequency
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fr

Resonance frequency

fy

Fermi occupation function for the valence band

g

Model gain per unit length

gth

Threshold modal gain per unit length

H

Heavyside function

h

Refers to heavy holes

"

Plank’s constant divided by 2π

I

Current

Ioff

DC bias current before a modulation pulse

Ion

Bias current during a modulation pulse

Ith

Threshold current

J

Current density

Jo

Transparency current density

Jth

Threshold current density

K

Constant dependent on the distribution of spectral output function

k

Wavevector

k

Boltzmann constant

L

Inductance

L

Laser cavity length

Lc

Coherence length

Lz

Quantum well thickness

l

Refers to light holes

2

Matrix element for a transition

uM u

m

Effective mass of a particle

mc

Conduction band mass

mr

Effective mass of a transition

my

Valence band mass

N

Carrier density

N0

Transparency carrier density

neff

Effective index of refraction

nr
nsp
P

Index of refraction
Spontaneous emission factor
Photon density

Poff

Photon density before a modulation pulse

Pon

Photon density during a modulation pulse

R

Resistance

RF

Front facet reflectivity

RR

Rear facet reflectivity

T

Temperature
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w
a
a
ai
b
G
Df1/2
Dl L
Dl 1/2
l
lo
τd
τp
τs
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Laser stripe width
Absorption coefficient
Linewidth enhancement factor
Internal loss per unit length
Spontaneous emission factor
Optical confinement factor
Frequency spectral linewidth
Longitudinal mode spacing
Half-width of the spectral emission in terms of wavelength
Wavelength
Wavelength of the stimulated emission peak
Turn-on time delay
Photon lifetime
Carrier lifetime

13.2 INTRODUCTION
This chapter is devoted to the performance characteristics of semiconductor lasers. In
addition, some discussion is provided on fabrication and applications. In the first section
we describe some of the applications being considered for semiconductor lasers. The
following several sections describe the basic physics, fabrication, and operation of a variety
of semiconductor laser types, including quantum well and strained layer lasers. Then we
describe the operation of high-power laser diodes, including single element and arrays. A
number of tables are presented which summarize the characteristics of a variety of lasers.
Next we discuss the high-speed operation and provide the latest results, after which we
summarize the important characteristics dealing with the spectral properties of semiconductor lasers. Finally, we discuss the properties of surface emitting lasers and summarize
the latest results in this rapidly evolving field.
More than 260 references are provided for the interested reader who requires more
information. In this Handbook , Chap. 12 (LEDs) also contains related information. For
further in-depth reviews of semiconductor lasers we refer the reader to the several
excellent books which have been written on the subject.1–5

13.3 APPLICATIONS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
The best-known application of diode lasers is in optical communication systems. However,
there are many other potential applications. In particular, semiconductor lasers are being
considered for high-speed optical recording,6 high-speed printing,7 single- and multimode
database distribution systems,8 long-distance transmission,9 submarine cable transmission,10
free-space communications,11 local area networks,12 Doppler optical radar,13 optical signal
processing,14 high-speed optical microwave sources,15 pump sources for other solid-state
lasers,16 fiber amplifiers,17 and medical applications.18
For very high speed optical recording systems (.100 MB / s), laser diodes operating at
relatively short wavelengths (l , 0.75 mm) are required. In the past few years, much
progress has been made in developing short-wavelength semiconductor lasers, although the
output powers are not yet as high as those of more standard semiconductor lasers.
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One of the major applications for lasers with higher power and wide temperature of
operation is in local area networks. Such networks will be widely used in high-speed
computer networks, avionic systems, satellite networks, and high-definition TV. These
systems have a large number of couplers, switches, and other lossy interfaces that
determine the total system loss. In order to maximize the number of terminals, a
higher-power laser diode will be required.
Wide temperature operation and high reliability are required for aerospace applications
in flight control and avionics. One such application involves the use of fiber optics to
directly link the flight control computer to the flight control surfaces, and is referred to as
fly-by-light (FBL). A second application involves the use of a fiber-optic data network for
distributing sensor and video information.
Finally, with the advent of efficient high-power laser diodes, it has become practical to
replace flash lamps for the pumping of solid-state lasers such as Nd : YAG. Such an
approach has the advantages of compactness and high efficiency. In addition, the use of
strained quantum well lasers operating at 0.98 mm has opened significant applications for
high-gain fiber amplifiers for communications operating in the 1.55-mm wavelength region.

13.4 BASIC OPERATION
Lasing in a semiconductor laser, as in all lasers, is made possible by the existence of a gain
mechanism plus a resonant cavity. In a semiconductor laser the gain mechanism is
provided by light generation from the recombination of holes and electrons (see Fig. 1).
The wavelength of the light is determined by the energy bandgap of the lasing material.
The recombining holes and electrons are injected, respectively, from the p and n sides of a
p -n junction. The recombining carriers can be generated by optical pumping or, more
commonly, by electrical pumping, i.e. forward-biasing the p -n junction. In order for the
light generation to be efficient enough to result in lasing, the active region of a
semiconductor laser, where the carrier recombination occurs, must be a direct bandgap
semiconductor. The surrounding carrier injection layers, which are called cladding layers ,

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the recombination of
electrons and holes in a semiconductor laser.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2 (a ) Schematic diagram of a simple double heterostructure laser; (b ) crosssectional view showing the various epitaxial layers. (After Ref. 20.)

can be indirect bandgap semiconductors. For a discussion of semiconductor band levels see
any solid-state physics textbook such as that by Kittel.19 For a more detailed discussion of
carrier recombination see Chap. 12 in this Handbook.
For a practical laser, the cladding layers have a wider bandgap and a lower index of
refraction than the active region. This type of semiconductor laser is called a double
heterostructure (DH) laser, since both cladding layers are made of a different material than
the active region (see Fig. 2). The first semiconductor lasers were homojunction lasers,21–24
which did not operate at room temperature; it is much easier to achieve lasing in
semiconductors at low temperatures. Today, however, all semiconductor lasers contain
heterojunctions. The narrower bandgap of the active region confines carrier recombination
to a narrow optical gain region. The sandwich of the larger refractive index active region
surrounded by cladding layers forms a waveguide, which concentrates the optical modes
generated by lasing in the active region. For efficient carrier recombination the active
region must be fairly thin, typically on the order of 1000 Å, so a significant fraction of the
optical mode spreads into the cladding layers. In order to completely confine the optical
mode in the semiconductor structure, the cladding layers must be fairly thick, usually
about 1 mm.
The resonant cavity of a simple semiconductor laser is formed by cleaving the ends of
the structure. Lasers are fabricated with their lasing cavity oriented perpendicular to a
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natural cleavage plane. For typical semiconductor materials this results in mirror
reflectivities of about 30 percent. If necessary, the reflectivities of the end facets can be
modified by applying dielectric coatings to them.25 For applications where it is not possible
to cleave the laser facets, it is also possible to etch them,26–28 although this is much more
difficult and usually does not work as well. Laser cavity lengths can be anywhere from
about 50 to 2000 mm, although commercially available lasers are typically 200 to 1000 mm
long.
Unpumped semiconductor material absorbs light of energy greater than or equal to its
bandgap. When the semiconductor material is pumped optically or electrically, it reaches a
point at which it stops being absorbing. This point is called transparency. If it is pumped
beyond this point it will have optical gain, which is the opposite of absorption. A
semiconductor laser is subject to both internal and external losses. For lasing to begin, i.e.,
to reach threshold, the gain must be equal to these optical losses. The threshold gain per
unit length is given by:
1
1
(1)
ln
gth 5 a i 1
2L
RF RR

S D

where a i is the internal loss per unit length, L is the laser cavity length, and RF and RR are
the front and rear facet reflectivities. (For semiconductor lasers, gain is normally quoted as
gain per unit length in cm21. This turns out to be very convenient, but unfortunately is
confusing for people in other fields, who are used to gain being unitless.)
The internal loss is a material parameter determined by the quality of the semiconductor layers. Mechanisms such as free-carrier absorption and scattering contribute to a i .1 The
second term in Eq. (1) is the end loss. A long laser cavity will have reduced end loss, since
the laser light reaches the cavity ends less frequently. Similarly, high facet reflectivities also
decrease the end loss, since less light leaves the laser through them.
For biases below threshold, a semiconductor laser emits a small amount of incoherent
light spontaneously (see Fig. 3). This is the same type of light emitted by an LED (see
Chap. 12). Above threshold, stimulated emission results in lasing. The relationship
between lasing emission and the bias current of a healthy semiconductor laser is linear. To

FIGURE 3 An example of the light-versus-current relationship
of a semiconductor laser, illustrating the definition of threshold
current.
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find the threshold current of a laser this line is extrapolated to the point at which the
stimulated emission is zero (see Fig. 3).
For further discussion of optical gain in semiconductors, see under ‘‘Quantum Well
Lasers’’ later in this chapter. For more detail, see one of the books that has been written
about semiconductor lasers.1–5

13.5 FABRICATION AND CONFIGURATIONS
In order to fabricate a heterostructure laser, thin semiconductor layers of varying
composition must be grown on a semiconductor substrate (normally GaAs or InP). There
are three primary epitaxial methods for growing these layers: liquid phase epitaxy (LPE),
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD),
which is also called organometallic vapor phase deposition (OMVPE).
Most of the laser diode structures which have been developed were first grown by
LPE.29 For a description of LPE see Chap. 12. Most commerically available lasers are
grown by LPE; however, it is not well suited for growing thin structures such as quantum
well lasers, because of lack of control and uniformity, especially over large substrates.30
MBE and MOCVD are better suited for growths of thin, uniform structures.
MOCVD31,32 is basically a specialized form of chemical vapor deposition. In MOCVD,
gases reacting over the surface of a substrate form epitaxial layers; some of the gases are
metalorganics. MOCVD is well suited for production environments, since epitaxial layers
can be grown simultaneously on multiple large-area substrates and quickly, compared to
MBE. It is expected that more commercial laser diodes will be grown by MOCVD in the
future.
In the simplest terms, MBE30,33,34,35 is a form of vacuum evaporation. In MBE growth
occurs through the thermal reaction of thermal beams of atoms and molecules with the
substrate, which is held at an appropriate temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum. MBE is
different from simple vacuum evaporation for several reasons: the growth is single
crystalline; the growth is much more controlled; and the vacuum system, evaporation
materials, and substrate are cleaner.
With MOCVD the sources are gases, while with MBE they are solids. There are
advantages and disadvantages to both types of sources. With gaseous sources the operator
must work with arsine and / or phosphine, which are extremely hazardous gases. Solidsource phosphorus, however, is very flammable. Also, with MBE balancing the ratios of
arsenic and phosphorus is extremely difficult; therefore, MOCVD is the preferred method
for growth of GaInAsP and InP. MBE is a slower growth process (on the order of 1 – 2 mm
per hour) than MOCVD. MBE therefore has the control necessary to grow very thin
structures (10 Å), but MOCVD is more efficient for production. MBE has a cleaner
background environment, which tends to make it better suited for growths at which
background impurities must be kept at a minimum. Newer growth techniques,36,37 which
combine some of the advantages of both MBE and MOCVD, are gas source MBE,
metalorganic MBE (MOMBE), and chemical beam epitaxy (CBE). In these growth
techniques the background environment is that of MBE, but some or all of the sources are
gases, which makes them more practical for growth of phosphorus-based materials.
Double heterostructure (DH) semiconductor lasers can be fabricated from a variety of
lattice-matched semiconductor materials. The two material systems most frequently used
are GaAs / Alx Ga12xAs and In12xGax Asy P12y / InP. All of these semiconductors are III-V
alloys. The GaAs / Alx Ga12xAs material system has the advantage that all compositions of
Alx Ga12xAs are closely lattice-matched to GaAs, which is the substrate. For GaAs-based
lasers, the active region is usually GaAs or low Al concentration Alx Ga12xAs (x , 0.15) ,
which results in lasing wavelengths of 0.78 – 0.87 mm. Alx Ga12xAs quantum well lasers with
wavelengths as low as 0.68 mm have been fabricated,38 but the performance is reduced.
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In the In12xGax Asy P12y / InP material system, the active region is In12xGax Asy P12y and
the cladding layers and substrate are InP. Not all compositions of In12xGax Asy P12y are
lattice-matched to InP; x and y must be chosen appropriately to achieve both lattice match
and the desired lasing wavelength.4 The lasing wavelength range of InP-based lasers,
1.1 – 1.65 mm, includes the wavelengths at which optical fibers have the lowest loss
(1.55 mm) and material dispersion (1.3 mm). (For more information on fibers see Vol. II,
Chap. 10) This match with fiber characteristics makes In12xGax Asy P12y / InP lasers the
preferred laser for long-distance communication applications. InP-based lasers can also
include lattice-matched In1-x -yAlx Gay As layers,39–42 but the performance is reduced.
There is a great deal of interest in developing true visible lasers for optical data storage
applications. (Alx Ga12x)0.5In0.5P lasers43–46 lattice-matched to GaAs have proven superior
to very short wavelength GaAs / Alx Ga12xAs lasers. Higher Al concentration layers are
cladding layers and a low Al concentration layer or Ga0.5In0.5P is the active region. In this
material, system lasers with a lasing wavelength as low as 0.63 mm which operate
continuously at room temperature have been fabricated.46
In order to fabricate a blue semiconductor laser, other material systems will be
required. Recently, lasing at 0.49 mm at a temperature of 77 K was demonstrated in a
ZnSe- (II-VI semiconductor) based laser.47
Very long wavelength (.2 mm) semiconductor lasers are of interest for optical
communication and molecular spectroscopy. The most promising results so far have been
achieved with GaInAsSb / AlGaAsSb lattice-matched to a GaSb substrate. These lasers
have been demonstrated to operate continuously at 308C with a wavelength of 2.2 mm.48
Lead salt lasers (Pb12xEux Sey Te12y , Pb12xSnx Se, PbS12xSex , Pb12xSnx Te, Pb12xSrx S) can
be fabricated for operation at even longer wavelengths,4,49–52 but they have not been
demonstrated at room temperature. Progress has been made, however, increasing the
operating temperature; currently Pb12xEux Sey Te12y / PbTe lasers operating continuously at
203 K with a lasing wavelength of 4.2 mm have been demonstrated.53 Other very long
wavelength lasers are possible; recently, HgCdTe lasers with pulsed operation at 90 K and
a lasing wavelength of 3.4 mm have been fabricated.54

Laser Stripe Structures
We have discussed the optical and electrical confinement provided by a double
heterostructure parallel to the direction of epitaxial growth; practical laser structures also
require a confinement structure in the direction parallel to the substrate.
The simplest semiconductor laser stripe structure is called an oxide stripe laser (see Fig.
4a ). The metallic contact on the n -doped side of a semiconductor laser is normally applied
with no definition for current confinement; current confinement is introduced on the p side
of the device. For a wide-stripe laser, a dielectric coating (usually SiO2 or Si3N4) is
evaporated on the p side of the laser. Contact openings in the dielectric are made through
photolithography combined with etching of the dielectric. The p metallic contact is then
applied across the whole device, but makes electrical contact only at the dielectric
openings. A contact stripe works very well for wide stripes, but in narrow stripes current
spreading is a very significant drawback, because there is no mechanism to prevent current
spreading after the current is injected. Also, since the active region extends outside of the
stripe, there is no mechanism to prevent optical leakage in a contact-stripe laser. Lasers
like this, which provide electrical confinement, but no optical confinement are called
gain -guided lasers.
Another type of gain-guide laser is an ion bombardment stripe (see Fig. 4b ). The
material outside the stripe is made highly resistive by ion bombardment or implantation
which produces lattice defects.55 Implantation causes optical damage,56 so implantation
should not be heavy enough to reach the active region.
A more complicated stripe structure with electrical and optical confinement is required
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FIGURE 4 Schematic diagrams of GaAs / AlGaAs stripe laser structures. (a ) Oxide stripe laser; (b ) ion
bombardment laser, (c ) buried heterostructure (BH) laser; (d ) variation on buried heterostructure laser; (e ) ridge
waveguide (RWG) laser; and ( f ) transverse junction stripe (TJS) laser.

for an efficient narrow-stripe laser. A number of structures which accomplish the necessary
confinement have been developed. These structures are called index -guided lasers , since
optical confinement is achieved through a change in refractive index.
The buried heterostructure laser (BH) was first developed by Tsukada.57 To form a BH
stripe, a planar laser structure is first grown. Stripe mesas of the laser structure are formed
by photolithography combined with etching. For a GaAs-based BH laser, AlGaAs is then
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regrown around the lasing stripe. Figure 4c is a schematic diagram of a buried
heterostructure. Since the active region is completely surrounded by AlGaAs, a BH has
tight optical confinement. If the regrown layers are doped to produce a reverse-biased
junction or are semi-insulating, a BH laser can also provide good current confinement.
There are many variations on the BH structure. In some cases the active region is grown in
the second growth step (see Fig. 4d ). The tight optical confinement of BH lasers allows
practical fabrication of very narrow stripes, on the order of 1 to 2 mm.
There are many other stripe structures that provide weaker optical confinement than a
buried heterostructure. One of the simplest and most widely used of these is the ridge
waveguide laser (RWG) (Fig. 4e ). After epitaxial growth, most of the p -cladding layer is
etched away, leaving a mesa where the lasing stripe will be. Only this mesa is contacted,
which provides electrical confinement. The change in surrounding refractive index
produces an effective change in refractive index in the active region beyond the mesa and
provides optical confinement. Other stripe structures are described later in this chapter
under ‘‘High-Power Semiconductor Lasers.’’
Another type of laser stripe is one in which confinement is provided by the p -n
junction. The best-known laser of this type is the transverse junction stripe58,59,60 (see Fig.
4f ). In order to fabricate a TJS laser, both cladding layers are grown as n -AlGaAs. Zn
diffusion is then used to create a p -n junction and contacts are applied on either side of the
junction. In this laser the current flows parallel to the substrate rather than perpendicular
to it. In a TJS laser the active region is limited to the small region of GaAs in which the Zn
diffusion front ends.
The examples of laser stripe structures described here are GaAs / AlGaAs lasers.
Long-wavelength laser structures (InP-based) are very similar,4 but the active region is
InGaAsP and the cladding layers are InP. With an n -InP substrate the substrate can be
used as the n -type cladding, which allows greater flexibility in designing structures such as
that illustrated in Fig. 4d. For a more detailed discussion of GaAs-based laser stripe
structures see Casey and Panish2 or Thompson.3

13.6 QUANTUM WELL LASERS
The active region in a conventional DH semiconductor laser is wide enough (,1000 Å)
that it acts as bulk material and no quantum effects are apparent. In such a laser the
conduction band and valence band are continuous (Fig. 5a ). In bulk material the density of
states, D (E ), for a transition energy E per unit volume per unit energy is:26
D (E ) 5

O πm" 42m (E 2 E )
i
r

2

3

i
r

g

E . Eg

(2)

i 5l ,h

where Eg is the bandgap energy, " is Plank’s constant divided by 2π , l and h refer to light
and heavy holes, and mr is the effective mass of the transition which is defined as:
1
1
1
5 1
mr mc my

(3)

where mc is the conduction band mass and my is the valence band mass. (The split-off hole
band and the indirect conduction bands are neglected here and have a negligible effect on
most semiconductor laser calculations.)
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FIGURE 5 Schematic diagrams of (a ) the density of states for a quantum well
(solid line) and for a bulk DH (dotted line) and (b ) quantized energy levels in a
quantum well for n 5 1 and 2 for the conduction band and for the light and heavy
hole bands. (After Ref. 63 .)

If the active region of a semiconductor laser is very thin (on the order of the DeBroglie
wavelength of an electron) quantum effects become important. When the active region is
this narrow (less than ,200 Å) the structure is called a quantum well (QW). (For a review
of QWs see Dingle,61 Holonyak et al.,62 Okamoto,63 or the book edited by P. Zory.64)
Since the quantum effects in a QW are occurring in only one dimension they can be
described by the elementary quantum mechanical problem of a particle in a onedimensional quantum box.65 In such a well, solution of Schro¨ dinger’s equation shows that a
series of discrete energy levels (Fig. 5b ) are formed instead of the continuous energy bands
of the bulk material. With the approximation that the well is infinitely deep, the allowed
energy levels are given by:
En 5

(nπ ")2
2mL2z

(4)

where n 5 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , m is the effective mass of the particle in the well, and Lz is the
quantum well thickness. Setting the energy at the top of the valence band equal to zero,
the allowed energies for an electron in the conduction band of a semiconductor QW
become E 5 Eg 1 E cn , where E cn is En with m equal to mc . The allowed energies for a hole
in the valence band are then E 5 2Eny , where Eny is En with m equal to my . The allowed
transition energies E , are limited to:
E 5 Eg 1 E cn 1 Eny 1

"2k2
2mr

(5)

where k is the wavevector, rigorous k-selection is assumed, and transitions are limited to
those with Dn 5 0.
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This quantization of energy levels will, of course, change the density of states. For a
QW the density of states is given by:

O O Lmπ " H(E 2 E 2 E 2 E
`

D (E ) 5
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(6)

z

where H is the Heavyside function. The difference in the density of states directly affects
the modal optical gain generated by the injection of carriers. The modal gain is
proportional to the stimulated emission rate:1,66,67

g (E , N )a

GD (E ) M 2( fc (E , N ) 2 fy (E , N ))
E

(7)

where G is the optical confinement factor, M 2 is the matrix element for the transition, N is
the carrier density of either electrons or holes (the active region is undoped so they have
equal densities), and fc (E , N ) and fy (E , N ) are the Fermi occupation factors for the
conduction and valence bands. (For a detailed review of gain in semiconductor lasers see
Ref. 67.)
The optical confinement factor G is defined as the ratio of the light intensity of the
lasing mode within the active region to the total intensity over all space. Since a QW is
very thin, GQW will be much smaller than GDH. GDH is typically around 0.5 whereas for a
single QW, GQW is around 0.03.
The Fermi occupation functions describe the probability that the carriers necessary for
stimulated emission have been excited to the states required. They are given by:1,19
fc (Ec , N ) 5

1
1 1 exp ((Eg 1 Ec 2 Fc ) / kT )

(8)

1
1 1 exp (2(Ey 1 Fy ) / kT )

(9)

and
fy (Ey , N ) 5

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, Ec is the energy level of the electron
in the conduction band relative to the bottom of the band (including both the quantized
energy level and kinetic energy), Ey is the absolute value of the energy level of the hole in
a valence band, and Fc and Fy are the quasi-Fermi levels in the conduction and valence
bands. Note that Ec and Ey are dependent on E , so fc and fy are functions of E. fc and fy are
also functions of N through Fc and Fy . Fc and Fy are obtained by evaluating the expressions
for the electron and hole densities:

N5
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where Dc (Ec ) and Dy (Ey ) are the densities of states for the conduction and valence bands
and follow the same form as D (E ) for a transition.
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FIGURE 6 Threshold modal gain as a function of threshold carrier density for a
conventional (Al, Ga)As double heterostructure with an active region thickness of
1000 Å and for a 100-Å single quantum well. (From Ref. 68.)

In Fig. 6, the results of a detailed calculation68 based on Eq. (7) for the threshold modal
gain as a function of threshold carrier density are plotted for a 100-Å single QW. The
corresponding curve for a DH laser with an active region thickness of 1000 Å is also
shown. The gain curves for the QWs are very nonlinear because of saturation of the first
quantized state as the carrier density increases. The transparency carrier density No is the
carrier density at which the gain is zero. From Fig. 6 it is clear that the transparency carrier
densities for QW and DH lasers are very similar and are on the order of 2 3 1018 cm23.
The advantage of a QW over a DH laser is not immediately apparent. Consider,
however, the transparency current density Jo . At transparency28
Jo 5

No Lz e
τs

(12)

where Lz is the active layer thickness, e is the charge of an electron and τ s is the carrier
lifetime near transparency. τ s is approximately 2 to 4 ns for either a QW or a DH laser.
Since No is about the same for either structure, any difference in Jo will be directly
proportional to Lz . But Lz is approximately ten times smaller for a QW; therefore, Jo will
be approximately ten times lower for a QW than for a conventional DH laser. (A lower Jo
will result in a lower threshold current density since the threshold current density is equal
to Jo plus a term proportional to the threshold gain.) Note that this result is not determined
by the quantization of energy levels; it occurs because fewer carriers are needed to reach
the same carrier density in a QW as in a DH laser. In other words, this result is achieved
because the QW is thin!
In this discussion we are considering current density instead of current. The threshold
current density (current divided by the length and width of the stripe) is a more
meaningful measure of the relative quality of the lasing material than is current. Current
depends very strongly on the geometry and stripe fabrication of the device. In order to
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FIGURE 7 Threshold modal gain as a function of threshold current density for a
conventional (Al, Ga)As double heterostructure with an active region thickness of
1000 Å and for a 100-Å single quantum well. (From Ref. 68.)

eliminate geometry-induced variations, current density is normally measured on broadarea (50 – 150 mm wide) oxide stripe lasers (see earlier under ‘‘Fabrication and Configurations’’). With a narrow stripe the current spreads beyond the intended stripe width, so it is
difficult to accurately measure the current density.
Figure 7 shows the results of a detailed calculation68 of the threshold modal gain versus
the threshold current density for a DH laser with an active region thickness of 1000 Å and
for a 100-Å single QW. The potential for lower threshold current densities for QW lasers is
clear for threshold gains less than that where the curve for the DH laser intercepts those of
the QWs. With low losses, the threshold current of a QW laser will be substantially lower
than that of a DH laser, since the threshold gain will be below the interception point.
To get an appreciation for how the threshold current density of a single QW will
compare to that of a DH laser, consider that near transparency, the modal gain is
approximately linearly dependent on the current density:
g (J ) 5 A(J 2 Jo )

(13)

where A is a constant which should have a similar value for either a QW or a DH laser
(this can be seen visually on Fig. 7). Taking Eq. (13) at threshold we can equate it to Eq.
(1) and solve for Jth (the threshold current density):
Jth 5 Jo 1

S D

1
ai
1
1
ln
A 2AL
RF RR

(14)

a i is related primarily to losses occurring through the interaction of the optical mode with
the active region. In a QW, the optical confinement is lower, which means that the optical
mode interacts less with the active region and a i tends to be smaller. Let’s substitute in the
numbers in order to get an idea for the difference between a QW and a DH laser.
, 50 A / cm2, J DH
,
Reasonable values are:69 AQW , 0.7 A21 cm, ADH , 0.4 A21 cm, J QW
o
o
21
21
DH
500 A / cm2, a QW
,
2
cm
,
a
,
15
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,
L
,
400
m
m
,
and
for
uncoated
facets RF 5 RR 5
i
i
2
DH
2
0.32. Substituting in we get: J QW
th , 95 A / cm and J th , 610 A / cm .
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It is clear that changes in the losses will have a more noticeable effect on threshold
current for a QW than for a DH laser since losses are responsible for a more significant
portion of the threshold current of a QW laser. The gain curve of a QW laser saturates due
to the filling of the first quantized energy level, so operating with low losses is even more
important for a QW than is illustrated by the above calculation. When the gain saturates,
the simple approximation of Eq. (13) is invalid. Operating with low end losses is also
important for a QW, since they are a large fraction of the total losses. This explains why
threshold current density results for QW lasers are typcially quoted for long laser cavity
lengths (greater than 400 mm), while DH lasers are normally cleaved to lengths on the
order of 250 mm. High-quality broad-area single QW lasers (without strain) have threshold
current densities lower than 200 A / cm2 (threshold current densities as low as 93 A / cm2
have been achieved69–71), while the very best DH lasers have threshold current densities
around 600 A / cm2.72 The end loss can also be reduced by the use of high-reflectivity
coatings.25 The combination of a single QW active region with a narrow stripe and
high-reflectivity coatings has allowed the realization of submilliampere threshold current
semiconductor lasers.68,69,73 and high-temperature operation.74,75,76
A disadvantage of QW lasers compared to DH lasers is the loss of optical confinement.
One of the advantages of a DH laser is that the active region acts as a waveguide, but in a
QW the active region is too thin to make a reasonable waveguide. Guiding layers are
needed between the QW and the (Al, Ga)As cladding layers. As the bandgap diagram of
Fig. 8 illustrates, a graded layer of intermediate aluminum content can be inserted between
the QW and each cladding layer. The advantage of this structure, which is called a
graded -index separate -confinement heterostructure (GRIN SCH),77,78 is separate optical and
electrical confinement. The carriers are confined in the QW, but the optical mode is
confined in the surrounding layers. The grading can be either parabolic (as illustrated in
Fig. 8) or linear. Experimentally it has been found that the optimum AlAs mole fraction x
for layers around a GaAs QW is approximately 0.2.79 Typically, each additional layer is on
the order of 2000 Å thick. In order to confine the optical model, the cladding layers need a
low index of refraction compared to that of an x 5 0.2 layer. In a simple DH laser, the
cladding layers typically have x between 0.3 and 0.4, but for good confinement in an

FIGURE 8 Schematic energy-band diagram for a GRIN SCH
single QW.
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x 5 0.2 layer, more aluminum should be incorporated into the cladding layers; x should be
between 0.5 and 0.7.
In the discussion so far we have considered only single QWs. Structures in which
several quantum wells are separated by thin AlGaAs barriers are called multiquantum
wells (MQWs) and also have useful properties. For a given carrier density, a MQW with n
QWs of equal thickness, Lz has gain which is approximately n times the gain for a single
QW of the same thickness Lz , but the current density is also approximately increased by a
factor of n.80 The transparency current density will be larger for the MQW than for the
single QW since the total active region thickness is larger. Figure 9 shows that, as a
function of current density, the gain in the single QW will start out higher than that in the
MQW because of the lower transparency current, but the gain in the MQW increases more
quickly so the MQW gain curve crosses that of the single QW at some point.81
Which QW structure has a lower threshold current will depend on how large the losses
are for a particular device structure and on where the gain curves cross. The best structure
for low threshold current in a GaAs-based laser is normally a single QW, but for some
applications involving very large losses and requiring high gain a MQW is superior. For
applications in which high output power is more important than low current a MQW is
appropriate. A MQW is also preferred for high modulation bandwidth (see ‘‘Spectral
Properties’’ later in this chapter).
An advantage of a QW structure over a bulk DH laser is that the lasing wavelength,
which is determined by the bulk bandgap plus the first quantized energy levels, can be
changed by changing the quantum well thickness [see Eq. (4)]. A bulk GaAs laser has a
lasing wavelength of about 0.87 mm, while a GaAs QW laser of normal thickness
(60 – 120 Å) has a lasing wavelength of 0.83 – 0.86 mm. Further bandgap engineering can be
introduced with a strained QW.67,81,82

Strained Quantum Well Lasers
Normally, if a semiconductor layer of significantly different lattice constant is grown in an
epitaxial structure, it will maintain its own lattice constant and generate misfit dislocations.
If this layer is very thin, below a certain critical thickness,81,83–85 it will be distorted to
match the lattice constant (perpendicular to the substrate) of the surrounding layers and
will not generate misfit locations. A layer with thickness above the critical thickness is
called ‘‘relaxed,’’ one below is called ‘‘strained.’’
Straining a semiconductor layer changes the valence-band structure. Figure 10a shows
the band structure of an unstrained III-V semiconductor, while Fig. 10b and c show the
band structure under biaxial tension and compression, respectively.81,82 For the unstrained
semiconductor, the light and heavy hole bands are degenerate at k 5 0 (G). Strain lifts this
degeneracy and changes the effective masses of the light and heavy holes. In the direction
parallel to the substrate the heavy hole band becomes light and the light hole band
becomes heavy. Under biaxial tension (Fig. 10b ) the bandgap decreases and the ‘‘heavy’’
hole band lies below the ‘‘light’’ hole band. Under biaxial compression the bandgap
increases and the ‘‘heavy’’ hole band lies above the ‘‘light’’ hole band.
Figure 10 is a simplification of the true band structure.81,82 The bands are not really
exactly parabolic, especially the hole bands, and strain increases the nonparabolicity of the
hole bands. The details of the band structure can be derived using k ? p theory.86–90
For a GaAs based QW, strain can be introduced by adding In to the QW. Since InAs
has a larger lattice constant than GaAs, this is a compressively strained QW. In the
direction of quantum confinement the highest quantized hole level is the first heavy hole
level. This hole level will, therefore, have the largest influence on the density of states and
on the optical gain. The effective mass of holes in this level confined in the QW is that
parallel to the substrate and is reduced by strain. The reduction of the hole mass within the
QW results in a reduced density of hole states [see Eq. (6)].
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FIGURE 9 Threshold modal gain as a function of
threshold current density for (Al, Ga)As single QW
and MQWs with 2, 3, 4, and 5 QWs. Each QW has a
thickness of 100 Å. (From Ref. 80 .)

The reduction in density of hole states is a significant improvement. In order for a
semiconductor laser to have optical gain (and lase), fc (E , N ) 2 fy (E , N ) must be greater
than zero [see Eq. (7)]. In an unstrained semiconductor the electrons have a much lighter
mass than the heavy holes; the holes therefore have a higher density of states than the
electrons. Fc and fc (E , N ) change much more quickly with the injection of carriers than Fy
and fy (E , N ). Since approximately equal numbers of holes and electrons are injected into
the undoped active layer, reducing the mass of the holes by introducing compressive strain
reduces the carrier density required to reach transparency and therefore reduces the
threshold current of a semiconductor laser.91
This theoretical prediction is well supported by experimental results. Strained InGaAs

FIGURE 10 Schematic diagrams of the band structure of a III-V semiconductor: (a ) unstrained;
(b ) under tensile strain; and (c ) compressively strained. (After Ref. 81 .)
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single-QW lasers with record-low threshold current densities of 45 to 65 A / cm2 have been
demonstrated.92–95 These very high quality strained QW lasers typically have lasing
wavelengths from 0.98 to 1.02 mm, QW widths of 60 to 70 Å, and In concentrations of 20 to
25 percent. InGaAs QWs with wavelengths as long as 1.1 mm have been successfully
fabricated,96,97 but staying below the critical thickness of the InGaAs layers becomes a
problem since the wavelength is increased by increasing the In concentration. (With higher
In concentration the amount of strain is increased and the critical thickness is reduced.)
Strained InGaAs QWs have another advantage over GaAs QWs. Strained QW lasers
are more reliable than GaAs lasers, i.e., they have longer lifetimes. Even at high
temperatures (70 – 1008C), they are very reliable.75,76 The reasons for this are not well
understood, but it has been suggested that the strain inhibits the growth of defects in the
active region.98–100 Improving the reliability of GaAs-based lasers is of great practical
significance since GaAs lasers are generally less reliable than InP-based lasers.4,101,102
Up to this point our discussion of QW lasers has been limited to GaAs-based QW
lasers. QW lasers can also be fabricated in other material systems. GaInP / AlGaInP visible
lasers have been improved significantly with the use of a single strained QW active
region.103–105 These are also compressively strained QWs formed by adding excess In to the
active region. This is a much less developed material system than GaAs, so recent results
such as 215 A / cm2 for a single strained Ga0.43In0.57P QW103 are very impressive.
Long Wavelength (1.3 and 1.55 mm) Quantum Well Lasers
Long wavelength (InGaAsP / InP) QWs generally do not perform as well as GaAs-based
QWs; however, with the advent of strained QW lasers significant progress has been made.
Narrow bandgap lasers are believed to be significantly effected by nonradiative recombination processes such as Auger recombination4,106–108 and intervalence band absorption.109 In
Auger recombination (illustrated in Fig. 11) the energy from the recombination of an
electron and a hole is transferred to another carrier (either an electron or a hole). This
newly created carrier relaxes by emitting a phonon; therefore, no photons are created. In
intervalence band absorption (IVBA) a photon is emitted, but is reabsorbed to excite a
hole from the split-off band to the heavy hole band. These processes reduce the
performance of long wavelength QW lasers enough to make an MQW a lower threshold

FIGURE 11 Schematic diagrams of band-to-band Auger recombination processes. (After Ref. 4 .)
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device than a single QW. As illustrated by Fig. 9, this means that the threshold gain is
above the point where the gain versus current density curve of a single QW crosses that of
an MQW. Good threshold current density results for lasers operating at 1.5 mm are
750 A / cm2 for a single QW and 450 A / cm2 for an MQW.110
Long-wavelength QW lasers can be improved by use of a strained QW. For these
narrow bandgap lasers strain has the additional benefits of suppressing Auger
recombination111,112 and intervalence band absorption.111 Several groups have demonstrated excellent results with compressively strained InGaAsP / InP QW lasers.113–115 Compressively strained single QW lasers operating at 1.5 mm have been demonstrated with
threshold current densities as low as 160 A / cm2.115
Surprisingly, tensile strained InGaAsP / InP QW lasers also show improved
characteristics.115–117 Tensile strained QW lasers operating at 1.5 mm have been fabricated
with threshold current densities as low as 197 A / cm2.116 These results had not been
expected (although some benefit could be expected through suppression of Auger
recombination), but have since been explained in terms of TM-mode lasing118,119 (normally,
semiconductor lasers lase in the TE mode) and suppression of spontaneous emission.118
Long-wavelength semiconductor lasers are more sensitive to increases in operating
temperature than GaAs-based semiconductor lasers. This temperature sensitivity has been
attributed to the strong temperature dependence of Auger recombination106–108 and
intervalence-band absorption.109 The use of a strained QW should therefore improve the
high-temperature operation of these lasers. This is in fact the case; the best results are
reported for tensile strained QW lasers with continuous operation at 1408C.115,117
In summary, the use of QW active regions has significantly improved the performance
of semiconductor lasers. In this section we have emphasized the dramatic reductions in
threshold current density. Improvements have also been realized in quantum efficiency,119
high-temperature operation,74–76,115,117 modulation speed (discussed later in this chapter),
and spectral linewidth (discussed later). We have limited our discussion to quantum wells.
It is also possible to provide quantum confinement in two directions, which is called a
quantum wire , or three directions, which is called a quantum dot or quantum box . It is
much more difficult to fabricate a quantum wire than a QW, but quantum wire lasers have
been successfully demonstrated.121 For a review of these novel structures we refer the
reader to Ref. 122.

13.7 HIGH -POWER SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
There are several useful methods for stabilizing the lateral modes of an injection
laser.123–129 In this section, we will discuss techniques for the achievement of high-power
operation in a single spatial and spectral mode. There are several physical mechanisms that
limit the output power of the injection laser: spatial hole-burning effects lead to
multispatial mode operation and are intimately related to multispectral mode operation,
temperature increases in the active layer will eventually cause the output power to reach a
maximum, and catastrophic facet damage will limit the ultimate power of the laser diode
(GaAlAs / GaAs). Thus, the high-power laser designer must optimize these three physical
mechanisms to achieve maximum power. In this section, we discuss the design criteria for
optimizing the laser power.
High-Power Mode-Stabilized Lasers with Reduced Facet Intensity
One of the most significant concerns for achieving high-power operation and high
reliability is to reduce the facet intensity while, at the same time, providing a method for
stabilizing the laser lateral mode. Over the years, researchers have developed four
approaches for performing this task: (1) increasing the lasing spot size, both perpendicular
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FIGURE 12 Schematic diagrams of the two most commonly used heterostructure configurations for
fabricating high-power laser diodes. (a ) DH structure; (b ) layer large-optical-cavity structure. The deff
130
calculations are after Botez.

to and in the plane of the junction, and at the same time introducing a mechanism for
providing lateral mode-dependent absorption loss to discriminate against higher-order
modes; (2) modifying the facet reflectivities by providing a combination of high-reflectivity
and low-reflectivity dielectric coatings; (3) eliminating or reducing the facet absorption by
using structures with nonabsorbing mirrors (NAM); (4) using laser arrays and unstable
resonator configurations to increase the mode volume. Techniques 1 and 2 are the
commonly used techniques and will be further discussed in this section. Techniques 3 and 4
(laser arrays) will be discussed shortly.
Given the proper heat sinking, in order to increase the output power of a semiconductor GaAlAs / GaAs laser, we must increase the size of the beam and thus reduce the power
density at the facets for a given power level. The first step in increasing the spot size
involves the transverse direction (perpendicular to the junction). There are two approaches
for accomplishing this, with the constraint of keeping threshold current low: (1) thinning
the active layer in a conventional double-heterostructure (DH) laser (Fig. 12a ) below
1000 Å and (2) creating a large optical cavity structure (Fig. 12b ).
Thinning the active layer from a conventional value of 0.2 to 0.03 mm causes the
transverse-mode spot size to triple for a constant index of refraction step, Dnr .130 The
catastrophic power level is proportional to the effective beam width in the transverse
direction, deff . the asymmetric large optical cavity (A-LOC) concept3,131 involves the
epitaxial growth of an additional cladding layer referred to as the guide layer (dG ) , with
index of refraction intermediate between the n -AlGaAs cladding layer and the active
layer. By using a relatively small index of refraction step (Dnr 5 0.1) versus 0.20 – 0.30 for
DH lasers, it is possible to force the optical mode to propagate with most of its energy in
the guide layer. The effective beam width for the A-LOC can be approximately expressed
as
d eff 5 dA 1 dG

(15)
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where dA is the active layer thickness. Mode spot sizes in the transverse direction of
approximately 1.5 mm can be achieved.

Important Commercial High-Power Diode Lasers
In the last few years, several important high-power laser geometries have either become
commercially available or have demonstrated impressive laboratory results. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of the more important structures. It is evident that the
structures that emit the highest cw power (.100 mW) (QW ridge waveguide (QWR),
twin-ridge structure (TRS), buried TRS (BTRS), current-confined constricted doubleheterostructure large optical cavity (CC-CDH-LOC), and buried V-groove-substrate inner
stripe (BVSIS)) have several common features: (1) large spot size (CDH-LOC, TRS,
BTRS, QW ridge); (2) low threshold current and high quantum efficiency; and (3) a
combination of low- and high-reflectivity coatings. All the lasers with the highest powers,
except for the CDH-LOC, use the thin active laser design. A recent trend has been the use
of quantum well active layers.
Figure 13 contains schematic diagrams for five of the more common DH laser designs
for high cw power operation, and Fig. 14 shows plots of output power versus current for
various important geometries listed in Table 1.
The CC-CDH-LOC device with improved current confinement136 (Fig. 13a ) is fabricated by one-step liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) above a mesa separating two dovetail
channels. Current confinement is provided by a deep zinc diffusion and a narrow oxide
stripe geometry. The final cross-sectional geometry of the device is very dependent on the
exact substrate orientation and LPE growth conditions.145 By properly choosing these
conditions, it is possible to grow a convex-lens-shaped active layer (Al0.07Ga0.93As) on top
of a concave-lens-shaped guide layer (Al0.21Ga0.79As). The combination of the two leads to
a structure with antiwaveguiding properties and a large spot size. Discrimination against
higher-order modes is provided by a leaky-mode waveguide. The cw threshold current is in
the range of 50 – 70 mA. Single-mode operation has been obtained to 60 mW under
50 percent duty cycle, and the maximum cw power from the device is 165 mW. The power
conversion efficiency at this power level is 35 percent considering only the front facet.
The CSP laser127 (Fig. 13b ) is fabricated by one-step LPE above a substrate channel.
The current stripe is purposely made larger than the channel to ensure uniform current
flow across the channel. However, this leads to some waste of current and thus a lower
differential efficiency than other similar high-power laser structures (BVSIS, BTRS).
Lateral mode control is very effectively obtained by the large difference in the absorption
coefficient a between the center and edges of the channel and by changes in the index of
refraction that result from changes in the geometry. By proper control of the active and
n -cladding layer thicknesses, it is possible to obtain Da > 1000 cm21 (see Ref. 146) and
Dnr > 1022. Threshold currents are in the range of 55 – 70 mA. The transverse far field is
relatively narrow due to the very thin active layer. Researchers from RCA have obtained
power levels in excess of 150 mW (cw) with a CSP-type laser.137 A detailed study of the
CSP laser has been presented by Lee et al. in a recent publication.147
Matsushita133 has also developed a CSP-like structure called the twin-ridge structure
(TRS) that uses a 400-Å active layer thickness (Fig. 13c ). The structure has demonstrated
fundamental-mode cw power to 200 mW and single-longitudinal-mode cw power to
100 mW. The maximum available power for the TRS laser is 115 mW, and threshold
currents are in the range of 80 – 120 mA. It appears that even though their geometry is
similar to that of the CSP, lasers with ultrathin and planar-active layers have been
fabricated. It should be further pointed out that one of the keys to achieving ultrahigh
power from CSP-like structures is the achievement of ultrathin (,1000 Å) active layers
that are highly uniform in thickness. Small nonuniformities in the active layer thickness
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TABLE 1 Summary of Mode-Stabilized High-Power Laser Characteristics (GaAlAs/ GaAs)*†

Geometry

Construction

Rated
power
(mW)

Max. cw
power
(mW)

Spectral
qual
(cw)

Spatial
qual
(cw)

I th
(m / A)

Slope
EEF
(mW / mA)

General Optronics [132]
Hitachi [127]

CNS-LOC
CSP

Two-step LPE
One-step LPE (TA)

—
30

60
100

SLM (50)
SLM (40)

SSM (50)
SSM (40)

50
75

0.67
0.5

MATS. [133]
MATS. [134]
NEC [135]
RCA [136]
RCA [137]
Sharp [138]
Sharp [139]
HP [140]
TRW [141]

TRS
BTRS
BCM
CC-CDH
CSP
VSIS
BVSIS
TCSM
ICSP

25
40
—
—
—
30
—
—
—

115
200
80
165
190
100
100
65
100

SLM (50)
SLM (50)
SLM (80)
SLM (50)
SLM (70)
SLM (50)
—
SLM (65)
SLM (30)

0.43
0.8
0.78
0.77
—
0.74
0.80
0.4
0.86

BH / LOC (NAM)

30

90

SSM (80)
SSM (100)
SSM (80)
SSM (50)
SSM (70)
SSM (50)
SSM (70)
SSM (40)
150 (50%
duty cycle)
90

90
50
40
50
50
50
50
60
75

Ortel [142]

30 – 50

0.85

Spectra Diode
[143]
BN(STC) [144]

QWR

One-step LPE
Two-step LPE
Two-step LPE
One-step LPE
One-step LPE
Two-step LPE
Two-step LPE
One-step MOCVD
Two-step MOCVD
(AH / HR)
Two-step LPE
(AH / HR)
MOCVD

—

500

SLM (100)

SSM (180)

16

1.3

QWR

MOCVD

—

300

SLM (150)

SSM (175)

—

0.8

—

Far field
128 3 268
(10 – 12) 3
278
68 3 208
68 3 168
78 3 208
68 3 308
6.58 3 308
128 3 258
128 3 258
—
(8 – 118) 3
358
—
88 3 228
—

* BH
Buried heterostructure
BTRS
Buried TRS
BVSIS
Buried VSIS
CC-CDH Current-confined constricted double heterostructure
CNS
Channeled narrow stripe
CSP
Channeled-substrate planar
ISCP
Inverted CSP
LOC
Large optical cavity
NAM
Nonabsorbing mirror
QWR
Quantum-well ridge
SLM
Single longitudinal mode
SSM
Single spatial mode
TCSM
Twin-channel-substrate mesa
TRS
Twin-ridge substrate
VSIS
V-groove-substrate inner stripe
† Approaches for achieving high-power GaAlAs lasers :
$ Thin active (TA) or A-LOC layer to decrease facet power density
$ Tight current confinement to produce high current utilization
$ Combination of low / high-reflectivity facet coatings (AR / HR) to produced high differential efficiency and lower facet intensity
$ Quantum well design with long cavity

OPTICAL SOURCES

Manufacturer
[reference]

FIGURE 13 Geometries for several important high-power diode lasers.
(a ) Constricted double-heterostructure large-optical-cavity laser (CDH136
127
LOC);
(b ) channel substrate planar laser (CSP);
(c ) broad-area
134
twin-ridge structure (BTRS);
(d ) twin-channel substrate mesa; (e )
inverted CSP.
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FIGURE 14 Plots showing output power versus cw current for the major high-power laser diodes. The
maximum power in a single spatial mode is in the range of 100 – 150 mW and total cw power can approach
200 mW.

lead to a larger Dnr difference, and thus a smaller lateral spot size, which will lead to lower
power levels and reduced lateral mode stability.
Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD, discussed earlier) has been used to
fabricate lasers with higher layer uniformity, which leads to a reduced spectral width and
more uniform threshold characteristics. Several MOCVD laser structures with demonstrated high-power capability are schematically shown in Fig. 13, and their characteristics
are summarized in Table 1. Figure 13d shows the twin-channel substrate mesa (TCSM)
laser.140 The fabrication consists of growing a DH laser structure over a chemically etched
twin-channel structure using MOCVD. Optical guiding is provided by the curvature of the
active layer. The TCSM laser has achieved cw powers of 40 mW in a single spatial mode
and 65 mW in a single longitudinal mode. The inverted channel substrate planar (ICSP)
laser135 is schematically shown in Fig. 13e. This structure is one MOCVD version of the
very successful CSP structure (Fig. 13b ).141 The ICSP laser has achieved powers in excess
of 150 mW (50 percent duty cycle) in a single spatial mode and a 100-mW (cw) catastrophic
power level.
More recently, quantum well lasers using the separate carrier and optical confinement
(see previous section, ‘‘Quantum Well Lasers’’) and ridge waveguide geometries have been
used for producing power levels in excess of 150 mW (cw) in a single spatial mode.143,144
The QW ridge resembles a standard RWG (Fig. 4e ) , but with a QW active region. Such
laser structures have low threshold current density and low internal absorption losses, thus
permitting higher-power operation.
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Future Directions for High-Power Lasers
Nonabsorbing Mirror Technology . The catastrophic facet damage is the ultimate limit to
the power from a semiconductor laser. In order to prevent catastrophic damage, one has to
create a region of higher-energy bandgap and low surface recombination at the laser
facets. Thus, the concept of a laser with a nonabsorbing mirror (NAM) was developed.
The first NAM structure was demonstrated by Yonezu et al.148 by selectively diffusing zinc
along the length of the stripe, except near the facets. This created a bandgap difference
between the facet and bulk regions and permitted a three- to fourfold increase in the cw
facet damage threshold and a four- to fivefold increase in pulse power operation.149 More
recent structures have involved several steps of liquid-phase epitaxy.150,151
The incorporation of the NAM structure is strongly device-dependent. For example, in
the diffused device structures, such as deep-diffused stripe (DDS)148 and transverse
junction stripe (TJS) lasers, NAM structures have been formed by selective diffusion of
zinc in the cavity direction.149 The n -type region will have a wider bandgap than the
diffused region, and thus there will be little absorption near the facets. However, most
index-guided structures require an additional growth step for forming the NAM
region.150,151 the NAM structures in the past have suffered from several problems: (1) Due
to their complex fabrication, they tend to have low yields. Furthermore, cw operation has
been difficult to obtain. (2) Cleaving must be carefully controlled for NAM structures
having no lateral confinement, in order to avoid excessive radiation losses in the NAM
region. The NAM length is a function of the spot size. (3) The effect of the NAM structure
on lateral mode control has not been documented, but could lead to excessive scattering
and a rough far-field pattern.
It is now becoming more clear that the use of a NAM structure will be required for the
reliable operation of high-power GaAlAs / GaAs laser diodes. Experimental results152
appear to indicate that laser structures without a NAM region show a decrease in the
catastrophic power level as the device degrades. However, most of the approaches
currently being implemented require elaborate processing steps. A potentially more
fundamental approach would involve the deposition of a coating that would reduce the
surface recombination velocity and thus enhance the catastrophic intensity level.153,154 Such
coatings have been recently used by researchers from Sharp and the University of Florida
to increase the uncoated facet catastrophic power level by a factor of 2.155,156
Recently, the use of NAM technology has been appearing in commercial products. The
crank transverse junction stripe (TJS) laser (a TJS laser with NAM) can operate reliably at
an output power of 15 mW (cw), while the TJS laser without the NAM can operate only at
3 mW (cw).147 The Ortel Corporation has developed a buried heterostructure (BH) laser
with significantly improved output power characteristics compared to conventional BH
lasers.142 The NAM BH laser is rated at 30 mW (cw)142 compared to 3 – 10 mW for the
conventional BH / LOC device.
Last, the use of alloy disordering, whereby the bandgap of a quantum well laser can be
increased by diffusion of various types of impurities (for example, Zn and Si),157 can lead
to a very effective technique for the fabrication of a NAM structure. Such structures have
produced an enhancement of the maximum pulsed power by a factor of 3 – 4.
High -Power 1.3 / 1.48 / 1 .55-mm Lasers. Previous sections have discussed high cw power
operation from (GaAl)As / GaAs laser devices. In the past several years there have been
reports of the increasing power levels achieved with GaInAsP / InP lasers operating at
l 5 1.3 mm. The physical mechanisms limiting high-power operation in this material system
are quite different than those for GaAlAs / GaAs lasers. The surface recombination at the
laser facets is significantly lower than in GaAlAs / GaAs, and thus catastrophic damage has
not been observed. Maximum output power is limited by either heating or carrier leakage
effects. With the advent of structures having low threshold current density and high
quantum efficiency, it was just a matter of time before high-power results would become
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FIGURE 15 Schematic diagrams of the most prominent LPE-based 1.3-mm laser
158,159
structures. (a ) Double-channel planar-buried heterostructure (DC-PBH);
(b ) buried
160,161
crescent.

available. Furthermore, since facet damage is not a problem, the only real need for facet
coatings is for improving the output power from one facet and sealing the device for
improved reliability.
In Fig. 15, we schematically show the two most common long-wavelength laser
structures that have demonstrated high cw power operation. In Fig. 15a , the doublechannel planar buried heterostructure (DC-PBH) is systematically shown.158,159 The
structure requires a two-step LPE growth process. The first step is the growth of the first
and top cladding layers in addition to the active layer. This is followed by the etching of
the structure, which is followed by a regrowth to form the blocking and contact layers.
LPE growth of this material system is such that if the mesa region is narrow enough, no
growth occurs on top of it during the deposition of the blocking layer, and this occurs for
mesa widths of less than ,5 mm. Low threshold current is achieved due to the narrow
mesa geometry and the good carrier and current confinement.
The DC-PBH has proved to be a laser structure with excellent output characteristics
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TABLE 2 Summary of Mode-Stabilized High-Power Laser Characteristics (GaInAsP/ InP)*†

Manufacturer
[reference]

Geometry

Mitsubishi (160)

PBC

NEC [157, 158]
OKI [161, 162]

DC-PBH
VIPS

TRW / EORC [159]
TRW / EORC [159]

DC-PBH type
PBC

STC [164]
ATT [165]

MQW
MQW BH

Construction
Two-step LPE
(p-subst.)
Two-step LPE
Two-step LPE
(p-subst.)
Two-step LPE
Two-step LPE
(p-subst.)
MOCVD
MBE

Max.
power
(mW)

Spatial
quality

Ith
(mA)

140

SSM (70)

10 – 30

140
200

SSM (140)
SSM (200)

10 – 30
10 – 30

100
107

SSM (70)
SSM (78)

10 – 30
10 – 30

170
200

—
—

—
—

* DC-PBH Double-channel planar buried heterostructure
MQW
Multiquantum well
PBC
Planar buried cresent
SSM
Single spatial mode
† Approaches for high-power GalnAsP / lnP lasers:
$ Tight current confinement to reduce the threshold current
$ Facet coatings (reflector / low reflecting front facet)
$ Diamond heat sinking
$ Long cavity length

and high reliability. NEC has been able to obtain thresholds as low as 10 mA with
70 percent quantum efficiency. Degradation rates of the order of 1026 / hr for an output
power of 5 mW at a temperature of 708C have also been obtained. More recently, NEC has
obtained 140-mW power in a single spatial mode.158 Lasers at 50 mW and 258C have been
placed on lifetest and show relatively low degradation rates after several hundred hours.
Degradation rates at 20 and 30 mW (508C) are 1.3 3 1025 / hr and 2.22 3 1025 / hr,
respectively. TRW has also worked with DC-PBH / PBC-(planar buried cresent) type laser
diodes and has obtained 100 mW cw.159 A summary of the various high-power l 5 1.3 mm
laser diode structures and characteristics is given in Table 2.
The other structure that has demonstrated high cw power is the buried crescent laser
first investigated by Mitsubishi (Fig. 15b ).160 The structure is grown using a two-step LPE
process and a p substrate. The final structure resembles a channel laser with an active layer
that tapers to zero near the edges of the channel. The tapering provides good carrier and
optical confinement. Researchers from Oki with a structure similar to the Mitsubishi
structure have demonstrated maximum power levels of 200 and 140 mW in a single spatial
mode.162 Lifetests163 on these lasers demonstrated a mean time to failure of ,7 3 105 / hr (at
208C) at 75 percent of the maximum cw output power (maximum 5 25 – 85 mW). These
results appear to indicate that 1.3-mm lasers are reliable for high-power applications.
A more recent development has been the use of multiquantum well (MQW)
high-power lasers in the 1.5 – 1.55-mm wavelength band. The use of a MQW ridge
waveguide structure has produced power levels of ,170 mW (cw).164 The MQW structure
consists of five wells of InGaAs, 60 Å thick, separated by four GaInAsP barriers of 100-Å
thickness. The two thicker, outermost barriers of GaInAsP provide a separate confinement
heterostructure (SCH) waveguide. In addition, buried heterostructure (BH) lasers165 with
power levels in excess of 200 mW have been achieved by incorporating strain into MQW
structures. A recent review article by Henshall describes the state of the art in more
detail.166
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TABLE 3 High-Power GaInAs Strained Layer Quantum-Well Lasers

Laser group
[reference]

Ridge width
(m m)

Wavelength
(m m)

Threshold
current
(mA)

JPL [168]
JPL [168]
NTT [169]
Spectra Diode [170]
Boeing [76]

6
3
3
4
4

0.984 – 0.989
0.978
0.973 – 0.983
0.9 – 0.91
0.98

13
8
9
,20
10 – 15

Max. power
in single
spatial mode
(mW)

Max. cw
power
(mW)

—
116
115
180
150

24
400
500
350
440

High -Power Strained Quantum Well Lasers . Over the last several years, there has been
extensive research in the area of strained layer quantum well high-power lasers. As with
GaAs QW high-power lasers, the geometry is typically a QW ridge. Table 3 summarizes
some of the latest single-spatial-mode high-power results.
Thermal Properties . An important parameter in the operation of high-power laser diodes
is the optimization of thermal properties of the device. In particular, optimizing the laser
geometry for achieving high-power operation is an important design criterion. Arvind et
al.167 used a simple one-dimensional thermal model for estimating the maximum output
power as a function of laser geometry (cavity length, active layer thickness substrate type,
etc.). The results obtained for GaInAsP / InP narrow stripe PH lasers were as follows:
$ Maximum output power is achieved for an optimum active layer thickness in the
0.15-mm region. This result applies only to nonquantum well lasers.
$ Significantly higher output powers (25 to 60 percent) are obtained for lasers fabricated
on p substrates compared to those on n substrates. The result is based on the lower
electrical resistance of the top epitaxial layers in the p substrate compared to n substrate.
$ Significantly higher output powers (,60 percent) are obtained for lasers mounted on
diamond rather than silicon heat sinks as a result of the higher thermal conductivity of
diamond compared to silicon, 22 versus 1.3 W / (8C-cm).
$ Significantly higher output powers (,100 percent) are obtained for lasers having a length
of 700 mm compared to the conventional 300 mm. The higher power results from the
reduced threshold current density and thermal resistance for the longer laser devices.
A plot of the calculation and experimental data from Oki162 is given in Fig. 16. Note that
there are no adjustable parameters in the calculation.
An important conclusion from the thermal modeling is that longer cavity semiconductor
lasers (700 – 1000 mm) will be able to operate at higher heat sink temperatures when the
power level is nominal (,5 mW) compared to shorter cavity devices (,100 – 300 mm). In
addition, the reliability of the longer cavity devices is also expected to be better. More
recent calculations and experimental results using strained layer lasers have verified this.95
Semiconductor Laser Arrays
One of the most common methods used for increasing the power from a semiconductor
laser is to increase the width of the emitting region. However, as the width is increased, the
occurrence of multilateral modes, filaments, and lateral-mode instabilities becomes more
significant. A far-field pattern is produced that is not diffraction-limited and has reduced
brightness. The most practical method to overcome this problem is to use a monolithic
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FIGURE 16 Calculation of maximum output power per facet as a function of
167
device length for n -p -substrate-type lasers and different heat sinks.
Note the
increased power level achieved for longer lasers and p -type substrates.

FIGURE 17 Schematic diagrams showing two types of laser array structures. (a ) Gain-guided
175
phased array using quantum well active layers and grown by MOCVD:
(b ) index-guided
173
phased array using CSP-LOC structures grown by LPE.
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TABLE 4 Summary of High-Power Phase-Locked Laser Arrays*
Max.
power
(mW)

Max.
power
(mW)

Laser group
[reference]

No. of
elements

Material
system

Xerox, 1978 [172]
HP, 1981 [174]
Xerox, 1982 [175]
Xerox, 1983 [176]
RCA, 1983 [173]
Siemens,
1984 [177]
Bell Labs,
1984 [178]
TRW,
1984 [179 – 181]
UC Berkeley,
1982 [182]
Cal-Tech,
1984 [183]
Xerox / Spectra
Diode 1985 [184]
Bell Labs,
1985 [185]
Sharp, 1985 [186]
Mitsubishi,
1985 [187]
Xerox / Spectra
Diode 1986 [188]
TRW [189]

5
10
10
40
10
40

GaAlAs-GaAs
GaAlAs-GaAs
GaAlAs-GaAs
GaAlAs-GaAs
GaAlAs-GaAs
GaAlAs-GaAs

GG
IG
GG
GG
IG
GG

60 (P)
1W (P)
200 (P)
800 (P)
400 (P)
—

130 (P)
1400 (P)
270 (cw)
2600 (cw)
1000 (P)
1600 (cw)

SL (28)
DL
SL (18)
DL
DL
DL

10

GaAlAs-GaAs

IG

—

—

DL

2

GaAlAs-GaAs

IG

75 (cw)

115 (cw)

SL (4 – 68)

10

GaAlAs-GaAs

IG

—

200

SL (2 – 78)

5

GaAlAs-GaAs

IG

—

—

SL (38)

10

GaAlAs-GaAs

575 (P)

—

SL (1.98)

10

InGaAsP-InP

Offset
stripe GG
GG

100 (cw)

600

SL (48)

2
3

GaAlAs-GaAs
GaAlAs-GaAs

IG; Y-C
IG

65 (cw)
100 (cw)

90 (cw)
150 (cw)

SL (4.228)
SL (3.68)

10

GaAlAs-GaAs

200 (cw)

575 (P)

SL (38)

10

GaAlAs-GaAs

IG(Y-C)
stripe GG
ROW

380 (cw)
1500 (P)

—

SL (0.78)

* GG
Gain guided
IC
Index guided
Y-C
Y-coupled
ROW Resonant optical waveguide

Type of
array *

Far field

P
pulsed
DL Double lobe
SL Single lobe

array of phase-locked semiconductor lasers. Such lasers have been used to generate powers
in excess of 10 W (cw)170 and over 200 W171 from a single laser bar.
It was not until 1978 that Scifres and coworkers172 first reported on the phase-locked
operation of a monolithic array consisting of five closely coupled proton-bombarded lasers.
The original coupling scheme involved branched waveguides, but this was quickly
abandoned in favor of evanescent field coupling by placing the individual elements of the
array in close proximity (Fig. 17a ). More recently, arrays of index-guided lasers173 have
been fabricated; one example is shown in Fig. 17b.
Recent emphasis has been on achieving higher cw power and controlling the output
far-field distribution. Some of the more significant events in the development of practical
semiconductor laser arrays are summarized in Table 4.
The subject of array-mode stability has become of great interest. In a series of
significant papers, Butler et al.190 and Kapon et al.191 recognized that to a first
approximation, an array can be modeled as a system of n weakly coupled waveguides. The
results indicate that the general solution for the field amplitudes will consist of a
superposition of these array modes. The analytic results permitted, for the first time, a
simple explanation for the observed far-field patterns and provided a means for designing
device structures that would operate in the fundamental array mode (i.e., all elements in
phase). This particular mode will provide the greatest brightness.
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Many techniques have been used for improving array-mode selection179,188,192,197 and
thus achieving a well-controlled spatial mode. Two of the more successful earlier
techniques involve (1) incorporation of optical gain in the interelement regions (gain
coupling of the laser array179–184,193) and (2) use of interferometric techniques that involves
Y -coupled junctions.186,188,192
The gain-coupled arrays achieve mode selectivity by introducing optical gain in the
interelement regions and thus increasing the gain of the fundamental array mode since this
mode has a significant portion of its energy in the interelement regions. The first
demonstration of this approach was the twin-channel laser (TCL) developed by researchers from TRW;180–181 since then, there have been other demonstrations.182,184,193
The theoretical foundations of the Y -coupled junction were first described in a paper by
Chen and Wang.192 Mode-selectivity is accomplished because the in-phase mode adds
coherently at each Y junction, while the out-of-phase mode has destructive interference,
since the single waveguides after the Y junction can support only the fundamental mode.
Similar interferometric and mode-selective techniques have been used in the development
of optical modulators.198
Finally, the most recent mode control mechanism for laser arrays involves the resonant
phase-locking of leaky-mode elements.189 With a properly optimized geometry, the
fundamental array mode has significant mode discrimination analogous to the high
discrimination found in single-element leaky-mode devices. Recent results indicate power
levels in excess of 360 mW (cw) in the fundamental array mode, and the beam broadens to
,2 times diffraction limited for output powers of ,500 mW (cw).
At the present time, it is not clear which technique will be most useful for achieving
stable, fundamental array mode operation. The gain-coupling concept works well for two
or three elements.199 However, array-mode selection described by the difference in gain
between the first and second array modes rapidly decreases as the number of array
elements increases beyond two or three.199 The Y -junction and leaky-mode approaches do
not appear to have the same limitations. The resonant leaky-mode arrays appear to have
the most promising performance at high power levels; however, the structures are complex
and thus yield and reliability need to be more fully addressed.
Two-Dimensional, High-Power Laser Arrays
There has been a significant amount of research activity in the past few years in the area of
very high power diode lasers.200–205 The activity has been driven by the significant
reductions in threshold current density of GaAlAs / GaAs lasers that can be achieved with
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), utilizing a quantum well design.
Threshold current densities as low as 200 – 300 A / cm2 with external efficiencies exceeding
80 percent have been achieved using GRIN-SCH quantum well lasers.200,201 CW powers of
,6 – 9 W have been achieved from single laser bars. Such power levels correspond to a
maximum of 11 W / cm from a single laser bar. Table 5 lists some of the more recent results
on very high power diode laser arrays.
In order to increase the output power from laser array structures, researchers have
investigated the use of a two-dimensional laser array. One particular configuration,
referred to as the ‘‘rack-stack approach,’’ is schematically shown in Fig. 18. In essence, the
approach involves stacking a linear array of edge emitters into a two-dimensional array.
The two-dimensional arrays are fabricated203 by (1) cleaving linear arrays of laser diodes
from a processed wafer, (2) mounting the bars on heat sinks, and (3) stacking the heat
sinks into a two-dimensional array.
As shown in Table 5, the main players in this business are McDonnell-Douglas and
Spectra Diode Labs. The largest stacked204 two-dimensional array has been manufactured
by McDonnell-Douglas and has an active area with five laser bars 8 mm in length. The
array was operated with 150-ms pulses to the limit of the driver204 at pulse repetition rates
of 20 – 666 Hz. Approximately 2.5 kW / cm2 was obtained at 20 Hz (average power ,300 W)
and 0.9 kW / cm2 at 666 Hz (average power ,92 W). Higher output powers will be obtained
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TABLE 5 Summary of High-Power Laser Array Results*

Laboratory
[reference]

Maximum
output power

Array type

Power
efficiency
(%)

Slope
efficiency
(W / A)

Power
density
(W / cm2)

General Electric
[201]

1D array

80 W (200-m s pulse;
10 – 100 Hz)

20

0.9

80

McDonnell-Douglas
[203, 204]

Broad stripe

6 W (cw)
(W 5 300 mm)

38

0.91

200

15 W (cw)
320W
(0.3% DF†)

15
—

—
—

50
2560

8 W (cw)
134 W
(150-ms pulse)

—
49

—
1.26

—
134

(L 5 1200 mm)
2D: 4 bars, 8 mm
2D: 5 bars, 8 mm
Spectra Diode
[170]

1D array
1D array

* All high-power laser structures are fabricated using MOCVD and quantum-well design.
† DF 5 Duty factor.

as a result of achieving the ultimate limits in threshold current density and optical losses in
the individual cavities with advances in nonabsorbing mirror and active cooling
techniques. Some recent progress has been seen in the latter with the use of etched silicon
grooves for fluid flow, which function as radiator elements to remove the heat.

13.8 HIGH -SPEED MODULATION
In many applications semiconductors lasers are modulated in order to carry information.
Semiconductor laser dynamics are usually described by the rate equations for the photon
and carrier densities:3–5,205,206
dN
I
cg
N
(16)
5
2
P2
dt edLw nr G
τs
N
P
dP c
5 gP 2 1 Gb
dt nr
τp
τs

(17)

where N is the carrier density, P is the photon density, I is the current, e is the charge of an
electron, d is the active layer thickness, L is the laser cavity length, w is the laser stripe
width, c is the speed of light, nr is the refractive index of the active region, g is the
threshold modal gain, G is the optical confinement factor, τ s is the carrier lifetime, b is the
spontaneous emission factor, and τ p is the photon lifetime of the cavity. (When these
equations are written in terms of total gain instead of modal gain, G does not appear in Eq.
(16), but multiplies the gain in Eq. (17).)

τp 5

nr
c (a i 1 (1 / 2L) ln (1 / RF RR ))

(18)

where a i is the internal loss and RF and RR are the front- and rear-facet reflectivities. b is
the ratio of spontaneous emission power into the lasing mode to the total spontaneous
emission rate.207 (Do not confuse b with the other spontaneous emission factor, which is
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FIGURE 18 Schematic diagram of the two-dimensional rack-stack laser array
architecture. (Courtesy of R. Solarz , Lawrence Liy ermore.)

used in linewidth theory and is defined as the ratio of the spontaneous emission power into
the lasing mode to the stimulated emission power of the mode.)
When a semiconductor laser is modulated there is some delay before it reaches a steady
state. Because it takes time for a carrier population to build up, there will be a time delay
τ d before the final photon density Pon is reached (see Fig. 19). Once Pon is reached,
additional time is required for the carrier and photon populations to come into
equilibrium. The output power therefore goes through relaxation oscillations before finally
reaching a steady state. This type of oscillation has many parallels in other second-order
systems,208 such as the vibration of a damped spring or an RLC circuit.
The frequency of these relaxation oscillations, fr is called the relaxation, resonance, or
corner frequency. By considering small deviations from the steady state where N 5
Nth 1 DN and P 5 Pon 1 DP , we can solve Eqs. (16) and (17) for fr with the result:5,205
fr >

1
2π

–

c dg Pon 1
5
nr G dN τp 2π

–

c dg (I 2 Ith )
nr dN edLw

(19)

where dg / dN is the differential modal gain. For bulk double-heterostructure lasers the gain
is linearly dependent on the carrier density and (c / nr )dg / dN is replaced by A , where A is a
constant. As discussed earlier in the chapter, the gain-versus-carrier-density relationship of
a quantum well is nonlinear, so A is not a constant for a QW laser.
Let us return our attention to the turn on delay τ d between a current increase and the
beginning of relaxation oscillations as illustrated in Fig. 19. If the initial current Ioff is below
Ith , the initial photon density Poff can be neglected in Eq. (16). Assuming an exponential
increase in carrier density we can derive206

τ d 5 τ s ln

Ion 2 Ioff
,
Ion 2 Ith

Ioff , Ith , Ion

(20)

Since τ s is on the order of several ns, τ d is usually very large for semiconductor lasers
with Ioff below Ith . For example, with τ s 5 4 ns, Ion 5 20 mA, Ith 5 10 mA, and Ioff 5 5 mA, τ d
will be 1.6 ns. If a short current pulse is applied to a laser biased below threshold, τ d may
be so long that the laser barely responds (see Fig. 20). When a current pulse ends, it takes

FIGURE 19 Schematic diagrams of the turn on delay and
relaxation oscillations for a semiconductor laser (a ) prebiased below threshold and (b ) prebiased above threshold.
(After Ref. 206.)
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FIGURE 20 An illustration of the pattern effect for a AlGaAs
laser diode with a 280 Mbit / s 10111 return to zero pattern. (From
Ref. 210 .)

time for the carrier population to decay. If another identical pulse is applied before the
carrier population decays fully, it will produce a larger light pulse than the first current
pulse did. This phenomenon, which is illustrated in Fig. 20, is called the pattern effect.209
The pattern effect is clearly undesirable as it will distort information carried by the laser
modulation. The pattern effect can be eliminated by prebiasing the laser at a current
sufficient to maintain a carrier population; for most semiconductor lasers this will mean
prebiasing at or above threshold. In order to modulate with a prebias below threshold, Ion
must be much greater than Ith . For most lasers this will require an impractically large Ion ,
but if Ith is very low it may be possible.211,212
Even a semiconductor biased above threshold will have a nonzero τ d before it reaches
its final photon density. Equations (16) and (17) may be solved for τ d above threshold:206

τd 5

1
2πfr

– S D
2 ln

Pon
1
5
Poff
2πfr

– S
2 ln

D

Ion 2 Ith
Ioff 2 Ith

Ith , Ioff , Ion

(21)

τ d will be much shorter for a prebias above threshold. For example if fr 5 5 GHz,
Ion 5 40 mA, Ioff 5 15 mA, and Ith 5 10 mA, τ d 5 60 ps. τ d will be shortest for large Pon and
Poff , so the shortest time delays will be achieved for small-scale modulation at high photon
density. For digital applications in which fairly large-scale modulation is required, the
maximum modulation speed of a semiconductor laser is to a large extent determined by τ d .
For very high speed microwave applications, lasers are prebiased at a current greater
than the threshold current and modulated at high frequencies through small amplitudes
about the continuous current prebias. The frequency response of a semiconductor laser has
the typical shape expected from a second-order system. (For a discussion of the frequency
response of a second-order system see Ref. 208.) The laser amplitude response is fairly
uniform at frequencies less than the relaxation oscillation frequency. At fr the response
goes through a resonance and then drops off sharply. The relaxation oscillation frequency
is therefore the primary intrinsic parameter determining the modulation bandwidth. The
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FIGURE 21 The small-signal modulation response of a 1.3-mm InGaAsP-constricted mesa laser
for different bias levels. The cavity length is 170 mm and the stripe width is 1 mm. Inset: Schematic
diagram of a 1.3-mm InGaAsP-constricted mesa laser (From Refs. 213 and 214 .)

actual useful bandwidth is generally considered to be the frequency at which the response
of the laser drops by 3 dB. Figure 21 is an example of the frequency response of a
semiconductor laser under amplitude modulation.213,214 In this example, the maximum
3-dB bandwidth is 16 GHz. If the 3-dB bandwidth is measured in electrical dB, as in our
example, it is located at approximately 1.55fr . Sometimes the 3-dB frequency is quoted as
that at which the optical power is reduced by a factor of 2; this actually corresponds to
6 dB in electrical power and occurs at approximately 1.73fr . The 0-dB frequency occurs at
approximately 1.41fr .213–215
The description of the relaxation oscillation frequency given here is rather simplistic
since it is based on rate equations, which consider only one type of carrier, neglect the
spatial dependances of the carrier and photon distributions, and neglect the effects of
carrier diffusion and nonlinear gain. In addition, the spontaneous emission term of Eq.
(17) was neglected in the derivation. The neglected effects are particularly important when
considering damping of the relaxation oscillations.204–206 With significant damping215 the
measured peak frequency fp will be more accurately determined by:
f 2p 5 f 2r 2

f 2d
4

(22)

where fd is the damping frequency.
We have also neglected, however, the electrical parasitics of the laser and its operating
circuit (bonding wires, etc.). Figure 22 is a simple equivalent circuit, which describes the
parasitic elements influencing a semiconductor laser. Here L is the inductance of bond
wire, R is the laser resistance including contact resistance, and C is capacitance primarily
due to bonding-pad capacitance and capacitance of the current-confining structure of the
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FIGURE 22 Simple equivalent circuit of the parasitics affecting the modulation of a semiconductor
laser.

laser stripe.213,214 The 50-Ω resistance is included to represent a 50-Ω drive. The resonant
frequency of this circuit is
R 1 50
1
(23)
fo 5
2π
LRC

–

The circuit is strongly damped so no resonance peak occurs; instead, the response simply
drops off.205,218 The amplitude response of a modulated semiconductor laser will begin to
drop off at frequencies at which the response of the parasitics drops off even if the intrinsic
peak frequency of the laser is higher. Therefore, the maximum practical modulation
bandwidth may be determined by fo instead of fr . Figure 23 shows the modulation response
of a semiconductor laser strongly affected by parasitics.219
The most significant parasitic limiting the performance of a semiconductor laser is
normally the capacitance.205 In order to achieve high speeds, the laser stripe must be very
narrow [see Eq. (18)]; practical narrow stripe lasers are often some form of buried
heterostructure (see Fig. 4c ). The substrate doping and confinement-layer doping of buried
heterostructure form a parallel plate capacitor. In order to reduce the capacitance the laser
can be fabricated on a semi-insulating substrate,205,218 the confinement layers can be
semi-insulating,124 the active area of the device can be isolated from the confinement layers
by etching trenches on either side of it,124,125 or the confinement layers can be replaced by a
thick dielectric layer such as polyimide.213,214 The inset on Fig. 21 is a schematic diagram of
the high-speed laser stripe whose frequency response is shown in Fig. 21.
Assuming that the parasitics have been minimized, consider how a semiconductor laser

FIGURE 23 The modulation response of a 1.3-mm
double-channel, planar-buried heterostructure laser
with a cavity length of 80 mm and a threshold current of
18 mA. The effect of parasitics is apparent. (From Ref.
219.)
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can be optimized for high-speed operation. As already mentioned, minimizing the stripe
width is desirable. Figure 21 illustrates that increasing the photon density (or equivalently
the current) increases the speed. Of course there will be a limit as to how much the photon
density can be increased; when the photon density of a semiconductor laser is increased,
eventually a maximum power is reached at which the laser fails due to catastrophic facet
damage. InGaAsP / InP lasers have a higher threshold for catastrophic facet damage than
AlGaAs / GaAs lasers; InGaAsP / InP lasers, therefore, tend to have higher bandwidths.214
Consideration of Eq. (19) shows that decreasing the cavity length will also increase the
speed.205,213,214,218,219 (Decreasing the length reduces τ p .) Increasing dg / dN will also increase
the speed. With a bulk active region dg / dN is approximately constant, so use of a short
cavity length will not affect it. As illustrated in Fig. 6, however, dg / dN of a QW laser will
decrease with increasing threshold gain, and therefore with decreasing cavity length. A
single QW laser will, therefore, make a relatively poor high-speed laser. An MQW laser,
however, will have higher dg / dN than a single QW. In the past, the highest modulation
bandwidths were achieved with InGaAsP / InP bulk active region InGaAsP / InP
lasers213,214,222,223 with the best results on the order of 24 GHz223 for room-temperature CW
measurements. The advent of strained MQW lasers has, however, recently resulted in
higher bandwidths because strain increases dg / dN.224–226 Strained GaAs-based In0.3Ga0.7As
MQW lasers with bandwidths as high as 28 GHz have been demonstrated.226
So far our discussion has dealt only with the amplitude response to modulation. The
phase and lasing wavelength (or optical frequency) are also affected by modulation. Figure
24 is an example of the phase response which accompanies the amplitude response of a
semiconductor laser under modulation.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 24 The modulation response of a proton stripe laser at
various bias currents: (a ) amplitude response and (b ) phase. The
threshold current is approximately 80 mA. (From Ref. 205 .)
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FIGURE 25 The FM response of TJS, BH, and channeled substrate planar (CSP) lasers. All the lasers are
biased at 1.2 times threshold. (From Ref. 229 .)

Assuming that a semiconductor laser lases in a single longitudinal mode under static
conditions, high-frequency modulation can cause it to shift to another mode or to become
multimode.227 The tendency to become multimode increases with the depth of modulation.
For many applications single-mode operation under modulation is required. In this case a
laser with built-in frequency selectivity such as a distributed feedback laser228 (DFB) (see
‘‘Spectral Properties,’’ following) can be used to maintain single-mode operation. Even
with single-mode operation under modulation, the linewidth of the lasing mode will be
broadened.206,227 This broadening, which is often called chirp , is discussed in more detail in
the next section.
While the frequency changes associated with small-scale modulation are generally
undesirable in amplitude modulation (AM) they can be utilized for frequency
modulation206,229,230 (FM). In digital systems, FM is often called frequency shift keying
(FSK). FM requires only a very small amplitude modulation, so it normally refers to the
effect of modulation on a single mode. In FM modulation, very fine shifts in optical
frequency are detected; frequency stabilized lasers such as DFB lasers230 as well as
standard semiconductor lasers will show an FM response. Typically, FM response shows a
low frequency decay below fr and a resonance at fr 206,229 (see Fig. 25).
If the reader requires more in-depth information on high-speed modulation of
semiconductor lasers, the book by Petermann206 or the review by Lau and Yariv205 will be
particularly helpful. For a recent review of the state of the art see the tutorial by
Bowers.215 References 3, 4, and 5 also contain chapters on high-speed modulation.

13.9 SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
One of the most important features of a semiconductor laser is its high degree of spectral
coherence. There are several aspects to laser coherence. First, the laser must have spatial
coherence in the various transverse directions. This is usually accomplished by controlling
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FIGURE 26 Eleven major designs for single-frequency lasers. The three in the top row and the first in the second row are
coupled cavity lasers; the next three are frequency-selective-feedback lasers; the next is an injection-locked laser; the last one in
the third row is a geometry-controlled laser. The left two are hybrid designs. (From Ref. 232.)

both the geometry and the lateral-mode geometry using a structure with a built-in index as
discussed earlier under ‘‘Fabrication and Configurations.’’ In order to achieve high spectral
coherence, the semiconductor laser must operate in a single longitudinal mode. There are
four technical approaches for accomplishing this:231,232 (1) coupled cavity, (2) frequency
selective feedback, (3) injection locking, and (4) geometry control. The various techniques
for achieving spectral control are described in Fig. 26.
The temporal coherence of the laser is related to the spectral width of the stimulated
emission spectrum by:
Lc 5 K

l 2o
Dl 1/2

(24)

where K is a constant dependent on the distribution of spectral output function, Lc is
coherence length, l o is the wavelength of the stimulated emission peak, and Dl 1/2 is the
halfwidth of the spectral emission. K 5 1 for rectangular; K 5 0.32 for a lorentzian; and
K 5 0.66 for a gaussian.
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The spectral linewidth, Df1/2 , for a single longitudinal mode can be expressed as:233
Df1/2 5

S

nsp J
21
4π τ p Jth

D

21

(1 1 a 2)

(25)

where nsp is the spontaneous emission factor, defined as the ratio of spontaneous to
stimulated emission in the lasing mode, τ p is the cavity lifetime, and a is the linewidth
enhancement factor.
Typical linewidths for a solitary single-longitudinal-mode laser are in the range of
5 – 20 MHz. Narrower linewidths can be achieved by using some of the techniques
described in Fig. 26. More recently, the use of QW lasers, as described earlier, has led to
a significant reduction in the linewidth enhancement factor and the corresponding laser
linewidths.234 Typical linewidths in the range of 0.9 to 1.3 MHz have been achieved.
Coupled cavity lasers make up a family of devices whereby spectral control is achieved
by reinforcing certain wavelengths which resonate in several cavities.235 A typical
configuration is shown in Fig. 26, whereby the long cavity is cleaved into two smaller
cavities. By properly controlling the length ratios and the gap width, good longitudinal
mode discrimination (better than 20-dB side-mode suppression) can be obtained.
Another important technique is the use of an external resonant optical cavity
(frequency-selective feedback) as shown in Fig. 27. This technique has been used by
researchers at Boeing to achieve extremely narrow linewidth (Df1/2 , 1 – 2 KHz) singlelongitudinal-mode operation.236
Frequency-selective feedback can also be achieved by using either a distributed
feedback (DFB) or distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser. As shown in Fig. 26, it differs
from other types of lasers in that the feedback is provided by a grating internal to the
diode laser. By using a DFB / DBR in combination with a long external cavity, it is possible
to achieve linewidths below 1 MHz in a monolithic diode.237
Injection-locked lasers have also been under investigation at several research labs.238 In

FIGURE 27 Semiconductor laser using resonant optical feedback.
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this technique, a low-power, single-frequency laser, which does not have to be a
semiconductor laser, is coupled to a single-mode semiconductor laser by injecting the
continuous wave emission of a single wavelength of radiation into the laser’s cavity.
The last technique for achieving single-longitudinal-mode operation involves the
geometry-controlled cavity. Basically, this involves a short cavity 50 mm or less in length,
since the longitudinal-mode spacing Dl L in a semiconductor laser is given by:128
Dl L 5

l 2o
2neffL

(26)

where neff is the effective index of refraction and L is the cavity length. Then if L , 50 mm,
Dl L . 20 Å , and the gain available to modes away from the gain maximum falls rapidly,
the laser operates in a single longitudinal mode. However, the width of the spectral model
can still be rather large as dictated by Eq. (25), unless special precautions are made (e.g.
ultrahigh mirror reflectivities).

SURFACE -EMITTING LASERS
Monolithic two-dimensional (2-D) laser arrays are key to many important applications
such as massive parallel data transfer, interconnect, processing, computing, and highpower, diode-pumped, solid-state lasers. Conventional lasers, as described in previous
sections, require a pair of parallel crystalline facets (by cleaving) for delineating the laser
cavity, thus limiting laser emission parallel to the junction plane. In this section, we
describe laser structures and fabrication techniques which allow light to emit perpendicular
to the junction plane, namely, surface-emitting lasers (SEL). SEL structures are compatible with monolithic 2-D laser array integration and requirements.
There are three designs for the fabrication of surface-emitting lasers and arrays: (1)
in-plane laser with a 458 mirror, (2) in-plane laser with a distributed grating coupler, and
(3) vertical cavity laser. The main body of the first two structures is very similar to the
conventional cavity design with the axis parallel to the junction plane (in-plane). Light is
coupled out from the surface via an integrated mirror or grating coupler. The third
structure is an ultrashort cavity (10 mm) ‘‘microlaser’’ requiring no cleaving and compatible
with photodiode and integrated-circuit processing techniques. High-density, surfaceemitting laser arrays of this type have been demonstrated jointly by AT&T and Bellcore.239
The following subsections will summarize each of the three structures.

Integrated Laser with a 458 Mirror
The development of this SEL structure requires the wafer processing of two 908 laser
mirrors as well as a 458 mirror for deflecting the laser output from the junction plane as
shown in Fig. 28. Dry etching techniques such as reactive ion (beam) etching (RIE),
chemical assisted ion beam etching (CAIBE), and ion beam milling are usually used for
the fabrication. In combination with a mass-transport process,240 a smooth parabolic
sidewall has been demonstrated for the 458 mirror of InGaAsP / InP lasers.
This approach for an SEL takes advantage of well-established layer structure growth for
typical lasers. The laser performance relies on the optical quality and reliability of the facet
mirrors formed. The etched-mirror lasers have been improved over the past decade to the
stage very comparable with the cleaved lasers. Two-dimensional, high-power (over 1 W)
laser arrays have been demonstrated by both TRW241 and MIT Lincoln Laboratory.240
These structures would require injection-locking or other external optical techniques in
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FIGURE 28 Monolithic in-plane-cavity surface-emitting lasers with 458 mirrors: (a ) Junctiondown and (b ) junction-up configurations. (From Ref. 241 .)

order to achieve coherent phased array operation as mentioned in the high-power laser
section.
Distributed Grating Surface-Emitting Lasers
Distributed feedback (DFB) (see under ‘‘Spectral Properties,’’ discussed earlier) and
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers were proposed and demonstrated in the early
1970s. It is well known that for the second-order gratings fabricated in the laser, the
first-order diffraction will be normal to the grating surface as shown in Fig. 29. Since early
demonstrations, it has taken over 10 years for both the applications and processing
techniques to become mature. Low-threshold, high-reliability DFB lasers with true
single-mode characteristics are readily fabricated. The critical issue involved in the
fabrication of the laser structure is the fabrication of the gratings with a period on the
order of 2000 Å. Holographic interference techniques with an Ar1 or He-Cd laser are
generally used in many laboratories. The fabrication of large-area gratings with good
throughput can be easily achieved by this technique. Another technique involves direct
electron-beam writing which is effective for design iterations.
The development of DBR structure with second-order gratings for surface-emitting
lasers did not occur until it was funded by the U.S. Air Force pilot program. This type of
laser does not require discrete mirrors for the laser action, so that one could link an array
of the lasers with residual in-plane light injection (leaking) across neighboring lasers for
coherent operation. A near-diffraction-limited array operation has been demonstrated with
this type of SEL. The concept was recently used for a high-power MOPA (master
oscillator power amplifier) laser amplifier demonstration with the slave lasers’ grating
slightly off the resonant second-order diffraction condition. High-power laser arrays of this
type have been demonstrated by SRI DSRC242 and Spectra Diode Laboratories.243
Coherent output powers of 3 to 5 W with an incremental quantum efficiency in excess of 30
percent have been obtained with the array.
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FIGURE 29 Grating surface-emitting laser array. Groups of 10 parallel ridge-guide lasers are
laterally coupled in each gain section. (From Ref. 242.)

Vertical Cavity Lasers
The term ‘‘vertical’’ refers to the laser axis (or cavity) perpendicular to the wafer surface
when it is fabricated. Conventional lasers have a relatively long cavity, on the order of
250 mm. It is not practical to grow such a thick layer for the laser. From the analysis, if we
reduce the cavity length down to 10 mm, one needs to have a pair of very high reflectivity
mirrors to make it lase at room temperature. To satisfy these conditions, researchers at
Tokyo Institute of Technology244 have used a metal thin-film or a quarter-wavelength stack
of dielectric layers (Bragg reflectors) of high- and low-index material for the mirror post to
the growth of laser layers. The advances in epitaxial growth techniques allow an accurate
control of semiconductor layer compositions and thicknesses such that Bragg reflectors
with 99.9 percent reflectivity can be attained. Therefore, a complete vertical cavity laser
structure as shown in Fig. 30 consisting of a gain medium and high-reflectivity (more than
10 periods of alternate layers due to incremental index difference) mirrors can be grown
successfully in one step by MBE or MOCVD techniques.
It is important to optimize the structure for optical gain. To maximize the modal gain,
one can locate the standing wave field peak at the thin quantum well active layer(s)
(quantum well lasers were discussed earlier in this chapter) to form a resonant periodic
gain structure.245 The issue associated with the semiconductor superlattice Bragg reflectors
is the built-in carrier resistance across the abrupt heterojunction discontinuity. Without
modifying the structure, the series resistance is on the order of several hundred to a
thousand ohms. There have been two techniques applied to lower the resistance, namely,
the use of graded junctions246 and peripheral Zn diffusion247 for conducting current to the
active region. Both have demonstrated improvement over the original design.
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FIGURE 30 Vertical cavity surface-emitting laser with (a ) layer structure and (b )
device geometry. (From Ref. 249.)

The laser size is defined by etching into a circular column that can be mode-matched to
a single-mode fiber for high coupling efficiency. It is desirable that the lasers can be
planarized. Proton-bombardment-defined lasers248 with good performance and high yield
have been obtained. Meanwhile, the small size of the laser has resulted in low threshold
currents close to 1 mA.249 The differential quantum efficiency has been improved from a
few percent to more than 30 percent; the output power level, modulation frequency, and
maximum operating temperature have also increased over the past several years. As
mentioned previously, the advantage of this SEL structure is the potential of high packing
density. Bellcore researchers250 have demonstrated a novel WDM (wavelength division
multiplexing) laser source with a good histogram of wavelength distribution. The grading
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TABLE 6 Performance Characteristics of Vertical Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers Developed in Various Research
Laboratories*
Jth
(kA / cm2)
22.6

Ith
(mA)

Vth
(V)

40

T0
(K)

Pmax
(mW)

h
(%)

Size
(mm)

115

1.2

1.2

15f

0.3

3.9

7f

6.6

2.5

6.0

1.5

535

4.1

0.8

5f

3.6

3.6

3.7

0.7

4.7

10 3 10

2.8

2.2

7.5

0.6

7.4

10f

1.4

0.7

4.0

1.2

4.8

1.1

7.5

4.0

0.8

1.1

4.0

737
3.0*
3.2

12*
8.3

20 3 20

30f

12 3 12
1.5

14.5

10f

Structure
0.5 mm,
DH-DBR
3 3 8 nm MQW
strained columnar
m laser
10 nm SQW strained
columnar m laser
Passivated 3 3 8 nm
MQS strained
columnar m laser
3 3 8 nm MQW
strained ionimplanted m laser
4 3 10 nm MQW
proton-implanted
m laser
8 nm SQW strained
columnar m laser
Strained columnar
m laser
4 3 10 nm MQW
proton-implanted
m laser
8 nm SQW strained
columnar m laser
4 3 10 nm GRIN-SCH
proton-implanted
m laser

Reference
Ref. 246,
Tai, AT&T

Ref. 240
Jewell, AT&T

Ref. 252
Lee 1990, AT&T

Ref. 249
Geels, UCSB
Ref. 253
Clausen 1990
Bellcore
Ref. 254
Tell 1990, AT&T
Ref. 249
Geels, UCSB
Ref. 254
Tell 1990, AT&T

* Jth 5 threshold current density; Ith 5 threshold current; Vth 5 threshold voltage; Pmax 5 maximum power; h 5 overall efficiency; T0 5
characteristic temperature; * 5 pulsed.

of layer thickness across the wafer during a portion of growth translates into different
lasing wavelengths. Two-dimensional, individually addressable lasers in a matrix form have
also been demonstrated.251 In the future, 2-D laser arrays operating at a visible wavelength
will be very useful for display and optical recording / reading applications. The performance
characteristics of vertical cavity SELs reported are shown in Table 6.

13.11 CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have introduced the basic properties of semiconductor lasers and
reviewed some areas of the field, including high-power operation, high-speed operation,
coherence, and surface-emitting lasers. We have particularly emphasized the advantages of
quantum well lasers and strained quantum well lasers. Up until very recently, all the major
laser diodes were fabricated using GaAs / GaAlAs and GaInAsP / InP heterostructures.
However, there have been such significant advances in the use of strained quantum wells
that these lasers have performance levels which exceed, in many cases, that found for the
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unstrained lasers. Coupled with the measured excellent reliability results and better output
power / temperature performance, these types of lasers will experience a high demand in
the future. High-power strained InGaAs / GaAs quantum well lasers are also of interest
because their lasing wavelength range includes 0.98 mm, which makes them useful for
pumping erbium-doped fiber amplifiers.17
Another trend in the future will be the extension of commercial semiconductor lasers to
a wider variety of lasing wavelengths. Just as with the standard lasers, strained quantum
wells result in significant performance improvements in these more novel laser systems.
Shorter wavelength (l , 0.75 mm) lasers with high output powers are of interest for
high-density optical recording and printing. In the last few years, much progress has been
made in developing short wavelength semiconductor lasers. In the near future, practical
visible wavelength lasers will be in the red-to-yellow range, but progress has begun on even
shorter wavelengths in the blue. Recent work on very long wavelength (l . 2.0 mm)
GaInAsSb / AlGaAsSb lasers is also very promising. Long wavelengths (.1.55 mm) are of
interest for eye-safe laser radar, metrology, and medical instrumentation.
Currently, commercial lasers are of the edge-emitting variety, but two-dimensional
surface-emitting laser arrays have advanced considerably in the past few years. When they
reach maturity, they will be used for pixel interconnect and display applications.
In a limited chapter such as this it is impossible to cover all areas of the field of
semiconductor lasers in depth. One of the most important areas neglected is that of
tunable lasers.255–257 Single-mode tunable DFB and DBR lasers are of great interest for
future coherent optical transmission systems. These lasers lase in a single longitudinal
mode, but that mode can be tuned to a range of frequencies.
Another area not discussed in detail here is amplifiers. Amplifiers are of great interest
for long-haul communication systems, for example, submarine cable systems. Amplifiers
can be laser pumped fiber amplifiers17 or laser amplifiers.258–262 A laser amplifier has a
structure similar to that of a semiconductor laser and has some optical gain, but only
enough to amplify an existing signal, not enough to lase on its own.
It is hoped that the information presented in this chapter will satisfy readers who are
interested in the basics of the subject and will give readers interested in greater depth the
understanding necessary to probe further in order to satisfy their specific requirements.
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14.1 GLOSSARY
Ac (τ )
a
ag
d
dg

%s (t )

autocorrelation
linear small-signal attenuation
average (saturated) gain prior to the arrival of perturbation
crystal thickness
thickness of gain medium
pulse amplitude

g

linear small-signal amplification

I

pulse intensity

l

attenuation inside nonlinear medium

n

number of round-trips

Pp

amplitude of a fluctuation

Pay

noise of average power

p

group velocity mismatch

r

amplitude reflectivity

r

reflectivity

T1a

energy relaxation time of absorbing transition

te

pulse rise time to reach saturation energy density

tg

gain existing time

tRT

cavity round-trip time

W

pulse energy

Wsa

saturation energy

Wsg

gain saturation energy
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a
ag
DP
d
e (t )
k
s
sa
τc
τp
F
χ (2)
vp
vs

absorption coefficient
gain absorption coefficient
power fluctuation
mismatch between cavity round-trip time and the pump pulse spacing
small noise burst
nonlinear parameter proportional to the length and nonlinear index of
medium
gain cross section
growth rate
decay time for fluctuation
duration of fluctuation
intensity-dependent phase
second-order susceptibility
pump radiation frequency
pulse frequency

14.2 INTRODUCTION
Ultrashort pulses are often generated by locking in phase a large comb of modes sustained
by the laser gain bandwidth. Mode locking has been studied and used in many different
lasers. A typical laser consists of a resonator formed of two mirrors and a gain medium.
The simplest mode-locked laser is a resonator with an intracavity modulator. This
modulator, whether it is a saturable absorber, an acousto-optic (A-O) or electro-optic
(E-O) modulator, or a self-phase modulating component, modulates the amplitude or the
phase of the field inside the cavity to generate short pulses. We will devote this chapter to
the different aspects and variations of the mode-locking mechanism.
There are two broad categories of mode-locking mechanisms: passive and active. In the
former, some intensity-dependent loss or dispersion mechanism is used to favor operation
of pulsed over continuous radiation. In the latter, a coupling is introduced between cavity
modes, ‘‘locking’’ them in phase. Between these two classes are ‘‘hybrid’’ and ‘‘doubly
mode-locked’’ lasers in which both mechanisms of mode locking are used. In parallel to
this categorization in ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘passive’’ lasers, one can also classify lasers as being
modulated inside (the most common approach) or outside (usually in a coupled cavity) the
lasers.

14.3 PASSIVELY MODE -LOCKED LASERS
Evolution of the Pulse Train
In a laser, many modes are allowed along the resonator axis with frequency separation of
c / 2L , where L is the optical length of the cavity and c is the speed of light. These modes
usually oscillate with random phases and irregular amplitudes resulting in a randomly
time-varying amplitude within the round-trip period tRT 5 2L / c. However, if these modes
have the same phase f , they will constructively interfere at the same instant tc 5 (f / 2π )tRT
of the round-trip time. The output will thus consist of a series of pulses centered at
tc , tc 1 tRT , tc 1 2tRT , . . . , and the laser is said to be ‘‘mode locked.’’ The element to fix
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these relative phases is referred to as the mode locker. The width of each of the successive
pulses is approximately equal to the inverse of the frequency range spanned by the modes
being locked in phase. In the laser resonator, mode locking in the time domain
corresponds to a single pulse traveling back and forth between mirrors with loss on the
output mirror being compensated by the gain from pumping at each round-trip.
A passive mode-locking element can be a saturable absorber, a nonlinear lens, a
nonlinear mirror, or a combination of dispersion and phase modulation. Before looking at
individual mode-locking elements, let us review the general mechanism of passive mode
locking.
The passive mode-locking element can most often be represented by intensitydependent intracavity loss. Larger losses at low intensity imply that the laser has less
gain—and may be below threshold—for low-intensity continuous wave (cw) radiation than
for pulses with higher peak intensity. This leads to the emergence of a pulse out of the
amplified spontaneous emission noise of the laser. Rather than concern ourselves with the
primary process of formation of a precursor of a pulse from random noise, let us follow
the evolution of the pulse from its birth from noise until it has blossomed into a fully
shaped stable laser pulse. We will look for simple evolution equations for the pulse energy
W 5 e`2` I (t ) dt , with I (t ) being the pulse intensity.
The element responsible for saturable losses (gain) should have typically a linear loss
(gain) factor at low energies, and a constant loss (gain) at higher energies. We thus have, at
low energies: dW / dz 5 Òa W. At large energies W  Ws : dW / dz 5 Òa Ws where Ws is the
saturation energy for the chosen geometry. The simplest differential equation to combine
these two limits is
dW
(1)
5 a g Wsg [1 2 e 2W /Wsg]
dz
Equation (1) is written for a medium with a linear gain a g and a saturation energy Wsg . It
can be integrated to yield the energy W2 at the end of the amplifier of thickness dg , as a
function of the input energy W1:
W2 5 G (W2 , W1)W1 5 Wsg ln h1 2 e agdg(1 2 e W1/Wsg)j

(2)

A similar equation applies to the saturable absorber, with a negative absorption coefficient
2a a and a smaller saturation energy Wsa :
W2 5 A(W2 , W1)W1 5 Wsa ln h1 2 e 2aada(1 2 e W1/Wsa)j

(3)

The dominant linear loss element is the output coupler, with reflectivity r. The transfer
function for that element is simply
W2 5 L(W2 , W1)W1 5 rW1

(4)

and the energy of the output pulse is (1 2 r )W1 . The evolution of the pulse energy in a
single round-trip can be simply calculated from the product of all three transfer functions
given by Eqs. (2) (3), and (4). For instance, if we consider a ring laser with the sequence:
mirror, gain, and absorber, the pulse energy W4 after the absorber is given by the product
A(W4 , W3)G (W3 , W2)L(W2 , W1). One can also express the relation between the energy W4
and the pulse energy W1 before the output mirror by the algebraic relation:1
1 1 a [e W4/Wsa 2 1] 5 h1 1 g [e rW1/Wsg 2 1]jWsg/Wsa

(5)

where a 5 exp h2a a da j is the linear small-signal attenuation of the passive element and
g 5 exp ha g dg j is the linear small-signal amplification.
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The recent trend has been to develop high-power mode-locked oscillators, for which
both numbers a and g can be large, and the reflectivity of the output coupler r can be as
low as 50 percent. As a result, the order of the elements matters in the design of the laser,
and in its performances. To illustrate this point, let us assume that the passive element is
totally saturated in normal operation. In full saturation, the input energy W (0) is related to
the output energy W (d ) by
W (d ) 5 W (0) 2 a a da Wsa

(6)

Given an initial energy W1 , the energies W4 after single passage through three different
sequences of the same elements are given below. For the sequence mirror-absorber-gain
e W4/Wsg 5 1 2 g [1 2 e (rW12aadaWsa)/Wsg]

(7)

For the sequence absorber-mirror-gain
e W4/Wsg 5 1 2 g [1 2 e r (W12aadaWsa)/Wsg]

(8)

For the sequence absorber-gain-mirror
e W4/Wsg 5 h1 2 g [1 2 e (W12aadaWsa)/Wsg]j1/r

(9)

Let us take a numerical example for a high-gain system such as the flash-lamp pumped
Nd : glass laser, with Wsa / Wsg 5 0.1 , a a da 5 1 , a g dg 5 1 .5 and output coupling of r 5 0.5 . For
an initial energy W1 / Wsg 5 0.5 , we find for the sequence mirror-absorber-gain W4 / Wsg 5
0.545 , for the sequence absorber-mirror-gain W4 / Wsg 5 0.689 , and for the sequence
absorber-gain-mirror W4 / Wsg 5 0.582.
The order of the elements, the relative saturation of the gain to that of the passive
element, as well as the output coupling influence the stability and output power of the
laser, as shown in Ref. 1. The evolution of the pulse in the cavity can be calculated by
repeated applications of products of operations such as A(W4 , W3)G (W3 , W2)L(W2 , W1) for
the sequence (passive element, gain, output coupler), starting from a minimum value of W1
above threshold for pulsed operation,1 and recycling at each step the value of W4 as the
new input energy W1 . Figure 1 shows the growth of intracavity pulse energy, as a function
of the round-trip index j , for different orders of the elements. The initial pulse energy is 1
percent of the saturation energy Wsg in the gain medium. The saturation energy and optical
thickness of the absorbing medium are, respectively, Wsa 5 0.8Wsg and aa da 5 1 .2. The
linear gain is a g dg 5 1.5 , and the output coupling r 5 0.8 .
The main point of this exercise is that the order of the elements is important, a fact
confirmed by measurement on high-gain lasers such as Ti : Al2O3. Such dependence on the
order of the elements proves the inadequacy of analytical theories based on the
approximation of infinitesimal change per element and per cavity round-trip.
Numerical codes have been developed that attempt to include all physical phenomena
affecting pulse shape and duration.2,3 Unfortunately, the shear number of these mechanisms makes it difficult to reach a physical understanding of the pulse-generation process, or
even identify the essential parameters. Therefore, the most popular approach is to
construct a simplified analytical model on a selected mechanism. The next section gives a
brief summary of the various mode-locking methods.

Pulse Shaping in Passive Mode Locking
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to review the numerous theories of passive mode
locking that have emerged since the early 1970s. An overview of these theories can be
found in Refs. 1 and 4. We will limit ourselves here to a qualitative description of pulse
shaping.
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FIGURE 1 Intracavity pulse energy versus round-trip index number j. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to
the sequence m (irror)-a (bsorber)-g (ain), a -g -m and a -m -g , respectively.

The main influence of the saturable absorber is to steepen the leading edge of the
pulses circulating in the cavity. At the early stage of the pulse formation, the portion of the
pulse prior to t 5 ts (ts is the time to reach saturation) is absorbed. It is assumed at this
early stage that I (ts ) 5 Isa is reached at a time ts Ô T1a , where T1a is the energy relaxation
time of the absorbing transition. As the pulse intensity increases, the pulse duration
shortens because the leading edge of the pulse from t 5 0 to t 5 ts is eroded by absorption,
while there is much less attenuation at the trailing edge of the pulse for t . ts . However, as
the pulse is amplified in the cavity, the onset of saturation moves toward the earlier part of
the pulse. As a result of the decreasing ts , absorption saturation becomes less and less
effective as a compression mechanism because it affects a smaller and smaller fraction of
the pulse leading edge. As the pulse duration becomes much smaller than T1a , the absorber
affects the pulse only up to the time te for which the accumulated energy density reaches
the saturation energy density Wsa :

E I(t) dt 5 I T
te

sa

1a

5 Wsa

(10)

0

Trailing edge pulse shaping generally is the result of the gain depletion by stimulated
emission. This mechanism becomes significant as the pulse energy approaches a steady
state.
The above considerations are sufficient to establish broad criteria for the gain and
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absorber in a passively mode-locked laser. For the gain medium, a larger inversion at
minimum cost of pump power calls for a long energy relaxation time T1g . At moderate
pumping, the gain recovery time (between pulses separated by the cavity round-trip time
tRT ) is equal to—or less than—T1g . Stable single-pulse operation of a passively modelocked laser requires that the cavity round-trip time does not exceed the gain lifetime T1G
by more than a factor of 4 or 5.
The saturable absorber should have a larger or equal saturation cross section than the
gain medium, and a relaxation time T1a shorter than the cavity round-trip time. The
requirement for a large saturation cross section can be relaxed by using standing wave
saturation (factor of 3 effective reduction of the saturation intensity) as in the ring laser or
an antiresonant ring laser,1 or by focusing more tightly in the absorber than in the gain.
Optimal pulse compression through saturable absorption requires that the saturation
energy be as large as is compatible with the self-starting requirement (buildup of the
oscillation from noise).

Phase Modulation and Dispersion
In most practical situations involving passive mode locking with a saturable absorber dye,
the laser radiation is applied below resonance with the absorber. Consequently, the index
of refraction of the dye solution decreases as the absorber saturates, leading to a
downchirp of the pulse and self -defocusing of the beam. Both processes can simultaneously affect the mode-locking process.1
A downchirped pulse has higher frequency components at its leading edge. Therefore,
the pulse front will propagate slower than the pulse tail in a normally dispersive medium
such as glass, and the pulse will be compressed.5 Depending on the particular cavity
configuration, the self-defocusing may result in a significant loss modulation. The induced
lens, which may have a focal distance of several centimeters, will nearly always modify the
beam geometry because of astigmatism.6 The z -scan technique7 was used to measure the
lensing effect in the absorber jet of diethyloxadicarbocyanine iodide (DODCI) mixed in
ethylene glycol. When a dye laser at 620 nm was used as pumping source, a focal length of
23.1 cm was measured for the induced lens in the dye jet, which corresponds to a l / 100
phase front distortion6 at the beam waist. This lensing effect results in a total change of
intensity on axis of 2.6 percent when the absorber jet is translated along the z direction6
away from the focal point of the mirrors.
Both the self-defocusing and the phase modulation are maximum if the pulse-energy
density in the dye amounts to approximately 6 times the saturation-energy density. This is
the condition for which the fastest change in index takes place near the peak of the pulse.
If this mode of operation is sought, the spot size in the absorber should be large enough to
avoid excessive saturation of the dye. Positive dispersion—such as provided by an
adjustable thickness of glass—is sufficient to compensate the downchirp and achieve pulse
compression.
Positive phase modulation or ‘‘upchirp’’ can be obtained in a cavity where the Kerr
effect dominates. This is the case in laser cavities with tight focusing in the absorber jet,8,9
or in a solid-state gain medium such as the Ti : Al2O3.
The amount of phase modulation can be made very large either by using additives with
large Kerr constant such as 2-methyl-4-nitroaniline (MNA) to the saturable absorber
solution,9,10 or using an external fiber in additive-pulse mode locking as discussed later, or
using amplifier crystals (such as is the case for Ti : Al2O3). When self-phase modulation is
combined with an appropriate amount of group velocity dispersion, some important effects
occur. One of them is the formation of ‘‘soliton.’’ Solitons in fibers were first observed in
1980.11 Pulse narrowing was demonstrated associated with soliton formation by Mollenauer
et al.12 This work led subsequently to the design of a soliton laser.13 If the modulation
due to the Kerr effect dominates—such as in the Ti : sapphire laser—the steady-state
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pulse can also be calculated from the nonlinear Schro¨ dinger equation.1,14,15 The approximations made in modeling the soliton laser by the nonlinear Schro¨ dinger equation neglect
loss mechanisms. In particular, the modulation of the beam parameters caused by transient
self-focusing associated with the Kerr effect is generally ignored. Recently, the importance
of the spatial effect—in particular for Ti : sapphire lasers—was recognized and included in
the laser analysis.16

Passive Pulse-Shaping Elements
The most common passive mode-locking element is the saturable absorber dye with a
saturation energy of the order of 1 mJ / cm2, and an energy relaxation time ranging from
picoseconds to nanoseconds. Its functions include pulse shaping by saturation, phase
modulation leading to downchirp, saturation-induced self-focusing, Kerr-effect-induced
upchirp, and self-defocusing.
In addition, the absorbing dye jet provides a common time reference for the
counterpropagating pulses of a ring cavity. Since the pulses generate a transient standing
wave pattern in the absorber jet, a complex single- and two-photon resonant degenerate
four-wave mixing coupling takes place between the two pulses.17
Multiple quantum wells provide a substitute saturable absorber with a smaller
saturation energy required to mode-lock semiconductor lasers.18 Also, ‘‘artificial saturable
absorbers’’ can be designed with nonlinear optics. A detailed analysis of this concept is
given in a later section, ‘‘Nonlinear Optical Sources,’’ under the subheading ‘‘Mode
Locking with Intracavity Second Harmonic Generation’’ and the section following it.
A last and rather complex pulse-shaping element is a two-photon absorbing semiconductor associated with a limiting aperture. The function of that element is to limit the pulse
intensity to roughly the saturation intensity, and provide pulse compression through
self-defocusing by the two-photon-induced carriers. A detailed description of this laser
operation is given in the section ‘‘Passive Negative Feedback.’’

14.4 SYNCHRONOUS, HYBRID , AND DOUBLE MODE LOCKING

Synchronous Mode Locking
Short pulses can be created by exciting the gain medium at a repetition rate synchronized
with the cavity-mode spacing. This simple method is called synchronously pumped mode
locking. As compared to passive mode locking, fewer internal elements are needed in this
type of laser. In its simplest form, synchronous mode locking has the advantage of a higher
pumping efficiency. Indeed, no energy is wasted in trying to maintain a gain between
pulses. A larger number of dyes is available for synchronously pumped operation,
including dyes with a very short energy relaxation time which would be too difficult to be
pumped continuously. Another important advantage over passively mode-locked lasers is
its higher average output power. The reason is the low duty cycle of the pump, enabling
more pump power to be concentrated in the gain jet, resulting in a larger inversion and
gain than in a continuously pumped laser.
Unfortunately, the same degree of stability cannot be achieved for purely synchronously pumped lasers as for passively mode-locked lasers. Typically, the autocorrelation
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FIGURE 2 Net gain development inside a laser cavity.

trace of such a laser has exponential wings, indicating a random distribution of pulse
duration along the train.19 If the laser cavity were slightly longer than required for exact
synchronization, amplified spontaneous emission would constantly accumulate at the
leading edge of the pulses, resulting in long pulse durations. For best stability, the cavity
length should be slightly shorter than that required for exact synchronism with the pump
radiation. In fact, if d is the mismatch between cavity round-trip time and the pump pulse
spacing (synchronous with the pulsed gain a (t )) , the intracavity intensity of the j th
round-trip is related to the previous one by
Ij (t ) 5 Ij21(t 2 d )[e a (t 2d )dg 2 l ]

(11)

In Eq. (11), dg is the thickness of the gain medium and l is the loss per cavity round-trip.
The net gain (e a (t)dg 2 l ) exists in the cavity for a time tg (Fig. 2). Any pulse will
experience gain for n 5 tg / d round-trips. The laser oscillation will start from a small noise
burst e (t ). The fully developed intracavity pulse is simply
I (t ) 5 e (t 2 tg )[e a avdg2l]n

(12)

where we have defined an average gain a (1 / tg ) e a (t 9 / dt 9). Equation (12) indicates that in
the absence of any spectral filtering mechanism, and neglecting the distortion of the gain
curve a (t ) by saturation, the pulse should be roughly n times shorter than the duration of
the gain.
The somewhat oversimplified representation of Fig. 2 includes nevertheless an
important noise feature of the laser. The seed e (t ) has random phase. As pointed out by
Peter et al.,20 the aleatory phase of the spontaneous emission source is at the origin of the
noise of the laser.
The phase randomization of the ‘‘starting’’ pulse can be reduced by adding to e (t ) a
minimum fraction h E (t ) of the laser output field, just large enough so that the phase of
h E (t ) 1 e (t ) comes nearly equal to the phase of the output fields E (t ). Both calculation
and experiment have demonstrated a dramatic noise reduction by seeding the cavity with a
small fraction of the pulse in ady ance of the main pulse.20 The practical implementation is
to provide a weak reflection from a microscope slide ahead of the output mirror. Since a
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 3 (a ) Synchronously pumped laser, (b ) modified end mirror.

feedback of less than 1025 is required, the microscope slide needs only to interact with the
edge of the beam, as shown in Fig. 3.
Ideally, the gain medium in a synchronously pumped laser should have a short lifetime,
so that the duration of the laser pulse is not longer than that of the pump pulse. If the gain
medium has a longer lifetime than the cavity round-trip time, there is hardly a modulation
of the gain, and we would expect mode locking to be impossible. However, even a small
modulation of the gain may grow because of gain saturation by the modulated intracavity
radiation, resulting in a shortening of the function a (t ) , and, ultimately, ultrashort pulses.
Phase modulation and dispersion may also lead to the growth of a steady-state pulse out of
a small modulation. We will discuss the synchronous pumping of a very long lifetime gain
medium in the section on Ti : sapphire lasers.

Hybrid and Double Mode Locking
As mentioned above, synchronously pumped mode-locked lasers have the disadvantage
that their pulse (usually longer than those from passive mode-locked lasers) are unstable in
duration19 and in frequency.21
To improve the laser characteristics, a saturable absorber can be inserted in the
cavity.22,23 Such a laser is called hybrid mode -locked laser. Depending on the concentration
of the absorber dye, the hybrid mode-locked laser is either a synchronously mode-locked
laser perturbed by the addition of saturable absorption or a passively mode-locked laser
pumped synchronously. Detailed discussion of the distinctions can be found in Ref. 1.

Double Mode Locking
Numerous applications require multiple-wavelength femtosecond sources. One possibility
is to cascade several lasers synchronously pumping each other.24 This technique allows us
to obtain various synchronized sources of increasing wavelength, but such a complex setup
has a low efficiency. More sophisticated and efficient is the method of double mode
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FIGURE 4 Double colliding pulse mode locking, M1, M3, and M4
are high reflectors and M2 has partial transmission at both laser
wavelengths.

locking ,25 ,26 used in a passively mode-locked laser to serve essentially the same purposes.
In the latter technique, the saturable absorber of the primary laser is the gain medium for
the secondary laser. Although one would have expected pulses shorter than with simple
passive mode locking because the lifetime of the common dye—absorber for the primary
laser, gain for the secondary—is shortened by the secondary laser action, the improvement
was not achieved. Combining double mode locking with pulse collision in the absorber
(standing wave saturation), Wang27 et al. succeeded in double mode locking an Ar1 and
dye laser in a ring cavity. A simple configuration of this double colliding mode-locked laser
is shown in Fig. 4. This technique eliminates the need for active mode locking of the Ar1
laser for synchronous or hybrid mode locking. It also has a high overall efficiency: the
average output power was 50 mW for an Ar1 pump power of 1 W. Another example of
cascade operation involves a Ti : sapphire laser synchronously pumping a dye laser.28
Multiple wavelength operation is easily achievable within a laser cavity, provided the
bandwidth of the gain medium is sufficiently large. This is in particular the case of the
Ti : sapphire laser, for which various configurations for two-color femtosecond (fs)
operation have been demonstrated. Simultaneous operation of two synchronized pulse
trains is generally desired. One synchronization mechanism exploited by Dykaar and
Darack29 is cross-phase modulation via the Kerr effect, in a region of the gain medium
where the pulses are spatially and temporally close enough to interact. The pump beam
(an Ar1 laser) is split to excite two adjacent volumes of the same piece Ti : sapphire
crystal. These two adjacent gain volumes are associated with two cavities tuned to
different wavelengths. Up to the largest wavelength offset observed of about 20 nm, the
two pulse trains appear perfectly synchronous, as indicated by a cross-correlation width
of 70 fs.
Another technique is to use the traditional prism sequence needed to adjust the group
velocity dispersion as a spectral device to select two spectral regions in the cavity. Barros
and Becker30 inserted a double slit between the prism pair and the end cavity mirror to
select two center frequencies. Dual wavelength spacing as large as 60 – 75 nm with less than
20 fs time jittering was achieved. A third technique applies to even larger wavelength
spacing. Evans et al.31 used two prism pairs with three prisms (sharing of the first one) and
two output couplers. They obtained wavelength range as large as 90 nm and less than 70 fs
time jittering between two pulse sequences.
As noted by Kafka32 and Luo,33 unsynchronized dual wavelength pulse trains can be
quite useful for pump-probe spectroscopy. Let us consider, for instance, a transient
transmission experiment, with a pump laser operating at a repetition rate of … cp and the
probe at a repetition rate of … ct . On the screen of an oscilloscope triggered on the pump
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pulses, transmitted probe pulses will appear at time intervals Dt 5 (1 / … cp ) 2 (1 / … ct ) ,
providing a direct display of the transient phenomena being observed, with a temporal
resolution equal to Dt.

14.5 ACTIVE AND PASSIVE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
A typical flash-lamp pumped mode-locked Nd laser generates a train of only 5 to 10 pulses
of all different intensity. ‘‘Negative feedback’’ is a technique to modulate cavity losses and
stretch the pulse train. It increases cavity losses when the peak intensity of the pulses tends
to increase beyond a well-defined value. By limiting the intracavity pulse energy, the rate
of depletion of the population inversion is reduced, resulting in an extended pulse train.
As told by their names, active (passive) negative feedback is the implementation of this
technique actively (passively) using an intracavity energy limiter. The intracavity pulse
compression can work more efficiently on a pulse of constant energy that circulates for at
least 100 round-trips in the cavity. Pulse duration as short as the bandwidth limit of the
gain medium is achieved.34
The first report on active feedback is from Martinez and Spinelli,35 who proposed to use
an electro-optic (E-O) modulator to actively limit the intracavity energy in a passively
mode-locked glass laser. They demonstrated that the pulse train could be extended. A fast
high-voltage switching of the E-O modulator led to the generation of microsecond pulse
trains in a passively mode-locked glass laser36 and in hybrid mode-locked Nd : glass lasers.37
These systems provided an alternative to cw subpicosecond38 and femtosecond39 lasers. If
we substitute a piece of glass of high thermal conductivity for the laser rod, a microsecond
long train of pulses could be generated at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Used as a source for
synchronously pumping a ring dye laser, pulses of less than 50 fs and 25 nJ are routinely
extracted from the oscillator.
These electronic feedback systems are expensive and sophisticated. There is a minimum
response time of one cavity round-trip before the feedback can react.37 As a result, the
pulse train envelope still exhibits some modulation. On the contrary, a passive feedback
system can provide immediate response, i.e., on the time scale of the pulse duration rather
than on the time scale of the cavity round-trip. The mechanism of passive negative
feedback is as follows. Self-defocusing in a semiconducting two-photon absorber (typically
a millimeter-thin piece of polished GaAs) sets in at a power level close to the saturation
intensity in the saturable absorber dye. Because the pulse intensity is close to the pulse
saturation intensity, there is an optimal pulse compression at the pulse leading edge by
saturable absorption. On the other hand, because of self-defocusing by the two-photon
generated carriers, the pulse trailing edge is clipped off, resulting in further pulse
compression.
Stretching and stabilization of Q-switched pulses with intracavity two-photon absorbers
was first demonstrated in 1967.40,41 Simultaneous extension of the pulse train and
compression of the individual pulses was only observed two decades later, with the
insertion of a GaAs sample in an actively and passively mode-locked Q-switched
laser.42,43,44 A detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the mechanism by which
GaAs affects the pulse evolution in the mode-locked train is given in Ref. 34. The essential
components are (1) a high-gain solid-state laser, (2) a pulse-shaping element (A-O
modulator and saturable absorber), (3) an intracavity GaAs sample, and (4) a beamlimiting aperture. Typical results45 are a rectangular pulse train of 100 to 200 identical
pulses, with pulse durations of 5 to 10 ps in an Nd : YAG laser. The pulse energy is about
10 mJ pulse, and a shot-to-shot stability better than 0.5 percent, measured over 10,000
pulses.
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FIGURE 5 Model of laser mode locked by harmonic
generation inside cavity.

14.6 NONLINEAR OPTICAL SOURCES
Mode Locking with Intracavity Second Harmonic
A new method of passive mode locking has been investigated, which uses the intracavity
harmonic generation as a mode-locking mechanism. In both active and passive modelocked lasers, harmonic generation has been observed and predicted to have a pulsebroadening effect.46,47 Stankov proposed that intracavity harmonic generation could be
used for pulse narrowing,48 and subsequently demonstrated passive mode locking in a
Q-switched laser by means of a nonlinear mirror consisting of a nonlinear crystal with a
second-order nonlinearity and a dichroic mirror.48,49 A simple cavity model for mode
locking through harmonic generation (second harmonic or sum frequency) inside a laser
cavity is shown in Fig. 5. The end mirror can be translated to adjust the relative phases
(through the dispersion of air) between the fundamental and second harmonic wavelengths
as they reenter the crystal. The phases are adjusted for reconversion of the fundamental
from the second harmonic on the second passage. The whole assembly of crystal-air
gap-end mirror has then a reflectivity increasing with intensity.
The mode-locking mechanism with intracavity harmonic generation has been studied
and analyzed in the time domain49 and the frequency domain.50 The analysis shows that the
nonlinear reflection from the nonlinear mirror behaves like a saturable absorber. This
mechanism allows one to obtain two synchronized coherent wavelengths from one laser.

Intracavity Parametric Mode Locking
Another mode-locking mechanism called parametric mode locking was demonstrated by
Zhao and McGraw.51 This laser can be viewed as a hybridly mode-locked laser using a
nonlinear process as the passive pulse-shaping element. Here, the third-order nonlinearity
of a crystal applied to sum and difference frequency generation is used in the mode-locking
process. Similar to the previous second harmonic case, a nonlinear mirror is used in the
cavity. Instead of air, a glass plate for tuning the relative phases of the three wavelengths is
inserted between the crystal and the trichroic end mirror. This nonlinear mirror generates
a reflectivity at one wavelength as an increasing function of the intensity at another
wavelength and therefore modulates the intracavity loss at the first wavelength inside the
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laser. In the particular experiment of Zhao and McGraw,51 an infrared dye laser is pumped
synchronously by a frequency doubled Nd : YAG laser. Sum and difference parametric
generation synchronized with the 1.06 mm radiation of the pump source is obtained
intracavity. The crystal is located near the end mirror which reflects both the generated
blue and infrared dye laser radiation. Optimal pulse compression is obtained when, at the
second passage through the crystal, the phase of the blue radiation, relative to the infrared
radiation, is such that the blue radiation is reconverted back to the infrared radiation
oscillating in the cavity. It has been shown51 that both parameteric amplitude modulation
(AM) and frequency modulation (FM) contribute to the mode locking.
This technique is useful for pulse narrowing, mode locking, and frequency upconverting
of lasers. In addition, because the reflectivity of the parameteric mirror is intensitydependent, the mechanism can be used to adjust the intracavity chirp. It provides us a
unique opportunity to generate ultrashort pulses in various wavelength ranges, such as in
the blue, where direct short-pulse generation is difficult due to the lack of suitable pump
sources and mode-locking materials.

Optical Parametric Oscillator

Optical Parametric Oscillation . Optical parametric amplification (OPA) is a secondorder nonlinear optical process. A nonlinear crystal is excited by a pump radiation of
frequency v p . A ‘‘signal’’ of amplitude %p (t ) and frequency v s will grow exponentially in a
crystal of thickness d , if pump depletion can be neglected:

%s (t ) 5 %s0 e sadjp(t)

(13)

with the growth rate s a proportional to the second-order susceptibility:

s a ~ χ (2)

(14)

An ‘‘idler’’ photon of frequency v i 5 v p 2 v s is generated with the emission of each signal
photon. Two types of phase matching conditions can be achieved, either type I:
ke (o)(v p ) 5 ko (e)(v s ) 1 ko(e )(v i )
or type II:
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where ko(e) is the wave vector for ordinary (extraordinary) beam.
Optical parameteric generation is achieved by single-passage amplification of vacuum
fluctuation (superfluorescence OPA).52 Optical parametric oscillation (OPO) can be
obtained from an optical parametric amplifier with a cavity feedback. The cavity can be
made resonant with the idler or the signal (singly resonant OPO) or with both (only
practical for degenerate OPO).53 For synchronous pumping by mode-locked solid-state
lasers, the length of the OPO cavity should match that of the pump laser. A unidirectional
ring cavity for the OPO is preferable because of lower loses.54 The mechanisms of pulse
compression are similar to those of other synchronously pumped lasers, except that there is
no pulse compression through gain saturation as observed in dye lasers. The most
important are the pulse compression through phase modulation in the gain medium and
intracavity group velocity dispersion. Pulses as short as 65 fs over a broad tuning range
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were obtained by synchronously pumping an OPO resonant or with an Nd : glass laser with
negative feedback.55 The same approach leads to fs pulse generation, using as pump the
intracavity fs pulses of a dye laser,56 or of a Ti : sapphire laser.57 Since the method of
parameteric generation is intracavity to a mode-locked laser, there is little possibility for
scaling up the energy of the pulses (typically 1 pJ). The main advantage of this method is
the high repetition rate. Such parametric generators pumped by mode-locked Ti : sapphire
lasers has extended the wavelength range of high-repetition-rate ps and fs sources from the
near UV to the middle IR.58,59,60,61,62 For complete recent trends in OPO, refer to Diels and
Rudolph (Ref. 4).

Parametric Chirp Enhancement and Pulse Compression . Since the pump frequency is
the sum of the idler and signal frequencies, the idler and signal are chirp-reversed of each
other.62 This has an important consequence for seeded-pulse parametric generation. If a
seed signal (idler) pulse is sent (before passing through the nonlinear crystal) through a
dispersion line, it will be broadened and chirped. The same dispersion line will act as a
perfect pulse compressor for the generated idler (signal).
In some circumstances, the chirp of a pump pulse may be amplified in the parametric
process. In the case of near degenerate parametric generation in type I cut KDP, a small
change in the wavelength of the pump (visible) results in a larger change in the wavelength
of the signal and idler. As a result, a slightly chirped pump pulse generates signal and idler
with enhanced and opposite chirps.63 The instantaneous departure from average carrier
frequency of the signal (d v s ) and idler (d v i ) can be related to the frequency deviation of
the pump (d v p ):

d v s 5 pd v p

(17)

d v i 5 (1 2 p )d v p
The chirp enhancement factor p is related to the group velocity mismatch:

p5

1 /y gp 2 1 /y gi
1 /y gs 2 1 /y gi

(18)

where the subscripts p , i , and s denote pump, idler, and signal. The signal pulses with
enhanced chirp can be compressed in a grating pair compressor. Pulses of 50 femtosecond
at 920 nm were obtained by this technique63 with the natural chirp of frequency-doubled
pulses from an Nd : glass laser.

14.7 ADDITIVE AND SELF -MODE -LOCKING

Mode locking through phase modulation by a Kerr liquid has been observed in a Ruby
laser65 in 1968. The presence of Kerr liquids in the Q-switched resonator gave rise to
ultrashort pulses. Other means to introduce a modulation in the cavity include self-phasemodulation inside the laser material,66,67,68,69 spatial soliton propagation,13,70 and coherent
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addition of pulses from coupled cavities.71,72 Some aspects of these various mechanisms will
be discussed below.

Additive Pulse Mode Locking
There has been a large effort devoted to the development of additive pulse mode locking
(APML) involving coupled cavities. One of the basic ideas—to establish the mode
coupling outside the main laser resonator—was suggested in 196573 and later applied to
mode-lock a He-Ne laser.74 In that earlier implementation, an A-O modulator, operating
at half the intermode spacing of the laser, coupled adjacent modes (outside the cavity)
before reinjecting them into the cavity through the output mirror. The output mirror of the
laser, together with the mirror used to reinject the modulated radiation, formed a cavity of
a mode spacing equal to that of the main laser cavity. Each upshifted mode, reinjected in
the cavity, will force laser oscillation in phase with the mode (‘‘injection locking’’). Since
all adjacent pairs of modes are coupled in phase, the laser is mode locked.
The recent APML methods are passive implementation of this older technique. In the
purely dispersive version, a pulse from the coupled cavity is given some phase modulation
such that the first half of the pulse fed back into the laser adds in phase with the intracavity
pulse, while the second half has opposite phase. At each round-trip, the externally injected
pulse compresses the intracavity pulse, by adding a contribution to the leading edge and
subtracting the same amount from the trailing edge, as sketched in Fig. 6. This technique
has first been applied to shortening pulses generated through other mode-locking

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 6 (a ) A typical additive-pulse mode locked laser, and (b ) modeling of
its coherent field addition.
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mechanisms. A reduction in pulse duration by as much as two orders of magnitudes was
demonstrated with color-center lasers72,75,76 and with Ti :Al2O3 lasers.77
It was subsequently realized that the mechanism of pulse addition through a nonlinearly
coupled cavity is sufficient to passively mode lock a laser. This technique has been
successfully demonstrated in a Ti : sapphire laser,78 Nd : YAG,79,80 Nd : YLF,81,82 Nd : glass,83
and KCl color-center lasers.84 Ippen et al.85 presented a detailed description of the
coherent addition of pulses from the main laser and the extended cavity which takes place
in additive-pulse mode locking.
Coherent field addition is only one aspect of the coupled-cavity mode-locked laser. The
nonlinearity from the coupled cavity can be an amplitude modulation, as in the soliton
laser,13 or a resonant nonlinear reflectivity via a quantum well material.18
Some analyses of APML76,85 have shown that the coupling between a laser and an
external nonlinear cavity can be modeled as an intensity-dependent reflectivity of the laser
end mirror. In the round-trip from the output mirror through the auxiliary cavity, the pulse
accumulates a total phase shift f 1 F consisting of a constant (linear) part f and a
nonlinear part (intensity-dependent) F. Assuming a small nonlinear shift, we can replace
the phase factor exp (i F) by its first-order expansion which leads to the equation governing
the reflection coefficient:76
G 5 r 1 l (1 2 r 2)e 2if (1 2 i F)

(19)

Here, r is the amplitude reflectivity of the output coupler; l is the attenuation inside the
nonlinear medium, for instance, a fiber. In the latter case, the intensity-dependent phase is
F 5 k [u%2(t )u2 2 u%2(0)u2] with %2(t ) (%2(0)) being the amplitude (peak) of the waves incident
on the fiber and k is proportional to the length and nonlinear index of the fiber. There is a
differential reflectivity for different parts of the pulses. If one sets f 5 2π / 2 , then G has a
maximum value at the pulse center where F 5 0, and smaller values at the wings.
Adjustment of this dynamic reflectivity produces pulse shortening at each reflection until a
steady-state balance is achieved between the pulse shortening and pulse spreading due to
bandwidth limitation and dispersion.

Self-Starting Mode Locking

Self -Starting Mechanism . In the case of a laser mode locked passively with a saturable
absorber, the oscillation builds up gradually from noise fluctuations saturating the
absorber. The starting mechanism is not obvious in the case of the laser mode locked by a
dispersive process, particularly when the gain medium has a long lifetime. Some lasers
require an external starting mechanism; some others, such as the Ti : sapphire lasers, are
‘‘self-starting.’’
In a self-mode-locked laser, like in any other mode-locked system, there are
intensity-dependent loss mechanisms. Temporal phase modulation implies necessarily a
spatial modulation of the wavefront, hence, self-lensing. This effect is not unique to the
Ti : sapphire laser: it also plays an important role in the operation of dye lasers.6 It has been
suggested86 that mode locking can be achieved through a Kerr-induced self-focusing effect
in the gain medium—an effect thereafter referred to as Kerr lens mode locking. The
decreased loss with intensity for all these nonlinear effects can also be interpreted as a net
gain. There is another effect that opposes the nonlinear compression mechanism, often
referred to as dynamic gain saturation.87 ,88 Laser mode locking will be self-starting if the
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intracavity nonlinearity—responsible for the growth of a noise spike—dominates the
dynamic gain saturation.
If we define Pp as the amplitude of one fluctuation rising above the noise of average
power Pay , the response of the nonlinear compression mechanism can be seen as a net gain
for a power fluctuation DP 5 Pp 2 Pay . To the first-order approximation the gain increase is
proportional to the fluctuation
Dg (t ) 5 b [Pp (t ) 2 Pay ] 5 b DP (t )

(20)

where b is a characteristic of the nonlinearity and proportional to k . The equation for the
growth of the perturbation Pp (t ) is then
Pp b 2
P p 2 f (Pp )
5
t tRT

(21)

In Eq. (21), tRT is the cavity round-trip time. The various theories of starting mechanism
differ as to the origin of the fluctuation damping term f (Pp ). One school87,88 associates the
function f (Pp ) with the decrease in gain related to a positive power fluctuation Pp . That the
derivative of Eq. (21) should be positive leads to a self-starting condition:
b
 sτp
ag

(22)

where τ p is the duration of the fluctuation, s is the gain cross section, and ag is the average
(saturated) gain prior to the arrival of the perturbation. Another approach is that of
Krausz et al.,89 who uses a simple damping term 2Pp / τ c for f (Pp ). The decay time τ c for
the fluctuation is the inverse linewidth of the first beat note. Assuming that unequal
axial-mode spacing due to spatial hole burning is the major contribution to the beat note
linewidth 1 / τ c , Krausz et al.89 predict the following self-starting condition:
bPay .

1 tRT
ln (mi ) τc

(23)

where mi is the number of initially oscillating modes.
Kerr Lens Mode Locking . The use of the nonlinearity of Kerr effect for pulse shortening
and mode locking has been investigated theoretically and experimentally for more than
two decades.66 In 1972, Dahlstro¨ m succeeded in mode locking an Nd : glass laser by means
of the optical Kerr effect. However, due to the weak nonlinear response of the devices, this
technique was constrained to pulsed systems66,71,90 because of the high intensities needed to
produce a sufficient nonlinearity to couple the axial modes.
A breakthrough for cw pumped passive mode locking of solid lasers was achieved when
strong self-phase-modulation91 was observed in fibers and, subsequently, in Ti : sapphire
crystals. The self-focusing effect in the laser rod which leads to a modification of the cavity
parameters was analyzed in the Gaussian beam approximation by Salin et al.16 In some
configurations, the self-focusing results in a higher gain for pulsed than for cw operation
because of an increasing overlap of the pump gain volume with the cavity mode of the
circulating pulse. When observing the beam structure of a Ti : sapphire, we find a
high-order transverse mode for cw operation, and a smaller one when the laser is mode
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locked. If an aperture is inserted to increase loss for cw operation, the laser will eliminate
the cw mode and be self-mode-locked. The combination of self-lensing with the aperture
acts as intensity-dependent losses, just as does a saturable absorber.
Ti : Sapphire Lasers . The large bandwidth of the Ti : sapphire laser has made it one of the
most attractive candidates for ultrashort pulse generation. All mode-locking techniques
developed for dye lasers have been attempted with this laser: passive mode locking,92
acousto-optic mode locking,93,94 injection seeding,95 additive-pulse mode locking,78 movingmirror mode locking,77 hybrid mode locking,84 and synchronous pumping.96,97 Naganuma et
al.98 obtained pulses as short as 50 fs, using the dye HITCI as a saturable absorber in an
antiresonant ring. Unidirectional ring operation was also demonstrated.99
The simplest configuration, however, to produce a self-mode-locking or Kerr lens mode
locking is unique to Ti : sapphire lasers. Spence et al. produced 60 fs pulses with a
self-mode-locking laser without any internal mode-locking elements.100 The label ‘‘Kerr
lens mode locking’’ was first applied to a similar cavity configuration,91 except that an
adjustable slit inserted in front of the output coupler ensured additional loss for the cw
mode. In this type of laser, the sapphire rod itself is an effective phase modulator through
the nonlinearity of its index at high-peak laser intensities. Balance of phase modulation
and dispersion led to the generation of pulses shorter than 35 fs by several groups.101,102,103
The shortest pulse duration obtained, so far, from a Ti : sapphire laser is 11 fs by the group
at Washington State University.103
The fascinating aspects of self-mode-locking or Kerr lens mode locking are still being
actively investigated.104 Whatever the details of the mechanisms involved, this type of
‘‘self-mode-locked laser,’’ avoiding the need for active or passive mode lockers, has
reduced the number of optical elements inside the cavity. Thereby, it reduced the sources
of instability, increased the available power, simplified the design and operation, and, most
important, reduced the cost.

14.8 OTHER ULTRASHORT PULSE SOURCES

Soliton Laser
We have seen in preceding sections that there are loss mechanisms (saturation, induced
lensing) and dispersive mechanisms (phase modulation followed by dispersion) that can
contribute to pulse shaping in a laser. If the mechanism of pulse compression by
self-phase-modulation and dispersion dominates, the equation of the pulse evolution in the
cavity can be shown to reduce to the nonlinear Schro¨ dinger equation. The physical model
for the laser is reduced to a succession of infinitesimal phase modulation followed by an
infinitesimal dispersion per cavity round-trip.
Under appropriate assumptions, manipulations, and renormalizations, the nonlinear
Schro¨ dinger equation takes the form
i

˜ 2E
˜
E
˜ u2 E
˜ 50
1 2 1 uE
z
t

(24)

˜ are normalized distance, time, and electric field, respectively. The
where z , t , and E
solutions of this equation are described in an article by Zakharov and Shabat.105
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˜ associated with eigenvalues z i of the
Numerically, a soliton is an eigenfunction E
coupled differential equations. The order of the soliton is the number of poles associated
with that solution. Solitons of order one are stationary solutions, which have a stable
secant hyperbolic shape and propagate without distortion. Solitons of order n . 1 ,
however, are periodic solutions with n characteristic frequencies.
In a soliton laser, at each round-trip, there is an infinitesimal amount of self-phasemodulation succeeded by an infinitesimal gain. In the development leading to Eq. (24), the
gain and losses are assumed to be linear and nullify each other. The same mathematic
development leading to the Schro¨ dinger equation also applies to a single mode fiber, at a
wavelength of negative dispersion. The physics governing the propagation equation of a
short pulse also includes a combination of self-phase-modulation, negative dispersion, and
negligible losses. The solitons, solutions of Eq. (24), represent steady-state pulses either
circulating in some type of mode-locked laser cavities, or propagating in single-mode
fibers.
In the case of fibers, because of their inherent stability, solitons can propagate without
distortion over very long distance. If information can be stored and maintained in a
particular time sequence of solitons, then solitons may be opening a new era of optical
communications.
It is possible to combine the soliton-shaping characteristics of a fiber and a mode-locked
laser cavity to produce a soliton laser. The fiber generates a soliton which is fed back into
the cavity. Such a soliton laser was invented by Mollenauer in 1984.13 The laser produced
n 5 2 soliton subpicosecond pulses at infrared wavelength (1.5 mm) for the first time. A
polarization preserving fiber with anomalous dispersion is inserted into the feedback loop
of a mode-locked laser. This is accomplished by directing part of the intracavity power into
the fiber with a beamsplitter and a lens. A lens and a mirror at the other end of the fiber
reflect the pulse back toward the cavity. A variable path portion of the feedback loop is
required for adjusting the fiber arm to an integral multiple of the main cavity length. The
soliton pulse duration can be adjusted from several picoseconds13 to 50 fs106 by selecting
the length of the generating fiber.

Miniature Dye Lasers
It seems somewhat paradoxical to be using large (of the order of meters) resonators to
generate pulses of spatial extension in the micron range. Two methods of short-pulse
generation use either an ultrashort cavity (Fabry-Perot dye cells of thickness in the micron
range) or no cavity at all (distributed feedback lasers).
Distributed Feedback Lasers . In a linear resonator, the counterpropagating pulses create
a standing wave pattern in the gain medium. Stimulated emission can take place only
where a stimulating field is present. There is neither emission nor gain depletion at the
nodes of the standing wave pattern of the laser. Gain occurs mainly at the antinodes of this
pattern. Conversely, if the radiation is produced from a spatial pattern corresponding to
such standing waves, it will have the same characteristics as if a cavity were present. In
the distributed feedback laser, the inversion (hence the emission) is only produced at the
antinodes of a standing wave pattern. The wavelength selectivity Dl / l is simply the
inverse of the number of gain lines in the pattern. The gain pattern is produced by
interfering two pump beams in the gain medium. If 1 mm-wide pump beams are used to
make a pattern for 600 nm, Dl / l 5 D… / … < 1 / 1700 . The bandwidth of this grating is in the
THz range, broad enough to support the generation of picosecond pulses.
It seems at first that a coherent source is required to pump such a laser. In principle,
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FIGURE 7 Creating an inversion grating with a source of low coherence, using a
holographic grating [courtesy of F. P. Shaefer ].

even white light can be used, if the grating is formed by imaging a holographic grating into
the gain medium with the pump radiation. As shown in Fig. 7, in a perfectly symmetric
configuration, the pump beam diffracted into the 11 order is made to interfere with the 21
order in a dye cell.107
As that laser is being pumped, a series of pulses is generated—each pulse being
terminated by gain depletion. There is, however, a range of pump pulse power leading to
the generation of only a single pulse, with a duration about 50 times shorter than the pump
pulse. Quenching of the emission can eventually be achieved by an additional laser pulse
which terminates the gain.108 A detailed review of various experimental arrangements and
applications of picosecond distributed feedback lasers can be found in a publication by Bor
and Mu¨ ller.109
Short -Cay ity Lasers . Another approach to generate single short pulses is the short-cavity
laser. The laser cavity has to be short enough to have a free spectral range exceeding the
gain bandwidth. In a typical ‘‘short-cavity’’ laser,110 the wavelength is tuned by adjusting
the thickness of the dye cell within a 3- to 5-mm range with a transducer bending slightly
the back mirror of the cavity. With a round-trip time only of the order of 10 femtosecond,
it is obvious that the pulse duration will not be longer than that of a picosecond pump
pulse. As with the distributed feedback laser, the dynamics of pump depletion can result in
pulses shorter than the pump pulses. The basic operational principles of this laser can be
found in Ref. 111. Technical details are given in Ref. 110.

Other Techniques
For completeness, we will list several other methods being used for pulse shortening or
mode locking.
In 1990, Krausz et al.112 reported active mode locking of lasers by piezoelectrically
induced diffraction modulation. They used a piezoelectric transducer to create standing
surface waves on a photo-elastic crystal (LiNbO3). The standing wave causes a diffraction
modulation of the light and therefore mode locking of the laser. A detailed discussion of
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the principles of this technique, which led to the generation of 3.8-ps pulses, can be found
in Ref. 113.
In 1991, Turi and Krausz reported a mode-locked laser by regenerative feedback. The
conditions to be satisfied can be found in a paper by Hugett,114 where he referred the
feedback scheme as a regeneratiy e feedback loop. The natural longitudinal mode beating
detected by a photodiode is amplified and used to drive an A-O modulator. In the standard
active mode-locking technique, the cavity (round-trip) frequency and the electronic driver
for the mode locker are independently stabilized with an accuracy of one part in 106. Both
frequencies are simply coupled together in the regenerative feedback laser, without the
need for thermal stabilization of the cavity or the stabilization of an oscillator. This
technique has been successfully implemented to the mode locking of a Ti : sapphire laser.115
Another example, which was published in 1992 by Zhang et al.,116 is to mode lock an
Nd : YAG laser with a GaAs crystal. They used a 0.5-mm thick undoped GaAs crystal to
mode lock the Nd : YAG laser and produced pulses of 10 ps. The physics is the same as for
passive negative feedback discussed earlier, except that the cavity configuration is such that
self-defocusing in GaAs leads to a reduction rather than an increase in losses.

14.9 AMPLIFICATION
Amplification of femtosecond pulses to higher energies is traditionally done by using
relatively short dye cells transversally pumped by the second or third harmonic of a
Q-switched Nd : YAG laser (see, for instance, Fork et al.117). A review of dye amplifiers
pumped by Nd : YAG, Nd : glass, and excimer lasers can be found in a paper by Knox.118
Sometimes, the pump module itself can be substituted to the gain dye cell, as for a 248-nm
KrF amplifier119 or the 308-nm XeCl laser.120,121
A trend of the last decade is to use amplifiers of higher repetition rate. From the
detection point of view, the laser oscillator itself is an ideal stable clock; the pulse train has
small amplitude noise at the cavity round-trip frequency, and offers a good reference signal
for heterodyne detection. Often, the peak power of the laser is not sufficient for the
nonlinear experiments to be performed. One solution is the CW amplification of the laser
in a similar gain medium. However, because of the large pump energy required and
possible resultant thermal problems, a pulsed source is desired. A cavity-dumped argon
laser provides an ideal source to amplify cavity-dumped pulses from a femtosecond dye
laser.122 An elegant structure with four passes through two gain jets was used, resulting in
amplification to pulse energies of roughly 10 nJ at 3 MHz.122
The next step in compromising repetition rate for gain is made with the introduction of
copper vapor laser amplifiers, providing typically microjoule pulses at 10 to 20 kHz.
Various types of configurations have been proposed and implemented, starting with an
efficient but complex nine-mirror structure,123 to a series of four-mirror amplifiers in a
confocal structure,124 to a two-mirror 13-pass structure.125 The first challenge associated
with the design of such an amplifier is to maintain a maximum gain without saturating the
amplifying transition. In the 13-pass structure just mentioned, the first 11 paths are focused
to a small beam waist in the gain medium: this amplifier is intentionally operating at
saturation for the last few passes in order to reduce its sensitivity to fluctuations of the
input. The beam is sent back for two more passes through the center of the 2-mm-diameter
amplifying cell, providing unsaturated amplification to 15 mJ. In amplifiers, thermal
fluctuations associated with flow turbulence cause random beam deflection and lensing.
This technical difficulty, which is particularly severe with high-repetition-rate amplifiers,
can be solved in the case of water soluble amplifying dyes. No observable fluctuation of the
pulse output power is observed with an aqueous gain dye solution cooled down to 48C (or
11.78C if the solvent is heavy water) at which the thermal index change dn / dT reaches
zero.125
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FIGURE 8 Regenerative Ti : sapphire amplifier pumped by a Nd : YAG
laser, Pc s are Pockel cells and P is a polarizer beam splitter ( from Ref.
113 ).

The low-repetition-rate amplifier chain has seen dramatic reduction in size and cost and
increase in output energy, thanks to the method of chirped pulse amplification.126 The
principle of this method is to stretch the pulse to be amplified by a linear , rey ersible
method in order to prevent catastrophic nonlinear effects due to the high peak powers.
Martinez127 has shown that a combination of gratings can chirp and broaden a pulse by as
much as 3000 times. A pair of lenses added to the pair of gratings can have the effect of a
negatiy e distance l , hence have the opposite group velocity dispersion, and restore the
original pulse duration.128 Contrary to the particular high-repetition-rate amplifiers cited
above, it is essential in this technique to have linear amplification in order to be able to
reconstruct the original pulse duration. The method has been applied to stretch 50-ps
pulses to 1 ns, amplify to 2 mJ, and recompress to 1 ps.129 More recently, peak powers of
20 TW have been achieved through the chirped pulse amplification.130
The method of chirped pulse amplification is also being used to amplify femtosecond
pulses from Ti : sapphire lasers. A particularly efficient system is the regenerative amplifier
configuration,131 in which a Q-switched Nd : YAG pumps a Ti : sapphire rod. The femtosecond pulse to be amplified is successively injected and extracted after several tens of
roundtrips through the control of the two Pockel cells (Fig. 8).

14.10 DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES
The femtosecond time scale is beyond the range of standard electronic display instruments.
Many new methods have been designed to measure the duration, shape, and modulation of
repetitive pulses as well as a single pulse. The subject of ultrashort pulse-shape
measurement is far beyond the scope of this chapter. Only a brief overview of some of the
techniques is presented in this section.

Correlations

Intensity Autocorrelation . The intensity autocorrelation is generally used to quote a
‘‘pulse duration.’’ The standard procedure is to assume a pulse shape (generally a secant
hyperbolic square or a gaussian shape), and to ‘‘determine’’ the pulse duration from the
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known ratio between the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the autocorrelation and
that of the pulse. A table in Ref. 21 lists these ratios for a variety of simple pulse shapes.
If a shorter pulse of known shape Ir (t ) is available, the temporal profile Is (t ) of an
optical signal can be easily determined. The method is to measure the intensity
cross-correlation of the two signals:

E

1`

Ac (τ ) 5

Is (t )Ir (t 2 τ ) dt

(25)

2`

In the ideal limit where the reference can be assimilated to a delta function, the shape of
the correlation Ac (τ ) is identical to that of the signal Is (t ). In general, as long as the shorter
pulse shape is known, the shape of the signal Is (t ) can be extracted from the measurement
of Ac (τ ) through manipulations of Fourier transforms. Even in that ideal case of
Ir (t ) d (t ) , the intensity cross-correlation has a grave limitation: it does not provide any
information on the phase content (frequency or phase modulation) of the pulse being
analyzed.
A reference pulse much shorter than the signal cannot always be generated. In the ideal
cases where such a pulse is available, a technique to determine the shape of that reference
signal is still needed. It is therefore important to consider the limit where the signal itself
has to be used as a reference. Equation (25) with Is (t ) 5 Ir (t ) 5 I (t ) is called an intensity
autocorrelation. An autocorrelation is always a symmetric function—this property can be
understood from a comparison of the overlap integral for positive and negative arguments
τ . The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation is a real function, consistent with a
symmetric function in the time domain. As a result, the intensity autocorrelation provides
only very little information on the pulse shape, since an infinite number of asymmetric
pulse shapes can have the same autocorrelation. Nevertheless, the intensity autocorrelation
is the most widely used diagnostic technique, because it can be easily implemented, and is
the first tool used to determine whether a laser is producing short pulses rather than
intensity fluctuations of a continuous background. A detailed discussion of the various
signal ‘‘signatures’’ provided by the autocorrelations is given in Refs. 21 and 132.
An example of a simple second-order autocorrelator is sketched in Fig. 9. The beams to
be correlated are cross-polarized, and combined with a polarizing beamsplitter. An optical
delay is used to adjust the delay of the reference signal Ir (t 2 τ ). The cross-polarized beams
(polarization directions x and y ) are sent into a nonlinear crystal which is cut for type II
phase matched second harmonic generation. The second harmonic field is proportional to
the product of the fundamental fields along each axis x and y. Design parameters for
optical correlators (crystal thickness and optical components) can be found in Ref. 4.

FIGURE 9 Basic intensity autocorrelator, using
second harmonic type II detection.
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Interferometric Correlations . With the polarizing beamsplitter replaced by a standard
beamsplitter, the quarter-wave plates eliminated, and a type I phase matching crystal
instead of the type II, the instrument sketched in Fig. 9 records an interferometric
autocorrelation. It is essentially a Michelson interferometer in which second harmonic
detection has been substituted to the standard detection. The main difference with the
intensity autocorrelation is that the interferometric correlation is sensitive to phase
modulation.
Instead of Eq. (25), the detected signal is now a second-order interferometric
correlation, proportional to the function:

E

`

G2(τ ) 5

h E (t 2 τ ) 1 E (t ) 2j2 dt

2`

5 A(τ ) 1 B (τ ) cos (v τ ) 1 C (τ ) cos (2v τ )

(26)

If we average out the fast oscillation terms, we measure only the d.c. term A(τ ). At τ 5 0 ,
the peak value of the function A(τ ) is 6 %4(t ) dt , where %(t ) is the amplitude of E (t ) . For
delays larger than the pulse duration, the cross-product vanishes, leaving a background of
2 %4 dt. The A(τ ) term which is in fact an intensity autocorrelation has thus a
peak-to-background ratio of 3 to 1.
When all terms of the autocorrelation are recorded, the constructive interference terms
at zero delay add up to 16 %4(t ) dt. The peak-to-background ratio for the interferometric
autocorrelation is thus 8 to 1.
As is any autocorrelation, the interferometric autocorrelation is a symmetric function.
However, as opposed to the intensity autocorrelation, it contains phase information. There
are three different ways to exploit the shape and phase sensitivity of the interferometric
autocorrelation:
1. As a qualitatiy e test of the absence or presence of phase modulation and, eventually, a
determination of the type of modulation
2. As a quantitative measure of linear chirp
3. In combination with the pulse spectrum, to determine the pulse shape and phase by
fitting procedures
There are various patterns or ‘‘signatures’’ for different types of chirp. For instance, the
lower and upper envelopes of the interference pattern split evenly from the background
level in the case of an unchirped pulse. In the case of a linearly chirped pulse, the
interference pattern is much narrower than the pulse-intensity autocorrelation.21 With
increasing delay, the upper and lower envelopes of the interferometric autocorrelation
merge to coincide with the intensity autocorrelation (for delays exceeding the coherence
time of the pulse, the terms B and C of Eq. (26) average to zero, leaving only the term A ,
which is the intensity autocorrelation). The level at which the interference pattern starts
can be used as a measure of the chirp.21
Single -Shot Technique . A prism can tilt the energy front of a pulse with respect to the
wavefront. Szabo et al.133 have exploited this property to provide a variable delay along a
transverse coordinate of the beam. The single-shot interferometric autocorrelator has an
advantage over the scanning version used in regular correlators, because the spacing of the
fringes is controlled by the tilt of one of the mirrors of the interferometer. It is therefore
possible to compromise accuracy and volume of data acquisition.
Iteratiy e Fitting . Since the autocorrelations are symmetric and do not provide any
information about the pulse asymmetry, an additional measurement is required to
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determine the signal shape. The pulse spectrum can provide the additional information.
Simple pulse shapes can be fitted to the autocorrelations and pulse spectra. As a guide to
such fitting procedures, analytical expressions have been derived for three functions for
standard symmetric and nonsymmetric pulse shapes.21 These functions have been used to
tabulate characteristic quantities such as the duration-bandwidth product, and the ratio of
the FWHM of the intensity autocorrelation to the pulse duration.
For the cases of complex pulse shapes, a systematic fitting algorithm has been
developed by Naganuma et al.34 which converges to the final signal amplitude and phase
function without any a priori knowledge of the pulse parameters.

Pulse Amplitude and Phase Reconstruction
We have already introduced in the previous sections the method of iterative fitting of the
interferometric autocorrelations and pulse spectra.21,134 Numerous other methods have
been proposed and implemented. For the sake of conciseness and clarity, we will present
only a few examples in this section.
As mentioned earlier, a cross-correlation between a short pulse and a longer one is an
approximation of the shape of the latter. Several techniques provide the pulse shape and
phase by stretching or compressing the pulse of one arm of the autocorrelator, hence
transforming it into a cross-correlator.
For instance, the symmetry of an autocorrelator is broken by insertion of a block of
glass in one of its arms. A downchirped pulse is compressed by propagation through
glass.21 As the delay is being scanned, the measured-intensity cross-correlation is an
approximation of the pulse-intensity profile. From the interferometric cross-correlation, we
can easily extract phase information. Indeed, the depth of modulation of the interference
pattern is a measure of the frequency offset of the probing (compressed) femtosecond
pulse, as compared to the portion of the pulse being probed.
The pulse is completely determined by the measurement of the intensity and
interferometric cross-correlation. The same technique applied to unchirped or upchirped
pulses will determine the amplitude and phase of the pulse broadened through quadratic
dispersion in glass. But, since the dispersion properties of the glass are known, the shape of
the original shorter pulse can be calculated from the amplitude and phase of the
broadened one. A detailed analysis of this method can be found in Ref. 135.
Methods of higher nonlinearity have been developed recently such as fringe resolved
optical gating,136 where the spectrum of a gated signal is recorded. Research is still in
progress on methods of low nonlinearity, applicable to weak fs pulses.137,138
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CHAPTER 15

PHOTODETECTORS
Paul R. Norton
Santa Barbara Research Center
Santa Barbara , California
Rey ised and updated from article by Stephen F. Jacobs*

15.1 SCOPE
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the range of detectors commercially available for
sensing optical radiation. Optical radiation over the range from vacuum ultraviolet to the
far-infrared or submillimeter wavelength (25 nm to 1000 mm) is considered. We will refer
to the following spectral ranges:
25 – 200 nm
200 – 400 nm
400 – 700 nm
700 – 1000 nm
1 – 3 mm
3 – 5 mm
5 – 14 mm
14 – 30 mm
30 – 100 mm
100 – 1000 mm

vacuum ultraviolet
ultraviolet
visible
near-infrared
short-wavelength infrared
medium-wavelength infrared
long-wavelength infrared
very long wavelength infrared
far-infrared
submillimeter

VUV
UV
VIS
NIR
SWIR
MWIR
LWIR
VLWIR
FIR
SubMM

We begin by giving a brief description of the photoesensitive mechanism for each type
of detector. The usefulness and limitations of each detector type are also briefly described.
Definitions of the technical terms associated with the detection process are listed. The
concept of sensitivity is defined, and D -star (D *) is presented as a measure of ideal
performance. Examples are then given of the limiting cases for D * under several
conditions. In addition, other detector performance parameters are described which may
be of critical interest in a specific application, including spectral response, responsivity,
quantum efficiency, noise, uniformity, speed, and stability. Finally, manufacturers’ specifications for a range of available detectors are compiled and a list of manufacturers is
included for each type of detector.
The sensitivity of many detectors has reached the limit set by room-temperature
background photon fluctuations (radiation shot noise). For these detectors, sensitivity may
be enhanced by providing additional cooling, while restricting their spatial field of view
and / or spectral bandwidth. At some point, other factors such as amplifier noise may limit
the improvement.
* In Handbook of Optics , first edition, McGraw-Hill, 1978. Section 4, ‘‘Nonimaging Detectors,’’ by Stephen F.
Jacobs, Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.
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Techniques for evaluating detector performance are not covered in this treatment but
can be found in references (Wolfe, 1965; IRE, 1962; RCA, 1963; Vincent, 1989; Dereniak,
1984; The Infrared and Electro -Optical Systems Handbook , vol. 3, 1993).

15.2 THERMAL DETECTORS
Thermal detectors sense the change in temperature produced by absorption of incident
radiation. Their spectral response can therefore be as flat as the absorption spectrum of
their blackened coating and window* will allow. This makes them useful for spectroscopy
and radiometry. These detectors are generally operated at room temperature, where their
sensitivity is limited by thermodynamic considerations (Jones, 1949; Bauer, 1943) to 3 pW
for 1-s measurement time and 1-mm2 sensitive area. This limit has been very nearly
reached in practice, whereas cooled bolometers have been made to reach the background
photon noise limit.
Construction of the detector seeks to minimize both the thermal mass of the sensitive
element and the heat loss from either conductive or convective mechanisms. Heat loss may
ideally be dominated by radiation. This allows the incident photon flux to give a maximum
temperature rise (maximum signal), but results in a correspondingly slow response time for
this class of detectors. The response time τ of thermal detectors is generally slower than
1 ms, depending on thermal capacity K and heat loss per second per degree V , through the
relation
K
τ5
V
A short time constant requires a small K. However, for room-temperature operation,
ultimate sensitivity is limited by the mean spontaneous temperature fluctuation
DT 5 T

–

k
K

where k is Boltzmann’s constant. There is thus a tradeoff between time constant and
ultimate sensitivity.

Thermocouple / Thermopile
The thermocouple receiver is a thin, blackened flake connected thermally to the junction
of two dissimilar metals or semiconductors. Heat absorbed by the flake causes a
temperature rise of the junction, and hence a thermoelectric emf is developed which can
be measured, for example, with a voltmeter.
Thermocouples are limited in sensitivity by thermal (Johnson-Nyquist) noise but are
nevertheless respectably sensitive. Their usefulness lies in the convenience of roomtemperature operation, wide spectral response, and their rugged construction. Thermocouples are widely used in spectroscopy.
Thermopiles consist of thin-film arrays of thermocouples in series. This device
multiplies the thermocouple signal corresponding to the number of junctions in series. The
device may be constructed with half the thermocouples acting as reference detectors
attached to a heat sink.
* No windows exist without absorption bands somewhere between the visible and millimeter region. Some useful
window materials for the far-infrared are diamond, silicon, polyethylene, quartz, and CsI.
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Bolometer / Thermistor
The receiver is a thin, blackened slab whose impedance is highly temperature dependent.
The impedance change may be sensed using a bridge circuit with a reference element in
the series or parallel arm. Alternatively, a single bolometer element in series with a load
and voltage source may be used.
Most bolometers in use today are of the thermistor type made from oxides of
manganese, cobalt, or nickel. Their sensitivity closely approaches that of the thermocouple
for frequencies higher than 25 Hz. At lower frequencies there may be excess or 1 / f noise.
Construction can be very rugged for systems applications. Some extremely sensitive
low-temperature semiconductor bolometers are available commercially.

Pyroelectric
Ferroelectric material exhibits a residual polarization in the absence of any electric field.
Dipole moments, initially aligned by applying an external field, result in a surface charge
which is normally slowly neutralized by leakage. This polarization is temperaturedependent (pyroelectric effect), and when a pulse of incident radiation heats a portion of
an electroded sample, there is a change in surface charge (open-circuit voltage) which is
proportional to the incident radiation power. Electrically, the device behaves like a
capacitor, requiring no bias and therefore exhibiting no current noise. The signal, however,
must be chopped or modulated. Sensitivity is limited either by amplifier noise or by
loss-tangent noise. Response speed can be engineered, with a proportional decrease in
sensitivity, making pyroelectric detectors useful for moderately fast laser pulse detection.
Other common applications include power meters. Microphonic noise in applications
associated with vibrations can be a problem with some of these devices.

15.3 QUANTUM DETECTORS
Photon detectors respond in proportion to incident photon rates rather than to photon
energies (heat). Thus, the spectral response of an ideal photon detector is flat on an
incident-photon-rate basis but linearly rising with wavelength on an incident-power (per
watt) basis. The sensitivity of efficient quantum detectors can approach the limits of
photon noise fluctuations provided that the detector temperature is sufficiently low for
photon-induced mechanisms to dominate thermally induced mechanisms in the detector.
Quantum detectors generally have submicrosecond time constants. Their main disadvantage is the associated cooling required for optimum sensitivity. (These remarks do not
apply to photographic detection, which measures cumulative photon numbers.)

Photoemissive
The radiation is absorbed by a photosensitive surface which usually contains alkali metals
(cesium, sodium, or potassium). Incident quanta release photoelectrons, via the photoelectric effect, which are collected by a positively biased anode. This is called a diode
phototube; it can be made the basis for the multiplier phototube (photomultiplier
phototube, or photomultiplier) by the addition of a series of biased dynodes which serve as
secondary emission multipliers.
In spectral regions where quantum efficiency is high (l , 550 nm), the photoemissive
detector is very nearly ideal. Sensitivity is high enough to count individual photons.
Amplification does not degrade the signal-to-noise ratio. The sensitive area is
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conveniently large. Photomultiplier signal response time (transit spread time) can be made
as short as 0.1 ns. Since the sensitivity in red-sensitive tubes is limited by thermally
generated electrons, sensitivity can be improved by cooling.
Photoconductive
The radiation is absorbed by a photoconductive material, generally a semiconductor, either
in thin-film or bulk form. Each incident quantum may release an electron-hole pair or an
impurity-bound charge carrier, thereby increasing the electrical conductivity. The devices
are operated in series with a bias voltage and load resistor. Very low impedance
photoconductors may be operated with a transformer as the load. Since the impedance of
photoconductors varies with device type and operating conditions from less than 50 ohms
to more than 1014 ohms, the load resistor and preamplifier must be chosen appropriately.
Photoconductors which utilize excitation of an electron from the valence to conduction
band are called intrinsic detectors. Those which operate by exciting electrons into the
conduction band or holes into the valence band from an impurity-bound state are called
extrinsic detectors. Intrinsic detectors are most common at the short wavelengths, out to
about 20 mm. Extrinsic detectors are most common at longer wavelengths. A key
difference between intrinsic and extrinsic detectors is that intrinsic detectors do not require
as much cooling to achieve high sensitivity at a given spectral response cutoff as extrinsic
detectors. Thus, intrinsic photoconductors such as HgCdTe will operate out to 15 to 20 mm
at 77 K, while comparable extrinsic detectors with similar cutoff must be cooled below 30
to 40 K.
A further distinction may be made by whether the semiconductor material has a direct
or indirect bandgap. This difference shows up near the long-wavelength limit of the
spectral response where detectors made from direct bandgap materials such as InGaAs,
InSb, or HgCdTe have a sharper spectral cutoff than indirect bandgap materials such as
silicon and germanium.
Photoconductors can have high quantum efficiency from the visible region out to the
far-infrared but lack the nearly ideal high amplification of photomultipliers. They are
therefore most commonly used in the spectral region beyond 1 mm, where efficient
photoemitters are unavailable. Photoconductors do, however, provide current gain which
is equal to the recombination time divided by the majority-carrier transit time. This current
gain leads to higher responsivity than is possible with (nonavalanching) photovoltaic
detectors. For applications where photovoltaic detection would be amplifier-noise-limited,
the larger photoconductive responsivity makes it possible to realize greater sensitivity with
the photoconductor. In general, lower-temperature operation is associated with longerwavelength sensitivity in order to suppress noise due to thermally induced transitions
between close-lying energy levels. Ideally, photoconductors are limited by generationrecombination noise in the photon-generated carriers. Response time can be shorter than
1 ms and in some cases response times can be shorter than 1 ns for small elements.
Response across a photoconductive element can be nonuniform due to recombination
mechanisms at the electrical contacts, and this effect may vary with electrical bias.
Photovoltaic*
The most widely used photovoltaic detector is the pn junction type, where a strong internal
electric field exists across the junction even in the absence of radiation. Photons incident
* The use of a photovoltaic detector at other than zero bias is often referred to as its photoconductiy e mode of
operation because the circuit then is similar to the standard photoconductor circuit. This terminology is confusing
with regard to detection mechanism and will not be used here.
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on the junction of this film or bulk material produce free hole-electron pairs which are
separated by the internal electric field, causing a change in voltage across the opencircuited cell or a current to flow in the short-circuited case.
As with the photoconductor, quantum efficiency can be high from the visible to the very
long wavelength infrared, generally about 20 mm. The limiting noise level can ideally be
42 times lower than that of the photoconductor, thanks to the absence of recombination
noise. Lower temperatures are associated with longer-wavelength operation. Response
times can be less than a nanosecond, and are generally limited by device capacitance. The
pin diode has been developed to minimize capacitance for high-bandwidth applications.
The advantages of nearly ideal internal amplification have now become available in
avalanche photodiodes sensitive out to 1.55 mm. This internal gain is most important for
high-frequency operation, where external load resistance must be kept small and would
otherwise introduce limiting thermal noise.

Photoelectromagnetic
A thin slab of photoconductive material is oriented with radiation incident on a large face
and a magnetic field perpendicular to it. Electron-hole pairs generated by the incident
photons diffuse through the material and are separated by the magnetic field, causing a
potential difference at opposite ends of the detector.
These detectors require no cooling or biasing electric field but do require a (permanent)
magnetic field. Photoelectromagnetic InSb at room temperature has response out to
7.5 mm, where it is as sensitive as a thermocouple of equal size, and has a response time
less than 1 ms. Another competing uncooled detector is InAs, which is far more sensitive
out to 3.5 mm. Cooled infrared detectors are one to two orders of magnitude more
sensitive.

Photographic
The receiver is an emulsion containing silver halide crystals. Incident photons are absorbed
by the halide ion, which subsequently loses its electron. This electron eventually
recombines with a silver ion and reduces it to a neutral silver atom. As more photons are
absorbed, this process is repeated until a small but stable cluster of reduced silver atoms is
formed within the crystal (latent image). Internal amplification is provided by introduction
of an electron donor (photographic) developer, which, using the latent image as a catalytic
center, reduces to silver all the remaining silver ions within the exposed crystal. The
density of reduced crystals is a measure of the total radiation exposure.
The spectral region of sensitivity for photographic detection coincides rather closely
with that of the photoemissive detector. For l . 1.2 mm there is too little energy in each
photon to form a stable latent image. The basic detection process for both detectors
operates well for higher frequency radiation. The problem in ultraviolet and x-ray
operation is one of eliminating nonessential materials, e.g., the emulsion which absorbs
these wavelengths.
The photographic process is an integrating one in that the output (emulsion density)
measures the cumulative effect of all the radiation incident during the exposure time. The
efficiency of the photographic process can be very high, but it depends upon photon
energy; e.g., in the visible region it takes only 10 to 100 photons to form a stable latent
image (developable grain). The photographic process enjoys a large and efficient internal
amplification ability (development) wherein the very small energy of the photons’
interaction is converted into readily observed macroscopic changes. An extensive
discussion of photographic detection is found in Chapter 20, Photographic Films, in Vol. I
of this Handbook.
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Photoionization
The radiation is absorbed by a gas. If the photon energy exceeds the gas-ionization
threshold, ion pairs can be produced with very high efficiency. They are collected by means
of an applied voltage. Operating in a dc mode, these detectors are known as ionization and
gas -gain chambers. When a pulse mode is used, the detectors are known as proportional
and photon (Geiger ) counters.
Photoionization detectors have a high sensitivity and a low noise level. They may also
be quite selective spectrally since the choice of window and gas independently set upper
and lower limits on detectable photon energies. Manufacturers’ specifications are not
discussed for these detectors as applications are still few enough to be treated as individual
cases (Samson, 1967).

15.4 DEFINITIONS
The following definitions will be used:
Background temperature The effective temperature of all radiation sources viewed by
the detector exclusive of the signal source.
Blackbody D star , D *BB (cm Hz1/2 / W) Similar to D *(l ) or D *(TB f ) except that the
source is a blackbody whose temperature must be specified.
Blackbody detectiy ity DBB (W21) A measure of detector sensitivity, defined as
DBB 5 (NEPBB)21.
Blackbody noise -equiy alent power NEPBB Same as spectral NEP, except that the
source has blackbody spectral character whose temperature must be specified, for
example, NEP (500 K, 1, 800) means 500-K blackbody radiation incident, 1-Hz
electrical bandwidth, and 800-Hz chopping frequency.
Blackbody responsiy ity R BB Same as spectral sensitivity except that the incident signal
radiation has a blackbody spectrum (whose temperature must be specified).
Blip detector or blip condition Originally meaning background-limited impurity
photoconductor, this term has come to mean performance of any detector where the
limiting noise is due to fluctuations in the arrival rate of background photons.
Cutoff way elength l c The wavelength at which the detectivity has degraded to
one-half its peak value.
Dark current The output current which flows even when input radiation is absent or
negligible. (Note that although this current can be subtracted out for the dc
measurements, the shot noise on the dark current can become the limiting noise.)
Detectiy e quantum efficiency The square of the ratio of measured detectivity to the
theoretical limit of detectivity.
Detectiy e time constant τ d τ d 5 1 / 2π fd where fd is the frequency at which D * drops to
0.707 times its maximum value.
Dewar A container (cryostat) for holding detector coolant.
Equiy alent noise input (ENI) A term meaning nearly the same thing as NEPBB (287 K,
1, f ). The difference is that the peak-to-peak value of square-wave chopped input flux is
used, rather than the rms value of the sinusoidally chopped input flux. (See
recommendation IRE, 1962.)
Excess noise A term usually referring to noises other than generation-recombination,
shot, or thermal.
Extrinsic semiconductor transition Incident photons produce a free electron in the
conduction band and bound hole at a donor impurity site or a bound electron at an
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acceptor impurity site and a free hole in the valence band by excitation of an impurity
level.
Field of y iew (FOV) The solid angle from which the detector receives radiation.
Flicker noise See Modulation noise.
Generation noise Noise produced by the statistical fluctuation in the rate of production of photoelectrons.
Generation -recombination (GR) noise Charge carriers are generated both by (optical)
photons and (thermal) photons. Fluctuations in these generation rates cause noise;
fluctuations in carrier-recombination times cause recombination noise. The phonon contribution can be removed by cooling. The remaining photon contribution is indistinguishable from radiation shot noise (photon noise). With photovoltaic pn junctions,
carriers are swept away before recombination, so that recombination noise is absent.
Guard ring An electrically biased field plate or surrounding diode used in some
photodiodes, usually used to control surface recombination effects and thus reduce the
leakage current in the detection circuit.
Intrinsic semiconductor transition Incident photons produce a free electron-free hole
pair by direct excitation across the forbidden energy gap (valence to conduction band).
Johnson noise Same as thermal noise.
Jones Unit of measure for D * cm Hz1/2 / W.
Maximized D star , D *(l pk fo ) , cm Hz1/2 / W The value of D *(l pk, f ) corresponding to
wavelength l pk and chopping frequency of maximum D *.
Modulation (or 1 / f ) noise A consensus regarding the origin(s) of the mechanism has
not been established, and although a quantum theory has been proposed, other
mechanisms may dominate. As its name implies, it is characterized by a 1 / f n noise
power spectrum, where 0.8 , n , 2. This type of noise is prominent in thermal detectors
and may dominate the low-frequency noise characteristics of photoconductive and
photovoltaic quantum detectors as well as other electronic devices such as transistors
and resistors.
Multiplier phototube or multiplier photodiode Phototube with built-in amplification via
secondary emission from electrically biased dynodes.
NEI photons / cm2sec noise equivalent irradiance is the signal flux level at which the
signal produces the same output as the noise present in the detector. This unit is useful
because it directly gives the photon flux above which the detector will be photon-noiselimited. See also Spectral noise equiy alent power (NEPl) .
Noise spectrum The electrical power spectral density of the noise.
Nyquist noise Same as thermal noise.
Photo cell See Photodiode.
Photoconductiy e gain The ratio between carrier lifetime and carrier transit time in a
biased photoconductor.
Photodiode The term photodiode has been applied both to vacuum- or gas-filled
photoemissive detectors (diode phototubes, or photo cells) and to photovoltaic
detectors (semiconductor pn junction devices).
Photomultiplier Same as multiplier phototube.
Photon counting Digital counting of individual photoelectrons in contrast to averaging
of the photocurrent. This technique leads to very great sensitivity but can be used only
for extremely low light levels.
Quantum efficiency The ratio of the number of countable output events to the
number of incident photons, e.g., photoelectrons per photon, usually referred to as a
percentage value.
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Rms noise Vn,rms That component of the electrical output which is not coherent with
the radiation signal. (Generally measured with the signal radiation removed.)
Rms signal Vs,rms That component of the electrical output which is coherent with the
input signal radiation.
Response time τ Same as Time constant.
Responsiy e quantum efficiency See Quantum efficiency.
Sensitiy ity Degree to which detector can sense small amounts of radiation.
Shot noise This current fluctuation results from the random arrival of charge carriers,
as in a photodiode. Its magnitude is set by the size of the unit charge.
in,ms 5 (2eidcDf )1/2
Spectral D double star D **(l , f ) A normalization of D * to account for detector field
of view. It is used only when the detector is background-noise-limited. If the FOV is 2π
sr, D ** 5 D *.
Spectral D star D *(l , f ) (cm Hz1/2 / W) A normalization of spectral detectivity to take
into account the area and electrical bandwidth dependence, e.g., D *(1 mm, 800 Hz)
means D * at l 5 1 mm and chopping frequency 800 Hz; unit area and electrical
bandwidth are implied. For background-noise-limited detectors the FOV and the
background characteristics must be specified. For many types of detectors this
normalization is not valid, so that care should be exercised in using D *.
Spectral detectiy ity D (l ) (W21) A measure of detector sensitivity, defined as D (l ) 5
(NEPl)21 . As with NEP, the chopping frequency electrical bandwidth, sensitive area,
and, sometimes, background characteristics should be specified.
Spectral noise equiy alent power NEPl The rms value of sinusoidally modulated
monochromatic radiant power incident upon a detector which gives rise to an rms signal
voltage equal to the rms noise voltage from the detector in a 1-Hz bandwidth. The
chopping frequency, electrical bandwidth, detector area, and, sometimes, the background for characteristics should be specified. NEP (1 mm, 800 Hz) means noise
equivalent power at 1 mm wavelength, 1 Hz electrical bandwidth, and 800 Hz chopping
rate. Specification of electrical bandwidth is often simplified by expressing NEP in units
of W / Hz1/2.
Spectral responsiy ity R (l ) The ratio between rms signal output (voltage or current)
and the rms value of the monochromatic incident signal power. This is usually
determined by taking the ratio between a sample detector and a thermocouple detector.
Temperature noise Fluctuations in the temperature of the sensitive element, due either
to radiative exchange with the background or conductive exchange with a heat sink,
produce a fluctuation in signal voltage. For thermal detectors, if the temperature noise
is due to the former, the detector is said to be at its theoretical limit. For thermal
detectors
4kT 2K Df
(DT )2 5 2
K 1 4π 2f 2C 2
where (DT )2 5 mean square temperature fluctuations
K 5 thermal conductance
C 5 heat capacity
Thermal noise (also known as Johnson or Nyquist noise )
motion of charge carriers in a resistive element
Vn,rms 5 (4kTR Df )1/2

Noise due to the random

k 5 Boltzmann’s constant

Thermopile A number of thermocouples mounted in series in such a way that their
thermojunctions lie adjacent to one another in the plane of irradiation.
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Time constant τ A measure of the detector’s speed of response. τ 5 1 / 2π fc , where fc is
that chopping frequency at which the responsivity has fallen to 0.707 of its maximum
value:
50
5( f ) 5
(1 1 4π 2f 2r 2)1/2

15.5 DETECTOR PERFORMANCE AND SENSITIVITY
D*
A figure of merit defined by Jones in 1958 is used to compare the sensitivity of detectors. It
is called D *. Although the units of measure are cm Hz1/2 / W, this unit is now referred to as
a Jones. D * is the signal-to-noise (S / N) ratio of a detector measured under specified test
conditions, referenced to a 1-Hz bandwidth and normalized by the square root of the
detector area in centimeters. Specified test conditions usually consist of the blackbody
signal source temperature, often 500 K for infrared detectors, and the signal chopping
frequency. If the background temperature is other than room temperature (295 or 300 K in
round numbers), then that should be noted.
By normalizing the measured S / N ratio by the square root of the detector area, the D *
figure of merit recognizes that the statistical fluctuations of the background photon flux
incident on the detector (photon noise) are dependent upon the square root of the number
of photons and thus increase as the square root of the detector area, while the signal will
increase in proportion to the detector area itself. This figure of merit therefore provides a
valid comparison of detector types which may have been made and tested in different sizes.
The ultimate limit in S / N ratio for any radiation power detector is set by the statistical
fluctuation in photon arrival times. For ideal detectors which are photon-noise-limited, we
shall discuss limiting detectivity for three cases:
1. Photon detector where arrival rate of signal photons far exceeds that of background
photons (all other noise being negligible)
2. Photon detector where background photon arrival rate exceeds signal photon rate (all
other noise being negligible)
3. Thermal detector, background limited
The rate of signal-carrier generation is
n 5 h ANs

(1)

where h 5 detector quantum efficiency, and ANs 5 average rate of arrival of signal
photons.
It can be shown (Fink, 1940) that in a bandwidth Df , the rms fluctuation in
carrier-generation rate is
d n rms 5 (2PN Df )1/2
(2)
where PN is the frequency dependence of the mean square fluctuations in the rate of carrier
generation, i.e.,

E h (… )(DN) d…
`

PN 5 A

2

(3)

…0

where (DN )2 is the mean square deviation in the total rate of photon arrivals per unit area
and frequency interval including signal and background photons. For thermally produced
photons of frequency … (see Smith et al., 1957)

#
(DN )2 5 N

e h… /kT
e h… /kT
2π … 2
5 2
h… /kT
e
21
c (e
2 1)2
h… /kT

(4)
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# is the average rate of photon arrivals per unit area and frequency interval. Then,
where N
for the special case h…  kT
# Df )1/2
d n rms 5 (2Ah N

(5)

This is also the case for a laser well above threshold. Here the photon statistics become
# even when h… is not greater than kT.
Poisson, and (DN )2 5 N
Photon Detector , Strong -signal Case . This is generally a good approximation for visible
and higher photon energy detectors since the background radiation is often weak or
negligible. When signal photons arrive at a much faster rate than background photons

# s Df )1/2
d n rms < (2Ah N
then
NEP 5

(6)

S D

2Ns A
Ns Ah…
5
(n / d n rms)(Df )1/2
h

1/2

h…

(7)

or the noise-equivalent quantum rate is
incident photon rate
S2 3quantum
D
efficiency

1/2

NEQ 5

(8)

Photon Detector , Background -limited Case . This is usually a good approximation for
detecting low signal levels in the infrared where background flux levels exceed signal flux
levels in many applications. When the background photon rate NB , exceeds the signal
photon rate (NB  Ns )
# B Df )1/2
d n rms < (2Ah N
(9)
the noise-equivalent power is
NEP 5

S

# BA
2N
Ns Ah…
1/2 5
(n / d n rms)(Df )
h

D

1/2

h…

(10)

The noise-equivalent quantum rate is
background photon rate
D
S2 3 incident
quantum efficiency

1/2

NEQ 5
or

D* 5

S D

h
A1/2
5
NEP
2NB

1/2

(11)

1
h…

(12)

or
Area-normalized quantum detectivity 5

S D

h
A1/2
5 #
NEQ
2NB

1/2

(13)

For the general case of a detector with area A seeing 2π sr of blackbody background at
temperature T , (DN )2 is that in Eq. (4)
`

(d n )2 5 2A Df

h (… )(DN )2dy 5
0

4π A Df
c2

`

h (… )… 2
0

e h… /kT
d…
(e
2 1)2

(14)

G

(15)

h… /kT

Then for Df 5 1 Hz,
NEP 5

F

h…
4π A
ch

`

h (… )
0

… 2e h… /kT
d…
(e
2 1)2
h… /kT

1/2
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or
D *(T , l ) 5

ch
2π 1/2h…

FE h (… ) (e … e 2 1) d… G
2 h… /kT

`

h… /kT

21/2

(16)

2

0

Assuming h (… ) is independent of frequency but falls back to zero for … , … c
D *(T , l c ) 5

ch 1/2
2π 1/2h…

FE (e … e 2 1) d… G
`

2 h… /kT

h… /kT

21/2

(17)

2

…c

Figure 1 shows photon-noise-limited D * vs. cutoff wavelength l c for various thermalbackground temperatures (Jacobs and Sargent, 1970). Note that these curves are not
independent. D *(T , l c ) is related to D *(T , l 9c) by the formula

STT9D

5/2

D *(T , l c ) 5

D *(T , l c9)

where l 9c 5

T
lc
T9

(18)

This relation is useful for determining values of D *(T , l c ) , which do not appear in Fig.
1, in terms of a value D *(T 9 , l c9) , which does appear. For example, to find D *(1000 K,
4 mm) from the 500-K curve
50
S1000
D D*S500, 4 3 1000
D 5 2.3 3 10 Jones
500
5/2

D *(1000 , 4) 5

FIGURE
1 Photon-noise-limited
D*
at
peak wavelength assumed to be cut-off wavelength,
for background temperatures 1, 2, 4, 10, 25, 77, 195,
295, and 500 K (assumes 2π FOV and h 5 1).
[Reprinted from Infrared Physics , Vol. 10 , S. F.
Jacobs and M. Sargent , ‘‘Photon Noise Limited D*
for Low Temperature Backgrounds and Long
Way elengths ,’’ pp. 233 – 235 . Copyright 1990 , with
kind permission from Elsey ier Science Ltd. , The
Bouley ard , Langford Lane , Kidlington OX516 UK.]

9

(19)
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TABLE 1 D * vs. l c for T 5 295 K

lc ,
mm

D *(l c )

lc ,
mm

D *(l c )

lc ,
mm

D *(l c )

lc ,
mm

D *(l c )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2.19 3 1013
4.34 3 1013
1.64 3 1012
3.75 3 1011
1.70 3 1011
1.06 3 1011
7.93 3 1010
6.57 3 1010
5.80 3 1010

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

5.35 3 1010
5.12 3 1010
6.29 3 1010
7.68 3 1010
9.13 3 1010
1.06 3 1011
1.21 3 1011
1.36 3 1011
1.52 3 1011

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1.67 3 1011
3.20 3 1011
4.74 3 1011
6.28 3 1011
7.82 3 1011
9.36 3 1011
1.09 3 1012
1.24 3 1012
1.40 3 1012

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000

1.55 3 1012
3.10 3 1012
4.64 3 1012
6.19 3 1012
7.73 3 1012
9.28 3 1012
1.08 3 1013
1.24 3 1013
1.39 3 1013

If higher accuracy is desired than can be determined from Fig. 1, one can use the
preceding formula in combination with Table 1, which gives explicit values of D *(l c ) vs. l c
for T 5 295 K.
The photon-noise-limited sensitivity shown in Figs. 1 and 2 applies to photovoltaic and
photoemissive detectors. For photoconductors, recombination noise results in a 42
reduction in D * at all wavelengths. Figure 3 shows the relative increase in photon-noiselimited D * achievable by limiting the FOV through use of a cooled aperture.
Thermal Detectors .

Limiting sensitivity of an ideal thermal detector has been discussed

FIGURE 2 Photon noise limit of a narrowband
quantum counter as a function of operating wavelength for a 290-K background, 2π FOV, and h 5 1.
(From Kruse et al. , 1962)

FIGURE 3 Relative increase in photon-noiselimited D *(lpk) or D * achieved by using a cooled
aperture in front of lambertian detector. (From
Kruse et al. , 1962)
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FIGURE 4 Photon-noise-limited D * for thermal
detectors as a function of detector temperature T1
and background temperature T2 (2π FOV: h 5 1).
(From Kruse et al. , 1962)
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FIGURE 5 The detectivity of a ‘‘perfect’’ bolometer plotted as a function of both short- and
long-wavelength cutoffs. Plots for a perfect photoconductor and two other cases are included for
comparison. The background temperature is 300 K
(From Low and Hoffman , 1963.)

previously (Smith et al., 1957; Felgett, 1949; Kruse et al., 1962). Assuming no shortwave or
long-wavelength cutoffs exist,
D* 5

»
5
1

5
2

1/2

[8»s k (T 1 T )]

5

4 .0 3 1016» 1/2
Jones
(T 51 1 T 52)1/2

(20)

where T1 5 detector temperature
T2 5 background temperature
» 5 detector emissivity
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
k 5 Boltzmann constant
D * vs. T2 is plotted for various T1 in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the effect of both short- and
long-wavelength cutoffs on bolometer sensitivity (Low and Hoffman, 1963), with the ideal
photoconductor curve for reference.

15.6 OTHER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Spectral Response
Spectral response provides key information regarding how the detector will respond as a
function of wavelength or photon energy. Spectral response may be limited by the intrinsic
detector material properties, a coating on the detector, or by a window through which the
radiation must pass. Relative response is the spectral response ratioed against a detector
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FIGURE 6 D * vs. l for selected detectors.

with a nominally wavelength independent response, such as a thermocouple having a
spectrally broad black coating. Relative response is plotted as a function of wavelength
with either a vertical scale of W21 or photon21. Thermal detectors tend to be spectrally flat
in the first case while quantum detectors are generally flat in the second case. The curves
are typically shown with the peak value of the spectral response normalized to a value of 1.
The spectral response curve can be used together with the blackbody D * to calculate D *
as a function of wavelength, which is shown in Fig. 6 for selected detectors.

Responsivity and Quantum Efficiency
Responsivity and quantum efficiency are important figures of merit relating to the detector
signal output. Responsivity is a measure of the transfer function between the input signal
photon power or flux and the detector electrical signal output. Thermal detectors will
typically give this responsivity in volts / watt. Photoconductors will usually quote the same
units, but will also frequently reference the value to the peak value of relative response per
watt from the spectral response curve. This value is actually realized if the detector bias
circuit load resistor is significantly larger than the detector resistance. Photoconductor
responsivity is given by:
Responsivitypeak 5

h qRdEτ (m n 1 m p )
h… ,

(21)

where h is the quantum efficiency, q is the electronic charge, Rd is the detector resistance,
E is the electric field, τ is time constant, m are the mobilities for electrons (n ) and holes
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( p ) , h… is the photon energy, and , is the device length. Photomultiplier tubes and
photovoltaic detectors will usually reference the responsivity in amps per watt, again
referenced to peak spectral response.
Detector response performance is also conveyed from the detector quantum efficiency.
In the case of photovoltaic detectors which, in the absence of avalanche operation have a
gain of unity, quantum efficiency is essentially the current per photon. For a blip
photovoltaic detector, the quantum efficiency also determines the D *. Quantum efficiency
is not readily measured for photoconductors and photomultiplier tubes unless the internal
gain is carefully calibrated. It is sometimes inferred from the measured D * for
photoconductive devices which are blip (see definition of detective quantum efficiency).

Noise, Impedance, Dark and Leakage Current
Noise has a number of potential origins. Background photon flux limited detectors have
noise dominated by the square root of the number of background photons striking the
detector per second [see Eq. (9)]. Other noise sources may contribute or dominate.
Among these are:
$ Johnson, Nyquist, or thermal noise which is defined by the detector temperature and
impedance
$ modulation or 1 / f noise which may dominate at lower frequencies
$ amplifier noise
$ shot noise from dark or leakage current
Thus, the impedance of a photodiode may limit performance, depending upon the
detector operating conditions. Fig. 7 illustrates the diode impedance per unit area (R0 A)

FIGURE 7 Zero-bias impedance-area product (R0 A or shunt
resistance per unit area) of a photodiode can limit the D* as
shown. The limiting D * depends on R0 A , temperature and
photon energy or wavelength. Examples are illustrated for a 1-mm
diode at 300 K, and for 3-, 5-, 12-, and 25-mm devices at 80 K.
Other noise mechanisms, such as photon noise, typically limit D *
to lower values than shown here.
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limiting value of D * for silicon detectors at room temperature and longer-wavelength
infrared photodiodes at 80 K.
Measurement of the noise as a function of frequency can be valuable for characterizing
the relevant noise sources. Selection of an appropriate preamplifier is also critical,
particularly for detectors having very low or very high impedance. Integration of
preamplifiers together with detectors has significantly improved the overall performance of
many detectors. The use of phase-sensitive lock-in amplifiers in combination with a
modulated signal can also improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Uniformity
One cannot assume that the response of a detector will be uniform across its sensitive area.
Material inhomogeneity and defects and / or fabrication variables can give rise to
nonuniformity. Lateral collection from near the perimeter of a photodiode may give a
gradual response decrease away from the edge (this effect will typically be accompanied by
a change in response speed as well). Recombination at the electrical contacts to a
photoconductor can limit the lifetime, and hence the photoconductive gain, for carriers
generated near the contact, a phenomenon called sweep-out. Recombination may be
enhanced at surfaces and edges also. Laser spot scanning is useful to check the detector
spatial uniformity, although laser sources may not be readily available at all the
wavelengths of interest. An alternative method is to move the detector around under a
fixed small aperture in conjunction with a light source.

Speed
Detector response speed is often related inversely to detector sensitivity. Thermal
detectors often show this characteristic because the signal is proportional to the inverse of
response speed, while the noise is amplifier- or Johnson-limited. Excluding detectors with
internal carrier multiplication mechanisms, the best detectors from broad experience seem
limited to a D *f * product of a few times 1017 Jones Hz. D *f * may be proportionally
higher for devices with gain, since speed can be increased to a greater extent by using a
lower value of load resistance without becoming Johnson-noise-limited. The user should be
aware that with many detectors it is possible to operate them in a circuit to maximize
sensitivity or speed, but not both at the same time. Speed may vary across the sensitive
area of the detector and with temperature, wavelength, and electrical bias.

Stability
Detector performance may change or drift with time. Changes in operating temperature,
humidity, and exposure to elevated temperatures as well as to visible, ultraviolet, and
high-energy radiation can affect device operation. These effects arise from the temperature
dependence of electronic properties in solids, as well as from the critical role played by
electrical charge conditions near the surface of many device types. Sensitivity changes in a
sample of silicon detectors from four vendors illustrate this point. Wide variations in
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FIGURE 8 After only three hours of UV irradiation,
detectors showed great variations in responsivity.
(Reprinted from the September 1993 issue of Photonics
Spectra, ÷ Laurin Publishing Co. , Inc.)

responsivity change after UV exposure, as shown in Fig. 8. In applications where stability
is of significant concern, these effects must be carefully reviewed along with the detector
supplier’s experience in these matters.

15.7 DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

Manufacturers’ Specifications
Detector sensitivity can be the determining factor in the design and performance of a
sensor system. Detector performance is subject to the development of improved materials,
fabrication techniques and the ingenuity of device engineers and inventors. The descriptions given here may improve with time, and consultation with manufacturers and users is
recommended.
Thermocouple . The thermocouple offers broad uniform spectral response, a high degree
of stability, and moderate sensitivity. Its slow response and relative fragility have limited
its use to laboratory instruments, such as spectrometers.
Compared with thermistors, thermocouples are slower, require no bias, and have higher
stability but much lower impedance and responsivity. This increases the amplification
required for the thermocouple; however, the only voltage appearing is the signal voltage,
so that the serious thermistor problem of bridge-circuit bias fluctuations is avoided. With
proper design, performance should not be amplifier-limited but limited instead by the
Johnson noise of the thermocouple. Thermocouples perform stably in dc operation,
although the instability of dc amplifiers usually favors ac operation.
The inherent dc stability of thermocouples is attractive for applications requiring no
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FIGURE
9 Typical
response curves (CsI
manufacturers).

thermocouple
window) (two

spectraldifferent

FIGURE 10 Typical thermocouple D * (noise) frequency spectra (two manufacturers). (From Wolfe ,
1965.)

moving parts, and recently a relatively rugged solid backed evaporated thermocouple has
been developed whose sensitivity approaches that of the thermistor bolometer.
Sensiti ity : D * 1 109 Jones for 20-ms response time; spectral response depends on
black coating (usually gold black) (see Fig. 9).
Noise :

White Johnson noise, falling off with responsivity (see Fig. 10).

Resistance :

5 – 15 Ω typical.

5 V / W (typical), 20 – 25 V / W (selected).

Responsi ity :

Time constant :

10 – 20 ms (typical).

Operating temperature :
Sensiti e area :
Linearity :

0.1

Normally ambient.

1 – 0.3

3 or 0.6

2 mm (typical).

0.1 percent in region investigated (6

10

10

–6

10

8

W incident).

Recommended circuit : Transformer coupled into low-noise (FET) amplifier with good
low-frequency noise characteristics.
Manufacturers : Perkin-Elmer, Charles Reeder, Beckman Instruments, Farrand,
Eppley Laboratory, Barnes Engineering.
Thermopile . Thermopiles are made by evaporating an array of metal junctions, such as
chromel-constantan or manganin-constantan, onto a substrate. The thin-film construction
is rugged, but the Coblentz-type may be quite delicate. Wire-wound thermopile arrays are
also available which are very robust. Devices with arrays of semiconductor silicon junctions
are also available. The array may typically be round, square, or rectangular (for matching a
spectrometer slit) and consist of 10 to 100 junctions. Configuration options include
matched pairs of junction arrays or compensated arrays to provide an unilluminated
reference element. A black coating, such as 3M black or lampblack, is used to provide
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FIGURE 11 Spectral reflectance of two black coatings used
in the construction of thermopile detectors. (From Eppley
Laboratory studies.)

 


high absorption over a broad spectral range, as illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. The housing
window may limit the spectral range of sensitivity. Typical applications include power
meters and radiometers.
Sensiti ity : D * < 0.5 to 4 108 Jones for 30-ms typical response time. D * may be
dependent upon sensitive area; spectral response depends on black coating and window
(see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12).
Noise : White Johnson noise, falling off with responsivity, typical range is 5 –
30 nV / Hz1/2.
Resistance : 2 Ω – 60 kΩ typical.
Responsi ity : 4 – 250 V / W (typical) depends on the number of junctions and time
constant.
Time constant :

10 ms – 2 s (typical).

Operating temperature :

Normally ambient.

FIGURE 12 Spectral absorption of a thermopile detector coating
made from a black metal oxide. (Oriel Corporation.)
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Sensiti e area : 0.5 – 6-mm dia., 0.025 0.025 – 3 3 mm, various rectangular, 0.4 3,
0.6 2, 0.6 4 mm (typical).
Recommended circuit : Low noise (0.5 V p-p, dc to 1 Hz), low drift with voltage gain
of <1000 and input impedance of 1 MΩ.

Manufacturers : Armtech, Beckman Instruments, Concept Engineering, Dexter Research Center, Edinburgh Instruments, EDO / Barnes Engineering, Eppley Laboratory,
Farrand, Gentech, Molectron Detector, Ophir Optronics, Oriel, Scientech, Scitec, Swan
Associates.

Thermistor Bolometer . Thermistors offer reliability, moderate sensitivity, and broad
spectral coverage without cooling. Construction is rugged and highly resistant to vibration,
shock, and other extreme environments. Response is slower than 1 ms, and tradeoff exists
between speed and sensitivity.
Thermistor elements are made of polycrystalline Mn, Ni, and Co oxides. In their final
form they are semiconductor flakes 10 m thick, which undergo a temperature resistance
change of ,4 percent / K. Since thermistor resistance changes with ambient temperature
enough to alter the biasing significantly, it is usually operated in a bridge circuit, with a
nearly identical thermistor shielded from signal radiation and used for a balance resistor.

 


Sensiti ity :

Spectral response :

10

–

A(mm2)
W
τ rms

NEP

8.9

10

D*

1.1

1094τ rms Jones

Depends on coating (usually Zapon lacquer); see Fig. 13.

Depends on blackening coating, typically 80 percent.
Noise : Thermal-noise-limited above ,20 Hz (Vnoise 44kTR f); below that, 1 / f type
noise (see Fig. 14). Used in balanced-bridge circuit (two flakes in parallel); limiting
noise due to thermal noise in both flakes.
Quantum efficiency :

Resistance : For standard 10- m-thick flakes, two different resistivities are available:
2.5 MΩ / sq or 250 kΩ / sq. Note that in a bolometer bridge, the resistance between the
output connection and ground is half that of single flake.
Time constant : τ is 1 – 20-ms standard for nonimmersed detectors and 2 – 10-ms
standard for immersed detectors.

FIGURE 13 Typical thermistor spectral response
(no window).

FIGURE 14 Typical thermistor D * (noise) frequency spectrum. (From Wolfe , 1965.)
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FIGURE 15 Relative responsivity vs. frequency
for various time-constant thermistor detectors (A 5
1 3 1 mm). (From Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-100.)

Sensitiy e area :

15.23

FIGURE 16 Bolometer electrical circuit. (From
Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-100.)

0.1 3 0.1 mm, 5 3 5-mm standard.

Operating temperature :

Normally ambient, 285 – 370 K.

Responsiy ity : Depends on bias, resistance, area, and time constant 5 ~ 4Rτ / A <
103 V / W for 0.1 3 0.1-mm area, 250-kΩ resistance, and τ 5 4 ms (see Fig. 15 for
frequency-time-constant dependence with given area). Output voltage (responsivity)
can be increased to a limited degree by raising bias voltage. Figure 16 shows the
deviation from Ohm’s law due to heating. Bias should be held below 60 percent of peak
voltage. Listed responsivity is that of active flake. In the bridge circuit, responsivity is
half this value.
Sensitiy ity profile :
1 3 1-mm cell.
Linearity :

Approximately 10 percent for 10-mm scan diameter over a

Ú5 percent 1026 – 1021 W / cm2.

Recommended circuit :

See Figs. 16 and 17.

FIGURE 17 Thermistor voltage-current characteristics, showing typical flake temperatures under different conditions. (From Barnes
Engineering , Bull. 2-100.)
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Manufacturers :
metrics.

EDO / Barnes Engineering, Servo Corporation of America, Thermo-

Pyroelectric . Lithium tantalate (LiTaO3), triglycine sulfate (TGS), and other pyroelectric
materials provide an uncooled thermal detector with good sensitivity. The devices are
capable of fast response, limited inversely by the preamplifier feedback resistance, but with
responsivity and D * traded for speed. Its principle of operation is the pyroelectric effect,
which is the change of electric polarization with temperature. It offers rugged construction
and absence of 1 / f noise because no bias is involved.
Lack of 1 / f noise, combined with the ability to easily trade off speed and sensitivity,
makes pyroelectric detectors useful for scanning applications and energy measurement of
pulsed optical sources. In addition, the NEP is independent of area at low frequencies
(,10 Hz), so that these detectors are useful for large-area applications (preamplifier 1 / f
noise may limit, however). Pyroelectric detectors are useful for calorimetry since the
pyroelectric effect is an integrated volume effect and the output signal is unaffected by
spatial or temporal distribution of the radiation, up to damage threshold or depolarizing
temperature. For higher damage thresholds, lead zirconate titanate ceramic (Clevite
PZT-5) exhibits a much smaller pyroelectric effect than TGS, but its high Curie
temperature of 638 K makes it more useful than TGS for high-energy applications.
Sensitiy ity : Sensitive from ultraviolet to millimeter wavelengths. For l , 2 mm, TGS
must be blackened, which slows response. Normally (l . 2 mm) a transparent electrode
is used, since TGS absorption is high from 2 to 300 mm. Beyond 300 mm, poor
absorption and increased reflectivity reduce sensitivity. Spectral response depends
largely on coating. See Fig. 18 for spectral response with modified 3M black. Fig. 19
illustrates the relative spectral response for a LiTaO3 device. D * is independent of A at
low frequencies (,10 Hz) (see Figs. 20 and 21). Figure 22 shows NEP vs. A for various
frequencies.
Quantum efficiency :
75 percent).

Depends on coating absorptivity (for 3M black typically h .

Noise : (See Figs. 20 and 21). Limited by loss-tangent noise up to frequencies where
limited by amplifier short-circuit noise (see Fig. 23).
Operating temperature : Ambient, up to 315 K. Can be repolarized if T . Tcurie 5 322 K
for TGS. Irreversible damage at T 5 394 K (see Fig. 24). Other pyroelectric materials
have significantly higher Curie temperatures (398 – 883 K).
Output impedance :
Responsiy ity :

50 Ω – 10 KΩ, set by built-in amplifier (see Fig. 25).

See Figs. 20 – 22, 24, and 26.

FIGURE 18 Relative spectral response of TGS detectors with modified 3M black. (From
Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-200A.)
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FIGURE 19 Relative spectral response of LiTaO3 pyroelectric detectors showing both a black spectral coating and an
optional coating tuned to the 8 – 14-mm LWIR band. (From Molectron Detector , Inc.)

5 pF for 0.5 3 0.5 mm; 20 pF for 1 3 1 mm; 100 pF for 5 3 5 mm.

Capacitance :
Sensitiy e area :

2 – 50-mm dia. round, 0.5 3 0.5-mm – 10 3 10-mm square, typical.

Time constant :
(see Fig. 26).

Not pertinent, response speed set by the preamplifier feedback resistor

Linearity :

5 percent between 1026 and 1021 W / cm2.

Sensitiy ity profile : Depends on coating or transparent electrode; 5 – 7 percent across
12 3 12-mm; spot size , 250 mm.
Recommended circuit :

See Figs. 25 and 27. FET amplification stage usually built in.

FIGURE 20 Typical D * , responsivity, and noise vs. frequency for
TGS (A 5 1 3 1 mm; T 5 296 K.) (From Barnes Engineering , Bull.
2-220A.)
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FIGURE 21 Typical D * , responsivity, and noise vs. frequency
(A 5 0.4 3 0.4 mm; T 5 296 K). (From Barnes Engineering , Bull.
2-220A.)

Since 5 ~ 1 / f , use of an amplifier with 1 / f noise and gain ~ f is recommended. Then
output signal and signal-to-noise ratio are independent of frequency.
Manufacturers : Alrad Instruments, Belov Technology, CSK Optronics, Delta Developments, EDO / Barnes Engineering, EG&G Heimann, Electro-Optical Systems, Eltec,
Gentec, Graseby, International Light, Laser Precision, Molectron Detector, Oriel,
Phillips Infrared Defence Components, Sensor-Physics, Servo Corporation of America,
Spiricon, Thermometrics.
InSb Hot -Electron Bolometer At temperatures of liquid helium and lower, free carriers
in indium antimonide (InSb) can absorb radiation in the far-infrared and submillimeter

FIGURE 22 Noise equivalent power in watts (broken lines) and responsivity (heavy lines) vs. TGS detector area for various frequencies. (From
Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-220B.)
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FIGURE 23 TGS noise vs. detector area for various operating frequencies. (From Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-220B.)
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FIGURE 24 Relative responsivity vs. temperature
for TGS. (From Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-220B.)

spectral region. Because the mobility of the electrons varies as T 3/2
under these conditions,
e
the conductivity of the material is modulated. This mechanism offers submicrosecond
response and broad far-infrared coverage out to millimeter wavelengths but requires
liquid-helium cooling and very sophisticated receiver design.
Technically, these devices may be classed as bolometers, since incident radiation power
produces a heating effect which causes a change in free-charge mobility. In the normal
bolometer, the crystal lattice absorbs energy and transfers it to the free carriers via
collisions. However, in InSb bolometers incident radiation power is absorbed directly by
free carriers, the crystal lattice temperature remaining essentially constant. Hence the
name electron bolometer. Note that this mechanism differs from photoconductivity in that
free-electron mobility rather than electron number is altered by incident light (hence there
is no photoconductive gain).
Sensiti ity :
Noise :






D *(2 mm, 900)

4

1011 Jones (see Fig. 28).

See Figs. 29 and 30.
,1000 V / W.

Responsi ity :
Time constant :

τ

Sensiti e area :

5

250 ns.

5 mm typical.

Operating temperature :
Impedance :

,1.5 – 4.2 K.



Without bias, 200 Ω; optimum bias, 150 Ω, depends on bias (see Fig. 29).

Recommended circuit :
Manufacturer :

Optimum bias 0.5 mA (see Fig. 31).

Infrared Laboratories.

Ge (Ga ) Low -temperature Bolometer . The Ge(Ga) bolometer offers very high sensitivity
and broad spectral coverage in the region 1.7 to 2000 m. Liquid-helium cooling is
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FIGURE 25 Pyroelectric detector-amplifier circuit.
(From Barnes Engineering , Bull. 2-220A.)

FIGURE 26 Responsivity vs. frequency for two
pyroelectric detector models using various feedback
resistors. (From Molectron Detector , Inc.)

required. A tradeoff exists between response time (seconds) and sensitivity (10
Operation at 1000 Hz can be achieved still maintaining 2 10 13 W NEP.

14

W NEP).

Sensiti ity : Depends on thermal conductance G (see Figs. 32 and 33). NEP( ,
10 Hz) Vn / S 3 10 14 W for G 1 W / K; A 1 mm2, D *( , 10 Hz) 3 1013
Jones (Q 0.2 W). For this detector, NEP < 4T (kG )1/2 and does not vary with A1/2(T
is heat-sink temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant). Thus D * cannot be used as a
valid means of comparison with other detectors; 300-K background-limited performance is achievable for 2π FOV when the bolometer is operated at 4.25 K with
G 10 3 W / K. (For A 0.1 cm2, the time constant is 50 s.)
Responsi ity : Typically, responsivity 2.5 105 V / W 0.7(R / TG )1/2 , where R
resistance. Responsivity, and hence NEP, depends on thermal conductance G , which in
turn is set by background power. G ranges from 0.4 to 1000 W / K.

FIGURE 27 Resistive feedback circuit used with LiTaO3 detectors. (From Molectron Detector ,
Inc.)
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FIGURE 28 D * vs. l for InSb electron bolometer
(H 5 0). (From Raytheon , IR Millimeter Way e
Detector , 1967.)
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FIGURE 29 InSb electron bolometer, typical resistance, signal, and noise vs. bias voltage squared
4
(T 5 5 K;
RL 5 200 Ω;
F5
gain 5 2.4 3 10 ;
1100 Hz). (From Santa Barbara Research Center ,
Prelim. Res. Rep. , 1967 .)

Thermal conductance : Typically G 5 1 mW / K for background Q , 0.2 mW; note that
Q , 1 / 2 (optimum bias power P ).
Sensitiy e area : 0.25 3 0.25 – 10 3 10 mm.
Resistance :

0.5 MΩ.

Operating temperature :

2 K (see Fig. 32). In applications where radiation noise can be

FIGURE 30 InSb electron bolometer, typical noise spectrum (T 5 5 K,
4
RL 5 200 Ω; gain 5 2.4 3 10 , Df 5 5.6 Hz). (From Santa Barbara Research Center , Prelim. Res. Rep. , 1967.)
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FIGURE 31 Electron-bolometer biasing circuit. (From Santa Barbara
Research Center , Prelim. Res. Rep. , 1967.)

eliminated there is much to be gained by operating at the lowest possible temperature.
Figure 33 shows the theoretical NEP and time constant at 0.5 K, assuming that current
noise remains unimportant.
Quantum efficiency : Depends on blackened coating and window. For l , 100 mm,
absorptivity exceeds 95 percent. For l . 100 mm, efficiency varies with geometry.
Time constant : Response time constant is proportional to G 21. Therefore, if G must
be increased to accomodate larger background, the time constant is decreased
proportionally. Responsivity and NEP, however, are degraded as G 21/2.

… n 5 1 3 1028 V / Hz1/2; thermal noise is due to R and RL .
Recommended circuit : Standard photoconductive circuit, with load resistor, grid
resistor, and blocking capacitor at low temperature (see Fig. 34). See Fig. 35 for typical
electrical characteristics. Bias power P 5 0.1TG.
Manufacturer : Infrared Laboratories, Inc.
Noise :

Photoemissiy e Detectors . Photoemissive detectors are generally the detector of choice in
the UV, visible, and near-IR where high quantum efficiency is available. In the spectral
region l , 600 nm, the photomultiplier, or multiplier phototube, has close to ideal

FIGURE 32 Germanium bolometer NEP vs. conductance. (IR Labs , Inc.)

FIGURE 33 Germanium bolometer NEP vs. temperature. Solid curves are theoretical: NEP <
1/2
4T (kG ) ; dashed curve is measured value for a
typical bolometer. (From Low , 1961.)
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FIGURE 34 Germanium bolometer circuit and
cryostat.
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FIGURE 35 Load curve for a typical germanium
bolometer (T 5 2.15 K) with load line, showing optimum operating point. (From Low , 1961.)

sensitivity; i.e., selected photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are capable of detecting single
photon arrivals (but at best only with about 30 percent quantum efficiency) and amplifying
the photocurrent (pulse) enormously without seriously degrading the signal-to-noise ratio.
Time resolution can be as short as 0.1 ns. Only very specialized limitations have precluded
their use for l , 800 nm, for example, cost, ruggedness, uniformity of manufacture, or
need for still faster response. Recently these limitations have all been met individually but
generally not collectively. Where adequate light is available, the simple phototube has
advantages over the multiplier phototube in that high voltages are not required, the output
level is not sensitive to applied voltage, and dynode fatigue is eliminated.
Microchannel plate tubes (MCPT) are a variant of the photomultiplier tube where the
current amplifying dynode structure is replaced by an array of miniature tubes in which the
photocathode current is amplified. MCP tubes are more compact than PMTs and are
reliable in operating conditions of high environmental stress. The same range of
photocathode materials is available in MCPTs as PMTs. MCPTs can provide a wide range
of electron gain as available depending upon whether a single MCP or a stack of MCPs is
used. The structure of a PMT and MCPT are compared in Fig. 36.
Sensitiy ity. In modern phototubes, shot noise due to the cathode dark current is by far
the most important noise source. The most common descriptions of phototube sensitivity
list both current responsivity (amperes per watt), dark current, and dark noise. Several
useful measures of sensitivity are noise equivalent input (NEI) (see Sec. 15.4 ‘‘Definitions’’), noise equivalent power (NEP), or its reciprocal D ; 1 / NEP. NEP and NEI in the
range 10214 to 10217 W / Hz1/2 are not uncommon.
Detectivity is generally limited by dark-current shot noise. Dark current depends on
photocathode material, area, and temperature. Thus the best detectivity is obtained with
small effective sensitive area. Cooling is especially useful for red-sensitive and near-IR
tubes and is generally not worthwhile for others (see ‘‘Operating Temperature’’). Special
tube housings which can provide thermoelectric cooling are available.
The spectral response curves shown in Fig. 37 are for the combination of photocathode
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FIGURE 36 Comparison of photomultiplier tube (PMT) and microchannel plate tube (MCPT) construction. (EMR
Photoelectric.)

and window. Historically, this method of description gave rise to the S-response
designations, most of which are now obsolete. It is often desirable to separate
photocathode response from window transmission. Thus, Fig. 38 shows the quantum
efficiency (electrons per incident photon) of a number of photocathodes without window
losses. For l , 400 nm, each photocathode should maintain its peak quantum efficiency, up
to photon energies where multiple photoemissions take place. In Fig. 39, the spectral
dependence of quantum efficiency for a variety of modern photocathode / window
combinations is illustrated.
D * is a meaningful figure of merit for phototubes whose sensitivity is limited by dark
noise (shot noise on the dark current) and whose emitting photocathode area is clearly
defined, but D * must be used with caution because, although modern phototubes are
generally dark-noise-limited devices, they are often limited by noise in signal, i.e., the
noise content of the signal itself (Eberhardt, 1967). Serious errors in predicting the
detection capability of phototubes will arise if noise in signal is ignored and D * is
presumed to be the important limiting parameter (see Eqs. 6, 7, and 8). Very little reliable
data are presently available on D * for photoemitters. However D * curves for S-1, S-20,
and S-25 are shown in Figs. 40 (300 K) and 41 (PMT cooled to 200 K).
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FIGURE 37 Spectral sensitivity of various photoemitters. Dotted lines indicate photocathode
quantum efficiency. Chemical formulas are abbreviated to conserve space. S-1 5 AgOCs with
lime or borosilicate crown-glass window; S-4 5 Cs3Sb with lime or borosilicate crown-glass
window (opaque photocathode); S-5 5 Ss3Sb with ultraviolet-transmitting glass window; S8 5 Cs3Bi with lime or borosilicate crown-glass window; S-10 5 AgBiOCs with lime or
borosilicate crown-glass window; S-11 5 Cs3Sb with lime or borosilicate crown-glass window
(semitransparent photocathode); S-13 5 Cs3Sb with fused-silica window (semitransparent photocathode); S-19 5 Cs3Sb with fused-silica window (opaque semicathode); S-20 5 Na2KCsSb with
lime or borosilicate glass window. ERMA 5 extended red multialkali (RCA; ITT uses MA for
multialkali). This curve is representative of several manufacturers’ products. Many variations of
this response are available, e.g., tradeoffs between short- and long-wavelength response. (From
RCA Electronic Components , chart. PIT-701B.)
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FIGURE 38 Photocathode responsivity and quantum efficiency vs. wavelength (no
windows). For abbreviations, see Fig. 33. I 5 S-1, II 5 S-11, III 5 S-10, IV 5 S-20,
V 5 K2CsSb, VI 5 K2CsSb(O), VII 5 NaKCsSb3, VIII 5 GaAs(Cs). (Based on material
from RCA.)

Short -way elength Considerations. Window considerations are as follows:
For l . 200 nm: Windows are essential, as all useful photocathode materials are
oxidized and performance would otherwise be destroyed.
200 nm . l . 105 nm: Photocathode materials are not oxidized by dry air (moisture
degrades performance). Windows are optional. LiF windows have shortest known
cutoff, 105 nm. For l , 180 nm, it is generally advisable to flush with dry nitrogen.

l , 105 nm: No windows are available.
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FIGURE 39 Quantum efficiency of photocathode / window combinations as a function of wavelength. (EMR Photoelectric.)
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FIGURE 40 Range of D * for uncooled photomultiplier tubes
(T 5 300 K .) For abbreviations see Fig. 33. S-25 5 same as S-20 but
different physical processing. (Based on material from RCA.)

Since air absorbs radiation in the region 0.2 to 200 nm (ozone absorbs 200 to 300 nm), it
is necessary to include the (windowless) detector in the vacuum with the source.
A useful technique for avoiding the far-ultraviolet window-absorption problem (provided l . vacuum ultraviolet) is to coat the outside of the window of a conventional PMT
with an efficient fluorescent material, e.g., sodium salicylate, which absorbs in the
ultraviolet and reemits in the blue, and is efficiently detected by most photocathodes
(Samson, 1967).
Solar-blind considerations are as follows. Although most photocathodes have high
quantum efficiency at short wavelengths, background-noise considerations often preclude
their use at very short wavelengths, and very wide bandgap semiconductor photocathodes
such as CsI, KBr, Cs2Te, and Rb2Te (having peak quantum efficiency a little greater than
10 percent) often give better signal-to-noise ratio. This sacrifice in quantum efficiency to
obtain insensitivity to wavelengths greater than those of interest would not be necessary if
suitable short-wavelength pass filters were readily available.
For applications where it is desirable that the detector not see much solar radiation, one
can use photocathodes whose high work function precludes photoemission for photons of
too low an energy. Figure 42 shows quantum efficiency vs. l for three such photocathodes,
tungsten, CsI, and Cs2Te, compared with Cs3Sb, and GaAs(Cs), which are not solar-blind.
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FIGURE 41 Range of D * for cooled photomultiplier tubes
(T 5 200 K). S-25 5 same as S-20 but different physical processing.
(Based on E. H. Eberhardt , ‘‘D* of Photomultiplier Tubes and
Image Detectors ,’’ ITT Industrial Labs , 1969.)

Quantum Efficiency. Figures 38, 39, and 42 show photocathode spectral quantum
efficiency (probability that one photoelectron is emitted when a single photon is incident).
Note that there are fairly few basic photocathode materials and that the window often
determines effective quantum efficiency at short wavelengths.
For l , 40 nm, a wide variety of photocathode materials are available at high quantum
efficiency. Many of these materials, such as tungsten, are not destroyed by being subjected
to air, so that open structures can be used, consisting of a photocathode multiplier chain
without window. The complete windowless structure is then placed in the vacuum with the
source of radiation.
The quantum efficiency at any wavelength can be calculated from the formula

h5
where 5 5 photocathode response, A / W
l 5 wavelength, nm

5 3 1239.5
l

(22)
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FIGURE 42 Quantum efficiency vs. wavelength (photon energy) for several photoemitters.

A useful technique for improving quantum efficiency, reported by Livingston (1966)
and Gunter (1970), involves multipassing the photocathode by trapping the light inside the
photocathode using a prism.
Responsiy ity. PMT responsivity depends upon photocathode quantum efficiency and
subsequent dynode gain. For most purposes, the dynode gain in a well-designed PMT
introduces no significant degradation in the photocathode signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 37
shows photocathode response expressed in photocurrent (amperes) per incident radiation
power (watts).
Noise. The limiting noise in a PMT depends on the level of illumination. For low-level
detection, limiting noise is the shot noise on the dark current,
in 5 (2eidarkDf )1/2

(23)

For high illumination levels the shot noise on the signal photocurrent
in 5 (2eisignalDf )1/2

(24)

far exceeds that on the dark current. Manufacturers usually express noise as photocathode
dark current or anode dark current for given gain, which is therefore traceable to
photocathode dark current.
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FIGURE 43 Typical current amplification and anode dark current as a function of
applied voltage. (Based on E. H. Eberhardt , ‘‘D* of Photomultiplier Tubes and
Image Detectors ,’’ ITT Industrial Labs , 1969.)

Photocathode dark current is approximately proportional to photocathode area so that
small photocathode effective areas can be expected to have reduced noise. Figure 43 shows
how anode dark current and gain increase with applied voltage for a typical PMT.
Minimum detectable power is related to limiting noise through responsivity via
NEP 5

in
5

(25)

where 5 is in amperes per watt.
Operating Temperature. Dark current due to thermionic emission, usually greater in
red-sensitive tubes, can be reduced by cooling (see Cole and Ryer (1972). The trialkali
(S-20) performance does not benefit from cooling below 255 K. Maximum beneficial
cooling (three to four dark counts per second) for AgOCs (S-1), (Cs)Na2KSb (S-20), and
Cs3Sb (S-11) is 195, 255, and 239 K, respectively. Most photocathodes become noisier as
temperature rises above ambient because of increased thermionic emission. Because its
thermionic emission starts at a very low value, (Cs)Na2KSb is a useful photocathode up to
temperatures of approximately 373 K.
Response Time. The rise time of photomultiplier tubes depends chiefly on the spread
in transit time during the multiplication process. For photomultiplier tubes, this spread is
about 10 ns. Some tubes with specially designed electron optics can give spread as low as
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1 ns. The crossed-field PMT makes possible a spread as small as 0.1 ns. Microchannel plate
tubes have response times of a nanosecond or less.
For high-speed work (,1 ns rise time), good transmission-line technique must be used
to obtain impedance match and to avoid reflection. The bandwidth of the output circuit
will depend upon the total capacitance (PMT circuit plus stray capacitances) and the value
of the load resistance.
Linearity. Photomultiplier tubes are nearly all linear to about 1 percent for cathode
currents of 0.1 mA or less. Some tubes may be linear to better than 0.1 percent but must be
individually selected (Bennett, 1966). Probably most of the nonlinearity results from the
dynode structure.
Sensitiy e Area. No fundamental limitation. Only recently available with very small
effective areas for extremely low dark current. Magnetic focusing has been used so that
only a small fraction of the photocathode is used electron-optically.
Sensitiy ity Profile. Usually uniform within 20 to 50 percent. Microchannel plate
detectors may have uniformity of Ú5 percent.
Stability. PMTs are subject to short- and long-term drift which can depend upon
anode current, changes in anode current, storage times, and aging or anode life. They are
also subject to change if exposed to magnetic fields or changes in temperature. Vibration
of the tube may modulate the signal (microphonic effect).
Recommended Circuit. See Fig. 44.
1. Since a PMT is a current generator, increasing output resistance R1 increases output
voltage. An upper limit to R1 may be imposed either by the time-constant limitation or
by nonlinearity, which results from a space charge produced near the anode when the
anode is left nearly floating electrically.
2. The rated photocathode current (referred to anode current through gain) should not be
exceeded.
3. Care should be taken not to destroy the photocathode with light (heating).
4. When large currents are drawn, it may affect later dynode interstage voltage and hence
gain, causing nonlinearity; e.g., in Fig. 44, if the photocurrent from DY 10 to anode
becomes comparable to the biasing current, through R11, the gain of the final stage is
reduced. This can be avoided by biasing the dynodes with constant-voltage sources.
5. To avoid dynode damage, final dynode current must not exceed the value suggested by
the manufacturer.
Photon Counting. At the photocathode, the shot-noise-limited signal-to-noise ratio
(with negligible dark current) is

S D 5 S2NDfD

is
is
is
5
1/2
in (2eis Df )
2e Df

1/2

1/2

s

(26)

where Ns is the photoelectron rate at the photocathode. Thus, for extremely low levels of
illumination, the ideal signal-to-noise ratio becomes very poor. At this point there is much
to be gained by abandoning attempts to measure the height of the fluctuating signal (Fig.
45a ) in favor of digitally recording the presence or absence of individual pulses (Fig. 45e ).
Single photoelectron counting can be achieved by using a pulse amplifier (see Fig. 46),
which suppresses spurious dark-noise pulses not identical in amplitude and shape to those
produced by photoelectrons.
An upper practical limit for (random) photon counting is set by convenient amplifier
bandwidths at about 105 s21. For reasonable (1 percent) statistical accuracy, this implies a
10-MHz bandwidth.
Gallium Phosphide Dynodes. The development of GaP dynodes for increased
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FIGURE 44 C 1 5 68 pF Ú 10 percent, 500 V (dc
working); C 2 5 270 pF Ú 10 percent, 500 V (dc working); R1 5 220 kΩ Ú 5 percent, 1 / 4 W; R2 5
240 kΩ Ú 5 percent, 1 / 4 W; R3 5 330 kΩ Ú 5 percent,
1 / 4 W; R4 to R11 5 200 kΩ Ú 5 percent, 1 / 4 W.
(Based on E. H. Eberhardt , ‘‘D* of Photomultiplier
Tubes and Image Detectors ,’’ ITT Industrial Labs ,
1969.)
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FIGURE 45 Oscilloscope presentation of PMT
output when reviewing square-wave chopped light
pulse. In (a to e ) intensity is reduced and gain
increased commensurately. (Courtesy of E. H.
Eberhardt.)

secondary-electron production (Simon et al., 1968; Morton et al., 1968) makes possible
unambiguous discrimination of small numbers of individual photoelectron counts which
was not previously possible with lower dynode gains. This is shown in Fig. 47, where the
spread in number of secondary electrons (N 3 gain) is just (N 3 gain)1/2.
In addition to the aforementioned fundamental advantage of high dynode gain, the
large gain per stage in the first dynodes also helps discriminate against noise introduced by
later stages of amplification. Also, fewer stages of amplification are required.
Manufacturers. ADIT, EMR Photoelectric, Bicron, Burle, Edinburgh Instruments,
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FIGURE 46 Photomultiplier and associated circuits for photon counting. (ITT Rep. E5.)

FIGURE 47 Spread in number of secondary electrons for various phototube gains.
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FIGURE 48 Response in amps per watt for a GaN
detector. (Reprinted from App. Phys. Lett., ol. 60 , no. 23 ,
1992 , p. 2918.)

Galileo Electro-Optics, Hamamatsu, K and M Electronics, International Light, Optometrics USA, Oriel, Phillips Components, Photek, Photon Technology, Penta Laboratories,
Thorn EMI, Varo.




GaN . Gallium nitride photoconductive and photovoltaic detectors have spectral response
in the ultraviolet (UV) from <200 to 365 nm as illustrated in Fig. 48. Response at visible
wavelengths is absent, so that no special filtering is required to detect UV in the presence
of visible lighting. These solid-state devices are potentially useful for operation at elevated
temperatures, in high-vibration environments, and in other environments unsuitable for
photomultiplier tubes. The photoconductive version of this device uses interdigitated
contact electrodes because of the very high impedance of the GaN films.
1013 Jones.

Sensiti ity :

D*

Response :

Photoconductive 100 – 1000 A / W; photovoltaic 0.2 A / W.
Photoconductor 1 1011Ω.

Resistance :

Dynamic range :
Time constant :
Size :

1-mm (1

Manufacturer :

Linear over five to six orders of magnitude.

Photoconductive 0.2 – 1 ms; photovoltaic 0.16 ms.
1 mm).

APA Optics.

CdS and CdSe . Cadmium sulfide and cadmium selenide photoconductors are available
for detection of visible light out to 700 to 800 nm. CdS and CdSe films have sheet resistivity
in the range of 20 mΩ per square at an illumination level of 2 footcandles. The devices are
typically made in a linear or serpentine configuration consisting of 2 to 500 squares to
maximize the length-to-width ratio. A variety of material ‘‘types’’ are available, offering
unique spectral curves for various applications, depending upon the source color. CdS and
CdSe are typically slow detectors, with response times of 5 to 100 ms, with speed
improving at higher light levels. These devices exhibit ‘‘memory’’ or ‘‘history’’ effects,
where the response is dependent upon the storage condition preceding use—the length of
storage and time in use, and differences between the storage light level and the light level
during use. These history effects may amount to changes in resistance from less than 10
percent to over 500 percent. CdSe has comparably greater memory effect than CdS.
CdS and CdSe are useful for a variety of commercial applications, both analog and
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FIGURE 49 Relative spectral response for a ‘‘Type 0’’ CdS
photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data
Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)

digital, such as camera exposure control, automatic focus and brightness controls,
densitometers, night light controls, etc. They are comparatively inexpensive and are
available in a wide range of packages and resistance values, including dual cell
configurations.
Spectral response :

See Figs. 49 – 54.

Resistance and sensiti ity :

See Figs. 55 – 60.

Temperature coefficient of resistance :
Light history effects :
Detector size :

4

Manufacturers :

See Figs. 61 – 66.

See Fig. 67.

4 mm to 12

12 mm approximate, dual elements available.

EG&G VACTEK.



FIGURE 50 Relative spectral response for a ‘‘Type 1’’ CdSe
photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data
Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)



FIGURE 51 Relative spectral response for a ‘‘Type 2’’ CdS
photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data
Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)



FIGURE 52 Relative spectral response for a ‘‘Type 3’’ CdS
photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data
Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)



FIGURE 53 Relative spectral response for a ‘‘Type 4’’ CdSe
photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data
Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)

FIGURE 54 Relative spectral response for a ‘‘Type 7’’ CdSSe
photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data
book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)

FIGURE 55 Resistance as a function of illumination for a
‘‘Type 0’’ CdS photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC ,
Optoelectronics Data Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)

FIGURE 56 Resistance as a function of illumination for a
‘‘Type 1’’ CdSe photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC ,
Optoelectronics Data Book, CdS Photoconducti e Cells.)

FIGURE 57 Resistance as a function of illumination for a ‘‘Type
2’’ CdS photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics
Data Book, CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 58 Resistance as a function of illumination for a
‘‘Type 3’’ CdS photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC ,
Optoelectronics Data Book, CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 59 Resistance as a function of illumination for a
‘‘Type 4’’ CdSe photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC ,
Optoelectronics Data Book, CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)
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FIGURE 60 Resistance as a function of illumination for a
‘‘Type 7’’ CdSSe photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC ,
Optoelectronics Data Book, CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 61 Relative resistance as a function of temperature for a ‘‘Type 0’’
CdS photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data Book,
CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 62 Relative resistance as a function of temperature for a ‘‘Type 1’’
CdSe photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data Book,
CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)
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FIGURE 63 Relative resistance as a function of temperature for a ‘‘Type 2’’
CdS photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data Book,
CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 64 Relative resistance as a function of temperature for a ‘‘Type 3’’
CdS photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data Book,
CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 65 Relative resistance as a function of temperature for a ‘‘Type 4’’
CdSe photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data Book,
CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)
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FIGURE 66 Relative resistance as a function of temperature for a ‘‘Type 7’’
CdSSe photoconductive cell. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics Data Book,
CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

CdTe . Cadmium telluride and cadmium zinc telluride detectors are chemical group II-VI
materials having an energy bandgap of about 1.6 eV, corresponding to a spectral cutoff in
the vicinity of 775 nm. These devices, however, are principally used for gamma ray
detection because of their high z number which translates into a high absorption coefficient
for gamma rays. The principal advantage of CdTe in this application is its ability to operate
at room temperature, in comparison with Ge gamma ray detectors which must typically be
cooled to 77 K. Figure 68 illustrates the absorption of CdTe as a function of gamma ray
energy out to 300 keV.
Sensitiy ity : See Fig. 68.
Standard sizes : Wafers in 10- and 16-mm dia.; rods 7 3 2 3 2 mm; cubes 2 3 2 3 2.
Standard thickness : 1 and 2 mm.
Bias y oltage : 150 – 300 V / cm.
Operating temperature range : 210 1 558C
Leakage current : 10 – 300 nA
Capacitance : 10 pF

FIGURE 67 Variation of resistance with light
history expressed as a ratio of infinite light history
RLH to infinite dark history RDH at various illumination levels. (EG&G VACTEC , Optoelectronics
Data Book, CdS Photoconductiy e Cells.)

FIGURE 68 The high percentage of rays absorbed
by CdTe makes these detectors highly sensitive. At
100 keV, a 2-mm-thick detector absorbs 85 percent
of the rays. (Radiation Monitoring Dey ices , Cadmium Telluride brochure.)

!
!
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Response time : ,1 s.
Manufacturers : Aurora, II-VI eV Products, Radiation Monitoring Devices, Santa
Barbara Research Center.
Si . Silicon photovoltaic detectors are widely available. They are useful at wavelengths
shorter than about 1.1 m and can even be used for x-ray and gamma ray detection. There
are four main silicon detector types:
$ pn junction photodiodes, generally formed by diffusion, but ion implantation can also be
used
$ pin junctions, which have lower capacitance and hence higher speed, and because of a
thicker active region have enhanced near-IR spectral response
$ UV- and blue-enhanced photodiodes
$ avalanche photodiodes with significant internal gain, combining high speed and
sensitivity
The main parameters of interest are spectral response (see Fig. 69), time constant, and
zero-bias resistance or reverse-bias leakage current. Silicon material has an indirect
bandgap and hence the spectral cutoff is not very sharp near its long-wavelength limit as
shown in Fig. 69. The effective time constant of pn junction silicon detectors is generally
limited by RC considerations rather than by the inherent speed of the detection
mechanism (drift and / or diffusion). High reverse bias may or may not shorten chargecollection time, but it generally reduces cell capacitance. Both result in faster response.

FIGURE 69 Typical spectral response for pn junction, blue-enhanced and UV-enhanced silicon photodiodes. (UDT
Sensors , Inc. , Optoelectronic Components Catalog.)
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FIGURE 70 Output noise as a function of circuit load resistance for pin
2
silicon photodiodes with areas of 5.1 and 200 mm , compared with the
Johnson noise of the load resistor. Dark current measured at 10-V reverse
2
bias for the detector with area of 5.1 mm is 10 nA, and 100 nA for the
2
detector with an area of 200 mm . Note that good preamplifiers have a
1/2
noise level of about 1 nV / Hz , depending upon the bandwidth. (Detector
data from UDT Sensors , Optoelectronic Components Catalog.)

On the other hand, increased reverse bias causes increased noise, so that a tradeoff exists
between speed and sensitivity. For high-frequency applications, load resistance should be
made small, although this makes Johnson (thermal) noise comparatively larger, which
limits sensitivity (see Fig. 70). In order to keep sensitivity high when using these devices at
high frequency, operational (current-mode) amplifiers, which can be built into the detector
package, and avalanche photodiodes, which incorporate built-in gain before the load
resistor is encountered, have been developed. Very careful regulation of the detector bias
is required for stable operation of avalanche photodiodes.
Silicon pn Junction Photodiodes. These are general purpose when high sensitivity is
required and time constants on the order of microsecond are permissible. The device
construction is illustrated in Fig. 71. These devices are typically operated in a photoy oltaic
mode at zero bias, but can be used in a photoconductiy e mode in which the device is
reversed biased.
Sensitiy ity :

D *(l pk) < mid-1012 to 1013 Jones, D *(2800 K) < 2 3 104 Jones, becoming

FIGURE 71 Planar diffused silicon photodiode construction. (UDT Sensors , Optoelectronic Components
Catalog.)
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FIGURE 72 D * vs. l for small-area pn junction
silicon photodiodes: curves A , B , and C correspond
2
to areas of 0.02, 0.2, and 1 cm . The lower D * for
smaller-area detector performance is due to amplifier limitations rather than intrinsically poorer D * ,
for small-area detectors. (Texas Instruments , Infrared Dey ices , SC-8385-366. Reprinted by permission of Texas Instruments.)
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FIGURE 73 D * as a function of diode area for pn
junction silicon photodiodes operated in the photovoltaic mode (0 V) and pin junction diodes operated
in the photoconductive or reverse-bias mode (10 V).
(UDT
Sensors ,
Optoelectronic
Components
Catalog.)

amplifier-limited for small-area detectors (see Figs 72 and 73). D * can also be estimated
from the R0 A product (detector zero-bias resistance or shunt resistance 3 diode area),
which is illustrated in Fig. 74, in combination with Fig. 7, which illustrates the
dependence of D * on R0 A product.
Noise : See Figs. 75 (noise vs. bias) and 76 (noise vs. temperature); as T drops,
impedance rises, so that decreasing noise current produces increasing noise voltage.
However, the signal increases even faster, yielding an improved signal-to-noise ratio
with cooling. Figure 77 (noise vs. frequency) shows the dependence on bias.
Capacitance : Capacitance is proportional to area and increases slightly with temperature (see Fig. 78).
Responsiy ity :

See Figs. 69 and 75.

FIGURE 74 The resistance-area product at zero
bias (R0 A) and 295 K of silicon pn junction photodiodes. The lack of area dependence is evidence that
the intrinsic properties of the junction are dominant
in these devices.
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FIGURE 75 Typical pn junction signal and noise
vs. reverse bias (RL 5 10 MΩ). (Electronuclear
Laboratories , Bull. 1053 , 1966.)

Quantum efficiency :
coating.
Sensitiy e area :
Time constant :

.90 percent quantum efficiency achievable with antireflection

0.2 – 600 mm2 areas are readily available.
Inherently slow for high-sensitivity applications, generally limited by

FIGURE 76 Relative signal and noise vs. temperature for pn junction silicon photodiode (zero
bias); —— 5 signal; – – – – 5 noise. (Electronuclear
Laboratories , Bull. 1052 , 1966.)

FIGURE 77 Typical pn junction and pin junction
noise-frequency spectrum for different reverse bias
(A 5 1 3 1 mm;
RL 5 1 MΩ).
(Electronuclear
Laboratories , Bull. 1078 , 1968.)
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FIGURE 78 Capacitance as a function of detector area for
pn junction silicon photodiodes operated in the photovoltaic
mode (0 V) and pin junction photodiodes at 0-, 10-, and
50-V reverse bias. The larger depletion width, which is a
consequence of the lightly doped ‘‘ i ’’ region in the pin
device, gives pin diodes lower capacitance for the same
device area. (UDT Sensors , Optoelectronic Components
Catalog.)

RC (depends directly on device area), but can be limited by carrier diffusion outside the
depletion region or by trapping of carriers in deep impurity centers. Typical data for a
circuit using a 50-Ω load resistor is illustrated in Fig. 79.
Operating temperature : Ambient, but noise (leakage current) can be reduced by
operating at lower temperatures (see Fig. 76 for typical signal and noise vs.
temperature).
Uniformity : Typically Ú8 percent across a diode area with a 40-mm focused light spot.
Linearity : 5 percent or better over 10 orders of magnitude flux from 10213 –
1023 W / cm2.

FIGURE 79 Time constant for pn junction silicon
photodiodes operated in the photovoltaic mode
(0 V) and a pin junction detector in the photoconductive or reverse-bias mode (50 V). A 50-Ω load
was used in both cases, which limits sensitivity
because of Johnson noise (see also Fig. 70). (UDT
Sensors , Optoelectronic Components Catalog.)
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FIGURE 80 pn junction silicon photodiode: (a ) recommended circuit; (b ) typical
electrical characteristics. (Texas Instruments , Bull. SC-8385-366. Reprinted by permission of Texas Instruments.)

Recommended circuit : See Fig. 80. High-impedance FET current-mode amplifier to
supply fixed bias voltage, regardless of current.
Stability :

See Fig. 8 and section relating to stability. Check with manufacturer.

Manufacturers : Advanced Photonix, EG&G Canada, EG&G Heimann, ElectroOptical Systems, Electro-Optics Technology, International Radiation Detectors, Janos
Technology, Laser Precision Corp, Laser Systems Devices, Melles Griot,
Newport / Klinger, Ophir Optronics, Optical Signature, Opto-Electronics, Optometrics,
Oriel, Photonic Detectors, RMD, Sapidyne, Scientific Instruments, SEMICOA, Silonex, Spire, UDT Sensors.
Silicon pin Junction Photodiodes. The pin junction detector is faster but is also
somewhat less sensitive than conventional pn junction detectors. pin photodiodes have
slightly extended red response. In the normal pn junction, charge-collection time has a
slow and a fast component. The fast component is due to photons absorbed in the
depletion layer of the pn junction. Since the electric field in the depletion region is strong,
carriers are quickly separated by drift. However, photons absorbed deeper in the material,
beyond the depletion region, produce carriers which must diffuse to the junction before
they are collected, and diffusion times are on the order of a microsecond. This component
becomes more significant near the long-wavelength limit of the spectral response.
Application of reverse bias in an ordinary pn junction detector reduces the capacitance,
shortening the RC time constant, and increases the width of the depletion layer thereby
increasing the fraction of photons absorbed within the high field region and proportionally
increasing the fraction of the fast component of the response.
However, the doping level of the ordinary pn junction limits the extent of the depletion
layer increase to only 5 – 10 mm at a reverse bias of 50 V (this assumes an abrupt junction
with a concentration of 1 3 1015 cm23). pin detectors incorporate a very lightly doped
region between the p and n regions which allows a modest reverse bias to form a depletion
region the full thickness of the material (,500 mm for a typical silicon wafer). Extended
red response in a pin device is a consequence of the extended depletion layer width, since
longer wavelength photons will be absorbed in the active device region. Unfortunately, the
higher dark current collected from generation within the wider depletion layer results in
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FIGURE 81 Dependence of spectral response on
bias for silicon photodiodes. (Electronuclear
Laboratories , Bull. 1076 , 1968.)
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FIGURE 82 Relative dark current vs. temperature
for pin junction silicon photodiode (bias—100 V).
(Electronuclear Laboratories , Bull. 1076 , 1969.)

lower sensitivity. Generation of carriers can be minimized by minimizing the concentration
of deep-level impurity centers in the detector with careful manufacturing. Operation at
lower temperature will also reduce the dark current.
Sensitiy ity : D *(l pk) 5 1 3 1012 Jones for 2 mm2 area (depends slightly on bias, see Figs.
73 and 81). For high-speed operation, detectivity is lower (see Fig. 70).
Noise : Depends upon diode area and circuit load resistance. Johnson noise will
dominate at low values of load resistance when circuit is optimized for fast response.
Preamp noise may also limit. See Fig. 70.
Responsiy ity : Similar to pn junction. See Fig. 69.
Quantum efficiency : .90 percent quantum efficiency achievable with antireflection
coating.
Capacitance : Proportional to detector area. See Fig. 78.
Operating temperature : See Fig. 82.
Time constant : Varies with capacitance (device area); see Fig. 79.
Sensitiy e area : 0.2 – 600 mm2 readily available.
Recommended circuit : Same as for pn junction photodiodes. See Figs. 80 and 83.
Stability : See Fig. 8 and section relating to stability. Check with manufacturer.
Manufacturers : Same as for pn junction photodiodes.
UV - and Blue -enhanced Photodiodes. Blue- and UV-enhanced photodiodes may
improve the quantum efficiency by 50 to 100 percent over standard photodiodes in the blue
and UV spectral region. The quantum efficiency of ordinary pn and pin junction
photodiodes degrades rapidly in the blue and UV spectral regions. This is because the high
absorption coefficient of silicon at these wavelengths causes the photocarriers to be
generated within the heavily doped p1 (or n1) contact surface where the lifetime is short
due to the high doping and / or surface recombination. Blue- and UV-enhanced photodiodes optimize the response at short wavelengths by minimizing near-surface carrier
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FIGURE 83 Typical dark current vs. bias for pin
silicon photodiode (A 5 1 3 1 mm). (Electronuclear
Laboratories , Bull. 1078 , 1968.)

FIGURE 84 D * as a function of diode area for
blue- and UV-enhanced silicon photodiodes operated in the photovoltaic mode (0-V bias). (UDT
Sensors , Optoelectronic Components Catalog.)

recombination. This can be achieved by using very thin and highly graded p1 (or n1 or
metal Schottky) contacts, by using lateral collection to minimize the percentage of the
surface area which is heavily doped, and / or passivating the surface with a fixed surface
charge to repel minority carriers from the surface. These devices typically have quartz
windows or UV-transmissive glass, compatible with good transmission into the UV
spectrum. The user should be aware that UV and higher energy radiation in particular can
alter the fixed charge conditions in the surface region of silicon and other detectors
(typically in the surface oxide) which can cause the detector performance to drift and / or
be unstable (see Fig. 8).
Sensitiy ity : See Figs. 69 and 84; D *(l pk) 5 3 – 5 3 1012 Jones for diodes with areas of
1 – 100 mm2 at VR 5 0 , RL 5 40 MΩ.
Quantum efficiency : Same as pn junction photodiodes, but enhanced in the UV and
blue regions by 50 percent or more (see Fig. 69).
Responsiy ity :

see Fig. 69.

Capacitance :

Comparable to pn junction photodiodes (See Fig. 85).

FIGURE 85 Capacitance as a function of detector
area for blue- and UV-enhanced silicon photodiodes
operated in the photovoltaic mode (0 V). The capacitance per unit area is close to that of pn junction
photodiodes shown in Fig. 78. (UDT Sensors , Optoelectronic Components Catalog.)
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Operating temperature : Ambient.
Time constant : Dependent upon device type. Increases with device area; 200 ns – 6 ms
for areas 1 – 100 mm2 (see Fig. 86).
Sensitiy e area : 1 – 200 mm2 readily available.
Recommended circuit : Same as pn junction photodiodes.
Stability : See Fig. 8 and section relating to stability. Check with manufacturer.
Manufacturers : See list for silicon pn junction photodiodes.
Silicon Ay alanche Photodiodes (APDs ). The avalanche photodiode, or APD, is
especially useful where both fast response and high sensitivity are required. Whereas
normal photodiodes become Johnson- or thermal-noise-limited when used with a
low-impedance load resistor for fast response, avalanche photodiodes make use of internal
multiplication, associated with reverse breakdown in the pn junction in order to keep the
detector noise above the Johnson noise level. [Because the response time is usually
RC-limited, small load resistors (often 50 Ω) are used to achieve fast signal response.
However, as the load resistor is decreased, the detector noise voltage decreases in direct
proportion, whereas the Johnson noise decreases only as the square root of the load
resistor. Thus, the detector noise voltage can become lower than the Johnson noise for
load resistance values smaller than a critical value. With an APD device, lower values of
load resistors can be used without reaching the critical value because the internal gain
boosts the detector noise voltage.]
Stable avalanche or multiplication is made possible by a guard-ring construction using
n 1pp 1 , Schottky-nn 1 , or n 1pπ p 1 structure; beveled pin structure (see Fig. 87); mesa
structures; or other structures which prevent surface breakdown (Sze, 1981). However,
very careful bias control is essential for stable performance. An optimum gain exists below
which the system is limited by receiver noise and above which shot noise dominates
receiver noise and the overall noise increases faster than the signal (Fig. 88).
In addition to fast-response applications, avalanche photodiodes are useful whenever
amplifier noise is limiting, e.g., small-area devices. Signal-to-noise-ratio improvements of
one to two orders of magnitude over a nonavalanche detector can be achieved.
APDs are sometimes used in combination with scintillator crystals such as CsI to detect
high-energy radiation in the range of 10 to 1000 keV.

FIGURE 86 Time constant for UV- and blueenhanced silicon photodiodes as a function of detector area at zero-volts bias. A 50-Ω load was used in
both cases. (UDT Sensors , Optoelectronic Components Catalog.)

FIGURE 87 Cross section of a beveled-edge silicon avalanche photodiode. The beveled edge prevents early breakdown. (Ady anced Photonix ,
Ay alanche Photodiode Catalog.)
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FIGURE 88 Gain as a function of reverse bias can reach 1000.
This operating point is very close to breakdown and requires
careful bias control. (Ady anced Photonix , Ay alanche Photodiode
Catalog.)

Sensitiy ity : D * 3 – 5 3 1013 Jones (see Fig. 89).
Noise : Function of detector area. As gain increases, noise increases (see Fig. 90).
Optimum gain is where avalanche noise equals system noise. Thus, optimum gain is a
function of system noise.
Responsiy ity : Photocurrent is the product of the incident optical power in watts,
wavelength in micrometers, and quantum efficiency (h ) divided by 1.24 and multiplied
by the avalanche gain M. Iphoto 5 M (Pl h / 1.24) (See Figs. 88 and 91).
Quantum efficiency : Typically 85 percent peak (see Fig. 91).
Capacitance : Depends on bias and area (see Fig. 92).
Sensitiy e area : 20 – 200 mm2.
Series resistance : Depends on area; typical values are 40 Ω for 5-mm dia. to 5 Ω for
16-mm dia.
Time constant :

See Fig. 93.

FIGURE 89 D * for three silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) shown as a function of diode area.
Photonix ,
Ay alanche
Photodiode
(Ady anced
Catalog.)
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FIGURE 90 Dark current as a function of reverse bias for a
16-mm-diameter APD. At low-bias surface dark current dominates, but avalanche-multiplied bulk dark current increases rapidly as the gain increases. (Ady anced Photonix , Ay alanche
Photodiode Catalog.)

Recommended circuit : Requires a filtered high-voltage dc supply that itself must have
very low noise and a load resistor. The output may be ac- or dc-coupled. (See Fig. 94.)
Operating temperature :

240 – 1458C.

Stability : Exposure to UV or high-energy radiation may affect dark current. See Fig. 8
and section relating to stability. Check with manufacturer.
Manufacturers : Advanced Photonix, BSA Technology, Devar, EG&G Judson, EG&G
Vactec, EG&G Canada, Electro-Optical Systems, Hamamatsu, Janos Technology,
Newport / Klinger, Opto-Electronics (Ontario), Oriel, Photonic Detectors, Photonic
Packaging Technologies, RMD, Texas Optoelectronics, Thorn EMI Electron Tubes.

FIGURE 91 APD quantum efficiency at high gain. Adjustment of the oxide deposited on the surface produces two
different curves. (Ady anced Photonix , Ay alanche Photodiode
Catalog.)
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FIGURE 92 Capacitance for three silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) shown as a function of
diode area. (Ady anced Photonix , Ay alanche Photodiode Catalog.)

"

FIGURE 93 Time constant for three silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) shown as a function of
diode area. (Ady anced Photonix , Ay alanche Photodiode Catalog.)

InGaAs . Indium gallium arsenide detectors have been developed for optimum performance with fiber-optic communications at 1.3 and 1.55 m. This detector material has a
direct bandgap and represents one of several compound semiconductor alloy systems
specially developed for photodetectors. In the case of this alloy of two group III-V
chemical compound semiconductors, the ratio of InAs to GaAs controls the spectral cutoff,
allowing the detector to be optimized for a particular wavelength. InGaAs detectors have
generally been specialized for high-speed applications with optimum sensitivity since these
performance factors can drive a fiber-optic system throughput and cost. For this reason,
available devices include:
$ pin photodiodes
$ avalanche photodiodes (APDs)

"

The significance of these devices to fiber-optic applications is reflected in the number of
vendors who sell integrated packages of InGaAs photodetectors combined with preamplifiers and fiber-optic pigtails.
The InGaAs alloy system allows the spectral response to be tailored to longer
wavelengths than the quartz fiber-optic bands and devices with cutoffs of 2.2 and 2.6 m
are also available.

FIGURE 94 ac- and dc-coupled APD circuits with a filter
following the power supply and a coaxial cable on the output.
(Ady anced Photonix , Ay alanche Photodiode Catalog.)
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FIGURE 95 Spectral dependence of quantum
efficiency for an InGaAs detector having a cutoff of
1.67 mm. (Sensors Unlimited , data sheet.)

InGaAs pin Photodiode
Sensitiy ity : D * mid-1012 Jones for 1.67-mm cutoff; D * < 1 3 1012 Jones for 2.2-mm
cutoff, and D * < 5 3 1011 Jones for 2.6-mm cutoff.
Responsiy ity : 0.85 – 0.95 A / W in the range of 1.3 – 1.55 mm.
Quantum efficiency : For 1.67-mm cutoff, see Fig. 95.
Dark current : See Fig. 96.
Capacitance : 0.7 – 1.2 3 104 pF / cm2 for 1.7-mm cutoff; 2.5 3 104 pF / cm2 for 1.85-mm
cutoff; 3 3 104 pF / cm2 for 2.15-mm cutoff; 5 3 104 pF / cm2 for 2.65-mm cutoff. See also
Fig. 97 for bias dependence.
Time constant : Varies with resistance-capacitance (RC) time (see Fig. 98). Since
capacitance depends upon reverse bias, the time constant varies proportionally (see Fig.
97 for dependence of capacitance on bias).
Size : 0.05 – 3-mm dia.
Recommended circuit : Standard photodiode options; zero bias for best sensitivity,
reverse bias for maximum speed.

FIGURE 96 Dark current as a function of reverse-bias
voltage for a 60-mm-diameter InGaAs detector having a
cutoff of 1.67 mm. (Fermionics , InGaAs Photodiodes.)
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FIGURE 97 Capacitance as a function of reverse-bias voltage for a 60-mmdiameter InGaAs detector having a cutoff of 1.67 mm. (Fermionics , InGaAs
Photodiodes.)

InGaAs Ay alanche Photodiode
Sensitiy ity : D * < 5 3 1011 Jones for 1.7-mm cutoff. In the fiber-optics industry, the
sensitivity is also given in power units of dBm. Figure 99 compares InGaAs pin , APD,
and Ge APD sensitivities.
Spectral response : 1.0 – 1.65 mm; see Fig. 100.
Responsiy ity : 8 – 10 A / W typical.
Ay alanche gain : Critically depends upon reverse bias, see Fig. 101.
Capacitance : At gain of 12, 7.5 3 104 pF / cm2.
Bandwidth : Up to 3 GHz; see Figs. 102 and 103.
Size : 0.04 – 0.5-mm dia.
Dark current : Dependent upon reverse bias, device structure, and temperature. See
Figs. 104, 105, and 106.

FIGURE 98 Time constant for small InGaAs pin
photodiodes as a function of diode area measured
with a 50-Ω load.
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FIGURE 99 APD receiver sensitivity. Typical receiver sensitivity at a receiver rate of 1.7 Gbit / s and l 5 1.3 mm for an
InGaAs pin , Ge APD, and InGaAs APD. (AT&T , 126A / B ,C
ASTROTEC InGaAs.)

Recommended circuit :

See Fig. 107.

Manufacturers : Advanced Photonix, Atomergic Chemetals, AT&T, BSA, EG&G
Canada, Electro-Optical Systems, Electro-Optics Technology, Emcore, Epitaxx, Fermionics, GCA Electronics, Germanium Power Devices, Hamamatsu, New Focus, North
Coast Scientific, Opto-Electronics, Ortel, Photonic Detectors, Sensors Unlimited, Spire,
Swan Associates, Telcom Devices, UDT Sensors.

FIGURE 100 Responsivity for an InGaAs avalanche photodiode vs. wavelength for avalanche gain of 12. (AT&T ,
126A / B ,C , ASTROTEC InGaAs.)
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FIGURE 101 Inverse of avalanche gain for an InGaAs
avalanche photodiode vs. reverse bias. (AT&T , 126A / B ,C
ASTROTEC InGaAs.)

Ge . Germanium intrinsic photodetectors are similar to intrinsic silicon detectors but offer
spectral response out to 1.5 to 1.8 mm. pn junction photodiodes offer submicrosecond
response or high sensitivity from the visible region to 1.8 mm. Zero bias is generally used
for high sensitivity and large reverse bias for high speed. As in the case of silicon,
germanium has an indirect bandgap and soft spectral cutoff. The previous discussion on
silicon detectors applies in general, with the exception that blue- and UV-enhanced devices
are not relevant to germanium detectors. Germanium detectors, because of their narrower
bandgap, have higher leakage currents at room temperature, compared to silicon
detectors. Detector impedance increases about an order of magnitude by cooling 208C

FIGURE 102 Frequency response of InGaAs
(126A / B). (AT&T , 126A / B ,C ASTROTEC InGaAs.)

APD
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FIGURE 103 Frequency response of InGaAs APD (126C).
(AT&T , 126A / B ,C ASTROTEC InGaAs.)

below room temperature. Thus, performance can improve significantly with thermoelectric
cooling or cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature.
As with silicon, the device structure and bias configuration can affect spectral response
and rise time. Three detector types are available:
$ pn junction
$ pin junction
$ avalanche photodiode (APD)

FIGURE 104 Dark current vs. reverse bias of InGaAs APD
(126A / B). (AT&T , 126A / B ,C ASTROTEC InGaAs.)
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FIGURE 105 Dark current vs. reverse bias of InGaAs APD
(126C). (AT&T , 126A / B ,C ASTROTEC InGaAs.)

Germanium pn and pin
Sensitiy ity : D *(l peak, 300 Hz, room temperature) . 2 3 1011 Jones, increases significantly with cooling by thermoelectric cooler or liquid nitrogen. (See Figs. 108, 109
and 110).
Quantum efficiency :
Noise :

.50 percent with antireflection coating.

See Figs. 111 and 112.

FIGURE 106 Dark current vs. voltage of InGaAs APD as a
function of temperature at 258C increments. (AT&T ,
126A / B ,C ASTROTEC InGaAs.)
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FIGURE 107 Bipolar transimpedance amplifier for InGaAs avalanche
photodiode. (AT&T , 126A / B ,C ASTROTEC InGaAs.)

FIGURE 108 Spectral response for a germanium
pn junction photodiode at three temperatures.
(EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

FIGURE 109 D * as a function of wavelength for a
germanium pn junction photodiode at three temperatures. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors ,
1994.)
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FIGURE 110 D * for germanium pn and pin photodiodes shown as a function of diode area. (EG&G
Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

Responsitiy ity :
Capacitance :

FIGURE 111 Ratio of resistance at temperature T
to the resistance at 258C for a germanium pn
junction photodiode. (EG&G Judson , Infrared
Detectors , 1994.)

0.9 A / W at peak wavelength. see Fig. 108.
Lower for pin structure compared with pn diode. See Fig. 113.

Time constant :

pin diodes provide faster response. See Fig. 114.

Sensitiy e area :

0.25 – 13-mm dia. standard.

Operating temperature :
Profile :

Ambient, TE-cooled, or liquid nitrogen.

Ú2 percent across active area at 1.3 mm.

Linearity :

Excellent over 10 orders of magnitude. See Fig. 115.

FIGURE 112 Dark current as a function of reverse
bias for germanium pn junction photodiodes of
different diameters at 258C. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

FIGURE 113 Capacitance for germanium pn and
pin photodiodes shown as a function of diode area.
(EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)
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FIGURE 114 Time constant for germanium pn
and pin photodiodes shown as a function of diode
area. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)
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FIGURE 115 Linearity of a germanium pn
junction photodiode. (EG&G Judson , Infrared
Detectors , 1994.)

Recommended circuit : See previous section on silicon photodiodes.
Manufacturers : Atomergic Chemetals, Cincinnati Electronics, Edinburgh Instruments,
EG&G Judson, Electro-Optical Systems, Fastpulse Technology, Germanium Power
Devices, Graseby Infrared, Newport / Klinger, North Coast Scientific, Opto-Electronics,
Oriel, Oxford Instruments, Scientific Instruments.
Germanium Ay alanche Photodiode. The germanium avalanche photodiode (APD) is
similar to the silicon APD but has lower optimum gain, longer cut-off wavelength
(1.7 mm), and higher leakage current. Germanium APDs combine the sensitivity of a Ge
pn photodiode and the speed of a pin Ge photodiode.
Sensitiy ity : D * 2 3 1011 Jones at 30 MHz for a diode with area of 5 3 1022 mm2 or
about the same as for a pn Ge diode with the same area, and about a factor of 4 higher
than a pin Ge photodiode (compare with Fig. 109). D * depends on gain.
Gain : See Fig. 116.
Dark current : See Fig. 117.
Capacitance : 2 pF at 20 V reverse bias for 100-mm diameter, 8 pF at 20 V reverse bias
for 300 mm dia.
Quantum efficiency : 60 – 70 percent at 1.3 mm.
Responsiy ity : Photocurrent is the product of the incident optical power in watts,
wavelength in micrometers, and quantum efficiency (h ) divided by 1.24 and multiplied
by the avalanche gain M. Iphoto 5 M (Pl h / 1.24) (See Figs. 108 and 116).
Operating temperature : Ambient or TE-cooled.
Time constant : 0.2 ns for 100-mm diameter; 0.3 ns for 300-mm diameter; both at
1.3 mm, M 5 10 and with RL 5 50 Ω. See Fig. 118.
Sensitiy e area : 100- and 300-mm dia. standard
Recommended circuit : See circuit recommended for Si APD.
Manufacturers : EG&G Judson, North Coast Scientific.
PbS . Photoconductive lead sulfide was one of the earliest and most successful infrared
detectors. Even today it is one of the most sensitive uncooled detectors in the 1.3- to 3-mm
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FIGURE 116 Gain as a function of reverse bias for
a germanium avalanche photodiode. (EG&G
Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

FIGURE 117 Dark current as a function of reverse
bias for a germanium avalanche photodiode.
(EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

spectral region. With cooling, PbS sensitivity is competitive with other detectors out to
about 4.2 mm; however, its response time is slow.
Many PbS characteristics can be varied by adjusting the chemistry of the deposition
process and / or the postdeposition heat treatment. These characteristics include spectral
detectivity, time constant, resistance, and upper limit of operating temperature (Johnson,
1984). PbS is generally made by chemical reaction of Pb acetate and thiourea, except for
high-temperature (373 K) applications, where evaporation is used. The material is
deposited as a thin film (1 to 2 mm thick) on a variety of substrates, such as sapphire. With
photolithographic processing, small sensitive areas can be made with comparatively high
D * values.
PbS may be tailored for ambient or room-temperature operation (ATO), intermediate
or thermoelectrically cooled operation (ITO), and low-temperature or nitrogen-cooled
operation (LTO). They are manufactured differently for particular temperature ranges, as
shown in Table 2.
Sensitiy ity :

D *1.5 3 1011 Jones at 295 K. See Figs. 119 – 124.

FIGURE 118 Frequency response of a germanium
avalanche photodiode at two gain operating points.
(EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)
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TABLE 2
Typical operating temperature, K

# $%
&

Sensitivity
D *(l max)
D*(500 K)
Noise, cm?Hz1/2 / W
Dark resistance, MΩ / sq
Time constant, s‡

350

273 (ATO)

193 (ITO)

77 (LTO)

†

Figs. 119, 125

Figs. 120, 123, 125

Figs. 121, 125

105

55

17

Fig. 127
,2
100 – 500

Fig. 127
,10
5000

Fig. 127
,20
3000

,0.3
50

10

† At 350 K, cutoff wavelength moves into ,2.4 m, with D *(lmax) 10 Jones.
‡ These are typical values; the time constant can be adjusted over two orders of magnitude in fabrication, but D *
is affected.

Responsiy ity : Depends on detector area, bias, resistance, and operating temperature
(see Figs. 125 and 126).
Quantum efficiency : Generally limited by incomplete absorption in the thin film to
30 percent as estimated from blip D * values.
Noise :

Dominated by 1 / f noise at low frequencies. See Figs. 122, 126, and 127.

Time constant : Can be varied in manufacturing. Typical values are 0.2 ms at 295 K,
2 – 3 ms at 193 and 77 K. See Fig. 126.

FIGURE 119 Range of spectral detectivities for
PbS (ATO) at 295 K; 2π FOV, 295-K background.
(Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 120 Range of spectral detectivities for
PbS (ITO) at 193 K; 2π FOV, 295-K background.
(Santa Barbara Research Center.)
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FIGURE 121 Range of spectral detectivities for
PbS (LTO) at 77 K; 2π FOV, 295-K background.
(Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 122 Example of detectivity vs. frequency
for PbS detectors at various operating temperatures;
2π FOV, 296-K background. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

Sensiti e area : Typical commercial sizes are square elements with dimensions of 0.5, 1,
2, and 5 mm on a side.
Capacitance :

(
(

,1 pF (limited by mounting configuration).

Recommended circuit :

Standard photoconductor.

Stability : Exposure to visible and / or UV radiation can induce instability and drift.
Stability will recover with storage in the dark, or by baking.
Sensiti ity profile :
Linearity :

Uniform within 10 percent.

Excellent over broad range 10 8 – 10

Manufacturers :

3

W.

Alpha Omega Instruments, Atomergic Chemetals, Cal-Sensors,

FIGURE 123 Example of detectivity vs. temperature for PbS (ITO) detectors; 2π FOV, 295-K
background. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)
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FIGURE 124 D * vs. wavelength for PbS and PbSe
detectors operating at temperatures ranging between 77 K
and 295 K. (CAL-SENSORS , Infrared Detectors.)

)

Electro-Optical Systems, Graseby Infrared, Hamamatsu, Litton, OptoElectronics,
Oriel, SAT.
InAs (Photo oltaic ). InAs detectors are single-crystal, intrinsic, direct-bandgap photovoltaic devices for use in the 1- to 4-mm region (spectral cutoff varies with temperature).
At room temperautre, InAs provides good sensitivity and submicrosecond response times.
At 195 K, InAs performance equals or betters the sensitivity of any other detector in the 1to 3.5-mm region. Devices with sapphire immersion lenses are available to increase signal
responsivity for operation at higher temperatures where the detector is thermal-noiselimited.
Sensitivity: D *(l peak) varies from 1.2 3 109 Jones at 295 K to 6 3 1011 Jones at 77 K.
See Fig. 128.
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FIGURE 125 PbS typical peak responsivity vs. cell
area (actual values range within a factor of two of
these shown.)

Quantum efficiency :

FIGURE 126 Example of signal vs. frequency for
PbS detectors. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

Maximum of about 75 percent without antireflection coating.

Noise : Low impedance tends to make preamplifier noise dominate at room temperature; background limited (for 300 K background) at operating temperatures below
< 200 K.
Time constant : Less than 0.5 ms at all temperatures when low values of load resistor
are used to lower the RC time constant.
Responsiy ity :

0.5 – 1.25 A / W at peak.

Dynamic resistance :
Diode capacitance :
Sensitiy e area :

See Fig. 129.
See Fig. 130.

Standard sizes 0.25 – 2-mm dia.

Operating temperatures :
Linearity :

77 – 300 K.

Anticipated to be very good over many decades.

Sensitiy ity profile :

Ú15 percent.

Recommended Circuits :
Open circuit: PV InAs detectors with areas less than 2 3 1022 cm2 require no bias
when operated and can be connected directly into the input stage of amplifier (capacitor
ensures elimination of dc bias from amplifier) (Fig. 131a ).
Transformer: useful when using InAs at zero bias, particularly at room temperature
where diode impedance is low (Fig. 131b ).
Reversed bias: At temperatures greater than 225 K considerable gain in impedance
and responsivity is achieved by reverse-biasing (Fig. 131c ).
Fast response: To utilize the short intrinsic time constant, it is sometimes necessary to
load the detector to lower the RC of the overall circuit (reverse bias will also lower
detector capacitance) (Fig. 131d ).
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FIGURE 127 Example of noise vs. frequency for
PbS detectors (1 3 1-mm area). (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

*
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FIGURE 128 D * vs. wavelength for InAs detector
operating at temperatures ranging between 77 K and
295 K. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

*

Manufacturers : Atomergic Chemetals, Boston Electronics, BSA Technology, Cincinnati Electronics, EG&G Judson, MCP Wafer Technology.

PbSe . Lead selenide is an intrinsic, thin-film photoconductor, whose long-wavelength
spectral response and speed of response exceeds that of PbS. At room temperature, PbSe
has peak D * which can exceed 1 3 1010 Jones with a spectral cutoff out to 4.4 m. At
liquid-nitrogen temperature, InSb offers twice the D * , largely because PbSe offers
response out to 7 m at 77 K, considerably longer than InSb. However, for intermediate
temperatures, from 180 K to room temperature, PbSe offers competitive D * combined
with moderately fast response (Johnson, 1984). PbSe technology has made a significant

FIGURE 129 RoA of InAs photodiodes shown as
a function of diode area. Lower impedance per unit
area for smaller devices indicates that these devices
are surface-leakage-limited. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

FIGURE 130 Capacitance of InAs photodiodes
shown as a function of diode area. Capacitance will
not change appreciably with temperature. (EG&G
Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)
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FIGURE 131 Recommended circuits for InAs detectors: (a ) open circuit; (b ) transformer; (c ) reversed bias; (d ) fast response.

advance in the past decade in some vendors being able to reproducibly make highperformance detectors.
Sensiti ity : D * < 1 1010 Jones at 300 K, increases with cooling (see Figs. 124 and
132). D * is limited by 1 / f noise at low frequencies (see Fig. 133).
Response :

Figure 134 shows responsivity in amps per watt for a high-quality detector

-

FIGURE 132 D * of PbSe as a function of temperature for two background flux conditions: high
background of 2π field of view and reduced back13
2
ground of 3 10 photons / cm / sec. D * at the
higher background flux reaches a maximum around
160 K because the background noise increases at
lower temperatures due to the increase in longwavelength spectral response of the detector.

FIGURE 133 D * of PbSe as a function of frequency for two temperatures. PbSe has considerable
1 / f noise which reduces D * at lower frequencies,
especially at high temperatures.
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FIGURE 134 Responsivity in A / W of PbSe thinfilm photoconductive detectors as a function of
temperature for a high background flux level. Multiply by detector resistance to get V / W.
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FIGURE 135 Resistance (Ω / square) of PbSe thin
films as a function of temperature for two background flux levels. At any temperature, the absolute
value can be varied by altering the manufacturing
process in chemical deposition and / or heat
treatment.

with a length of 0.016 cm and width of 0.024 cm. Responsivity in volts per watt is
obtained by multiplying A / W data by resistance (see Fig. 135). Responsivity will vary
inversely with detector length (see Figs. 136 and 137).
Noise : Figure 138 shows the noise as a function of temperature for a detector with a
length of 0.016 cm and width of 0.024 cm. Noise as a function of frequency is shown in
Fig. 139.
Resistance : Figure 135 shows the resistance as a function of temperature for a detector
with a length of 0.016 cm and width of 0.024 cm.
Capacitance :

1 pF (limited by mounting configuration).

Time constant : See Figs. 140 and 141. Time constant will be longer when detector is
operated in reduced background flux condition.
Stability : Exposure to visible and / or UV radiation can induce instability and drift.
Stability will recover with storage in the dark at room temperature.

FIGURE 136 Expected range of peak responsivities vs. detector size, typical PbSe (ATO) infrared detectors. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 137 Expected range of peak responsivities vs. detector size, PbSe (ITO and LTO)
infrared detectors. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)
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FIGURE 138 Noise voltage (per square root of
bandwidth) of PbSe thin-film photoconductive detectors as a function of temperature for a high
background flux level. Photon noise is dominant
below 200 K. Thermal noise is dominant at higher
temperatures. Total noise levels are well above
typical preamplifier noise.

FIGURE 139 Example of noise vs. frequency for
PbSe cooled detectors (ATO, ITO, and LTO types)
(A 5 1 3 1 mm). (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 140 Time constant of PbSe thin films as a function
of temperature.

FIGURE 141 Example of signal vs. frequency for
PbSe (ATO, ITO, and LTO). (Santa Barbara Research Center.)
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Recommended circuit :
Operating temperature :
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Standard photoconductor.
77 – 300 K.

Manufacturers : Alpha Omega, Atomergic Chemetals, BSA Technology, Cal-Sensors,
EDO / Barnes Engineering, Electro-Optical Systems, Graseby Infrared, Hamamatsu,
Lambda Electronics, Oriel, Infrared Industries, OptoElectronics.
InSb . Historically, indium antimonide material has been used for at least four different
radiation detectors, two of which, the photoconductive and photoelectromagnetic types,
are no longer widely used. We discuss here the intrinsic photovoltaic device. [The very far
infrared bolometer (InSb bolometer) was previously discussed in Sec. 15.7 on page 15.26.]
At 77 K, InSb photodiodes offer background limited sensitivity at medium to high
background flux conditions in the 1- to 5.5-mm spectral range. At lower temperatures, they
provide sensitive detectors at low background flux levels such as in astronomy applications,
but with a slightly shortened long-wavelength cutoff. Operation is possible up to as much
as 145 K, but because the spectral response increases with increasing temperature, the
detector impedance drops rapidly leading to significant thermal noise.

.
.1

/
0

Sensiti ity : Spectral response out to 5.5 mm at 77 K (see Fig. 142). D * < 1 1011 Jones,
increases with reduced background flux (narrow field of view and / or cold filtering) as
illustrated in Fig. 143.
Quantum efficiency : ,60 – 70 percent without antireflection coating.
antireflection coating.

90 percent with

Noise : Background current limited over wide range of background flux at 77 K (see
Fig. 144).
Time constant :
Responsi ity :

1 ms.

3 A / W at 5 mm without antireflection coating.

FIGURE 142 Relative spectral response per watt
of an InSb photodiode without antireflection coating. The direct bandgap results in a sharp spectral
cutoff.

FIGURE 143 D * as a function of wavelength for
an InSb detector operating at 77 K. (EG&G Judson ,
Infrared Detectors , 1994.)
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FIGURE 144 Background current as a function of
photodiode area for InSb detectors operating at
77 K, shown at three values of the detector field of
view. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

Capacitance :

FIGURE 145 InSb photodiode D * as a function of
operating temperature between 77 K and 150 K, for
a 2π (1808 FOV). (EG&G Judson , Infrared
Detectors , 1994.)

Typically 0.05 F / cm2.

Impedance : Top-grade detectors have 1 – 5
bias, and without background flux.
Sensiti e area :

0.04

0.04-mm square to 1

Operating temperature :
(see Fig. 145).
Linearity :

106 Ωcm2 R0 A product at 77 K, at zero

5-mm rectangle; 0.25 – 10-mm dia.

Normally 77 K; InSb can be used up to approximately 145 K

Linear to ,1 mW / cm2.

Sensiti ity profile :

Ú15 percent or better.

Stability : Devices from some vendors are subject to ‘‘flashing,’’ where exposure to
visible or UV flux causes a change in the insulating surface charge thereby causing a
change in the diode impedance. The detector typically recovers at room temperature.
Recommended circuit : Same as for Si and Ge photodiodes; zero or reverse bias in
combination with a load resistor and low noise preamplifier. Low-impedance load
resistor can be used for obtaining fast response, with consequences of reduced
sensitivity.

2

Manufacturers : Atomergic Chemetals, BSA Technology, Cincinnati Electronics, Edinburgh Instruments, EG&G Judson, Electro-Optical Systems, Graseby Infrared,
Hamamatsu, MCP Wafer Technology, SAT, Vigo Sensor.
Ge :Au . Gold-doped germanium detectors are relatively fast single-crystal p -type
impurity-doped photoconductors for the 2- to 9- m region. Although not the most
sensitive detector anywhere in its range of spectral sensitivity, Ge:Au offers respectable
sensitivity over a broad spectral region using liquid nitrogen cooling. Sensitivity can be
improved by a factor of 2.5 by operating at T , 65 K (pumped liquid nitrogen or other
cryogen). At these temperatures, Ge:Au becomes background-limited.
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FIGURE 146 D * vs. l for Ge:Au; T 5 77 K, 2π
FOV; 295-K background. (Santa Barbara Research
Center.)

Sensitivity:
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FIGURE 147 D * as a function of wavelength for
extrinsic germanium detectors doped with Au, Hg,
Cu, and Zn, for a 300-K 2π (1808 FOV) background
flux. (EG&G Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

See Figs. 146 – 149.

Quantum efficiency : Dependent on wavelength, detector geometry (absorption thickness), antireflection coating, and enclosure (integration chamber can increase absorption). D *(l pk) / D *(500 K) 5 2.7 (see Fig. 150).
Noise :

See Fig. 151.

Time constant : ,50 ns with full D * [shorter response times (,2 ns) can be tailored by
heavy concentration of compensating (n -type) dopant and suitable bias circuit (see
circuit discussion to follow). Heavy compensation increases resistance, and hence the
incoherent signal-to-noise ratio becomes limited by thermal noise of load (typically a
factor of 2 degradation in the signal-to-noise ratio). Quantum efficiency, however, is not
significantly altered, so that concentration does not hurt coherent-detection signal-tonoise ratio].
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FIGURE 148 D * as a function of operating temperature for extrinsic germanium detectors doped
with Au, Hg, Cu, and Zn, for a 300-K 2π (1808
FOV) background flux. (EG&G Judson , Infrared
Detectors , 1994.)

5
7

FIGURE 149 Typical D * vs. frequency (T
77 K). (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

Responsi ity : Dependent upon bias and geometry, typical values are 0.1 to 0.2 A / W at
77 K. Multiply by detector resistance to get V / W.
Dark resistance : Varies with background flux and effective quantum efficiency (see
previous quantum efficiency discussion), range may be 20 kΩ to 5 MΩ, or much greater
under very low background flux conditions if adequately cooled to limit thermally
activated conductivity. (Also see previous time-constant discussion.)
Capacitance : Depends on device geometry and mounting, typically 1 pF.
Sensiti e area : 1 – 5-mm dia. standard.
Operating temperature :
85 K (normally 77 K, but see Fig. 148).

5 85
5
9

FIGURE 150 Quantum efficiency vs. for Ge:Au
(T 78 K). (Santa Barbara Research Center , internal
report.)

FIGURE 151 Typical noise spectrum for Ge:Au
(T 77 K; A 1 1 mm). (Santa Barbara Research
Center.)
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FIGURE 152 Basic operating circuit for extrinsic
germanium detectors doped with Au, Hg, Cu, and
Zn, for a 300-K 2π (1808 FOV) high background
flux. If the detector is operated in very low background flux conditions, the detector impedance can
become very high. Cooled JFET (T < 50 K) or
PMOS buffer amplifiers can be helpful in impedance
matching under these conditions. (EG&G Judson ,
Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

Recommended circuit :
Manufacturers :

Standard photoconductive. See Fig. 152.

EG&G Judson.

HgCdTe , HgZnTe , HgMnTe , etc . Mercury cadmium telluride is a direct-bandgap
compound alloy semiconductor, made of chemical group II and VI elements, whose peak
sensitivity at a particular temperature can be adjusted from 1 to 30 m by varying the ratio
of HgTe to CdTe (see Figs. 153 and 154). In addition to HgCdTe, other combinations of
chemical groups II and VI elements can be used to produce similar variable spectral cutoff
compound alloys, including HgZnTe, HgMnTe, HgCdZnTe, etc. For almost all purposes,
HgCdTe will be as good as any other II-VI alloy detector, so we will speak here about it
exclusively, but provide some data from the other alloys mentioned here. Both
photoconductive (PC) and photovoltaic (PV) HgCdTe detectors are available for
background-limited, high-speed, intrinsic photon detection in the SWIR, MWIR, and
LWIR regions. Photoconductive devices with VLWIR response out to 25 m are also
available. HgCdTe detectors can be used at room temperature, with TE cooling, and at
77 K and lower temperatures. Sensitivity generally increases with cooling, depending upon

FIGURE 153 Relative spectral response per watt
at 80 K for photoconductive HgCdTe detectors with
antireflection coating. The curves are normalized to
unity at peak value. The spectral cutoff can be
adjusted by varying the ratio of HgTe to CdTe in the
alloy.

FIGURE 154 Relative spectral response per watt
at 80 K for photovoltaic HgCdTe detectors without
antireflection coating. The curves are normalized to
unity at peak value. The spectral cutoff can be
adjusted by varying the ratio of HgTe to CdTe in the
alloy.
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the spectral cutoff and background flux. MWIR, LWIR, and VLWIR spectral range
devices are generally operated at 77 K or lower temperature for maximum sensitivity,
depending upon the background flux. The photoconductive mode is advantageous when
cooling is limited, since the thermal noise of a photoconductor increases less rapidly than a
photodiode as the temperature is raised. Photoconductive devices with response out to
25 mm can be usefully operated at liquid nitrogen temperature and are popular for IR
spectroscopy for this reason.
HgCdTe photoconductors are fabricated from thin (<10-mm) single crystal-layers with
metal contacts at each end of the element. They are low-impedance devices with 15 to
2000 Ω / square, depending upon the alloy composition, carrier concentration, operating
temperature, background flux, and surface treatment. Photoconductor time constants at
77 K may be <2 ms for devices having a 12-mm cutoff, with longer time constants for
shorter cutoffs, and shorter time constants for higher operating temperatures. In the case
of small detector elements, the time constant may be reduced with increasing bias voltage
because photoexcited carriers will be transported to the electrical contacts where they
recombine. The spectral noise characteristics of PC HgCdTe typically exhibit 1 / f noise out
to a range of 50 Hz to 1 kHz or more, the value depending upon the detector quality,
long-wavelength response, operating temperature, and background flux. The white noise
levels range from less than 1 nV / 4Hz (where preamplifier noise may then dominate), up
to 20 nV / 4Hz, depending upon detector quality, size, geometry, applied bias, temperature, and alloy composition. Photoconductive HgCdTe detectors are typically antireflection
coated with a quarter-wave ZnS film, giving a peak quantum efficiency in the range of 85
to 90 percent, although this figure is only indirectly measured because the photoconductive
gain can be much greater than unity. Without antireflection coating, the quantum efficiency
is typically 70 percent, limited by the optical index of <4.
A class of HgCdTe detectors (mostly photoconductors) is offered for detection at
TE-cooled and room temperature which are optically ‘‘immersed’’ with a hemispherical
lens of Ge, CdTe, or other high-index material (see Fig. 155). The lens increases the
effective area of the detector without increasing the detector noise, provided the noise is

FIGURE 155 schematic of an optically immersed HgCdZnTe
detector. (Oriel Catalog Vol. II.)
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FIGURE 156 R0 A product ‘‘trendline’’ for small (25 3 25 to
100 3 100 mm) HgCdTe photodiodes at 77 K. Data is shown for
devices with zero background flux (08 FOV) and with an F2 field
of view (298) of a 300-K background. For 5-mm spectral cutoff
material, the R0 A product is higher at 08 FOV by about an order
of magnitude, compared with an F2 background. At 10 mm, there
is less of a difference between the two background conditions.
Note that the R0 A product will generally be somewhat lower for
larger area diodes.

dominated by thermal rather than photon noise as is the case for minimal cooling. The lens
must be in intimate contact with the detector surface (,1 mm) to avoid total internal
reflection of off-axis rays at the lens-detector interface. Immersed detectors offer up to a
factor of 16 or greater increased detector signal, which can mean an increase in D * by the
same factor for a thermal-noise-limited device. Operation of LWIR PC detectors at
TE-cooled and room temperature is generally accompanied by increased 1 / f noise which
dominates out to higher frequencies.
Photovoltaic HgCdTe detectors ideally offer 42 higher D * than the photoconductive
mode. Diodes are made in both n 1p and p 1n polarities, depending upon the
manufacturer’s capabilities. The R0 A product of HgCdTe photodiodes varies significantly
with temperature, spectral cutoff, and device quality. It also varies with the amount of
background flux incident on the device. The R0 A product defines the maximum D * in the
limit of reduced background flux (see Fig. 156 and Fig. 7). In addition to theoretically
higher D * , high-quality PV HgCdTe detectors have lower 1 / f noise than PC HgCdTe
devices, with 1 / f knee frequencies as low as 1 Hz or less. However, the noise of PV
detectors increases more rapidly with increasing temperature than for PC detectors,
making photodiodes less attractive for applications where cooling is limited. Photodiodes
of high quality are more difficult to make than good photoconductors and can be expected
to warrant a premium price. Antireflection coating is available from some diode producers,
but is not routinely offered.
Both PC and PV HgCdTe detectors are useful for infrared heterodyne detection. When
sufficient local oscillator power is available, detector cooling becomes less important, since
photon noise can dominate thermal noise at comparatively higher temperatures. Other
things being equal, the photovoltaic detector has 42 sensitivity (signal-to-noise voltage)
advantage over the photoconductor. For 10.6-mm heterodyne detection, 0.1 3 0.1-mm
HgCdTe pin photodiodes with sensitivity near the quantum limit of <2 3 10220 W / Hz are
available with bandwidths up to several GHz. Ordinary photodiodes of the same area have
bandwidths of several hundred MHz. Photoconductors make better 10.6-mm heterodyne
detectors when cooling is limited to TE-cooled temperatures of 180 K up to room
temperature. At 180 K, TE-cooled photoconductors offer bandwidths of 50 to 100 MHz
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FIGURE 157 Typical D * as a function of wavelength for a variety of MWIR HgCdTe photoconductors with thermoelectric cooling. (EG&G
Judson , Infrared Detectors , 1994.)

FIGURE 158 Typical D * as a function of wavelength for a variety of LWIR and VLWIR HgCdTe
photoconductors at 77 K. (EG&G Judson , Infrared
Detectors , 1994.)

and heterodyne NEPs of 1 to 2 3 10219 W / Hz. At room temperature, the NEP at 10.6 mm
is limited to about 1 3 10216 W / Hz. Immersion does not improve the performance of
minimally cooled heterodyne detectors, since optical gain is already provided by the local
oscillator.
Photoconductiy e HgCdTe
Sensitiy ity :

Adjustable by varying alloy composition (see Figs. 153, 157 – 159).

Dark resistance : 15 – 2000 Ω / sq depending upon temperature, spectral cutoff, and
surface passivation.
Responsiy ity : Varies with spectral cutoff, temperature, detector resistance, element
length, and bias voltage or power. See Eq. (21) and Fig. 160 for detector elements with
50 3 50-mm dimensions.
Noise : 1 / f noise is dominant at frequencies below 50 – 1000 Hz for LWIR detectors at
77 K (greater for LWIR at room temperature or TE-cooled). Generationrecombination (thermal or photon) white noise is present beyond the 1 / f region at a
level of less than 1029 nV / 4Hz to 2 3 1028 nV / 4Hz, depending upon spectral cutoff,
background flux, responsivity, and operating temperature. Noise and signal rolloff at
high frequency determined by the time constant. See Fig. 161 for an example of the
noise spectrum of an LWIR at 77 K.
Operating temperature : 77 K and below to 300 K and above for short spectral cutoffs
and / or with significant D * reduction for operation at higher temperatures.
Sensitiy e area :

0.025 – 4-mm linear dimensions.

Quantum efficiency :
Capacitance :

Typically . 70 percent, 85 – 90 percent with antireflection coating.

Low, limited by mounting configuration.
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FIGURE 159 Typical D * as a function of wavelength for LWIR HgCdTe photoconductors at 220
and 200 K. These units are cooled with three- or
four-stage thermoelectric coolers. (EG&G Judson ,
Infrared Detectors , 1994.)
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FIGURE 160 Range of peak responsivities for
12-mm cutoff HgCdTe photoconductors at 80 K.
These devices have nominal dimensions of 50 3
50 mm, and resistance of 50 to 150 Ω / square.

Time constant : ,1 – 2 ms for LWIR at 77 K, depends on spectral cutoff, temperature,
doping, and bias.
Circuit :

Standard photoconductive.

Manufacturers : Belov Technology, Boston Electronics, Brimrose, Cincinnati Electronics, EG&G Judson, Graseby Infrared, Oriel, Phillips Infrared Defence Components,
SAT, Spire.
Photoy oltaic HgCdTe
Sensitiy ity : Adjustable by varying alloy composition (see Figs. 154, 156 and 162). Also
compare Fig. 156 with Fig. 7 for an estimate of the extent to which D * may increase (up
to the R0 A or shunt resistance limit) as the background flux is reduced.
Time constant :

Depends on diode capacitance (area); 10 – 20 ns without bias; ,0.5 –

FIGURE 161 Variation of noise with frequencies for photoconductive HgCdTe at 77 K. (GEC Marconi Infrared Ltd.)
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FIGURE 162 D * specifications for small (50 3 50
to 250 3 250 mm) HgCdTe photodiodes at 77 K as a
function of spectral cutoff. Data is shown for devices
with 608 FOV background flux. (Fermionics , Mercury Cadmium Telluride MWIR and LWIR Detector
Series.)

3 ns with reverse bias (some tradeoff of sensitivity). Low-capacitance pin devices with
response out to several GHz (0.05 – 0.2-ns time constant) are also available for 10.6-mm
CO2 laser heterodyne detection.
Resistance : Refer to Fig. 156 for the R0 A product at zero bias corresponding to the
detector cutoff wavelength (this figure shows very high quality diode impedances) and
divide by the diode area. Large-area diodes will have somewhat lower R0 A product
than shown in this figure. R0 A varies somewhat with background flux as can be noted
from Fig. 156.
Operating temperature : Depends on spectral cutoff; 77 K and lower for LWIR and
VLWIR detectors, up to room temperature for SWIR devices.
Noise : High-quality devices may have flat noise response from ,1 Hz out to the
high-frequency limit of the time constant. 1 / f noise may be present in lower quality
devices and will vary with reverse bias.
Quantum efficiency : .50 percent (60 – 75 percent typical) without antireflection
coating. Higher with antireflection coating.
Sensitiy e area :

0.01 – 0.25-mm square, 0.5- and 1-mm dia.

Capacitance : Depends on junction doping, area, and applied bias (very slightly
dependent on spectral cutoff). For standard pn junction devices at zero bias
and 1015 cm23 doping, capacitance is approximately 3 3 104 pF / cm2. Significantly lower
for pin junction devices.
Circuit : Standard photovoltaic circuits, reverse-bias operation to enhance speed and
zero bias to maximize D * (see discussion under Si photodiodes).
Manufacturers :
SAT.

BSA, Fermionics, Kolmar, Oriel, Santa Barbara Research Center,

PbSnTe . PbSnTe offers an alternative semiconductor alloy system based upon the IV-VI
chemical families to the II-VI (HgCdMnTeSe) families previously described for fabricating
variable spectral cut-off detectors. Only photovoltaic detectors are available in PbSnTe.
This technology has an advantage in the ease of material growth and in the fabrication of
good quality photodiode junctions. It has a disadvantage in the very high dielectric
constant of the material, combined with relatively high doping concentrations giving
high-capacitance (comparatively slow) detectors. For low-frequency applications this is not
a disadvantage.
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FIGURE 163 Photovoltaic (Pb,Sn)Te; 77 K, 608 FOV.
(Barnes Engineering Co.)

Sensiti ity : D *peak 1010 Jones (see Fig. 163).
Time constant :
50 ns.
Sensiti e area : 1 1 mm.
Operating temperature : 77 K.
Circuit : Standard photovoltaic.
Manufacturers : Atomergic Chemetals, BSA Technology.

Ge :Hg . Mercury-doped germanium detectors are fast single-crystal impurity-doped
photoconductors, sensitive out to 14 m. Ge:Hg is especially well suited for detection
through the 8- to 13- m atmospheric window and for detection of near-ambient sources.
Unfortunately, its operating temperature must be kept less than 40 K, where it becomes
300-K background-limited.
Sensiti ity : See Figs. 147, 148, 164, and 165.
Quantum efficiency : 25 – 30 percent.
Noise : See Figs. 166 and 167.
Time constant : 100 ns with 50-Ω load for T 28 K and electric fields 30 V / cm.
(Compensated material is available with ,5-ns time constant with a 50-Ω load.
Responsivity then is reduced by 5 – 10 and detectivity is reduced by 2.)
Responsi ity : Depends on concentration of compensating impurities, bias, area, and
background flux. See Figs. 167 – 169, ,105 V / W.
Dark resistance : Depends on area and FOV: ,100 kΩ for 1808 FOV (see Fig. 170).
Capacitance :
1 pF.
Sensiti e area : 1 – 5-mm dia.
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FIGURE 164 Typical D * vs. frequency at 30 K for
Ge:Hg; 1 3 1-mm area; essentially constant with
temperature. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 165 D * vs. electric field for Ge:Hg;
T 5 5 K, 908 FOV; 300-K background; 6 3 1024 cm2
area; Irtran II window. (Reprinted by permission of
Texas Instruments.)

Operating temperature : See Fig. 148.
Linearity : 1023 to 1028 W (size-dependent).
Sensitiy ity profile : Ú15 percent.
Recommended circuit : Standard photoconductive (see Ge:Au). See Fig. 171 for
current-voltage characteristics.
Manufacturer : EG&G Judson.
Si :Ga . (Gallium in silicon forms an acceptor level with a binding energy of ,72 meV
which is the basis of an infrared detector with spectral response out to approximately
17 mm, as shown in Fig. 172. The exact spectral cutoff and quantum efficiency will vary
slightly with the gallium doping concentration. Gallium-doped silicon requires cooling to
20 K or lower for optimum performance. Background-limited performance associated with

FIGURE 166 Typical noise-frequency spectrum
for Ge:Hg; 1 3 1-mm area; essentially constant with
temperature. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 167 Open-circuit responsivity and noise
voltage vs. electric field for Ge:Hg; T 5 5 K; 908
24
2
FOV; 300-K background; A 5 6 3 10 cm , Irtran II
window. (Reprinted by permission of Texas
Instruments.)
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FIGURE 168 Ge:Hg typical relative response;
T 5 30 K. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

FIGURE 169 Open-circuit responsivity vs. FOV
for Ge:Hg at 5 K for various detector areas; 300-K
background; 500-K blackbody source. (Reprinted by
permission of Texas Instruments.)

FIGURE 170 Ge:Hg resistivity vs. FOV for several detector areas; T 5 5 K; 300-K background,
optimum bias. (Reprinted by permission of Texas
Instruments.)

FIGURE 171 Ge:Hg bias current vs. electric field;
90 FOV; 300-K background; T 5 5 K; A 5 6
4
2
10 cm ; Irtran II window. (Reprinted by permission
of Texas Instruments.)
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FIGURE 172 Relative spectral response per watt of Si:Ga
as a function of wavelength. Data is normalized to unity at
peak spectral response.

a quantum efficiency of about 15 percent is achievable over a wide range of background
flux levels, provided the operating temperature is low enough to reduce thermal noise
below the photon noise level.
Sensiti ity : D * is given by D * 1.1 1010 4A / 4Q (Jones); where A is detector
area, is the wavelength in m, is the quantum efficiency, and Q is the background
flux in watts.
Responsi ity : 0.9 A / W.
Time constant :
1 s.
Resistance : Depends on background flux and detector bias (similar to Ge:Hg, see Fig.
170).
Capacitance :
1 pF (limited by mounting configuration).
Sensiti e area : 0.2 – 2-mm square.
Operating temperature :
20 K.
Recommended circuit : Standard photoconductive.
Manufacturer : Infrared Laboratories.

Si :B . Boron in silicon forms an acceptor level with a binding energy of ,45 meV which is
the basis of this infrared detector with spectral response out to approximately 30 m. The
exact spectral cutoff and quantum efficiency will vary slightly with the boron doping
concentration. Boron-doped silicon requires cooling to about 15 K or lower for optimum
performance. Background-limited performance associated with a quantum efficiency of
about 10 percent is achievable over a wide range of background flux levels, provided the
operating temperature is low enough to reduce thermal noise below the photon noise level.
Sensiti ity : D * is given by D * 1.1 1010 4A / 4Q (Jones); where A is detector
area, is the wavelength in m, is the quantum efficiency, and Q is the background
flux in watts.
Responsi ity : 2 A / W.
Time constant :
1 s.
Resistance : Depends on background flux and detector bias (similar to Ge:Hg, see Fig.
170).
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FIGURE 173 Range of spectral detectivities for
Ge:Cu; 608 FOV. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)

Capacitance :

Sensiti e area :

1 pF (limited by mounting configuration).
0.2 – 2-mm square.

15 K.
Operating temperature :
Recommended circuit : Standard photoconductive (see Ge:Au).
Manufacturer :

Infrared Laboratories.

Ge :Cu . Copper-doped germanium detectors are fast, single-crystal, impurity-doped
photoconductors, with high sensitivity in the broad region 2 to 30 m. Operating
temperature must be maintained below 20 K (ideally 14 K). Ge:Cu is then 300-K
background-limited, and response time 50 ns.
Sensiti ity : See Figs 147, 148, 173, and 174.
Noise : See Figs. 175 and 176.

Time constant : ,100 ns (can be doped to be faster, ,5 ns). (See discussion of time
constant under Ge:Au).
Responsi ity : 105 V / W (see Figs. 176 – 178).
Dark resistance : Depends on FOV (,100 kΩ for 1808 FOV).
Capacitance :
1 pF.

FIGURE 174 Typical D * vs. frequency for Ge:Cu
at 4.2 K. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)
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FIGURE 175 typical noise frequency spectrum for Ge:Cu. (GEC
Marconi Infra Red Ltd.)

Sensiti e area : 1 – 5-mm dia.
Operating temperature : See Figs. 148 and 178.
Linearity : 10 3 – 10 8 W / cm2 (depends on size).
Sensiti ity profile : Ú15 percent.
Stability : Stable in all ambient storage environments tested.
Recommended circuit : See Figs. 152 and 179.
Manufacturer : EG&G Judson.

Q

Ge :Zn . Very similar to Ge:Cu except that cutoff wavelength moves out to 42 m and
operating temperature should be 10 K. A relatively low field breakdown limits the
responsivity.
Sensiti ity : See Figs 147, 148, and 180.
Noise : See Fig. 181.

S
U
T

FIGURE 176 Typical noise and responsivity vs. biasing
field for Ge:Cu; 5 K, 60 FOV; 300-K background,
2
2
A 10 cm , 500-K blackbody. (Reprinted by permission
of Texas Instruments.)
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FIGURE 177 Relative response vs. frequency for
Ge:Cu at 4.2 K. (Santa Barbara Research Center.)
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FIGURE 178 Relative responsivity vs. temperature for Ge:Cu.

W
V

FIGURE 179 Typical current-voltage curve for
2
2
Ge:Cu, 608 FOV; 300-K background: A 10 cm .
(Reprinted by permission of Texas Instruments.)

FIGURE 180 D * vs. wavelength for Ge:Zn.
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FIGURE 181 Typical noise-frequency spectrum at
T 5 4.2 K for Ge:Zn; A 5 1 1 mm. (Santa Barbara
Research Center.)

FIGURE 182 Signal and noise for Ge:Zn.

Time constant :
50 ns. (See discussion of time constant under Ge:Au.)
Responsi ity : 103 V / W (see Fig. 182).
Dark resistance : 0.5 – 5 MΩ / sq (60 -FOV ambient background).
Capacitance :
1 pF (limited by mounting configuration).
Sensiti e area : 1-, 2-, 3-, and 5-mm dia.
Operating temperature :
10 K.
Recommended circuit : Standard photoconductive.
Manufacturer : EG&G Judson.
Ge :Ga . The elements of B, Al, Ga, In, and Tl from chemical group III form shallow
acceptor states (,10 meV) in germanium which are the basis of infrared detectors with
spectral response out to approximately 120 m. Currently, gallium-doped germanium is
commercially available, but germanium doped with other group III elements (Ge:B,
Ge:Al, Ge:In, Ge:Tl) will give similar detector performance. The small binding energies
associated with this detector require cooling to liquid helium temperatures (4.2 K) or lower
for optimum performance. Background-limited performance associated with a quantum
efficiency of about 7 percent is achievable over a wide range of background flux levels,
provided the operating temperature is low enough to reduce thermal noise below the
photon noise level.
Sensiti ity : D * is given by D * 5 1.1 1010 4A / 4Q (Jones); where A is detector
area, is the wavelength in m, h is the quantum efficiency, and Q is the background
flux in watts.
Responsi ity : 4 A / W.
Time constant :
1 s.
Resistance : Depends on background flux and detector bias.
Capacitance :
1 pF (limited by mounting configuration).
Sensiti e area : 0.5- , 1- , and 2-mm square.
Operating temperature :
4.2 K, best below 3 K.
Recommended circuit : Standard photoconductive.
Manufacturer : Infrared Laboratories.
Photographic . In this paragraph we present only the spectral sensitivity of some typical
photographic emulsions. See Chap. 20, Photographic Films, in Vol. I of this Handbook, for
a more extensive coverage.
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FIGURE 183 Sensitivity vs. l for typical photographic emulsions. (Eastman Kodak.)

The term spectral sensitivity generally has a different meaning when applied to
photographic detectors than it does when applied to the other detectors described in this
chapter. It comes closer to responsivity than to minimum detectable power or energy.* In
Fig. 183 sensitivity is the reciprocal of exposure, expressed in ergs / cm2, required to
produce
1
Density ; log
5 0.3
transmittance
above gross fog in the emulsion when processed as recommended.
Manufacturers :

AGFA, Eastman Kodak, Fuji, Polaroid.

* Work is in progress to evaluate photographic materials in terms of minimum detectable energy, a concept
involving the average number of photons necessary to produce a change in density (signal) equal to that of the
fog-density fluctuations (noise); see Marchant (1964), Jones (1958), Bird et al. (1969).
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16.1 GLOSSARY
A
A0
B
C
D*
E
Ea
Eg
Ei
f
Idiff
Ig-r
IR0
IR 1
Itun
k
L
M
m
NA
ND
n
q

photodetector active area
incident photon flux
bandwidth of the photodetector
capacitance of the photodetector
detectivity
applied electric field
activation energy
bandgap of the semiconductor
impurity energy state
frequency
diffusion current
generation-recombination current
unity gain current
reverse current generated by avalanche action
tunneling current
Boltzmann’s constant
distance traveled by a charge carrier
photocurrent gain
effective mass of electrons
acceptor impurity concentration on p side
donor impurity concentration on n side
refractive index of the AR coating
electron charge
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R
Ro
T
tn
tp
tr
V
VB
Vbi
W
a
»s
h
θ
l
l co
m
mn
mp

sum of the detector series resistance and load resistance
detector shunt impedance
temperature in degrees Kelvin
transit time of electrons
transit time of holes
transit time of charge carriers (holes or electrons)
applied reverse bias in volts
breakdown voltage
built-in potential of a p -n junction
depletion width of a p -n junction
absorption coefficient of the photodetector’s absorption layer
semiconductor permittivity
quantum efficiency of photodetector
tunneling constant
wavelength of incident photons (nm)
detector cutoff wavelength (10 percent of peak response, nm)
mobility of charge carriers (holes or electrons)
mobility of electrons
mobility of holes

16.2 INTRODUCTION
The approach of this chapter will be descriptive and tutorial rather than encyclopedic. It is
assumed that the reader is primarily interested in an overview of how things work. Among
the many excellent references to be consulted for further details are Sze’s book,1 and the
article by Forrest.2 For the latest in photodetector developments, consult recent proceedings of the Society of Photo-optical and Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) conference or
the IEEE Optical Fiber Conference.
A photodetector is a solid-state sensor that converts light energy into electrical energy.
According to Isaac Newton, light energy consists of small packets or bundles of particles
called photons. Albert Einstein, who won a Nobel prize for the discovery of the
photoelectric effect, showed that when these photons hit a metal they could excite
electrons in it. The minimum photo energy required to generate (excite) an electron is
defined as the work function and the number of electrons generated is proportional to the
intensity of the light. The semiconductor photodetectors are made from different
semiconductor materials such as silicon, germanium, indium gallium arsenide, indium
antimonide, and mercury cadmium telluride, to name a few. Each material has a
characteristic bandgap energy (Eg ) which determines its light-absorbing capabilities. Light
is a form of electromagnetic radiation comprised of different wavelengths (l ). The range of
light spectrum is split approximately as: ultraviolet (0 – 400 nm); visible (400 – 1000 nm);
near infrared (1000 – 3000 nm); medium infrared (3000 – 6000 nm); far infrared (6000 –
40,000 nm); extreme infrared (40,000 – 100,000 nm). The equation between bandgap energy
(Eg ) and cutoff wavelength (l c ) is

lc 5

1.24 3 103 nm
Eg (eV)

(1)
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TABLE 1 Important Photodetector Materials
Type

Eg (eV)

l c (nm)

Silicon
Gallium arsenide
Germanium
Indium gallium arsenide*
Indium arsenide
Indium antimonide
Mercury cadmium

1.12
1.42
0.66
0.73 – 0.47
0.36
0.17
0.7 – 0.1

1100
875
1800
1700 – 2600
3400
5700
1700 – 12500

Band
Visible
Visible
Near-infrared
Near-infrared
Near-infrared
Medium-infrared
Near-to-far-infrared

* The alloy composition of indium gallium arsenide and mercury cadmium telluride can be
changed to alter the bandgap (Eg ).

The smaller the bandgap (eV), the farther the photodetector ‘‘sees’’ into the infrared.
Table 1 lists some prominent photodetector materials, their bandgaps, and cutoff
wavelengths (l c ) at room temperature (300 K).
Photodetectors find various applications in fiber-optic communications (800 – 1600 nm),
spectroscopy (400 nm – 6000 nm), laser range finding (400 nm – 10,600 nm), photon counting
(400 nm – 1800 nm), and satellite imaging (200 nm – 1200 nm), to name only a few topics. We
will discuss three kinds of photodetectors: (1) Photoconductors, (2) p -i -n photodetectors
(including avalanche diodes), and (3) photogates. Frequently, such detectors need to have
high sensitivity, low noise, and high reliability. For fiber-optic applications, the frequency
response and the cost can be a critical issue, whereas for infrared applications, many times
it is the area of the photodetector. Large area (1-in diameter), high-sensitivity silicon
avalanche photodetectors are now competing aggressively with conventional photomultiplier tubes for low light sensing applications in the visible. They offer the advantage of
compact size and more rugged construction. We will also discuss reliability issues
concerning photodetectors and take notice of a few novel photodetector structures.

16.3 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
When an electron in the valence band receives external energy in the form of light, the
electron may overcome the nuclear attraction and become a ‘‘free electron.’’ When light
energy creates this transformation, it is termed photonic excitation (see Fig. 1a ). The range
of energies acquired by these free electrons is termed the conduction band. The energy
difference between the bottom of this conduction band and the top of the valence band is

FIGURE 1 Photonic excitation and recombination in a semiconductor.
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FIGURE 2 Types of photodetectors.

termed the energy bandgap (Eg ) and represents the minimum energy of light that the
material can absorb.
However, under the influence of even a small external electric field, the free electrons
can ‘‘drift’’ in a specific direction. This is the fundamental principle of a photodetector.
Figure 2 shows the three kinds of photodetectors discussed in this chapter. A brief
explanation of each kind follows.
All photodetectors can be characterized by their quantum efficiency, detectivity
(sensitivity), and response time.1 Quantum efficiency (QE) is perhaps the most fundamental property, as it determines just how efficiently the device converts incoming photons into
conduction electrons. Usually expressed in percentage, quantum efficiency can range from
under 1 percent for PtSi Schottky barrier infrared detectors to well over 90 percent for
InGaAs p -i -n fiber-optic photodetectors. Responsivity (R ) is a related term expressed in
amps / watt, which determines how much photocurrent is produced by optical power of a
given wavelength. Detectivity measures how sensitiy e a detector is: that is, not only its light
conversion efficiency, but also its ability to detect low-level light signals. It is limited by the
various noise currents (shot, 1 / f, etc.) introduced by the detector. Finally, response time
describes how rapidly a detector can respond to a changing light signal. This ranges from
milliseconds for certain types of PbS photoconductors to picoseconds for GaAs-like
metal-insulator-semiconductor detectors.
These three parameters are frequently traded off. A large-area detector captures more
light signal and thus might have greater detectivity. However, its larger capacitance would
slow down the device. Similarly, response time in p -i -n detectors can be improved by
thinning the absorbing region of the detector. However, this in turn cuts down quantum
efficiency by reducing the total number of photons absorbed.

Photoconductor
A photoconductor, as the name implies, is a device whose conductivity increases with
illumination. It acts as an open switch under dark (or no illumination) and as a closed
switch under illumination. The simple equivalent electric circuit is shown in Fig. 3. This
basic principle of a photoconductor finds numerous applications in relays and control
circuits. An ideal switch should have low resistance in the closed position and, therefore, a
pair of ohmic (not-rectifying) contacts are formed to the photoconductor. These ohmic
contacts form the electrodes and usually have contact resistance of less than 10 ohms.
Types of Photoconductors .

The two principle photoconductors are (1) intrinsic and (2)
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FIGURE 3 Equivalent circuit diagram of a photoconductor.

extrinsic. In an intrinsic device there is no external impurity atom. However, when an
external impurity (dopant) is added to a material, it is termed extrinsic. This impurity atom
occupies an energy state between the valence band and the conduction band. The
functional difference between the intrinsic and extrinsic photoconductor is seen in Fig. 4.
For an intrinsic device, the photo excitation (h… ) needs to have energy greater than the
bandgap energy (Eg ) and its cutoff wavelength (l c ) is given by Eq. (1). But, for an extrinsic
one, the photon excitation (hy ) should exceed the impurity energy state (Ei ) and its cutoff
wavelength l co is

l co 5

1.24 3 103 nm
Ei (eV)

(2)

For intrinsic photoconductors, it is extremely difficult to achieve bandgap energies (Eg )
less than 0.1 eV (refer to Table 1). This limits its capability to see in the far infrared and
extreme infrared (13,000 nm – 100,000 nm) and beyond. This is overcome by extrinsic
devices whose Ei is less than 0.1 eV and is normally done by doping germanium or silicon.
However, the extrinsic photoconductor suffers from very low absorption coefficients and,
hence, poor quantum efficiencies. Also, since ambient thermal energy can excite carriers,
they have to be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) and below, whereas most
intrinsic photoconductors can operate at room temperature (300 K).
Photo Gain . The sensitivity of a photoconductor is determined by its gain. Photo gain is
defined as the ratio of the output signal to the input optical signal. When photons impinge
on a photoconductor, they generate electron-hole pairs and, under the influence of
external flelds, they are attracted toward the anode and cathode. A typical

FIGURE 4 Functional diagram of an intrinsic and extrinsic photoconductor.
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FIGURE 5 A typical photoconductor.

photoconductor is illustrated in Fig. 5 with L being the thickness of the active layer. The
transit time (tr ) requires for a charge carrier to travel a distance L is given by:
tr 5

L2
mV

(3)

where V 5 applied bias and m 5 mobility.
The mobility of electrons (m n ) and that of holes (m p ) is different, with (m n ) being
usually far higher than (m p ). This causes a difference in the transit time of electrons and
holes. Hence, photon-generated electrons are swept away more quickly than holes which
result in a positive charge in the active layer. To maintain the charge neutrality, new
electrons are supplied by the external voltage source. Therefore, for one incident photon,
more than one electron is circulated in the electric circuit. This results in an ‘‘effective
gain.’’ Thus, photoconductor gain can be defined as the ratio of slower transit time (tp ) to
faster transit time (tn ).
mn
tp
(4)
M5
or
tn
mp
The slower the transit time, the higher the gain; however, the bandwidth of the device is
reduced. Hence, high-gain photoconductors will result in slow devices and vice versa. Such
‘‘high-gain, slow devices’’ can be best utilized for imaging applications.3 For high-speed
optical communication applications in the 1000 – 1700-nm spectrum, InGaAs is the material
of choice due to its high mobility. Several reports have been published on high-speed
InGaAs photoconductors that find practical applications in optical receivers.4–9 (Also see
Chap. 17, ‘‘High-Speed Photodetectors,’’ by J. Bowers.)

p -i -n Photodiode
Unlike photoconductors, a photodiode has a p -n junction, usually formed by diffusion or
epitaxy. In a photoconductor, metal contacts are made to either n - or p -type material.
However, a photodiode consists of both n - and p -type materials across which a natural
electric field is generated. This field is known as the built -in potential (Vbi ) and its value
depends on the bandgap of its material. A silicon p -n junction has Vbi of 0.7 V whereas in
germanium it is 0.3 V. The higher the bandgap (Eg ) , the larger the built-in potential (Vbi ) .
An important physical phenomenon called depletion occurs when a p -type semiconductor
is merged with an n -type semiconductor. After an initial exchange of charge, a potential is
built up to prevent further flow of charge. This built-in field creates the depletion width
(W ) , which is a region free of any charge carriers and is given by10
W5

–

2» s (NA 1 ND )
(Vbi 2 V )
q (NA ND )

(5)

where NA and ND are impurity concentrations of p side and n side, respectively, q is the
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Au-AuZn-Au )p - Contact)
2nd SiN (AR)
1st SiN
n– InP Cap

n+ InP

n– InGaAs
n InP Buffer
n+ InP
Substrate
AuSn (n - Contact)
FIGURE 6 A typical InGaAs p -i -n photodiode.

electron charge, Vbi is the built-in potential and » s is the semiconductor permittivity, V is
the applied bias and is negative for reverse-bias operation. As seen from Eq. (5), under
reverse bias the depletion width (W ) increases causing a decrease in the capacitance of the
photodiode. A p -i -n photodiode is similar to a parallel plate capacitor with the
anode-cathode being the two plates and the depletion width (W ) being the separating
medium. A typical InGaAs p -i -n photodiode is shown in Fig. 6 and its capacitance is
termed as1
C5

»s A
W

(6)

where » s is the semiconductor permittivity and A is the active area of the photodiode.
From first principles, a decrease in capacitance improves the bandwidth (B ) of the
photodetector since
B5

0.35
2.2RC

(7)

where, R is the sum of the detector series resistance and load resistance. For a detailed
analysis on high-speed photodetectors, see Chap. 17 by John Bowers.
Dark Current . For applications ranging from optical communications (III-V compound
semiconductors) to infrared sensing (Si, Ge, III-IV, and II-IV compound semiconductors),
a p -i -n photodiode must have high sensitivity and low noise. These are largely determined
by the dark currents originating in the device. Several authors have published papers on
dark currents in InGaAs11–13 and HgCdTe.14,15 The three major components of dark
current are (1) diffusion current, (2) generation-recombination current, and (3) tunneling
current.
Diffusion Current. In the nondepleted region of the photodiode, electron-hole pairs
are formed by the ambient temperature. These thermally generated carriers diffuse toward
the depletion region and produce the diffusion current.
Idiff ~ e 2Eg /kT

(8)

where Eg is the bandgap of the photodiode material, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
the ambient temperature in degrees Kelvin. From Eq. (8), clearly diffusion current is
higher in low-bandgap material. Therefore, InSb (Eg 5 0.17 eV) has far higher diffusion
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current than silicon (Eg 5 1.12 eV) and in fact this makes InSb almost useless at room
temperature. To overcome this excessive diffusion current, InSb photodiodes are cooled to
liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K).
Generation -Recombination Current. The current generated in the depletion region of
the photodiode is called the generation -recombination current. When impurity trap levels
are present within the forbidden gap (Eg ) , trapped carriers can be elevated to the
conduction band with less energy than for diffusion current. This ‘‘trap-assisted’’ current is
given by
Ig2ra 4(Vbi 2 V ) e 2Eg/2kT

(9)

From Eq. (5), the depletion width W is proportional to Vbi 2 V. Hence,
Ig2ra We 2Eg/2kT

(10)

Generation-recombination current is proportional to the volume of the depletion width
and, hence, is reverse-bias-dependent, whereas the diffusion current in Eq. (8) is
bias-independent. For high-bandgap semiconductors with bandgaps above 1.0 eV (e.g.,
silicon), the generation current usually dominates over the diffusion current at room
temperature. However, for low-bandgap material such as indium antimonide, the diffusion
current is dominant over generation current at room temperature.
Tunneling Current. When the electric field in a reverse-biased p -n junction exceeds
105 V / cm, a valence band electron can jump to the conduction band due to the quantum
mechanical effect10 called tunneling which occurs at high field and with geometrically
narrow energy barriers. The tunneling current is given by

Itun a EV exp

S2θE4m E D
3/2
g

(11)

where E is the applied electric field, m is the effective mass of electrons, and θ is a
dimensionless constant whose value depends on the tunneling barrier height. Higher
doping levels at the p -n junction lead to a narrower depletion width which causes higher
electric fields, thus increasing the amount of tunneling current. Low-bandgap photodiodes
exhibit much more tunneling than do higher-bandgap diodes. Tunneling shows a weak
dependence on temperature, the only minor change being caused by the temperature
dependence of the bandgap (Eg ). This leads to a decreasing breakdown voltage with
increasing temperature as opposed to an increasing breakdown voltage exhibited by the
avalanche effect.
Quantum Efficiency , Responsiy ity , and Absorption Coefficient . Quantum efficiency (h )
is defined as the ratio of electron-hole pairs generated for each incident photon. In a
nonavalanche p -i -n photodiode, quantum efficiency is less than unity. Responsivity (R ) is a
measured quality in amps / watt or volts / watt and is related to quantum efficiency by

Q ? E (h ) 5

(1240) ? R (A / W )
l

(12)

where l is the wavelength in nm of incident photons and R is the responsivity in
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FIGURE 7 Absorption coefficients for 1-mm thick undoped Inx Ga12xAs, 0 , x , 0.25.

amps / watt. The value of h is determined by the absorption coefficient (a ) of the
semiconductor material and the penetration distance (x ) in the absorbing layer. The light
flux (A) at a distance x with the absorption layer is
A 5 A0 e 2ax

(13)

where, A0 is the incident photon flux and a is a strong function of wavelength (l ). Figure 7
shows its typical values for a 1-mm thick undoped Inx Ga12xAs, 0 , x , 0.25.16 For
optimized h , the reflectivity at the semiconductor surface has to be minimized. Hence, an
antireflection (AR) coating of proper thickness is deposited on the photodiode surface. For
single-layer AR coatings, the proper ‘‘quarter-wave’’ thickness (L) of the AR coating is:
L5

l
4n

(14)

where n is the refractive index of the coating. With good AR coatings, InGaAs
photodiodes can achieve quantum efficiencies above 95 percent at 1300 – 1500 nm. For the
visible region, silicon photodiodes show high h (90 percent) in the 800-nm range, and the
mid-infrared InSb has a typical h of 80 percent at 5000 nm.
Ay alanche Photodiodes . Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) will be briefly discussed here.
For a detailed treatment, see Chap. 17 on high-speed photodetectors by John Bowers in
this book. An avalanche photodiode is a p -i -n diode with a net efficiency or gain greater
than unity. This is obtained through the process of ‘‘impact ionization’’ by operating the
photodiode at a sufficiently high reverse bias. The typical operating voltage for an InGaAs
APD is 75 V, while that for silicon can be as high as 400 V. The impact ionization process
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FIGURE 8 Impact ionization process.

is described in Fig. 8. Under the influence of a high electric field (.5 3 105 V / cm), electron
A gains sufficient kinetic energy to hit atom B with a tremendous force and knock out an
electron hole pair B 9-B 0. A is called the ‘‘parent’’ and B 9-B 0 the ‘‘child’’ charge carriers.
The child electron B 0 moves through a critical distance S and acquires enough kinetic
energy to create its own child particles D 9-D 0. The sum effect of the impact ionization of a
number of electrons is termed ay alanche multiplication. Because of this avalanche action,
the gain in an APD exceeds unity, reaching useful values above 10 for InGaAs and several
hundred for silicon before the multiplied noise begins to exceed the multiplied signal. A
solid-state APD is a fast device with gain-bandwidth products than can exceed 20 GHz.17,18
In spite of high operating bias, an APD can be designed for low noise operation19 and used
for numerous applications such as photon-counting, laser pulse detection,20 and fiber-optic
communication. The gain or avalanche multiplication (M ) of an APD is given by
M5

IR1
IR0

(15)

where IR1 is the reverse current generated by avalanche action and IR0 is the unity gain
current. At voltage breakdown of the APD, the multiplication factor M tends to infinity.
An empirical relation between the multiplication factor (M ) and reverse bias (V ) is given
by21,22
1
M5
(16)
1 2 (V / VB )n
where V is the applied reverse bias and VB is the breakdown voltage. The factor n varies
between 3 to 6, depending on the semiconductor material and its substrate type. Typical
gains are on the order of 10 to 20 for germanium and InGaAs APDs, and above 100 for
silicon APDs. Due to their lower noise, InGaAs and silicon APDs have better sensitivity
than their germanium counterparts.

Extended Wavelength (1000 – 3000 nm) Photodetectors
Detector materials used for the 1000 – 3000 nm spectrum include InSb, InAs, PbS, HgCdTe,
and recently InGaAs. PbS is an inexpensive, reasonably sensitive detector that can operate
at relatively high temperatures, even room temperature. Its major drawback is its slow
(typically milliseconds) response time. InAs has higher sensitivity over the 1000 – 3500 nm
spectrum and fast response time, but must be cooled thermoelectrically (to 230 K) or
cryogenically (to 77 K). InSb has similar properties out to 5500 nm but must definitely be
cryogenically cooled. HgCdTe has high sensitivity and speed and can be operated at room
temperature. However, a new competitor has come on the scene recently: indium gallium
arsenide. This material was originally developed for fiber-optic applications out to 1.7 mm
(using In0.53Ga0.47As) and can now be used out to 2500 nm by increasing its indium content
to In0.8Ga0.2As. InGaAs appears to be the best detector material for high-temperature
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TABLE 2 Comparison of R0 A Values in HgCdTe and InGaAs (Ω-cm2)
R0 A(T )

lco (nm)
1400
1700
2100
2500

HgCdTe
4 3 104
7 3 106
2 3 102
2 3 105
7 3 101
7 3 103
1 3 101
1 3 103

(292 K)
(230 K)
(300 K)
(220 K)
(300 K)
(220 K)
(300 K)
(210 K)

InGaAs
2.5 3 105
1.3 3 108
2.5 3 105
1.3 3 108
2.5 3 103
6.5 3 105
1.3 3 102
1.0 3 105

(300 K)
(220 K)
(300 K)
(220 K)
(300 K)
(220 K)
(300 K)
(210 K)

operation in the 1000 – 3000 nm spectrum. It has a 10 – 1003 advantage in shunt resistance
at room temperature compared to HgCdTe—the previously used material for this
wavelength.
Table 2 contains a summary of the available data. It is extremely difficult to find data at
exactly the same cutoff wavelengths and temperature with the same area device. R0 A was
determined (in cases where it was given as such) by simply multiplying two numbers,
where, R0 is the shunt impedance of the detector, and A is the active area of the
photodetector.

Photogate (Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor Detector)
The advent of silicon charge coupled devices (CCDs) has revolutionized the television
industry and introduced one of the most popular consumer items to millions of people
around the world—the CCD camcorder. From the sandy shores of Hawaii to the ski slopes
of Colorado, people have captured life’s best moments with a CCD camcorder. With its
superior imaging quality and noise performance of a few electrons / per pixel (,20), a CCD
has diverse uses from space imaging to chemical analysis spectroscopy. A CCD is a matrix
of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices operated in the ‘‘depletion’’ mode. Each
individual MOS device is called a photogate and its schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 9.
Consider an n -type semiconductor with a negative potential applied to its gate. This will
repel the negatively charged electrons and create a depletion layer. As the negative
potential on the gate is further increased, the volume of the depletion region increases
further into the bulk. However, the surface potential at the semiconductor-insulator

FIGURE 9 Schematic diagram of a photogate.
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interface also becomes more negative. Finally, with increased gate bias, the surface
potential becomes sufficiently high to attract minority carriers (holes). This creates a
positive charge at the semiconductor-insulator interface and is termed the iny ersion layer.
In an MOS transistor, the inversion layer forms a conducting channel between the source
and the drain, and the gate bias needed to achieve inversion is termed the threshold
y oltage. Usually a photogate is operated in depletion at a gate bias lower than the
threshold voltage. When incident photons create hole-electron pairs, the minority carriers
drift away to the depletion region and the volume of the depletion region shrinks. The
total amount of charge that a photogate can collect is defined as its well capacity. The total
well capacity is decided by the gate bias, the insulator thickness, the area of the electrodes,
and the background doping of the semiconductor. Numerous such photogates with proper
clocking sequence form a CCD imaging array. For in-depth understanding of CCDs, we
refer to Chap. 22 ‘‘Visible Array Detectors,’’ by T. J. Tredwell.

16.4 APPLICATIONS
The main commercial uses for photodetectors include optical communications and infrared
sensing. Although these applications often overlap, optical communication typically
involves transmitting data over an optical fiber at higher rates. The format is increasingly
digital (telecommunications and data links) at rates from 1 Mbit / s to over 2 Gbit / s.
However, one growing application is cable TV (CATV) where analog data rates from 1
to beyond 1000 MHz are most often found. Infrared sensing mostly involves nonfiber
applications at sub-MHz analog rates. The property to be detected is usually the amplitude
(in watts) and wavelength of the incoming radiation. In digital applications, the wavelength
and individual pulse amplitude are relatively fixed, and successful communication occurs
simply by distinguishing when the pulse is ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off.’’ Although very weak pulses must
sometimes be detected, the actual amplitude of the pulse is irrelevant. The ultimate
‘‘resolving power’’ of the detector is when a weak pulse can no longer be distinguished
from background noise, i.e., when the incoming signal strength (S ) equals the background
noise strength (N ) or when the ‘‘signal-to-noise’’ ratio S / N 5 1. Thus, the strengths of
individual pulses are unimportant as long as the presence of a pulse can be detected.
Information is conveyed by the timing sequence of the pulses rather than by the amplitude
of the individual pulse. Analog applications, on the other hand, depend critically on the
frequency content and amplitude of the transmitted signal. In an AM cable TV
transmission system, the detector must be able to linearly reproduce the incoming optical
signal as an electrical current of the same frequency content and amplitude, and to
minimize intermodulation and harmonic distortion that is invariably produced in the
detection of an AM signal.
Infrared applications often involve spectroscopy whereby the detected electrical signal
depends on both the optical wavelength and strength of the incoming infrared signal. Thus,
the detector must be carefully calibrated in terms of ‘‘responsivity’’ (electrical amps / optical
watt) versus wavelength in order to accurately identify the nature of the incoming signal.
Identification of gases (e.g., methane, which absorbs light near 1650 nm) depends on these
properties. Other ‘‘infrared’’ applications include spectroscopy, remote sensing from
satellite, and general laboratory detection. Not all infrared applications are analog,
however. One notable digital application is LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging),
which essentially is a form of laser radar. High-intensity light pulses are emitted into the
atmosphere (or a gas) which absorbs, scatters, and reemits the laser pulse. The character of
light pulses detected back near the source can be used to determine the nature of the gas
particles that interacted with the light: the absorbing wavelength, the gas density (velocity),
and the amount present. Applications include remote pollution monitoring and ‘‘windshear
detection,’’ whereby the presence of abrupt changes in wind velocity can be instantly
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detected at distances of several miles. This application42 has been demonstrated with laser
wavelengths of 2060 and 10,600 nm for use on aircraft and may be required on all
commercial aircraft by the year 1995. The 2060-nm system works better in severe storms
and does not require a cryogenically cooled detector (as does the 10,600-nm system).
However, the CO2 gas laser used for 10,600 nm, although bulky and costly, is more highly
developed and more readily available than the more recent HO:YAG solid-state lasers
used for 2060 nm.42 Further developments will undoubtedly occur here over the next
several years.
One important noise source in infrared applications is the so-called 1 / f noise which
becomes noticeable at frequencies below 10 MHz. Although poorly understood, this noise
is thought to originate at heterointerfaces such as semiconductor-metal contacts and
heteroepitaxial interfaces. Photodiode arrays are often required to detect low-light-level
signals of a few hundred photons, and they must integrate the signal for 1 second or more.
However, with longer integration times, 1 / f noise may become noticeable and can degrade
the S / N ratio and thus, impose an upper limit on the effectiveness of longer integration
times. Limiting 1 / f noise becomes critical for numerous infrared sensing applications and
research indicates that surface depletion width at the semiconductor-insulator interface to
be a major source of 1 / f noise in the InGaAs photodiodes.44
One important area for detectors is the array configuration used both for spectroscopy
(linear) and imaging (two-dimensional). Linear arrays are used in so-called multichannel
analyzers whereby the detector is placed behind a fixed grating and the instrument
functions as ‘‘motionless’’ or ‘‘instant’’ spectrometer with each pixel corresponding to a
narrow band of wavelengths. The resolution of the instrument is determined by the
number and spacing of pixels, so narrow pixel geometries are demanded along one
direction whereas tall pixel geometries are demanded along the perpendicular direction to
enhance the light collection.
One ‘‘mixed’’ infrared / fiber-optic application is the use of large-area (typically 3-mm
diameter) detectors for optical power meters: the optical equivalent of a voltmeter which
accurately measures the amount of optical power in watts or dBm (number of decibels
above or below 1 mW contained in an incoming beam). The large area ensures large
collection efficiency. The most important parameter here is the responsivity and the
uniformity of response across the detector.
A ‘‘figure-of-merit’’ for infrared detectors is D * (deestar), whereby detectors of
differing area can be compared. It is related to the noise equivalent power (NEP) in watts,
the lowest power a detector can detect at a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 as
D *(l , f , B ) 5 (AB )1/2 / NEP

(17)

where A is the detector area. The optical bandwidth B (often taken to be 1 Hz), frequency
of signal modulation ( f ) , and operating wavelength (l ) must be stated.

16.5 RELIABILITY
In today’s global economy of severe competitiveness, new product development and
innovation is incomplete without quality assurance and reliability. Reliability is the
assurance that a device will perform its stated functions for a certain period of time under
stated conditions, and considerable research has been done to improve the reliability of
photodetectors.23–26 The two major industrial standards for testing semiconductor device
reliability are: (1) test methods and procedures for microelectronics (MIL. STD. 883C),
and (2) Bellcore technical advisory (TA-TSY-00468). The former standard is generic to the
semiconductor industry, while the latter is specifically developed for fiber-optic optoelectronic devices.
The tests performed under MIL. STD. 883C comprise of the following major groups:
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TABLE 3 Electrical and Optical Testing of Photodetectors
Tests or
measurement

Parameter

Symbol

Optical response

Responsivity

R

Electrical
performance

Gain
Dark current
Breakdown voltage

G
Id
Vbr

References
Bellcore
Technology
Advisory
TA-TSY-00468
Issue 2,
July 1988

(1) eny ironmental tests , e.g., moisture resistance, burn-in, seal, dew point, thermal shock,
(2) mechanical tests , e.g., constant acceleration, mechanical shock, vibration, solderability,
and bond strength, and (3) electrical tests , e.g., breakdown voltage, transition time
measurements, input currents, terminal capacitance, and electrostatic discharge (ESD)
sensitivity classification. Under the Bellcore Technical Advisory, each photodetector lot
undergoes visual inspection, optical and electrical characterization, and screening. Visual
inspection removes any photodiodes with faulty wire bonds or cracks in the glass window
or in the insulating films. Table 3 lists the electrical and optical testing performed on every
photodiode. After testing, all the devices are sent for screening (burn-in), e.g., some
In0.53Ga0.47As photodiodes are burned-in at 2008C for 20 hours at 220 V reverse bias to
weed out any infant mortality.

Photodetector Life Test (Accelerated Aging)
To predict the lifetime or mean -time -to -failure (MTTF), accelerated aging tests are carried
out on groups of diodes at several elevated temperatures. For example, the MTTF for
300-mm diameter InGaAs photodiodes was determined on groups of 20 screened devices at
elevated temperatures of 200, 230, and 2508C. The failure criterion was a 25 percent
increase in the room temperature dark current value.26,27 The total lifetest extended over a
time period of several years, and every week the samples were cooled to room
temperature to check their dark current. Failed devices were removed from the sample
population and the remaining good ones put back at the elevated temperature.
From the temperature-dependence of the data, it was observed that the failure
mechanism is thermally activated. The Arrhenius relationship calculates the activation
energy (Ea ) for thermally activated failure27 as
MTTF(T) 5 Ce (Ea/kT )

(18)
5

where, C is a constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant (8.63 3 10 eV / K), and T is the
temperature in Kelvin. Figure 10 shows the MTTF for three batches of 300-mm diameter
In0.53Ga0.47As / InP photodiodes. Using least-squares fit to the data, the calculated activation
energy (Ea ) is 1.31 eV with a correlation coefficient (r 2) of 0.99. From Eq. (18) and an
experimentally determined activation energy of 1.31 eV, the MTTF at 258C is calculated to
be 1.34 3 1014 hours. Such a ‘‘geological’’ lifetime may seem to be an overkill, even for the
electronics industry. However, when thousands of these devices are working together in a
single system (e.g., telephones), the net MTTF of all these devices chained together may
be on the order of only a few years. Thus, continuing improvements in reliability must be
an ongoing process. Reliability in most photodetectors is determined by a number of
factors including: (1) material quality, (2) processing procedures, (3) planar technology
versus mesa technology, and (4) amount of leakage current. Poor material quality can
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FIGURE 10 Time versus cumulative percent failure of InGaAs diodes at 200, 230, and
2508C lifetest.

introduce crystal defects such as vacancies and dislocations which can increase the dark
current. Higher dark current has been directly linked to lower MTTF.26 Device processing
is probably the most crucial item in photodetector reliability. The dielectric (typically
silicon nitride) used in planar detector processing serves as a diffusion mask in p -n -junction
formation and a passivant (termination) for the junction so produced. Any surface states
or impurities introduced here can directly increase leakage current and degrade reliability.
An important milestone in detector reliability was the changeover mesa to planar
structures.2,28 Just as the transistors in the 1950s were first made in mesa form, so were the
optical photodetectors of the 1980s, due to their simplicity and ease of fabrication.
However, in both cases, reliability issues forced the introduction of the more complex
planar structure. A sketch of a mesa and planar photodiode is illustrated in Fig. 11. A
mesa photodiode typically is formed by wet chemical etching of an epitaxially grown p -n

FIGURE 11 Sketch of a mesa and planar photodetector.
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crystal structure, while in a planar process, a p -n junction is formed by diffusing a suitable
p or n dopant in an n - or p -type crystal. Research shows a planar structure to be more
reliable than a mesa one28 because a p -n junction is never exposed to ambient conditions in
a well-designed planar process. Exposure of the p -n junction can cause surface corrosion
leading to increased leakage current and, in effect, poorer reliability.29

16.6 FUTURE PHOTODETECTORS
In the near future, a lateral p -i -n photodiode and a quantum well infrared photodetector
(QWIP) may find increased commercial applications. Both these structures have already
been developed in the research laboratories and show promising characteristics compared
to the current photodetector structures that they may well replace. A long wavelength
QWIP in the 8000 – 12000-nm band30–33 has posed a severe challenge to the present favorite
mercury cadmium telluride photodetectors, while a medium wavelength QWIP in the
3000 – 5000-nm band34 may compete with indium antimonide and platinum silicide
photodetectors. A QWIP made from GaAs / AlGaAs heterosystems promises to have
higher detectivity (D *) , higher yield due to well established 3-in wafer GaAs technology,
and easier monolithic integration with circuit electronics. A lateral p -i -n diode, as the
name implies, has charge carrier flow in a lateral direction compared to the vertical
direction in a conventional (vertical) photodiode structure. Because of its process
compatibility and simple fabrication, a lateral p -i -n photodiode can be suitably integrated
on an optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) chip35,36 having numerous field-effect
transistors. An OEIC has a lower noise floor due to the reduced stray capacitances and
inductances compared to that of hybrid detector-amplifier packages and finds applications
in high-speed digital data communication.
Lateral p -i -n Photodetector
The vertical p -i -n structure in Fig. 6 has high sensitivity, low noise, low capacitance, better
reliability, and an easy manufacturing process. However, such a vertical structure is
nonplanar and therefore harder to integrate on an OEIC. The nonplanarity is also an issue
with lasers and LEDs, and optical integration demands surface-emitting LEDs and lasers
(SLEDs and SLASERs) over the conventional edge-emitting sources (ELED and
ELASER). The future low-cost OEICs will probably have surface-emitting sources with
lateral photodetectors in the same plane with integrating transistor amplifiers. The cross
section of an AlGaAs / GaAs lateral p -i -n photodiode is shown in Fig. 12.
W-Zn

Mo-Ge2





















SiN
AlGaAs
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n+
GaAs

GaAs SUBSTRATE
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FIGURE 12 Cross section of an AlGaAs / GaAs lateral p -i -n photodiode.
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The higher-bandgap AlGaAs layer acts as a surface barrier, reducing the leakage
currents. The low-bandgap GaAs layer absorbs the incoming light, and the generated
carriers flow to the W-Zn and Mo-Ge2 ohmic contacts which act as the p region and n
region, respectively. The diffusion of zinc and germanium in the ohmic contacts forms a
compositionally graded barrier at the AlGaAs / GaAs interface, rather than an abrupt
interface. This smooth barrier helps the lateral p -i -n photodiode to have better speed than
a lateral metal-semiconductor-metal photodetector. A comfortable spacing of 3 to 5 mm
between the p and n regions gives high quantum efficiency and low capacitance, thus
providing all the desirable properties of a vertical p -i -n structure and yet being easier to
integrate.

Quantum Well Infrared Photodetector (QWIP)
QWIPs offer the possibility of achieving long wavelength (5000 – 10,000 nm) infrared
detection by using materials whose bandgap normally allows them only to absorb light in
the short wavelength (,10,000 nm) region, e.g., GaAs / AlGaAs. The use of thin (,500 Å)
layers allows the absorbing wavelength to be controlled by material geometry rather than
material chemistry.37
Before discussing the QWIPs, we take the liberty of explaining a few basic terms and
concepts of quantum physics. Superlattices or quantum well structures consist of a stack of
ultrathin semiconductor layers normally 50 to 500 Å in thickness. Molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) techniques are frequently employed to grow these structures because their
characteristically slow growth rate of a few Angstroms / sec which helps achieve abrupt
heterointerfaces. Two semiconductors of different compositions, when stacked together,
form a heterointerface. Type III-V compound semiconductors such as AlGaAs / GaAs and
InAlAs / InGaAs are the best candidates for growing quantum well structures, as they can
be easily doped and their alloy composition readily changed to form semiconductor layers
of different bandgaps. Tailoring the bandgap can alter the heterobarriers, creating exciting
device results. When quantum well layers have thicknesses less than the electron mean free
path (typically 50 to 100 Å), electron and holes cannot have their normal threedimensional motion. This restricts carriers to move in two dimensions in the plane of the
layer.2,37 Because of this quantized motion, a new band of discrete energy levels is
generated. Carriers no longer obey Boltzmann’s statistics1 and optical absorption becomes
more complicated than the conventional band-to-band absorption given by Eq. (1). The
absorption of light energy by a quantum well structure can cause an electron to jump from
‘‘multiple valence subbands’’ to ‘‘multiple conduction subbands,’’ thereby enabling it to
absorb light wavelengths not decided by the material properties (bandgap) of the
semiconductor layers alone, but by its geometrical properties as well.
In QWIPs, the light energy transfers an electron in a bound state to an excited state in
the continuum.38 Figure 13 shows an AlGaAs / GaAs quantum well structure with L being
the width of the well and V1 , V2 being the barrier heights. The electron excited by the IR
radiation is swept out of the doped GaAs well by applying an external electrical field. By
controlling the barrier heights V1 , V2 , and quantum well width L , the spectral response of a
QWIP can be changed for the desired IR window of 3000 – 5000 or 8000 – 12,000 nm.38 A
multiple period quantum well infrared photodetector is illustrated in Fig. 14.32 The
n 1-doped (2 3 1018 cm23) GaAs quantum wells are 40 – 100 Å and the undoped AlGaAs
barriers are of 500-Å thickness. The multiple period stack is sandwiched between two n 1
GaAs-doped contacts. This photodetector has exhibited a blackbody D * of 1 3 1010 cm /
(Hz / W)1/2 at 68 K for a cutoff wavelength of 10,700 nm. InGaAs / AlInAs superlattices have
exhibited blackbody D * of 2 3 1010 cm / (Hz / W)1/2 at 120 K with peak responsivity at
4000 nm.34
In summary, QWIPs promise higher detectivity, good uniformity, high yield, multiple
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FIGURE 13 Infrared detection with an
38
AlGaAs / GaAs quantum well.

FIGURE 14 Multiple
photodetectors.
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spectral windows, and intrinsic radiation hardness, thereby making them attractive for
numerous imaging and spectroscopy applications.39
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17.1 GLOSSARY
A
A**
Ae , Ah
B

area
modified effective Richardson constant
electron (hole) ionization parameters
bit rate

CJ

junction capacitance

CP

pad capacitance

De (Dh )
E
en (ep )

diffusion coefficient for electrons (holes)
electric field
emission functions for electrons (holes)

F

frequency response

f

frequency

f3dB

3-dB bandwidth

G

photoconductor gain

H

transfer function

h

Plank’s constant

Id

dark current

Idm

multiplied dark current

Idu

unmultiplied dark current

Iph

photocurrent

i
2
na

ki l
J

current
amplifier noise power
current density
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JDIFF

diffusion component of current density

JDRIFT

drift component of current density

Je (Jh )

electron (hole) component of current density

k

ratio of electron to hole ionization coefficient

kb
L
Le (Lh )

Boltzmann constant
absorption layer thickness
diffusion length for electrons (holes)

Ls

series inductance

M

multiplication factor

Mn (Mp )
m
n( p)

electron (hole) initiated multiplication factor
electron mass
electron (hole) density

P

input optical flux

q

electron charge

R

reflectivity

RL

load resistance

RS

series resistance

R1(R 2)
T
t
te , th
VB
Vj

y e ,y h
W

reflectivity of the surface (substrate) mirror in a resonant detector
temperature
time
transit time for electrons and holes
breakdown voltage
junction voltage
electron and hole velocities
thickness of the depleted region

x

position

a

absorption coefficient

a FC
a FCx
a IB

free carrier absorption inside the absorption layer
free carrier absorption outside the absorption layer
interband absorption

ai

electron ionization rate

as

scattering loss

b

propagation constant in a waveguide photodetector

bi

hole ionization rate

G

confinement factor
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»

permittivity

h

quantum efficiency

k

coupling coefficient to the waveguide of a waveguide detector

l
m e (m h )
…
s
sd
τe , τh
τ tr
f bc (f b… )
v

17.3

wavelength
mobility for electrons (holes)
optical frequency
charge density
noise current spectral density
trapping time at a heterojunction for electrons (holes)
transit time
barrier height for the conduction band (valence band)
angular frequency

17.2 INTRODUCTION
High-speed photodetectors are required for telecommunications systems, for high-capacity
local area networks, and for instrumentation. Many different detector structures and
materials are required to cover this range of applications. Silicon is one of the most
commonly used detector materials for wavelengths from 0.4 to 1.0 mm, while Ge
photodetectors are used at longer wavelengths up to 1.8 mm. Silicon and germanium have
indirect bandgaps at these wavelengths, which result in relatively small bandwidthefficiency products. Consequently, for high-speed applications, direct bandgap semiconductors such as III-V materials are more important and are the focus of this chapter.
Ga0.47In0.53As with a cutoff wavelength of 1.65 mm is especially useful for telecommunication photodetectors at 1.3 and 1.55 mm. GaAs has a cutoff wavelength around 0.9 mm and
is ideal for visible and near infrared applications.
This chapter will focus on the physics and technology of high-speed photodetectors. The
next section discusses the different structures that are possible. Later sections discuss some
specific results and motivations for particular structures. The primary limitations to
detector speed are discussed, followed by a description of specific photodetector systems.
To supplement this chapter, the reader should refer to excellent chapters and articles
written specifically about photodetectors,1 photoconductors,2 pin detectors,3 avalanche
photodetectors,4 phototransistors,5 and receivers.6,7

17.3 PHOTODETECTOR STRUCTURES
Many photodetector structures have been demonstrated and many more structures are
possible. In this section, we classify the different possible structures and identify a few of
the trade-offs. The optimum structure for a given application depends on the required
bandwidth, efficiency, saturation power, linearity, ease of integration, and leakage current.
There are four common types of photodetectors: (1) photovoltaic detectors, (2)
photoconductive detectors, (3) avalanche photodetectors (APD), and (4) phototransistors.
Photovoltaic detectors have blocking contacts and operate under reverse bias. The
blocking contact can be a reverse-biased p -n junction or a Schottky contact. The
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photoconductive detector has identical, nonblocking contacts such as two n1 regions in an
undoped sample. The avalanche photodetector has a similar configuration to a photovoltaic detector except that it has a high field region that causes avalanching and results in
gain in the detector. Improvements to the basic APD design include separate avalanche
and gain regions (SAM APDs), and staircase APDs to increase the ratio of electron to
hole (or hole to electron) multiplication rate. Phototransistors are three-terminal devices
which have an integrated electronic gain region.
The second criterion is the contact type and configuration. The photogenerated carriers
may be collected by means of (1) a vertical current collector, often a p -n or Schottky
junction, (2) an interdigitated metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) structure, or (3) a
laterally grown or etched structure. These options are illustrated in Fig. 1a. PIN junctions
are usually formed during the growth steps and tend to have low leakage current and high
reliability.8,9 Schottky junctions are simple to fabricate, but tend to have a large leakage
current on narrow-gap semiconductors, such as InGaAs. MSM structures have the
advantage of lower capacitance for a given cross-sectional area, but often have longer
transit times, limited by the lithography capabilities possible in production. Experimental
demonstrations with very fine lines (50 nm) have yielded high-speed devices with good
quantum efficiencies. MSM detectors tend to be photoconductive detectors, but one could
lower the capacitance for a given area of a PIN detector by using an interdigitated MSM
structure with p and n regions under alternating metal fingers.
The third important aspect of photodetector design is the orientation of the light with
respect to the wafer and the current collection region (Fig. 1b ). Most commercial
photodetectors are vertically illuminated and the device area is 10 mm in diameter or
larger, which allows simple, high-yield packaging with single-mode optical fibers, or easy
alignment to external bulk optics. The problem with this configuration is that the absorbing
layer must be thin for a high-speed detector to keep the transit time of photogenerated
carriers short. Consequently, the quantum efficiency is low, and single-pass vertically
illuminated photodetectors tend to have bandwidth efficiency products around 30 GHz.3
Bandwidth efficiency products are discussed in greater detail in Sec. 17.5. The bandwidth
efficiency product can be increased by allowing two passes by reflecting the light off a
metal layer or dielectric mirror.10 Making a resonant cavity with multiple reflections at
particular wavelengths should allow bandwidth efficiency products in excess of 100 GHz.11–13
As will be seen below, essentially 100 percent quantum efficiency is possible with
bandwidths up to 20 GHz, so there is no need for resonant detectors unless the required
bandwidth is above 20 GHz or unless wavelength selectivity is needed as in a wavelength
division multiplexed (WDM) system.
The other class of optical inputs are horizontally illuminated photodetectors (Fig. 1c ).
The simplest configuration is an edge-illuminated detector. The primary problem with an
edge-illuminated detector is that the light is not guided. Diffraction of the incident light
causes absorption to occur outside of the high-field region, and slow diffusion tails in the
impulse response occur. A solution to this problem is the waveguide detector, where an
optical waveguide confines the light to the high-field absorption region.14–16 The waveguide
efficiency product of this structure can be 100 to 200 GHz. However, it is limited by the
capacitance of the structure, particularly if thin intrinsic layers are used for ultrahigh-speed
devices. A solution to the capacitance limitation is a traveling wave photodetector where
the incoming optical beam is velocity matched with the generated microwave signal.17,18
The bandwidth efficiency product is then limited only by loss on the electrical transmission
lines, and bandwidth efficiency products of hundreds of GHz are possible. Traveling wave
detectors and, to a lesser extent, waveguide detectors have the important advantage that
the volume of the light absorption can be quite large and, consequently, these detectors
have much higher saturation powers.19 Velocity matching in these structures requires quite
narrow waveguides. Wu and Itoh20 have suggested separating the parts of the optical
waveguide with microwave delay lines to achieve velocity matching.
The fourth issue is the type of absorbing material (Fig. 1d ) (1) bulk, (2) quantum well,
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FIGURE 1 Schematic drawings of different types of photodetectors: (a ) electrical configuration, (b ) optical configurationvertical illumination, (c ) optical configuration-horizontal illumination, (d ) absorbing material.
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(3) quantum wire, (4) quantum dot, (5 – 7) strained quantum well, wire or dot, (8) n -p -i -i
structure. The vast majority of commercial and experimental detectors use bulk material.
However, quantum well detectors21 are becoming increasingly important in photonic
integrated circuits (PICs) because the absorbing quantum well material is also used in
other parts of the PIC such as the laser. Quantum wire photodetectors22 have potential
advantages in terms of higher-bandwidth-efficiency products, but uniform quantum wires
are rather difficult to fabricate. Quantum dot detectors have even higher peak absorption
coefficients and more wavelength selectivity, but will probably have problems with slow
impulse responses due to trapping of the carriers by the heterojunction. In other
quantum-confined detectors, the carriers can be extracted along the quantum wire or well,
and this problem can be avoided.22
The final classification is by means of the lifetime of the material. Conventional
detectors have material lifetimes of typically 1 ns and achieve speed by using high field for
rapid carrier collection. A second approach is to use low temperature (LT) grown material
which has a very short lifetime, perhaps as low as 1 ps. A third approach is to damage the
material by means of ion implantation. The final approach is to grow or diffuse in traps
into the material such as iron23 or gold.
If we combine these classifications, we find that 2600 types of photodetectors are
possible, and additional subgroups such as superlattice APDs or SAGM APDs increase the
total even further. In reality, about 100 types of detectors have been demonstrated. One of
the points of this section is that improvements in one type of detector, such as adding a
resonant cavity to a PIN detector, can be applied to other types of detectors, such as
adding a resonant cavity to an APD. In the following section, we discuss in more detail
some of the real limitations to the speed of a detector, and then apply this knowledge to a
few important types of detectors.

17.4 SPEED LIMITATIONS
Generally speaking, the bandwidths of most photodetectors are limited by the following
factors: (1) carrier transit time, (2) RC time constant, (3) diffusion current, (4) carrier
trapping at heterojunctions, and (5) packaging. These limiting factors will be discussed in
turn with specific application to p -i -n photodiodes.

Carrier Transit Time
In response to light absorbed in a material, the photogenerated carriers in the active region
will travel across the high-field region and then be collected by the electrodes. As an
example, Fig. 2a shows the p -i -n structure with a photogenerated electron-hole charge
sheet of density s . In response to the electric field, the electron will travel to the right and
the hole to the left. This induces a displacement current and reduces the internal electric
field (Fig. 2b , c ) , which is the cause of saturation in photodetectors. From Gauss’s law the
difference in the electric field at the position of electron or hole is
DE 5

qs
»

(1)

where q is the electron charge, and » is the permittivity. Due to the constant total voltage
across the depletion region, the reduced electric field between the electron and hole will
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FIGURE 2 (a ) Biased p -i -n structure. (b ) Electrical field
at the time when the electron-hole pairs are generated. (c )
The perturbed electrical field due to the separated electronhole pair. (d ) The photocurrent due to single electron-hole
pair. (e ) The total photocurrent due to uniform illumination
across the photodiode.

be compensated by the increased electric field outside. The rate of change of the electric
field at the position X 5 X 1 is
E
(y e 1 y h )DE
52
t
W

(2)

where y e and y h are the saturation velocities for electrons and holes, respectively. The
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assumption of saturation velocities is valid at high fields. The displacement current is hence
given by
i (t ) 5 2» A

E qAy e s qy h s A
5
1
t
W
W

(3)

The current consists of two components due to the electron and hole currents. The
electron current lasts for a time duration of (W 2 X 0) / y e and hole current of X 0 /y h . This is
shown in Fig. 2d. Here, we note that if the fast carrier (i.e., electron) travels a longer
distance, then we have a shorter pulse. The total electron and hole currents are given by

E
qy A
i (t ) 5
E
W
ie (t ) 5

qy e A
W

W

n (x , t ) dx

(4)

p (x , t ) dx

(5)

0

W

h

h

0

where n (x , t ) and p (x , t ) represent the electron and hole densities in the depletion region.
The total current is the sum of Eqs. (4) and (5).

RC Time Constant
The RC time constant is determined by the equivalent circuit parameters of photodiode.
For example, the intrinsic response of the p -i -n diode can be modeled as a current source
in parallel with a junction capacitor. The diode series resistance, parasitic capacitance, and
load impedance form the external circuit. Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of the p -i -n
photodiode. The junction capacitance is defined by the edge of the depletion region (or
space charge region). The series resistance is due to the ohmic contacts and bulk
resistances. In addition, the parasitic capacitance depends on the metallization geometry. If
the diode series resistance is RS and a load resistance RL is used to terminate the device,
then the electrical 3-dB bandwidth can be approximated as
f3dB 5

1
2π (CJ 1 CP )(RL 1 RS )

(6)

If the photodiode is bonded by a section of gold wire, additional series inductance will be

FIGURE 3 Equivalent circuit of a photodiode.
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FIGURE 4 The origins of diffusion current.

included in the load impedance. The 3-dB bandwidth due to parasitics in this case is then
given in Ref. 3.

Diffusion Current
Diffusion current is important in detectors in which significant absorption occurs in regions
outside the high-field region. This effect is reduced to some extent by recombination in
these highly doped contact layers. Those carriers within about one diffusion length of the
depletion region will have a chance to diffuse into the active region. This diffusion current
will contribute a slow tail to the detector impulse response (Fig. 4). The electron diffusion
current at the edge of the depletion region is given by
Je 5 qDe

n
Dn
5 qDe
x
Le

and
Jh 5 2qDh

p
Dp
5 qDh
x
Lh

(7a )

(7b )

where De (Dh ) and Le (Lh ) are the diffusion coefficient and diffusion length, respectively, for
electrons (holes). The diffusion process is a relatively slow process compared with the drift
process. Assuming the photocarrier density is n , with the Einstein relation and Eq. (7a ) ,
the electron diffusion current can be written as
JDIFF 5 qnm e

SkTL/qD

(8)

e

and the drift current term for electron can be written as
JDRIF 5 qnm e E

(9)

where m e is the electron mobility and E is the electric field. For most devices the electric
field inside the depletion region is an order of magnitude larger than (kT / q )Le . For
example, the hole diffusion length for GaAs is typically around 10 mm and electric field is
very often over 10 kV / cm. However, the diffusion-current terms could last as long as the
carrier lifetime and the charge content in the tail can be as large as the drift component
due to the slow diffusion times. For high-speed detectors, the diffusion-current problem
can be eliminated with a double-heterostructure design that limits the absorbing regions to
the high-field intrinsic regions.25
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FIGURE 5 Heterostructure carrier trapping effect.

Carrier Trapping
Heterojunctions in photodetectors cause carrier trapping of electrons at conduction band
discontinuities and trapping of holes at valence band discontinuities (Fig. 5). Hole trapping
is a significant problem in long-wavelength photodetectors because of the large valence
band discontinuity at the InP / InGaAs heterojunction. Usually, the emission rate is
approximated by thermionic emission. If the interface deep-level recombination rate is
significant, the total emission rate will be the sum of the two emission rates. The emission
functions for electrons and holes are given by
en (t ) 5 (1 / τ e ) exp (2t / τ e )u (t )
ep (t ) 5 (1 / τ h ) exp (2t / τ h )u (t )

(10a )
(10b )

where τ e (τ h ) represents the emission time constant for electron (hole) and u (t ) is the step
function. The rates of thermionic emission of trapped carrier are related to the Schottky
barrier height due to the bandgap discontinuity:
1 / τ e 5 B exp (2f be / kT )

(11)

where B is a constant and f bc is the barrier height for the conduction band. The response
of the carrier-trap current in time domain is often obtained by convolving an intrinsic
current source with the emission function. Since the applied bias will reduce the barrier
height, sufficient device bias therefore will increase the emission rate. In order to reduce
the barrier height, superlattice or compositional grading is often added at the
heterointerface.25
Packaging
The external connections to the photodetector often limit the detector performance.
Another problem is that the photodiode is a high impedance load and the device has a
reflection coefficient close to unity. One solution to this problem is to integrate a matching
resistor with the device.25 This can usually be added using the lower contact layer without
adding any additional mask or process steps. Figure 6 shows a Smith chart plot of the
impedance of a typical photodetector along with the impedance of a device with an
integrated matching resistor. A good match up to 40 GHz is achieved. The disadvantage of
a load resistor is the reduction in effective quantum efficiency by a factor of 2 since half of
the photocurrent goes through the matching resistor. However, since the load resistance is
now one-half, the RC time constant is also cut in half. Bandwidths in excess of 100 GHz
have been achieved with quite large devices (7 3 7 mm2) in this way. A second problem
with very high speed devices is the difficulty in building external bias circuits without
resonances in the millimeter range. The necessary bias capacitor and load resistor can be
integrated with p -i -n photodetector without adding any additional mask or process steps
by using a large-area p -i -n region as the capacitor and using the lower contact layer as the
series resistor.23 A photograph of the device is shown in Fig. 7 along with the device
performance. In this case, bandwidths in excess of 100 GHz were achieved.
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FIGURE 6 Smith chart of the impedance of typical photodiodes and photodiodes with integrated
matching resistors.

Optical fiber alignment and packaging are now quite standard. Simplified alignment by
means of holes etched in the substrate of back-illuminated photodiodes may allow passive
alignment of optical fibers. The photodetectors must be antireflection coated to reduce the
reflection to air or optical epoxy. Single dielectric layers are typically used to minimize the
reflection at one wavelength. Braun et al.26 have achieved minimum reflectivity at multiple
wavelengths with one dielectric layer by using one of the semiconductor layers in a
multiple antireflectivity design.

17.5 P-I-N PHOTODETECTORS

Vertically Illuminated p -i -n Photodiode
In order to increase the frequency response of the vertically illuminated p -i -n photodiode,
the efficiency is always sacrificed. As the active layer thickness is reduced, the transit time
decreases, and the optical absorption decreases, and there is a trade-off between the
efficiency and speed. The external quantum efficiency for a surface-illuminated p -i -n diode
is given by

h 5 (1 2 R ) 3 (1 2 e 2aL)

(12)

where R is the surface reflection, a is the absorption coefficient, and L is the active layer
thickness. Since the absorption coefficient is a function of wavelength a 5 a (l ) , usually a
decreases as l increases. Thus, the diode intrinsic response is wavelength-dependent. We
can easily see the effect of light absorption on the transit-time-limited bandwidth by
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(b)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 7 (a ) Schematic diagram of a p -i -n photodiode with integrated matching resistor and bias circuit.
(b ) Impulse response of a 2-mm by 2-mm pin detector compared to 7-mm by 7-mm detectors with and without
matching resistors. (After Ref. 25.) (c ) Dependence of measured bandwidth on detector area and comparison
to the theory presented in the text.
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comparing the transit-time response3,24 for two limiting cases for a L 5 0 and a L 5 ` when
te 5 th 5 τ r . The transit-time frequency response for a uniformly illuminated detector is

uF (v )a L50u 5

C

2
11
v τ tr

Sv2τ D sin (vτ )
22
vτ
S 2 D (vτ )
tr

sin2

tr

tr

tr

1/2

D

(13)

For electron-hole pairs generated near the p side of the intrinsic region, electrons travel
across the i region, and the frequency response is given by

Sv2τ D
Sv2τ D

K K
tr

sin

uF (v )a L5`u 5

(14)

tr

For these two limits, the transit-time-limited bandwidths are f3dB(aL50) 5 0.45 / τ tr and
f3dB(aL5`) 5 0.55 / τ tr , respectively. For long-wavelength high-speed p -i -n diodes, the absorption layer is often very thin so that 1 2 exp (2a L) < a L. The bandwidth efficiency
product for transit-time-limited p -i -n diode is given by3

h ? f3dB 5 0.45ay s

(15)

Figure 8 shows the calculated 3-dB bandwidth for GaInAs / InP p -i -n diodes on the device
area versus thickness plane for wavelength l 5 1.3 m m. The horizontal axis is the active
layer thickness (which corresponds to the quantum efficiency) and the vertical axis is
the device area. As we can see, when the device active layer thickness decreases,

FIGURE 8 Calculated-3 dB bandwidth contours for a GaInAs pin vertically
illuminated photodiode.
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the quantum efficiency of p -i -n diode also decreases due to the insufficient light absorption
in the active layer. The capacitance decreases as the device area decreases. Optimization of
the device bandwidth is reached when transit-time-limited bandwidth approximately equals
the RC limited bandwidth.
To minimize the bonding-pad capacitance, a semi-insulating substrate and thick
polyimide layer are often used. Sometimes the series inductance of the bond wire is used
to resonate the parasitic capacitance, and this results in a slightly peaked response with an
increased 3-dB corner frequency. The electrical transfer function with series inductance is
given by
H (v ) 5

RL
[1 2 v 2(RS RL CJ CP 1 LS (CJ 1 CP ))] 2 j [v (RL(CJ 1 CP ) 1 RS CJ ) 2 v 3RS CJ CP LS ]
(16)

where LS is the series inductance.
To achieve high detector bandwidth, double heterostructure InP / GaInAs / InP p -i -n
photodiodes have been fabricated to reduce the diffusion-current problem. However,
carrier trapping can limit the impulse response. This effect can be characterized by the
emission function ee,h(t ) 5 (1 / τ e,h) exp (2t / τ e,h) where τ e,h is emission time for electron
(hole). The current-source response due to the electron and hole trapping at the
heterointerfaces for p -side illumination is given by
is (v )
1
5
is (0) (1 2 e 2aL)

HS1 2jvet

2jv te

2 e 2aL

e

DS1 11jvτ D

1 2 e 2aLe 2jv te
jv te 2 a L

e

S1 2jvet 1 ae L

2aL 2jv th

1

2 e 2aL

e

DS1 11jvτ DJ

(17)

DS1 11jvτ DJ

(18)

1 2 e 2jv th
jv th

h

and for n -side illumination is given by
1
is (v )
5
is (0) (1 2 e 2aL)

HS1 2jvet 1 ae L

2aL 2jv te

2 e 2aL

e

DS1 11jvτ D

1 2 e 2jv te
jv te

S1 2jvet

e

2jv th

1

h

2 e 2aL

1 2 e 2aLe 2jv th
jv th 2 a L

h

where τ e,h is the electron (hole) transit time. Other than the original p -i -n diode response,
the extra terms 1 / (1 1 jv τ e,h) are due to the trapping effect. For InGaAs / InP heterostructure p -i -n diodes, the valence band offset is larger than the conduction offset and the hole
effective mass is much larger than the electron effective mass. Thus, hole trapping is worse
than the electron trapping in an InGaAs / InP p -i -n diode.

Waveguide p -i -n Photodiode
The main advantages of waveguide detectors are the very thin depletion region resulting in
a very short transit time and the long absorption region resulting in a high bandwidth
photodetector with a high saturation power (Fig. 1c ). Due to the thin intrinsic layer, it can
often operate at zero bias.27 The absorption length of a waveguide detector is usually
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FIGURE 9 Schematic diagram of (a ) a waveguide photodetector (After Ref. 14 ) and (b ) a traveling
wave photodetector. (After Ref. 17.)

designed to be long enough (.5 mm) to ensure full absorption. The waveguide structure
design (Fig. 9) is often required to have low coupling loss due to modal mismatch and
reasonable effective absorption coefficient. The external quantum efficiency of a waveguide
p -i -n detector is28,29

h 5 k (1 2 R )

Ga IB
(1 2 e aL)
a

(19)
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where k is the coupling efficiency due to the modal mismatch, G is the mode confinement
factor, a IB is the interband absorption. The loss coefficient a is given by
(20)

a 5 Ga IB 1 Ga FC 1 (1 2 G)a FCx 1 a s

where a FC, a FCx are the free carrier absorption loss inside and outside the absorption layer,
a s is the scattering loss. Kato et al.14 reported an InGaAs waveguide p -i -n diode with
bandwidth of 40 GHz. The detector quantum efficiency is 44 percent at 1.55-mm wavelength. The coupling loss estimated by an overlap integral was 2.1 dB. To reduce the
coupling loss, it is important to have a good design of the layer structure to reduce modal
mismatch and to coat the facet with an antireflecting (AR) film.

Resonant p -i -n Photodiode
A resonant detector utilizes the multiple passes in a Fabry-Perot resonator to achieve high
quantum efficiency with thin absorbing layers (Fig. 1b ). Since the speed of light is about
three orders of magnitude faster than the carrier velocities, the quantum efficiency can be
increased without significant pulse broadening due to the effective optical transit time.
The schematic diagram of a resonant cavity enhanced photodetector is shown in Fig. 10.
The efficiency of the resonant detector is given by

h5

F1 2 24R R e
1

2a d

2

G

(1 1 R2 e 2ad)
3 (1 2 R1) 3 (1 2 e 2ad)
cos (2b L 1 f 1 1 f 2) 1 R 1 R2 e 22ad

(21)

where R1 , R2 are mirror reflectivities, w1 , w2 are mirror phase shifts, b 5 2π / nl is the
propagation constant, and d is the thickness of active region. The quantum efficiency has
its maximum when 2b L 1 w1 1 w2 5 2mπ (m 5 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .) and the quantum efficiency is
then

F(1 2(141RRRe e ) ) G 3 (1 2 R ) 3 (1 2 e
2a d

h5

2

2a d 2

1

2ad

1

2

FIGURE 10 Schematic diagram of a resonant
photodetector. (After Ref. 13.)

)

(22)
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FIGURE 11 Dependence of quantum efficiency on
mirror design in a resonant photodetector. (After Ref.
13.)

Figure 11 shows the calculated resonant quantum efficiency versus normalized absorption
coefficient a d.11 High quantum efficiency is possible even from thin absorption layers.
However, in terms of the fabrication, the material growth, and the structure design,
building a high-speed resonant photodetector is not a simple task. The required low
resistance and low capacitance with incorporated mirror structure is difficult to achieve due
to the significant resistance of the multiple heterojunction mirror stack.

17.6 SCHOTTKY PHOTODIODE
Schottky photodiodes30–32 are especially attractive for integration with FETs and III-V
integrated circuits because of their simple material structure and easy fabrication. Figure
12 shows the Schottky barrier structure. For front-illuminated devices, the metal is very
thin so that the light can penetrate the metal with very little loss. The J -V characteristic of
a Schottky diode is given by33

F SkqVTD 2 1G

J 5 J0 exp

(23)

B

where

S

J0 5 A**T 2 exp 2

q Fb
kB T

D

(24)

and f b is the barrier height and A** is the modified effective Richardson constant.34
The dynamics of photogenerated carriers in a Schottky diode are similar to those of a
p -i -n diode (Fig. 2). The dynamics of both electrons and hole must be included in the
analysis of a Schottky photodiode, resulting in expressions for the Schottky diode
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FIGURE 12 Schematic diagram of a Schottky
barrier photodiode.

response given in Eqs. (13) – (18) with the exception that there is no diffusion current from
the metal layer. The equivalent circuit of a Schottky diode is the same as a p -i -n diode.
In high-speed applications, GaAs Schottky diodes in the short-wavelength region with
bandwidths over 200 GHz have been reported.36 These devices can be combined with
FETs or sampling diodes.35,36 Figure 13 shows an integrated Schottky photodiode with a
diode sampling circuit. A pair of short voltage pulses are generated by the nonlinear

C1
R3
Bias

+
–

Strobe
Signal
Generator

R5

R1

Bias network
D3

R2

D1
D2

R6

Sampled
output

R4
C1

Nonlinear
Transmission
Line

FIGURE 13 Integrated Schottky photodiode and sampling circuit. (After Ref. 35.)
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transmission line and a differentiator. The short voltage pulses are used to control the
sampling capacitors to measure the photodiode signal. The sampled signal is then passed
through a low-pass filter to extract the equivalent time domain waveform. Impulse
responses of under 2 ps have been demonstrated in this way.36
In the long-wavelength region, GaInAs Schottky diodes experience high dark current
problems due to the relatively low Schottky barrier height at the metal / GaInAs interface.37
An InP or quaternary layer is usually added at the interface in order to increase the
Schottky barrier height.38 A graded bandgap layer (e.g., GaInAsP) is then needed at the
GaInAs / InP interface to reduce hole trapping.

17.7 AVALANCHE PHOTODETECTORS
High-speed aI valanche pI hotodI etectors (APDs) are widely used in fiber communication.
APDs with gain-bandwidth (GB) products in excess of 100 GHz have been reported.39–43
In long-wavelength applications. InGaAs / InP APDs are better than Ge APDs due to their
lower dark current and lower multiplication noise. The Ge APD also has a limited spectral
response at 1.55-mm wavelength. The maximum achievable GB product of InGaAs / InP
APDs is predicted to be around 140 GHz,44 while the gain-bandwidth product of Si APDs
in the near infrared region can have GB products of over 200 GHz.45 InGaAs / InAlAs
superlattice avalanche photodiodes have a lower ionization ratio (k 5 0.2)46 than bulk
avalanche photodiodes, and lower noise and higher gain-bandwidth product can be
achieved.
High-speed GaInAs / InP APDs make use of sIeparated aI bsorption and m
I ultiplication
layers (SAM APD). Figure 14 shows the simplified one-dimensional APD structure. The
narrow bandgap n -GaInAs layer absorbs the incident light and the thickness of this layer is
usually thick (.1 mm) to ensure high quantum efficiency. The electric field in the
absorption layer is high enough for carriers to travel at saturated velocities, yet is below
the field where significant avalanching occurs and the tunneling current is negligible. The
wide bandgap InP multiplication layer is thin (a few tenths of a micron) to have shorter

FIGURE 14 Schematic diagram of a SAGM APD.
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multiplication buildup time.47,48 The bias is applied to the fully depleted absorption layer in
order to obtain effective carrier collection efficiency and, at the same time, electric field in
the multiplication region must be high enough to achieve avalanche gain. A guard ring is
usually added to prevent premature avalanche breakdown (or microplasma) at the corner
of the diffusion edge. To reduce the hole pileup effect, a graded bandgap layer (e.g.,
superlattice or compositional grading) is often added at the heterointerface between the
absorption layer and multiplication layer. This is the so-called separated absorption,
grading, multiplication avalanche photodiode (SAGM APD).
The multiplication process in APDs can be described by the electron and hole
ionization coefficients a i and b i . The field dependencies of ionization coefficients for
electrons and holes are given by
a i (x ) 5 Ae exp (2Be / E (x ))
(25a )

b i (x ) 5 Ah exp (2Bh / E (x ))

(25b )

where Ae,h and Be,h are constant parameters.49 Since the electric field is generally
position-dependent, the ionization coefficients are also position-dependent. With Eq. (25a ,
b ) and the electric field distribution, the position-dependence of ionization coefficients can
be derived. The multiplied photocurrent in the avalanche region (0 # x # W ) including
injected electron current density Jn (0) , injected hole current density Jp (0) , and photogeneration of electron-hole pairs g (x ) was derived by Lee et al.50 The total photocurrent
density is given by

F E (a 2 b ) dxG 1 J (0) 1 q E g(x) exp F 2 E (a 2 b ) dx9G dx
1 2 E a exp F 2 E (a 2 b ) dx 9G dx
w

w

Jp (w ) exp 2
J5

i

i

x

n

i

0

0

w

0

x

i

i

0

(26)

i

0

where q is the electron charge. The electron-initiated and hole-initiated multiplication
factors, Mn and Mp , can be obtained by putting Jp (w ) 5 g (x ) 5 0 and Jn (0) 5 g (x ) 5 0 ,
respectively in Eq. (26):
Mn 5

J
5
Jn (0)

1

E

F E
G
exp F 2 E (a 2 b ) dx G
J
M 5
5
J (w )
1 2 E a exp F 2 E (a 2 b ) dx 9G dx
w

12

x

a i exp 2

0

(27a )

(a i 2 b i ) dx 9 dx
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x

(27b )
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The bandwidth of an APD is limited by the device RC time constant when the
multiplication gain M is low (i.e., M , a i / b i ). As the multiplication gain increases above
the ratio of the electron and hole ionization coefficients (i.e., M . a i / b i ) , the avalanche
buildup time becomes the dominant limitation on 3-dB bandwidth and the product of the
multiplication gain and 3-dB bandwidth reaches a constant. The multiplication factor M as
a function of frequency was derived by Emmons51 and is given by
M (v ) <

Mo
h1 1 v 2M 20τ 21j1/2

τ 1 < N (a i / b i )τ

Mo . a i / b i

(28a )
(28b )

where τ 1 is the effective transit time, τ is the multiplication-region transit time and
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N (b i / a i ) is a number changing between 1 / 3 and 2 as b i / a i varies from 1 to 1023. The dc
multiplication factor Mo is given by Miller:52
Mo 5

1
1 2 (Vj / VB )n

(29)

where VB is the breakdown voltage, Vj is the junction voltage, and n is an empirical factor
(n , 1).
The total APD dark current consists of two components. Idu is the unmultiplied current
which is mainly due to the surface leakage current. Idm is the bulk dark current
experiencing the multiplication process. The total dark current is expressed by
Id 5 Idu 1 MIdm

(30)

where M is the avalanche gain. The noise current spectral density due to the dark current
is given by
s 2d 5 2qIdu 1 2qIdm M 2F (M )
(31)
where F (M ) is the avalanche excess noise factor derived by McIntyre.53 Excess noise
factors for electron-initiated or hole-initiated multiplication are given by
F (M ) 5 Fe (M ) 5 [kM 1 (1 2 k )(2 2 1 / M )]
F (M ) 5 Fh (M ) 5

Fk1 M 1 S1 2 k1D(2 2 1/M)G

(32a )
(32b )

where k is the ratio of the ionization coefficient of holes to electrons (k 5 b i / a i ) , and k is
assumed to be a constant independent of the position. Figure 15 shows the sensitivity of an
APD receiver as a function of keff which is obtained by weighting the ionization rates over
the electric field profile. From Fig. 15 we can see that the smaller the k factor is, the

FIGURE 15 Dependence of APD receiver sensitivity on b / a in SAGM APDs
(After Ref. 7.)
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FIGURE 16 Dependence of receiver sensitivity on dark current for an (a ) SAGM APD and (b ) PIN detector, each with a
GaAs FET preamplifier. (After Ref. 6.)

smaller the noise factor is and the better the receiver sensitivity is. Ge APDs have k values
close to unity (0.7 – 1.0). GaInAs / InP APDs using an InP multiplication region have 1 / k
values from 0.3 to 0.5. Silicon is an excellent APD material since the k value for silicon is
0.02. Therefore, a Si APD has an excellent low dark current noise density and is
predominantly used at short wavelengths compared with Ge APDs and GaInAs / InP APDs
which are used at longer wavelengths.
In optical receiver applications,54,55 the photodetector is used with a low-noise amplifier.
The dark current noise power is given by
ki 2ndl 5 2qIdu BI2 1 2qIdm M 2F (M )BI2

(33)

where B is the receiver bit rate and I2 is a parameter depending on the input optical pulse
shape. The receiver sensitivity penalty56 is given in terms of parameter » N .
# 5 (1 1 » N )h P
#o
hP
(34)
# o is the sensitivity with zero dark current. For example, »N 5 0.023 for a 0.1-dB
where h P
penalty. The maximum allowable dark current for a given sensitivity for a p -i -n FET
receiver is
» N (2 1 » N ) 2
Idu 5
(35)
ki nal
2qBI2
where ki 2nal is the amplifier noise power and is proportional to B 3 above 100 MBits / s.
Therefore, the maximum allowable dark current is proportional to B 2. For APD receivers,
the maximum allowable dark current Idm as a function of bit rate can be approximated by
assuming sensitivity penalty is within 1 or 2 dB and optimum gain is constant. In Fig. 16, as
we can see, the dark current is proportional to B at lower bit rates and B 1.25 at higher bit
rates. So, as the bit rate increases, the maximum allowable dark current increases.

17.8 PHOTOCONDUCTORS
High-speed photoconductors57–62 have become more important not only because of their
simplicity in fabrication and ease of integration with MESFET amplifiers but also because
of their useful applications for photodetector and photoconductor sampling gates. Usually
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FIGURE 17 Schematic
photoconductor.
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high-speed

the photoconducting film has a high density of defects with the trap energy levels deep
within the bandgap to shorten the material lifetime and the detector impulse response. The
characteristics of the photoconductive films include: (1) high resistivity due to the fact that
Fermi level is pinned at the midgap, (2) enhanced optical absorption for photon energy
below the bandgap due to the introduction of new bandgap states, and (3) easy fabrication
of ohmic contacts possibly due to the enhancement of tunneling through the narrow
Schottky barrier with a pinned Fermi level.
Figure 17 shows a typical photoconductor on a microstrip line structure. The photoconductive film is formed on top of a semi-insulating substrate. A microstrip transmission
line consists of microstrip electrodes on top and ground plane on bottom. Under a
steady-state illumination, the photogenerated carrier will experience high electrical field
and travel to the electrodes. The photocurrent is
Iph 5

qh GP
h…

(36)

where q is electron charge, h is the external quantum efficiency, G is the photoconductor
gain, and P is optical input flux. The photoconductor gain G is given by
G5

τ
τtr

(37)

which is the ratio of carrier lifetime τ to the carrier transit time τ tr . The frequency response
of a photoconductive detector is plotted in Fig. 18 for different material lifetimes. In a
detector without damage sites, the gain can be quite large at low frequencies. We can see
from this figure how the increased bandwidth is achieved at the expense of quantum
efficiency. Using smaller finger separations, higher quantum efficiency can be achieved for
a particular bandwidth.
The standard microstrip line configuration has reflection problems in the thickness
direction of the substrate and the dispersion characteristics of a microstrip line is worse
than that of a coplanar stripline.57 Coplanar striplines with ‘‘sliding-contact’’ excitation can
have zero capacitance to first order.58 The photoconductor using coplanar stripline has
been very successful in generating short electrical pulses. To measure the short electric
pulse, several techniques can be used such as photoconductor sampling or electro-optic
sampling. Both of the above techniques can provide subpicosecond resolution. The
coplanar strip line configuration with sliding contact and sampling gate is shown in Fig.
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FIGURE 18 Frequency response of a photoconductor.

19a. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 19b.58 The infinite capacitances represent that
the line extends without end in both directions. The generated electrical signal due to the
time-varying resistance Rs (t ) is
Zo
Vout(t ) 5 Vb
(38)
Zo 1 Rs (t ) 1 Rc
where Rc is the contact resistance. If the excitation intensity is sufficiently low to keep
Rs (t )  Zo , then
Zo
Vout(t ) 5 Vb
(39)
Rs (t ) 1 Rc
The photoconductor resistance Rs (t ) can be related to the photoexcited electron-hole pair
density n (t ):59
L
Rs (t ) 5
(40)
qn (t )(m e 1 m e )wde
where L is the gap width, w is the width of photoconductive volume and de is the effective
absorption length. When the pulse width is of the same order of magnitude as carrier
lifetime and much shorter than the carrier transit time across the switch gap, the
electron-hole pair density is given by

Ee
t

n (t ) 5 e 2t/τ

0

t /τ

h Po (t )(1 2 R )
dt
h… wde

(41)
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FIGURE 19 (a ) Coplanar circuit layout of a photoconductor
with sliding contact. (b ) Equivalent circuit.

Here, we notice that the carrier density is an exponential decay function, so G (t ) 5 1 / Rs (t )
is also an exponential decaying function with a time constant τ . This can be explained as a
result of the convolution of the laser pulse with an exponential function with carrier life
time τ .
The low temperature (LT) grown GaAs60 can have both high carrier mobility and
subpicosecond carrier lifetime when being compared with that of the ion implanted
photoconductor.61 The dislocation density in LT GaAs is about the same as that in GaAs
epitaxial layer grown at normal substrate temperatures such that the LT GaAs has a
mobility as high as that of the bulk material. The resistivity of the LT GaAs is greater than
of semi-insulating GaAs (.1017 Ω-cm) due to its high deep-level concentration. The LT
GaAs photoconductive-gap switch in a coplanar strip transmission line configuration has
obtained a 1.6 ps (FWHM) response with a 3-dB bandwidth of 220 GHz. Chen et al.62
reported a high-speed photodetector utilizing LT GaAs MSM photoconductor. To achieve
reasonable quantum efficiency and high-speed response, the optimum design requires
carrier transit time approximately equal to carrier lifetime. With this requirement, the
carriers not collected fast enough by the electrodes will be consumed by recombination.
The response of a 0.2-mm finger and space MSM photodetector was measured by
electro-optic sampling system. A 1.2 ps (FWHM) response with a 3-dB bandwidth of
350 GHz is obtained.

17.9 SUMMARY
Photodetector performance has steadily improved over the past decade. High-speed
detectors are now available at a variety of wavelengths from 1.65 to 0.4 mm. MSM
photoconductors have demonstrated the shortest impulse responses of under a
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picosecond. For applications that require high speed and high efficiency, the best results
have been obtained using two passes through a p -i -n photodetector (30 percent quantum
efficiency with 110-GHz bandwidth). Many applications require a high saturation power,
and waveguide photodetectors have achieved the best results (20-GHz bandwidth with
0.5-A / W responsivity and 10-mW saturation power). Traveling wave photodetectors
appear to offer the ultimate results in high-speed, high-responsivity, high-saturation power
detectors. The combination of high-speed photodetectors with optical amplifiers is
resulting in superb sensitivity of all bit rates, but requires the fabrication of high-speed
photodetectors with at least 10-dBm saturation power.
An increasing amount of attention is being paid to integrating high-speed photodetectors with electronic and photonic circuits. Integration with electronic circuits increases the
performance by eliminating the parasitics and limited bandwidth of bonding pads, wires,
and connectors. Integration with optical waveguides decreases the optical loss associated
with coupling from one device to another and reduces the packaging cost. Integration of
photodetectors with optical amplifiers and wavelength tuning elements is a particularly
important research direction.
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CHAPTER 18

SIGNAL DETECTION AND
ANALYSIS
John R. Willison
Stanford Research Systems , Inc.
Sunnyy ale , California

18.1 GLOSSARY
A
C
I
Ishot noise
k
q
R
S/N
T
VJohnson,rms
Df

dimensionless material constant for 1 / f noise
capacitance (farads)
current (amps)
shot noise current (amps)
Boltzmann’s constant
electron charge (coulombs)
resistance (ohms)
signal-to-noise ratio
temperature (degrees Kelvin)
RMS Johnson noise voltage (V)
bandwidth (Hz)

18.2 INTRODUCTION
Many optical systems require a quantitative measurement of light. Applications range from
the very simple, such as a light meter using a photocell and a d’Arsenval movement, to the
complex, such as the measurement of a fluorescence lifetime using time-resolved photon
counting.
Often, the signal of interest is obscured by noise. The noise may be fundamental to the
process: photons are discrete quanta governed by Poisson statistics which gives rise to shot
noise. Or, the noise may be from more mundane sources, such as microphonics, thermal
emf’s, or inductive pickup.
This article will describe methods for making useful measurements of weak optical
signals, even in the presence of large interfering sources. The article will emphasize the
electronic aspects of the problem. Important details of optical systems and detectors used
in signal recovery are covered in chapters 15 – 17 in this Handbook.
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FIGURE 1 Prototypical optical measurement.

18.3 PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENT
Figure 1 details the elements of a typical measurement situation. We wish to measure light
from the source of interest. This light may be obscured by light from background sources.
The intensity of the source of interest, and the relative intensity of the interfering
background, will determine whether some or all of the techniques shown in Fig. 1 should
be used.

Optics
The optical system is designed to pass photons from the source of interest and reject
photons from background sources. The optical system may use spatial focusing, wavelength, or polarization selection to preferentially deliver photons from the source of
interest to the detector.
There are many trade-offs to consider when designing the optical system. For example,
if the source is nearly monochromatic and the background is broadband, then a
monochrometer may be used to improve the signal-to-background ratio of the light
reaching the detector. However, if the source of interest is an extended isotropic emitter,
then a monochrometer with narrow slits and high f number will dramatically reduce the
number of signal photons from the source which can be passed to the detector. In this case,
the noise of the detector and amplifiers which follow the optical system may dominate the
overall signal-to-noise ratio (S / N).

Photodetectors
There are many types of nonimaging photodetectors. Key criteria to select a photodetector
for a particular application include: sensitivity for the wavelength of interest, gain, noise,
and speed. Important details of many detector types are given in other chapters in the
Handbook. Operational details (such as bias circuits) of photomultipliers which are specific
to boxcar integration and photon counting will be discussed in Sec. 18.5.
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Amplifiers
In many applications, the output of the detector must be amplified or converted from a
current to a voltage before the signal may be analyzed. Selection criteria for amplifiers
include type (voltage or transconductance), gain, bandwidth, and noise.

Signal Analysis
There are two broad categories of signal analysis, depending on whether or not the source
is modulated. Modulating the source allows the signal to be distinguished from the
background. Often, source modulation is inherent to the measurement. For example, when
a pulsed laser is used to induce a fluorescence, the signal of interest is present only after
the laser fires. Other times, the modulation is ‘‘arranged,’’ as when a cw source is chopped.
Sometimes the source cannot be modulated or the source is so dominant over the
background as to make modulation necessary.

18.4 NOISE SOURCES
An understanding of noise sources in a measurement is critical to achieving signal-to-noise
performance near theoretical limits. The quality of a measurement may be substantially
degraded by a trivial error. For example, a poor choice of termination resistance for a
photodetector may increase current noise by several orders of magnitude.1

Shot Noise
Light and electrical charge are quantized, and so the number of photons or electrons which
pass a point during a period of time are subject to statistical fluctuations. If the signal mean
is M photons, the standard deviation (noise) will be 4M , hence the S / N 5 M / 4M 5 4M.
The mean M may be increased if the rate is higher or the integration time is longer. Short
integration times or small signal levels will yield poor S / N values. Figure 2 shows the S / N
which may be expected as a function of current level and integration time for a shot-noise
limited signal.
‘‘Integration time’’ is a convenient parameter when using time domain signal recovery

FIGURE 2 Signal to noise vs. flux and measurement time.
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techniques. ‘‘Bandwidth’’ is a better choice when using frequency domain techniques. The
rms noise current in the bandwidth Df Hz due to a ‘‘constant’’ current, I amps, is given by
Ishot noise 5 4(2qI Df )

(1)

where q 5 1.6 3 10219C

Johnson Noise
The electrons which allow current conduction in a resistor are subject to random motion
which increases with temperature. This fluctuation of electron density will generate a noise
voltage at the terminals of the resistor. The rms value of this noise voltage for a resistor of
R ohms, at a temperature of T degrees Kelvin, in a bandwidth of Df Hz is given by
VJohnson,rms 5 4(4kTR Df )

(2)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant. The noise voltage in a 1-Hz bandwidth is given by
VJohnson,rms(per 4Hz) 5 0.13 nV 3 4(R (ohms))

(3)

Since the Johnson noise voltage increases with resistance, large-value series resistors
should be avoided in voltage amplifiers. For example, a 1-kΩ resistor has a Johnson
voltage of about 4.1 nV / 4Hz. If detected with a 100-MHz bandwidth, the resistor will
show a noise of 41 mV rms, which has a peak-to-peak value of about 200 mV.
When a resistor is used to terminate a current source, or as a feedback element in a
current-to-voltage converter, it will contribute a noise current equal to the Johnson noise
voltage divided by the resistance. Here, the noise current in a 1-Hz bandwidth is given by
IJohnson,rms(per 4Hz) 5 130 pA / 4R (ohms)

(4)

As the Johnson noise current increases as R decreases, small-value resistors should be
avoided when terminating current sources. Unfortunately, small terminating resistors are
required to maintain a wide frequency response. If a 1-kΩ resistor is used to terminate a
current source, the resistor will contribute a noise current of about 4.1 pA / 4Hz, which is
about 10003 worse than the noise current of an ordinary FET input operational amplifier.

l / f Noise
The voltage across a resistor carrying a constant current will fluctuate because the
resistance of the material used in the resistor varies. The magnitude of the resistance
fluctuation depends on the material used: carbon composition resistors are the worst, metal
film resistors are better, and wire wound resistors provide the lowest l / f noise. The rms
value of this noise source for a resistance of R ohms, at a frequency of f Hz, in a
bandwidth of Df Hz is given by
(5)
Vl/f,rms 5 IR 3 4(A Df / f )
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where the dimensionless constant A has a value of about 10211 for carbon. In a
measurement in which the signal is the voltage across the resistor (IR ) , then the
S / N 5 3 3 105 4( f / Df ). Often, this noise source is a troublesome source of low-frequency
noise in voltage amplifiers.

Nonessential Noise Sources
There are many discrete noise sources which must be avoided in order to make reliable
low-level light measurements. Figure 3 shows a simplified noise spectrum on log-log scales.
The key features in this noise spectra are frequencies worth avoiding: diurnal drifts (often
seen via input offset drifts with temperature), low frequency (l / f) noise, power line
frequencies and their harmonics, switching power supply and crt display frequencies,
commercial broadcast stations (AM, FM, VHF, and UHF TV), special services (cellular
telephones, pagers, etc.), microwave ovens and communications, to RADAR and beyond.
Your best alternatives for avoiding these noise sources are:
1. Shield to reduce pickup.
2. Use differential inputs to reject common mode noise.
3. Bandwidth limit the amplifier to match expected signal.
4. Choose a quiet frequency for signal modulation when using a frequency domain
detection technique.
5. Trigger synchronously with interfering source when using a time domain detection
technique.
Common ways for extraneous signals to interfere with a measurement are illustrated in
Fig. 4a – f.
Noise may be injected via a stray capacitance as in Fig. 4a. The stray capacitance has an
impedance of 1 / jwC. Substantial currents may be injected into low-impedance systems
(such as transconductance inputs), or large voltages may appear at the input to
high-impedance systems.
Inductive pickup is illustrated in Fig. 4b. The current circulating in the loop on the left
will produce a magnetic field which in turn induces an emf in the loop on the right.
Inductive noise pickup may be reduced by reducing the areas of the two loops (by using
twisted pairs, for example), by increasing the distance between the two loops, or by

FIGURE 3 Simplified noise spectrum.
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FIGURE 4 Coupling of noise sources.

shielding. Small skin depths at high frequencies allow nonmagnetic metals to be effective
shields; however, high-mu materials must be used to shield from low frequency magnetic
fields.
Resistive coupling, or a ‘‘ground loop,’’ Is shown in Fig. 4c. Here, the detector senses
the output of the experiment plus the IR voltage drop from another circuit which passes
current through the same ground plane. Cures for ground-loop pickup include: grounding
everything to the same point, using a heavier ground plane, providing separate ground
return paths for large interfering currents, and using a differential connection between the
signal source and amplifier.
Mechanical vibrations can create electrical signals (microphonics) as shown in Fig. 4d.
here, a coaxial cable is charged by a battery through a large resistance. The voltage on the
cable is V 5 Q / C. Any deformation of the cable will modulate the cable’s capacitance. If
the period of the vibration which causes the deformation is short compared to the RC time
constant then the stored charge on the cable, Q , will remain constant. In this case, a
1-ppm modulation of the cable capacitance will generate an ac signal with an amplitude of
1 ppm of the dc bias on the cable, which may be larger than the signal of interest.
The case of magnetic microphonics is illustrated in Fig. 4e. Here, a dc magnetic field
(the earth’s field or the field from a permanent magnet in a latching relay, for example)
induces an emf in the signal path when the magnetic flux through the detection loop is
modulated by mechanical motion.
Unwanted thermocouple junctions are an important source of offset and drift. As
shown in Fig. 4f , two thermocouple junctions are formed when a signal is connected to an
amplifier. For typical interconnect materials (copper, tin) one sees about 10 mV / 8C of
offset. These extraneous junctions occur throughout instruments and systems: their impact
may be eliminated by making ac measurements.
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FIGURE 5 PMT base for photon counting or fast integration.

18.5 APPLICATIONS USING PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are widely used for detection of light from about 200 to
900 nm. Windowless PMTs can be used from the near UV through the x-ray region, and
may also be used as particle detectors. Their low noise, high gain, wide bandwidth, and
large dynamic range have placed them in many applications. They are the only detectors
which may be recommended for low-noise photon counting applications.2,3
In this article, we are primarily concerned with the electrical characteristics of PMTs.
Understanding these characteristics is important if we are to realize the many desirable
features of these devices.
A schematic representation of a PMT, together with a typical bias circuit, is shown in
Fig. 5. While the concepts depicted here are common to all PMTs, the particulars of
biasing and termination will change between PMT types and applications.
PMTs have a photocathode, several dynodes (6 to 14), and an anode. They are usually
operated from a negative high voltage, with the cathode at the most negative potential,
each successive dynode at a less negative potential, and the anode near ground. An
incident photon may eject a single photoelectron from the photocathode which will strike
the first dynode with an energy of a few hundred volts. A few (2 – 5) electrons will be
ejected from the first dynode by the impact of the photoelectron: these electrons will in
turn strike the second dynode, ejecting more electrons. The process continues at each
dynode until all of the electrons are collected by the anode.
Quantum Efficiency
The quantum efficiency (QE) of a PMT is a measure of the probability that a photon will
eject a photoelectron at the photocathode. The QE depends on the type of material used
in the cathode and the wavelength of light. QEs may be as high as 10 to 30 percent at their
peak wavelength. The cathode material will also affect the dark count rate from the PMT:
a cathode with good red sensitivity may have a high dark count rate.
Gain
A PMT’s gain depends on the number of dynodes, the dynode material, and voltage
between the dynodes. PMT gains range from 103 to 107. The anode output from the PMT
will typically go to an electronic amplifier. To avoid having the system noise be dominated
by the amplifier’s noise, the PMT should be operated with enough gain so that the dark
current times the gain is larger than the amplifier’s input current noise.
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Bandwidth
The frequency response, speed, rise time, and pulse-pair resolution of PMTs depend on
the structure of the dynode multiplier chain. The leading edges of the anode output have
transition times from 2 to 20 ns. Trailing edges are usually about three times slower. Much
faster PMTs, with rise times on order 100 ps, use microchannel plate multiplers.
When using gated integrators to measure PMT outputs, the pulse width of the anode
signal should be less than the gate width so that timing information is not lost. For photon
counting, the pulse width should be smaller than the pulse-pair resolution of the
counter / discriminator to avoid saturation effects. When using lock-in amplifiers, pulse
width is usually not important, since the slowest PMTs will have bandwidths well above the
modulation frequency.

Pulse Height
In pulsed experiments, the criteria for a detectable signal often depends on the electrical
noise environment of the laboratory and the noise of the preamplifier. In laboratories with
Q-switched lasers or pulsed discharges, it is difficult to reduce the noise on any coaxial
cable below a few millivolts. A good, wide bandwidth preamplifier will have about
1.5 nV / 4Hz, or about 25-mV rms over a 300-MHz bandwidth. Peak noise will be about 2.5
times the rms noise, so it is important that the PMT provide pulses of greater than 1-mV
amplitude.
Use manufacturer’s specifications for the current gain and rise time to estimate the
pulse amplitude from the PMT:
Amplitude (mV) 5 4 3 gain (in millions) / rise time (in ns)

(6)

This formula assumes that the electrons will enter a 50-Ω load in a square pulse whose
duration is twice the rise time. (Since the rise time will be limited by the bandwidth of the
preamplifier, use the larger of the amplifier or PMT rise times in this formula.)
If the PMT anode is connected via a 50-Ω cable to a large load resistance, then the
pulse shape may be modeled by the lumped parameters of the cable capacitance (about
100 pF / meter for RG-58) and the termination resistance. All of the charge in the pulse is
deposited on the cable capacitance in a few nanoseconds. The voltage on the load will be
V 5 Q / C where C 5 cable capacitance. This voltage will decay exponentially with a time
constant of RC where R is the load resistance in ohms. In this case, the pulse height will be
Amplitude (mV) 5 160 3 gain (in millions) / cable C (in pF)

(7)

The current gain of a PMT is a strong function of the high voltage applied to the PMT.
Very often, PMTs will be operated well above the high voltage recommended by the
manufacturer, and thus substantially higher current gains (103 to 1003 above specs).
There are usually no detrimental effects to the PMT as long as the anode current is kept
well below the rated value.

Dark Counts
PMTs are the quietest detectors available. The primary noise source is thermionic emission
of electrons from the photocathode and from the first few dynodes of the electron
multiplier. PMT housings which cool the PMT to about 2208C can dramatically reduce the
dark counts (from a few kHz to a few Hz). The residual counts arise from radioactive
decays of materials inside the PMT and from cosmic rays.
PMTs which are specifically designed for photon counting will specify their noise in
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terms of the rate of output pulses whose amplitudes exceed some fraction of a pulse from a
single photon. More often, the noise is specified as an anode dark current. Assuming the
primary source of dark current is thermionic emission from the photocathode, the dark
count rate is given by
Dark count (kHz) 5 6 3 dark current (nA) / gain (millions)

(8)

PMT Base Design
PMT bases which are designed for general-purpose applications are not appropriate for
photon counting or fast-gated integrator applications (gates ,10 – 20 ns). General-purpose
bases will not allow high count rates, and often cause problems such as double counting
and poor plateau characteristics. A PMT base with the proper high-voltage taper,
bypassing, snubbing, and shielding is required for good time resolution and best photon
counting performance.
Dynode Biasing . A PMT base provides bias voltages to the PMTs photocathode and
dynodes from a single, negative, high-voltage power supply. The simplest design consists of
a resistive voltage divider. In this configuration the voltage between each dynode, and thus
the current gain at each dynode, is the same. Typical current gains are three to five, so
there will typically be four electrons leaving the first dynode, with a variance of about two
electrons. This large relative variance (due to the small number of ejected electrons) gives
rise to large variations in the pulse height of the detected signal. Since statistical
fluctuations in pulse height are dominated by the low gain of the first few stages of the
multiplier chain, increasing the gain of these stages will reduce pulse-height variations and
so improve the pulse-height distribution. This is important for both photon counting and
analog detection. To increase the gain of the first few stages, the resistor values in the bias
chain are increased to increase the voltage in the front end of the multiplier chain. The
resistor values are tapered slowly so that the electrostatic focusing of electrons in the
multiplier chain is not adversely affected.4
Current for the electron multiplier is provided by the bias network. Current drawn from
the bias network will cause the dynode potentials to change, thus changing the tube gain.
This problem is of special concern in lifetime measurements. The shape of exponential
decay curves will be changed if the tube gain varies with count rate. To be certain that this
is not a problem, lifetime measurements should be repeated at reduced intensity. The
problem of gain variation with count rate is avoided if the current in the bias network is
about 20 times the output current from the PMT’s anode.
There are a few other methods to avoid this problem which do not require high bias
currents. These methods depend on the fact that the majority of the output current is
drawn from the last few dynodes of the multiplier:
1. Replace the last few resistors in the bias chain with Zener diodes. As long as there is
some reverse current through a Zener, the voltage across the diodes is nearly constant.
This will prevent the voltage on these stages from dropping as the output current is
increased.
2. Use external power supplies for the last few dynodes in the multiplier chain. This
approach dissipates the least amount of electrical power since the majority of the output
current comes from lower-voltage power supplies. However, it is the most difficult to
implement.
3. If the average count rate is low, but the peak count rate is high, then bypass capacitors
on the last few stages may be used to prevent the dynode voltage from dropping (use
203 the average output current for the chain current). For a voltage drop of less than
1 percent, the stored charge on the last bypass capacitor should be 1003 the charge
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output during the peak count rate. For example, the charge output during a 1-ms burst
of a 100-MHz count rate, each with an amplitude of 10 mV into 50 Ω and a pulse width
of 5 ns, is 0.1 uC. If the voltage on the last dynode is 200 Vdc, then the bypass capacitor
for the last dynode should have a value given by
C 5 100Q / V 5 100 3 0 .15C / 200V 5 0.05 mF

(9)

The current from higher dynodes is smaller so the capacitors bypassing these stages may
be smaller. Only the final four or five dynodes need to be bypassed, usually with a
capacitor which has half the capacitance of the following stage. To reduce the voltage
requirement for these capacitors, they are usually connected in series.
Bypassing the dynodes of a PMT may cause high-frequency ringing of the anode output
signal. This can cause multiple counts for a single photon or poor time resolution in a
gated integrator. The problem is significantly reduced by using small resistors between the
dynodes and the bypass capacitors.
Snubbing . Snubbing refers to the practice of adding a network to the anode of the PMT
to improve the shape of the output pulse for photon counting or fast-gated integrator
applications. This ‘‘network’’ is usually a short piece of 50-Ω coax cable which is
terminated into a resistor of less than 50 Ω. The snubber will delay, invert, and sum a small
portion of the anode signal to itself.
Snubbing should not be used when using a lock-in amplifier since the current
conversion gain of a 50-Ω resistor is very small.
There are four important reasons for using a snubber network:
1. Without some dc resistive path between the anode and ground, anode dark current will
charge the signal cable to a few hundred volts (last dynode potential). When the signal
cable is connected to an amplifier, the stored charge on the cable may damage the front
end of the instrument. PMT bases without a snubber network should include a 100-MΩ
resistor between the anode and ground to protect the instruments.
2. The leading edge of the output current pulse is often much faster than the trailing edge.
A snubber network may be used to sharply increase the speed of the trailing edge,
greatly improving the pulse pair resolution of the PMT. This is especially important in
photon counting applications.
3. Ringing (with a few-nanoseconds period) is very common on PMT outputs. A snubber
network may be used to cancel these rings which can cause multiple counts from a
single photon.
4. The snubber network will help to reverse terminate reflections from the input to the
preamplifier.
The round-trip time in the snubber cable may be adjusted so that the reflected signal
cancels anode signal ringing. This is done by using a cable length with a round-trip time
equal to the period of the anode ringing.
Cathode Shielding . Head-on PMTs have a semitransparent photocathode which is
operated at negative high voltage. Use care so that no objects near ground potential
contact the PMT near the photocathode.
Magnetic Shielding . Electron trajectories inside the PMT will be affected by magnetic
fields. A field strength of a few gauss can dramatically reduce the gain of a PMT. A
magnetic shield made of a high permeability material should be used to shield the PMT.
PMT Base Summary
1. Taper voltage divider for higher gain in first stages.
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2. Bypass last few dynodes in pulsed applications.
3. Use a snubber circuit to shape the outputs pulse for photon counting or fast-gated
integration.
4. Shield the tube from electrostatic and magnetic fields.

18.6 AMPLIFIERS
Several considerations are involved in choosing the correct amplifier for a particular
application. Often, these considerations are not independent, and compromises will be
necessary. The best choice for an amplifier depends on the electrical characteristics of the
detector, and on the desired gain, bandwidth, and noise performance of the system.

Voltage Amplifiers
High Bandwidth Photon counting and fast-gated integration require amplifiers with wide
bandwidth. A 350-MHz bandwidth is required to preserve a 1-ns rise time. The input
impedance to these amplifiers is usually 50 Ω in order to terminate coax cables into their
characteristic impedance. When PMTs (which are current sources) are connected to those
amplifiers, the 50-Ω input impedance serves as the current-to-voltage converter for the
PMT anode signal. Unfortunately, the small termination resistance and wide bandwidth
yield lots of current noise.5
High Input Impedance . It is important to choose an amplifier with a very high input
impedance and low-input bias current when amplifying a signal from a source with a large
equivalent resistance. Commercial amplifiers designed for such applications typically have
a 100-MΩ input impedance. This large input impedance will minimize attenuation of the
input signal and reduce the Johnson noise current drawn through the source resistance,
which can be an important noise source. Field effect transistors (FETs) are used in these
amplifiers to reduce the input bias current to the amplifiers. Shot noise on the input bias
current can be an important noise component, and temperature drift of the input bias
current is a source of drift in dc measurements.6
The bandwidth of a high-input impedance amplifier is often determined by the RC time
constant of the source, cable, and termination resistance. For example, a PMT with
1 meter of RG-58 coax (about 100 pF) terminated into a 1-MΩ resistor will have a
bandwidth of about 1600 Hz. A smaller resistance would improve the bandwidth, but
increase the Johnson noise current.
Moderate Input Impedance Bipolar transistors offer an input noise voltage which may be
several times smaller than the FET inputs of high-input impedance amplifiers, as low as
1 nV / 4Hz. Bipolar transistors have larger input bias currents, hence larger shot noise
current, and so should be used only with low-impedance (,1 kΩ) sources.
Transformer Inputs . When ac signals from very low source impedances are to be
measured, transformer coupling offers very quiet inputs. The transformer is used to step up
the input voltage by its turns-ratio. The transformer’s secondary is connected to the input
of a bipolar transistor amplifier.
Low Offset Drift . Conventional bipolar and FET input amplifiers exhibit input offset
drifts on the order of 5 mV / C. In the case where the detector signal is a small dc voltage,
such as from a bolometer, this offset drift may be the dominate noise source. A different
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amplifier configuration, chopper-stabilized amplifiers, essentially measure their input
offsets and subtract the measured offset from the signal. A similar approach is used to
‘‘autozero’’ the offset on the input to sensitive voltmeters. Chopper-stabilized amplifiers
exhibit very low input offsets with virtually no input offset drift.
Differential . The use of ‘‘true-differential’’ or ‘‘instrumentation’’ amplifiers is advised to
provide common mode rejection to interfering noise, or to overcome the difference in
grounds between the voltage source and the amplifier. This amplifier configuration
amplifies the difference between two inputs, unlike a single-ended amplifier, which
amplifies the difference between the signal input and the amplifier ground. In highfrequency applications, where good differential amplifiers are not available or are difficult
to use, a balun or common mode choke may be used to isolate disparate grounds.

Transconductance Amplifiers
When the detector is a current source (or has a large equivalent resistance) then a
transconductance amplifier should be considered. Transconductance amplifiers (current-tovoltage converters) offer the potential of lower noise and wider bandwidth than a
termination resistor and a voltage amplifier; however, some care is required in their
application.7
A typical transconductance amplifier configuration is shown in Fig. 6. An FET input op
amp would be used for its low-input bias current. (Op amps with input bias currents as low
as 50 fA are readily available.) The detector is a current source, Io . Assuming an ideal op
amp, the transconductance gain is A 5 Vout / Iin 5 Rf , and the input impedance of the circuit
is Rin to the op amp’s virtual null. (Rin allows negative feedback, which would have been
phase shifted and attenuated by the source capacitance at high frequencies, to assure
stability.) Commercial transconductance amplifiers use R ’s as large as 10 MΩ, with Rin’s
which are typically Rf / 1000. A low-input impedance will ensure that current from the
source will not accumulate on the input capacitance.
This widely used configuration has several important limitations which will degrade its
gain, bandwidth, and noise performance. The overall performance of the circuit depends
critically on the source capacitance, including that of the cable connecting the source to the
amplifier input. Limitations include:
1. The ‘‘virtual null’’ at the inverting input to the op amp is approximately Rf / Ay where
Ay is the op amp’s open loop gain at the frequency of interest. While op amps have very
high gain at frequencies below 10 Hz (typically a few million), these devices have gains
of only a few hundred at 1 kHz. With an Rf of 1 GΩ, the virtual null has an impedance
of 5 MΩ at 1 kHz, hardly a virtual null. If the impedance of the source capacitance is
less than the input impedance, then most of the ac input current will go to charging this
capacitance, thereby reducing the gain.

FIGURE 6 Typical transconductance amplifier.
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2. The configuration provides high gain for the voltage noise at the noninverting input of
the op amp. At high frequencies, where the impedance of the source capacitance is
small compared to Rin, the voltage gain for noise at the noninverting input is Rf / Rin,
typically about 1000. As FET input op amps with very low bias currents tend to have
high-input-voltage noise, this term can dominate the noise performance of the design.
3. Large Rf ’s are desired to reduce the Johnson noise current; however, large Rf ’s degrade
the bandwidth. If low values of Rf are used, the Johnson noise current can dominate the
noise performance of the design.
4. To maintain a flat frequency response, the size of the feedback capacitance must be
adjusted to compensate for different source capacitances.
As many undesirable characteristics of the transconductance amplifier can be traced to
the source capacitance, a system may benefit from integrating the amplifier into the
detector, thereby eliminating interconnect capacitance. This approach is followed in many
applications, from microphones to CCD imagers.

18.7 SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Unmodulated Sources
For unmodulated sources, a strip-chart recorder, voltmeter, A / D converter, or oscilloscope
may be used to measure the output of the amplifier or detector. In the case of
low-light-level measurement, continuous photon counting would be the method of choice.
A variety of problems are avoided by modulating the signal source. When making dc
measurements, the signal must compete with large low-frequency noise sources. However,
when the source is modulated, the signal may be measured at the modulation frequency,
away from these large noise sources.

Modulated Sources
When the source is modulated, one may choose from gated integration, boxcar averaging,
transient digitizers, lock-in amplifiers, spectrum analyzers, gated photon counters, or
multichannel scalers.
Gated Integration . A measurement of the integral of a signal during a period of time can
be made with a gated integrator. Commercial devices allow gates from about 100 ps to
several milliseconds. A gated integrator is typically used in a pulsed laser measurement.
The device can provide shot-by-shot data which is often recorded by a computer via an
A / D converter. The gated integrator is recommended in situations where the signal has a
very low duty cycle, low pulse repetition rate, and high instantaneous count rates.8
The noise bandwidth of the gated integrator depends on the gate width: short gates will
have wide bandwidths, and so will be noisy. This would suggest that longer gates would be
preferred; however, the signal of interest may be very short-lived, and using a gate which is
much wider than the signal will not improve the S / N.
The gated integrator also behaves as a filter: the output of the gated integrator is
proportional to the average of the input signal during the gate, so frequency components
of the input signal which have an integral number of cycles during the gate will average to
zero. This characteristic may be used to ‘‘notch out’’ specific interfering signals.
It is often desirable to make gated integration measurements synchronously with an
interfering source. (This is the case with time-domain signal detection techniques, and not
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FIGURE 7 Gated integrator and exponential averager.

the case with frequency-domain techniques such as lock-in detection.) For example, by
locking the pulse repetition rate to the power-line frequency (or to any submultiple of this
frequency) the integral of the line interference during the short gate will be the same from
shot to shot, which will appear as a fixed offset at the output of the gated integrator.
Boxcar Ay eraging . Shot-by-shot data from a gated integrator may be averaged to
improve the S / N. Commercial boxcar averagers provide linear or exponential averaging.
The averaged output from the boxcar may be recorded by a computer or used to drive a
strip-chart recorder. Figure 7 shows a gated integrator with an exponential averaging
circuit.
Lock -in Amplifiers . Phase-sensitive synchronous detection is a powerful technique for
the recovery of small signals which may be obscured by interference which is much larger
than the signal of interest. In a typical application, a cw laser which induces the signal of
interest will be modulated by an optical chopper. The lock-in amplifier is used to measure
the amplitude and phase of the signal of interest relative to a reference output from the
chopper.9
Figure 8 shows a simplified block diagram for a lock-in amplifier. The input signal is
ac-coupled to an amplifier whose output is mixed (multiplied by) the output of a
phase-locked loop which is locked to the reference input. The operation of the mixer may
be understood through the trigonometric identity
cos (v 1 t 1 F) p cos (v 2 t ) 5 1–2 [cos ((v 1 1 v 2)t 1 F) 1 cos ((v 1 2 v 2)t 1 F)]

(10)

When v 1 5 v 2 there is a dc component of the mixer output, cos (F). The output of the

FIGURE 8 Lock-in amplifier block diagram.
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mixer is passed through a low-pass filter to remove the sum frequency component. The
time constant of the filter is selected to reduce the equivalent noise bandwidth: selecting
longer time constants will improve the S / N at the expense of longer response times.
The simplified block diagram shown in Figure 8 is for a ‘‘single-phase’’ lock-in amplifier,
which measures the component of the signal at one set phase with respect to the reference.
A dual-phase lock-in has another channel which measures the component of the signal at
908 relative to the first channel, which allows simultaneous measurement of the amplitude
and phase of the signal.
Digital signal processing (DSP) techniques are rapidly replacing the older analog
techniques for the synchronous detection of the signal. In these instruments, the input
signal is digitized by a fast, high-resolution A / D converter, and the signal’s amplitude and
phase are determined by high-speed computations in a digital signal processor. To
maintain the 100-kHz bandwidth of the analog designs, the DSP designs must complete a
quarter million 16-bit A / D conversions and 20 million multiply-and-accumulate operations
each second. Many artifacts of the analog designs are eliminated by the DSP approach;
for example, the output drift and dynamic range of the instruments are dramatically
improved.10
Photon Counting . Photon counting techniques offer several advantages in the measurement of light: very high sensitivity (count rates as low as 1 per minute can be a usable
signal level), large dynamic range (signal levels as high as 100 MHz can be counted,
allowing a 195-dB dynamic range), discrimination against low-level noise (analog noise
below the discriminator thresholds will not be counted), and ability to operate over widely
varying duty cycles.11
Key elements of a photon counting system include: a high-gain PMT operated with
sufficiently high voltage so that a single photoelectron will generate an anode pulse of
several millivolts into a 50-Ω load, a fast discriminator to generate logic pulses from anode
signals which exceed a set threshold, and fast-gated counters to integrate the counts.
Transient Photon Counting . In situations where the time evolution of a light signal must
be measured (LIDAR, lifetime measurements, chemical kinetics, etc.) transient photon
counters allow the entire signal to be recorded for each event. In these instruments, the
discriminated photon pulses are summed into different bins depending on their timing with
respect to a trigger pulse. Commercial instruments offer 5-ns resolution with zero
dead-time between bins. The time records from many events may be summed together in
order to improve the S / N.12
Choosing the ‘‘Best’’ Technique . Which instrument is best suited for detecting signals
from a photomultiplier tube? The answer is based on many factors, including the signal
intensity, the signal’s time and frequency distribution, the various noise sources and their
time-dependence and frequency distribution.
In general, the choice between boxcar averaging (gated integration) and lock-in
detection (phase-sensitive detection) is based on the time behavior of the signal. If the
signal is fixed in frequency and has a 50 percent duty cycle, lock-in detection is best suited.
This type of experiment commonly uses an optical chopper to modulate the signal at some
low frequency. Signal photons occur at random times during the ‘‘open’’ phase of the
chopper. The lock-in detects the average difference between the signal during the ‘‘open’’
phase and the background during the ‘‘closed’’ phase.
To use a boxcar averager in the same experiment would require the use of very long,
50 percent duty cycle gates since the photons can arrive anywhere during the ‘‘open’’
phase. Since the gated integrator is collecting noise during this entire gate, the signal is
easily swamped by the noise. To correct for this, baseline subtraction can be used where an
equal gate is used to measure the background during the ‘‘closed’’ phase of the chopper
and subtracted from the ‘‘open’’ signal. This is then identical to lock-in detection.
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However, lock-in amplifiers are much better suited to this, especially at low frequencies
(long gates) and low signal intensities.
If the signal is confined to a very short amount of time, then gated integration is usually
the best choice for signal recovery. A typical experiment might be a pulsed laser excitation
where the signal lasts for only a short time (100 ps to 1 ms) at a repetition rate up to
10 kHz. The duty cycle of the signal is much less than 50 percent. By using a narrow gate to
detect signal only when it is present, noise which occurs at all other times is rejected. If a
longer gate is used, no more signal is measured but the detected noise will increase. Thus,
a 50 percent duty cycle gate would not recover the signal well and lock-in detection is not
suitable.
Photon counting can be used in either the lock-in or the gated mode. Using a photon
counter is usually required at very low signal intensities or when the use of a pulse height
discriminator to reject noise results in an improved S / N. If the evolution of a weak light
signal is to be measured, a transient photon counter or multichannel scaler can greatly
reduce the time required to make a measurement.
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figure of merit
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19.2 THERMAL DETECTOR ELEMENTS 1

Introduction
Thermal detectors (transducers) of optical radiation are generally considered to be those
devices that absorb the radiation, increase their own temperature, and provide a resultant
electrical signal. There are several types, divided according to the physical mechanism that
converts the temperature change to a resultant electrical one. The oldest are bolometers
and thermocouples. The bolometer changes its electrical resistance as a result of the
temperature increase; the thermocouple changes its contact potential difference. There are
several different types of bolometers, including thermistor, semiconducting, superconducting, carbon, and metallic. They may also be subdivided according to whether they operate
19.1
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at room or cryogenic temperature. Thermocouples vary according to the materials that are
joined, and are sometimes connected in series to generate thermopiles. Pyroelectric
detectors make use of the property of a change in the internal polarization as a function of
the change in temperature, the pyroelectric effect. Golay cells and certain variations make
use of the expansion of a gas with temperature. All of these detectors are governed by the
fundamental equation of heat absorption in the material. Many reviews and two books of
collected reprints2 provide additional information.

Thermal Circuit Theory
In the absence of joulean heating of the detector element, the spectrum of the temperature
˜ is given in terms of the spectrum of the absorbed power P
˜ (the power is P )
difference d DT
˜ 5
d DT

˜
eP
G (1 1 iv τ )

(1)

where G is the thermal conductance, given by the product of the thermal conductivity
times the cross-sectional area of the path to the heat sink and divided by the length of the
path to that heat sink. The time constant τ is the product of the thermal resistance and the
heat capacitance. The thermal resistance is the reciprocal of the thermal conductance,
while the thermal capacitance is the thermal capacity times the mass of the detector. In the
absence of joulean heating, this is a simple, single time constant thermal circuit, for which
the change in temperature is given by
˜ 5
dT

˜
eP
G (1 1 iv τ )

(2)

The absorbed power is equal to the incident power times the absorptance a of the
material:
˜ 5 eP
˜i
P

(3)

The absorptance a is usually written as e (which is legitimate according to Kirchhoff’s law)
since a is also used for the relative temperature coefficient of resistance (some writers
use h ).

a5

1 dR
R dT

(4)

As radiation is absorbed, part of the heat is conducted to the sink. Some of it gives rise
to an increase in temperature. Some is reradiated, but this is usually quite small and is
ignored here. The dc responsivity of a thermal detector is proportional to the emissivity
and to the thermal resistance. The greater proportion of radiation that is absorbed, the
greater will be the responsivity. The less heat that is conducted to the sink, the greater will
be the temperature rise. The time constant is a true thermal time constant, the product of
thermal resistance and capacitance. The greater the heat capacitance, the more heat
necessary for a given temperature increase, and the less heat conducted to the sink, the
more available for temperature increase. A high absorptance is accomplished by the use
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of a black coating, and a sufficient amount of it. Thus, there is a direct conflict between
high speed and high responsivity.

The Ideal Thermal Detector3–6
The ideal thermal detector has a noise that is associated only with the thermal fluctuations
of the heat loss to the heat sink, and this coupling is purely radiative. Then the noise
equivalent power (NEP) is given by
NEP 5 416AskT 5 / e

(5)

where it is assumed that the detector is irradiated by a hemisphere of blackbody radiation
at the same temperature T as the detector. The corresponding specific detectivity,
assuming that the signal varies as the area and the noise as its square root, is
D* 5

e 1/2
44skT 5

(6)

where the detector and background are at the same temperature.
For circumstances in which the detector is in a cooled chamber, the total radiation from
the sources at various temperatures must be calculated. Figure 1 shows the specific
detectivity of a background limited ideal thermal detector as a function of the temperature
of the surround.
No detector is ideal, and every one will be limited by the signal loss due to incomplete
absorption at the surface and any transmission losses by the optical system that puts the
radiation on the detector. The detector will also have noise that arises from its conductive
coupling to the heat sink, and probably Johnson noise as well. The conductive mean
square power fluctuation is given by
(7)
kP 2l 5 4kT 2G
The Johnson noise power density is 4kT. Therefore, the total mean square power
fluctuation is given by
(8)
kP 2l 5 4kT [GT 1 4e As T 4 1 1]

FIGURE 1 Theoretical specific detectivity for ideal thermal detectors.
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FIGURE 2 Balanced voltage divider circuit for a
thermal detector.

Bolometers
Most single-element bolometers are connected in a voltage divider network, as shown in
Fig. 2. A stable voltage supply is used to develop a current and consequent voltage drop
across the two resistors. One is the detector, while the other should be a matching element
to eliminate signals arising from a change in the ambient temperature. It should match the
detector in both resistance and in the temperature coefficient of resistance. Usually
another, but blinded, detector is used. The expression for power conservation is
C
C

C

d DT
d (i 2R )
1 G DT 5
DT 1 P
dt
dt

d DT
V 2(R1 2 R ) dR
1 G DT 5
DT 1 P
dt
(R1 1 R )3 dT

(9)

G

F

d DT
V 2Ra (R1 2 R )
DT 5 P
1 G2
dt
(R1 1 R )2 (R1 1 R )

The solution to this is a transient that has an RC time constant, where the R is the
reciprocal of the bracketed term, and C is the thermal capacitance, and the same
steady-state term given above. The transient decays as long as G is greater than the rest of
the bracket, but the detector burns up if not. This is still another reason for matching the
resistances. The dc responsivity is a function of the construction parameters, including the
path to the sink, the bias voltage and the relative change of resistance with temperature.
The different bolometers are divided according to how their resistances change with
temperature. (R1 and R represent slightly different values of RD .)
Metal bolometers .
be expressed as

These have a linear change in resistance with temperature that may
R 5 R0[1 1 g (T 2 T0)]

(10)

Therefore the thermal coefficient is

a5

g
1 1 g (T 2 T0)

(11)

This coefficient always decreases with temperature, and burnout does not occur. The
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coefficient is approximately equal to the inverse of the temperature, and is therefore never
very high.
Semiconductor bolometers .
temperature, given by

These have an exponential change of resistance with
R 5 R 0 e b /T

(12)

a 5 2b / T 2

(13)

so that

The value of b depends upon the particular material. These detectors can burn out. Two
basic types exist: (1) those that are used at low temperatures and (2) those that are used at
about room temperature.
The most used low-temperature bolometer7 is germanium in a bath of liquid helium.
Pure germanium is transparent in the infrared, but with enough compensated doping it
becomes a good conductor with a high-temperature coefficient of resistance.8 Typical
concentrations are about 1016 cm23 of gallium and 1015 of indium. Even these are not
sufficient at wavelengths shorter than 10 mm since the free-carrier absorption is proportional to wavelength. In such a case a black coating is sometimes used. Improvements have
been made since Low’s first work.9–11
Superconducting bolometers . These make use of the extremely large thermal coefficient
of resistance at the transition temperature.12–14 Originally they needed to be controlled
very carefully, or a small change in ambient conditions (on the order of 0.01 K) could
cause an apparent signal of appreciable magnitude. A more recent version15 incorporates
an evaporated thin film on an anodized aluminum block that is coupled to a helium bath
by a brass rod. The detector has a time constant of about 3 ms due to this high thermal
conductance and a good NEP of about 10213 WHz21/2. It still must be controlled to about
1025 K, and this is accomplished with a heater current and control circuit.
Recently developed materials not only have high-temperature transition points but also
have more gradual transitions, and provide a better compromise between good responsivity and the requirement for exquisite control.16
Carbon Bolometers . These are a form of semiconductor bolometer that have been
largely superseded by germanium bolometers. They are made of small slabs of carbon
resistor material, connected to a metal heat sink by way of a thin mylar film. Although
their responsivities are comparable to germanium bolometers, their noise is several orders
of magnitude higher.17

Thermocouples and Thermopiles18,19
A thermocouple is made by simply joining two dissimilar conductors. A good pair has a
large relative Seebeck coefficient and gives rise to a potential difference. The materials also
have large electrical conductivities and small thermal ones, so there is little voltage drop
across the length and a small thermal gradient. Although there are many different couples
(many are not even used for radiation detection), those most often used for this
application are bismuth telluride, copper, and constantan. The expression for the
responsivity is given in terms of the relative Seebeck coefficient S12 (the difference in the
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voltage change with temperature between the two materials) and the expression derived
above for the thermal circuit
R5

Se
G (1 1 iv τ )

(14)

Good materials are those that have a large Seebeck coefficient, a high electrical
conductivity, and a small thermal conductivity, and the figure of merit is often defined as
Z12 5

S 212
[4G1 / s 1 1 4G2 / s 2]2

(15)

Thermopiles are arrays of thermocouples connected in series. They are manufactured in
two ways. Some care carefully wound wires with junctions aligned in the desired pattern,
while others are evaporated with the pattern determined by masking operations. Most of
the ‘‘bulk’’ thermopiles are wrapped on appropriate mandrels to obtain rigidity. Both
kinds are obtainable in a variety of sizes and patterns that correspond to such things as
spectrometer slits, centering annuli, and staggered arrays for moderate-sensitivity thermal
imaging.

The Golay Cell20
This detector is used mostly for laboratory operations, as it is slow and fragile, although it
has high sensitivity. It is a gas-filled chamber that has a thin membrane at one end and a
blackened detector area at the other. Light on the blackened surface causes the increase in
temperature; this is transferred to the gas which therefore expands. The membrane bulges,
and the amount of the bulge is sensed by some sort of optical lever21 or even change in
capacity of an electrical element.22 Other versions do not use a blackened surface, but
allow the radiation to interact with the gas directly, in which case they are spectral
detectors that are ‘‘tuned’’ to the absorption spectrum of the gas.23

Pyroelectric Detectors24
Some crystals which do not have a center of symmetry experience an electric field along a
crystal axis. This internal electric field results from an alignment of electric dipoles (known
as polarization), and is related to the crystal temperature. In these ferroelectric crystals,
this results in a charge being generated and stored on plates connected to the crystal.
Polarization disappears above the so-called Curie temperature that is characteristic of each
material. Thus, below the Curie temperature, a change in temperature results in a current.
The equation for the response of a pyroelectric detector is
R5

v pAd e Re Rth
(1 1 iv τ th )(1 1 iv τ e )

(16)

where v is the radian frequency, p is the pyroelectric coefficient, Ad is the detector area, Re
is the electrical resistance, Rth is the thermal resistance τ th is the thermal time constant, and
τ e is the electrical time constant. The relation is shown in Fig. 3, where the responsivity is
plotted as a function of frequency. In the low-frequency region the responsivity rises
directly as the frequency. This is a result of the ac operation of a pyroelectric. At the
(radian) frequency that is the reciprocal of the slower (usually the thermal) time constant,
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FIGURE 3 Responsivity asymptotes vs frequency.

the response levels off. This is the product of the ac rise and the thermal rolloff. Then,
when the frequency corresponding to the shorter time constant is reached, the response
rolls off.
Type II pyroelectric detectors work on a slightly different mechanism, which is still not
fully understood. The electrodes are on the sensing surface of the detector and parallel to
the polar axis. In these crystals, the temperature change is not uniform at the onset of
radiation and the primary and secondary pyroelectric effects take place, thereby generating
a body electric charge distribution.25 Materials most often used for these detectors are TGS
(triglycine sulfate), DTGS (deuterated TGS), Li2SO4, LiNbO3, LiTaO3, and PLZT (lead
lanthanum zirconate titanate). TGS is the most used for specialized sensor systems, but has
a relatively low Curie point. For higher-temperature operation, usually LiTaO3 or PLZT is
used in the general laboratory environment.
The two advantages of the pyreoelectric detector over the other thermal detectors,
bolometers, and thermopiles, are its responsivity and its capability of rapid response. The
response time and responsivity are traded by choice of the load resistor in the circuit. For
instance, with a 100-MΩ load the time constant can be 1 ms and the responsivity 100 V / W,
but with a 1-MΩ load the values would be 10 ms and 1.
Summary of Elemental Thermal Detector Properties
Although the user should contact suppliers for detailed information, this section provides
overall property information about thermal detectors. There are several cautions about
summary data. Most detectors can be tailored to have somewhat different properties.
Improvements have often been made since the publication of these results. Not all
parameters are available in all combinations. Table 1 does, however, give the general
flavor of the performance of different thermal detectors.

19.3 ARRAYS
Introduction
As pointed out earlier, thermal detector response is governed by the thermal response
time, which is the ratio of the pixel heat capacity C to the thermal conductance G of the
heat leakage mechanism. High pixel responsivity is associated with high thermal isolation,
i.e., low thermal conductance. Thermal detector design is driven by the thermal isolation
structure. It is the structure which determines the extent to which the pixel performance
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TABLE 1 General Properties of Thermal Detectors
Operating
Temperature
(K)

Type
Silicon bolometer
metal bolometer
Thermistor bolometer
Germanium bolometer
Carbon bolometer
Superconducting
bolometer (NbN)
Thermocouples

1.6
2 –4
300
2 –4
2 –4
15

Thermopiles
Pyroelectrics
Golay cell

300
300
300

D* 3 108
(cmHz1/2W21)

NEP 3 10210
(WHz21/2)
3 3 1025

Size
(mm2)
0.25 – 0.70

0.005
0.03
0.2

8
10
1 –8
0.4
10
0.5

2 – 10

10 – 40

0.6

3.3 – 10
10 – 100*
10 – 30

0.1 3 1
to
0.3 3 3
1 – 100
232
10

1
1 –6

300

Time
constant
(m)

2 –5
10

0.01 – 10
1.5
20
5 3 0.25

*Shorter values can be obtained at the expense of NEP (for laser detection).

can approach the temperature fluctuation noise limit and, ultimately, the background
fluctuation noise limit. Given the value of G associated with the heat loss mechanism, the
pixel heat capacity must be designed appropriately to attain the required thermal response
time. Response times in the millisecond range are compatible with high thermal isolation;
response times in the microsecond range are not. Thus, two-dimensional arrays of thermal
detectors which operate at TV frame rates (30 Hz in the United States) are under
development for applications in thermal imagers.

Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD)
Whereas elemental detectors are usually described by such figures of merit as NEP and
D * , arrays have been described by an NETD associated with their use in a camera under
certain specific conditions. It is defined as the change in temperature of a blackbody which
fills the field of view of a pixel of an infrared imaging system that gives rise to a change of
unity in the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the system. The measurement of the
NETD should, however, be with the flooding of several pixels to avoid fringing effects and
with an SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) well above 1 to obtain good accuracy. The pixel is
defined as the subtense of a single element of the array. The NETD can be written in
several different forms. Perhaps the simplest is
NETD 5

4Ad B
D *(dPd / dT )

(17)

where D * is the specific detectivity, Ad is the area of a single pixel, B is the system
bandwidth and (dPd / dT ) represents the change in power on the detector element per unit
change in temperature in the spectral band under consideration. This form does not
include the system noise, which is often included by the manufacturers in their
calculations. In Eq. (17) the change in power with respect to temperature is
dPd Ad τ o
5
dT 4FN 2

E

l2

l1

dM
dl
dT

(18)
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where τ o is the optics transmission, FN is the focal ratio (defined as the effective focal
length divided by the entrance pupil diameter), and M is the radiant emittance of the
source. This is almost the definition of the specific detectivity. The NETD can also be
written in terms of the responsivity R, since the detectivity and responsivity are related in
the following way:
D* 5

4Ad B VS
R
5 4Ad B
P VN
VN

(19)

where Vs is the signal voltage at the sensor and VN is the rms noise voltage of a pixel in the
bandwidth B. Therefore
VN
(20)
NETD 5
R(Pd / T )l12l2
The power on the detector is related to the power on the aperture by the optical
transmission τ o . The expression can also be formulated in terms of the source radiance, L
NETD 5

4FN 24B
D *τ a τ o π D Dθ (L / T )l22l1

(21)

where D is the diameter of the aperture, Dθ is the angular subtense of a pixel, L is the
source radiance and τ a is the atmospheric transmission. One last form can be generated by
recognizing that, for an isotropic radiator, the radiance is the radiant emittance divided
by π :
4FN 2VN
(22)
NETD 5
AD τ a τ o R(TS )(M / T )
In this form of the expression for NETD, it is not necessary that the noise be white, nor is
it necessary that the noise not include system noise. Whether or not system noise is
included should be clearly stated.

Theoretical Limits
Figure 4 illustrates the theoretical limits of thermal arrays having the parameters shown
and operating at 300 and 85 K as a function of thermal conductance. The performance of
real thermal arrays with those parameters lies on or above the sloping line. As the
conductance G is reduced (better thermal isolation), the noise equivalent temperature
difference NETD is reduced (improves) until the background limit is reached, when
radiant power exchange between the array and the background becomes the dominant
heat transfer mechanism. Reducing the detector temperature to 85 K appropriate to a
bolometer operating at the transition edge of the high-temperature superconductor
YBa2Cu3O72x (YBCO) reduces the NETD by 42 and allows the limit to be reached with
less thermal isolation (higher G value).
Arrays fall into two categories: monolithic and hybrid. Monolithic arrays are prepared
on a single substrate, e.g., silicon, upon which the detecting material is deposited in the
form of a thin film which is subsequently processed into an array. Hybrid arrays are
prepared in two parts: (1) the readout electronics arrays, usually in silicon, and (2) the
detecting material array, usually in wafer form which is thinned by lapping, etching, and
polishing. These two arrays are mated by a technique such as flip-chip bonding. Here the
interconnection at each pixel must have a sufficiently high electrical conductivity, yet a
sufficiently low thermal conductivity—a difficult requirement. If array cost considerations
are important, then the monolithic approach, especially in silicon, is the more desirable.
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FIGURE 4 Temperature fluctuation noise limit and background fluctuation noise limit of uncooled
and cryogenic thermal detector arrays.

Resistive Bolometer Arrays
The development of resistive bolometric arrays has proceeded along two paths: uncooled
arrays and cryogenic arrays. Large, uncooled bolometric arrays have been developed at
Honeywell by a team lead by R. A. Wood.26,27 Silicon microstructure technology is
employed to produce the arrays, a process resembling the fabrication of integrated circuits.
Twelve arrays are prepared on a 4-inch-diameter silicon wafer. Each monolithic array
consists of 240 3 336 pixels; each pixel is 50 3 50 mm. The detecting material is a thin film
of vanadium oxide. A Si3N4 membrane having a thermal conductance of 1 3 1027 WC21
supports the vanadium oxide at each pixel, as shown in Fig. 5. Bipolar transistors
implanted in the silicon substrate act as pixel switches for the matrix-addressed array. The
response is optimized for the 8 – 14 mm spectral interval. The thermal response time is
adjusted for a 30 Hz frame rate. Each pixel is addressed once per frame by a 5-ms pulse. A
thermoelectric stabilizer maintains the array at ambient temperature. Other than a
one-shot shutter, the camera has no moving parts.
The measured NETD of the camera with F / 1 optics at 300 K is 0.04 K. Given the G
value of 1 3 1027 WK21 it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the array is within a factor of 4 of
the temperature fluctuation noise limit. Furthermore, the pixel thermal isolation is so
complete that there is no measurable thermal spreading among the pixels.
Linear resistive bolometric arrays of the high-temperature superconductor YBCO on
silicon microstructures have been prepared by Johnson et al.,28 also of Honeywell. A
two-dimensional array is under development.29 The monolithic arrays operate at the
transition edge from 70 to 90 K. As was true for the uncooled arrays, the superconducting
ones employed a silicon nitride membrane to support the thin film and provide thermal
isolation. Excess noise at the contacts limited the performance of the 12-element linear
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FIGURE 5 Monolithic silicon microbolometer.
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(÷ 1992 IEEE.)

array. With no excess noise, the calculated NETD29 of a 240 3 336 array with 50 mm pixels
and F / 1 optics would be 0.002 K, which is near the 300 K background limit, as shown in
Fig. 4.

Pyroelectric Hybrid Arrays
Linear and two-dimensional pyroelectric uncooled arrays have been under development
for more than two decades.20–32 The arrays employ hybrid construction, in which a bulk
pyroelectric ceramic material such as lithium tantalate or lead zirconate is mechanically
thinned, etched, and polished, then bump-bonded to a silicon substrate containing readout
electronics,33 as shown in Fig. 6. Reticulation is usually employed to prevent lateral heat
conduction through the pyroelectric material. The theoretical system NETD of a
two-dimensional uncooled array with F / 1 optics is estimated to be 0.1 K.33 Twodimensional uncooled arrays operating in the 8 – 14-mm region having 100 3 100 pixels,
each 100 3 100 mm, are available commercially.34 Their NETD (with F / 1 speed) is 0.35 K.
A two-dimensional pyroelectric monolithic array employing a thin film of lead titanate on
a silicon microstructure is under development.35
Ferroelectric bolometer arrays, also known as field-enhanced pyroelectric arrays, have
been developed by Texas Instruments.36,37 Operation depends upon the temperature
dependence of the spontaneous polarization and dielectric permittivity in a ferroelectric
ceramic near the Curie temperature. Barium strontium titanate (BST), the selected
material, has its composition (barium-to-strontium ratio) adjusted during preparation so
the Curie point is 228C. A thermoelectric stabilizer is employed to hold the BST near 228C
such that the absorbed infrared radiation changes the temperature and thus the dielectric
properties. The effect is similar to the pyroelectric effect; however, a voltage is applied to
enhance the signal. Construction of this array is naturally similar to that of the pyroelectric
array, described above, as shown in Fig. 7. Reticulation of the ceramic is frequently
applied to these arrays as well. A radiation chopper is required as both the pyroelectric
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Polymer

1.5 µm

Reticulated
LITaO3

35 µm
10 µm
22 µm 50 µm

15 µm
10 µm3

Metallized polymer interconnect
CMOS multiplexer
33

FIGURE 6 Hybrid pyroelectric array structure.

and ferroelectric effects depend upon the change in temperature. The Texas Instruments
BST array, incorporating 80,000 pixels, each about 50 3 50 mm, which are matrix
addressed, has an NETD of less than 0.18C (with F / 1 optics).
Thermoelectric Arrays
Thermoelectric arrays prepared by silicon micromachining have been described by Choi
and Wise.38 Series-connected, thin-film thermocouples, i.e., a thermopile, are prepared on
a silicon microstructure, the ‘‘hot’’ junctions (receiving the thermal radiation) on a silicon
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FIGURE 7 Ferroelectric bolometer hybrid array.
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FIGURE 8 Monolithic thermoelectric array. (÷ 1991 Instrument Society of America.
Reprinted with permission from the Symposium for Innoy ation in Measurement Science.)

nitride / silicon dioxide membrane and the ‘‘cold’’ shield junctions on the surrounding
silicon substrate. Both 64- and 96-pixel microthermopile linear arrays in silicon microstructures have been prepared by Honeywell,39 each microthermopile consisting of several
nickel iron / chromium thermocouples connected in series, as shown in Fig. 7. The ‘‘hot’’
junctions are deposited on silicon nitride membranes, whereas the ‘‘cold’’ junctions are on
the silicon substrates. A camera incorporating the linear array has been employed to image
moving targets such as automobiles. With an F / 0.73 lens, the measured NETD is 0.108C.
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CHAPTER 20

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILMS
Joseph H. Altman
Institute of Optics
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20.1 GLOSSARY
A

area of microdensitometer sampling aperture

a

projective grain area

D
DR
DQE
d (m )

optical transmission density
reflection density
detective quantum efficiency
diameter of microdensitometer sampling aperture stated in micrometers

E

irradiance / illuminance (depending on context)

&

Selwyn granularity coefficient

g

absorbance

H

exposure

IC

information capacity

M

modulation

Mθ

angular magnification

m

lateral magnification

NEQ

noise equivalent quanta

P (l )

spectral power in densitometer beam

Q9

effective Callier coefficient

q

exposure stated in quanta / unit area

R

reflectance

S

photographic speed

S (l )

spectral sensitivity

S/N

signal-to-noise ratio of the image
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T
T (… )
t
WS (… )

transmittance
modulation transfer factor at spatial frequency …
duration of exposure
value of Wiener (or power) spectrum for spatial frequency …

g

slope of D-log H curve

…

spatial frequency

r (l )
s (D )

spectral response of densitometer
standard deviation of density values observed when density is measured with
a suitable sampling aperture at many places on the surface

s (T )

standard deviation of transmittance

f (τ )

Autocorrelation function of granular structure

20.2 STRUCTURE OF SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC LAYERS
The purpose of this chapter is to review the operating characteristics of silver halide
photographic layers. Descriptions of the properties of other light-sensitive materials, such
as photoresists, can be found in Ref. 4.
Silver-halide-based photographic layers consist of a suspension of individual crystals of
silver halide, called grains , dispersed in gelatin and coated on a suitable ‘‘support’’ or
‘‘base.’’ The suspension is termed an emulsion in the field. The grains are composed of
AgCl, AgClBr, AgBr, or AgBrI, the listing being in order of increasing sensitivity. Grain
size ranges from less than 0.1 mm (‘‘Lippmann’’ emulsions) to 2 – 3 mm, depending on the
intended use of the coating. The number of grains per square centimeter of coating surface
is usually very large, of the order of 106 – 108 grains / cm2. The weights of silver and gelatin
coated per unit area of support vary depending on intended use; usually both fall in the
range 1 – 10 gms / m2. The silver-to-gel ratio may also vary depending on intended use.
Typically, the emulsion may be about 30 to 40 percent silver by weight, but some
special-purpose materials, such as films to record Schumann-wavelength-region radiation,
contain very little gelatin.
For modern materials, both the emulsion and the coating structure can be very
complex. The emulsion layer is much more than silver halide in gelatin, containing
additional agents such as hardeners, antifoggants, fungicides, surfactants, static control
agents, etc. Likewise, the coating structure may be very complex. Even some black-andwhite materials consist of layers of two different emulsions coated one over the other, and
a thin, clear layer of gelatin is often coated over the emulsion(s) to provide some
mechanical protection. In the case of color films, as many as 15 layers may be
superimposed, some of them of the order of 1 mm thick. The thickness of the complete
coating varies from about 3 mm to about 25 mm in normal films.
Commercially available emulsions are coated on a variety of glass, plastic (film), and
paper supports (or ‘‘bases’’). Glass is used for mechanical rigidity, spatial stability, or
surface flatness.
Two different types of plastic are available commercially as film supports: cellulose
acetate and polyethylene terephthalate (trade names ‘‘Cronar,’’ ‘‘Estar,’’ and ‘‘Mylar’’). Of
the two types, Mylar is superior in strength, flexibility, and spatial stability. However, the
material is birefringent and its physical properties may be different in orthogonal
directions. Also, these directions may not be aligned with the length or width of the
sample. The anisotropic properties arise from the method of manufacture. Although not
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as tough as Mylar, cellulose acetate is, of course, fully adequate for most purposes. Also,
this material is isotropic and easier to slit and perforate. Typical supports for roll films are
around 4 mils (102 mm) thick, and for sheet films, 7 mils (178 mm), and other thicknesses
are available. Most films are also coated on the back side of the support. The ‘‘backing’’
may be a layer of clear gelatin applied for anticurl protection, or of gelatin dyed with a dye
that bleaches during processing, and provides both anticurl and antihalation protection.
Lubricants and antistatic agents may also be coated, either on the front or back of the film.
Properties of supports are discussed in Ref. 1.

20.3 GRAINS
The grain is the radiation-sensing element of the film or plate. It is a face-centered cubic
crystal, with imperfections in the structure. For the most part, the grains act as
independent receptors. In general, the larger grains are faster. The properties of the
individual grains are controlled by the precipitation conditions and the after-precipitation
treatment. Details of these matters are proprietary, but some discussion is given in Refs. 2
and 3. From the user’s standpoint, the important fact is that when the grain is exposed to
sufficient radiation it forms a ‘‘latent-image speck’’ and becomes dey elopable by a
solid-state process called the ‘‘Gurney-Mott mechanism.’’ An excellent review of grains
and their properties is given by Sturmer and Marchetti in chap. 3 of Ref. 4.

20.4 PROCESSING
The exposed halide layer is converted to a usable image by the chemical processes of
development and fixation.
Development consists of reducing exposed crystals from silver halide to metallic silver,
and a developing agent is an alkaline solution of mild reducer that reduces the grains
having latent image specks, while not attacking the unexposed grains. Generally, once
development starts the entire grain is reduced if the material is allowed to remain
in the developer solution. Also, in most cases adjacent grains will not be affected,
although developers can be formulated that will cause adjacent grains to be reduced
(‘‘infectious developers’’). The number of quanta that must be absorbed by a grain to
become developable is relatively small, of the order 4 – 40, while the developed grain
contains on the order of 106 atoms. The quantum yield of the process is thus very high,
accounting for the speed of silver-based materials.
The remainder of the process consists essentially of removing the undeveloped halide
crystals which are still light-sensitive. The ‘‘fixer’’ is usually an acid solution of sodium
thiosulfate Na2S2O3, called ‘‘hypo’’ by photographers. The fixing bath usually serves as a
gelatin hardener also. The thiosulfate reacts with the halide of the undeveloped grains to
form soluble silver complexes, which can then be washed out of the emulsion layer. It is
worth noting that proper washing is essential for permanent images. Additional treatments
to promote permanence are available. Processing is discussed in detail in Refs. 2, 3, and 5,
and image permanence in Ref. 6.
The exposed and processed silver halide layer thus consists of an array of grains of
metallic silver, dispersed in a gelatin matrix. In color films, the silver is removed, and the
‘‘grains’’ are tiny spheres of dyed gelatin (color materials will be discussed below). Either
type of grain acts as an absorber; in addition, the metallic silver grains act as scatterers.
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The transmittance or reflectance of the layer is thus reduced and, from the user’s
standpoint, this change constitutes the response of the layer.

20.5 EXPOSURE
From fundamental considerations it is apparent that the dimensions of exposure must be
energy per unit area. Exposure H is defined by
H 5 Et

(1)

where t is the time for which the radiation is allowed to act on the photosensitive layer,
and therefore E must be the irradiance on the layer. The symbol H is used here for
exposure in accordance with international standards, but it should be noted that in many
publications, especially older ones, E is used for exposure and I for irradiance, so that the
defining expression for exposure becomes E 5 It.
Strictly speaking, H and E in Eq. (1) should be in radiometric units. However,
photographic exposures are customarily stated not in radiometric but in photometric units.
This is done mostly for historical reasons; the English scientists Hurter and Driffield, who
pioneered photographic sensitometry in 1891, measured the incident flux in their
experiments in lumens / m2, or lux. Their unit of exposure was thus the lux-second (old
term, meter-candle-second). Strictly speaking, of course, weighting the incident flux by the
relative visibility function is wrong or at least unnecessary, but in practice it works well
enough because in most cases the photographer wishes to record what he or she sees, i.e.,
the visible spectrum. Conversion between radiometric and photometric units is discussed
by Altman, Grum, and Nelson.7
Also, it should be noted that equal values of the exposure product (Et ) may produce
different outputs on the developed film because of a number of exposure effects which are
described in the literature.8 A complete review of radiometry and photometry is given in
Chap. 24 of this Handbook.

20.6 OPTICAL DENSITY
As noted above, the result of exposure and processing is a change in the transmittance or
reflectance of the layer. However, in photography, the response is usually measured in
terms of the optical density , hereafter called the ‘‘density’’ in this chapter. For films
(transmitting samples), density is defined by
D 5 2log T 5 log 1 / T

(2)

where T is the transmittance. (Note: throughout this chapter, ‘‘log’’ indicates the base-10
logarithm.) For either silver grains or color grains, the random dot model of density
predicts that
D 5 0.434 nag
(3)
where n 5 the number of grains per unit area of surface
a 5 the average projective grain area
g 5 the absorbance of the grain
Absorbance in turn is defined as g 5 1 2 (T 1 R ) where T and R are the transmittance and
reflectance of the grain. For silver grains, the absorbance is taken as unity. The above
expression, sometimes known as ‘‘Nutting’s law,’’ is based on a geometric approach, and
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FIGURE 1 Optical system for measuring ISO / ANSI diffuse density with a 208 collection
angle. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Co. ÷ Eastman Kodak Co.)

does not take into account any scattering by the grains. However, of course, opaque silver
particles on a clear background will act as scatterers, and in fact multiple scattering usually
occurs in developed silver layers. This produces an increase in the density of such layers by
a factor of 2 – 33 from that predicted by Nutting’s law. For color films, the refractive index
of the gelatin in the dyed spheres is only negligibly different from that of the surround so
that such layers are not scatterers. Even in the case of silver films, however, Nutting’s law
provides a useful model. Since for a given population of grains a and g will remain
effectively constant, the law states that density should vary as the number of grains per unit
area of surface. This fact is easily verified with a microscope.

Transmission Density
Transmission density is measured in a densitometer. It is worth noting that the device
actually measures the transmittance of the sample and then displays the negative log of the
result. In a normal or macro densitometer the sampling aperture area A is typically 1 mm2
or more in size. When A is small, say, 0.1 mm2 or less, the device becomes a
micro densitometer. Microdensitometers present special problems and will be discussed
below.
Because the scattered light may not reach the sensor of the densitometer when silver
layers are measured, it is necessary to specify the angular subtenses of both the incident
(influx) and emergent (efflux) beams at the sample. Clearly, if scattered light is lost to the
sensor, the indicated density of the sample will increase. Four types of transmission density
are described in an ISO standard,9 of which two are principally important to the user. The
first of these is diffuse density , which is diagrammed in Fig. 1. As can be seen, a collimated
incident beam illuminates an opal glass diffuser. The emulsion side of the sample is placed
in contact with this diffuser, and the flux contained within a cone angle of Ú108 is collected
and evaluated by the sensor. The reverse of this arrangement yields the same density
values and is also permitted by the standard. This is the type of density normally measured
in practice. Physically, it corresponds to the conditions of contact printing.
The other case that is important in practice is projection density, which is diagrammed
in Fig. 2. This case simulates the use of the layer in an optical system. As the figure shows,

FIGURE 2 Optical conditions for projection density measurement.
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light is lost to the efflux system in projection density, the exact amount depending on the
numerical aperture of the optics involved and the scattering characteristics of the sample.
Thus, the projection density of a silver film is usually greater than the diffuse density. The
effective Callier coefficient Q 9 may be defined by
Q9 5

projection density
diffuse density

(4)

This factor can be measured experimentally. For silver films and f / 2 optics, Q 9 < 1.3; for
color films Q 9 < 1.0.

Nonneutral (Color) Density
In many cases, silver densities can be treated as neutrals. For dye densities, i.e., color films,
measured density depends on the spectral characteristics of both the dye and the
densitometer. The spectral response of the instrument is given by
(5)

r l 5 Pl Sl Fl

where r l 5 the response at wavelength l
Pl 5 the power in the densitometer beam at l
Sl 5 the spectral sensitivity of the sensor at l
Fl 5 the transmittance of the densitometer optics at l , specifically including any
filters placed in the densitometer beam
The measured density of a nonneutral layer is then

D 5 log

C

E r dl
E r T dl
l2

l

l1

l2

l

l

l1

D

(6)

where Tl is the transmittance of the layer at wavelength l , and the wavelength limits are
set by the distributions. The response r l of the system is adjusted to be equal to that of the
readout device with which the film is to be used.
Thus, for example, if the sample is to be viewed by an observer, r l is made equal to the
visibility function, and the resulting measurement is called visual density, etc. Instrument
responses have been standardized for sensitometry of color films.10

Reflection Density
When the emulsion is coated on paper the density is measured by reflection. Reflection
density is then defined by
DR 5 2log R

(7)
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where R is reflectance, measured under suitable geometric conditions. The measurement
of reflection density is also described in the standards literature.11

20.7 THE D -LOG H CURVE
In routine sensitometry, samples receive a series of exposures varying by some constant
factor, such as x 2 or x 42. After processing, the measured densities are plotted against the
common logarithm of the exposures that produced them. The resulting curve is known as
the ‘‘D-log H curve,’’ or the ‘‘H & D’’ curve (after Hurter and Driffield, the previously
mentioned pioneers in the field). A typical D-log H curve is shown in Fig. 3.
As shown, the curve is divided into three regions, known as the ‘‘toe,’’ ‘‘straight-line
portion,’’ and ‘‘shoulder,’’ respectively. The fact that an appreciable straight-line portion is
found in many cases is not an indication that the film is a linear responder in this region
because, of course, both axes of the plot are logarithmic. It is worth noting here that the
equation of the straight-line portion of this curve can be written
D 5 g (log H 2 log C )

(8)

where g is the slope of the straight-line portion and C is the exposure at the point where
the extrapolated straight line cuts the exposure axis. Taking antilogarithms, Eq. (8)
becomes
H 2g
T5
(8a )
C

SD

If g 5 21 , T 5 (1 / C )H , and for this special case, the system becomes linear over the
exposure range corresponding to the straight-line portion. A negative value of g indicates
a positiy e image.
A number of useful performance parameters for films are taken from their D-log H
curves, as follows.

FIGURE 3 Typical D-log H curve for a negative photographic material. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Co. ÷
Eastman Kodak Co.)
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1. Fog: For most films, a certain number of grains will be reduced even though they
have received no exposure at all, or insufficient exposure to form a latent image speck. The
resulting density is called fog. Since it is not exposure-related, and since it tends to veil any
information recorded in the toe, excessive fog is very undesirable. For many purposes, the
fog density plus the density of the support are subtracted from the gross density to give the
value of the net density resulting from the exposure. More complicated formulas for
correcting the film’s response for fog grains have been proposed, but are rarely used.
2. Gamma: Traditionally, the slope of the straight-line portion of the D-log H curve is
called the ‘‘gamma.’’ Gamma is a crude measure of the contrast with which the original
object is reproduced; it would be a good measure of this contrast if the object were in fact
recorded entirely on the straight-line portion of the response curve. However, for many
purposes, notably pictorial photography, an appreciable part of the toe is used. This fact
led Niederpruem, Nelson, and Yule to propose the use of an average gradient that
included part of the toe as a measure of the contrast of the reproduction.12 This quantity is
called the contrast index. Since it includes part of the toe, contrast index is less than
gamma. Since information is often recorded in the toe, it is convenient to generalize the
meaning of g to refer to the gradient anywhere along the D-log H curve, and this is done
in this chapter. Note that in this case, the traditional gamma is the maximum value the
gradient attains.
3. Latitude: Latitude can be defined as the log exposure range between the point in
the toe and the point in the shoulder between which the gradient is equal to or greater
than the minimum value required for acceptable recording. Clearly, the latitude of the film
must be at least equal to the log exposure range of the object for proper recording. In
many practical cases the film’s latitude easily exceeds the required range. Note that the
latitude is determined in part by the maximum density that the film can produce.
4. Speed: Speed is defined by the general expression
S5

K
Href

(9)

where K is a proportionality factor and Href is the exposure required to produce some
desired effect. Since the desired effect varies depending on the type of film and the
application, Href also varies. Also, Href can be stated in either radiometric or photometric
units. If Href is given in radiometric units, the proportionality factor K is set to unity, and
the resulting values are termed ‘‘radiometric speeds.’’ Although radiometric speeds are the
fundamental speed values, they are rarely used in practice because, as previously noted,
exposures are usually given in photometric units. In this case, the factor K takes on
different values that depend not only on Href, but also on the characteristics of the
exposure meter, which is standardized.13 Varying the factor K allows a single meter to be
used with all kinds of films and applications, which is a practical necessity. Thus, for
example, the photometric speed (usually simply the ‘‘speed’’) of black-and-white pictorial
films is evaluated from
0.8
S5
(9a )
H0.1
where H0.1 is the exposure in lux-seconds required to produce a density of 0.1 above the
densities of the base plus fog in a specified process. This density level has been shown
empirically to be predictive of excellent tone reproduction quality in the print. Similarly,
for color slide films
10
S5
(10)
Hm
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FIGURE 4 A family of characteristic curves for development
times as shown, with corresponding plots of contrast index and
gamma. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Co. ÷ Eastman
Kodak Co.)

where Hm is the exposure to reach a specified position on the film’s D-log H curve. Again,
Hm was established empirically. The above two examples show how the two factors
involved in determining a photometric or practical speed can vary. A number of other
speeds have been defined and are described in the literature.14
Variation of Sensitometry with Processing
The rate of reduction of the exposed photographic grain depends on the characteristics of
the grain itself, the formulation of the developer, and its temperature. In general, the
reaction is allowed to continue until substantially all exposed grains have been reduced,
and ended before fog becomes excessive. Many modern films are hardened and able to
withstand processing temperatures up to, say, 408C. Development times are often chosen
on the basis of convenience and usually run in the order of 5 – 10 min in nonmachine
processing. As development time and / or temperature are increased, the amount of density
generated naturally increases. Thus for a given film a whole family of response curves can
be produced, as shown in Fig. 4. As development time is lengthened, gamma and contrast
index also increase. Typical behavior of these parameters is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.

20.8 SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY
The spectral absorption of the silver halide grain extends only to about 500 nm, and thus
the inherent sensitivity of the grain is limited to regions shorter than that limit. However, it
was discovered by Vogel in 1873 that sensitivity could be extended to longer wavelengths
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FIGURE 5 Spectral sensitivity curves for a modern negative material
sensitized to about 690 nm. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Co. ÷
Eastman Kodak Co.)

by dyeing the grains, and over the years the effective sensitivity range was extended into
the infrared. Presently, materials are available usefully sensitized out to about 1.2 mm, but
it should be noted that IR materials tend to have poor shelf life, and may require special
handling. For our purposes, we may say that the sensitizing dye absorbs the incident
energy in the required spectral region and transfers the energy to the grain in a manner
that produces the required latent-image speck. The mechanisms are discussed in Ref. 3,
chap. 10.
The spectral sensitivity of a photographic layer is usually specified by a family of curves
showing log (1 / HD ) vs l , where HD is the exposure in ergs / cm2 of wavelength l required
to produce some stated density. Spectral sensitivity values are thus radiometric speeds.
Typical curves are shown in Fig. 5. In practical work, three broad classes of sensitization
are recognized, which are called ‘‘color-blind’’ (or blue-sensitive), orthochromatic (additionally sensitized to green), and panchromatic (additionally sensitized to green and red).
Most modern general-purpose materials are panchromatic.
In general, the shape of the spectral sensitivity curve follows that of the spectral
absorption of the layer. It should also be noted that the gradient of the D-log H curve will
be affected by the absorption of the layer. Gamma may therefore vary as a function of
wavelength, and is generally somewhat lower in the blue and UV regions of the spectrum.
This means that if the material is being used as a radiometer, it must be calibrated at the
wavelength(s) of interest.

20.9 RECIPROCITY FAILURE
It was noted above that the exact response of a photographic layer may change due to
exposure effects. Of these, the phenomenon of reciprocity failure is the most important in
practical photography.
By definition [Eq. (1)] exposure is simply the product of the irradiance and time, and
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nothing in this definition specifies the magnitude of either factor. However, the developed
density resulting from a given calculated exposure is often found to depend on the rate at
which the radiation is supplied, all other factors being held constant. Broadly speaking,
exposure times of about 0.01 – 1.0 sec are most efficient in producing density, the exact
values depending on the film involved. Times much outside the above range tend to
produce lower density for the same calculated exposure. The emulsion-maker has some
ways of minimizing the effect, and usually attempts to optimize the response for the
exposure times expected to be used with the material. Reciprocity failure is discussed in
detail in Ref. 3, chap. 4, sec. II.
The loss of efficiency for short-time and correspondingly high-irradiance exposures is
termed ‘‘high-intensity reciprocity failure,’’ and that for long exposure times (low
irradiances) is termed ‘‘low-intensity reciprocity failure.’’ The Gurney-Mott mechanism
explains both types of failure well. Note also that the names are misnomers; the terms
should, of course, be high and low irradiance.
Only limited data are available, but the gradient of the D-log H curve tends to decrease
as exposure times are shortened. An example is shown in data published by Hercher and
Ruff.15 Limited data also indicate that the speed loss due to high-intensity failure stabilizes
for times shorter than about 1025 sec.16 Essentially, the amount of reciprocity failure is
independent of exposing wavelength.17 This is to be expected.
Reciprocity failure may be a considerable problem for photographers working in
specialized time domains, such as oscilloscope photography or astronomy. Astronomers
have been able to devise user treatments for minimizing low-intensity failure.18 For the
practical photographer, reciprocity failure sometimes appears as a problem in color
photography. If the RF of the three sensor layers differs, the resulting picture may be ‘‘out
of balance,’’ i.e., grays may reproduce as slightly tinted. This is very undesirable, and
correction filter recommendations are published for some films for various exposure times.

20.10 DEVELOPMENT EFFECTS
Beside exposure effects the final density distribution in the developed image may be
affected by ‘‘development effects’’ arising from chemical phenomena during development.
Various names such as ‘‘border effect,’’ ‘‘fringe effect,’’ ‘‘Eberhard effect,’’ etc., are applied
to these phenomena; what we shall here term ‘‘edge effect’’ may be important in practice.
Consider a sheet of black-and-white film developing in a tray, and assume for purposes
of discussion that there is no motion of the developer. Since developing agent must be
oxidized as halide is reduced, and since the by-products of this reaction may themselves
be development inhibitors, it can be seen that local variations of developer activity will be
produced in the tray, with the activity decreasing as density increases. Agitation of the
solution in the tray reduces the local variations, but usually does not eliminate them
entirely, because it is the developer that has diffused into the gelatin matrix that is actually
reacting. Now an ‘‘edge’’ is a boundary between high- and low-density areas, as shown in
Fig. 6. Because of the local exhaustion and the diffusion phenomena, the variation of
developer activity within the layer will be as shown by the dotted line in the figure. The
result is that the developed density near the edge on the low-density side tends to
decrease, and on the high-density side tends to increase, as also shown in the figure. In
other words, the density distribution at the edge is changed; this actually occurs to some
degree in much practical work and has interesting consequences, as will be discussed
below.
The local exhaustion of the developer may also be important in color films where
development in one layer (see below) may affect the response of an adjacent layer. In
color photography, the phenomenon is called ‘‘interimage effect.’’
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FIGURE 6 Distributions of developer activity and density
resulting from a step-function input in the presence of edge
effect.

20.11 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Color photography has been extensively reviewed by Kapecki and Rodgers.19 With one
exception at the time of writing, all commercially available color films employ subtractive
color reproduction. The exception is an instant film for color slides marketed by Polaroid
Corporation, which employs additive color. The mechanism involves a reseau of very fine
red, green, and blue stripes, which provide the color separation during the taking of the
photograph, and also the color when the (reversed) image is projected.20
The basic structure of most other color films is similar to that shown in Fig. 7. The
incoming light first encounters a nonspectrally-sensitized emulsion layer, which records
the blue-light elements of the scene. The next layer is a yellow, or minus-blue filter, the
purpose of which is to prevent any blue light from reaching the other two emulsion layers.

FIGURE 7 Schematic tripack structure of a color
film.
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This yellow filter is usually composed of ‘‘Carey Lea,’’ or colloidal silver dispersed in
gelatin. Such sols are yellow. The reason for using Carey Lea silver is that all metallic
silver is removed from the film during processing anyway, and the necessary removal of the
filter layer is thus accomplished automatically.
Moving downward in the stack, the next layer is an ortho-sensitized emulsion. Since any
blue light has been blocked by the yellow filter, this layer records the green-light elements
of the scene. The final layer in the stack is sensitized to red light but not to green light and
this layer serves to record the red elements of the scene. Modern films usually contain
many more than the four layers indicated here, but the operating principles of the film can
be discussed in terms of such a ‘‘tripack.’’ In accordance with the principles of subtractive
color reproduction, the images in the three separation records are then converted to
yellow, magenta, and cyan dyes, respectively, and the final image is composed of these
dyes, without the developed silver, which is either removed chemically or left behind,
depending on the exact material.
Within this broad framework, films can be separated into two classes: chromogenic and
nonchromogenic. In the former class, the dyes are not coated in the film, but are formed
during the processing by a reaction called ‘‘coupling.’’ In coupling, the by-products of the
halide reduction reaction serve as components for a second reaction in which dye is
formed; the amount of dye thus increases as density increases. The components of the
dye-forming reaction (i.e., other than the development byproducts) may be present in the
developing solution (Eastman Kodak Co., ‘‘Kodachrome’’) or, more generally, coated
within the various layers (Kodacolor, Polaroid ‘‘One Film,’’ Agfachrome, Fujicolor, etc.).
After the required dyes are formed, the developed silver is removed by a chemical process
termed ‘‘bleaching.’’
The advantage of incorporating the couplers in the various layers of the tripack is
simpler processing, but because of the additional material in the layers, such films tend to
be not as sharp as the nonincorporated-coupler types. Chromogenic color films are
available both as slide materials, in which the film undergoes a reversal process,21 and as
color negative—color print materials in which a dye negative is formed and then printed
onto a color paper whose structure is fundamentally similar to that of the films.
The principal example of the nonchromogenic film is the Polaroid Instant Color Film.
In this film the yellow, magenta, and cyan dyes are actually coated in the structure, along
with the blue, green, and red-sensitive emulsions. When development takes place in a
given layer, the corresponding dye is immobilized. The dye that has not been immobilized
in the three layers migrates to a ‘‘receiver’’ layer, where it is mordanted. Since the amount
of dye that migrates decreases as the original density increases , the result is a positive color
image formed in the receiver. The material has been described in more detail in a paper by
Land,22 and also in chap. 6 of Ref. 4.
The image in a color film thus essentially consists of three superimposed dye images.
Typical spectrophotometric curves for dyes formed by coupling reactions are shown in Fig.
8. The density of any one of these dye layers taken by itself is known as an analytical
density. Note, however, that all the dyes show some ‘‘unwanted’’ absorption—that is,
absorption in spectral regions other than the specific region that the dye is supposed to
control. Thus the total density of the layer at any wavelength is the sum of the
contributions of all three dyes; this type of density is known as ‘‘integral density.’’ The
integral density curve is also shown in Fig. 8.
The reproduction of color by photographic systems has been discussed by Hunt23 and
many others.24 In general, exact colorimetric reproduction is not achieved, but for most
purposes the reproduction of the hues and luminances in the original scene is satisfactory.
Evans,25 in fact, observes that under the right conditions the ‘‘magnitude of the
reproduction errors that can be tolerated is astonishing.’’ One aspect that is critical for
many workers, especially expert photographers, is the ability of the system to produce
good ‘‘balance,’’ i.e., to reproduce a neutral as a neutral. This requirement is so important
that one of the types of density that is measured for dye layers is the equiy alent neutral
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FIGURE 8 Spectral dye density curves for a color
film. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Co. ÷
Eastman Kodak Co.)

density (END) which is defined as the visual neutral density that a dye layer would
produce if combined with the correct amounts of the other two dyes (whatever those
correct amounts may be). When the ENDs of the three layers are equal, the system is in
balance, and color-film sensitometry is therefore often done in terms of ENDs. Further
discussion of color sensitometry and densitometry may be found in Ref. 3, chap. 18.

20.12 MICRODENSITOMETERS
As indicated above, a microdensitometer is a densitometer designed to measure the
density of a small area. The sampling apertures are typically slits which may be as narrow
as 1 – 2 mm in nominal width. The sample is scanned over the aperture, creating a record of
density as a function of position on the sample surface, i.e., distance.
In practical instruments, the small sampling aperture dimensions are achieved by
projecting an enlarged image of the film onto a physical aperture. The optical system
produces some effects not encountered in macrodensitometers, as follows.
1. In general, microdensitometers measure projection, or semispecular, density. As
already noted, projection density is higher than diffuse density for silver layers, and the
exact value of the effective Callier coefficient Q 9 depends in part on the numerical aperture
of the optical system. Thus two microdensitometers fitted with optics of different NAs may
give different density values for the same sample. Furthermore, macrodensity data are
usually in terms of diffuse density, so that data from the microdensitometer should be
corrected if intercomparisons are to be made. The effective Callier coefficient for the
specific optics-sample combination is easily determined by measuring suitable areas of
sample both in the microdensitometer and a macrodensitometer, and taking the ratios of
the values.
2. The presence of stray light in the system tends to lower the measured density. This
problem is especially troublesome in microdensitometry because of the types of images
that are often encountered. Thus, for example, when an interface between clear and dense
areas—that is, an edge—is scanned, stray light will distort the record in the manner shown
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FIGURE 9 Effect of stray light in the microdensitometer on the apparent density distribution at an
edge.

in Fig. 9. If the image is that of a star or spectroscopic line, this behavior results in an
artifically low density reading. It is very important to control stray light as completely as
possible in microdensitometry.
3. One feature of the usual microdensitometer optical system, installed for control of stray
light, is the ‘‘preaperture,’’ a field stop that limits the area of the sample that is illuminated.
Because of this preaperture, and the optical system, a normal microdensitometer is a
partially coherent system. This means that the instrument may respond to path-length
differences in the sample as well as to density differences. This is undesirable since in
practice it is the density differences that carry the information. Partial coherence in
microdensitometers has been studied by Thompson and by Swing among others, and the
results are summarized by Dainty and Shaw.26 It has been shown that the coherence effects
can be minimized by satisfying two conditions. In the first condition, the width W of the
preslit
4l
W$
(11a )
NAin
The second condition is
…s
NAin
(11b )
511
NAeff
…o
where

l 5 the wavelength of the light
NAin 5 numerical aperture of the influx optics
NAeff 5 numerical aperture of the efflux optics
… s 5 maximum spatial frequency in the sample
… o 5 spatial frequency cutoff of the scanning objective

If, for example … o 5 3… s , then NAin / NAeff $ 1.3. A microdensitiometer arranged to
minimize coherence problems is called a linear microdensitometer. Note that the two
conditions above conflict with conditions commonly adopted to control stray light.

20.13 PEFORMANCE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
The following discussion of performance is limited to those aspects which are properties of
the system, and excludes such aspects as the skill of the photographer, etc. Of those
aspects, which we may term ‘‘technical’’ quality parameters, the most important is tone
reproduction. The subject is divided into two areas: subjective tone reproduction and
objective tone reproduction. Subjective tone reproduction is concerned with the relation
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FIGURE 10 Preferred tone reproduction for viewing under typical room lighting conditions.

between the brightness sensations produced in the observer’s mind when the scene is
viewed and when the picture is viewed. Since the sensation of brightness depends
markedly on the viewing conditions and the observer’s state of adaptation, the subjective
tone reproduction of a given picture is not constant, and this aspect of the general subject
is not often measured in the photographic laboratory. It is discussed by Kowalski.27
Objective tone reproduction is concerned with the reproduction of the luminance and
luminance differences of the scene as luminances in the final output. Tone reproduction
studies apply equally well to projected images, prints, transparencies, and video images,
but a negative-print system is usually assumed for discussion. It is easy to show that the log
luminance of a print area, log Lp 5 C 2 Dp , where C is a constant determined by the
illuminance on the print and Dp is the density of the print area. Thus tone reproduction
curves are usually plotted in the form of the print density versus the log luminance of the
corresponding scene element (Fig. 10). Although both the scene luminances and the print
densities are fixed quantities, the viewer’s reaction still depends on the illumination level at
which the picture is seen.
It has been shown empirically that for paper prints viewed under typical ‘‘room lighting
conditions,’’ the preferred tone reproduction curve is the solid line in Fig. 10. Perfect
objective tone reproduction, defined as the case where DDp 5 2D log Lsc for all scene
luminance levels, would be the dotted line in the figure. Thus under typical room lighting
conditions viewers prefer a reproduction that has somewhat more contrast and less density
than the ‘‘perfect’’ result. This preference will, however, change with illumination and
stray light levels.
The exact shape of the tone reproduction curve obtained with a given system depends
on the shape of the negative and positive D-log H curves, and also on the stray-light
characteristic of the camera system. (Excessive stray light in the camera can be very
deleterious to tone reproduction quality.) Using a graphic method devised by Jones and
described by Nelson and others,28 the effect of the D-log H curves and the stray light on
the tone reproduction can be studied.

20.14 IMAGE STRUCTURE
The other two technical quality parameters of a photographic system are its sharpness and
graininess, to use the most familiar terms for these properties. These properties are often
lumped together under the general term ‘‘image structure.’’ Actually, in photoscience the
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TABLE 1 Performance Data for Types of Materials1
Type

SPD2

g

Gran.3

… 504

B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W

microfilm
very slow camera neg.
slow camera neg.
fast camera neg.
very fast camera neg.

80
25
100
400
1600 – 3200

3.0
0.5 – 3.5
0.5 – 1.1
0.5 – 1.0
0.5 – 1.0

6
5 –7
8 –9
10 – 14
18

.200
80 – 145
65 – 120
50 – 100
70

Color
Color
Color
Color

neg.
neg.
neg.
neg.

very slow
slow
fast
very fast

25 – 50
100 – 160
400
1000 – 1600

0.65
0.60 – 0.80
0.65 – 0.80
0.80

4 –5
4 –6
5 –7
8 – 11

40 – 60
30 – 70
25 – 40
25 – 35

Color
Color
Color
Color

rev.
rev.
rev.
rev.

slide
slide
slide
slide

25 – 50
100
400
800 – 1600

1.8 – 2.3
2.0 – 3.0
2.0 – 2.4
2.2 – 2.8

9 – 10
10 – 13
15 – 20
22 – 28

30 – 40
25 – 30
20
16 – 20

21.76
21.6

NA
NA

very slow
slow
fast
very fast

Instant print films5
—Black and white
—Color

3000
100

3 –4
2.5

1

Data are as of early 1993 and were obtained from publications of the manufacturers listed in
Sec. 20.21. They are presented as published. Note that products are frequently changed or improved.
2
Speeds are calculated in different ways for various classes of product. The values given are
suitable for use with standard exposure meters.
3
Values represent 10003 the standard deviation of the diffuse density, measured at an average
density of 1.0 using a 48-mm circular aperture. The exact granularity of a print depends on the
characteristics of the print material and the printer as well as the granularity of the negative.
4
Values show the spatial frequency at which the modulation transfer function is 50 percent.
5
MTF values apply to the final print.
6
Negative sign arises from the definition of gamma for the case of a positive image.

term sharpness and graininess are reserved for the subjective aspects of the phemomena,
and measurement of these properties requires psychometric testing. Since such testing is
expensive and time-consuming, objective correlates of both properties have been defined,
and methods for measurement have been established. The objective correlate of sharpness
is termed acutance , and of graininess is termed granularity . Image structure data for
various kinds of materials are given in Table 1, along with speed and contrast values.

20.15 ACUTANCE
The original proposal for measuring acutance was made by Higgins and Jones29 in 1952. It
involved calculating a value from a microdensitometer trace of a test edge. However, the
visual processes that occur when an observer views an edge are complex, and the
straightforward calculation proposed by Higgins and Jones fails to predict the sensation of
sharpness produced by some edge distributions. At about the same time, the optical
transfer function (OTF) and related concepts began to be widely used in optics, and these
were soon applied to photographic materials also.
The concepts of the point and line spread functions are essentially identical in optics
and photoscience; in the photographic layer the smearing of the point (or line) input is
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FIGURE 11 Modulation transfer functions of Kodak Technical Pan Film
for three conditions of development. Note that the response at low
frequencies exceeds 100%. (Reprinted courtesy Eastman Kodak Co. ÷
Eastman Kodak Co.)

caused by diffraction around the grains, refraction through them, and reflection from them.
These phenomena are usually lumped together and termed ‘‘scattering,’’ and have been
treated by Gasper and dePalma.30 Likewise, the concept of the optical transfer function, or
the Fourier transform of the LSF, is basically the same in optics and photography.
However, three important differences should be noted for the photographic case. (1) The
emulsion is isotropic, so that the PSF and LSF are always symmetrical, and the complex
OTF reduces to the modulation transfer function (MTF) only. (2) Unlike lenses,
photographic layers are stationary, but are generally nonlinear. Therefore, all data and
calculations must be in terms of exposure or allied quantities. When the calculations are
complete, the results are converted to density via the D-log H curve. (3) The presence of
edge effects tends to raise the MTF curve, so that for low frequencies the measured
response values are often found to be greater than 100 percent. The subject is treated in
detail by Dainty and Shaw.31 Typical MTF curves for a film, showing the overshoot, are
given in Fig. 11. Data for MTF curves of various types of films are also given in Table 1.
The value given shows the spatial frequency for which the transfer factor drops to 50
percent.
The chain relating the MTF curve to image sharpness is the same as in optics: a high
MTF curve transforms to a narrow spread function, and this in turn indicates an abrupt
transition of exposure—and therefore density—across the edge. Thus MTF response
values greater than unity, although mathematically anomalous, indicate improved image
sharpness, and this is found to be the case in practice. As a matter of fact, edge effects are
often introduced deliberately to improve sharpness. This is done either by adding suitable
compounds to the coating itself, or by adjusting the developer formulation. The process is
similar to the electronic ‘‘crispening’’ often used in television.
An index of sharpness can be computed from the MTF data by a procedure first
suggested by Crane and later modified by Gendron.32 These workers were interested
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mainly in films, but they recognized that the film is one component of a system; e.g., a
color slide system involves a camera lens, the film (and process), a projector lens, the
screen, and the observer’s eye. The MTF of the system is then the cascaded MTFs of these
components. Gendron suggested that the area under the cascaded MTF be taken as the
stimulus that produced the sensation of sharpness. A formula was proposed that produced
a sharpness index scaled to 100. This index, now called CMT-Acutance (to distinguish it
from the original Higgins-Jones acutance) has been found to correlate well with subjective
data, and is used in the industry. Note that the treatment above has been simplified for the
sake of brevity; details are available in Gendron’s paper.

20.16 GRAININESS
The granular nature of the photographic image is one of its most significant characteristics.
It may appear to the observer as an unpleasant roughness in what should be uniform areas,
but it may also interfere with extracting information from the image. In the former case it
is an aesthetic problem; in the latter case the structure is equivalent to noise in a
communications channel. In either case it is desirable to measure the phenomenon
objectively and in engineering terms.
The procedure now used for making these objective measurements was proposed by E.
W. H. Selwyn in 1935.33 He postulated that if the density of a uniformly exposed and
processed layer were measured at many places using a suitable sampling aperture, the
population of density values so obtained would be approximately gaussianly distributed
around the mean. This being so, the variability for a given mean density is completely
described by the standard deviation of the values. This quantity is termed the rms granularity , s (D ) , and has indeed been shown to correlate with the subjective graininess.34
It might be noted that calculating the standard deviation of the density is mathematically
improper, since the underlying transmittance values are being multiplied. To avoid this
problem the rms-granularity is formally defined by

s (D ) 5

0.434s (T )
#
T

(12)

where T is transmittance. However, it can be shown that when s (T ) is small compared to
# , the error involved in calculating directly in density is small, and this is often done in
T
practice.
Selwyn also showed that the measured value of s (D ) depended upon A , the area of the
sampling aperture. The product s (D )A1/2 may be termed the Selwyn coefficient & ; for
black-and-white films exposed to light, Selwyn showed that it should be constant, and this
relation is called ‘‘Selwyn’s law.’’ Thus s (D )A1/2 is a measure of sample graininess no
matter what the size of the sampling aperture. Unfortunately, the Selwyn coefficient does
not remain constant with changes of aperture size for very important classes of samples.
Selwyn’s law may fail for prints and enlargements, black-and-white or color, for many
color materials even if not enlarged, and also for radiographs, especially screened
radiographs. For such materials s (D ) still increases as A decreases, but not at a rate
sufficient to keep the Selwyn coefficient constant, and it (the coefficient) is therefore not
useful as an objective measure of graininess.
Stultz and Zweig35 found that they obtained good correlation between s (D ) and the
sensation of graininess when the sampling aperture was selected in accordance with the
rule
d (m) ? Mθ < 515
(13)
where d (m) is the diameter of the sampling aperture in mm, and Mθ is the angular
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magnification36 at which the photograph is seen by the viewer. Mθ is readily calculated
from the relation
Mθ 5

m
4V

(13a )

where m is the ordinary lateral magnification between the film image and the image
presented to the viewer, and V is the viewing distance in meters.
An American standard37 exists for the measurement of rms-granularity. This standard
specifies that samples be scanned with a 48-mm-diameter aperture; for such an aperture,
rms-granularity values for commercial films range from about 0.003 to 0.050 at an average
density of 1.0. In practice, these values are often multiplied 31000 to eliminate the
decimals. It is worth noting that, experimentally, the measurement of rms-granularity is
subject to many sources of error, such as sample artifacts. The standard discusses sources
of error and procedures for minimizing them, and is recommended reading for those who
must measure granularity.
While in practice rms-granularity serves well as an objective correlate of graininess, the
situation is complicated by the fact that there are two broadly different types of granular
pattern. Silver grains are small, opaque, and in nearly all cases are situated randomly and
independently in the coating. The granular structure in an enlargement, however, is
composed of clusters of print-stock grains that reproduce the exposure pattern coming
from the enlarged negative grains. This type of granular pattern tends to be large and
soft-edged compared to the pattern arising from the primary grains. The patterns found in
such samples as color films and screened radiographs are generally similar to those found
in enlargements. Microdensitometer traces of these two structures are illustrated in Fig. 12.
A little thought will show that the two patterns shown in the figure might have the same
mean and standard deviation, and yet the two patterns look entirely different. When
different types of patterns are involved, the rms-granularity above is not a sufficient
descriptor. The work by Bartleson which showed the correlation between graininess and
rms-granularity was done with color negative films having similar granular structures.
As discussed by Dainty and Shaw,38 further objective analysis of granular patterns may
be carried out in terms of the autocorrelation function :
1
x 5` 2x

f (τ ) 5 lim

E

1x

d (x )d (x 1 τ ) dx

2x

FIGURE 12 Microdensitometer traces of (a ) primary silver grains and (b ) granular structure of a
print.

(14)
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#
d (x ) 5 Dx 2 D
Dx 5 the density reading at point x on the sample
# 5 mean density
D
#
d (x 1 τ ) 5 Dx 1τ 2 D
τ 5 a small increment of distance

Note carefully that for the sake of simplicity it has been assumed that the sample is
scanned by a very long, narrow slit, so that the autocorrelation function reduces to a
one-dimensional function. If the sample is scanned by a small circular aperture it will be
two-dimensional. The use of a slit is common in practice. For the case where τ 5 0 , we
have
1 1x
f (0) 5 lim
(15)
[d (x )]2 dx 5 s 2
x 5` 2x 2x

E

Let f (τ ) be calculated for several different values of τ , including values smaller than
the slit width. Since when τ , w the slit will contain some of the same grains at points x
and x 1 τ , correlation is observed. If there is no spatial correlation in the actual sample,
f (τ ) 5 0 for τ . w. Positive values of f (τ ) for τ . w are an indication of spatial
correlation in the sample; that is, large-scale grain.
In practice, it is convenient to carry out the analysis of large-scale patterns in the spatial
frequency domain. The Wiener-Khintchin theorem states that what is called the ‘‘Wiener
spectrum’’ or power spectrum of the granularity distribution is the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function; that is,

E

`

WS (… ) 5

f (τ )e i2π… τ dτ

(16)

WS (… )e 2i 2π… τ d…

(16a )

2`

and also

E

`

f (τ ) 5

2`

where … 5 spatial frequency.
In practice, an approximation of the Wiener spectrum is usually obtained by a direct
Fourier transform of the granularity trace itself according to the expression
1
x 5` 2x

WS (… ) 5 lim

UE

2x

U

2

x

d (x )e i 2π… x dx

(17)

where d (x ) has the same meaning as before, and the horizontal bar indicates that the
average value of several different runs should be taken in order to provide a reasonable
value for the approximation.
Returning to the definition of the autocorrelation function [Eq. (14)] it can be seen that
the measured values of d (x ) and d (x 1 τ ) are each actually the true values convolved with
the slit response. By the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms, this means that in
frequency space
(18)
WS (… )measured 5 WS (… )true xT (… )2
where T (… ) is the modulation transfer factor of the measuring system at spatial frequency
… . If T (… )z is divided out of WS (… )measured the underlying net value WS (… ) is obtained.
When this is done for black-and-white film samples exposed to light, the underlying
spectrum is found to be flat. For the kinds of samples for which Selwyn’s law fails, on the
other hand, the net Wiener spectrum is found to contain excess low-frequency power and
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lack high frequencies. Finally, by the properties of Fourier transforms, the area under the
Wiener spectrum curve is the zero-value of the autocorrelation function. But by Eq. (15)
this zero-value equals s 2 for the sample, so that the area under the WS curve gives the
rms-granularity of the sample. This can also be seen intuitively, since the value of the WS
at special frequency … is simply the noise power of s 2 in a spatial frequency band
… Ú D… / 2.
Doerner39 has shown that the rms-granularity of a negative can be tracked through a
printer system in terms of the Wiener spectrum of the negative and the modulation
transfer function of the printer system (which includes the MTF of the print stock itself).
Doerner’s expression is
WS (… )p 5 WS (… )n g 2pA(… )2syst 1 WS (… )ps

(19)

where n and p indicate negative and print respectively, ‘‘ps’’ the print stock itself, and the
other symbols have their previous meanings. The granularity / graininess of a print thus
depends on the contrast of the print stock and the spatial frequency response of the printer
system as well as on the graininess of the negative.

20.17 SHARPNESS AND GRAININESS CONSIDERED TOGETHER
In the foregoing discussion, we have considered the sharpness and graininess aspects of the
picture separately. But real photographs frequently suffer from less-than-optimum
sharpness and graininess both. Bartleson40 has studied the subjective quality of such
photographs. He concluded that quality was not a linear combination of sharpness and
graininess. Instead, ‘‘. . . quality tends to be determined primarily by the poorer of the two
attributes. . . . If graininess is high, the print will likely be low in quality regardless of how
sharp it may be or, conversely, if sharpness is low, so also will quality be low regardless of
how grainy the print appears. . . .’’
Bartleson’s results are of interest in assessing the quality of electronic images, since, at
least at the time of writing, such images exhibit low graininess, but also low sharpness. On
the basis of Bartleson’s work, such images would be judged to be of low subjective quality.
In a comparison of electronic and film imagery published in 1990, Ikenoue and Tabei41
rated the quality of the former as poor because of the sharpness level.

20.18 SIGNAL-TO -NOISE RATIO AND DETECTIVE
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
Since the information in a photograph is normally carried by the density variation, we may
usefully define the output signal-to-noise ratio of the photography by
S / Nout 5

# g
DD
5 ? D log H
s
s

(20)

# is the mean density difference between an element to be detected and its
where DD
surround, and s is the rms-granularity of the surround. By Selwyn’s law, s (D ) varies as
the area of the sampling aperture changes; it is convenient here to take the sampling
aperture area A as equal to the area of the image element. Furthermore, for DH
sufficiently small we may write
g DH
(21)
S / Nout 5 0.434 ?
s H
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Note that g / s is a property of the film; it is termed the detectiy ity . DH / H , on the other
hand, is a property of the object; in fact, it is the object contrast. Practical tests have shown
that S / Nout should be 4 – 5 if the element is to be detected against its surround, and 8 – 10 if
it is to be recognized.42
In 1946, Albert Rose of RCA published a paper43 in which he discussed the
performances of the TV pickup tube, the photographic layer, and the human eye on a
unified basis. His approach was to compare their performances with that of an ‘‘ideal
device,’’ that is, a radiation detector whose performance was limited only by the quantum
nature of the incoming radiation. Such a perfect detector would report the arrival of every
incoming quantum, and add no noise to the signal.
In 1958, R. Clark Jones of Polaroid expanded Rose’s work with specific application to
photographic layers.44 Jones proposed the term detectiy e quantum efficiency (DQE) for
Rose’s performance indicator, and defined it by the expression

FSS//NN G 5 FSS//NN G 5 FSS//NN G
2

DQE 5

2

2

out

out

out

ideal

max

in

(22)

where S / Nout is the signal-to-noise ratio produced by the actual device, and S / N ideal is the
ratio that would be produced by the ideal device, given the same input. By the definition of
the ideal device, S / Nideal 5 S / Nmax 5 S / Nin, where S / Nin is the signal-to-noise ratio in the
input, and is due to the quantum nature of the input. The ratio is squared to make the
DQE compatible with various other concepts.
It is easy to derive an expression for the S / N ratio of the input; when this is combined
with Eq. (21) the result is

F0.434& gG ? q1
2

DQE 5

(23)

where & is the Selwyn coefficient and q is the average exposure received by the image in
quanta per unit area. Since (1 / q ) is the radiometric speed of the film, it can be seen that the
DQE is a performance parameter that combines the gain (gamma), noise, and speed of the
layer. As written, the DQE does not involve the sharpness aspect, but this can be included
also.45
Since Eq. (23) involves standard photographic parameters, it is readily evaluated for a
given material. When this is done, it is found that the DQE of typical materials is on the
order of 1 to 3 percent, peaking sharply at low densities in the case of black-and-white
films. Note that DQE can be calculated for any sensor for which S / Nout can be derived. It
is interesting to compare the 1 to 3 percent values given above with those of other sensors.
Thus, for example, Jones gives a value of 1 percent for the human eye, and 6 percent for
an image orthicon tube. On the other hand, a suitable photographic layer recording
electrons may approach 100 percent DQE, and a value of 30 percent has been reported for
a screened x-ray film.46 DQE has also served as a useful approach to considering silver
halide mechanisms; see, for example, a paper by Bird, Jones, and Ames that appeared in
Applied Optics in 1969.47
Another figure of merit allied to DQE is the noise equiy alent quanta (NEQ) which is
defined as the number of quanta that a perfect detector would need to produce a record
having the same S / N ratio as the system under consideration. It can be shown that
q 9 5 DQE 3 q

(24)

where q is again the number of quanta / unit area used by the real system, and q 9 the NEQ
of a unit area of image.
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20.19 RESOLVING POWER
The basic procedure used to measure photographic resolving power follows that used in
optics. An American Standard exists.48 The standard provides for a suitable test object to
be reduced optically onto the material to be tested. (Strictly speaking, the test thus
determines the resolution of the lens-film combination, but the resolution capability of the
lenses specified is high compared to that of the film.) The developed image is then studied
in a microscope to determine the highest spatial frequency in which the observer is
‘‘reasonably confident’’ that the structure of the test pattern can still be detected. Thus, as
in optics, the ‘‘last resolved’’ image is a threshold image. However, unlike the optical case,
the limit is set not only by the progressive decrease in image modulation as spatial
frequency increases, but also by the granular nature of the image.
If an exposure series of the test pattern is made, it is found that the spatial frequency of
the limiting pattern goes through a maximum. It is customary to report the spatial
frequency limit for the optimum exposure as the resolving power of the film.
Photographic resolving power is now not much measured, but it retains some interest as
an example of a signal-to-noise ratio phenomenon. Consider the modulation in the various
triplet images in the pattern. By definition,
Hmax 2 Hmin DH
5
#
Hmax 1 Hmin 2H

(25)

DD 5 0 .868g M

(26)

M5
and from Eq. (21),

so that DD within the pattern varies as the modulation, which in turn decreases as the
spatial frequency increases. Furthermore, the area of each of the triplets in the pattern
(assuming the ISO pattern configuration) 5 2.52l 2 5 2.52 / … 2 . Assuming that Selwyn’s law
holds, it follows that s 5 & / A1/2 5 0.4&… 5 C… , where we have lumped the constants. As
the spatial frequency increases, the S / N of the triplet decreases because DD decreases and
the effective rms-granularity increases. The resolving power limit comes at the spatial
frequency where the S / N ratio drops to the limit required for resolution. Such a system has
been analyzed by Schade.49

20.20 INFORMATION CAPACITY
The information capacity, or number of bits per unit area that can be stored on a
photographic layer, depends on the size of the point spread function, which determines the
smallest element that can be recorded, and on the granularity, which determines the
number of gray levels that can be reliably distinguished. The exact capacity level for a
given material depends on the acceptable error rate; for one set of fairly stringent
conditions, Altman and Zweig50 reported levels up to 160 3 106 bits / cm2. Jones51 has
published an expression giving the information capacity of films as
IC 5

1
2

E E log S1 1 NS((…… ,, …… ))D d… d…
`

x

y

x

y

2

0

x

y

(27)

where S and N are the spectral distributions of power in the system’s signal and noise. For
a given spatial frequency, the signal power is given by
S 5 WSi (… )MTF2(… )

(28)

where WSi (… ) is the value of the Wiener spectrum of the input at … and MTF(… ) is the
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value of the film’s MTF at that frequency. The information capacity thus depends on the
frequency response and noise of the system, as would be expected. The matter is discussed
by Dainty and Shaw.52

20.21 LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUFACTURERS
Afga Photo Division
Agfa Corporation
100 Challenger Road
Ridgefield, NJ 07660

Ilford Photo Corporation
70 West Century Boulevard
Paramus, NJ 07653

E. I. duPont de Nemours and Co.
Imaging Systems Department
666 Driving Park Avenue
Rochester, NY 14613

3M Company
Photo Color Systems Division
3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000

Eastman Kodak Co.
343 State Street
Rochester, NY 14650
Tel. 1-800-242-2424 for product info.

Polaroid Corporation
784 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Tel. 1-800-255-1618 for product info.

Fuji Photo Film USA
555 Taxter Road
Elmsford, NY 10523
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21.1 GLOSSARY
Bs
CCDs
CIDs
Ei
Es
e
FO
FOV
fc
fN
flto
Fsi
ftL
Gm
HVPS
II
LLL
lx
Mfot
MCP
MTF
Nessa
Nf
Np
Nps(l )

phosphor screen brightness, photometric units
charge-coupled devices
charge-injection devices
image plane illuminance, lux
scene illuminance, lux
electronic charge, coulombs
fiberoptic
field-of-view, degrees
illuminance, photometric, foot candles 5 lm / ft2
spatial Nyquist frequency, cycle / mm
limiting resolution at fiberoptic taper output
input window signal flux
luminance, photometric (brightness), foot Lamberts 5 lm / ft2
VMCP electron gain, e / e
high-voltage power supply
image intensifier
low-light-level
illuminance, photometric, lux 5 lm / m2
magnification of fiberoptic taper
microchannel plate
modulation transfer function, 0 to 1.0
number of stored SSA electrons per input photoelectron, e / photon
total number of frames, 4
number of photoelectrons, 4
number of photons per second, photon / s
21.1
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PDAs
P
Pp(l )
QLI
Qssa
Rs
Rsn
S (l )
S( f )
SIT
SNR
sb
SSA
Tf
Tfot
Tn
Tssa
Va
Vd
Vm
Vs
Y (l )
Yk
Yssa
τe
τi
τo
Fp

photodiode arrays
phosphor screen efficiency, photon / eV
radiometric power spectral distribution, W
quantum limited imaging
stored SSA charge per input photoelectron from the photocathode, C
scene reflectance, ratio
signal-to-noise ratio, ratio
absolute spectral sensitivity, mA / W
squarewave response versus frequency, cycles / mm
silicon-intensifier-target vidicon
signal-to-noise ratio
luminance, photometric (brightness), stilbs 5 cd / cm2
silicon self-scanned array
filter transmission, 0 to 1.0
transmission of fiber-optic taper, 0 to 1.0
lens T-number 5 FN / 4τ 0
transmission of fiber-optic window on the SSA, 0 to 1.0
phosphor screen, actual applied voltage, V
phosphor screen, ‘‘dead-voltage,’’ V
VMCP applied potential, V
MCP-to-screen applied potential, V
quantum yield (electrons / photon), percent
quantum yield, photoelectrons / photon
SSA quantum yield, e / photon
the exposure period, s
CCD charge integration period, s
lens transmission, 0 to 1.0
photon flux density, photon / m2 / s

21.2 INTRODUCTION
It is appropriate to begin our discussion of image tube intensified (II) electronic imaging
with a brief review of natural illumination levels. Figure 1 illustrates several features of
natural illumination in the range from full sunlight to overcast night sky conditions.
Various radiometric and photometric illuminance scales are shown in this figure. Present
silicon self-scanned array (SSA) TV cameras, having frame rates of 1 / 30 to 1 / 25 s, operate
down to about 0.5 lx minimum illumination.
The generic term self -scanned array is used here to denote any one of several types of
silicon solid-state sensors available today which are designed for optical input. Among
these are charge-coupled devices (CCDs), charge-injection devices (CIDs), and photodiode arrays (PDAs). Vol. I, Chaps. 22 and 23 contain detailed information on these types
of optical imaging detectors. Specially designed low-light-level (LLL) TV cameras making
use of some type of image intensifier must be used for lower exposures, i.e., lower
illumination and / or shorter exposures.
The fundamental reason for using an II SSA camera instead of a conventional SSA
camera is that low-exposure applications require the low-noise optical image amplification
provided by an II to produce a good signal-to-noise ratio from the SSA camera. Other
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FIGURE 1 Various optical illumination ranges.

important applications arise because of the ability to electronically shutter IIs as fast as
1 ns or less and the higher sensitivity of IIs in certain spectral regions. The following
sections deal with the optical interface between the object and the II SSA, microchannel
plate proximity-focused IIs, and II SSA detector assemblies. By using auto-iris lenses and
controlling both the electronic gain and gating conditions of the II, II SSA cameras can
provide an interscene dynamic range covering the full range of twelve orders of magnitude
shown in Fig. 1. Several applications for II SSAs are discussed later in the chapter under
‘‘Applications.’’

21.3 THE OPTICAL INTERFACE
It is necessary to begin our analysis of II SSA cameras with a brief discussion of the
various ways to quantify optical input and exposure. Two fundamental systems are used to
specify input illumination: radiometric and photometric. These systems are briefly
described, and the fundamentals of optical image transfer are discussed. Detailed aspects
of radiometry, photometry, and optical image transfer are discussed in Vol. II, Chaps. 24
and 32. However, enough information is presented in this chapter to allow the reader to
properly design, analyze, and apply II SSA imaging technology for a wide variety of
practical applications.
Quantum Limited Imaging Conditions
Quantum limited imaging (QLI) conditions exist in a wide variety of applications. An
obvious one is that of LLL TV imaging at standard frame rates, i.e., 33-ms exposure
periods, under nighttime illumination conditions. For example, under full moonlight input
faceplate illumination conditions, only ,1000 photons enter a 10 3 10 mm2 image pixel in
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a 33-ms frame period. Assuming a quantum yield of 10 percent, an average of only 100
electrons is generated, and the maximum SNR achievable in each pixel and each frame is
only 4100 5 10. Alternatively, under full unobscured sunlight input faceplate illumination
conditions, an electronically gated camera with gatewidth limited exposure period of 10 ns
produces a total of (1E9 photons / mm2 / s)(10 3 10 mm2)(10 ns) 5 1000 photons, or the same
SNR as for the LLL operating conditions noted above. These are both clearly QLI
operating conditions. II SSA camera technology is used to obtain useful performance in
both of these types of applications. Without the use of an II, a bare SSA does not meet the
requirements for useful SNR under these conditions.
Radiometry
The unit of light flux in the radiometric system is the watt. The watt can be used anywhere
in the optical spectrum to give the number of photons per second (Nps) as a function of
wavelength (l ). Since the photon energy Ep (l ) is
Ep 5

hc
l

(1)

where h is Planck’s constant and c is the velocity of light in vacuum, the radiometric power
Pp (l ), in watts, is given by
hc
Pp (l ) 5
? Nps(l )
(2)
l
or
Nps(l )
Pp (l ) 5 (2 ? 10225) ?
(3)
l

S D

where Nps is the number of photons per second. Alternatively, the photon rate is given by
Nps(l ) 5 (5 3 1024)l Pp (l ) ,

photons / s

(4)

For example, one milliwatt of 633-nm radiation from an He-Ne laser is equivalent to
(5E24)(633E 2 9)(1E 2 3) 5 3.2E15 photons / s.
Radiometric flux density, in W / m2, represents a photon rate per unit area, and
radiometric exposure per unit area is the product of the flux density times the exposure
period. The active surface of a photoelectronic detector produces a current density in
response to an optical flux density input, while a total signal charge is produced per unit
area in the same detector during a given exposure period.
Rose1 has shown that all types of optical detectors, e.g., photographic, electronic, or the
eye, are subject to the same fundamental limits in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (Rsn),
optical input, and exposure period. In summary, the noise in a measured signal of Np
photoelectrons during a fixed exposure period is 4Np, so that
Rsn 5 4Np

(5)

The brightness (Bs ) of a scene that produces this signal in a square pixel of dimensions
( y ? y ), as a result of the optical transfer and conversion from the source to the detector,
possibly through a medium that absorbs, scatters, and focuses photons, is
Bs 5

C ? Np
y2

(6)

where C is a constant. In terms of signal-to-noise ratio,
Bs 5

C ? R 2sn
y2

(7)
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Thus, for twice the signal-to-noise ratio, the scene brightness must be increased four
times, or the throughput of the optical system must be quadrupled, etc. Also, if the pixel
size is reduced by a factor of two, the same changes in scene brightness or optical
throughput must be made in order to maintain the same signal-to-noise ratio. Under QLI
conditions, higher resolution necessarily requires more input flux density for equal
signal-to-noise ratio, and higher resolution inherently implies less sensitivity. The Rose
limit should be used often as a proof check on design and performance estimates of LLL
and other QLI imaging systems.
As an example, assume a simple imaging situation such as a single pixel, e.g., a star in
the nighttime sky, and an II SSA camera having an objective lens of diameter Do . Also
assume that the starlight is filtered, to observe only a narrow wavelength band, and that
the photon flux density from the star is Fp (photon / m2 / s). The number of photoelectrons
produced at the photocathode of the II SSA detector (Np ) is given by
Np 5 Fp ? Tf ?

SπD4 D ? τ ? Y ? τ
2
o

o

k

c

(8)

where Tf is the filter transmission, τ o is the lens transmission, Yk is the quantum yield of the
window / photocathode assembly in the II SSA camera, and τ e is the exposure period. Note
that the II SSA camera parameters which determine the rate of production of signal
photoelectrons are filter transmission, lens diameter, quantum yield, and exposure period.
The key one is of course the lens diameter, and not lens f-number, for this kind of imaging;
it is important, however, for extended sources such as terrestrial scenes.

Photometry and the Camera Lens
A lens on the II SSA camera is used to image a scene onto the input window /
photocathode assembly of the II SSA. The relationship between the scene (Es ) and II SSA
image plane (Ei ) illuminances in lux (lx) is
Ei 5

π ? Es ? Rs ? τ o
(4 ? FN2 ? (m 1 1)2)

(9)

where Rs is the scene reflectance, τ o is the optical transmission of the lens, FN is the lens
f-number, and m is the scene-to-image magnification. If Es is in foot-lamberts, then the π is
dropped and Ei is in footcandles.
Alternatively, Eq. (9) becomes
Ei 5

Es ? Rs
(4 ? T 2n ? (m 1 1)2)

(10)

FN
4τ o

(11)

using the T-number of the lens, where
Tn 5

The sensitivity of an II is usually given in two forms, i.e., ‘‘white-light’’ luminous
sensitivity, in units of mA / lm, and absolute spectral sensitivity, in units of A / W as a
function of wavelength, as discussed later in the section ‘‘Input Window / Photocathode
Assemblies’’ in Sec. 21.4.
Example: A scene having an average reflectance of 50 percent receives LLL
‘‘full-moon’’ illumination of 1.0E – 2 fc. If a lens having a T-number of 3.0 is used, and the
scene is at a distance of 100 m from a lens with a focal length of 30 mm, what is the input
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illumination at the II SSA? Since the distance to the scene is much longer than the focal
length of the lens, the magnification is much smaller than unity and m can be neglected.
Thus,
Es Rs
Ei 5
(12)
(4 ? T 2n)
For the given values, the input illumination at the II SSA is bound to be Ei 5 (1.0E
2 2 fc)(0.50) / (4(3.0)2) 5 1.4E 2 4 fc.
General Considerations
It is of prime importance in any optoelectronic system to couple the maximum amount of
signal input light into the primary detector surface, e.g., the window / photocathode
assembly of an II SSA. In order to achieve the maximum signal-to-noise ratio, the
modulation transfer function of the input optic and the spectral sensitivity of the II SSA
must be carefully chosen. As shown in Fig. 2, the spectral sensitivity of a silicon SSA is

FIGURE 2 Absolute spectral sensitivity S (mA / W) versus wavelength l (nm) of a frame-transfer
type of CCD, a gen-III image intensifier, and an II having an In-Ga-As negative electron affinity
photocathode.
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much different than that of a Gen-3 image intensifier tube. Thus, an optimized objective
lens design for a CCD will be much different than that for an II SSA. The dynamic range
characteristics are also very different, since IIs will handle seven orders-of-magnitude
interscene dynamic range, using a combination of II gain control and electronic duty-cycle
gating, while SSAs will only provide about two orders of magnitude.2
Several factors must be considered if the overall system resolution and sensitivity are to
be optimized. For example, the spectral responses of many optical input SSAs and / or
lenses used in commercial cameras have been modified by using filters to reduce the red
and near-ir responses to give more natural flesh tones. In an II SSA the filter may have
little effect if the filter is on the SSA. The filter should not be used in the objective lens for
the II SSA since a major portion of the signal will be filtered out. If a color SSA is to be
used in an intensified system using relay lens coupling, sacrifice of both sensitivity and
resolution will result. This is due to the matrix color filter used in these SSA chip designs.
Most of the signal will go into green bandpass filter elements, and very little will go into
the blue and red elements. The color matrix filter is usually bonded to the surface of the
SSA chip; thus these SSA types are not used for fiber-optically coupled II SSAs.
The ideal objective lens design for an II SSA needs to be optically corrected over the
spectral range of sensitivity of the II and the spectral range of interest. For special-purpose
photosensitivity covering portions of the uv, blue, or near-ir spectral regions, appropriate
adjustments must be made in the lens design. Although they may be adequate for many
applications, it is very seldom that a commercial CCTV lens is optimized for nighttime
illumination, or other LLL or QLI, conditions.
Another very important part of an optimized II SSA camera design is to make the
proper choice of II and SSA formats. This subject is discussed in detail later under
‘‘Fiber-Optic-Coupled II / SSAs.’’ The input of the II SSA system is the II, and the most
likely choice will be one with an 18-mm active diameter, since the widest choice of II
features is available in this size. Image intensifiers are also available having 25- and 12-mm
active diameters, but these are generally more expensive. Regarding the SSA standard
format sizes, the standard commercial TV formats are named by a longtime carryover from
the days when vidicons were used extensively. Thus 2 / 3, 1 / 2, and 1 / 3-inch format sizes
originally referred to the diameters of the vidicon envelope and not the actual image
format.

21.4 IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
An image intensifier (II) module, when properly coupled to an SSA camera, produces a
low-light-level electronic imaging capability that is extremely useful across a broad range
of application areas, including spectral analysis, medical imaging, military cameras,
nighttime surveillance, high-speed optical framing cameras, and astronomy. An immediate
advantage of using an II is that its absolute spectral sensitivity can be chosen from a wide
variety of window / photocathode combinations to yield higher sensitivity than that of a
silicon SSA. Since recently developed IIs are very small, owing to the use of microchannel
plate (MCP) electron multipliers, the small size of a solid-state SSA camera is not severely
compromised. In summary, advantages of using MCP IIs are:
$
$
$
$
$
$

Long life
Low power consumption
Small size and mass
Rugged
Very low image distortion
Linear operation
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$ Wide dynamic range
$ High-speed electronic gating, e.g., a few nanoseconds or less
An image intensifier can be thought of as an active optical element which transforms
an optical image from one intensity level to another, amplifying the entire image at one
time, i.e., all pixels are amplified in parallel and relatively independent of each other. In
most cases the resultant ouptut image is more intense than that of the input image. The
level of image amplification depends on the composite efficiency of all the conversion
steps of the process involved in the image intensification operation and the basic definition
of amplification. The term image intensifier is generally used to refer to a device that
transforms visible and near-visible light into brighter visible images. Devices which convert
nonvisible radiation, e.g., uv or ir, into visible images are generally referred to as image
cony erters. For simplicity we refer to both types of image amplifiers / converters as ‘‘IIs’’ in
this chapter.
Three general families of IIs exist, shown schematically in Fig. 3, that are based upon
the three kinds of electron lenses used to extract the signal electrons from the
photocathode, namely,
$ Proximity focus IIs
$ Electrostatic focus IIs
$ Magnetic focus IIs

FIGURE 3 Electron lenses.
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The first image tubes used a ‘‘proximity-focus’’ electron lens.3 Having inherently low
gain and resolution, the proximity-focus lens was dropped in favor of electrostatic focus
and magnetic focus IIs. The so-called Generation-O and Generation-1 image tubes made
for the U.S. Army used electrostatically focused IIs. The input end of the siliconintensifier-target (SIT) vidicon also made use of electrostatic focusing. Magnetic focusing
was used extensively in the old TV camera tubes, e.g., image orthicons, image isocons, and
vidicons, and also for large-active-area and high-resolution IIs for specialized military and
scientific markets.
With the development of the MCP, which was achieved for the U.S. Army’s
Generation-2 types of night-vision devices, it became practical to use a proximity-focused
electron lens again to meet the needs for extremely small and low-mass IIs. These ‘‘Gen-2’’
tubes are being used extensively for military night-vision applications, e.g., night-vision
goggles for helicopter pilots, individual soldier helmet mounted night-vision goggles, etc.
The most recently developed ‘‘Gen-3’’ IIs have higher sensitivity and limiting resolution
characteristics than Gen-2 IIs, and they are used in similar night-vision systems.
Both the Gen-2 and Gen-3 types of IIs are available for use as low-noise, low-light-level
amplifiers in II SSA cameras. In addition, by choosing special input window / photocathode
combinations outside the military needs for Gen-2 and Gen-3 devices, a very wide range of
II SSA spectral sensitivities can be achieved, well beyond silicon’s range. For II SSA
camera applications, we will focus our attention exclusively on the use of proximityfocused MCP IIs because of their relative advantages over other types of IIs.
The basic components of a proximity-focused MCP II are shown schematically in Fig. 4.
This type of II contains an input window, a photocathode, a microchannel plate, a
phosphor screen, and an output window. The photocathode on the vacuum side of the
input window converts the input optical image into an electronic image at the vacuum
surface of the photocathode in the II. The microchannel plate (MCP) is used to amplify the
electron image pixel-by-pixel. The amplified electron image at the output surface of the
MCP is reconverted to a visible image using the phosphor screen on the vacuum side of
the output window. This complete process results in an output image which can be as much
as 20,000 to 50,000 times brighter than what the unaided eye can perceive. The input
window can be either plain transparent glass, e.g., Corning type 7056, fiber-optic,
sapphire, fused-silica, or virtually any optical window material that is compatible with the

FIGURE 4 Schematic design of a proximity-focused MCP image intensifier
tube module.
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high-vacuum requirements of the II. The output window can be glass, but it is usually
fiber-optic, with the fibers going straight through or twisted 1808 for image inversion in a
short distance.
A block diagram of a generalized high-voltage power supply (HVPS) used to operate
the II is given in Fig. 5. For dc operation, the basic HVPS provides the following typical
voltages:
Vk 5 200 V
Vm 5 800 V for an MCP
(Vm 5 1600 V for a VMCP)
(Vm 5 2400 V for a ZMCP)
Va 5 6000 V
For high-speed electronic gating of the II, the photocathode is normally gated off by
holding the G1 electrode a few volts positive with respect to the G2 electrode. Then, to
gate the tube on and off for a short period, a pulse generator is used to control the output
of the gated power supply to the normal gated on condition, i.e., Vk 5 200 V with the
polarity as shown in Fig. 5.
The dc HVPSs for IIs draw very little power, and they can be operated continuously
using two AA cells, e.g., 3-V input voltage, for about two days. These dc HVPSs are
available in small flat-packs or wraparound versions. Gated HVPSs, excluding the pulse
generator, are generally at least two times larger than their dc counterparts.
In operation, an input image is focused onto the input window / photocathode assembly,
producing a free-electron image pattern which is accelerated across the cathode-to-MCP
gap by an applied bias voltage Vk . Electrons arriving at the MCP are swept into the
channels, causing secondary electron emission gain due to the potential Vm applied across
the MCP input and output electrodes. Finally, the amplified electron image emerging from
the output end of the MCP is accelerated by the voltage Va applied across the
MCP-to-phosphor screen gap so that they strike an aluminized phosphor screen on a glass
or FO output window with an energy of about 6 keV. This energy is sufficient to produce
an output image which is many times brighter than the input image. The brightness gain of
the MCP II is proportional to the product of the window / photocathode sensitivity to the
input light, the gain of the MCP, and the conversion efficiency of the phosphorscreen / output-window assembly. Each of these key components and / or assemblies is
discussed in more detail in the following sections of this section.

FIGURE 5 MCP image intensifier high-voltage supply.
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Input Window / Photocathode Assemblies
The optical spectral range of sensitivity of an II, or the II SSA that it is used in, is
determined by the combination of the optical transmission properties of the window and
the spectral sensitivity of the photocathode. In practice, a photocathode is formed on the
input window in a high-vacuum system to produce the window / photocathode assembly as
shown in Fig. 6. This assembly is then vacuum-sealed onto the II body assembly, and the
finished II is then removed from the vacuum system. This type of photocathode processing
is called remote processing (RP), because the alkali metal generators, antimony sources,
and / or other materials used to form the photocathode are located outside of the vacuum
II tube. Since there is no room for these photocathode material generators, remote
processing must be used for MCP IIs. Also, IIs made using remote processing are found to
have significantly less spurious dark current emission than the older Gen-O and Gen-I
types of IIs having internally processed photocathodes.
The short wavelength cutoff of a window / photocathode assembly is determined by the
optical transmission characteristic of the wndow, i.e., its thickness and material
composition. The absolute spectral sensitivity of the photocathode determines the
midrange and long wavelength cutoff characteristics of the assembly. Photocathode
materials having longer wavelength cutoffs also have lower bandgap energies and generally
higher thermionic emission than photocathodes with shorter wavelength cutoffs.
The spectral quantum efficiencies of various window / photocathode combinations are
shown in Fig. 7 for comparison. Useful spectral bands range from the uv to the near-ir,
depending upon the particular combination chosen. This figure shows the spectral
sensitivity advantages that can be achieved with II SSAs. Other advantages are discussed
throughout this chapter.
Note that the window / photocathode spectral quantum efficiency [Y (l )] curves given in
Fig. 7 represent the ratio of the average number of photoelectrons produced per input
photon as a function of wavelength l . Alternatively, window / photocathode response can
be specified in terms of absolute spectral sensitivity [S (l )] , or defined as the ratio of
photocathode current per watt incident as a function of wavelength. These two parameters
are related by the convenient equation
Y (l ) 5

124 ? S (l )
l

(13)

where Y is the quantum yield in percent, S is the absolute sensitivity in mA / W, and l is
the wavelength in nm.

Microchannel Plates
The development of the microchannel plate (MCP) was a revolutionary step in the art of
making IIs. Although developed for and used in modern military passive night-vision
systems, MCP IIs are being used today in nearly all II SSA cameras.

FIGURE 6 Input window / photocathode assembly.
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FIGURE 7 Window / cathode spectral quantum efficiencies.

An MCP is shown schematically in Fig. 8. Microchannel plates are close-packedhexagonal arrays of channel electron multipliers. With a voltage Vm applied across its input
and output electrodes, the MCP produces a low-noise gain Gm , e.g., a small electron
current (Iin) from a photocathode produces an output current Gm Iin. In addition to its
function as a low-noise current amplifier, the MCP retains the current density pattern or
‘‘electron image’’ from its input to output electrodes. It is also possible to operate two
MCPs (VCMP) or three MCPs (ZMCP) in face-to-face contact to achieve electron gains
as high as about 1E7 e / e in an II tube, as shown in Fig. 9. Other general characteristics of
these types of MCP assemblies are also given in Fig. 9.
The approximate limiting spatial resolutions of MCPs depend upon the channel
center-to-center spacings, as follows:

Channel
diameter
(mm)

Channel
center-tocenter spacing
(mm)

Approximate
limiting
resolution
(lp / mm)

4
6
8
10
12

6
8
10
12
15

83
63
50
42
33
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FIGURE 8 MCP parameters.

FIGURE 9 General characteristics of MCPs, VMCPs, and ZMCPs.
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TABLE 1 MCP Gain Equation and Gain
Parameters

Gm (Vm) 5

Type
MCP
MCP
VMCP
ZMCP

S D
Vm
Vc

g

Vc
(V)

g
(units)

(Lm / Dc )
(units)

350
530
700
1050

8.5
13
17
25

40
60
80
120

As shown in Fig. 8, MCPs are made to have channel axes that make a ‘‘bias angle’’ (θ b )
with respect to the normal to its input and output faces. This bias angle improves electron
gain and reduces noise factor by reducing ‘‘boresighting’’ of electrons into the channels.
The MCP bias current or ‘‘strip current’’ (Is ) that results from the voltage applied to the
MCP sets an upper limit to the maximum linear dynamic range of the MCP. Generally,
when the output current density of the MCP is in excess of about 10 percent of the strip
current density, the MCP ceases to remain a linear amplifier. Conventional MCPs have
strip current densities of about 1 mA / cm2, and recent high-output-technology MCPs (HOT
MCPsTM)4 have become available that have strip current densities as high as about
40 mA / cm2. Electron-gain characteristics of MCP assemblies are given approximately by
the equation and associated parameters shown in Table 1.
Power noise factors for conventional MCPs, used in Gen-2 IIs, and ‘‘filmed-MCPs,’’
used in Gen-3 IIs, are approximately 2.0 and 3.5, respectively. Detailed information on
MCP gain, noise factors, and other parameters are given by Eberhardt.5 Note that MCP
gain is a strong function of the channel length-to-diameter ratio. The parameter Vc in the
gain equation is the ‘‘crossover’’ voltage for the channel, i.e., it is the MCP applied voltage
at which the gain is exactly unity.

Phosphor Screens
Output spectral and temporal characteristics of a wide variety of screens are given in an
Electronic Industries Association publication.6 The phosphor materials covered in this
publication are listed in Table 2. Both the old ‘‘P-type’’ and the new two-letter phosphor
designations are given in this table. Any of these phosphor screen materials can be used in
proximity-focused MCP IIs. However, one very commonly used phosphor is the type KA
(P20) because it has a high conversion efficiency, its output spectral distribution matches
the sensitivity of a silicon SSA reasonably well, it is fast enough for conventional 1 / 30-s
frame times, it has high resolution, and it is typically used in direct-view night-vision IIs.
The three main components of an aluminized phosphor-screen / output-window assembly, of the type used in a proximity focused MCP II, are shown schematically in Fig.
10. An aluminum film electrode is deposited on the electron input side of the phosphor to
accelerate the MCP output to high energy, e.g., about 6 keV, and to increase the
conversion efficiency of the assembly by reflecting light toward the output window. The
phosphor itself is deposited on the glass or fiber-optic output window.
Decay times, or persistence, and relative output spectral distributions for a variety of
phosphor types are given in Fig. 11. Key phosphor assembly parameters that should be
accounted for in the design of MCP II SSAs are MCP-to-phosphor applied potential (Va ),
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TABLE 2 Worldwide Phosphor-Type Designation System
Cross reference: old-to-new designations
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19

GJ
GL
YB
WW
BJ
WW
GM
ZA
BE
LB
RC
YC
GG
AA
WF
WW
LF

P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27
P28
P29
P31
P32
P33
P34
P35
P36
P37

KA
RD
X(XX)
WG
GE
LJ
LC
RE
KE
SA
GH
GB
LD
ZB
BG
KF
BK

P38
P39
P40
P41
P42
P43
P44
P45
P46
P47
P48
P49
P51
P52
P53
P55
P56
P57

LK
GR
GA
YD
GW
GY
GX
WB
KG
BH
KH
VA
VC
BL
KJ
BM
RF
LL

Source : Adapted from Electronic Industries Association Publication, no. 116-A, 1985.

effective ‘‘dead-voltage’’ resulting from electron transmission losses in the aluminum film,
phosphor screen energy input-to-output conversion efficiency, optical transmission of the
glass or fiber-optic window, sine-wave MTF of the assembly, phosphor persistence, and
output spectral distribution.
Before specifying the use of a particular phosphor, the operational requirements of the
II SSA camera should be reviewed. The phosphor persistence should be short compared to
the SSA frame time to minimize image smear due to rapidly moving objects. Also, the

FIGURE 10 Aluminized phosphor screen and window assembly.
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FIGURE 11 Phosphor screen decay times and spectral outputs.
(Reprinted with permission from United Mineral and Chemical Co.)

absolute conversion efficiency of the phosphor assembly and its relative output spectral
distribution should be spectrally matched7 to the sensitivity of the SSA for maximum
coupling efficiency.
Typical absolute spectral response characteristics, i.e., the phosphor spectral efficiency
(radiated watts per nanometer per watt excitation) as a function of wavelength, of
aluminized phosphor screens are given in Ref. 7. The associated phosphor screen
efficiencies are also given in this reference in three different ways:
$ Typical quantum yield factor: photons out per eV input
$ Typical absolute efficiency: radiated watts per watt excitation
$ Typical luminous equivalent: radiated lumens per radiated watt.
For example, a type KA(P20) aluminized phosphor-screen / glass window assembly is
found to have its peak output at 560 nm and a typical quantum yield factor of
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0.063 photons / eV. Thus, an electron which leaves the MCP and strikes the assembly with
6 keV of energy, and for a ‘‘dead-voltage’’ of 3 kV, approximately (6 2 3) keV
3 0.063 photons / eV 5 190 photons will be produced at the output.

Proximity-Focused MCP IIs
By combining the image transfer and conversion properties of the three major proximityfocused MCP II assemblies discussed earlier, i.e.,
$ Input window / photocathode
$ Microchannel plate
$ Phosphor screen / output window
the operational characteristics of the II itself, as shown in Fig. 4, can be determined.
For example, consider an II CCD application for a space-based astronomical telescope
that requires more than 10 percent quantum yield at 200 nm, but minimum sensitivity
beyond 300 nm. It is desired that the top end of the dynamic range be at an input window
signal flux (Fsi ) of 1000 photon / pixel / s at 250 nm. Let the CCD have a 1-in vidicon format,
i.e., an active area of 11.9 3 8.9 mm2, with 325 vertical columns and 244 horizontal rows of
pixels. The limiting resolution of even a dual-MCP (VMCP) image tube has a limiting
resolution that is significantly higher than the horizontal pixel spatial Nyquist frequency
( fN ) in the CCD, so that the pixel size at the input to the II will be essentially the same as
that of the CCD. Let us rough-in an II design by making the following additional
assumptions:
MCP-to-phosphor applied potential (Va )
Phosphor screen type
Phosphor screen / window-quantum yield (Pq )
Phosphor screen dead voltage (Vd )
CCD charge integration period (τ i )
CCD pixel full-well charge

6000 V
KA (P20)
0.06 photon / eV
3000 V
33 ms
1 pC 5 6.3E6 e

An II with an 18-mm active diameter can be used, since the diagonal of the CCD active
area is 14.9 mm. From Fig. 7, the MgF2 / Cs-Te window / photocathode assembly will be
chosen, having a quantum yield (Yk ) of 0.12 at 200 nm, to meet the spectral sensitivity
requirements.
Let’s now proceed to estimate the required gain of the MCP structure, decide what kind
of an MCP structure to use, and determine its operating point. A first-order estimate of
the stored pixel charge (Qccd ) for the given input signal flux density is
Qccd 5 Fsi ? Yk ? Gm ? (Va 2 Vd ) ? Pq ? Yccd ? τ i
Since
Fsi 5 1000 photon / pixel / s
Yk 5 0.10 e / photon
Yccd 5 0.3 e / photon

(14)
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it is found that Qccd 5 Gm (178 e / pixel). Setting this charge equal to the full-well pixel
charge gives Gm 5 6.3E6 e / pixel / (178 e / pixel) 5 3.5E4 e / e. This MCP assembly gain is
easily satisfied by using a VMCP. From Table 1, it is found that the gain of a VMCP is
given approximately by Gm 5 (Vm / 700)17 5 3.5E4 e / e. Solving for Vm gives Vm 5 1300 V.
Thus, a first-order estimate for the general requirements to be placed in the II to do
the job is as follows:
Active diameter
Quality area
Input window / photocathode
MCP assembly
Aluminized phosphor screen assembly

18 mm
(11.9 3 8.9 mm)
Fused-Silica / Cs-Te
VMCP
KA / FO window

Coupling this II to the specified FO input window CCD, e.g., by using a suitable optical
cement, will meet the specified objective. Other parameters like the dark count rate per
pixel as a function of temperature, the DQE of the II CCD, cosmetic, uniformity of
sensitivity, and other specifications will have to be considered as well before completing
the design.
Recent ‘‘Generations’’ of MCP IIs . The most impressive improvement in direct-view
night-vision devices has come with the advent of Gen-3 technology. The improvement,
which is most apparent at very low light levels, is mainly due to the use of GaAs as the
photocathode material. At higher light levels, e.g., half-moon to full-moon conditions, the
Gen-21 gives somewhat better performance. Key to the detection of objects under LLL
conditions is the efficiency of the photocathode; the Gen-3 sensitivity is typically a factor of
3 higher. Also, the spectral response of Gen-3 matches better to the night sky spectral
illumination. This equates to being able to see at almost one decade lower scene
illumination with Gen-3. A summary of proximity-focused MCP image intensifier general
characteristics is given in Table 3.

TABLE 3 Summary of Proximity-Focused MCP Image Intensifier General Characteristics
Minimum
active
diameter
(mm)

Input
window
material*

Spectral
sensitivity
range
(nm)

11.3
12.0
17.5
17.5
25.0
25.0

FS
FS, G, FO
FS, G, FO
G, FO
FS, G, FO
G, FO

160 – 850
160 – 900
600 – 900
500 – 1100
160 – 900
500 – 1100

Temperature rating
——————————
Storage Operating
(8C)
(8C)

MCP
assembly
type

255,
257,
257,
257,
257,
257,

MCP
MCP, VMCP, ZMCP
MCP, VMCP, ZMCP
MCP, VMCP, ZMCP
MCP
MCP

165
165
165
195
165
195

220,
251,
251,
251,
251,
251,

140
145
145
152
145
152

* FS 5 fused silica; G 5 Corning 47056 glass; FO 5 fiber-optic.
Options
Technology type
Gen-2
Gen-3

Photocathode
All but GaAs, InGaAs
GaAs, InGaAs

Phosphor
Wide selection
Wide selection

Output
window
material

Minimum
limiting
resolution
(lp / mm)

Technology
type

FO
FO,
FO,
FO,
FO,
FO,

25
45, 29, 20
45, 25, 20
45, 25, 20
40
40

Gen-2
Gen-2
Gen-2
Gen-3
Gen-2
Gen-3

G
G
G
G
G
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FIGURE 12 Image intensifier tube resolution curves.

For systems design work, it is useful to know the approximate characteristics of the
three most recent generations in terms of II resolution versus photocathode illumination.
The resolution transfer curves shown in Fig. 12 give the II resolution, observable by the
eye, as a function of input illumination for Gen-2, Gen-21, and Gen-3 IIs. These curves do
not include system optics degradations, except in the sense that a human observer made
the resolution measurements using a 10-power eyepiece in viewing the output image of
the II.
Improy ed Performance Gen -2 IIs . Recent enhancements in the dynamic range performance of Gen-2 IIs for direct-view applications have been made which also benefit II SSA
camera performance. Improvement goals were to increase both the usable output
brightness and the LLL gain of Gen-2 IIs. Night-vision devices are normally used at light
levels ranging from full moon to just below quarter-moon, or in dark city environments
with ample scattered light. It is important to have good contrast over as wide a light-level
range as possible. To get this extended dynamic range, the gain should be held nearly
constant to as high a level as possible, for improved contrast at the high-light levels. Any
gain improvement should be attained with little or no increase in noise, to ensure good
performance at the minimum light levels. Reducing the objective lens f-number as low as
possible also improves system performance and gain. However, f-number reduction by
itself may create problems in the system dynamic range if the II and its power supply
assembly is not appropriately adjusted to match the optical throughput.
Figure 13 shows the extended dynamic range of a Gen-21 II and power supply
assembly, as compared to the typical MIL-SPEC Gen-2 assembly. Increasing the gain in a
standard Gen-2 assembly by increasing the gain control voltage, i.e., the MCP voltage, will
not give the same benefits as the Gen-21. Ideally, a change of one unit in input brightness
should result in a proportional output brightness change. The increased near-linear gain
range up to higher-output light levels in the Gen-21 improves the contrast at the higher
levels. Brightness limiting begins reducing the gain to hold the output brightness constant
after the automatic brightness control (ABC) limit of the power supply is reached. The
increased gain of the Gen-21 improves the performance at the lowest-light levels as well.
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FIGURE 13 Output versus input transfer characteristics of Gen II, Gen II1, and Gen III
II / power supply assemblies.

21.5 IMAGE INTENSIFIED SELF -SCANNED ARRAYS
There are several reasons to consider using an II SSA instead of an SSA alone. One
obvious reason is to achieve LLL sensitivity. Figure 14 shows the limiting resolution vs.

FIGURE 14 Resolution versus input illumination characteristics of a conventional optical input CCD camera and
the same camera fiber-optically coupled to an MCP image intensifier tube. (From Ref. 8.)
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faceplate illumination characteristic of CID camera operating in the unintensified and
intensified modes.8 It is seen that LLL sensitivity is achieved by coupling the CID to an
image intensifier tube, albeit at the expense of reduced high-light resolution. Other reasons
for using an II SSA are
$ High-speed electronic gating, down to a few nanoseconds, for framing cameras,
LADAR, smoke and fog penetration
$ Improved spectral sensitivity
$ Use in a TV camera system that operates automatically under lighting conditions
ranging from nighttime to full daylight conditions.
$ High-sensitivity and high-speed-gated optical multichannel analyzers (OMAs)

Fiber-Optic-Coupled II / SSAs
Figure 15 shows a schematic design of a fiber-optically (FO) coupled II SSA assembly.
These designs are modular, since an II module is optically coupled to an SSA module.
Virtually any type of image tube can be optically coupled to an SSA. The fiber-optically
coupled design shown in Fig. 15 requires the use of an II having a fiber-optic output
window and an SSA having an SSA input window. A fiber-optic taper, instead of a simple
unity magnification FO window, is also generally required to efficiently couple the output
of the II into the SSA, and this is shown in Fig. 15 as a separate module. The various
fiber-optic modules are joined at interfaces 1, 2, and 3, using optical cement, optical grease,
immersion oil, or ‘‘air.’’ For the highest-resolution image transfer across these interfaces, it
is necessary that the gap length at each interface be kept short, and the numerical aperture
of the fiber-optic windows should be kept as low as possible, consistent with the SNR and
gain requirements. It has been shown9 that the first interface can be eliminated by making
the fiber-optic taper part of the II and depositing the phosphor screen directly onto it, and
interface 3 can also be eliminated by coupling the fiber-optic taper directly to the SSA. The
properties of the image transfer and conversion components shown in Fig. 15 can be used
to estimate the overall performance characteristics of the fiber-optically coupled II SSA
camera.
The terminology used to define SSA image format sizes derives from the earlier

FIGURE 15 Schematic design of fiber-optically coupled IISSA assembly.
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TABLE 4 Comparison of Basic Image Intensifier Diameters, SSA Format Sizes,
Matching Fiber-Optic Taper Magnifications, and Limiting Resolutions at the Fiber-Optic
Taper Output Surface (for 45 lp / mm Intensifier)
SSA
Image
intensifier
active dia.
(mm)

Vidicon (in)

25
25
18
18
18
12
12
12

1
2/3
1
2/3
1/2
2/3
1/2
1/3

(mm)

Diagonal
(mm)

(Mfot)
FOT
magnification

( fito)
Limiting
resolution
at FOT output
(lp / mm)

11.9 3 8.9
8.8 3 6.6
11.9 3 8.9
8.8 3 6.6
6.5 3 4.85
8.8 3 6.6
6.5 3 4.85
4.8 3 3.6

14.9
11.0
14.9
11.0
8.1
11.0
8.1
6.0

0.596
0.440
0.828
0.611
0.451
0.917
0.676
0.500

76
102
54
74
100
49
67
90

Format

vidicon camera tube technology. The mass, volume, and power requirements of vidicon
cameras are much larger than SSA cameras. Vidicons also have image distortion and
gamma characteristics which must be accounted for, whereas SSAs and II SSSAs using
proximity-focused IIs are nearly distortion-free with linear, i.e., unity gamma, input / output
transfer characteristics over wide intrascene dynamic ranges. Table 4 gives the basic II
active diameters, SSA format sizes, SSA active-area diagonal lengths, fiber-optic taper
magnifications (Mfot) required to couple II outputs to the SSAs, and limiting resolutions
( flto) at the fiber-optic taper output. Figure 16 shows schematically the relative sizes of the
standard active diameters of IIs and the standard SSA formats.
The present limiting resolution range of MCP IIs is 36 to 51 lp / mm. In an II SSA, the

FIGURE 16a

Typical 35-mm film, image intensifier and SSA formats.
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Typical dimensions for image intensifiers and SSAs using 3 : 4 format.

resolution of the II should be matched, in some sense, to that of the SSA. For example, it
is unwise to use a low-resolution II and fiber-optic lens combination with a much higher
resolution CCD.

Lens-Coupled II SSAs
Figure 17 is a schematic design for a lens-coupled II SSA assembly. The differences
between this design and the fiber-optic-coupled II SSA design described earlier are that the
output window of the II can be either fiber-optic or glass, and a lens is used instead of an
FO taper to couple the output optical image from the II directly into a conventional
optical input SSA, i.e., no FO window is required at the SSA. Although the lens-coupling
efficiency is lower, its image distortion and resolution performance is superior to the
FO-coupled design. Also, the chance for possible adverse rf interference at the sensitive
input to the SSA camera from the II high-voltage power supply is less than for the
lens-coupled design.
Parameters to Specify . Typical parameters to specify for an MCP II SSA detector
assembly, using either fiber-optic or lens-coupling, are as follows:
$ Sensitivity
White-light (2856K) (mA / lm)
Spectral sensitivity (mA / W versus nm)
Sensitivity (mA / W at specified wavelength)

FIGURE 17 Schematic design of lens-coupled IISSA assembly.
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$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

EBI (lm / cm2 at 238C)
MCP applied potential for 10K fL / fc luminous gain (V)
Horizontal resolution at specified input illumination (TVL)
Shades-of-gray (units)
Cosmetic properties
Uniformity (percent)
Bright spots (number allowable in format zone)
Dark spots (number allowable in format zone)
Burn-in (procedure)
Mechanical specifications
Dimensions (interface drawing)
Mass (g )
Environmental (specified)

Electron-Bombarded SSA
Since the early work by Abraham et al.10 which showed the feasibility of achieving useful
electron gain by electron bombardment (EB) of a silicon diode in a photomultiplier tube,
several attempts have been made to achieve similar operation using an SSA specially
designed for EB input, instead of optical input. The charge gain (Geb ) resulting from the
electron bombardment is given by
Geb 5

(Va 2 Vd )
3.6

(15)

where Va is the acceleration voltage and Vd is the ‘‘dead-voltage’’ of the EBSSA. It was
quickly found that successful CCD operation could not be obtained by simply bombarding
the normal optical input side of the chip with electrons, because interface states soon form
which prevent readout of the chip and other problems. By thinning a CCD chip to
10 – 15 mm from the ‘‘backside’’ and operating in a backside EB-mode, useful performance
is achieved. In this way, 100 percent of the silicon chip is sensitive to incident
photoelectrons, and it becomes technically feasible to make EBSSA cameras.
Proximity Focused EBSSAs . A proximity-focused EBSSA is shown schematically in Fig.
18. In this design, the input light enters the window / photocathode assembly to generate

FIGURE 18 Electron bombarded SSA (EBSSA).
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FIGURE 19 Comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio of various optoelectronic imagers versus the photon input. (From Ref. 14.)

the signal photoelectrons which are accelerated to about 10-keV energy and bombard the
thinned backside of the EBSSA. Note that no MCP, no MCP-to-screen gap, no phosphor
screen / output window assembly, and no fiber-optic or lens coupling is used to transfer the
electronic image to the SSA for readout. Thus, higher limiting resolution is attainable.
Also, the power noise factor associated with the EBSSA gain process is lower than that of
MCP devices, and image lag is eliminated because no phosphor is used. Early work on
proximity-focused EBDDs was done by Barton et al.,11 Williams,12 and Cuny et al.13 By
1979, a 100 3 160 pixel TI CCD was used in this type of detector and put into a miniature
TV camera. With an acceleration voltage of Va 5 15 kV, an electron gain of 2000 was
achieved, along with a Nyquist limited resolution of 20 lp / mm. Recent advances have
brought this technology closer to extensive usage possibilities. Richard et al.14 have
compared the SNR characteristics of an EB CCD tube, various other types of II CCDs,
and bare CCDs. Their results are shown in Fig. 19.
In order to achieve its full performance capabilities, the energy of the bombarding
electrons must be absorbed by the active silicon SSA material, photoelectrons must not be
lost, the exposure of the EBSSA to high-energy electrons should not cause a life problem,
and it must be possible to read out the stored charge pattern in the SSA. It is found that
recombination phenomena at the EB-input face can be reduced with a p1 passivation
layer, e.g., by using 3E17 cm23 boron doping, which reduces back-diffusion of signal
electrons, front-diffusion of ‘‘dark’’ charges from the rear face, reduced diffusion length,
separation of holes and electrons by the built-in electric field, and higher surface
conductivity, thus better voltage stability, at the rear face.
Internally processed (IP) and remotely processed (RP) or ‘‘transfer’’ photocathodes
have been used in EBSSAs. It is generally found that the internal processing produces
consistently higher-background and spurious noise problems due to field emission from
tube body parts and the photocathode. Both types of photocathode processes have yielded
long-life EBCCD detectors.
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Proven applications to date for EBSSA detectors:
$ Photon-counting wavefront sensor (adaptive optics), European Space Organization
3.6-m telescope at La Silla, Chile
$ NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Oblique Imaging EB CCD UV sensitive camera
Advantages of EBSSA cameras over MCP II based II SSAs:
$
$
$
$

No image lag
Higher resolution
Single photoelectron detection per frame per pixel
Higher DQE

Digital II SSA Cameras . Consider a photon-counting imaging detector consisting of an
MCP image intensifier tube (II) that is fiber-optically coupled to a silicon solid-state
self-scanned array (SSA) chip in a TV camera. Incoming photons at wavelength l pass
through the input window of the II and produce an average quantum yield of Yk
photoelectrons per photon at the photocathode. The resulting photoelectrons (e ) are
accelerated into the MCP electron multiplier assembly. Amplified output electrons from
this low-noise electron multiplier are accelerated into an aluminized phosphor screen on
the output window of the II. The number of output photons from the II per
photoelectron is proportional to the electron gain in the MCP (Gm ), the effective electron
bombardment energy at the phosphor screen (» Vs ), and finally the electron-input to
photon-output conversion efficiency (P ) at the phosphor screen. As discussed earlier the
optical transmission of the input window and the actual quantum yield of the photocathode
are usually factored together in the average quantum yield parameter Yk , and the optical
transmission of the output window is also normally factored together with the actual
conversion efficiency of the phosphor screen in the screen efficiency parameter P.
The output photon pulse from the II, resulting from the single detected input photon, is
coupled into the SSA via the fiber-optic taper, which matches the output size of the II to
the size of the SSA, and a fiber-optic window on the SSA. This photon pulse is then
converted to an electron signal charge packet (Qssa) at the SSA. The number of electrons
stored per pixel in the SSA depends upon the area of the photon pulse at the SSA, the
spatial distribution of photons in this pulse, and the area per pixel in the SSA. Thus, in
addition to the above II factors, the stored charge in the SSA per photoelectron is also
proportional to the optical transmissions of the FO taper (Tfot) and SSA window (Tssa), and
the quantum yield of the SSA (Yssa).
By using two or three conventional MCPs in cascade, i.e., VMCPs or ZMCPs, the gain
can be made so large that it completely overrides any normal room-temperature thermal
dark current in an SSA at a conventional RS-170 rate. In this photon-counting mode of
operation, a charge signal above a preset threshold value is looked for. When it is found in
a given pixel, a ‘‘1’’ is stored in memory for that pixel’s address, ‘‘Os’’ are stored in pixel
addresses where this condition is not met, and the entire frame is read out. By reading out
a total of Nf frames, the dynamic range can be made as high as Nf if the dark count rate is
negligible. Thus, photon-counting imaging can achieve a very large dynamic range.
Another advantage of photon-counting imaging is that the image resolution can also be
made very high by centroiding the detected charge packets in the SSA. Since the
performance of a centroiding camera depends upon the signal-processing algorithm, this
will not be analyzed here. Instead, the reader is referred to several references in which
centroiding is discussed.15
Let us next calculate the stored charge and number of stored electrons in a
photon-counting II SSA per photoelectron. Assume that a proximity-focused VMCP II is
coupled to the SSA with a fiber-optic taper. For our analysis, some typical values will be
used for the operating voltage and gain of a VMCP: the acceleration voltage between the
VMCP and the phosphor screen, the efficiency of an aluminized type KA (P20) phosphor
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screen, the optical transmissions of a fiber-optic taper and an SSA fiber-optic window, and
the quantum yield of an SSA.
Definitions for the parameters that will be used are summarized as follows.
Qssa
Yk
Gm
Vm
Vs
Vd
P
Tfot
Tssa
Yssa
e
Nessa

stored SSA charge per input photoelectron from the photocathode
photocathode quantum yield, e / photon
VMCP electron gain, e / e
VMCP applied potential, V
MCP-to-screen applied potential, V
phosphor screen ‘‘dead-voltage’’
phosphor screen efficiency, photon / eV
transmission of fiber-optic taper
transmission of fiber-optic window on the SSA
quantum yield of SSA, e / photon
electron charge, 1.6E 2 19 C
number of stored SSA electrons per input photoelectron

Using these definitions, the general equation for the charge stored in the SSA per input
photoelectron is given by Eq. (16).
Qssa 5 e ? Gm ? (Vs 2 Vd ) ? P ? Tfot ? Tssa ? Yssa

(16)

Thus, Qssa is given by the product of the VMCP gain, the effective electron bombardment
energy at the aluminized phosphor screen, the conversion efficiency of the phosphor screen
assembly, the transmissions of the FO taper and the SSA’s FO window, and finally the
quantum yield of the SSA.
For
Vm 5 1380 V
the VMCP electron gain is
Vm 17
Gm (Vm ) 5
700V

S D

Gm (Vm ) 5 1 3 105
By using the following values for the additional parameters
Vs 5 5500 V
Vd 5 2500 V
P 5 0.06 photon / eV
Tfot 5 0.6
Tssa 5 0.8
Yssa 5 0.5 e / photon
it is found that the stored charge per photoelectron is
Q ssa 5 7 3 10213 C
and that the number of electrons stored in the SSA per input photoelectron is
Nessa 5 Qssa / e
Nessa 5 4 3 106 electrons
Since the full-well or saturation charge for an SSA pixel in on the order of 1 pC, this
VMCP II / SSA assembly is seen to qualify as a photon-counting imaging detector.
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Modulation Transfer Function and Limiting Resolution . The modulation transfer
function (MTF) of an II SSA camera is determined by a convolution of the individual
MTFs of the camera lens, II, II-to-SSA-coupling fiber-optic or lens, fiber-optic-to-fiberoptic interfaces, fiber-optic-to-SSA interface, SSA, etc. There are several ways to
determine the MTF of an existing II SSA camera.
For example, the II SSA camera can be focused on a spatial frequency burst pattern,
i.e., a periodic pattern of black and white bars in which the spatial frequency of the bars
increases in one direction. Alignment of the pattern’s bars with pixel columns and readout
of the modulation of the spatial pattern in the pixel row direction gives the squarewave
MTF of the camera S(f), where f is the spatial frequency in cycles / mm. Conversion of this
square-wave MTF to a sine-wave MTF is accomplished by using the Fourier transform at a
given frequency:
T(f ) 5

Sπ4 D ? SS( f ) 1 S(33 f ) 2 S(55 f ) 1 S(77 f ) 1 ? ? ?D

(17)

By calculating several values of T ( f ) from the known square-wave function, the sine-wave
MTF can be determined and used for camera system optical image transfer analysis. The
limiting resolution is often taken to be the spatial frequency value for this sine-wave MTF
at which the modulation drops to a few percent.
Also, to use the above example as an illustration, the MTF of an II SSA is a function of
the direction in which the spatial frequency burst pattern is aligned. Self-scanned array
pixels are not generally square, and the distances between centers of pixels in the
horizontal and vertical directions are not generally the same. Thus, the corresponding
MTFs in the horizontal and vertical directions are different, and the MTF is a function of
the angle that the burst pattern makes with the rows and columns of pixels.
A convenient specification of the spatial frequency response of an SSA or an II SSA
camera is the Nyquist frequency ( fN ), defined to be the reciprocal of twice the distance
between the pixels. For example, if an SSA has rows of pixels spaced on 20-mm
center-to-center, then the horizontal Nyquist spatial frequency is
fN,h 5

1
5 25 cycles / mm
(2 ? (0 .02 mm))

Assuming an II limiting resolution ( fII) of 32 cycle / mm, and assuming that the MTFs
are gaussian, then an estimated value for the limiting resolution of the II SSA camera is

Sf 1 D 5 Sf1 D 1 Sf 1 D
2
cam

2
II

2
ssa

(18)

or
fcam 5

fII ? fssa
4( f 2II) 1 ( f 2ssa)

(19)

For the values used in this example, fcam 5 20 cycle / mm. Although this gaussian estimate
is convenient to use, a more exact estimate can be made by multiplying the various
component sine-wave MTFs to find the II SSA camera’s MTF, and from this its limiting
resolution can also be found.
For example, recent actual MTF measurements9 on an II SSA camera, having a
proximity-focused 18-mm active diameter MCP II fiber-optically coupled to a CCD with an
m 5 8 mm / 18 mm 5 0.44 magnification taper, showed that the MTF of the CCD, referred
to the II input, is given by TCCD( f ) 5 exp 2 ( f / 9.0)1.4, where f is the spatial frequency in
cycles / mm. The Nyquist frequency of the CCD was fN 5 20 cycle / mm, and the MTF of the
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complete camera was found to be TII SSA( f ) 5 exp 2 ( f / 6.3)1.1, both referred to the II
input.

21.6 APPLICATIONS
In time, it is expected that most of the quantum-limited and LLL TV applications will use
some form of II SSA camera, instead of an intensified vidicon-based camera. A few of the
major application areas for II SSA cameras are highlighted in this section.

Optical Multichannel Analyzers
Optical multichannel analyzers (OMAs) are instruments used to measure optical radiation
in linear patterns, e.g., spectra or two-dimensional images. Photographic film, singlechannel photomultiplier tubes, and TV camera tubes, e.g., vidicons, have been replaced
by SSAs, e.g., CCDs, and II SSAs, e.g., image tube intensified CCDs or photodiode arrays
(PDAs). Four distinct application areas exist for OMAs using II SSA detectors16:

Application

Detector*
Type

Time
Resolution

Spectroscopy

IILPDA

50 ms

Time-resolved pulsed laser
spectroscopy

GIILPDA

,5 ns

Time-resolved pulsed laser
imaging spectroscopy

GIISSCCD

,5 ns / spectrum

Time-resolved imaging

GIISSCCD

,5 ns / spectrum

* IILPDA 5 image intensified photodiode array; GIILPDA 5 gated
image intensified photodiode array; GIISSCCD 5 gated image intensified charge-coupled device.

In each of these types of systems, the incoming radiation is converted to charge packets
that are stored in each pixel of the SSA. Each line and / or field of pixels is read out by a
suitable camera electronics, and the pixel charge values are stored in a computer for
subsequent processing and analysis. The sensitivity of the II is chosen for best performance
over the range of wavelengths being investigated. The dynamic range of OMAs can be as
high as 18 bits. In comparison with the older single-element scanning system, modern II
SSA-based OMAs acquire spectra up to 1000 times faster and / or with higher SNR during
a given measuring period. Three common OMA applications are Raman spectroscopy,
multiple input spectroscopy, and small-angle light scattering.

Range Gating and LADAR
Range gating is becoming increasingly important because the required technology now
exists at an affordable cost and the signal-to-noise ratio improvement is much higher than
nongated conventional TV imaging. A gated laser sends out a laser pulse of only a few
nanoseconds duration while the II SSA camera is gated off. No reflection from scattering
or reflection in the medium between the camera and the object is allowed to be registered
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in the II SSA camera.17 The II SSA camera is gated on only at the moment when the light
packet from the object returns to the camera and, after exposing for the duration of the
outgoing pulse, it is returned to a gated-off condition. By repeating this process and
controlling the image-storing conditions, high-contrast images having high signal-to-noise
ratios can be achieved. Another obvious advantage of the range-gated system is that the
time-of-flight between pulse output and receipt gives the range to the object being viewed,
thus leading to the realization of a la ser d etection a nd r anging (LADAR) system.
Microchannel plate image tubes offer high-speed gating and spectral response
advantages to LADAR systems. They can be electronically gated to a few nanoseconds,
i.e., providing distance resolutions of a few feet for LADAR systems. Present MCP IIs
offer the user a broad range of spectral sensitivity, including near-ir imaging at 1060 nm,
so that powerful and efficient lasers may be used for optimum LADAR system
performance. Also, the ruggedness, extremely small size, and low power drain characteristics of II SSA cameras make them very attractive for LADAR applications for spacecraft
and unmanned autonomous vehicles.

Day / Night Cameras
Full day-night interscene dynamic range capability, while maintaining a high signal-tonoise ratio, is achievable using an II SSA camera in conjunction with an auto-iris camera
lens.18 The principle of operation of this type of camera can be described as follows.
Assume that operation begins at the lowest light level to be encountered. The MCP
voltage in the II is set to operate with high SNR for the camera lens, an auto-iris lens, set
to its lowest f-number. As the light level is increased, the system operates over two
orders-of-magnitude dynamic range. For four orders-of-magnitude higher light level
inputs, the f-setting of the auto-iris lens is increased by a feedback circuit, driven by the
peak-to-peak video output signal from the SSA camera. The effective exposure of the SSA
is next automatically reduced as the light level increases by four-and-one-half orders-ofmagnitude, again to maintain a high SNR, by duty-cycle gating the MCP II. Finally,
another two-and-one-half orders-of-magnitude in input light level are accommodated by
reducing the gain of the MCP, i.e., by reducing its applied operating potential. The total
interscene dynamic range achievable with this type of automatically controlled day / night
camera is 13 orders-of-magnitude. In addition to its wide dynamic range capability, this
type of camera is also able to make rapid narrow-band spectral samples across a wide
spectral range, e.g., from the uv to the near-ir.

Mosaic II SSA Cameras
For very high amounts of image information throughput, multiple SSAs are used to read
out large area IIs. For example, a 75-mm active diameter MCP II can be coupled
fiber-optically to four individual SSA cameras. The fiber-optic couplers are made to butt
against each other at the output of the II, and their output ends are optically coupled to
the SSAs. Parallel readout of the SSAs is then accomplished, giving the advantage of
high-resolution readout without the disadvantage of having to use a wide bandwidth video
electronic system or lower frame rates.
One such II SSA camera is designed for x-ray radiology image input.19 The x-ray input
image is converted to a visible light image at a scintillator screen that is in optical contact
with the 6-inch-diameter fiber-optic window. This scintillator / window assembly is, in turn,
coupled to the input of a 6-inch-diameter proximity-focused diode II, i.e., without an MCP,
for modest light gain and good image quality. Six fiber-optic tapers in a 2 3 3 matrix couple
the images from the six adjacent output sections of the II to six CCD cameras which
operate in parallel to continuously read out the converted x-ray image.
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Other Applications
Other applications for II SSA cameras are the following:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Semiconductor circuit inspection
Astronomical observations
X-ray imaging
Coronary angiography
Mammography
Nondestructive testing
Multispectral video systems

Acti e Imaging . Active imaging is becoming increasingly important because the required
technology now exists at an affordable cost and the signal-to-noise ratio improvement is
much higher than nonactive conventional TV imaging. Two types of active imaging
presently exist, i.e., ‘‘line-scanned’’ and ‘‘range-gated.’’
In a line-scanned imaging system, a narrow beam from a cw laser is raster-scanned
across the object to be viewed, and the resulting reflected light is collected by a lens and
detector assembly which receives and measures light from the illuminated field-of-view
(FOV). Large FOV scenes can be scanned in a short period of time, which is a major
advantage of this system. The signal from the detector is finally processed by a video
electronics system and displayed, for direct viewing, or image processed as required.
Limiting-resolution is set by the beam diameter achievable at the object. Thus systems
operating in space; atmospheric and underwater environments have significantly different
limiting-resolution characteristics.
In a range-gated type of system, a gated laser sends out a laser pulse of only a few
nanoseconds duration while the TV camera is gated off. No reflection from scattering or
reflection in the medium between the camera and the object is allowed to be registered in
the TV camera. The TV camera is gated on only at the moment when the light packet
from the object returns to the camera and, after exposing for the duration of the outgoing
pulse, the TV camera is returned to a gated-off condition. By repeating this process and
controlling the image-storing conditions, high-contrast images having high signal-to-noise
ratios can be achieved.
Another obvious advantage of the range-gated system is that the time of flight between
pulse output and receipt gives the range to the object viewed, thus leading to the
realization of a laser detection and ranging (LADAR) system. Microchannel plate image
tubes offer high-speed gating and spectral response advantages to LADAR systems. They
can be electronically gated to a few nanoseconds, i.e., distance resolutions of a few feet,
and in some parts of the optical spectrum they offer high sensitivity.
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22.1 GLOSSARY
A
CFD

area of the pixel
total capacitance of the floating diffusion in a CCD output

Cg

gate capacitance per unit area

Cr

readout line capacitance

JD

total dark current per unit area

Js

surface generation current

Le

diffusion length of electrons in silicon

Lp

diffusion length of holes in silicon

NA

p -type dopant concentration in silicon

ND

n -type dopant concentration in silicon

Ne

total number of electrons collected in a pixel

N (0)

number of photons entering the silicon

N (x )

number of photons remaining a distance x below the surface

ni
P (x )

intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon
probability that an electron-hole pair generated a distance x from the surface
will be collected before recombination

q

electron charge

so

surface recombination velocity

Tint
T (l )
Vbi
W (V )

integration time of light in an image sensor
transmission of light
built-in voltage for a silicon pn junction
width of the depletion layer at a given bias voltage in the MOS capacitor or
junction-photodiode
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a (l )
»s

absorption coefficient of light
silicon dielectric constant

me

electron mobility in silicon

mp

hole mobility in silicon

τo

depletion-layer lifetime

τp

minority carrier hole lifetime in silicon

Fs

electrostatic potential at the silicon-silicon dioxide, also called surface
potential

22.2 INTRODUCTION
Since the invention of the image sensor in 1964, solid state image sensors have advanced in
resolution, sensitivity, and image quality to the point where they have replaced other
methods of converting visible light to electronic signals in nearly all imaging applications.
There are two types of image sensors: area image sensors , which are used in cameras, and
linear sensors , which are used in scanning applications. Cameras using area image sensors
dominate the camcorder, video and broadcast, machine vision, scientific, and medical
fields. Area image sensors for camcorder applications are typically 400,000 picture
elements in resolution, 60 dB in dynamic range, and have noise levels of a few tens of
electrons. Area image sensors for scientific applications may have resolutions of over six
million elements, dynamic ranges exceeding 80 dB, and noise levels approaching the single
electron level. Production of area image sensors exceeded eight million devices in 1993.
Scanners employing linear solid-state image sensors dominate facsimile, document scanner,
digital copier, and film scanner applications. Linear sensors range from 2000-element
monochrome arrays with 40 dB of dynamic range used in facsimile applications to 8000 or
more element trilinear arrays with 80 dB of dynamic range for high-performance color
scanning applications. Production of linear CCD image sensors also exceeded eight million
devices in 1993.
The steps involved in image sensing consist of (1) converting the incoming photons to
charge at picture element (pixel), and (2) transferring that charge to an output amplifier
and converting the charge to a voltage or current signal which can be sensed by circuits
external to the sensor. The image-sensing elements will be described first, followed by
readout elements. Sensor architectures for area and linear sensors will then be described.

22.3 IMAGE SENSING ELEMENTS
There are four basic types of structures which are used for image sensing: the junction
photodiode, the photocapacitor, the pinned ( p 1 n p ) photodiode, and the
photoconductor.* The first three are generally fabricated in single-crystal silicon as part of
the image sensor; the photoconductor is usually fabricated from amorphous silicon
deposited over the image sensor. The photoconversion process begins with the absorption
* For some scientific applications in which high quantum efficiency and fill factor are essential, the silicon wafer
will be thinned to 10 mm or less in thickness and illuminated from the backside. The frontside contains an area
charge coupled device, which is used to collect the photogenerated carriers.
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FIGURE 1 Absorption coefficient for light in
single-crystal silicon, heavily doped polycrystalline
silicon, and hydrogenated amorphous silicon as a
function of wavelength.

of a photon in the silicon resulting in the generation of a single electron-hole pair. The
absorption of light at a particular wavelength is given by:
N (x , l ) 5 N (0)e 2a (l)x

(1)

where N (x ) is the number of photons remaining a distance x below the surface, N (0) is the
number of photons entering the silicon, and a (l ) is the absorption coefficient.1 The
absorption coefficient is shown as a function of wavelength l for single-crystal silicon,
doped polycrystalline silicon, and hydrogenated amorphous silicon in Fig. 1. The
absorption depth is defined as the inverse of the absorption coefficient [d (l ) 5 1 / a (l )]. In
single-crystal silicon the absorption depth is 0.4 mm in the blue (450 nm), 1.5 mm in the
green (550 nm), and 3.0 mm in the red (640 nm). In the infrared, the absorption depth
increases to 10.5 mm at 800 nm. Beyond 1100 nm, the absorption is virtually zero because
the photon energy is less than the 1.1-eV silicon bandgap.

Junction Photodiode
The junction photodiode is one of the most common image-sensing elements. The physical
structure and band diagram of the junction photodiode are shown in Fig. 2a for a p -type
substrate. The n -type region is formed by ion implantation or diffusion of phosphorous or
arsenic to a depth of 2000 to 10,000 Å into the p -type silicon. The n -type dopant region is
usually graded, with the highest concentration at the surface. The gradient in n -type
dopant concentration results in a gradient in electrostatic potential which accelerates
photogenerated carriers (holes in the n -type region) away from the surface. This reduces
loss of photogenerated carriers to surface recombination. The photodiode is typically
operated with a reverse bias V of 1 to 5 volts. A depletion layer is formed between the n and p -type regions.* The width of the depletion layer W (V ) for an abrupt n 1 p junction is
given by:
2» s (V 1 Vbi)
W (V ) 5
(2)
qNA

–

* For a detailed review of the device physics of junction diodes and MOS capacitors, see Sze, Physics of
Semiconductor Dey ices , Wiley, New York, 1969.
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FIGURE 2 Cross-sectional diagrams and band diagrams for
(a ) junction photodiode; (b ) surface-channel MOS capacitor;
(c ) buried-channel MOS capacitor; (d ) pinned, or holeaccumulated, diode; (e ) amorphous silicon photoconductor.
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where q is the electronic charge, » s is the silicon dielectric constant, NA is the p -type dopant
concentration, and Vbi is the built-in voltage given by
Vbi 5

kT NA
ln
q
ni

(3)

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. For silicon doped at 1 3 1016 cm23, the
depletion width at 5-V reverse bias is 0.8 mm.
If the diode is illuminated, some of the photons will be absorbed in the n -region, some
in the depletion layer, and the remainder in the p -type substrate. The quantum efficiency
h (l ) is the ratio of the charge collected to the number of photons incident on the diode
(i.e., 100-percent quantum efficiency refers to one electron-hole pair collected for every
incident photon). The quantum efficiency depends on three factors: transmission T (l ) of
light through the overlying layers into the silicon, absorption of light in the silicon, and the
probability P (x ) that an electron-hole pair generated a distance x from the surface will be
collected before recombination:

E

x 5`

h (l ) 5 T (l )

(1 2 e2a (l)x)P (x ) dx

(4)

x 50

The transmission of light through the overlying layers into the silicon can be calculated
using standard multilayer interference models.
The collection of the photogenerated charge takes place by two processes: drift and
diffusion. Drift is the movement of electrons and holes due to an electric field. Even for
small electric fields, transport of carriers by drift will dominate diffusion. This is the case in
the depletion region. Outside the depletion region, such as in the p -type substrate, there is
no electric field, and carrier transport occurs by diffusion. For example, a photon absorbed
in the p -type region will excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band.
The electron will move in a three-dimensional random walk until it recombines or until it
encounters the edge of the depletion region, where it is swept across the junction by the
electric field. The probability that an electron a distance x 9 from the junction can diffuse to
the junction before recombining is given by:
P (x 9) 5 e2x 9/Le

where Le 5

–

KT
m eτ e
q

(5)

in which Le is the diffusion length, m e is the electron mobility, and τ e the electron lifetime
(typically ,1 ms). For a 1-ms lifetime, the electron diffusion length in p -type silicon is
50 mm. Electrons generated from photons absorbed less than the diffusion length from the
junction have a high probability of collection.*† Similarly, photons absorbed in the n -type
* In image sensors, the collection of photogenerated carriers can be complicated by a variety of factors. The
doping concentration may not be uniform on either the n- or p -sides. On the n -side, the dopant concentration is
designed to decrease from the surface to the junction, building in a potential gradient for holes away from the
surface and toward the junction, preventing surface recombination. On the p -side, the dopant concentration may not
be uniform owing to the use of epitaxial layers or wells diffused into the silicon. Additionally, the carrier lifetime
may not be uniform. Impurity gettering, a process used in many image sensors to remove metallic contaminants
during processing, will leave a region of crystalline defects in the silicon starting 20 to 50 mm beneath the silicon
surface. The defects result in a very short electron lifetime in this region. Finally, diffusion takes place in three
dimensions; a carrier absorbed beneath a given pixel in an array will diffuse laterally by the same amount it diffuses
vertically. This could cause it to be collected in adjacent pixels.
† See, for example, Lavine et al., ‘‘Steady State Photocarrier Collection in Silicon Imaging Devices,’’ IEEE
Transactions on Electron Dey ices ED-30:1123 – 1133 (Sept. 1983).
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FIGURE 3 Quantum efficiency as a function of
wavelength for photocapacitor, photodiode, and
amorphous silicon photoconductor.

layer create electron-hole pairs. The holes must travel by diffusion to the junction to be
collected. The probability that a hole a distance x 9 from the junction can diffuse to the
junction is given by
P (x 9) 5 e2x 9/Lp

where Lp 5

–

kT
mp τp
q

(6)

in which Lp is the diffusion length, m p is the hole mobility, and τ p is the hole lifetime. For a
1-ms lifetime, the hole diffusion length in n -type silicon is 30 mm. Since the n -type region in
an n 1 p junction is less than 1 mm thick, the holes have no difficulty diffusing through the
n -type region to the junction unless the n -type region is so heavily damaged or so heavily
doped that the hole lifetime is very short. More typically, loss of quantum efficiency on the
n -side results from recombination at the surface.
The quantum efficiency of a junction photodiode is illustrated as a function of
wavelength in Fig. 3. In the ultraviolet, the light is absorbed very near to the surface and
some of the photogenerated charge can be lost to surface recombination. In the 420- to
700-nm region, most of the light is absorbed close to the junction and is easily collected.
The structure in the quantum efficiency illustrated in Fig. 3 results from the multilayer
reflections of light in the oxide layer which overlies the photodiodes used in image sensors.
The positions of the minima and maxima depend on the thicknesses and induces of
refraction of the layers overlying the silicon. Beyond 800 nm, some of the photons are
absorbed sufficiently deep in the silicon that the carriers recombine before they can diffuse
to the junction; this results in the decrease in quantum efficiency at longer wavelengths.
In most image sensing applications, the junction diode at each picture element is used
not only to collect the photogenerated carriers but also to store the carriers until they can
be read out. In an imaging array, each photodiode would be reset to a reverse bias V , by a
MOS gate. The capacitance of the diode of area A for an abrupt n 1 p junction is given by
C (V ) 5 » s A / [W (V )] where W (V ) is the depletion width.
When a photogenerated carrier is collected by the junction, it is stored on the junction
until it is read out. Storage of a carrier will cause the voltage on the junction to decrease by
q / C (V ). When the photogenerated charge is removed from the junction during readout,
the junction voltage is restored to its original value.
If so much photogenerated charge is stored on the photodiode that the voltage drops to
zero before the charge can be read out, additional charge cannot be collected and will
diffuse into the p -type substrate. This condition is referred to as saturation. The diffusion
of excess charge into neighboring photosites is called blooming.
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One of the difficulties encountered in using the junction photodiode in image sensor
applications is image lag. The combination of the capacitance of the photodiode and the
channel resistance of the MOS transfer gate used to read out the diode give rise to a time
constant for transferring the photogenerated charge from the diode to the readout
structure. As a result, not all the charge can be completely drained from the diode during
the short reset times typically used in imaging applications. The remaining charge is
drained in successive readouts, causing an afterimage. This effect is called image lag.3
MOS Capacitor
The MOS capacitor consists of the silicon substrate (taken to be p -type in this section), a
thin layer of silicon dioxide (typically 200 to 1000 Å thick), and an electrode (typically
polycrystalline silicon doped heavily n -type with phosphorous). The physical structure and
the band diagrams of the surface channel MOS capacitor are shown in Fig. 2b for a p -type
substrate. If the gate of the MOS capacitor is biased positive, a depletion layer is created in
the p -type silicon substrate. The depth of the depletion layer depends on the substrate
doping, gate voltage, and oxide thickness. The calculation of the depth of the depletion
layer is somewhat more complex than the photodiode* and depends on the electrostatic
potential at the surface, called the surface potential Fs . For values typical of image sensors
(NA 5 1 3 1015 , 5-V gate bias, 500-Å oxide thickness) the depletion layer is 2.4 mm deep.
On the edges of the photocapacitor (see Fig. 2b ) is a heavily doped p -type region overlaid
by a thick (2000 to 5000-Å) oxide layer. This is called the field or channel stop region.
Because of the heavier p -type doping, the field is not depleted by the voltage on the gate.
The channel stops confine the electrons to the channel region.
If the MOS capacitor is illuminated, a fraction of the light will be reflected, a fraction
will be absorbed in the polysilicon, and the rest will be transmitted into the silicon
substrate. The absorption coefficient of heavily doped polysilicon is shown as a function of
wavelength in Fig. 1. The absorption coefficient is 4 3 104 cm21 at 450 nm and 1.2 3
104 cm21 at 550 nm. For a 3000-Å-thick polysilicon electrode, less than 30 percent of the
blue light and less than 70 percent of the green light is transmitted through the polysilicon.
The photons entering the silicon are absorbed, either in the depletion layer of the MOS
capacitor or in the undepleted p -type silicon beneath the depletion layer. Those
photogenerated electrons created in the undepleted p -type region move by diffusion until
they are captured by the depletion layer or until they recombine. The electrons are held at
the silicon-SiO2 interface, where they remain until they are read out. The quantum
efficiency as a function of wavelength is illustrated in Fig. 3. The efficiency is low in the
blue owing to absorption in the polysilicon. The structure in the quantum efficiency as a
function of wavelength is due to multilayer interference in the polysilicon-oxide-silicon
stack.
Charge is stored in the MOS capacitor at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface as a layer
of sheet-charge only a few hundred angstroms thick. As additional photogenerated charge
is added, the surface potential decreases. If sufficient photogenerated charge is added, the
surface potential becomes zero and no additional charge can be stored. This condition is
saturation.
The capacitance per unit area on which photogenerated charge is stored is the parallel
capacitance of the oxide and the depletion layer:
C 21 5

S»t

ox
ox

1

W (Fs )
» si

D

(7)

* To determine the depletion depth, the surface potential f s must be calculated. Fs depends on the voltage on the
gate of the MOS capacitor, the oxide thickness, substrate doping, and weakly on temperature. See Sze, Physics of
Semiconductor Dey ices.
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where the depletion width is W (Fs ).
W (Fs ) 5

–

2» siFs
qNA

(8)

in nearly all cases, the oxide capacitance is the dominant term. As a result, the storage
capacity of the MOS capacitor is significantly larger than the junction diode in which the
charge is stored only on the depletion capacitance.
A variant of the surface-channel photocapacitor is the buried-channel photocapacitor.
The structure and band diagram are shown in Fig. 2c. In this device, a lightly-doped n -type
region is diffused or implanted into the silicon surface early in the fabrication process. This
n -type region is sufficiently lightly doped that it is fully depleted. The n -type dopant in the
buried channel results in a band diagram with a potential minimum, or well, for electrons
just below the surface.* This well is separated from the surface by a few thousand
angstroms in distance and about 1 V in potential. When the buried-channel photocapacitor
is illuminated, the electrons collect in the buried channel and do not contact the surface.
The primary purpose of the buried channel is to prevent electrons from being trapped by
interface states at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface.
The photocapacitor has several advantages over the junction photodiode. These include
higher storage capacity per unit area, zero lag readout, and generally lower dark current.
The principal disadvantage is the low quantum efficiency in the blue. In some applications,
a transparent electrode, such as indium-tin-oxide (ITO) may be substituted to improve the
blue response.4 ITO has very low absorption over the visible (420 to 750 nm) and can be
deposited sufficiently conductive for use as a gate electrode in an image sensor. Materials
and processing complexity have prevented incorporation of ITO into commercial image
sensors in volume until recently.
Another approach to achieving high quantum efficiency is the thinned backsideilluminated charge-coupled device (CCD). In this approach, the CCD (which is an array of
MOS capacitors) is fabricated on the frontside of a silicon wafer. The wafer is then thinned
from the backside to 10 mm or less in thickness. The backside is passivated to prevent
surface recombination. Photons entering the backside are absorbed in the silicon beneath
the MOS capacitors (usually buried channel). The photogenerated carriers diffuse to the
capacitors, where they are held until they are read out. This device has quantum efficiency
similar to the photodiode in the visible. However, because the silicon is thin, some of the
photons at wavelengths beyond 700 nm will not be absorbed and so the quantum efficiency
falls off beyond 700 nm. Owing to their extreme complexity in process and their extremely
fragile design, backside-illuminated image sensors are limited to special scientific applications, especially astronomy.

Pinned Photodiode
The third type of photosensitive element is the pinned ( p 1 n p ) photodiode.5 This is
sometimes called the hole accumulation diode , or HAD. This element combines the best
features of the photodiode and photocapacitor, offering the high blue response of the
photodiode with the high charge capacity, zero lag, and low dark current of the
buried-channel photocapacitor. The pinned photodiode consists of a very shallow
(,2000 Å) P 1 layer overlying an n -type buried-channel region. The structure and band
* For a review of the calculation of electrostatic potential and charge capacity of buried-channel MOS capacitors
and charge-coupled devices, see B. C. Burkey, G. Lubberts, E. A. Trabka, and T. J. Tredwell, IEEE Transactions on
Electron Dey ices ED-31(4):423 (April 1984).
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diagrams are shown in Fig. 2d. The p 1 surface layer, which contacts the p 1 channel stop
region on the sides, holds the electrostatic potential at the surface at 0 V. When the
photodiode is illuminated, the photogenerated electrons are held in the n -type buriedchannel region just below the surface.
The quantum efficiency of the pinned photodiode is nearly identical to that of the
photodiode shown in Fig. 2. Because there is no overlying polysilicon electrode, the blue
response is very high, similar to that of the photodiode. Because the buried-channel region
can be completely emptied, the pinned photodiode does not have the lag of a normal
junction (n 1p or p 1n ) photodiode. The pinned photodiode is becoming the most widely
used image-sensing element in interline area CCDs used for camcorders and for industrial
and medical cameras. The pinned photodiode is also used in some linear image sensors,
particularly where low image lag is critical.

Photoconductor
The last type of photosensitive device is the photoconductor. The most common material
for the photoconductor is hydrogenated amorphous silicon, although other material
systems have been explored. Amorphous silicon photoconductors have been used for two
types of image sensors: area image sensors, where it is deposited on top of an area array to
improve fill factor (i.e., the proportion of the picture element which is photosensitive), and
contact linear sensors, where it is deposited on large ceramic or glass substrates to
fabricate very long line or linear arrays.
The structure of an amorphous silicon photoconductor on a CCD image sensor and the
corresponding band diagrams are shown in Fig. 2e. The hydrogenated amorphous silicon
photoconductor consists of a back electrode, an undoped amorphous silicon layer
approximately 1 mm thick, and a transparent top electrode.6 Additional doped amorphous
silicon or silicon nitride layers may be added to the amorphous silicon front or back
surfaces to improve performance. Photons absorbed in the amorphous silicon generate
electron-hole pairs. Photogenerated electrons and holes are quickly swept to the back and
front electrodes, respectively, because of the high electric field in the photoconductor.
When the amorphous silicon is used as part of an area image sensor, the electrons on the
back electrode can be transferred into the readout element; when used as part of a contact
linear array, the voltage change can be amplified and read out through a multiplexer.
The quantum efficiency of an amorphous silicon photoconductor is shown in Fig. 3.
Owing to the wider bandgap of the amorphous silicon, photons of wavelength greater than
about 650 nm are not absorbed. The advantage of the amorphous silicon is the high
quantum efficiency across the visible wavelengths and the ability to fabricate devices either
on top of area CCDs for higher fill factor or to process on glass or ceramic for very large
linear sensors. The disadvantages include charge trapping at defects in the amorphous
silicon and low carrier mobility, both of which lead to field-dependent nonlinear response
and image lag when used in an image sensor. Recent improvements in material and device
technology have mitigated many of these disadvantages at the expense of process and
device complexity.7

Antiblooming in Charge-sensing Elements
Blooming in image sensors occurs when the charge generated in an image-sensing element
exceeds its capacity. If no method is provided to remove this excess charge, it will be
injected either onto the readout element (CCD or MOS readout line) or into the substrate.
If the excess charge is injected onto the readout element, it will usually appear as a bright
line in the image. If it is injected into the substrate, the charge can diffuse in a circular
pattern and be collected by neighboring elements.
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FIGURE 4 Antiblooming methods for image sensors: (a ) cross section of lateral antiblooming structure; (b ) illustration of electrostatic potential and
charge overflow in lateral antiblooming; (c ) cross
section of vertical antiblooming structure; (d ) band
diagram and illustration of charge overflow in vertical antiblooming.

There are two basic types of antiblooming circuits: lateral and vertical.8,* In lateral
antiblooming, illustrated in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b , an MOS antiblooming gate and an
antiblooming drain are provided adjacent to each image-sensing element. Excess charge on
the sensing element overflows the antiblooming gate onto the antiblooming drain. The
antiblooming drains of all elements on the array are connected and the current sunk in a
bias supply.
In a vertical antiblooming structure, illustrated in Fig. 4c and 4d for a pinned
photodiode sensing element, the image-sensing element is fabricated in a shallow, lightly
doped p -well. A large (10- to 30-V) bias is applied to the n -type silicon substrate, causing
the p -well underneath the photodiode to become completely depleted. Once the charge on
the diode exceeds its capacity, the excess charge flows over the saddle-point in the p -well,
* Other types of antiblooming are occasionally used in image-sensing arrays. One of these is charge pumping, in
which an MOS gate is repeatedly clocked in order to cause excess charge held underneath it to recombine at
interface states at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. In charge pumping, the MOS gate is pulsed sufficiently
negative to cause accumulation, resulting in the interface stated filling with holes. When the gate is pulsed out of
accumulation, excess electrons can recombine with the holes.
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under the diode, and into the substrate. The substrate is connected to a bias supply which
sinks the blooming current. The vertical antiblooming structure has the advantage of
requiring no additional silicon area, so that antiblooming is achieved with no reduction in
fill factor. Lateral antiblooming, on the other hand, requires additional silicon area in each
pixel, reducing fill factor. The vertical antiblooming has the disadvantage of lower
quantum efficiency at wavelengths longer than about 500 nm. Because any light absorbed
below the photodiode or photocapacitor is drained into the substrate, the quantum
efficiency of photodiodes or photocapacitors with vertical antiblooming is reduced.

Dark Current in Photosensing Elements
Signal in photosensing elements is the result of collection of electron-hole pairs generated
by the absorption of light. However, charge is generated at each photosensing element
even in the absence of light. This generation is called dark current and is a result of
thermal generation of electron-hole pairs. The thermal generation occurs at defects, such
as impurities or crystalline defects, in the bulk of the silicon and at surface states at the
silicon-silicon dioxide interface.
There are four sources of dark current: (1) diffusion current, which is the thermal
generation of carriers in the undepleted n - and p -type regions; (2) depletion layer
generation current, which occurs in the depletion layer of a diode or MOS capacitor; (3)
surface generation current, which is the generation of electron-hole pairs at interface states
at the Si – SiO2 interface; and (4) leakage, which refers to generation at extended defects
such as impurity clusters or stacking faults, particularly in the presence of a large electric
field. These sources of dark current are illustrated for a photodiode and a photocapacitor
in Fig. 5. The generation of the electron-hole pairs in both diffusion current and
depletion-layer generation-recombination current occurs almost exclusively at impurity
sites. Impurities with energy levels near midgap, such as gold, copper, and iron, are

FIGURE 5 (a ) Cross section of buried-channel
MOS capacitor; (b ) band diagram of buried-channel
MOS capacitor illustrating mechanisms for dark
current generation.
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particularly effective in the thermal generation of charge. The depletion-layer generation
current is given by:*
qni W (V )
Jg (V ) 5
(9)
τo
where W (V ) is the width of the depletion layer at a given bias voltage in the MOS
capacitor or junction-photodiode, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and τ o is the
depletion-layer lifetime, for carriers. Typical values of τ o in clean MOS processes would be
1 to 10 ms and values of Jgr would be 30 to 300 pA / cm2.
The diffusion current generation current for a p -type region is given by:†
qn 2i Le
Jdiff 5
(10)
Na τ e
Since the intrinsic carrier concentration ni depends on temperature as e2Eg /2kT , depletionlayer generation current and diffusion current will have different temperature dependences. Depletion-layer generation current will increase as e2Eg/2kT , which corresponds to a
doubling in dark current for every 9 to 118C increase in temperature near room
temperature. Diffusion current will increase as e2Eg/kT which corresponds to a doubling
every 4.5 to 5.58C increase in temperature.
The surface generation current Js occurs almost exclusively at regions where the
depletion layer intersects the Si-SiO2 interface, such as the surface region between the n 1and p -regions around a photodiode or in the depleted surface under a MOS capacitor. It is
given by:
qni so
Js 5
(11)
2
where so is the surface recombination velocity. A typical value of Js for a MOS surface
would be 100 pA / cm2.9,‡ The surface generation depends on temperature in the same
manner as the depletion-layer current. In very clean MOS processes (i.e., low concentration of metallic impurities in the silicon), the surface current is often the largest component
of the overall dark current.
Leakage current occurs at extended defects in the silicon, such as impurity clusters and
stacking faults, particularly when these defects are in a depletion layer and so are subject
to a high electric field. While there is no single analytical expression for the current
generated by an extended defect, they are characterized by very high values of dark
current (1 nA / cm2), a very strong dependence on the electric field, and, in regions of
* The expressions here are for the generation current. The total current is the sum of the generation and
recombination current and is given by
qV /2kT
Jgr(V ) 5 (qni W (V ) / τ o )(e
2 1)
However, for diodes under 0.2 V or more of reverse bias (qV / kT . 8) , such as would be the case in an image sensor,
the recombination current is negligible.
† The full expression for the diffusion current from the undepleted p-region in a diode is:
2

Jdiff 5

qn i Le qV /kT
(e
2 1)
Na τ e

However, for reverse biases more than 0.2 V (qV / kT . 8) , as would be the case in a photodiode in an image sensor,
only the generation term is important.
‡ In calculating the total surface current, the current density Js is multiplied by the area of depleted surface. For a
pn junction diode, this would be the area of depleted surface region around the diode between the n- and p -regions
(i.e., approximately the junction perimeter times the depletion-layer width); for a MOS capacitor it would be the
entire area under the MOS capacitor unless sufficient sheet charge of electrons had formed at the surface to invert
the surface. The surface recombination velocity is given by so 5 Nsty th4sn s p where Nst is the density of surface
7
states near midgap, y th is the thermal velocity (2.0 3 10 cm / s) and sn and sp are the electron and hole cross sections
for midgap surface states. See Sze, Physics of Semiconductor Dey ices , for a complete explanation.
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high electric field, only a very slight dependence on temperature. In an image sensor, they
are visible as ‘‘bright spots’’ in a few isolated pixels against the otherwise low level of
background thermal generation.10
Values for the dark current vary widely because of variation in the amount of impurities
in the silicon; the dark current can range from 0.01 nA / cm2 in very high quality image
sensors to .10 nA / cm2 in sensors with significant metallic contamination. The total
number of electrons Ne collected in a pixel is:
Ne 5 JATint / q

(12)

where J is the total dark current per unit area, A is the area of the pixel, and Tint is the
integration time. For a 1 / 2-in format CCD such as would be used in a camcorder, typical
values would be a dark current of 0.5 nA / cm2, a pixel area of 100 mm2, and an integration
time of 1 / 30 s; the number of thermally generated electrons would be 105 electrons per
pixel. Image sensors developed for scientific purposes might have a dark current 5 to 10
times lower at room temperature. These same devices might also be operated below room
temperature to reduce the thermal generation to levels below one electron per pixel.
There are two types of noise associated with the charge generated by the dark current:
shot noise and pattern noise. The shot noise due to the dark current is the square root of
the number of dark electrons in a pixel. Pattern noise is due to pixel-to-pixel variations in
the dark current and is often highly correlated between neighboring pixels. A numerical
value for the dark pattern noise is typically obtained by using the standard deviation of the
pixel values in the dark from a large region of an imager, where the values are obtained by
averaging over many frames to eliminate shot noise and other temporal noise sources.*

22.4 READOUT ELEMENTS
The readout element transfers the charge from the image-sensing element (photodiode,
photocapacitor, or photoconductor) to the output of the image sensor. In a linear sensor,
the readout is only in one direction. In an area sensor, both x and y readout is required.
There are two basic types of readout elements: charge-coupled devices, or CCDs, and x -y
addressed photodiode arrays (typically called MOS arrays owing to the MOS transistors
used in the addressing of the pixels). CCDs are by far the most widely used readout
elements owing to their very low noise. Nearly all consumer camcorders, facsimile
machines, scanners, copiers, and professional and scientific cameras utilize CCDs.
Applications of MOS arrays are largely restricted to those where addressing of an
individual pixel or subarray is required.
Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
CCD Operation . The CCD works by moving packets of charge physically at or near
surface of the silicon from the image-sensing element to an output, where the charge
packet is converted into a voltage. The CCD is formed by an array of overlapping MOS
capacitors.11–13 There are a number of different types of CCD, including four-phase,
three-phase, two-phase, virtual (single-) phase, and ripple-clocked CCDs. The number of
phases refers to the number of separately clocked elements within a single stage of the
* A histogram of the dark current values of the pixels is rarely gaussian. In most cases, it exhibits an extended tail
at high dark current values due to pixels with crystalline defects. The histogram may also exhibit quantization due to
pixels with integral numbers of impurities (i.e., 1, 2, or 3 gold atoms); the quantization may even be used as a
signature of the impurity present. See, for example, McColgin et al., ‘‘Effects of Deliberate Metal Contamination on
CCD Image Sensors,’’ Materials Research Society Symposium Proceedings , 262: 769 (1992) and ‘‘Dark Current
Quantization in CCD Image Sensors,’’ Proc. 1992 International Electron Dey ice Meeting , Washington, D.C., 113 – 116
(1992).
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FIGURE 6 (a ) Cross-sectional diagram of unit cell of a
four-phase CCD; (b ) scanning electron micrograph of a unit cell
of a four-phase CCD; (c ) illustration of charge transfer along a
four-phase CCD, showing both transfer along the register and at
the sensor output.

CCD. These will be described later. For understanding the principle of charge transfer in a
CCD, consider the four-phase CCD illustrated in Fig. 6a.
The four-phase CCD physically comprises a silicon substrate (assumed to be p -type for
purposes of illustration), a gate oxide 300 to 1000 Å thick, and overlapping polysilicon
electrodes 1000 to 5000 Å thick which have been heavily doped with phosphorus to lower
their resistance. For a four-phase CCD, two levels of electrode are required. The first level
is deposited, then defined photolithographically to form two phases (f 1 and f 3). A thin
(500-Å) oxide is grown over the first level of polysilicon to insulate it from the second
level. The second level of polysilicon is then deposited, doped with phosphorus, and
defined to form the other two phases (f 2 and f 4). An electron micrograph of a four-phase
CCD with six-micron long gates is shown in Fig. 6b.
The process of charge transfer in a four-phase CCD is illustrated in Fig. 6c. In order to
hold a packet of electrons, two adjacent gates (f 2 and f 3 , for example) would be held at a
high positive potential (,15 V) while the other two phases would be held at a low
potential (,0 V). A depletion layer, or well, is formed under f 2 and f 3 , allowing electrons
to be held at or below the surface. The other two phases, f 1 and f 4 , serve as potential
barriers, keeping the charge packet under f 2 and f 3. To transfer the electrons through the
silicon, the electrode ahead of the charge packet (f 4) is clocked positive and the electrode
behind (f 2) is clocked negative. The electrons move along the silicon surface following
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the positive potential. This is repeated through all four phases, during which the charge
packet is moved forward one pixel.
The CCD may be either surface-channel or buried-channel. In a surface-channel CCD
(Figs. 2b and 6a ) the electrons are held at the silicon surface. Surface-channel CCDs are
rarely used owing to the trapping of electrons at interface states at the silicon surface. At
the silicon-SiO2 interface there is a density of states of about 1 3 1010 cm22 eV21. These
states can trap electrons from one charge packet and reemit the electrons into a later
charge packet. This results in transfer efficiency. In the buried-channel CCD (Figs. 2c and
6d ) , a lightly doped n -type layer is formed in the silicon. This n -type layer results in a
potential well for electrons just below the surface rather than at the surface (Fig. 2b ). As a
result, the electrons remain separated from the interface and are not trapped by interface
states. This results in the ability to transfer charge from one stage to another with very
high efficiency. Virtually all CCDs for image-sensing applications utilize buried-channel
CCDs. The clock voltages used to drive CCD gates typically swing by 5 to 8 V between
high and low levels.
For buried-channel CCDs, transfer rates of up to 20 megapixels per second can usually
be achieved without special design considerations. Above this rate, special attention must
be paid to optimizing the electric field along the direction of transfer to speed up charge
transfer. Transfer rates exceeding 50 MPix / s have been achieved in optimized CCD
designs.14
CCD Output . At the output of the CCD is a circuit to convert the charge packets into a
voltage signal. By far the most common type of output circuit is the floating diffusion with
source follower amplifier. The floating diffusion output is shown schematically in Fig. 7a
and a photograph of the end of a CCD shift register with the first stage of the amplifier is
shown in Fig. 7b. The floating diffusion output consists of an output gate (OG), a floating
diffusion, a reset gate (RG), and a reset drain. The floating diffusion is an n 1-type region
in between the output gate and the reset gate. The floating diffusion is connected to the
gate of a source-follower amplifier. The output gate is held at a fixed dc voltage, creating a
barrier potential over which the packet of electrons can be transferred onto the floating
diffusion when the last phase of the CCD register is clocked to its low (,0 V) voltage.
The sequence of events in the CCD output is shown in Fig. 6c. As the charge packet is
transferred along the CCD, it arrives at the last phase (f 4) before the output gate (time t 2
in Fig. 6c). When f 4 is clocked low (time t 3) , the packet of electrons is transferred over
the output gate onto the floating diffusion (time t 0). The voltage of the floating diffusion
changes by an amount
V 5 Nq/C
(13)
where N is the number of electrons and C is the total capacitance of the floating diffusion
itself, the interconnect to the source-follower amplifier and the input capacitance of the
amplifier. In typical CCDs, this capacitance would be in the 10-fF to 50-fF range. Because
this capacitance is so small, there is a large change in voltage for a small change in charge.
The charge-to-voltage conversion is an important parameter in CCD design; for a 10-fF
capacitance the charge-to-voltage conversion is 16 microvolts per electron. After the
change in voltage has been sensed by the amplifier, the charge packet must be removed
from the floating diffusion before the next packet arrives. This is achieved by clocking the
reset gate positive (time t 1 in Fig. 6c ) , allowing the charge packet to flow from the floating
diffusion to the reset drain. The reset drain is held at a constant positive voltage, typically
,10 V. The reset drain is then turned off and the floating diffusion is prepared to accept
the next packet of electrons.
The change in voltage from the floating diffusion is typically buffered on-chip by a
source-follower (Fig. 7c ). A two-stage source follower is most often used. The first stage
utilizes very small-dimensioned FET transistors in order to minimize the input capacitance.
The second uses much larger FET transistors in order to achieve sufficient drive current to
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FIGURE 7 (a ) Cross section of the floating
diffusion output for a CCD; (b ) photomicrograph of
a floating diffusion output including the first stage of
the source-follower amplifier; (c ) two-stage sourcefollower amplifier with on-chip loads.

overcome off-chip capacitances such as package and lead capacitances on the circuit board.
The source-follower amplifier is typically designed to have a bandwidth on the order of ten
times the CCD pixel rate. For high-pixel-rate applications (.10 MPix / s), three-stage
source-follower amplifiers are employed.
For special purpose applications, such as CCD signal processing, nondestructive
readout is required. Floating gate output amplifiers are used in these applications. These
amplifiers are similar to the floating diffusion except that the floating diffusion is replaced
by a MOS gate which is connected to the MOS amplifier. Other outputs, such as
buried-channel JFET structures, have seen limited use in very low noise applications.15
Types of CCDs . In addition to the four-phase CCD described here, there are a number
of other types of CCD shift registers, including three-phase, two-phase, and virtual phase.
The different types are illustrated in Fig. 8. The four-phase CCD (Fig. 8a ) was described
previously. The three-phase (Fig. 8b ) consists of three different layers of polysilicon
electrodes. The charge is normally held under one of the three; during transfer, the gate
ahead of the charge packet is clocked positive and the gate holding the charge is clocked
negative in order to transfer the charge one gate ahead. The three-phase CCD has the
advantage of a shorter unit cell than the four-phase but at the expense of additional
processing complexity (i.e., a third polysilicon layer).
In the two-phase CCD, each phase has a barrier and a well region. The barrier is
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FIGURE 8 Types of CCD registers: (a ) fourphase; (b ) three-phase; (c ) pseudo-two-phase; (d )
true two-phase; (e ) virtual phase. In the pseudo-twophase CCD, each phase consists of two polysilicon
gates, one of which is offset in potential from the
other by an implanted threshold adjustment. In the
true two-phase CCD, each phase consists of a single
polysilicon gate in which the implanted threshold
adjust region is formed underneath a portion of the
gate.

formed by doping the barrier region slightly less n -type than the well region, making the
electrostatic potential in the barrier region a few volts lower than the well region for the
same gate voltage. Electrons will flow over the barrier region and be held in the well
region. There are two methods of fabricating a two-phase CCD. In the first method (Fig.
8c ) , two separate gates are used for each phase; one gate receives a threshold adjust ion
implantation in order to create the barrier region. The two gates, however, are connected
and thus driven at the same voltage. In the other method (Fig. 8d ) , the barrier and well
regions are created under a single polysilicon gate. The two-phase CCD is very commonly
used for three reasons. First, it requires only two clocks (f 1 and f 2) , simplifying drive
circuitry. Second, the clocks are complementary. This reduces clock feedthrough. Third,
the two-phase has a higher horizontal density, especially the two-phase with barrier and
well regions under the same gate.
The virtual phase CCD16,17 (Fig. 8e ) consists of one gate with both barrier and well
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regions within it and a second region, the virtual phase, in which a shallow, high-dose ion
implantation is used to create a heavily doped surface region which pins the surface
potential at 0 V. The virtual phase has both barrier and well regions within it and acts the
same as a polysilicon gate held at a constant voltage. Charge is first transferred from the
clocked phase into the virtual phase, then the charge is transferred from the virtual phase
into the next clocked phase. The virtual phase CCD has a number of advantages, including
higher quantum efficiency then two-polysilicon-level area CCD sensors and simpler
clocking. The disadvantages of the virtual phase include the need for larger voltage swings
on the single-clock and high-clock feedthrough into the output due to the lack of
complementary clocks.
CCD Characteristics . The four major performance parameters of a CCD shift register
and output amplifier are charge-handling capacity, charge-transfer efficiency, charge-tovoltage conversion ratio, and noise. The charge capacity is the number of electrons which
can be held and transferred in the CCD shift register. As charge is added to a shift register,
a point is reached at which excess charge cannot be held; the excess charge either
overflows into adjacent pixels or overflows into the bulk beneath the CCD or, in the case
of a buried-channel CCD, overflows the barrier to the Si-SiO2 surface. The charge capacity
is a function of the device design, device layout, and CCD process. Figure 9a shows the
electrostatic potential and charge distribution in a buried-channel CCD at three levels of
charge: approximately one-quarter of saturation, at saturation, and beyond saturation.
Below saturation, the electrons fill the center of the buried channel in the region of largest
potential, separated from the surface by approximately 0.2 mm in distance and about
500 mV in potential. As additional charge is added, the electron distribution spreads
towards the surface and the potential barrier to the surface drops. Beyond saturation, the
electrons contact the surface directly, resulting in charge-transfer inefficiency and blooming
to neighboring pixels. The charge capacity of most CCD shift registers is of the order
1 3 1012 electrons / cm2 of area in which the charge is held. In most CCD cells, the charge is
held in only a fraction of the total cell area both along the CCD register and across the
register. Typically, area CCD image sensors are designed with CCD charge capacities in
the range of 50,000 to 200,000 electrons. Linear CCD image sensors, because of the larger
amount of silicon area available for the CCD shift register, often are designed for 100,000
to 1,000,000 electrons.
The second major performance parameter for CCD shift registers is charge transfer
efficiency. The transfer of charge from one stage to the next is neither instantaneous nor
complete, limiting both transfer rate and the total number of stages in the CCD. There are
two intrinsic mechanisms governing charge transfer: drift and diffusion. Drift is the
movement of charge in the presence of an electric field. There are two origins of the
electric field seen by an electron during charge transfer: the self-induced field resulting
from the other electrons under the gate and the externally induced, or fringing, field.
During the early stages of charge transfer, the self-induced field is large and is the
dominant factor. After the charge concentration under the gate has decreased to a low
value, the remainder of the charge transfer will be governed either by diffusion or by drift
due to externally induced, or fringing, fields.
For a surface-channel CCD, the self-induced fields can be estimated from the formula:
E52

q dN
C dx

(14)

where C is the gate capacitance per unit area and N (x ) is the density of electrons as a
function of distance x from the edge of the electrode. In the early stages of charge transfer,
both N and dN / dx are large. As the transfer proceeds, both N and dN / dx become small
and the charge transfer is governed by fringing fields and diffusion.
Fringing fields are due to the two-dimensional nature of the electrostatic potential. If
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 9 (a ) Charge distribution and electrostatic potential as a
function of distance from the surface for a buried-channel CCD for
three levels of charge density; (b ) charge density as a function of
distance along a CCD for various times following the beginning of
charge transfer from one 8-mm stage to another.

the charge is being transferred from gate 1 to gate 2, the potential will change smoothly
between the two gates. The effect of the potential from one gate will typically extend 1 to
3 mm into a neighboring gate. The charge within the range of the fringing field will move
by drift to the neighboring gate. Charge out of the range of the fringing fields will move by
diffusion.
Figure 9b shows an example of charge transfer calculated for charge transfer from one
8-mm-long CCD gate into an adjacent gate. The charge density is shown as a function of
distance along the CCD at several times after the start of charge transfer. At the start of
the transfer, all the charge is under the first gate. At 0.01 ns into the transfer, the charge
has moved from the edge of the first gate into the second gate, as a result of self-induced
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(c)

FIGURE 9 (Continued ) (c ) charge transfer inefficiency as a function of time from the start of charge
transfer for the same example.

drift. By 0.2 ns, approximately half the charge has been transferred. By 0.7 ns, over
90 percent of the charge has moved into the second gate, leaving a residual in the first. At
this point, the self-induced drift is sufficiently small that drift due to fringing fields and
diffusion are the dominant mechanisms. Figure 9c shows the charge transfer inefficiency as
a function of time for this example. Two slopes are evident in the transfer inefficiency. In
the first 0.5 ns, the charge is transferred rapidly owing to the self-induced drift. For times
longer than 0.7 ns, the transfer is due to fringing fields in this example.
For CCDs with longer gates or lower fringing fields than the example above, the final
,10% of the charge must transfer by diffusion. Charge transfer by diffusion follows an
exponential time dependence.
(15)
N (t ) 5 N (0)e 2t/τ diff
where the time constant τ diff for diffusion is

τ diff 5

4L2g
π 2D

(16)

where Lg is one gate length and D 5 KTm e / q.
For electrons at room temperature, D 5 25.8 cm2 / s. For an 8-mm long gate, the
diffusion time constant is ,10 ns. To achieve a transfer inefficiency below 2 3 1025 per
transfer, 11 time-constants, or 110 ns in this example, are required. For this reason CCDs
are typically designed with gate lengths shorter than ,8 mm and are also designed to build
in fringing fields.
In the simplest case for very low levels of transfer inefficiency, the total transfer
inefficiency in a CCD register is the product of the number of stages N in the register and
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the transfer inefficiency per stage. Each stage will require two or more transfers. Virtual
phase and two-phase require two transfers per stage, three-phase requires three transfers,
and four-phase requires four transfers. The inefficiency per stage, however, will likely
depend in a complicated manner on the amount of charge in the charge packet, the
amount of charge in preceding charge packets,* the voltages, and frequency of operation.
In addition to the intrinsic sources of transfer inefficiency, there are a variety of
extrinsic sources. These include surface and bulk traps and potential wells and barriers.
The traps and the potential obstacles hold back an amount of charge from a charge packet.
The charge is reemitted to later charge packets. The inefficiency due to traps depends on
whether the traps have been filled by preceding charge packets and the emission time
constants of the traps, and so is not modeled in a simple manner.
The intrinsic sources of noise in CCD shift registers include dark current and output
amplifier noise. In addition, other sources of noise not intrinsic to the CCD itself include
noise due to clock feedthrough from the CCD clocks to the output signal and noise in
external electronics. The generation of dark current in CCD shift registers is the same as
described at the end of Sec. 22.3 for photosensing elements. Associated with the dark
current are both shot noise and pattern noise. The magnitude of the pattern noise in a
CCD shift register is reduced over that of a single element since the charge packet
averages the dark current over many pixels as it is transferred to the output.
The noise associated with the CCD output consists of the Johnson or thermal noise, the
1 / f noise of the output amplifier, and the kTC noise associated with resetting the floating
diffusion. The kTC noise is due to uncertainty in the amount of charge remaining on the
floating diffusion following reset owing to thermal fluctuations in the reset gate. The rms
noise s n in the number of electrons caused by kTC noise is given by

sn 5

–

kT
CFD
q

(17)

where CFD is one total floating diffusion capacitance. For a 10-fF floating diffusion
capacitance, the rms noise is ,40 electrons.
The kTC noise may be eliminated entirely by use of a signal-processing technique called
correlated double sampling (CDS). In correlated double sampling, the output level is
sampled before the charge packet is transferred onto the floating diffusion and again after
transfer of the charge packet (times t 2 and t 0 respectively in Fig. 6c ) . The two values are
subtracted either by an analog circuit or by digital subtraction. Any uncertainty in the
voltage level of the floating diffusion following reset is subtracted and thus the kTC noise
eliminated. The output amplifier low-frequency noise, called 1 / f noise because of the
inverse frequency (1 / f ) shape of the noise power spectrum, is also reduced but not
eliminated by correlated double sampling. The total noise of a CCD output amplifier is in
the range of 7 to 40 rms electrons per pixel depending on the amplifier design and the
operating speed. Values of a single rms electron or less have been obtained for very slow
pixel rates under cooled conditions.18

MOS Readout
The other major category of readout structures is the MOS readout. The individual
light-sensing elements (photodiodes, photocapacitors, or photoconductors) at each pixel
are connected to a readout line by means of a transfer gate. Each pixel along the readout
line is addressed separately by addressing circuitry. When a particular pixel is addressed,
the transfer gate is turned on and the charge transferred from the pixel to the readout
* The charge in the preceding packets will affect the filling of both bulk and interface traps. See, for example,
Sequin and Thompsett, pp. 70 – 108.
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line. An amplifier at the end of the readout line senses the change in voltage or current
resulting from the charge transfer.
Typically, the pixels would be addressed serially along the line. The first pixel would be
addressed, causing the charge from the image-sensing element to be transferred onto the
readout line. The voltage change or current would be sensed, the readout line reset to its
original voltage if necessary, and the next pixel addressed. This is different from a CCD. In
the CCD, charge from all pixels is transferred into the CCD register simultaneously.
Individual pixels or groups of pixels cannot easily be addressed in a random fashion by the
CCD, but this random addressing can be accomplished readily by the MOS readout.
There are several types of MOS readout devices. These include the CID,19 the AMI,20
and the CMD21 in addition to the normal MOS array. The CID has no readout line. Each
pixel consists of two overlapping gates, one controlled by a row address and the other by
column address.11 When neither row nor column of a particular pixel is being addressed,
the photogenerated charge is held under both gates and can be transferred between them.
When a row of a pixel is addressed, the charge transfers onto the column gate. Then both
row and column are addressed, the charge is injected into the substrate, and the current
sensed. The CID is not widely used in visible imaging applications because the charge
conversion sensitivity is very poor and noise very high compared to the CCD or to the
other MOS architectures.
In the amplified MOS imager (AMI), the image-sensing element at each pixel consists
of a phototransistor rather than a simple photodiode. The photogenerated charge is stored
on the gate of the MOS transistor.19 When a particular pixel is addressed, the photogenerated charge modulates the transistor current. This current amplification at each pixel
helps to overcome many of the noise and speed limitations of conventional MOS arrays.
MOS readout differs in an important way from CCD readout. In MOS readout, the
charge is transferred from a single pixel onto a readout line and the change in voltage or
current in the readout line is sensed. In a CCD, the charge packets are kept intact while
being transferred physically to a low-capacitance output. The lower sensitivity of a simple
MOS array can be illustrated as follows. The change in voltage on the readout line is given
by V 5 N q / C where N is the number of electrons, q the electron charge, and C the readout
line capacitance. Because the readout line covers the full length of the array, its
capacitance is in the picofarad range (typically 2 to 10 pF depending on design and
process). This compares to the 10-femtofarad capacitance for the CCD output. As a result,
the voltage swings on the readout line are very small (16 nV / electron for a 10-pF readout
line capacitance). This leads to a high sensitivity to clock noise due to capacitive
feedthrough of the row and column address clocks onto the readout line. The feedthrough
may be many times larger than the signal in most MOS sensors. Once the charge has been
transferred onto the readout line, it is sensed either by a current-sensitive amplifier or by a
voltage-sensitive amplifier, followed by a reset of the readout line to its original voltage.
CCD readout has the advantages of very high sensitivity and low noise. However, CCD
readouts are limited in charge-handling capacity, while MOS readouts are capable of
carrying very large amounts of charge and so are not as limited on the high end of the
dynamic range. However, because the MOS readout line has much higher capacitance than
the CCD, the sensitivity is lower and the noise is higher. Another difference is in the
readout architecture. The CCD readout is essentially a serial readout device; it is not
suited to random readout or partial-array readout. The MOS array, however, can be
addressed in a manner similar to a memory, making it well-suited to pixel or partial-array
addressing.

22.5 SENSOR ARCHITECTURES
Solid-state image sensors are classified into two basic groupings: linear and area. Linear
sensors include single-line arrays, multilinear arrays for color scanning, and time delay and
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integrate (TDI) arrays for low-light-level scanning. Area sensor architectures include the
frame transfer CCD, the interline transfer CCD, and various forms of MOS x – y addressed
arrays.

Linear Image Sensor Arrays
Linear sensors are used almost exclusively in scanning systems for scanning of documents,
film, and three-dimensional still objects. There are two basic classes of scanning systems:
contact scanners and reduction scanners. These are illustrated in Figs. 10a and 10b. In
reduction scanners (Fig. 10a ) , the sensor is smaller than the document to be scanned;
lenses are used to image the document onto the sensor. In contact scanners (Fig. 10b ) , the
sensor is the same width as the item to be scanned, usually a document. Relay optics is
used between the sensor and the document. Selfoc lenses (Fig. 10c and 10d ) and
roof-mirror-lens arrays are the two types of relay optics used most frequently.
There are three basic architectures for linear sensing arrays: MOS line arrays, CCD
linear and multilinear sensors, and time-delay and integrate (TDI) sensors. These
architectures are illustrated in Fig. 11. The MOS array is used most often in contact
scanning applications where material or processing problems make CCD arrays impractical. These applications include arrays fabricated from polysilicon or amorphous silicon on
nonsilicon substrates, arrays covering large distances, or arrays requiring special processing
(such as logarithmic amplification) at each pixel. The CCD linear and multilinear arrays
are used most often in reduction scanning where wide dynamic range and small pixel size is
required. However, contact arrays are also often realized by butting multiple CCD arrays
end-to-end. TDI arrays are used in very low light level scanning applications where
integration over many lines is required to achieve adequate signal-to-noise.
The MOS linear array (Fig. 11a ) consists of individual photosensing elements, an

FIGURE 10 (a ) Reduction document scanner using linear image
sensor, in which the image on the page is reduced by a lens onto the
line array; (b ) contact document scanner in which the length of the
image sensor is the same as the document width and one-to-one relay
optics is used to transfer the image from the document to the array;
(c ) diagram of a selfoc lens array used as transfer optics between
document and array in a contact scanner; (d ) operation of a selfoc
lens array.
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FIGURE 11 Architectures for linear image sensors: (a ) MOS
line array consisting of photodiodes, preamplifier, MOS switches
addressed by an address register, and a readout line with
amplifier; (b ) linear CCD image sensor consisting of photodiodes, transfer gate, and CCD readout; (c ) linear CCD image
sensor with two CCD output registers, one for the odd diodes
and the other for the even diodes, for higher horizontal pitch; (d )
staggered linear CCD image sensor with two rows of photodiodes
offset by one-half pixel to increase horizontal sampling.

amplifier, an address switch, and a readout line and amplifier. The photosensing element is
usually a photodiode, although photoconductors are used in contact scanning arrays
fabricated from amorphous silicon. Since the charge generated in the diode is generally
very small (in the hundreds to thousands of electrons), a simple amplifier is usually placed
at each pixel to drive the high-capacitance readout line. The use of amplification at each
pixel can allow some signal-processing functions, such as logarithmic amplification,
clipping, triggering and latching, etc., to be performed at the pixel. A MOS switch placed
after the amplifier allows each pixel to be addressed in sequence; the switch is driven by an
address register. At the end of the readout line is an amplifier which may buffer and / or
amplify the signal. The MOS array has the advantage of process simplicity and the ability
to perform signal processing at each pixel; it has the disadvantage of low signal level
(because of the large readout line capacitance) and pattern noise introduced by
feedthrough from the switching transistor.
The linear CCD image sensor is the most often used architecture for scanning
applications owing to its low noise, high sensitivity, wide dynamic range, and small pixel
pitch. Figure 11b shows the simplest type of linear CCD, in which a single row of
photodiodes is connected to a single CCD register via a transfer gate. In operation, the
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FIGURE 11 (Continued ) (e ) trilinear CCD in which three CCDs
are fabricated on the same silicon die, each with its own color filter;
( f ) time-delay and integrate (TDI) array, in which the charge in
the vertical registers is clocked in phase with the motion of the
scene or document being imaged in order to increase signal-tonoise.

signal is integrated on the image-sensing element (generally a photodiode) for a line time.
The horizontal CCD is then stopped, the transfer gate opened, and the charge transferred
from all the photodiodes simultaneously to the CCD. The transfer time is typically a few
microseconds. The transfer gate is then closed, integration resumed for the next line, and
the CCD clocked to read out the charge packets. Many arrays also feature antiblooming
for situations where the light level may not be controlled, as well as electronic shuttering,
which allows an integration time on the photodiodes to be less than the readout time of the
CCD.
For linear-sensing applications requiring a higher pixel density, a double-sided readout
is often used (Fig. 11c ). In this architecture, a CCD array is placed on either side of the
line of photodiodes and charge transfer from the diodes alternates between the top and
bottom CCDs. This architecture uses lower horizontal clock rates and a higher pixel pitch,
since the diode pitch can usually be made smaller than the CCD pitch. The charge packets
from the two arrays may be multiplexed into one output if desired. The disadvantage of
this architecture is slight differences between even and odd pixels, due to slight differences
in the two outputs (or slight differences due to multiplexing the two registers).
Another architecture which is used to further decrease the sampling pitch is the
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staggered linear array (Fig. 11d ). In the staggered array, two rows of photodiodes are
offset by a half pixel. The two rows are read out by CCD arrays. The first array is delayed
(usually in a digital line store) and then combined with the second to form a
double-density scan.
Multilinear arrays (Fig. 11d ) have recently been developed for color scanning
applications. In this architecture, several (usually three) linear arrays are combined on the
same silicon die separated by a distance equivalent to an integral number of scan lines.
Color filters (either integral or in close proximity) are aligned over the arrays. External
digital line delays are used to realign the three arrays. Separate electronic shuttering may
be provided for each array in order to adjust for differences in intensity in each of the
bands.
The third major class of line arrays is time-delay and integrate, or TDI, arrays.22,23 The
TDI architecture is shown in Fig. 11f. TDI arrays are used when inadequate signal-to-noise
ratio from a single-line array requires averaging over multiple lines. Applications for TDI
arrays include high-speed document scanners and space-based imaging systems. Instead of
a single row of photodiodes, the TDI array utilizes CCD stages in the vertical dimension
which are clocked synchronously with the movement of the document to be scanned. The
signal level in a TDI array increases linearly with the number of stages. The noise level,
however, increases most as the square root of the number of stages.

Area Image Sensor Arrays
There are three major classes of area image sensor architectures: MOS diode arrays,
frame-transfer CCDs, and interline-transfer CCDs. Within each there are a number of
variations. CCDs have come to dominate the majority of applications owing to their higher
sensitivity. However, MOS arrays are still used for specialized applications where
addressability or high readout rate is important.
Historically, the physical dimensions of the active imaging areas of CCD arrays for
consumer and commercial applications are specified by the size of the vidicon tube which it
replaces. The common format sizes include 1–4 -in, 1–3 -in, 1–2 -in, and 1-in. In most cases, the
aspect ratio is 4:3, reflecting the television standard. Table 1 lists the formats and the
corresponding dimensions of the imaging area of the array.

TABLE 1 Image Area Dimensions and Pixel Dimensions for Various
Format Image Sensors
The format name is giy en in inches based on historic image tube formats. The
pixel dimensions are based on a 484 3 768 pixel array.
Optical format

1-in

2
–
3

-in

1
–
2

-in

1
–
3

-in

1
–
4

-in

Active area (4:3 aspect ratio)
Height (mm)
Width (mm)
Diagonal (mm)

9.6
12.8
16

6.6
8.8
11

4.8
6.4
8

3.3
4.4
5.5

2.4
3.2
4

6.8
5.7

4.9
4.2

Pixel dimensions (484 lines 3 768 pixels)
Height (mm)
Width (mm)

19.8
16.7

13.6
11.5

9.9
8.3
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The standards for the number of vertical lines in arrays for consumer and professional
video are usually based on the corresponding television standards, including NTSC, PAL,
and the various HDTV standards. NTSC has 484 active lines, PAL has 575, the Japanese
HDTV standard has 1035, and the European HDTV standard has 1150. In all cases the
lines are interlaced; i.e., odd lines are read out in one field and even lines in the next.
Historically, for sensors for NTSC television, the number of pixels horizontally in a line
has been associated with multiples of the color subcarrier frequency; common horizontal
pixel counts include 384, 576, and 768. Sensors for the Japanese HDTV standard typically
have 1920 horizontal pixels. The pixels are rectangular rather than square. Table 1 lists
approximate pixel dimensions in micrometers for a few common formats for a 484 (V) 3
768 (H) pixel image sensor.
For industrial, scientific, graphics electronic photography, digital television, and
multimedia applications, however, the nonsquare pixels and interlaced readout of sensors
based on television standards are significant disadvantages. Image sensors designed for
these industrial and commercial applications typically have square pixels and progressive
scan readout. In interlaced NTSC readout, for example, the first field consists of lines 1,
3, 5 ? ? ? 483 and is read out in the first 1 / 60 second of a frame. The second field consists of
lines 2, 4, 6 ? ? ? 484 and is read out in the second 1 / 60 second of a frame. The resulting
temporal and spatial displacement between the two fields is undesirable for these
applications. In addition, digital compression of interlaced scan moving images, especially
with motion estimation, is difficult and also introduces artifacts.
In progressive scan readout each line is read out sequentially. There is no even or odd
field, only a single frame. As a result there are no temporal and spatial sampling
displacement differences. However, for a given resolution and frame rate, the readout rate
of a progressive scan image sensor is double that of an interlaced scan. In addition, for
these applications, the number of pixels is often based on powers of 2: such as 512 3 512 or
1024 3 1024—facilitating memory mapping and image processing.
MOS Area Array Image Sensors . The architecture of MOS area arrays is illustrated in
Fig. 12.24 It consists of the imaging array, vertical and horizontal address registers, and
output amplifiers. The pixel of a MOS array consists of an image-sensing element
(photodiode, photocapacitor, phototransistor, or photoconductor), a row-address gate, and
a vertical readout line. The row-address gate is bussed horizontally across the array and is
driven from a row-address register on the side(s) of the array. At the start of a line, a
single row is addressed, causing the charge from all the photodiodes in a row to be
transferred onto the vertical readout line. Horizontal address gates are placed at the
bottom of the vertical readout line. Buffer amplifiers to drive the horizontal readout line
may also be placed at the end of the vertical readout line. The horizontal address register
then serially addresses each vertical readout line, sequentially turning on the horizontal
address gates. After the horizontal addressing is completed, the readout lines may be reset
and precharged and the next row addressed.
There is a wide range of variations on this basic architecture. An example is the charge
modulation device, or CMD,25,26 array in which a phototransistor is placed at each pixel
site in order to achieve amplification and to achieve high currents to drive the capacitance
of the vertical and horizontal readout lines. Other examples include arrays with
sophisticated charge collection circuits at the end of each vertical readout line.
Frame Transfer CCD Image Sensors . CCD area arrays fall into two categories: frame
transfer and interline transfer. The simplest form of frame transfer CCD is the full-frame
CCD, shown in Fig. 13a. A photograph of a few pixels of a frame transfer CCD is shown in
Fig. 14a. The array consists of a single image area composed of vertical CCDs and a single
horizontal register with an output amplifier at its end. In this architecture, the pixel
consists of a single stage of a vertical CCD. This type of device requires an external
shutter. When the shutter is opened, the entire surface of the sensor is exposed and the
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FIGURE 12 MOS photodiode array, consisting of vertical
and horizontal address registers and readout line.

charge is collected in the CCD potential wells at each pixel. After the shutter is closed,
the sensor is read out a row at a time by clocking a row of the vertical register into the
horizontal register, then clocking the horizontal register to read out the row through
the output amplifier. For higher readout rates dual horizontal CCDs are used in parallel.
The full-frame CCD has the advantage of progressive scan readout high fill factor, very
low noise, and wide dynamic range. However, it requires an external shutter. It is most
often used in still electronic photography, scientific, industrial, and graphics applications.
For motion imaging applications, a shutter is not practical. In order to overcome the
need for a shutter, frame transfer CCDs incorporate a storage area in addition to imaging
area. For interlaced video applications, this storage area is sufficiently large to hold a field
(242 lines in NTSC television). The image area consists of vertical CCDs. For interlaced
NTSC video, there are 242 pixels vertically in the image area. Interlace is achieved by
changing the gates under which integration is performed in the even and odd fields. For
example, for a four-phase CCD, integration would be performed under phases 1 and 2 in
one field and 3 and 4 in another, effectively shifting the sampling area by half a pixel in
each field. The storage area consists also of 242 pixels vertically. The device operation is as
follows. The image area integrates for a field time and the photogenerated charge held in
the vertical CCDs. The vertical CCDs are then clocked in order to rapidly transfer the
charge from the image area into the storage area. Because the sensor is still under
illumination, this transfer time must be much shorter than the integration time. This
transfer typically requires 0.2 to 0.5 ms. The storage area is then read out a row at a time
by transferring a row into the horizontal register and clocking the horizontal register.
While this readout is occurring, the image area is integrating the next field. The most
significant disadvantage of frame transfer CCDs is the image smear caused by illumination
during the transfer from the image to the storage area. This smear can be on the order of
3 percent.
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FIGURE 13 (a ) Architecture of full-frame CCD; (b ) architecture of interlaced
interline transfer CCD; (c ) architecture of frame interline transfer CCD, in which a
storage area is provided to reduce smear during readout; (d ) progressive scan
interline transfer CCD, in which every photodiode is read out into the vertical CCD
simultaneously.

In both frame transfer and full-frame devices, the light must pass through the
polysilicon electrodes before being absorbed in the silicon. Owing to the high absorption of
short wavelengths in the polysilicon, the quantum efficiency in the blue is only about
20 percent and the quantum efficiency in the green is about 50 percent. Figure 14b shows
the quantum efficiency for a full-frame image sensor with polysilicon gates. Three
approaches have been used to improve the efficiency: the virtual phase CCD, transparent
electrodes, and backside illumination. In the virtual phase CCD (see ‘‘Types of CCDs’’ in
Sec. 22.4), the second polysilicon electrode is replaced with a very shallow highly doped p 1
layer, very similar to the pinned photodiode (Fig. 2d ). Since there is no electrode over this
phase to absorb the light, higher quantum efficiency is achieved, particularly at wavelengths less than 500 nm. Backside illumination provides nearly unity quantum efficiency
but requires that the sensor be thinned to less than 10 mm. Owing to its cost, backside
thinning is employed only in sensors for very specialized scientific or aerospace
applications. Indium-tin-oxide, or ITO, is the most commonly used transparent electrode.27
Usually it is substituted for the second level of polysilicon. Figure 14b also shows
the quantum efficiency of a full-frame device in which ITO has been substituted for
one of the polysilicon gates.
Interline Transfer CCD Image Sensors .

The interline transfer CCD is fundamentally
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 14 (a ) Photograph of a few pixels in the image area of a full-frame
CCD; (b ) quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength for a full-frame CCD with
polysilicon and with transparent indium-tin-oxide electrodes.

different from the frame-transfer CCD in that, in addition to the vertical CCD, the pixel
also contains a separate image-sensing element (photodiode, pinned photodiode, photocapacitor, or photoconductor) and a transfer region between the photodiode and the
vertical CCD. Interline CCDs with photodiodes for sensing elements are considered first.
Figure 13b illustrates the architecture of an interline transfer CCD and Fig. 15 illustrates a
pixel of the CCD. The CCD and the transfer region between the diode and CCD are
covered with a light shield (typically aluminum, although metal silicides are also used). The
light shield prevents any light from entering the vertical CCD registers, allowing them to
be read out while the sensor is illuminated. When the sensor is illuminated, the
photogenerated charge is held on the photodiode. During the vertical retrace interval at
the end of a field, the photogenerated charge is transferred into the vertical CCD by
clocking the CCD gate over the transfer region. Once the charge has been transferred
from the diodes into the vertical CCDs, the diodes resume integrating and the vertical
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FIGURE 15 (a ) Diagram of a pixel of an interline
transfer CCD; (b ) photograph of a pixel from an
interline transfer CCD.
(b)
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CCDs are clocked in order to transfer a row at a time from the image area into the
horizontal CCD.
For consumer and most commercial applications, interlaced interline CCDs are used to
be consistent with television standards. In interlaced interline CCDs there is one vertical
CCD stage for every two photodiodes. During the retrace time before the first field the
charge from the odd rows of photodiodes is transferred into the vertical CCDs; the charge
is then transferred out a row at a time into the horizontal CCD. During the retrace time
before the second field the charge from the even rows of photodiodes is transferred into
the vertical CCDs; once again, the charge is transferred out a row at a time into the
horizontal CCD. In NTSC television the fields are approximately 1 / 60 second long; in PAL
the field time is 1 / 50 second.
Because the vertical CCDs in an interline CCD are covered by a light shield, very little
stray light is absorbed in the CCD. However, due to light scattering under the lightshield
and lateral diffusion of photogenerated electrons, some charge can reach the vertical
registers as they are read out during a field. This results in smear. For consumer
applications the level of smear is not noticeable. However, for especially demanding
applications such as television broadcast cameras, a field storage area is added to the
bottom of the image area. This architecture is called the frame interline transfer, or FIT
CCD28 (Fig. 13c ). Following transfer of the photogenerated charge from the diodes into
the vertical CCDs, the vertical CCDs are clocked to rapidly shift the charge from the
image area into the storage area. This transfer typically takes less than 0.5 ms, reducing
smear 30-fold. One line at a time is transferred from the storage area to the horizontal
register and the horizontal register readout.
For still electronic photography, scientific, computer-related, graphics and professional
applications, interlaced video is not desirable. For these applications a progressive scan
architecture is utilized. In a progressive scan interline CCD there is a full CCD stage for
every photodiode.28 Following integration, the photogenerated charge from all the
photodiodes is transferred into the vertical CCDs. The photodiodes resume integration
and the charge packets from the vertical registers are transferred into the horizontal a row
at a time. The progressive scan interline CCD requires twice the vertical CCD density and
is therefore more complicated to fabricate. However, progressive scan readout provides
many advantages in image quality for both motion and still imaging and is emerging as a
likely standard for future digital HDTV systems as well as multimedia.
Nearly all interline CCDs used in camcorder, broadcast camera, or commercial
applications utilize vertical antiblooming in order to prevent blooming when the sensor is
illuminated beyond saturation. A cross-section diagram of an interline CCD with vertical
antiblooming is shown in Fig. 15b. The device illustrated uses a pinned photodiode
photosensing element. The CCD is built on an n -type silicon substrate. A p -well is formed
about 2 mm deep in the n -type silicon. An n -type buried-channel is then formed followed
by a p1 surface layer. The n -type substrate is reverse biased with respect to the p -well.
When the photodiode is illuminated above saturation, the excess electrons spill out of the
n -type buried channel and into the substrate. Owing to the vertical overflow, however,
photogenerated carriers from photons absorbed below the p -well are drawn into the
substrate and are not collected by the diode. Thus the quantum efficiency of these devices
falls rapidly at wavelengths beyond 550 nm. Figure 16 shows the quantum efficiency of an
interline CCD with vertical antiblooming as a function of wavelength. The internal
quantum efficiency of the photodiode is nearly 100 percent to about 550 nm, after which it
decreases. However, since the photodiode only occupies about 20 percent of the pixel, and
this aperture is typically reduced further by the light shield in order to eliminate optical
scattering into the vertical CCD, the actual efficiency of the device is only about
15 percent. The photoresponse is linear at low signal levels but becomes nonlinear at
charge levels near saturation.29
Two major approaches are used to improve the fill factor (and therefore the quantum
efficiency) of interline CCDs. These are the use of microlens arrays to focus the light
incident on a pixel onto the photodiode and vertical integration of image sensors with
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FIGURE 16 Quantum efficiency as a function of
wavelength for an interline transfer CCD with and
without microlens array.

amorphous silicon photoconductors to achieve a high fill factor. Figure 17 shows a
microlens array on top of an interline CCD.30 The lenses are formed by coating a spacer
layer on the wafer of CCD devices followed by a lens-forming layer. The lens forming
layer is patterned and then reflowed to form the lens arrays. The quantum efficiency of an
interline CCD with and without a microlens array is shown in Fig. 18. A 3-fold
improvement in quantum efficiency is achieved because light from nearly the entire pixel
area is focused onto the photodiode.
The second approach to improving fill factor in interline CCD devices is to vertically
integrate the device by use of an amorphous silicon photoconductor.7 The structure of the
photoconductor and its band diagram are illustrated in Fig. 2e. The amorphous silicon is

FIGURE 17 Scanning electron micrograph of microlens array on top of an interline
transfer CCD.
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FIGURE 18 Quantum efficiency of interline CCD
with and without microlens array.

about 1 mm thick; owing to its high absorption coefficient in the visible, it can achieve
nearly 100 percent internal quantum efficiency. The back contact of the photoconductor
contacts the diode in the interline CCD. Light absorbed in the amorphous silicon generates
electron-hole pairs. The amorphous silicon is biased such as to create a high field which
sweeps out the electrons to the back contact, where they can be stored on the diode until
they are transferred into the CCD. Because the photoconductor is fabricated on top of the
CCD pixel, it can have nearly 100 percent fill factor. In addition, because of the wide
bandgap of the amorphous silicon, its dark current (due to thermal generation of carriers)
is often lower than the single-crystal silicon. However, the amorphous silicon photoconductors suffer difficulties related to charge trapping. Owing to impurities and dangling or
strained bonds, there is a high density of traps in amorphous silicon. These can trap charge
carriers and reemit them at a later time, causing image lag. Because the trapping and
detrapping is field-dependent, it can also result in nonlinear response.
CCD Performance . In all CCDs, both interline and frame transfer, the signal output is
linear with the illumination except at levels approaching saturation. This linear response is
in marked contrast to image tubes, which exhibit highly nonlinear response. For interline
CCDs, the total charge capacity ranges from 100,000 electrons for larger cells (such as the
13.6 (V) 3 11.6 (H)-mm cell typical for a 2–3 -in format) to 20,000 electrons or less for smaller
cells (such as the 6.8 3 5.8-mm cell in a 1–3 -in format 484 3 768-pixel CCD).
The principal noise sources in both interline and full-frame image sensors are dark
current pattern and shot noise and output amplifier noise. To illustrate the contributions,
modern CCDs have dark current levels at 408C of less than 1 nA / cm2. For a 2–3 -in format
sensor, this would correspond to about 320 electrons per pixel dark level. The
corresponding shot noise would be 18 rms electrons and the pattern noise would typically
be at a similar level. However, because of the nonrandom nature of pattern noise, its
appearance is considerably more noticeable. The output amplifier noise would also be at
about the 15-rms electron level. Thus, the overall noise for this example would be in the
30-electron range and the dynamic range would be over 2000 for a charge capacity of
90,000 electrons. For scientific applications where the sensor can be cooled and the readout
performed at a lower frequency, noise levels less than 5 electrons can be achieved and
even subelectron noise has been reported.18
Color Imaging
Silicon based CCDs are monochrome in nature. That is, they have no natural ability to
determine the varying amounts of red, green, and blue (RGB) illumination presented to
the photodetectors. There are three techniques to extract color information.
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FIGURE 19 Methods of color separation in cameras with area image sensors: (a ) color sequential
using a color wheel; (b ) a prism with dichroic beam
splitters and three image sensors; (c ) single-chip
image sensor with integral color filter array.

1. Color Sequential (Fig. 19)—A color image can be created using a CCD by taking
three successive exposures while switching in optical filters having the desired RGB
transmittances. This approach is normally used only to provide still images of stationary
scenes. The resulting image is then reconstructed off-chip. The advantage to this technique
is that resolution of each color can remain that of the CCD itself. The disadvantage is that
three exposures are required, reducing frame times by more than a factor of three. Color
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misregistration can also occur due to subject or camera motion. The filter switching
assembly also adds to the mechanical complexity of the system.
2. Three -chip Color (Fig. 19)—Three-chip color systems use an optical system to split
the scene into three separate color images. A dichroic prism beam splitter is normally used
to provide RGB images. Color images can then be detected by synchronizing the outputs
of the three CCDs. The disadvantage to such a system is that the optical complexity is very
high and registration between sensors is difficult.
3. Integral color Filter Arrays (CFA) (Fig. 19)—Instead of performing the color filtering
off-chip, filters of the appropriate characteristics can be fabricated above individual
photosites.31,32 This approach can be performed during device fabrication using dyed (e.g.,
cyan, magenta, yellow) photoresists in various patterns. The major problem with this
approach is that each pixel is sensitive to only one color. Off-chip processing is required to
‘‘fill in’’ the missing color information between pixels.33,34
In order to minimize size, weight, and cost, most consumer color camcorders use a
CCD sensor with an integral CFA. The photosites are covered with individual color
filters—for example, a red, green, and blue striped filter, or a green, magenta, cyan, and
yellow mosaic filter. Some popular CFA patterns are shown in Fig. 20. Because each
photosite can sense only one color, the color sampling is not coincident. For example, a
blue pixel might be seeing a white line, while nearby red and green pixels are seeing a dark
line in the scene. As a result, high-frequency luminance edges can be aliased into bright
color bands. These color bands depend not only on the color filter pattern used, but also
on the optical prefilter and CFA interpolation algorithm. The color bands are caused by
aliasing, which is a property of any sampled system. Aliasing occurs when the frequency of
the input signal is greater than the Nyquist limit of one-half the sampling frequency. If the
input frequency is well below the Nyquist limit, there are many samples per cycle. This
allows the input to be reconstructed perfectly, if a proper reconstruction filter is used.
When the input frequency is greater than the Nyquist limit, there are less than two samples
per cycle. The sample values now define a new curve, which has a frequency lower than
the input frequency. In effect, the high frequency takes on the alias of a lower frequency.

FIGURE 20 Common color filter array patterns.
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FIGURE 21 Birefringent blur filter used to reduce
aliasing in single-chip color image sensors.

Aliasing is a particular problem with color sensors, since the sampling phase is different for
the different color photosites. Therefore, the aliased signal has different phases for
different colors. This creates the color bands.
The color aliasing is reduced by using an optical anti-aliasing or ‘‘blur’’ filter, positioned
in front of the color CCD sensor.35 Blur filters are typically made of birefringent quartz,
with the crystal axis oriented at a 458 angle, as shown in Fig. 21. In this orientation, the
birefringent quartz exhibits the double refraction effect. An unpolarized input ray emerges
as two polarized output rays. The output ray separation is proportional to the filter’s
thickness. A 1.5-mm-thick plate will give a separation of about 9 mm. Figure 21 shows a
simple ‘‘two-spot’’ filter. More complex filters use three or more pieces of quartz cemented
in a stack.
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23.1 GLOSSARY
Adet
AI
AV
Camp
Cdet
CF/S
Cfb
Cgd
Cgs
CL
Cout
CT
CTl
cte
D *lpk
D *bb
D *th
eEg
f /4
fchop

detector area
gate modulation current gain (ratio of integration capacitor current to
load current)
amplifier voltage gain
amplifier capacitance
detector capacitance
fill-and-spill gate capacitance for a Tompsett type CCD input
CTIA feedback or Miller capacitance
FET gate-drain overlap capacitance
FET gate-source capacitance
CTIA band-limiting load capacitance
sense node capacitance at the CCD output
effective feedback (transcapacitance) or integration capacitance for a
capacitive transimpedance amplifier
spectral photon contrast
charge transfer efficiency
peak detectivity (cm-Hz1/2 / W or Jones)
blackbody detectivity (cm-Hz1/2 / W or Jones)
thermal detectivity (cm-Hz1/2 / W or Jones)
electron
detector energy gap
conventional shorthand for the ratio of the focal length of a lens to its
diameter
chopper frequency
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fframe

display frame rate

fknee

frequency at which the 1 / f noise intersects the broadband noise

fs
gm,LOAD
gm

spatial frequency (cycles / radian)
gate transconductance of the load FET in the gate modulated input
circuit
gate transconductance of a Field Effect Transistor

h

Planck’s constant

ID

FET drain current

Idet
Iphoto
k
K amp
K det
K FET
L

detector current
detector photocurrent
Boltzmann constant
amplifier FET noise spectral density at 1 Hz
detector noise spectral density at 1 Hz
FET noise spectral density at 1 Hz
length-to-width ratio of a bar chart (always set to 7)

MRT

minimum resolvable temperature (K)

MTF

modulation transfer function for the optics, detector, readout, the
integration process, or the composite sensor

n

detector junction ideality or diffusion constant

Namp,1/f

number of noise carriers for one integration time due to amplifier FET
1 / f noise

Namp,white

number of noise carriers for one integration time due to amplifier FET
white noise

Nc
n det
NE DT

number of photo-generated carriers integrated for one integration time
detector junction ideality or diffusion constant
noise equivalent temperature difference (K)

n FET

subthreshold FET ideality

NFPA

composite (total) FPA noise in carriers

NkTC,channel
Nload,white
Nos
NPHOTON
NSD

CTIA broadband channel noise in carriers
number of noise carriers for one integration time due to CTIA load FET
white noise
display overscan ratio
shot noise of photon background in carriers
noise spectral density of a detector or field effect transistor; the 1 / f noise
is often specified by the NSD at a frequency of 1 Hz

Nsf

source follower noise

Nss

serial scan ratio

q

electron charge in coulombs

QB

photon flux density (photons / cm2-s) incident on a focal plane array

QD

charge detected in a focal plane array for one integration time
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Q max
Rdet
RLOAD
R0
R0 A
Rr
S/N
SNRT
SV
T
tce
TCR
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maximum charge signal at saturation
detector resistance
gate modulation load resistance
detector resistance at zero-bias resistance
detector resistance-are product at zero-bias voltage
detector resistance in reverse-bias resistance
signal-to-noise ratio
target signal-to-noise ratio
readout conversion factor describing the ratio of output voltage to
detected signal carriers
operating temperature
thermal coefficient of expansion
thermal coefficient of resistance for bolometer detectors

TD

time constant for correlated double sampling process normally set by
Nyquist rate

t int

integration time

U

residual nonuniformity

Vbr

detector reverse-bias breakdown voltage, sometimes defined as the
voltage where Rr 5 R0

VD

FET drain voltage

Vdet

detector bias voltage

VDS

FET grain-to-source voltage

VG

FET gate voltage

yn

measured rms noise voltage

DAI
Df
DIphoto
DT
DVS

gate modulation current gain nonuniformity
noise bandwidth (Hz)
differential photocurrent
scene temperature difference creating differential photocurrent DIphoto
signal voltage for differential photocurrent DIphoto

Dx

horizontal detector subtense (mradian)

Dy

vertical detector subtense (mradian)

h

detector quantum efficiency

h BLIP

percentage of BLIP

h inj,DI

injection efficiency of detector current into the source-modulated FET of
the direct injection input circuit

h inj
h noise
h pc

injection efficiency of detector current
injection efficiency of DI circuit noise into integration capacitor
quantum efficiency of photoconductive detector
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h py
lc
s det

quantum efficiency of photovoltaic detector
detector cutoff wavelength (50 percent of peak response, mm)
noise spectral density of total detector noise including photon noise

s input,ir

noise spectral density of input-referred input circuit noise

s LOAD

noise spectral density of input-referred load noise

s mux,ir

noise spectral density of input-referred multiplexer noise

s VT

rms threshold voltage nonuniformity across an FPA

τ amp

amplifier time constant (s)

τ eye

eye integration time (s)

τo

optical transmission

v

angular frequency (radians)

keampl

buffer amplifier noise for buffered direct injection circuit

23.2 INTRODUCTION
Infrared sensors have been available since the 1940s to detect, measure, and image the
thermal radiation emitted by all objects. Due to advanced detector materials and
microelectronics, large scanning and staring focal plane arrays (FPA) with few defects are
now readily available in the short wavelength infrared (SWIR; 1 to 3 mm), medium
wavelength infrared (MWIR; <3 to 5 mm), and long wavelength infrared (LWIR; <8 to
14 mm) spectral bands. We discuss in this chapter the disparate FPA technologies,
including photon and thermal detectors, with emphasis on the emerging types.
IR sensor development has been driven largely by the military. Detector requirements
for missile seekers and forward looking infrared (FLIR) sensors led to high-volume
production of photoconductive (PC) HgCdTe arrays starting in the 1970s. Though each
detector requires direct connection to external electronics for purposes of biasing,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enhancement via time delay integration (TDI), and signal
output, the first generation FPAs displaced the incumbent Pb-salt (PbS, PbSe) and
Hg-doped germanium devices, and are currently being refined using custom analog signal
processing,1 laser-trimmed solid-state preamplifiers, etc.
Size and performance limitations of first-generation FLIRs necessitated development of
self-multiplexed FPAs with on-chip signal processing. Second-generation thermal imaging
systems use high-density FPAs with relatively few external connections. Having many
detectors that integrate longer, low-noise multiplexing and on-chip TDI (in some scanning
arrays), second-generation FPAs offer higher performance and design flexibility. Video
artifacts are suppressed due to the departure from ac-coupling and interlaced raster scan,
and external connections are minimized. Fabricated in monolithic and hybrid methodologies, many detector and readout types are used in two basic architectures (staring and
scanning). In a monolithic FPA, the detector array and the multiplexing signal processor
are integrated in a single substrate. The constituents are fabricated on separate substrates
and interconnected in a hybrid FPA.
FPAs use either photon or thermal detectors. Photon detection is accomplished using
intrinsic or extrinsic semiconductors and either photovoltaic (PV), photoconductive (PC),
or metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) technologies. Thermal detection relies on
capacitive (ferro- and pyroelectric) or resistive bolometers. In all cases, the detector signal
is coupled into a multiplexer and read out in a video format.
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Infrared Applications
Infrared FPAs are now being applied to a rapidly growing number of civilian, military, and
scientific applications such as industrial robotics and thermography (e.g., electrical and
mechanical fault detection), medical diagnosis, environmental and chemical process
monitoring, Fourier transform IR spectroscopy and spectroradiometry, forensic drug
analysis, microscopy, and astronomy. The combination of high sensitivity and passive
operation is also leading to many commercial uses. The passive monitoring provided by the
addition of infrared detection to gas chromatography – mass spectroscopy (GC-MS), for
example, yields positive chemical compound and isomer detection without sample
alteration. Fusing IR data with standard GC-MS aids in the rapid discrimination of the
closely related compounds stemming from drug synthesis. Near-IR (0.7 – 0.1 mm) and
SWIR spectroscopy and fluorescence are very interesting near-term commercial applications since they pave the way for high-performance FPAs in the photochemical,
pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, biomedical, reference quantum counter, and materials
research fields. Sensitive atomic and molecular spectroscopies (luminescence, absorpion,
emission, and Raman) require FPAs having high quantum efficiency, low dark current,
linear transimpedance, and low read noise.
Spectral Bands
The primary spectral bands for infrared imaging are 3 – 5 and 8 – 12 mm because atmospheric transmission is highest in these bands. These two bands, however, differ dramatically with respect to contrast, background signal, scene characteristics, atmospheric
transmission under diverse weather conditions, and optical aperture constraints. System
performance is a complex combination of these and the ideal system requires dual band
operation. Factors favoring the MWIR include its higher contrast, superior clear-weather
performance, higher transmissivity in high humidity, and higher resolution due to ,33
smaller optical diffraction. Factors favoring the LWIR include much-reduced background
clutter (solar glint and high-temperature countermeasures including fires and flares have
much-reduced emission), better performance in fog, dust, and winter haze, and higher
immunity to atmospheric turbulence. A final factor favoring the LWIR, higher S / N ratio
due to the greater radiance levels, is currently moot because of technology limitations. Due
to space constraints and the breadth of sensor applicability, we focus on target / background
metrics in this section.
The signal collected by a visible detector has higher daytime contrast than either IR
band because it is mainly radiation from high-temperature sources that is subsequently
reflected off earth-based (ambient temperature; <290 K) objects. The high-temperature
sources are both solar (including the sun, moon, and stars) and synthetic. Since the photon
flux from high- and low-temperature sources differs greatly at visible wavelengths from day
to night, scene contrasts of up to 100 percent ensue.
Reflected solar radiation has less influence as the wavelength increases to a few microns
since the background radiation increases rapidly and the contrast decreases. In the SWIR
band, for example, the photon flux density from the earth is comparable to visible room
light (1013 photons / cm2-s). The MWIR band (,1015 photon flux density) has lower, yet still
dynamic, daytime contrast, and can still be photon-starved in cold weather or at night.
The net contribution from reflected solar radiation is even lower at longer wavelengths.
In the LWIR band, the background flux is equivalent to bright sunlight (<1017 photons /
cm2-s). This band thus has even lower contrast and much less background clutter, but the
‘‘scene’’ and target / background metrics are similar day and night. Clear-weather performance is relatively constant.
Depending on environmental conditions, however, IR sensors operating in either band
must discern direct emission from objects having temperatures very near the average
background temperature (290 K) in the presence of the large background and degraded
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atmospheric transmissivity. Under conditions of uniform thermal soak, such as at diurnal
equilibrium, the target signal stems from minute emissivity differences.
The spectral photon incidence for a full hemispheric surround is
Q 5 τ cf

E

l2

Ql (l ) dl

(1)

l1

if a zero-emissivity bandpass filter having in-band transmission, τ cf , cut-on wavelength l 1 ,
and cutoff wavelength l 2 is used (zero emissivity obtained practically by cooling the
spectral filter to a temperature where its self-radiation is negligible). The photon flux
density, QB (photons / cm2-s), incident on a focal plane array is
QB 5

1
Q
4( f / 4)2 1 1

(2)

where f / 4 is the conventional shorthand for the ratio of the focal length to the diameter
(assumed circular) of the limiting aperture or lens. The cold shield f / 4 limits the
background radiation to a field-of-view consistent with the warm optics to eliminate
extraneous background flux and concomitant noise. The background flux in the LWIR
band is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than in the MWIR.
The spectral photon contrast, CTl , is the ratio of the derivative of spectral photon
incidence to the spectral photon incidence, has units K 21 , and is defined

CTl 5

12
Q
T
Q

(3)

Figure 1 is a plot of CTl for several MWIR subbands (including 3.5 – 5, 3.5 – 4.1, and
4.5 – 5 mm) and the 8.0 – 12 mm LWIR spectral band. The contrast in the MWIR bands at
300 K is 3.5 – 4 percent compared to 1.6 percent for the LWIR band. While daytime MWIR
contrast is even higher due to reflected sunlight, an LWIR FPA offers higher sensitivity if
it has the larger capacity needed for storing the larger amounts of photogenerated (due to
the higher background flux) and detector-generated carriers (due to the narrow bandgap).
The photon contrast and the background flux are key parameters that determine thermal
resolution as will be described later under ‘‘Performance Figures of Merit.’’

FIGURE 1 Spectral photon contrast in the MWIR and LWIR.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 2 Scanning (a ) and staring (b ) focal plane
arrays.

Scanning and Staring Arrays
The two basic types of FPA are scanning and staring. The simplest scanning device consists
of a linear array as shown in Fig. 2a. An image is generated by scanning the scene across
the strip. Since each detector scans the complete horizontal field-of-view (one video raster
line) at standard video frame rates, each resolution element or pixel has a short integration
time and the total detected charge can usually be accommodated.
A staring array (Fig. 2b ) is the two-dimensional extension of a scanning array. It is
self-scanned electronically, can provide enhanced sensitivity, and is suitable for lightweight
cameras. Each pixel is a dedicated resolution element, but synchronized dithering of
sparsely populated arrays is sometimes used to enhance the effective resolution, minimize
spatial aliasing, and increase the effective number of pixels. Although theoretically charge
can be integrated for the full frame time, the charge-handling capacity is inadequate at
terrestrial LWIR backgrounds.
Detectors
Infrared detectors convert IR photons and energy to electrical signals. Many types are
used in FPAs (as shown in Fig. 32) including photon and thermal detectors that address
diverse requirements spanning operating temperatures from 4 K to toom temperature.
Figure 4 compares the quantum efficiencies of several detector materials.
Intrinsic detectors3 usually operate at higher temperatures than extrinsic devices, have
higher quantum efficiencies, and dissipate less power. Backside-illuminated devices,
consisting of an absorbing epitaxial layer on a transparent substrate, are used in hybrid
FPAs and offer the advantages of nearly 100 percent active detector area, good mechanical
support, and high quantum efficiency. The most popular intrinsic photovoltaics are
HgCdTe and InSb. These detectors are characterized by their quantum efficiency (h ) ,
zero-bias resistance (R0) , reverse-bias resistance (Rr ) , junction ideality or diffusion
constant n , excess noise (if any) versus bias, and reverse-bias breakdown voltage (Vbr ) ,
which is sometimes defined as the voltage where Rr 5 R0 .
PtSi is a photovoltaic Schottky barrier detector (SBD) which is the most mature for
large monolithic FPAs. IR detection is via internal photoemission over a Schottky barrier
(0.21 – 0.23 eV). Characteristics include low (<0.5 percent for broadband 3.5 – 5.0 mm) but
very uniform quantum efficiency, high producibility that is limited only by the Si readout
circuits, full compatibility with VLSI technology, and soft spectral response with peak
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FIGURE 3 Photon and thermal detectors.
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FIGURE 4 Quantum efficiency versus wavelength for several detector materials.

below 2 mm and zero response just beyond 6 mm. Internal photoemission dark current
requires cooling below 77 K.
HgCdTe is the most popular intrinsic photoconductor, and various linear arrays in
several scanning formats are used worldwide in first-generation FLIRs. For reasons of
producibility and cost, HgCdTe photoconductors have historically enjoyed a greater
utilization than PV detectors despite the latter’s higher quantum efficiency, higher D * by a
factor of (2h py / h pc )1/2 , and superior modulation transfer function (MTF). Nevertheless, not
all photoconductors are good candidates for FPAs due to their low detector impedance.
This includes the intrinsic materials InSb and HgCdTe.
The most popular photoconductive material system for area arrays is doped extrinsic
silicon (Si: x ; where x is In, As, Ga, Sb, etc.), which is made in either conventional or
impurity band conduction [IBC or blocked impurity band (BIB)] technologies. Early
monolithic arrays were doped-Si devices, due primarily to compatibility with the silicon
readout. Extrinsic photoconductors must be made relatively thick (up to 30 mils; doping
density of IBCs, however, minimizes this thickness requirement but does not eliminate it)
because they have much lower photon capture cross section than intrinsic detectors. This
factor adversely affects their MTF in systems having fast optics.
Historically, Si:Ga and Si:In were the first mosaic focal plane array PC detector
materials because early monolithic approaches were compatible with these dopants.
Nevertheless, problems in fabricating the detector contacts, early breakdown between the
epitaxial layer and the detector material (double injection), and the need for elevated
operating temperatures helped force the general move to monolithic PtSi and intrinsic
hybrids.
The most advanced extrinsic photoconductors are IBC detectors using Si:As and Si:Ga.4
These have reduced recombination noise (negating the 42 superiority in S / N that PV
devices normally have) and longer spectral response than standard extrinsic devices due to
the higher dopant levels. IBC detectors have a unique combination of PC and PV
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characteristics, including extremely high impedance, PV-like noise (reduced recombination
noise since IBC detectors collect carriers both from the continuum and the ‘‘hopping’’
impurity band), linear photoconductive gain, high uniformity, and superb stability. The
photo-sensitive layer in IBCs is heavily doped to achieve hopping-type conduction. A thin,
lightly doped (1010 / cm2) silicon layer blocks the hopping current before it reaches the
device electrode to reduce noise. Specially doped IBCs (see cross-sectional views in Fig. 3)
operate as solid-state photomultipliers (SSPM) and visible light photon counters (VLPC)
in which photoexcited carriers are amplified by impact ionization of impurity-bound
carriers.5 The amplification allows counting of individual photons at low flux levels.
Standard SSPMs respond from 0.4 to 28 mm.
A rapidly developing alternative detector is the GaAs / AlGaAs quantum well infrared
photodetector (QWIP). Various QWIP photoconductive6 and photovoltaic7 structures are
being investigated as low-cost alternatives to II-VI LWIR detectors like HgCdTe. Infrared
detection in the typical PC QWIP is via intersubband or bound-to-extended-state
transitions within the multiple quantum well superlattice structure. Due to the polarization
selection rules for transitions between the first and second quantum wells, the photon
electric field must have a component parallel to the superlattice direction. Light absorption
in n -type material is thus anisotropic with zero absorption at normal incidence. The QWIP
detector’s spectral response is narrowband, peaked about the absorption energy. The
wavelength of peak response can be adjusted via quantum well parameters and can be
made bias-dependent.
Various bolometers, both resistive and capacitive (pyroelectric), are also available.
Bolometers sense incident radiation via energy absorption and concomitant change in
device temperature in both cooled moderate-performance and uncooled lowerperformance schemes. Much recent research, which was previously highly classified, has
focused on both hybrid and monolithic uncooled arrays and has yielded significant
improvements in the detectivity of both resistive and capacitive bolometer arrays. The
resistive bolometers currently in development consist of a thin film of a temperaturesensitive resistive material film which is suspended above a silicon readout. The pixel
support struts provide electrical interconnect and high thermal resistance to maximize pixel
sensitivity. Recent work has focused on the micromachining necessary to fabricate mosaics
with low thermal conductance using monolithic methodologies compatible with silicon.
Capacitive bolometers sense a change in elemental capacitance and require mechanical
chopping to detect incident radiation. The most common are pyroelectric detectors. J.
Cooper8 suggested the use of pyroelectric detectors in 1962 as a possible solution for
applications needing a low-cost IR FPA with acceptable performance. These devices have
temperature-dependent spontaneous polarization. Ferroelectric detectors are pyroelectric
detectors having reversible polarization. There are over a thousand pyroelectric crystals,
including several popularly used in hybrid FPAs; e.g. lithium tantalate (LiTaO3), triglycine
sulfate (TGS), and barium strontium titanate9 (BaSrTiO3).

23.3 MONOLITHIC FPAs
A monolithic FPA consists of a detector array and the readout multiplexer integrated on
the same substrate. The progress in the development of the monolithic FPAs in the last
two decades has been strongly influenced by the rapid advances in the silicon VLSI
technology. Therefore, the present monolithic FPAs can be divided into three categories
reflecting their relationship to the silicon VLSI technology. The first category includes the
‘‘complete’’ monolithic FPAs in which the detector array and the readout multiplexer are
integrated on the same silicon substrate using processing steps compatible with the silicon
VLSI technology. They include the extrinsic Si FPAs reported initially in the 1970s,10
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FPAs with Schottky barrier,11 heterojunction detector FPAs, and the recently reported
microbolometer FPAs.12
The second category will be referred to here as the ‘‘partial monolithic’’ FPAs. This
group includes narrowband detector arrays of HgCdTe13 and InSb14 integrated on the same
substrate only with the first level of multiplexing, such as the row and column readout from
a two-dimensional detector array. In this case the multiplexing of the detected signal is
completed by additional silicon IC chips usually packaged on the imager focal plane.
The third category represents ‘‘vertically integrated’’ photodiode (VIP) FPAs. These
FPAs are functionally similar to hybrids in the sense that a silicon readout multiplexer is
used with the narrow-bandgap HgCdTe detectors. However, while in the hybrid FPA the
completed HgCdTe detector array is typically connected by pressure contacts via indium
bumps to the silicon multiplex pads; in the case of the vertically integrated FPAs, HgCdTe
chips are attached to a silicon multiplexer wafer and then the fabrication of the HgCdTe
photodiodes is completed including the deposition and the definition of the metal
connections to the silicon readout multiplexer.
In the following sections we will review the detector readout structures, and the main
monolithic FPA technologies. It should also be noted that most of the detector readout
techniques and the architectures for the monolithic FPAs were originally introduced for
visible silicon imagers. This heritage is reflected in the terminology used in the section.

Architectures
The most common structures for the photon detector readout and architectures of
monolithic FPAs are illustrated schematically in Fig. 5 and 6.
MIS Photogate FPAs: CCD , CID , and CIM . Most of the present monolithic FPAs use
either MIS photogates or photodiodes as the photon detectors. Figure 5 illustrates a direct
integration of the detected charge in the potential well of a MIS (photogate) detector for a
charge coupled device (CCD) readout in (a ) a charge injection device (CID) readout in
(b ) and a charge-integration matrix CIM) readout in (c ). The unique characteristic of the

FIGURE 5 Photodetector readout structures.
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FIGURE 6 Monolithic FPA architectures.
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CCD readout is the complete transfer of charge from the integration well without readout
noise. Also in a CCD FPA the detected charge, QD , can be transferred via potential wells
along the surface of the semiconductor that are induced by clock voltages but isolated from
the electrical pickup until it is detected by a low-capacitance (low kTC noise) on-chip
amplifier. However, because of the relatively large charge transfer losses (,1023 per
transfer) and a limited charge-handling capacity, the use of nonsilicon CCD readout has
been limited mainly to HgCdTe TDI FPAs. Such TDI imager is shown in Fig. 6a as a
frame transfer (FT) type CCD area imager performing a function of a line sensor with the
effective optical integration time increased by the number of TDI elements (CCD stages)
in the column CCD registers. In this imager the transfer of the detected charge signal
between CCD wells of the vertical register is adjusted to coincide with the mechanical
motion of the image.
In the FT-CCD TDI FPA, the vertical registers perform the functions of charge
detection and integration as well as transfer. The detected image is transferred one line at
a time from the parallel vertical registers to the serial output registers. From there it is
transferred at high clock rate to produce the output video. Similar TDI operation can also
be produced by the interline-transfer (IT) CCD architecture shown in Fig. 6e. However, in
the case of IT-CCD readout, the conversion of infrared radiation into charge signal
photodetection is performed by photodiodes.
In the CID readout, see Fig. 5b , the detected charge signal is transferred back and forth
between the potential wells of the MIS photogates for nondestructive X -Y addressable
readout, DV (QD ) , that is available at a column (or a row) electrode due to the
displacement current induced by the transfer of the detected charge signal, QD . At the end
of the optical integration time, the detected charge is injected into the substrate by driving
both MIS capacitors into accumulation.
CID FPAs with column readout for single-output-port and parallel-row readout are
illustrated schematically in Fig. 6b and c , respectively. Another example of a parallel
readout is the CIM FPA shown in Fig. 6d. The parallel readout of CID and CIM FPAs is
used to overcome the inherent limitation on charge-handling capacity of these monolithic
FPAs by allowing a short optical integration time with fast frame readout and off-chip
charge integration by supporting silicon ICs.
Silicon FPAs: IT -CCD , CSD , and MOS FPAs . The monolithic FPAs fabricated on
silicon substrate can take advantage of the well-developed silicon VLSI process. Therefore,
silicon (Eg 5 1.1 eV), which is transparent to infrared radiation having wavelength longer
than 1.0 mm, is finding an increasing use for the fabrication of monolithic CCD and MOS
FPAs with infrared detectors that can be formed on silicon substrate. In the 1970s there
was great interest in the development of monolithic silicon FPAs with extrinsic Si:In and
Si:Ga photoconductors. However, since the early 1980s most progress was reported on
monolithic FPAs with Schottly-barrier photodiodes, GeSi / Si heterojunction photodiodes,
vertically integrated photodiodes, and resistive microbolometers. With the exception of the
resistive microbolometers, in the form of thin-film semiconductor photoresistors formed on
micromachined silicon structures, all of the above infrared detectors can be considered to
be photodiodes and can be read out either by IT-CCD or MOS monolithic multiplexer.
The photodiode (PD) CCD readout, see Fig. 5d , is normally organized as the
interline-transfer (IT) CCD staring FPA, shown in Fig. 6e. The IT-CCD readout has been
used mostly for PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors (SBDS). The operation of this FPA
consists of direct integration of the detected charge signal on the capacitance of the
photodiode. At the end of the optical integration time, a frame readout is initiated by a
parallel transfer of the detected charge from the photodiodes to the parallel vertical CCD
registers. From there the detected image moves by parallel transfers one line at a time into
the horizontal output register for a high-clock-rate serial readout.
The design of the Schottky-barrier IT-CCD FPA involves a trade-off between fill factor
(representing the ratio of the active detector area to the pixel area) and maximum
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saturation charge signal (Qmax). This trade-off can be improved by the charge sweep device
(CSD) architecture, shown in Fig. 6f , that has also been used as a monolithic readout
multiplexer for PtSi and IrSi SBDs.
In CSD FPA the maximum charge signal is limited only by the SBD capacitance since
its operation is based on transferring the detected charge signal from one horizontal line
corresponding to one or two rows of SBDs (depending on the type of the interlacing used)
into minimum geometry vertical CCD registers. During the serial readout of the previous
horizontal line, the charge signal is swept into a potential well under the storage gate by
low-voltage parallel clocking of the vertical registers. Then, during the horizontal blanking
time, the line charge signal is transferred in parallel to the horizontal CCD register for
serial readout during the next horizontal line time.
The main advantage of the silicon CCD multiplexer is a low readout noise, of 50 to 150
electrons / pixel, so that a shot-noise-limited operation can be achieved at relatively low
signal levels. But as the operating temperature is lowered below 60 K the charge transfer
losses of buried-channel CCDs (BCCDs) become excessive due to the freeze-out of the
BCCD implant. Therefore, InSr SBD and Ge:Si detectors requiring operation at 40 K are
more compatible with the MOS readout.
Photodiode (PD) MOS readout (see Fig. 5e ) represents another approach to construction of an X -Y addressable silicon multiplexer. These types of monolithic MOS
multiplexers used for readout of PtSi SBDs are illustrated in Fig. 6g and h.
A single-output-port FPA with one MOSFET switch per detector, MOS (1T), is shown
in Fig. 6g. During the readout of the FPA, the vertical scan switch transfers the detected
charge signal from one row of detectors to the column lines. Then the column lines are
sequentially connected by MOSFET switches to the output sense line under the control of
the horizontal scan switch. The main limitation of the MOS (1T) FPA is a relatively high
readout noise (on the order of 1000 electrons / pixel) due to sensing of small charge signals
on large-capacitance column lines. This readout noise can be decreased with a row readout
MOS (2T) FPA having two MOSFET switches per detector. In this case, low readout noise
can be achieved for current sensing, it is limited by the noise of the amplifier, and for
voltage sensing it can be reduced by correlated double sampling (CSD).15 A readout noise
of 300 rms electrons / pixel was achieved at Sarnoff for a 640 3 480 low-noise PtSi MOS
(2T) FPA designed with row buffers and 8 : 1 multiplexing of the output lines.16
An alternative form of the MOS (1T) FPA architecture is an MOS FPA with parallel
column readout for fast frame operation. This silicon VIP FPA, resembling CIM
architecture in Fig. 6d , can be used with HgCdTe vertically integrated PV detectors.
Direct -Charge -Injection Silicon FPAs . All of the silicon monolithic FPAs thus far
described use separately defined detectors. A direct-charge-injection type monolithic
silicon FPA with a single detector surface is a PtSi direct Schottky injection (DSI) imager
that is made on thinned silicon substrate having a CCD or MOS readout on one side and
PtSi SBD charge-detecting surface on the other side.17 A cross-sectional area of one pixel
of this FPA for IT-CCD readout is shown in Fig. 5f. In the operation of this imager, the
p -type buried-channel CCD formed in an n -well removes charge from a P1 chargecollecting electrode that in turn depletes a high resistivity p -type substrate. Holes injected
from the PtSi SBD surface into the p -type substrate drift through the depleted p -type
substrate to the P1 charge-collecting electrode. The advantages of the DSI FPA include
100 percent fill factor, a large maximum charge due to the large capacitance between the
charge collecting electrode and the overlapping gate, and that the detecting surface does
not have to be defined. A 128 3 128 IT-CCD PtSi DSI FPA was demonstrated;18 however,
the same basic structure could also be used with other internal photoemission surfaces such
as IrSb or Ge:Si.
Microbolometer FPAs . A microbolometer FPA for uncooled applications consists of
thin-film semiconductor photoresistors micromachined on a silicon substrate. The
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uncooled IR FPA is fabricated as an array of microbridges with a thermoresistive element
in each microbridge. The resistive microbolometers have high thermal coefficient of
resistance (TCR) and low thermal conductance between the absorbing area and the
readout circuit which multiplexes the IR signal. As each pixel absorbs IR radiation, the
microbridge temperature changes accordingly and the elemental resistance changes.
Metal films have traditionally been used to make the best bolometer detectors because
of their low l / f noise. These latest devices use semiconductor films of 500 Å thickness
having TCR of 2 percent per 8C. The spacing between the microbridge and the substrate is
selected to maximize the pixel absorption in the 8 – 14-mm wavelength range. Standard
photolithographic techniques pattern the thin film to form detectors for individual pixels.
The thin film TCR varies over an array by Ú1 percent, and produces responsivity of
70,000 V / W in response to 300 K radiation. This has been sufficient to yield 0.18C NEDT
with an f / l lens. Potential low-cost arrays at prices similar to that of present large IC
memories are possible with this technology.

Scanning and Staring Monolithic FPAs
In an earlier section we have reviewed the available architectures for the construction of
two-dimensional scanning TDI, scanning, and staring FPAs. The same basic readout
techniques, however, are also used for line-sensing imagers with photodiodes and MIS
photogate detectors. For example, a line-scanning FPA corresponds to a vertical column
CCD with the associated photodiodes of an IT-CCD, a column readout CID, a MOS (IT)
FPA with only one row of detectors. However, since the design of a staring FPA is
constrained by the size of the pixels, there is more space available for the readout
multiplexer of a line of detectors. Therefore, design of the monolithic silicon multiplexer
for a line detector array may also resemble the complexity of silicon multiplexer for hybrid
FPAs.

23.4 HYBRID FPAS
Hybrid FPAs are made by interconnecting, via either direct or indirect means, a detector
array to a multiplexing readout. Several approaches are currently pursued in both
two-dimensional and three-dimensional configurations. Hybrids are typically made by
either epoxying detector material to a processed silicon wafer (or readout) and
subsequently forming the detectors and electrical interconnects by, for example, ionmilling; by mating a fully processed detector array to a readout to form a ‘‘twodimensional’’ hybrid;19 or by mating a fully processed detector array to a stack of signal
processors to form a three-dimensional stack (Z -hybrid). The detector is usually mounted
on top of the multiplexer and infrared radiation impinges on the backside of the detector
array. Indium columns typically provide electrical and, often in conjunction with various
epoxies, mechanical interconnect.
Hybrid methodology allows independent optimization of the detector array and the
readout. Silicon is the preferred readout material due to performance and the leveraging of
the continuous improvements funded by commercial markets. Diverse state-of-the-art
processes and lithography are hence available at a fraction of their original development
cost.
Thermal Expansion Match. In a hybrid FPA, the detector array is attached to a
multiplexer which can be of a different material. In cooling the device from room
temperature to operating temperature, mechanical strain builds up in the hybrid due to the
differing coefficients of thermal expansion. Hybrid integrity requires detector material that
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has minimum thermal expansion mismatch with silicon. Based on this criterion, the III-V
and II-VI detectors are favored over Pb-salts. Silicon-based detectors are matched
perfectly to the readout; these include doped-Si and PtSi. The issue of hybrid reliability has
prompted the fabrication of II-VI detectors on alternative substrates to mitigate the
mismatch. HgCdTe, for example, is being grown on sapphire (PACE-I),20 GaAs (liftoff
techniques are available for substrate thinning or removal), and silicon in addition to the
lattice-matched Cd(Zn)Te substrates. Detector growth techniques21 include liquid phase
epitaxy and vapor phase epitaxy (VPE). The latter includes metal organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

Hybrid Readout
Hybrid readouts perform the functions of detector interface, signal processing, and video
multiplexing.22 The hybrid FPA readout technologies include:
$ Surface channel charge coupled device (SCCD)
$ Buried channel charge coupled device (BCCD)
$ x -y addressed switch-FET (SWIFET) or direct readout (DRO) FET arrays
$ Combination of MOSFET and CCD (MOS / CCD)
$ Charge-injection device (CI)
Early hybrid readouts were either CIDs23 or CCDs, and the latter are still popular for
silicon monolithics. However, x -y arrays of addressed MOSFET switches are superior for
most hybrids for reasons of yield, design flexibility, and simplified interface. The move to
the FET-based, direct readouts is key to the dramatic improvements in staring array
producibility and is a consequence of the spin-off benefits from the silicon memory
markets. DROs are fabricated with high yield and are fully compatible with advanced
processes that are available at captive and commercial foundries. We will thus focus our
discussion on these families. Though not extensively, CCDs are still sometimes used in
hybrid FPAs.24
Nonsilicon Readouts. Readouts have been developed in Ge, GaAs, InSb, and
HgCdTe. The readout technologies include monolithic CCD, charge-injection device
(CID), charge-injection matrix (CIM), enhancement / depletion (E / D) MESFET (GaAs),
complementary heterostructure FET (C-HFET; GaAs),25 and JFET (GaAs and Ge). The
CCD, CID, and CIM readout technologies generally use MIS detectors for monolithic
photon detection and signal processing.
The CID and CIM devices rely on accumulation of photogenerated charge within the
depletion layer of a MIS capacitor that is formed using a variety of passivants (including
CVD and photo-SiO2, anodic SiO2, and ZnS). A single charge transfer operation then
senses the accumulated charge. Device clocking and signal readout in the CIDs and CIMs
relies on support chips adjacent to the monolithic IR FPA. Thus, while the FPA is
monolithic, the FPA assembly is actually a multichip hybrid.
CCDs have been demonstrated in HgCdTe and GaAs.26 The n -channel technology is
preferred in both materials for reasons of carrier mobility and device topology. In
HgCdTe, for example, n -MOSFETs with CVD SiO2 gate dielectric have parametrics that
are in good agreement with basic silicon MOSFET models. Fairly elaborate circuits have
been demonstrated on CCD readouts, e.g., an on-chip output amplifier containing a
correlated double sampler (CDS).
GaAs has emerged as a material that is very competitive for niche applications
including IR FPAs. Since GaAs has very small thermal expansion mismatch with many IR
detector materials including HgCdTe and InSb, large hybrids may be developed
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eventually, and VPE detector growth capability suggests future development of composite
monolithic FPAs. The heterostructure (H-)MESFET and C-HFET technologies are
particularly interesting for IR FPAs because low l / f noise has been demonstrated; noise
spectral densities at 1 Hz of as low as 0.5 mV / 4Hz for p -HIGFET and 2 m V / 4Hz for the
enhancement H-MESFET27 at 77 K have been achieved. The H-MESFET has the
advantage of greater fabrication maturity (16 K SRAM and 64 3 2 readout demonstrated),
but the C-HFET offers lower power dissipation.
Direct Readout Architectures . The DRO multiplexer consists of an array of FET
switches. The basic multiplexer has several source follower stages that are separated at the
cell, row, and column levels by MOSFET switches which are enabled and disabled to
perform pixel access, reset, and multiplexing. The signal voltage from each pixel is thus
direct-coupled through the cascaded source follower architecture as shown, for example, in
Fig. 7. Shift registers generate the various clock signals; a minimum of externally supplied
clocks is required. Since CMOS logic circuitry is used, the clock levels do not require
precise adjustment for optimum performance. The simple architecture also gives high
functional yield even in readout materials less mature than silicon.
Owing to the relatively low internal impedances beyond the input circuit, multiplexer
noise is usually negligible. The inherent dynamic range is often .100 dB and the FPA
dynamic range is limited only by the output-referred noise of the input circuit and the
maximum signal excursion. The minimum read noise for DROs in imaging IR FPAs is
typically capacitor reset noise. Correlated double samplers are thus used to suppress the
reset noise for highest possible SNR at low integrated signal level.
In addition to excellent electrical characteristics, the DRO has excellent electro-optical
properties including negligible MTF degradation and no blooming. Crosstalk in DRObased FPAs is usually detector-limited since the readouts typically have low (,0.005
percent) electrical crosstalk. DROs also have higher immunity to clock feedthrough noise
due to their smaller clock capacitances. Substrate charge pumping, which causes significant
FET backgating28 and transconductance degradation in SCCDs, is low in DROs.
X -Y Addressing and Clock Generation. Both static and dynamic shift registers are
used to generate the clock signals needed for cell access, reset, and pixel multiplexing.
Static registers offer robust operation and increased hardness to ionizing radiation in trade

FIGURE 7 Direct readout schematic (shown with direct injection input).
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for increased FET count and preference for CMOS processes. Dynamic registers use fewer
transistors in NMOS or PMOS processes, but require higher voltages and have lower
maximum clocking rate.
Dynamic shift registers use internal bootstrapping to regenerate the voltage at each tap.
The circuit techniques limit both the lowest and highest clock rates and require fine-tuning
of the MOSFET design parameters for the specific operating frequency. More importantly,
the high internal voltages stress conventional CMOS processes.
Electronically Scanned Staring FPAs. The inability to integrate photogenerated charge
for full staring frame times is often handled by integration time management. Since the
photon background for the full 8 – 12-mm spectral band is over two orders of magnitude
larger than the typical MWIR passband, and since the LWIR detector dark current is
several orders of magnitude larger than similarly sized MWIR devices, LWIR FPA duty
cycle can be quite poor. It is sometimes prudent to concede the limited duty cycle by
electronically scanning the staring readout. Electronic scanning refers to a modified staring
FPA architecture wherein the FPA is operated like a scanning FPA but without
optomechanical means. Sensitivity is enhanced beyond that of a true scanning FPA by, for
example, using multiple readout bus lines to allow integration time overlap. The sharing
reduces circuit multiplicity and frees unit cell real estate to share circuitry and larger
integration capacitance, and to use the otherwise parasitic bus capacitance to further
increase capacity. More charge can thus be integrated even though the duty cycle is preset
to 1 / N , where N is the number of elements on each common bus.
Time Delay Integration Scanning FPAs. While they are no longer extensively used for
staring readouts, SCCDs are used in scanning readouts to incorporate on-focal plane TDI
since they have higher dynamic range than FET bucket brigades. Dynamic range .72 dB
and as high as 90 dB are typically achieved with high TDI efficacy. Two architectures
dominate. In one, the CCD is integrated adjacent to the input circuit in a contiguous unit
cell. In the second, the input circuit is segregated from the CCD in a sidecar configuration.
The latter offers superior cell-packing density and on-chip signal processing in trade for
circuit complexity. Figure 8 shows the schematic circuit for a channel of a scanning

FIGURE 8 Sidecar TDI with capacitive transimpedance amplifier input circuit.
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readout having capacitive transimpedance amplifier input circuit (discussed earlier),
common TDI channel bus, and fill-and-spill29 input to a sidecar SCCD TDI. This scheme
integrates CMOS and CCD processes for much on-chip signal processing in very fine
orthoscan pitch.30
The readout conversion factor, i.e., volts out per electrons in, for the sidecar CTIA
scheme is
q
DV CF/S
SV 5 2 5
(4)
AV1 AV2
e
CT
Cout
where CF/S is the fill-and-spill gate capacitance, CT is the integration / feedback capacitance,
AVx characterizes the various source follower gains, and Cout is the sense node capacitance
at the CCD output. The ratio of CF/S to CT sets a charge gain that allows design-tailoring
for dynamic range management or low input-referred noise. High charge-gain yields read
noise that is limited by the input circuit and not by the transfer noise31 of the
high-carrier-capacity SCCD.
MOSFET bucket brigades are also used as TDI registers since simpler, all-MOS designs
and processes can be used. Advantages include compatibility with standard MOS and
CMOS, and capability for external clocking using 0 – 5 V, CMOS-compatible clock levels.
The latter potential advantage is mitigated in the sidecar TDI scheme by appropriately
sizing the SCCD registers and the charge gain to yield the desired CCD clock levels, for
example. Disadvantages include higher TDI register noise due to kTC being added at each
transfer and limited signal excursion.
Output Circuits. Output circuitry is usually kept to a minimum to minimize power
dissipation. Circuit design thus tends to focus on the trades between voltage-mode and
current-mode output amplifiers, although on-chip signal processing is increasing, including
low-speed A / D conversion, switched-capacitor filtering,32 and on-chip nonuniformity
correction. Voltage-mode outputs offer better S / N performance across a wider range in
backgrounds for a given readout transimpedance. Current-mode outputs offer wider
bandwidth and better drive capability.
Detector Interface: Input Circuit . After the incoming photon flux is converted into a
signal by the detector, it is coupled into the readout via a detector interface circuit.33 Signal
input is optical in a monolithic FPA, so signal conditioning is limited. In hybrid FPAs and
some composite material monolithics, the signal is injected electrically into the readout.
The simplest input schemes offering the highest mosaic densities include direct detector
integration (DDI) and direct injection (DI). More complex schemes trade simplicity for
input impedance reduction [buffered direct injection (BDI) and capacitive transimpedance
amplification (CTIA)], background suppression (e.g., gate modulation), or ultralow read
noise with high speed (CTIA). We briefly describe the more popular schemes and their
performance. Listed in Table 1 are approximate performance-describing equations for
comparing the circuits schematically shown in Fig. 9.
Direct Detector Integration. Direct detector integration (Figure 9a ) , also referred to as
source follower per detector (SFD), is used at low backgrounds and long frame times
(frame rates typically #15 Hz in large staring arrays). Photocurrent is stored directly on
the detector capacitance, thus requiring the detector to be heavily reverse-biased for
adequate dynamic range. The changing detector voltage modulates the gate of a source
follower whose drive FET is in the cell and whose current source is common to all the
detectors in a column or row. The limited cell constrains the source followers’ drive
capability and thus the bandwidth.
The DDI unit cell typically consists of the drive FET, cell enable transistor(s), and reset
transistor(s). A detector site is read out by strobing the appropriate row clock, thus
enabling the output source follower. The DDI circuit is capable of read noise in the range
of 20 to 50 rms e-per pixel.

TABLE 1 Focal Plane Array Performance
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FIGURE 9 Hybrid FPA detector interface circuits.

Direct Injection. Direct injection (Fig. 9b ) is perhaps the most widely used input
circuit due to its simplicity and high performance. The detector directly modulates the
source of a MOSFET. The direct coupling requires that detectors with p -on-n polarity, as
is the case with InSb and most photovoltaic LWIR detectors, interface p -type FETs (and
vice versa) for carrier collection in the integration capacitor. In surface channel CCDs, the
FETs drain is virtual, as formed by a fully enhanced well, and doubles as the integration
capacitor.
Practical considerations, including limited charge-handling capacity, constrain the DI
input to operation with high-impedance MWIR or limited cutoff (l c # 9.5 mm) LWIR
detectors. The associated background photocurrent for the applications where direct
injection can be used mandates that the DI FET operate subthreshold.34 The subthreshold
gate transconductance, gm , is independent of FET geometry:35
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The injection efficiency, h inj, of detector current into the DI FET is

h inj,DI 5

gm R det
1 1 gm Rdet

3

1
jv C det Rdet
11
1 1 gm Rdet

4

(6)

where Rdet and Cdet are the detectors’ dynamic resistance and capacitance, respectively.
Poor DI circuit bandwidth occurs at low-photon backgrounds due to low gm .
The injection efficiency varies across an FPA due to FET threshold, detector bias, and
detector resistance nonuniformity. Changes in detector current create detector bias shifts
since the input impedance is relatively high. In extreme cases a large offset in threshold
gives rise to excess detector leakage current and l / f noise, in addition to fixed pattern
noise. The peak-to-peak threshold voltage nonuniformity spans the range from <1 mV for
silicon p -MOSFETs to over 125 mV for some GaAs-based readouts.
Depending upon the interface to the multiplexing bus, the noise-limiting capacitance,
Cinput, is approximately the integration capacitance or the combined integration and bus
capacitance. Some direct-injection cells are thus buffered with a source follower (see Fig.
7). Omitting the source follower reduces the readout transimpedance (due to charge
splitting between the integration capacitor and thus bus line capacitance) in trade for
larger integration capacitance since more unit-cell real estate is available.
Increasing the pixel density has required a continuing reduction in cell pitch. Figure 10
plots the charge-handling capacity as functions of cell pitch and minimum gate length for
representative DI designs using the various minimum feature lengths. Also plotted is the
maximum capacity assuming the cell is composed entirely of integration capacitor
(225 Å SiO2). A recent 27-mm DI cell, fabricated in 1.25-mm CMOS, thus has similar cell
capacity as an earlier 60-mm DI cell in 3-mm CMOS. Limitations on cell real estate,
operating voltage, and the available capacitor dielectrics nevertheless dictate maximum
integration times that are often shorter than the total frame time. This duty cycling equates
to degradation in detective quantum efficiency.

FIGURE 10 Direct injection charge-handling capacity versus
cell pitch for standard CMOS processes.
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Buffered Direct Injection. A significant advantage of the source-coupled input is
MOSFET noise suppression. This suppression is implied in the h BLIP expression shown in
Table 1. When injection efficiency is poor, however, MOSFET noise becomes a serious
problem along with bandwidth. These deficiencies are ameliorated via buffered direct
injection (BDI),36 wherein a feedback amplifier with open-loop gain 2AV (Fig. 9c ) is
added to the DI circuit. The buffering increases injection efficiency to near-unity, increases
bandwidth by orders of magnitude, and suppresses the DI FET noise.
BDI has injection efficiency

h inj >

gm Rdet(1 1 AV )
1 1 gm R det(1 1 Ay ) 1 jv R det[(1 1 Ay )C amp 1 Cdet]

(7)

where Camp is the Miller capacitance of the amplifier. Circuit bandwidth is maximized by
lowering the amplifiers’ Miller capacitance to provide detector-limited frequency response
that is lower than that possible with DI by the factor (1 1 AV ).
The noise margin of the BDI circuit is superior to DI, even though two additional noise
sources associated with the feedback amplifier are added. The dominant circuit noise stems
from the drive FET in the amplifier. The noise power for frequencies less than
1 / (2π Rdet Cdet) is directly proportional to the detector impedance. Amplifier noise is hence
a critical issue with low impedance (,1 MΩ) detectors including long wavelength
photovoltaics operating at temperatures above 80 K.
Chopper -Stabilized Buffered Direct Injection. The buffered direct injection circuit has
high l / f noise with low-impedance detectors. While the MOSFET l / f noise can be
suppressed somewhat by reverse-biasing the detectors to the point of highest resistance,
detector l / f noise may then dominate. Other approaches include enlarging MOSFET gate
area, using MOS input transistors in the lateral bipolar mode, or using elaborate circuit
techniques such as autozeroing and chopper stabilization. Chopper stabilization is useful if
circuit real estate is available, as in a scanning readout. Figure 9d shows a block diagram
schematic circuit of chopper-stabilized BDI.
Chopper stabilization refers to the process of commutating the integrating detector
node between the inverting and noninverting inputs of an operational amplifier having
open-loop gain, AV . This chopping process shifts the amplifier’s operating frequency to
higher frequencies where the amplifier’s noise is governed by white noise, not l / f noise. At
chopping frequencies fchop  fk , the equivalent low-frequency input noise of the chopper
amplifier is equal to the original amplifier white-noise component.37 The amplifier’s output
signal is subsequently demodulated and filtered to remove the chopping frequency and
harmonics. This scheme also reduces the input offset nonuniformity by the reciprocal of
the open-loop gain, thereby generating uniform detector bias. Disadvantages include high
circuit complexity and the possibility of generating excess detector noise via clockfeedthrough-induced excitation of traps, particularly with narrow bandgap photovoltaic
detectors.
Gate Modulation. Signal processing can be incorporated in a small unit cell by using a
gate modulated input structure (c.f. MOSFET load gate modulation in Fig. 9e ).38 The use
of a MOSFET as an active load device, for example, provides dynamic range management
via automatic gain control and user-adjustable background pedestal offset since the
detector current passes through a load device with resistance RLOAD. The differential gate
voltage applied to the input FET varies for a change in photocurrent, DIphoto, as
DVG 5 R LOAD h inj,DIDIphoto

(8)

The current injected into the integration capacitor is
Iinput 5 gm RLOAD h inj,DIDIphoto

(9)
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The ratio of Iinput to Iphoto is the current gain, AI , which is
AI 5

gm
h inj,DI
gm,LOAD

(10)

The current gain can self-adjust by orders of magnitude depending on the total detector
current. Input-referred read noise of tens of electrons has thus been achieved with
high-impedance SWIR detectors at low-photon backgrounds. The same circuit has also
been used at LWIR backgrounds with LWIR detectors having adequate impedance for
good injection efficiency.
The current gain expression suggests a potential shortcoming for imaging applications
since the transfer characteristic is nonlinear, particularly when the currents in the load and
input FETs differ drastically. In conjunction with tight specifications for threshold
uniformity, pixel functionality can be decreased, dynamic range degraded, and imagery
dominated by spatial noise. The rms fractional gain nonuniformity (when operating
subthreshold) of the circuit is approximately
DAI
qs VT
5
AI n FET kT

(11)

where s VT is the rms threshsold nonuniformity. At 80 K, state-of-the-art s Vt of 0.5 mV for
a 128 3 128 FPA, and n 5 1 , the minimum rms nonuniformity is <7 percent.
Capacitiy e Transimpedance Amplifier (CTIA). Many CTIAs have been successfully
demonstrated. The most popular approach uses a simple CMOS inverter39 for feedback
amplification (Figure 9f ). Others use a more elaborate differential amplifier. The two
schemes differ considerably with respect to open-loop voltage gain, bandwidth, power
dissipation, and cell real estate. The CMOS inverter-based CTIA is more attractive for
high-density arrays. The latter is sometimes preferred for scanning or Z -hybrid applications where real estate is available primarily to minimize power dissipation.40
In either case, photocurrent is integrated directly onto the feedback capacitor of the
transimpedance amplifier. The minimum feedback capacitance is set by the amplifier’s
Miller capacitance and defines the maximum circuit transimpedance. Since the Miller
capacitance can be made very small (,5 fF), the resulting high transimpedance yields
excellent margin with respect to downstream system noise. The transimpedance degrades
when the circuit is coupled to large detector capacitances, so reducing pixel size serves to
minimize read noise and the circuits’ attractiveness will continue to increase in the future.
The CTIA allows extremely small currents to be integrated with high efficiency and
tightly regulated detector bias. The amplifier open-loop gain, AV,amp, ranges from as low as
fifteen to higher than several thousand for noncascoded inverters, and many thousands for
some cascoded inverter and differential amplifier designs. The basic operating principle is
to apply the detector output to the inverting input of a high-gain CMOS differential
amplifier operated with capacitive feedback. The feedback capacitor is reset at the detector
sampling rate. The noise equivalent input voltage of the amplifier is referred to the
detector impedance, just as in other circuits.
The CTIA’s broadband channel noise sets a lower limit on the minimum achievable
read noise, is the total amplifier white noise, and can be approximated for condition of
large open-loop gain by
N 2kTC,channel 5

kTC fb
q2

3

Cdet 1 Cfb
C fb Cdet
CL 1
Cfb 1 Cdet

4

(12)

where Cfb is the feedback capacitance including the Miller capacitance and integration
capacitance and CL is the output load capacitance. This expression provides an intuitive
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formula for minimizing noise: detector capacitance must be low (i.e., minimize detector
shunting capacitance which reduces closed-loop gain) and output capacitance high (i.e.,
limit bandwidth). Of the three amplifier noise sources listed in Table 1, amplifier l / f noise
is often largest. For this reason, the CMOS inverter-based CTIA has best performance
with p -on-n detectors and p -MOSFET amplifier FET due to the lower l / f noise.

23.5 PERFORMANCE: FIGURES OF MERIT
In the early days of infrared technology, detectors were characterized by the noise
equivalent power (NEP) in a 1-Hz bandwidth. This was a good specification for single
detectors, since their performance is usually amplifier-limited. The need to compare
detector technologies for application to different geometries and the introduction of FPAs
having high-performance on-board amplifiers and small parasitics necessitated normalization to the square root of the detector area for comparing S / N. R. C. Jones41 thus
introduced detectivity (D *) , which is simply the reciprocal of the normalized NEP and has
units cm-4Hz / W (or Jones).
While D * is well-suited for specifying infrared detector performance, it can be
misleading to the uninitiated since the D * is highest at low background. An LWIR FPA
operating at high background with background-limited performance (BLIP) S / N can have
a D * that is much lower than for a SWIR detector having poor S / N relative to the
theoretical limit. Several figures of merit that have hence proliferated include other ways
of specifying detectivity: e.g., thermal D * (D *th) blackbody D *(D *bb) , peak D * (D *lpk) ,
percentage of BLIP (%BLIP or h BLIP), and noise equivalent temperature difference
(NE DT). Since the final output is an image, however, the ultimate figure of merit is how
well objects of varying size are resolved in the displayed image. The minimum resolvable
temperature (MRT) is thus a key benchmark. These are briefly discussed in this section.

Detectivity (D *)
D * is the S / N ratio normalized to the electrical bandwidth and detector area. In
conjunction with the optics area and the electrical bandwidth, it facilitates system
sensitivity estimation. However, D * can be meaningless unless the test conditions,
including magnitude and spectral distribution of the flux source (e.g., blackbody
temperature), detector field-of-view, chopping frequency (lock-in amplifier), background
temperature, and wavelength at which the measurement applies. D * is thus often quoted
as ‘‘blackbody,’’ since the spectral responsivity is the integral of the signal and background
* specifications are
characteristics convolved with the spectral response of the detector. D bb
often quantified for a given sensor having predefined scene temperature, filter bandpass
and cold shield f / 4 using a generalized expression.
Peak detectivity is sometimes preferred by detector engineers specializing in photon
detectors. The background-limited peak detectivity for a photovoltaic detector is
D l*pk 5

–

h l pk
2QB hc

(13)

and refers to measurement at the wavelength of maximum spectral responsivity. For
detector-limited scenarios, such as at higher operating temperatures or longer wavelengths
(e.g., l c . 12 mm at operating temperature less than 78 K or l c . 4.4 mm at $195 K), the
peak detectivity is limited by the detector and not the photon shot noise. In these cases
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the maximum detector-limited peak D * in the absence of excess bias-induced noise (both
l / f and shot noise) is
D l*pk 5

hq
2

–

R0 A l
kT hc

(14)

The R0 A product of a detector thus describes detector quality even though other
parameters may actually be more relevant for FPA operation.

Percentage of BLIP
Whereas D * compares the performance of dissimilar detectors, FPA designers often need
to quantify an FPA’s performance relative to the theoretical limit at a specific operating
background. Percentage of BLIP, h BLIP, is one such parameter and is simply the ratio of
photon noise to composite FPA noise

h BLIP 5

SN

2
PHOTON
2
2
PHOTON
FPA

N

1N

D

1/2

(15)

NE DT
the NE DT of a detector represents the temperature change, for incident radiation, that
gives an output signal equal to the rms noise level. While normally thought of as a system
parameter, detector NE DT and system NE DT are the same except for system losses
(conservation of radiance). NE DT is defined:
NE DT 5 y n

SQT DYSQV D 5 y DDVT
s

n

(16)

s

where y n is the rms noise and DVs is the signal measured for the temperature difference
DT. It can be shown that
NE DT 5 (τ o CTl h BLIP4Nc)21

(16a )

where τ o is the optics transmission, CTl is the thermal contrast from Fig. 1, and Nc is the
number of photogenerated carriers integrated for one integration time, t int:
Nc 5 h Adet t int QB

(16b )

The distinction between an integration time, and the FPA’s frame time must be noted. It is
often impossible at high backgrounds to handle the large amount of carriers generated
over frame times compatible with standard video frame rates. The impact on system D * is
often not included in the FPA specifications provided by FPA manufacturers. This practice
is appropriate for the user to assess relative detector quality, but must be coupled with
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FIGURE 11 NE DT versus background temperature for several
prominent spectral bands.

usable FPA duty cycle, read noise, and excess noise to give a clear picture of FPA utility.
Off-FPA frame integration can be used to attain a level of sensor sensitivity that is
commensurate with the detector-limited D * and not the charge-handling-limited D *.
The inability to handle a large amount of charge nevertheless is a reason why the
debate as to whether LWIR or MWIR operation is superior is still heated. While the
LWIR band should offer order-of-magnitude higher sensitivity, staring readout limitations
often reduce LWIR imager sensitivity to below that of competing MWIR cameras.
However, submicron photolithography, alternative dielectrics, and refinements in readout
architectures are ameliorating this shortfall and LWIR FPAs having sensitivity superior to
MWIR counterparts have now been demonstrated. Figure 11 shows the effect on high
quantum efficiency FPA performance and compares the results to PtSi at TV-type frame
rate. The figure illustrates BLIP and measured NEDT s versus background temperature for
several spectral bands assuming a state-of-the-art 640 3 480 DI readout multiplexer (27-mm
pixel pitch and <1-mm-minimum feature) is hybridized to high-quantum-efficiency MWIR
and LWIR detectors. Though the device has large charge-handling capacity, there is large
shortfall in the predicted LWIR FPA performance relative to the BLIP limit. The
measured MWIR FPA performance values, as shown by the data points, is in good
agreement with the predicted trends.
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Spatial Noise. Estimation of IR sensor performance must include a treatment of
spatial noise that occurs when FPA nonuniformities cannot be compensated correctly. This
requires consideration of cell-to-cell response variations. Mooney et al.42 have given a
comprehensive discussion of the origin of spatial noise. The total noise determining the
sensitivity of a staring array is the composite of the temporal noise and the spatial noise.
The spatial noise is the residual nonuniformity U after application of nonuniformity
compensation, multiplied by the signal electrons N. Photon noise, equal to 4N , is the
dominant temporal noise source for the high infrared background signals for which spatial
noise is significant (except for TE-cooled or uncooled sensors). The total noise equivalent
temperature difference is
4N 1 U 2N 2 41 / N 1 U 2
5
(17)
Total NE DT 5
N
1 N
T
N T
where N / T is the signal change for a 1 K source temperature change. The denominator,
(N / T ) / N , is the fractional signal change for a 1 K source temperature change. This is the
relative scene contrast due to CTl and the FPA’s transimpedance.
The dependence of the total NE DT on residual nonuniformity is plotted in Fig. 12 for
300 K scene temperature, two sets of operating conditions, and three representative
detectors: LWIR HgCdTe, MWIR HgCdTe, and PtSi. Operating case A maximizes the
detected signal with f / 1.4 optics, 30-Hz frame rate, and 3.4 – 5.0-mm passband. Operating
case B minimizes the solar influence by shifting the passband to 4.2 – 5.0 mm and trades off
signal for the advantages of lighter, less expensive optics (f / 2.0) at 60-Hz frame rate.
Implicit in the calculations are charge-handling capacities of 30 million e- for MWIR
HgCdTe, 100 million e- for LWIR HgCdTe, and 1 million for PtSi. The sensitivity at the
lowest nonuniformities is independent of nonuniformity and limited by the shot noise of
the detected signal. The LWIR sensitivity advantage is achieved only at nonuniformities
less than 0.01 percent, which is comparable to that achieved with buffered input circuits.
At the reported direct-injection MWIR HgCdTe residual nonuniformity of 0.01 to 0.02

FIGURE 12 Total NE DT versus nonuniformity at 300 K
scene temperature.
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percent, the total NE DT is about 0.007 K, which is comparable to the MWIR BLIP limit.
At the reported PtSi residual nonuniformity of 0.05 percent with direct detector
integration, total NE DT is higher at 0.04 K, but exceeds the BLIP limit for the lower
quantum efficiency detectors.
Minimum Resolvable Temperature (MRT)
The minimum resolvable temperature is often the preferred figure of merit for imaging
infrared sensors. MRT is a function of spatial resolution and is defined as the
signal-to-noise ratio required for an observer to resolve a series of standard four-bar
targets. While many models exist due to the influence of human psycho-optic response, a
representative formula43 is
MRT( fs , TSCENE) 5

F

f 2SDx Dy
2SNRT NE DT(TSCENE)
MTF( fs )
Lτ eye fframe NOS NSS

G

1/2

(18)

where fs is the spatial frequency in cycles / radian, a target signal-to-noise ratio (SNRT ) of
five is usually assumed, the MTF describes the overall modulation transfer function
including the optics, detector, readout, and the integration process, Dx and Dy are the
respective detector subtenses in mRad, τ eye is the eye integration time, fframe is the display
frame rate, NOS is the overscan ratio, NSS is the serial scan ratio, and L is the
length-to-width ratio of a bar chart (always set to 7). While the MRT of systems with
temporal noise-limited sensitivity can be adequately modeled using the temporal NE DT,
scan noise in scanned system and fixed pattern noise in staring cameras requires that the
MRT formulation be appropriately modified.
Shown in Fig. 13 are BLIP (for 70 percent quantum efficiency) MRT curves at 300 K
background temperature for narrow-field-of-view (high-resolution) sensors in the MWIR
and LWIR spectral bands. Two LWIR curves are included to show the impact of matching
the diffraction-limited blur to the pixel pitch versus 23 oversampling of the blur. The latter

FIGURE 13 BLIP MRT for representative staring FPA
configurations in the various bands.
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case commonly arises, for example, when the LWIR FPA is miniaturized to minimize die
size for enhancing yield and, for hybrid FPAs, alleviating thermal expansion mismatch.
Also included for comparison are representative curves for first-generation scanning,
staring uncooled, staring TE-cooled and staring PtSi sensors assuming 0.1, 0.1, 0.05, and
0.1 K NE DT s, respectively. Theoretically, the staring MWIR sensors have order of
magnitude better sensitivity while the staring LWIR bands have two orders of magnitude
better sensitivity than the first-generation sensor. In practice, due to charge-handling
limitations, an LWIR sensor has only slightly better MRT than the MWIR sensor. The
uncooled sensor is useful for short-range applications; the TE-cooled sensor provides
longer range than the uncooled, but less than the high-density PtSi-based cameras.

23.6 CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE TRENDS
Status
Over the last decade, dramatic improvements in detector and readout technology have
resulted in a 2003 increase in the size of the largest available FPAs. The density increase
roughly parallels the transistors-per-chip trendlines44 established by microprocessors and
DRAMs, lagging the former by four years and the latter by six years. Consequently,
whereas various 64 3 64 FPAs were available in the early 1980s, several vendors are now
producing monolithic PtSi FPAs in the TV-compatible ,640 3 480 formats, and one has
demonstrated a 1040 3 1040 prototype.45 Various hybrid FPA technologies closely trail the
monolithics by about two years. PV MWIR HgCdTe and InSb 256 3 256’s are in full scale
‘‘production’’46 and a 640 3 48047 has been fully demonstrated in laboratories. Scanning
FPAs, which require the highest possible quantum efficiencies, are thus available only in
the higher-performance materials in a variety of hybrid formats including, for example,
64 3 2, 50 3 10, 96 3 20, 128 3 1, 256 3 1, 256 3 4, 480 3 N (N 5 1 – 6-in TDI), 960 3 1, and
960 3 4.
Figure 14 summarizes the current performance of the most prominent detector
* (300 K, 08 field-of-view) versus operating
technologies. The figure, a plot of the D th
temperature, clearly shows the performance advantage that the intrinsic photovoltaics have
over the other technologies. Thermal detectivity is used here to compare the various
technologies for equivalent NE DT irrespective of wavelength. While the extrinsic silicon
detectors offer very high sensitivity, high producibility, and very long cutoff wavelengths,
the very low operating temperature is often prohibitive. Also shown is the relatively low

* (300 K, 08) for varous IR technologies for
FIGURE 14 Comparison of photon detector D th
equivalent NE DT.
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and slightly misleading detectivity of PtSi, which is offset by its excellent array uniformity
(i.e., array performance is commensurate with best diode performance).
Similar in performance at cryogenic temperatures, InSb and HgCdTe have comparable
array size and pixel yield at MWIR cutoff wavelengths. Wavelength tunability and high
radiative efficiency, however, have often made HgCdTe the preferred material because the
widest possible bandgap semiconductor can be configured and thus the highest possible
operating temperature achieved for a given set of operating conditions. The associated
cooling and system power requirements can thus be optimally distributed.
FPA costs are currently very similar for all the second-generation FPA technologies.
Though it is often argued that FPA cost for IR cameras will be irrelevant once it reaches a
certain minimum threshold level, nevertheless the key determinants as to which FPA
technology succeeds in the coming decade are availability and cost.
SWIR . The SWIR band (0.8 to roughly 3 mm) has limited applicability to imagers, but
has experienced increasing developmental interest in the last few years, particularly for
astronomical and commercial laser applications. The dominant FPA detector materials
include SWIR PACE-I HgCdTe, with l c from 1.4 to 3.5 mm, PtSi (monolithic and hybrid
variants), and InSb. The latter material is operated at temperatures as low as 5 K to
minimize dark current. However, constraints on material quality and performance of
cryogenic electronics normally dictate best InSb FPA performance at 30 – 40 K. Recent
additions to the list of FPA alternatives include InGaAs / InP, which can be compositionally
adjusted for cutoff wavelengths from 1.7 – 3.0 mm, and side-illuminated SSPMs. In the
former case, 1.7-mm cutoff yields the highest lattice-matched performance.
HgCdTe and InSb offer the largest hybrid production format, 256 3 256, with HgCdTe
selected for retrofit into the Hubble Space Telescope48 and InSb currently baselined for the
Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF)49 instrument. The various staring hybrids use
DDI inputs having charge-storage capacities of roughly one million carriers and read noise
#50 e-. The 2.5-mm HgCdTe FPA has dark current ,1 e- / sec and readout noise ,30 e- at
78 K. Several InSb 256 3 256’s offer longer spectral response and up to 90 percent quantum
efficiency but need cooling to 30 – 40 K for dark current of 10 e- / s.
CTIA-based FPAs have been demonstrated in staring formats to 48 3 48. Larger
devices are being developed. A scanning FPA having a 10 3 132 with read noise as low as
10 e- has been reported.50 This device has CTIA input in sidecar TDI architecture and
internal charge gain of up to 50 to provide the transimpedance needed to attain BLIP
sensitivity at short integration times and low backgrounds.
MWIR . The MWIR bands are serviced by many IR detector materials and FPA
technologies. The largest MWIR FPAs have roughly 300,000 pixels (640 3 480, 512 3 512,
etc.) and are available in PtSi, HgCdTe, and InSb. Though neither is yet available at the
low costs needed for commercialization, many start-up companies have identified suitable
niche markets and competition is increasing. The PtSi cameras typically exhibit 0.05 – 0.2 K
NE DT with very good MRT limited only by temporal noise. The high quantum efficiency
alternatives such as HgCdTe and InSb are in limited production, but order of magnitude
higher sensitivity (NE DT < 0.01 K) has been demonstrated reproducibly.
MIS HgCdTe arrays with up to 64 3 64 elements in the form of CCD-TDI FPAs were
developed in the early 1980s for scanning and staring MWIR and CIM FPAs for LWIR.
However, at the present time most of the LWIR HgCdTe FPAs are being developed for
construction with silicon multiplexer either as hybrid FPAs or as VIP FPAs with vertically
integrated photodiodes.
High-resolution (up to 512 elements) scanning InSb FPAs and staring InSb FPAs with
up to 256 3 256 elements were developed in the 1980s with monolithic CID readout
multiplexer. More recently, however, InSb detector arrays with silicon hybrid multiplexers
are becoming more prevalent.
Monolithic silicon FPAs with PtSi Schottky-barrier detectors (SBDs) represent the
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TABLE 2 State-of-the-Art Staring PtSi FPAs

Type of FPA
320 3 244 IT-CCD
680 3 480 MOS
324 3 487 IT-CCD
648 3 487 IT-CCD
256 3 244 IT-CCD
512 3 512 IT-CCD
640 3 486 IT-CCD
noninterl. 4-port
interlaced 1-port
512 3 512 CSD
1040 3 1040 CSD
4-port
400 3 244 hybrid
640 3 488 hybrid
4-point

Pixel
size
2
(mm )

Fill
factor

Design
rules
(mm)

Q max
6
3 10
(e / p)

40 3 40
24 3 24
42 3 21
21 3 21
31.5 3 25

44
38
42
40
36

2.0
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.8

25 3 25

54

1.2

NE DT
(K)
f/4

Year

Company

1.4
1.5
0.25
1.5
0.55

0.04
0.06
0.10
0.10
0.07

1.4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.8

1988
1991
1988
1991
1989

Sarnoff

0.15
,0.1
0.1
0.033
0.1

2.8
2.8
1.5
1.5
1.2

1990
1991
1987
1992
1991

0.08
0.1

1.8
2.0

1990
1991

17 3 17

39
71
53

2.0
1.2
1.5

0.23
0.55
0.7
2.9
1.6

24 3 24
20 3 20

84
80

2.0
2.0

0.75
0.75

26 3 20

NEC
Loral
Fairchild
Kodak

References
52
53
54
55
56

57
Mitsubishi

58
59
45

Hughes

60
61

most mature FPA technology for SWIR and MWIR applications that are compatible with
relatively low quantum efficiency of PtSi SBDs. Since these FPAs are fabricated by a
well-established silicon VLSI process, they can be fabricated with very good response
uniformity and high resolution.
A scanning PtSi FPA with 4 banks of 4096-element bilinear CCD line sensors was
developed by Mitsubishi and the 2048 3 16 TDI-elements FPAs were reported by Kodak
and Itek51 for space-born remote sensing applications.
Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of recently developed monolithic and hybrid PtSi
FPAs with IR-CCD, CSD, and MOS silicon multiplexers. In addition to the pixel size and
fill factor, this table also shows the process design rules, maximum charge signal, Qmax, the
reported noise equivalent temperature (NE DT) for operation with specific f / 4 optics, the
associated company, and the pertinent references.
The largest resolution was demonstrated with 1040 3 1040 CSD, and the largest fill
factor for a monolithic 512 3 512 CSD FPA is 71 percent. This should be compared with a
fill factor of 80 percent for a 640 3 480 hybrid FPA. Thermal imaging demonstrated with
Sarnoff 640 3 480 PtSi low-noise MOS FPA is shown in Fig. 15.
While PtSi SBDs operating at about 77 K are useful for SWIR and MWIR applications,
LWIR response can be obtained with IrSi SBDs that require operation at about 40 K for
low dark current.
High quantum efficiency FPAs proliferate the 256 3 256 format since this is the
minimum format needed for imagers with near-TV resolution. About a half-dozen vendors
offer DI-based FPAs, but there is variability in sensor sensitivity. The best devices have
yielded field-tested camera NE DT’s approaching 10 mK. PACE-I 256 3 256 FPAs, for
example, offer this sensitivity at temperatures above 100 K with residual nonuniformity of
0.012 percent after correction, which is the lowest yet reported by any FPA technology.
The residual nonuniformity is nearly a factor of 10 better than that previously considered
by spatial noise analysts. InSb-based imagers should perform similarly at lower temperatures, but the data is apparently unavailable at this time.
Whereas improved materials technology has already resulted in increased pixel count
for unprecedented sensitivity at TV-type spatial resolution, HgCdTe advocates are also
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FIGURE 15 Thermal image of a man holding a match detected by the
640 3 480 MOS imager. (Courtesy of Sarnoff ).

working these improvements to increase operating temperature with moderate performance penalty. When coupled to CMOS multiplexers that dissipate little power and need
minimum support circuitry, a viable thermoelectrically cooled staring FPA technology is
implied in the near future. TE-cooled 128 3 128 FPAs having NE DT , 0.1 K have been
reported.
LWIR . LWIR FPA development has been a key military focus that will likely yield
significant spin-off benefit because the improvements in materials have greatly enhanced
industry capability. The primary emphasis has been on LPE HgCdTe / CdZnTe, which is
the IR FPA performance leader for temperatures $40 K. BLIP detector D * has been
achieved over a wide range in operating temperatures and spectral regions. This thrust has
produced high-sensitivity devices in several formats, including 64 3 64, 128 3 128, and
640 3 480, and has helped advance the state of the art in sensitivity at temperatures from
$78 K. The highest-sensitivity (i.e., low temporal and spatial noise) devices typically use
electronically scanned architectures that have demonstrated excellent linearity and low
spatial noise.
The pure performance leader for cameras requiring longer wavelengths (up to 28 mm)
are staring Si:X IBC FPAs, which have been demonstrated in staring formats to 128 3 128
and scanning formats to 10 3 50 at temperatures from 4 – 18 K.
Uncooled microbolometer and pyroelectric FPAs have shown sufficient maturity to give
camera NE DT that is becoming highly competitive with PtSi. Both technologies have
demonstrated ,320 3 240 arrays with roughly 0.08 K NE DT.62
Development of GaAs / AlGaAs QWIPs and SiGe heterojunction internal
photoemission63 (HIP) detector arrays has been successful in quickly producing large
arrays.64 These competing detector materials are presently niche technologies that require
cooling to 77 K or below. However, the ‘‘designer’’ nature of these detector materials
suggests that operating temperature and spectral passband, for example, can be improved.
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Both technologies are dramatically superior to an earlier ‘‘low-cost’’ alternative, IrSi, and
the GaAs / AlGaAs devices are currently superior to SiGe.
SiGe heterojunction photodiodes in the form of GeX Si12X alloy on silicon substrate
represent another internal photoemission-type detector that can be designed for LWIR
operation and also require operation at 40 to 30 K, depending on cutoff wavelength. A
400 3 400 GeSi TT-CCD was reported with cutoff wavelength of 9.3 mm at 50 K.65 To
achieve lower temperature of operation, InSi and SiGe FPAs with monolithic MOS
readout are under development.66

Future Trends and Technology Directions
The 1980s saw the maturation of PtSi and the emergence of HgCdTe and InSb as
producible MWIR detector materials. Many indicators point to the 1990s being the decade
that IR FPA technology reaches the consumer marketplace. Figure 16 shows the
chronological development of IR FPAs including monolithic and hybrid technologies.
Specifically compared is the development of various hybrids (primarily MWIR) to PtSi, the
pace-setting technology with respect to array size. The hybrid FPA data includes Pb-salt,
HgCdTe, InSb, and PtSi devices. This database suggests that monolithic PtSi leads all
other technologies with respect to array size by about two years, indicates that
HDTV-compatible IR FPAs should begin to surface by 1993, and clearly shows the
thermal mismatch barrier confronted and overcome by hybrid FPA developers in the
mid-1980s.
In addition to further increases in pixel density to .1016 pixels, several trends are clear.
Future arrays will have much more on-chip signal processing, need less cooling, have
higher sensitivity (particularly intrinsic LWIR FPAs), and offer multispectral capability. If
the full performance potential of the uncooled technologies is realized, either the
microbolometer arrays or, less likely, the pyroelectric arrays will capture the low-cost
markets. It is not unreasonable that the uncooled arrays may obsolete ‘‘low-cost’’ PtSi,
QWIP, and HIP FPAs, and render the intrinsic TE-cooled developments inconsequential.
To improve hybrid reliability, alternative detector substrate materials including silicon
along with alternative readout materials will become sufficiently mature to begin

FIGURE 16 Chronological development of IR FPAs.
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monolithic integration of the intrinsic materials with highest radiative performance. True
optoelectronic FPAs consisting of IR sensors with optical output capability may be
developed for reducing thermal loading and improving immunity to noise pickup.
Availability of inexpensive, commercial devices is imminent along with the development of
IR neural networks for additional signal processing capability.
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24.1 GLOSSARY
F, F9

focal points

N, N9

nodal points

P, P9

principal points

Equation (1)
Le ,l
m (θ , f , l )
p (θ , f )
t (θ , f , l )

dl
(θ , f )

spectral radiance per unit wavelength interval per unit solid angle
areal magnification factor
area of pupil as seen from direction (θ , f )
fraction of incident radiant flux which is transmitted by eye
wavelength interval
angular direction coordinates

Equation (2)
r

distance from Stiles-Crawford peak

h / h max

relative luminous efficiency

r

coefficient in S-C equation

Equation (3)
d
PA

pupil diameter
ratio of effective to true pupil area

Equation (4)
I

normalized illuminance

z

dimensionless diffraction unit
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Equation (5)
d

pupil diameter

g

angular distance from center of the Airy pattern

l

wavelength

Equation (6)

θ min

angular resolution by Rayleigh criterion

Equation (7)
R
RR

spatial frequency
reduced spatial frequency

Equation (8)
DF

dioptric error of focus

g

number of Rayleigh units of defocus

b

angular diameter of retinal blur circle

Equation (9)

Equation (10)
R
T (R )

spatial frequency
MTF

Equation (11)
E
Leq

v

illuminance produced by glare source at eye
equivalent veiling luminance
angle between direction of glare source and fixation axis

pp. 24.21 – 24 .22
Mit (R )

threshold modulation on retina

Mot (R )

external threshold modulation

Equation (12)
n
Rc

exponent of expression
critical spatial frequency
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Equation (13)
DOFgo

b tol

total depth-of-focus by geometrical optics
tolerable angular diameter of retinal blur circle

Equation (14)
DOFpo

total depth-of-focus by physical optics (diffraction-limited)

Equation (15)
l

object distance

p

interpupillary distance

dl

mimimum detectable difference in distance

dθ

stereo acuity

Equation (16)
M

transverse magnification

N

relative increase in effective interpupillary distance

24.2 INTRODUCTION
Although the human eye (Fig. 1) is a relatively simple optical system, it is capable of near
diffraction-limited performance close to its axis under good lighting conditions when the

FIGURE 1 Schematic horizontal section of the eye. The bar gives
the approximate scale.
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pupil is small (about 2 – 3 mm). It also has a very wide field of view (about 65, 75, 60, and
100 deg in the superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal meridians, respectively, for a fixed
frontal direction of gaze, the exact values being dependent upon the individual’s facial
geometry). Optical image quality, while somewhat degraded in the peripheral field is, in
general, apparently adequate to meet the needs of the neural network which it serves.
Control of ocular aberrations is helped by the presence of aspheric corneal and lenticular
surfaces and by gradients of refractive index in the lens, the index progressively reducing
from the lens center toward its outer layers.
Attempts to make general statements about the optical characteristics of the eye are
complicated by the fact that there are continuous changes in the dimensions and other
parameters of the eye throughout life.1–6 Although most of these changes are largest in
childhood, the lens thickness continues to increase approximately linearly throughout
life,6,7 by about 50 percent between birth and the age of 70, with accompanying changes in
its index distribution.8
Each eye also tends to have its own idiosyncracies, involving such factors as a lack of
symmetry about the anterior-posterior axis, or small tilts or sideways displacements of
surfaces or the pupil. Surface curvatures, component separations and axial lengths show
considerable variation (,10 percent) between individuals.1,9,10 Thus the values that are
given below (Table 1) are merely representative of the typical adult eye. In general,
however, the parameters of the individual eye are correlated, so that the overall refractive
power of the unaccommodated eye approximates to that required to produce a sharp
retinal image of a distant object, i.e., most eyes approach emmetropia (see later under
‘‘Ocular Ametropia’’).

TABLE 1 Parameters of Some Paraxial Models of the Human Eye

Schematic
eye*

Simplified
Reduced
schematic eye†
eye†

Radii of surfaces (mm)

Anterior cornea
Posterior cornea
Anterior lens
Posterior lens

7.80
6.50
10.20
26.00

7.80
—
10.00
26.00

5.55
—
—
—

Distances from
anterior cornea (mm)

Posterior cornea
Anterior lens
Posterior lens
Retina

0.55
3.60
7.60
24.20

—
3.60
7.20
23.90

—
—
—
—

1.59
1.91
7.20
7.51
215.09
24.20

1.55
1.85
7.06
7.36
214.99
23.90

1st principal point P
2nd principal point P9
1st nodal point N
2nd nodal point N9
1st focal point F
2nd focal point F9
Refractive indices

* See Ref. 15.
† See Ref. 12.

Cornea
Aqueous humor
Lens
Vitreous humor

1.3771
1.3374
1.4200
1.3360

—
1.333
1.416
1.333

0
0
5.55
5.55
216.67
22.22
4/3
4/3
4/3
4/3
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24.3 EYE MODELS
On the basis of experimental measurements of individual ocular parameters made by a
variety of techniques, many authors have attempted to produce models which allow the
characteristics of the retinal image to be predicted. Most of these have been limited to the
paraxial region, where the rays make small angles with the axis, the optical surfaces being
assumed to be spherical.

Paraxial Models
Figure 2 shows examples of three typical types of paraxial model, the relevant parameters
being given in Table 1. In constructing such models the values of the parameters are
normally selected to be reasonably representative of those found in real eyes but are then
adjusted slightly to make the eye emmetropic.11–18 In schematic eyes the cornea and lens
are each represented by a pair of surfaces (although sometimes the lens is divided into a
central nuclear and outer cortical regions, these being assigned differing refractive indices):
a single surface is used for the cornea in the simplified schematic eye. The close proximity
of the two nodal and two principal points has encouraged the use of reduced eye models
consisting of a single refracting surface.

FIGURE 2 Examples of paraxial models of the human
eye. In each case F, F9; P, P9; N, N9 represent the first and
second focal, principal and nodal points respectively. (a )
Unaccommodated schematic eye with four refracting
15
surfaces (Le Grand and El Hage ) (b ) Simplified sche12
matic eye with three refracting surfaces (Emsley ) (c )
12
Reduced eye with a single refracting surface (Emsley ).
Note that progressive reduction in the number of surfaces
used in the model produces only minor changes in the
positions of the cardinal points.
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These paraxial models are useful for predicting the approximate dimensions of paraxial
images (1 deg in the visual field corresponds to about 0.290 mm on the retina) and their
changes with accommodation and correcting lenses.18 They are also used as an aid in
determining the power of intraocular lenses required following cataract surgery19 and in
evaluating retinal radiation hazards.20 However, they are of doubtful value in indicating
retinal image quality or off-axis performance, since they cannot adequately represent the
aberrations of real eyes.

Wide-Angle Models
Following gradual advances in understanding of the form of the aspheric surfaces of the
cornea21–23 and lens24–27 and of the lenticular refractive index distribution,8,28–30 and the
availability of improved methods of ray tracing through index gradients, several authors
have attempted to produce more sophisticated wide-angle eye models and to validate them
by comparing their predictions of off-axis aberrations with those of real eyes.31–36 As yet
these models are only partly successful, but progressive refinement in experimental data
should ultimately allow much more realistic modeling of the eye’s overall optical
performance.

Ocular ametropia
Although the ocular parameters are normally reasonably well correlated so that distant
objects are sharply imaged on the retina, this is not always the case. In some individuals
the power of the optical elements is too great for the axial length of the eye and a distant
object is imaged in front of the retina (myopia ). In others the relative power is too low and
the image is formed behind the retina (hypermetropia ). These defects can be corrected by
the use of appropriately powered diverging (myopia) or converging (hypermetropia)
spectacle or contact lenses to respectively reduce or supplement the spherical power of the
eye (see, e.g., Refs. 37 – 41 for reviews). In some individuals the ocular dioptrics lack
rotational symmetry, one or more optical surfaces being toroidal, tilted, or displaced from
the axis. This leads to the condition of ocular astigmatism , in which two longitudinally
separated, mutually perpendicular, line images of a point object are formed. In the vast
majority of cases (regular astigmatism ) , the meridians of maximal and minimal power of
the eye are perpendicular:42 there is a strong tendency for the principal meridians to be
approximately horizontal and vertical but this is not always the case. Correction can be
achieved by including an appropriately oriented cylindrical component in any correcting
lens.
Surgical methods of correction for both spherical and astigmatic refractive errors are
currently at an experimental stage (see, e.g., Refs. 43 – 46) and their long-term effectiveness
remains to be proven. They involve the production of a change in the corneal contour or
index. Less controversial is the surgical insertion of an intraocular lens to replace the
natural crystalline lens when the latter loses its transparency due to cataract: this is now a
well-proven technique19 for single-vision implants, although bifocal and multifocal implants
remain at an experimental stage.47
Figure 3 shows representative data for the frequency of occurrence of different
spherical48 and astigmatic49 refractive errors in adults. Note particularly the clustering of
the spherical errors around emmetropia. Not all individuals with ametropia actually wear a
correction; the fraction of the population that does50 is also shown in Fig. 3. The increase
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FIGURE 3 Typical data for frequency of occurrence of spherical and cylindrical refractive
errors and fraction of the population wearing corrective spectacle or contact lenses. (a )
9
Spherical errors (diopters) in young adult males (after Stenstrom ). (b ) Cylindrical errors in
an adult population (based on Lyle 49). Cases in which the meridian of greatest power is within
30 degrees of horizontal (against-the-rule) and within 30 degrees of the vertical (with-therule) are shown: the remaining 4 percent of the population have axes in oblique meridians.
(c ) Proportion of population wearing corrective lenses (after Farrell and Booth 50).

in lens wear beyond the age of 40 is due the need for a reading correction as a result of
failing accommodation (see later section ‘‘Age-Dependent Effects in Accommodation’’ in
Sec. 24.7).
It is desirable in many visual instruments such as telescopes and microscopes,
particularly those containing a graticule, to make provision for focusing the eyepiece to
compensate for any spherical refractive error of the observer. Since the refractive errors of
the two eyes of an individual may not be identical, provision for differential focusing of
the eyepieces should be provided in binocular instruments. Correction for cylindrical
errors is inconvenient to incorporate into eyepieces and astigmatic users of instruments
must usually employ their normal optical corrections. For spectacle wearers, where the
distance of the lenses in front of the eyes is usually 10 – 18 mm, this implies that the exit
pupil of the instrument must have an adequate eye clearance or eye relief (at least 20 mm
and preferably 25 mm to avoid contact between the spectacle lens and the eyepiece).

24.4 OCULAR TRANSMITTANCE AND RETINAL ILLUMINANCE
The amount, spectral distribution, and polarization characteristics of the light reaching the
retina are modified with respect to the original stimulus in a way that depends upon the
transmittance characteristics of the eye. Light may be lost by spectrally varying reflection,
scattering, and absorption in any of the optical media anterior to the retina.51 Fresnel
reflection losses are in general small, reaching a maximum of 3 – 4 percent at the anterior
cornea. Wavelength-dependent absorption and scattering are much more important.
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FIGURE 4 Spectral dependence of the transmittance of the ocular media and of
the retinal reflectance. — Average transmittance for 7 eyes in the range 23 – 78 years
53
(after Geeraets and Berry ). ? ? ? ? Typical transmittance of macular pigment (after
67
Weale ). – – – – Mean reflectance from retina, pigment epithelium and choroid of 28
53
human eyes (after Geeraets and Berry ).

Transmittance
The measured transmittance depends to some extent upon the measuring technique, in
particular upon the amount of scattered light included, but representative data52,53 are
shown in Fig. 4. The transmittance rises rapidly above about 400 nm to remain high in the
visible and near infrared, falling rapidly with a series of well-marked absorption bands to
zero at about 1400 nm. Retinal reflectance is quite high in the longer wavelength part of
this transmission band, so that it is possible to design a variety of instruments for ocular
examination (e.g., autorefractors, nonmydriatic fundus cameras) which depend upon the
use of infrared light reflected from the fundus, such light being invisible to the patient.
Equally, such transmittance implies the existence of potential retinal hazards from infrared
sources, particularly lasers, operating in this spectral region.20,54,55
Although much of the absorption at short wavelengths occurs at the cornea (where it
may disrupt the surface cells, leading to photokeratitis, e.g., snow blindness or welder’s
flash, the lowest damage thresholds56 of about 0.4 J cm22 being at 270 nm), there is also a
substantial light absorption in the lens at the short wavelength end of the visible spectrum.
This lenticular absorption increases markedly with age57–59 and can adversely affect color
vision: most absorption occurs in the lens nucleus.60 There is evidence that UV absorption
in the lens may be a causative factor in some types of cataracts.61,62 Excessive visible light
at the violet-blue end of the spectrum is thought to cause accelerated aging and resultant
visual loss at the retinal level.63
In the foveal region, the macular pigment extending over the central few degrees of the
retina64,65 and lying anterior to the receptor outer segments66 absorbs heavily at shorter
wavelengths67 (Fig. 4). It has been argued that this absorption is helpful in reducing the
blurring effects of longitudinal chromatic aberration68 and in protecting the fovea against
light-induced aging processes,69 although the amount of pigment varies widely between
individuals.70
Since the cornea, lens, and the oriented molecules of macular pigment all show
birefringence, the polarization characteristics of the light entering the eye are modified
before it reaches the retinal receptors. In general, these effects are of little practical
significance although they can be demonstrated by suitable methods (see, e.g., Bour71 for
review).
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FIGURE 5 Entrance pupil diameter as a function of
scene luminance for young adult observers: the curve
is the weighted average of 6 studies (after Farrell and
50
Booth ).

Pupil Diameter
The circular opening in the iris, located approximately tangential to the anterior surface of
the lens, plays the important role of aperture stop of the eye. It therefore controls the
amount of light flux contributing to the retinal image, as well as influencing the image
quality through its effects on diffraction, aberration, and depth-of-focus (see below). What
is normally observed and measured is the image of the true pupil as viewed through the
cornea, i.e., the entrance pupil of the eye. This is some 13 percent larger than the true
pupil. Although ambient lighting has the most important influence on entrance pupil
diameter (Fig. 5) the latter is also influenced by many other factors including age,
accommodation, emotion, and drugs.72–76 For any given scene luminance, the pupils are
slightly smaller under binocular conditions of observation.77 The gradual constriction with
age plays an important part in reducing the visual performance of older individuals under
dim lighting conditions.6,78 The pupil can respond to changes in light level at frequencies up
to about 4 Hz.73 Shifts in the pupil center of up to about 0.6 mm may occur when the pupil
dilates, and these may be of some significance in relation to the pupil-dependence of ocular
aberration and retinal image quality.79,80 It has been suggested81,82 that the major value of
pupillary construction in light is that it reduces retinal illuminance and hence prepares the
eye for a return to darkness: following a change to a dark environment the dilation of the
mobile pupil allows substantially better stimulus detection during the first few minutes of
dark adaptation than would be found with a fixed pupil.

Ocular Radiometry and Retinal Illuminance
If we confine ourselves to uniform object fields subtending at least 1 deg at the eye, so that
diffraction and blurring due to aberration or defocus have little effect, the retinal image at
moderate field angles would also be expected to be uniform across its area, except at the
edges. Wyszecki and Stiles51 show that the retinal irradiance in a wavelength interval d l ,
corresponding to an external stimulus of spectral radiance Lel(θ , f ) per unit wavelength
interval per cm2 per unit solid angle of emission, in a direction with respect to the eye
given by the angular coordinates (θ , f ) is:
[Le,l (θ , f ) ? d l ? p (θ , f ) ? t (θ , f , l )] / m (θ , f , l )

(1)
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where p (θ , f ) cm2 is the apparent area of the pupil as seen from the direction (θ , f );
t (θ , f , l ) is the fraction of incident radiant flux which is transmitted through the eye; and
m (θ , f , l ) is an areal magnification factor (cm2) relating the area of the retinal image to
the angular subtense of the stimulus at the eye, which will vary somewhat with the
parameters of the individual eye.
Use of this equation near the visual axis is straightforward. In the peripheral field,
however, complications arise. With increasing field angle, the entrance pupil appears as an
ellipse of increasing eccentricity and reduced area.83 Also, due to the retina lying on the
curved surface of the eyeball, both the distance between the exit pupil of the eye and the
retina and the retinal area corresponding to the image of an object area of constant
angular subtense diminish with field angle. Remarkably, theoretical calculations34,84–88
show that these pupil and retinal effects tend to compensate one another so that an
extended object field of constant luminance (i.e., a Ganzfeld ) results in a retinal
illuminance which is almost constant with peripheral field angle. This theoretical result is
broadly confirmed by practical measurements89 showing that from the photometric point of
view the design of the eye as a wide-angle system is remarkably effective.
A full discussion of the photometric aspects of point and extended sources in relation to
the eye is given by Wright.90

The Stiles-Crawford Effect
One factor which limits the applicability of eq. (1) is the Stiles-Crawford effect of the first
kind.91 This results in light which enters the periphery of the pupil being less effective at
stimulating the retina than light which passes through the pupil center (Fig. 6). The effect
varies slightly with the individual and is not always symmetric about the center of the
entrance pupil. Under photopic conditions giving cone vision there is typically a factor of

FIGURE 6 The relative luminous efficiency of a
foveally viewed target as a function of horizontal
pupillary position of the beam, under photopic
conditions for three subjects (after Stiles and
91
Crawford ). Note that the peak of the StilesCrawford function does not necessarily lie at the
center of the pupil.
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about 8 between the central effectiveness and that at the edge of a fully dilated 8-mm
pupil; the effect is much weaker under scotopic, rod conditions.92,93 In fact, of course,
unless pupil-dilating drugs are used the natural pupil will normally be constricted at
photopic levels (see Fig. 5), although the influence of the effect is still significant for
photopic pupils of 3 – 4-mm diameter.
A variety of equations have been proposed to fit data of the type illustrated in Fig. 6.
The simplest, due to Stiles,94 can be written:
log10 (h / h max) 5 2r r 2

(2)

where h / h max is the relative luminous efficiency and r is the distance within the entrance
pupil from the function peak (in mm). Values of r equal to about 0.07 are typical, the
value varying somewhat with wavelength.94
It is evident that the Stiles-Crawford effect of the first kind results in the effective
photopic retinal stimulus being weaker than that predicted by Eq. (1). It can be accounted
for by using an effective pupil area instead of the actual entrance pupil area. An equation
giving the ratio PA of the effective to true pupil areas of the form
PA 5 1 2 0.0106d 2 1 0 .0000417d 4

(3)

has been suggested,95 where d is the pupil diameter in mm.
The Stiles-Crawford effect of the second kind involves a shift in the hue of
monochromatic light as it enters different areas of the pupil.92,94,96
There seems little doubt that the Stiles-Crawford effects involve the waveguide
properties of the outer segments of the small-diameter retinal receptors (see Refs. 92 and
93 for reviews). Effectively, the receptor can only trap light efficiently if the latter is
incident in directions within a few degrees of the receptor axis. For this reason the receptor
outer segments must always be aligned toward the exit pupil of the eye. An obvious
advantage of such directional sensitivity is that it helps to suppress the degrading effects of
intraocular stray light. Such light is ineffective at stimulating the receptors if it is incident
obliquely on the retina.

24.5 FACTORS AFFECTING RETINAL IMAGE QUALITY

The Aberration-Free (Diffraction-Limited) Eye
In the absence of aberration or variation in transmittance across the pupil, the only factors
influencing the retinal image quality would be the diffraction effects associated with the
finite wavelength, l , of light and the pupil diameter d . This case therefore represents the
upper limit of possible optical performance for real eyes. For such an eye the point-spread
function (PSF) is the well-known Airy diffraction pattern97 whose normalized illuminance
distribution takes the form:
(4)
I 5 [2 J1(z ) / z ]2
where J1(z ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1 of the variable z . In the case
of the eye, the dimensionless distance z has the value:
z 5 [dπ ? sin g ] / l

(5)

g is the angular distance from the center of the pattern, measured at the second nodal
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FIGURE 7 Modulation transfer functions for a diffraction-limited optical system with a
circular pupil, working in monochromatic light. It suffers from the errors of focus
indicated: defocus is expressed in Rayleighs, i.e., the number of quarter wavelengths of
106
defocus wavelength aberration (based on Ley i ).

point, this being equal to the corresponding angular distance in the object space, measured
at the first nodal point.98,99 The size of the PSF increases on either side of focus.100–102 For
the in-focus case, the angular resolution θ min by the Rayleigh criterion for two
neighboring, equally luminous, incoherent object points is given by:

θ min 5 1.22l / d

radians

(6)

θ min is about 1 minute of arc when d is 2.3 mm and l is 555 nm. Evidently the Rayleigh
criterion is somewhat arbitrary, since it depends upon the ability of the visual system to
detect the 26 percent drop in irradiance between the adjacent image peaks: for small pupils
actual visual performance is usually somewhat better than this.103 Images of more complex
objects can be obtained by regarding the image as the summation of an appropriate array
of point-spread functions, i.e., convolving the PSF with the object radiance distribution.98
The in-focus line-spread function (LSF), the edge image,104 and modulation transfer
(MTF) function also take standard forms. The phase transfer function (PTF) is always zero
because the diffractive blur is symmetrical. Figure 7 shows the form of the MTF as a
function of focus.105 Extensive tables of numerical values are given by Levi.106 Relative
spatial frequencies, RR , in Fig. 7 have been normalized in terms of the cutoff value beyond
which the modulation transfer is always zero. Errors of focus have been expressed in what
Levi calls ‘‘Rayleigh units,’’ i.e., the number of quarter-wavelengths of defocus wavefront
aberration. To convert these dimensionless units to true spatial frequencies R c / deg and
dioptric errors of focus DF the following relations may be used:
R 5 [106 ? d ? RR ] / l

c / rad

4

5 (1.746 3 10 ? d ? RR ) / l
DF 5 (2 3 1023l g ) / d 2

c / deg

diopters

(7)
(8)

where the entrance pupil diameter d is in mm, the wavelength l is in nm and g is the
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FIGURE 8 Values of (a ) cut-off frequency R R 5 1.0 and (b ) dioptric defocus
equivalent to one Rayleigh, for a diffraction limited eye working in monochromatic light of wavelength 555 nm.

number of Rayleighs of defocus. Figure 8 illustrates the variation in these parameters with
pupil diameter for the case where l 5 555 nm. In such green light and with the typical
photopic pupil diameter of 3 mm, the cutoff frequency imposed by diffraction is about
100 c / deg: under the same conditions, one Rayleigh of defocus (i.e., a quarter-wavelength)
corresponds to a focus error of about 0.12 D. Note that the modulation transfer is most
sensitive to defocus at intermediate normalized spatial frequencies RR , 0.5.107 ,108
Sets of diffraction-limited ocular MTF curves for various specific combinations of pupil
diameter, wavelength, and defocus have been illustrated by various authors (e.g., Refs.
109 – 115).
When errors of focus become large, the geometric approximation in which the
point-spread function is a uniform blur circle becomes increasingly valid.105,114,116–118 The
angular diameter b of the retinal circle for a pupil diameter d mm and error of focus DF
diopters is:
b 5 (0 .18d ? DF ) / π deg.
(9)
The corresponding geometrical optical MTF is:
T (R ) 5 [2J1(π b R )] / [π b R ]

(10)

where R is the spatial frequency (c / deg) and J1(π b R ) is the Bessel function of the first kind
of order 1 of (π b R ). Smith118 gives detailed consideration to the range of ocular
parameters under which the geometrical optical approximation may be applied.
Monochromatic Ocular Aberration
Traditionally it has been common to assume that the eye is symmetrical about a unique
optical axis which differs only slightly from the visual axis. This angle (angle a ) is about 5
degrees, although some controversy still exists as to how it should be defined and
measured (e.g., Duke-Elder and Abrams14). In any case, since the angle is small, the eye is
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FIGURE 9 Examples of wavefront aberration data for eyes
of different individual subjects. The contour lines represent the
amount by which the image wavefront lies in front of the
reference sphere. For clarity, the more closely spaced contours
given by some authors have been omitted. (a ) Contours are at
119
580 nm intervals (after Smirnoy ). (b ) Contours are at 250 nm
124
intervals (after Walsh and Charman ). (c ) For an eye accommodated for a target at 1 m, contours are at 546 nm intervals
120
(after Berny and Slansky ).

often described as suffering primarily from spherical aberration close to its visual axis, with
oblique astigmatism becoming more important at larger field angles.
In practice, few eyes appear to display the symmetry required for this description to be
valid. This is demonstrated by measurements of the wavefront aberration on the visual
axis119–127 (Fig. 9). It is rare to find the circular contours of wavefront aberration that are
characteristic of spherical aberration, although averaging data for a large number of eyes
gives results which approximate more closely to pure spherical aberration.128
Although there are wide variations between the aberrations of individual eyes it would
appear that a mixture of comatic and spherical aberrations is common on the visual axis,
with third-order coma-like aberrations probably playing a surprisingly important role in
degrading the optical image.119,121–127 Fourth-order aberration becomes relatively more
important as the pupil diameter increases, however.127 Some doubt still exists as to whether
aberrations higher than fourth order are of importance.129
The spherical aberration varies with accommodation, showing a tendency to change
from undercorrected (positive) values to overcorrected (negative) values as the accommodation increases,127,130–132 although this does not occur for all subjects. These minor
changes in spherical aberration are, in any case, probably less important than the defocus
blur effects produced by errors in the accommodation response (see under ‘‘The
Accommodation Response’’).
At optimal focus, the wavefront aberration over the central 2-mm diameter of the pupil
usually satisfies the Rayleigh criterion that the aberration should everywhere be less than
a quarter-wavelength,120 and the Marechal criterion,133 that the root-mean-square deviation
of the wavefront should be less than l / 14, over somewhat larger diameters (up to about
3 mm122,123). Hence performance for small pupil diameters approaches the diffraction limit.
In general, on axis the monochromatic aberrations are much smaller than are
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FIGURE 10 The mean oblique astigmatism of the
human eye. N and T represent cases where the image
falls on the nasal and temporal retina respectively.
Squares are mean experimental data from Lotmar and
141
Lotmar
based on the original data of Rempt et
136
al.
for 726 eyes, and circles are data from
139
Millodot
for 62 eyes. The broken and continuous
curves are theoretical predictions from the schematic
15
31
eye models of Le Grand and El Hage and Lotmar
which use spherical and aspherical surfaces
respectively.

calculated for schematic eye models with spherical surfaces and a homogeneous lens. It
would appear that for photopic pupils up to about 4 mm in diameter the aspheric optical
surfaces and gradient-index lens of the human eye reduce near-axial aberrations to a low
basic level, onto which are superimposed small perturbations due to the idiosyncratic
asymmetries of the individual eye. For larger pupils (. about 4 mm) undercorrected
spherical aberration tends to be present in the unaccommodated eye, but the amounts are
relatively small (about 0.5 D for a fully dilated pupil) and may be masked by individually
varying irregular aberrations.
Off-axis, while on average increasing amounts of oblique astigmatism are encountered
(Fig. 10), these may show substantial variations with the individual and with the meridian
of the eye studied, as may also the relation of the tangential and sagittal image shells to the
retinal surface.134–139 There is little systematic change in the mean oblique astigmatism with
the axial refraction of the eye.140 The general characteristics of ocular oblique astigmatism
can be well simulated by a model eye with aspheric surfaces31,141,142 (see Fig. 10), individual
differences being explicable in terms of small translations, tilts, and other asymmetries of
the components.143 The same aspheric surfaces cannot simultaneously control both
spherical aberration and astigmatism, so that the index gradients of the lens must also play
a role in balancing the monochromatic aberrations of the eye.

Chromatic Aberration
Chromatic aberration arises from the dispersive nature of the ocular media, the refractive
index, and hence the ocular power, being higher at shorter wavelengths. Constringence
values for the ocular media are generally quoted18,144 as being around 50, although there is
evidence that these may need modification.145,146 Both longitudinal or axial chromatic
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FIGURE 11 Average data for the longitudinal (axial) chromatic aberration
of the eye as obtained by different authors. The data for different subjects
have been displaced in power so that the chromatic aberration is always zero at
150
132
149
578 nm. h Ivanoff;
n Jenkins;
s Wald and Griffin;
d Bedford and
151
152
Wyszecki; , Howarth and Bradley.

aberration (LCA) and transverse or lateral chromatic aberration (TCA) occur (see Refs.
147, 148 for reviews).
For LCA, what is normally measured experimentally is not the change in power of the
eye across the spectrum but rather the change in its refractive error, or the chromatic
difference of refraction.18 All investigations132,149–152 show only minor intersubject
differences in LCA and the basic variation in ocular refraction with wavelength, equivalent
to about 2 D of LCA across the visible spectrum, is well established (Fig. 11). LCA has
little effect on visual acuity for high-contrast test objects in white light.153 This appears to
be because the spectral weighting introduced by the photopic luminosity curve, which is
heavily biased to the central region of the spectrum, results in the primary effect of the
LCA being to degrade modulation transfer at intermediate spatial frequencies rather than
at the high spatial frequencies involved in the high-contrast acuity limit.111
TCA results in a wavelength-dependent change in the magnification of the retinal
image, the red image being larger than the blue. Thus, in white light, the images of off-axis
object points are drawn out into a short radial spectrum whose length in a paraxial model
increases linearly with the field angle. TCA therefore affects modulation transfer for
tangentially oriented gratings.
While for a centered optical system the TCA would be zero on the optical axis, in the
eye the ,5 deg difference in orientation between the visual axis and the approximate
optical axis (angle a ) means that some TCA might be expected at the fovea.154–156 Recent
measurements suggest that the amount of foveal TCA varies widely between subjects but
is of the order of 36 sec arc.147,157,158 Although this value is less than is predicted by
schematic eye models, it is large enough to cause some orientation-dependent image
degradation. This may be substantially increased if an artificial pupil is used which for any
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reason becomes decentered: such a situation may arise when using visual instruments
having exit pupils which are much smaller than the entrance pupil of the eye.
With binocular viewing, the TCA associated with small decentrations of the natural
pupils and of the foveas from the optical axes leads to the phenomenon of chromostereopsis, whereby objects of different colors placed at the same distance may appear to
be at different distances to an observer.18,159,160 The exact effect varies with the individual
and, when artificial pupils are used, with the separation of the pupils. It is thus of some
practical significance in relation to the design of instruments such as binocular microscopes, in which interpupillary distance settings may not always be optimal for the
observer.161
In the periphery, TCA may play a significant role in limiting the detection of tangential
as opposed to radial gratings156,162,163 but there is as yet no firm consensus as to its
magnitude, although some measurements have been made.157

Intraocular Scattered Light and Related Effects
A variety of regular and irregular small-scale inhomogeneities exist within the eye which
may serve to scatter light. Further stray light may arise from reflections from the various
optical surfaces and the retina itself. Quantitative studies of the effects on vision of this
light were pioneered by Holladay164 and Stiles,165 who expressed its effect for white light in
terms of an equivalent veiling luminance, Leq cd . m22, that would produce the same
masking effect as a glare source giving an illuminance E at the eye, as function of the
angular distance, v deg, between the glare source and the fixation point. Vos et al.166 have
summarized more recent work by the approximate relationship:
Leq 5 (29E ) / (v 1 0.13)2.8

(0.15 deg , v , 8 deg)

(11)

This expression relates to young adult eyes. Scattering increases throughout life by a factor
of at least 2 – 3 times167–170 and glare formulae can be modified to take account of this (e.g.,
Ref. 171). Roughly a quarter of the stray light comes from the cornea172,173 and a further
quarter from the retinal reflections:174,175 the rest comes almost entirely from the lens,176
there being little contribution from the aqueous or vitreous humors.
Ohzu and Enoch177 attempted to measure a retinal MTF which included the effects of
forward scatter, by focusing grating images onto the anterior surface of an excised retina
and measuring the image transfer to the far side. They argued that the receptor outer
segments effectively act as a fiber-optics bundle and that transmission through this bundle
produces image degradation which supplements that due to the main optical elements of
the eye. Recent psychophysical measurements by McLeod et al.178 suggest, however, that
forward scatter in the inner retina is negligible, implying that postmortem changes in the
retina may have degraded Ohzu and Enoch’s MTFs.

24.6 FINAL RETINAL IMAGE QUALITY
Estimates of the final quality of the retinal image can be made in three main ways: by
calculation from wavefront aberration or similar data; by a psychophysical method; and by
direct measurement of the light distribution on the retina using a double-pass ophthalmoscopic technique. Although each method has its limitations, the various methods yield
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reasonably compatible results if allowance is made for intersubject differences, particularly
at larger pupil diameters.
Image Quality on the Visual Axis
Calculation from Aberration Data . The OTF can be calculated by autocorrelation of the
complex pupil function with its complex conjugate, using methods originally devised by
Hopkins.179 The pupil function gives the variation in amplitude and phase across the exit
pupil of the system. The phase at each point can be deduced from the corresponding value
of wavefront aberration (each wavelength of aberration corresponds to 2π of phase) and it
may either be assumed that the amplitude across the pupil is uniform or, if desired, pupil
weighting functions may be introduced to take account of the Stiles-Crawford effect
(Stiles-Crawford apodisation180) or pupil-dependent lenticular absorption. The PSF and
LSF can also be calculated from the wavefront aberration.102,179,181,182
This approach was first used with wavefront aberration data as deduced from Foucault
knife-edge measurements, by Berny183 to estimate ocular MTFs and by Berny and
Slansky120 to compare the retinal PSF with the ideal Airy diffraction pattern; these latter
authors concluded that the eye was essentially diffraction-limited for pupil diameters up to
about 2 mm. Van Meeteren154 took a more indirect approach in that he estimated the
typical wavefront aberration from published measurements of the individual Seidel
aberrations and other sources of image degradation. He found that allowance for the
Stiles-Crawford effect had little influence on the overall MTF when the pupil diameter was
in the normal photopic range (,5 mm). In white light, chromatic aberration had the
dominant degrading effect for photopic pupils.
The subjective aberroscope method of Howland and Howland121,122 which involves
asking subjects to sketch the appearance of a distorted grid image on the retina, allowed
them to study a large sample of eyes. The resultant MTF data suggested strongly that
substantial intersubject variations in MTF occurred for any pupil diameter. This was
confirmed by later, objective measurements using the same basic technique.123,124 Figure 12
shows examples of these variations in monochromatic MTFs for a 5-mm-diameter pupil: it
will be observed that the optical performance of even the best eyes is well below the
diffraction limit. The associated phase transfer functions124,128 differ substantially from zero,
as would be expected if asymmetric, coma-like aberrations occur on the visual axis: these
phase shifts may play some role in limiting the visual system’s ability to discriminate spatial
phase.128 Coma-like aberrations, which have also been found by ray-aberration
methods,184 would be expected to lead to an orientation-dependent MTF for larger
pupils.185
Calculations of retinal image quality from wavefront aberration data fail to include the
effects of scattered light and hence may give too optimistic a view of the final image
quality. Van Meeteren154 argued that it was appropriate to multiply the aberration-derived
MTFs by the MTF derived by Ohzu and Enoch177 for image transfer through the retina.
When this is done the final estimated MTFs agree quite well with those found by the
double-pass ophthalmoscopic technique,123 although as noted earlier the Ohzu and Enoch
MTF may overestimate the effects of retinal degradation.178 A further problem with MTFs
derived from aberroscope results is that the aberroscope method only allows the wavefront
aberration to be estimated at a limited number of points across the pupil: small-scale
variations in aberration are therefore not detected, with consequent uncertainties in the
derived MTFs.
Psychophysical Comparison Method . This method depends upon the comparison of
modulation (contrast) thresholds for a normally viewed series of gratings of differing
spatial frequencies with those for gratings which are produced directly onto the retina by
interference techniques.
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FIGURE 12 Ocular MTFs for vertical gratings
and eyes with a 5-mm-diameter entrance pupil, as
calculated from wavefront aberration data. (a ) Rank
ordered MTFs for a group of 55 eyes and light of
wavelength 555 nm. The 100% curve represents the
best eye of the set, the dashed curve being the MTF
for a diffraction-limited eye (after Howland and
122
Howland ). (b) MTFs for a sample of 10 eyes at
a wavelength of 590 nm (after Walsh and
124
Charman ). Note the substantial intersubject
variations.

Suppose an observer directly views a sinusoidal grating of spatial frequency R. Then if
the grating has modulation Mo (R ) the modulation of the retinal image will be
Mo (R ) ? T (R ) where T (R ) is the modulation transfer of the eye at this spatial frequency,
under the wavelength and pupil diameter conditions in use. If now the modulation of the
grating is steadily reduced until it appears to be just at threshold, the threshold modulation
Mit (R ) on the retina will be given by
Mit (R ) 5 Mot (R ) ? T (R )
where Mot (R ) is the measured modulation of the external grating at threshold. The
reciprocal of Mot (R ) is the corresponding conventional contrast sensitivity and the
measurement of Mot (R ) as a function of R corresponds to the procedure used to establish
the contrast sensitivity function
It is clear that Mit (R ) corresponds to the threshold for the retina / brain portion of the
visual system. If it can be established independently, it will be possible to determine T (R ).
Mit (R ) can in fact be measured by bypassing the dioptrics of the eye and forming a
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FIGURE 13 Ocular MTFs derived by the contrast threshold psychophysical
method. The figures on the curves indicate the corresponding pupil diameters in mm
188
(a ) Mean of 3 subjects (after Arnulf and Dupuy ). (b ) One subject (after Campbell
110
and Green ).

system of interference fringes directly on the retina.98,110,186–191 Two mutually coherent
point sources are produced close to the nodal points of the eye and the two resultant
divergent beams overlap on the retina to generate a system of Young’s fringes whose
angular separation, g rads, is given by g 5 l / a , where l is the wavelength and a is the
source separation, both measured in air. If the sources have equal intensity, the fringes will
nominally be of unit modulation; fringe modulation can be controlled either by varying the
relative intensities of the two sources or by adding a controllable amount of uniform
background light. The threshold contrast Mit (R ) for the retina / brain can then be
determined as a function of R , allowing the modulation transfer for the ocular dioptrics to
be deduced from the relation:
T (R ) 5 Mit (R ) / Mot (R )
Figure 13 gives some typical results for the MTF as a function of pupil size, as found by
this method. The results are very similar to those found from wavefront aberration data.
Bour191 has extended the method to cover through-focus effects and finds that irregular
aberration may lead to more than one position of optimal focus.
Both sets of thresholds in the psychophysical method are equally affected by any retinal
contribution to image degradation and hence, like the wavefront-derived results, the MTFs
do not include such effects, although these may be small.178 The other major criticism of
the method is the assumption that the modulation of the interference fringes is totally
unaffected by the ocular media. Ocular scatter may lower the contrast of the retinal
interference fringes, particular in older eyes. This would lead to an overestimation of the
MTF (but see again Ref. 178). In practice, too, subjects may find it difficult to maintain
constant criteria in judging internal and external contrast thresholds since the grating
systems may differ in color, field size, and appearance due to the speckle associated with
the use of coherent light to generate the fringes.
Ophthalmoscopic Methods . When the image of an object is thrown onto the retina, some
of the light will be reflected back out of the eye and can be collected by an appropriate
observing system to form an external image. If, for example, the object is a narrow line,
the external image will be the LSF for the double passage of the eye. It is usual to make
the important assumption that the retina acts as a diffuse reflector,192 coherence of the
image light being lost in the reflection. In this case, the external image has suffered two
identical stages of image degradation, so that the MTF deduced from the Fourier
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transform of the external LSF is the square of the single-pass ocular MTF. The possibility
that the inward and outward MTFs might differ due to the differing scattering geometries
is ignored.
Flamant’s pioneering study193 used photography to record the external LSF, but
later authors have all used photoelectronic recording.192,194–206 Although earlier work
concentrated on measurement of the external LSF, more recently Santamaria and his
colleagues203–206 have used a television camera and image analysis system to record the
PSF. This has the advantage that it is possible to deduce the LSF and OTF for any
orientation, although recording of the low-illuminance outer parts of the PSF may be a
problem, leading to truncation errors and to overestimation of modulation transfer.207 Vos
et al.166 have attempted to overcome the truncation problem by combining ophthalmoscopic estimates of the retinal PSF with estimates of wider-angle entoptic stray light, to
produce a realistic estimate of light profiles in the foveal image of a white light point
source. A vexing question which has yet to be fully answered is the identity of the retinal
layer or layers at which the retinal reflection occurs: it seems likely that this is
wavelength-dependent.114,208 If more than one layer is involved, the estimated MTF will be
somewhat too low.
All investigators again agree that near the visual axis the eye performs close to the
diffraction limit for pupil diameters up to about 2 mm. As the pupil size is increased
further, aberration starts to play a more important role, overall performance usually being
optimal for pupil diameters of about 2.5 to 3 mm. Thereafter the degrading effects of
aberration start to dominate and modulation transfer falls. The changing balance between
the effects of diffraction and aberration can be clearly seen in the pupil-dependence of the
LSF (Fig. 14).
For calculation purposes, the ocular axial MTFs can be approximated reasonably well
by an expression of the form
T (R ) 5 exp [2(R / Rc )n ]

FIGURE 14 Retinal line-spread functions for the
different pupil diameters (mm) indicated. In each
case the dashed curve gives the corresponding LSF
for a diffraction-limited eye (after Campbell and
192
Gubisch ).

(12)
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FIGURE 15 Comparison of MTF results for young adult
subjects at the pupil diameters (mm) indicated, as found by
124
three different methods: — From wave aberration,
mean of
110
10 subjects, 590 nm. ???? By psychophysical comparison,
one
subject (pupil diameters are 2.0, 2.8, 3.8, and 5.8 mm). ? – ? – ? – ?
286

By double-pass ophthalmoscopic method
Diffraction-limited 555 nm.

at 633 nm – – – –

where, for each pupil size, Rc is some constant spatial frequency and n is a further
constant.209,210
Comparison of MTF Results by Different Methods . Figure 15 compares typical axial
MTF results for various pupil diameters as obtained from the wave aberration,124
psychophysical comparison,110 and double-pass ophthalmoscopic206 methods: the corresponding theoretical diffraction-limited MTFs are also shown. When allowance is made for
the slightly different wavelength and other conditions used by the different authors, and for
the possibility of intersubject differences in the MTFs, there is quite good agreement
between the results derived by the different methods. This suggests that the uncertainties
associated with each individual method can have only minor influences on the derived
MTFs.

Off-Axis Image Quality
Only a few investigators have attempted to measure retinal image quality away from the
fovea, using the ophthalmoscopic method. On the visual axis it is relatively straightforward
to use a cycloplegic drug to paralyze the accommodation and dilate the natural pupil, and
then to use artificial pupils to study the pupil-dependence of the MTF. This is, however,
difficult to carry out satisfactorily off-axis, since the approximately elliptical geometry of
the natural pupil changes with field angle and it is difficult to mimic this with artificial
pupils or to ensure that these are correctly located with respect to a dilated natural
pupil. Some investigators have therefore simply used a cycloplegic to paralyze the
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FIGURE 16 MTF, averaged over all orientations, as a function of
field angle. Natural accommodation was used and the pupil diameter is
211
approximately 4 mm (after Nay arro et al. ). Note the steady decline in
MTF as the field angle increases.

accommodation and keep the pupil at a constant large diameter.199,200 This has the
disadvantage that aberrations are then at their highest but, since supplementary lenses can
be used to vary the retinal focus, it allows the effects of oblique astigmatism to be studied.
Other authors have used a natural pupil and free accommodation and have hoped that
pupil diameter and focus would remain approximately constant during the course of the
experiments.199,211 Both types of study show that optical performance tends to decline
steadily with field angle, due to the effects of ocular oblique astigmatism, although it is
relatively constant over the central Ú15 – 20 deg of the visual field. Figure 16 shows data211
for natural observing conditions at the field angles indicated.
It is of interest to know whether this falloff in optical performance with field angle is
responsible for the well-known decline in acuity and other aspects of overall visual
performance in the peripheral field, or whether this is largely a neural effect. Early
measurements comparing cutoff frequencies for the detection of gratings when natural
viewing and interference fringes which bypassed the ocular dioptrics were used gave
somewhat conflicting results.212–214 More recent work by Thibos et al.163 suggests that
peripheral grating resolution thresholds are not markedly improved when the degrading
effects of the eye’s optics are bypassed and that aliasing occurs under normal viewing
conditions with grating objects beyond the resolution limit, so that optical image quality
must be in excess of the needs of the neural sampling array. Thus optical degradation can
play only a minor role in setting the limits to peripheral performance.

Retinal Image Quality with Visual Instruments
When an object (for example, a visual display unit) is observed by the naked eye with no
intervening optics, the spatial frequency spectrum of the retinal image is simply the
spectrum of the object multiplied by the OTF of the eye under the observing conditions in
use. The situation is, however, more complex when instruments such as microscopes,
telescopes, or binoculars are used. In general, it is incorrect to assume that the OTF of the
instrument-eye combination is simply the product of the individual OTFs. Instead, for any
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field position the aberrated wavefront from the instrument is modified by the wavefront
aberrations of the eye, the two wavefront aberrations being added together point by point
across the common pupil. Under particularly favorable circumstances, this coherent
coupling 215–218 can obviously result in the summed aberration being smaller than the
individual wavefront aberrations and hence in performance being superior to that which
would be expected on the basis of the product of the individual OTFs.
Two factors are of particular importance in this coupling: first, the size relationship
between the instrument exit pupil and the ocular entrance pupil and, second, the state of
focus of the eye. It is clear that if the entrance pupil of the eye is smaller than the exit
pupil of the instrument (the two pupils coinciding), the eye pupil will constitute the
aperture stop of the combined system. Movement of this smaller eye pupil within the
instrument’s exit pupil will sample different areas of the instrumental wavefront aberration
and may therefore influence retinal image quality. Conversely, if the exit pupil is smaller
than the eye pupil, the instrument’s pupil provides the aperture stop and controls the
aberrations. For example, with an exit pupil of 2-mm diameter or less centered to the eye
pupil, the combined performance would be governed almost entirely by the instrumental
aberrations, since the eye would make a negligible contribution to the combined
wavefront aberration. Any focus error in the instrument or accommodation error in the
observer will add an additional defocus term to the wavefront aberration. This may again
be beneficial under some circumstances; for example, instrumental field curvature may be
compensated for by changes in ocular accommodation (Refs. 219, 220, and see later under
‘‘Vergence Input’’).
Considerations of this type mean that the MTF of any instrument alone may not be a
very good guide to the visual performance that can be achieved with it.221 One possible
solution is to test the instrument in combination with a model eye which simulates as
accurately as possible the aberrations and focus of the real eye.222 Burton and Haig223 have
explored the tolerance of the human visual system to different levels and types of
wavefront aberration and conclude that instrumental assessment criteria based on the
Strehl intensity ratio may ultimately be more useful than MTF tests. The role of
longitudinal chromatic aberration has been considered by Mouroulis and Woo,224 who find
that under some circumstances quite substantial amounts of instrumental LCA can be
tolerated.

24.7 DEPTH -OF -FOCUS AND ACCOMMODATION
In the foregoing it has been tacitly assumed that the eye is always optimally focused. In
practice, since clear vision is required for objects over a range of distances, exact focus may
not always be achieved. It is of interest that, even if objects are at a fixed distance, small
changes in focus may be required to optimize modulation transfer at different spatial
frequencies in the presence of some types of aberration (e.g., spherical aberration114,225–227).

Ocular Depth-of-Focus
As in any optical system, very small changes in ocular focus have little effect on the retinal
image but image quality deteriorates progressively as the error of focus increases. In the
geometrical optical approximation, for an aberration-free eye the angular diameter of the
retinal blur circle b degrees increases linearly with the error of focus DF diopters and pupil
diameter d mm [Eq. (9)]. Thus the limits of the depth-of-focus correspond to the blur
circle diameter reaching some assumed tolerable limit b tol degrees: the corresponding
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value of DFtol is then determined from Eq. (9) to yield for the total geometrical
depth-of-focus DOFgo
DOFgo 5 2 DFtol 5 (34 .9b tol ) / d diopters
(13)
When the effects of physical optics are considered, for a diffraction-limited system, it is
conventional to use the Rayleigh criterion and say that the limits of depth-of-focus are set
by the requirement that the optical path difference between light from the center and edge
of the pupil should not exceed a quarter-wavelength [one Rayleigh unit of defocus, Eq.
(8)]. For the eye this implies that the total physical optical depth-of-focus (DOFpo ) should
correspond to 2 Rayleigh units of defocus, i.e.,
DOFpo 5 4 .1023l / d 2

diopters

(14)

where d is in mm and l is in nm. Optimal focus will lie midway through this total
depth-of-focus. Unlike the geometrical approximation of Eq. (13), Eq. (14) predicts that
depth-of-focus will be inversely proportional to the square of the pupil diameter.
In reality, the ocular depth-of-focus depends upon a variety of additional factors. From
the purely optical point of view, even if the eye is diffraction-limited, the loss in
modulation transfer with defocus is spatial-frequency-dependent (Fig. 7), so that the
detectable error of focus is likely to depend upon the spatial frequency content of the
object under observation as well as the pupil diameter. Low spatial frequencies are
relatively insensitive to focus change.107,108,226 Both monochromatic and chromatic aberration will further modify the effect of any focus change.
Equally importantly, the perceptible focus changes will depend upon the neural
characteristics of the visual system. Under many conditions, the limited capabilities of the
retina / brain system will mean that defocus tolerance may become larger than would be
expected on purely optical grounds. With large pupils and photopic conditions the
Stiles-Crawford effect may play a role in reducing the effective pupil diameter and hence
increasing the depth-of-focus. At low luminances, since only low spatial frequency
information can be perceived,228 there is an increase in tolerance to defocus blur229,230; a
similarly increased tolerance is found in low-vision patients at photopic levels.108
Figure 17 shows a selection of experimental depth-of-focus data obtained by a variety of
different techniques.229,231–233 Although the exact results depend upon the methods and
criteria used, it is clear that for larger pupils the visual depth-of-focus substantially exceeds
the purely optical Rayleigh limit predictions. More importantly from the practical
viewpoint, errors of focus in excess of about 0.2 – 0.5 diopters are likely to lead to
perceptible image blur under photopic conditions with pupils of diameter 3 – 4 mm. Thus
the eye must either change its focus (accommodate) for the range of distances that are of
interest in everyday life (e.g., from infinity down to about 0.2 m or less, or vergences from
0 to 25 diopters), or use some form of optical aid such as reading glasses.

The Accommodation Response
As with any focusing system, three aspects of accommodation are of interest: its speed, its
stability, and its time-averaged steady-state characteristics. All of these are age-dependent.
Discussion of the response is complicated by the fact that, under normal binocular
conditions of observation, accommodation (the focusing system) is intimately linked with
the vergence system which ensures that the eyes converge appropriately to bring the
images of any object of regard onto the foveas of both eyes (see under ‘‘Vergence Input’’
and ‘‘Movements of the Eyes’’). Due to this linkage, accommodation can drive
convergence and vice versa. There are also links to the pupil system, so that the pupil
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FIGURE 17 Examples of experimental measurements of
photopic, total monocular depth-of-focus as a function of pupil
diameter (optimal focus lies midway through the total depth229
of-focus). s Campbell based on the just perceptible blur for
231
a small disc, one subject, white light. n Ogle and Schwartz
based on a 50% probability of resolving a 20 / 25 checkerboard,
232
mean of 3 subjects, white light. h Tucker and Charman
based on 80% probability of achieving 90% of the optimal
Snellen acuity, mean of 2 subjects, white light. d Charman and
233
Whitefoot
based on the detectable movement of laser
speckles, mean of 6 subjects, 633 nm. The dashed line gives the
depth-of-focus based on Rayleigh’s quarter-wavelength criterion for an aberration-free eye in monochromatic light of
wavelength 555 nm.

generally contracts slightly during near vision (accommodatiy e miosis 234), although the
view that accommodation alone necessarily stimulates a pupil change has recently been
challenged.235 The three functions (accommodation, vergence, pupil) are sometimes known
as the near triad. One important result of this linkage is that the accommodation responses
in the two eyes are always essentially the same in both dynamic and static aspects, even
when one eye is occluded.236
Although details of the physiological mechanisms responsible for accommodation and
related functions are beyond the scope of this section (see, e.g., Refs. 237, 238 for reviews),
it will be helpful to remember that, in simple terms, the crystalline lens is supported
around its equator by a system of approximately radially oriented zonular fibers. The far
ends of these fibers are anchored in the ciliary body which effectively forms a ring
surrounding the lens (see Fig. 1). The lens and its enclosing capsule are elastic and, if the
lens is free of the forces applied by the zonular fibers, the lens surfaces will naturally
assume the relatively steep curvatures required for near vision.
Under conditions of distant viewing the diameter of the ciliary ring is relatively large,
this leading to a correspondingly high tension in the zonular fibers. These forces when
applied to the periphery of the elastic lens and its capsule cause the lens surfaces to flatten
slightly, reducing its optical power. During active accommodation for near vision the
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FIGURE 18 Typical dynamic accommodation response (lower trace) to a change
in stimulus (upper trace), showing reaction and response times and the fluctuations
in accommodation.

ciliary ring reduces in diameter, relaxing the tension in the zonular fibers and allowing the
surfaces of the elastic lens to assume a steeper curvature and the power of the lens to
increase. Attempts have been made to model this process.239,240
Dynamics of Response . A typical record showing a young adult’s monocular accommodation response to a change in the position of an accommodation target is illustrated in
Fig. 18. It can be seen that there is a short reaction time, or latency (about 0.4 sec),
following the change in target position, during which the response does not change. The
response then moves to a new level, the minimum response time typically being around
0.6 sec.241–248 Under conditions where there are a variety of cues to target distance this
response usually occurs in a single sweep, but if binocular and other cues to target
distance apart from blur are eliminated, the response may become uncertain and may
initially be in the wrong direction, leading to longer response times. The response times
become larger for larger dioptric changes.247,248
One way of characterizing the dynamics of the response is in terms of its frequency
response characteristics. These may be assessed by determining the gain and phase of the
response obtained when a target is observed whose vergence is changing sinusoidally with
time, as a function of temporal frequency.249 As the temporal frequency increases, the
gain diminishes and the phase lags increase, the system being unable to follow vergence
changes above a few Hertz (Fig. 19). It should, however, be stressed that these
characteristics are not the output of a simple reflex system but depend upon higher-order
involvement. They are strongly influenced by training246 and motivation and, with such

FIGURE 19 Typical gain and phase plots as a function of temporal frequency for
accommodation to predictable stimuli having a sinusoidal change in vergence (after
250
Krishnan et al. ).
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repetitive stimuli, by the knowledge that the required response has a predictable periodic
form. When the response to an abrupt, unexpected, step change in target vergence is
analyzed in terms of the corresponding frequency response, much larger phase lags are
given.250,251
The importance of perceptual factors in relation to the accommodation response is
exemplified by studies in which the distance of the target (a Maltese cross) was kept
constant but its lateral scale was varied sinusoidally. Observers tended to interpret this
size variation at constant distance as a variation in distance of a target of constant size, and
hence changed their accommodation accordingly, even though this blurred the retinal
image.252–254
Stability of the Response . When a target at a fixed distance is viewed with steady fixation
the accommodation response typically shows small fluctuations ,0.25 D occurring at
frequencies up to about 5 Hz; the fluctuations are correlated in the two eyes (see Refs.
238, 255 for reviews). The magnitude of the fluctuations tends to increase as the target
under observation approaches the eye.256 A pronounced peak in the frequency spectrum of
these fluctuations is often observed257,258 at frequencies of 1 – 2 Hz; it appears that this is
correlated with the arterial pulse.259
The possible role of these fluctuations in accommodation control remains contentious.
Some have argued that they simply represent plant noise249,260 and are of no utility. Others
suggest that they could both guide the direction of the initial response and help to maintain
accurate focus,113,258,261–263 the basic hypothesis being that if a fluctuation in one direction
improves the clarity of the image the control system responds by moving the mean level of
accommodation in that direction. An intermediate view is that the higher-frequency
components represent plant noise but the lower-frequency components (below 0.5 Hz)
contribute to the control system.255 In any case, under most circumstances the fluctuations
appear to produce little degradation in visual acuity264 although their effects can just be
detected.265,266
Accuracy of Response . Following the pioneering work of Morgan,267 numerous studies
have shown that rather than there being one-to-one matching between the dioptric
stimulus level and the corresponding accommodation response, steady-state errors are an
intrinsic part of the accommodation control system. This is true under both monocular
and binocular conditions, although the magnitude of the errors differs under the two
states.267,268 These focus errors are probably the major cause of foveal retinal image
degradation under many conditions, rather than the aberrations discussed earlier under
‘‘Factors Affecting Retinal Image Quality.’’ Figure 20a illustrates a schematic accommodation response / stimulus curve and emphasizes that the steady-state response is characterized by overaccommodation for far targets and underaccommodation for near targets.
The range of stimulus vergence over which there is no noticeable image blur is termed the
subjecti e amplitude of accommodation ; it obviously includes depth-of-focus effects. The
corresponding somewhat smaller range of actual accommodation response is termed the
objecti e amplitude of accommodation.
The slope of the quasi-linear central region of the curve depends upon the observing
conditions, including target form and contrast,112,113,269–278 ocular pupil diameter,279–281
luminance level,230,269,282,283 and the acuity of the observer.270,276,284–286 The common feature
is that as the quality of the stimulus available to the visual system degrades, the slope of
the central region of the response / stimulus curve diminishes (see Fig. 20b to d for
examples). To a close approximation, for any individual as the stimulus degrades the curve
pivots about the point P (Fig. 20a ) at which the response and stimulus are equal, i.e.,
where the curve crosses the ideal one-to-one response / stimulus line.287 It is of interest that
in many studies it appears that there is a linear relationship between the slope of the
central region of the response / stimulus curve and the minimum angle of resolution under
the target and observing conditions in use.288
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FIGURE 20 (a ) Schematic static accommodation response / stimulus curve under photopic conditions.
The dashed straight line indicates the ideal one-to-one response. The two intersect at the point P
corresponding to the level of tonic accommodation (about 1.5 D). (b ) Effect of luminance change on the
283
lower part of the stimulus / response curve (after Johnson ): the curve collapses to the tonic level at
scotopic target luminances. (c ) Effect of change in pupil diameter at constant retinal illuminance (after
281
Ward and Charman ). With small pupils, large depth-of-focus allows large errors in accommodation to
112
be tolerated. (d ) Effect of spatial frequency for sinusoidal grating targets (after Charman and Tucker ).
Responses tend to be less accurate for targets of low spatial frequency. In (b ), (c ) , and (d ) the vertical
arrow indicates the tonic accommodation level.

The extreme case in this process is where the stimulus is either a uniform photopic field,
completely lacking in detail (a Ganzfeld) or the field is completely dark. In both cases no
spatial information is available to the accommodation control system and the accommodation response / stimulus curve becomes completely flat. The response remains constant at
the somewhat myopic value at which, under normal photopic conditions with a structured
target, response equaled stimulus (i.e., P in Fig. 20a ). The refractive states under these
stimulus-free light and dark conditions are known as empty field myopia and dark focus ,
respectively, and for any individual these states are well correlated.289–292
These observations have led to the concept that this intermediate myopic level of
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FIGURE 21 Frequency distribution of tonic accommodation as
estimated by the dark focus: (a ) laser optometer measurements
for nominally emmetropic subjects in darkness (after Leibowitz
291
and Owens ); (b ) difference in autorefractor measurements of
refraction under photopic conditions and darkness (after McBrien
293
and Millodot ).

accommodation is, in fact, the tonic level of accommodation (resting state, equilibrium
level) to which the system returns in the absence of an adequate stimulus, and that
accommodation must actively change from this level to view both distant and near targets.
This tonic level varies somewhat according to the observer (Fig. 21) but appears to have a
mean value of around 1 D.291,293
Current theories suggest that the characteristics of the system are dictated by the
balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation to the system.238,294,295
Vergence Input . As noted earlier, the vergence required to maintain single vision of an
object during binocular observation provides an input to the control system which
supplements that are due to pure defocus blur. This may be particularly useful under
conditions where the accommodation stimulus alone is relatively ineffective, for example,
under mesopic conditions where the onset of night (twilight ) myopia is delayed when
viewing is binocular.296
Control system models for the combined accommodation-vergence system involving
both fast feedback loops and slow adaptive elements have been proposed by various
authors (see, e.g., Refs. 249, 294, 297 – 301).
Application to Instrumentation . From the practical point of view, it is evident that
errors in accommodation and the resultant degradation in retinal image quality will be
minimized if targets such as displays which are viewed by the naked eyes are placed at
vergences which approximately match the typical tonic levels of observers, i.e., at distances
of about 1 m. Acuity will then be optimal283 and the accommodative effort and, hence,
potential fatigue will be minimized. With color displays, the longitudinal chromatic
aberration of the eye means that more accommodative effort is required for red / black
symbol combinations than for blue / black combinations.302 Only minor variations in
response have, however, been reported when two-color isoluminant symbol / background
combinations are used.303
It is of interest that when focusing visual instruments most observers prefer to set the
focus so that the light leaving the eyepiece is slightly divergent, i.e., they prefer to
accommodate slightly when viewing the instrumental image. This instrument myopia
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correlates closely with the empty field myopia and the dark focus of the individual
observer289–292 suggesting that these myopic states have a common origin and that the
instrument focus is selected to minimize accommodative effort. This implies that
fixed-focus visual instruments should not be designed to have parallel light leaving their
eyepieces but that focus should be set so that the image appears at a vergence of about
21 diopter.304 In instruments where the imagery is at infinity and the optical axes of the
eyepieces are arranged to be parallel, proximal ( psychic ) cony ergence and accommodation
often occur, that is, most young observers tend to converge and accommodate slightly,
leading to a loss in visual performance.305,306 This is presumed to be due to the perception
that the targets lie within the ‘‘black box’’ constituted by the instrument. Smith et al.307
have discussed the various problems that arise when the focus of binocular instruments is
not compatible with the angle between the eyepiece tubes.
Many visual instruments display field curvature and, provided that the vergences
involved are negative, this can be at least partly compensated for by accommodation by
the observer as the field is scanned.216,219,220
Age -Dependent Effects in Accommodation . As the lens ages and thickens, its elastic
constants change.308–310 This, in combination with other ocular changes,311,312 causes the
efficiency of the accommodation system to diminish. Data on dynamic changes are rather
sparse, although there is no doubt that response times increase with age.313,314 The changes
in the steady-state response / stimulus curve have, however, been studied in some detail.
The major effect (Fig. 22) is that the subjective amplitude of accommodation declines
steadily with age through adulthood, falling to a small constant level by the age of around
50 – 55:315 this residual amplitude represents depth-of-focus rather than true
accommodation.7,316,317 It appears that the level of tonic accommodation also declines to

FIGURE 22 Changes in the subjective amplitude of
315
accommodation with age (after Duane ): the dashed
curves indicate the limits of the range found at each
age. The data refer to 4200 eyes, amplitudes being
measured at the spectacle point 14 mm anterior to
the cornea.
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zero with age, as would of course be expected,318 and there is a progressive age-dependent
collapse in the response-simulus curve as presbyopia is approached.317
The loss in amplitude becomes of major practical significance when the amplitude
declines toward that required for normal reading distances (around 1 / 3 m). It is tiring to
exercise the full amplitude of accommodation, so that problems usually start to arise in the
early forties at amplitude levels of about 5 diopters. These difficulties steadily increase as
the amplitude declines further. Initially, increases in reading distance may help to ease the
problems by reducing the stimulus demand but by the age of about 45 all emmetropes or
corrected ametropes inevitably require some form of optical correction for close work.

24.8 MOVEMENTS OF THE EYES
Movements of the eyes are of significance in relation to visual optics from two major
points of view. First, since both optical and neural performances are optimal on the visual
axis, the eye movement system must be capable of rapidly directing the eyes so that the
images of the detail of interest fall on the central foveas of both eyes where visual acuity is
highest (gaze shifting leading to fixation ). A scene is explored through a series of such
fixational movements for different points within the field. Second, the system must be
capable of maintaining the images on the two foveas both when the object is fixed in
space (gaze holding ) and, ideally, when it is moving. Any lateral movement of the images
with respect to the retina is likely to result in degraded visual performance, due to the
limited temporal resolution of the visual system and the fall-off in acuity with distance
from the central fovea.
These challenges to the eye movement control system are further complicated by the
fact that the eyes are mounted in what is, in general, a moving rather than a stationary
head. Movements of the eyes therefore need to be linked to information derived from the
vestibular system or labyrinth of the inner ear, which signals rotational and translation
accelerations of the head. The compensatory estibulo -ocular responses take place
automatically (i.e., they are reflex movements) whereas the fixational changes required to
foveate a new object point are voluntary responses. Details of the subtle physiological
mechanism which have evolved to meet these requirements will be found elsewhere.319–323



Basics
Each eye is moved in its orbit by the action of the three pairs of extraocular muscles
attached to the outside of the globe. Their action rotates the eye about an approximate
center of rotation lying some 13.5 mm behind the cornea, although there is in fact no single
fixed point within the eye or orbit around which the eye can rotate to all the possible
positions that it can assume.319,321 In particular, the ‘‘center of rotation’’ for vertical
movements lies about 2 mm nearer the cornea than that for horizontal movements (mean
values 12.3 and 14.9 mm, respectively324).
Although the two eyes can scan a field extending about 45 deg in all directions from
the straight-ahead or primary position, in practice eye movements rarely exceed about 20
deg, fixation on more peripheral objects usually being achieved by a combination of head
and eye movements.
If the angle between the two visual axes does not change during the movement, the
latter is described as a ersion (or conjugate) movement. However, the lateral separation
of the eyes in the head implies the need for an additional class of movements to cope with
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the differing convergence requirements of objects at different distances. These movements
involving a change in the angle between the visual axes are termed ergence (or
disjunctive) movements. Fixational changes may in general involve both types of
movement, which appear to be under independent neurological control.325

Characteristics of the Movements
The version movements involved in bringing a new part of the visual field onto the fovea
(saccades) are very rapid, being completed in around 100 msec with angular velocities
often reaching more than 700 deg / sec, depending upon the amplitude of the
movement326,327 (see Fig. 23a ): the saccade latency is about 200 msec.328 Interestingly, it
appears that during the saccade, when the image is moving very rapidly across the retina,
vision is largely, although not completely, suppressed. This saccadic suppression (or
perhaps, more properly, saccadic attenuation) results in, for example, the retinal
thresholds for brief flashes of light being elevated, the elevation commencing some
30 – 40 msec before the actual saccadic movement starts. The subject is normally unaware
of this temporary impairment of vision and the exact mechanisms responsible for it remain
controversial321 although an explanation may lie in the masking effect of the clear images
available before and after the saccade.329

FIGURE 23 (a ) Time course of saccades of different sizes (after
326
Robinson ). The traces have been superimposed so that the
beginning of each saccade occurs at time zero. (b ) Separation of
smooth (Esm ) and saccadic (Esa ) components of foveal tracking
(after Collewijn and Tamminga 330): T is the target position and E
is the eye position.
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Smooth voluntary pursuit movements of small targets moving sinusoidally in a
horizontal direction are accurate at temporal frequencies up to a few hertz. Their peak
velocities range up to about 25 deg / sec. In practice, when a small moving target is tracked,
the following movements usually consist of a mixture of smooth movements and additional
corrective saccades (e.g., Ref. 330; Fig. 23b ). With repetitive or other predictable stimuli,
tracking accuracy tends to improve markedly with experience, largely through the
reduction in the phase lag between target and eye.
When the image of a substantial part of the visual field moves uniformly across the
retina, the eyes tend to rotate to approximately stabilize the image in a following
movement until eventually the gaze is carried too far from the primary position, when a
rapid anticompensatory flick-back occurs. Thus a continuously moving visual scene, such
as the view from a railway carriage, causes a series of slow following movements and fast
recoveries, so that a record of the eye movements takes a quasi-regular sawtooth form. At
slow object field speeds, the velocity of the slow phase is close to that of the field, but as
the field velocity rises, greater lags in eye velocity occur until at about 100 deg / sec the
following movements break down. Although this optokinetic nystagmus is basically a
reflex, it is influenced by instructions given to the subject.
The angular speeds of vergence eye movements (about 5 – 10 deg / sec per deg of
vergence331) are usually described as being much lower than those for version movements.
Recent studies involving more natural 3-D objects suggest, however, that it is possible for
the speeds to be much higher (up to 200 deg / sec for 35 deg vergence movements332,333).
Vergence movements typically follow a quasi-exponential course with a time constant of
about 300 msec. Their latency is about 200 msec. Although the primary stimulus for
vergence movements is disparity, or the difference in position of the images in the two
eyes with respect to their foveas, vergence movements can also be driven by accommodation and by perceptual factors such as perspective in line drawings.334
The vergence system is primarily designed to cope with the differences in the directions
of the visual axes of the two eyes arising from their horizontal separation in the head.
However, some vertical vergence movements and relative torsional movements about the
approximate direction of the visual axis can also occur. Such fusional movements can
compensate for corresponding small relative angular misalignments in the eyes or in the
alignment of the optical systems of binocular or biocular instruments. The maximum
amplitude of these movements is normally small (about 1 deg for vertical movements and a
few deg for cyclofusional movements; see, e.g., Ref. 335) and they also take longer to
complete than horizontal vergence movements (some 8 – 10 sec as compared to about
1 sec). Due to the limited effectiveness of vertical and torsional vergence movements, it is
typically recommended that in instruments where the two eyes view an image through
separate optical systems a 10 min arc tolerance be set for vertical alignment and a
30 min arc limit be set for rotational differences between the two images.



Stability of Fixation

When an observer attempts to fixate steadily on a fixed target, it is found that the eyes are
not steady but that a variety of small amplitude eye movements occur. These miniature eye
mo ements can be broken down into three basic components: tremor, drift, and
microsaccades. The frequency spectrum of the tremor falls essentially monotically with
frequency above about 10 Hz, extending up to about 200 Hz.336 The amplitude is small
(probably less than the angle subtended at the nodal point of the eye by the diameter of
the smallest cones, i.e., 24 sec arc321). Drift movements are much larger and slower, with
amplitudes of about 2 – 5 min arc at velocities of about 4 min / sec.337 The errors in fixation
brought about by the slow drifts (which are usually disassociated in the two eyes) are
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FIGURE 24 Stability of fixation for two subjects. The
contours define areas within which the point of fixation was
to be found 25, 50, 75, and 100% of the time (after
339
Bennet -Clark ).

corrected by microsaccades, which are correlated in the two eyes. There are large
intersubject differences in both mean microsaccade amplitude (from 1 to 23 min) and
intersaccadic interval (from about 300 ms to 5 sec338) which probably reflect voluntary
control under experimental conditions.
The overall stability of fixation can be illustrated by considering the statistical variation
in the point of fixation339 (Fig. 24). For most of the time the point of regard lies within a
few minutes of the target. Although it has been suggested that these small eye movements
could have some role in reducing potential aliasing problems,340 experiments measuring
contrast sensitivity for briefly presented interference fringes on the retina suggest that this
is unlikely.341 Interestingly, when a suitable optical arrangement is used to counteract
these small changes in fixation and to stabilize the image on the retina, the visual image
may fragment or even disappear completely,337 so that these small movements are
important for normal visual perception. Fincham’s suggestion342 that small eye movements
are of importance in the ability of the eye to respond correctly to a change in
accommodation stimulus has never been properly explored.

24.9 TWO EYES AND STEROPSIS
Although binocular vision confers a variety of advantages, ranging from an extension of
the field of view to a lowering of contrast thresholds, attention here will be largely confined
to its relevance for steropsis and stereoscopic instruments. It may, however, be remarked
that little is known about the extent to which the monochromatic aberrations of the two
eyes of either emmetropic or of optically corrected subjects are correlated (but see Ref.
184). It is, perhaps, possible that the brain can make selective use of the better of the two
retinal images under any particular set of observing conditions due to some form of
probability summation. Certainly the apparently drastic technique of monovision contact
lens correction, in which one eye of a presbyopic observer receives a distance correction
and the other a near correction appears to work well in yielding acceptable vision over a
range of distances (e.g., Ref. 40). It may be that studies of monocular optical performance
can sometimes give an unduly pessimistic view of the optical information available under
binocular conditions.
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FIGURE 25 (a ) Geometry of stereopsis. It is assumed that points A and B
can just be discriminated in depth. (b ) Theoretical just discriminable distance d l
as a function of mean object distance l for the assumed values of p and d θ
indicated.

Basics of Stereoscopic Acuity
Due to the lateral separation of the eyes in the head, the apparent angular separations of
objects at differing distances are slightly different for the two eyes. The resultant disparities
between the two retinal images can be used by the visual system to estimate the relatiy e
distances of the objects, although absolute distance judgment is usually much more
dependent upon such monocular cues as perspective and size constancy.
In Fig. 25a , suppose that the observer can just detect that the two object points A and B
lie at different distances, l and l 1 d l , respectively. Then the corresponding stereo acuity d θ
is given by:
d θ 5 θR 2 θ L 5 a 2 2 a 1
Approximating all angles as being small [i.e., l  d l , p where p is the lateral separation of
the nodal points of the eyes or interpupillary distance (IPD)], and using the binomial
expansion with omission of higher-order terms yields:

dθ < p ? dl /l2

or

d l < l 2d θ / p

(15)

where d θ is in radians. Thus the minimum detectable difference in object distance is
directly proportional to the square of the viewing distance and inversely proportional to
the separation between the eyes (see Schor and Flom343 for a more detailed analysis).
Figure 25b plots this approximate predicted value of the just-detectable difference in
distance of two objects as a function of their mean distance, on the assumption that
p 5 65 mm and d θ is 10 sec arc. Note that stereopsis breaks down at distances in excess of
about 500 m. In the real world, of course, the binocular cues to object distance are
supplemented by a variety of monocular cues such as perspective, overlay (interposition),
motion parallax, etc.
For any observer, d θ varies with such parameters as the target luminance and angular
distance from fixation and the observation time allowed (e.g., Refs 344 – 348) being
optimal at high luminance levels with extended observation times. Actual values also vary
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FIGURE 26 Cumulative frequency distribution for stereoscopic acuity, as
measured by various clinical tests at a viewing distance of 400 mm, based on a
350
sample of 51 adult subjects with normal vinocular vision (after Heron et al. ).

with the nature of the test used. Clinical tests of stereoacuity (e.g., Ref. 349), which are
usually carried out at a distance of about 40 cm and assume a fixed value of p of 65 mm,
typically yield normal stereoacuities of about 20 – 40 sec arc (Fig. 26, Ref. 350). Two-needle
tests351 carried out at longer distances usually give rather smaller values, of around
5 – 10 sec arc.345 IPD, p , ranges between about 50 and 76 mm, with a mean value of about
65 mm.50

Stereoscopic Instruments
The stereoscopic acuity of natural viewing can be enhanced both by extending the effective
IPD from p to Np with the aid of mirrors or prisms and by introducing transverse
magnification, M , into the optical paths before each eye. This nominally has the effect of
changing the just-detectable distance to

d l 5 (l 2 ? d θ ) / (MNp )

(16)

although in practice this improvement in performance is not always fully realized. Such
changes will in general vary the spatial relationships in the perceived image, so that the
object appears as having either enhanced or reduced depth in proportion to its lateral
scale. If, for example, the magnification M is greater than one but N is unity, the object
appears nearer but foreshortened. Simple geometrical predictions of such effects are,
however, complicated by a variety of factors such as the reduced depth-of-field of
magnifying systems (see, e.g., Refs. 344, 352, 353).
In any instrument involving viewing with both eyes, it is important that adequate
adjustment for IPD be provided (preferably covering 46 – 78 mm), with a scale so that users
can set their own IPD. Convergence should be appropriate to the distance at which the
image is viewed, i.e., the angle between the visual axes should be approximately 3.7
degrees for each diopter of accommodation exercised.
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24.10 CONCLUSION
The major uncertainties in our present understanding of the ocular dioptrics remain the
refractive index distribution of the lens, aberration changes with accommodation, and the
optical performance in the periphery, particularly with respect to the influence of
transverse chromatic aberration. Although the axial monochromatic aberrations of the eye
are quite well controlled under photopic conditions with natural pupils of the order of
2 – 4 mm, it is evident that under many circumstances significant defocus blur may occur
due both to accommodation errors and, in the absence of optical correction, to refractive
errors. Nevertheless the optical and motor characteristics of the eyes are such that, in
general, the retinal image quality closely matches the needs of the neural parts of the
visual system.
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25.1 GLOSSARY
A
a
Ap
C
co
d
de
dθ
E (l )
Ee (l )
f
Io
Jo
l
L(l )
Le (l )
m
N
nr
n (l )
p
to
t (l )

amplitude
interpupillary distance
effective area of the entrance pupil
contrast
maximum concentration of photopigment
horizontal disparity
distance from the image plane to the exit pupil of an optical system
average disparity between two points and the convergence point
photopic spectral illuminance distribution
spectral irradiance distribution
spatial frequency of a sinusoid
half-bleaching constant
maximum photocurrent
length of outer segment
photopic spectral luminance distribution
spectral radiance distribution
magnificaton of the exit pupil relative to the actual pupil
total effective photons absorbed per second
index of refraction of the media where the image plane is located
spectral photon-flux irradiance distribution
proportion of unbleached photopigment
time constant of photopigment regeneration
transmittance function of the ocular media
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V (l )

a (l )
DC

standard photopic spectral sensitivity function of the human visual system
absorptance spectrum
contrast increment or decrement

Df

frequency increment or decrement

Dz

distance between any pair of points in the depth dimension

»
» (l )

retinal eccentricity
extinction spectrum

θ

convergence angle of the eyes

θ
k
l
j

orientation of a sinusoid

À
so

τ
τ opt
F(?)

f

collection area, or aperture, of a photoreceptor
wavelength of the light in a vacuum
isomerization efficiency
covariance matrix for a gaussian noise process
half-saturation constant
time interval
optimum time interval
cumulative standard normal probability function
phase of a sinusoid

25.2 INTRODUCTION
Physiological optics concerns the study of (1) how images are formed in biological eyes, (2)
how those images are processed in the visual parts of the nervous system, and (3) how the
properties of image formation and neural processing manifest themselves in the perceptual
performance of the organism. The previous chapter reviewed image formation; this
chapter briefly describes the neural processing of visual information in the early levels of
the human visual system, and summarizes, somewhat more extensively, what is known
about human visual performance.
An enormous amount of information about the physical environment is contained in
the light reaching the cornea of the eye. This information is critical for many of the tasks
the human observer must perform, including identification of objects and materials,
determination of the three-dimensional structure of the environment, navigation through
the environment, prediction of object trajectories, manipulation of objects, and communication with other individuals. The performance of a human observer in a given visual
task is limited by the amount of information available in the light at the cornea and by the
amount (and type) of information encoded and transmitted by the successive stages of
visual processing. This chapter presents a concise description of visual performance in a
number of fundamental visual tasks. It also presents a concise description of the
physiological and psychological factors believed to underlie performance in those tasks.
Two major criteria governed the selection of the material to be presented. First, we
attempted to focus on quantitative data and theories that should prove useful for
developing rigorous models or characterizations of visual performance. Second, we
attempted to focus on data and theories that have a firm empirical basis, including at least
some knowledge of the underlying biological mechanisms.
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25.3 OPTICS, ANATOMY , PHYSIOLOGY OF THE VISUAL SYSTEM
Image Formation
The processing of visual information begins with the optics of the eye, which consists of
three major components: the cornea, pupil, and lens. The optical components are designed
to form a sharp image at the layer of the photoreceptors in the retina. Charman (Chap. 24)
discusses many of the details concerning how these optical components affect image
quality. We briefly describe a few of the most useful formulas and methods for computing
the approximate size, location, quality, and intensity of images formed at the photoreceptors. Our aim is to provide descriptions of image formation that might prove useful for
developing models or characterizations of performance in perceptual tasks.
The sizes and locations of retinal images can be found by projecting points on the
objects along straight lines through the image (posterior) nodal point until they intersect
the retinal surface. The intersections with the retinal surface give the image locations
corresponding to the points on the objects. The angles between pairs of projection lines are
y isual angles. Image locations are usually described in terms of the visual angles that
projection lines make with respect to a reference projection line (the y isual axis ) , which
passes through the nodal point and the center of the fovea. The radial visual angle between
a projection line from an object and the visual axis is the object’s eccentricity. Image sizes
are often described by the visual angles between key points on the object. For purposes of
computing the size and location of images, it is usually sufficient to use a simplified model
of the eye’s optics, such as the reduced eye , which consists of a single spherical refracting
surface (radius of curvature 5 5.5 mm) and a retinal surface located 16.7 mm behind the
nodal point (see Fig. 2c, in Vol. I, Chap. 24 of this Handbook ).
A general method for computing the quality of retinal images is by convolution with a
point-spread function h (x , y ) . Specifically, if o (x , y ) is the luminance (or radiance) of the
object, and i (x , y ) is the image illuminance (or irradiance), then
i ( x , y ) 5 o (x , y ) p p h ( x , y )

(1)

where p p represents the two-dimensional convolution operator. The shape of the
point-spread function varies with wavelength and with retinal location. The precise way to
deal with wavelength is to perform a separate convolution for each wavelength in the
spectral luminance distribution of the object. In practice, it often suffices to convolve with
a single point-spread function, which is the weighted average, across wavelength, of the
monochromatic point-spread functions, where the weights are given by the shape of the
spectral luminance distribution. To deal with retinal location, one can make use of the fact
that the human point-spread function changes only gradually with retinal eccentricity out
to about 20 deg;1 thus, a large proportion of the visual field can be divided into a few
annular regions, each with a different point-spread function.
Calculation of the point-spread function is normally accomplished by finding the
transfer function, H (u , y ) .2 ,3 (The point-spread function can be obtained, if desired, by an
inverse Fourier transform.) The transfer function is given by the autocorrelation of the
generalized pupil function followed by normalization to a peak value of 1.0:
T (u , y ) 5 p (x , y )e iW (x ,y ,l) ^ ^ p (x , y )e 2iW (x ,y ,l)ux 5(lde /mnr )u,y 5(lde /mnr)y
H (u , y ) 5

T (u , y )
T (0 , 0)

(2)
(3)

where l is the wavelength of the light in a vacuum, nr is the index of refraction of the
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media where the image plane is located, de is the distance from the image plane to the exit
pupil of the optical system, and m is the magnification of the exit pupil relative to the
actual pupil. The generalized pupil function is the product of the simple pupil function,
p (x , y ) (transmittance as a function of position within the actual pupil), and the aberration
function, e iW (x ,t ,l). The exit pupil is the apparent pupil, when viewed from the image plane.
The size of and distance to the exit pupil can be found by ray-tracing a schematic eye. For
the Le Grand eye, the relevant parameters are approximately as follows: m 5 1.03 ,
de 5 20.5 mm, and n 5 1.336 . Average values of the monochromatic and chromatic
aberrations are available (see Chap. 24) and can be used as estimates of W (x , y , l ) .
Equation (3) can be used to compute approximate point-spread functions (and hence
image quality) for many stimulus conditions. However, for some conditions, direct
measurements (or psychophysical measurements) of the point-spread function are also
available (see Chap. 24), and are easier to deal with. For broadband (white) light and a
well-accommodated eye, the axial point-spread functions directly measured by Campbell
and Gubisch4 are representative. A useful set of monochromatic point-spread functions
was measured at various eccentricities by Navarro et al.1 These point-spread functions can
be used directly in Eq. (1) to compute approximate image quality.
The approximate retinal irradiance for extended objects is given by the following
formula:
Ap
Ee (l ) 5
(4)
Le (l )t (l )
278.3
where Ee (l ) is the retinal spectral irradiance distribution (watts ? m22 ? nm21), Le (l ) is the
spectral radiance distribution of the object (watts ? m22 ? sr21 ? nm21), t (l ) is the transmittance of the ocular media (see Chap. 24), and Ap is the effective area of the entrance pupil
(mm2). (Note, Ap 5 ee p (x / m 9 , y / m 9) dx dy , where m 9 is magnification of the entrance
pupil relative to the actual pupil; the entrance pupil is the apparent size of the pupil when
viewed from outside the eye.)
Photopic retinal illuminance, E (l ) (candelas ? nm21), is computed by an equivalent
formula where the spectral radiance distribution, Le (l ) , is replaced by the spectral
luminance distribution, L(l ) (candelas ? m22 ? nm21), defined by
L(l ) 5 683 V (l )Le (l )

(5)

where V (l ) is the standard photopic spectral sensitivity function of the human visual
system.5
In theoretical calculations, it is often useful to express light levels in terms of photon
flux rather than in terms of watts (see later). The photon-flux irradiance on the retina, n (l )
(quanta ? sec21 ? deg22 ? nm21) is computed by multiplying the retinal irradiance, Ee (l ) , by
8.4801 3 1028 which converts m2 to deg2 (based upon the reduced eye ) , and by l / ch which
converts watts into quanta / sec (where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and h is Planck’s
constant). Thus,
n (l ) 5 1 .53 3 106Ap Le (l )t (l )l

(6)

and, by substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (6),
n (l ) 5 2.24 3 103Ap

L(l )
t (l )l
V (l )

(7)

Most light-measuring devices report radiance, Le (l ) , or luminance, L(l ); Eqs. (6) and (7)
allow conversion to retinal photon-flux irradiance, n (l ). For more details on the
calculation of retinal intensity, see Wyszecki and Stiles.5
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Image Sampling by the Photoreceptors
The image formed at the receptor layer is described by a four-dimensional function
n (x , y , t , l ) , which gives the mean photon-flux irradiance (quanta ? sec21 ? deg2 ? nm21) as a
function of space (x , y ) , time (t ) , and wavelength (l ). This four-dimensional function also
describes the photon noise in the image. Specifically, photon noise is adequately described
as an inhomogeneous Poisson process; thus, the variance in the number of photons
incident in a given interval of space, time, and wavelength is equal to the mean number of
photons incident in that same interval.
The photoreceptors encode the (noisy) retinal image into a discrete representation in
space and wavelength, and a more continuous representation in time. The image sampling
process is a crucial step in vision that can, and often does, result in significant information
loss. The losses occur because physical and physiological constraints make it impossible to
sample all four dimensions with sufficiently high resolution.
As shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 1, there are two major types of
photoreceptors: rods and cones. They play very different functional roles in vision; rods
subserve vision at low light levels and cones at high light levels. There are three types of
cones, each with a different spectral sensitivity (which is the result of having different
photopigments in the outer segment). The ‘‘long’’ (L), ‘‘middle’’ (M), and ‘‘short’’ (S)
wavelength cones have peak spectral sensitivities at wavelengths of approximately 570,
540, and 440 nm, respectively. Information about the spectral wavelength distribution of
the light falling on the retina is encoded by the relative activities of the L, M, and S cones.
All rods have the same spectral sensitivity (and the same photopigment), peaking at about
500 nm.
The quality of spatial, temporal, and wavelength information encoded by the
photoreceptors depends upon: (1) the spatial distribution of the photoreceptors across the
retina, (2) the efficiency with which individual photoreceptors absorb light at different
wavelengths (the absorptance spectrum), (3) the area over which the individual photoreceptors collect light (the receptor aperture), and (4) the length of time over which the
individual photoreceptors integrate light.
The spatial distribution of cones and rods is highly nonuniform. Figure 2a shows the
typical density distribution of rod and cone photoreceptors across the retina (although
there are individual differences; e.g., see Ref. 6). Cone density decreases precipitously with
eccentricity; rods are absent in the fovea and reach a peak density at 20 deg. If the receptor
lattice were perfectly regular, the highest unambiguously resolvable spatial frequency (the
Nyquist limit), would be half the linear density (in cells ? deg21). Under normal viewing
conditions, the Nyquist limit does not affect vision in the fovea because the eye’s optics
eliminate spatial frequencies at and above the limit. However, the presentation of
interference fringes (which avoid degradation by the eye’s optics) yields visible spatial
aliasing for spatial frequencies above the Nyquist limit.7–9
The densities and retinal distributions of the three cone types are quite different. The S
cones form a rather regular lattice comprising less the 2 percent of cones in the central
fovea and somewhat less than 10 percent of the cones elsewhere;10–12 they may be absent in
the central 209 – 259 of the fovea.13 It is much more difficult to distinguish individual L and
M cones anatomically, so their densities and distributions are less certain. Psychophysical
evidence indicates that the ratio of L to M cones is approximately 2 : 1,14,15 but the
available physiological data in monkey suggest a ratio closer to 1 : 1.16,17
From the Beer-Lambert law, the absorptance spectrum of a receptor depends upon the
concentration of the photopigment, co p , in the receptor outer segment, the length of the
outer segment, l , and the extinction spectrum, » (l ) , of the photopigment,

a (l ) 5 1 2 102lco p» (l)

(8)

where co is the concentration of photopigment in the dark-adapted eye and p is proportion
of unbleached photopigment. The specific absorptance spectra for the different classes of

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the retinal neurons and their major synaptic connections. Note that rods, rod bipolar
cells, and rod amacrine cells are absent in the fovea. (From Ref. 262.)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 2 (a ) Linear density of cones, rods, and ganglion cells as a function of eccentricity in the human
2
2
retina. (The data were modified from Refs. 6 and 32.) Conversion from cells / mm to cells / deg was
computed assuming a posterior nodal point 16.68 mm from the retina, and a retinal radius of curvature of
12.1 mm. Conversion to cells / deg was obtained by taking the square root of areal density. Ganglion cell
32
density in the central 10 deg was derived assuming a 3:1 ratio of ganglion cells to cones in the fovea. (b )
Human cone outer segment length. (Modified from Ref. 125.) (c ) Human cone inner segment, cone outer
segment and rod diameter as a function of eccentricity. (Modified from Ref. 125.)

receptors are described in Chap. 26 (Brainard). At the peak wavelength, the photoreceptors absorb approximately 50 percent of the incident photons (although there are some
variations with eccentricity).
Because of photopigment bleaching and regeneration processes within the photoreceptor, the absorption spectra of the photopigments change depending upon the history of
photon absorptions. For example, prolonged exposure to high intensities depletes a
significant fraction of the available photopigment, reducing the overall optical density.
Reflection densitometry measurements18–20 have shown, to first approximation, that the
proportion p of available photopigment at a given point in time is described by a first-order
differential equation:
dp
n (l )j (1 2 102lco» (l)p) 1 2 p
1
52
dt
lco
to

(9)
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where n (l ) is the photon-flux irradiance distribution (quanta ? sec21 ? deg22 ? nm21), to is
the exponential time constant of regeneration, and j is the isomerization efficiency (which
is believed to be near 1.0). For broadband light, Eq. (9) simplifies and can be expressed in
terms of retinal illumination:19
dp
Ip (1 2 p )
52 1
dt
Qe
to

(10)

where I is the retinal illumination (in trolands*) and Qe is the energy of a flash (in
troland ? seconds) required to reduce the proportion of unbleached photopigment to 1 / e.
For the cone photopigments, the time constant of regeneration is approximately 120 sec,
and Qe (for broadband light) is approximately 2.4 3 106 troland ? sec. For rods, the time
constant of regeneration is approximately 360 sec, and Qe is approximately 1.0 3 107
scotopic troland ? sec. Equation (10) implies that the steady-state proportion of available
photopigment is approximately
Io
(11)
p (I ) 5
Io 1 I
where Io 5 Qe / to . (Io is known as the half -bleaching constant.) Equation (11) is useful when
computing photon absorptions at high ambient light levels; however, photopigment
bleaching is not significant at low to moderate light levels. Equation (7) also implies that
bleaching and regeneration can produce changes in the shapes of the absorptance spectra
(see Chap. 26).
The lengths of the photoreceptor outer segments (and hence their absorptances) change
with eccentricity. Figure 2b shows that the cone outer segments are longer in the fovea.
Rod outer segments are approximately constant in length. If the dark-adapted photopigment concentration, co , is constant in a given class of photoreceptor (which is likely),
then increasing outer segment length increases the amount of light collected by the
receptor (which increases signal-to-noise ratio).
The light collection area of the cones is believed to be approximately 70 to 90 percent
of the cross-sectional area of the inner segment at its widest point (see Fig. 1), although
direct measurements are not available (see Refs. 21, 22). The collection area of the rod
receptors is equal to the cross-sectional area of the inner and outer segments (which is the
same). Figure 2c plots inner segment diameter as a function of eccentricity for cones and
rods. As can be seen, the cone aperture increases with eccentricity, while the rod aperture
is fairly constant. Increasing the cone aperture increases the light collected (which
increases signal-to-noise ratio), but slightly reduces contrast sensitivity at high spatial
frequencies (see later).
The data and formulas above [Eqs. (6) – (10)] can be used to compute (approximately)
the total effective photons absorbed per second, N , in any receptor, at any eccentricity:
N5

E kja (l)n(l) dl

(12)

where k is the collection area, or aperture, of the receptor (in deg2).
Photons entering through the pupillary center have a greater chance of being absorbed
in the cones than photons entering through the pupillary margins. This phenomenon,
known as the Stiles-Crawford effect, can be included in the above calculations by
modifying the pupil function [Eqs. (3) and (4); also see Vol. I, Chap. 24]. We also note that
the cones are oriented toward the exit pupil.
2

* The troland is defined to be the retinal illumination produced by viewing a surface with a luminance of 1 cd / m
2
through a pupil with an area of 1 mm .
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FIGURE 3 Photocurrent responses of macaque rod and cone
photoreceptors to flashes of light. Each trace represents the response to a different intensity level. The flash intensities were
varied by factors of two. (From Ref. 23 , ‘‘How Photoreceptor
Cells Respond to Light ,’’ Julie Schnapf and Denis A. Baylor.
Copyright ÷ 1989 by Scientific American , Inc. All rights
reser ed.)

The temporal response properties of photoreceptors are more difficult to measure than
their spatial integration properties. Figure 3 shows some physiological measurements of
the photocurrent responses of primate (macaque) rods and cones at low and moderate
light levels.23 Rods integrate photons over a substantially longer duration than do cones. In
addition, rods produce reliable responses to single photon absorptions, but cones do not.
Photoreceptors, like all neurons, have a limited dynamic range. Direct recordings from
receptors in macaque have shown that the peak responses of photoreceptors to brief
flashes of light are adequately described by either a modified Michaelis-Menton function
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where Jo is the maximum photocurrent, o is the half-saturation constant (the value of z
that produces exactly half the maximum response) and n is an exponent that has a value
near 1.0.17,24,25 As the above equations imply, the photoreceptors respond approximately
linearly to transient intensity changes at low to moderate light levels, but respond
nonlinearly (ultimately reaching saturation) at higher light levels. Recent electroretinogram (ERG) measurements suggest that the flash response of human photoreceptors is
similar to those of the macaque.26
The nonlinear response saturation suggests that the receptors should not be able to
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encode high image intensities accurately (because any two intensities that saturate receptor
response will be indistinguishable). However, the cones avoid saturation effects under
many circumstances by adjusting their gain (s o ) depending upon the ambient light level;
the rods do not adjust their gain nearly as much. The gain adjustment is accomplished in a
few ways. Photopigment depletion (see earlier) allows multiplicative gain changes, but only
operates at very high ambient light levels. Faster-acting mechanisms in the phototransduction sequence are effective at moderate to high light levels.27 At this time, there remains
some uncertainty about how much gain adjustment (adaptation) occurs within the
cones.17,24,28

Retinal Processing
The information encoded by the photoreceptors is processed by several layers of neurons
in the retina. The major classes of retinal neuron in the primate (human) visual system and
their typical interconnections are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Although the retina
has been studied more extensively than any other part of the nervous system, its structure
and function are complicated and not yet fully understood. The available evidence suggests
that the primate retina is divided into three partially overlapping neural pathways: a rod
pathway , a cone pary o pathway , and a cone magno pathway (for reviews see Refs. 29 – 31).
These pathways, illustrated in Fig. 4, carry most of the information utilized in high-level
visual processing tasks. There are other, smaller pathways (which will not be described
here) that are involved in functions such as control of the pupil reflex, accommodation,
and eye movements. Although Fig. 4 is based upon the available evidence, it should be
kept in mind that there remains considerable uncertainty about some of the connections.
Retinal Anatomy . As indicated in Fig. 4, the photoreceptors (R, C) form electrical
synapses (gap-junctions) with each other, and chemical synapses with horizontal cells (H)
and bipolar cells (RB, MB 1 , MB 2 , DB 1 , DB 2 ). The electrical connections between
receptors are noninverting* and hence produce simple spatial and temporal summation.
The dendritic processes and the axon-terminal processes of the horizontal cells provide
spatially extended, negative-feedback connections from cones onto cones and from rods
onto rods, respectively. It is likely that the horizontal cells play an important role in
creating the surround response of ganglion cells. Rod responses probably do not influence
cone responses (or vice versa) via the horizontal cells.
In the rod pathway, rod bipolar cells (RB) form noninverting chemical synapses with
amacrine cells (AII, A). The rod amacrine cells (AII) form electrical (noninverting)
synapses with the on-center bipolar cells (MB 1 , DB 1 ), and form chemical (inverting)
synapses with off-center bipolar cells (MB 2 , DB 2 ) and with off-center ganglion cells
(PG 2 , MG 2 ). Other amacrine cells (A) form reciprocal negative-feedback connections
to the rod bipolar cells.
In the cone pathways, on-bipolar cells (MB 1 , DB 1 ) form chemical synapses with
amacrine cells (A) and with on-center ganglion cells (PG 1 , MG 1 ).† Off-bipolar cells
(FMB, FDB) form chemical synapses with amacrine cells and off-center ganglion cells
(PG 2 , MG 2 ).
The ganglion cells are the output neurons of the retina; their mylenated axons form the
optic nerve. In the fovea and parafovea, each P ganglion cell (PG 1 , PG 2 ) forms
* By noniny erting we mean that changes in the response of the presynaptic neuron, in a given direction, produce
changes in the response of the postsynaptic neuron in the same direction.
† The parvo ganglion cells and magno ganglion cells are also referred to as midget ganglion cells and parasol
ganglion cells , respectively.
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FIGURE 4 Schematic diagram of neural connections in the
primate retina. R (rod), C (cone), H (horizontal cell), RB (rod
bipolar), MB1 (midget on-bipolar), MB2 (midget off-bipolar),
DB1 (diffuse on-bipolar), DB2 (diffuse off-bipolar), A (amacrine),
AII (rod amacrine), PG1 (P or midget on-center ganglion cell),
PG2 (P or midget off-center ganglion cell), MG1 (M or parasol
on-center ganglion cell), MG2 (M or parasol off-center ganglion
cell).

synapses with only one midget bipolar cell (MB 1 , MB 2 ), and each midget bipolar cell
forms synapses with only one cone; however, each cone makes contact with a midget
on-bipolar and a midget-off bipolar. Thus, the P pathway (in the fovea) is able to carry fine
spatial information. Current evidence also suggests that the P pathway carries most of the
chromatic information (see Chap. 26). The M ganglion cells (MG1, MG2) form synapses
with diffuse bipolar cells (DB1, DB2), and each diffuse bipolar cell forms synapses with
many cones. Thus, the M pathway is less able to carry fine spatial information. However,
the larger spatial summation (and other boosts in gain) give the M pathway greater
sensitivity to changes in contrast. Furthermore, the larger sizes of neurons in the M
pathway provide somewhat faster responses and hence somewhat faster transmission of
information.
Figure 2a shows the density of ganglion cells as a function of eccentricity in the human
retina;32 for macaque retina, see Ref. 33. At each eccentricity, the P cells (PG1, PG2)
comprise approximately 80 percent of the ganglion cells and the M cells (MG1, MG2)
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approximately 10 percent. Half the P and M cells are on-center (PG1 and MG1) and half
are off-center (PG2 and MG2). Thus, the approximate densities of the four major classes
of ganglion cells can be obtained by scaling the curve in Fig. 2a. As can be seen, ganglion
cell density decreases more quickly with eccentricity than does cone density, but in the
fovea there are at least 2 – 3 ganglion cells per cone ( a reasonable assumption is that there
are two P cells for every cone). The Nyquist limit of the retina would appear to be set by
the cone density in the fovea and by the ganglion cell density in the periphery.
Retinal Physiology . Ganglion cells transmit information to the brain via action potentials propagating along axons in the optic nerve. The other retinal neurons transmit
information as graded potentials (although amacrine cells generate occasional action
potentials). Much remains to be learned about exactly how the computations evident in the
responses of ganglion cells are implanted within the retinal circuitry.*
The receptive fields† of ganglion cells are approximately circular and, based upon their
responses to spots of light, can be divided into a center region and an antagonistic,
annular, surround region.34 In on-center ganglion cells, light to the center increases the
response, whereas light to the surround suppresses the response; the opposite occurs in
off-center ganglion cells.
For small to moderate contrast modulations around a steady mean luminance, most P
and M cells respond approximately linearly, and hence their spatial and temporal response
properties can be usefully characterized by a spatio-temporal transfer function. The spatial
components of the transfer function are adequately described as a difference of gaussian
functions with separate space constants representing the center and surround;35–37 see Fig.
5a. The available data suggest that the surround diameter is typically 3 – 6 times the center
diameter.37 The temporal components of the transfer function have been described as a
cascade of simple feedback and feed-forward linear filters (e.g., Ref. 38; see Fig. 5b ).
There also appears to be a small subset of M cells that is highly nonlinear, similar to the Y
cells in cat.39

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5 Typical spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity functions of P and
M ganglion cells. (a ) Spatial contrast sensitivity functions for sinusoidal gratings
with a mean intensity of 1400 td, drifting at 5.2 cps. The solid symbols are
modulation thresholds for a uniform field flickering sinusoidally at 5.2 cps. The
threshold criterion was approximately 10 extra impulses per sec. (Adapted from
Ref. 37.) (b ) Temporal contrast sensitivity functions for drifting sinusoidal
gratings with mean intensities of 4600 td (P cell) and 3600 td (M cell), and spatial
frequencies of 3 cpd (P cell) and 1.6 cpd (M cell). The threshold criterion was
approximately 10 extra impulses per sec. (Adapted from Ref. 38.)
* In this subsection we describe the electrophysiology of M and P cells. This description is based on a composite
of data obtained from ganglion cells and geniculate cells. The response properties of M and P ganglion cells and M
and P geniculate cells are very similar.
† The receptive field of a neuron is defined to be the region of the visual field (or, equivalently, of the receptor
array) where light stimulation has an effect on the response of the neuron.
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The response amplitude of M and P cells as a function of sinewave contrast is
reasonably well described by a Michaelis-Menton function [i.e., by Eq. (14)], but where z
and s o are contrasts rather than intensities. As indicated by Fig. 5, the M ganglion cells are
(over most spatial and temporal frequencies) about 4 – 10 times more sensitive than the P
ganglion cells; in other words, s o is 4 – 10 times smaller in M cells than P cells.
When mean (ambient) light level increases, the high-frequency fall-offs of the temporal
transfer functions of M and P cells shift toward higher frequencies, corresponding to a
decrease in the time constants of the linear filters.38,40 The effect is reduction in gain (an
increase in s o ) , and an increase in temporal resolution.
Relatively little is known about how the spatial transfer functions of primate ganglion
cells change with mean light level. In cat, the relative strength of the surround grows with
mean luminance, but the space constants (sizes) of the center and surround components
appear to change relatively little.41,42 The major effect of increasing adaptation luminance
is an increase in the magnitude of the low-frequency fall-off of the spatial transfer function.
The center diameters of both P and M cells increase with eccentricity,42,43 roughly in
inverse proportion to the square root of ganglion-cell density (cf., Fig. 2a ). However, the
precise relationship has not been firmly established because of the difficulty in measuring
center diameters of ganglion cells near the center of the fovea, where the optical
point-spread function is likely to be a major component of center diameter.37

Central Visual Processing
Most of the information encoded in the retina is transmitted via the optic nerve to the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in the thalamus. The neurons in the LGN then relay the
retinal information to the primary visual cortex (V1). Neurons in V1 project to a variety of
other visual areas. Less is known about the structure and function of V1 than of the retina
or LGN, and still less is known about the subsequent visual areas.
Central Anatomy . The LGN is divided into six layers (see Fig. 6); the upper four layers
(the parvocellular laminae) receive synaptic input from the P ganglion cells, the lower two
layers (the magnocellular laminae) receive input from the M ganglion cells. Each layer of
the LGN receives input from one eye only, three layers from the left eye and three from
the right eye. The LGN also receives input from other brain areas including projections
from the reticular formation and a massive projection (of uncertain function) from layer 6
of V1. The total number of LGN neurons projecting to the visual cortex is slightly larger
than the number of ganglion cells projecting to the LGN.
The segregation of M and P ganglion cell afferents into separate processing streams at
the LGN is preserved to some extent in subsequent cortical processing. The magnocellular
neurons of the LGN project primarily to neurons in layer 4ca in V1, which project
primarily to layer 4b. The neurons in layer 4b project to several other cortical areas
including the middle-temporal area (MT) which appears to play an important role in
high-level motion processing (for reviews see Refs. 44 – 46).
The parvocellular neurons of the LGN project to layers 4a and 4cb in V1. The neurons
in layers 4a and 4cb project to the superficial layers of V1 (layers 1, 2, and 3), which
project to areas V2 and V3. Areas V2 and V3 send major projections to area V4 which
sends major projections to IT (infero-temporal cortex). The superficial layers of V1 also
send projections to layers 5 and 6.
It has been hypothesized that the magno stream subserves crucial aspects of motion and
depth perception and that the parvo stream subserves crucial aspects of form and color
perception. However, current understanding of the areas beyond V1 is very limited; it is
likely that our views of their functional roles in perception will change substantially in the
near future. For reviews of cortical functional anatomy see, for example, Refs. 46 – 49.
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FIGURE 6 Schematic diagram of a vertical section through the lateral
geniculate nucleus and through striate cortex (V1) of the primate visual
system. (Reproduced from Ref. 49.)

Central Physiology . The receptive field properties of LGN neurons are quite similar to
those of their ganglion-cell inputs.50–52 LGN neurons have, on average, a lower spontaneous response rate than ganglion cells, and are more affected by changes in alertness
and anesthetic level, but otherwise display similar center / surround organization, and
similar spatial, temporal, and chromatic response properties (however, see Ref. 53).
The receptive-field properties of neurons in the primary visual cortex are substantially
different from those in the retina or LGN; V1 neurons have elongated receptive fields that
display a substantial degree of selectivity to the size (spatial frequency), orientation,
direction of motion of retinal stimulation, and binocular disparity.54–56 Thus, the probability that a cortical neuron will be activated by an arbitrary retinal image is much lower
than for retinal and LGN neurons.
Each region of the visual field is sampled by cortical neurons selective to the full range
of sizes, orientations, directions of motion, and binocular disparities. When tested with
sinewave gratings, cortical neurons have a spatial-frequency bandwidth (full width at half
height) of 1 – 1.5 octaves and an orientation bandwidth of 25 – 35 degrees.57,58 The number
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of neurons in area V1 is more than two orders of magnitude greater than the number of
LGN neurons;59 thus, there are sufficient numbers of cortical neurons in each region of the
visual field for their receptive fields to tile the whole spatial-frequency plane transmitted
from retina to cortex several times. However, the number of cortical cells encoding each
region of the spatial-frequency plane is still uncertain. The temporal frequency tuning of
V1 neurons is considerably broader than the spatial frequency tuning with peak
sensitivities mostly in the range of 5 – 10 cps.60 The direction selectivity of V1 neurons
varies from 0 to 100 percent with an average of 50 to 60 percent.57* Early measurements of
disparity tuning in primate suggested that cortical neurons fall into three major categories:
one selective to crossed disparities, one selective to uncrossed disparities, and one tuned to
disparities near zero.56 Recent evidence61 in agreement with evidence in cat cortex62,63
suggests a more continuous distribution of disparity tuning.
The chromatic response properties of V1 neurons are not yet fully understood.49 There
is some evidence that discrete regions in the superficial layers of V1, called cytochrome
oxidase ‘‘blobs,’’ contain a large proportion of neurons responsive to chromatic stimuli;64
however, see Ref. 65.
The spatial-frequency tuning functions of cortical cells have been described by a variety
of simple functions including Gabor filters, derivatives of gaussian filters, and log Gabor
filters (e.g., Ref. 66). The temporal-frequency tuning functions have been described by
difference of gamma filters. The full spatio-temporal tuning (including the directionselective properties of cortical cells) has been described by quadrature (or near
quadrature) pairs of separable spatio-temporal filters with spatial and temporal components drawn from the types listed above (e.g., Ref. 67)
Essentially all V1 neurons display nonlinear response characteristics, but can be divided
into two classes based upon their nonlinear behavior. Simple cells produce approximately
half-wave-rectified responses to drifting or counterphase sinewave gratings; complex cells
produce a large unmodulated (DC) response component with a superimposed half-wave or
full-wave rectified response component.68 Simple cells are quite sensitive to the spatial
phase or position within the receptor field; complex cells are relatively insensitive to
position within the receptive field.54
Most simple and complex cells display an accelerating response nonlinearity at low
contrasts and response saturation at high contrasts, which can be described by a
Michaelis-Menton function [Eq. (11)] with an exponent greater than 1.0.69 These
nonlinearities impart the important property that response reaches saturation at approximately the same physical contrast independent of the spatial frequency, orientation, or
direction of motion of the stimulus. The nonlinearities sharpen the spatio-temporal tuning
of cortical neurons while maintaining that tuning largely independent of contrast, even
though the neurons often reach response saturation of 10 to 20 percent contrast.70,71
Unlike retinal ganglion cells and LGN neurons, cortical neurons have little or no
spontaneous response activity. When cortical cells respond, however, they display noise
characteristics similar to retinal and LGN neurons; specifically, the variance of the
response is approximately proportional to the mean response;72,73 unlike Poisson noise, the
proportionality constant is usually greater than 1.0.

25.4 VISUAL PERFORMANCE
A major goal in the study of human vision is to relate performance—for example, the
ability to see fine detail—to the underlying anatomy and physiology. In the sections that
follow, we will discuss some of the data and theories concerning the detection,
* Direction selectivity is defined as 100 3 (Rp 2 Rn ) / Rp , where Rp is the magnitude of response in the preferred
direction and Rn is the magnitude of response in the nonpreferred direction.
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FIGURE 7 Simple information-processing model
of the visual system representing the major factors
affecting contrast detection and discrimination.

discrimination, and estimation of contrast, position, shape, motion, and depth by human
observers. In this discussion, it will be useful to use as a theoretical framework the
information-processing model depicted in Fig. 7. The visual system is represented as a
cascade of processes, starting with eye movements, that direct the visual axis toward a
point of interest, proceeding through a number of processing stages discussed in the
previous sections and in Chaps. 24 and 26, and ending with a decision. When a human
observer makes a decision about a set of visual stimuli, the accuracy of this decision
depends on all the processes shown here. Psychophysical experiments measure the
performance of the system as a whole, so if one manipulates a particular variable and finds
it affects observers’ performance in a visual task, one cannot readily pinpoint the
responsible stage(s). The effect could reflect a change in the amount of information the
stimulus provides, in the fidelity of the retinal image, in representation of the stimulus
among spatio-temporal channels, or in the observer’s decision strategy. Obviously, it is
important to isolate effects due to particular processing stages as well as possible.
We begin by discussing the decisions a human observer might be asked to make
concerning visual stimuli. Humans are required to perform a wide variety of visual tasks,
but they can be divided into two general categories: identification tasks and estimation
tasks.* In an identification task, the observer is required to identify a visual image,
sequence of images, or a part of an image, as belonging to one of a small number of
discrete categories. An important special case is the discrimination task in which there are
only two categories (e.g., Is the letter on the TV screen an E or an F ?). When one of the
two categories is physically uniform, the task is often referred to as a detection task (e.g., Is
there a letter E on the screen or is the screen blank?). In the estimation task, the observer
is required to estimate the value of some property of the image (e.g., What is the height of
the letter?). The distinction between estimation and identification is quantitative, not



* Visual tasks can also be categorized as objecti e or subjecti e. Objective tasks are those for which there is, in
principle, a precise physical standard against which performance can be evaluated (e.g., a best or correct
performance). The focus here is on objective tasks because performance in those tasks is more easily related to the
underlying physiology.
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qualitative; strictly speaking, an estimation task can be regarded as an identification task
with a large number of categories. There are two fundamental measures of performance in
visual tasks: the accuracy with which the task is performed, and the speed at which the task
is performed. For further discussion of methods for measuring visual performance, see
Chap. 29 (Pelli and Farell).
Referring again to the information-processing model of Fig. 7, we note that it is difficult
to isolate the decision strategy; the best one can do is to train observers to adhere as
closely as possible to the same decision strategy across experimental conditions. So,
whether the experiment involves simple identification tasks, such as discrimination or
detection procedures, or estimation tasks, observers are generally trained to the point of
using a consistent decision strategy.
The stimulus for vision is distributed over space, time, and wavelength. As mentioned
earlier, we are primarily concerned here with spatial and temporal variations in intensity;
variations in wavelength are taken up in Chap. 26.
Before considering human visual performance, we briefly describe ideal -obser er theory
(e.g., Refs 74, 75), which has proven to be a useful tool for evaluating and intepreting
visual performance.



Ideal-Observer Theory
In attempting to understand human visual performance, it is critically important to
quantify performance limitations imposed by the information contained in the stimulus.
There is a well-accepted technique, based on the theory of ideal observers,75 for so doing.
As applied to vision (see Refs. 76 – 79), this approach is based on comparing human
observers’ performance to that of an ideal observer for the same stimuli. Ideal observers
have three main elements: (1) a precise description of the stimuli, including any random
variation or noise; (2) descriptions of how the stimuli are modified by the visual stages of
interest (e.g., optics, receptors); and (3) an optimal decision rule. Such observers specify
the best possible level of performance (e.g., the smallest detectable amount of light) given
the variability in the stimulus and information losses in the incorporated visual stages.
Because ideal observer performance is the best possible, the thresholds obtained are a
measure of the information available in the stimulus (to perform the task) once processed
by the incorporated stages. Poorer performance by the human observer must be due to
information losses in the unincorporated stages. Thus, ideal-observer theory provides the
appropriate physical benchmark against which to evaluate human performance.75,80 One
can, of course, use models of anatomical and physiological mechanisms to incorporate
various processing stages into an ideal observer (as shown in Fig. 7); comparisons of
human and ideal observer performance in such cases can allow one to compute precisely
the information transmitted and lost by mechanisms of interest. This allows assessment of
the contributions of anatomical and physiological mechanisms to overall visual performance.78
It is important to recognize that ideal-observer theory is not a theory of human
performance (humans generally perform considerably below ideal); thus, the theory is not
a substitute for psychophysical and physiological modeling. However, the theory is crucial
for understanding the stimuli and the task. In many ways, measuring and reporting the
information content of stimuli with an ideal observer is as fundamental as measuring and
reporting the basic physical dimensions of stimuli.
To illustrate the concepts of ideal-observer theory, consider an identification task with
response alternatives (categories) 1 through m , where the probability of a stimulus from
category j equals qj . Suppose, further, that the stimuli are static images, with an onset at
some known point in time. (By a static image, we mean there is no temporal variation
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within a stimulus presentation except for photon noise.) Let Z be the list of random values
(e.g., photon counts) at each sample location (e.g., photoreceptor) in some time interval τ
for a single presentation of a stimulus:
(15)

Z 5 (Z1 , . . . , Zn )

where Zi is the sample value at the i th location.
Overall accuracy in an identification task is always optimized (on average) by picking
the most probable stimulus category given the sample data and the prior knowledge. Thus,
if the goal is to maximize overall accuracy in a given time interval τ , then the maximum
average percent correct (PCopt ) is given by the following sum:
PCopt (τ ) 5

O q* p (z a*)

(16)

τ

z

where pτ (z a ) is the probability density function associated with Z for stimulus category
*
a j , and the subscript represents the category j for which the product q pτ (z a ) is
*
*
maximum. (Note, Z is *a random vector and z is a simple vector.)
Suppose, instead, that the goal of the task is to optimize speed. Optimizing speed at a
given accuracy level is equivalent to finding the minimum stimulus duration, τ opt (» ) , at a
criterion error rate » . The value of τ opt (» ) is obtained by setting the left side of Eq. (16) to
the criterion accuracy level (1 2 » ) and then solving for τ .
For the detection and discrimination tasks, where there are two response categories,
Eq. (16) becomes
1 1
PCopt (τ ) 5 1
2 2

O q p (z a ) 2 (1 2 q )p (z a )
1

τ

1

1

τ

2

(17)

z

(The summation signs in Eqs. (16) and (17) are replaced by an integral sign if the
probability density functions are continuous.)
Because the sums in Eqs. (16) and (17) are over all possible vectors z 5 (z1 , . . . , zn ) ,
they are often not of practical value in computing optimal performance. Indeed, in many
cases there is no practical analytical solution for ideal-observer performance, and one must
resort to Monte Carlo simulation.
Two special cases of ideal-observer theory have been widely applied in the analysis of
psychophysical discrimination and detection tasks. One is the ideal observer for discrimination or detection tasks where the only source of stimulus variability is photon
noise.77,81,82 In this case, optimal performance is given, to close approximation, by the
following formulas:83,84
PCopt (τ ) 5 q 1 1(1 2 q )F

Sdc9 1 d29D 2 qFSdc9 2 d29D

(18)

where c 5 ln ((1 2 q ) / q ) , F(?) is the cumulative standard normal probability distribution,
and

O (b 2 a ) ln (b /a )
d9 5
FO (b 1 a ) ln (b /a )G
n

τ 1/2

i

i

i

i

i51

1/2

n

(19)

2

i

i

i

i

i51

In Eq. (19), ai and bi are the average numbers of photons per unit time at the i th sample
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FIGURE 8 Comparison of real and ideal performance for detection of square targets on a uniform
2
background of 10 cd / m (viewed through a 3-mm
artificial pupil). The symbols represent human
thresholds as a function of target area. Threshold
2
2
energy is in units of cd / m 3 min 3 sec. The lower
curve is ideal performance at the level of the
photoreceptors; the upper curve is the ideal performance shifted vertically to match the human data.
(Adapted from Ref. 263.)

location, for the two alternative stimuli (a 1 and a 2). For equal presentation probabilities
(q 5 0.5) , these two equations are easily solved to obtain τ opt (» ) .85 ,86 In signal-detection
theory75 the quantity d 9 provides a criterion-independent measure of signal detectability or
discriminability.
Figure 8 provides an example of the use of ideal-observer theory. It compares human
and ideal performance for detection of square targets of different areas presented briefly
on a uniform background. The symbols show the energy required for a human observer to
detect the target as a function of target area. The lower solid curve shows the absolute
performance for an ideal observer operating at the level of photon absorption in the
receptor photopigments; the upper solid curve shows the same curve shifted vertically to
match the human data. The differences between real and ideal performance represent
losses of information among neural processes. The data show that neural efficiency,
9 ]2 / [d ideal
9 ]2 , for the detection of square targets is approximately 1 / 2 percent for all but
[d real
the largest target size.
Another frequently applied special case is the ideal observer for detection and
discrimination tasks where the signal is known exactly (SKE) and white or filtered gaussian
noise (i.e., image or pixel noise) has been added. Tasks employing these stimuli have been
used to isolate and measure central mechanisms that limit discrimination performance80,87,88 to evaluate internal (neural) noise levels in the visual system,79,89 and to
develop a domain of applied psychophysics relevant to the perception of the noisy images,
such as those created by radiological devices and image enhancers.90–92 For the gaussiannoise-limited ideal discriminator, Eq. (18) still applies, but d9 is given by the following:
d9 5

E (L a 2) 2 E (L a 1)
4VAR (L)

(20)

where
L 5 [m2 2 m1]9À21Z

(21)

In Eq. (21), Z is the column vector of random values from the sample locations (e.g.,
pixels), [m2 2 m1]9 is a row vector of the differences in the mean values at each sample
point (i.e., b 1 2 a 1 , . . . , bn 2 an ) , and À is the covariance matrix resulting from the
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of real (symbols) and
ideal (solid line) performance for contrast discrimination of spatially localized targets in white
noise backgrounds with a mean luminance of
2
154 cd / m . Noise spectral density and target signal
27
2
energy are in units of 10 deg (the arrow indicates
a noise standard deviation of 26 percent contrast per
pixel). (h) Gaussian target (standard deviation 5
0.054 deg); (d) Gaussian damped sinewave target
(9.2 cpd, standard deviation 5 0.109 deg); (n) Gaussian damped sinewave target (4.6 cpd, standard
deviation 5 0.217 deg); (r) Sinewave target (4.6 cpd,
0.43 3 0.43 deg). (Adapted from Ref. 87.)

gaussian noise (i.e., the element s i,j of À is the covariance between the i th and j th sample
location). In the case of white noise, À is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to
s 2 , and thus,*
d9 5

1
s

4 O (b 2 a )

2

i

i

(22)

As an example, Fig. 9 compares human and ideal performance for amplitude
discrimination of small targets in white noise as a function of noise spectral power density
(which is proportional to s 2). The solid line of slope 1.0 shows the absolute performance of
an ideal observer operating at the level of the cornea (or display screen); thus, the
difference between real and ideal performance represents all losses of information within
the eye, retina, and central visual pathways. For these conditions, efficiency for amplitude
discrimination of the targets ranges from about 20 to 70 percent, much higher than for
detecting targets in uniform backgrounds (cf., Fig. 8). Efficiencies are lower in Fig. 8 than
in Fig. 9 primarily because, with uniform backgrounds, internal (neural) noise limits
human, but not ideal, performance; when sufficient image noise is added to stimulus, it
begins to limit both real and ideal performance.
The following sections are a selective review of human visual performance and
underlying anatomical and physiological mechanisms. The review includes spatial
and temporal contrast perception, light adaptation, visual resolution, motion perception,
and stereo depth perception, but due to space limitations, excludes many other active areas
of research such as color vision (partially reviewed in Vol. I, Chap. 26), eye movements,93
binocular vision,94,95 spatial orientation and the perception of layout,96,97 pattern and object
recognition,96–99 visual attention,100 visual development,101,102 and abnormal vision.103
* It should be noted that the performance of the photon noise limited oberver [Eq. (19)] becomes equivalent to
an SKE white noise observer [Eq. (22)] for detection of targets against intense uniform backgrounds.
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Contrast Detection
The study of contrast detection in the human visual system has been dominated for the last
20 years by methods derived from the concepts of linear systems analysis. The rationale for
applying linear systems analysis in the study of visual sensitivity usually begins with the
observation that a complete characterization of a visual system would describe the output
resulting from any arbitrary input. Given that the number of possible inputs is infinite, an
exhaustive search for all input-output relationships would never end. However, if the
system under study is linear, then linear systems analysis provides a means for
characterizing the system from the measurement of a manageably small set of input-output
relationships. Of course, the visual system has important nonlinearities, so strictly
speaking, the assumptions required by linear systems analysis are violated in general.
Nonetheless, there have been several successful applications of linear systems analysis in
vision.
In the case of spatial vision, linear systems analysis capitalizes on the fact that any
spatial retinal illumination distribution, I (x , y ) can be described exactly by the sum of a set
of basis functions, such as the set of sinusoids. Sinusoids are eigenfunctions of a linear
system, which implies that the system response to a sinusoidal input can be completely
characterized by just two numbers; an amplitude change and a phase change. Indeed, it is
commonly assumed (usually with justification) that spatial phase is unaltered in processing,
so only one number is actually required to describe the system response to a sinusoid.
Linear systems analysis provides a means for predicting, from such characterizations of
system responses to sinusoids, the response to any arbitrary input. For these reasons, the
measurement of system responses to spatial sinusoids has played a central role in the
examination of human spatial vision. We will begin our discussion with the spatial sinusoid
and the system response to it.
A spatial sinusoid can be described by
I (x , y ) 5 A sin [2π f (x cos (θ ) 1 y sin (θ )) 1 f ] 1 #I

(23)

where #I is the space-average intensity of the stimulus field (often expressed in trolands), A
is the amplitude of the sinusoid, f is the spatial frequency (usually expressed in
cycles ? deg21 or cpd), θ is the orientation of the pattern relative to axes x and y , and f is
the phase of the sinusoid with respect to the origin of the coordinate system. The contrast
C of a spatial sinewave is defined as (Imax 2 Imin ) / (Imin 1 Imin ) , where Imax is the maximum
intensity of the sinusoid and Imin is the minimum; thus C 5 A /#I. When the sinusoid is
composed of vertical stripes, θ is zero and Eq. (23) reduces to
I (x , y ) 5 A sin [2π fx 1 f ] 1 #I

(24)

When the contrast C of a sinusoidal grating (at a particular frequency) is increased from
zero (while holding #I fixed), there is a contrast at which it first becomes reliably detectable,
and this value defines the contrast detection threshold. It is now well-established that
contrast threshold varies in a characteristic fashion with spatial frequency. A plot of the
reciprocal of contrast at threshold as a function of spatial frequency constitutes the contrast
sensitiy ity function (CSF). The CSF for a young observer with good vision under typical
indoor lighting conditions is shown in Fig. 10 (open symbols). The function is bandpass
with a peak sensitivity at 3 – 5 cpd. At those spatial frequencies, a contrast of roughly 1 / 2
percent can be detected reliably (once the eye has adapted to the mean luminance). At
progressively higher spatial frequencies, sensitivity falls monotonically to the so-called
high-frequency cutoff at about 50 cpd; this is the finest grating an observer can detect when
the contrast C is at its maximum of 1.0. At low spatial frequencies, sensitivity falls as well,
although (as we will see) the steepness of this low-frequency rolloff is quite dependent
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FIGURE 10 Contrast sensitivity as a function of
spatial frequency for a young observer with good
vision under typical indoor lighting conditions. The
open symbols represent the reciprocals of contrast at
detection threshold for sinusoidal grating targets.
The filled symbols represent the reciprocals of
contrast thresholds for half-cycle sinusoids. The solid
line represents the predicted threshold function for
half-cycle gratings for a linear system whose CSF is
given by the open symbols. (Adapted from Ref. 192.)

upon the conditions under which the measurements are made. It is interesting that most
manipulations affect the two sides of the function differently, a point we will expand later.
The CSF is not an invariant function; rather the position and shape of the function are
subject to significant variations depending on the optical quality of the viewing situation,
the average luminance of the stimulus, the time-varying and chromatic qualities of the
stimulus, and the part of the retina on which the stimulus falls. We will examine all of
these effects because they reveal important aspects of the visual processes that affect
contrast detection.
Before turning to the visual processes that affect contrast detection, we briefly describe
how CSF measurements and linear systems analysis can be used to make general
statements about spatial contrast sensitivity. Figure 10 plots contrast sensitivity to targets
composed of extended sinusoids and to targets composed of one half-cycle of a cosinusoid.
Notice that sensitivity to high spatial frequencies is much higher with the half-cycle
cosinusoids than it is with extended sinusoids.
The half-cycle wave forms can be described as cosinusoids multiplied by rectangular
functions of widths equal to one-half period of the cosinusoid. The truncating rectangular
function causes the frequencies in the pattern to ‘‘splatter’’ to higher and lower values than
the nominal target frequency. Multiplication of the Fourier transforms of the half-cycle
targets by the CSF obtained with extended sinusoids yields an estimate of the visual
system’s output response to the half-cycle targets. From there, use of a simple decision rule
allows one to derive predicted half-cycle contrast sensitivities for a linear system. One
expects to find greater visibility to high spatial frequencies with half-cycle gratings. The
quantitative predictions are represented by the solid lines in Fig. 10 and they match the
observations rather well. There are numerous cases in the literature in which the CSF
yields excellent predictions of the visibility of other sorts of patterns, but there are equally
many cases in which it does not. We will examine some of the differences between those
two situations later.
All of the information-processing stages depicted in Fig. 7 affect the CSF, and most of
those effects have now been quantified. We begin with eye movements.
Eye Moy ements . Even during steady fixation, the eyes are in constant motion, causing
the retina to move with respect to the retinal images.104 Such motion reduces retinal image
contrast by smearing the spatial distribution of the target, but it also introduces temporal
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variation in the image. Thus, it is not obvious whether eye position jitter should degrade or
improve contrast sensitivity. It turns out that the effect depends on the spatial frequency of
the target. At low frequencies, eye movements are beneficial. When the image moves with
respect to the retina, contrast sensitivity improves for spatial frequencies less than about
5 cpd.105,106 The effect of eye movements at higher spatial frequencies is less clear, but one
can measure it by presenting sinusoidal interference fringes (which bypass optical
degradations due to the eye’s aberrations) at durations too short to allow retinal smearing
and at longer durations at which smearing might affect sensitivity.107 There is surprisingly
little attenuation due to eye position jitter; for 100-msec target presentations, sensitivity at
50 cpd decreases by only 0.2 – 0.3 log units relative to sensitivity at very brief durations.
Interestingly, sensitivity improves at long durations of 500 – 2000 msec. This may be
explained by noting that the eye is occasionally stationary enough to avoid smearing due to
the retina’s motion.
Thus, the eye movements that occur during steady fixation apparently improve contrast
sensitivity at low spatial frequencies and have little effect at high frequencies. This means
that with steady fixation there is little need for experimenters to monitor or eliminate the
effects of eye movements in measurements of spatial contrast sensitivity at high spatial
frequencies.
Optics . The optical tranfer function (OTF) of an optical system describes the attenuation
in contrast (and the phase shift) that sinusoidal gratings undergo when they pass through
the optical system. As shown in Chap. 24 the human OTF (when the eye is well
accommodated) is a low-pass function whose shape depends on pupil size and eccentricity.
The dashed curve and the solid squares in Fig. 11 show the foveal OTF and the foveal
CSF, respectively, for a pupil diameter of 3.8 mm. At high spatial frequencies, the foveal

FIGURE 11 The contrast sensitivity function
(CSF) and the transfer functions for various visual
processing stages. All functions have been normalized to a log sensitivity of 0.0 at 10 cpd. The filled
squares represent the CSF measured in the conven22
tional way using incoherent white light. The solid
circles represent the transfer function of the pre22
nonlinearity filter measured. The dotted line represents the neural transfer function that results from
a bank of photon-noise-limited spatial filters of
122
constant bandwidth.
The dashed line represents
4
the optical transfer function for a 3.8-mm pupil.
The open squares are the product of the three
transfer functions.
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CSF declines at a faster rate than the foveal OTF. Thus, the OTF can only account for part
of the high-frequency falloff of the CSF. Also, it is obvious that the OTF (which is a
low-pass function) cannot account for the falloff in the CSF at low spatial frequencies.
Receptors . Several receptor properties affect spatial contrast sensitivity and acuity. As
noted earlier, the receptors in the fovea are all cones, and they are very tightly packed and
arranged in a nearly uniform hexagonal lattice. With increasing retinal eccentricity, the
ratio of cones to rods decreases steadily (see Fig. 2a ) and the regularity of the lattice
diminishes.
Several investigators have noted the close correspondence between the Nyquist
frequency and the highest-detectable spatial frequency108–111 and have argued that the
geometry of the foveal cone lattice sets a fundamental limit to grating acuity. However,
more importance has been placed on this relationship than is warranted. This can be
shown in two ways. First, grating acuity varies with several stimulus parameters including
space-average luminance, contrast, and temporal duration. For example, grating acuity
climbs from about 5 cpd at a luminance of 0.001 cd / m2 to 50 – 60 cpd at luminances of
100 cd / m2 or higher.112 Obviously, the cone lattice does not change its properties in
conjunction with changes in luminance, so this effect has nothing to do with the Nyquist
limit. The only conditions under which the Nyquist limit might impose a fundamental limit
to visibility would be at high luminances and contrasts, and relatively long target durations.
Second, and more importantly, several investigators have shown that observers can
actually detect targets whose frequency components are well above the Nyquist limit. For
example, Williams113 presented high-frequency sinusoidal gratings using laser interferometry to bypass the contrast reductions that normally occur in passage through the
eye’s optics. He found that observers could detect gratings at frequencies as high as
150 cpd, which is 2.5 times the Nyquist limit. Observers did so by detecting the gratings’
‘‘aliases,’’ which are Moire´ -like distortion products created by undersampling the
stimulus.114 The CSF under these conditions is smooth with no hint of a loss of visibility at
the Nyquist limit. The observer simply needs to switch strategies above and below the
Nyquist limit; when the targets are below the limit, the observer can detect the undistorted
targets, and when the targets are above the limit, the observer must resort to detecting the
targets’ lower frequency aliases.7 On the other hand, when the task is to resolve the stripes
of a grating (as opposed to detecting the grating), performance is determined by the
Nyquist limit over a fairly wide range of space-average luminances.115
In addition to receptor spacing, one must consider receptor size in the transmission of
signals through the early stages of vision. As noted earlier, the prevailing model of cones
holds that the inner segment offers an aperture to incoming photons. In the fovea, the
diameter of the inner segment is roughly 0.5 min6,21 (see Fig. 2c ). Modeling the cone
aperture by a cylinder function of this diameter, one can estimate the low-pass filtering due
to such an aperture from the cylinder’s Fourier transform, which is a first-order Bessel
function whose first zero occurs at 146 cpd. However, the entrance to a structure only a
few wavelengths of light wide cannot be described accurately by geometric optics,116 so the
receptor aperture is generally modeled by a gaussian function whose full width at half
height is somewhat smaller than the anatomical estimates of the aperture diameter.22
The modulation transfer of the neural stages prior to a compressive nonlinearity
(thought to exist in the bipolar cells of the retina or earlier) has been measured in the
following way.22 Laser interferometry was used to bypass the contrast reductions that
normally occur as light passes through the eye’s optics. The stimuli were two high-contrast
sinusoids of the same spatial frequency but slightly different orientations; these created a
spatial ‘‘beat’’ of a different orientation and frequency than the component gratings.
Passing two sinusoids through a compressive nonlinearity, like the ones known to exist
early in the visual system, creates a number of distortion products at various frequencies
and orientations. MacLeod et al.22 varied the orientations and frequencies of the
components so as to create a ‘‘beat’’ at 10 cpd, and then measured contrast sensitivity to
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the ‘‘beat.’’ Because the ‘‘beat’’ was always at the same spatial frequency, the filtering
properties of postnonlinearity stages could not affect the measurements and, therefore, any
effect of component frequency on contrast sensitivity had to be due to the filtering
properties of prenonlinearity stages. Observers were able to detect the ‘‘beat’’ produced by
component gratings of frequencies as high as 140 cpd. This implies that the prenonlinearity
filter has exceptionally large bandwidth. By inverse Fourier transformation of these data,
one can estimate the spatial extent of the filter; it appears to have a full width at half
height of about 16 arcsec, which is a bit smaller than current estimates of the cone
aperture. Thus, the early neural stages are able to pass information up to extremely high
spatial frequencies once the optics are bypassed.
The solid circles in Fig. 11 display the estimate of the transfer function of the
prenonlinearity neural filter for foveal viewing. Notice that it is virtually flat up to 140 cpd.
Also shown (solid squares) is the CSF obtained in the conventional manner
with incoherent white light from a CRT display. This function represents the product
of the optics and the prenonlinearity and postnonlinearity spatial filters. As can be seen,
the bandwidth of the conventional CSF is much smaller than the bandwidth of the
prenonlinearity filter. Thus, optics and postnonlinearity filtering are the major constraints
to contrast sensitivity at higher spatial frequencies.
As mentioned earlier, the transfer function of the optics is shown as the dashed line.
The product of the optical transfer function and the prenonlinearity transfer function
would be very similar to the dashed line because the prenonlinearity function is virtually
flat. Thus, the product of optics and prenonlinearity filter does not match the observed
CSF under conventional viewing conditions at all; the postnonlinearity filter must also
contribute significantly to the shape of the CSF. The mismatch between the dashed line
and the CSF is obvious at low and high spatial frequencies. We consider the highfrequency part first; the low-frequency part is considered later under ‘‘Adaptation and
Inhibition.’’
Spatial Channels . Spatial filters with narrow tuning to spatial frequency have been
demonstrated in a variety of ways.117,118 For example, the visibility of a sinusoidal target is
reduced by the presence of a narrowband noise masker whose center frequency
corresponds to the spatial frequency of the sinusoid, but is virtually unaffected by the
presence of a masker whose center frequency is more than 1.5 octaves from the frequency
of the sinusoid (Ref. 119; see ‘‘Contrast Discrimination and Contrast Masking’’ later in
chapter). These spatial mechanisms, which have been described mathematically by Gabor
functions and other functions,120 correspond to a first approximation with the properties of
single neurons in the visual cortex.58 They seem to have roughly constant bandwidths,
expressed in octaves or log units, regardless of preferred frequency.58,117 As a consequence,
mechanisms responding to higher spatial frequencies are smaller in vertical and horizontal
spatial extent than mechanisms responding to lower frequencies.121,122 Thus, for a given
stimulus luminance, a higher-frequency mechanism receives fewer photons than does a
lower-frequency mechanism. The mean number of photons delivered to such a mechanism
divided by the standard deviation of the number of photons—the signal-to-noise
ratio—follows a square root relation,123 so the signal-to-noise ratio is inversely proportional to the preferred frequency of the mechanism. The transfer function one expects for
a set of such mechanisms should be proportional to 1 / f where f is spatial frequency.122 This
function is represented by the dotted line in Fig. 11. If we use that relation for describing
the postnonlinearity filter, and incorporate the measures of the optical and prenonlinearity
filters described above, the resultant is represented by the open circles. The fit between the
observed CSF and the resultant is good, so we can conclude that the filters described here
are sufficient to account for the shape of the high-frequency limb of the human CSF under
foveal viewing conditions.
By use of the theory of ideal observers (see earlier), one can calculate the highest
possible contrast sensitivity a system could have if limited by the optics, photoreceptor
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properties, and constant bandwidth spatial channels described above. As can be seen
(open circles), the high-frequency limb of the CSF of such an ideal observer is similar in
shape to that of human observers,122,124 although the rate of falloff at the highest spatial
frequencies is not quite as steep as that of human observers.124 More importantly, the
absolute sensitivity of the ideal observer is significantly higher. Some of the low
performance of the human compared to the best possible appears to be the consequence of
processes that behave like noise internal to the visual system and some appears to be the
consequence of employing detecting mechanisms that are not optimally suited for the
target being presented.79,89 The high detection efficiencies observed for sinewave grating
patches in the presence of static white noise (e.g., Ref. 87; Fig. 9) suggest that poor spatial
pooling of information is not the primary factor responsible for the low human
performance (at least when the number of cycles in the grating patches are kept low).
Optical / Retinal Inhomogeneity . The fovea is undoubtedly the most critical part of the
retina for numerous visual tasks such as object identification and manipulation, reading,
and more. But, the fovea occupies less than 1 percent of the total retinal surface area, so it
is not surprising to find that nonfoveal regions are important for many visual skills such as
selecting relevant objects to fixate, maintaining posture, and determining one’s direction of
self-motion with respect to environmental landmarks. Thus, it is important to characterize
the visual capacity of the eye for nonfoveal loci as well.
The quality of the eye’s optics diminishes slightly from 0 – 20 deg of retinal eccentricity
and substantially from 20 – 60 deg;1 see Chap. 24. As described earlier and displayed in Fig.
2, the dimensions and constituents of the photoreceptor lattice and the other retinal neural
elements vary significantly with retinal eccentricity. With increasing eccentricity, cone and
retinal ganglion cell densities fall steadily and individual cones become broader and
shorter. Given these striking variations in optical and receptoral properties across the
retina, it is not surprising that different aspects of spatial vision vary greatly with retinal
eccentricity. Figure 12 shows CSFs at eccentricities of 0 – 40 deg. With increasing
eccentricity, contrast sensitivity falls off at progressively lower spatial frequencies. The
high-frequency cutoffs range from approximately 2 cpd at 40 deg to 50 cpd in the fovea.
Low-frequency sensitivity is similar from one eccentricity to the next. There have been
many attempts to relate the properties of the eye’s optics, the receptors, and postreceptoral mechanisms to contrast sensitivity and acuity. For example, models that incorporate
eccentricity-dependent variations in optics and cone lattice properties, plus the assumption
of fixed bandwidth filters (as in Ref. 122), have been constructed and found inadequate for
explaining the observed variations in contrast sensitivity; specifically, high-frequency
sensitivity declines more with eccentricity than can be explained by information losses due
to receptor lattice properties and fixed bandwidth filters alone.125 Adding a low-pass filter
to the model representing the convergence of cones onto retinal ganglion cells32 (i.e., by
incorporating variation in receptive field center diameter) yields a reasonably accurate
account of eccentricity-dependent variations in contrast sensitivity.125
Adaptation and Inhibition . Contrast sensitivity is also dependent upon the spaceaverage intensity (i.e., the mean or background luminance) and the prior level of light
adaptation. The solid symbols in Fig. 13 show how threshold amplitudes for spatial
sinewaves vary as a function of background luminance for targets of 1 and 12 cpd.126
[Recall that sinewave amplitude is contrast multiplied by background intensity; see
discussion preceding Eq. (24).] The backgrounds were presented continuously and the
observer was allowed to become fully light-adapted before thresholds were measured. For
the low-spatial-frequency target (solid circles), threshold increases linearly with a slope of
1.0 above the low background intensities (1 log td). A slope of 1.0 in log-log coordinates
implies that
AT 5 kI
(25)
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FIGURE 12 CSFs at different retinal eccentricities. Open squares, fovea; filled diamonds, 5
deg; open triangles, 10 deg; filled circles, 20 deg;
open squares, 40 deg. (Adapted from Ref. 125.)
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FIGURE 13 Amplitude threshold for gaussiandamped sinusoidal targets with 0.5-octave bandwidths as a function of background intensity. The
targets were presented for 50 msec. The open symbols are thresholds measured at the onset of backgrounds flashed for 500 msec in the dark-adapted
eye. The solid symbols are thresholds measured
against steady backgrounds after complete adaptation to the background intensity. The difference
between the open and solid symbols shows the effect
of adaptation on contrast sensitivity. (Adapted from
Ref. 126.)

where AT is the amplitude threshold (or equivalently, it implies that contrast threshold, CT ,
is constant). This proportional relationship between threshold and background intensity is
known as Weber ’s law. For the higher spatial-frequency target (solid squares), threshold
increases linearly with a slope of 0.5 at intermediate background intensities (0 to 3 log td)
and converges toward a slope of 1.0 at the highest background intensities. A slope of 0.5
implies that
AT 5 k 4I

(26)

(or equivalently, that contrast threshold, CT , decreases in inverse proportion to the square
root of background intensity). This relationship between amplitude threshold and the
square root of background intensity is known as the square root law or the DeVries -Rose
law. As suggested by the data in Fig. 13, the size of the square root region gradually grows
as spatial frequency is increased. The effect on the CSF is an elevation of the peak and of
the high-frequency limb relative to the low-frequency limb as mean luminance is increased,
thereby producing a shift of the peak toward higher spatial frequencies.127,128 This result
explains why humans prefer bright environments when performing tasks that require high
spatial precision.
The visual system is impressive in its ability to maintain high sensitivity to small
contrasts (as produced, for example, by small changes in surface reflectance) over the
enormous range of ambient light levels that occur in the normal environment. In order to
have high sensitivity to small contrasts, the response gain of visual neurons must be kept
high, but high gain leaves the visual system vulnerable to the effects of response saturation
(because neurons are noisy and have a limited response range). The visual system’s
solution to this ‘‘dynamic-range problem’’ is threefold: (1) use separate populations of
receptors (rods and cones) to detect contrasts in the lower and upper ranges of ambient
intensity, (2) adjust the retinal illumination via the pupil reflex, and (3) directly adjust the
sensitivity of individual receptors and neurons (e.g., Refs. 129, 130). All three components
are important, but the third is the most significant and is accomplished within the receptors
and other neurons through photochemical and neural adaptation. The combined effect of
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the photochemical and neural adaptation mechanisms on foveal contrast detection is
illustrated by the difference between the open and solid data points in Fig. 13 (all the data
were obtained with a fixed pupil size). The open symbols show cone detection threshold
for the 1- and 12-cpd targets on a background flashed in the dark-adapted eye (i.e., there
was no chance for light adaptation) as a function of background intensity. The difference
between the open and solid symbols shows the improvement in detection sensitivity due to
photochemical and neural adaptation within the cone system.
The pupil reflex and photopigment depletion (see earlier under ‘‘Image Sampling by the
Photoreceptors’’) are multiplicati e adaptation mechanisms; they adjust the sensitivity of
the eye by effectively scaling the input intensity by a multiplicative gain factor that
decreases with increasing average intensity. The pupil reflex operates over most of the
intensity range (see Chap. 24); photopigment depletion is only effective in the cone system
above about 4 log td (see Fig. 13) and is ineffective in the rod system, at least over the
range of relevant intensities (see earlier discussion). There is considerable psychophysical
evidence that a substantial component of the remaining improvement in sensitivity
illustrated in Fig. 12 is due to multiplicative neural adaptation mechanisms.129,131–134
However, multiplicative adaptation alone cannot reduce threshold below a line of slope
1.0, tangent to the threshold curve in dark-adapted eye.129,134 The remaining improvements
in sensitivity (the difference between the tangent lines and the solid symbols) can be
explained by neural subtracti e adaptation mechanisms.134,135 There is evidence that the
multiplicative and subtractive adaptation mechanisms each have fast and slow
components.134–137 Threshold functions, such as those in Fig. 13, can be predicted by simple
models consisting of a compressive (saturating) nonlinearity [Eq. (13)], a multiplicative
adaptation mechanism, a subtractive adaptation mechanism, and either constant additive
noise or multiplicative (Poisson) neural noise.
A common explanation of the low-frequency falloff of the CSF (e.g., Fig. 12) is based
on center / surround mechanisms evident in the responses of retinal and LGN neurons. For
example, compare the CSFs measured in individual LGN neurons in Fig. 5 with the human
CSF in Fig. 12. The center and surround mechanisms are both low-pass spatial filters, but
the cutoff frequency of the surround is much lower than that of the center. The center and
surround responses are subtracted neurally, so at low spatial frequencies, to which center
and surround are equally responsive, the neuron’s response is small. With increasing
spatial frequency, the higher resolution of the center mechanism yields a greater response
relative to the surround, so the neuron’s response increases.
While the center / surround mechanisms are undoubtedly part of the explanation, they
are unlikely to be the whole story. For one thing, the time course of the development of
the low-frequency falloff is slower than one expects from physiological measurements.105
Second, the surround strength in retinal and LGN neurons is on average not much more
than half the center strength;37 this level of surround strength is consistent with the modest
low-frequency falloffs observed under transient presentations, but inconsistent with the
steep falloff observed for long-duration, steady-fixation conditions. Third, there is
considerable evidence for slow subtractive and multiplicative adaptation mechanisms, and
these ought to contribute strongly to the shape of the low-frequency limb under steady
fixation conditions.137–139 Thus, the strong low-frequency falloff of the CSF under steady
viewing conditions may reflect, to some degree, slow subtractive and multiplicative
adaptation mechanisms whose purpose is to prevent response saturation while maintaining
high contrast sensitivity over a wide range of ambient light levels. The weaker
low-frequency falloff seen for brief presentations may be the result of the fast-acting
surround mechanisms typically measured in physiological studies; however, fast-acting
local multiplicative and subtractive mechanisms could also play a role.
Temporal Contrast Detection . Space-time plots of most contrast-detection stimuli (plots
of intensity as a function of x , y , t ) show intensity variations in both space and time; in
other words, most contrast detection stimuli contain both spatial and temporal contrast.
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FIGURE 14 Temporal contrast sensitivity functions measured in the fovea at several mean luminances for a 28 circular test field. The test field was
modulated sinusoidally and was imbedded in a large,
uniform background field of the same mean luminance. Mean luminance: (j) 0.375 td, ( ) 1 td, (m)
3.75 td, ( ) 10 td, (s) 37.5 td, ( ) 100 td, (e)
1000 td, ( ) 10,000 td. (Data from Ref. 141.) The
solid curve is the MTF derived from the impulse
response function of a single macaque cone reported
17
by Schnapf et al. The cone MTF was shifted
vertically (in log-log coordinates) for comparison
with the shape of the high-frequency falloff
measured psychophysically.

The discussion of contrast detection has, so far, emphasized spatial dimensions (e.g.,
spatial frequency), but there is, not surprisingly, a parallel literature emphasizing temporal
dimensions (for an recent review see Ref. 140). Figure 14 shows de Lange’s141
measurements of temporal contrast sensitivity functions at several mean luminances for
uniform discs of light modulated in intensity sinusoidally over time. The major features of
these results have been confirmed by other researchers.142,143 Like spatial CSFs, temporal
CSFs typically have a bandpass shape. At high mean luminances, the peak contrast
sensitivity occurs at approximately 8 cycles per sec (cps) and the cutoff frequency (also
known as the critical flicker frequency) at approximately 60 cps. Contrast sensitivity
increases with increasing mean luminance, larger increases (in log-log coordinates) being
observed at middle and high temporal frequencies. For low temporal frequencies (below
6 cps), contrast sensitivity is nearly constant (i.e., Weber’s law is observed) for mean
intensities greater than 10 td or so.
The entire temporal CSF can be fit by a weighted difference of linear low-pass filters,
where one of the filters has a relatively lower cutoff frequency, and / or where one of the
filters introduces a relatively greater time delay (see Ref. 140). However, to fit the
temporal CSFs obtained under different stimulus conditions, the time constants and
relative weights of the filters must be allowed to vary. The low-frequency falloff may be
partly due to the biphasic response of the photoreceptors (see Fig. 3), which appears to
involve a fast subtractive process.17 Surround mechanisms, local subtractive mechanisms,
and local multiplicative mechanisms also probably contribute to the low-frequency falloff.
The factors responsible for the high-frequency falloff are not fully understood, but there
is some evidence that much of the high-frequency falloff is the result of temporal
integration within the photoreceptors.144,145 The solid curve in Fig. 14 is the MTF of the
macaque cone photocurrent response derived from measured impulse-response functions17
(see Fig. 3). The impulse responses were obtained in the linear response range by
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presenting brief, dim flashes on a dark background. Although the background was dark,
there appears to be little effect of light adaptation on cone responses until background
intensity exceeds at least a few hundred trolands;17,24 thus, the cone impulse-response
functions measured in the dark ought to be valid up to moderate background intensities.
Following Boynton and Baron,144 we have shifted the MTF vertically in order to compare
the shape of the cone high-frequency falloff to that of the temporal CSF. The shapes are
similar, lending support to the hypothesis that cone temporal integration is responsible for
the shape of the high-frequency limb of the temporal CSF.
It is well established that a pulse of light briefer than some critical duration will be just
visible when the product of its duration and intensity is constant. This is Bloch ’s law , which
can be written:
IT T 5 k

for

T , Tc

(27)

where k is constant, Tc is the critical duration and IT is the threshold intensity at duration
T. Naturally, Bloch’s law can also be stated in terms of contrasts by dividing the intensities
in the above equation by the background intensity. Below the critical duration, log-log
plots of threshold intensity versus duration have a slope of 21. Above the critical duration,
threshold intensity falls more slowly with increasing duration than predicted by Bloch’s law
(slope between 21 and 0) and, in some cases, it even becomes independent of duration
(slope of 0).76,146 It is sometimes difficult to determine the critical duration because the
slopes of threshold-versus-duration plots can change gradually, but under most conditions
Bloch’s critical duration declines monotonically with increasing background intensity from
about 100 msec at 0 log td to about 25 msec at 4 log td.
Bloch’s law is an inevitable consequence of a linear filter that only passes temporal
frequencies below some cutoff value. This can be seen by computing the Fourier transform
of pulses for which the product IT T is constant. The amplitude spectrum is given by
IT sin (Tπ f ) / π f where f is temporal frequency; this function has a value IT T at f 5 0 and is
quite similar over a range of temporal frequencies for small values of T. Indeed, to a first
approximation, one can predict the critical duration Tc from the temporal CSFs shown in
Fig. 14, as well as the increase in Tc with decreasing background intensity.140
The shape of the temporal sensitivity function depends upon the spatial frequency of
the stimulus. Figure 15 shows temporal CSFs measured for spatial sinewave gratings whose
contrast is modulated sinusoidally in time.147 With increasing spatial frequency, the
temporal CSF evolves from a bandpass function with high sensitivity (as in Fig. 14) to a
low-pass function of lower sensitivity.128,147 The solid curves passing through the data for
the high spatial-frequency targets and the dashed curves passing through the data for the
low-frequency targets are identical except for vertical shifting. Similar behavior occurs for
spatial CSFs at high spatial frequencies: changes in temporal frequency cause a vertical
sensitivity shift (in log coordinates). Such behavior shows that the spatio-temporal CSF is
separable at high temporal and spatial frequencies; that is, sensitivity can be predicted
from the product of the spatial and temporal CSFs at the appropriate frequencies. This
finding suggests that the same anatomical and physiological mechanisms that determine the
high-frequency slope of spatial and temporal CSFs determine sensitivity for the highfrequency regions of the spatio-temporal CSF.
The spatio-temporal CSF is, however, clearly not separable at low spatial and temporal
frequencies, so an explanation of the underlying anatomical and physiological constraints is
more complicated. The lack of spatio-temporal separability at low spatio-temporal
frequencies has been interpreted by some as evidence for separate populations of visual
neurons tuned to different temporal frequencies143,148 and by others as evidence for
different spatio-temporal properties of center and surround mechanisms within the same
populations of neurons.147,149 It is likely that a combination of the two explanations is the
correct one. For a review of the evidence concerning this issue prior to 1984, see Ref. 140;
for more recent evidence, see Refs. 150, 151, and 152.
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FIGURE 15 Temporal contrast sensitivity functions
measured for several different spatial frequencies.
The contrast of spatial sinewave gratings were modulated sinusoidally in time. (s) 0.5 cpd, ( ) 4 cpd, ( )
16 cpd, ( ) 22 cpd. The solid curves passing through
the data for the high spatial-frequency targets and the
dashed curves passing through the data for the
low-frequency targets are identical except for vertical
shifting. (Reproduced from Ref. 147.)

The available evidence indicates that the temporal CSF varies little with retinal
eccentricity once differences in spatial resolution are taken into account.153,154
Chromatic Contrast Detection . The discussion has, so far, concerned luminance contrast
detection (contrast detection based upon changes in luminance over space or time);
however, there is also a large literature concerned with chromatic contrast detection
(contrast detection based upon changes in wavelength distribution over space or time).
Although the focus of this chapter is on achromatic vision, it is appropriate to say a few
words about chromatic contrast sensitivity functions. A chromatic spatial CSF is obtained
by measuring thresholds for the detection of sinewave gratings that modulate spatially in
wavelength composition, without modulating in luminance.* This is typically accomplished
by adding two sinewave gratings of different wavelength distributions but the same
luminance amplitude. The two gratings are added in opposite spatial phase so that the
mean luminance is constant across the pattern; such a pattern is said to be isoluminant.
Formally, an isoluminant sinewave grating can be defined as follows:

  

I (x , y ) 5 (A sin (2π fx ) 1 I1) 1 (2A sin (2π fx ) 1 I2)

(28)

where the first term on the right represents the grating for one of the wavelength
distributions, and the second term on the right for the other distribution. The terms I1 and
* The standard definition of luminance is based upon ‘‘the V (l ) function’’ [see Eq. (5)] which is an average of
spectral sensitivity measurements on young human observers. Precision work in color vision often requires taking
individual differences into account. To do this a psychophysical procedure, such as flicker photometry, is used to
define luminance separately for each observer in the study. For more details, see Ref. 5 and Chap. 26.
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FIGURE 16 Isoluminant and isochromatic contrast sensitivity functions. The solid squares are
isochromatic (luminance) CSFs for a green grating
(526 nm). The solid circles are isoluminant (chromatic) CSFs for gratings modulating between red (602)
and green (526 nm). The open circles are the isoluminant data replotted as equivalent luminance contrast sensitivity (right axis). The isochromatic CSF
plots the same on the left and right axes. (Data from
Ref. 155.)



I2 are equal in units of luminance. Contrast sensitivity at spatial frequency f is measured by
varying the common amplitude, A. (Note that I (x , y ) is constant independent of A , and
that when A 5 0.0 the image is a uniform field of constant wavelength composition.)
Chromatic contrast is typically defined as C 5 2A / (I1 1 I2).
The solid circles in Fig. 16 are an isoluminant CSF for a combination of red and green
gratings.155 The squares are a luminance (isochromatic) CSF measured with the same
procedure, on the same subjects. As can be seen, there are three major differences
between luminance and chromatic CSFs:156 (1) the high-frequency falloff of the chromatic
CSFs occurs at lower spatial frequencies (acuity is worse); (2) the chromatic CSF has a
much weaker (or absent) low-frequency falloff, even under steady viewing conditions; and
(3) chromatic contrast sensitivity is greater than luminance contrast sensitivity at low
spatial frequencies.
Two of the factors contributing to the lower high-frequency limb of the chromatic
(red / green) CSF are the large overlap in the absorption spectra of the L (red) and M
(green) cones, and the overlap (when present) of the wavelength distributions of the
component gratings. Both of these factors reduce the effective contrast of the grating at the
photoreceptors. A precise way to quantify these effects (as well as those of the other
preneural factors) is with an ideal-observer analysis (e.g., Refs. 78, 124, 157). For example,
one can physically quantify the equivalent luminance contrast of a chromatic grating by (1)
computing the detection accuracy of an ideal observer, operating at the level of the
photoreceptor photopigments, for the chromatic grating at the given chromatic contrast,
and then (2) computing the equivalent luminance contrast required to bring the ideal
observer to the same accuracy level.124,158 The open circles in Fig. 16 are the chromatic CSF
data replotted in terms of equivalent luminance contrast. (The luminance CSF data are, of
course, unaffected and hence are the same on both scales.) If the differences between the
high-frequency falloffs of the luminance and chromatic CSFs were due to preneural factors
alone, then the high-frequency limbs (open circles and squares) would superimpose. The
analysis suggests that there are also neural factors contributing to the difference between
high-frequency limbs.
One difficulty in interpreting the high-frequency limb of chromatic CSFs is the potential
for luminance artifacts due to chromatic aberration.156 Recently Sekiguchi et al.124
eliminated chromatic aberration artifacts by producing isoluminant gratings with a laser
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interferometer which effectively bypasses the optics of the eye. Their results are similar to
those in Fig. 16.
Comparison of the open circles and squares in Fig. 16 shows that the neural
mechanisms are considerably more efficient at detecting chromatic contrast than luminance
contrast at spatial frequencies below 2 cpd. One possible explanation is based upon the
receptive-field properties of neurons in the retina and LGN (e.g., see Refs. 48, 159). Many
retinal ganglion cells (and presumably bipolar cells) are chromatically opponent in the
sense that different classes of photoreceptors dominate the center and surround responses.
The predicted CSFs of linear receptive fields with chromatically opponent centers and
surrounds are qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 16.
Chromatic temporal CSFs have been measured in much the same fashion as chromatic
spatial CSFs except that the chromatic sinewaves were modulated temporally rather than
spatially (i.e., x represents time rather than space in Eq. 28). The pattern of results is also
quite similar:94,156,160 (1) the high-frequency falloff of chromatic CSFs occurs at lower
temporal frequencies, (2) the chromatic CSF has a much weaker low-frequency falloff, and
(3) chromatic contrast sensitivity is greater than luminance contrast sensitivity at low
temporal frequencies. Again, the general pattern of results is qualitatively predicted by a
combination of preneural factors and the opponent receptive field properties of retinal
ganglion cells (e.g., see Ref. 48).

Contrast Discrimination and Contrast Masking
The ability to discriminate on the basis of contrast is typically measured by presenting two
sinusoids of the same spatial frequency, orientation, and phase, but differing contrasts. The
common contrast C is referred to as the pedestal contrast and the additional contrast DC in
one of the sinusoids as the increment contrast. Figure 17 shows typical contrast
discrimination functions obtained from such measurements. The increment contrast varies
as a function of the pedestal contrast. At low pedestal contrasts, DC falls initially and then
at higher contrasts becomes roughly proportional to C 0.6 . Because the exponent is
generally less than 1.0, Weber’s law does not hold for contrast discrimination. Ideal
observer calculations show that pedestal contrast has no effect on discrimination
information; therefore, the variations in threshold with pedestal contrast must be due
entirely to neural mechanisms. The dip at low pedestal contrasts has been modeled as a
consequence of an accelerating nonlinearity in the visual pathways (e.g., Ref. 161) or the
consequence of observer uncertainty (e.g., Ref. 162). The evidence currently favors the

FIGURE 17 Contrast discrimination functions at
different spatial frequencies. The just-discriminable
contrast increment is plotted as a function of the
contrast common to the two targets. The arrows
indicate contrast thresholds at the indicated spatial
frequencies. (Adapted from Ref. 78.)
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 18 Contrast masking functions for sinewave-grating maskers of various orientations and
spatial frequencies. The target was a 2 cpd sinewave grating. (a ) Contrast-masking functions for 2 cpd
maskers of various orientations. (b ) Contrast-masking functions for 08 (vertical) maskers of various
spatial frequencies. (Adapted from Ref. 264.)

former.89 Contrast discrimination functions at different spatial frequencies78,163 and at
different eccentricities163a are, to a first approximation, similar in shape; that is to say, the
functions can be superimposed by shifting the data along the log pedestal and log
increment axes by the ratio of detection thresholds.
A generalization of the contrast-discrimination experiment is the contrast-masking
experiment in which the increment and pedestal differ from one another in spatial
frequency, orientation and / or phase. In contrast-masking experiments, the increment and
pedestal are usually referred to as the target and masker , respectively. Figure 18a shows
typical contrast-masking functions obtained for sinewave maskers of different orientations.
The orientation of the sinewave target is vertical (0 deg); thus, when the orientation of the
masker is also vertical (squares), the result is just a contrast discrimination function, as in
Fig. 17. For suprathreshold maskers (in this case, maskers above 2 percent contrast), the
threshold elevation produced by the masker decreases as the difference between target and
masker orientation increases; indeed, when the target and masker are perpendicular
(diamonds), there is almost no threshold elevation even at high masker contrasts. Also, the
slope of the contrast-masking function (in log-log coordinates) decreases as the difference
in orientation increases. Finally, notice that threshold enhancement at low masking
contrasts occurs only when the masker has approximately the same orientation as the
target.
Figure 18b shows a similar set of masking functions obtained for sinewave maskers of
different spatial frequencies. The effect of varying masker spatial frequency is similar to
that of varying masker orientation: with greater differences in spatial frequency between
masker and target, masking is reduced, the slope of the contrast-masking function is
reduced, and the threshold enhancement at low masker contrasts becomes less evident.
The substantial variations in threshold seen as a function of masker spatial frequency
and orientation provide one of the major lines of evidence for the existence of multiple
orientation and spatial-frequency-tuned channels in the human visual system;119,164 for a
review, see Ref. 165. Masking data (such as those in Fig. 18) have been analyzed within the
framework of specific multiple-channel models in order to estimate the tuning functions of
the spatial channels (e.g., Ref. 166). In one popular model, each channel consists of an
initial linear filter followed by a static (zero memory) nonlinearity that is accelerating at
low contrasts and compressive at high contrasts (e.g., Refs 161, 166, 167). Wilson and
colleagues have shown that the spatial-channel tuning functions estimated within the
framework of this model can predict discrimination performance in a number of different
tasks (for a summary, see Ref. 168). However, recent physiological evidence70,71 and
psychophysical evidence168,169 suggests that the compressive component of the nonlinearity
is a broadly tuned, multiplicative gain mechanism, which is fundamentally different from
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the accelerating component. The full implications of these findings for the psychophysical
estimation of channel-tuning functions and for the prediction of discrimination performance are not yet known.
Masking paradigms have also been used to estimate the tuning of temporal
channels.151,170

Contrast Estimation
We have argued that the differential visibility of coarse and fine patterns can be
understood from an analysis of information losses in the early stages of vision: optics,
receptor sampling, the inverse relation between the preferred spatial frequency and size of
tuned spatial mechanisms, and retinal adaptation mechanisms. It is important to note,
however, that the differential visibility described by the CSF in Fig. 11 does not relate
directly to perceptual experience. For example, if you hold this page up close and then at
arm’s length, the apparent contrast of the text does not change appreciably even though
the spatial frequency content (in cycles per degree) does. This observation has been
demonstrated experimentally by asking observers to adjust the contrast of a sinusoidal
grating of one spatial frequency until it appeared to match the contrast of a sinusoid of a
different frequency.171 For example, consider two gratings, one at 5 cpd and another at
20 cpd; the former is near the peak of the CSF and the latter is well above the peak so it
requires nearly a log unit more contrast to reach threshold. The 5-cpd target was set to a
fixed contrast and the observer was asked to adjust the contrast of the 20-cpd target to
achieve an apparent contrast match. When the contrast of the 5-cpd target was set near
threshold, observers required about a log unit more contrast in the higher-frequency target
before they had the same apparent contrast. The most interesting result occurred when the
contrast of the 5-cpd grating was set to a value well above threshold. Observers then
adjusted the contrast of the 20-cpd grating to the same physical value as the contrast of the
lower-frequency target. This is surprising because, as described above, two gratings of
equal contrast but different spatial frequencies produce different retinal image contrasts
(see Chap. 24). In other words, when observers set 5- and 20-cpd gratings to equal physical
contrasts, they were accepting as equal in apparent contrast two gratings whose retinal
image contrast differed substantially. This implies that the visual system compensates at
suprathreshold contrasts for the defocusing effects of the eye’s optics and perhaps for the
low-pass filtering effects of early stages of processing. This phenomenon has been called
contrast constancy ; the reader might recognize the similarity to deblurring techniques used
in aerial and satellite photography (e.g., Ref. 172).

Visual Acuity



The ability to perceive high-contrast spatial detail is termed isual acuity. Measurements of
visual acuity are far and away the most common means of assessing ocular health173 and
suitability for operating motor vehicles.174 The universal use of visual acuity is well justified
for clinical assessment,175 but there is evidence that it is unjustified for automobile licensing
(e.g., Ref. 176).
As implied by the discussion of contrast sensitivity, eye movements, optics, receptor
properties, and postreceptoral neural mechanisms all conspire to limit acuity; one factor
may dominate in a given situation, but they all contribute. To assess acuity, high-contrast
patterns of various sizes are presented at a fixed distance. The smallest pattern or smallest
critical pattern element that can be reliably detected or identified is taken as the threshold
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FIGURE 19 Targets commonly used to assess
visual acuity. The dimension of the target that is
taken as the acuity threshold is indicated by the
arrows.

value and is usually expressed in minutes of arc. Countless types of stimuli have been used
to measure visual acuity, but the four illustrated in Fig. 19 are most common.
Gratings are used to measure minimum angle of resolution (MAR); the spatial
frequency of a high-contrast sinusoidal grating is increased until its modulation can no
longer be perceived. The reader should note that this measurement is equivalent to
locating the high-frequency cutoff of the spatial CSFs shown in previous sections. Under
optimal conditions, the finest detectable grating bars are about 30 arcsec wide.112
The Landolt ring target is a high-contrast ring with a gap appearing in one of four
positions. Threshold is defined as the smallest gap that can be correctly located. Under
optimal conditions, threshold is again about 30 arcsec or slightly smaller.112
The most common test in clinical and licensing situations is the letter acuity task. The
stimuli are a series of solid, high-contrast letters, varying in size. Threshold is defined by
the smallest identifiable stroke width which, under optimal conditions, is nearly 30 arcsec.
Finally, the vernier acuity task involves the presentation of two nearly aligned line
segments. Threshold is defined by the smallest visible offset from colinearity. Under
optimal conditions, vernier acuity is about 5 arcsec.177,178 The special label, hyperacuity , has
been provided for spatial thresholds, like vernier acuity, that are smaller than the intercone
distance.179
In practice, testing environments can vary widely along dimensions that affect visual
acuity. These dimensions include illumination, the care chosen to correct refractive errors,
and more. The National Academy of Sciences (1980) has provided a set of recommended
standards for use in acuity measurements including use of the Landolt ring.
Although these various acuity tasks are clearly related, performance on the four tasks is
affected differently by a variety of factors and, for this reason, one suspects that the
underlying mechanisms are not the same.110,180 Figure 20 shows how grating and vernier
acuities vary with retinal eccentricity. It is obvious from this figure that no single scaling
factor can equate grating and vernier acuity across retinal eccentricities; a scaling factor
that would equate grating acuity, for example, would not be large enough to offset the
dependence of vernier acuity on retinal eccentricity.
Indeed, there have been several demonstrations that the two types of acuity depend
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FIGURE 20 Grating and vernier acuity as a function of retinal eccentricity. The open symbols represent the smallest detectable bar widths for a
high-contrast grating. The filled symbols represent
the smallest detectable offset of one line segment
with respect to another. Circles and squares are the
data from two different observers. (Adapted from
Ref. 110.)

differently on experimental conditions. For example, grating acuity appears more
susceptible to optical defects and contrast reductions, whereas vernier, Landolt and letter
acuities are more susceptible to a visual condition called amblyopia.181 There are numerous
models attempting to explain why different types of acuity are affected dissimilarly by
experimental conditions, particularly eccentric viewing (e.g., Refs. 182, 183).
The explanation of spatial discrimination thresholds smaller than the distance between
photoreceptors, such as vernier acuity, has become a central issue in contemporary models
of spatial vision. One view is that the fine sensitivity exhibited by the hyperacuities178
reveals a set of local spatial primitives or features that are encoded particularly efficiently
in the early stages of vision.184–186 The other view is that hyperacuity can be understood
from an analysis of information processing among the spatially tuned mechanisms
described in the earlier sections.182,187,188 Evidence favoring the second view is manifold. It
has been shown, for example, that offset thresholds smaller than the grain of the
photoreceptor lattice are predicted from measurements of the linear filtering and
signal-to-noise properties of retinal ganglion cells.187 Likewise, human vernier thresholds
can be predicted in many situations from measurements of contrast discrimination
thresholds.189 Also, ideal-observer analysis has demonstrated that the information available
at the level of the photoreceptors predicts better performance in hyperacuity tasks than in
acuity (resolution) tasks,190 suggesting that any relatively complete set of spatially tuned
mechanisms should produce better performance in the hyperacuity tasks. The remaining
puzzle for proponents of the second view, however, is why vernier acuity and the other
hyperacuities diminish so strikingly with increasing retinal eccentricity.

Pattern Discrimination
An important aspect of spatial vision is the ability to distinguish one pattern from another.
In this section, we consider the ability to distinguish simple, suprathreshold patterns that
vary along a single dimension. The dimensions considered are orientation, size or spatial
frequency, and position or phase.
The detectability of a pattern varies to some degree with orientation. For most
observers, for example, targets are most visible when oriented vertically or horizontally
and least when oriented obliquely.191 This oblique effect is demonstrable for periodic and
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aperiodic targets and is largest for fine-detail targets. The cause of the effect appears to be
differential sensitivity among orientation-tuned mechanisms, presumably in the visual
cortex.192 The ability to discriminate gratings differing in orientation depends on several
stimulus parameters including target length, contrast, and spatial frequency, but observers
can generally discriminate extended, high-contrast targets that differ by 1 deg or less.
The ability to discriminate gratings differing in spatial frequency or aperiodic stimuli
differing in size depends critically on the reference frequency or size. That is to say, the
ratio of the frequency discrimination threshold, Df , to the reference frequency, f , is roughly
constant at about 0.03 for a wide range of reference frequencies;193 similarly, the ratio of
size discrimination threshold to reference size is roughly constant for a variety of reference
sizes, except when the reference is quite small.178
The encoding of spatial phase is crucial to the identification of spatial patterns. Its
importance is demonstrated quite compellingly by swapping the amplitude and phase
spectra of two images; the appearance of such hybrid images corresponds to a much
greater degree with their phase spectra than with their amplitude spectra.194 The
conventional explanation is that the phase spectrum determines the spatial structure of an
image, but this is perhaps too simplistic because the amplitude spectra of most natural
images are much more similar to one another than are the phase spectra (e.g., Refs. 195,
196). Also, given that the result was obtained using global Fourier transforms, it does not
have direct implications about the relative importance of phase coding within spatially
localized channels.197 Nonetheless, such demonstrations illustrate the important relationship between the encoding of spatial phase and pattern identification.
In phase discrimination tasks, the observer distinguishes between patterns—usually
periodic patterns—that differ only in the phase relationships of their spatial frequency
components. The representation of spatial phase in the fovea is very precise: observers
can, for instance, discriminate relative phase shifts as small as 2 – 3 deg (of phase angle) in
compound gratings composed of a fundamental and third harmonic of 5 cpd;198 this is
equivalent to distinguishing a positional shift of about 5 arcsec. Phase discrimination is
much less precise in extrafoveal vision.199–201 There has been speculation that the
discrimination anomalies observed in the periphery underlie the diminished ability to
distinguish spatial displacements,110 to segment textures on the basis of higher-order
statistics,202,203 and to identify complex patterns such as letters,204 but detailed hypotheses
linking phase discrimination to these abilities have not been developed.
One model of phase discrimination205 holds that local energy computations are
performed on visual inputs and that local energy peaks are singled out for further analysis.
The energy computation is performed by cross-correlating the waveform with even- and
odd-symmetric spatial mechanisms of various preferred spatial frequencies. The relative
activities of the even- and odd-symmetric mechanisms are used to represent the sort of
image feature producing the local energy peak. This account is supported by the
observation that a two-channel model, composed of even- and odd-symmetric mechanisms,
predicts many phase discrimination capabilities well (e.g., Refs 206 – 208). The model also
offers an explanation for the appearance of illusory Mach bands at some types of edges
and not others.205 For this account to work, however, one must assume that oddsymmetric, and not even-symmetric, mechanisms are much less sensitive in the periphery
than in the fovea because some relative phase discriminations are extremely difficult in
extrafoveal vision and others are quite simple201,208,209 (but see Ref. 210).

Motion Detection and Discrimination
The ability to discriminate the form and magnitude of retinal image motion is critical for
many fundamental visual tasks, including navigation through the environment, shape
estimation, and distance estimation. There is a vast literature on motion perception (some
representative reviews from somewhat different perspectives can be found in Refs. 45,
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FIGURE 21 Motion detection and discrimination thresholds. (a ) Contrast sensitivity for drifting sinewave gratings plotted as
a function of temporal frequency. Each curve is for a different drift speed; (j) 1 deg / sec (d) 10 deg / sec, (m) 100 deg / sec; (r)
800 deg / sec. (Adapted from Ref . 213.) (b ) Speed discrimination thresholds plotted as a function of temporal frequency. Each
curve is for a different drift speed; (d) 5 deg / sec, (j) 10 deg / sec, (m) 20 deg / sec. (Adapted from Ref. 214.) (c ) Direction
threshold for random dot patterns as a function of stimulus duration. Each curve is for a different drift speed; (h) 1 deg / sec,
(m) 4 deg / sec, (d) 16 deg / sec, (j) 64 deg / sec, (r) 256 deg / sec. (Adapted from Ref. 215.)

211, 212). Here, we briefly discuss simple motion discrimination in the fronto-parallel
plane, and (as an example of more complicated motion processing) observer heading
discrimination.
Detection and / or discrimination of motion in the fronto-parallel plane is influenced by
a number of factors, including contrast, wavelength composition, spatial-frequency
content, initial speed, and eccentricity. For simplicity, and for consistency with the other
sections in this chapter, we consider here only experiments employing sinewave-grating or
random-dot stimuli.
Contrast sensitivity functions for detection of moving (drifting) sinewave-grating targets
have the interesting property that they are nearly shape invariant on a log spatialfrequency axis; furthermore, as shown in Fig. 21a , they are nearly superimposed at high
speeds and low spatial frequencies, when plotted as a function of temporal frequency.106,213 *
This latter result corresponds to the fact (mentioned earlier) that spatial CSFs are
relatively flat at low spatial frequencies and high temporal frequencies.128,147 In interpreting
Fig. 21a , it is useful to note that the velocity (V ) of a drifting sinewave grating is equal to
the temporal frequency ( ft ) divided by the spatial frequency ( fs ):
V5

ft
fs

(29)

Measurements of CSFs for moving stimuli provide relatively little insight into how the
visual system extracts or represents motion information. For example, in one common
paradigm106 it is possible for subjects to perform accurately without ‘‘seeing’’ any motion at
all. Greater insight is obtained by requiring the observer to discriminate between different
aspects of motion such as speed or direction.
Representative measurements of speed discrimination for drifting sinewave grating
targets are shown in Fig. 21b. The figure shows the just-detectable change in speed as a
function of temporal frequency; each curve is for a differential initial or base speed. Similar
to the motion CSFs, speed discrimination is seen to be largely dependent upon the
temporal frequency and relatively independent of the speed.214 As can be seen, the
smallest detectable changes in speed are approximately 5 percent, and they occur in
* The temporal frequency of a drifting grating is the number of stripes passing a fixed reference point per unit
time (sec).
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the temporal frequency range of 5 – 10 cps, which is similar to the temporal frequency
where contrast sensitivity for drifting gratings is greatest (cf., Fig. 21a ). Interestingly,
5 – 10 cps is the temporal frequency range of strongest response for most neurons in the
macaque’s primary visual cortex.60 For random-dot patterns, the smallest detectable
change in speed is also approximately 5 percent.215
Representative measurements of direction discrimination for drifting random-dot
patterns are shown in Fig. 21c , which plots direction threshold in degrees as a function of
stimulus duration for a wide range of speeds. Direction discrimination improves with
duration and is a U-shaped function of dot speed. Under optimal conditions, direction
discrimination thresholds are in the neighborhood of 1 – 28.215,216
The available evidence suggests that direction and speed discrimination improve quickly
with contrast at low contrasts but show little improvement when contrast exceeds a few
percent.214,217,218 Motion discrimination is relatively poor at isoluminance.219,220 The
variations in motion discrimination with eccentricity can be largely accounted for by
changes in spatial resolution.221
Psychophysical evidence suggests that there are at least two mechanisms that can
mediate motion discrimination—a short -range mechanism which appears to be closely
associated with motion-selective neurons in the early levels of cortical processing, and a
long -range mechanism which appears to be associated with more ‘‘inferential’’ calculations
occurring in later levels of cortical processing. Clear evidence for this view was first
observed in an apparent motion paradigm in which observers were required to judge the
shape of a region created by laterally displacing a subset of random dots in a larger
random-dot pattern.222 (These patterns are examples of random -dot kinematograms , the
motion analog to random-dot stereograms.) Observers could accurately judge the shape of
the region only if the displacements (1) were less than approximately 15 minarc
(Dmax 5 15 min); (2) occurred with a delay of less than approximately 100 msec; and (3)
occurred within the same eye (i.e., dichoptic presentations failed to produce reliable
discrimination). These data suggest the existence of motion-sensitive mechanisms that can
only detect local, monocular correlations in space-time.
The fact that motion-selective neurons in the early levels of the cortex can also only
detect local spatio-temporal correlations suggests that they may be the primary source of
neural information used by the subsequent mechanisms that extract shape and distance
information in random-dot kinematograms. The receptive fields of motion-selective
neurons decrease in size as a function of optimal spatial frequency, and they increase in
size as a function of retinal eccentricity. Thus, the hypothesis that motion-selective neurons
are the substrate for shape extraction in random-dot kinematograms is supported by the
findings that Dmax increases as spatial-frequency content is decreased via low-pass
filtering,223 and that Dmax increases as total size of the kinematogram is increased.224
Accurate shape and motion judgments can sometimes be made in apparent-motion
displays where the stimulation is dichoptic and / or the spatio-temporal displacements are
large. However, in these cases the relevant shape must be clearly visible in the static
frames of the kinematogram. The implication is that higher-level, inferential analyses are
used to make judgments under these circumstances. A classic example is that we can infer
the motion of the hour hand on a clock from its long-term changes in position even though
the motion is much too slow to be directly encoded by motion-selective cortical neurons.
The evidence for short-term and long-term motion mechanisms raises the question of
what mechanisms actually mediate performance in a given motion discrimination task. The
studies described above (e.g., Fig. 21) either randomized stimulus parameters (such as
duration and spatial frequency) and / or used random-dot patterns; hence, they most likely
measured properties of the short-range mechanisms. However, even with random-dot
patterns, great care must be exercised when interpreting discrimination experiments. For
example, static pattern-processing mechanisms may sometimes contribute to motion
discrimination performance even though performance is at chance when static views are
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presented at great separations of space or time. This might occur because persisting neural
responses from multiple stimulus frames merge to produce ‘‘virtual’’ structured patterns
(e.g., Glass patterns225). Similar caution should be applied when interpreting discrimination
performance with random-dot stereograms (see below).
The discussion of motion perception to this point has focused on the estimation of
velocities of various stimuli. Such estimation is importantly involved in guiding locomotion
through and estimating the three-dimensional layout of cluttered environments. Motion of
an observer through a rigid visual scene produces characteristic patterns of motion on the
retina called the optic flow field.226 ,227 Observers are able to judge the direction of their
own motion through the environment based upon this optical flow information alone.228,229
In fact, accurate motion perception is possible even for random-dot flow fields, suggesting
that the motion-selective neurons in the early levels of the visual cortex are a main source
of information in perceiving self-motion. But, how is the local motion information
provided by the motion-selective neurons used by subsequent mechanisms to compute
observer motion?
Gibson226,227 proposed that people identify their direction of self-motion with respect to
obstacles by locating the source of flow: the focus of expansion. Figure 22a depicts the flow
field on the retina as the observer translates while fixating ahead. Flow is directed away
from the focus of expansion and this point corresponds to the direction of translation. Not
surprisingly, observers can determine their heading to within Ú1 deg from such a field of
motion.229
The situation becomes much more complicated once eye / head movements are

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 22 Optic flow fields resulting from forward translation across a rigid ground plane. (a ) Flow field in the retinal
image when the observer translates straight ahead while
maintaining constant eye and head position; the heading is
indicated by the small vertical line. (b ) Retinal flow field
when the observer translates straight ahead while making an
eye movement to maintain fixation on the circle; again the
heading is indicated by the small vertical line. (Adapted from
Ref. 230.)
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considered. Figure 22b illustrates this by portraying the flow resulting from forward
translation while the observer rotates the eyes to maintain fixation on a point off to the
right. This motion does not produce a focus of expansion in the image corresponding to
the heading; the only focus corresponds to the point of fixation. Consequently, heading
cannot be determined by locating a focus (or singularity) in the retinal flow field.
Nonetheless, human observers are able to locate their heading to within Ú1.5 deg.230
Recent theoretical efforts have concentrated on this problem of computing heading in
the presence of rotations due to eye / head movements. There are two types of models. One
holds that observers measure the rotational flow components due to eye / head movements
by means of an extraretinal signal; that is, the velocity of rotations is signaled by
proprioceptive feedback from the extraocular and / or neck muscles or by efferent
information.231–235 The rotational flow components are then subtracted from the flow field
as a whole to estimate the heading. The other type of model holds that people determine
heading in the presence of rotations from retinal image information alone (e.g., Refs.
232 – 235). These models hypothesize that the visual system decomposes the flow field into
rotational and translational components by capitalizing on the fact that flows due to
translation and rotation depend differently on the scene geometry. Once the decomposition is performed, the heading can be estimated from the translational components (see
Fig. 22a ).
Current experimental evidence favors the extraretinal signal model,236,237 but there is
also evidence supporting the retinal-image model when the eye-head rotations are slow.230
The optic flow field also contains information specifying the relative depths of objects in
the visual scene: The velocities of retinal image motions are, to a first approximation,
proportional to the inverse depths of the corresponding objects.238 Human observers are
quite sensitive to this depth cue as evidenced by the fact that they perceive depth variation
for differential motions of as small as 1–2 – 1–3 arcsec per sec.239

Binocular Stereoscopic Discrimination.
Light from the three-dimensional environment is imaged onto the two-dimensional array
of photoreceptors, so the dimension associated with distance from the eye is collapsed in
the two-dimensional retinal image. The images in the two eyes generally differ, however,
because the eyes are separated by 6 – 7 cm. The differences between the images, which are
called binocular disparities , are used by the visual system to recover information about the
distance dimension. The depth percept that results from binocular disparity is called
stereopsis. Binocular disparity (stereo) information is formally equivalent to the monocular
information that results from a step translation of one eye by 6 – 7 cm. This observation
implies a close theoretical connection between the computation of distance from motion
and distance from binocular disparity. As indicated in an earlier section, the extraction of
stereo and motion information presumably begins in the early stages of cortical processing
(i.e., in V1 of the macaque), where many neurons are selective for disparity and direction
of motion.
The geometry of stereopsis is described in Chap. 24, Fig. 25. Here, we briefly consider
the nature of the information available for computing distance from disparity. The distance
between any pair of points in the depth dimension (Dz ) is related to the horizontal
disparity (d ) and the horizontal convergence angle of the eyes (θ ) by the following
formula:*
ad
Dz
(30)
(θ 1 dθ 1 d / 2)(θ 1 dθ 2 d / 2)



* This formula is an approximation based on the assumption of relatively small angles and object location near
the mid-sagittal plane; it is most accurate for distances under a few meters.
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where dθ is the average disparity between the two points and the convergence point, and a
is the interpupillary distance (the distance between the image nodal points of the eyes). If
dθ is zero, then the points are centered in depth about the convergence point. The locus of
all points where the disparity d equals zero is known as the (Vieth-Mu¨ ller) horopter. As
Eq. (30) indicates, the computation of absolute distance between points from horizontal
disparity requires knowledge of the ‘‘eye parameters’’ (the interpupillary distance and the
angle of convergence). However, relative distance information is obtained even if the eye
parameters are unknown (in other words, Dz is monotonic with d ). Furthermore, absolute
distance can be recovered in principle without knowing the angle of convergence from use
of horizontal and vertical binocular disparities (e.g., Refs. 240, 241).
Under optimal conditions, the human visual system is capable of detecting very small
binocular disparities and hence rather small changes in distance. In the fovea, disparities of
roughly 10 arsec can be detected if the test objects contain sharp, high-contrast edges and if
they are centered in depth about a point on or near the horopter (dθ 0 .0).177 ,242 At a
viewing distance of 50 cm, 10 sec corresponds to a distance change of about 0.02 cm, but at
50 m, it corresponds to a distance change of about 2 m.
In measuring stereoscopic discrimination performance, it is essential that the task
cannot be performed on the basis of monocular information alone. This possibility can be
assessed by measuring monocular and binocular performance with the same stimuli; if
monocular performance is substantially worse than binocular performance, then binocular
mechanisms per se are used in performing the stereoscopic task.242,243 Random dot
stereograms243,244 are particularly effective at isolating binocular mechanisms because
discriminations cannot be performed reliably when such stereograms are viewed
monocularly.243,245
Stereopsis is affected by a number of factors. For example, the contrast required to
produce a stereoscopic percept varies with the spatial frequency content of the stimulus.
This result is quantified by the contrast sensitivity function for stereoscopic discrimination
of spatially filtered random-dot stereograms; the function is similar in shape to CSFs
measured for simple contrast detection,246 but detection occurs at lower contrasts than
stereopsis occurs. In other words, there is a range of contrasts that are clearly detectable,
but insufficient to yield a stereoscopic percept.246
The fact that the CSFs for contrast detection and stereoscopic discrimination have
similar shapes suggests that common spatial-frequency mechanisms are involved in the two
tasks. This hypothesis receives some support from masking and adaptation experiments
demonstrating spatial-frequency tuning247–250 and orientation tuning251 for stereo discrimination, and from electrophysiological studies demonstrating that cortical cells
selective for binocular disparity are also usually selective for orientation55,56,62 and spatial
frequency.252
The smallest detectable disparity, which is called stereoacuity , improves as luminance
contrast is increased.253–255 As shown in Fig. 23a , stereoacuity improves approximately in
inverse proportion to the square of contrast at low contrasts, and in inverse proportion to
the cube root of contrast at high contrasts. Stereoacuity is also dependent upon spatial
frequency; it improves in inverse proportion to target spatial frequency over the low
spatial-frequency range, reaching optimum near 3 cpd (Fig. 23b ).254 Both the inversesquare law at low contrasts and the linear law at low spatial frequencies are predicted by
signal-detection models that assume independent, additive noise and simple detection
rules.254,255
Stereoacuity declines precipitously as a function of the distance of the test objects from
the convergence plane (Fig. 23c ).256 ,257 For example, adding a disparity pedestal of 40
minarc to test objects reduces acuity by about 1 log unit. This loss of acuity is not the result
of losses of information due to the geometry of stereopsis; it must reflect the properties of
the underlying neural mechanisms. [Note in Eq. (30) that adding a disparity to both objects
is equivalent to changing the value of dθ .]
Much like the spatial channels described earlier under ‘‘Spatial Chanels,’’ there are
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 23 Disparity discrimination thresholds as a function of contrast, spatial frequency, and pedestal disparity. (a )
Disparity threshold as a function of luminance contrast (in contrast threshold units) for dynamic random-dot stereograms.
(Adapted from Ref. 255.) (b ) Disparity threshold as a function of spatial frequency for sinewave-grating stereograms. (Adapted
from Ref. 254. (c ) Disparity threshold as a function of the disparity pedestal (distance from the convergence plane) for
difference-of-gaussian (DOG) stereograms. (Adapted from Ref. 257).

multiple channels tuned to different disparities, but it is unclear whether there are a small
number of such channels—‘‘near,’’ ‘‘far,’’ and ‘‘tuned’’258—or a continuum of
channels.56,63,259,260 Models that assume a continuum of channels with finer tuning near the
horopter predict both the sharp decline in stereoacuity away from the horopter260,261 and
the shapes of tuning functions that have been estimated from adaptation and probability
summation experiments.259,260
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26.1 GLOSSARY
This glossary describes the major symbol usage for the body of the chapter. Symbols used
in the appendix are generic. The following notational conventions hold throughout: (1)
scalars are denoted with plain symbols, (2) vectors are denoted with lowercase bold
symbols, (3) matrices are denoted with uppercase bold symbols.
a
B
b
M
Nb
Nl
P
p
R
r
T
t

y
v
l

linear model weights
linear model basis vectors
spectral power distribution; basis vector
color space transformation matrix
linear model dimension
number of wavelength samples
linear model for primaries
primary spectral power distribution
cone (or sensor) sensitivities
cone (or sensor) coordinates
color matching functions
tristimulus coordinates
luminance
luminous efficiency function
wavelength

26.2 INTRODUCTION
Scope
The goal of colorimetry is to incorporate properties of the human color vision system into
the measurement and specification of visible light. This branch of color science has been
quite successful. We now have efficient quantitative representations that predict when two
lights will appear identical to a human observer. Although such colorimetric representations
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FIGURE 1 A typical image processing chain. Light
reflects from a surface or collection of surfaces. This light
is recorded by a color camera and stored in digital form.
The digital image is processed by a computer and rendered
on a color monitor. The reproduced image is viewed by a
human observer.

do not directly predict the color sensation,1–3 they do provide the foundation for the
scientific study of color appearance. Moreover, colorimetry can be applied successfully in
practical applications. Foremost among these is perhaps color reproduction.4–7
As an illustrative example, Fig. 1 shows an image processing chain. Light from an
illuminant reflects from a collection of surfaces. This light is recorded by a color camera
and stored in digital form. The digital image is processed by a computer and rendered on a
color monitor. The reproduced image is viewed by a human observer. The goal of the
image processing is to render an image with the same color appearance at each image
location as the original. Although exact reproduction is not always possible with this type
of system, the concepts and formulae of colorimetry do provide a reasonable solution.4,8
To develop this solution, we will need to consider how to represent the spectral properties
of light, the relation between these properties and color camera responses, the representation of the restricted set of lights that may be produced with a color monitor, and the way
in which the human visual system encodes the spectral properties of light. We will treat
each of these topics in this chapter, with particular emphasis on the role played by the
human visual system.

Reference Sources

A number of excellent references are available that provide detailed treatments of
colorimetry and its applications. Wyszecki and Stiles’ comprehensive book9 is an
authoritative reference and provides numerous tables of standard colorimetric data.
Pokorny and Smith10 provide a handbook treatment complementary to the one developed
here. Several publications of the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (International
Commission on Illumination, commonly referred to as the CIE) describe current
international technical standards for colorimetric measurements and calculations.11–13
Other sources cover colorimetry’s mathematical foundations,14,15 its history,16 its
applications,2,5,7,17 and its relation to neural mechanisms.18,19 Chapters 27 and 28 of this
volume and Vol. II, Chap. 24 are also relevant.
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Chapter Overview
Colorimetry , Computers , and Linear Algebra . The personal computers that are now
almost universally available in the laboratory can easily handle all standard colorimetric
calculations. With this fact in mind, we have organized our treatment of colorimetry to
allow direct translation between our formulation and its software implementation. In
particular, we use vector and matrix representations throughout this chapter and use
matrix algebra to express colorimetric formulae. Matrix algebra is being used increasingly
in the colorimetric literature.4,20–22 Appendix A reviews the elementary facts of matrix
algebra required for this chapter. Numerous texts treat the subject in detail.23–27 Various
software packages provide extensive support for numerical matrix algebra.28–31
Chapter Organization . The rest of this chapter is organized into two main sections. The
first section, ‘‘Fundamentals’’, reviews the empirical foundation of colorimetry and
introduces basic colorimetric methods. The second section, ‘‘Topics’’, discusses a number
of applications of colorimetry. It also includes a brief review of more advanced topics in
color science.

26.3 FUNDAMENTALS
Stimulus Representation
Light at a Point . We describe the light reaching the eye from an image location by its
spectral power distribution. The spectral power distribution generally specifies the radiant
power density at each wavelength in the visible spectrum. For human vision, the visible
spectrum extends roughly between 400 and 700 nm (but see ‘‘Sampling the Visible
Spectrum’’ below). Depending on the viewing geometry, measures of radiation transfer
other than radiant power may be used. These measures include radiance, irradiance,
exitance, and intensity. The distinctions between these measures and their associated units
are treated in Vol. II, Chap. 24 and are not considered here. That chapter also discusses
measurement instrumentation and procedures.
Vector Representation of Spectral Functions . We will use discrete representations of
spectral functions. Although a discrete representation samples the continuous functions of
wavelength, the information loss caused by this sampling can be made arbitrarily small by
increasing the number of sample wavelengths.
Suppose that spectral power density has been measured at Nl discrete sample
wavelengths l 1 ? ? ? l Nl , each separated by an equal wavelength step Dl . As shown in Fig.
2, we can represent the measured spectral power distribution using an Nl dimensional
column vector b. The n th entry of b is simply the measured power density at the n th
sample wavelength multiplied by Dl . Note that the values of the sample wavelengths
l 1 ? ? ? l Nl and wavelength step Dl are not explicit in the vector representation. These
values must be provided as side information when they are required for a particular
calculation. In colorimetric applications, sample wavelengths are typically spaced evenly
throughout the visible spectrum at steps of between 1 and 10 nm. We follow the
convention that the entries of b incorporate Dl , however, so that we need not represent
Dl explicitly when we approximate integrals over wavelength.
Manipulation of Light . Intensity scaling is an operation that changes the overall power
of a light at each wavelength without altering the relative power between any pair of
wavelengths. One way to implement intensity scaling is to place a neutral density filter in
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FIGURE 2 The vector representation of functions of wavelength.
The plot shows a spectral power distribution measured at 10-nm
intervals between 400 nm and 700 nm. Each point on the plot
represents the power at a single sample wavelength. The vector b on
the right depicts the vector representation of the same spectral power
distribution. The nth entry of b is simply the measured power density
at the nth sample wavelength times Dl . Thus b1 is derived from the
power density at 400 nm, b2 is derived from the power density at
410 nm, and b31 is derived from the power density at 700 nm.

the light path. The superposition of two lights is an operation that produces a new light
whose power at each wavelength is the sum of the power in the original lights at the
corresponding wavelength. One way to implement superposition is to use an optical beam
splitter. The effects of both manipulations may be expressed using matrix algebra.
We use scalar multiplication to represent intensity scaling. If a light b1 is scaled by a
factor a , then the result b is given by the equation b 5 b1 a . The expression b1 a represents a
vector whose entries are obtained by multiplying the entries of the vector b1 a by the scalar
a. Similarly, we use vector addition to represent superposition. If we superimpose two
lights b1 and b2, then the result b is given by the equation b 5 b1 1 b2. The expression
b1 1 b2 represents a vector whose entries are obtained by adding the entries of the vectors
b1 and b2. Figures 3 and 4 depict both of these operations.
Linear Models for Spectral Functions .

Intensity scaling and superposition may be used

FIGURE 3 Representation of intensity scaling. Suppose that light b is
created by reducing the power in light b1 by a factor of 0.5 at each
wavelength. The result is shown graphically in the plot. The vector representation of the same relation is given by the equation b 5 b1 0.5.
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FIGURE 4 Representation of superposition. Suppose that light b is created by
superimposing two lights b and b2. The result is shown graphically in the plot.
The vector representation of the same relation is given by the equation
b 5 b1 5 b2.

in combination to produce a wide range of spectral functions. Suppose that we have a set
of Nb lights that we can individually scale and superimpose. Let the vectors b1 ? ? ? bNb
represent the spectral power distributions of these lights. In this case, we can produce any
spectral power distribution b that has the form
b 5 b1 a 1 1 ? ? ? 1 bNb aNb

(1)

Suppose we know that a spectral function b is constrained to have the form of Eq. (1)
where the vectors b1 ? ? ? bNb are known. Then we can specify b completely by providing the
values of the scalars a 1 ? ? ? aNb . If the number of primaries Nb is less than the number of
sample wavelengths Nl , then this specification is more efficient (i.e., requires fewer
numbers) than specifying the entries of b directly. We say that the spectral functions that
satisfy Eq. (1) are described by (or lie within) a linear model. We call Nb the dimension of
the linear model. We call the vectors b1 ? ? ? bNb the basis vectors for the model. We call the
scalars a 1 ? ? ? aNb required to construct any particular spectral function the model weights
for that function.
Matrix Representation of Linear Models . Equation (1) can be written using vector and
matrix notation. Let B be an Nl by Nb dimensional matrix whose columns are the basis
vectors b1 ? ? ? bNb . We call B the basis matrix for the linear model. The composition of the
basis matrix is shown pictorially on the left of Fig. 5. Let a be an Nb dimensional vector
whose entries are the weights a 1 ? ? ? aNb . Figure 5 also depicts the vector a. Using B and a
we can reexpress Eq. (1) as the matrix multiplication
b 5 Ba

(2)

The equivalence of Eqs. (1) and (2) may be established by direct expansion of the
definition of matrix multiplication (see App. A). A useful working intuition for matrix
multiplication is that the effect of multiplying a matrix times a vector (e.g., Ba) is to
produce a new vector (e.g., b) that is a weighted superposition of the columns of the
matrix (e.g., B), where the weights are given by the entries of the vector (e.g., a).
Use of Linear Models .

When we know that a spectral function is described by a linear
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FIGURE 5 Vector representation of linear models. The matrix B represents the
basis vectors of the linear model. The vector a represents the model weights
required to form a particular spectral power distribution b. The relation between
b, a, and B is given by Eq. (2) and is depicted on the right of the figure.

model, we can specify it by using the weight vector a. The matrix B, which is determined
by the basis vectors, specifies the side information necessary to convert the vector a back
to the discrete wavelength representation. When we represent spectral functions in this
way, we say that we are representing the functions within the specified linear model.
Representing spectral functions within a small-dimensional linear model places strong
constraints on the form of the functions. As the dimension of the model grows, linear
models can represent progressively wider classes of functions. In many cases of interest,
there is prior information that allows us to assume that spectra are indeed described by a
linear model. A common example of this situation is the light emitted from a
computer-controlled color monitor. Such a monitor produces different spectral power
distributions by scaling the intensity of the light emitted by three different types of
phosphor (see Vol. I, Chap. 27). Thus the emitted light lies within a three-dimensional
linear model whose basis vectors are given by the emission spectra of the monitor’s
phosphors. Linear model constraints also turn out to be useful for describing naturally
occurring surface and illuminant spectra (see later under ‘‘Surfaces and Illuminants’’).
Note that representing spectral functions within linear models is a generalization of,
rather than an alternative to, the more traditional wavelength representation. To
understand this, we need only note that we can choose the basis vectors of the linear
model to be discrete delta functions centered at each sample wavelength. We refer to this
special choice of basis vectors as the identity basis or way elength basis. We refer to the
corresponding linear model as the identity model. For the identity model, the basis matrix
B is the Nl by Nl identity matrix, where Nl is the number of sample wavelengths. The
identity matrix contains 1’s along its main diagonal and 0’s elsewhere. Multiplying the
identity matrix times any vector simply results in the same vector. From Eq. (2), we can
see that when B is the identity matrix, the representation of any light b within the linear
model is simply a 5 b.
Sampling the Visible Spectrum . To use a discrete representation for functions of
wavelength, it is necessary to choose a sampling range and sampling increment. Standard
practice varies considerably. The current recommendation of the CIE is that the visible
spectrum be sampled at 5-nm increments between 380 and 780 nm.11 Coarser sampling at
10 nm between 400 and 700 nm provides an adequate approximation for many applications. In this chapter, we provide tabulated spectral data at the latter wavelength sampling.
Where possible, we provide references to where they may be obtained at finer sampling
increments. In cases where a subset of the spectral data required for a calculation is not
available, interpolation or extrapolation may be used to estimate the missing values.11
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FIGURE 6 Schematic of the stimulus for the basic
color-matching experiment. The observer views a
bipartite field. A test is presented on one side of a
bipartite field and a matching light is presented on
the other side of the field. The test light’s spectral
power distribution bt is under experimental control.
The observer adjusts the spectral power distribution
bm of the matching light. The observer’s task is to
make the two halves of the bipartite field appear
identical. The bipartite field is often surrounded by
an annulus whose spectral power distribution ba is
held fixed during the matching process.

Empirical Foundations of Colorimetry
The Basic Color -Matching Experiment . In the absence of linear model constraints, the
only complete representation of the spectral properties of light is the full spectral power
distribution. The human visual system, however, does not encode all of the information
available in the spectral power distribution. Understanding how the visual system encodes
the spectral properties of light leads to an efficient representation of the information
relevant to human vision. To develop this understanding, we consider the color-matching
experiment.
The basic color-matching experiment is illustrated in Fig. 6. An observer views a
bipartite field, as shown in the figure. Each side of the field is spatially uniform, but the
two sides may differ in their spectral power distributions. The spectral power distribution bt
of one side of the bipartite field is under experimental control. We call this the test light.
The spectral power distribution bm of the light on the other side of the bipartite field is
under the observer’s control. We call this the matching light. The observer’s task in the
experiment is to adjust the matching light so that it appears identical in color to the test
light. The bipartite field may be surrounded by an annulus whose spectral power
distribution ba is held fixed during the matching process.
Typically, the apparatus for the color-matching experiment is arranged so that the
observer can adjust the matching light by controlling the intensity scaling of some number
of superimposed primary lights. It is not a priori clear that it will be possible for the
observer to make a match when the number of primaries is small. The results of a large
number of color-matching studies, however, show that observers are able to set matches to
any test light by adjusting the intensity of just three primaries. This result implies that
there exist lights with different spectral power distributions that cannot be distinguished by
a human observer. From the color-matching experiment, we may conclude that the human
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visual system does not encode all of the information available in the full spectral power
distribution.
We use the symbol , to indicate that two lights are a perceptual match. Perceptual
matches are to be carefully distinguished from physical matches, which are denoted by the
5 symbol. Of course, when two lights are a physical match, they must be a perceptual
match. Two lights that are a perceptual match but not a physical match are referred to as
metameric color stimuli or metamers. The term metamerism is often used to refer to the
fact that two physically different lights can appear identical.
Conditions for Trichromatic Color Matching . There are a number of qualifications to
the empirical generalization that it is possible for observers to match any test light by
adjusting the intensities of just three primaries. Some of these qualifications have to do
with ancillary restrictions on the experimental conditions (e.g., the size of the bipartite
field and the overall intensity of the test and matching lights). We discuss these later under
‘‘Limits of the Color-Matching Experiment.’’ The other qualifications have to do with the
choice of primaries and certain conventions about the matching procedure. First, the
primaries must be chosen so that it is not possible to match any one of them with a
weighted superposition of the other two. Second, the observer sometimes wishes to
increase the intensity of one or more of the primaries above its maximum value. In this
case, we must allow the observer to scale the intensity of the test light down. We follow the
convention of saying that the match was possible, but scale up the reported primary
weights by the same factor. Third, the observer sometimes wishes to decrease the intensity
of one or more of the primaries below zero. In this case, we must allow the observer to
superimpose each such primary on the test light rather than on the other primaries. We
follow the convention of saying that the match was possible, but report with a negative sign
the intensity of each transposed primary.
With these qualifications, matching with three primaries is always possible. This fact is
often referred to as the trichromacy of normal human color vision.
Tristimulus Coordinates . The basic color-matching experiment is an empirical procedure
that maps any light to three numbers: the weights on the color-matching apparatus
primaries required to make a match. These three weights are often called the tristimulus
coordinates of the test light. Given the qualifications and conventions discussed earlier,
there are no restrictions on the magnitude of tristimulus coordinates. Thus, the matching
light’s spectral power distribution is described completely by a three-dimensional linear
model whose basis vectors are the primary lights’ spectral power distributions. The
tristimulus coordinates of a test light are precisely the linear model weights required to
form the matching light.
We denote the primary spectral power distributions by the vectors p1 ? ? ? p3. The
associated linear model matrix P contains these vectors in its three columns. We denote
the tristimulus coordinates of a light using the three dimensional vector t. Thus we can use
the tristimulus coordinates of any test light b to reconstruct a matching light Pt such that
b , Pt

(3)

We emphasize that, in general, Pt will not be equal to b.
Critical Properties of Color Matching . Our discussion of the color-matching experiment
suggests that we can represent the spectral properties of light using tristimulus coordinates.
To ensure that this representation is general, however, we need to consider whether color
matching exhibits a number of critical properties. We review these properties briefly
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below. Given that they hold, it is possible to show that tristimulus coordinates provide a
representation for the spectral properties of light. Krantz provides a detailed formal
treatment.14
Reflexiy ity , Symmetry , and Transitiy ity . Reflexivity is the requirement that a light
match itself. Symmetry is the requirement that if two lights match, they will continue to
match when their roles in the color-matching experiment are reversed. Transitivity is the
requirement if two lights each match a common third light, then they will match each
other. Apart from small failures that arise from variability in observer’s judgments, these
three properties do generally hold for human color matching.14
Uniqueness of Color Matches . The tristimulus coordinates of a light should be unique.
This is equivalent to the requirement that only one weighted combination of the apparatus
primaries produces a match to any given test light. The uniqueness of color matches
ensures that tristimulus coordinates are well defined. In conjunction with transitivity,
uniqueness also guarantees that two lights that match each other will have identical
tristimulus coordinates. It is generally accepted that, apart from variability, trichromatic
color matches are unique for color-normal observers.
Persistance of Color Matches . The above properties concern color matching under a
single set of viewing conditions. By viewing conditions, we refer to the properties of the
image surrounding the bipartite field and the sequence of images viewed by the observer
before the match was made. An important property of color matching is that lights that
match under one set of viewing conditions continue to match when the viewing conditions
are changed. This property is referred to as the persistence or stability of color matches.9,18
It holds to good approximation for a wide range of viewing conditions. We discuss
conditions where the persistence law fails later in the chapter. The importance of the
persistence law is that it allows a single set of tristimulus values to be used across viewing
conditions.
Consistency Across Obsery ers . Finally, for the use of tristimulus coordinates to have
general validity, it is important that there be good agreement about matches across
observers. For the majority of the population, there is good agreement about which lights
match. We discuss individual differences in color matching in a later section.
Computing Tristimulus Coordinates . Grassmann ’s Laws. Tristimulus coordinates provide an efficient representation for the spectral properties of light. For this representation
to be useful, we require a model of the color-matching experiment that allows us to
compute tristimulus coordinates from spectral power distributions. To develop such a
model, we rely on two regularities of color matching that were first characterized by
Grassmann.32 These (sometimes in conjunction with the properties discussed above) are
generally referred to as Grassmann’s laws. They have been tested extensively and hold
well.9,18
The two regularities may be expressed as follows: (1) (proportionality law) if two lights
match, they will continue to match if they are both scaled by the same factor, (2)
(additivity law) if two pairs of lights match each other, then the superposition of the two
will also match. We can express the two laws formally as follows. The proportionality law
states:
if b1 , b2, then b1 a , b2 a

(4)
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where a is a scalar that represents any intensity scaling. The additivity law states:
if b1 , b2 and b3 , b4, then b1 1 b3 , b2 1 b4

(5)

The proportionality law allows us to determine the relation between the tristimulus
coordinates of a light and the tristimulus values of a scaled version of that light. Suppose
that b , Pt. Applying the proportionality law, we conclude that for any scalar a , we have
ba , (Pt)a. Because matrix multiplication is associative, we can conclude that:
if b , Pt, then ba , P(ta )

(6)

This means that the tristimulus coordinates of a light ba may be obtained by scaling the
tristimulus coordinates t of the light b. A similar argument shows that the additivity law
determines the relation between the tristimulus coordinates of two lights and the
tristimulus coordinates of their superposition:
if b1 , Pt1 and b2 , Pt2, then b1 1 b2 , P(t1 1 t2)

(7)

Implication of Grassmann’s Laws . If the tristimulus coordinates of the basis vectors for
a linear model are known, then Grassmann’s laws allow us to determine the tristimulus
coordinates of any light within the linear model. Let t1 ? ? ? tNb be the tristimulus
coordinates corresponding to the model basis vectors and let TB be the 3 by Nb matrix
whose columns are t1 ? ? ? tNb . For any light b within the linear model, we can write that
b 5 Ba. By expanding this matrix product and applying Eqs. (6) and (7), it is possible to
show that the tristimulus coordinates of b are given by the matrix product:
t 5 TB a

(8)

Equation (8) is very important. It tells how to compute the tristimulus coordinates for
any light within a linear model from the tristimulus coordinates for each of the basis
vectors. Thus a small number of color matches (one for each of the basis vectors) allows us
to predict color matches for a large number of lights. We call the rows of the matrix TB the
color matching functions with respect to the linear model defined by the columns of B.
This is a generalization of the standard usage of the term color -matching functions , which
is introduced below.
Color -Matching Functions . Let T be the corresponding matrix of tristimulus values for
the basis vectors of the identity model. In this case, T has dimensions 3 by Nl , where Nl is
the number of sample wavelengths. Each column of T is the tristimulus coordinates for a
monochromatic light. Within the identity model, the representation of any light b is simply
b itself. From Eq. (8) we conclude directly that the tristimulus values for any light are
given by
t 5 Tb

(9)

Once we know the tristimulus coordinates for a set of monochromatic lights centered at
each of the sample wavelengths, we use Eq. (9) to compute the tristimulus coordinates of
any light.
We can regard each of the rows of T as a function of wavelength. We refer to these
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functions as a set of color matching functions. Color matching functions are often plotted
as a function of wavelength, as illustrated in Fig. 7. It is important to note, however, they
do not represent spectral power distributions.

Mechanisms of Color Matching

Cone Mechanisms . The basic color-matching experiment can be understood in terms of
the action of retinal photoreceptors. Three distinct classes of cone photoreceptors are
generally believed to participate in normal color vision. These are often referred to as the
long (L), middle (M), and short (S) wavelength sensitive cones. The information a cone
provides about a light is mediated by a single number: the rate of photopigment
isomerizations caused by the absorption of light quanta.33 If two lights produce identical
absorption rates in all three classes of cones, the visual system will not be able to
distinguish them. The conventional mechanistic explanation for the results of the
color-matching experiment is thus that two lights match if and only if they result in the
same number of photopigment absorptions in all three classes of cones.18
To compute a cone’s quantal absorption rate from a light’s spectral power distribution,
we use the cone’s spectral sensitivity function. For each class of cones, the function
specifies the number of quanta that will be absorbed for a monochromatic light of unit
power centered on each of the sample wavelengths. When the application is to predict an
observer’s color matches, the sensitivity function should incorporate wavelengthdependent filtering by the ocular media. To compute the quantal absorption rate, we
multiply the light power by the cone’s sensitivity at each wavelength and then sum the
results over wavelength.
Suppose that we represent the spectral sensitivity functions of the three classes of cones
by the rows of a 3 by Nl matrix R. Let r be a three-dimensional vector whose entries are
the cone quantal absorption rates. For a light with spectral power distribution b, we can
compute the absorption rates through the matrix equation
r 5 Rb

(10)

This computation accomplishes the wavelength-by-wavelength multiplication and summation for each cone class.
Figure 8 shows estimates of human cone spectral sensitivity functions. The three curves
are independently normalized to a maximum of one. We discuss these estimates more
thoroughly later.
Cone Coordinates . We use the term cone coordinates to refer to the vector r. We can
relate cone coordinates to tristimulus coordinates in a straightforward manner. Suppose
that in a color-matching experiment performed with primaries P we find that a light b has
tristimulus coordinates t. From our mechanistic explanation and Eq. (10) we have
r 5 Rb 5 RPt

(11)

If we define the matrix MT ,R 5 (RP), we see that the tristimulus coordinates of a light are
related to its cone coordinates by a linear transformation
r 5 MT ,Rt

(12)
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By comparing Eq. (9) with Eq. (11) and noting that these equations hold for any light b,
we derive
R 5 MR,TT
(13)
Equation (13) has the interesting implication that the color-matching experiment determines the cone sensitivities up to a free linear transformation.

Common Color Coordinate Systems

Color Coordinate Systems . For the range of conditions where the color-matching
experiment obeys the properties described in the previous sections, tristimulus coordinates
(or cone coordinates) provide a complete and efficient representation for human color
vision. When two lights have identical tristimulus coordinates, they are indistinguishable to
the visual system and may be substituted for one another. When two lights have tristimulus
coordinates that differ substantially, they can be distinguished by an observer with normal
color vision.
The relation between spectral power distributions and tristimulus coordinates depends
on the choice of primaries used in the color-matching experiment. In this sense, the choice
of primaries in colorimetry is analogous to the choice of unit (e.g., foot versus meter) in
the measurement of length. We use the terms color coordinate system and color space to
refer to a representation derived with respect to a particular choice of primaries. We also
use the term color coordinates as a synonym for tristimulus coordinates.
Although the choice of primaries determines a color space, specifying primaries alone is
not sufficient to compute tristimulus coordinates. Rather, it is the color-matching functions
that characterize the properties of the human observer with respect to a particular set of
primaries. Knowledge of the color-matching functions allows us to compute tristimulus
coordinates through Eq. (9). As we show below, however, knowledge of a single set of
color-matching functions also allows us to derive color-matching functions with respect to
other sets of primaries. Thus in practice we can specify a color space either by its primaries
or by its color-matching functions.
A large number of different color spaces are in common use. The choice of which color
space to use in a given application is governed by a number of considerations. If all that is
of interest is to use a three-dimensional representation that accurately predicts the results
of the color-matching experiment, the choice revolves around the question of finding a
set of color-matching functions that accurately capture color-matching performance for the
set of observers and viewing conditions under consideration. From this point of view,
color spaces that differ only by an invertible linear transformation are equivalent. But
there are other possible uses for color representation. For example, one might wish to
choose a space that makes explicit the responses of the physiological mechanisms that
mediate color vision. We discuss a number of commonly used color spaces below.
Stimulus Spaces . A stimulus space is the color space determined by the primaries of a
particular apparatus. For example, stimuli are often specified in terms of the excitation of
three monitor phosphors. Stimulus color spaces have the advantage that they provide a
direct description of the physical stimulus. On the other hand, they are nonstandard and
their use hampers comparison of data collected in different laboratories. A useful
compromise is to transform the data to a standard color space, but to provide enough side
information to allow exact reconstruction of the stimulus. Often this side information can
take the form of a linear model whose basis functions are the apparatus primaries.
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FIGURE 7 Color-matching functions. As described in the text, the rows of the matrix T may be
viewed as a function of wavelength. Color-matching
functions are often plotted as a function of wavelength. The plot shows a set of color-matching
functions for normal human vision standardized by
the CIE in 1931. The three individual functions are
usually referred to as the CIE #x , y# , and #z colormatching functions.

CIE 1931 Color -Matching Functions . In 1931, the CIE chose a standard set of primaries
and integrated a large body of empirical data to determine a standard set of colormatching functions. The notion was that these functions would describe the results of a
color-matching experiment performed on an ‘‘average’’ color-normal human observer. The
result of the standardization process was a set of color-matching functions which are often
called the CIE 1931 color-matching functions.12 These functions are plotted as a function
of wavelength in Fig. 7 and tabulated in Table 1. Tristimulus coordinates computed with
respect to these color-matching functions are called CIE 1931 XYZ tristimulus coordinates.
The hypothetical observer whom the CIE 1931 color-matching functions describe is often
referred to as the CIE 1931 standard observer.
There is now some evidence that the color-matching functions standardized by the CIE
in 1931 are slightly different from those of the average human observer.9,34 A large body of
extant data is available only in terms of the CIE 1931 system, however, and many
colorimetric instruments are designed around it. Therefore, it seems likely that the CIE
1931 system will continue to be of practical importance for some time.

Judd -Vos Modified Color -Matching Functions . In 1951 Judd reconsidered the 1931
color-matching functions and came to the conclusion that they could be improved.35 Vos36
refined Judd’s analysis. The Judd-Vos modifications lead to a set of color-matching
functions that are probably more typical of the average human observer than the original
CIE 1931 color-matching functions. These functions were never officially standardized.
They are the basis of a number of estimates of the human cone spectral sensitivities and
are thus widely used in practice, especially in vision science. We provide the Judd-Vos
modified XYZ color-matching functions in Table 2.

1964 108 Color -Matching Functions . In 1964, the CIE standardized a second set of
color-matching functions appropriate for larger field sizes. These color-matching functions
take into account the fact that human color matches depend on the size of the matching
fields. The CIE 1964 108 color-matching functions are an attempt to provide a standard
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TABLE 1 CIE 1931 XYZ Color-Matching Functions
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 1-nm
intervals between 360 nm and 830 nm.12

observer for these larger fields. The use of 108 color-matching functions is recommended
by the CIE when the sizes of the regions under consideration are larger than 48.11 We
provide the CIE 108 color-matching functions in Table 3.
Cone Sensitiy ities . For some applications it is desirable to relate the color stimulus to the
responses of the cone mechanisms. A number of psychophysical and physiological
techniques have been developed for determining the foveal cone spectral
sensitivities.9,34,37,38 At present, the most widely used estimates are those of Smith and
Pokorny,37,39 which are based on the Judd-Vos modified XYZ color-matching functions.
Stockman, MacLeod, and Johnson,34 however, argue for a set of small-field cone
sensitivities derived from the CIE 1964 108 color-matching functions. We provide both the
Smith-Pokorny and Stockman-MacLeod-Johnson estimates in Tables 4 and 5. Other
estimates exist.9,38
Note that there is no universally accepted standard for scaling the sensitivities of each
cone class relative to one another. One common method normalizes the sensitivities to a
maximum of one for each cone class. Care should be taken when drawing conclusions that
depend on the scaling chosen.
Opponent and Modulation Spaces . Cone coordinates are useful because they make
explicit the responses of the initial physiological mechanisms thought to mediate color
vision. A number of investigators have begun to use representations that attempt to
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TABLE 2 Judd-Vos Modified XYZ Color-Matching
Functions
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 5-nm
increments between 380 nm and 825 nm.36

Source: From ‘‘Colorimetric and photometric properties of a
two degree fundamental observer,’’ J. J. Vos, Color Research
and Application , Copyright ÷ 1978. Reprinted by permission of
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

represent the responses of subsequent mechanisms. Two basic ideas underlie these
representations. The first is the general opponent processing model described later under
‘‘Opponent Process Model.’’ We call representations based on this idea opponent color
spaces. The second idea is that stimulus contrast is more relevant than stimulus
magnitude.40 We call spaces that are based on this second idea modulation color spaces.
Some color spaces are both opponent and modulation color spaces.
Cone Modulation Space. To derive coordinates in the cone modulation color space,
the stimulus is first expressed in terms of its cone coordinates. The cone coordinates of a
white point are then chosen. Usually these are the cone coordinates of a uniform adapting
field or the spatio-temporal average of the cone coordinates of the entire image sequence.
The cone coordinates of the white point are subtracted from the cone coordinates of the
stimulus and the resulting differences are normalized by the corresponding cone coordinate
of the white point.
The DKL Color Space. Derrington, Krauskopf, and Lennie41 introduced an opponent
modulation space that is now widely used. This space is closely related to the chromaticity
diagram suggested by MacLeod and Boynton.42 To derive coordinates in the DKL color
space, the stimulus is first expressed in cone coordinates. As with cone modulation space,
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TABLE 3 CIE
Functions

1964

108

XYZ

Color-Matching

Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 1-nm
intervals between 360 nm and 830 nm.12

the cone coordinates of a white point are then subtracted from the cone coordinates of the
stimulus of interest. The next step is to reexpress the resulting difference as tristimulus
coordinates with respect to a new choice of primaries that are thought to isolate the
responses of postreceptoral mechanisms.43,44 The three primaries are chosen so that
modulating two of them does not change the response of the photopic luminance
mechanism (discussed later). The color coordinates corresponding to these two primaries
are often called the constant B and constant R and G coordinates. Modulating the constant
R and G coordinate of a stimulus modulates only the S cones. Modulating the constant B
coordinate modulates both the L and M cones but keeps the S cone response constant.
Because the constant R and G coordinate is not allowed to change the response of the
photopic luminance mechanism, the DKL color space is well defined only if the S cones do
not contribute to luminance. The third primary of the space is chosen so that it has the
same relative cone coordinates as the white point. The coordinate corresponding to this
third primary is called the luminance coordinate. Flitcroft45 provides a detailed treatment
of the DKL color space.
Cay eats. The basic ideas underlying the use of opponent and modulation color spaces
seem to be valid. On the other hand, there is not general agreement about how signals
from cones are combined into opponent channels, about how this combination depends on
adaption, or about how adaptation affects signals originating in the cones. Since a specific
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TABLE 4 Smith-Pokorny Estimates of the Cone
Sensitivities
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 1-nm
increments between 400 nm and 700 nm.37

model of these processes is implicit in any opponent or modulation color space,
coordinates in these spaces must be treated carefully. This is particularly true of
modulation spaces, where the relation between the physical stimulus and coordinates in
the space depends on the choice of white point. As a consequence, radically different
stimuli can have identical coordinates in a modulation space. For example, 100 percent
contrast monochromatic intensity gratings are all represented by the same coordinates in
modulation color spaces, independent of their wavelength. Nonetheless, such stimuli
appear very different to human observers. Identity of coordinates in a modulation color
space does not imply identity of appearance across different choices of white points.

Transformations Between Color Spaces
Because of the large number of color spaces currently in use, the ability to transform data
between various color spaces is of considerable practical importance. The derivation of
such transformations depends on what is known about the source and destination color
spaces. Below we discuss cases where both the source and destination color space are
derived from the same underlying observer (i.e., when the source and destination color
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TABLE 5 Stockman-MacLeod-Johnson Estimates of
Cone Sensitivities
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 5-nm
increments between 390 nm and 730 nm.34

FIGURE 8 Human cone spectral responsivity functions normalized to a maximum of one. These
37,39
estimates are due to Smith and Pokorny.
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TABLE 6 Color Space Transformations
The table summarizes how to form the matrix M that transforms color coordinates
between two spaces.

spaces both predict identical color matches). Table 6 summarizes these transformations.
When the source and destination color spaces are characterized by a different underlying
observer, the transformation is more difficult and often cannot be done exactly. We discuss
possible approaches in a later section.
Source Primaries and Destination Color -Matching Functions Known . Let P1 be the
matrix representing a set of known primaries. Let T2 be the matrix representing a known
set of color-matching functions (e.g., the CIE 1931 XYZ color-matching functions). We
would like to determine a transformation between the color coordinate system specified by
P1 and that specified by T2. For example, linearized frame buffer values input to a
computer-controlled color monitor may be thought of as tristimulus coordinates in a color
space defined by the monitor’s phosphor emission spectra. This transformation thus allows
computation of the CIE 1931 XYZ tristimulus coordinates from the linearized frame buffer
values.
We start by using Eq. (9) to compute the tristimulus coordinates, with respect to T2, for
all three primary lights specified by P1. Each of these primaries is contained in a column of
P1, so that we may perform this calculation directly through the matrix multiplication
MP ,T 5 T2P1

(14)

Let the matrix P2 represent the destination primaries. We do not need to know these
explicitly, only that they exist. The meaning of Eq. (14) is that
P1 , P2MP ,T

(15)

where we have generalized the symbol ‘‘,’’ to denote a column-by-column visual match
for the matrices on both sides of the relation. This relation follows because the columns of
MP ,T specify how the destination primaries should be mixed to match the source primaries.
Equation (15) tells us that we can substitute the three lights represented by the columns of
P2MP ,T for the three lights represented by the columns of P1 in any color-matching
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experiment. In particular, we may make this substitution for any light b with tristimulus
coordinates t1 in the source color coordinate system. We have
b , P1t1 , P2MP ,T t1

(16)

By inspection, this tells us that the three-dimensional vector
(17)

t2 5 MP ,T t1

is the tristimulus coordinates of b in the destination color coordinate system. Equation (17)
provides us with the means to transform tristimulus coordinates from a coordinate system
where the primaries are known to one where the color-matching functions are known. The
transformation matrix MP ,T required to perform the transformation depends only on the
known primaries P1 and the known color-matching functions T2. Given these, MP ,T may be
computed directly from Eq. (14).
Source Color -Matching Functions and Destination Primaries Known . A second transformation applies when the color-matching functions in the source color space and the
primaries in the destination color space are known. This will be the case, for example,
when we wish to render a stimulus specified in terms of CIE 1931 tristimulus coordinates
on a calibrated color monitor.
Let T1 represent the known color-matching functions and P2 represent the known
primaries. By applying Eq. (17) we have that the relation between source tristimulus
coordinates and the destination tristimulus coordinates is given by t1 5 MP ,T t2. This is a
system of linear equations that we may solve to find an expression for t2 in terms of t1. In
particular, as long as the matrix MP ,T is nonsingular, we can convert tristimulus coordinates
using the relation
(18)
t2 5 MT ,Pt1
where we define
(19)
MT ,P 5 (MP ,T)21 5 (T1P2)21
Source and Destination Primaries Known . A third transformation applies when the
primaries of both the source and destination color spaces are known. One application of
this transformation is to generate matching stimuli on two different calibrated monitors.
Let P1 and P2 represent the two sets of primaries. Let T represent a set of
color-matching functions for any human color coordinates system. (There is no requirement that the color-matching functions be related to either the source or the destination
primaries. For example, the CIE 1931 XYZ color-matching functions might be used.) To
do the conversion, we simply use Eq. (17) to transform from the color coordinate system
described by P1 to the coordinate system described by T. Then we use Eq. (18) to
transform from the coordinates system described by T to the coordinate system described
by P2. The overall transformation is given by
t2 5 MP ,Pt1 5 (MT ,P2)(MP1,T)t1 5 (TP2)21(TP1)t1

(20)

It should not be surprising that this transformation requires the specification of a set of
color-matching functions. These color-matching functions are the only source of information about the human observer in the transformation equation.
Source and Destination Color -Matching Functions Known .

Finally, it is sometimes of
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interest to transform between two color spaces that are specified in terms of their
color-matching functions. An example is transforming between the space defined by the
Judd-Vos modified XYZ color-matching functions and the space defined by the SmithPokorny cone fundamentals.
Let T1 and T2 represent the source and destination color-matching functions. Our
development above assures us that there is some three-by-three transformation matrix, call
it MT ,T , that transforms color coordinates between the two systems. Recall that the
columns of T1 and T2 are themselves tristimulus coordinates for corresponding monochromatic lights. Thus MT ,T must satisfy
T2 5 MT ,TT1
(21)
This is a system of linear equations where the entries of MT ,T are the unknown variables.
This system may be solved using standard regression methods. Once we have solved for
MT ,T , we can transform tristimulus coordinates using the equation
t2 5 MT ,T t1

(22)

The transformation specified by Eq. (22) will be exact as long as the two sets of
color-matching functions T1 and T2 characterize the performance of the same observer.
One sometimes wishes, however, to transform between two color spaces that are defined
with respect to different observers. For example, one might want to convert CIE 1931
XYZ tristimulus values to Judd-Vos modified tristimulus values. Although the regression
procedure described here will still produce a transformation matrix in this case, the result
of the transformation is not guaranteed to be correct.4 We return to this topic later.
Interpreting the Transformation Matrix . It is useful to interpret the rows and columns of
the matrices derived above. Let M be a matrix that maps the color coordinates from a
source color space to a destination color space. Both source and destination color spaces
are associated with a set of primaries and a set of color-matching functions. From our
derivations above, we can conclude that the columns of M are the coordinates of the
source primaries in the destination color space [see Eq. (14)] and the rows of M provide
the destination color-matching functions with respect to the linear model whose basis
functions are the primaries of source color space. Similarly, the columns of M21 are the
coordinates of the destination primaries in the source color-matching space and the rows of
M21 are the source color-matching functions with respect to the linear model whose basis
functions are the primaries of the destination color space. Thus in many cases it is possible
to construct the matrix M without full knowledge of the spectral functions. This can be of
practical importance. For example, monitor manufacturers often specify the CIE 1931
XYZ tristimulus coordinates of their monitors’ phosphors. In additional, colorimeters that
measure tristimulus coordinates directly are often more readily available than spectral
radiometers.
Transforming Primaries and Color -Matching Functions . We have shown that color
coordinates in any two color spaces may be related by applying a linear transformation M.
The converse is also true. If we pick any nonsingular linear transformation M and apply it
to a set of color coordinates we have defined a new color space that will successfully
predict color matches. The color-matching functions for this new space will be given by
T2 5 MT1. A set of primaries for the new space will be given by P2 5 P1M21. These derived
primaries are not unique. Any set of primaries that match the constructed primaries will
also work.
The fact that new color spaces can be constructed by applying linear transformations
has an important implication for the study of color. If we restrict attention to what we may
conclude from the color-matching experiment, we can determine the psychological
representation of color only up to a free linear transformation. There are two attitudes
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one can take toward this fact. The conservative attitude is to refrain from making any
statements about the nature of color vision that depend on a particular choice of color
space. The other is to appeal to experiments other than the color-matching experiment to
choose a privileged representation. At present, there is not universal agreement about how
to choose such a representation and we therefore advocate the conservative approach.

Visualizing Color Data
A challenge facing today’s color scientist is to produce and interpret graphical representations of color data. Because the visual representation of light is three-dimensional, it is
difficult to plot this representation on a two-dimensional page. Even more difficult is to
represent a dependent measure of visual performance as a function of color coordinates.
We discuss several approaches.
Three -Dimensional Approaches . One strategy is to plot the three-dimensional data in
perspective, as shown on the top of Fig. 9. In many cases, the projection viewpoint may be
chosen to provide a clear view of the regularities of interest in the data. The
three-dimensional structure of the data may be emphasized by the addition of various
monocular depth cues. A number of computer-graphics packages now provide facilities to
aid in the preparation of three-dimensional perspective plots. Often these programs allow
variation of the viewpoint and automatic inclusion of monocular depth cues.

FIGURE 9 Three dimensional views of color data. The figure shows the color coordinates of
an equal energy spectrum in color space defined by the human cone sensitivities (closed circles)
and the color coordinates of CIE daylight D65 (closed squares). The top panel shows the data
in perspective. The bottom panels show three two-dimensional views of the same data.
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A second approach to showing the three-dimensional structure of color data is to
provide multiple two-dimensional views, as in a drafter’s sketch. This approach is shown
on the bottom of Fig. 9.
Computer display technology provides promise for improved methods of viewing
three-dimensional data. For example, it is now possible to produce computer animations
that show plots that vary over time. Such plots have the potential for representing
multidimensional data in a manner that is more comprehensible to a human viewer than a
static plot. Other interesting possibilities include the use of stereo depth cues and color
displays. At present, the usefulness of these techniques is largely confined to exploratory
data analysis because there are no widely accepted standards for publication.
Chromaticity Diagrams . A second strategy for plotting color data is to reduce the
dimensionality of the data representation. One common approach is through the use of
chromaticity coordinates. Chromaticity coordinates are defined so that any two lights with
the same relative color coordinates have identical chromaticity coordinates. That is, the
chromaticity coordinates of a light are invariant with respect to intensity scaling. Because
chromaticity coordinates have one less degree of freedom than color coordinates, they can
be described by just two numbers and plotted in a plane. We call a plot of chromaticity
coordinates a chromaticity diagram. A chromaticity diagram eliminates all information
about the intensity of a stimulus.
There are many ways to normalize color coordinates to produce a set of chromaticity
coordinates. When the underlying color coordinates are CIE 1931 XYZ tristimulus
coordinates, it is conventional to use CIE 1931 xy chromaticity coordinates. These are
given by
x 5 X / (X 1 Y 1 Z )
(23)
y 5 Y / (X 1 Y 1 Z )
A graphical way to understand these chromaticity coordinates is illustrated in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 10 CIE 1931 xy chromaticity diagram. The left side of the figure shows a perspective
view of the CIE 1931 XYZ tristimulus space. The ray shows a locus of points with constant
chromaticity coordinates. The actual chromaticity coordinates for each ray are determined by
where the ray intersects the plane described by the equation X 1 Y 1 Z 5 1. This plane is
indicated. The X and Y tristimulus values at the point of intersection are the x and y
chromaticity coordinates for the ray. The right side of the figure shows the chromaticity
coordinates for the ray. The right side of the figure shows the chromaticity coordinated of an
equal energy spectrum (closed circles) and of CIE daylight D65 (closed square).
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Wyszecki and Stiles9 review a number of other standard chromaticity diagrams. MacLeod
and Boynton42 propose a chromaticity diagram that is derived from cone coordinates.
A useful property of most chromaticity diagrams is that the chromaticity coordinates of
the mixture of two lights is always a weighted combination of chromaticity coordinates of
the individual lights. This is easily verified for the CIE 1931 xy chromaticity diagram by
algebraic manipulation. Thus the chromaticity of a mixture of lights will plot somewhere
on the chord connecting the chromaticities of the individual lights.
Implicit in the use of chromaticity coordinates is the assumption that scalar multiplication of the stimuli does not affect the visual performance being plotted. If the overall
intensity of the stimuli matter, then the use of chromaticity coordinates can obscure
important regularities. For example, the shape of color discrimination contours (see
‘‘Color Discrimination’’ later in chapter) depends on how the overall intensity of the
stimuli covaries with their chromaticities. Yet these contours are often plotted on a
chromaticity diagram. This practice can lead to misinterpretation of the discrimination
data. We recommend that plots of chromaticity coordinates be treated with some caution.
Functions of Way elength . Color data are often represented as functions of wavelength.
The wavelength spectrum parameterizes a particular path through the three-dimensional
color space. The exact path depends on how overall intensity covaries with wavelength.
For an equal energy spectrum, the path is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Wavelength representations are particularly useful in situations where knowing the
value of a function for the set of monochromatic stimuli provides a complete characterization of performance. Color-matching functions, for example, are usefully plotted as
functions of wavelength because these functions may be used to predict the tristimulus
coordinates of any light. Plots of detection threshold versus wavelength, on the other hand,
cannot be used to predict the detection threshold for arbitrary lights.46 Just as the
chromaticity diagram tends to obscure the potential importance of manipulating the
overall intensity of light, wavelength representations tend to obscure the potential
importance of considering mixtures of monochromatic lights.

Colorimetric measurements
To apply the formulae described in this chapter, it is often necessary to measure the
colorimetric properties of stimuli. The most general approach is to measure the full
spectral power distribution of the stimuli. Standard instrumentation and methods are
discussed in Vol. II, Chap. 24. Often, however, it is not necessary to know the full spectral
power distribution; knowledge of the tristimulus coordinates (in some standard color
space) is sufficient. For example, the color space transformations summarized earlier in
Table 6 depend on the full spectral power distributions of the primaries only through their
tristimulus coordinates.
Specialized instruments, called colorimeters , can measure tristimulus coordinates
directly. These instruments typically operate using the same principles as photometers (see
Chap. 24 of Vol. II of this Handbook) with the exception that they have three calibrated
filters rather than just one. Each filter mimics the spectral shape of one of the
color-matching functions. Wyszecki and Stiles discuss colorimeter design.9 Colorimeters
are generally less expensive than radiometers and are thus an attractive option when full
spectral data is not required.
Two caveats are worth note. First, it is technically difficult to design filters that exactly
match a desired set of color-matching functions. Generally, commercial colorimeters are
calibrated so that they give accurate readings for stimuli with broad spectral power
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distributions. For narrowband stimuli (e.g., the light emitted by the red phosphor of many
color monitors) the reported readings may be quite inaccurate. Second, most colorimeters
are designed to the CIE 1931 standard. This may not be an optimal choice for the purpose
of predicting the matches of an average human observer.

26.4 TOPICS
Surfaces and Illuminants
As shown in Fig. 1, the light reaching the eye is often formed when light from an
illuminant reflects from a surface. Illuminants and surfaces are likely to be of interest in
color reproduction applications involving inks, paints, and dyes, and in lighting design
applications.
Reflection Model . Illuminants are specified by their spectral power distributions. We will
use the vector e to represent the illuminant spectral power distributions. In general, the
interaction of light with matter is quite complex (see Vol. I, Chaps. 7 and 9). For many
applications, however, a rather simple model is acceptable. Using this model, we describe a
surface by its surface reflectance function. The surface reflectance function specifies, for
each sample wavelength, the fraction of illuminant power that is reflected to the observer.
We will use the vector s to represent surface reflectance spectra. Each entry of s gives the
reflectance measured at a single sample wavelength. Thus the spectral power distribution b
of the reflected light is given by the wavelength-by-wavelength product of the illuminant
spectral power distribution and the surface reflectance function.
The most important consideration neglected in this formulation is viewing geometry.
The relation between the radiant power emitted by a source of illumination, the material
properties of a surface, and the radiant power reaching an observer can depend strongly on
the viewing geometry. In our formulation, these geometrical factors must be incorporated
implicitly into the specification of the illuminant and surface properties, so that any actual
calculation is specific to a particular viewing geometry. Moreover, the surface reflectance
must be understood as being associated with a particular image location, rather than with a
particular object. A great deal of current research in photorealistic computer graphics is
concerned with accurate and efficient ways to specify illuminants and surfaces for spatially
complex scenes.7,47 A second complexity that we neglect is fluorescence.
Computing the Reflected Light . The relation between the surface reflectance function
and the reflected light spectral power distribution is linear if the illuminant spectral power
distribution is held fixed. We form the Nl by Nl diagonal illuminant matrix E whose
diagonal entries are the entries of e. This leads to the relation b 5 Es. By substituting into
Eq. (9), we arrive at an expression for the tristimulus coordinates of the light reflected
from a surface
t 5 (TE)s
(24)
The matrix (TE) in this equation plays exactly the same role as the color-matching
functions do in Eq. (9). Any result that holds for spectral power distributions may thus be
directly extended to a result for surface reflectance functions when the illuminant is known
and held fixed.
Linear Model Representations for Surfaces and Illuminants . Judd, MacAdam, and
Wyszecki48 measured the spectral power distributions of a large number of naturally
occurring daylights. They determined that a four-dimensional linear model provided a
good description of their spectral measurements. Consideration of their results and other
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TABLE 7 CIE Basis Vectors for Daylights
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 5-nm
increments from 300 nm to 830 nm.11

daylight measurements led the CIE to standardize a three-dimensional linear model for
natural daylights. The basis vectors for this model are provided in Table 7. Figure 11
depicts a daylight spectral power distribution (measured at the author’s laboratory in Santa
Barbara, Calif.) and its approximation using the first two basis vectors of the CIE linear
model for daylight.
Cohen49 analyzed the reflectance spectra of a large set of Munsell papers50,51 and
concluded that a four-dimensional linear model provided a good approximation to the
entire data set. The basis vectors for Cohen’s linear model are provided in Table 8.
Maloney52 reanalyzed these data, plus a set of natural spectra measured by Krinov53 and
confirmed Cohen’s conclusion. More recently, reflectance measurements of the spectra of
additional Munsell papers and of natural objects54,55 have been described by smalldimensional linear models. Figure 12 shows a measured surface reflectance spectrum (red
cloth, measured in the author’s laboratory) and its approximation using Cohen’s
four-dimensional linear model.
It is not yet clear why natural illuminant and surface spectra are well approximated by
small-dimensional linear models or how general this conclusion is. Maloney52 provides
some speculations. Nonetheless, the assumption that natural spectra do lie within
small-dimensional linear models seems reasonable in light of the currently available
evidence. This assumption makes possible a number of interesting practical calculations, as
we illustrate in some of the following sections.
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FIGURE 11 The figure shows a daylight spectral
power distribution and its approximation using the
CIE linear model for daylight. For this particular
illuminant, only two basis functions were required to
provide a very good fit.

TABLE 8 Cohen’s Basis Vectors for Reflectance Functions
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are available at 10-nm increments
from 380 nm to 770 nm.49
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FIGURE 12 The figure shows a measured surface
reflectance function and a fit to it using Cohen’s
49
4-dimensional linear model.

Determining a Linear Model from Raw Spectral Data . Given a set of spectral
measurements, it is possible, for any integer Nb , to find the Nb dimensional linear model
that best approximates the spectral data set (in a least-squares sense). Suppose that the
data set consists of Nmeas spectra, each of which is represented at Nl sample wavelengths.
Let X be an Nl by Nmeas data matrix whose columns represent the individual spectral
measurements. The goal of the calculation is to determine an Nl by Nb matrix B and an Nb
ˆ 5 BA is the
by Nmeas matrix of coefficients A such that the linear model approximation X
best least-squares approximation to the data matrix X over all possible choices of B and A.
The process of finding the matrix B is called one -mode components analysis.56 It is very
closely related to the principle components analysis technique discussed in most multivariate statistics texts.27,57 One-mode components analysis may be accomplished numerically
through the use of the singular value decomposition.25,29 We define the singular value
decomposition in App. A. To see how the singular value decomposition is used to
determine an Nb dimensional linear model for X, consider Fig. 13. The top part of the
figure depicts the singular value decomposition of an Nl by Nmeas matrix X for the case
Nmeas . Nl , where the two matrices D and VT have been collapsed. This form makes it
clear that each column of X is given by a linear combination of the columns of U.
Furthermore, for each column of X, the weights needed to combine the columns of U are
given by the corresponding column of the matrix DVT. Suppose we choose an Nb

FIGURE 13 The top part of the figure depicts the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of an Nl by
Nmeas matrix X for the case Nmeas . Nl . In this view
T
we have collapsed the two matrices D and V . To
determine an Nb dimensional linear model B for the
data in X we let B consist of the first Nb columns of
U. As shown in bottom of the figure, the linear
ˆ 5 BA
model approximation of the data is given by X
T
where A consists of the first Nb rows of DV .
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dimensional linear model B for the data in X by extracting the first Nb columns of U. In
ˆ to the data X as shown in
this case, it should be clear that we can form an approximation X
the bottom part of the figure. Because the columns of U are orthogonal, the matrix A
ˆ depends on how
consists of the first Nb rows of DVT. The accuracy of the approximation X
important the columns of U excluded from B were to the original expression for X. It can
be shown that choosing B as above produces a linear model that minimizes the
approximation error of the linear model, for any choice of Nb .56 Thus, computing the
singular value decomposition of X allows us to find a good linear model of any desired
dimension for Nb , Nl . Computing linear models from data is quite feasible on modern
personal computers.
Although the above procedure produces the linear model that provides the best
least-squares fit to a data set, there are a number of additional considerations that should
go into choosing a linear model. First, we note that the choice of linear model is not
unique. Any nonsingular linear combination of the columns of B will produce a linear
model that provides an equally good account of the data. Second, the least-squares error
measure gives more weight to spectra with large amplitudes. In the case of surface spectra,
this means that the more reflective surfaces will tend to drive the choice of basis vectors. In
the case of illuminants, the more intense illuminants will tend to drive the choice. To avoid
this weighting, the measured spectra are sometimes normalized to unit length before
performing the singular value decomposition. The normalization equalizes the effect of the
relative shape of each spectrum in the data set.52,58 Third, it is sometimes desired to find a
linear model that best describes the variation of a data set around its mean. To do this, the
mean of the data set should be subtracted before performing the singular value
decomposition. When the mean of the data is subtracted, one-mode components analysis is
identical to principle components analysis. Finally, there are circumstances where the
linear model will be used not to approximate spectra but rather to approximate some other
quantity (e.g., color coordinates) that depend on the spectra. In this case, more general
techniques, closely related to those discussed here, may be used.59
Approximating a Spectrum with Respect to a Linear Model . Given an Nb dimensional
model B, it is straightforward to find the representation of any spectrum with respect to
the linear model. Let X be a matrix representing the spectra of functions to be
approximated. These spectra do not need to be members of the data set that was used to
ˆ 5 BA best
determine the linear model. To find the matrix of coefficients A such that X
approximates X we use simple linear regression. Regression routines to solve this problem
are provided as part of any standard matrix algebra software package.
Digital Image Representations . If, in a given application, illuminants and surfaces may
be represented with respect to small-dimensional linear models, then it becomes feasible to
use point-by-point representations of these quantities in digital image processing. In typical
color image processing, the image data at each point are represented by three numbers at
each location. These numbers are generally tristimulus coordinates in some color space. In
calibrated systems, side information about the color-matching functions or primary spectral
power distributions that define the color space is available to interpret the tristimulus
coordinates. It is straightforward to generalize this notion of color images by allowing the
images to contain Nb numbers at each point and allowing these numbers to represent
quantities other than tristimulus coordinates.8 For example, in representing the image
produced by a printer, it might be advantageous to represent the surface reflectance at
each location.60 If the gamut of printed reflectances can be represented within a
small-dimensional linear model, then representing the surface reflectance functions with
respect to this model would not require much more storage than a traditional color image.8
The basis functions for the linear model need be represented only once, not at each
location. But by representing reflectances rather than tristimulus values, it becomes
possible to compute what the tristimulus coordinates reflected from the printed image
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would be under any illumination. We illustrate the calculation below. Because of the
problem of metamerism, this calculation is not possible if only the tristimulus coordinates
are represented in the digital image.
Simulation of Illuminated Surfaces . Consider the problem of producing a signal on a
monitor that has the same tristimulus coordinates as a surface under a variety of different
illuminants. The solution to this problem is straightforward and is useful in a number of
applications. These include rendering digitally archived paintings,8,61 generating stimuli for
use in psychophysics,62 and producing photorealistic computer-generated imagery.7 We
show the calculation for the data at a single image location. Let a be a representation of
the surface reflectance with respect to an Nb dimensional linear model B. Let E represent
the illuminant spectral power distribution in diagonal matrix form. Let T represent the
color-matching functions for a human observer, and P represent the primary phosphor
spectral power distributions for the monitor on which the surface will be rendered. We
wish to determine tristimulus coordinates t with respect to the monitor primaries so that
the light emitted from the monitor will appear identical to the light reflected from the
simulated surface under the simulated illuminant. From Eqs. (2) (cast as s 5 Ba), (24),
(18), and (19) we can write directly the desired rendering equation
t 5 ((TP)21(TE)B)a

(25)

21

The rendering matrix ((TP) (TE)B) has dimensions 3 by Nb and maps the surface weights
directly to monitor tristimulus coordinates. It is quite general, in that we may use it for any
calibrated monitor and any choice of linear models. It does not depend on the particular
surface being rendered and may be computed once for an entire image. Because the
rendering matrix is of small dimension, rendering of this sort is feasible, even for very large
images. As discussed earlier in the chapter, it may be possible to determine the matrix
MT ,P 5 (TP)21 directly. A similar shortcut is possible for the matrix (TE)B. Each column of
this matrix is the tristimulus coordinates of one linear model basis vector under the
illuminant specified by the matrix E.
Color Coordinates of Surfaces . Our discussion thus far has emphasized describing the
color coordinates of lights. In many applications of colorimetry, it is desirable to describe
the color properties of reflective objects. One efficient way to do this, as described above,
is to use linear models to describe the full surface reflectance functions. Another possibility
is to specify the color coordinates of the light reflected from the surface under standard
illumination. This method allows the assignment of tristimulus values to surfaces in an
orderly fashion. The CIE has standardized several illuminant spectral power distributions
that may be used for this purpose (see following section). Using the procedures defined
above, one can begin with the spectral power distribution of the illuminant and the surface
reflectance function and from there calculate the desired color-matching coordinates. The
relative size of the tristimulus values assigned to a surface depends on its spectral
reflectance function and on the illuminant chosen for specification. To factor the intensity
of the illuminant out of the surface representation, the CIE specified a normalization of
the color coordinates for use with 1931 XYZ tristimulus coordinates. This normalization
consists of multiplying the computed tristimulus coordinates by the quantity 100 / Y0 , where
Y0 is the Y tristimulus coordinate for the illuminant.
The tristimulus coordinates of a surface provide enough information to match the
surface when it is viewed under the illuminant used to compute those coordinates. It is
important to bear in mind that two surfaces that have the same tristimulus coordinates
under one illuminant do not necessarily share the same tristimulus coordinates under
another illuminant. A more complete description can be generated using the linear model
approach described above.
Standard Sources of Illumination .

The CIE has standardized a number of illuminant
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TABLE 9 CIE Illuminants A and D65
Wavelengths are in nm. The data are
available at 1-nm increments from 300 nm
to 830 nm.13

spectral power distributions.13 These were designed to be typical of various common
viewing conditions and are useful as specific choices of illumination when the illuminant
cannot be measured directly. CIE illuminant A is designed to be representative of
tungsten-filament illumination. CIE illuminant D65 is designed to be representative of
average daylight. The relative spectral power distributions of these two illuminants are
provided in Table 9. Other CIE standard daylight illuminants may be computed using the
basis vectors in Table 7 and formulae specified by the CIE.11 Spectra representative of
fluorescent lamps and other artificial sources are also available.9,11

Metamerism
Recoy ering Spectral Power Distributions from Tristimulus Coordinates . It is not
possible in general to recover a spectral power distribution from its tristimulus coordinates.
If some a priori information about the spectral power distribution of the color signal is
available, however, then recovery may be possible. Such recovery is of most interest in
applications where direct spectral measurements are not possible and where knowing the
full spectrum is important. For example, the effect of lens chromatic aberrations on cone
quantal absorption rates depends on the full spectral power distribution.45,63
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Suppose the spectral power distribution of interest is known to lie within a threedimensional linear model. We may write b 5 Ba, where the basis matrix B has dimensions
Nl by 3. Let t be the tristimulus coordinates of the light with respect to a set of
color-matching functions T. Following the development earlier in the chapter, we can
conclude that a 5 (TB)21t, which imples
b 5 B(TB)21t

(26)

When we do not have a prior constraint that the signal belongs to a three-dimensional
linear model, we may still be able to place some linear model constraint, of dimension
higher than 3, on the spectral power distribution. For example, when we know that the
signal was produced by the reflection of daylight from a natural object, it is reasonable to
assume that the color signal lies within a linear model of dimension that may be as low as
9.64 In this case, we can still write b 5 Ba, but we cannot apply Eq. (26) directly because
the matrix (TB) will be singular. To deal with this problem, we can choose a reduced linear
ˆ with only three dimensions. We then proceed as outlined above, but substitute
model B
the reduced model for the true model. This will lead to an estimate bˆ for the actual
ˆ provides a reasonable
spectral power distribution b. If the reduced linear model B
approximation to b, the estimation error may be quite small. The estimate bˆ will have the
property that it is a metamer of b. The techniques described above for finding linear model
approximations may be used to choose an appropriate reduced model.
Finding Metamers of a Light . It is often of interest to find metamers of a light. We
discuss two approaches here. Wyszecki and Stiles9 treat the problem in considerable detail.
ˆ we can
Using a Linear Model. If we choose any three-dimensional linear model B
combine Eq. (26) with the fact the fact that t 5 Tb [Eq. (9)] to compute a pair of
metameric spectral power distributions b and bˆ :
ˆ (TB
ˆ )21Tb
bˆ 5 B

(27)

ˆ will lead to a different metamer bˆ . Figure 14 shows a number of
Each choice of B
metameric spectral power distributions generated in this fashion.

FIGURE 14 The figure shows three metameric
color signals with respect to the CIE 1931 standard
observer. The three metamers were computed using
Eq. (27). The initial spectral power distribution b
(not shown) was an equal energy spectrum. Three
separate linear models were used: one that describes
natural daylights, one typical of monitor phosphor
spectral power distributions, and one that provides
Cohen’s ‘‘fundamental metamer.’’
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Metameric Blacks. Another approach to generating metamers is to note that there will
be some spectral power distributions b0 that have the property Tb0 5 0. Wyszecki referred
to such distributions as metameric blacks, since they have the same tristimulus coordinates
as no light at all.9,65 Grassmann’s laws imply that adding a metameric black b0 to any light
b yields a metamer of b. Given a linear model B with dimension greater than 3 it is
possible to find a second linear model B0 such that (1) all lights that lie in B0 also lie in B
and (2) all lights in B0 are metameric blacks. We determine B0 by finding a linear model
for the null space of the matrix TB. The null space of a matrix consists of all vectors that
are mapped to 0 by the matrix. Finding a basis for the null space of a matrix is a standard
operation in numerical matrix algebra. If we have a set of basis vectors N0 for the null
space of TB, we can form B0 5 BN0. This technique provides a way to generate a large list
of metamers for any given light b. We choose a set of weights a at random and construct
b0 5 B0a. We then add b0 to b to form a metamer. To generate more metamers, we simply
repeat with new choices of weight vector a.
Surface and Illuminant Metamerism . The formal similarity between Eq. (9) (which gives
the relation between spectral power distributions and tristimulus coordinates) and Eq. (24)
(which gives the relation between surface reflectance functions and tristimulus coordinates
when the illuminant is known) makes it clear that our discussion of metamerism can be
applied to surface reflectance spectra. Two physically different surfaces will appear
identical if the tristimulus coordinates of the light reflected from them is identical. This fact
can be used to good purpose in some color reproduction applications. Suppose that we
have a sample surface or textile whose color we wish to reproduce. It may be that we are
not able to reproduce the sample’s surface reflectance function exactly because of various
limitations in the available color reproduction technology. If we know the illuminant under
which the reproduction will be viewed, we may be able to determine a reproducible
reflectance function that is metameric to that of the desired sample. This will give us a
sample whose color appearance is as desired. Applications of this sort make heavy use of
the methods described above to determine metamers.
But what if the illuminant is not known or if it is known to vary? In this case there is an
additional richness to the topic of determining metamers. We can pose the problem of
finding surface reflectance functions that will be metameric to a desired reflectance under
multiple specified illuminants or under all of the illuminants within some linear model. The
general methods developed here have been extended to analyze this case.64,66 Similar issues
arise in lighting design, where we desire to produce an artificial light whose color-rendering
properties match those of a specified light (such as natural daylight). When wavelengthby-wavelength matching of the spectra is not feasible, it may still be possible to find
a spectrum so that the light reflected from surfaces within a linear model is identical for
the two light sources. Because of the symmetric role of illuminants and surfaces
in reflection, this problem may be treated by the same methods used for surface
reproduction.
Cohen’s ‘‘Matrix R .’’ Cohen and Kappauf 21,67,68 have proposed that a useful way to
associate a spectral power distribution with a set of tristimulus coordinates is to choose as
basis functions the color-matching functions themselves. That is, we choose the matrix
ˆ 5 TT. When B
ˆ is chosen in this way, the estimated color signal from Eq. (26) is given by
B
bˆ 5 TT (TTT )21t. From Eq. (27) we also have bˆ 5 TT (TTT )21Tb. Cohen and Kappauf refer
to this bˆ as the ‘‘fundamental metamer’’ of b. The matrix TT (TTT )21T is often referred to
as ‘‘matrix R.’’ It is easy to show that ‘‘matrix R’’ is invariant when a linear transformation
is applied to the color-matching functions. There is no reason to believe the ‘‘fundamental
metamer’’ will be a good estimate (in a least-squares sense) of the original spectral power
distribution (see Fig. 14).
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Color Cameras and Other Visual Systems
We have treated colorimetry from the point of view of specifying the spectral information
available to a human observer. We have developed our treatment, however, in such a way
that it may be applied to handle other visual systems. Suppose that we wish to define color
coordinates with respect to some arbitrary visual system with Ndevice photosensors. This
visual system might be an artificial system based on a color camera or scanner, a
nonhuman biological visual system, or the visual system of a color-anomalous human
observer. We assume that the sensitivities of the visual system’s photosensors are known
up to a linear transformation. Let Tdevice be an Ndevice by Nl matrix whose entries are the
sensitivities of each sensor at each sample wavelength. We can compute the responses of
these sensors to any light b. Let tdevice be a vector containing the responses of each sensor
type to the light. Then we have tdevice 5 Tdeviceb. We may use tdevice as the device color
coordinates of b.
Transformation Between Color Coordinates of Different Visual Systems . Suppose that
we have two different visual systems and we wish to transform between the color
coordinates of each. A typical example might be trying to compute the CIE 1931 XYZ
tristimulus coordinates of a light from the responses of a color camera. Let Ns be the
number of source sensors, with sensitivities specified by Ts . Similarly, let Nd be the number
of destination sensors with sensitivities specified by Td . For any light b we know that the
source device color coordinates are given by ts 5 Ts b and the destination device color
coordinates td 5 Td b. We would like to transform between ts and td without direct
knowledge of b.
If we can find an Nd by Ns matrix M such that Td 5 MTs , then it is easy to show that the
matrix M may be used to compute the destination device color coordinates from the source
device color coordinates through td 5 Mts . We have already considered this case (in a less
general form). The extension here is that we allow the possibility that the dimensions of
the two color coordinate systems differ. When a linear transformation between Ts and Td
exists, it can be found by standard regression methods.
Horn demonstrated that when no exact linear transformation between Ts and Td exists,
it is not, in general, possible to transform between the two sets of color coordinates.4 The
reason for this is that there will always exist a pair of lights that have the same color
coordinates for the source device but different color coordinates for the destination device.
The transformation will therefore be incorrect for at least one member of this pair. When
no exact linear transformation exists, it is still possible to make an approximate
transformation. One approach is to use linear regression to find the best linear
transformation M between the two sets of color-matching functions in a least-squares
sense. This transformation is then applied to the source color coordinates as if it were
exact.4 Although this is an approximation, in many cases the results will be acceptable. In
the absence of prior information about the spectral power distribution of the original light
b, it is a sensible approach.
A second possibility is to use prior constraints on the spectral power distribution of the
light to guide the transformation.20,69 Suppose that we know that the light is constrained to
lie within an Nb dimensional linear model B. Then we can find the best linear
transformation M between the two matrices Ts B and Td B. This transformation may then
be used to transform the source color coordinates to the destination color coordinates. It is
easy to show that the transformation will be exact if Td B 5 MTs B. Otherwise, it is a
reasonable approximation that takes the linear model constraint into account.
Computational Color Constancy . An interesting application is the problem of estimating
surface reflectance functions from color coordinates. This problem is of interest for two
reasons. First, it appears that human color vision makes some attempt to perform this
estimation, so that our percept of color is more closely associated with object surface
properties than with the proximal properties of the light reaching the eye. Second, an
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artificial system that could estimate surface properties would have an important cue to aid
object recognition. In the case where the illuminant is known, the problem of estimating
surface reflectance properties is the same as the problem of estimating the color signal,
because the illuminant spectral power distribution can simply be incorporated into the
sensor sensitivities. In this case the methods outlined above for estimating color signal
spectral properties can be used.
The more interesting case is where both the illuminant and the surface reflectance are
unknown. In this case, the problem is more difficult. Considerable insight has been gained
by applying linear model constraints to both the surface and illuminant spectral power
distributions. In the past decade, a large number of approaches have been developed for
recovering surface reflectance functions.20,64,70–78 Each approach differs (1) in the additional
assumptions that are made about the properties of the image and (2) in the sophistication
of the model of illuminant surface interaction and scene geometry used. A thorough
review of all of these methods is beyond the scope of this chapter. It is instructive,
however, to review one of the simpler methods, that of Buchsbaum.72
Buchsbaum assumed that in any given scene, the average reflectance function of the
surfaces in the scene is known. This is commonly called the ‘‘gray world’’ assumption. He
also assumed that the illuminant was diffuse and constant across the scene and that the
illuminants and surfaces in the scene are described by linear models with the same
dimensionality as the number of sensors. Let Savg be the spectral power distribution of the
known average surface, represented in diagonal matrix form. Then it is possible to write
the relation between the space average of the sensor responses and the illuminant as
tavg 5 TSavgBe ae

(28)

where ae is a vector containing the weights of the illuminant within the linear model
representation Be . Because we assume that the dimension Ne 5 Nt , the matrix TSavgBe will
be square and typically may be inverted. From this we recover the illuminant as
e 5 Be (TSavgBe )21tavg. If we let E represent the recovered illuminant in matrix form, then at
each image location we can write
t 5 TEBs as
(29)
where as is a vector containing the weights of the surface within the linear model
representation Bs . Proceeding exactly as we did for the illuminant, we may recover the
surface reflectance from this equation.
Although Buchsbaum’s method depends on rather strong assumptions about the nature
of the scene, subsequent algorithms have shown that these assumptions can be weakened.
Maloney and Wandell demonstrated that the gray world assumption can, under certain
circumstances, be relaxed.20,73 Several recent reviews emphasize the relation between
computational color constancy and the study of human vision.79–82
Color Discrimination
Measurement of Small Color Differences . Our treatment so far has not included any
discussion of the precision to which observers can judge identity of color appearance. To
specify tolerances for color reproduction, it would be helpful to know how different the
color coordinates of two lights must be for an observer to reliably distinguish between
them. A number of techniques are available for measuring human ability to discriminate
between colored lights.
One method, employed in seminal work by MacAdam,83,84 is to examine the variability
in individual color matches. That is, if we have observers set matches to the same test
stimulus, we will discover that they do not always set exactly the same values. Rather,
there will be some trial-to-trial variability in the settings. MacAdam and others85,86 used
the sample covariance of the individual match tristimulus coordinates as a measure of
observers’ color discrimination.
A second approach is to use psychophysical methods (see Vol. I, Chap. 39) to measure
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observers’ thresholds for discriminating between pairs of colored lights. Examples include
increment threshold measurements for monochromatic lights87 and thresholds measured
systematically in a three-dimensional color space.88,89
Measurements of small color differences are often summarized with isodiscrimination
contours. An isodiscrimination contour specifies the color coordinates of lights that are
equally discriminable from a common standard light. Figure 15 shows an illustrative
isodiscrimination contour. Isodiscrimination contours are often modeled as ellipsoids88,89
and the figure is drawn to the typical ellipsoidal shape. The well-known MacAdam
ellipses83 are an example of representing discrimination data using the chromaticity
coordinates of a cross section of a full three-dimensional isodiscrimination contour (see the
legend of Fig. 15).
CIE Uniform Color Spaces . Figure 16 shows chromaticity plots of representative
isodiscrimination contours. A striking feature of the plots is that the size and shape of the
contours depends on the standard stimulus. For this reason, it is not possible to predict
whether two lights will be discriminable solely on the basis of the Euclidean distance
between their color coordinates. The heterogeneity of the isodiscrimination contours must
also be taken into account.
The CIE provides two sets of formulae that may be used to predict the discriminability
of colored lights. Each set of formulae specifies a nonlinear transformation from CIE 1931
XYZ color coordinates to a new set of color coordinates. Specifically, the XYZ coordinates
may be transformed either to CIE 1976 L*u*v* (CIELUV) color coordinates or to CIE

FIGURE 15 Isodiscrimination contour. The
plotted ellipsoid shows a hypothetical isodiscrimination contour in the CIE XYZ color space. This
contour represents color discrimination performance
for the standard light whose color coordinates are
located at the ellipsoid’s center. Isodiscrimination
contours such as the one shown are often summarized by a two-dimensional contour plotted on a
chromaticity diagram (see Fig. 16). The twodimensional contour is obtained form a cross section
of the full contour, and its shape can depend on
which cross section is used. This information is not
available directly from the two-dimensional plot. A
common criterion for choice of cross section is
isoluminance. The ellipsoid shown in the figure is
schematic and does not represent actual human
performance.

FIGURE 16 Isodiscrimination contours plotted in
the chromaticity diagram. These were computed
using the CIE L*u*v* uniform color space and
provide an approximate representation of human
performance. For each standard stimulus, the
plotted contour represents the color coordinated of
lights that differ from the standard by 15 DEu*y units
but that have the same luminance as the standard.
The choice of 15 DEu*y units magnifies the contours
compared to those that would be obtained in a
threshold experiment.
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1976 L*a*b* (CIELAB) color coordinates. Both transformations stretch the XYZ color
space so that the resulting Euclidean distance between color coordinates provides an
approximation to the how well lights may be discriminated. Both the L*u*v* and L*a*b*
systems are referred to as uniform color spaces. A more complete description of these
color spaces is available elsewhere.9,11 We provide the basic formulae and some discussion
below.
Transformation to CIELUV Coordinates. The CIE 1976 L*u*v* color coordinates of a
light may be obtained from its CIE XYZ coordinates according to the equations
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In this equation, the quantities Xn , Yn , and Zn are the tristimulus coordinates of a white
point. Little guidance is available as to how to choose an appropriate white point. In the
case where the lights being judged are formed when an illuminant reflects from surfaces,
the tristimulus coordinates of the illuminant may be used. In the case where the lights
being judged are on a computer-controlled color monitor, the sum of the tristimulus
coordinates of the three monitor phosphors stimulated at their maximum intensity may be
used.
Transformation to CIELAB Coordinates. The CIE 1976 L*a*b* color coordinates of a
light may be obtained from its CIE XYZ coordinates according to the equations
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where the function f (s ) is defined as
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As with the CIELUV transformation, the quantities Xn , Yn , and Zn are the tristimulus
coordinates of a white point.
Distance in CIELUV and CIELAB Spaces. In both the CIELUV and CIELAB color
spaces, the Euclidean distance between the coordinates of two lights provides a rough
guide to their discriminability. The symbols DEu*y and DEa*b are used to denote distance in
the two uniform color spaces and are defined as
DEu*y 5 4(DL*)2 1 (Du *)2 1 (Dy *)2
DEa*b 5 4(DL*)2 1 (Da *)2 1 (Db *)2

(33)
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where the various D quantities on the right represent the differences between the
corresponding coordinates of the two lights. Roughly speaking, a DEu*y or DEa*b value of 1
corresponds to a color difference that can just be reliably discerned by a human observer
under optimal viewing conditions. A DEu*y or DEa*b value of 3 is sometimes used as an
acceptable tolerance in industrial color reproduction applications.
Limits of the CIE Uniform Color Spaces. The two CIE color difference measures DEu*y
and DEa*b provide only an approximate guide to the discriminability between two lights.
There are a number of reasons why this is so. One major reason is that the formulae were
designed not only to predict discrimination data but also certain suprathreshold judgments
of color appearance.90 A second important reason is that color discrimination thresholds
depend heavily on factors other than the tristimulus coordinates. These factors include the
adapted state of the observer,87 the spatial and temporal structure of the stimulus,91–93 and
the task demands placed on the observer.94–97 Therefore, the complete specification of a
uniform color space must incorporate these factors. At present, a model of visual
performance that would allow such incorporation is not available. The transformations to
CIELUV and CIELAB spaces do, however, depend on the choice of white point. This
dependence is designed to provide some compensation for the adapted state of the
observer.

Limits of the Color-Matching Experiment

Specifying a stimulus using tristimulus coordinates depends on having an accurate set of
color-matching functions. The various standard color spaces discussed earlier under
‘‘Common Color Coordinate Systems’’ are designed to be representative of an ‘‘average’’
or standard observer under typical viewing conditions. A number of factors limit the
precision to which a standard color space can predict individual color matches. We
describe some of these factors below. Wyszecki and Stiles9 provide a more detailed
treatment.
For most applications, standard calculations are sufficiently precise. When high
precision is required, it is necessary to tailor a set of color-matching functions to the
individual and observing conditions of interest. Once such a set of color-matching
functions is available, the techniques described in this chapter may be used to compute
corresponding color coordinates.

Indiy idual Differences Among Color -Normal Obsery ers . Standard sets of colormatching functions are summaries of color-matching results for a number of color-normal
observers. There is small but systematic variability between the matches set by individual
observers, and this variability limits the precision to which standard color-matching
functions may be taken as representative of any given color-normal observer. A number of
factors underlie the variability in color matching. Stiles and Burch carefully measured
color-matching functions for 49 observers using 108 fields.98,99 Webster and MacLeod
analyzed individual variation in these color-matching functions.100 They identified six
primary factors that drive the variation in individual color matches. These are macular
pigment density, lens pigment density, amount of rod intrusion into the matches (discussed
shortly), and variability in the absorption spectra of the L, M, and S cone photopigments.
Lens pigment density is known to increase over the life span of an individual, resulting
in systematic differences in color-matching functions between populations of different
ages.101 The nature of the mechanisms underlying the variability in cone photopigment
absorption spectra is a matter of considerable current interest.
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Color -Deficient and Color -Anomalous Obsery ers . Some individuals require only two (or
in rare cases only one) primaries in the color-matching experiment. These individuals are
referred to as color-deficient or color-blind observers. Most forms of color deficiency can
be understood by assuming that the individual lacks one (or more) of the normal three
types of cone photopigment. For these individuals, use of standard color coordinates will
produce acceptable results, since a match for all three cone types will also be a match for
any subset of these types. In very rare cases, an individual has no cones at all and the
vision of such an individual is mediated entirely by rods. A second class of individuals are
trichomatic but set color matches substantially different from color-normal observers.
These individuals are referred to as color anomalous. The leading hypothesis about the
cause of color anomaly is that the individuals have photopigments with spectral
sensitivities substantially different from individuals with normal color vision.102 Our
development of colorimetry can be used to tailor color specification for color-anomalous
individuals if their color-matching functions are known. Estimates of the cone sensitivities
of color-anomalous observers are available.37 Simple standard tests exist for identifying
color-blind and color-anomalous individuals. These include the Ishihara pseudoisochromatic plates103 and the Farnsworth 100 hue test.104
Cone Polymorphism . Recent genetic and behavioral evidence suggests that there are
multiple types of human L and possibly human M cone photopigments.105–107 This
possibility is referred to as cone polymorphism. Moreover, Neitz, Neitz, and Jacobs108
argue that some individuals possess more than three types of cone photopigments. This
claim challenges the conventional explanation for trichromacy and is controversial. The
interested reader is referred directly to the current literature. Because the purported
difference in spectral sensitivity of different subclasses of human L and M cone
photopigments is quite small, the possibility of cone polymorphism is not of practical
importance for most applications. The most notable exception is in certain psychophysical
experiments where precise knowledge of the relative excitation of different cone classes is
crucial.
Retinal Inhomogeneity . Most standard colorimetric systems are based on color-matching
experiments where the bipartite field was small and viewed foveally. The distribution of
photoreceptors and of inert visual pigment is not homogeneous across the retina. Thus
color-matching functions that are accurate for the fovea do not necessarily describe color
matching in the extra fovea. The CIE 1964 108 XYZ color-matching functions are designed
for situations where the colors being judged subtend a large visual angle. These functions
are provided in Table 3.
Rod Intrusion . Both outside the fovea and at low light levels, rods can play a role in
color matching. Under conditions where rods play a role, there is a shift in the
color-matching functions due to the contribution of rod signals. Wyszecki and Stiles9
discuss approximate methods for correcting standard sets of color-matching functions when
rods intrude into color vision.
Chromatic Aberrations . By some standards, even the small (roughly 28) fields used as
the basis of most color coordinate systems are rather coarse. The optics of the eye contain
chromatic aberrations which cause different wavelengths of light to be focused with
different accuracy. These aberrations can cause a shift in the color-matching functions if
the stimuli being matched have a fine spatial structure. Two stimuli which are metameric at
low spatial frequencies may no longer be so at high spatial frequencies. Such effects can be
quite large.45,63 It is possible to correct color coordinates for chromatic aberration if
enough side information is available. Such correction is rare in practice but can be
important for stimuli with a fine spatial structure. Some guidance is available from the
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literature.63,109 Another strategy available in the laboratory is to correct the stimulus for
the chromatic aberration of the eye.110
Pigment Self -Screening . One of the factors that determines the cone sensitivities is that
the photopigment itself acts as an inert filter. In any individual cone, the spectral
properties of this filter depend on the fraction of photopigment that has recently been
isomerized by light quanta. As the overall intensity of the stimulus changes, this fraction
changes, which changes the cones’ sensitivity functions. Although such shifts may generally
be neglected, they can become quite important under circumstances where very intense
adapting fields are employed.18
Calculating the Effect of Errors in Color -Matching Functions . Given that there is some
variation between different standard estimates of color-matching functions, between the
color-matching functions of different individuals, and between the color-matching functions that mediate performance for different viewing conditions, it is of interest to
determine whether the magnitude of this variation is of practical importance. There is
probably no general method for making this determination, but here we outline one
approach.
Consider the case of rendering a set of illuminated surfaces on a color monitor. If we
know the spectral power distribution of the monitor’s phosphors it is possible to compute
the appropriate weights on the monitor phosphors to produce a light metameric to each
illuminated surface. The computed weights will depend on the choice of color-matching
functions. Once we know the weights, however, we can find the CIE 1976 L*u*v* (or CIE
1976 L*a*b*) coordinates of the emitted light. This suggests the following method to
estimate the effect of differences in color-matching functions. First, we compute the CIE
1976 L*u*v* coordinates of surfaces rendered using the first set of color-matching
functions. Then we compute the corresponding coordinates when the surfaces are rendered
using the second set of color-matching functions. Finally, we compute the DEu*y difference
between corresponding sets of coordinates. If the DEu*y are large, then the differences
between the color-matching functions are important for the rendering application.
We have performed this calculation for a set of 462 measured surfaces50,51 rendered
under CIE Illuminant D65. The two sets of color-matching functions used were the 1931
CIE XYZ color-matching functions and the Judd-Vos modified XYZ color-matching
functions. The monitor phosphor spectral power distributions were measured by the
author.111 The results are shown in Fig. 17. The plot shows a histogram of the DEu*y

FIGURE 17 Effect of changes in color matching
functions. The plot shows a histogram of the DEu*y
differences between two sets of lights, each of which
is a monitor rendering of the same set of illuminated
surfaces. The two renderings were computed using
different sets of color matching functions.
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differences. The median difference is 3.1 DEu*y units. This difference is quite close to
discrimination threshold and, for most applications, the differences between the two sets of
color-matching functions will probably not be of great consequence.

Color Appearance
Context Effects . A naive theory of color appearance would predict that once we know
the tristimulus coordinates of a light, it would be straightforward to predict its color
appearance. Unfortunately, such a theory does not work. The color appearance of a light
depends not only on its spectral properties but also on the context in which it is seen. By
context, we refer to other attributes of the light itself, such as its size, shape, and temporal
profile, to the properties of the lights that surround the light of interest, and to the adapted
state of the observer. The adapted state of the observer is presumably determined by the
stimuli viewed in the recent past. Some are even willing to argue that more intangible
factors, such as the observer’s expectations, also influence color appearance.
Wyszecki3 and Evans2 each review color context effects. Among the context phenomenon given the most study are color contrast, where the properties of nearby image regions
affects the color appearance of a test, and observer adaptation, where the images that an
observer has viewed influences his or her judgment of a subsequently viewed test.
Empirically, adaptation and contrast are somewhat difficult to separate. Indeed, the two
are difficult to separate conceptually, since adaptation can be viewed as a delayed contrast
effect and contrast can be considered as rapidly acting adaptation. Although phenomena
with names such as simultaneous color contrast, successive color contrast, color assimilation, and observer adaptation are often discussed and considered separately, there is some
potential for clarity by considering the possibility that they are all manifestations of similar
processes.
The fact that the color-matching experiment, from which color coordinates are derived,
does not predict color appearance may seem surprising. After all, the fundamental
judgment of the color-matching experiment concerns the identity of color appearance.
Recall, however, that the test and matching regions are always juxtaposed, so that they are
seen in identical context. As long as the context in which two lights are seen is identical,
color coordinates do correctly predict color appearance.
Context effects make color reproduction difficult. If we wish to reproduce an image so
that it appears identical to another image when the two will be viewed in different
contexts, we must take the effect of context into account. This sort of consideration is of
particular importance in color photography and television, since in these cases the
reproduced image has a vastly different size from the image it depicts.2,5,112,113 Two points
are worth noting. First, if we can arrange two images so that they have identical tristimulus
coordinates at each image location, then we can be assured that each presents the same
context to the viewer and that the two images will match. This principle is the basis of
many applied color reproduction systems and is appropriate when the source and
destination images have roughly equal sizes and will be viewed under similar conditions.6
Second, tristimulus coordinates are still of great importance when the context does vary.
This is because the persistence law of color matching tells us that the context itself may be
specified through the use of tristimulus coordinates. We do not need to specify the context
in terms of the full spectral power distributions of the lights. Thus the basic color-matching
experiment provides the foundation on which we can build theories of color appearance. A
theory that successfully links tristimulus coordinates with some sort of appearance
coordinates, as a function of the viewing context, would provide the quantitative
framework necessary to take context into account in colorimetric applications. The search
for such a theory has been at the center of color science since at least the time of von
Kries.1 Wyszecki3 and Wyszecki and Stiles9 review of the measurement of the effect of
context on color appearance.
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Color Constancy . A hypothesis about the origin of color context effects is that the visual
system attempts to discount the properties of the illuminant so that color appearance
is correlated with object surface reflectance. To the extent that the visual system does
this, it is referred to as color constant. It has long been known that the human visual
system exhibits partial color constancy.2,114,115 The phenomenon of color constancy
suggests that the spectral power distribution of the illuminant is an important parameter
of the viewing context for predicting color appearance.116 Land’s retinex theory was an
early account of how this parameter might affect appearance.117–119 More recent work
has examined the relation between physics-based color constancy algorithms and color
appearance.62,79–81,116,120
Sensitiy ity Regulation . Another framework for thinking about color context effects has
to do with the visual system’s tendency to adjust its sensitivity to the ambient viewing
conditions. If, as seems likely, the signals mediating the visual system’s sensitivity also
mediate color appearance, then we would expect sensitivity regulation to cause context
effects in color appearance. Regulation of visual sensitivity is discussed in Chap. 25 of Vol.
I. It is possible that similar mechanisms could subserve both maximization of sensitivity
and the achievement of color constancy.40

Brightness Matching and Photometry
The foundation of colorimetry is the human observer’s ability to judge identity of color
appearance. It is sometimes of interest to compare certain perceptual attributes of lights
that do not, as a whole, appear identical. In particular, there has been a great deal of
interest in developing formulae that predict when two lights with different relative spectral
power distributions will appear equally bright. Colorimetry provides a partial answer to
this question, since two lights that match in appearance must appear equally bright.
Intuitively, however, it seems that it should be possible to set the relative intensities of any
two lights so that they match in brightness.
In a heterochromatic brightness-matching experiment, observers are asked to scale the
intensity of a matching light until its brightness matches that of an experimentally
controlled test light. Although observers can perform the heterochromatic brightnessmatching task, they often report that it is difficult and their matches tend to be highly
variable.9 For this reason, more indirect methods for equating the overall effectiveness of
lights at stimulating the visual system have been developed. The most commonly used
method is that of flicker photometry. In a flicker photometric experiment, two lights of
different spectral power distributions are presented alternately at the same location. At
moderate flicker rates (about 20 Hz), subjects are able to adjust the overall intensity of one
of the lights to minimize the apparent flicker. The intensity setting that minimizes apparent
flicker is taken to indicate that the two lights match in their effectiveness as visual stimuli.
Two lights equated in this way are said to be equiluminant or to have equal luminance.
Other methods are available for determining when two lights have the same luminance.9
Because experiments for determining when lights have the same luminance obey
linearity properties similar to Grassmann’s laws, it is possible to determine a luminous
efficiency function that allows the assignment of a luminance value to any light. A
luminous efficiency function specifies, for each sample wavelength, the relative contribution of that wavelength to the overall luminance. We can represent a luminous efficiency
function as an Nl dimensional row vector v. Each entry of the matrix specifies the relative
luminance of light at the corresponding sample wavelength. The luminance y of an
arbitrary spectral power distribution b may be computed by the equation

y 5 vb

(34)
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The CIE has standardized four luminous efficiency functions. The most commonly used
of these is the standard photopic luminous efficiency function. This is identical to the 1931
XYZ y color-matching function. For lights that subtend more than 48 of visual angle, a
luminous efficiency function given by the 1964 108 XYZ y color-matching function is
preferred. More recently, the Judd-Vos modified y color-matching function has been made
a supplemental standard.121 A final standard luminous efficiency function is available for
use at low light levels when the rods are the primary functioning photoreceptors. The
symbol Vl is often used in the literature to denote luminous efficiency functions. Note that
Eq. (34) allows the computation of luminance in arbitrary units. Chapter 24, Vol. 2 of this
Handbook discusses standard measurement units for luminance.
It is important to note that luminance is a construct derived from flicker photometric
and related experiments. As such, it does not directly predict when two lights will be
judged to have the same brightness. The relation between luminance and brightness is
quite complicated and is the topic of active research.9,10 It is also worth noting that there is
considerable individual variation in flicker photometric judgments, even among colornormal observers. For this reason, it is common practice in psychophysical experiments to
use flicker photometry to determine isoluminant stimuli for individual subjects.

Opponent Process Model
We conclude with remarks on what mechanisms might process color information after the
initial transduction of light by the cone photoreceptors. Figure 18 shows a framework that
in its general form underlies most current thinking. This framework is generally referred to
as an opponent process model. It was first proposed in its modern form by Jameson and
Hurvich.122–124 The first stage of the model is cone photoreceptor transduction. We have
already considered the implications of this stage in some detail. The L, M, and S cone
responses are indicated by the triangles in the figure. After transduction, the opponent
process model postulates that the outputs of the cones at each location are recombined to
produce a luminance response and two chromatic responses. This recombination is often
referred to as an opponent transformation, because the two chromatic responses are
postulated to receive excitatory responses from some classes of cones and inhibitory
responses from other classes of cones. The luminance and chromatic responses are
illustrated by squares in the figure. We have denoted the luminance responses as ‘‘Lum’’
and the two chromatic responses as ‘‘R / G’’ and ‘‘B / Y,’’ respectively. The opponent
transformation itself is illustrated by a network of connections.
The opponent process framework provides a way to understand the results of flicker

FIGURE 18 Opponent process framework for understanding color vision. See description in the text.
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photometric and related experiments. Within the opponent process framework, these
experiments are explained as indicating a judgment that depends solely on the luminance
response, separately from the two chromatic responses. This interpretation is lent credence
by the fact that observers can also make judgments that may be interpreted as tapping
solely the chromatic mechanisms.122,124–127 The opponent process framework has also been
employed heavily to account for the effect of context on color appearance.62,128–132 The idea
is that the parameters of the opponent transformation depend on the viewing context. This
is illustrated in the figure by the heavy arrow between the annulus that surrounds the test
light and the network representing the transformation.
Although the opponent process model provides a useful framework, a number of
difficult issues need to be resolved before the framework may be used to extend current
colorimetric standards. One major difficulty is that the details of the opponent transformations required to explain different classes of data are not in good agreement. A second
difficulty is that physiological data do not seem to support such a simple conception of
biological mechanisms that mediate the processing of color information.133,134

26.5 APPENDIX A. MATRIX ALGEBRA
This appendix provides a brief introduction to matrix algebra. The development
emphasizes the aspects of matrix algebra that are used in this chapter and is somewhat
idiosyncratic. In addition, we do not prove any of the results we state. Rather, our
intention is to provide the reader unfamiliar with matrix algebra with enough information
to make this chapter self-contained.

Basic Notions

Vectors and matrices . A vector is a list of numbers. We use lowercase bold letters to
represent vectors. We use single subscripts to identify the individual entries of a vector.
The entry ai refers to the i th number in a. We call the total number of entries in a vector
its dimension.
A matrix is an array of numbers. We use uppercase bold letters to represent matrices.
We use dual subscripts to identify the individual entries of a matrix. The entry aij refers to
the number in the i th row and j th column of A. We sometimes refer to this as the ij th
entry of A. We call the number of rows in a matrix its row dimension. We call the number
of columns in a matrix its column dimension. We generally use the symbol N to denote
dimensions.
Vectors are a special case of matrices where either the row or the column dimension is
1. A matrix with a single column is often called a column vector. A matrix with a single
row is often called a row vector. By convention, all vectors used in this chapter should be
understood to be column vectors unless explicitly noted otherwise.
It is often convenient to think of a matrix as being composed of vectors. For example, if
a matrix has dimensions Nr by Nc , then we may think of the matrix as consisting of Nc
column vectors, each of which has dimension Nr .
Addition and Multiplication . A vector may be multiplied by a number. We call this
scalar multiplication. Scalar multiplication is accomplished by multiplying each entry of
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the vector by the number. If a is a vector and b is a number, then b 5 ab is a vector whose
entries are given by cj 5 bj a.
Two vectors may be added together if they have the same dimension. We call this
vector addition. Vector addition is accomplished by entry-by-entry addition. If a and b are
vectors with the same dimension, the entries of c 5 a 1 b are given by cj 5 aj 1 bj .
Two matrices may be added if they have the same row and column dimensions. We call
this matrix addition. Matrix addition is also defined as entry-by-entry addition. Thus, if A
and B are matrices with the same dimension, the entries of C 5 A 1 B are given by
cij 5 aij 1 bij . Vector addition is a special case of matrix addition.
A vector may be multiplied by a matrix if the column dimension of the matrix matches
the dimension of the vector. If A has dimensions Nr by Nc and b has dimension Nc , then
c 5 Ab is an Nr dimensional vector. The i th entry of c is related to the entries of A and b
by the equation.

Oa b
Nc

ci 5

ij

j

(A.1)

j 51

It is also possible to multiply a matrix by another matrix if the column dimension of the
first matrix matches the row dimension of the second matrix. If A has dimensions Nr by N
and B has dimensions N by Nc , then C 5 AB is an Nr by Nc dimensional matrix. The ik th
entry of C is related to the entries of A and B by the equation

Oa b
N

cij 5

ij

jk

(A.2)

j 51

By comparing Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) we see that multiplying a matrix by a matrix is a
shorthand for multiplying several vectors by the same matrix. Denote the Nc columns of B
by b1, . . . , bNc and the Nc columns of C by c1, . . . , cNc . If C 5 AB, then ck 5 Abk for
k 5 1 , . . . , Nc .
It is possible to show that matrix multiplication is associative. Suppose we have three
matrices A, B, and C whose dimensions are such that the matrix products (AB) and (BC)
are both well defined. Then (AB)C 5 A(BC). We often write ABC to denote either
product. Matrix multiplication is not commutative. Even when both products are well
defined, it is not in general true that BA is equal to AB.
Matrix transposition . The transpose of an Nr by Nc matrix A is an Nc by Nr matrix B
whose ij th entry is given by bij 5 aji . We use the superscript ‘‘T ’’ to denote matrix
transposition: B 5 AT. The identity (AB)T 5 BT AT always holds.
Special Matrices and Vectors . A diagonal matrix D is an Nr by Nc matrix whose entries
dij are zero if i ? j. That is, the only nonzero entries of a diagonal matrix lie along its main
diagonal. We refer to the nonzero entries of a diagonal matrix as its diagonal entries.
A square matrix is a matrix whose row and column dimensions are equal. We refer to
the row and column dimensions of a square matrix as its dimension.
An identity matrix is a square diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are all one. We
use the symbol IN to denote the N by N identity matrix. Using Eq. (A.2) it is possible to
show that for any Nr by Nc matrix A, AINc 5 INrA 5 A.
An orthogonal matrix U is a square matrix that has the property that UT U 5 UUT 5 IN ,
where N is the dimension of U.
A zero vector is a vector whose entries are all zero. We use the symbol 0N to denote the
N dimensional zero vector.
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Linear Models
Linear Combinations of Vectors . Equation (A.1) is not particularly intuitive. A more
useful way to think about the effect of multiplying a vector b by matrix A is as follows.
Consider the matrix A to consist of Nc column vectors a1, . . . , aNc . Then from Eq. (A.1) we
have that the vector c 5 Ab may be obtained by the operations of vector addition and
scalar multiplication by
c 5 a1 b 1 1 ? ? ? 1 aNc b Nc
(A.3)
where the numbers b 1 , . . . , bNc are the entries of b. Thus the effect of multiplying a vector
by a matrix is to form a weighted sum of the columns of the matrix. The weights that go
into forming the sum are the entries of the vector. We call any expression that has the
form of the right-hand side of Eq. (A.3) a linear combination of the vectors a1, . . . , aNc .
Independence and Rank . Consider a collection of vectors a1, . . . , aNc . If no one of these
vectors may be expressed as a linear combination of the others, then we say that the
collection is independent. We define the rank of a collection of vectors a1, . . . , aNc as the
largest number of linearly independent vectors that may be chosen from that collection.
We define the rank of a matrix A to be the rank of the vectors a1, . . . , aNc that make up its
columns. It may be proved that the rank of a matrix is always less than or equal to the
minimum of its row and column dimensions. We say that a matrix has full rank if its rank is
exactly equal to the minimum of its row and column dimensions.
Linear Models . When a vector c has the form given in Eq. (A.3), we say that c lies within
a linear model. We call Nc the dimension of the linear model. We call the vectors
a1, . . . , aNc the basis vectors for the model. Thus an Nc dimensional linear model with basis
vectors a1, . . . , aNc contains all vectors c that can be expressed exactly using Eq. (A.3) for
some choice of numbers b 1 , . . . , bNc . Equivalently, the linear model contains all vectors c
that may be expressed as c 5 Ab where the columns of the matrix A are the vectors
a1, . . . , aNc and b is an arbitrary vector. We refer to all vectors within a linear model as the
subspace defined by that model.

Simultaneous Linear Equations
Matrix and Vector Form . Matrix multiplication may be used to express a system of
simultaneous linear equations. Suppose we have a set of Nr simultaneous linear equations
in Nc unknowns. Call the unknowns b 1 , . . . , bNc . Conventionally, we would write the
equations in the form
a 11 b 1 1 ? ? ? 1 a 1Nc bNc 5 c1
a 21 b 1 1 ? ? ? 1 a 2Nc bNc 5 c2

(A.4)

???
aNr1b 1 1 ? ? ? 1 aNrNc bNc 5 cNr
where the aij and ci represent known numbers. From Eq. (A.1) it is easy to see that we may
rewrite Eq. (A.4) as a matrix multiplication:
Ab 5 c

(A.5)
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In this form, the entries of the vector b represent the unknowns. Solving Eq. (A.5) for b is
equivalent to solving the system of simultaneous linear equations in Eq. (A.4).
Soly ing Simultaneous Linear Equations . A fundamental topic in linear algebra is finding
solutions for systems of simultaneous linear equations. We will rely on several basic results
in this chapter, which we state here.
When the matrix A is square and has full rank, it is always possible to find a unique
matrix A21 such that AA21 5 A21A 5 IN . We call the matrix A21 the inverse of the matrix
A. The matrix A21 is also square and has full rank. Algorithms exist for determining the
inverse of a matrix and are provided by software packages that support matrix algebra.
When the matrix A is square and has full rank, a unique solution b to Eq. (A.5) exists.
This solution is given simply by the expression b 5 A21c. When the rank of A is less than
its row dimension, then there will not in general be an exact solution to Eq. (A.5). There
will, however, be a unique vector b that is the best solution in a least-squares sense. That
2
r
is, there is a unique vector b that minimizes the expression oN
i 51 ((Ab )i 2 ci ) . We call this
the least-squares solution to Eq. (A.5). Finding the least-squares solution to Eq. (A.5) is
often referred to as linear regression. Algorithms exist for performing linear regression and
are provided by software packages that support matrix algebra.
A generalization of Eq. (A.5) is the matrix equation
AB 5 C

(A.6)

where the entries of the matrix B are the unknowns. From our interpretation of matrix
multiplication as a shorthand for multiple multiplications of a vector by a matrix, we can
see immediately that this type of equation may be solved by applying the above analysis in
a columnwise fashion. If A is square and has full rank, then we may determine B uniquely
as A21C. When the rank of A is less than its row dimension, we may use regression to
determine a matrix B that satisfies Eq. (A.6) in a least-squares sense. It is also possible to
solve matrix equations of the form BA 5 C where the entries of B are again the unknowns.
An equation of this form may be converted to the form of Eq. (A.6) by applying the
transpose identity (discussed earlier in this appendix). That is, we may find B by solving
the equation AT BT 5 CT if AT meets the appropriate conditions.
Null Space . When the column dimension of a matrix A is greater than its row dimension
Nr , it is possible to find nontrivial solutions to the equation
Ab 5 0Nr

(A.7)

Indeed, it is possible to determine a linear model such that all vectors contained in the
model satisfy Eq. (A.7). This linear model will have dimension equal to the difference
between Nr and the rank of the matrix A. The subspace defined by this linear model is
called the null space of the matrix A. Algorithms to find the basis vectors of a matrix’s null
space exist and are provided by software packages that support matrix algebra.

Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition allows us to write any Nr by Nc matrix X in the form
X 5 UDVT

(A.8)

where U is an Nr by Nr orthogonal matrix, D is an Nr by Nc diagonal matrix, and V is an Nc
by Nc orthogonal matrix.25 The diagonal entries of D are guaranteed to be nonnegative.
Some of the diagonal entries may be zero. By convention, the entries along this diagonal
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FIGURE A-1 The figure depicts the singular value decomposition (SVD)
of an N by M matrix X for three cases Nc . Nr , Nc 5 Nr , and Nc , Nr .

are arranged in decreasing order. We illustrate the singular value decomposition in Fig.
A.1. The singular value decomposition has a large number of uses in numerical matrix
algebra. Routines to compute it are generally provided as part of software packages that
support matrix algebra.
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27.1 GLOSSARY
D (l )

spectral reflectance of the diffuser

eP

phosphor efficiency

IB

beam current of a CRT

Mij

coefficient ij in the regression matrix linking DXi to DRi

mj

vector indicating the particular sample measured

Np

number of monochrome pixels in a color pixel

nj
R (l )

vector indicating the particular sample measured
spectral reflectance of the faceplate of an LCD

Rj

input coordinates of the CRT: usually R1 is the voltage sent to the
red gun; R2 is the voltage sent to the green gun; and R3 is the voltage
sent to the blue gun

V

voltage input to a CRT

VA

acceleration voltage of a CRT

V0

maximum voltage input to a CRT

ya

voltage applied to gun a of a CRT; a 5 R , G , B

yB

maximum scanning velocity for the electron beam

yh

horizontal velocity of the beam

yy

vertical velocity of the beam

Xai

tristimulus values of light emitted from monochrome pixel of color a
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Xi

tristimulus values of light emitted from a color pixel

Xi

tristimulus value i , that is, X 5 X 1; Y 5 X 2; and Z 5 X 3

X 0i

tristimulus value i of a reference color

xp

horizontal interpixel spacing, xp 5 y h τ p

yp

vertical interpixel (interline) spacing

g

exponent in power law expressions of gamma correction

d

interpolation parameter for one-dimensional characterizations

DRi

change in input coordinate i

DXi

change in tristimulus value i

e
… max

interpolation parameter for inverting one-dimensional characterizations
maximum frequency of CRT input amplifiers

m

index of color measurements taken along a curve in color space

F

power of the emitted light

(AMB )
al

(Va )

spectral power distribution of light emitted from monochrome pixel
of color a as a result of ambiten light falling on an LCD

)
F(aBL
l

spectral power distribution of light emitted from monochrome pixel
of color a as a result of the backlight

Fal (Va )

spectral power distribution of light emitted by monochrome pixel of
color a , depending on the voltage with which the pixel is driven

F(aRl )

spectral power distribution of light reflected from the faceplate of an
LCD

F

F(x , y )

power of the emitted light as a function of screen position

Fl

spectral power distribution of light emitted by all monochrome pixels
in a color pixel

Fl

spectral power of the emitted light

(AMB )
l

light output caused by ambient light falling on the faceplate of an
LCD

F(lBL)

light output caused by the backlight of an LCD

F

F0

maximum light power output from a CRT

(AMB )
0l

ambient light falling on the faceplate of an LCD

)
F(0BL
l

light emitted by the backlight-diffuser element of an LCD

F

Fl (y R , y G , y B )

spectral power distribution of the light emitted when voltages y R , y G ,

y B are applied to its inputs
τ a (l )

spectral transmittance of the filter on monochrome pixel of color a

τd

phosphor decay time

τf

time spent scanning a complete frame

τl

time spent scanning a complete line, including horizontal flyback

τp

time the beam spends crossing a single pixel

τ (V )

voltage-dependent transmittance of the light modulating element
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27.2 INTRODUCTION

Complex images that are colorimetrically calibrated are needed for a variety of
applications, from color prepress to psychophysical experimentation. Unfortunately, such
images are extremely difficult to produce, especially using traditional image production
technologies such as photography or printing. In the last decade technical advances in
computer graphics have made digital imaging the dominant technology for all such
applications, with the color television monitor the output device of choice. This chapter
describes the operational characteristics and colorimetric calibration techniques for color
television monitors, with its emphasis on methods that are likely to be useful for
psychophysical experimentation. A short final section describes a newer display device, the
color liquid crystal display, which is likely to become as important in the decade to come as
the color monitor is today.

27.3 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COLOR MONITORS

The color television monitor is currently the most common display device for digital
imaging applications, especially when temporally varying images are required. Its
advantages include good temporal stability, a large color gamut, well-defined standards,
and inexpensive manufacture. A wide variety of different CRT types is now available, but
all types are derived from a common technological base. This section describes the
characteristics shared by most color monitors, including design, controls, and operation. Of
course, a chapter such as this can only skim the surface of such a highly evolved
technology. There is a vast literature available for those who wish a greater depth of
technical detail. Fink et al.1 provides a great deal of it, with a useful set of references for
those who wish to dig even deeper.
Output devices that go under a variety of names, color television receivers, color video
monitors, color computer displays, and so on, all use the same display component. This
chapter describes only the display component. Technically, it is known as a color cathode
ray tube (CRT), the term that is used exclusively in the remainder of the chapter.
In this chapter several operational characteristics are illustrated by measurements of
CRT output. These measurements, which are intended only to be illustrative, were
performed using a Tektronix SR690, a now obsolete CRT produced for the broadcast
monitor market. While the measurements shown are typical of CRTs I have measured,
they are intended to be neither predictors of CRT performance nor ideals to be pursued.
In fact, color CRTs vary widely from model to model, and any CRT that is to be used in
an application where colorimetry is critical should be carefully characterized before use.

Color CRT Design and Operation
The color CRT was derived from the monochrome CRT, and shares many features of its
design. Thus, this section begins by describing the construction and operation of the
monochrome CRT. New features that were incorporated to provide color are then
discussed.
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of a monochrome CRT, showing the path
of the electron beam and the location of the phosphor on the inside of the
faceplate.

Monochrome CRTs . A schematic diagram of a monochrome CRT is shown in Fig. 1. The
envelope is a sealed glass tube from which all the air has been evacuated. Electrons are
emitted from the cathode, which is heated red hot. The flux of electrons in the beam, the
beam current IB , is determined by a control grid. A variety of magnetic and / or
electrostatic electrodes then focus, accelerate, and deflect the beam. The beam strikes a
layer of phosphor on the inside of the CRT faceplate, depositing power IB VA , where VA is
the acceleration voltage. Some of this power is converted to light by the phosphor. The
power F in the emitted light is given by
hc
F 5 Fl ? dl
l

E

Fl , the spectral power distribution of the emitted light is determined, up to a single
multiplicative factor, by the chemical composition of the phosphor. The multiplicative
factor is usually taken to be a linear function of the beam power. Thus the efficiency of the
phosphor eP given by
eP 5 F / IB VA
is independent of the beam current. Power not emitted as light becomes heat, with two
consequences.
1. If the beam remains in the same spot on the screen long enough, the phosphor coating
will heat up and boil the phosphor from the back of the faceplate leaving a hole in any
image displayed on the screen.
2. Anything near the phosphor, such as the shadowmask in a color CRT, heats up.
A stationary spot on the screen produces an area of light. The intensity of the light is
generally taken to have a gaussian spatial profile. That is, if the beam is centered at
(x 0 , y0) , the spatial profile of the light emitted is given by
F(x , y ) ~ exp

S2s1 (x 2 x ) 1 2s1 ( y 2 y ) D
2

2
x

0

2

2
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The dependence of this spatial profile on the beam current is the subject of active
development in the CRT industry. In most applications the beam is scanned around the
screen, making a pattern of illuminated areas. The brightness of a given illuminated area
depends on the beam current when the electron beam irradiates the area, with the beam
current determined by the voltage applied to the control grid.
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FIGURE 2 Electron beam / shadowmask / phosphor geometry in a
shadowmask CRT.

Shadowmask Color CRTs . The basic technology of the monochrome CRT is extended to
produce color. The standard method for producing color is to take several, usually three,
monochrome images that differ in color and mix them additively to form a gamut of colors.
(Even very unconventional technologies, such as the Tektronix bichromatic liquid crystal
shutter technology, produce color by additive mixture.) This section describes the basic
principles of shadowmask CRT technology, which is the dominant technology in color
video.
Geometry of the Shadowmask CRT. A color CRT must produce three images to give a
full range of color. To do so usually requires a tube with three guns. The three electron
beams are scanned in exactly the way that monochrome beams are, but arrive at the screen
traveling in slightly different directions. Near the faceplate is a screen called the
shadowmask. It is made of metal, with a regular pattern of holes. Electrons in the beams
either hit the screen to be conducted away or pass ballistically through the holes. Because
the three beams are traveling in different directions, they diverge once they have passed
the hole, striking the back of the faceplate in different places. The phosphor on the back
of the faceplate is not uniform, but is distributed in discrete areas that radiate red, green,
or blue light. The geometry is arranged so that electrons from the red gun hit red emitting
phosphor, electrons from the green gun hit green emitting phosphor, and electrons from
the blue gun hit blue emitting phosphor. This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2. Several
different geometries of shadowmask tube exist:
1. Delta guns. The three guns are arranged at the corners of an equilateral triangle,
irradiating phosphor dots arranged in a triad.
2. In -line guns. The three guns are arranged in a line, irradiating phosphor dots side by
side. The lines of phosphor dots are offset from line to line, so that the dot pattern is
identical to that of the delta gun.
3. Trinitron. This is an in-line gun configuration, but the phosphor is arranged in vertical
stripes. The holes in the shadowmask are rectangular, oriented vertically.
Other types of technology are also possible, though none is in widespread use. Beam
index tubes, for example, dispense with the shadowmask, switching among the red, green,
and blue signals as the electron beam falls on the different phosphor dots.
The most fundamental colorimetric property determining the colors produced by a
shadowmask CRT is the light emitted by the phosphors. Only those colors that are the
additive mixture of the phosphor colors (CRT primaries) can be produced. Because the
color and efficiency of the phosphors are important determinants of perceived picture
quality in broadcast applications phosphor chemistry undergoes continuous improvement,
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FIGURE 3 Spectral power distributions of the light
output by a typical set of phosphors. The long wavelength peak of the red phosphor is sometimes missed in
spectroradiometric measurements.

and varies from CRT to CRT. The emission spectra of the phosphors of a ‘‘typical’’
shadowmask CRT are shown in Fig. 3. The chromaticities of these phosphors are:

Red phosphor
Green phosphor
Blue phosphor

x

y

z

0.652
0.298
0.149

0.335
0.604
0.064

0.013
0.098
0.787

Common Problems in Shadowmask CRTs. The shadowmask is a weak point in color
CRT design, so that color CRTs suffer from a variety of problems that potentially degrade
their performance. The three most common problems are doming, blooming, and
shadowmask magnetization. Doming occurs when the shadowmask heats because of the
large energy density in the electrons it stops. It then heats up and expands, often not
uniformly. The result is a distortion of its shape called ‘‘doming.’’ This geometrical
distortion means that the registration of holes and dots is disturbed, and what should be
uniform colors become nonuniform. Trinitron tubes have a tensioning wire to reduce this
problem. It is often visible as a horizontal hairline running across the whole width of the
tube about a third of the way from the top or bottom of the tube, depending on which side
of the tube is installed up.
Blooming occurs when too much energy is deposited in the electron beam. Then
electrons arrive at the screen in the right position but their entire kinetic energy is not
immediately absorbed by the phosphor. They then can move laterally and deposit energy
on nearby dots which can be both the wrong color and outside the intended boundary of
the bright area. Colors become desaturated, and edges of areas become blurred.
Magnetic fields build up in the shadowmask when the electromagnetic forces produced
by electrons, assisted by the heat build-up, create magnetized areas in the shadowmask.
These areas are nonuniform and usually produce large regions of nonuniformity in color
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or brightness on the screen. CRTs usually have automatic degaussing at power-up to
remove these magnetic fields. If this is insufficient to remove the field buildup, inexpensive
degaussing tools are available.
CRT Electronics and Controls . The CRT receives voltage signals at its inputs, one for
monochrome operation, three for color operation. The input signals must be suitably
amplified to control the beam current using the grid electrode. The amplification process is
described first, followed by the controls that are usually available to control the
amplification.
Amplification. Two properties of the amplification are important to the quality of the
displayed image: bandwidth and gamma correction.
The bandwidth of the amplifiers determines the maximum frequency at which the beam
current can be modulated. In most applications the beam is moved about the screen to
produce the image, so that the maximum frequency translates into a maximum spatial
frequency signal. Suppose, unrealistically, that the amplifiers have a sharp cutoff frequency
… max and that the beam is scanned at velocity y B . Then the maximum spatial frequency of
which the CRT is capable is … max / y B . In some types of CRT, particularly those designed for
vector use, settling time is more important than bandwidth. It can be similarly related to
beam velocity to determine the sharpness of spatial transitions in the image.
For colorimetric purposes, the relationship between the voltage applied at the CRT
input and the light emitted from the screen is very important. It is determined by the
amplification characteristics of the input amplifiers and of the CRT itself, and creating a
good relationship is part of the art of CRT design. When the relationship must be known
for colorimetric purposes it is usually determined by measurement and handled tabularly.
However, for explanatory purposes it is often written in the form
F 5 F0(V / V0)g
where V is the voltage input to the CRT, normalized to its maximum value V0 . The
exponent, which is conventionally written as g , gives this amplification process its name,
gamma correction. Figure 4 shows some measured values, and a log-linear regression line
drawn through them. Note the following features of this data.
1. The line is close to linear.
2. There are regions of input voltage near the top and bottom where significant deviations
from linearity occur.
3. The total dynamic range (the ratio between the highest and lowest outputs) is roughly
100, a typical value. This quantity depends on the setting of brightness (black level) and
contrast used during the measurement.

FIGURE 4 Graph of ln (light intensity) against ln
(input voltage), sometimes used to determine the
gamma correction exponent. Note the systematic
deviation from a straight line.
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There will be additional discussion of gamma correction in the section on monitor setup.
Controls that Affect Amplification in Monochrome CRTs. Monochrome monitors have
several controls that adjust several properties of the electron beam. Some controls are
external to the monitor, some are internal, usually in the form of small potentiometers
mounted on the circuit boards. The particular configuration depends on the monitor. In
terms of decreasing likelihood of being external they are: brightness (black level), contrast,
focus, underscan / overscan, pedestal, gain, horizontal size, vertical size. A brief description
of the action of each control follows. It is important, however, to remember that while
names of controls tend to be constant from CRT to CRT, the action performed by each
control often varies.
Brightness (black ley el ). This control adjusts the background level of light on the
monitor screen. It is designed for viewing conditions where ambient light is reflected from
the monitor faceplate. It usually also varies the gamma exponent to a higher value when
the background level (black level) is increased. A typical variation of the light
intensity / input voltage relationship when brightness is varied is shown in Fig. 5.
Contrast. This control varies the ratio between the intensity of the lightest possible
value and the darkest possible value. High contrast is usually regarded as a desirable
attribute of a displayed image, and the contrast control is usually used to produce the
highest contrast that is consistent with a sharp image. A typical variation of the light
intensity / input voltage relationship when this control is varied is shown in Fig. 6.
Focus. This control varies the size of the electron beam. A more tightly focused
electron beam produces sharper edges, but the beam can be focused too sharply, so that
flat fields show artifactual spatial structure associated with beam motion. Focus is usually
set with the beam size just large enough that no intensity minimum is visible between the
raster lines on a uniform field.
Pedestal and gain. These controls, which are almost always internal, are similar to
brightness and contrast, but are more directly connected to the actual amplifiers. Pedestal
varies the level of light output when the input voltage is zero. Gain varies the rate at which
the light output from the screen increases as the input voltage increases.
Controls Specific to Color CRTs. Color monitors have a standard set of controls
similar to those of monochrome monitors. Some of these, like brightness and contrast,

FIGURE 5 Variation of the light intensity / input voltage
relationship when the brightness (black level) control is varied.
The lower curve shows the relationship with brightness set near
its minimum; the upper one wtih brightness set somewhat
higher.
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FIGURE 6 Variation of the light intensity / input voltage
relationship when the contrast is varied. The lower curve shows
the relationship with contrast set near its minimum; the upper
one with contrast near its maximum.

have a single control applied simultaneously to each of the color components. Others, like
gain and pedestal, have three controls, one for each of the color channels. There are
several aspects of color that need to be controlled, however, and they are discussed in the
paragraphs that follow.
Purity. Purity is an effect associated with beam / shadowmask geometry. It describes
the possibility that the electron beams can cause fluorescence in inappropriate phosphors.
There is no standard set of controls for adjusting purity. Generally, there are magnets in
the yoke area whose position can be adjusted to control purity, but this control is very
difficult to perform. There will be no need to alter them under normal conditions. Purity is
most influenced by stray magnetic fields, and can often be improved by moving the CRT.
White balance. It is important for most monitor applications that when the red, green,
and blue guns are turned on equally, calibration white (usually either D6500 or D9200)
appears on the screen. This should be true at all intensities. Thus, controls that alter the
voltage input / light output relationship for each channel should be available. At a
minimum, there will be the pedestal and gain for each channel.
Degauss. Above we mentioned magnetic fields that build up in the shadowmask.
There is generally a set of wires that run around the edge of the faceplate. At power-up a
degaussing signal is sent through the wires and the ensuing magnetic field degausses the
shadowmask. The degauss control can produce the degauss signal at any time.
CRT Operation . The CRT forms an image on its screen by scanning the electron beam
from place to place, modulating the beam current to change the brightness from one part
of the image to another. A variety of scan patterns are possible, divided into two
categories. Scan patterns that are determined by the context of the image (in which, for
example, the beam moves following lines in the image) are used in vector displays, which
were once very common but now less so. Scan patterns that cover the screen in a regular
pattern independent of image content are used in raster displays: the scan pattern is called
the raster. A variety of different rasters are possible; the one in most common use is a set
of horizontal lines, drawn from top to bottom of the screen.
Raster Generation. Almost all raster CRTs respond to a standard input signal that
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FIGURE 7 Scan pattern for a noninterlaced raster.

creates a raster consisting of a set of horizontal lines. This section describes the path of the
electron beam as it traverses the CRT screen; a later section discusses the signal
configurations that provide the synchronization necessary to drive it.
Frames and fields. The image on the screen is scanned out as a set of lines. Each line is
scanned from left to right, as seen from a position facing the screen. Between the end of
one line and the beginning of the next the beam returns very quickly to the left side of the
screen. This is known as horizontal retrace or flyback. The successive lines are scanned
from top to bottom of the screen. One field consists of a scan from top to bottom of the
screen. Between the end of one field and the beginning of the next the beam returns very
quickly to the top of the screen. This is known as vertical retrace or flyback.
One frame consists of a scan of all the lines in an image. In the simpler type of display a
field is identical to a frame, and all the lines of the image are scanned out, from top to
bottom of the display. The scan pattern is shown in Fig. 7. It is called noninterlaced.
A more complicated type of raster requires more than one field for each frame. The
most usual case has two fields per frame, an even field and an odd field. During the even
field the even-numbered lines of the image are scanned out with spaces between them.
This is followed by vertical retrace. Then, during the odd field the odd-numbered lines of
the image are scanned out into the spaces left during the even-field scan. A second vertical
retrace completes the frame. This scan pattern, known as interlaced, is shown in Fig. 8.
The purpose of interlace is to decrease the visible flicker within small regions of the screen.
It works well for this purpose, provided there are no high-contrast horizontal edges in the

FIGURE 8 Scan pattern for an interlaced raster, two fields
per frame. Line 3 eventually scans to line 2n 2 1 by way of
the odd lines; line 4 scans to line 2n.
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display. If they are present they appear to oscillate up and down at the frame rate, which is
usually 30 Hz. This artifact can be very visible and objectionable, particularly to peripheral
vision. Interlace having more than two fields per frame is possible, but uncommon.
In viewing Figs. 7 and 8 note that the vertical scan is produced by scanning the beam
down continuously. Thus the visible lines are actually sloped down from left to right while
the retrace, which is much faster than the horizontal scan, is virtually unsloped. The
method used to put the odd field of the interlaced scan between the lines of the even field
is to scan half a line at the end of the even field followed by half a line at the beginning of
the odd field. Thus an interlaced raster has an odd number of lines.
Relationship of the Raster to the CRT Input Signal. The CRT receives a serial input
signal containing a voltage that controls the intensity for each location in the image. This
signal must be synchronized with the raster in order to make sure that each pixel is
displayed in the right location. This section describes the relationship between the raster
and the CRT input.
Horizontal scanning. The input signal for one line is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of data
interspersed with blank periods, called the horizontal blanking intervals. During the
horizontal blanking interval the beam is stopped at the end of the line, scanned quickly
back for the beginning of the next line, then accelerated before data for the next line
begins. In the data portion, 0.0 volts indicates black and 1.0 volts indicates white. The
signal shown would produce a line that is dim on the left, where the line starts, and bright
on the right where it ends.
A second signal, the horizontal synchronization signal, has a negative-going pulse once
per line, positioned during the horizontal blanking interval. This pulse is the signal for the
CRT to begin the horizontal retrace.

FIGURE 9 A schematic input signal that would generate a single line of
raster, including the end of the preceding line and the beginning of the
succeeding line. The top trace shows the signal that produces the image,
including the blank between lines; the middle trace shows the synchronization
signal with the horizontal drive pulse located during the blank; the bottom
trace shows the synchronization signal and the picture signal in a single
waveform.
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FIGURE 10 A schematic input signal that would generate a single field of
a raster, including the end of the preceding field and the beginning of the
succeeding field. The top trace shows the picture signal, with the vertical
blank shown and the horizontal blank omitted. The second trace shows the
vertical synchronization signal with the vertical drive pulse. The third trace
shows the horizontal synchronization signal added to the vertical signal to
give composite synch. The bottom trace shows composite synch added to the
picture signal.

When the synchronization signal is combined with the data signal the third waveform in
Fig. 9 is produced. The intervals in the horizontal blanking interval before and after the
synchronization are known as the front and back porch. They are commonly used to set
the voltage level corresponding to the black level, a process known as black clamping.
Black clamping reduces the effect of low-frequency noise on the color of the image, but
requires good synchronization between the precise timing of the signal and the raster
production of the CRT. The ability of the monitor to hold synchronization with particular
timing in this signal is an important parameter of the monitor electronics.
Vertical scanning. Figure 10 shows the input signal for one complete field. There is
data for each line, separated by the horizontal blanking period, which is too short to be
visible in the figure. Separating the data portion of each field is the vertical blanking
interval, during which the beam is scanned back to the top of the screen.
The synchronization signal consists of a vertical drive pulse signaling the time at which
the beam should be scanned to the top of the screen. This pulse is long compared to the
horizontal drive pulses so that it can easily be separated from them when the
synchronization signals are combined into composite synch. In composite synch positivegoing pulses in positions conjugate to the positions of the horizontal drive pulses are added
during the vertical drive signal. These pulses are designed to keep the phase of the
horizontal oscillator from wandering during vertical drive. When they are interpreted
incorrectly, as was the case in some monitors early in the history of digital electronics, the
result is a small shear in the first few lines at the top of the screen as the horizontal
oscillator gets back into phase.
The composite synch signal can be added to the data, as shown in the fourth
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illustration in Fig. 10. Most real systems have this type of synchronization, which was
designed for an era when signals were to be sent long distances by broadcast or wire.
Today, in computer graphics applications, we often find that electronic circuitry in the
source carefully folds the two synch signals into composite synch and the composite synch
signal into the data signal. This signal is carried along a short piece of wire to the receiver,
where electronic circuitry strips the signals apart. Bad synchronization is often caused by
the malfunction of this superfluous circuitry, but it is unlikely that this situation will change
in the immediate future.
At the input to a color CRT, three or four signals like the ones described above are
provided. The four signals are three input signals containing pixel intensities and blanking
intervals, plus a fourth signal carrying the composite synchronization signal. To get three
signals the synchonization signal is combined with one or more of the pixel signals. When
only one pixel signal has synchronization information it is almost always the green one.
Controls that Affect the Raster. Several controls affect the placement and size of the
raster on the CRT. They are described in this section.
Horizontal /y ertical size and position. These controls provide continuous variation in
the horizontal and vertical sizes of the raster, and in the position on the CRT faceplate
where the origin of the raster is located.
Underscan / oy erscan. Most CRTs provide two standard sizes of raster, as shown in
Fig. 11. This control toggles between them. In the underscan position the image is smaller
than the cabinet port, so that the whole image is visible, surrounded by a black border. In
the overscan position the image is slightly larger than the cabinet port, so that no edges of
the image are visible. There is a standard amount of overscan, which is used in home
television receivers.
Cony ergence. A shadowmask color CRT has, in effect, three rasters, one for each of
the primary colors. It is essential that these rasters be positioned and sized exactly the
same in all parts of the image; otherwise, spurious colored fringes appear at the edges in
the image. To achieve this it is essential that all three electron beams should be at the same
place at the same time. For example, if the green gun is slightly to the left of the red and
blue guns, a white line of a black background will have a green fringe on its left side and a
magenta fringe on its right side. Good convergence is relatively easy to obtain with in-line
gun configurations, so the usual practice is to adjust convergence at the factory using

FIGURE 11 Schematic illustration of overscan and
underscan. The rectangle with rounded corners is
the cabinet mask that defines the viewing area; the
rectangle with square corners is the displayed image.
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ring-shaped magnets placed over the yoke of the CRT, then to glue them permanently in
place with epoxy cement. Satisfactory readjustment is very difficult to achieve.
Delta gun configurations have, by reputation, less stable convergence. Consequently,
there are often controls available to the user for adjustment of convergence. The Tektronix
690SR was an extreme case, with a pullout drawer containing 52 potentiometers for
controlling convergence on different areas of the screen. However, these controls, as might
be expected, are not independent, so that ‘‘fine tuning’’ the convergence is very difficult,
even when the controls are conveniently located.
Magnetic fields are generally the main culprit when convergence is objectionable, since
the paths of electrons are curved in magnetic fields. Small fields from power transformers
or from other electronic equipment or even the earth’s magnetic field can be the problem.
Thus, before considering redoing the convergence on a new monitor try rotating it and / or
moving other equipment around in the room. Another useful trick: some low-cost CRTs
have poorly positioned power transformers, and convergence can be improved by moving
the power transformer far outside the CRT cabinet.

Operational Characteristics of Color CRTs
Two factors influence the light output that is produced in response to input signals. One is
conventional: the input signal must be sequenced and timed precisely to match what is
expected by the CRT. This problem is handled by input signal standards of long standing
in the television industry. Synchronization standards are described first, followed by
colorimetric standards. The second is technical: the construction of CRTs produces certain
variations, even when the input signal is constant. The section ends with a discussion of
this variation, specifying the temporal and spatial characteristics of the light output from a
CRT and describing reasonable expectations for stability and uniformity in CRT-produced
images.
Timing and Synchronization Standards . Figures 9 and 10 show how the information
needed to specify a CRT image are arranged in the input signal. For practical use they
need to be specified numerically, thereby allowing CRT manufacturers to ensure that their
products will respond appropriately to the input signals they will encounter in service. Two
standards have been created by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) for this
purpose. They are actually standards for television studios, prescribing how signals should
be distributed in closed-circuit applications, and specifically between television cameras
and studio monitors. In practice they are more widely used. Among other applications,
they specify the interface between the tuner and the CRT in television receivers, and the
output of digital graphics systems allowing studio monitors to be used as display devices.
The two standards are RS-170,2 which was designed for lower bandwidth applications,
and RS-343,3 which was designed for higher bandwidth applications. Each gives minimum
and maximum timings for each part of the input signal in terms of several parameters that
are allowed to vary from application to application. These parameters are then part of
CRT input specification, allowing all timing characteristics to be deduced. The most
important parameter is the line rate, the number of lines displayed per second. Most CRTs
are intolerant of large variations in this parameter. Another important parameter is the
field rate, the number of fields displayed per second. Older CRTs were quite intolerant of
variations in this parameter, but most modern CRTs can handle signals with a very wide
variety of field rates.
RS-170 and RS-343 are monochrome standards. When used for color they are tripled,
with the input signal assumed to be in three parallel monochrome signals. As mentioned
above, the synchronization signal is either placed on a fourth, or incorporated into a single
color signal, usually the green one. However, although this practice is almost universal
there is no official color standard for the RGB input to a monitor. This lack can have
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unfortunate consequences. For example, the NTSC color signal naturally decodes into
three signals with peak-to-peak voltages of 0.7 volts. Thus RGB monitors were built with
inputs expecting this range. RS-170 and RS-343, on the other hand, specify a peak-to-peak
voltage of 1.0 volts. Early digital graphics systems were built to provide exact RS-170 and
RS-343 output. These systems, naturally, overdrove standard monitors badly.
Colorimetric Standards . In broadcast applications the image transmitter should be able
to specify the precise color that will be displayed on the receiver’s CRT. This requirement
can be supplied by a colorimetric standard. The NTSC color standard was agreed upon for
use in the North American broadcast television industry. It is a complete color standard,
specifying phosphor chromaticities, color representation on the carrier signal, signal
bandwidth, gamma correction, color balance, and so on. Thus, if the NTSC standard were
followed in both transmitter and receiver, home television would provide calibrated colors.
It is not followed exactly, however, since both television manufacturers and broadcasters
have discovered that there are color distortions that viewers prefer to colorimetrically
precise color. Furthermore, it is not useful for high-quality imagery since the low
bandwidth it allocates to the chromatic channels produces edges that are incompatible with
good image quality.
Spatial and Temporal Characteristics of Emitted Light . The light emitted from a CRT is
not precisely uniform, but suffers from small- and large-scale variations. The small-scale
variations arise because the image is actually created by a spot that moves over the entire
display surface in a time that is intended to be short compared to temporal integration
times in the human visual system. In fact, a short enough glimpse of the CRT screen
reveals only a single point of light; a longer one reveals a line as the point moves during
the viewing time. These patterns are designed to be relatively invisible under normal
viewing conditions, but often need to be considered when CRTs are used for vision
experimentation, or when radiometric measurements are made. They are controlled
largely by the input signal, so they are relatively constant from CRT to CRT.
The small-scale variations are described in this section; the large-scale variations, which
occur as spatial nonuniformity and temporal instability in the emitted light, are discussed
in the following section.
Spatial characteristics. The electron beam scans the screen horizontally, making an
image that consists of a set of horizontal lines. During the scan its intensity is modulated,
so that the line varies in brightness—vertical edges, for example, being created by
coordinated modulation in a series of horizontal lines. The sharpness of such a line
depends on two factors: the ability of the video amplifiers to produce an abrupt change in
intensity and the size of the spot of light on the screen, which is essentially the same as the
cross section of the electron beam. Video amplifiers vary greatly in bandwidth from one
model of CRT to another, and adjusting their performance is beyond the reach of virtually
all CRT users. Unfortunately, interactions between adjacent horizontal pixels are not even
linear,4–6 and the measurements needed to determine the nonlinearity of a given CRT are
extremely demanding. Thus, compensating for amplifier bandwidth or even measuring its
effects is beyond the scope of this chapter.
By contrast, the sharpness of a horizontal line is independent of the video amplifiers,
but depends only on the spot size and its spatial profile, which is well modeled as a
two-dimensional gaussian. The width of the gaussian depends on the focus electrodes, and
is user-adjustable on most CRTs. The shrinking raster technique for CRT setup (discussed
elsewhere in this chapter) determines a spot size that has a specific relationship to the
interline spacing. Assuming this setup, it is possible to make reasonable assumptions about
the contrast of images on a CRT,7 and these assumptions can be extended to the
small-scale spatial structure of arbitrary images. Note that many CRTs used primarily as
display terminals are overfocused compared to the shrinking raster criterion because such
overfocusing allows the display of smaller text. Overfocusing is easily detected as visible
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raster lines, usually in the form of closely spaced dark horizonal lines when a uniform field
is displayed.
Temporal characteristics. Because of the scan pattern the light emitted from any
portion of the screen has a complicated temporal dependence. The next few paragraphs
describe several levels of this dependence, assuming, for simplicity, that the scan is
noninterlaced. Similar results for an interlaced scan are easy to derive. The relevant
variables are:

τd
τp
yh
xp
τl
yy

phosphor decay time
time the beam spends crossing a single pixel
horizontal velocity of the beam
horizontal interpixel spacing, xp 5 y h τ p
time spent scanning a complete line, including horizontal flyback
vertical velocity of the beam

yp vertical interpixel (interline) spacing, yp 5 y y τ l

τ f time spent scanning a complete frame (identical to the time spent scanning a
complete field)
These temporal factors usually change the colorimetry of the CRT. When one or more is
changed, usually because the video source has been reconfigured, the color output for a
given input to the CRT usually changes. Thus, a recalibration should be done after any
such change. And it is probably practical to recommend that the system be used with the
new video timing parameters for a while before the recalibration is done, since tuning or
touch-ups will require further recalibration. The intensity of the light emitted from a
vanishingly small area of the CRT screen is a function that is zero until the beam traverses
the point ts , then decays exponentially afterward,
F(t ) 5

O F θ (t 2 t ) exp ((t 2 t )/τ )
0

s

s

d

τ d ranges between 10 τ f to τ f , and usually varies from one phosphor to another. Most
often the green phosphor has the largest τ d , the blue one the smallest. Broadcast monitors
tend to have small τ d ’s since they are designed to display moving imagery; data display
CRTs tend to have large τ d ’s since they are intended to display static imagery.
Occasionally a CRT primary (most often red) is a mixture of two phosphors with different
decay times. In such cases, the chromaticity of the light emitted by the primary changes
over time, through the change is not usually visible.
If a second pixel is nh pixels to the right of a given pixel and ny lines below it, the light
emitted by the second pixel lags behind the light emitted by the first pixel by
23

nh τ p 1 ny τ l < dh /y h 1 dy /y y ,
where dh and dy are the horizontal and vertical screen distances.
Commonly, a detector measures a finite area of the CRT screen. Then intensity of the
detected light is a closely spaced group of exponentials followed by a long gap, then
another closely spaced group, and so on. Each peak in the closely spaced group is spaced
about τ l from the previous one, occurring when each line of the raster crosses the detection
area. Each group is spaced about τ f from the previous one, occurring each time a new field
repaints the detected target. The time constant of this composite signal is τ d , the decay
time of the phosphor for each individual peak in the signal.
Stability and Uniformity of CRT Output .

The small-scale structure of the emitted light,
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FIGURE 12 Variation of light output from a color CRT over 24
hours of continuous operation. This graph shows the three tristimulus
values when a neutral color is displayed. The latter part of the graph is
at night when almost all other equipment in the building is turned off.

discussed above, determines the specific form of visual stimuli produced by a CRT. The
large-scale structure determines the scope of applicability of measurements made on a
particular area of a CRT at a particular time.
Temporal stability. How constant is the light emitted by a CRT that receives the same
input signal? Figures 12 and 13 show the results of colorimetric measurements taken over a
twenty-four-hour period. In each figure the calibration bars shows a 2 percent variation
compared to the average value. The variation decreases considerably in the latter part of
the graph. It is the period from 5 p.m. until 9 the next morning, showing that variations in

FIGURE 13 Variation of light output from a color CRT over 24
hours of continuous operation. This graph shows the chromaticity
coordinates corresponding to Fig. 12. They show less variation than
the tristimulus values which covary considerably.
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the building power are the largest source of temporal instability. Furthermore, this
variation affected all guns similarly, as is shown by the smaller variation in Fig. 13, which
shows the chromaticity coordinates, thereby factoring out overall changes in intensity.
Measurements like this one are important for establishing the precision at which
calibration is sensible: it isn’t worthwhile to calibrate to a greater precision than the
variation in the colorimetry over the period between calibrations. While this CRT has
excellent temporal stability, significantly better than most other light sources, the same is
not true for all CRTs. Some vary in output by as much as 20 to 30 percent over times as
short as a few minutes.
The measurements shown in Figs. 12 and 13 give an idea of the variation of light output
over periods of hours or days, and illustrate the precision it is possible to expect from a
recently calibrated CRT. CRTs also vary on a time scale of years, but the effects are not
documented. Anecdotal reports suggest the following. First, electronic components change
with age, so properties that depend on the CRT electronics, such as video amplifier gain
and bandwidth, change with age, almost always for the worse. Second, chemical properties
do not change with age, so properties such as the spectral power of light emitted by a
specific phosphor do not change. One anecdotal report8 describes no variation in
chromaticity coordinates of phosphor emission spectra over several years of CRT
operation. It is possible, however, that phosphor concentrations diminish as tubes age,
probably because the phosphor slowly evaporates. Such an effect would reduce the
intensity of light emitted from the phosphor without changing its chromaticity. The
magnitude of this effect is controversial.
Spatial Uniformity. The light emitted by a specific input signal varies a surprising
amount from one area of the screen to another. Figure 14 shows the variation of luminance
at constant input voltage as we measure different areas of the screen from a fixed
measurement point. (Figure 15 shows the location on the screen of the measurement path.)
Note that the light intensity decreases as the measurement point moves away from the
center either horizontally or vertically, and is lowest in the corners. Two effects work
together to create this effect. As the beam scans away from the center of the tube it meets
the shadowmask at more and more oblique angles, making the holes effectively smaller.
Because of the curvature of the tube and the finite distance of the observer, the edges and
corners are viewed at angles off the normal to the tube. Light is emitted in a
non-lambertian distribution, preferring directions closer to the normal to the tube face.
The effects in Fig. 14 occur in all CRTs. How large they are, however, depends strongly on
the type and setup of the monitor. Correcting for this nonuniformity is usually impractical.
Doing so requires very extensive measurement.9
Closer examination of measured light shows, however, that many experimental

FIGURE 14 Variation of light output when different parts of
a CRT screen are measured from a fixed point. Horizontal
lines mark variations of about 5 percent.
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FIGURE 15 The measurement path used for the
measurements shown in Fig. 14.

situations are not hampered by this nonuniformity. Usually the chromaticity coordinates
are very close to being constant, even though the luminance varies greatly. General
intuition about color, as well as some recent experiments,10 shows that humans are quite
insensitive to smooth luminance gradients, even when they are as large as 20 percent. This
fact, combined with commonsense layout of experimental displays (making them symmetrical with respect to the center of the screen, for example) overcomes spatial nonuniformity without extensive measurement. Important to mention in this respect is the difficulty
of creating good stereoscopic viewing conditions on a single monitor. First, there is only a
single area of the screen that is ideal for the position of the center of an image. Second,
unless one image is horizontally inverted, two images from opposite sides of the screen
combined into a single image present drastically different luminance gradients to the two
eyes.

Setup and Viewing Environments for Color CRTs
Many adjustments of the CRT electronics change its performance substantially. Some,
such as the purity and convergence, have specific ‘‘correct’’ settings and are not designed
to be user-adjustable. Most CRTs with in-line guns, for example, have the ring magnets
that adjust the convergence glued into place at the factory. Other controls, such as contrast
and brightness, are user-adjustable and should be changed when viewing conditions change
if an optimal image is to be produced. These controls are provided in the expectation that
the CRT will be displaying an image that is broadcast to a large number of CRTs that are
viewed in very different visual environments. There is, therefore, a correct way to adjust
these controls; the next few paragraphs describe the basic adjustments to be done. The
procedure is based on a technical manual produced by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.11 This manual also provides recommended viewing conditions for critical
assessment of displayed images. The procedures and viewing conditions are expected to
form the basis of an SMPTE standard for CRT image display.
When CRTs are used for visual experimentation, of course, they are often displaying
specifically controlled images in unusual viewing conditions, often total darkness. For such
applications the adjustment procedure described below is unlikely to be interesting, and
extreme values of the controls are likely to be desired. For example, an experiment
conducted in total darkness is likely to need the black level (brightness) set so that there is
no background light emitted from the screen. Or an experiment to measure thresholds is
likely to benefit from whatever value of the contrast control minimizes the gain of the CRT
at the intensity levels where the measurement is performed. (The objective is to minimize
intensity quantization of the stimulus.) In fact, modern CRTs with computer-controllable
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contrast and black level might be used with different control settings for different trials of a
single experiment.
CRT Setup for Image Display . When a CRT is set up for image display, four
adjustments are usually made: focus, brightness, contrast, and color balance and tracking.
These adjustments form a rough order, with changes to one often requiring changes to
succeeding ones. The following procedures are simplified from Benedikt.11
Focus. Focus should be adjusted by the shrinking raster method. A uniform gray field
is displayed on the CRT, and the focus adjustment used to shrink the beam size until raster
lines are clearly visible. The beam size is then increased until the raster lines just barely
disappear. The smallest beam size for which no horizontal raster lines are visible indicates
the correct setting for the focus control.
Brightness. The brightness or black-level control is set so that zero input to the CRT
produces a visual impression of black. This setting must be performed in lighting
conditions that are exactly those in which the images will be viewed, and with the observer
at exactly the viewing distance at which the images will be viewed. With no signal input to
the CRT, and the image set to underscan if possible, the brightness control is increased
until the image area is noticeably gray. It is then reduced to the highest setting at which the
image area looks black.
Contrast. An input that has all three guns fully on is used for this adjustment. With
such a color displayed, the contrast control is adjusted until the luminance of the screen is
the maximum luminance desired. This setting should be performed using either a
luminance meter or a color comparator, a CRT adjustment device that allows an observer
to view the CRT as half of a bipartite field, the other half containing a reference white at
the correct luminance. In any case, it is essential that the CRT should not bloom at the
contrast setting in use. Blooming occurs when a too-intense electron beam spreads after it
has passed through the shadowmask, stimulating more than one phosphor. It reduces the
purity of the image, with the visual consequence that bright saturated colors are washed
out. Narrow lines of red, green, and blue at full intensity can be used to check for
blooming.
Color balance and tracking. A white with red, green, and blue inputs equal at
maximum intensity and a gray with red, green, and blue inputs equal at half intensity are
used to set the color balance. In addition, colorimetric capability is needed. Visual
colorimetry using a luminous white reference is usual in the broadcast industry, but this
measurement can also be made instrumentally. For visual colorimetry the white reference
is usually supplied by a color comparator. Adjust the red, green, and blue gain controls
until the displayed white matches the reference in chromaticity. Then adjust the red, green,
and blue screen controls until the displayed gray matches the reference in chromaticity. It
may now be necessary to readjust the brightness and contrast. Do so, then repeat the color
balance and tracking adjustment until all the three adjustments are simultaneously
satisfactory.
Viewing Eny ironments . In applications where image quality is critical it is necessary to
control the viewing environment very closely. The following viewing conditions are typical
of those used in the broadcast television industry.
1. The luminance of reference white is about 70 candelas per square meter.
2. The observer views the screen from a direction normal to the screen, with the
screen-observer distance between four and six times the screen height.
3. The CRT should be surrounded by a neutral matte area at least eight times the screen
area. The surround should have the chromaticity of the CRT reference white, and a
luminance of about 10 candelas per square meter.
4. A narrow matte-black mask should frame the CRT image.
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5. All room lighting should be as close as possible to the chromaticity of the CRT
reference white.

27.4 COLORIMETRIC CALIBRATION OF VIDEO MONITORS
When users of color CRTs talk precisely about colorimetric calibration, a careful
distinction between calibration and characterization is usually made. Measuring the input
voltage / output color relationship well enough that it is possible to predict the output color
from the input voltage, or to discover the input voltage needed to produce a given output
color is a CRT characterization. The function mapping voltage to color characterizes the
colorimetric performance of the CRT. Adjusting the CRT so that its characterization
function matches the characterization function of a standard CRT is a CRT calibration.
Talking loosely, however, calibration usually covers both characterization and calibration,
and most CRT users are actually more interested in characterizations than in calibrations.
Thus, this chapter describes several methods for creating colorimetric characterizations of
CRTs. Some such characterization is an essential part of any calibration, but omits the
detailed internal adjustment of a CRT, which requires significant electronic expertise if it is
to be done safely.
There is no single characterization method that suits all needs. Thus, this chapter
provides a variety of methods, each of which does some jobs well and others badly. They
can be divided into three basic types.
1. Exhaustiy e characterization methods (ECM ). Useful when good precision is needed
over the complete monitor gamut. The same or similar algorithms can be used for the
characterization of other output devices, such as printers. These methods tend to be
both computationally and radiometrically expensive.
2. Local characterization methods (LCM ). Useful when a precise characterization is
needed for only a small portion of the monitor’s output range.
3. Model -dependent characterization methods (MDCM ). Useful when a characterization
of moderate precision is needed for the complete monitor gamut. These methods tend
to be specific to a given monitor and useful for only a small set of monitor setup
methods, but they are computationally and radiometrically inexpensive. In addition
they can be done so that the perceptual effects of mischaracterizations remain small,
even when the colorimetric effects are large.
Here is a small set of criteria for deciding which type of method is best for a specific
application:
1. High precision (better than 1 to 3 percent is impractical by any method discussed in this
chapter)—ECM or LCM
2. Complete gamut characterization needed—ECM or MDCM
3. Minimal memory available for characterization tables—LCM or MDCM
4. No or slow floating point available—ECM or LCM
5. Fast inverse needed (we call the transformation from RGB to XYZ the characterization, the transformation from XYZ to RGB the inverse)—ECM, LCM, or MDCM
6. Forgiving behavior with out-of-gamut colors—LCM or MDCM
7. Photometry available but not radiometry—MDCM
8. Change of small number of parameters when monitor or monitor setup changes—LCM
or MDCM
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This list is not comprehensive; each type of characterization is actually a family of methods
and there may be an effective method of a particular type even when general
considerations seem to rule out that type. Undoubtedly more methods will be discovered
as time goes on, leading to a broadening of these rules, and perhaps even a useful splitting
of the characterization types into subtypes.
Important considerations when deciding on the characterization method to be used are
measurement precision and monitor stability. There is no point in using a characterization
method more precise than measurement precision, or more precise than the stability of the
CRT over the range of conditions in which the characterization is to be used.
The characterization methods described below make use of a variety of measurements,
but measurement methodology is not discussed. For reference, the methods used are (1)
spectroradiometry, measurement of spectral power distributions; (2) colorimetry, measurement of tristimulus values; and (3) photometry, measurement of luminance.
The phrase ‘‘monitor coordinates’’ is used throughout this section. It denotes a set of
controllable CRT inputs to which the experimenter has immediate access. For example, in
applications where the CRT is computer controlled, it indicates the RGB values in the
color lookup tables of the frame buffer that supplies the video signal to the CRT. The
characterization techniques discussed below are independent of the monitor coordinates
used. The single exception is the set of model-dependent characterization methods.

Exhaustive Characterization Methods
These are the most costly characterization methods in terms of time and computer storage.
They are also the most precise and the most general. Their utility depends only on the
stability of the monitor. (If the monitor doesn’t have enough stability for exhaustive
methods to be usable it is unlikely to have enough stability to use any other method.)
General Description . The idea behind exhaustive characterization is to measure all the
colors a monitor can produce and store them in a large table. When a color of given
monitor coordinates (RGB ) is displayed, its tristimulus values are determined by looking
them up in the table. When a color of given tristimulus coordinates is desired, the table is
searched and that set of monitor coordinates closest to the desired value is chosen for
display. (Dithering among nearby colors is also possible if more precision is desired.) This
method is also useful for any kind of device, not just for monitors. Thus, software designed
for monitors can be reused when, for example, printers must be characterized. The obvious
drawback to this method is the number of measurements that must be made. For example,
with 24-bit color (8 bits per gun), over 16 million colors can be produced. If each
measurement takes 1 second, the measurement process consumes over 4500 hours, or
almost 200 days, measuring around the clock. The solution to this problem is to sample the
set of realizable colors, measure the samples, then interpolate between them. Thus, what
we call exhaustive methods are only relatively exhaustive. Handling the practical problems
is discussed in the following sections.
Sampling Densities and Interpolation Algorithms . How many measurements should be
made, and which colors should be selected for measurement? The answer depends on the
nature of the sampling algorithm to be used, and is an open research question for general
sampling. Thus, while it is possible to discuss the issues, practical decisions depend on the
experience of the user.
Sampling procedures. Most sampling algorithms sample the monitor coordinates
linearly in the monitor coordinates. For example, if 512 5 29 samples are to be taken for a
color CRT, 8 5 23 values on each of the red, green, and blue guns would be used, linearly
interpolating the range of output voltages. The 512 samples would be the cartesian product
of each set of gun values. Thus, if there were 256 possible values for each gun, running
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from 0 to 255, the 8 values chosen would be 0, 36, 72, 109, 145, 182, 218, and 255. If, as is
often the case, saturation exists at the low and / or high ends of the input range, the full
range is not used, and these values are scaled to the usable range. Behind this choice is the
idea that a well-designed output device should have device coordinates that are close to
perceptually uniform. If so, linear sampling in device coordinates roughly approximates
even sampling in a perceptually uniform space. The density of the sampling is related to
the interpolation algorithm, which must approximate the exact value to within the desired
precision of the characterization. This necessarily entails a trade-off between measurement
time and on-line computational complexity when the characterization is being used: the
more dense the sampling, the simpler the interpolation algorithm, and vice versa.
Interpolation. Most often, linear interpolation is used. In this case, since we are
interpolating in a cubic volume the interpolation is trilinear. Thus, given Rj (RGB ) , what
are the tristimulus values?
1. We assume the existence of a table Xi (Rj (nj )) , consisting of the three tristimulus values
Xi measured when the three guns are driven by the three voltages Rj (nj ). Each
three-vector nj labels a different sample.
2. Find the sample mj that has Rj (mj ) less than and closest to the values to be estimated Rj .
3. Take the eight samples (m0 , m1 , m2) , (m0 1 1 , m1 , m2) , (m 0 , m1 1 1 , m2) , . . . , and
(m0 1 1 , m1 1 1 , m2 1 1) as the vertices of a polyhedron.
4. Interpolate in R0 on the four sides running from (m 0 , m1 , m2) to (m0 1 1 , m1 , m2) , from
(m0 , m1 1 1 , m2) to (m0 1 1 , m1 1 1 , m2) , from (m0 , m1 , m2 1 1) to (m 0 1 1 , m1 , m2 1 1) ,
and from (m0 , m1 1 1 , m2 1 1) to (m0 1 1 , m1 1 1 , m2 1 1) . The interpolation algorithm
for Xi ( p , l 1 , l 2) is given by
R0 2 R0(m 0)
Xi ( p , l 1 , l 2) 5
Xi (R0(m0 1 1) , R1(l 1) , R2(l 2))
R0(m0 1 1) 2 R0(m 0)
1

R0(m0 1 1) 2 R0
Xi (R0(m0) , R1(l 1) , R2(l 2))
R0(m0 1 1) 2 R0(m 0)

where lj is either mj or mj 1 1.
5. Treat the four values as the corners of a polygon. Interpolate in R1 along the two sides
running from (m1 , m2) to (m1 1 1 , m2) and from (m 1 , m2 1 1) to (m1 1 1 , m2 1 1). The
interpolation algorithm for Xi ( p , p , l2) is given by
Xi ( p , p , l2) 5

R 1 2 R 1 (m 1 )
Xi ( p , R1(m 1 1 1) , R2(l 2))
R1(m1 1 1) 2 R1(m1)
1

R1(m1 1 1) 2 R1
Xi ( p , R1(m1) , R2(l 2))
R1(m1 1 1) 2 R1(m 1)

6. Treat these two values as the endpoints of a line segment, and interpolate in R2. The
final value is given by
Xi 5

R 2 2 R 2 (m 2 )
Xi ( p , p , R2(m 2 1 1))
R2(m2 1 1) 2 R2(m 2)
1

R2(m2 1 1) 2 R2
Xi ( p , p , R2(m 2))
R2(m2 1 1) 2 R2(m 2)

The above equations implement trilinear interpolation within a (possibly distorted)
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cube. It has recently been observed that tetrahedral interpolation has some desirable
properties that are lacking in trilinear interpolation. It is accomplished by subdividing the
cube into five or six tetrahedra, the corners of which coincide with the corners of the cube.
Barycentric coordinates are then used to determine the tetrahedron in which the displayed
color lies, and to interpolate within that tetrahedron. More complex interpolation methods
are also possible for nonuniform measurement sampling.12
Such interpolation methods implement the characterization directly in terms of the
measured values. To test the adequacy of the interpolation it is important to choose
regions of color space where curvature of the input / output response is expected to be high
and to test the interpolation against exact measurements in that region of color space. If
the interpolated values do not match the measured values there are two possible solutions:
increase the measurement sampling density or improve the interpolation function. The first
is expensive in terms of measurement time and computer memory; the second in terms of
on-line calculation time. (There is a middle way, where a complicated algorithm is used to
interpolate among coarsely sampled measurements for the purpose of generating a table
large enough that linear interpolation can be done on-line. This has been used for
hard-copy devices but not for monitors.) If the interpolation function is to be generalized it
is possible to use higher-order interpolating functions, like splines, or to linearize the
measurement space by transforming it before interpolating. For example, it is possible to
build a characterization function that provides the logarithms of tristimulus values in terms
of the logarithms of input coordinates. Any reasonable powerful generalization is bound to
be computationally expensive. Much remains to be done to improve the sampling and
interpolation process.
Iny erses . Calculating inverses for multidimensional tabular functions is not straightforward. Speed of computation can be optimized by creating an inverse table, giving values of
Rj for regularly sampled values of Xi . The easiest way to construct this table is not by
measurement, but by calculation (off-line) from the characterization table. Once the table
is available, linear interpolation can be done on-line to provide voltages corresponding to
given tristimulus values. Two possible methods exist for calculating inverses from tables.
1. Newton’s method of finding zeros using derivatives to calculate an error function is
possible, but can have bad numerical instabilities on tabular data that contains
measurement error.
2. Examine the table that drives the forward transform to find the cell that contains the
desired tristimulus values. Then subdivide the cell, using trilinear interpolation to
determine new values for the corners. Determine which subcell contains the desired
tristimulus values, and continue subdividing until the solution is sufficiently precise. This
method is robust, but too expensive computationally to use on-line.
A promising alternative, not yet in wide use, takes advantage of barycentric coordinates in
a tetrahedral lattice to find the appropriate cell quickly.
Nonlinear interpolation schemes can be used in the forward transformation when
producing tables for linear inverse mappings. Presumably tables for nonlinear interpolation
schemes in the inverse mapping can also be produced.
Three issues about inverses stand out.
1. Nonlinear schemes have not been sufficiently explored for their potential to be clear.
2. The straightforward application of well-understood computational methodology can
provide substantial improvements over present methods.
3. Whatever inversion method is employed, out-of-gamut colors remain a serious unsolved
problem.
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Out -of -Gamut Colors . What should be done when a program is asked to display a set of
tristimulus values that are outside the color gamut of the monitor on which the color is to
be displayed? The answer, of course, depends on the nature of the application. If the
application demands drastic action when a request for an out-of-gamut color occurs, the
solution is easy. The interpolation algorithm returns an illegal value of Rj . Then
the application can display an error color in that area, or exit with an error. If, instead, the
application must display a reasonable color within the monitor gamut, there is no natural
solution. Solutions like projecting onto the surface of the monitor gamut have been used
with success for some applications. Unfortunately, however, they are frequently computationally expensive and visually unsatisfactory.

Local Characterization Methods
In many applications only a small region of the color gamut of the monitor must be
characterized, but that region must be characterized very precisely. A typical example is a
threshold experiment in which there are a small number of reference stimuli. Only colors
close to the reference stimuli need be characterized precisely since they are the only colors
likely to arise in the experiment. Methods that are specialized for the characterization of
small parts of the color gamut, such as the threshold stimulus set, are the subject of this
section. They are the methods most often appropriate for vision experimentation.
General Description . Local characterization methods try to take advantage of simplifications that arise because the set of colors to be characterized is small. For example, a small
set of colors all very close to a reference color can be characterized by a linear
approximation to the global characterization function. Such simplifications offer many
desirable properties such as high precision with minimal measurement (individual colors),
linear characterizations and inverses (local regions of color), and simple inverses over
extended color ranges (one-dimensional color spaces). To realize this precision, colorimetric measurements of the required precision must be available and easily usable. Detailed
descriptions of three limited-gamut characterization schemes follow. Others are certainly
possible, and may be worked out by analogy.
Indiy idual colors. It is often the case that a small number of distinct colors is needed.
Under such circumstances the best method available is to perform a colorimetric
measurement on each color. This is easy if the colors are arbitrary but need to be known
precisely. Then they can be chosen by their RGB coordinates, with colorimetric
measurements used to establish their tristimulus values. It is less easy if a small number of
colors of specified tristimulus values are needed. The best way to deal with the latter
problem is to use on-line colorimetric measurement, adjusting RGB values until the
required tristimulus values are produced. This should be repeated several times throughout
the time during which the characterization is needed to establish the stability of the
monitor while the characterization is in use.
This type of characterization leads most directly into the most difficult question that
CRT characterization must face: how should a characterization handle spatial and angular
variations of light emitted by the CRT? Suppose, for example, an experiment uses only
two color stimuli, a red one and a green one. Suppose further that the red one always
appears at one point on the screen, while the green one always appears at a different point.
Clearly, a characterization method that performs a colorimetric measurement on each
stimulus yields maximum precision for minimum effort. Now, should the green color be
measured in its particular location and the red one be measured in its location, or should
both be measured in a common location, probably the screen center? And how should
possible variations in the color of a stimulus when the other is turned off and on be
handled? There is no universal best way of resolving such questions. Each must be
resolved in a way that suits the particular display application. Note that this problem does
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not arise only for individual color characterizations. Indeed, it arises with any characterization whatsoever. The fact that every other aspect of individual color characterizations is so
simple makes it particularly noticeable in this case.
Local regions of color. Somewhat more complicated than individual color characterizations are ones in which it is necessary to characterize a small part of the color gamut
surrounding a particular color. This might arise, for example, in a matching experiment,
where all matches are close to a fixed reference stimulus. In such cases a small region of
the color gamut must be characterized very precisely, with an emphasis on exact
presentation of differences of color between the reference color and other colors in the
region. The procedure is to make a precise colorimetric measurement of the reference
color. Call the result X0 with components X 0i , which is the result of measuring a color
having input voltages R0i . Then, for small changes in input voltage DRi , measure the
corresponding changes in tristimulus values DXi . When the results are plotted they show a
region in which the changes in tristimulus value are linearly related to changes in input
coordinate with nonlinear effects growing in importance near the edge of the region. The
size of the nonlinear effects, when compared to the required prevision of the characterization, determines the size of the region that can be characterized linearly. Within this region
the tristimulus values are given by

O M DR .
3

Xi 5 X 0i 1

ij

j

j51

The matrix Mij is determined by a multilinear regression of the data, with each component
of the tristimulus values regressed simultaneously against all three input coordinates.
Nonlinear effects and interaction terms are not included in the regression. The matrix
entry Mij , which arises as a regression coefficient, is the change of Xi for a unit change in
Rj . Thus, for example, M23 describes how much the Y tristimulus value varies with changes
in the B gun of the monitor. This type of characterization is probably the most common in
color research. It is most important to remember to determine the limits of such a linear
characterization, or at least to determine that the limits are outside the region in which the
characterization is to be used.
One -dimensional color spaces. Often it is necessary to characterize a one-dimensional
set of colors, that is, a line, not necessarily straight, in color space. Here is a method for
doing so easily. Make a set of colorimetric measurements spaced more or less evenly
along the curve. Use the variable m for the measurement number, numbering from one
end of the line to the other. Plot the measured tristimulus values and the input voltages as
functions of m . The measurement points should be dense enough that intermediate values
can be approximated by linear interpolation. Now any set of RGB values must correspond
to a value of m , not necessarily integral. How is this value determined?
1. Each measured m has a corresponding set of RGB values.
2. Find two consecutive sets such that the desired RGB values are intermediate between
the RGB values of the sets. Call the m value of the sets m 0 and m 0 1 1. Thus,
mathematically,
Ri (m 0) # Ri # Ri (m 0 1 1) ;i
3. Now calculate ‘‘how far’’ between m 0 and m 0 1 1 the desired RGB lies. The value for
gun j is d j where
Rj 2 Rj (m 0)
dj 5
Rj (m 0 1 1) 2 Rj (m 0)
4. If the three d values are close together this method works. Otherwise, the line of colors
must be measured more densely.
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5. Use d 5 (d 1 1 d 2 1 d 3) / 3 as the distance between m 0 and the desired RGB value. This
distance can then be used to interpolate in the tristimulus values.
6. The interpolated result is the characterized result.
Xi 5 Xi (m 0) 1 d (Xi (m 0 1 1) 2 Xi (m 0))
This method requires no special precautions if the line is relatively straight in RGB space.
It is important to use the interpolation to calculate the tristimulus values of some measured
colors to establish the precision of the measurement, or to decide if denser sampling is
necessary.
Iny erses . The major reason for using this family of characterization methods is the
computational simplicity of the characterizations and their inverses. Neither extensive
memory nor expensive computation is needed to realize them.
Indiy idual colors. Since there is a small number of discrete colors, they can be
arranged in a table. To get the characterization, you look up RGB in the table and read off
the tristimulus values. To get the inverse, look up the tristimulus values in the output side
of the table and the corresponding input gives RGB for the desired output. If the
tristimulus values to be inverted are not in the table, then the color is not in the
characterized set and it cannot be realized.
Local regions of color. To derive the inverse for local regions of color, write the
characterization equation as

O M DR
3

Xi 2 X 0i 5 DXi 5

ij

j

j51

Then, inverting the matrix Mij to get Mji21 ,

OM
3

DRj 5

21
ji

DXi

i51

which can be written explicitly as a solution for the RGB values needed to generate a color
of given tristimulus values. That is,

OM
3

Rj 5 R0j 1

21
ji

(Xi 2 X 0i )

i 51

It is important, after doing the above calculation, to check that the RGB values so
determined lie within the region for which the characterization offers satisfactory precision.
If not, however, unlike other methods, the inverse so determined is usually a reasonable
approximation to the desired color.
Instead of inverting the matrix off-line, the three linear equations in Rj can be solved
on-line.
One -dimensional color spaces. For one-dimensional color sets the interpolation
equations provide the inverse provided that RGB values and tristimulus values are
reversed. To avoid confusion e is used in place of d .
1. To calculate e find a consecutive pair of tristimulus values that contain the desired
values. Call the first of the pair m 0 .
2. Then calculate e i using
Xi 2 Xi (m 0)
ei 5
Xi (m 0 1 1) 2 Xi (m 0)
If the three e i values are not close together, then the tristimulus values designate a
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color that is not in the set, or the wrong interval has been found in a line of colors that
must be very convoluted, and the set must be measured more densely.
3. Use e 5 (e 1 1 e 2 1 e 3) / 3 as the distance between m 0 and the desired tristimulus values.
4. Then the RGB values corresponding to the desired tristimulus values are
Rj 5 Rj (m 0) 1 e (Rj (m 0 1 1) 2 Rj (m 0))
The results of this calculation should be checked to ensure that the RGB values do indeed
lie in the color set. This is the second check that is performed, the first being a check for a
small spread in the three e i values. The checks are needed if the set is convoluted, and are
always passed if the set is simple.
One way of checking whether the measurement density is adequate is to cycle an RGB
value through the characterization and its inverse. If it fails to meet the required precision,
then the measurement density is probably insufficient.
Out -of -Gamut Colors . Local gamut characterization methods are attractive because of
their easy-to-use inverses. Their treatment of out-of-gamut colors is also appealing.
Indiy idual colors. Colors not in the set of individual colors do not have inverses, and
are not found in a search of tristimulus values. Because this characterization method
ignores colors near to or between the measured colors, no method is possible for
representing colors that are not in the measured set. However, if the search is done with
finite precision, colors close to a measured color are aliased onto it in the search. The
precision of the search determines the region of colors that is aliased onto any measured
color.
Local regions of color. When a color is outside the local region to which the
characterization applies this method returns the input coordinates that would apply to a
linear characterization. The values are close to those produced by an exact characterization, but outside the bounds of the specified precision. The error increases as the color gets
farther away from the characterized region, but slowly in most cases. Thus, this method
clearly indicates when a color is outside the characterized region and fails gracefully
outside the region, giving values that are close, if not exact.
One -dimensional color spaces. When a set of RGB values or tristimulus values lies
outside the one-dimensional space, the fact is indicated during the calculation. The
calculation can be carried through anyway; the result is a color in the space that is close to
the given color. Exactly how close, and how the characterization defines the ‘‘closest’’
color in the one-dimensional space, depends on the details of how the measurement
samples are selected, the curvature of the color set, and the appropriate experimental
definition of ‘‘close.’’ If this method comes to have wider utility, investigation of sampling
methods might be warranted to find the ‘‘best’’ sampling algorithms. In the meantime, it is
possible to say that for reasonably straight sets colors close to the set are mapped onto
colors in the set that are colorimetrically near the original color.

Model-Dependent Characterization Methods
The two types of characterization methods described above are independent of any
particular monitor properties. In fact, they can be used for any color-generating device.
The third type of characterization makes use of a parametrized model of CRT color
production. A characterization is created by measuring the parameters that are appropriate to the CRT being characterized. The next few sections describe the most common
model for color CRTs, which is tried and true. Some CRTs may require it to be modified,
but any modifications are likely to be small. The emphasis in this description is the set of
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assumptions on which the model is based, since violations of the assumptions require
modifications to the model.
General Description .

The standard model of a color CRT has the following parts.

1. Any displayed color is the additive mixture of three component colors. The component
colors are generally taken to be the light emitted by a single phosphor.
2. The spectral power distribution of the light in each component is determined by a single
input signal, R , G , or B , and is independent of the other two signals.
3. The relative spectral power distribution of the light in each component is constant.
Hence, the chromaticity of the component color is constant.
4. The intensity of the light in each component is a power function of the appropriate
input voltage.
Taken together, these parts form a mathematical model of CRT colorimetry.
The standard model has been described many times. For a concise presentation see
Cowan;13 for a historical one see Tannenbaum.14
Gun independence. The light emitted when the input coordinates are the three
voltages y R , y G , and y B (generically called y a ) is Fl (y R , y G , y B ) . It turns out to be
convenient to form slightly different components than the standard model does, following
not the physical description of how a monitor operates, but the logical description of what
is done to realize a color on the monitor. The first step when generating a color is to create
the RGB input from the separate R , G , and B inputs. Imagine turning on each input by
itself, and assume that the color when all guns are turned on together is the additive
mixture of the colors produced when the guns are turned on individually. This assumption
is called ‘‘gun independence.’’ In terms of tristimulus values it implies the condition
Xi 5 XRi 1 XGi 1 XBi
(Usually CRTs realize gun independence by exciting different phosphors independently,
Fl (y R , y G , y B ) 5 Fl(y R , 0 , 0) 1 Fl (0 , y G , 0) 1 Fl (0 , 0 , y B )
This condition is, in fact, stronger than the gun-independence assumption, and only gun
independence is needed for characterization.)
Gun independence was described by Cowan and Rowell,15 along with a ‘‘shotgun’’
method for testing it. The tristimulus values of many colors were measured, then
predictions based on the assumption of gun independence were tested. Specifically, gun
independence implies consistency relationships that must hold within the set of measurements. Cowan and Rowell showed that a particular CRT had a certain level of gun
independence, but didn’t attempt to make measurements of many CRTs. Clearly, it is
worth making measurements on a variety of monitors to determine how widely gun
independence occurs, and how large violations of it are when they do occur. For CRTs
without gun independence there are two ways to take corrective action:
1. Use a characterization method that is not model-dependent.
2. Modify the monitor to create gun independence. For most CRTs there are good,
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inexpensive methods for improving gun independence. They will be more widely
available in the future as characterization problems caused by failures of gun
independence become more widely known.
Extreme settings of the monitor controls can cause violations of gun independence in
otherwise sound monitors. The worst culprit is usually turning the brightness and / or
contrast up so high that blooming appears at high input levels.
Phosphor constancy. When gun independence holds, it is necessary to characterize
only the colors that arise when a single gun is turned on, since the rest can be derived from
them. Usually, it is assumed that the colors produced when a single gun is turned on have
constant chromaticity. Thus, for example, the tristimulus values of colors produced by
turning on the red gun alone take the form
XRi (y R ) 5 ER (y R ) ? xRi
where xRi , the chromaticity coordinates of the emitted light, xR , yR , and zR , are
independent of the voltage input. Thus the tristimulus values of the color produced depend
on input voltage only through the intensity ER (y R ).
The engineering that usually lies behind phosphor constancy is the following. A CRT
should be designed so that the beam current in a given electron gun is independent of the
beam current in any other gun. The deflection and shadowmask geometries should be
designed and adjusted so that the electrons from any gun fall only on a single phosphor
type. The physical properties of the phosphor should guarantee that the phosphor emits
light of which the chromaticity is independent of the intensity. Meeting these conditions
ensures phosphor constancy. It is possible, but unusual, to have phosphor constancy under
other conditions, if it happens that effects cancel out appropriately.
The measurement of phosphor constancy is described by Cowan and Rowell.15 Here is a
short description of how to make the required measurements for one of the guns.
1. Turn the gun on at a variety of input voltages, and make a colorimetric measurement at
each input voltage.
2. Calculate chromaticity coordinates for each measurement, which are independent of
input voltage if phosphor constancy is present.
3. Constancy of chromaticity should also obtain in the presence of varying input to the
other guns. To consider this case, turn the two other guns on, leaving the gun to be
measured off.
4. Measure the tristimulus values for a baseline value.
5. Then turn the gun to be measured on to a variety of input voltages, making a
colorimetric measurement at each.
6. Subtract the baseline tristimulus values from each measurement, then calculate the
chromaticity coordinates. These should be constant, independent of the input to the
measured gun, and independent of the input to the other two guns as well.
One of the most common monitor characterization problems is a measured lack of
phosphor constancy. This is a serious problem, since the functions derived from the CRT
model cannot then be easily inverted. Sometimes the measured lack of phosphor constancy
is real, in which case there is no solution but to use a different type of characterization
procedure. More often, the measurement is caused by poor CRT setup or viewing
conditions. This occurs as follows, first for viewing conditions. Ambient light reflected from
the screen of the monitor is added to the emitted light. This light is independent of input
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voltage, and adds equally to all colors. Imagine a phosphor of constant chromaticity (x , y ) ,
at a variety of input voltages. The tristimulus values of light emitted from the screen are
Xi 5 X 0i 1 E (y ) ? xi
where X 0i are the tristimulus values of the ambient light reflected from the screen. Note
that subtracting the tristimulus values measured when the input voltage is zero from each
of the other measurements gives phosphor constancy. (Failure to do the subtraction gives
phosphor chromaticities that tend toward white as the input voltage decreases.) This
practice should be followed when ambient light is present. Psychophysical experiments
usually go out of their way to exclude ambient light, so the above considerations are
usually not a problem. But under more normal viewing conditions ambient light is always
present.
When the black level / brightness control is set above its minimum there is a background
level of light emitted from the screen even when the input voltage is zero. This light should
be constant. Thus, it can be handled in exactly the same way as ambient light, and the two
can be lumped together in a single normalizing measurement.
Now let’s put together this gun independence and phosphor constancy. Gun independence means that the tristimulus values Xi (y R , y G , y B ) can be treated as the sum of three
tristimulus values that depend on only a single gun:
Xi (y R , y G , y B ) 5

O

Xai (y a )

a 5R ,G ,B

Phosphor constancy means that the tristimulus values from a single gun, once the
background has been subtracted away, have constant chromaticity:
Xi (y R , y G , y G ) 5 (X 0 , Y0 , Z0) 1

O

Ea (y a ) ? xai

a 5R ,G ,B

To complete the characterization a model is needed for the phosphor output intensity
Ea (y a ).
Phosphor output models. Several different methods exist for modeling the phosphor
output. The most general, and probably the best, is to build a table for each gun. To do so
requires only photometric measurement, and the responsivity of the photometer need not
be known. (This property of the model is very convenient. Colorimetric measurements are
fairly easy to perform at light levels in the top 70 percent of the light levels produced by a
CRT, but hard to perform for dark colors. In this model the top of the output range can be
used when doing the colorimetric measurements required to obtain phosphor chromaticities. Then, photometric measurements can be performed easily using photodiodes to
calibrate the output response at the low end of the CRT output.) Choose the largest input
voltage to be used, and call it y a max. Measure its light output with the photometer. Then
measure the light output from a range of smaller values y a . The ratio of the light at lower
input to the light at maximum input is the relative excitation ea (y a ). Store the values in a
table. When excitations for intermediate voltage values are needed, find them by linear
interpolation.
ea (y a ) 5 m ea (y a 1) 1 (1 2 m )ea (y a 2)
where the interpolation parameter m is

m5

y a 2 y a2
y a1 2 y a 2

The memory requirements of the table can be reduced by using more complicated
functions, but at the price of complexity of computation in the model.
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It is also possible to approximate the measurements using a parameterized function.
The most commonly used form is the gamma correction equation
ea (y a ) 5 ea max(y a /y a max)ga
with two parameters g a and ea max. Here, y a max is the maximum input voltage, ea max is the
maximum relative excitation, usually taken to be 1.0, and g a is called the gamma correction
exponent. It is determined empirically by regressing the logarithm of the measured
excitation against the logarithm of the input voltage.
Normalization. The excitation that enters the characterization equation Ea (y a ) is the
product of the voltage-dependent relative excitation ea (y a ) and a normalization coefficient
Na :
Ea (y a ) 5 Na ? ea (y a )
The normalization coefficients complete the characterization model.
Summary equation. The characterization is summarized by the single equation
Xi 5 X 0i 1

O

Na ? ea (y a ) ? xai

a 5R ,G ,B

which provides the tristimulus values for any set of RGB input coordinates.
Conditions for Use . The assumptions discussed above are the conditions under which the
model developed here can be used successfully. The assumptions should be checked
carefully before this characterization method is used. The departure of the CRT from the
ideal CRT, defined by perfect adherence to these conditions, is a measure of the
imprecision in the characterization procedure. Note that when the CRT fails to meet
the conditions, which occurs most frequently near the edges of its gamut, the erroneous
colors are usually plausible. Thus, the model can be in error by a surprisingly large amount
and still produce satisfactory characterizations in noncritical applications.
Partial models. It is fairly clear that there are partial models meeting some of the
conditions, and that they provide useful approaches to characterization. For example,
suppose that the phosphor chromaticities vary with input voltage. They can be stored in a
table indexed by input voltage (exact values are produced by interpolation) and used in a
variant of the characterization equation:
Xi 5 X 0i 1

O

Na ? ea (y a ) ? xai (y a )

a 5R ,G ,B

Such a generalization works well for the transformation from input voltages to tristimulus
values, but the inverse transformation is virtually unusable.
Measurement of Parameters . The characterization equation requires the measurement of
a set of parameters that varies from CRT to CRT. Thus, they must be measured for the
CRT to be characterized. Different types of measurements—spectral, colorimetric, and
photometric—are needed, as described below.
Ambient light and black ley el X 0i . A colorimetric measurement of the screen with all
input voltages set to zero produces this value. It should be measured under the exact
conditions in which the characterization will be used.
Phosphor chromaticities xai . Colorimetric measurements of the screen with a single
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gun turned on produces these values. Careful subtraction of the ambient light and black
level is important. Measuring at a variety of input voltages produces:
1. A measure of phosphor constancy
2. The range of input voltages over which phosphor constancy holds well enough for use
of the characterization model
3. A value for the phosphor chromaticities, produced by averaging over the chromaticities
in the characterization range
Gamma correction functions. Measurement of the relationship between the input
voltages and the excitation functions requires photometric measurement at a large variety
of input voltages. If interpolation into a table is the method of choice, the sampling of
input voltages must be dense enough that the interpolation method chosen, usually linear,
is close enough to the exact values to yield the desired accuracy. If a functional
relationship, like the power function, is chosen the validity of the function chosen must be
inspected very carefully. Whatever method is chosen it is essential that the ambient
light / black level be subtracted from the measurements. If it is not, it is counted three times
when the contributions from the three guns are added together.
Normalization coefficients. The normalization coefficients are determined through the
characterization equation
Xi 5

O

Na ? ea (y a ) ? xai

a 5R ,G ,B

They may be determined in several ways, falling into two categories: measurement
methods and comparison methods. A typical measurement method assumes a single color
of known tristimulus values. This knowledge can be produced by a colorimetric
measurement or by varying RGB to match a known sample such as the reference field of a
color comparator. The tristimulus values are substituted into the equation above, giving
three equations for the three normalization coefficients. Solving the equations gives the
normalization coefficients. Note that the relative excitations and the phosphor chromaticities are both unitless. Thus, the normalization coefficients carry whatever units are used
to measure the tristimulus values. The units enter naturally when the linear equations are
solved.
The method for solving these linear equations utilizes the inverse transform. A matrix
M, the entries of which are the phosphor chromaticities
Mai 5 xai
21
is defined, and its inverse, Mia
, determined. Multiplying it into the characterization
equation gives

OM
3

21
ia

Xi 5 Na ? ea (y a )

i51

Then Na is calculated from

OM
3

Na 5 ea (y a ) ?

21
ia

Xi .

i51

Note that ea (y a ) is known since the input voltage that matches the standard, or of the color
that has been measured, is known.
The second method is used when it is possible to match a known standard. For
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example, it might be possible to find voltages that make colors produced by individual guns
equiluminous. Call the voltages y YR , y YG , and y YB , and substitute them into the Y 5 X 2
characterization equation
NR eR (y YR )xR2 5 NG eG (y YG )xG2 5 NB eB (y YB )xB2
This equation is easily solved for the ratios NG / NR and NB / NR , leaving a single constant,
an overall normalizing coefficient, undetermined. This constant, which carries the units in
which the tristimulus values are measured, can be determined only by an absolute
measurement (or, equivalently, a color match to an absolute standard). However, because
vision is insensitive to variations in overall intensity, the precise value of the overall
normalizing coefficient is unimportant in many applications.
Iny erse Transformations . One of the most attractive features of model-dependent
characterizations is the simplicity of their inverses. It is simple to invert the characterization equation
Xi 5

O

Na ? ea (y a ) ? xai

a 5R ,G ,B

which determines the tristimulus values of a color in terms of the input voltages that cause
it to be displayed, into the inverse equation, which specifies input voltages that create a
color of given tristimulus values. Define the matrix of phosphor chromaticities
Mai 5 xai
21
Then determine its inverse Mia
by conventional means. It is used to solve the
characterization function

OM
3

21
ia

Xi 5 Na ? ea (y a )

i51

Then, after the normalization coefficients are divided out
ea (y a ) 5

O

1 3
1
M2
ia Xi
Na i51

It is then necessary to find the input voltages that give the appropriate excitations ea , which
requires inversion of the excitation function. Thus,

SN1 O M X D
3

y a 5 ea21

21
ia

i

a i 51

If the relative excitation function is specified in a closed form, the inverse can be calculated
using only elementary algebra. Otherwise, it is necessary to develop a tabular inverse,
which is most easily done by one-dimensional interpolation.
Violations of phosphor constancy. When phosphor constancy does not hold, the
inverse cannot be calculated using the methods given above. Numerical inversion
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techniques, which are beyond the scope of this section, can be used, but it is probably a
better idea to use a different calibration method.
Out -of -Gamut Colors . Most inversion methods fail internally if they are asked to
produce the input coordinates needed to display an out-of-gamut color. For example,
tabular inverses fail to find an interval or cell in which to interpolate. Because the
functions in model-dependent characterizations are well defined beyond the gamut, these
methods generally do not fail, but calculate values that lie outside the domain of input
coordinates. Thus, input coordinate values calculated from inverses of model-dependent
characterizations should be checked, because writing out-of-range values to color lookup
tables produces unpredictable results.

Absolute Characterization versus Characterization for Interaction
The characterization methods discussed above are designed to provide absolute characterizations, which are needed for color coordinates defined in terms of an external
standard. Probably just as often characterization is needed to support specific interaction
techniques. Suppose, for example, an experiment calls for the observer to have three
CIELAB controls, one changing L* , one changing a * , and one changing b *. To make this
possible a characterization of the CRT in terms of CIE tristimulus values must be done to
provide a basis for the transformation from tristimulus values to L*a *b *. This type of
characterization situation has several characteristics that are quite common:
1. At any given time there is a known color on the screen and the problem is to calculate a
color slightly different from it. This situation arises because the control is sampled
frequently enough that large color changes are produced only cumulatively over many
color updates.
2. The new color coordinates must be calculated quickly and frequently.
3. Errors in the calculated color increments are errors in quantities that are already small.
Thus, they can be considerably larger (in percentage terms) than would be tolerable for
an absolute characterization.
4. The inverse transformation, tristimulus values to RGB is usually needed.
This combination of requirements is most easily met when the characterization has a
linear inverse, and as little calculation as possible in the main loop. Exhaustive
characterization methods have the necessary ingredients as they stand, provided an inverse
table has been built, as do local methods. But nonlinear transformations, like the one from
L*a *b * to tristimulus values violate the conditions imposed above, and it is necessary to
linearize them. They can then be combined with whatever characterization is in use to
linearize the entire transformation from input coordinates to color specification.
Linearization . Consider a transformation f that takes a vector x into a vector y. An
example is the transformation between L*a *b * and XYZ. Suppose two vectors that are
known to transform into each other are known: x0 (L0*a*0 b*)
corresponds to the set y0
0
(X 0 Y0 X 0). Now, if one vector undergoes a small change, how does the other change? If the
transformation is suitably smooth (and the functions of color science are adequately
smooth), small changes one variable can be expressed in terms of small changes of the
other by simple matrix multiplication
Dyi 5

O M Dx
ij

j

j
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The entries in the matrix M are the partial derivatives of f with respect to x, evaluated at
x0. That is,
fi
Mij 5
xj x5x0

U

Even though the computation of the derivatives may be expensive, they need to be
calculated only infrequently, and the calculation can be scheduled when the system has idle
resources available.

Practical Comments
CRT characterization is essentially a practical matter. It is almost always done because a
superordinate goal requires it. Thus, it is appropriate to end this chapter with several
practical remarks that make characterization easier and less costly.
Do as little characterization as possible! Characterization is usually done within a fixed
budget of time and equipment. Identifying the least characterization that provides all the
information needed for the application allows the extra resources to be used to improve
precision and to check measurements.
Characterize frequently! CRTs age and drift; colleagues turn knobs unaware that they
change a critical characterization. Discovering that a CRT does not match its characterization function invalidates all data collected or experiments run since the characterization was last checked. There are only two defenses. First, measure the CRT as often as is
feasible. Second, devise visual checks that can be run frequently and that will catch most
characterization errors. It is possible to use luminance-matching techniques like minimally
distinct border or minimum motion to check characterizations in a few seconds.
Understand the principles underlying the characterization methods and alter them to fit
the specific stimuli needed for the application. In particular, CRTs have many ways of
being unstable. The best defense is to characterize the CRT with stimuli that are as close
as possible to those that are used in the application: same size, same position on the
screen, measurement apparatus at the observer’s eye point, same background color and
intensity, and so on. Such adherence is the best defense against inadvertently finding a new
type of CRT instability that invalidates months of work.

27.5 AN INTRODUCTION TO LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS
The purpose of this section is to provide an introduction to the operational principles that
provide color output from liquid crystal displays (LCDs). No actual colorimetric
measurements are shown, because LCDs are evolving too fast for them to be of any lasting
interest. Instead, schematic illustrations are given, showing features that the author
considers likely to be present in future displays.
At the time of writing, colorimetric quality of LCDs is uneven. Nonetheless, since
LCDs are semiconductor components and since they are now being produced in large
quantities for low-cost computers, it is reasonable to expect a rapid decrease in cost
combined with an increase in quality over the next decade. As the succeeding sections
should make clear, they have a variety of interesting properties which will often make
them preferred to CRTs as visual stimulators. Only by actively following their development will it be possible to use them at the earliest opportunity.
Two properties make liquid crystal devices particularly interesting to the visual
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scientist. First, they are usable as self-luminous, transmissive, or reflective media. They
combine this flexibility with the range of temporal and spatial control possible on a CRT.
This property is likely to make them particularly valuable for studies of color appearance
and color constancy. Second, they have the ability to produce temporal and spatial edges
that are much sharper than those producible on a CRT. This property has been called
‘‘acutance’’ in the display literature.16 High acutance is potentially a serious problem for
image display, since the gaussian blur that occurs at edges in CRT images helps to hide
artifacts of the CRT raster. But high acutance also presents an opportunity since many
small-scale irregularities that cannot be controlled on the CRT can be controlled on the
LCD.
Operational Principles of Monochrome LCDs
This section describes the operation of monochrome LCDs. The components of color
LCDs are so similar to those of monochrome ones that they are most easily explained
based on an understanding of monochrome LCDs.
Oy ery iew . The important components of a monochrome LCD are shown schematically
in Fig. 16. In the dark, the main source of light is the backlight. Its luminous flux passes
through a diffuser. The uniformity of the backlight / diffuser pair determines the spatial
uniformity of the display surface. Light from the diffuser then passes through a
light-modulating element that consists of two crossed polarizers and an intervening space,
usually a few microns thick, filled with the liquid crystal. The liquid crystal rotates the
polarization of light passing through it by an amount that depends on the local electric
field. Thus, the electric field can be varied to vary the amount of light passing through the
light-modulating element. The electric field is produced by a capacitor that covers the area
of the pixel. The different varieties of LCD differ mainly in the electronics used to drive
the capacitor. At present, the most common type is bilevel, with the capacitor controlled

FIGURE 16 Illustration of the typical components of
a single LCD pixel, seen side on. The arrows show the
three light paths that contribute to the light emitted
from the pixel.
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by a transistor that is either on or off, thus defining two light levels, white and black. More
interesting are multilevel devices, in which an analog electric field allows more or less
continuous variation of light output. Currently available analog devices are capable of 16
levels of gray scale with a pixel that is about 150 microns square.
In bilevel devices the array of pixels is very similar to the layout of memory cells in a
random access seimconductor memory. Thus, the display itself can be considered a
write-only random-access frame buffer. Most LCDs do not, at present, make use of the
random-access capability, but accept input via the RS-170 analog signal standard used for
CRTs. The multilevel variant is similar, except that an analog value is stored at each
location instead of 0 or 1.
An interesting feature of this design is the ability of ambient light to enter the display.
It then passes through the light-modulating element and is scattered with random phase by
the diffuser. From there it passes back through the light-modulating element to the viewer.
Thus, under high-ambient conditions there are two contributions to light emitted from the
display: one from the backlight that is linear with respect to the transmittance of the
light-modulating element and one from ambient light that is quadratic with respect to
the transmittance of the light-modulating element. More specifically, the contribution
from the backlight, F(BL)
is given by
l
)
F(BL)
5 τ (V )F0(BL
l
l
)
where F0(BL
is the light emitted from the display when the light-modulating element is in
l
its maximally transmissive state and τ (V ) is the voltage-dependent transmittance of the
light-modulating element. Note that the light-modulating process is assumed to be
spectrally neutral. (In fact, chemists attempt to make the liquid crystal as spectrally neutral
as possible.) The contribution from ambient light F(lAMB) is
)
Fl(AMB) 5 τ 2(V )(1 2 R (l ))D (l )F(0AMB
l
)
where F0(AMB
is the ambient light incident on the display, R (l ) is the reflectance of the
l
faceplate of the display, and D (l ) is the proportion of light reflected back by the diffuser.
The second contribution is particularly interesting because the display is essentially
characterized by a variable reflectance τ 2(V )(1 2 R (l ))D (l ) . Thus it is possible to create
reflective images that are computer-controlled pixel by pixel. Note the importance of the
front surface reflection in this pixel model. Light that is not transmitted at the front surface
produces glare; light that is transmitted creates the image. Consequently, it is doubly
important that the faceplate be treated to minimize reflection.

Pixel Structure . The most interesting characteristic of the LCD is the shape and layout of
its pixels, which are unlike the CRT pixel both spatially and temporally.
The time dependence of the light output form an LCD pixel is shown schematically in
Fig. 17. Each refresh of the pixel produces a sharp rise followed by a slow fall. If the light
output decreases from one frame to the next, the decrease occurs abruptly at the beginning
of the pixel, without the exponential tail characteristic of CRTs with long persistence

FIGURE 17 Illustration of the time dependence of the
light output from an LCD pixel that is turned on for two
refreshes, then turned to a lower level for the third
refresh.
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FIGURE 18 Illustration of the layout and shape
of pixels on an LCD. The lower panel shows the
spatial dependence of emitted light, on a cross
section through the center of a row of pixels. The
two middle pixels are turned on to a lower level
than the outside ones.

phosphors. The turnoff is limited only by the resistance of the circuit that removes charge
from the capacitor. The slow fall is produced by loss of charge from the capacitor: the
circuit is essentially a sample and hold and the flatness of the pixel profile is determined by
the quality of the hold.
The spatial structure of the LCD display surface is shown schematically in Fig. 18. The
pixels are nonoverlapping, with dark lines between them because an interpixel mask is
used to hide regions where the electric fields of neighboring capacitors overlap. The light
emitted is uniform over the pixel area, so that the intensity profile is uniform. Usually
there is a small amount taken off the corner of the pixel to allow space for the electronic
circuits that turn the pixel off and on. The pitch of the display, the distance from one pixel
to the center of the next pixel, ranges from 100 to 500 microns.
Problems . Current high resolution, analogue, color LCDs suffer from a variety of
problems, which may be expected to diminish rapidly in importance as manufacturing
technology improves.
Thickness y ariation. Uniformity of output depends critically on precise control of the
thickness of the liquid crystal from pixel to pixel.
Heat. Current displays are very temperature-dependent, changing their performance
as they warm up and if anything warm, like a human hand, is held in contact with them.
Gray scale. The present mass-produced LCDs have poor gray-scale capability: each
pixel can be only off or on. The manufacturing processes needed to produce gray scale,
which produce about 30 levels of gray scale on prototype displays, need considerable
development.
Electronics. A typical display depends on thousands of address wires, connected to the
display at the pitch of the pixels. These wires are delicate and subject to failure, which
produces a row or column of inactive pixels, called a line-out.
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FIGURE 19 Schematic diagram of a variety of
different monochrome pixel geometries; (a ) and (b )
show two triad geometries; (c ) and (d ) show two quad
geometries. The color pixel is outlined in gray.

The Color LCD
The color LCD is a straightforward generalization of the monochrome LCD. Colored
filters are placed in the light path to color the light emitted from each pixel. Three
differently colored filters, and sometimes four, are used to create several interpenetrating
colored images that combine additively to form a full-color image. The repetition pattern
of the different images is regular, and it is usually possible to group a set of differently
colored pixels into a single-colored pixel with three or four primaries, as shown in Fig. 19.
(Terminology is important but nonstandard. In this chapter a single-colored pixel is called
a monochrome pixel; a set of differently colored monochrome pixels that combines
additively to produce a continuum of color at a given point is called a color pixel.)
Geometry of the Color Pixel . There are a variety of different geometrical arrangements
of monochrome pixels within a color pixel. Several are illustrated in Fig. 19. It is not
currently known which arrangement is best for which type of visual information. When the
viewer is far enough back from the display the arrangement does not matter, only the
relative number of each primary color. One strategy that is being tried is to add a fourth
color, white or yellow, in a quad arrangement in order to increase brightness. Such a
display offers interesting possibilities for experimentation with mesopic stimuli and for
diagnosis and investigation of color-vision defects.
It is obvious that every geometry has directions in which the primaries form unwanted
color patterns. Such patterns do not arise in CRT imagery because there is a random
correlation between the dot triads that produce color and the pixel locations. Whether
there is a regular geometry, as yet untried, that removes the patterns, whether software
techniques similar to antialiasing can eliminate their visual effects, or whether a
randomized primary arrangement is needed to remove the patterns is a problem as yet
unresolved. (It should also be remembered that some stimuli may best be created by
graphical techniques that take advantage of the existence of the patterns.) Whatever the
solution, however, it must address the interrelationship between spatial and color aspects
of the stimulus in the visual system of the perceiver.
Colorimetry of the Color Pixel . The dominant factor in the colorimetry of LCDs is the
interaction between the spectral power distribution of the backlight and the transmittances
of the filters. Typically backlight and filter design deals with a trade-off between brightness
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and color gamut. The higher the excitation purity of the filter the more saturated the
primary but the less bright the display. An additional factor considered in this trade-off is
heating of the liquid crystal, which is greater when the filters have high excitation purity.
Choice of a backlight that has as much as possible of its spectral power in wavelengths
passed by the filters will improve performance.
The colorimetric properties of an LCD can be summed up in a few equations. The first
is that the color of a pixel is the additive mixture of the colors of its monochrome pixel
components. The sum of the spectral powers is

O F (V )
Np

Fl 5

al

a

a 51

where Fal is the spectral power emitted by monochrome pixel a , which depends on the
voltage Va applied to it. Similarly, the tristimulus values are the sum of the tristimulus
values of the monochrome pixels

OX
Np

Xi 5

ai

a 51

where Xai is the set of tristimulus values for primary a. Note that ‘‘gun independence’’ is
assumed.
The spectral power contributed by monochrome pixel a is the sum of three components:
)
one from the backlight, Fa(BL
l (Va ) , one from ambient light reflected from the front surface
)
of the LCD, F(R )al , and one from ambient light reemitted from the display, F(aAMB
(Va ) .
l
)
(R )
(AMB )
Fal(Va ) 5 F(aBL
(Va )
l (Va ) 1 Fal 1 Fal

The contribution from the backlight is
)
(BL)
F(aBL
l (Va ) 5 τ a (l )τ (Va )F0l
)
where F0(BL
is the spectral power distribution of the backlight, τ (Va ) is the voltagel
dependent transmittance of the liquid crystal / polarizer sandwich, and τ a (l ) is the
transmittance of the color filter. The function τ (V ) is independent of the primary because
the display uses the same light-modulating element for each primary. The function τ a (l ) is
independent of the applied voltage since the light-modulating element is spectrally neutral.
In the absence of ambient light, this term is the only contribution to the light emitted by
the LCD. The colorimetric properties are then identical to those of a CRT with primaries
)
of the same chromaticity, which is the chromaticity of the product τ a (l )F(0BL
l , though the
equivalent of the gamma function τ (Va ) is certain to have a different functional form.
The contribution from light reflected from the front surface is
)
F(aRl ) 5 R (l )F(0AMB
l
)
where R (l ) is the reflectance of the front surface and F(0AMB
is the ambient light incident
l
on the surface. Usually, the reflectance is spectrally neutral (independent of wavelength)
and the reflected light has the same color as the incident ambient light.
The contribution from light reemitted from the display is
)
F(aRl ) 5 (1 2 R (l ))D (l )τ 2a(l )τ 2(Va )F(0AMB
l

where D (l ) is the reflectance of the diffuser. This contribution can be modeled as a light of
)
the same chromaticity as the spectral power distribution (1 2 R (l ))D (l )τ 2a(l )F(0AMB
, with
l
its intensity modulated by the function τ 2(Va ). Note that this chromaticity is not in general
the same as the chromaticity produced by light from the backlight. (It will usually be more
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saturated than the backlight component since it passes through the color filter twice.) Note
also that the voltage dependence of the intensity of this light differs from that of the
backlight component. Thus, the chromaticity of the primary changes as the voltage changes
when ambient light is present, and the effect cannot be subtracted off, as can the ambient
component.
Controls and Input Standards . LCDs will have standard sets of controls and input
signals only when the technology is much more mature than it is at present. Currently, the
most common input seems to be analog video, as used for CRTs. While this allows a
one-for-one substitution of an LCD for a CRT, it seems quite inappropriate for computer
applications. Specifically, information is extracted from the frame buffer, a random-access
digital device, laboriously sequenced into the serial analog video signal, the reextracted for
presentation for the random-access LCD. Thus, it seems likely that digital random-access
input standards are likely to supersede video signals for LCD input, and that the display
will be more tightly coupled to the image storage system than is common with CRTs.

Temporal and Spatial Variations in Output
LCD fabrication technology is changing too quickly for quantitative limits to spatial and
temporal variability to be predictable. Nonetheless, it seems likely that certain qualitative
properties are inherent in all LCD designs. They are discussed in general terms in the next
few sections.
Short -Time Temporal Variation . The light output over a short time (about 100
milliseconds) is shown schematically in Fig. 17. The details shown in that figure, the rise
and decay times and the turnoff time, are bound to change as fabrication techniques
improve. Currently, the turnoff time is not very good for most LCDs, and images leave
shadows that decay visibly for several seconds after they are removed. That defect is not
inherent in LCD electronics and it should be expected to disappear as circuitry improves.
The other possible defect is the ripple in the light output, which is nonetheless much
smaller than the ripple of CRT light output. The size of the ripple is determined by the
quality of the sample-and-hold circuit that maintains charge on the capacitor, and is likely
to decrease as LCDs improve.
The interaction between ripple and turnoff time is quite different for an LCD than for a
CRT. To decrease the ripple on a CRT it is necessary to increase the decay time of the
phosphors; degradation of the turnoff time cannot be avoided. For an LCD, on the other
hand, the turnoff is active, and independent of the ripple. Thus, it is possible to improve
the ripple without degrading the turnoff. As a result, future LCDs are likely to be very
useful for generating stimuli that require precise temporal control.
Long -Time Temporal Variation . Even at the current state of development, the
long-time stability of LCDs is quite good, with reports showing variations of about 2
percent on a time scale of several hours. This performance is comparable to good-quality
CRTs and incandescent light sources. The main contributor to instability is heat. LCDs are
only stable once they are warmed up, and even small changes in cooling configuration can
cause appreciable changes in light output. Thus, good stability of light output requires
well-controlled temperature and a long warm-up time.
Small -Scale Spatial Variation . Small-scale variation is determined by the spatial
structure of the pixel, which is illustrated in Fig. 18. The important feature is the sharp
edge of the pixel: unlike CRT pixels, there is no blending at the edges of adjacent pixels.
This feature makes the creation of some stimulus characteristics easy—sharp vertical and
horizontal edges, for example—and makes the creation of other stimulus parameters very
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difficult—rounded corners, for example. Many graphical techniques and image-quality
criteria have evolved to take advantage of display characteristics that are peculiar to the
CRT; there is likely to be a substantial investment in devising techniques that are well
suited to the very different pixel profile of the LCD.
An interesting future possibility arises because of the similarity of LCD manufacturing
technology to that of random-access memories. Consequently, it is likely that future LCDs
will be limited in resolution not by pixel size but by input bandwidth. If so, it would be
sensible to have logical pixels within the control system that consist of many physical pixels
on the display, with enough processing power on the display itself to translate commands
referring to logical pixels into drive signals for physical pixels. In fact, a physical pixel
could even belong to more than one logical pixel. If such a development occurs,
considerable control over the pixel profile will be possible, which may greatly extend the
range of spatial variation that images can possess.
Large -Scale Spatial Variation . Because LCDs have no large-scale structural features,
like the beam deflection in the CRT, only manufacturing tolerances should induce spatial
variation. The main source of manufacturing variability at the time of writing is the
physical size of the pixels and the electronic components—capacitors, especially—that
control them. Ideally, such variations would be random, so that spatial variation would add
only gaussian noise to the displayed image.
Much more serious is angular variation of emitted light. The light-emitting element uses
effects that have strong directional dependence, and it is sometimes even possible to find
angles at which an LCD reverses contrast compared to perpendicular viewing. Although
this effect is inherent in LC technology, it is reasonable to hope that display improvements
will reduce the angular variability below its currently unacceptable level.
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28.1 GLOSSARY
A
D
Er
f
fe
Ls
td
x
D
F
Fp
τ

area
distance
illuminance at the retina (retinal illuminance)
focal length
focal length of the eye
intrinsic luminance of the source
troland (the unit of retinal illuminance)
position
change in position
flux (general)
flux at the pupil
transmittance

We have also consistently used subscripted and / or subscripted versions of A and S for
area, D for distance, f for focal lengths, x for positions, and D for changes in position.

28.2 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents basic techniques for generating, controlling, and calibrating the
spatial and temporal pattern of light on the retina (the visual stimulus). It deals with the
optics of stimulus generation and the control of light sources used in the vision laboratory.
Generation of stimuli by computer video displays is covered in detail in Chap. 27. Units for
measuring radiation are discussed in Volume II, Chapter 24 (‘‘Radiometry and
Photometry’’).

28.3 THE SIZE OF THE VISUAL STIMULUS
The size of a visual stimulus can be specified either in terms of the angle which the
stimulus subtends at the pupil, or in terms of the physical size of the image of the stimulus
formed at the retina, for most purposes vision scientists specify stimuli in terms of the
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angular subtense at the pupil. If an object of size h is viewed at distance D then we express
its angular extent as
h
(1)
Degrees visual angle 5 2 tan21
2D

S

S DD

or, for angles less than about 108
Degrees visual angle >

360h 57.3h
5
2π D
D

(2)

In this chapter we specify stimuli in terms of the actual retinal area, as well as the
angular extent. Angular extent has the advantage that it is independent of the eye, that is,
it can be specified totally in terms of externally measurable parameters. However, an
understanding of the physical dimensions of the retinal image is crucial for understanding
the interrelation of eye size, focal length, and light intensity, all of which are part of the
design of optical systems for vision research.

28.4 FREE OR NEWTONIAN VIEWING
There are two broad classes of optical systems that are used in vision research. Free
viewing, or newtonian viewing, forms an image of a target on the retina with minimal
accessory optics (Fig. 1a ).

FIGURE 1 (a ) In free viewing or newtonian viewing the eyes optics
are used to image a target onto the retina. (b ) Computation of the
retinal illuminance in free-viewing. As the area of the source, D the
distance between the source and the eye, Ap the area of the pupil, fe
the optical focal length of the eye, AR the area of the image of the
source on the retina, and ER the retinal illuminance.
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Retinal Illuminance
Photometric units incorporate the overall spectral sensitivity of the eye, but that is the only
special property of this set of units. That is, there are no terms specific to color (for a
discussion of colorimetry, see Chap. 26) and no allowances for the details of visual
perception. The eye is treated as a linear detector which integrates across wavelengths.
The retinal illuminance of an object in newtonian view is determined by the luminous
intensity of the target and the size of the pupil of the eye. The luminous power at the pupil
[dimensions are luminous power or energy per unit time, the SI units are lumens (lm)]
FP 5 Ls As

Ap
D2

(3)

where Ls is the luminance of the source (the SI units are lumens per meters squared per
steradian (lm / m2 / sr) or candelas per meters squared (cd / m2)), As is the source area, Ap is
the area of the pupil, and D is the distance from the pupil to the source (so (Ap / D 2) is the
solid angle the pupil subtends).
The area of the image element on the retina is

SDf D

2

AR9 5 As m 2 5 As

e

(4)

where m is the magnification of the eye and fe is the effective focal length of the eye (Fig.
1b ). From this we compute the illuminance at the retina as
ER 5

Fp Ap Ls
5
AR9 ( fe )2

(5)

[The SI units of illuminance are lm / m2]. A typical value for fe is 16.67 mm.1,2 Note that the
retinal illuminance does not depend on the distance. That is, the retinal illuminance when
viewing an extended source such as a video screen is independent of the viewing distance
and is dependent only on the size of the eye’s pupil, the luminance of the source, and the
focal length of the eye. In most cases, the focal length of the viewer’s eye is not known, but
it is possible to measure the size of the pupil. For this reason a standard unit for specifying
retinal illuminance was developed, the troland.
The Troland (td ). The troland is a unit of illuminance (luminous power per unit area).
The troland quantifies the luminous power per unit area at the retina (the retinal
illuminance). One troland was defined as the illuminance at the retina when the eye
observes a surface with luminance 5 1 cd / m2 through a pupil having an area of 1 mm2.
Using Eq. (5) and a standard fe of 16.67 mm we find that the troland is defined by
1 td 5 0.0035 lumens / m2

(6)

This definition ties the troland to the illuminance on the retina of a standard eye assuming
no transmission loss in the ocular media at 555 nm. Thus, two observers with different-size
eyes, different-size pupils, or different relative losses in the ocular media, viewing the same
surface, will have different retinal illuminances. Wyszecki and Stiles2 have recommended
that the term troland y alue be used to distinguish the trolands computed for a standard eye
from the actual retinal illuminance. General usage is that the retinal illuminance is
determined simply by measuring the luminance of a surface in cd / m2 and multiplying this
value by the area of the pupil in mm2.
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Limitations of Free Viewing: An Example
There are two major limitations to newtonian view systems. The first is that the retinal
illuminance is limited. For instance, a 60-W frosted incandescent bulb can produce a
120,000-td field, but to obtain a uniform 208 field it must be placed 17 inches from the
observer’s eye. This requires an accommodative effort that not all observers can make. A
comparable illuminance at more realistic distances, or with variable focus, requires larger
light sources or more elaborate optical systems. The second limitation of free viewing is
that variations in pupil size are not readily controlled. This means that the experimenter
cannot specify the retinal illuminance for different stimulus conditions or for different
individuals. Maxwellian view optical systems solve these problems.

28.5 MAXWELLIAN VIEWING
Figure 2a shows a simple maxwellian view system. The key factor that distinguishes the
maxwellian view system is that the illumination source is made optically conjugate to
the pupil of the eye. As a result, the target which forms the stimulus is not placed at the
source, but rather at a separate plane optically conjugate to the retina. In the system of
Fig. 2a the plane conjugate to the retina, where a target should be placed, lies at the focal
point of lens L21 , between the source and the lens. Light from the source is diverging at
this point, and slight changes in target position will cause changes in both the plane of
focus and the magnification of the target. For this reason most real maxwellian view
systems use multiple lenses. Figure 2b shows such a maxwellian view system where the
single lens has been replaced by two lenses. The first lens collimates light from the source
and the second forms an image of the source at the pupil. This places the retinal conjugate
plane at the focal plane of L1 . We label the conjugate planes starting at the eye, so R1 is
the first plane conjugate to the retina and P1 is the first plane conjugate to the pupil.

Control of Focus and the Retinal Conjugate Plane
The focus of the maxwellian view system is controlled by varying the location of the
target.3–5 Moving the target away from R1 allows the experimenter either to adjust for
ametropia or to require the observer to accommodate. To see this we compute where lens
L1 (Fig. 2b ) places the image of the target relative to the eye. If the target is at the focal
point of L1 , the image is at infinity, which means there is a real image in focus at the retina
for an emmetropic eye. If we move the target toward lens L1 , the lens of an emmetrope
must shorten the focus to bring the image back into focus on the retina. We quantify this
required change in focus as the change in the dioptric power of the eye (or the optical
system if spectacle correction is used) where the dioptric power is simply the inverse of the
focal length measured in meters. If the target is displaced by D from the focal point of L1
then using the newtonian form of the lens formula (x 9x 5 f 2) we find that
Change in dioptric power 5

D
( f1)2

(7)

If the target move toward the lens L1 , this compensating power must be positive (the focal
length of the eye or eye plus spectacle shortens). If the target moves from f1 away from
lens L1 , the required compensation is negative. If the eye accommodates to keep the target
in focus on the retina, then the size of the retinal image is unchanged by the change in
position.3,4
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FIGURE 2 Panel (a ): In a minimal maxwellian view system a lens L21 images a source in the plane of the
eye’s pupil. The lens is shown at a distance D from the eye equal to twice its focal length. The field stop (S )
in the aperture of L21 . Panel (b ): A maxwellian view optical system with an accessible retinal conjugate
plane (R 1). Lens L2 collects light from the source and collimates it. Lens L1 images the source in the plane
of the eye’s pupil (P0). Pupil conjugate planes (Pi ) and retinal conjugate planes (Ri ) are labeled starting at
the eye. For an emmetrope lens L1 images the retina (R 0) at R 1 . This is the plane where a visual target will
appear in best focus for an emmetropic observer. Moving the target away from R 1 a distance D changes the
plane of focus of the retinal image, requiring the emmetrope to accommodate. The maximum size of the
retinal image (SR ) is limited for this system to the aperture of lens L2(S2). The pupil is imaged at position
P1 , where the light source is placed. Panel (c ) shows a more complex system where a second set of pupil
conjugate and retinal conjugate planes have been added. An artificial pupil (Ap 1) is added at P1 . It is the
image of this pupil at the source (Ap 2) that limits the retinal illuminance produced in this optical
configuration. Other symbols as above.

Size
For this system the area of the illuminated retinal field is determined by the limiting
aperture in a retinal conjugate plane between the light source and the retina (the field stop
S2 in Fig. 2b ) and is

Sff D S
2

SR 5

e

(8)

2

1

or for the schematic eye we use:

S16f.67D S
2

SR 5

2

1

(9)
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where fe is the focal length of the eye (in mm) and f1 is the focal length of lens L1 . This
same formula is used to compute the physical size of an image on the retina. Note that the
linear magnification is ( fe / f1) and the areal magnification is ( fe / f1)2. The angular subtense of
the field is the same as in Eq. (1), substituting the diameter of S2 for h and f1 for the
distance D. Also note that the angular extent is independent of details of the optics of the
eye. This convenience is the main reason that angular extent is the most widely used unit
for specifying the stimulus in vision research.

Retinal Illuminance
One of the principal ady antages of a maxwellian view system is that it provides a large,
uniformly bright field of view. This mode of illumination is called Kohler illumination in
microscopy. The light available in a maxwellian view optical system is determined by two
main factors, the luminance of the light source, and the effective pupillary aperture of the
optical system being used. In Fig. 2b we see that lens L2 collects light from the source. The
amount of light collected is the maximum amount of light that can be presented to the eye
and is1,3
S2
F 5 AP1 LS
(10)
( f2)2
where AP1 is the area of source being considered (or, equivalently, a unit area of the
source), LS is the luminance of the source (in lm / m2 / sr), S2 is the aperture of lens L2 , and
f2 is the focal length of lens L2 . We have used the area of lens L2 , for this example,
although in actual practice this area might be reduced by later field stops. This quantity
will cancel out in the subsequent calculations. Finally, if all of the light collected by lens L2
is distributed across the retina, then the retinal illuminance is
ER 5

S D

f1
F
5 As LS
SR
f2 fe

2

(11)

where SR is obtained from Eq. (8). Note that only the luminance of the source, the source
area, and the focal lengths of the optical elements are important in setting the retinal
illuminance. Using different diameters for lens L2 will change the amount of light collected
and the size of the retinal area illuminated. Such a change will be reflected by changing the
area parameter in both Eqs. (8) and (10), which cancel.
In Eq. (11) the area of the source image (AP1) at the pupil is

Sff D

2

AP0 5 AP1

1

(12)

2

If the eye’s pupil (AP0) is smaller than this source image then the eye’s pupil is limiting
and
Ap0 LS
(13)
ER 5
( fe )2
Equation (13) for the maxwellian view system is identical to Eq. (5) which we obtained
for the newtonian view system, but now the entire field is at the retinal luminance set by
the source luminance. Thus, in maxwellian view a large, high retinal illuminance field can
be readily obtained.
To control the size of the entry pupil rather than allowing it to fluctuate with the natural
pupil, most maxwellian view systems use a pupillary stop. Figure 2c shows a system where
a stop has been introduced at an intermediate pupil conjugate plane AP1 . This has the
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advantage of placing the pupillary stop of the system conjugate to the eye’s pupil. The
projection of Ap1 at the source is Ap2 and it is Ap2 that limits the available luminous area of
the source. Lenses L3 and L4 image the source onto the artificial pupil, and lenses L1 and
L2 image the artificial pupil in the plane of the eye’s pupil (Ap0). The retinal illuminance of
this more complex system can be computed as follows: the field stop over which light is
collected by lens L4 is S4 and can be computed by projecting the retinal area illuminated
(SR ) back to lens L4 .
f1 f3 2
(14)
S4 5 SR
f2 fe

S D

Ap2 is the area of the source which passes through the artificial pupil:

Sff D A
2

Ap2 5

4

(15)

p1

3

Therefore the total amount of usable light collected is
F 5 LS Ap2

S D

S4
f1
5 SR LS Ap1
( f4)2
f2 fe

and the retinal illuminance is
ER 5

S D

f1
F
5 LS Ap
SR
f2 fe

2

(16)

2

(17)

Note that, as in Eq. (13) above, (Ap1( f1 / f2)2) is the size of the image of the aperture Ap1
when measured at the exit pupil (AP0). Thus, even in this more complex case we find that
the retinal illuminance is dependent only on the source luminance, the pupillary area
measured at P0 , and the focal length of the eye.

Advantages of Maxwellian Viewing: Example Revisited
The strength of a maxwellian view system is that properties of the target (focus, size,
shape) can be controlled independently from retinal illuminance. If the source is larger
than the limiting pupil, then the maximum retinal illuminance is the luminance of the
source, scaled only by the exit pupil and eye size [Eqs. (13) and (17)]. The retinal
illuminance is controlled by pupillary stops, and the target size, shape, and focus are
controlled by retinal stops. Additionally, focus can be controlled independently of retinal
illuminance and image size.
If we use the 60-W frosted bulb that we used in the example of newtonian viewing as a
source in a maxwellian view optical system we find that we can produce the same
maximum retinal illuminance for a given pupil size [Eqs. (5) and (13)]. However, with the
maxwellian view system relatively inexpensive, achromat lenses will allow us to generate a
field size greater than 208. In addition, we can dispense with the frosted bulb (which was
needed in free viewing to give a homogeneously illuminated target) and use an unfrosted
tungsten halogen bulb to produce in excess of 1 million td.

Controlling the Spatial Content of a Stimulus
The spatial frequency content of a retinal image is usually measured in cycles per degree
(of visual angle). The frequencies present in the retinal image are those present in the
target, cut off by the limiting aperture of the pupillary stop—either the eye’s pupil or an
artificial pupil in a pupillary plane between the target and the eye.25 Apertures placed on
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the source side of the target do nothing to the spatial frequency content of the retinal
image, leaving the pupil of the eye controlling the image, not the artificial pupil. (For a
more detailed treatment of the effects of pupils on the spatial content of images see Refs.
6 – 10. For a discussion of the spatial resolving power of the eye’s optics see Chap. 24 in this
Handbook ).
Positioning the Subject
One of the practical disadvantages in using maxwellian view systems is the need to position
the eye’s pupil at the focal point of the maxwellian lens (L1 in Fig. 2c ) and to maintain its
position during an experimental session. One technique for stabilizing the position of the
eye is to make a wax impression of the subject’s teeth (a bite bar). By attaching the bite
bar to a mechanism that can be accurately positioned in three dimensions (such as a
milling machine stage) the eye can be aligned to the optical system and, once aligned, the
eye position is maintained by having the subject bite loosely on the bite bar. Alignment of
the eye can be achieved either by observing the eye, as described at the end of this
chapter, or by using the subject to guide the alignment process as described in the
following paragraphs.
The first step in alignment is to position the eye at the proper distance from lens L1 .
This can be accomplished by noting that, when the eye’s pupil is at the plane of the source
image, slight movements of the head from side to side cause the target to dim uniformly. If
the eye’s pupil is not at the proper distance from lens L1 then moving the head from side
to side causes the target to be occluded first on one side, then the other. By systematically
varying the distance of the eye from lens L1 , the proper distance of the eye can be
determined. It is then necessary to precisely center the eye’s pupil on the optical axis of the
apparatus. There are several approaches to centering the eye.
1. The physical center of the pupil can be located by moving the translation stage such that
the pupil occludes the target first on one side, then on the other. The center of these
two positions is then the center (in one dimension) of the pupil. The process is then
repeated for vertical translations.
2. The entry position that produces the optimum image quality of the target can be
determined. One variant is to use a target that generates strong chromatic aberration
(for instance, a red target on a blue background). The head can then be moved to
minimize and center the chromatic fringes.11 This process defines the achromatic axis of
the eye.
3. The eye can be positioned to maximize the brightness of the target, which centers the
Stiles-Crawford maximum in the pupil with respect to the exit pupil of the instrument.
4. A set of stimuli can be generated that enter the eye from different pupil positions. If the
eye is centered, then all stimuli will be seen. If the eye is not centered, then the pupil
occludes one of the pupil entry positions and part of the stimulus array disappears. In
this case, the subject merely has to keep his or her head positioned such that all stimuli
are visible.

28.6 BUILDING AN OPTICAL SYSTEM
Alternating Source Planes and Retinal Planes in a Controlled Manner
The separation of retinal and pupil conjugate planes in a maxwellian view system allows
precise control over the spatial and temporal properties of the visual stimulus. By placing
the light source conjugate to the pupil of the eye, every point on the source projects to
every point in the retinal image and vice versa. Thus, to control the whole retinal image,
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such as turning a light on and off, manipulation of a pupil conjugate plane is optimal. To
control the shape of the retinal image without altering the entry pupil characteristics,
variation at the retinal conjugate planes is required. However, there is an exception to this
rule. Light from the edges of the image traverse the pupil conjugate plane at a higher angle
than light from the center of the image. For small fields (,158 diameter) the angular
dependence is minimal, but for larger fields it can be significant and filters should be placed
in a collimated light path.

Combining Lights in an Optical System
To control aspects of the visual stimulus independently, different light sources and targets,
each with its own set of filters and shutters, can be combined. We will call these separate
‘‘channels.’’ Three different techniques allow for combining optical channels, beamsplitters, beam separators or reflective apertures, and diffusers. All three methods are
demonstrated in Fig. 3.
Beamsplitters . A beamsplitter both transmits and reflects a fraction of the incident light.
Any surface with an index of refraction change can be a beamsplitter. In vision we
generally use either a cube or a plate beamsplitter. By locating the beamsplitter in a
collimated portion of the optical system (Fig. 3), but away from a retinal conjugate plane,
two channels can be combined. For channels with different spectral compositions the
beamsplitter can be dichroic, reflecting some wavelengths and transmitting others, usually
by interference effects. Plate beamsplitters have the disadvantage that there are secondary

FIGURE 3 Techniques for combining light from different light
sources or optical paths. The inset illustrates potential problems
that need to be considered when using a plate style of beamsplitter. These problems are eliminated by the use of a cube
beamsplitter or wedge beamsplitter.
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reflections, slightly displaced (inset, Fig. 3) from the main beam. In an image-carrying
beam this produces ‘‘ghost’’ images, slightly displaced from the main image. The
displacement decreases with decreasing thickness. A pellicle is simply a plate beamsplitter
with negligible thickness. A wedge beamsplitter displaces a ghost image a long way, and
Liebman has used this to design a tapered beamsplitter with no secondary reflections.12
Unlike plate beamsplitters, the beamsplitter cube has the advantage that there is no lateral
displacement of an image.
Beam Separators (or Reflectiy e Apertures ). A beam separator combines two optical
channels into one, while keeping the light spatially distinct. For instance, a mirror placed
halfway across the aperture at 45 deg combines two channels at 908 to each other. Such a
separator in a retinal conjugate plane is imaged at the retina to produce a bipartite field
(Fig. 3). The mirror must be oriented to hide the bevel from the subject and must have a
high-quality edge. A transparent plate evenly silvered in a pattern and optically
sandwiched between right angle prisms is a convenient beam separator with good edges.
Diffusers , Integrating Spheres , and Optical Fibers . Diffusers also mix light. Diffusers are
used when either the spatial uniformity of the final beam or thorough spatial mixing of
light sources is important. The direction of light remitted from the diffuser is independent
of the incident light, which simplifies the combination of sources. Both integrating spheres
and integrating bars have been used to combine lights (Fig. 4a and b , respectively).
Diffusers have been widely used in the construction of colorimeters.2 In the La Jolla
colorimeter13 light is passed through a filter assembly with three monochromatic filters
assembled edge to edge. Moving the filter assembly across the light path changes the
relative proportions of the light impinging on each filter, which changes the average color
of the light. An integrating sphere then completely mixes the colors producing a variable
chromaticity light source without the spatial inhomogeneity of the filters. The major
disadvantages of using diffusers are light loss, the need for careful optical baffling (since
any light impinging on the diffuser gets mixed into the system) and the gradual
deterioration of the diffuser due to dirt and dust. While the light loss from an integrating

FIGURE 4 An example of different types of beam
combiners based on diffusers. In general it is critical
that high-efficiency diffusing materials be used in all
of these techniques.
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sphere is ideally very low, slight decreases in the efficiency of the diffusing surfaces cause
large losses in the output. Collection of light from a simple diffuser can be increased by the
use of a spherical mirror14 (Fig. 4c ). Similarly, a noncoherent fiber-optic bundle can be
used to mix lights.
Mixing coherent light sources with diffusers requires movement to minimize interference (speckle) effects. Either liquid diffusers15 which work by brownian motion or
moving diffusers16 can be used.

Lenses
Lens orientation affects any optical system. For instance, the most curved surface of a lens
should be toward the more collimated light. This makes both sides of the lens share the
work of refraction and decreases aberrations. Achromats reduce both spherical and
chromatic aberrations (they have three or more refracting surfaces) and are typically
designed to form a collimated beam.
Typically, the goal in aligning an optical system is to place all lenses upon a common
optic axis, oriented such that a ray of light traversing that axis is not deviated. A simple
prescription is
1. Define the system axis using pinholes, pointers, or a laser beam, with all lenses
removed. In a multichannel optical system it is often easiest to start from the position of
the eye’s pupil (P0).
2. Introduce mirrors, beamsplitters, and other nonrefractive optics in their proper
positions, being careful to keep the beam at the same height. A technique for ensuring
a constant height, such as a movable pinhole, also helps.
3. Starting at the alignment source, set each lens, one at a time, such that its Boys points
lie on the system axis. The Boys points are the focused reflections from the various
curved surfaces of lenses (see Ref. 17 for a detailed discussion of using Boys points for
alignment). When using a laser they are the ‘‘bulls eye’’ interference patterns. Lateral
translation of the lens moves the first (brightest) Boys point and rotation moves the
second, so convergence is rapid.
4. To determine the position of a lens along the optical axis, a photographic loop (a
magnifying lens) and a target grid (graph paper) can be used. By placing the graph
paper at a known location such as at the exit pupil, and then looking with the
photographic loop into the system (turn off the laser first!) the exact position of the next
pupil conjugate point can be determined. To position a lens to collimate light from a
source, place a mirror in the collimated beam, reflecting the light back into the lens.
When the lens is placed at one focal length from the source, the mirror causes the
source to be imaged back onto itself (autocollimation).

Field Quality
The uniformity of the illumination of the retinal image is controlled by the size and
emission characteristics of the source and by the uniformity of illumination of the target.
Ideally, a source emits uniformly into all angles subtended by the collection lens (lens L2 in
Fig. 2). LEDs do not meet this requirement and produce inhomogeneous illumination
unless the light is further diffused. Tungsten-halogen sources with coiled-coil filaments
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uniformly illuminate the collecting lens and can produce uniform retinal images. Problems
arise if a retinal conjugate is placed too close to a pupil conjugate plane. This occurs most
often when the target is placed at the end of a long collimated portion of the optical path.
In this case, the structure of the source becomes visible at the retinal plane. In general,
collimation lengths should be kept to less than roughly twice the focal length of the
collimating lens. It is also important to control the pupillary conjugate points; in some
cases multiple pupil conjugate apertures can help.18

Controlling Wavelength
Spectral composition of a light source can be varied either by absorbing the unwanted light
(in a filter), or by redirecting it (by either interference of refraction). Table 1 presents
techniques for controlling wavelength. Interference filters can have blocking filters that
absorb wavelengths outside the specified transmission band. However, a blocking of 1023
may not be sufficient for the human visual system. For instance, a narrow 670-nm filter
may transmit only 1023 of the intensity at 555 nm, but the human visual system is about 30
times as sensitive to 555 nm as to 670 nm and can integrate over the entire visible
spectrum. Thus, the visual effectiveness of the ‘‘blocked’’ light can be considerable.
Monochromatic and narrowband light sources and lasers can also be used both to provide
a specific wavelength and to calibrate the wavelength scale of monochromators.
Wavelength selection filters are best placed in a collimated beam to avoid changing the
passband to shorter wavelengths. This shift is asymmetric, and the maximum transmission
changes as the angle of incidence decreases from 908.2 Differently colored lights can be
combined using broadband interference filters (dichroic filters) placed at an angle, but
using narrowband filters designed for normal incidence at 45 deg can introduce unwanted
polarization properties.2 Filters designed for use at 45 deg are readily available.

Turning the Field On and Off
Light from an optical channel can be clocked entirely by a shutter. Shutters should
generally be located at a pupil conjugate plane. At this position the source is focused to a
small area and thus a smaller, faster shutter can be used. In addition, manipulation of a
pupil plane changes the retinal image uniformly (see above). Parameters of interest are the
speed, repetition rate (and duty cycle), and the transmission of the shutter in both its open
and closed states. Table 2 summarizes details on common types of shutters. Shutters that
work by means of polarization generally need to be placed in a collimated beam, and their
extinction (transmission when off) and maximum transmission are wavelength-dependent.

Controlling Intensity
The visual system operates over about 11 log units of luminance (11 orders of magnitude,
or 1011), and within this range can make discriminations of 0.1 percent or better. This level
of visual capability requires a two-stage control of retinal illuminance. The overall retinal
illuminance is set by discrete neutral density filters, while smaller steps are set by either a
variable density filter or an electronic system. Due to limited precision in most measuring
instruments, it is hard to calibrate an individual filter with a density greater than 3.0.
Varying the Intensity of the Field . The intensity of a channel can be varied by using
fixed or variable filters, or by controlling the radiance of the source. For simple, relatively
slow (1 / min) changes in retinal illuminance, neutral density filters are appropriate. For
faster changes, modulators or direct variation of the source radiance are typically required.
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TABLE 1 Controlling Wavelength
Technique

Properties

Advantages

Disadvantages / comments

Absorption filters: aka
dye, film, gel, or
pigment filters

Available in both gels
and glass forms.
Generally broadband.

Can be extremely stable
over time. Wide
range of colors
available. Reasonably
priced.

Broadband, can be
damaged by too much
light, as encountered with
lasers and focused beams.
Most fluoresce.

Narrowband interference

Half-width about 10 nm,
usually bonded to an
absorption filter for
blocking distant
wavelengths.

Convenient, readily
available, and
moderately priced.

If not fully sealed, humidity
can cause long-term
degradation. Wavelength
depends on angle of
incidence. Need good
blockers

Broadband interference
(see also dichroic beam
splitters)

Half-width 40 – 100 nm.

Same as narrowband
interference filters,
less need for blocking
filters.

Grating monochromators

Tunable, bandwidth can
be set by slits.

Can have low stray light.

Must match aperture of
system to the interior
grating to minimize stray
light. Expensive.

Prism monochromators

Produces a spectrum by
refraction.

High throughput.

Bulky.

Interference wedges
(spatially varying
interference filters)

Allow continuous
change of wavelength
by changing the
position of light
incidence.

Small, easy to use.

Some have more leakage
than a monochromator,
may not be adequately
blocked for higher order
transmission. Must be
placed at a pupil conjugate point to avoid chromatic wedging on the
retina.

Special sources (Na, Cd,
etc.)

Discharge sources that
produce a few exactly
specified spectral
lines.

Many lines are available. Very pure
wavelengths. Larger
aperture sources are
available.

Mostly replaced by lasers
which are stable, cheap,
and easier to use but are
point sources (see Table
5).

Filters. Neutral density filters either have a uniform attenuation across their spatial
extent (fixed filters) or vary in their attenuation characteristics depending on the spatial
location (variable filters or ‘‘wedges’’). Absorbing filters should be used in a collimated
beam to avoid different path lengths through the filter. Wedges are used at a pupil
conjugate plane to avoid imaging the density gradient on the retina. Fixed filters are
typically used to set fixed parameters (such as the average luminance), variable filters to
control the brightness continuously (for instance, in an increment threshold test). Table 3
presents some types of neutral density filters.
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TABLE 2 Types of Shutters

Shutter

Speed

Size of aperture
(mm)

T off / T on

Comments

Mechanical
shutter

ms

1 mm and up

0

Larger apertures are slower. Most designs
cannot run in a continuous mode, but these
are ideal for low duty-cycle use.

Galvanometers

ms

A few mm for
high speeds

0

Operating at high rates requires fairly careful
driver design but they can be used to
excellent effect and are commercially available with drivers. Can be run continuously.

kHz

Variable

0

For continuous on-off flicker choppers are
ideal. They have no attenuation when open
and no transmission when closed. Small,
feedback-controlled devices are available
off the shelf. Stepper motors with vanes
mounted on the shaft can also be used.

Acousto-optic
modulator
(AOM)

ms

,2 mm

,1023

AOMs have small aperture and high f-number
and thus work best for lasers. They are
inherently chromatic and orientationsensitive. Polarization effects can be
important.

LCD shutters

ms

A few cm

,1022

Speeds are increasing rapidly, works by polarization. Maximum transmission is less than
50 percent. Use in collimated beam.

LCD displays

ms

Work as video
screens;
individual pixels
can be mm.

,1022

Work by polarization. Speed is increasing
with development of displays for computer
use.

Kerr cells

ps

cm

,1022

Require high voltages, work by polarization.

Choppers

Modulators. Passing linearly polarized light through a rotating polarizer produces
sinusoidal modulation of the transmitted light. Careful optical design allows generation of
an excellent variable modulation, flicker stimulus.19,20 Acousto-optic modulators (AOM)
can be used to vary a light rapidly, but have only a small aperture. Mechanical methods
have also been used for temporally modulating a target.21–23 For the most part, mechanical
modulators and moving polarizers have been replaced by direct control of light sources by
high-speed shutters and by video systems (see Chap. 27 of this Handbook ).

Varying the Source . Varying the radiance of the light source is fast, and is particularly
straightforward with electro-optical sources such as LEDs and diode lasers. However,
control of the source is not limited to these devices and can be used with thermal sources
(incandescent bulbs), xenon arcs, and fluorescent lights as well. There are four major
problems to be overcome when directly varying a light source: (1) nonlinear current versus
radiance characteristics, (2) changes in the current-radiance relation over time, (3)
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TABLE 3 Neutral Density Filters
Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Other comments

Metal film neutral
density filters

Readily available,
stable, spectral
neutrality is good.

Must be cleaned with care,
pinholes can cause a
problem. Interreflections
between filters can cause
deviations from density
obtained when calibrated
alone.

Multilayer dielectric
filters

Easier to clean.

Expensive, chromatic.

Metal film ‘‘wedges’’

Same as metal film
filters.

Same as metal film filters.

Tilt to aim reflections out of
the system. Use in a pupil
conjugate plane to avoid
spatial variation of image.

Absorbing gel filters

Less expensive, easily
available at good
photography stores.

They become brittle with
age. Somewhat chromatic. Damaged by intense
light.

Keep dry and away from a
hot lamp. Use in a collimated light path.

Sector disk and mechanical devices (cams,
variable slits, etc.)

Spectrally flat.

Must be used in a pupil
plane to get desired
results.

Use in a pupil conjugate (or
in a uniform beam before
an integrating sphere).
Variable slits can be a
simple, inexpensive way to
control intensity.

Photographic film or
film wedges

Cheap, easily made
by flashing a film
and developing.

Spectral neutrality will be
poor in relation to commercial filters. Must be
calibrated. Stability over
time will depend on the
film base used.

Best used with monochromatic light.

Silver and inconel are most
common. Tilt to keep reflections out of the system.

temporal hysteresis in the current-radiance relation, and (4) changes in the wavelength
distribution of the source with changes in current.
For instance, LEDs have been considered ideal light sources by some investigators, yet
they show the same deviations from ideal behavior common to other sources24–29 (see
Chap. 10 in this Handbook ). The current / radiance relation of LEDs depends on the
internal temperature of the device. Thus, the relation changes with both the measurable
temperature (due to both the environment and to the time average current) and with the
immediate current history (for instance, it was just driven at a high current). Finally, the
temperature also affects the probability of electronic transitions in the semiconductor,
which can change the way elength emitted. For LEDs used in visual work this wavelength
dependence has been measured to be on the order of a 1.6-nm change in dominant
wavelength with variation of the duty cycle for an ultrabright red LED.26 Thermal sources,
such as a tungsten-halogen bulb, undergo especially large changes in spectral output with
changes in current. With these sources, only a narrow spectral band should be used if the
source is controlled. In addition, the thermal inertia of an incandescent source precludes
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rapid modulation, although slow modulation (,1 Hz) can be achieved. Even fluorescent
sources which have been widely used in some areas of research show significant changes in
spectral output with time.30
While heat sinks can help to stabilize the response characteristics of many devices,
linear control still requires careful driver design. Drivers can use either an analog or binary
design. Analog drivers control the source radiance by varying the current, while digital
drivers turn the source either on or off, with the average radiance set by the proportion of
time that the source is on (the duty cycle). An advantage of the binary scheme is that
transistors dissipate less power in the on and off states than in intermediate states.
There are four major approaches to linearization:
1. Calibrate the current-luminance relation and build a driver with the inverse nonlinearity. For simple applications this technique is adequate. However, for demanding
applications the driver becomes complex and the demands for stability in the driver
raise new problems.
2. Calibrate the current-luminance relation and use an inverse nonlinearity in computer
memory (a lookup table). This technique is quick and easy to implement. A static
lookup table will not compensate for dynamic nonlinearities (hysteresis) but a variation
of this approach, known as delta modulation , will. With delta modulation a linear
detector is used to precalibrate the output of a binary driver to produce the desired
waveform. By later playing back the binary sequence, the waveform can be re-created
exactly. Thus, delta modulation can be used to compensate for all source nonlinearities
except for changes in wavelength. The disadvantage is that the waveform must be
precalibrated.
3. Vary the ratio of the on and off time periods (the duty cycle) of the source using a
binary driver. With a fixed cycle time, the on time can be varied (pulse-width
modulation or PWM). PWM works fairly well, but is sensitive to capacitance and
nonlinear switching effects that can alter the waveform for either short on or off
periods. A similar approach is to use fixed (short) pulses and vary the frequency of the
pulses (pulse-frequency modulation or PFM). This approach has the advantage that
every pulse is identical, thus capacitance and switching effects are minimized. PFM has
been used to control the luminance of LEDs27 and AOMs16 linearly over a 1000 : 1
luminance range.
4. Detect the light with a linear photodetector and use feedback within the driver to
linearize the output. By using a PIN photodiode in photovoltaic mode (see Chap. 15), it
is possible to construct a very linear circuit.28,31 Light feedback can be used with either
analog or binary drivers.

Generating Complex Temporal and Spatial Patterns
Any type of light source or visual stimulus, from video monitors to street scenes, can be
integrated into an optical system, giving improved control of luminance and pupil position.
Thus, almost anything can be used as a target. Stimuli can be moved without varying the
position of light entry in the eye’s pupil by (1) translating a target in the retinal plane, (2)
using a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid crystal display (LCD) in a retinal conjugate
plane, or (3) rotating a mirror in a pupil conjugate plane.22
Rotating a mirror in a pupil conjugate plane changes the angle at which light enters the
eye, but not the pupil entry position. This technique has been used for generating motion
and counterphase gratings21 and for decreasing the apparent inhomogeneity of a stimulus
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FIGURE 5 A movable mirror located in a pupil
conjugate plane allows motion of the retinal image
without moving the pupil conjugate images.

by moving the image at a rate above flicker fusion. Galvanometers are commonly used to
generate the motion (Fig. 5).
Video Monitors and CRTs . The combination of a video display with a maxwellian view
optical system allows the experimenter the advantages of precise control of the pupil, use
of a broad spectral range of backgrounds (provided by the traditional optics), and the fine
spatial control available in a video system. The video monitor or CRT is placed at a retinal
conjugate plane and the other optical channels are added to it. By passing the combined
light path through an aperture at a pupil conjugate plane it is possible to control the pupil
size for the video system, insert achromatizing lenses, etc. (see Fig. 8 later in the chapter).
Liquid Crystal Displays . One type of video display that is of increasing utility is the
liquid crystal display (LCD) (Chap. 27). LCDs, unlike video monitors, work by
transmission or reflection; they are not self-luminous. Thus, while the wavelength
composition of a monitor is determined by the characteristics of its phosphors, the LCD
can be used with any light source. LCD displays work by changing the polarization state of
local regions of the display (pixels). The pattern of pixels is controlled by a video signal or
a computer. Like most polarization devices, the extinction ratio is wavelength-dependent
and the proportion of light transmitted in the off state may be relatively high. With color
versions of the newer active matrix LCDs it is possible to pass three wavelengths of
monochromatic light through the color LCD and have a spatially controlled, high-intensity
display with the maximum possible gamut. In this case the LCD is placed at a retinal
conjugate plane.

Calibration
There are several approaches to calibrating the retinal illuminance of a maxwellian view
system. All depend on either a standard source of known luminance (a reference source)
or a calibrated, linear31,32 photodetector. In the past, calibration typically depended on
referring the illuminance of an optical system to a carefully maintained standard light or by
measuring the luminance of a diffuser. Well-calibrated photometers and radiometers are
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FIGURE 6 Techniques for calibrating an optical system. Panel (a ):
Measure the power of the exit pupil and assume that it is uniformly
distributed in the retinal image. Panel (b ): Measure the illuminance
produced by an exit pupil of radius r at a detector located at distance d
from the exit pupil.

now readily available, and we will cover techniques based on using these (the reader is
referred to Westheimer3 for other approaches). We assume that all of the light arriving at
the exit pupil of the instrument enters the eye and that the exit pupil can be adequately
approximated as circular with a radius of r.
Measurement of Power at Exit Pupil . With the first technique (Fig. 6a ) a calibrated
detector is placed at the exit pupil of the maxwellian view device. First, the total luminous
power at the exit pupil is measured. Next, the retinal area illuminated is computed from
the geometry of the stimulus [Eq. (12)]. From these two quantities the retinal illuminance
can be computed. This calculation specifically assumes that all of the power is uniformly
distributed across the retinal image. Conversion of retinal illuminance from lm / m2 to
trolands is achieved using Eq. (6).
Measurement of the Illuminance on a Detector . In this technique the illuminance falling
on a detector at a fixed distance from the exit pupil is measured (Fig. 6b ; also see Nygaard
and Frumkes33). A circular source of luminance L and radius r produces an illuminance E
on a detector at distance d 2. If we assume that the source dimensions affect the calibration
negligibly (r , d / 10; r , fe / 10) , then
Lπ r 2
(18)
E5 2
(d )
We want to relate E as measured by the detector to ER , the retinal illuminance, which is
Lπ r 2
( fe )2

(19)

(d )2
E
( fe )2

(20)

ER 5
Combining Eqs. (18) and (19) we have
ER 5
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If the radius of the exit pupil (rp ) cannot be ignored then we need to account for its
properties as a light source. If the exit pupil is circular and can be approximated as a
lambertian emitter, then the illumination on the detector [Eq. (18)] is
E5

Lπ r 2
(r 1 d 2)
2
p

(21)

(Wyszecki and Stiles, table I(4.4); chap. 56). Likewise, the retinal illuminance [Eq. (20)] is
ER 5

(r 2p 1 d 2)
E
(r 2p 1 ( fe )2)

(22)

The troland value of ER can be computed from Eq. (16).

28.7 LIGHT EXPOSURE AND OCULAR SAFETY
There are two main mechanisms by which light can damage the eye. The first is simply by
heating: too much radiation burns the retina. The second mechanism is photochemical.
Light, especially short-wavelength light, causes photochemical oxidation. The byproducts
of this oxidation are toxic to the retina.
Figure 7 shows the relation of the danger thresholds as defined by the ANSI 136
standard,34 expressed in tds and lumens / m2, for a 440-, a 550-, and a 670-nm light. These
thresholds are for field sizes greater than 18. The damage threshold for visible light is quite
high, and thus lights capable of producing damage are intensely unpleasant. However, care
should be taken to exclude IR and UV light. Most light sources emit considerable radiant
energy in the infrared, and sources such as xenon arcs can emit ultraviolet radiation.
Failures of blocking filters in these spectral regions may be visually undetectable. For
safety it is advisable to have separate blocking filters to exclude unwanted radiation. It
should also be noted that when using coherent light sources speckle can cause large focal
variations in the retinal illuminance and the safety limits should be lowered by a factor of
between 10 and 100 times.35 Point sources and lasers have different safety standards that
take into account the motion of the eye.

FIGURE 7 The maximum permissible retinal illuminance
at different exposure times for 440 nm (dotted line), 550 nm
(thin dot-dashed line), and 670 nm (solid line) lights and
extended fields according to the ANSI standards.
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28.8 LIGHT SOURCES
Common light sources are presented in Table 4 and lasers are presented in Table 5 and in
Chap. 10. Wyszecki and Stiles2 present detailed discussions of light sources. The
considerations for deciding on a light source are stability and uniformity of the luminous
area, intrinsic luminosity of the source, and the spectral distribution of light from the
source.

28.9 COHERENT RADIATION
Coherent light sources can be used for generation of interference fringes,36 a common use
of lasers in vision research.8–10 Light from the laser is directed into two similar channels.
The light from the two channels arrives at the pupil of the eye separated by some distance
d. Light spreading from the two beams then overlaps on the retina and creates an
interference pattern in the intersection zone. The spacing of the interference pattern is
controlled by the angle at which the beams intersect at the retina. The orientation of the
pattern is controlled by the relative orientation of the two pupils. However, HeNe and
easily controlled solid-state visible lasers are also excellent general-purpose light sources.
The major drawback to their use is speckle.
TABLE 4 Common Light Sources
Type

Properties

Comments

Tungsten

Broadband, thermal emitter.

Available in a number of filament and
power choices, hotter bulbs are
short-lived.

Tungsten-halogen

Broadband, thermal emitter.

Inclusion of halogen regeneration
cycle allows tungsten-halogen to
run hotter (more blue light and a
higher luminance) at a longer rated
life than tungsten. If running at
below the rated wattage the bulbs
can be inverted to extend the
lifetime.

Xenon arcs

Nearly flat spectrum, high
luminance, some emission
lines are present.

UV light can create ozone which must
be vented. Tendency for the arc to
move relative to the electrodes,
causing movement of the exit pupil
in maxwellian view systems. Luminous area is fairly small.

Fluorescent tube

Broad spectral output with
superimposed emission
lines. Easily obtainable,
efficient.

Can be modulated rapidly. But there
may be problems with compound
phosphors (see Ref. 28).

Light-emitting diodes
(LEDs)

Small, cheap, efficient light
sources. Easily controlled.

Can be modulated rapidly, come in a
variety of wavelength and power
ranges (see Chap. 12).
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TABLE 5 Types of Lasers

Type

Most common
visible
wavelengths

Comments

Typical
power

Typical noise
%

Argon

514, 488, (other
lines are available, depending
upon the
design).

Power of each wavelength
varies with particular laser
design and cost. Most common wavelengths are 514 nm
and 488 nm.

5 mW – 5 W

1

HeCd

444 nm

Fairly expensive, have some
high-frequency noise
(.300 kHz) that may be important in scanning or short
exposure applications.

0.5 – 50 mW

3

HeNe

543, 594, 632.8,
also have
orange lines.

Most common and least
expensive gas laser. The
632.8-nm designs are easily
available, inexpensive, and
long-lived. Other wavelengths have many of the
same advantages but power
and beam options are
limited and cost is higher.

0.1 – 20 mW

0.5

Krypton

588, 677.

Expensive, tend to be unstable, large.

50 mW – 5 W

3

Dye lasers

Variable.

Expensive, need to be pumped
by another laser. Require
costly and toxic dyes to operate, not particularly stable.

50 mW – 5 W

Depends on
pump laser.

Slab diode lasers

,630 nm,
,670 nm,
,690 nm, some
in blue.

Development is very rapid
with new wavelengths and
power options. The beam
geometry is not ideal but
they have great potential as
light sources. Can be easily
controlled using standard
electronic techniques as are
common with LEDs. Have
high impedance and are
easily damaged by static
electricity. Rapid developments at shorter
wavelengths.

0.2 – 100 mW

1 percent or
better if
temperature
stabilized.

VCSELS vertical
cavity lasers
(microlasers)

Infrared.

These are under rapid development. They are solidstate lasers but have superior efficiency and beam
properties as compared to
slab lasers. Low impedance.

1 mW
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TABLE 5 Types of Lasers (Continued )
Most common
visible
wavelengths

Type

Comments

Frequency doubled
YAG

532 nm.

Readily available, solid-state
designs. Expensive.

Tunable solid-state
and solid dye
lasers

Variable, pumped
by lasers.

An area of rapid development.
By using materials that fluoresce, and tuning the laser
cavity, the output wavelength
can be varied while maintaining excellent beam qualities.

Typical
power
5 – 50 mW

mW – W

Typical noise
%
,1 percent.

Depends on
pump laser.

Generation of Speckle Fields
Speckle arises when coherent light is reflected from an optically rough surface. The surface
roughness causes variations in the path length between the retina and adjacent areas on
the surface. This variation causes phase differences from point to point in the retinal
image. The spatial frequency of speckle depends on pupil size, since the size of those
adjacent areas is smaller for bigger pupils. Thus, for a very small pupil, speckles will be
large. Speckle has been used to develop optometers,37–39 and to generate a pattern on the
retina in the presence of poor optic media.40,41 However, when using lasers as generalpurpose light sources, speckle needs to be minimized or eliminated. There are three ways
to despeckle a source: spatial filtering , temporal despeckling , and raster scanning .
In spatial filtering10 the light remains spatially coherent. A light source is imaged onto a
pinhole which diffracts the light so that a spherical wave emerges from the pinhole. A lens
is then used to collimate the light, resulting in a plane wave. Filtering should be restricted
to those experiments that require the use of coherent light. The introduction of dust or
even structure in the anterior segment of the eye can introduce undesirable diffraction
effects.
Temporal despeckling14,15 uses the temporal integration of the visual system to blur the
speckle field. Since speckle arises as a result of surface irregularities at a very small scale, a
small amount of motion can decrease speckle contrast considerably.
Scanning moves a diffraction-limited spot of light across the retina to create a visual
pattern. Typically, the pattern is a raster pattern, like that of a television, and the stimulus
is generated by temporal variation in the intensity of the beam.42–44 Since at any one time
only a single, diffraction-limited, retinal region is illuminated, then there is no opportunity
for speckle.

28.10 DETECTORS
Detectors are used for measuring the light produced by an optical system. They can
generally be characterized by their quantum sensitivity, their spectral response curve, and
the temporal amplitude spectrum of their noise (see Ref. 45 and chap. 15 of this
Handbook). For most purposes detectors can be treated as detecting all light power
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incident upon their active area, but there are limitations that make it advisable to use them
for normally incident light whenever possible.46 Table 6 presents the most common
detectors (also see Chaps. 15 – 19). At low light levels photomultiplier tubes (PMT)47 or an
avalanche photodiodes (APD)48 can be used in a photon-counting mode (Chap. 17).

28.11 PUTTING IT TOGETHER
This section briefly describes construction of more complex maxwellian view systems. The
goal is simply to help the researcher get started building an optical device by presenting
real examples.

A Two-Channel Maxwellian View Apparatus
We first consider a simple two-channel maxwellian view device (Fig. 8a ) for measuring the
detectability of a small circular target on a large circular background. The background is
provided via the straight optical channel. It has a light source LSB followed by a lens L4
that collimates the light from the source. A field stop (target T1) controls the size of the
background field. Adjacent to the target is a beamsplitter, followed by another lens L3 . L3
creates a source image where we place a 2.0-log-unit circular neutral density wedge, a
2-mm (diameter) stop (artificial pupil) and an achromatizing lens AL. An achromatizing
lens minimizes the effects of the chromatic aberrations of the eye.49–51 The artificial pupil
will be imaged at 1 : 1 in the pupil of the eye, thus providing a limiting pupil. Lenses L2 and
L1 relay the artificial pupil to the pupil of the eye. The test channel is derived from the
second light source LST . Light is collimated by L7 , passed through a heat-rejecting filter
IRF , interference filter IF1 , and a neutral density filter ND1 . An image of LST is then
formed at P2T by L6 . In this plane we set an electromechanical shutter and a neutral
density wedge. We then collimate the light with lens L5 , pass it through an aperture T2 that
creates the target, and combine it with the background light at the beamsplitter. In some
cases it may be desirable to obtain both the test and background light from a single light
source. This is readily achieved by the addition of mirrors and avoids the possibility that
slight fluctuations in the sources might produce variability in the ratio of the target and
background illuminances. When appropriate, use a single light source for multiple optical
channels.
A similar optical design allows full spatial control of the stimulus by incorporating a
video monitor (Fig. 8b ) or an LCD (not shown). In general, the retinal image of the
monitor will need to be minified. As shown, the size of the retinal image of the monitor is
set by the ratio of the focal length of lenses L1 , L2 , and L3 [Eq. (14)]. The main advantages
of the hybrid system over free-viewing the monitor are the ability to control the pupil
precisely, the ability to add spectrally pure backgrounds (and, if only low contrasts are
needed, the background can be quite bright), and the ability to align an achromatizing lens
precisely and to monitor the eye position. We show a simple monitoring system, where the
eye is monitored by a CCD camera, through the back side of a ‘‘cold mirror’’ (M1). A cold
mirror is a dichroic beamsplitter that reflects visible light and transmits infrared radiation.
IR-emitting LEDS are used to illuminate the eye diffusely. Using the full aperture of the
lens L1 means that the depth of focus will be small, and the eye can be precisely positioned
(or monitored) in three dimensions. The resolution of the camera can be relatively low.
To use an LCD in transmission mode rather than a video monitor we can simply
introduce the display at the retinal conjugate plane (R2) in Fig. 8a. Again, it will be
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TABLE 6 Detectors
Detector

Sensitivity

Speed

Problems / limitations

Photomultipliers

Best in the blue, extended
multialkali cathodes extend sensitivity into the
red and near IR. Many
designs have very low
noise.

Fast, MHz, capable of
photon counting.

Low sensitivity in the red
and infrared, can be damaged by high light levels,
though recovery can be
aided by leaving in the
dark for a long time
(months). Fragile. Require
high voltage (kV).

Avalanche
photodiodes

Have the silicon sensitivity
curve, peaking in the
near IR. Higher quantum efficiency than
PMTs.

Fast MHz, capable of
photon counting, better
quantum efficiency then
a PMT, but higher noise
level.

Noise increases rapidly at
avalanche voltage, light
can affect the breakdown
point. Higher noise level
than PMTs, but the higher
quantum sensitivity makes
them better for video rate
imaging. Small sensitive
area.

CCDs, CIDs

Very linear, easy to use,
sensitivity peaks in the
near IR. These have a
high quantum efficiency.

Variable, depending upon
implementation,
integrate between readings. kHz.

Blooming and charge spread
can effect spatial properties at high radiances.52
CID’s are resistant to
blooming.

PIN silicon
photodiodes

Easy to use, sensitivity
peaks in the near IR.

With care they can be
operated at high rates
(MHz); however, in
most photometers the
circuitry is specifically
designed for low-noise,
lower-frequency
operation.

Thermal
(bolometers)

Measures energy, thus flat
spectral responsivity.

Very slow ,10 Hz.

See also photoresistors, vacuum photodiodes, and
phototransistors

Seldom used.

The only real use for these
devices in vision research
is for calibration of the
spectral sensitivity of
another detector. In general, it is better to have the
detector calibrated against
an NIST standard by a
manufacturer.
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FIGURE 8 Top (a ). An example of a two channel
maxwellian view device. Two light sources are used (LSB
and LST ) to form a background and a test channel
respectively. The two channels are combined using a
beamsplitter (BS). The intensity of the test field is
controlled by a circular neutral density wedge W1, and
the intensity of both channels is controlled using wedge
W2 . Additional details are provided in the text. Bottom
(b ). A similar apparatus, except now a video monitor is
superimposed on a background derived from source LS1 .
An infrared sensitive CCD camera is used to monitor the
pupil through the back of a dichroic beamsplitter plate
(M1) which reflects visible light and transmits infrared
light (cold mirror). Infrared illumination of the eye is
provided by infrared LEDs (not shown).

desirable to decrease the magnification of the LCD on the retina by choosing L3 to have a
longer focal length than lenses L1 and L2 .

An Interferometer
We next describe a research interferometer that was built using modern electro-optical
components.10 To study the spatial sampling of the photoreceptor matrix of the eye, this
instrument needed to have the following properties: (1) generation of spatial patterns on
the retina with a frequency content above that imaged by the optics of the eye, (2) rapid
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and precise control of the modulation (contrast) and frequency (spacing) of the spatial
patterns, (3) minimization of speckle, and (4) control of the two entrance pupils of the
interferometer to displace them symmetrically about the center of the eye’s pupil. We
outline below how these objectives were achieved. The researcher should refer to the
original paper for a more detailed account.
Interference can be used to generate diffraction patterns on the surface of the retina.
Two coherently related sources are imaged in the plane of the eye’s pupil (Fig. 9a ). The
spacing of the resulting diffraction pattern depends on the separation of the two sources in
the eye’s pupil, and the orientation of the pattern depends on the relative position of the
two sources. Williams10 (see also Refs. 8 and 9 for other examples) constructed a modified
Mach-Zender interferometer52 (Fig. 9b ) that satisfies the requirements outlined above.

FIGURE 9 An example of a modern interferometer for vision research, modified from Ref. 10. (a ) Factors controlling the
spacing and orientation of the interference pattern on the retina. Increasing the distance between the entry pupils decreases
the spacing of the pattern (increases the spatial frequency in cycles per deg). It is also possible to change the orientation of the
interference pattern by rotating the two entry pupil in the plane of the eye’s pupil. (b ) A schematic of William’s
interferometer. This is a modified Mach-Zender interferometer and includes acousto-optic modulators (AOM) to control the
modulation of the interference pattern, spatial filters to reduce speckle, a rotatable cube to control spacing and beamsplitters
to separate the two beams (BS1) and to recombine them (BS2). For additional details see Ref. 10. (c ) Contrast of the
interference pattern is controlled by electronically varying the phase of the signals from the two AOMs. Each AOM is square
wave modulated. The interference pattern is produced only when both beams are on at the same time. Thus, varying the
relative phase of the two beams varies the proportion of the time when both are on, and thus the contrast. (d ) The spacing of
the beams in the plane of the eye’s pupil is varied by rotating a deviation plate. The two beams propagate through the glass
plate in opposite directions. Thus, as the plate is rotated, the beams are displaced equal but opposite amounts, resulting in
symmetric deviations of the beams about the center of the eye’s pupil. The actual apparatus uses an anti-reflection coated
cube.
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Modulation of the interference pattern is controlled using AOMs. Each of the beams is
either on or off, with a 50 percent duty cycle. If both beams are on at the same time (in
phase), the interference pattern is seen at full contrast. If one is off when the other is on
(counterphase), then there is no interference pattern. Intermediate phases of the two
beams will cause intermediate contrasts of the interference pattern (Fig. 9c ). Thus, both
beams are always operated in the same state (avoiding luminance artifacts due to temporal
nonlinearities), and all control of modulation is electronic. The use of an all-electronic
design allows precise control of contrast without audible cues to the subject. Spatial
masking from speckle is minimized by placing spatial filters in a pupil conjugate plane. The
spacing of the interference pattern is controlled by a rotable cube. Each beam traverses the
cube in opposite directions (Fig. 9d ). As the cube is rotated the beams, and thus the
images in the eye’s pupil, are displaced symmetrically.

28.12 CONCLUSIONS
We have covered only some of the basics of stimulus generation. We urge the interested
reader to look elsewhere in this Handbook. In addition, the following references are good
general sources for this topic.
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PSYCHOPHYSICAL METHODS
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29.1 INTRODUCTION
Psychophysical methods are the tools for measuring perception and performance. These
tools are used to reveal basic perceptual processes, to assess observer performance, and to
specify the required characteristics of a display. We are going to ignore this field’s long and
interesting history (Boring, 1942), and much theory as well (Gescheider, 1985; Macmillan
and Creelman, 1991), and just present a user’s guide. Use the supplied references for
further reading.
Consider the psychophysical evaluation of the suitability of a visual display for a
particular purpose. A home television to be used for entertainment is most reasonably
assessed in a ‘‘beauty contest’’ of subjective preference (Mertz, Fowler, and Christopher,
1950), whereas a medical imaging display must lead to accurate diagnoses (Swets and
Pickett, 1982; Metz, 1986) and military aerial reconnaissance must lead to accurate vehicle
identifications (Scott, 1968). In our experience, the first step toward defining a psychophysically answerable question is to formulate the problem as a task that the observer must
perform. One can then assess the contribution of various display parameters toward
that performance. Where precise parametric assessment is desired it is often useful to
substitute a simple laboratory task for the complex real-life activity, provided one
can either demonstrate, or at least reasonably argue, that the laboratory results are
predictive.
Psychophysical measurement is usually understood to mean measurement of behavior
to reveal internal processes. The experimenter is typically not interested in the behavior
itself, such as pressing a button, which merely communicates a decision by the observer
about the stimulus.* This chapter reviews the various decision tasks that may be used to
measure perception and performance and evaluates their strengths and weaknesses. We

* Psychophysical measurement can also be understood to include noncommunicative physiological responses such
as pupil size, eye position, and electrical potentials measured on the scalp and face, which might be called
‘‘unthinking’’ responses. (These examples are merely suggestive, not definitive. Observers can decide to move their
eyes and, with feedback, can learn to control many other physiological responses. Responses are ‘‘unthinking’’ only
when they are not used for overt communication by the observer.) Whether these unthinking responses are called
psychophysical or physiological is a matter of taste. In any case, decisions are usually easier to measure and interpret,
but unthinking responses may be indicated in certain cases, as when assessing noncommunicative infants and
animals.
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begin with definitions and a brief review of visual stimuli. We then explain and evaluate
the various psychophysical tasks, and end with some practical tips.

29.2 DEFINITIONS
At the highest level, an experiment answers a question about how certain ‘‘experimental
conditions’’ affect observer performance. Experimental conditions include stimulus parameters, observer instruction, and anything else that may affect the observer’s state.
Experiments are usually made up of many individual measurements, called ‘‘trials,’’ under
each experimental condition. Each trial presents a stimulus and collects a response, a
decision, from the observer.
There are two kinds of decision tasks: judgments and adjustments. It is useful to think
of one as the inverse of the other. In one case the experimenter gives the observer a
stimulus and asks for a classification of the stimulus or percept; in the other case the
experimenter, in effect, gives the observer a classification and asks for an appropriate
stimulus back. Either the experimenter controls the stimulus and the observer makes a
judgment based on the resulting percept, or the observer adjusts the stimulus to satisfy a
perceptual criterion specified by the experimenter (e.g., match a sample). Both techniques
are powerful. Adjustments are intrinsically subjective (because they depend on the
observers’ understanding of the perceptual criterion), yet they can often provide good data
quickly and are to be preferred when applicable. But not all questions can be formulated
as adjustment tasks. Besides being more generally applicable, judgments are often easier to
analyze, because the stimulus is under the experimenter’s control and the task may be
objectively defined. Observers typically like doing adjustments and find judgments tedious,
partly because judgment experiments usually take much longer.
An obvious advantage of adjustment experiments is that they measure physical stimulus
parameters, which may span an enormous dynamic range and typically have a straightforward physical interpretation. Judgment tasks measure human performance (e.g., frequency
of seeing) as a function of experimental parameters (e.g., contrast). This is appropriate if
the problem at hand concerns human performance per se. For other purposes, however,
raw measures of judgment performance typically have a very limited useful range, and a
scale that is hard to interpret. Having noted that adjustment and judgment tasks may be
thought of as inverses of one another, we hasten to add that in practice they are often used
in similar ways. Judgment experiments often vary a stimulus parameter on successive trials
in order to find the value that yields a criterion judgment. These ‘‘sequential estimation
methods’’ are discussed in Sec. 29.6. The functional inversion offered by sequential
estimation allows judgment experiments to measure a physical parameter as a function of
experimental condition, like adjustment tasks, while retaining the judgment task’s more
rigorous control and interpretation.
Distinguishing between judgment and adjustment tasks emphasizes the kind of response
that the observer makes. It is also possible to subdivide tasks in a way that emphasizes the
stimuli and the question posed. In a detection task there may be any number of alternative
stimuli, but one is a blank, and the observer is asked only to distinguish between the blank
and the other stimuli. Slightly more general, a discrimination task may also have any
number of alternative stimuli, but one of the stimuli, which need not be blank, is
designated as the reference, and the observer is asked only to distinguish between the
reference and other stimuli. A decision that distinguishes among more than two categories
is usually called an ‘‘identification’’ or ‘‘classification’’ (Ashby, 1992).
As normally used, the choice of term, ‘‘detection’’ or ‘‘discrimination,’’ says more about
the experimenter’s way of thinking than it does about the actual task faced by the
observer. This is because theoretical treatments of detection and discrimination usually
allow for manipulation of the experimental condition by introduction of an extraneous
element, often called a ‘‘mask’’ or ‘‘pedestal,’’ that is added to every stimulus. Thus, one is
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always free to consider a discrimination task as detection in the presence of a mask. This
shift in perspective can yield new insights (e.g., Campbell, Howell and Robson, 1971;
Wandell, 1985; Watson, Ahumada, and Farrell, 1983—discussed by Adelson and Bergen,
1985; Klein, Casson and Carney, 1990). Since there is no fundamental difference between
detection and discrimination (see Farell and Pelli, in press, for fuller discussion), we have
simplified the presentation below by letting detection stand in for both. The reader may
freely substitute ‘‘reference’’ for ‘‘blank’’ (or suppose the presence of an extraneous mask)
in order to consider the discrimination paradigm.
The idea of ‘‘threshold’’ plays a large role in psychophysics. Originally deterministic,
threshold once referred to the stimulus intensity above which the stimulus was always
distinguishable from blank, and below which it was indistinguishable from blank. In a
discrimination task one might refer to a ‘‘discrimination threshold’’ or a ‘‘just-noticeable
difference.’’ Nowadays the idea is statistical; we know that the observer’s probability of
correct classification rises as a continuous function of stimulus intensity (see Fig. 1).
Threshold is defined as the stimulus intensity (e.g., contrast) corresponding to an arbitrary
level of performance (e.g., 82 percent correct). However, the old intuition, now called a
‘‘high threshold,’’ still retains a strong hold on everyone’s thinking for the good reason that
the transition from invisible to visible, though continuous, is quite abrupt, less than a factor
of 2 in contrast.
Most psychophysical research has concentrated on measuring thresholds. This has been
motivated by a desire to isolate low-level sensory mechanisms by using operationally
defined tasks that are intended to minimize the roles of perception and cognition. This
program is generally regarded as successful—visual detection is well understood (e.g.,
Graham, 1989)—but leaves most of our visual experience and ability unexplained. This

FIGURE 1 Probability of correctly identifying a letter in noise,
as a function of letter contrast. The letters are bandpass filtered.
Gaussian noise was added independently to each pixel. Each
symbol represents the proportion correct in 30 trials. The solid
curve through the points is a maximum likelihood fit of a Weibull
function. The other curve represents a similar maximum likelihood fit to the performance of a computer program that
implements the ideal letter classifier. Efficiency, the squared ratio
of threshold contrasts, is 9 percent. (Courtesy of Joshua A.
Solomon.)
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has stimulated a great deal of experimentation with suprathreshold stimuli and nondetection tasks in recent years.

29.3 VISUAL STIMULI
Before presenting the tasks, which are general to all sense modalities, not just vision, it
may be helpful to briefly review the most commonly used visual stimuli. Until the 1960s
most vision research used a spot as the visual stimulus (e.g., Barlow, 1958). Then cathode
ray tube displays made it easy to generate more complex stimuli, especially sinusoidal
gratings, which provided the first evidence for multiple ‘‘spatial frequency channels’’ in
vision (Campbell and Robson, 1968). Sinusoidal grating patches have two virtues. A
sinusoid at the display always produces a sinusoidal image on the retina.* And most visual
mechanisms are selective in space and in spatial frequency, so it is useful to have a stimulus
that is restricted in both domains.
Snellen (1862), in describing his classic eye chart, noted the virtue of letters as visual
stimuli—they offer a large number of stimulus alternatives that are readily identifiable
(Pelli, Robson, and Wilkins, 1988; Pelli and Robson, 1991). Other stimuli include annuli,
lines, arrays of such elements, and actual photographs of faces, nature, and military
vehicles. There are several useful texts on image quality, emphasizing signal-to-noise ratio
(Dainty and Shaw, 1974; Linfoot, 1964; Pearson, 1975; Schade, 1975). Finally, there has
been some psychophysical investigation of practical tasks such as reading (Legge, Pelli,
Rubin, and Schleske, 1985), flying an airplane (Rolf and Staples, 1986), or shopping in a
supermarket (Pelli, 1987b ).
The stimulus alternatives used in vision experiments are usually parametric variations
along a single dimension, most commonly contrast, but frequently size and position in the
visual field. Contrast is a dimensionless ratio: the amplitude of the luminance variation
within the stimulus, normalized by the background luminance. Michelson contrast (used
for gratings) is the maximum minus the minimum luminance divided by the maximum plus
the minimum. Weber contrast (used for spots and letters) is the maximum deviation from
the uniform background divided by the background luminance. RMS contrast is the
root-mean-square deviation of the stimulus luminance from the mean luminance, divided
by the mean luminance.

29.4 ADJUSTMENTS
Adjustment tasks require that the experimenter specify a perceptual criterion to the
observer, who adjusts the stimulus to satisfy the criterion. Doubts about the observer’s
interpretation of the criterion may confound interpretation of the results. The adjustment
technique is only as useful as the criterion is clear.
Threshold
Figure 2 shows contrast sensitivity (the reciprocal of the threshold contrast) for a
sinusoidal grating as a function of spatial and temporal frequency (Robson, 1966). These
thresholds were measured by what is probably the most common form of the adjustment
task, which asks the observer to adjust the stimulus contrast up and down to the point
* This is strictly true only within an isoplanatic patch, i.e., a retinal area over which the eye’s optical point spread
function is unchanged.
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FIGURE 2 Spatial contrast sensitivity (reciprocal of threshold
contrast) functions for sinusoidal gratings temporally modulated
(flickered) at several temporal frequencies. The points are the means
of four method-of-adjustment measurements and the curves (one
with a dashed low-frequency section) differ only in their positions
along the contrast-sensitivity scale. s 1 cycle per second, d 6, n 16,
m 22 cycles per second. [From Robson (1966).]

where it is ‘‘just barely detectable.’’ While some important studies have collected their data
in this way, one should bear in mind that this is a vaguely specified criterion. What should
the observer understand by ‘‘barely’’ detectable? Seen half the time? In order to adjust to
threshold the observer must form a subjective interpretation and apply it to the changing
percept. It is well known that observers can be induced, e.g., by coaching, to raise or lower
their criterion, and when comparing among different observers it is important to bear in
mind that social and personality factors may lead to systematically different interpretations
of the same vague instructions. Nevertheless, these subjective effects are relatively small
(about a factor of 2 in contrast) and many questions can usefully be addressed, in at least a
preliminary way, by quick method of adjustment threshold settings. Alternatively, one
might ignore the mean of the settings and instead use the standard deviation to estimate
the observer’s discrimination threshold (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1963).

Nulling
Of all the many kinds of adjustments, nulling is the most powerful. Typically, there is a
simple basic stimulus that is distorted by some experimental manipulation, and the
observer is given control over the stimulus and asked to adjust it so as to cancel the
distortion (e.g., Cavanagh and Anstis, 1991). The absence of a specific kind of distortion is
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usually unambiguous and easy for the observer to understand, and the observer’s null
setting is typically very reliable.

Matching
Two stimuli are presented, and the observer is asked to adjust one to match the other.
Sometimes the experiment can be designed so that the stimuli are a perfect match, utterly
indistinguishable, which Brindley (1960) calls a ‘‘Class A’’ match. Usually, however, the
stimuli are obviously different and the observer is asked to match only a particular aspect
of the stimuli, which is called a ‘‘Class B’’ match. For example, the observer might be
shown two grating patches, one fine and one coarse, and asked to adjust the contrast of
one to match the contrast of the other (Georgeson and Sullivan, 1975). Or the observer
might see two uniform patches of different colors and be asked to match their brightnesses
(Boynton, 1979). Observers (and reviewers for publication) are usually comfortable with
matching tasks, but, as Brindley points out, it is amazing that observers can seemingly
abstract and compare a particular parameter of the multidimensional stimuli in order to
make a Class B match. Matching tasks are extremely useful, but conclusions based on
Class B matches may be less secure than those based on Class A matches because our
understanding of how the observer does the task is less certain.

Magnitude Production
The observer is asked to adjust a stimulus to match a numerically specified perceptual
criterion, e.g., ‘‘as bright as a 60-watt light bulb.’’ The number may have a scale (watts in
this case) or not—a pure number (Gescheider, 1985). The use of pure numbers, without
any scale, to specify a perceptual criterion is obviously formally ambiguous, but in practice
many experimenters report that observers seem comfortable with such instructions and
produce stable results that are even reasonably consistent among different observers.
Magnitude production, however, is rarely used in visual psychophysics research.

29.5 JUDGMENTS
Judgment tasks ask the observer to classify the stimulus or percept. They differ primarily in
the number of alternative stimuli that may be presented on a given trial and the number of
alternative responses that the observer is allowed.

The Ideal Observer
When the observer is asked to classify the stimulus (not the percept) it may be useful to
consider the mathematically defined ideal classifier that would yield the most accurate
performance using only the information (the stimuli and their probabilities) available to
the observer (Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox, 1954; Tanner and Birdsall, 1958; Van Trees,
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1968; Geisler, 1989; Pelli, 1985, 1991). Obviously this would be an empty exercise unless
there is some known factor that makes the stimuli hard to distinguish. Usually this will be
visual noise: random variations in the stimulus, random statistics of photon absorptions in
the observer’s eyes, or random variations in neural processes in the observer’s visual
system. If the stimuli plus noise can be defined statistically at some site—at the display, as
an image at the observer’s retinae, as a pattern of photon absorptions, or as a
spatiotemporal pattern of neural activity—then one can solve the problem mathematically
and compute the highest attainable level of performance. This ideal often provides a useful
point of comparison in thinking about the actual human observer’s results. A popular way
of expressing such a comparison is to compute the human observer’s efficiency, which will
be a number between 0 and 1. For example, in Fig. 1 at threshold the observer’s efficiency
for letter identification is 9 percent. As a general rule, the exercise of working out the ideal
and computing the human observer’s efficiency is usually instructive but, obviously, low
efficiencies should be interpreted as a negative result, suggesting that the ideal is not
particularly relevant to understanding how the human observer does the task.

Yes-No
The best-known judgment task is yes-no. It is usually used for detection, although it is
occasionally used for discrimination. The observer is either asked to classify the stimulus,
‘‘Was a nonblank stimulus present?’’ or classify the percept, ‘‘Did you see it?’’ The
observer is allowed only two response alternatives: yes or no. There may be any number of
alternative stimuli. If the results are to be compared with those of an ideal observer, then
the kind of stimulus, blank or nonblank, must be unpredictable.
As with the method-of-adjustment thresholds discussed above, the question posed in a
yes-no experiment is fundamentally ambiguous. Where is the dividing line between yes and
no on the continuum of internal states between the typical percepts generated by the blank
and nonblank stimuli? Theoretical considerations and available evidence suggest that
observers act as if they reduced the percept to a ‘‘decision variable,’’ a pure magnitude—a
number if you like—and compared that magnitude with an internal criterion that is under
their conscious control (Nachmias, 1981; Pelli, 1985). Normally we are not interested in the
criterion, yet it is troublesome to remove its influence on the results, especially since the
criterion may vary between experimental conditions and observers. For this reason, most
investigators no longer use yes-no tasks.
As discussed next, this pesky problem of the observer’s subjective criterion can be dealt
with explicitly, by using ‘‘rating scale’’ tasks, or banished, by using unbiased ‘‘twoalternative forced choice’’ (2afc) tasks. Rating scale is much more work, but unless the
ratings themselves are of interest, the end result of using either rating scale or 2afc is
essentially the same.

Rating Scale
In a rating scale task the observer is asked to rate the likelihood that a nonblank stimulus
was presented. There must be blank and nonblank stimulus alternatives, and there may be
any number of alternative ratings—five is popular—but even a continuous scale may be
allowed (Rockette, Gur, and Metz, 1992). The endpoints of the rating scale are ‘‘The
stimulus was definitely blank’’ and ‘‘The stimulus was definitely nonblank,’’ with
intermediate degrees of confidence in between. The results are graphed as a receiver
operating characteristic, or ROC, that plots one conditional probability against another.
The observer’s ratings are transformed into yes-no judgments by comparing them with an
external criterion. Ratings above the criterion become ‘‘yes’’ and those below the criterion
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FIGURE 3 Example of an empirical ROC. Six
radiologists attempted to distinguish between
malignant and benign lesions in a set of 118
mammograms, 58 malignant and 60 benign, first
when the mammograms were viewed in the usual
manner (‘‘standard’’), and then—‘‘enhanced’’—
when they were viewed with two aids, including
a checklist of diagnostic features. The ratings
were ‘‘very likely malignant,’’ ‘‘probably malignant,’’ ‘‘possibly malignant,’’ ‘‘probably benign,’’
and ‘‘very likely benign.’’ The areas under the
curves are 0.81 and 0.87. [From Swets (1988).]

become ‘‘no.’’ This transformation is repeated for all possible values of the external
criterion. Finally, the experimenter plots—for each value of the criterion—the probability
of a yes when a nonblank stimulus was present (a ‘‘hit’’) against the probability of a yes
when a blank stimulus was present (a ‘‘false alarm’’). In medical contexts the hit rate is
called ‘‘sensitivity’’ and one minus the false alarm rate is called ‘‘specificity.’’ Figure 3
shows an ROC curve for a medical diagnosis (Swets, 1988); radiologists examined
mammograms and rated the likelihood that a lesion was benign or malignant.
In real-life applications the main value of ROC curves is that they can be used to
optimize yes-no decisions based on ratings, e.g., whether to refer a patient for further
diagnosis or treatment. However, this requires knowledge of the prior stimulus probabilities (e.g., in Fig. 3, the incidence of disease in the patient population), the benefit of a
hit, and the cost of a false alarm (Swets and Pickett, 1982; Metz, 1986). These conditions
are rarely met. One usually can estimate prior probability and assess the cost of the wasted
effort caused by the false alarms, but it is hard to assign a commensurate value to the hits,
which may save lives through timely treatment.
The shape of the ROC curve has received a great deal of attention in the theoretical
detection literature, and there are various mathematical models of the observer’s detection
process that can account for the shape (Nachmias and Steinman, 1965; Green and Swets,
1974; Nolte and Jaarsma, 1967). However, unless the actual situation demands ratingbased decisions, the ROC shape has little or no practical significance, and the general
practice is to summarize the ROC curve by the area under the curve. The area is 0.5 when
the observers’ ratings are independent of the stimuli. The area can be at most 1—when the
observer makes no mistakes. The area can descend below 0.5 when the observer reverses
the categories of blank and nonblank. We’ll see in a moment that a result equivalent to
ROC area can usually be obtained with much less effort by doing a two-alternative forced
choice experiment instead.
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Two-Alternative Forced Choice (2afc)
This task is traditionally characterized by two separate stimulus presentations, one blank
and one nonblank, in random order. The two stimuli may be presented successively or side
by side. The observer is asked whether the nonblank stimulus was first or second (or on
the left or right). We noted above that in yes-no tasks observers seem to reduce the
stimulus to a decision variable, the magnitude upon which they base their decisions.
The 2afc task is said to be ‘‘unbiased’’ because the observer presumably chooses the
presentation that generated the higher magnitude, without referring to any subjective
internal criterion. At the beginning of this section we said that all judgment tasks consist of
the presentation of a stimulus followed by a judgment. In this view, we might consider the
two presentations in the 2afc task to be a single stimulus. The two possible composite
stimuli to be discriminated are reflections of one another, either in space or time. The
symmetry of the two alternatives suggests that the observer’s choice between them may be
unbiased.
Other related tasks are often called ‘‘two-alternative forced choice’’ and are similarly
claimed to be unbiased. There is some confusion in the literature over which tasks should
be called ‘‘2afc.’’ In our view, the ‘‘2afc’’ label is of little consequence. What matters is
whether the task is unbiased, i.e., are the alternative stimuli symmetric for the observer?
Thus a yes-no discrimination of blank and nonblank stimuli may be biased even though
there are two response alternatives and the choice is forced, whereas it may be reasonable
to say that the judgment of the orientation of a grating that is either horizontal or vertical
is unbiased even though there is only a single presentation. We suggest that authors
wishing to claim that their task is unbiased say so explicitly and state why. This claim might
be based on a priori considerations of the symmetry between the stimuli to be
discriminated, or on a post hoc analysis of relative frequencies of the observer’s responses.
In theory, if we accept the assumptions that each stimulus presentation produces in the
observer a unidimensional magnitude (the decision variable), that the observer’s ratings
and 2afc decisions are based, in the proper way, on this magnitude, and that these
magnitudes are stochastically independent between presentations, then the probability of a
correct response on a 2afc trial must equal the area under the ROC curve (Green and
Swets, 1974). Nachmias (1981) compared 2afc proportion correct and ROC area
empirically, finding that ROC area is slightly smaller, which might be explained by
stimulus-induced variations in the observer’s rating criteria.

Magnitude Estimation
In the inverse of magnitude production, a stimulus is presented and the observer is asked
to rate it numerically (Gescheider, 1985). Some practitioners provide a reference (e.g., a
stimulus that rates 100), and some don’t, allowing observers to use their own scale.
Magnitude estimation and rating scale are fundamentally the same. Magnitude estimation
experiments typically test many different stimulus intensities a few times to plot mean
magnitude versus intensity, and rating-scale experiments typically test few intensities many
times to plot an ROC curve at each intensity.

Response Time
In practical situations the time taken by the observer to produce a judgment usually
matters, and it will be worthwhile recording it during the course of the experiment. Some
psychophysical research has emphasized response time as a primary measure of performance in an effort to reveal mental processes (Luce, 1986).
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29.6 STIMULUS SEQUENCING
So far we have discussed a single trial yielding a single response from the observer. Most
judgments are stochastic, so judgment experiments usually require many trials. An
uninterrupted sequence of trials is called a run. There are two useful methods of
sequencing trials within a run.

Method of Constant Stimuli
Experimenters have to worry about small, hard-to-measure variations in the observer’s
sensitivity that might contaminate comparisons of data collected at different times. It is
therefore desirable to run the trials for the various conditions as nearly simultaneously as
possible. One technique is to interleave trials for the various conditions. This is the classic
‘‘method of constant stimuli.’’ Unpredictability of the experimental condition and equal
numbers of trials for each condition are typically both desirable. These are achieved by
using a randomly shuffled list of all desired trials to determine the sequence.
Sequential Estimation Methods
One can use the method of constant stimuli to measure performance as a function of a
signal parameter—let us arbitrarily call it intensity—and determine, by interpolation, the
threshold intensity that corresponds to a criterion level of performance.* This approach
requires hundreds of trials to produce a precise threshold estimate. Various methods have
been devised that obtain precise threshold estimates in fewer trials, by using the observer’s
previous responses to choose the stimulus intensity for the current trial. The first methods
were simple enough for the experimenter to implement manually, but as computers
appeared and then became faster, the algorithms have become more and more sophisticated. Even so, the requisite computer programs are very short.
In general, there are three stages to threshold estimation. First, all methods, implicitly
or explicitly, require that the experimenter provide a confidence interval around a guess as
to where threshold may lie. (This bounds the search. Lacking prior knowledge, we would
have an infinite range of possible intensities. Without a guess, where would we place the
first trial? Without a confidence interval, where would we place the second trial?) Second,
one must select a test intensity for each trial based on the experimenter’s guess and the
responses to previous trials. Third, one must use the collected responses to estimate
threshold. At the moment, the best algorithm is called ZEST (King-Smith, Grigsby,
Vingrys, Benes, and Supowit, 1993), which is an improvement over the popular QUEST
(Watson and Pelli, 1983). The principal virtues of QUEST are that it formalizes the three
distinct stages, and implements the first two stages efficiently. The principal improvement
in ZEST is an optimally efficient third stage.

29.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter has reviewed the practical considerations that should guide the choice of
psychophysical methods to quickly and definitely answer practical questions related to
perception and performance. Theoretical issues, such as the nature of the observer’s
* The best way to interpolate frequency-of-seeing data is to make a maximum likelihood fit by an S-shaped
function (Watson, 1979). Almost any S-shaped function will do, provided it has adjustable position and slope (Pelli,
1987a ).
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internal decision process have been deemphasized. The question of how well we see is
answerable only after we reduce the question to measurable performance of a specific task.
The task will be either an adjustment—for a quick answer when the perceptual criterion is
unambiguous—or a judgment—typically to find threshold by sequential estimation.
The success of psychophysical measurements often depends on subtle details: the
seemingly incidental properties of the visual display, whether the observers receive
feedback about their responses, and the range of stimulus values encountered during a run.
Decisions about these matters have to be taken on a case-by-case basis.

29.8 TIPS FROM THE PROS
We asked a number of colleagues for their favorite tips.
$ Experiments often measure something quite different from what the experimenter
intended. Talk to the observers. Be an observer yourself.
$ Viewing distance is an often-neglected but powerful parameter, trivially easy to
manipulate over a 100:1 range. Don’t be limited by the length of your keyboard cable.
$ Printed vision charts are readily available, offering objective measurement of visiblity,
e.g., to characterize the performance of a night-vision system (Snellen, 1862; Ishihara,
1954; Regan and Neima, 1983; Pelli, Robson, and Wilkins, 1988).
$ When generating images on a cathode ray tube, avoid generating very high video
frequencies (e.g., alternating black and white pixels along a horizontal raster line) and
very low video frequencies (hundreds of raster lines per cycle) since they are typically at
the edges of the video amplifier’s passband (Pelli and Zhang, 1991).
$ Consider the possibility of aftereffects, whereby past stimuli (e.g., at high contrast or
different luminance) might affect the visibility of the current stimulus (Blakemore and
Campbell, 1969a , b ; Cornsweet, 1970; Frome, MacLeod, Buck, and Williams, 1981).
$ Drift of sensitivity typically is greatest at the beginning of a run. Do a few warm-up trials
at the beginning of each run. Give the observer a break between runs.
$ Allow the observer to see the stimulus once in a while. Sequential estimation methods
tend to make all trials just barely detectable, and the observer may forget what to look
for. Consider throwing in a few high-contrast trials, or defining threshold at a high level
of performance.
$ Calibrate your display before doing the experiment. Afterwards may be too late.
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30.1 GLOSSARY
C (τ )
d, z
f
fX , fY
H ( fX , fY )
I (x , y )
i
M
tA(x , y )
U (x , y )
u, v
V
x, y
θB
l
L
…
τ

cross-correlation function
distances
focal length
spatial frequencies
transfer function
intensity distribution
square root of negative one
matrix
amplitude transmittance of a transparency
phasor representation of a monochromatic field
vectors
velocity of propagation
spatial coordinates
Bragg angle
wavelength
period of a grating
optical frequency
time delay

30.2 INTRODUCTION
The function of signal and image processing systems is the modification of signals and
images to allow information extraction by a human observer or, alternatively, to allow fully
automatic information extraction without human intervention. The origins of optical
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information processing are several, but certainly the invention of various techniques for
visualizing the phase distribution of optical wavefronts qualifies (e.g., Ref. 1), as do also
the famous Abbe-Porter experiments.2,3 Starting in the 1950s, more general information
processing tasks were undertaken with the help of optics.4,5 This chapter presents an
overview of such methods.
Optical systems are of interest both for digital processing of information and for analog
processing of information. Our attention here will be restricted only to analog processing
operations, which are far more mature and well developed than digital optical methods.
Certain basic assumptions will be used throughout and are detailed here. First,
monochromatic optical signals will be represented by complex phasor field distributions,
with the direction of phasor rotation being assumed to be clockwise. Similarly, timevarying optical fields will be represented by complex analytic signals, again with the
direction of rotation in the complex plane being clockwise. In both cases the underlying
real signals are recoverable as the real part of the complex representations. In all cases, a
small-angle assumption will be employed, allowing paraxial approximations to be used.
Polarization effects will generally be ignored, it being assumed that a scalar theory of light
propagation is sufficiently accurate for our purposes.6 The intensity of the optical waves,
which is proportional to power density and is the observable quantity in an optical
experiment, is defined as the squared magnitude of the complex fields.
It is very important to distinguish at the start between coherent and incoherent optical
systems. For a review of optical coherence concepts, see Chap. 4 of this volume. For our
purposes, we will regard an optical signal as coherent if the various optical contributions
that produce an output add on an amplitude basis, with fixed and well-defined relative
phases. Signals will be regarded as incoherent if the various contributions that add to
produce an output at any point have time-varying phase relations, and therefore must add
on an intensity or average-power basis.

30.3 FUNDAMENTAL ANALOG OPERATIONS
The fundamental components of any linear processing operation are addition and
multiplication. We consider each of these operations separately.
Addition
Analog addition takes place in optical systems when light waves or wave components are
superimposed. The exact nature of the addition depends on whether the optical
components are mutually coherent or incoherent. In the coherent case, addition of
complex phasor field components takes place. Thus if the Un (x , y ) represent various optical
field components that are superimposed at a given point (x , y ) at the output, the resultant
optical field U (x , y ) is given by
U (x , y ) 5

O U (x , y )
n

(1)

n

Note that the result of such a superposition depends on the phases of the individual
components.
On the other hand, if the various optical contributions at (x , y ) are mutually incoherent,
the addition takes place on an intensity basis. The resultant intensity I (x , y ) is given by
I (x , y ) 5

O I (x , y )
n

(2)

n

where the In (x , y ) are the component intensity contributions. In this case the component
intensity contributions are always positive and real, as is the resultant intensity.
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In view of the above two equations, an important point can now be made. Coherent
optical systems are linear in complex amplitude , while incoherent optical systems are linear
in intensity. The design of an analog processing system thus depends fundamentally on
whether the illumination used in the system is coherent or incoherent.

Multiplication
Analog multiplication takes place in optical systems as light passes through an absorbing or
phase-shifting structure. If we define the complex amplitude transmittance tA(x , y ) of a
transmitting structure as the ratio of the transmitted complex field to the incident complex
field, then analog multiplication in a coherent system is represented by
Ut (x , y ) 5 tA(x , y )Ui (x , y )

(3)

where Ui (x , y ) is the incident optical field and Ut (x , y ) is the transmitted optical field.
When the optical system is incoherent, then we define an intensity transmittance tI (x , y )
as the ratio of the transmitted optical intensity to the incident optical intensity. Analog
multiplication in such systems is represented by
It (x , y ) 5 tI (x , y )Ii (x , y )

(4)

Thus we have seen that the fundamental analog operations of addition and multiplication are quite naturally available in optical systems. It should be kept in mind that the
operation of integration is just a generalization of addition, involving addition of an infinite
number of infinitesimal components.

30.4 ANALOG OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORMS
Perhaps the most fundamental optical analog signal and image processing operation
offered by optical systems is the Fourier transform. Such transforms occur quite simply and
naturally with coherent optical systems. While Fourier sine and cosine transforms can be
performed with incoherent light, the methods used are more cumbersome than in the
coherent case and the numbers of resolvable spots involved in the images and transforms
are more restricted. Therefore we focus here on Fourier transforms performed by coherent
optical systems. The Fourier transform is normally two-dimensional in nature (image
processing), although it can be restricted to a single dimension if desired (signal
processing).

Focal -Plane -to -Focal -Plane Geometry
The optical system required to perform a two-dimensional Fourier transform is remarkably
simple as shown in Fig. 1. We begin with a spatially coherent source of quasimonochromatic light (a source that is both spatially and temporally coherent). The light

FIGURE 1 Simple optical system for performing a
two-dimensional Fourier transform.
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from that point source is collimated by a positive lens and a transparency of the image to
be Fourier transformed is introduced in the front focal plane of a second positive lens (L2).
Under such conditions, the complex field appearing across the rear focal plane of that lens
can be shown to be the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the complex field
transmitted by the input transparency, as given by
Uf (x , y ) 5

1
il f

EE U (j , h ) exp F2i 2lπf (xj 1 yh )G dj dh
`

i

(5)

2`

Here l is the optical wavelength, f is the focal length of the second lens, Uf is the field
distribution across the back focal plane of lens L2, and Ui is the field transmitted by the
transparency in the front focal plane.
An intuitive explanation for the occurrence of this elegant relationship between the
fields in the two focal planes can be presented as follows. If we were to mathematically
Fourier transform the fields transmitted by the input transparency, each such Fourier
component could be recognized as a different plane wave component of the transmitted
field. Each such Fourier component represents a plane wave traveling in a unique direction
with respect to the optical axis. Such representations are the basis for the so-called angular
spectrum of plane waves often used in the analysis of optical wavefields (see, for example,
Ref. 6, p. 48). Now consider the effect of the positive lens on a single Fourier component,
i.e., a plane wave traveling at a particular angle with respect to the optical axis. As that
plane wave passes through the lens L2, it is changed into a spherical wave converging
toward a focus in the rear focal plane, in a particular location determined by that plane
wave’s propagation direction. Thus the intensity of light at a given coordinate in the rear
focal plane is proportional to the energy contained by the input wavefield at a particular
Fourier spatial frequency. Hence the distribution of energy across the rear focal plane is a
representation of the distribution of energy across the various spatial frequencies
contained in input transparency.

Other Fourier Transform Geometries
A slightly more general configuration is one in which the input transparency is placed at an
arbitrary distance d in front of the lens L2, while the field is again considered in the rear
focal plane of that lens. The relation between the input and output fields remains of the
general form of a two-dimensional Fourier transform, but with the complication that a
multiplicative quadratic phase factor is introduced, yielding a relation between input and
focal-plane fields given by

F 2kf S1 2 df D(x 1 y )G
2

exp i
Uf (x , y ) 5

2

il f

EE U (j , h ) exp F2 il2fπ (xj 1 yh )G dj dh
`

i

(6)

2`

Three additional Fourier transform geometries should be mentioned for completeness.
One is the case of an object transparency placed directly agains the lens in Fig. 1, either in
front or in back of the lens. This is a special case of Eq. (6), with d set equal to 0, yielding

F 2kf (x 1 y )G
2

exp i
Uf (x , y ) 5

il f

2

EE U (j , h ) exp F2 il2fπ (xj 1 yh )G dj dh
`

i

(7)

2`

Another situation of interest occurs when the object transparency is located behind the
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FIGURE 2 Fourier transform geometry with the
object behind the lens.
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FIGURE 3 Fourier transform geometry using a
single lens.

lens L2, a distance d from the focal plane, as shown in Fig. 2. In this case the relationship
between the fields transmitted by the object and incident on the focal plane becomes

F 2kd (x 1 y )G f
2

exp i
Uf (x , y ) 5

il d

2

d

EE U (j , h ) exp F2 il2dπ (xj 1 yh )G dj dh
`

i

(8)

2`

Note that now the scaling distance in the Fourier kernel is d , rather than the focal length f.
Therefore, by moving the object toward or away from the focal plane, the transform can
be made smaller or larger, respectively.
While the Fourier transform plane in all the above examples has been the rear focal
plane of the lens L2, this is not always the case. The more general result states that the
Fourier transform always appears in the plane where the original point-source of
illumination is imaged by the optical system. In the previous examples, which all involved a
collimating lens L1 before the object transparency, the source was indeed imaged in the
rear focal plane of L2, where we asserted the Fourier transform lies. However, in the more
general case depicted in Fig. 3, the point source of light lies in plane P1 and its image lies in
plane P2, which for this geometry is the Fourier transform plane. A single lens L1 performs
both imaging of the source and Fourier transformation of the fields transmitted by the
input transparency. If the input is placed to the right of the lens, at distance d from the
image of the source, then the Fourier transform relation is identical to that presented in
Eq. (8), for it does not matter what optical system illuminated the transparency with a
converging spherical wave, only what distance exists between the input and the plane
where the source is imaged.
If the input transparency is placed to the left of the single lens, as shown in Fig. 3, the
resulting relationship between the fields transmitted by the object Ui and the fields across
the plane where the source is imaged, Uf , becomes
Uf (x , y ) 5

H S

d1
k 1
zd 1
2 2
exp i
il d 2(d 1 2 z )
2 d 2 d 2 (d 1 2 z )

DJ

EE U (j , h ) exp H2i ld 2(dπd2 z) [xj 1 yh ]J dj dh
`

3

1

i

2`

2

(9)

1

where the meanings of z , d1 and d 2 are shown in Fig. 3, and k 5 2π / l . In this relation, d 1
and d 2 are connected through the lens law, 1 / d 1 1 1 / d 2 5 1 / f. It can be shown quite
generally that the effective distance d associated with the Fourier transform kernel is
d 5 d 2 / d 1(d 1 2 z ) , while the quadratic phase factor is that associated with a diverging
spherical wave in the transform plane that appears to have originated on the optical axis in
the plane of the input transparency.
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FIGURE 4 Spatial filtering system based on double
Fourier transform.

30.5 SPATIAL FILTERING
Given that Fourier transforms of optical fields occur so directly in coherent optical
systems, it seems natural to consider the intentional manipulation of such spectra for the
purposes of signal or image processing. Given that a signal or image has been introduced
into the coherent optical system, either by means of photographic film or by means of an
electronically or optically controlled spatial light modulator (see Chap. 32), the idea is to
insert in the plane where the Fourier transform occurs a transparency (again either film or
a spatial light modulator) which intentionally alters the fields transmitted through that
plane. A second Fourier transforming lens then returns the observer to an image plane,
where the filtered version of the input can be measured or extracted. The simplest
geometry from the conceptual point of view is that shown in Fig. 4.
The lens L1 is again a collimating lens, the lens L2 is a Fourier transforming lens, and
the lens L3 is a second Fourier transforming lens. The fact that a sequence of two Fourier
transforms takes place, rather than a Fourier transform followed by an inverse Fourier
transform, results simply in an inversion of the image at the output of the system.
Systems of this type form the basis for coherent optical spatial filtering, although the
detailed geometry of the layout may vary. We will discuss several such spatial filtering
problems in later sections. For the moment it suffices to say that if a filtering system is
desired to have a transfer function H ( fX , fY ) then the amplitude transmittance of the
transparency inserted in the Fourier plane should be
tA(j , h ) 5 H

Sljf , lhfD

(10)

where l has been defined, f is the focal length of the Fourier transforming lenses (assumed
identical), and (j , h ) represent the spatial coordinates in the filter plane.

30.6 COHERENT OPTICAL PROCESSING OF
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR DATA
The earliest serious application of coherent optics to signal processing was to the problem
of processing data gathered by synthetic aperture radars. We explain the synthetic aperture
principle, and then discuss optical signal processing architectures that have been applied to
this problem.
The Synthetic Aperture Radar Principle
The synthetic radar problem is illustrated in Fig. 5. An aircraft carrying a stable local
oscillator and a side-looking antenna filies a straight-line path, illuminating the terrain with
microwave energy and detecting the returned energy reflected and scattered from that
terrain. In the simplest case, resolution in range (i.e., perpendicular to the aircraft flight
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FIGURE 5 Aircraft flight path.
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FIGURE 6 Recording format for signals received.

path) is obtained by pulse echo timing, the usual radar range-measurement technique.
Resolution in azimuth (the direction parallel to the flight path) is obtained by processing
the Doppler-shifted returns, as will be explained. For the purpose of explaining the
azimuth imaging, we neglect the pulsed nature of the radiation emitted by the aircraft, an
approximation allowable because of the pulse-to-pulse coherence of the signals. The goal
of the system is to obtain a two-dimensional image of the microwave reflectivity of the
ground illuminated by the aircraft. The resolution of the system is not limited by the size of
the antenna that is carried by the aircraft—in fact resolution increases as the size of the
antenna is decreased. The system coherently combines the signals received along a portion
of the flight path, thereby synthesizing the equivalent of a much longer antenna array.
If we consider the signal received at the aircraft as a function of time, originating from a
single point scatterer on the ground, that signal will suffer an upward frequency shift as the
aircraft approaches the scattered and a downward frequency shift as the aircraft flies away
from the scatterer. This chirping signal is beat against the stable local oscillator in the
aircraft, a bias is added, and the new signal is then recorded on a strip of film. Figure 6
shows the recording format. In the vertical direction, different scatterers are separated by
the pulse echo timing, each being imaged on a separate horizontal line of the film. In the
horizontal direction, the time histories of the chirping azimuth signals from different
scatterers are recorded.
The signal recorded from a single scatterer is in fact an off-axis one-dimensional Fresnel
zone plate, and as such is capable of imaging light in the horizontal direction to a focus.
Such a focus constitutes the azimuthal image of the point scatterer that gave rise to this
zone plate. However, the chirp rates, and therefore the focal lengths, of the zone plates
produced by scatterers at different ranges are unfortunately not the same. The focal length
is in fact proportional to the distance of the scatterer from the aircraft. Thus the focal
points of scatterers at different ranges from the aircraft lie on a tilted plane with respect to
the film plane, whereas the range images lie in the plane of the film. Thus the optical
processing system must be designed to bring the two different focal planes into
coincidence.

Optical Processing Systems
The earliest system used for optical processing of synthetic aperture radar data is
illustrated in Fig. 7.7 This processor uses a conical optical element, called an axicon, to
change the focal lengths of all horizontal zone plates to infinity, thus moving the azimuth
image to infinity. A cylindrical lens is placed one focal length from the film to likewise
move the range image to infinity, and a spherical lens is placed one focal length from the
final image plane to bring the infinitely distant azimuth and range planes back to a
common focus.
The magnification achieved by such a system is a function of range, so the output is
recorded through a vertical slit. As the input film is drawn through the system, an output
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FIGURE 7 Processor using an axicon.

film strip is likewise drawn past the slit in synchronism, with the result that an image with
proper magnification is recorded at the output.
Following the use of such an optical system to produce images, a far more sophisticated
processing system known as the ‘‘tilted-plane processor’’ was developed.8 The architecture
of this system is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this case an anamorphic telescope is used to bring
the range and azimuth planes into coincidence with a constant magnification, allowing a
full two-dimensional image to be recorded at the output at one time. Again, motion of the
input film and the output film takes place in synchronism, but the throughput of the system
is much higher due to the absence of the output slit.
From the very fundamental work on processing synthetic aperture radar signals at the
University of Michigan during the late 1950s and early 1960s came a multitude of
extraordinary inventions, including holograms with an off-axis reference wave and the
holographic matched filter, or Vander Lugt filter, discussed in Sec. 30.8.

30.7 COHERENT OPTICAL PROCESSING OF TEMPORAL SIGNALS
An important subclass of information-processing operations is those that are applied to
one-dimensional signals that are functions of time. Such signals can be processed by
coherent optical filtering systems once a suitable transducer is found to convert

FIGURE 8 The tilted-plane processor.
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time-varying voltages representing the signals into space-varying wavefields. The best
developed and most common of such transducers is the acousto-optic cell.9.10

Acousto-Optic Cells for Inputting Signals
A time-varying electrical signal can be changed to an equivalent one-dimensional
space-varying distribution of field strength by means of acousto-optic devices. In bulk
form, such devices consist of a transducer, to which a time-varying voltage representing an
RF signal is applied, and a transparent medium into which compressional waves are
launched by the transducer. The RF signal is assumed to contain a carrier frequency, which
generates a dynamic grating and, when illuminated by coherent light, produces a number
of different diffraction orders, of which the 11 and 21 orders are of primary interest. Any
modulation, in amplitude or phase, that may be carried by the RF signal is transferred to
the spatial distributions of these diffraction orders.
Acousto-optic diffraction is characterized as either Raman -Nath diffraction or Bragg
diffraction, depending on the relations that exist between the cell thickness and the period
of the acoustic wave generated by the RF carrier. For cells that are sufficiently thin,
Raman-Nath diffraction takes place. The acousto-optic cell then acts like a thin phase
grating, generating a multitude of diffraction orders. For cells that are sufficiently thick,
Bragg diffraction takes place. In this case, high diffraction efficiency into a single grating
order can be achieved if the acoustic grating is illuminated at the Bragg angle θ B which
satisfies
θB l
(11)
sin 5
2 2L
In this case most of the optical power is transferred to the 11 diffraction order, and other
orders, including the 21 and 0 orders can be neglected.
Figure 9 illustrates Raman-Nath and Bragg diffraction from an acousto-optic cell. y (t )
represents the voltage driving the cell transducer. For modern-day signal processing
applications, which involve very high microwave frequencies, the Bragg cell is invariably
used, and the situation on the right-hand side of the figure is the one of interest.
The signal y (t ) is of the form (in complex notation)

y (t ) 5 A(t ) exp [2i (2π … 0 t 1 θ (t ))]

(12)

where A(t ) is the amplitude modulation of the carrier, θ (t ) is the phase modulation of the
carrier, and … 0 is the center frequency. If the speed of propagation of acoustic waves in the

FIGURE 9 Acousto-optic diffraction in the (a ) Raman-Nath and (b )
Bragg regimes.
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medium of the Bragg cell is V , then emerging from the right of that cell will be a spatial
complex field distribution of the form
U (x , t ) 5 A(x 2 Vt ) exp [2iθ (x 2 Vt )]

(13)

where the dependence on y is suppressed due to uniformity of U in that dimension. Thus
the temporal structure of the signal y (t ) has been changed to a spatial structure of the
optical field U (x , t ) .

The Bragg Cell Spectrum Analyzer
The most common use of coherent optics for signal processing is a method for finding and
displaying the frequency (Fourier) spectrum of the electrical signal y (t ) applied to the cell.
To construct such a spectrum analyzer, we follow the Bragg cell of the previous figure with
a positive lens, which then Fourier transforms the wavefield emerging from the cell. A
detector array placed in the Fourier plane then measures the amount of signal power
present in each frequency bin subtended by a detector element. Note the spectrum analysis
is performed over a finite sliding window, namely, the window of time stored in the Bragg
cell itself. Figure 10 shows a diagram illustrating the Bragg cell spectrum analyzer.
Assuming perfect optics, the resolution of such a spectrum analyzer is determined by
the diffraction limit associated with the space window that is being transformed. The
spatial dimension of a resolution element is given by Dx 5 (l f / L) where L is the length of
the cell and f is again the focal length of the lens. Given the mapping from time to space
that takes place in the cell, it follows that the temporal resolution of the spectrum analyzer
(in Hz) is D… 5 (V / L).
Bragg cell spectrum analyzers have been built with center frequencies of more than
1 GHz, with bandwidths approaching 1 GHz, and time bandwidth products (equivalent to
the number of resolvable spectral elements) of the order of 1000. While the vast majority
of work on this type of spectrum analyzer has used bulk devices (e.g., bulk Bragg cells,
discrete lenses, etc.), work has also been carried out on integrated versions. Such devices
use planar waveguides rather than free-space propagation, surface acoustic waves rather
than bulk acoustic waves, integrated optic lenses, etc. Such systems are more compact than
those based on bulk approaches, but their performance is so far somewhat inferior to that
of the more conventional bulk systems.
The chief difficulty encountered in realizing high-performance Bragg cell spectrum
analyzers is the dynamic range that can be achieved. The dynamic range refers to the ratio
of the largest spectral component that can be obtained within the limit of tolerable

FIGURE 10 Bragg cell spectrum analyzer.
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nonlinear distortion, to the smallest spectral component that can be detected above the
noise floor.

Acousto-Optic Correlators
Many signal detection problems require the realization of correlators that produce
cross-correlations between a local reference signal and an incoming unknown signal. A
high cross-correlation between the reference and the unknown indicates a high degree of
similarity between the two signals, while a low correlation indicates that the two signals are
not very similar. Thus correlators play an important role in signal detection and
recognition.
Given two complex-valued signals y 1(t ) and y 2(t ) , the cross-correlation between those
signals is defined as
C (τ ) 5

E

`

2`

y 1(t )y *(
2 t 2 τ ) dt

(14)

When y 1 and y 2 are identical, C (τ ) achieves a peak value at the relative delay τ that causes
the two signals to be identically aligned in time.
Two distinctly different architectures have been developed for using acousto-optic
systems for cross-correlating wideband signals. We discuss each of these techniques
separately.
The Space -Integrating Correlator . The older of the two architectures is known as the
space-integrating correlator. As the name indicates, the integration inherent in the
correlation operation is carried out over space. The variable delay τ is achieved by
allowing one signal to slip past the other in time.
Figure 11 shows the structure of a time-integrating correlator. One of the signals, y 1(t ) ,
is introduced by means of an input Bragg cell. Spatial filtering is used to eliminate any
residual of the zeroth and unwanted first diffraction orders, retaining only a single first
order. The second signal, the reference y 2(t ) , is stored on a transparency, complete with a
spatial carrier frequency representing the center frequency and acting as a high-frequency
amplitude and phase modulated grating. The integration over space is provided by the final
output lens. The particular diffraction order used in the final transparency is chosen to
yield the conjugate of y 2(t ). A point detector is used at the output, and different relative
delays between the two signals are achieved simply by allowing y 1(t ) to slide through the
Bragg cell.
The Time -Integrating Correlator . A different approach to realizing the temporal
cross-correlation operation is the so-called time-integrating correlator.11,12 The

FIGURE 11 The time integrating correlator.
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FIGURE 12 Time-integrating correlator.

architecture of a time-integrating correlator is illustrated in Fig. 12. Spatial filtering selects
one component that has undergone zeroth-order diffraction by the first cell and first-order
diffraction by the second, and another component that has undergone first-order
diffraction by the first cell and zeroth-order by the second. These two components interfere
on a time-integrating detector array.
As the name implies, the correlation integration is in this case carried out by temporal
integration on an array of time-integrating detectors. Note that the two electrical signals
are introduced at opposite ends of the Bragg cells, with the result that at any spatial
position on the Bragg cell pair the two signals have been delayed relative to one another
by different amounts, thus introducing the relative delay required in the correlation
integral. The lens on the right images the pair of Bragg cells onto the detector array. Thus
different detector elements measure the interference of the two signals with different
relative delays, one portion of which yields
Re hC (x )j 5 Re

HE y Ft 2 Sx 1VL/2DGy *Ft 1 Sx 2VL/2DG dtJ
1

2

(15)

T

which is the real part of the correlation integral of interest. Here L represents the length of
the Bragg cells, V the velocity of propagation of acoustic waves, T the total integration
time of the detector, and x is the position of a particular detector on the detector array at
the output. Note that for the position x on the detector array the two signals have been
delayed relative to each other by the amount

τ5

2x
V

(16)

Other variants of both space-integrating and time-integrating correlators are known but
will not be presented here. Likewise, many architectures for other types of acousto-optic
signal processing are known. The reader may wish to consult Ref. 13 for more details.

30.8 OPTICAL PROCESSING OF TWO -DIMENSIONAL IMAGES
Because optical systems are fundamentally two-dimensional in nature, they are well suited
to processing two-dimensional data. The most important type of two-dimensional data is
imagery. Thus we consider now the application of optical information processing systems
to image processing. The applications of optical processing in this area can be divided into
two categories: (1) pattern detection and recognition, and (2) image enhancement.
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Optical Matched Filtering for Pattern Recognition
By far the most well-known approach to pattern recognition is by means of the matched
filter.14 While this approach has many known defects in the pattern recognition application,
it nonetheless forms the basis for many other more sophisticated approaches.
The Matched filter . A linear, invariant filter is said to be ‘‘matched’’ to a certain spatial
image s (x , y ) if the impulse response (point-spread function) h (x , y ) of that filter is of the
form
h (x , y ) 5 s *(2x , 2y )
(17)
When a general signal y (x , y ) is applied to the input of such a filter, the output (the
convolution of the input and the impulse response) is given by

EE y (j , h )h(x 2 j , y 2 h ) dj dh
`

w (x , y ) 5

2`
`

5

EE y (j , h )s*(j 2 x, h 2 y) dj dh

(18)

2`

which is the cross -correlation between the signals y (x , y ) and s (x , y ). Thus the output of a
matched filter is the cross-correlation between the input signal and the signal for which the
filter is matched.
In the frequency domain, the convolution relation becomes a simple product relation.
Thus the frequency domain equivalent of Eq. (18) is
W ( fX , fY ) 5 H ( fX , fY )V ( fX , fY ) 5 S *( fX , fY )V ( fX , fY )

(19)

Thus the transfer function of the matched filter is the complex conjugate of the spectrum
of the signal to which the filter is matched.
The coherent optical realization of the matched filter utilizes a system identical with
that shown previously in Fig. 4, where the Fourier domain transparency is one with
amplitude transmittance proportional to S *( fX , fY ) . The output of the filter, appearing at
the plane on the far right in Fig. 4, consists of a bright spot at each location where the
signal s (x , y ) is located within the input field.
Prior to 1964, key difficulty in the realization of matched filtering systems was the
construction of the Fourier domain filter with the proper amplitude transmittance. To
control the amplitude and phase transmittance through the Fourier plane in a relatively
complicated manner was often beyond the realm of possibility. However, in 1964 Vander
Lugt published his classic paper on holographically recorded matched filters, and many
new applications became possible.
The Vander Lugt Filter . The method introduced by Vander Lugt15 for recording
matched filters is shown in Fig. 13. It is assumed that a mask can be constructed with

FIGURE 13 Recording a Vander Lugt filter.
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amplitude transmittance proportional to the desired impulse response s *(2x , 2y ) , which
in pattern recognition problems is often real and positive. That mask is illuminated by
coherent light and Fourier transformed by a positive lens. In the Fourier domain, the
spectrum S *( fX , fY ) is allowed to interfere with an angularly inclined reference wave, often
a plane wave. The result is an intensity pattern with a high spatial frequency carrier, which
is amplitude modulated by the amplitude distribution associated with the incident
spectrum, and phase modulated by the phase distribution of that spectrum. This recording
is in fact a Fourier hologram of the desired point-spread function16 (see also Chap. 55).
The film used for recording in the Fourier domain responds to the incident optical
intensity. With proper processing of the film, one of the grating orders of the resulting
transparency yields a field component proportional to the desired field,
tA(j , h ) < S *

Sljf , lhfD exp (2i2πah )

(20)

where (j , h ) are the spatial coordinates in the filter plane, and a is the spatial frequency of
the carrier. Thus the transmittance required for realizing the matched filter has been
achieved, with the exception of the linear exponential term, which serves simply to shift
the desired output off the optical axis.
The filter constructed as above is placed in the Fourier domain of the system in Fig. 4,
and provided the correct region of the output plane in that figure is examined, the matched
filter response is found. In a second region of the output plane, mirror symmetric with the
matched filter region, the convolution of the signal s (x , y ) and the input y (x , y ) can be
found.
Prior to Vander Lugt’s invention, the only matched filters that could be realized in
practice were filters with very simple transfer functions S *( fX , fY ) . The significance of the
Vander Lugt filter is that it extends the domain for which filters can be realized to those
with reasonably simple impulse responses s (2x , 2y ) , a case more typically encountered in
pattern recognition.
Deficiencies of the Matched Filter Concept . While the Vander Lugt filter provides an
elegant solution to the problem of realizing coherent optical matched filters, nonetheless
the use of coherent optics for pattern recognition has been very restricted in its
applications. A major reason for this limited applicability can be traced to deficiencies of
the matched filter concept itself, and is not due to the methods used for optical realization.
The matched filter, in its original form, is found to be much too sensitive to parameters for
which lack of sensitivity would be desired. This includes primarily rotation of the image
and scale change of the image. Thus a matched filter that responds perfectly to the desired
signal in its original rotation and scale size may not respond at all to that signal when it is
rotated and magnified or demagnified.
Many attempts have been made to remove these undesired sensitivities of the matched
filter (see for example, Refs. 17 and 18). These include the use of Mellin transforms and
polar coordinate transformations to remove scale-size sensitivity and rotation sensitivity,
and the use of circular harmonic decompositions to remove rotation sensitivity. These
attempts have had varying degrees of success, but unfortunately they generally destroy one
insensitivity that is present for a conventional matched filter, namely, insensitivity to
translation of the signal. For a conventional matched filter, when an input s (x , y ) is
translated, the resulting bright spot at the output translates in response. Realization of
rotation invariance generally removes translation insensitivity, a serious loss.
Unfortunately, to date there have been no commercially successful applications of
coherent optical matched filtering to pattern recognition, although several attempts to
commercialize the technology have been made.
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Coherent Optical Image Enhancement
Coherent optical spatial filtering systems can also be applied to the problem of image
enhancement.4 Image enhancement problems come in a wide variety of types, ranging
from simple operations, such as the suppression of periodic noise in a nonperiodic image, to
more complex operations, such as restoring an image that has been degraded by a known
blur. We focus here on image restoration, since it is the most challenging of these problems.
The Iny erse Filter . A common type of image restoration problem arises when an image
produced by an incoherent imaging system has been blurred by a known, space-invariant,
linear point-spread function. Let i (x , y ) represent the intensity of the blurred image,
o (x , y ) represent the intensity of the object, and b (x , y ) represent the intensity pointspread function of the blur. These three quantities are related through a convolution
equation,
`
i (x , y ) 5

EE b(x 2 j , y 2 h )o(j , h ) dj dh

(21)

2`

The frequency domain equivalent is the relation
I ( fX , fY ) 5 B ( fX , fY )O( fX , fY )

(22)

where I , O , and B are the Fourier transforms of the lowercase quantities. The quantity B is
the transfer function of the blur, and is assumed to be perfectly known.
Examination of Eq. (22) suggests an obvious approach to image restoration. Convolve
the blurred image i (x , y ) with a kernel that provides a deblurring transfer function that is
the reciprocal of the blur transfer function, i.e., having a transfer function given by
H ( fX , fY ) 5 B 21( fX , fY ). For obvious reasons, such a filter is referred to as an iny erse filter.
The restored image then is given, in the frequency domain, by
R ( fX , fY ) 5 [B ( fX , fY )O( fX , fY )]H ( fX , fY )
5 [B ( fX , fY )O( fX , fY )]B 21( fX , fY )
5 O( fX , fY )

(23)

Returning to the space domain we see that result of the image restoration operation is
perfect recovery of the original object o (x , y ) .
The inverse filter is an elegant mathematical solution to the restoration problem, but it
lacks practicality. Many problems exist, both with the concept and with its implementation.
The conceptual flaw, which is the most serious drawback, arises because the problem
formulation completely neglected the inevitable presence of noise in the image i (x , y ) . The
inverse fllter boosts those spatial frequency components the most that were suppressed the
most by the blur. In such regions of the frequency domain there is little or no image
information to be boosted, but there is always noise, which then is amplified to the point
that it dominates the restored image.
Other problems arise due to the very large dynamic range required of the deblurring
filter transfer function in many cases. For the above reasons, the inverse filter is never used
in practice, although it is an important concept to be aware of.
The Wiener Filter . The Wiener filter overcomes many of the difficulties of the inverse
filter by explicitly including noise in the basic imaging model. In this case the detected
image intensity is represented by

EE b(x 2 j , y 2 h )o(j , h ) dj dh 1 n(x, y)
`

i (x , y ) 5

2`

(24)
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where o (x , y ) and n (x , y ) are regarded as statistically stationary random processes. The
goal of the restoration process is now to choose a restoration filter that will minimize
the mean-squared error between the restored image r (x , y ) and the original object o (x , y ).
The solution to this problem can be shown to be a restoration filter having a transfer
function of the form
B *( fX , fY )
H ( fX , fY ) 5
(25)
PN ( fX , fY )
2
uB ( fX , fY )u 1
PO( fX , fY )
where PN and PO represent the power spectral densities of the respective noise and object
random processes.
The Wiener filter provides a balance between uncompensated blur and residual noise in
just such a way as to minimize mean-squared error. Note that at spectral locations where
the object power is much greater than the noise power, the Wiener filter approaches an
inverse filter, while at spectral locations where the noise power dominates, the Wiener
filter behaves as a matched filter with considerable attenuation.
Coherent Optical Realization of Iny erse and Wiener Filters . While the inverse filter is
primarily of theoretical interest, nonetheless there is much to be learned from consideration of how one might realize an approximation to such a filter. In general, the transfer
function B ( fX , fY ) is complex-valued, or at least has sign reversals implying 1808 phase
shifts at some frequencies. This implies that the inverse filter must control both the
magnitude and the phase of the transmitted fields. In most cases this implies a holographic
filter and possibly a second absorbing filter.
The exact blur impulse response is assumed to be known. From a blurred image of a
known point source, a photographic record of the blur impulse response can be obtained.
If a filter is recorded in the geometry of Fig. 9, with the blur impulse response placed in the
plane labeled ‘‘input,’’ then an interferometrically generated transparency results, one
component of amplitude transmittance being proportional to the conjugate of the blur
transfer function
tA(j , h ) < B *( fX , fY ) exp (2i 2π a h )
(26)
where a is again a carrier frequency introduced by the offset reference wave. Passage of
the blurred image through a coherent optical filtering system with this transfer function
will correct any frequency-domain phase shifts associated with the blur, but will not restore
the magnitude of the object spectrum correctly.
To correct the spectral magnitudes we require an additional transparency to be
sandwiched with the above holographic filter. This filter can be generated in a number of
ways, but the easiest to understand is a method that rests on properties of the
photographic process. If a photographic emulsion is exposed to an optical intensity I (j , h ) ,
then over a certain dynamic range the amplitude transmittance of the resulting negative
transparency will be of the form
tA(j , h ) 5 K [I (j , h )]2g /2
(27)
where g is the so-called gamma of the photographic process. If the intensity to which the
emulsion is exposed is simply the intensity in the Fourier transform of the blur transfer
function, as obtained by optically Fourier transforming the blur spread function (for
example, as in the system of Fig. 9 but with the reference wave blocked), then if a gamma
equal to 2 is achieved with the photographic processing, the second transparency will have
amplitude transmittance
j h 22
tA(j , h ) 5 K B
(28)
,
lf lf
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If the two transparencies discussed above are now placed in contact, the overall
amplitude transmittance will be the product of the two individual transmittances, and the
effective filter transfer function realized by the coherent optical processor will be
H ( fX , fY ) 5

B *( fX , fY )
1
25
uB ( fX , fY )u
B ( fX , fY )

(29)

which is precisely the transfer function of the desired inverse filter. However, in practice
there will be errors in this filter due to the limited dynamic range of the photographic
media.
To realize an approximation to the Wiener filter, a different recording method can be
used. In this case the full holographic recording system illustrated in Fig. 9 is used,
including the reference beam. However, the intensity of the reference beam is made weak
compared with the peak intensity of the uB u2 component. Furthermore, the recording is
arranged so that the exposure falls predominantly in a range where the amplitude
transmittance of the developed transparency is proportional to the logarithm of the
intensity incident during exposure. Now if amplitude transmittance is proportional to the
logarithm of incident exposure, the changes of amplitude transmittance, which lead to
diffraction of light by the transparency, will obey
DtA 5 b D(log E ) < b

DE
#
E

(30)

# represents the average exposure about which
where DE represents changes in exposure, E
the fluctuations occur, and b is a proportionality constant. Restricting attention to the
proper portion of the output plane, the following identifications can be made:
ˆ * exp (2i 2π a h )
DE ~ B
#E ~ uB
ˆ u2 1 K

(31)

ˆ u2 is the squared magnitude of the blur transfer function, normalized to unity at
where uB
the origin, while K is the ratio between the reference beam intensity and the maximum
value of uB u2. Neglecting the exponential term which leads to offset from the origin in the
output plane, the amplitude transmittance of the deblurring filter becomes
ˆ*
B
DtA 5 ˆ 2
uB u 1 K

(32)

which is precisely the form of the Wiener filter for a constant ratio K of noise power
spectral density to signal power spectral density.
Thus the Wiener filter has been achieved with a single holographic filter. If the
signal-to-noise ratio in the blurred image is high, then the reference beam intensity should
be much less than the object beam intensity (K Ô 1). Bleached filters of this kind can also
be made.

30.9 INCOHERENT PROCESSING OF DISCRETE SIGNALS
The previous problems examined have all involved signals and images that are continuous
functions of time or space. We turn attention now to signals that are sampled or discrete
functions of time or space.
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Background
A continuous signal u (t ) is sampled at times separated by Dt yielding a set of P samples
u (k Dt ) , which we represent by the column vector

34

u1
u2
u5 ?
??
uP

(33)

For discrete signals, the continuous operations associated with convolution and correlation
become matrix-vector operations. Thus any linear transformation of an input signal u is
represented by
v 5 Mu
(34)
where v is a length Q output vector containing samples of the output signal, and M is a
P 3 Q matrix
m11 m 12 ? ? ? m 1P
m21 m22 ? ? ? m2P
(35)
M5
???
???
???
???
mQ1 mQ2 ? ? ? mQP

3

4

In the sections that follow we examine some of the optical approaches that have been
proposed and demonstrated for this kind of operation.
The Serial Incoherent Matrix-Vector Multiplier
An important starting point is provided by the serial incoherent matrix-vector multiplier
invented by Bocker19 (see also Ref. 20), and illustrated in Fig. 14. The elements of the
vector u are applied as current pulses, with heights proportional to the ui , to an LED.
Light from the LED floods the matrix mask, which contains Q 3 P cells, each with an
intensity transmittance proportional to a different mij . The light transmitted by the matrix

FIGURE 14 Serial matrix-vector multiplier.
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mask then falls on a 2-dimensional CCD detector array, used in an unusual mode of
operation. Charges are transferred horizontally along the rows of the detector array. In the
first clock cycle, when the first element of the input vector is generated by the LED, the
charge deposited in the first column of the detector array can be represented by a vector
with elements c1j 5 m1j u 1 . This set of charge packets is now transferred one column to the
right, and the second pulse of light, proportional to u 2 is emitted. In the second column of
the detector array a new charge is added to each of the existing charges, yielding a new set
of charges c2j 5 m1j u 1 1 m 2j u 2 . After P clock cycles the column on the far right-hand side
of the detector array contains a charge vector c 5 Mu, which within a proportionality
constant is the desired output vector v.
Thus the elements of the output vector are obtained in parallel from the right-hand
column of the detector array. To compute the output vector, P cycles of the system are
necessary, one for each element of the input vector. Multiplications are performed
optically by passage of light through the matrix mask, while additions are performed
electrically by charge addition.

The Parallel Matrix-Vector Multiplier
A fundamentally faster system for performing the matrix-vector product was discovered in
1978.21 The architecture of this system is shown in Fig. 15.
The elements of the vector u are now entered in parallel as brightness values on an
array of LEDs or laser diodes. The optics, not shown here, spreads the light from each
source in the vertical direction to cover the height of the matrix mask, while imaging each
source onto an individual column in the horizontal direction. Passage of the light through
the matrix mask multiplies the input vector, element by element, by the elements of the
row vectors of the mask. The second set of optics, again not shown, adds the light
transmitted by each row of the mask, placing an intensity on each element of the detector
array that is proportional to the sum of the products produced by one row of the mask or,
equivalently, the inner product of the input vector and a unique row vector of the matrix.
In this case the detectors are of the nonintegrating type, and nearly instantaneously
produce an output current proportional to an element of the output vector v. In this way a
series of input vectors can be flowed through the system at high speed.
In this case both the multiplications and the additions are performed optically. A
different output vector can be obtained with each cycle of the system. The result is a
fundamentally faster system.
Systems of this type have had a broad impact on optical signal processing, with
applications ranging from photonic switching22 to neural networks.23

FIGURE 15 Parallel matrix-vector multiplier.
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FIGURE 16 Outer product processor.

The Outer Product Processor
Another fundamentally different architecture is represented by the outer product
processor,24 shown in Fig. 16.
The goal in this case is to calculate the outer product C of two matrices A and B.
Illustrating with a simple 3 3 3 example, the outer product is defined by the equation
C5

34

a 11
a21 [b 11
a31

b 12

b 13] 1

34

a 12
a22 [b 21
a32

b 22

b 23] 1

34

a 13
a 23 [b 31
a33

b 32

b 33]

(36)

The system of Fig. 16 accomplishes this operation by use of two Bragg cell arrays
oriented in orthogonal directions, and a time-integrating two-dimensional detector array.
A column of A is entered in parallel on the first Bragg cell array, and a row of B on the
second. The first box labeled ‘‘optics’’ images one array onto the other (with appropriate
spatial filtering as needed to convert phase to intensity). The second box labeled ‘‘optics’’
images that product onto the detector array. In one cycle of the system, one of the outer
products in the summation of Eq. (36) is accumulated on the elements of the detector
array. In this example, three cycles are necessary, with addition of charge at the detector,
to accumulate the full outer product of the matrices. More generally, if A is P 3 Q (i.e., P
rows and Q columns) and B is Q 3 P , then the detector array should be P 3 P in size, and
Q cycles are required to obtain the full outer product.

Other Discrete Processing Systems
A multitude of other discrete processing systems have been proposed throughout the 1980s
and 1990s. Worth special mention here are the optical systolic matrix-vector processor of
Caulfield et al.25 and the SAOBIC processor of Guilfoyle.26 We refer the reader to the
original references for details.

30.10 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analog optical signal and image processing were strong areas of research during three
decades, the 1960s through the 1980s. Many ingenious systems were devised, each
motivated by one or more applications. With some exceptions, these systems seldom
survived for the particular application they were conceived for, but often they led to new
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applications not envisioned by their inventors. The majority of applications of this
technology have been to defense-related problems. Research emphasis has shifted away
from analog signal processing as described above toward (1) the application of optics to
digital processing, either within electronic computers or, in some cases, in all-optical digital
computers, and (2) optical neural networks, which are analog optical systems. The
intellectual base formed by the previous analog processing experience continues to
strongly influence work on these more modern topics.
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PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL
DISK DATA STORAGE
Masud Mansuripur
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Tucson , Arizona

31.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1940s magnetic recording has been the mainstay of electronic information
storage worldwide. Audiotapes provided the first major application for the storage of
information on magnetic media. Magnetic tape has been used extensively in consumer
products such as audiotapes and videocassette recorders (VCR); it has also found
application in backup / archival storage of computer files, satellite images, medical records,
etc. Large volumetric capacity and low cost are the hallmarks of tape data storage,
although sequential access to the recorded information is perhaps the main drawback of
this technology. Magnetic hard disk drives have been used as mass-storage devices in the
computer industry ever since their inception in 1957. With an areal density that has
doubled roughly every two years, hard disks have been and remain the medium of choice
for secondary storage in computers.* Another magnetic storage device, the floppy disk, has
been successful in areas where compactness, removability, and rapid access to the recorded
information have been of primary concern. In addition to providing backup and safe
storage, inexpensive floppies with their moderate capacities (2 Mbytes on a 3.5-in-diameter
platter is typical) and reasonable transfer rates have provided the crucial function of
file / data transfer between isolated machines. All in all, it has been a great half-century of
progress and market dominance for magnetic storage which is only now beginning to face a
serious challenge from the technology of optical recording.
Like magnetic recording, a major application of optical data storage is the secondary
storage of information for computers and computerized systems. Like the high-end
magnetic media, optical disks can provide recording densities in the range of 107 bits / cm2
and beyond. The added advantage of optical recording is that, like floppies, these disks can
be removed from the drive and stored on the shelf. Thus the functions of the hard disk
(i.e., high capacity, high data transfer rate, rapid access) may be combined with those of
the floppy (i.e., backup storage, removable media) in a single optical disk drive. Applications
of optical recording are not confined to computer data storage. The enormously successful
compact audio disk (CD) which was introduced in 1983 and has since become the de facto
7
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* Achievable densities on hard disks are presently in the range of 10 bits / cm ; random access to arbitrary blocks
of data in these devices can take on the order of 10 msec, and individual read-write heads can transfer data at the
rate of several megabits per second.
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standard of the music industry, is but one example of the tremendous potentials of the
optical disk technology.
A strength of optical recording is that, unlike its magnetic counterpart, it can support
read-only, write-once, and erasable / rewritable modes of data storage. Consider, for
example, the technology of optical audio / video disks. Here the information is recorded on
a master disk which is then used as a stamper to transfer the embossed patterns to a plastic
substrate for rapid, accurate, and inexpensive reproduction. The same process is employed
in the mass production of read-only files (CD-ROM, O-ROM) which are now being used
to distribute software, catalogs, and other large databases. Or consider the write-onceread-many (WORM) technology, where one can permanently store massive amounts of
information on a given medium and have rapid, random access to them afterward. The
optical drive can be designed to handle read-only, WORM, and erasable media all in one
unit, thus combining their useful features without sacrificing performance and ease of use.
Moreover, the media can contain regions with prerecorded information as well as regions
for read / write / erase operations on the same platter, thus offering opportunities for
applications that have heretofore been unthinkable.
This article presents the conceptual basis for optical storage systems, with emphasis on
disk technology in general and magneto-optical (MO) disk in particular. Section 31.2 is
devoted to a discussion of some elementary aspects of disk data storage including the
concept of track, definition of the access time, and the physical layout of data. Section 31.3
describes the function of the optical path; included are properties of the semiconductor
laser diode, characteristics of the beam-shaping optics, and features of the focusing
(objective) lens. The limited depth of focus of the objective lens and the eccentricity of
tracks dictate that optical disk systems utilize closed-loop feedback mechanisms for
maintaining the focused light spot on the right track at all times. Automatic focusing and
automatic track-following schemes are described in Secs. 31.4 and 31.5. The physical
process of thermomagnetic recording is the subject of Sec. 31.6, followed by a discussion of
MO readout in Sec. 31.7. Certain important characteristics of MO media are summarized
in Sec. 31.8. Concluding remarks and an examination of trends for future optical recording
devices are the subject of Sec. 31.9.
Alternative methods of optical data storage such as reversible phase-change, photochemical spectral hole burning, three-dimensional volume holographic storage, photon
echo, photon trapping, etc., will not be discussed in this article. The interested reader may
consult the following references for information concerning these alternative storage
schemes:
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Optical Memory , ISOM’89, published as
supplement 28-3 of the Japanese Journal of Applied Physics , vol. 28 (1989).
Proceedings of the Optical Data Storage Conference , SPIE, vol. 1316 (1990).
Proceedings of the Optical Data Storage Conference , SPIE, vol. 1499 (1991).
Proceedings of the Optical Data Storage Conference , SPIE, vol. 1663 (1992).
R. G. Zech, ‘‘Volume Hologram Optical Memories: Mass Storage Future Perfect,’’
Optics and Photonics News , vol. 3, no. 8, pp. 16 – 25 (1992).

31.2 PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
The format and physical layout of recorded data on the storage medium as well as certain
operational aspects of disk drive mechanism will be described in the present section.
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FIGURE 1 Physical appearance and general features of
an optical disk. The read-write head gains access to the
disk through a window in the jacket; the jacket itself is for
protection purposes only. The hub is the mechanical
interface with the drive for mounting and centering the
disk on the spindle. The track shown here is of the
concentric-ring type, with radius r0 and width Wt .

The Concept of Track
The information on magnetic and optical disks is recorded along tracks. Typically, a track
is a narrow annulus at some distance r from the disk center, as shown in Fig. 1. The width
of the annulus is denoted by Wt , while the width of the guard band, if any, between
adjacent tracks is denoted by Wg . The track-pitch is the center-to-center distance between
neighboring tracks and is therefore equal to Wt 1 Wg . A major difference between the
magnetic floppy disk, the magnetic hard disk, and the optical disk is that their respective
track-pitches are presently of the order of 100, 10, and 1 mm. Tracks may be fictitious
entities, in the sense that no independent existence outside the pattern of recorded marks
may be ascribed to them. This is the case, for example, with the compact audio disk format
where prerecorded marks simply define their own tracks and help guide the laser beam
during readout. In the other extreme are tracks that are physically engraved on the disk
surface before any data is ever recorded. Examples of this type of track are provided by
pregrooved WORM and magneto-optical disks. Figure 2 shows micrographs from several
recorded optical disk surfaces. The tracks along which data is written are clearly visible in
these pictures.
It is generally desired to keep the read-write head stationery while the disk spins and a
given track is being read from or written onto. Thus, in an ideal situation, not only should
the track be perfectly circular, but also the disk must be precisely centered on the spindle
axis. In practical systems, however, tracks are neither precisely circular, nor are they
concentric with the spindle axis. These eccentricity problems are solved in lowperformance floppy drives by making tracks wide enough to provide tolerance for
misregistrations and misalignments. Thus the head moves blindly to a radius where the
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FIGURE 2 Micrographs of several types of optical
storage media. The tracks are straight and narrow with a
1.6 m m pitch, and are diagonally oriented in each frame.
(a ) Ablative, write-once tellurium alloy. (b ) Ablative,
write-once organic dye. (c ) Amorphous-to-crystalline,
write-once phase-change alloy GaSb. (d ) Erasable,
amorphous magneto-optic alloy GdTbFe. (e ) Erasable,
crystalline-to-amorphous phase-change tellurium alloy.
( f ) Read-only CD-Audio, injection-molded from polycarbonate with a nickel stamper. (From Ullmann’s
‘‘Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry ,’’ Verlagsgesellschaft , mbH , Weinheim , 1989.)

track center is nominally expected to be, and stays put until the reading or writing is over.
By making the head narrower than the track-pitch, the track center is allowed to wobble
around its nominal position without significantly degrading the performance during
read-write operations. This kind of wobble, however, is unacceptable in optical disk
systems which have a very narrow track, about the same size as the focused beam spot. In
a typical situation arising in practice the eccentricity of a given track may be as much as
50 mm, while the track-pitch is only about 1 mm, thus requiring active track-following
procedures.
A popular method of defining tracks on an optical disk is by means of pregrooves,
which are either etched, stamped, or molded onto the substrate. The space between
neighboring grooves is called land (see Fig. 3a ). Data may be written in the groove with
the land acting as a guard band. Alternatively, the land may be used for recording while
the grooves separate adjacent tracks. The groove depth is optimized for generating an
optical signal sensitive to the radial position of the read-write laser beam. For the push-pull
method of track-error detection (described in Sec. 31.5) the groove depth is in the
neighborhood of l / 8 , where l is the wavelength of the light beam.
In digital data storage each track is divided into small segments called sectors. A sector
is intended for the storage of a single block of data which is typically either 512 or 1024
bytes. The physical length of a sector is thus several millimeters. Each sector is preceded
by header information such as the identity of the sector, identity of the corresponding
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FIGURE 3 (a ) Lands and grooves in an optical
disk. The substrate is transparent, and the laser
beam must pass through it before reaching the
storage medium. (b ) Sampled-servo marks in an
optical disk. These marks which are offset from the
track center provide information regarding the position of focused spot.

track, synchronization marks, etc. The header information may be preformatted onto the
substrate, or it may be written directly on the storage layer. Pregrooved tracks may be
‘‘carved’’ on the optical disk either as concentric rings or as a single continuous spiral.
There are certain advantages to each format. A spiral track contains a succession of sectors
without interruption, whereas concentric rings may each end up with some empty space
that is too small to become a sector. Also, large files may be written onto (and read from)
spiral tracks without jumping to the next track, which is something that occurs when
concentric tracks are used. On the other hand, multiple-path operations such as
write-and-verify or erase-and-write which require two paths each for a given sector, or
still-frame video are more conveniently handled on concentric-ring tracks.
Another suggested track format is based on the idea of a sampling servo. Here the
tracks are identified by occasional marks placed permanently on the substrate at regular
intervals, as shown in Fig. 3b. Details of track-following by the sampled-servo scheme will
follow shortly (see Sec. 31.5), suffice it to say at this point that servo marks help the
system identify the position of the focused spot relative to the track center. Once the
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position is determined it is fairly simple to steer the beam and adjust its position on the
track.

Disk Rotation Speed
When a disk rotates at a constant angular velocity v , a track of radius r moves with the
constant linear velocity V 5 rv . Ideally, one would like to have the same linear velocity for
all the tracks, but this is impractical except in a limited number of situations. For instance,
when the desired mode of access to the various tracks is sequential, such as in audio- and
video-disk applications, it is possible to place the head in the beginning at the inner radius
and move outward from the center thereafter while continuously decreasing the angular
velocity. By keeping the product of r and v constant, one can achieve constant linear
velocity for all tracks.* Sequential access mode, however, is the exception rather than the
norm in data storage systems. In most applications, the tracks are accessed randomly with
such rapidity that it becomes impossible to adjust the rotation speed for constant linear
velocity. Under these circumstances the angular velocity is kept constant during normal
operation. Typical rotation rates are 1200 and 1800 rpm for slower drives, and 3600 rpm for
the high-end systems. Higher rotation rates (5000 rpm and beyond) are certainly feasible
and will likely appear in future generations of optical storage devices.

Access Time
The direct access storage device used in computer systems for the mass storage of digital
information is a disk drive capable of storing large quantities of data and accessing blocks
of this data rapidly and in random order. In read-write operations it is often necessary to
move the head to new locations in search of sectors containing specific data items. Such
random relocations are usually time-consuming and can become the factor that limits
performance in certain applications. The access time τ a is defined as the average time spent
in going from one randomly selected spot on the disk to another. τ a can be considered the
sum of a seek time τ s , which is the average time needed to acquire the target track, and a
latency τ l , which is the average time spent on the target track waiting for the desired
sector; thus τ a 5 τ s 1 τ l . The latency is half the revolution period of the disk, since a
randomly selected sector is, on the average, halfway along the track from the point where
the head initially lands. Thus, for a disk rotating at 1200 rpm τ l 5 25 ms, while at 3600 rpm
τ l . 8.3 ms. The seek time, on the other hand, is independent of the rotation speed, but is
determined by the travel distance of the head during an average seek, as well as by the
mechanism of head actuation. (It can be shown that the average length of travel in a
random seek is one-third of the full stroke.) In magnetic disk drives where the
head / actuator assembly is relatively lightweight (a typical Winchester head weighs about 5
grams) the acceleration and deceleration periods are short, and seek times are typically
around 10 ms. In optical disk systems, on the other hand, the head, being an assembly of
discrete elements, is fairly large and heavy (typical weight . 50 – 100 grams), resulting in
values of τ s that are several times greater than those obtained in magnetic recording. The
seek times reported for commercially available optical drives presently range from 20 msec
in high-performance 3.5-in drives to 100 msec in larger drives. One must emphasize,
* In compact audio disk players the linear velocity is kept constant at 1.2 m / s. The starting position of the head is
at the inner radius rmin 5 25 mm, where the disk spins at 460 rpm. The spiral track ends at the outer radius
rmax 5 58 mm, where the disk’s angular velocity is 200 rpm.
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however, that the optical disk technology is still in its infancy; with the passage of time the
integration and miniaturization of the elements within the optical head will surely produce
lightweight devices capable of achieving seek times in the range of several milliseconds.

Organization of Data on Disk
For applications involving computer files and data, each track is divided into a number of
sectors where each sector can store a fixed-length block of binary data. The size of the
block varies among the various disk / drive manufacturers, but typically it is either 512 or
1024 bytes. As long as the disk is dedicated to a particular drive (such as in magnetic hard
drives) the sector size is of little importance to the outside world. However, with
removable media the sector size (among other things) must be standardized, since now
various drives need to read from and write onto the same disk.
A block of user data cannot be directly recorded on a sector. First, it must be coded for
protection against errors (error-correction coding) and for the satisfaction of channel
requirements (modulation coding). Also, it may be necessary to add synchronization bits
or other kinds of information to the data before recording. Thus a sector’s capacity must
be somewhat greater than the amount of raw data assigned to it. A sector also must have
room for ‘‘header’’ information. The header is either recorded during the first use of the
disk by the user, as in formatting a floppy disk, or is written by the manufacturer before
shipping the disk. The header typically contains the address of the sector plus synchronization and servo bits. In magnetic disks the header is recorded magnetically, which makes it
erasable and provides the option of reformatting at later times. On the negative side,
formatting is time-consuming and the information is subject to accidental erasure. In
contrast, the optical disk’s sector headers may be mass-produced from a master at the time
of manufacture, thus eliminating the slow process of soft formatting. The additional space
used by the codes and by the header information constitutes the overhead. Depending on
the quality of the disk, the degree of sophistication of the drive, and the particular needs of
a given application, the overhead may take as little as 10 percent and as much as 30
percent of a disk’s raw capacity.

31.3 THE OPTICAL PATH
The optical path begins at the light source which, in all laser disk systems in use today, is a
semiconductor GaAs diode laser. Several unique features of the laser diode have made it
indispensable for optical recording applications: its small size (.300 3 50 3 10 mm) makes
possible the construction of compact head assemblies, its coherence properties allow
diffraction-limited focusing to extremely small spots, and its direct modulation capability
eliminates the need for external intensity modulators. The operating wavelength of the
laser diode can be selected within a limited range by proper choice of material
composition; presently, the shortest wavelength available from the III-V class of
semiconductor materials is 670 nm.
Figure 4a shows a typical plot of laser power output versus input current for a
GaAs-based laser diode. The lasing starts at the threshold current, and the output power
rapidly increases beyond that point. Below threshold, the diode operates in the
spontaneous emission mode and its output is incoherent. After threshold, stimulated
emission takes place, yielding coherent radiation. Of course, the output power cannot
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FIGURE 4 (a ) Optical output power versus
forward-bias current for a typical diode laser.
Different curves were obtained at different ambient
temperatures. (b ) Variations of wavelength as function of case temperature for typical diode laser. The
output power is fixed at Po 5 30 mW. (From Sharp
Laser Diode User’s Manual.)

increase indefinitely and beyond a certain point the laser fails catastrophically. Fortunately,
the required optical power levels for the read / write / erase operations in present-day data
storage systems are well below the failure levels of these lasers. Available lasers for data
storage applications have threshold currents around 40 mA, maximum allowable currents
of about 100 mA, and peak output powers (CW mode) around 50 mW. The relationship
between the injection current and the output light power is very sensitive to the operating
temperature of the laser, as evidenced by the various plots in Fig. 4a. Also, because the
semiconductor material’s bandgap is a function of the ambient temperature, there is a
small shift in the operating wavelength of the device when the temperature fluctuates (see
Fig. 4b ). For best performance it is usually necessary to mount the laser on a good
heat-sink, or try to steady its temperature by closed-loop feedback.
The output optical power of the laser can be modulated by controlling the injection
current. One can apply pulses of variable duration to turn the laser on and off during the
recording process. The pulse duration can be as short as a few nanoseconds, with rise and
fall times which are typically less than 1 nanosecond. This direct-modulation capability of
the laser diode is particularly welcome in optical disk systems, considering that most other
sources of coherent light (such as gas lasers) require bulky and expensive devices for
external modulation. Although readout of optical disks can be accomplished at constant
power level in CW mode, it is customary (for noise reduction purposes) to modulate the
laser at a high frequency in the range of several hundred MHz.
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FIGURE 5 (a ) Away from the facet, the output
beam of a diode laser diverges rapidly. In general,
the beam diameter along X is different from that
along Y , which makes the cross section of the beam
elliptical. Also, the radii of curvature Rx and Ry are
not the same, thus creating a certain amount of
astigmatism in the beam. (b ) Multi-element collimator lens for laser diode applications. Aside from
collimating, this lens also corrects astigmatic aberrations of the beam. (c ) Beam-shaping by deflection at
a prism surface. Θ1 and Θ2 are related by the Snell’s
law, and the ratio d2 / d1 is the same as cos Θ2 / cos Θ1 .
Passage through the prism circularizes the elliptical
cross section of the beam.

Collimation and Beam Shaping
Since the cross-sectional area of the active region in a laser diode is only about 1 mm2,
diffraction effects cause the emerging beam to diverge rapidly. This phenomenon is
depicted schematically in Fig. 5a. In practical applications of the laser diode, the expansion
of the emerging beam is arrested by a collimating lens, such as that shown in Fig. 5b. If the
beam happens to have aberrations (astigmatism is particularly severe in diode lasers), then
the collimating lens must be designed to correct this defect as well.
In optical recording it is most desirable to have a beam with circular cross section. The
need for beam shaping arises from the special geometry of the laser cavity with its
rectangular cross section. Since the emerging beam has different dimensions in the
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FIGURE 6 Separation of incident and reflected beams at the polarizing
beam splitter (PBS). The quarter-wave plate converts the linearly
polarized incident beam into one with circular polarization and converts
the returning beam back to linear, but with its polarization vector
orthogonal to that of the incident beam. This 908 rotation of polarization
is responsible for the diversion of the reflected beam toward the detection
channel.

directions parallel and perpendicular to the junction, its cross section at the collimator
becomes elliptical, with the initially narrow dimension expanding more rapidly to become
the major axis of the ellipse. The collimating lens thus produces a beam with elliptical cross
section. Circularization may be achieved by bending various rays of the beam at a prism, as
shown in Fig. 5c. The bending changes the beam’s diameter in the plane of incidence, but
leaves its diameter in the perpendicular direction intact.
The output of the laser diode is linearly polarized in the plane of the junction. In some
applications (such as readout of compact disks or read-write on WORM media) the
polarization state is immaterial as far as interaction with the storage medium is concerned.
In such applications one usually passes the beam through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
and a quarter-wave plate, as in Fig. 6, and converts its polarization to circular. Upon
reflection from the disk, the beam passes through the quarter-wave plate once again, but
this time emerges as linearly polarized in a direction perpendicular to the original direction
of polarization. The returning beam is thus directed away from the laser and toward the
detection module, where its data content is extracted and its phase / amplitude pattern is
used to generate error signals for automatic focusing and tracking. By thoroughly
separating the returning beam from the incident beam, one not only achieves efficiency in
the use of the optical power, but also succeeds in preventing the beam from going back to
the laser where it causes instabilities in the laser cavity and, subsequently, increases the
noise level. Unfortunately, there are situations where a specific polarization state is
required for interaction with the disk; magneto-optical readout which requires linear
polarization is a case in point. In such instances the simple combination of PBS and
quarter-wave plate becomes inadequate and one must resort to other (less efficient) means
of separating the beams.

Focusing
The collimated and circularized beam of the laser is focused on the surface of the disk
using an objective lens. The objective is designed to be aberration-free, so that its focused
spot size is limited only by the effects of diffraction. Figure 7a shows the design of a typical
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FIGURE 7 (a ) Multi-element lens design for a
high-NA videodisc objective. (After D. Kuntz ,
‘‘Specifying Laser Diode Optics ,’’ Laser Focus,
March 1984.) (b ) Various parameters of the objective lens. The numerical aperture is NA 5 sin Θ. The
spot diameter d and the depth of focus d are given
by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. (c ) Focusing
through the substrate can cause spherical aberration
at the active layer. The problem is corrected by a
proper design for the objective lens, which takes the
substrate into account.

objective made from spherical optics. According to the classical theory of diffraction, the
diameter of the beam, d , at the objective’s focal plane is,
d.

l
NA

(1)

where l is the wavelength of light and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective. In
optical recording it is desired to achieve the smallest possible spot, since the size of the
spot is directly related to the size of marks recorded on the medium. Also, in readout, the
spot size determines the resolution of the system. According to Eq. (1) there are two ways
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to achieve a small spot: reducing the wavelength and increasing the numerical aperture.
The wavelengths currently available from GaAs lasers are in the range of 670 – 840 nm. It is
possible to use a nonlinear optical device to double the frequency of these lasers, thus
achieving blue light. Good efficiencies have been demonstrated by frequency doubling.
Also recent developments in II-VI materials have improved the prospects for obtaining
green and blue light directly from semiconductor lasers. Consequently, there is hope that
in the near future optical storage systems will operate in the wavelength range of
400 – 500 nm. As for the numerical aperture, current practice is to use a lens with
NA . 0.5 – 0.6 . Although this value might increase slightly in the coming years, much higher
numerical apertures are unlikely, since they put strict constraints on the other characteristics of the system and limit the tolerances. For instance, the working distance at high NA is
relatively short, making access to the recording layer through the substrate more difficult.
The smaller depth of focus of a high-NA lens will make attaining / maintaining proper focus
more difficult, while the limited field of view might restrict automatic track-following
procedures. A small field of view also places constraints on the possibility of
read / write / erase operations involving multiple beams.
The depth of focus of a lens, d , is the distance away from the focal plane over which
tight focus can be maintained (see Fig. 7b ). According to the classical theory of diffraction,

d.

l
NA2

(2)

Thus for l 5 700 nm and NA 5 0.6 the depth of focus is about Ú1 mm. As the disk spins
under the optical head at the rate of several thousand rpm, the objective must stay within a
distance of f Ú d from the active layer if proper focus is to be maintained. Given the
conditions under which drives usually operate, it is impossible to make rigid enough
mechanical systems to yield the required positioning tolerances. On the other hand, it is
fairly simple to mount the objective lens in an actuator capable of adjusting its position
with the aid of closed-loop feedback control. We emphasize that by going to shorter
wavelengths and / or larger numerical apertures (as is required for attaining higher data
densities) one will have to face a much stricter regime as far as automatic focusing is
concerned. Increasing the numerical aperture is particularly worrisome, since d drops with
the square of NA.
A source of spherical aberrations in optical disk systems is the substrate through which
the light must pass in order to reach the active layer. Figure 7c shows the bending of the
rays at the surface of the disk, which causes the aberration. This problem can be solved by
taking into account the effects of the substrate in the design of the objective, so that the
lens is corrected for all aberrations, including those arising at the substrate. Recent
developments in molding of aspheric glass lenses have gone a long way in simplifying the
lens design problem. Figure 8 shows a pair of molded glass aspherics designed for optical
storage applications; both the collimator and the objective are single-element lenses and
are corrected for axial aberrations.

Laser Noise
Compared to other sources of coherent light such as gas lasers, laser diodes are noisy and
unstable. Typically, within a diode laser’s cavity several modes compete for dominance.
Under these circumstances, small variations in the environment can cause mode-hopping
which results in unpredictable power-level fluctuations and wavelength shifts. Unwanted
optical feedback is specially troublesome, as even a small fraction of light returning to the
cavity can cause a significant rise in the noise level. Fortunately, it has been found that
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FIGURE 8 Molded glass aspheric lens pair for optical disk
application. These singlets can replace the multi-element spherical lenses shown in Figs. 5(b ) and 7(a ).

high-frequency modulation of the injection current can be used to instigate power sharing
among the modes and thereby reduce fluctuations of the output optical power. In general,
a combination of efforts such as temperature stabilization of the laser, antireflection
coating of the various surfaces within the system, optical isolation of the laser, and
high-frequency modulation of the injection current can yield acceptable levels of noise for
practical operation of the device.

31.4 AUTOMATIC FOCUSING
Since the objective lens has a large numerical aperture (NA $ 0.5) its depth of focus d is
shallow (d . Ú1 mm at l 5 780 nm). During all read / write / erase operations, therefore, the
disk must remain within a fraction of a micrometer from the focal plane of the objective.
In practice, however, the disks are not flat and are not always mounted rigidly parallel to
the focal plane, so that during any given revolution movements away from focus (by as
much as Ú50 mm) may occur. Without automatic adjustment of the objective along the
optic axis, this runout (or disk flutter) will be detrimental to the operation of the system. In
practice, the objective is mounted on a small actuator (usually a voice coil) and allowed to
move back and forth to keep its distance from the disk within an acceptable range. Since
the spindle turns at a few thousand rpm, if the disk moves in and out of focus a few times
during each revolution, then the voice coil must be fast enough to follow these movements
in real time; in other words, its frequency response must extend from DC to several kHz.
The signal that controls the voice coil is obtained from the light reflected from the disk.
There are several techniques for deriving the focus error signal (FES), one of which is
depicted in Fig. 9a. In this so-called obscuration method a secondary lens with one-half of
its aperture covered is placed in the path of the reflected light, and a split-detector is
placed at the focal plane of this secondary lens. When the disk is in focus, the returning
beam is collimated and the secondary lens will focus the beam at the center of the
split-detector, giving a difference signal DS equal to zero. If the disk now moves away from
the objective, the returning beam will become converging, as in Fig. 9b , sending all the
light to detector 1. In this case DS will be positive and the voice coil will push the lens
toward the disk. On the other hand, when the disk moves close to the objective, the
returning beam becomes diverging and detector 2 receives the light (see Fig. 9c ). This
results in a negative DS which forces the voice coil to pull back and return DS to zero.
A given focus error detection scheme is generally characterized by the shape of its focus
error signal DS versus the amount of defocus Dz. one such curve is shown in Fig. 9d. The
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FIGURE 9 Focus error detection by the obscuration method. In (a ) the
disk is in focus, and the two halves of the split detector receive equal amounts
of light. When the disk is too far from the objective (b ) or too close to it (c ) ,
the balance of detector signals shifts to one side or the other. A plot of the
focus error signal versus defocus is shown in (d ) , and its slope near the origin
is identified as the FES gain, G.

slope of the FES curve near the origin is of particular importance, since it determines the
overall performance and stability of the servo loop. In general, schemes with a large slope
are preferred, although certain other aspects of system performance should also be taken
into consideration. For instance, variations of the FES during seek operations (where
multiple track-crossings occur) should be kept at a minimum, or else the resulting
‘‘feedthrough’’ might destabilize the focus servo. Also, it is important for a focus-errordetection scheme to be insensitive to slight imperfections of the optical elements, as well as
to the positioning and mechanical misalignments; otherwise, the manufacturing cost of the
device may become prohibitive. Finally, the focusing scheme must have a reasonable
acquisition range, so that at start-up (or in those occasions where focus is lost and needs to
be acquired again) the system can move in the proper direction to establish focus.
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31.5 AUTOMATIC TRACKING
Consider a circular track with a certain radius, say, r0 , and imagine viewing a portion of it
through the access window (see Fig. 1). It is through this window that the read-write head
gains access to the disk and, by moving in the radial direction, reaches the various tracks.
To a viewer looking through the window, a perfectly circular track centered on the spindle
axis will look stationary, irrespective of the rotational speed of the disk. However, any
track eccentricity will cause an apparent motion toward or away from the center. The
peak-to-peak radial distance traveled by a track (as seen through the window) might
depend on a number of factors, including centering accuracy of the hub, deformability of
the disk substrate, mechanical vibrations, manufacturing tolerances, etc. For a 3.5-in plastic
disk, for example, this peak-to-peak motion can be as much as 100 mm. Assuming a
rotation rate of 3600 rpm, the apparent radial velocity of the track will be a few mm / sec.
Now, if the focused spot (which is only about 1 mm) remains stationary while trying to read
or write on this track (whose width is also about 1 mm), it is clear that the beam will miss
the track for a good fraction of every revolution cycle.
Practical solutions to the above problem are provided by automatic track-following
techniques. Here the objective lens is placed in a fine actuator, typically a voice coil, which
is capable of moving the necessary radial distances and maintaining a lock on the desired
track. The signal that controls the movement of this actuator is derived from the reflected
light itself, which carries information about the position of the focused spot relative to the
track. There exist several mechanisms for extracting the track-error signal (TES) from the
reflected light. All these methods require some sort of structure on the disk surface to
identify the position of the track. In the case of read-only disks (CD, CD-ROM, and video
disk) the embossed pattern of data provides ample information for tracking purposes. In
the case of write-once and erasable disks, tracking guides are impressed on the substrate
during the manufacturing process. The two major formats for these tracking guides are
pregrooves (for continuous tracking) and sampled-servo marks (for discrete tracking). A
combination of the two schemes, known as continuous / composite format, is often used in
practice. This format is depicted schematically in Fig. 10 which shows a small section
containing five tracks, each consisting of the tail end of a groove, synchronization marks, a
mirror area for adjusting offsets, a pair of wobble marks for sampled tracking, and header
information for sector identification.

Tracking on Grooved Regions
As shown in Fig. 3a , grooves are continuous depressions that are embossed, etched, or
molded onto the substrate prior to deposition of the storage medium. If the data is
recorded on the grooves, then the lands are not used except for providing a guard band
between neighboring grooves. Conversely, the land regions may be used to record the

FIGURE 10 Servo offset fields in continuous /
composite format contain a mirror area and offset
marks for tracking. (Marchant , 1990.)
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information, in which case grooves provide the guard band. Typical track widths are about
one wavelength of the light. The guard bands are somewhat narrower, their exact shape
and dimensions depending on the beam size, required track-servo accuracy, and the
acceptable levels of crosstalk between adjacent tracks. The groove depth is typically
around one-eighth of one wavelength (l / 8) which gives the largest TES in the push-pull
method. The geometrical shape of the groove’s cross section might be rectangular,
trapezoidal, triangular, or some smooth version of these curves.
When the focused spot is centered on a given track, it is diffracted symmetrically from
the two edges, resulting in a balanced far-field pattern. As soon as the spot moves away
from the center, the symmetry breaks down and the far-field distribution tends to shift to
one side or the other. A split photodetector placed in the path of the reflected light can
therefore sense the relative position of the spot and provide the appropriate feedback
signal (see Fig. 11). This is the essence of the push-pull method. Figure 11 also shows
intensity plots at the detector plane after reflection from various locations on the grooved
surface. Note how the intensity shifts to one side or the other depending on whether the
spot moves to the right edge or to the left edge of the groove.

FIGURE 11 (a ) Push-pull sensor for tracking on grooves. (Marchant , 1990 .) (b ) Light intensity distribution
at the detector plane when the disk is in focus and the beam is centered on the track. (c ) Light intensity
distribution at the detector plane when the disk is in focus and the beam is centered on the groove edge. (d )
Same as (c ) except for the spot being on the opposite edge of the groove.
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FIGURE 12 (a ) In sampled tracking a pair of
preformatted servo marks helps locate the position
of the focused spot relative to the track center. (b )
servo fields occur frequently and at regular intervals
in sampled servo format. The data area shown here
has data recorded on three tracks. (Marchant , 1990.)

Sampled Tracking
Since dynamic track runout is usually a slow and gradual process, there is actually no need
for continuous tracking as done on grooved media. A pair of embedded marks, offset from
the track center as in Fig. 12a , can provide the necessary information for correcting the
relative position of the focused spot. The reflected intensity will indicate the positions of
the two servo marks as two successive short pulses. If the beam happens to be on track, the
two pulses will have equal magnitudes and there shall be no need for correction. If, on the
other hand, the beam is off-track, one of the pulses will be stronger than the other.
Depending on which pulse is the stronger, the system will recognize the direction in which
it has to move and will correct the error accordingly. Sampled-servo mark pairs must be
provided frequently enough to ensure proper track-following. In a typical application, the
track might be divided into groups of 18 bytes, 2 bytes dedicated as servo offset areas and
16 bytes filled with other format information or left blank for user data. Figure 12b shows a
small section from a sampled-servo disk containing a number of tracks, three of which are
recorded with user data. The track-servo marks in this case are preceded by synch marks
(also prerecorded on the servo offset area). Note in Fig. 12b that the format marks repeat
a certain pattern every four tracks. This pattern is known as a ‘‘gray code,’’ and allows the
system to recognize and correct minor track-counting errors during the seek operation.

Track Counting During the Seek Operation
In the seek operation the coarse actuator moves the head assembly across the disk to a
new location where the desired track is located. In order to avoid landing on a nearby
track and being forced to perform a second (fine) seek, most systems in use today count
the tracks as they are being crossed. In this way the head can land on the correct track and
thereby minimize the overall seek time. The sampled-servo format is not suitable for this
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purpose, since the servo marks do not occur frequently enough to allow uninterrupted
counting. In contrast, grooved media provide the necessary information for track-counting.
During a seek operation the focus servo loop remains closed, maintaining focus as the
head crosses the tracks. The tracking loop, on the other hand, must be opened. The zero
crossings of the TES then provide the track count. Complications may arise in this process,
however, due to eccentricities of tracks. As was mentioned earlier, to an observer looking
through the access window, an eccentric track moves in and out radially with a small (but
not insignificant) velocity. As the head approaches the desired track and slows down to
capture it, its velocity might fall just short of the apparent track velocity. Under these
circumstances, a track which has already been counted may catch up with the head and be
counted once again. Intelligence must be built into the system to recognize and avoid such
problems. Also, through the use of gray codes and similar schemes, the system can be
made to correct its occasional miscounts before finally locking onto the destination track.

31.6 THERMOMAGNETIC RECORDING PROCESS
Recording and erasure of information on a magneto-optical disk are both achieved by the
thermomagnetic process. The essence of thermomagnetic recording is shown in Fig. 13. At
the ambient temperature the film has a high magnetic coercivity* and therefore does not
respond to the externally applied field. When a focused laser beam raises the local

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 13 (a ) Thermomagnetic recording process.
The field of the electromagnet helps reverse the direction
of magnetization in the area heated by the focused laser
beam. (b ) Lorentz micrograph of domains written thermomagnetically. The various tracks shown here were
written at different laser powers, with power level decreasing from top to bottom.
* Coercivity of a magnetic medium is a measure of its resistance to magnetization reversal. For example, consider
a thin film with perpendicular magnetic moment saturated in the 1Z direction, as in Fig. 13a. A magnetic field
applied along 2Z will succeed in reversing the direction of magnetization only if the field is stronger than the
coercivity of the film.
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temperature of the film, the hot spot becomes magnetically soft (i.e., its coercivity drops).
As the temperature rises, coercivity drops continuously until such time as the field of the
electromagnet finally overcomes the material’s resistance to reversal and switches its
magnetization. Turning the laser off brings the temperatures back to normal, but the
reverse-magnetized domain remains frozen in the film. In a typical situation in practice,
the film thickness may be around 300 Å, laser power at the disk .10 mV, diameter of the
focused spot .1 mm, laser pulse duration ,50 ns, linear velocity of the track .10 m / sec,
and the magnetic field strength .200 gauss. The temperature may reach a peak of 500 K at
the center of the spot, which is certainly sufficient for magnetization reversal, but is not
nearly high enough to melt or crystalize or in any other way modify the structure of the
material.
The materials of MO recording have strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. This
type of anisotropy favors the ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ directions of magnetization over all
other orientations. The disk is initialized in one of these two directions, say, up, and
the recording takes place when small regions are selectively reverse-magnetized by the
thermomagnetic process. The resulting magnetization distribution then represents the
pattern of recorded information. For instance, binary sequences may be represented by a
mapping of zeros to up-magnetized regions and ones to down-magnetized regions (NRZ
scheme). Alternatively, the NRZI scheme might be used, whereby transitions (up-to-down
and down-to-up) are used to represent the ones in the bit sequence.

Recording by Laser Power Modulation (LPM)
In this traditional approach to thermomagnetic recording, the electromagnet produces a
constant field, while the information signal is used to modulate the power of the laser
beam. As the disk rotates under the focused spot, the pulsed laser beam creates a sequence
of up / down domains along the track. The Lorentz electron micrograph in Fig. 13b shows a
number of domains recorded by LPM. The domains are highly stable and may be read
over and over again without significant degradation. If, however, the user decides to
discard a recorded block and to use the space for new data, the LPM scheme does not
allow direct overwrite; the system must erase the old data during one revolution and
record the new data in a subsequent revolution cycle.
During erasure, the direction of the external field is reversed, so that up-magnetized
domains in Fig. 13a now become the favored ones. Whereas writing is achieved with a
modulated laser beam, in erasure the laser stays on for a relatively long period of time,
erasing an entire sector. Selective erasure of individual domains is not practical, nor is it
desired, since mass data storage systems generally deal with data at the level of blocks,
which are recorded onto and read from individual sectors. Note that at least one revolution
cycle elapses between the erasure of an old block and its replacement by a new block. The
electromagnet therefore need not be capable of rapid switchings. (When the disk rotates at
3600 rpm, for example, there is a period of 16 ms or so between successive switchings.)
This kind of slow reversal allows the magnet to be large enough to cover all the tracks
simultaneously, thereby eliminating the need for a moving magnet and an actuator. It also
affords a relatively large gap between the disk and the magnet tip, which enables the use of
double-sided disks and relaxes the mechanical tolerances of the system without overburdening the magnet’s power supply.
The obvious disadvantage of LPM is its lack of direct overwrite capability. A more
subtle concern is that it is perhaps unsuitable for the PWM (pulse width modulation)
scheme of representing binary waveforms. Due to fluctuations in the laser power, spatial
variations of material properties, lack of perfect focusing and track-following, etc., the
length of a recorded domain along the track may fluctuate in small but unpredictable ways.
If the information is to be encoded in the distance between adjacent domain walls (i.e.,
PWM), then the LPM scheme of thermomagnetic writing may suffer from excessive
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domain-wall jitter. Laser power modulation works well, however, when the information is
encoded in the position of domain centers (i.e., pulse position modulation or PPM). In
general, PWM is superior to PPM in terms of the recording density, and methods that
allow PWM are therefore preferred.

Recording by Magnetic Field Modulation (MFM)
Another method of thermomagnetic recording is based on magnetic field modulation, and
is depicted schematically in Fig. 14a. Here the laser power may be kept constant while the
information signal is used to modulate the direction of the magnetic field. Photomicrographs of typical domain patterns recorded in the MFM scheme are shown in Fig. 14b.
Crescent-shaped domains are the hallmark of the field modulation technique. If one
assumes (using a much simplified model) that the magnetization aligns itself with the
applied field within a region whose temperature has passed a certain critical value, Tcrit ,
then one can explain the crescent shape of these domains in the following way: with the
laser operating in the CW mode and the disk moving at constant velocity, temperature
distribution in the magnetic medium assumes a steady-state profile, such as that in Fig. 14c.
Of course, relative to the laser beam, the temperature profile is stationary, but in the frame
of reference of the disk the profile moves along the track with the linear track velocity.
The isotherm corresponding to Tcrit is identified as such in the figure; within this isotherm
the magnetization always aligns itself with the applied field. A succession of critical

FIGURE 14 (a ) Thermomagnetic recording by magnetic field modulation. The power of
the beam is kept constant, while the magnetic field direction is switched by the data signal.
(b ) Polarized-light microphotograph of recorded domains. (c ) Computed isotherms produced
by a CW laser beam, focused on the magnetic layer of a disk. The disk moves with constant
velocity under the beam. The region inside the isotherm marked as Tcrit is above the critical
temperature for writing, thus its magnetization aligns itself with the direction of the applied
magnetic field. (d ) Magnetization within the heated region (above Tcrit ) follows the direction
of the applied magnetic field, whose switchings occur at times tn . The resulting domains are
crescent-shaped.
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isotherms along the track, each obtained at the particular instant of time when the
magnetic field switches direction, is shown in Fig. 14d. From this picture it is not difficult to
see how the crescent-shaped domains form, and also to understand the relation between
the waveform that controls the magnet and the resulting domain pattern.
The advantages of magnetic field modulation recording are that (1) direct overwriting is
possible, and (2) domain wall positions along the track, being rather insensitive to defocus
and laser power fluctuations, are fairly accurately controlled by the timing of the magnetic
field switchings. On the negative side, the magnet must now be small and fly close to the
disk surface if it is to produce rapidly switched fields with a magnitude of a few hundred
gauss. Systems that utilize magnetic field modulation often fly a small electromagnet on the
opposite side of the disk from the optical stylus. Since mechanical tolerances are tight, this
might compromise the removability of the disk in such systems. Moreover, the requirement of close proximity between the magnet and the storage medium dictates the use of
single-sided disks in practice.

Thermal Optimization of the Media—Multilayer Structures
The thermal behavior of an optical disk can be modified and improved if the active layer is
incorporated into a properly designed multilayer structure, such as that shown in Fig. 15.
In addition to thermal engineering, multilayers allow protective mechanisms to be built
around the active layer; they also enable the enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio in
readout. (This latter feature is further explored in Sec. 31.7.) Multilayers are generally
designed to optimize the absorption of light by creating an antireflection structure,
whereby a good fraction of the incident optical power is absorbed in the active layer.
Whereas the reflectivity of bare metal films is typically over 50 percent, a quadrilayer
structure can easily reduce that to 20 percent or even less, if so desired. Multilayers can
also be designed to control the flow of heat generated by the absorbed light. The
aluminum reflecting layer in the quadrilayer of Fig. 15, for instance, may be used as a heat

FIGURE 15 Quadrilayer magneto-optical disk structure. This particular design is for use in the substrateincident mode, where the light goes through the
substrate before reaching the MO layer. The thicknesses of the various layers can be optimized for
enhancing the read signal, increasing the absorbed
laser power, and controlling the thermal profile. Note
in particular that the aluminum layer can play the dual
roles of light reflector and heat sink.
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sink for the magnetic layer, thus minimizing the undesirable effects of lateral heat diffusion
within the magnetic medium.

31.7 MAGNETO -OPTICAL READOUT
The information recorded on a perpendicularly magnetized medium may be read with the
aid of the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect. When linearly polarized light is normally
incident on a perpendicular magnetic medium, its plane of polarization undergoes a slight
rotation upon reflection. This rotation of the plane of polarization, whose sense depends
on the direction of magnetization in the medium, is known as the polar Kerr effect. The
schematic representation of this phenomenon in Fig. 16 shows that if the polarization
vector suffers a counterclockwise rotation upon reflection from an up-magnetized region,
then the same vector will rotate clockwise when the magnetization is down. A
magneto-optical medium is characterized in terms of its reflectivity R and its Kerr rotation
angle θ k .* In MO readout, it is the sign of the rotation angle that carries the information
about the state of magnetization of the medium, i.e., the recorded bit pattern.
The laser used for readout is usually the same as that used for recording, but its output
power level is substantially reduced in order to avoid erasing (or otherwise obliterating)

FIGURE 16 Schematic diagram describing the polar
magneto-optical Kerr effect. Upon reflection from the surface
of a perpendicularly magnetized medium, the polarization
vector undergoes a rotation. The sense of rotation depends on
the direction of magnetization M, and switches sign when M is
reversed.
* In reality, the reflected state of polarization is not linear, but has a certain degree of ellipticity. One may
consider the reflected polarization as consisting of two linear components: E i which is parallel to the direction of
incident polarization, and E ' which is perpendicular to it. Now, if E i is in phase with E ' , the net magneto-optic
effect will be a pure rotation of the polarization vector. On the other hand, if Ei and E ' are 908 out of phase, then
the reflected polarization will be elliptical, with no rotation whatsoever. In practice, the phase difference between Ei
and E ' is somewhere between 0 and 908, resulting in a reflected beam which has some degree of ellipticity e k , with
the major axis of the polarization ellipse rotated by an angle θ k (relative to the incident E vector). By inserting a
Soleil-Babinet compensator in the reflected beam’s path, one can change the phase relationship between E i and E '
in such a way as to eliminate the beam’s ellipticity; the emerging polarization then will become linear with an
enhanced rotation angle. In this article, reference to Kerr angle implies the effective angle which includes the above
correction for ellipticity.
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the previously recorded information. For instance, if the power of the write / erase beam is
20 mW, then for the read operation the beam is attenuated to about 3 or 4 mW. The same
objective lens that focuses the write beam is now used to focus the read beam, creating a
diffraction-limited spot for resolving the recorded marks. Whereas in writing the laser was
pulsed to selectively reverse-magnetize small regions along the track, in readout it operates
with constant power, i.e., in CW mode. Both up- and down-magnetized regions are read as
the track passes under the focused light spot. The reflected beam, which is now
polarization-modulated, goes back through the objective and becomes collimated once
again; its information content is subsequently decoded by polarization-sensitive optics, and
the scanned pattern of magnetization is reproduced as an electronic signal.

Differential Detection
Figure 17 shows the differential detection system that is the basis of magneto-optical
readout in practically all erasable optical storage systems in use today. The beam splitter
(BS) diverts half of the reflected beam away from the laser and into the detection module.
The polarizing beam splitter (PBS) splits the beam into two parts, each carrying the
projection of the incident polarization along one axis of the PBS, as shown in Fig. 17b. The
component of polarization along one of the axes goes straight through, while the component along the other axis splits off to the side. If, upon reflection from the disk, the
polarization did not undergo any rotations whatsoever, then the beam entering the PBS
would be polarized at 458 to the PBS axes, in which case it would split equally between the
two branches. Under this condition, the two detectors generate identical signals and the
differential signal DS will be zero. Now, if the beam returns from the disk with its
polarization rotated clockwise (rotation angle 5 θ k ) , then detector 1 will receive more light
than detector 2, and the differential signal will be positive. Similarly, a counterclockwise
rotated beam entering the PBS will generate a negative DS. The electronic signal DS thus
reproduces the pattern of magnetization along the scanned track.

Enhancement of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio by Multilayering
The materials suitable for optical recording presently have very small Kerr angles
(typically θ k . 0.58) , with the result that the signal DS is correspondingly small. Multilayering schemes designed for the enhancement of the MO signal increase the interaction
between the light and the magnetic medium by encapsulating a thin film of the MO
material in an antireflection-type strucure. By providing a better index match between the
MO film and its surroundings, and also by circulating the light through the MO film,
multilayered structures manage to trap a large fraction of the incident light within the
magnetized medium, and thus increase the Kerr rotation angle. These efforts inevitably
result in a reduced reflectivity, but since the important parameter is the magneto-optically
generated component of polarization, E' 5 4R sin θk , it turns out that a net gain in the
signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved by adopting the multilayering schemes. Reported
enhancements of E' have been as large as a factor of 5. The popular quadrilayer structure
depicted in Fig. 15 consists of a thin film of the MO material, sandwiched between two
transparent dielectric layers, and capped off with a reflecting metallic layer. The entire
structure, which is grown on a transparent substrate (through which light must travel to
reach the MO film), is protected by a lacquer layer on the top. Numbers shown in Fig. 15
for the various layer thicknesses are representative of currently designed quadrilayers.
The advantage of sending the light through the substrate is that the front facet of the
disk stays out of focus during operation. In this way, small dust particles, finger prints, and
scratches will not block the passage of light, and their deteriorating effects on the quality of
the focused spot (which affects the integrity of both writing and readout) will be
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FIGURE 17 Differential detection scheme utilizes a polarizing beam splitter
and two photodetectors in order to convert the rotation of polarization to an
electronic signal. E i and E ' are the reflected components of polarization; they
are, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the direction of incident
polarization. The diagram in (b ) shows the orientation of the PBS axes relative
to the polarization vectors.

minimized. Any optical storage medium designed for removability ought to have the kind
of protection that illumination through the substrate provides. The note of caution with
substrate-side illumination is that, if the objective is simply designed for focusing in the air,
then the oblique rays will bend upon entering the substrate and deviate from nominal
focus, causing severe aberrations (see Fig. 7c ). Therefore, the substrate thickness and
refractive index must be taken into account in the objective’s design.
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Sources of Noise in Readout
The read signal is always accompanied by random noise. The effective noise amplitude
(relative to the strength of the signal) ultimately limits the performance of any readout
system. Part of the noise is thermal in nature, arising from random fluctuations of charge
carriers within the photodiodes, resistors, and amplifiers. In principle, this source of noise
can be mitigated by reducing the operating temperature of the device. However, since
operating below the normal room temperature is not very practical for data storage
systems, one must accept some of the limitations brought about by the thermal noise.
Another source of readout noise is shot noise which, in classical language, is due to
random arrival of photons at the photodetector(s). This noise is a permanent companion of
the read signal and cannot be eliminated, but the system parameters may be adjusted to
minimize its effect. One property of the shot noise is that its rms amplitude is proportional
to the square root of the available optical power Po . Since the signal strength is directly
proportional to Po , it is clear that by increasing the read power of the laser one can
enhance the ratio of signal-to-shot noise. There is, however, an upper limit on the laser
read power, since the rise in the temperature of the medium will force the decline of its
magneto-optical response.
Other sources of noise in magneto-optical readout include the laser noise, the media
noise, and the data noise. Laser noise is caused by amplitude / phase fluctuations of the
electromagnetic radiation that comprises the optical beam. Media noise arises from
variations in the reflectivity / magneto-optic activity of the medium across its surface. The
presence of grooves with rough and nonuniform edges can be a source of media noise as
well. The term data noise refers to the unpredictable variations of the read signal arising
from the imperfect shape / position of the recorded marks.
Figure 18 shows the various components of noise in a typical MO readout system, as
detected by a spectrum analyzer. In (a ) the light beam is blocked and the trace on the
analyzer screen is solely due to the thermal noise. The trace in (b ) where the beam reaches
the detectors but the disk is stationary shows the combined effect of thermal, shot, and
laser noise. Trace (c ) corresponds to reading an erased track on a spinning disk; the noise
here includes all of the above plus the media noise. When a single-frequency tone was
recorded on the track and the read-back signal was fed to the spectrum analyzer, trace (d )

FIGURE 18 Spectra of the various noise components in magneto-optical readout.
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was obtained. The narrow pulse at frequency f0 is the first harmonic of the recorded signal;
the corresponding second harmonic appears at 2f0 . The noise level in this case is somewhat
greater than that from the same track before the data was recorded. This difference is due
to ‘‘data noise’’ and arises from jitter and nonuniformity of the recorded marks.
A commonly used measure of performance for optical recording media is the
carrier-to-noise ratio or CNR. This is the ratio of the signal amplitude at the carrier
frequency f0 to the average level of noise. On a logarithmic scale the ratio is simply the
difference between the two levels; in Fig. 18 the CNR is 53 decibels (dB).

31.8 MATERIALS OF MAGNETO-OPTICAL RECORDING
Amorphous rare earth transition metal alloys are presently the media of choice for
erasable optical data storage applications. The general formula for the composition of the
alloy may be written (Tby Gd12y )x (Fex Co12z)12x where terbium and gadolinium are the rare
earth (RE) elements, while iron and cobalt are the transition metals (TM). In practice, the
transition metals constitute roughly 80 atomic percent of the alloy (i.e., x . 0.2). In the
transition metal subnetwork the fraction of cobalt is usually small, typically around 10
percent, and iron is the dominant element (z . 0.9). Similarly, in the rare earth
subnetwork Tb is the main element ( y . 0.9) while the Gd content is small or it may even
be absent in some cases. Since the rare earth elements are highly reactive, RE-TM films
tend to have poor corrosion resistance and, therefore, require protective coatings. In a disk
structure such as that shown in Fig. 15, the dielectric layers that enable optimization of the
medium for the best optical / thermal behavior also perform the crucial task of protecting
the MO layer from the environment.
The amorphous nature of the material allows its composition to be continuously varied
until a number of desirable properties are achieved. (In other words, the fractions x , y , z of
the various elements are not constrained by the rules of stoichiometry.) Disks with large
surface areas are coated uniformly with thin films of these media, and, in contrast to
polycrystalline films whose grains and grain boundaries scatter the light beam and cause
noise, these amorphous films are smooth and substantially noise-free. The films are
deposited either by sputtering from an alloy target, or by cosputtering from multiple
elemental targets. In the latter case, the substrate moves under the various targets and the
fraction of a given element in the alloy film is determined by the time spent under the
target as well as the power applied to that target. Substrates are usually kept at a low
temperature (by water cooling, for instance) in order to reduce the mobility of deposited
atoms and to inhibit crystal growth. Factors that affect the composition and short-range
order of the deposited films include the type of the sputtering gas (argon, krypton, xenon,
etc.) and its pressure during sputtering, the bias voltage applied to the substrate,
deposition rate, nature of the substrate and its pretreatment, temperature of the substrate,
etc.

Ferrimagnetism
The RE-TM alloys of interest in MO recording are ferrimagnetic, in the sense that the
magnetization of the TM subnetwork is antiparallel to that of the RE subnetwork. The
net magnetic moment exhibited by the material is the vector sum of the two subnetwork
magnetizations. Figure 19 shows a typical temperature dependence of RE and TM
magnetic moments, as well as the net saturation moment of the material. The exchange
coupling between the two magnetic subnetworks is strong enough to give them the same
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critical temperature Tc . At T 5 0 K the rare earth moment is stronger than that of the
transition metal, giving the material a net moment along the direction of the RE
magnetization. As the temperature rises, thermal disorder competes with interatomic
exchange forces that tend to align the individual atomic dipole moments. The decrease of
MRE with the increasing temperature is faster than that of MTM , and the net moment Ms
begins to approach zero. At the compensation point temperature Tcomp , the net moment
vanishes. Between Tcomp and Tc the net moment is dominated by the TM subnetwork and
the material is said to exhibit TM-rich behavior (as opposed to when T , Tcomp , where it
exhibits RE-rich behavior). At the Curie temperature, thermal agitations finally break the
hold of the exchange forces on magnetic dipoles, and the magnetic order disappears.
Beyond Tc the material is in the paramagnetic state.
The composition of the materials of magneto-optical storage is chosen so that Tcomp
appears near the ambient temperature of Ta . 300 K. Thus, under normal conditions, the
net magnetization of the material is close to zero. Figure 20 shows a schematic drawing of
the magnetization pattern in the cross section of a recorded track. Note that, although the
net magnetization is nearly zero everywhere, the subnetwork moments have opposite
orientations in adjacent domains. During readout the light from the GaAs laser interacts
mainly with the transition metal subnetwork; thus, the MO Kerr signal is strong even
though the net magnetization of the storage layer may be small. The magnetic electrons of
iron and cobalt are in the 3d electronic shell, which forms the outer layer of the ion once
the 4s electrons have escaped into the sea of conduction electrons. The magnetic electrons
of Tb and Gd, in contrast, are within the 4f shell, concealed by the 5s , 5p , and 5d shells,
even after the 6s electrons escape to the conduction band. A red or near-infrared photon is
not energetic enough to penetrate the outer shell and interact with the magnetic 4f
electrons, but it readily interacts with the exposed 3d electrons that constitute the magnetic
moment of the TM subnetwork. It is for this reason that the MO Kerr signal in the visible
and in the infrared is a probe of the state of magnetization of the TM subnetwork.

Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy
An important property of amorphous RE-TM alloy films is that they possess perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy. The magnetization in these films favors perpendicular orientation
even though there is no discernible crystallinity or microstructure that might obviously be
responsible for this behavior. It is generally believed that atomic short-range order,
established in the deposition process and aided by the symmetry-breaking at the surface of
the film, gives preference to perpendicular orientation. Unequivocal proof of this assertion,
however, is not presently available due to a lack of high-resolution observation
instruments.
The perpendicular magnetization of MO media is in sharp contrast to the in-plane
orientation of the magnetization vector in ordinary magnetic recording. In magnetic
recording, the neighboring domains are magnetized in head-to-head fashion, which is an
energetically unfavorable situation, since the domain walls are charged and highly
unstable. The boundary between neighboring domains in fact breaks down into zigzags,
vortices, and all manner of jagged, uneven structure in an attempt to reduce the
magnetostatic energy. In contrast, adjacent domains in MO media are highly stable, since
the pattern of magnetization causes flux closure, which reduces the magnetostatic energy.

Coercivity and the Hysteresis Loop
Typical hysteresis loops of an amorphous RE-TM thin film at various temperatures are
shown in Fig. 21a. These loops, obtained with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM),
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FIGURE 19 Temperature dependence of magnetization in amorphous RE-TM films. The moments of RE and TM subnetworks decrease monotonically, until they both vanish at the critical
(Curie) temperature Tc . The net magnetization is the
difference between the two subnetwork moments,
and goes through zero at the compensation point
Tcomp .

FIGURE 20 Schematic diagram showing the pattern of magnetization along a recorded track. The
rare earth and the transition metal moments couple
antiferromagnetically, so that the net magnetization
everywhere is small. However, since the read beam
interacts mainly with the TM subnetwork, the readout signal is not necessarily small.

show several characteristics of the MO media. (The VSM applies a slowly varying
magnetic field to the sample and measures its net magnetic moment as a function of the
field.) The horizontal axis in Fig. 21a is the applied field, which varies from 212 to
112 kOe, while the vertical axis is the measured magnetic moment per unit volume (in
CGS units of emu / cm3). The high degree of squareness of the loops signifies the following:
1. The remanent magnetization Mr is the same as the saturation magnetization Ms . Thus,
once the sample is saturated with the help of an applied field, removing that field does
not cause a reduction of the magnetic moment.
2. Transitions of the magnetization from up to down (or from down to up) are very sharp.
The reverse field does not affect the magnetization until the critical value of Hc , the
coercive field, is reached. At the coercive field the magnetization suddenly reverses
direction, and saturation in the opposite direction is almost immediate.
The fact that Mr is very nearly equal to Ms in MO media is significant, since it means
that the recorded domains remain fully saturated and exhibit maximum signal during
readout. The coercivity Hc , in addition to being responsible for the stability of recorded
domains, plays an important role in the processes of thermomagnetic recording and
erasure. The coercivity at room temperature, being of the order of several thousand
oersteds, prevents fields weaker than Hc from destroying (or disturbing) any recorded data.
With the increasing temperature, the coercivity decreases and drops to zero at the Curie
point, Tc . Figure 21b is the plot of Hc versus T for the same sample as in (a ). Note that at
the compensation point the coercivity goes to infinity, simply because the magnetization
vanishes, and the external field does not see any magnetic moments to interact with.
Above Tcomp the coercive field decreases monotonically, which explains the process of
magnetization reversal during thermomagnetic recording: M switches sign once the
coercivity drops below the level of the applied field.
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FIGURE 21 (a ) Hysteresis loops of an amorphous
Tb27(FeCo)73 film, measured by VSM at three
different temperatures. The saturation moment Ms ,
the remanent moment Mr , and the coercive field Hc
are identified for the loop measured at T 5 200 K.
(b ) Coercivity as function of temperature for the
above sample. At the compensation temperature,
Tcomp 5 400 K, the coercivity is infinite; it drops to
zero at the Curie point Tc 5 450 K.

31.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article we have reviewed the basic characteristics of optical disk data storage
systems, with emphasis on magneto-optical recording. The goal has been to convey the
important concepts without getting distracted by secondary issues and less significant
details. As a result, we have glossed over several interesting developments that have
played a role in the technological evolution of optical data storage. In this final section
some of these developments are briefly described.

Multiple-Track Read-Write with Diode Laser Arrays
It is possible in an optical disk system to use an array of lasers instead of just one, focus all
the lasers simultaneously through the same objective lens, and perform parallel
read / write / erase operations on multiple tracks. Since the individual lasers of an array can
be modulated independently, the parallel channels thus obtained are totally independent
of each other. In going from a single-channel drive to a multiple-channel one, the optics of
the system (i.e., lenses, beam splitters, polarization-sensitive elements, focus and track
servos, etc.) remain essentially the same; only the lasers and detectors proliferate in
number. Parallel track operations boost the sustainable data rates in proportion to the
number of channels used.
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Diffractive Optics
The use of holographic optical elements (HOEs) to replace individual refractive optics is a
promising new development. Diffractive optical elements are relatively easy to manufacture, they are lightweight and inexpensive, and can combine the functions of several
elements on a single plate. These devices are therefore expected to help reduce the cost,
size, and weight of optical heads, making optical drives more competitive in terms of price
and performance.
An example of the application of HOEs in MO systems is shown in Fig. 22, which
shows a reflection-type element consisting of four separate holograms. The light incident
on the HOE at an angle of 608 has a p component which is the original polarization of the
laser beam, and an s component (parallel to the hologram’s grooves) which is the
magneto-optically generated polarization at the disk. Nearly 90 percent of the s and 70
percent of the p polarization in this case are reflected from the HOE without suffering any
diffraction (i.e., in the zero-order beam); they are captured in the differential detection
module and yield the MO read signal. The four holograms deflect 20 percent of the
incident p -polarized light in the form of first-order diffracted beams and bring them to

FIGURE 22 Application of holographic optical element
(HOE) in optical recording. (a ) Configuration of MO head
using a polarization-sensitive reflection HOE. (b ) Geometrical
relation between holograms and detectors. (After A. Ohba et al. ,
SPIE Proceedings , Vol. 1078 , 1989.)
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focus at four different spots on a multielement detector. The two small holograms in the
middle, H3 and H4, focus their first-order beams on detectors P3 and P4, to generate the
push-pull tracking-error signal. The other two holograms, H1 and H2, send the diffracted
beams to a four-element detector in order to generate a focus-error signal based on the
double knife-edge scheme. This HOE, therefore, combines the functions of beam splitting,
masking, and focusing all in one compact unit.

Alternative Storage Media
The GaAlAs lasers of the present optical disk technology will likely be replaced in the
future by light sources that emit in the blue end of the spectrum. Shorter wavelengths
allow smaller marks to be recorded, and also enable the resolving of those marks in
readout. Aside from the imposition of tighter tolerances on focusing and tracking servos,
operation in the blue will require storage materials that are sensitive to the short
wavelengths. The current favorites for erasable optical recording media, the amorphous
RE-TM alloys, may not be suitable for readout in the blue, since their magneto-optic Kerr
signal drops at short wavelengths. A new class of magnetic materials which holds promise
for future-generation device applications is the class of TM / TM superlattice-type media.
The best-known material in this class is the Co / Pt-layered structure which consists of very
thin layers of cobalt (typically one or two atomic layers), separated by several atomic
layers of platinum. These polycrystalline films which have very small crystallites (grain
diameter . 200 Å) are prepared either by electron beam evaporation or by sputtering.
Co / Pt films have large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, good signal-to-noise ratios in
the blue, sufficient sensitivity for write / erase operations, and are environmentally more
stable than the RE-TM media.

Direct Overwrite in Magneto-Optical Systems
The problem of direct overwrite (DOW) on MO media has been the subject of extensive
research in recent years. Some of the most promising solutions have been based on
exchange-coupled magnetic multilayered structures. The basic idea of recording on
exchange-coupled bilayers (or trilayers) is simple and involves the writing of reverse
domains that do not extend through the entire film thickness, such as those shown
schematically in Fig. 23. Such domains are under pressure from their excessive wall
energies to collapse and can readily be erased with a moderate-power laser pulse. DOW
on exchange-coupled media is thus achieved by writing (i.e., creating reverse domains)
with a high-power pulse, and erasing (i.e., eliminating domains) with a moderate-power
pulse. An external magnetic field is usually required for writing on such media, but neither
the direction nor the magnitude of this field needs to change during erasure.
Optical recording is an evolving technology, which will undoubtedly see many

FIGURE 23 Direct overwrite in exchange-coupled
magnetic multilayers involves the formation of domains that do not extend through the entire thickness of the magnetic medium.
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innovations and improvements in the coming years. Some of the ideas and concepts
described here will hopefully remain useful for some time to come, while others may have
a shorter lifetime and limited usefulness. It is the author’s hope, however, that they all
serve as a stepping-stone to profound new ideas.

31.10 FURTHER INFORMATION
Proceedings of the Optical Data Storage Conference are published annually by SPIE, the
International Society for Optical Engineering. These proceedings document each year the
latest developments in the field of optical recording.
Two other conferences in this field are the International Symposium on Optical Memory
(ISOM) whose proceedings are published as a special issue of the Japanese Journal of
Applied Physics , and the Magneto -Optical Recording International Symposium (MORIS)
whose proceedings appear in a special issue of the Journal of the Magnetics Society of
Japan.
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32.1 GLOSSARY
A, B

scaling constants

d

distance between components

f

focal length

h

image height

I

invariant

j, k

indices

l

axis intercept distance

M

angular magnification

m

linear, lateral magnification

n

refractive index

P

partial dispersion, projection lens diameter

r

radius

S

source or detector linear dimension

SS

secondary spectrum

s

object distance

s9

image distance

t

temperature

u

ray slope

V

Abbe number

y

height above optical axis

a

radiometer field of view; projector field of view

f

component power (51 / f )
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32.2 FIRST -ORDER LAYOUT

First-order layout is the determination of the arrangement of the components of an optical
system in order to satisfy the first-order requirements imposed on the system. The term
‘‘first-order’’ means the paraxial image properties: the size of the image, its orientations, its
location, and the illumination or brightness of the image. This also implies apertures,
f -numbers, fields of view, physical size limitations, and the like. It does not ordinarily
include considerations of aberration correction; these are usually third- and higher-order
matters, not first-order. However, ordinary chromatic aberration and secondary spectrum
are first-order aberrations. Additionally, the first-order layout can have an effect on the
Petzval curvature of field, the cost of the optics, the sensitivity to misalignment, and
the defocusing effects of temperature changes.
The primary task of first-order layout is to determine the powers and spacings of the
system components so that the image is located in the right place and has the right size and
orientation. It is not necessary to deal with surface-by-surface ray-tracing here; the concern
is with components. ‘‘Components’’ may mean single elements, cemented doublets, or
even complex assemblies of many elements. The first-order properties of a component can
be described by its gauss points: the focal points and principal points. For layout purposes,
however, the initial work can be done assuming that each component is of zero thickness;
then only the component location and its power (or focal length) need be defined.

32.3 RAY -TRACING

The most general way to determine the characteristics of an image is by ray-tracing. As
shown in Fig. 1, if an ‘‘axial (marginal)’’ ray is started at the foot (axial intercept) of the
object, then an image is located at each place that this ray crosses the axis. The size of the
image can be determined by tracing a second, ‘‘principal (chief),’’ ray from the top of
the object and passing through the center of the limiting aperture of the system, the
‘‘aperture stop’’; the intersection height of this ray at the image plane indicates the image
size. This size can also be determined from the ratio of the ray slopes of the axial ray at the
object and at the image; this yields the magnification m 5 u 0 / u 9k; object height times
magnification yields the image height.

Φ1

Axial
ray
y1

Principal
ray

Φ2

u'2

u'1 = u2

h
(–) l1

FIGURE 1
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The ray-tracing equations are:
y1 5 2l 1 u 1

(1)

u j9 5 uj 2 yj f j

(2)

yj11 5 yj 1 dj u 9j

(3)

l k9 5 2yk / u 9k

(4)

where l and l 9 are the axial intersection distances of the ray before and after refraction by
the component, u and u 9 are the ray slopes before and after refraction, f is the component
power (f 5 1 / f ) , yj is the height at which the ray strikes the j th component, and dj is the
distance from the j th to the ( j 1 1)th component. Equations (2) and (3) are applied
sequentially to the components, from object to image.
These equations can be used in two different ways. When the components and spacings
are known, the image characteristics can readily be calculated. In the inverse application,
the (unknown) powers and spaces can be represented by symbols, and the ray can be
traced symbolically through the postulated number of components. The results of this
symbolic ray-tracing can be equated to the required characteristics of the system; these
equations can then be solved for the unknowns, which are the component powers and
spacings.
As an example, given the starting ray data, y1 and u 1 , we get:
u 19 5 u 1 2 y1 f 1
y2 5 y1 1 d 1 u 19 5 y1 1 d 1(u 1 2 y1 f 1)
u 29 5 u 19 2 y2 f 2
5 u 1 2 y1 f 1 2 [ y1 1 d 1(u 1 2 y1 f 1)]f 2
y3 5 y2 1 d 2 u 29 5 etc.
Obviously the equations can become rather complex in very short order. However,
because of the linear characteristics of the paraxial ray equations, they can be simplified by
setting either y1 or u 1 equal to one (1.0) without any loss of generality. But the algebra can
still be daunting.

32.4 TWO -COMPONENT SYSTEMS
Many systems are either limited to two components or can be separated into twocomponent segments. There are relatively simple expressions for solving two-component
systems.
Although the figures show thick lenses with appropriate principal planes ‘‘thin’’ lenses
(whose thickness is zero and whose principal planes are coincident with the two coincident
lens surfaces) may be used.
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FIGURE 2

For systems with infinitely distant objects, as shown in Fig. 2, the following equations
for the focal length and focus distance are useful:
fAB 5 fA fB / ( fA 1 fB 2 d )

(5)

f AB 5 f A 1 f B 2 df A f B

(6)

B 5 fAB ( fA 2 d ) / fA

(7)

F 5 fAB ( fB 2 d ) / fB

(8)

h 9 5 fAB tan up

(9)

where fAB is the focal length of the combination, f AB is its power, fA and fB are the focal
lengths of the components, f A and f B are their powers, d is the space between the
components, B is the ‘‘back focus’’ distance from the B component, F is the ‘‘front focus’’
distance, up is the angle subtended by the object, and h 9 is the image height.
If fAB , d , and B (or F ) are known, the component focal lengths can be found from:
fA 5 dfAB / ( fAB 2 B )

(10)

fB 5 2dB / ( fAB 2 B 2 d )

(11)

These simple expressions are probably the most widely used equations in optical layout
work.
If a two-component system operates at finite conjugates, as shown in Fig. 3, the
following equations can be used to determine the layout. When the required system

FIGURE 3
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magnification and the component locations are known, the powers of the components are
given by:
f A 5 (ms 2 md 2 s 9) / msd
(12)

f B 5 (d 2 ms 1 s 9) / ds 9

(13)

where m 5 h 9 / h is the magnification, s and s 9 are the object and image distances, and d is
the spacing between components.
In different circumstances, the component powers, the object-to-image distance, and the
magnification may be known and the component locations are to be determined. The
following quadratic equation [Eq. (14)] in d (the spacing) is solved for d :
0 5 d 2 2 dT 1 T ( fA 1 fB ) 1 (m 2 1)2fA fB / m

(14)

s 5 [(m 2 1)d 1 T ] / [(m 2 1) 2 mdf A]

(15)

s9 5 T 1 s 2 d

(16)

and then

32.5 AFOCAL SYSTEMS
If the system is afocal, then the following relations will apply:
MP 5 2( fO / fE ) 5 (uE / uO) 5 (dO / dE )

(17)

and, if the components are ‘‘thin,’’
L 5 fO 1 fE

(18)

fO 5 2L ? MP / (1 2 MP )

(19)

fE 5 L / (1 2 MP )

(20)

where MP is the angular magnification, fO and fE are the objective and eyepiece focal
lengths, uE and uO are the apparent (image) and real (object) angular fields, dO and dE are
the entrance and exit pupil diameters, and L is the length of the telescope as indicated in
Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5

32.6 MAGNIFIERS AND MICROSCOPES
The conventional definition of magnifying power for either a magnifier or microscope
compares the angular size of the image with the angular size of the object when the object
is y iewed from a (cony entional ) distance of 10 inches. Thus the magnification can be found
from
MP 5 100 / f
(21)
for either a simple microscope (i.e., magnifier) or a compound microscope, where f is the
focal length of the system. Using the symbols of Fig. 5, we can also write the following for
the compound microscope
MP 5 ( fE 1 fO 2 d )100 / fE fO

(22)

MP 5 mO 3 mE
5 (S2 / S1)(100 / fE )

(23)

32.7 AFOCAL ATTACHMENTS
In addition to functioning as a telescope, beam expander, etc., an afocal system can be
used to modify the characteristics of another system. It can change the focal length, power,
or field of the ‘‘prime’’ system. Figure 6 shows several examples of an afocal device placed
(in these examples) before an imaging system. The combination has a focal length equal to
the focal length of the prime system multiplied by the angular magnification of the afocal
device. Note that in Fig. 6a and b the same afocal attachment has been reversed to provide
two different focal lengths. If the size of the film or detector is kept constant, the angular
field is changed by a factor equal to the inverse of the afocal magnification.

32.8 FIELD LENSES
Figure 7 illustrates the function of the field lens in a telescope. It is placed near (but rarely
exactly at) an internal image; its power is chosen so that it converges the oblique ray
bundle toward the axis sufficiently so that the rays pass through the subsequent
component. A field lens is useful to keep the component diameters at reasonable sizes. It
acts to relay the pupil image to a more acceptable location.
The required field lens power is easily determined. In Fig. 7 the most troublesome ray is
that from the bottom of the objective aperture; its slope (u ) is simply the height that it
climbs divided by the distance that it travels. The required slope (u 9) for the ray after
refraction by the field lens is defined by the image height ( y ) , the ‘‘eyelens’’ semidiameter,
and the spacing between them. Then Eq. (2) can be solved for the field lens power,

f 5 (u 2 u 9) / y

(24)

f

MP x f
(a)

MP x f

f
(b)

f

MP x f

(c)

f
MP x f
(d)
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FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8

A periscope is used to carry an image through a long, small-diameter space. As shown
in Fig. 8, the elements of a periscope are alternating field lenses and relay lenses. An
optimum arrangement occurs when the images at the field lenses and the apertures of the
relay lenses are as large as the available space allows. This arrangement has the fewest
number of relay stages and the lowest power components. For a space of uniform
diameter, both the field lenses and the relay lenses operate at unit magnification.

32.9 CONDENSERS
The projection / illumination condenser and the field lens of a radiation measuring system
operate in exactly the same way. The condenser (Fig. 9) forms an image of the light source

FIGURE 9
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in the aperture of the projection lens, thereby producing even illumination from a
nonuniform source. If the source image fills the projection lens aperture, this will produce
the maximum illumination that the source brightness and the projection lens aperture
diameter will allow. This is often called Ko¨ hler illumination. In a radiometer type of
application (Fig. 10), the field lens images the objective lens aperture on the detector,
uniformly illuminating its surface and permitting the use of a smaller detector. Often, the
smallest possible source or detector is desired in order to minimize power or maximize
signal-to-noise. The smallest possible size is given by
S 5 Pa / 2n

(25)

where S is the source or detector size, P is the projection lens or objective aperture
diameter, a is the field angle of projection or the radiometer field of view, and n is the
index in which the source or detector is immersed. This value for S corresponds to an
(impractical) system speed of F / 0.5. A source or detector size twice as large is a far more
realistic limit, corresponding to a speed of F / 1.0.
The iny ariant , I 5 n ( y2 u 1 2 y1 u 2) , where y1 , u 1 , y2 , and u 2 are the ray heights and slopes
of two different rays, is an expression which has the same value everywhere in an optical
system. If the two rays used are an axial ray and a principal (or chief) ray as shown in Fig.
11, and if the invariant is evaluated at the object and image surfaces, the result is
hnu 5 h 9n 9u 9

(26)

32.10 ZOOM OR VARIFOCAL SYSTEMS
If the spacing between two components is changed, the effective focal length and the back
focus are changed in accord with Eqs. (5) through (9). If the motions of the two
components are arranged so that the image location is constant, this is a mechanically
compensated zoom lens, so called because the component motions are usually effected
with a mechanical cam. A zoom system may consist of just the two basic components or it
may include one or more additional members. Usually the two basic components have
opposite-signed powers.
If a component is working at unit magnification, it can be moved in one direction or the
other to increase or decrease the magnification. There are pairs of positions where the
magnifications are m and 1 / m and for which the object-to-image distance is the same. This
is the basis of what is called a ‘‘bang-bang’’ zoom; this is a simple way to provide two
different focal lengths (or powers, or fields of view, or magnifications) for a system.
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FIGURE 12

32.11 ADDITIONAL RAYS
When the system layout has been determined, an ‘‘axial’’ ray at full aperture and a
‘‘principal’’ ray at full field can be traced through the system. Because of the linearity of
the paraxial equations, we can determine the ray-trace data (i.e., y and u ) of any third ray
from the data of these two traced rays by
y3 5 Ay1 1 By2

(27)

u 3 5 Au 1 1 Bu 2

(28)

where A and B are scaling constants which can be determined from
A 5 ( y3 u 1 2 u 3 y1) / (u 1 y2 2 y1 u 2)

(29)

B 5 (u 3 y2 2 y3 u 2) / (u 1 y2 2 y1 u 2)

(30)

where y1 , u 1 , y2 , and u 2 are the ray heights and slopes of the axial and principal rays and y3
and u 3 are the data of the third ray; these data are determined at any component of the
system where the specifications for all three rays are known. These equations can, for
example, be used to determine the necessary component diameters to pass a bundle of rays
which are A times the diameter of the axial bundle at a field angle B times the full-field
angle. In Fig. 12, for the dashed rays A 5 10.5 and 20.5 and B 5 1.0 . Another application
of Eqs. (27) through (30) is to locate either a pupil or an aperture stop when the other is
known.

32.12 MINIMIZING COMPONENT POWER
The first-order layout may in fact determine the ultimate quality, cost, and manufacturability of the system. The residual aberrations in a system are a function of the
component powers, relative apertures, and angular fields. The relationships are complex,
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FIGURE 13

but a good choice for a system layout is one which minimizes the sum of the (absolute)
component powers, or possibly the sum of the (absolute) yf product for all the
components.
For example, in Fig. 13 the length, magnification, and the eye relief of the rifle scope
are specified. There are five variables: three component powers and two spaces. This is one
more variable than is necessary to achieve the specified characteristics. If we take the focal
length of the objective component as the free variable, the component powers which
satisfy the specifications can be plotted against the objective focal length, as in Fig. 13, and
the minimum power arrangement is easily determined.
Minimizing the component powers will strongly tend to minimize the aberrations and
also the sensitivity of the system to fabrication errors and misalignments. The cost of an
optical element will vary with its diameter (or perhaps the square of the diameter) and also
with the product of the diameter and the power. Thus, while first-order layout deals only
with components, these relationships still apply reasonably well even when applied to
components rather than elements. Minimizing the component powers does tend to reduce
the cost on these grounds (and also because it tends to reduce the complexity of the
components).

32.13 IS IT A REASONABLE LAYOUT ?
A simple way to get a feel for the reasonableness of a layout is to make a rough scale
drawing showing each component as single element. An element can be drawn as an
equiconvex lens with radii which are approximately r 5 2(n 2 1)f ; for an element with an
index of 1.5 the radii equal the focal length. The elements should be drawn to the diameter
necessary to pass the (suitably vignetted) off-axis bundle of rays as well as the axial bundle.
The on-axis and off-axis ray bundles should be sketched in. This will very quickly indicate
which elements or components are the difficult ones. If the design is being started from
scratch (as opposed to simply combining existing components), each component can be
drawn as an achromat. The following section describes achromat layout, but for
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visual-spectrum systems it is often sufficient to assume that the positive (crown) element
has twice the power of the achromat and the (negative) flint element has a power equal to
that of the achromat. Thus an achromat may be sketched to the simplified, approximate
prescription: r1 5 2r2 5 f / 2 and r3 5 plano.
Any elements which are too fat must then be divided or ‘‘split’’ until they look
‘‘reasonable.’’ This yields a reasonable estimate of the required complexity of the system,
even before the lens design process is begun.
If more or less standard design types are to be utilized for the components, it is useful
to tabulate the focal lengths and diameters to get the (infinity) f -number of each
component, and also its angular field coverage. The field coverage should be expressed
both in terms of the angle that the object and image subtend from the component, and also
the angle that the smaller of these two heights subtends as a function of the focal length
(rather than as a function of that conjugate distance). This latter angle is useful because
the coverage capability of a given design form is usually known in these terms, that is, h / f ,
rather than in finite conjugate terms. With this information at hand, a reasonable decision
can be made as to the design type necessary to perform the function required of the
component.

32.14 ACHROMATISM
The powers of the elements of an achromat can be determined from

f A 5 f AB VA / (VA 2 VB )

(31)

f B 5 f AB VB / (VB 2 VA)

(32)

5 f AB 2 f A
where f AB is the power of the achromatic doublet and VA is the Abbe V -value for the
element whose power is f A , etc. For the visible spectral region V 5 (nd 2 1) / (nF 2 nC ); this
can be extended to any spectral region by substituting the indices at middle, short, and
long wavelengths for nd , nF , and nC .
If the elements are to be spaced apart, and the back focus is B , then the powers and the
spacing are given by
f A 5 f AB BVA / (VA B 2 VB / f AB )
(33)

f B 5 2f AB VB / B (VA B 2 VB / f AB )

(34)

D 5 (1 2 Bf AB ) / f A

(35)

For a complete system, the transverse axial chromatic aberration is the sum of y 2f / Vu k9
for all the elements, where y is the height of the axial ray at the element and u k9 is the ray
slope at the image. The lateral color is the sum of yyp f / Vu k9 , where yp is the principal ray
height.
The secondary spectrum is the sum of y 2f P / Vu 9k , where P is the partial dispersion,
P 5 (nd 2 nc ) / (nF 2 nc ). Summed over two elements, this leads to an expression for the
longitudinal secondary spectrum of an achromatic doublet
SS 5 f (PB 2 PA) / (VA 2 VB )
5 2f (DP / DV )

(36)
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This indicates that in order to eliminate secondary spectrum for a doublet, two glasses with
identical partial dispersions [so that (PA 2 PB ) is zero] are required. A large difference in
V -value is desired so that (VA 2 VB ) in the denominator of Eqs. (31) and (32) will produce
reasonably low element powers. As indicated in the schematic and simplified plot of P
versus V in Fig. 14a , most glasses fall into a nearly linear array, and (DP / DV ) is nearly a
constant for the vast majority of glasses. The few glasses which are away from the
‘‘normal’’ line can be used for apochromats, but the DV for glass pairs with a small DP
tends to be quite small. In order to get an exact match for the partial dispersions so that
DP is equal to zero, two glasses can be combined to simulate a third, as indicated in Fig.
14b. For a unit power (f 5 1) apochromatic triplet, the element powers can be found from
X 5 [VA(PB 2 PC ) 1 VB (PC 2 PA)] / (PB 2 PA)

(37)

f C 5 VC / (VC 2 X )

(38)

f B 5 (1 2 f C )(PC 2 PA)VB / [VB (PC 2 PA) 1 VA(PB 2 PC )]

(39)

fA 5 1 2 fB 2 fC

(40)

32.15 ATHERMALIZATION
When the temperature of a lens element is changed, two factors affect its focus or focal
length. As the temperature rises, all dimensions of the element are increased; this, by
itself, would lengthen the focal length. However, the index of refraction of the lens
material also changes with temperature. For many glasses the index rises with temperature;
this effect tends to shorten the focal length.
The thermal change in the power of a thin element is given by
df / dt 5 2f [a 2 (dn / dt ) / (n 2 1)]

(41)

where dn / dt is the differential of index with temperature and a is the thermal expansion
coefficient of the lens material. Then for a thin doublet
df / dt 5 f A TA 1 f B TB

(42)

T 5 [2a 1 (dn / dt ) / (n 2 1)]

(43)

where
and f is the doublet power.
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For an athermalized doublet (or one with some desired df / dt ) the element powers are
given by
f A 5 [(df / dt ) 2 f TB ] / (TA 2 TB )
(44)

fB 5 f 2 fA

(45)

To get an athermalized achromatic doublet, a plot of T against (1 / V ) for all the
glasses / materials under consideration is made. A line drawn between two glass points is
extended to intersect the T axis as indicated in Fig. 15. Then the value of the df / dt for the
achromatic doublet is equal to the doublet power times the value of T at which the line
intersects the T axis. A pair of glasses with a large V -value difference and a small or zero T
axis intersection is desirable.
An athermal achromatic triplet can be made with three glasses as follows:

f A 5 f VA(TB VB 2 TC VC ) / D

(46)

f B 5 f VB (TC VC 2 TA VA) / D

(47)

f C 5 f VC (TA VA 2 TB VB ) / D

(48)

D 5 VA(TB VB 2 TC VC ) 1 VB (TC VC 2 TA VA) 1 VC (TA VA 2 TB VB )

(49)

See also Chap. 39. ‘‘Thermal Compensation Techniques’’ by Rodgers.
NOTE:
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13 are adapted from W. Smith, Modern
Optical Engineering , 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1990. The remaining figures are
adapted from Critical Rey iews of Lens Design , W. Smith (Ed.), S .P.I.E. , vol. CR41, 1992.
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33.1 GLOSSARY
H
NA
OPD
P
S
T
tan U

ray height
numerical aperture
optical path difference
petzval
sagittal
tangential
slope

33.2 INTRODUCTION
Many optical designers use aberration curves to summarize the state of correction of an
optical system, primarily because these curves give a designer important details about the
relative contributions of individual aberrations to lens performance. Because a certain
design technique may affect only one particular aberration type, these curves are more
helpful to the lens designer than a single-value merit function. When a design is finished,
the aberration curves serve as a summary of the lens performance and a record for future
efforts. For applications such as photography, they are most useful because they provide a
quick estimate of the effective blur circle diameter.
The aberration curves can be divided into two types: those that are expressed in terms
of ray errors and those in terms of the optical path difference (OPD). OPD plots are
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usually plotted against the relative ray height in the entrance pupil. Ray errors can be
displayed in a number of ways. Either the transverse or longitudinal error of a particular
ray relative to the chief ray can be plotted as a function of the ray height in the entrance
pupil. Depending upon the amount and type of aberration present, it is sometimes more
appropriate to plot the longitudinal aberration as a function of field angle. For example,
astigmatism or field curvature is more easily estimated from field plots, described below.
Frequently, the curves are also plotted for several wavelengths to characterize chromatic
performance. Because ray error plots are the most commonly used format, this entry will
concentrate on them.

33.3 TRANSVERSE RAY PLOTS
These curves can take several different forms, depending on the particular application of
the optical system. The most common form is the transverse ray aberration curve. It is also
called lateral aberration, or ray intercept curve (also referred to by the misleading term
‘‘rim ray plots’’). These plots are generated by tracing fans of rays from a specific object
point for finite object distances (or a specific field angle for an object at infinity) to a linear
array of points across the entrance pupil of the lens. The curves are plots of the ray error
at an evaluation plane measured from the chief ray as a function of the relative ray height
in the entrance pupil (Fig. 1). For afocal systems, one generally plots angular aberrations,
the differences between the tangents of exiting rays and their chief ray in image space.
If the evaluation plane is in the image of a perfect image, there would be no ray error
and the curve would be a straight line coincident with the abscissa of the plot. If the curve
were plotted for a different evaluation plane parallel to the image plane, the curve would
remain a straight line but it would be rotated about the origin. Usually the aberration is
plotted along the vertical axis, although some designers plot it along the horizontal axis.
The curves in Fig. 1 indicate a lens with substantial underconnected spherical aberration
as evidenced by the characteristic S-shaped curve. Since a change of the evaluation plane
serves only to rotate the curve about the origin, a quick estimate of the aberrations of a
lens can be made by reading the scale of the ray error axis ( y axis) and mentally rotating
the plot. For example, the blur spot can be estimated from the extent of a band that would
enclose the curve a in Fig. 1, but a similar estimate could be made from the curves b or c ,
also.
The simplest form of chromatic aberration is axial color. It is shown in Fig. 2 in the
presence of spherical aberration. Axial color is the variation of paraxial focus with
wavelength and is seen as a difference in slope of the aberration curves at the origin as a

FIGURE 1 (Left ) Rays exiting a lens are intercepted at three evaluation planes. (Right ) Ray
intercept curves plotted for the evaluation planes:
(a ) at the point of minimum ray error (circle of least
confusion), (b ) at the paraxial image plane, (c )
outside the paraxial image plane.

FIGURE 2 Meridional ray intercept curves of a
lens with spherical aberration plotted for three
colors.
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function of wavelength. If the slopes of the curves at the origin for the end wavelengths are
different, primary axial color is present. If primary axial color is corrected, then the curves
for the end wavelengths will have the same slope at the origin. But if that slope differs
from the slope of the curve for the center wavelength, then secondary axial color is
present.
A more complex chromatic aberration occurs when the aberrations themselves vary
with wavelength. Spherochromatism, the change of spherical aberration with wavelength,
manifests itself as a difference in the shapes of the curves for different colors. Another
curve that provides a measure of lateral color, an off-axis chromatic aberration, is
described below.
For a point on the axis of the optical system, all ray fans lie in the meridional plane and
only one plot is needed to evaluate the system. For off-axis object points, a second plot is
added to evaluate a fan of skew rays traced in a sagittal plane. Because a skew ray fan is
symmetrical across the meridional plane, only one side of the curve is usually plotted. For
all curves the plots are departures from the chief ray location in the evaluation plane (Fig.
3). (In the case of the on-axis point, the chief ray is coincident with the optical axis.) For
systems of small-field coverage only two or three object points need to be analyzed, but for
wide-angle systems, four or more field points may be necessary.
What can be determined most easily from a comparison between the meridional and
sagittal fans is the amount of astigmatism in the image for that field point. When
astigmatism is present, the image planes for the tangential and sagittal fans are located at
different distances along the chief ray. This is manifested in the ray intercept curves by
different slopes at the origin for the tangential and sagittal curves. In Fig. 3 the slopes at
the origins of the two curves are different at both 70 percent and full field, indicating
astigmatism at both field points. The fact that the difference in the slopes of these two
curves has changed sign between the two field points indicates that at some field angle
between 70 percent and full field, the slopes are equal and there is no astigmatism there. In
addition, the variation of slopes for each curve as a function of field angle is evidence of
field curvature.
The off-axis aberration of pure primary coma would be evident on these plots as a

FIGURE 3 Evaluation of a lens on-axis and at two
off-axis points. The reduction of the length of the
curve with higher field indicates that the lens is
vignetting these angles. The differences in slopes at
the origin between the meridional and skew curves
indicate that the lens has astigmatism at these field
angles.
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FIGURE 4 Ray intercept curve showing coma
combined with spherical aberration.

U-shaped curves for the meridional fan and sagittal fans, the tangential curve being three
times larger than the sagittal curve. The ‘‘U’’ will be either upright or upside down
depending on the sign of the coma. In almost all cases coma is combined with spherical to
produce an S-shaped curve that elongates one of the arms of the ‘‘S’’ and shortens the
other (Fig. 4).
The amount of vignetting can be determined from the ray intercept curves also. When it
is present, the meridional curves get progressively shorter as the field angle is increased
(Fig. 3), since rays at the edges of the entrance pupil are not transmitted. Taken from
another perspective, ray intercept curves can also provide the designer with an estimate of
how far a system must be stopped down to provide a required degree of correction.

33.4 FIELD PLOTS
The ray intercept curves provide evaluation for a limited number of object points—usually
a point on the optical axis and several field points. The field plots present information on
certain aberrations across the entire field. In these plots, the independent variable is
usually the field angle and is plotted vertically and the aberration is plotted horizontally.
The three field plots most often used are: distortion, field curvature, and lateral color. The
first of these shows percentage distortion as a function of field angle (Fig. 5).
The second type of plot, field curvature, displays the tangential and sagittal foci as a
function of object point or field angle (Fig. 6a ). In some plots the Petzval surface, the
surface to which the image would collapse if there were no astigmatism, is also plotted.
This plot shows the amount of curvature in the image plane and amount of astigmatism

FIGURE 5 Field curve: distortion plot. The percentage distortion is plotted as a function of field
angle. Note that the axis of the dependent variable is
the horizontal axis.

FIGURE 6 Field curve: field curvature plot. The
locations of the tangential T and sagittal S foci are
plotted for a full range of field angles. The Petzval
surface P is also plotted. The tangential surface is
always three times farther from the Petzval surface
than from the sagittal surface. (a ) An uncorrected
system. (b ) A corrected system.
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FIGURE 7 Field curve: lateral color plot. A plot
of the transverse ray error between red and blue
chief ray heights in the image plane for a full range
of field angles. Here the distance along the horizontal axis is the color error in the image plane.

over the entire field. In cases of corrected field curvature (Fig. 6b ) , this plot provides an
estimate of the residual astigmatism between the axis and the corrected zone and an
estimate of the maximum field angle at which the image possesses reasonable correction.
The last of the field curves provides information on color error as a function of field
angle (Fig. 7). Lateral color, the variation of magnification with wavelength, is plotted as
the difference between the chief ray heights at the red and blue wavelengths as a function
of field angle. This provides the designer with an estimate of the amount of color
separation in the image at various points in the field. In the transverse ray error curves,
lateral color is seen as a vertical displacement of the end wavelength curves from the
central wavelength curve at the origin.
Although there are other plots that can describe aberrations of optical systems (e.g.,
plot of longitudinal error as a function of entrance pupil height), the ones described here
represent the ensemble that is used in most ray evaluation presentations.

33.5 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
In many ray intercept curves the independent variable is the relative entrance pupil
coordinate of the ray. However, for systems with high NA or large field of view, where the
principal surface cannot be approximated by a plane, it is better to plot the difference
between the tangent of the convergence angle of the chosen ray and the tangent of the
convergence angle of the chief ray. This is because the curve for a corrected image will
remain a straight line in any evaluation plane.1 When plotted this way, the curves are
called H -tan U curves.
Shifting the stop of an optical system has no effect on the on-axis curves. However, it
causes the origin of the meridional curves of off-axis points to be shifted along the curve.
In Fig. 8, the off-axis meridional curves are plotted for three stop positions of a double
Gauss lens. The center curve (Fig. 8b ) is plotted for a symmetrically located stop; the outer
curves are plots when the stop is located at lens surfaces before and after the central stop.
It is usually sufficient to make a plot of the aberrations in the meridional and sagittal
sections of the beam. The meridional section, defined for an optical system with rotational
symmetry, is any plane containing the optical axis. It is sometimes called the tangential
section. The sagittal section is a plane perpendicular to the meridional plane containing the
chief ray. There are some forms of higher-order coma that do not show in these sections.2
In those cases where this aberration is suspected to be a problem, it may be helpful to look
at a spot diagram generated from rays in all sections of the bundle.
For a rotationally symmetric system, only objects in a meridional plane need to be
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FIGURE 8 The effect of stop shifting on the
meridional ray intercept curves of a double Gauss
lens. (a ) Stop located in front of the normal
centrally located stop. (b ) Stop at the normal stop
position. (c ) Stop behind the normal stop position.
The dot locates the point on the curve where the
origin is located for case (b ).

analyzed. Also for such systems, only meridional ray errors are possible for purely
meridional rays. To observe certain coma types, it is a good idea to plot both the
meridional and sagittal ray errors for sagittal rays. It is possible for the meridional section
to show no coma and have it show only in the meridional error component of the sagittal
fan,2 but this aberration is normally small.
In addition to plots of the ray error in an evaluation plane, another aberration plot is
one that expresses wavefront aberrations as an optical path difference (OPD) from a
spherical wavefront centered about the image point. These OPD plots are particularly
useful for applications where the lens must be close to diffraction-limited.

33.6 SUMMARY
Aberration curves provide experienced designers with the information needed to enable
them to correct different types of aberrations. Chromatic effects are much more easily
classified from aberration curves also. In comparison to spot diagrams and modulation
transfer function curves, the types of aberrations can be more easily seen and quantified.
In the case of diffraction-limited systems, modulation transfer functions may provide better
estimates of system performance.
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34.1 GLOSSARY
a

axial ray

b

chief ray

c

curvature

d , e, f, g
efl

aspheric coefficients
effective focal length

FN

focal ratio

f( )

function

h

ray height

m

linear, lateral magnification

n

refractive index

PIV

paraxial (Lagrange) invariant

r

entrance pupil radius

t

thickness

u

ray slope

y

coordinate

z

coordinate

a
b

tilt about x (Euler angles)
tilt about y (Euler angles)

g

tilt about z (Euler angles)

e

displacement of a ray from the chief ray

m

Buchdahl coefficients

k

conic constant
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r

radial coordinate

s1

spherical aberration

s2

coma

s3

astigmatism

s4

Petzval blur

s5

distortion

34.2 INTRODUCTION
The primary function of optical design software is to produce a mathematical description,
or prescription , describing the shapes, locations, materials, etc., of an optical system that
satisfies a given set of specifications. A typical optical design program contains three
principal sections: data entry , ey aluation , and optimization . The optical design programs
considered here are to be distinguished from ray -trace programs, which are mainly
concerned with evaluation, and CAD programs, which are mainly concerned with
drawings. The essence of an optical design program is its optimization section, which
takes a starting design and produces a new design that minimizes an error function that
characterizes the system performance.
The first practical computer software for optical design was developed in the 1950s and
1960s.1–4 Several commercially available programs were introduced during the 1970s, and
development of these programs has continued through the 1980s to the present time.
Despite the fact that there has now been more than 30 years’ development of optical
design software, there are still substantial improvements to be made in optimization
algorithms, evaluation methods, and user interfaces.
This article attempts to describe a typical optical design program. It is intended for
readers that have a general background in optics, but who are not familiar with the
capabilities of optical design software. We present a brief description of some of the most
important mathematical concepts, but make no attempt to give a detailed development.
We hope that this approach will give readers enough understanding to know whether an
optical design program will be a useful tool for their own work.
Of course, many different programs are available, each with its own advantages and
disadvantages. Our purpose is not to review or explain specific programs, but to
concentrate on the basic capabilities. Some programs work better than others, but we
make no quality judgment. In fact, we avoid reference, either explicit or implicit, to any
particular program. The features and benefits of particular optical design programs are
more than adequately described by software vendors, who are listed in optical industry
buyer’s guides.5
Figure 1 is a flowchart of a typical optical design project. Usually, the designer not only
must enter the starting design and initial optimization data, but also must continually
monitor the progress of the computer, modifying either the lens data or the optimization
data as the design progresses to achieve the best solution. Even when the performance
requirements are tightly specified, it is often necessary to change the error function during
the design process. This occurs when the error function does not correlate with the desired
performance sufficiently well, either because it is ill-conceived, or because the designer has
purposefully chosen a simple error function to achieve improved speed.
The fact that there are alternate choices of action to be taken when the design is not
good enough has led to two schools of thought concerning the design of an optical design
program. The first school tries to make the interface between the designer and the
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FIGURE 1 Flowchart for the lens design process. The action taken when a design is
not satisfactory depends on how bad it is. The designer (or a design program) may
change the lens data, or redefine the targets to ones that can be achieved.

program as smooth as possible, emphasizing the interactive side of the process. The second
school tries to make the error function comprehensive, and the iteration procedure
powerful, minimizing the need for the designer to intervene.

34.3 LENS ENTRY
In early lens design programs, lens entry was a ‘‘phase’’ in which the lens data for a
starting design was read into the computer from a deck of cards. At that time, the
numerical aspects of optical design on a computer were so amazing that scant attention
was paid to the lens entry process. However, as the use of optical design software became
more widespread, it was found that a great deal of a designer’s time was spent punching
cards and submitting new jobs, often to correct past mistakes. Often, it turned out that the
hardest part of a design job was preparing a ‘‘correct’’ lens deck!
Over the years, optical design programs have been expanded to improve the lens entry
process, changing the function of this part of the program from simple lens entry to what
might be called lens database management. A typical contemporary program provides
on-line access to a library of hundreds of lenses, interactive editing, automatic lens
drawings, and many features designed to simplify this aspect of optical design.
The lens database contains all items needed to describe the optical system under study,
including not only the physical data needed to construct the system (curvatures,
thicknesses, etc.), but also data that describe the conditions of use (object and image
location, field of view, etc.). Some programs also incorporate optimization data in the lens
database, while others provide separate routines for handling such data. In any case, the
lens database is often the largest part of an optical design program.
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The management of lens data in an optical design program is complicated by two
factors. One is that there is a tremendous range of complexity in the types of systems that
can be accommodated, so there are many different data items. The other is that the data
are often described indirectly. A surface curvature may be specified, for example, by the
required slope of a ray that emerges from the surface, rather than the actual curvature
itself. Such a specification is called a soly e , and is based on the fact that paraxial ray tracing
is incorporated in the lens entry portion of most optical design programs.
It might seem curious that paraxial ray tracing is still used in contemporary optical
design programs that can trace exact rays in microseconds. (The term exact ray is used in
this article to mean a real skew ray. Meridional rays are treated as a special case of skew
rays in contemporary software; there is not sufficient computational advantage to warrant a
separate ray trace for them.) In fact, paraxial rays have some important properties that
account for their incorporation in the lens database.
First, paraxial rays provide a linear system model that leads to analysis of optical
systems in terms of simple bilinear transforms. Second, paraxial ray tracing does not fail.
Exact rays can miss surfaces or undergo total internal reflection. Finally, paraxial rays
determine the ideal performance of a lens. In a well-corrected lens, the aberrations are
balanced so that the exact rays come to the image points defined by the paraxial rays, not
the other way around.
There are two basic types of data used to describe optical systems. The first are the
general data that are used to describe the system as a whole, and the other are the surface
data that describe the individual surfaces and their locations. Usually, an optical system is
described as an ordered set of surfaces, beginning with an object surface and ending with
an image surface (where there may or may not be an actual image). It is assumed that the
designer knows the order in which rays strike the various surfaces. Systems for which this
is not the case are said to contain nonsequential surfaces, which are discussed later.

General System Data
The general data used to describe a system include the aperture and field of view, the
wavelengths at which the system is to be evaluated, and perhaps other data that specify
evaluation modes, vignetting conditions, etc.
Aperture and Field of View . The aperture and field of view of a system determine its
conditions of use. The aperture is specified by the axial ray , which emerges from the vertex
of the object surface and passes through the edge of the entrance pupil. The field of view
is specified by the chief ray , which emerges from the edge of the object and passes through
the center of the entrance pupil.
There are various common ways to provide data for the axial and chief rays. If the
object is at an infinite distance, the entrance pupil radius and semifield angle form a
convenient way to specify the axial and chief rays. For finite conjugates, the numerical
aperture in object space and the object height are usually more convenient.
Some programs permit the specification of paraxial ray data by image-space quantities
such as the f -number and the image height, but such a specification is less desirable from a
computational point of view because it requires an iterative process to determine initial
ray-aiming data.
Way elengths . It is necessary to specify the wavelengths to be used to evaluate
polychromatic systems. Three wavelengths are needed to enable the calculation of primary
and secondary chromatic aberrations. More than three wavelengths are required to
provide an accurate evaluation of a typical system, and many programs provide additional
wavelengths for this reason. There has been little standardization of wavelength specification. Some programs assume that the first wavelength is the central wavelength, while
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others assume that it is one of the extreme wavelengths; some require wavelengths in
micrometers, while others require nanometers.
Other General Data . Several other items of general data are needed to furnish a
complete lens description, but there is little consistency between programs on how these
items are treated, or even what they are. The only one that warrants mention here is the
aperture stop. The aperture stop is usually defined to be the surface whose aperture limits
the angle of the axial ray. Once the aperture stop surface is given, the positions of the
paraxial pupils are determined by the imaging properties of the system. Since the aperture
and field of view are determined formally by the paraxial pupils, the apertures are not
associated with the exact ray behavior.
The ‘‘vignetting factor’’ is used to account for the differences between paraxial and
exact off-axis ray heights at apertures. In particular, the vignetting factor provides, in terms
of fractional (paraxial) coordinates, the data for an exact ray that grazes the apertures of a
system. Typically, there is an upper, lower, and skew vignetting factor. The details of how
such factors are defined and handled are program-dependent.

Surface Data
Surface Location . There are two basic ways to specify the location of surfaces that make
up a lens. One is to specify the position of a surface relative to the immediately preceding
surface. The other is to specify its position relative to some fixed surface (for example, the
first surface). The two ways lead to what are called local and global coordinates,
respectively. For ordinary lenses consisting of a series of rotationally symmetric surfaces
centered on an optical axis, local coordinates are more convenient, but for systems that
include reflectors, tilted, and / or decentered surfaces, etc., global coordinates are simpler.
Internally, optical design programs convert global surface data to local coordinates for
speed in ray tracing.
Most optical design programs use a standard coordinate system and standard sign
conventions, although there are exceptions.6 Each surface defines a local right-handed
coordinate system in which the z axis is the symmetry axis and the yz plane is the
meridional plane. The local coordinate system, is used to describe the surface under
consideration and also the origin of the next coordinate system. Tilted elements are
described by an Euler-angle system in which a is a tilt around the x axis, b is a tilt around
the y axis, and g is a tilt around the z axis. Since tilting and decentering operations are not
commutative; some data item must be provided to indicate which comes first.
Surface Profile . Of the various surfaces used in optical systems, the most common by far
is the rotationally symmetric surface, which can be written as7
z5

cr 2
1 dr 4 1 er 6 1 fr 8 1 gr 10
1 1 41 2 c 2(k 1 1)r 2

r 5 4x 2 1 y 2
c is the curvature of the surface; k is the conic constant; and d , e , f , and g are aspheric
constants. The use of the above equation is almost universal in optical design programs.
The description of conic surfaces in terms of a conic constant k instead of the eccentricity e
used in the standard mathematical literature allows spherical surfaces to be specified as
those with no conic constant. (The conic constant is minus the square of the eccentricity.)
Although aspheric surfaces include all surfaces that are not spherical, from a design
standpoint there is a demarcation between ‘‘conic’’ aspheres and ‘‘polynomial’’ aspheres
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described using the coefficients d , e , f , and g . Rays can be traced analytically through the
former, while the latter require numerical iterative methods.
Many optical design programs can handle surface profiles that are more complicated
than the above, including cylinders, torics, splines, and even general aspheres of the form
z 5 f (x , y ) , where f (x , y ) is an arbitrary polynomial. The general operation of an optical
design program, however, can be understood by considering only the rotationally
symmetric surfaces described here.
As mentioned above, the importance of paraxial rays in optical system design has led to
the indirect specification of lens data, using soly es , as they are called, which permit a
designer to incorporate the basic paraxial data describing a lens with the lens itself, rather
than having to compute and optimize the paraxial performance of a lens as a separate task.
Considering the j th surface of an optical system, let
yj 5 ray height on surface
uj 5 ray slope on image side
cj 5 curvature of surface
nj 5 refractive index on image side
tj 5 thickness on image side
The paraxial ray trace equations can then be written as8
yj 5 yj21 1 tj21 uj21
nj uj 5 nj21 uj21 2 yj cj (nj 2 nj21)
These equations can be inverted to give the curvatures and thicknesses in terms of the ray
data. We have
cj 5

nj21 uj21 2 nj uj
yj (nj 2 nj21)

tj 5

yj11 2 yj
uj

The specification of curvatures and thicknesses by solves is considered to be on an
equal basis with the direct specification of these items. The terminology used to specify
solves is that the solves used to determine thickness are called height soly es , and the solves
used to determine curvature are called angle soly es. Often, an axial ray height solve on the
last surface is used to automatically locate the paraxial image plane, a chief ray height
solve on the same surface to locate the exit pupil, and an axial ray angle solve is used to
maintain a given focal length (if the entrance pupil radius is fixed). In some programs,
additional types of solves are allowed, such as center of curvature solves, or aperture
solves.
Of course, specifying lens data in terms of paraxial ray data means that whenever any
lens data is changed, two paraxial rays must be traced through the system to resolve any
following data that are determined by a solve. In an optical design program, this function
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is performed by a lens setup routine, which must be efficiently coded, since it is executed
thousands of times in even a small design project.
Other functions of the lens setup routine are to precalculate values that are needed for
repetitive calculations, such as refractive indices, rotation and translation matrices, etc.
Many programs have the capability of specifying certain data items to be equal to (Ú) the
value of the corresponding item on a previous surface. These are called pickups , and are
needed for optimization of systems containing mirrors, as well as maintaining special
geometrical relationships. Programs that lack pickups usually have an alternate means for
maintaining the required linking between data items. Like solves, pickups are resolved by
the lens setup routine, although they do not use paraxial data.
Other Surface Data . A variety of other data is required to specify surfaces. Most
important are apertures, discussed below, and refractive indices. Refractive indices are
usually given by specifying the name of a catalog glass. In the lens setup routine, the actual
refractive indices are calculated using an index interpolation formula and coefficient
supplied by the glass manufacturer, together with the design wavelengths stored with the
lens data. Other surface-related items include phase data for diffractive surfaces,
gradient-index data, holographic construction data, and coatings.
Apertures have a somewhat obscure status in many optical design programs. Although
apertures have a major role to play in determining the performance of a typical system,
they do not usually appear directly in optimization functions. Instead, apertures are usually
controlled in optimization by targets on the heights of rays that define their edges. If an
aperture is specified directly, it will block rays that pass outside of it and cause typical
optimization procedures to become unstable. Accordingly, some programs ignore apertures during optimization. Other programs allow the apertures to be determined by a set of
exact ‘‘reference rays’’ that graze their extremities.
Nonsequential Surfaces . In some optical systems, it is not possible to specify the order in
which a ray will intersect the surfaces as it progresses through the system. The most
common examples of such systems are prisms such as the corner-cube reflector, where the
ordering of surfaces depends on the entering ray coordinates. Other examples of
nonsequential surfaces include light pipes and a variety of nonimaging concentrators.
Nonsequential surfaces can be accommodated by many optical design programs, but for
the most part they are not ‘‘designed’’ using the program, but rather are included as a
subsystem used in conjunction with another part of the system that is the actual system
being designed. Data specification of nonsequential surfaces is more complicated than
ordinary systems, and ray tracing is much slower, since several surfaces must be
investigated to see which surface is the one actually traversed by a given ray.

Lens Setup
Whenever the lens entry process is completed, the lens must be ‘‘set up.’’ Pickup
constraints must be resolved. If the system contains an internal aperture stop, the position
of the entrance pupil must be determined. Then paraxial axial and chief rays must be
traced through the system so that surface data specified by solves can be computed.
Depending on the program, a variety of other data may be precomputed for later use,
including aperture radii, refractive indices, and various paraxial constants.
The lens setup routine must be very efficient, since it is the most heavily used code in an
optical design program. In addition to running whenever explicit data entry is complete,
the code is also executed whenever the lens is modified internally by the program, such as
when derivatives are computed during optimization, or when configurations are changed in
a multiconfiguration system. Typically, lens setup takes milliseconds (at most), so it is not
noticed by the user, other than through its effects.
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Programming Considerations
In writing an optical design program, the programmer must make a number of
compromises between speed, size, accuracy, and ease of use. These compromises affect the
usefulness of a particular program for a particular application. For example, a simple, fast,
small program may be well suited to a casual user with a simple problem to solve, but this
same program may not be suited for an experienced designer who routinely tackles
state-of-the-art problems.
The lens entry portion of an optical design program shows, more than any other part,
the difference in programming models that occurred during the 1980s. Before the 1980s,
most application programs were of a type called procedural programs. When such a
program needs data, it requests it, perhaps from a file or by issuing a prompt for keyboard
input. The type of data needed is known, and the program is only prepared to accept that
kind of data at any given point. Although the program may branch through different paths
in response to the data it receives, the program is responsible for its own execution.
With the popularization in the 1980s of computer systems that use a mouse for input the
model for an application program changed from the procedural model described above to
what is called an ey ent -driy en model. An event-driven program has a very simple top-level
structure consisting of an initialization section followed by an infinite loop usually called
something like the main ey ent loop. The function of the main event loop is to react to
user-initiated interrupts (such as pressing a key, or clicking a mouse button), dispatching
such events to appropriate processing functions. In such a program, the user controls the
execution, unlike a procedural program, where the execution controls the user.
An event-driven program usually provides a better user interface than a procedural
program. Unfortunately, most optical design programs were originally written as procedural programs, and it is difficult to convert a procedural program into an event-driven
program by ‘‘patching’’ it. Usually it is easier to start over. In addition, it is harder to write
an event-driven program than a procedural program, because the event-driven program
must be set up to handle a wide variety of unpredictable requests received at random
times. Of course, it is this very fact that makes the user interface better. There is an
aphorism sometimes called the ‘‘conservation of complexity,’’ which states that the simpler
a program is to use, the more complicated the program itself must be.
The data structures used to define lens data in an optical design program may have a
major impact on its capabilities. For example, for various reasons it is usually desirable to
represent a lens in a computer program as an array of surfaces. If the maximum size of the
array is determined at compile time, then the maximum size lens that can be
accommodated is built into the program.
As additional data items are added to the surface data, the space required for storage
can become unwieldy. For example, it takes about 10 items of real data to specify a
holographic surface. If every surface were allowed to be a hologram, then 10 array
elements would have to be reserved for each surface’s holographic data. On the other
hand, in most systems, the elements would never be used, so the data structure would be
very inefficient. To avoid this, a more complicated data structure could be implemented in
which only one element would be devoted to holograms, and this item would be used as
an index into a separate array containing the actual holographic data. Such an array might
have a sufficient number of elements to accommodate up to, say, five holograms, the
maximum number expected in any one system.
The preceding is a simple example of how the data structure in an optical design
program can grow in complexity. In fact, in a large optical design program the data
structure may contain all sorts of indices, pointers, flags, etc., used to implement special
data types and control their use. Managing this data while maintaining its integrity is a
programming task of a magnitude often greater than the numerical processing that takes
place during optical design.
Consider, for example, the task of deleting a surface from a lens. To do this, the
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surface data must of course be deleted, and all of the higher-numbered surfaces
renumbered. But, in addition, the surface must be checked to see whether it is a hologram
and, if so, the holographic data must also be deleted and that data structure ‘‘cleaned up.’’
All other possible special data items must be tested and handled similarly. Then all the
renumbered surfaces must be checked to see if any of them ‘‘pick up’’ data from a surface
that has been renumbered, and the reference adjusted accordingly. Then other data
structures such as the optimization files must be checked to see if they refer to any of the
renumbered surfaces, and appropriate adjustments made. Several additional checks and
adjustments must also be carried out.
Related to the lens entry process is the method used to store lens data on disc. Of
course, lens data are originally provided to a program in the form of text (e.g., ‘‘TH 1.0’’).
The program parses this data to identify its type (a thickness) and value (1.0). The results
of the parsing process (the binary values) are stored in appropriate memory locations
(arrays). To store lens data on disc, early optical design programs used the binary data to
avoid having to reparse it when it was recovered. However, the use of binary files has
decreased markedly as computers have become fast enough that parsing lens input does
not take long. The disadvantages of binary files are that they tend to be quite large, and
usually have a structure that makes them obsolete when the internal data structure of the
program is changed. The alternative is to store lens data as text files, similar in form to
ordinary keyboard input files.

34.4 EVALUATION
Paraxial Analysis
Although the lens setup routine contains a paraxial ray trace, a separate paraxial ray trace
routine is used to compute data for display to the user. At a minimum, the paraxial ray
heights and slopes of the axial and chief ray are shown for each surface, in each color, in
each configuration.
The equations used for paraxial ray tracing were described in the previous section.
Although such equations become exact only for ‘‘true’’ paraxial rays that are infinitesimally displaced from the optical axis, it is customary to consider paraxial ray data
to describe ‘‘formal’’ paraxial rays that refract at the tangent planes to surfaces, as shown
in Fig. 2. Here, the ray ABC is a paraxial ray that provides a first-order approximation to
the exact ray ADE. Not only does the paraxial ray refract at the (imaginary) tangent plane
BVP, but also it bends a different amount from the exact ray.

FIGURE 2 Showing the difference between a
paraxial ray and a real ray. The paraxial ray
propagates along ABC, while the real ray propagates along ADE.
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In addition to the computation of ray heights and slopes for the axial and chief ray,
various paraxial constants that characterize the overall system are computed. The
particular values computed depend on whether the system is focal (finite image distance)
or afocal (image at infinity). For focal systems, the quantities of interest are (at a
minimum) the focal length efl , the f-number FN, the paraxial (Lagrange) invariant PIV,
and the transverse magnification m . It is desirable to compute such quantities in a way
that does not depend on the position of the final image surface. Let the object height be h ,
the entrance pupil radius be r , the axial ray data in object and image space be y , u and
y 9 , u 9, the chief ray data in object and image space be y# , u
# and y# 9 , u
# 9, and the refractive
indices be n and n 9.
The above-mentioned paraxial constants are then given by
efl 5

2rh
u
# 9r 1 u 9h

FN 5 2

n
2n 9u 9

PIV 5 n (y# u 2 yu
#)
m5

nu
n 9u 9

In addition to the paraxial constants, most programs display the locations of the
entrance and exit pupils, which are easily determined using chief-ray data. Surprisingly,
most optical design programs do not explicitly show the locations of the principal planes.
In addition, although most programs have the capability to display ‘‘y 2 y bar’’ plots, few
have integrated this method into the main lens entry routine.

Aberrations
Although most optical design is based on exact ray data, virtually all programs have the
capability to compute and display first-order chromatic aberrations and third-order
monochromatic (Seidel) aberrations. Many programs can compute fifth-order aberrations
as well. The form in which aberrations are displayed depends on the program and the type
of system under study, but as a general rule, for focal systems aberrations are displayed as
equivalent ray displacements in the paraxial image plane.
In the case of the chromatic aberrations, the primary and secondary chromatic
aberration of the axial and chief rays are computed. In a system for which three
wavelengths are defined, the primary aberration is usually taken between the two outer
wavelengths, and the secondary aberration between the central and short wavelengths.
The Seidel aberrations are computed according to the usual aberration polynomial. If
we let e be the displacement of a ray from the chief ray, then

e y 5 e 3y 1 e 5y 1 ? ? ?
e x 5 e 3x 1 e 5x 1 ? ? ?
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For a relative field height h and normalized entrance pupil coordinates r and θ , the
third-order terms are

e 3y 5 s 1 cos θ r 3 1 s 2(2 1 cos 2θ )r 2h 1 (3s 3 1 s 4) cos θ rh 2 1 s 5 h 3
e 3x 5 s 1 sin θ r 3 1 s 2 sin 2θ r 2h 1 (s 3 1 s 4) sin θ rh 3
The interpretation of the coefficients is generally as follows, but several optical design
programs display tangential coma, rather than the sagittal coma indicated in the table.
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

Spherical aberration
Coma
Astigmatism
Petzval blur
Distortion

The fifth-order terms are

e 5y 5 m 1 cos θ r 5 1 (m 2 1 m 3 cos 2θ )r 4h 1 (m 4 1 m 6 cos2 θ ) cos θ r 2h 2
1 (m 7 1 m 8 cos 2θ )r 2h 3 1 m 10 cos θ rh 4 1 m 12 h 5

e 5x 5 m 1 sin θ r 5 1 m 3 sin 2θ r 4h 1 (m 5 1 m 6 cos2 θ ) sin θ r 3h 2
1 m 9 sin 2θ r 2h 3 1 m 11 sin θ rh 4
These equations express the fifth-order aberration in terms of the Buchdahl m coefficients.
In systems for which the third-order aberrations are corrected, the following identities
exist:
m 2 5 3–2 m 3

m4 5 m5 1 m6
m7 5 m8 1 m9
m1
m3
(m 10 2 m 11) / 4
(5m 11 2 m 10) / 4

m4 1 m6
m5
m7 1 m8
m9
m 12

Spherical aberration
Coma
Astigmatism
Petzval blur

Tangential oblique spherical aberration
Sagittal oblique spherical aberration
Tangential elliptical coma
Sagittal elliptical coma
Distortion

Some programs display only the aberrations that have corresponding third-order
coefficients, omitting oblique spherical aberration and elliptical coma.
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The formulas needed to calculate the chromatic and third-order aberrations are given in
the U.S. Military Handbook of Optical Design . The formulas for calculating the fifth-order
aberrations are given in Buchdahl’s book.9
Aberration coefficients are useful in optical design because they characterize the system
in terms of its symmetries, because they allow the overall performance to be expressed as a
sum of surface contributions, and because they are calculated quickly. On the negative
side, aberration coefficients are not valid for systems that have tilted and decentered
elements for systems that cover an appreciable field of view, the accuracy of aberration
coefficients in predicting performance is usually inadequate. Moreover, for systems that
include unusual elements like diffractive surfaces and gradient index materials, the
computation of aberration coefficients is cumbersome at best.

Ray Tracing
Exact ray tracing is the foundation of an optical design program, serving as a base for both
evaluation and optimization. From the programmer’s standpoint, the exact ray-trace
routines must be accurate and efficient. From the user’s viewpoint, the data produced by
the ray-trace routines must be accurate and comprehensible. Misunderstanding the
meaning of ray-trace results can be the source of costly errors in design.
To trace rays in an optical design program, it is necessary to understand how exact
rays are specified. Although the details may vary from one program to the next, many
programs define a ray by a two-step process. In the first step, an object point is specified.
Once this has been done, all rays are assumed to originate from this point until a new
object point is specified. The rays themselves are then specified by aperture coordinates
and wavelength.
Exact ray starting data is usually normalized to the object and pupil coordinates
specified by the axial and chief rays. That is, the aperture coordinates of a ray are specified
as a fractional number, with 0.0 representing a point on the vertex of the entrance pupil,
and 1.0 representing the edge of the pupil. Field angles or object heights are similarly
described, with 0.0 being a point on the axis, and 1.0 being a point at the edge of the field
of view.
Although the above normalization is useful when the object plane is at infinity, it is not
so good when the object is at a finite distance and the numerical aperture in object space is
appreciable. Then, fractional aperture coordinates should be chosen proportional to the
direction cosines of rays leaving an object point. There are two reasons for this. One is that
it allows an object point to be considered a point source, so that the amount of energy is
proportional to the ‘‘area’’ on the entrance pupil. The other is that for systems without
pupil aberrations, the fractional coordinates on the second principal surface should be the
same as those on the first principal surface. Notwithstanding these requirements, many
optical design programs do not define fractional coordinates proportional to direction
cosines.
It is sometimes a point of confusion that the aperture and field of view of a system are
specified by paraxial quantities, when the actual performance is determined by exact rays.
In fact, the paraxial specifications merely establish a normalization for exact ray data. For
example, in a real system the field of view is determined not by the angle of the paraxial
chief ray, but by the angle at which exact rays blocked by actual apertures just fail to pass
through the system. Using an iterative procedure, it is not to hard to find this angle, but
because of the nonlinear behavior of Snell’s law, it does not provide a convenient
reference point.
There are two types of exact rays: ordinary or lagrangian rays, and iterated or
hamiltonian rays. The designation of rays as lagrangian or hamiltonian comes from the
analogy to the equations of motion of a particle in classical mechanics. Here we use the
more common designation as ordinary or iterated rays. An ordinary ray is a ray that starts
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from a known object point in a known direction. An iterated ray also starts from a known
object point, but its direction is not known at the start. Instead, it is known that the ray
passes through some known (nonconjugate) point inside the system, and the initial ray
direction is determined by an iterative procedure.
Iterated rays have several applications in optical design programs. For example,
whenever a new object point is specified, it is common to trace an iterated ray through the
center of the aperture stop (or some other point) to serve as a reference ray, or to trace
several iterated rays through the edges of limiting apertures to serve as reference rays. In
fact, many programs use the term reference ray to mean iterated ray (although in others,
reference rays are ordinary rays). Iterated rays are traced using differentially displaced rays
to compute corrections to the initial ray directions. Because of this, they are traced slower
than ordinary rays. On the other hand, they carry more information in the form of the
differentials, which is useful for computing ancillary data like field sags.
Reference rays are used as base rays in the interpretation of ordinary ray data. For
example, the term ray displacement often refers to the difference in coordinates on the
image surface between a ray and its corresponding reference ray. Similarly, the optical path
difference of a ray may compare its phase length to that of the corresponding reference ray.
The qualifications expressed in the preceding sentences indicate that the definitions are not
universal. Indeed, although the terms ray displacement and optical path difference are very
commonly used in optical design, they are not precisely defined, nor can they be. Let us
consider, for example, the optical path difference.
Imagine a monochromatic wavefront from a specified object point that passes through
an optical system. Figure 3 shows the wavefront PE emerging in image space, where it is
labeled ‘‘actual wavefront.’’ Because of aberrations, an ordinary ray perpendicular to the
actual wavefront will not intersect the final image surface at the ideal image point I , but at
some other point Q. The optical path difference may be defined as the optical path
measured along the actual ray between the actual wavefront and a reference sphere
centered on the ideal image point.
Unfortunately, the ideal image point is not precisely defined. In the figure, it is shown
as the intersection of the reference ray with the image surface, but the reference ray itself

FIGURE 3 The relation between ray trajectories and optical
path difference (OPD). See text.
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may not be precisely defined. Is it the ray through the center of the aperture stop, or
perhaps the ray through the center of the actual vignetted aperture? These two definitions
will result in different reference rays, and correspondingly different values for the optical
path difference. In fact, in many practical applications neither of the definitions is used,
and the actual ideal image point is defined to be the one that minimizes the variance of the
optical path difference (and hence maximizes the peak intensity of the diffraction image).
Moreover, the figure shows that even if the ideal image point is precisely defined, the
value of the optical path difference depends on the point E where the actual wavefront
interesects the reference sphere. For the particular point shown, the optical path difference
is the optical length along the ordinary ray from the object point to the point T , less the
optical length along the reference ray from the object point to the point I. As the radius of
the reference sphere is increased, the point T merges with the point S , where a
perpendicular from the ideal image point intersects the ordinary ray.
The above somewhat extended discussion is meant to demonstrate that even ‘‘wellknown’’ optical terms are not always precisely defined. Not surprisingly, various optical
design programs in common use produce different values for such quantities. There has
been little effort to standardize the definitions of many terms, possibly because one cannot
legislate physics. In any case, it is important for the user of an optical design program to
understand precisely what the program is computing.
Virtually all optical design programs can trace single rays and display the ray heights
and direction cosines on each surface. Other data, such as the path length, angles of
incidence and refraction, and direction of the normal vector, are also commonly
computed. Another type of ray-data display that is nearly universal is the ray-intercept
curve, which shows ray displacement on the final image surface versus (fractional) pupil
coordinates. A variation plots optical path difference versus pupil coordinates.
In addition to the uncertainty concerning the definition of ray displacement and optical
path difference, there are different methods for handling the pupil coordinates. Some
programs use entrance pupil coordinates, while others use exit pupil coordinates. In most
cases, there is not a significant difference, but in the case of systems containing cylindrical
lenses for example, there are major differences.
Another consideration relating to ray-intercept curves is the way in which vignetting is
handled. This is coupled to the way that the program handles apertures. As mentioned
before, apertures have a special status in many optical design programs. Rays can be
blocked by apertures, but this must be handled as a special case by the program, because
there is nothing inherent in the ray-trace equations that prevent a blocked ray from being
traced, in contrast to a ray that misses a surface or undergoes total internal reflection.
Even though a surface may have a blocking aperture, it may be desirable to let the ray
trace proceed anyway. As mentioned before, blocking rays in optimization can produce
instabilities that prevent convergence to a solution even though all the rays in the final
solution are contained within the allowed apertures. Another situation where blocking can
be a problem concerns central obstructions. In such systems, the reference ray may be
blocked by an obstruction, so its data are not available to compute the displacement or
optical path difference of an ordinary ray (which is not blocked). The programmer must
anticipate such situations and build in the proper code to handle them.
In the case of ray-intercept curves, it is not unusual for programs to display data for
rays that are actually blocked by apertures. The user is expected to know which rays get
through, and ignore the others, a somewhat unreasonable expectation. The justification for
allowing it is that the designer can see what would happen to the rays if the apertures were
increased.
In addition to ray-intercept curves, optical design programs usually display field sag
plots showing the locations of the tangential and sagittal foci as a function of field angle
and distortion curves. In the case of distortion, there is the question of what to choose as a
reference height. It is generally easiest to refer distortion to the paraxial chief ray height in
the final image surface, but in many cases it is more meaningful to refer it to the centroid
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height of a bundle of exact rays from the same object point. Again, it is important for the
user to know what the program is computing.

Spot-Diagram Analysis
Spot diagrams provide the basis for realistic modeling of optical systems in an optical
design program. In contrast to simple ray-trace evaluation, which shows data from one or a
few rays, spot diagrams average data from hundreds or thousands of rays to evaluate the
image of a point source. Notwithstanding this, it should be understood that the principal
purpose of an optical design program is to design a system, not to simulate its
performance. It is generally up to the designer to understand whether or not the
evaluation model of a system is adequate to characterize its real performance, and the
prudent designer will view unexpected results with suspicion.
From a programmer’s point of view, the most difficult task in spot-diagram analysis is to
accurately locate the aperture of the system. For systems that have rotational symmetry,
this is not difficult, but for off-axis systems with vignetted apertures it can be a challenging
exercise. However, the results of image evaluation routines are often critically dependent
on effects that occur near the edges of apertures, so particular care must be paid to this
problem in writing optical design software. Like many other aspects of an optical design
program, there is a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy.
A spot diagram is an assemblage of data describing the image-space coordinates of a
large number of rays traced from a single object point. The data may be either
monochromatic or polychromatic. Each ray is assigned a weight proportional to the
fractional energy that it carries. Usually, the data saved for each ray include its xyz
coordinates on the image surface, the direction cosines klm , and the optical path length or
optical path difference from the reference ray. The ray coordinates are treated statistically
to calculate root-mean-square spot sizes. The optical path lengths yield a measure of the
wavefront quality, expressed through its variance and peak-to-valley error.
To obtain a spot diagram, the entrance pupil must be divided into cells, usually of equal
area. Although for many purposes the arrangement of the cells does not matter, for some
computations (e.g., transfer functions) it is advantageous to have the cells arranged on a
rectangular grid. To make the computations have the proper symmetry, the grid should be
symmetrical about the x and y axis. The size of the grid cells determines the total number
of rays in the spot diagram.
In computing spot diagrams, the same considerations concerning the reference point
appear as for ray fans. That is, it is possible to define ray displacements with respect to the
chief-ray, the paraxial ray height, or the centroid of the spot diagram. However, for spot
diagrams it is most common to use the centroid as the reference point, both because many
image evaluation computations require this definition, and also because the value for the
centroid is readily available from the computed ray data.
ai 5 » xi 5 ray displacement in the x direction
bi 5 » yi 5 ray displacement in the y direction
ci 5 ki / mi 5 ray slope in the x direction
di 5 li / mi 5 ray slope in the y direction
wi 5 weight assigned to ray
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The displacements of rays on a plane shifted in the z direction from the nominal image
plane by an amount Dz are given by

d xi 5 ai 1 bi Dz
d yi 5 ci 1 di Dz
If there are n rays, the coordinates of the centroid of the spot diagram are
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where W is a normalizing constant that ensures that the total energy in the image adds up
to 100 percent, and
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The mean-square spot size can then be written as
MSS 5

O

1 n
wi h(d xi 2 d x# )2 1 (d yi 2 d y# )2j
W i51

Usually, the root-mean-square (rms) spot size, which is the square root of this quantity, is
reported. Since the MSS is a quadratic form, it can be written explicitly as a function of
the focus shift by
MSS 5 P 1 2Q Dz 1 R (Dz )2
where
1 n
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Differentiating this expression for the MSS with respect to focus shift, then setting the
derivative to zero, determines the focus shift at which the rms spot size has its minimum
value:
Dzopt 5 2Q / R
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Although the above equations determine the rms spot size in two dimensions, similar
one-dimensional equations can be written for x and y separately, allowing the ready
computation of the tangential and sagittal foci from spot-diagram data. In addition, it is
straightforward to carry out the preceding type of analysis using optical path data, which
leads to the determination of the center of the reference sphere that minimizes the
variance of the wavefront.
Beyond the computation of the statistical rms spot size and the wavefront variance,
most optical design programs include a variety of image evaluation routines that are based
on spot diagram data. It is useful to characterize them as belonging to geometrical optics
or physical optics, according to whether they are based on ray displacements or
wavefronts, although, of course, all are based on the results of geometrical ray tracing.
Geometrical Optics . Most optical design programs provide routines for computing radial
diagrams and knife-edge scans. To compute a radial energy diagram, the spot-diagram data
are sorted according to increasing ray displacement from the centroid of the spot. The
fractional energy is then plotted as a function of spot radius. The knife-edge scan involves
a similar computation, except that the spot-diagram data are sorted according to x or y
coordinates, instead of total ray displacement.
Another type of geometrical image evaluation based on spot-diagram data is the
so-called geometrical optical transfer function (GOTF). This function can be developed as
the limiting case, as the wavelength approaches zero, of the actual diffraction MTF, or,
alternately, in a more heuristic way as the Fourier transform of a line spread function
found directly from spot-diagram ray displacements (see, for example, Smith’s book10).
From a programming standpoint, computation of the GOTF involves multiplying the ray
displacements by 2π times the spatial frequency under consideration, forming cosine and
sine terms, and summing over all the rays in the spot diagram. The computation is quick,
flexible, and if there are more than a few waves of aberration, accurate. The results of the
GOTF computation are typically shown as either plots of the magnitude of the GOTF as a
function of frequency, or alternately in the form of what is called a ‘‘through-focus’’ MTF,
in which the GOTF at a chosen frequency is plotted as a function of focus shift from the
nominal image surface.
Physical Optics . The principal physical optics calculations based on spot-diagram data
are the modulation transfer function, sometimes called the ‘‘diffraction’’ MTF, and the
point spread function (PSF). Both are based on the wavefront derived from the optical
path length data in the spot diagram. There are various ways to compute the MTF and
PSF, and not all programs use the same method. The PSF, for example, can be computed
from the pupil function using the fast Fourier transform algorithm or, alternately, using
direct evaluation of the Fraunhofer diffraction integral. The MTF can be computed either
as the Fourier transfer of the PSF or, alternately, using the convolution of the pupil
function.11 The decision as to which method to use involves speed, accuracy, flexibility, and
ease of coding.
In physical-optics-based image evaluation, accuracy can be a problem of substantial
magnitude. In many optical design programs, diffraction-based computations are only
accurate for systems in which diffraction plays an important role in limiting performance.
Systems that are limited primarily by geometrical aberrations are difficult to evaluate using
physical optics, because the wavefront changes so much across the pupil that it is
impossible to sample it sufficiently using a reasonable number of rays. If the actual
wavefront in the exit pupil is compared to a reference sphere, the resultant fringe spacing
defines the size required for the spot diagram grid, since there must be several sample
points per fringe to obtain accurate diffraction calculations. To obtain a small grid spacing,
one can either trace many rays, or trace fewer rays but interpolate the resulting data to
obtain intermediate data.
Diffraction calculations are necessarily restricted to one wavelength. To obtain
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polychromatic diffraction results it is necessary to repeat the calculations in each color,
adding the results while keeping track of the phase shifts caused by the chromatic
aberration.

34.5 OPTIMIZATION
The function of the optimization part of the program is to take a starting design and modify
its construction so that it meets a given set of specifications. The starting design may be the
result of a previous design task, a lens from the library, or a new design based on general
optical principles and the designer’s intuition.
The performance of the design must be measured by a single number, often known in
optics as the merit function , although the term error function is more descriptive and will
be used here. The error function is the sum of squares of quantities called operands that
characterize the desired attributes. Examples of typical operands include paraxial
constants, aberration coefficients, and exact ray displacements. Sometimes, the operands
are broken into two groups: those that must be satisfied exactly, which may be called
constraints , and others that must be minimized. Examples of constraints might include
paraxial conditions such as the focal length or numerical aperture.
The constructional parameters to be adjusted are called y ariables , which include lens
curvatures, thicknesses, refractive indices, etc. Often the allowed values of the variables
are restricted, either by requirements of physical reality (e.g., positive thickness) or the
given specifications (e.g., lens diameters less than a prescribed value). These restrictions
are called boundary conditions , and represent another form of constraint.
Usually, both the operands and constraints are nonlinear functions of the variables, so
optical design involves nonlinear optimization with nonlinear constraints, the most difficult
type of problem from a mathematical point of view. A great deal of work has been carried
out to develop efficient, general methods to solve such problems. Detailed consideration of
these methods is beyond the scope of this article, and the reader is referred to a paper by
Hayford.12
In a typical optical design task, there are more operands than variables. This means that
there is, in general, no solution that makes all of the operands equal to their target values.
However, there is a well-defined solution called the least -squares solution, which is the
state of the system for which the operands are collectively as close to their targets as is
possible. This is the solution for which the error function is a minimum.

The Damped Least-Squares Method
Most optical design programs utilize some form of the damped least -squares (DLS)
method, sometimes in combination with other techniques. DLS was introduced to optics in
about 1960, so it has a history of more than 30 years of (usually) successful application. It
is an example of what is known as a downhill optimizer, meaning that in a system with
multiple minima, it is supposed to find the nearest local minimum. In practice, it
sometimes suffers from stagnation , yielding slow convergence. On the other hand, many
designers over the years have learned to manipulate the damping factor to overcome this
deficiency, and even in some cases to find solutions beyond the local minimum.
We consider first the case of unconstrained optimization. Let the system have M
operands fi and N variables xi . The error function f is given by

f 5 f 21 1 f 22 1 ? ? ? 1 f 2M
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Define the following:
A 5 derivative matrix,
G 5 gradient vector,

Aij ;
Gk ;

fi
xj

1 f
2 xk

x 5 change vector
f 5 error vector
With these definitions, we have
G 5 AT f
If we assume that the changes in the operands are linearly proportional to the changes in
the variables, we have
f 5 Ax 1 f0
G 5 AT Ax 1 G0
At the solution point, the gradient vector is zero, since the error function is at a minimum.
The change vector is thus
x 5 2(AT A)21G0
These are called the least-squares normal equations , and are the basis for linear
least-squares analysis. When nonlinear effects are involved, repeated use of these
equations to iterate to a minimum often leads to a diverging solution. To prevent such
divergence, it is common to add another term to the error function, and this limits the
magnitude of the change vector x. In the DLS method, this is accomplished by defining a
new error function
w 5 f 1 p xT x
A key property of DLS is that the minimum of w is the same as the minimum of f
since, at the minimum, the change vector x is zero. By differentiating and setting the
derivative equal to zero at the minimum, we arrive at the damped least-squares equations
x 5 2(AT A 1 p I)21G0
which look like the normal equations with terms added along the diagonal. These terms
provide the damping, and the factor p is called the damping factor. This particular choice
of damping is called additiy e damping but, more generally, it is possible to add any terms
to the diagonal and still maintain the same minimum. Some optical design programs
multiply the diagonal elements of the AT A matrix by a damping factor, while others make
them proportional to second derivative terms. Although theoretical arguments are
sometimes advanced to support the choice of a particular method of damping, in practice
the choice of damping factor is an ad hoc way to accelerate convergence to a solution by
limiting the magnitude (and changing the direction) of the change vector found from the
normal equations.
In practical optical design work, it has been found that no single method for choosing
the damping factor works best in all cases. In a particular problem, one method may be
dramatically better than another, but in a different problem, the situation may be
completely reversed. Every optical design program has its unique way of choosing the
optimum damping, which makes each program different from the others, and gives it a
raison d’eˆ tre.
Although the principal use of the damping factor is to accelerate convergence by
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limiting the magnitude of the change vector, the damping factor has also been used
routinely to increase the magnitude of the change vector to escape a local minimum.
During the course of a minimization task, if the solution stagnates, or does not converge to
what the designer believes to be an acceptable configuration, it may be possible to force
the solution into another region by running one or more iterations with reduced damping
in which the error function increases.
Constraints and Boundary Conditions . There are two general methods used in optical
design programs for handling constraints and boundary conditions. The first is to add a
term (called a penalty function) to the error function that targets the constraint to its
desired value. In the case of boundary violations, ‘‘one-sided’’ terms can be added, or
special weighting functions can be constructed that increase in magnitude as a violation
goes farther into a forbidden region. The other method augments the number of equations
by the number of constraints and solves the resulting equations using the Lagrange
multiplier method. This produces a minimum that satisfies the constraints exactly and
minimizes the remaining error function.
The penalty function method is more flexible and faster (since there are fewer
equations) than the Lagrange multiplier method. On the other hand, the Lagrange
multiplier method gives more precise control over the constraints. Both are commonly
used in optical design software.

Other Methods
Although DLS is used in the vast majority of optical design applications, other methods
are occasionally used,12 and two warrant mention. These are orthonormalization , which
has been used to overcome stagnation in some DLS problems, and simulated annealing ,
which has been used for global optimization.
Orthonormalization . The technique of orthonormalization for the solution of optical
design problems was introduced by Grey.2 Although it solves the same problem as DLS
does, it proceeds in a very different fashion. Instead of forming the least-squares normal
equations, Grey works directly with the operand equations
Ax 5 2f
To understand Grey’s method, it is best to forget about optics and consider the solution
of these equations strictly from a mathematical point of view. The point of view that Grey
uses is that f represents a vector in m -dimensional space. The columns of A can be
regarded as basis vectors in this m -dimensional space. Since there are only n columns, the
basis vectors do not span the space. The change vector x represents a projection of f on the
basis vectors defined by A. At the solution point, the residual part of f will be orthogonal
to its projection on the basis vectors.
In Grey’s orthonormalization method, the solution of the equations is found by a
technique similar to Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, but during the solution process, the
actual error function is evaluated several times in an effort to use the best variables to
maximum advantage. Because of this, the method is computationally intensive compared
to DLS. However, the extra computation is justified by a more accurate solution. The
common wisdom is that orthogonalization is superior to DLS near a solution point, and
inferior to DLS when the solution is far removed from the starting point.
Simulated Annealing . Simulated annealing has been applied to optical design optimization, chiefly in problems where the task is to find a global minimum. The method varies
drastically from other techniques. It makes no use of derivative information, and takes
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random steps to form trial solutions. If a trial solution has a lower error function than the
current system, the new system replaces the old. If a trial solution has a higher error
function than the current system, it may be accepted, depending on how much worse it is.
The probability of acceptance is taken to be exp (2Df / T ), where T is an experimentally
determined. In general simulated annealing, T is provided by the user. In adaptive
simulated annealing, T is reduced automatically according to algorithms that hold the
system near statistical equilibrium.

Error Functions
Obviously, the choice of an error function has a major impact on the success of an optical
design task. There are a number of requirements that an error function should meet. Most
importantly, the error function should accurately characterize the desired properties of the
system under design. There is little chance of success if the program is optimizing the
wrong thing. Yet this is an area of great difficulty in computer-aided optical design,
because it is at odds with efficiency. In order to obtain more accuracy, more extensive
computations should be carried out, but this takes time.
There are two schools of thought concerning the implementation of error functions in
optical design programs. The first holds that the designer should have complete control
over the items included in the error function, while the second holds that the program
itself should set up the basic error function, allowing the designer some degree of control
through weighting functions. Neither school has demonstrated superiority, but the
approach to error function construction taken by various optical design programs accounts
for user allegiances that are sometimes remarkably strong.
The different ways that optical design programs handle error functions makes it difficult
to discuss the topic here in anything other than broad detail. At one extreme are programs
that provide practically no capability for the user to insert operands, displaying only the
value of the overall error function, while at the other extreme are programs that make
the user enter every operand individually. Regardless of the user interface, however, there
are some general concepts that are universally relevant.
Error functions can be based on either aberration coefficients or exact-ray data (or
both). In the early stages of design, aberration coefficients are sometimes favored because
they provide insight into the nature of the design, and do not suffer ray failures. However,
the accuracy of aberration coefficients for evaluating complex systems is not very good,
and exact-ray data are used in virtually all final optimization work.
So far as exact-ray error functions are concerned, there is the question of whether to
use ray displacements or optical path difference (or both). This is a matter of user (or
programmer) preference. The use of ray displacements leads to minimizing geometrical
spot sizes, while the use of optical path difference leads to minimizing the wavefront
variance.
For exact-ray error functions, a suitable pattern of rays must be set up. This is often
called a ray set. There are three common methods for setting up a ray set. The first is to
allow the designer to specify the coordinates (object, pupil, wavelength, etc.) for a desired
set of rays. This gives great flexibility, but demands considerable skill from the user to
ensure that the resulting error function accurately characterizes performance.
The other two methods for setting up ray sets are more automatic. The first is to allow
the user to specify object points, and have the program define a rectangular grid of rays in
the aperture for each point. The second uses a Gaussian integration scheme proposed by
Forbes to compute the rms spot size, averaged over field, aperture, and wavelength.13 The
Forbes method, which is restricted to systems having plane symmetry, leads to dividing the
aperture into rings and spokes. For systems having circular pupils, the Forbes method has
both superior accuracy and efficiency, but for vignetted pupils, there is little difference
between the two.
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Multiconfiguration Optimization
Multiconfiguration optimization refers to a process in which several systems having some
common elements are optimized jointly, so that none of the individual systems are
optimized, but the ensemble of all of the systems is optimized. The archetype of
multiconfiguration systems is the zoom system in which the focal length is changed by
changing the separation between certain elements. The system is optimized simultaneously
at high, medium, and low magnifications to produce the best overall performance.
Most of the larger optical design programs have the capability to carry out multiconfiguration optimization, and this capability is probably used more for non-zoom systems
than for zoom systems. A common use of this feature is to optimize a focal system for
through-focus performance in order to minimize sensitivity to image plane shifts. In fact,
multiconfiguration optimization is used routinely to control tolerances.

Tolerancing
Beyond the task of desensitizing a given design, considerations of manufacturing
tolerances become increasingly important as the complexity of optical designs increases. It
is quite easy to design optical systems that cannot be built because the fabrication
tolerances are beyond the capability of optical manufacturing technology. In any case,
specifying tolerances is an integral part of optical design, and a design project cannot be
considered finished until appropriate tolerances are established.
Tolerancing is closely related to optimization. The basic tolerance computation is to
calculate how much the error function changes for a small change in a construction
parameter, which is the same type of computation carried out when computing a derivative
matrix. Even more relevant, however, is the use of compensators , which requires
reoptimization. A compensator is a construction parameter that can be adjusted to
compensate for an error introduced by another construction parameter. For example, a
typical compensator would be the image distance, which could be adjusted to compensate
for power changes introduced by curvature errors.
There is considerable variation in how different optical design programs handle
tolerancing. Some use the reoptimization method described here, while others use Monte
Carlo techniques. Some stress interaction with the designer, while others use defaults for
more automatic operation.

34.6 OTHER TOPICS
Of course, many other topics would be included in a full discussion of optical design
software. Space limitations and our intended purpose prevents any detailed consideration,
but a few of the areas where there is considerable current interest are the following.

Simulation
There is increased interest in using optical design programs to simulate the performance
of actual systems. The goal is often to be able to calculate radiometric throughput of a
system used in conjunction with a real extended source. It is difficult to provide software to
do this with much generality, because brute force methods are very inefficient and hard to
specify, while elegant methods tend to have restricted scope, and demand good judgment
by the person modeling the physical situation. Nevertheless, with the speed of computers
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increasing as fast as it has recently, there is bound to be an increasing use of optical design
software for evaluating real systems.

Global Optimization
After several years during which there was little interest in optimization methodology, the
tremendous increase in the speed of new computers has spawned a renewal of efforts to
find global, rather than local, solutions to optical design problems. Global optimization is a
much more difficult problem than local optimization. In the absence of an analytic
solution, one never knows whether a global optimum has been achieved. All solution
criteria must specify a region of interest and a time limit, and the method cannot depend
on the starting point. The simulated annealing method described above is one area of
continuing interest. Several methods for what might be called pseudo -global optimization
have been used in commercial optical design programs, combining DLS with algorithms
that allow the solution to move away from the current local minimum.

Computing Environment
Increasingly, optical design programs are used in conjunction with other software. Drawing
programs, manufacturing inventory software, and intelligent databases are all relevant to
optical design. While the conventional optical design program has been a stand -alone
application, there is increasing demand for integrating optical design into more general
design tasks.

34.7 BUYING OPTICAL DESIGN SOFTWARE
The complexity of the optical design process, together with the breadth of applications of
optics, has created an ongoing market for commercial optical design software. For people
new to optical design, however, the abundance of advertisements, feature lists, and even
technical data sheets doesn’t make purchasing decisions easy. The following commentary,
adapted from an article that appeared recently, may be helpful in selecting an optical
design program.14 It considers five key factors: hardware, features, user interface, cost, and
support.

Hardware
It used to be that the choice of an optical design program was governed by the computer
hardware available to the designer. Of course, when the hardware cost was many times
higher than the software cost, this made a great deal of sense. Today, however, the
software often costs more than the hardware, and many programs can be run on several
different computer platforms, so the choice of computer hardware is less important. The
hardware currently used for optical design is principally IBM-PC compatible, with some of
the larger programs running on UNIX workstations, some of the older programs on
VAXen, and a few on Macs.
To run optical design software, the fastest computer that can be obtained easily is
recommended. The iterative nature of optical design makes the process interminable.
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There is a rule, sometimes called the Hyde maxim, that states that an optical design is
finished when the time or money runs out. Notwithstanding this, the speed of computers
has ceased to be a significant impediment to ordinary optical design. Even low-cost
computers now trace more than 1000 ray-surfaces / second, a speed considered the
minimum for ordinary design work. The newest UNIX workstations run as much as one
hundred times faster than this, and create the potential for solving new types of problems
formerly beyond the range of optical design software.
Before desktop computers, optical design software was usually run on time-shared
central computers accessed by terminals, and some programs are still in that mode. There
seems to be general agreement, however, that the memory-mapped display found on PCs,
or the high-speed bit-mapped displays found on UNIX workstations, provide a superior
working environment, and dedicated desktop computer systems are currently most
popular. In the future, there may be some shift back toward the shared-facility concept,
but with X-windows graphics terminals substituting for the older character-based
terminals.

Features
If you need a particular feature to carry out your optical design task, then it is obviously
important that your optical design program have that feature. But using the number of
features as a way to select an optical design program is probably a mistake. There are
more important factors, such as cost, ease of use, and scope. Moreover, you might assume
that all the features listed for a program work simultaneously, which may not be true. For
example, if a vendor states that its program handles holograms and toric surfaces, you
might assume that you can work with holographic toroids, but this may not be true.
The continuing growth of optics and the power of desktop computers has put heavy
demands on software vendors to keep up with the development of new technology.
Moreover, since the customer base is small and most vendors now support the same
computer hardware, the market has become highly competitive. These factors have led to
a ‘‘feature’’ contest in which software suppliers vie to outdo each other. While this is
generally good for the consumer, the introduction of a highly visible new feature can
overshadow an equally important but less obvious improvement (for example, fewer bugs
or better documentation). In addition, the presence of a number of extra features is no
guarantee that the underlying program is structurally sound.

User Interface
There is very little in common between the user interfaces used by various optical design
programs. Each seems to have its own personality. The older programs, originally designed
to run in batch mode on a large computer, are usually less interactive than ones that were
written specifically for desktop computers. Batch programs tend to be built more around
default actions than interactive programs, which require more user input. It would be
hard to put any of today’s major optical design programs in a box classified as either batch
or interactive, but the look and feel of a program has a strong influence on its usefulness.
Many people don’t realize that the most important benefit of using an optical design
program is often the understanding that it provides the user about how a particular design
works. It’s often tempting to think that if the computer could just come up with a
satisfactory solution, the design would be finished. In practice, it is important to know the
trade-offs that are made during a design project. This is where the judgment of the optical
engineer comes in, knowing whether to make changes in mechanical or electrical
specifications to achieve the optimum balance in the overall system. Lens designers often
say that the easiest lens to design is one that has to be diffraction-limited, because it is
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clear when to stop. If the question of how to fit the optics together with other system
components is important, then the ability of the user to work interactively with the design
program can be a big help.
Cost
In today’s market, there is a wide range of prices for optical design software. This can be
very confusing for the first-time buyer, who often can’t see much difference in the
specifications. The pricing of optical design software is influenced by (at least) three
factors.
First, the range of tasks that can be carried out using an optical design program is
enormous. The difference in complexity between the job of designing a singlet lens for a
simple camera, and that of designing a contemporary objective for a microlithographic
masking camera is somewhat akin to the difference between a firecracker and a hydrogen
bomb.
Second, all software is governed by the factors originally studied in F. P. Brooks’
famous essay The Mythical Man -Month.15 Brooks was director of the group that
developed the operating system for the IBM 360, a mainframe computer introduced in the
1960s. Despite its provocative title, Brooks’ essay is a serious work that has become a
standard reference for software developers. In it, he notes that if the task of developing a
program to be used on a single computer by its author has a difficulty of 1, then the overall
difficulty of producing integrated software written by a group of people and usable by
anyone on a wide range of computers may be as high as 10. In recent years, the scope of
the major optical design programs has grown too big for a single programmer to develop
and maintain, which raises costs.
Third, there are structural differences in the way optical design software is sold. The
original mainframe programs were rented, not sold. If the user did not want to continue
monthly payments, the software had to be returned. PC programs, on the other hand, are
usually sold with a one-time fee. In the optical design software business, several vendors
offer a compromise policy, combining a permanent license with an optional ongoing
support fee.
It would be nice if the buyer could feel comfortable that ‘‘you get what you pay for,’’
but unfortunately this view is too simplistic. One program may lack essential capabilities,
another may contain several unnecessary features when evaluated for a particular
installation. Buying on the basis of cost, like features, is probably not a good idea.
Support
Support is an important aspect to consider in selecting an optical design program, and it is
often difficult to know what is included in support. Minimal support consists of fixing
outright bugs in the program. More commonly, support includes software updates and
phone or fax assistance in working around problems.
Optical design programs are typically not bug-free. Unlike simple programs like word
processors, optimization programs cannot be fully tested, because they generate their own
data. One result of this is that software vendors are generally reluctant to offer any
warranty beyond a ‘‘best-effort’’ attempt to fix reported problems. Unfortunately, there is
no good way for buyers to know whether and when their particular problems may be fixed;
the best approach is probably to assess the track record of the vendor by talking to other
users.
Coupled with support is user training. Although it should be possible to use a program
by studying the documentation, the major optical design software vendors offer regular
seminars, often covering not only the mechanics of using their program, but also general
instruction in optical design. For new users, this can be a valuable experience.
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34.8 SUMMARY
As stated in the introduction, this article is intended as a survey for readers who are not
regular users of optical design software. The form of an optical design program described
here, consisting of lens entry, evaluation, and optimization sections, is used in many
different programs. There has been little standardization in this field, so the ‘‘look and
feel,’’ performance features and extent of various programs are quite different. Nonetheless, it is hoped that with a knowledge of the basic features described here, the reader will
be in a good position to judge whether an optical design program is of use, and to make an
informed decision about whether one particular program is better than another.
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35.1 GLOSSARY
ATF
DTF
MTF
W
Wrms
t -number
…

approximate transfer factor
diffraction transfer function
modulation transfer function
wavefront error in units of wavelengths
root-mean-square wavefront error
f -number adjusted for lens transmission
normalized spatial frequency

35.2 INTRODUCTION
Specifications for optical systems cover a wide range of needs. Functional specifications of
the image quality or other optical characteristics are required for the satisfactory operation
of a system. These functional specifications serve as the goal for the design and
construction of the optical system. In addition, these specifications are a basis for
tolerances placed upon the components of the optical system and lead to detailed
component specifications used for procurement of the optical elements of the system.
Assembly specifications and detailed specifications of optical parts to be produced by a
shop can be written based upon these component specifications. The detail and extent of
information required is different at each step. Over- or underspecification can contribute
significantly to the cost or feasibility of design of an optical system.
Functional specifications are also used to describe the characteristics that an instrument
must demonstrate in order to meet the needs of the user. This may include top-level
requirements such as size, weight, image scale, image format, power levels, spectral range,
and so on. The component specifications are developed after design of the system and
describe the optical components, surface, and materials used in the system to the detail
necessary to permit fabrication of the components. Assembly specifications are another
derivative of the design and system specifications. These include the statement of
tolerances upon location of the components, as well as the procedure to be used in
assembling and testing the system.
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The development and writing of these specifications is important both for initiating and
for tracking the course of development of an optical instrument. In a business or legal
sense, specifications are used to establish responsibility for a contractor or subcontractor,
as well as to define the basis for bidding on the job. Thus the technical specifications can
have business importance as well as engineering significance. ‘‘Meeting the customer’s
specifications’’ is an essential part of any design and fabrication task. Identifying areas
where the specifications could be altered with benefit to all parties is an important business
and engineering responsibility.
Specifications are usually communicated as a written document following some logical
format. Although there are some international standards that may cover the details of
drawings of components, there is no established uniform set of standards for stating the
specifications on a system or component. The detailed or component specifications are
usually added as explanatory notes to drawings of the components to be fabricated. In
modern production facilities, the specifications and tolerances are often part of a digital
database that is accessed as part of the production of the components of the system.
The detail and the intent of each of these classes of specifications are different. Optical
specifications differ from many mechanical or other sets of specifications in that numbers
are applied to surfaces and dimensions that control the cumulative effect of errors imposed
on a wavefront passing through the total system. Each of the specifications must be
verifiable during fabrication, and the overall result must be testable after completion.

Mechanical versus Optical Specifications
There are two types of specifications that must be applied to an optical system or assembly.
One set of these includes mechanical tolerances upon the shape or location of the
components that indirectly affect the optical quality of the image produced by the system.
The other set consists of specialized descriptions that directly affect the image quality.

System versus Components Specifications
Some specifications have meaning only with respect to the behavior of the entire optical
system. Others apply to the individual components, but may affect the ability of the entire
system to function.
An example of a system specification is a set of numbers limiting the range of
acceptable values of the modulation transfer function (MTF) that are required for the
system. Another system specification is the total light transmission of the system.
An example of component specifications are tolerances upon surface irregularity,
sphericity, and scattering. The related component specification based upon the system light
transmission specification might provide detailed statements about the nature and
properties of the antireflective coatings to be applied to the surface of each element.

Image Specifications
The specifications that are applied to the image usually deal with image quality. Examples
are modulation transfer function, fraction of scattered light, resolution, or distortion. In
some cases, these specifications can be quite general, referring to the ability of the lens to
deliver an image suitable for a given purpose, such as the identification of serial numbers
on specific products that are to be read by an automated scanner. In other cases, the
requirements will be given in a physically meaningful manner, such as ‘‘the MTF will be
greater than 40 percent at 50 lines per millimeter throughout the field of view.’’
Other criteria may be used for the image specifications. One example is the energy
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concentration. This approach specifies the concentration of light from a point object on the
image surface. For example, the specification might read that ‘‘75 percent of the light shall
fall within a 25-micrometer-diameter circle on the image.’’ This quantity is obviously
measurable by a photometer with appropriate-sized apertures. The function may be
computed from the design data by a method of numerical integration similar to that
providing the point spread function or modulation transfer function.

Wavefront Specifications
Wavefront specifications describe the extent to which the wavefront leaving the lens or
components conforms to the ideal or desired shape. For example, a wavefront leaving a
lens would ideally conform to a sphere centered upon the chosen focal location. The
departure of the actual wavefront from this ideal, would be expressed either as a matrix or
map of departure of the wavefront from the ideal sphere, as a set of functional forms
representing the deviation, or as an average (usually root mean square) departure from the
ideal surface. By convention, these departures are expressed in units of wavelength,
although there is a growing tendency to use micrometers as the unit of measure.
The root-mean-square wavefront error, or rms wavefront error, is a specific average
over the wavefront phase errors in the exit pupil. The basic definition is found by defining
the n th power average of the wavefront W (x , y ) over the area A of the pupil and then
specifically defining Wrms or, in words, the rms wavefront error is the square root of the
mean square error minus the square of the mean wavefront error.

# n51
W
A

E W (x, y) dx dy
n

# 2] 2 [W
# ]2
Wrms 5 4[W
The ability to obtain a complete specification of image quality by a single number
describing the wavefront shape has been seen to be questionable in many cases. Addition
of a correlation length, sometimes expressed as a phase difference between separated
points, has become common. In other cases, the relative magnitude of the error when
represented by various orders of Zernike polynomials is used.
There is, of course, a specific relationship between the wavefront error produced by a
lens and the resulting image quality. In the lens, this is established by the process of
diffraction image formation. In establishing specifications, the image quality can be
determined by computation of the modulation transfer function from the known wavefront
aberrations. In setting specifications, this is of some value, but an average or guide to
acceptable values can be of great aid.
A perfect lens is one that produces a wavefront with no aberration, or zero rms
wavefront error. By convention, any wavefront with less than 0.07 waves, rms, of
aberration is considered to be essentially perfect. It is referred to as diffraction -limited ,
since the image produced by such a lens is deemed to be essentially indistinguishable from
a perfect image.
The definition of image quality depends upon the intended application for the lens. In
general, nearly perfect image quality is produced by lenses with wavefront errors of less
than 0.15 waves, rms. Somewhat poorer image quality is found with lenses that have
greater than about 0.15 waves of error. The vast majority of imaging systems operate with
wavefront errors in the range of 0.1 to 0.25 waves, rms.
There are several different methods that can be used to establish this relationship. The
most useful comparison is with the MTF for a lens with varying amounts of aberration.
The larger the wavefront error, the lower will be the contrast at specific spatial
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frequencies. For rms error levels of less than 0.25 or so, the relation is generally
monotonic. For larger aberrations, the MTF becomes rather complex, and the relation
between rms wavefront error and MTF value can be multiple-valued. Nevertheless, an
approximate relation between MTF and rms wavefront error would be useful in setting
reasonable specifications for a lens.
There are several possible approximate relations, but one useful one is the empirical
formula relating root-mean-square wavefront error and MTF given by
MTF (… ) 5 DTF (… ) 3 ATF (… )
The functional forms for these values are
2
DTF (… ) 5 [arccos (… ) 2 … 41 2 … 2]
π

F SSW0.18 D D(1 2 4(… 2 0.5) )G
2

ATF (… ) 5 1 2

…5

rms

spatial frequency
5
spatial frequency cutoff

2

N
1
l f -number

S

D

These look quite complicated, but are relatively simple, as is shown in Fig. 1. This is an
approximation, however, and it becomes progressively less accurate as the amount of the
rms wavefront error Wrms exceeds about 0.18 wavelength.
Figure 1 shows a plot of several values for the MTF of an optical system using this
approximate method of computation. The system designer can use this information to
determine the appropriate level of residual rms wavefront error that will be acceptable for
the system of interest. It is important to note that this is an empirical attempt to provide a
link between the wavefront error and the MTF as a single-value description of the state of
correction of a system. Examination of the curves provides a method of communicating the
specification to the system designer and fabricator. More detail on applying the rms
wavefront error can be found in the article on tolerancing in this book.

Published Standards
There are published standards from various sources. The most frequently referred to are
those from the U.S. Department of Defense, but a number of standards are being
proposed by the International Standards Organization.

35.3 PREPARATION OF OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Gaussian Parameters
The gaussian parameters determine the basic imaging properties of the lens. They are the
starting point for setting the specifications for a lens system. In principle these numbers can
be specified precisely as desired. In reality, overly tight specifications can greatly increase
the cost of the lens. Some of the important parameters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 is a sample of reasonable values that may be placed upon a lens. A specific case
may vary from these nominal values. The image location, radiometry, and scale are fixed
by these numbers. A specific application will require some adjustment of these nominal
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FIGURE 1 Approximate MTF curves from formula.

values. In general, specifications that are tighter than these values will likely result in
increased cost and difficulty of manufacture.
There is an interaction between these numbers. For example, the tight specification of
magnification and overall conjugate distance will require a very closely held specification
upon the focal length. The interaction between these numbers should be considered by the
user to avoid accidentally producing an undue difficulty for the fabricator. It may be
appropriate to specify a looser tolerance on some of these quantities for the prototype
lens, and later design a manufacturing process to bring the production values within a
smaller tolerance. However, it is appropriate that this be investigated fully at the design
stage.

35.4 IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS
Image Quality
The rms wavefront error and the MTF for a lens have been discussed above as useful items
to specify for a lens. Frequently, the user desires to apply a detection criterion to the
image. This is always related to the application for the lens.
The most familiar functional specification that is widely used for system image quality is
the resolution of the system. This is usually stated as the number of line pairs per
millimeter that need to be visually distinguished or recognized by the user of the system.
Since this involves both the physics of image formation as well as the psychophysics of
vision, this is an interesting goal, but needs to be specified more clearly to be of use to a
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TABLE 1 Gaussian parameters
Parameter

Precision target

Importance

How verified

Focal length

1 to 2%

Determines
focal position
and image size

Lens bench

f -number

,Ú5%

Determines
irradiance at
image plane

Geometrical
measurement

Field angle

,Ú2%

Determines
extent of
image

Lens bench

Magnification

,Ú2%

Determines
overall conjugate
distances

Trial setup of lens

Back focus

Ú5%

Image location

Lens bench

Wavelength
range

As needed;
set by
detector and
source

Describes
spectral range covered
by lens

Image measurement

Transmission

Usually specified as
.0.98n for n
surfaces

Total energy through lens

Imaging test,
radiometric
test of lens

Vignetting

Usually by requiring
transmission to drop
by less than 20% or
so at the edge of the
field

Uniformity of
irradiance
in the image

Imaging test,
radiometric
test of lens

designer. The reading of the resolution by a human observer is subjective, and the values
obtained may differ between observers. Therefore, it is necessary to specify the conditions
under which the test is to be carried out.
The type of target and its contrast need to be stated. The default standard in this case is
the ‘‘standard’’ U.S. Air Force three-bar target, with high contrast, and a 6:1 ratio of bar
length to width. This is usually selected as it will give the highest numerical values,
certainly politically desirable. However, studies have shown that there is a better
correlation between the resolution produced by a low-contrast target, say 2:1 contrast
ratio, or 0.33 modulation contrast and the general acceptability of an image.
The resolution is, of course, related to the value of the MTF in the spatial frequency
region of the resolution, as well as the threshold of detection or recognition for the
observer viewing the target. If the thresholds are available, the above-described empirical
relation between the rms wavefront error and the MTF can be used to estimate the
allowable aberration that can be left in the system after design or fabrication.
In the case of a system not intended to produce an image to be viewed by a human, a
specific definition of the required image contrast or energy concentration is usually
possible. The signal-to-noise ratio of the data transmitted to some electronic device that is
to make a decision can be calculated once a model for operation of the detector is
assumed. The specification writer can then work backward through the required MTF to
establish an acceptable level of image quality. The process is similar to that for the visual
system above, except that the threshold is fully calculable.
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In some cases, the fractional amount of energy collected by the aperture of the lens
from a small angular source, such as a star, falling within the dimensions of a detector of a
given size is desired. Such a requirement can be given directly to the designer.

Image Irradiance
The radiometry of the image is usually of importance. With an optical system containing
the source, such as a viewer, projector, or printer, the usual specification is of the
irradiance of the image in some appropriate units. Specifying the screen irradiance in watts
per square centimeter or, more commonly, foot-lamberts, implies a number of optical
properties. The radiance of the source, the transmission of the system and the apertures of
the lenses are derived from this requirement.
In the more usual imaging situation, the f -number and the transmission of the lens are
specified. If the lens covers a reasonable field, the allowable reduction in image irradiance
over the field of view must also be specified. This leads directly to the level of vignetting
that can be allowed by the designer in carrying out the setup and design of the lens system.
There is an interaction between these irradiance specifications and the image quality
that can be obtained. The requirement of a large numerical aperture leads to a more
difficult design problem, as the high-order aberration content is increased in lenses of high
numerical aperture.
An attempt to separate the geometrical aperture effects from the transmission of the
components of the lens is accomplished through the t -number specification. Since
the relative amount of irradiance falling on the focal plane is inversely proportional to
the square of the f / number of a lens, the effect of tranmission of the lens can be included
by dividing the f -number by the transmission of the lens.
t / number 5

f -number
4t

where t is the transmission factor for the lens. The transmission factor for the lens is the
product of the bulk transmission of the glass and the transmission factor for each of the
surfaces. When this is specified, the designer must provide a combination of lens
transmission and relative aperture that meets or exceeds a stated value.

Depth of Focus
The definition of the depth of focus is usually the result of a tolerance investigation. The
allowable focal depth is obtained by determining when an unacceptable level of image
quality is obtained. There is an obvious relation between the geometry of the lens
numerical aperture and the aberrations that establishes the change of MTF with focal
position. This effect can be computed for specific cases, or estimated by recognizing that
the relation between rms wavefront error and focus shift is
Wrmsdef 5

dl
8l ( f -number)2

which can be used in the above approximate MTF to provide an estimate of the likely
MTF over a focal range.
If there is a basic amount of aberration present in the lens, then the approximation is
that
Wrmstotal 5 4W 2rmsdef 1 W 2rmslens
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FIGURE 2 Approximate MTF as a function of focal position for various spatial frequencies.

leading to a calculation of the estimated MTF value for the given spatial frequency and
focal position. As an example, Fig. 2 provides a plot of the focal position change of the
MTF. The interpretation of this curve is straightforward. Each of the curves provides the
MTF versus focus for a spatial frequency that is the stated fraction of the cutoff spatial
frequency. The defocus is given in units of rms wavelength error, which can be obtained
from reference to the appropriate formula. Using this approximate data, a specification
writer can determine whether the requirements for image quality, f -number, and focal
depth are realistic.
An additional consideration regarding depth of focus is that the field of the lens must be
considered. The approximate model presented here is used at an individual field point. An
actual lens must show the expected depth of field across the entire image surface, which
places some limits upon the allowable field curvature. In general, it is the responsibility of
the specification writer to establish the goal. It is the responsibility of the optical designer
to determine whether the goal is realizable, and to design a system to meet the needs.

35.5 ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
Each element of the lens to be fabricated must be described in detail, usually through a
drawing. All of the dimensions will require tolerances, or plus and minus values that, if
met, lead to a high probability that the specified image quality goals will be met.
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Mechanical Dimensions
The mechanical dimensions are specified to ensure that the element will fit into the cell
sufficiently closely that the lens elements are held in alignment. This will be a result of
tolerance evaluation, and must include allowances for assembly, thermal changes, and so
on.
An important item for any lens is the interface specification, which describes the
method of mounting the lens to the optical device used with it. For some items, such as
cameras and microscopes, there are standard sizes and screw threads that should be used.
In other cases, the specification needs to describe a method for coupling or mounting the
optics in which there is a strain-free transfer of load between the lens and the mounting.

Optical Parameters
The optical parameters of the lens element relate to the surfaces that are part of the
image-forming process. The radius of curvature of the spherical refracting (or reflecting)
surfaces needs to be specified, as well as a plus or minus value providing the allowable
tolerances. When tested using a test glass or an interferometer, the important radius
specification is usually expressed in terms of fringes of spherical departure from the
nominal radius. In addition, the shape of the surface is usually specified in terms of the
fringes of irregularity that may be permitted.
When specifying a surface that will be measured on an interferometer, adjustment of
focus during the test can be made. In this case, the spherical component of the surface,
that is, the fringes of radius error, can be specified independently of the irregularity fringes
that are applicable to the surface. When test glasses are to be used, the spherical
component must be fabricated to within a small level of error to permit accurate reading of
the irregularity component of the surface.
The cosmetic characteristics of the surface also need to be stated. The specification for
this is as yet a bit imperfect, with the use of a scratch-and-dig number. This is actually
intended to be a comparison of surface scratches with a visual standard, but is generally
accepted to be in terms of a ratio, such as 20:10, which means, more or less, scratches of
less than 2 mm width and digs of less than 100 mm diameter. This specification is described
in MIL-O-13830, and is referred to a set of standards that are used for visual comparison
to the defects on the surface. There have been several attempts to quantify this
specification in detail, but no generally accepted standard has yet been achieved.

Material Specifications
The usual material for a lens is optical glass, although plastics are becoming more
commonly used in optics. The specification of a material requires identification of the type,
as, for example, BK7 glass from Schott. Additional data upon the homogeneity class and
the birefringence needs to be stated in ordering the glass. The homogeneity is usually
specified by class, currently P1 through P4 with the higher number representing the highest
homogeneity, or lowest variation of index of refraction throughout the glass. The method
of specifying glass varies with the manufacturer, and with the catalog date. It is necessary
to refer to a current catalog to ensure that the correct specification is being used.
Similar data should be provided regarding plastics. Additional data about transmission
is usually not necessary, as the type of material is selected from a catalog which provides
the physical description of the material. Usually, the manufacturer of the plastic will be
noted to ensure that the proper material is obtained.
Materials for reflective components similarly have catalog data describing the class and
properties of the material. In specifying such materials, it is usually necessary to add a
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description of the form and the final shape required for the blank from which the
components will be made.

Coating Specifications
The thin film coatings that are applied to the optical surfaces require some careful
specification writing. In general, the spectral characteristics need to be spelled out, such as
passband and maximum reflectivity for an antireflection coating. Requirements for the
environmental stability also need to be described, with reference to tests for film adhesion
and durability. Generally, the coating supplier will have a set of ‘‘in-house’’ specifications
that will guarantee a specific result that can be used as the basis for the coating
specification.

35.6 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

Temperature and Humidity
Specification setting should also include a description of the temperature range that will be
experienced in use or storage. This greatly affects the choice of materials that can be used.
The humidity and such militarily favorite specifications as salt spray tests are very
important in material selection and design.

Shock and Vibration
The ruggedness of an instrument is determined by the extent to which it survives bad
handling. A requirement that the lens shall survive some specified drop test can be used. In
other cases, stating the audio frequency power spectrum that is likely to be encountered by
the lens is a method of specifying ruggedness in environments such as spacecraft and
aircraft. In most cases, the delivery and storage environment is far more stressing than the
usage environment. Any specification written in this respect should be careful to state the
limits under which the instrument is actually supposed to operate, and the range over
which it is merely meant to survive storage.

35.7 PRESENTATION OF SPECIFICATIONS

Format for Specifications
The format used in conveying specifications for an optical system is sometimes constrained
by the governmental or industrial policy of the purchaser. Most often, there is no specific
format for expressing the specifications.
The best approach is to precede the specifications with a brief statement as to the goals
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for the use of the instrument being specified. Following this, the most important optical
parameters, such as focal length, f -number and field size (object and image) should be
stated. In some cases, magnification and overall object-to-image distance along with object
dimension will be the defining quantities.
Following this, the wavelength range, detector specifications, and a statement regarding
the required image quality should be given. The transmission of the lens is also important
at this stage.
Following the optical specifications, the mechanical and environmental requirements
should be stated. The temperature and humidity relations under which the optical system
needs to operate as well as a statement of storage environment are needed. Descriptions of
the mechanical environment, such as shock and vibration, are also important, even if
expressed generally.
Other important pieces of information, such as a desired cost target, can then be
included. Any special conditions, such as the need to be exposed to rapid temperature
changes or a radiation environment, should be clearly stated. Finally, some statement of
the finish quality for the optical system should be given.
In many cases, a list of applicable governmental specifications will be listed. In each
case it is appropriate to ensure that these referenced documents are actually available to
the individual who has to respond to the specification.

Use of International Standards
An important tool in writing specifications is the ability to refer to an established set of
standards that may be applicable to the system being designed. In some cases, the
development of specifications is simplified by the specification writer being able to refer to
a set of codified statements about the environment or other characteristics the system must
meet. In other cases, the established standards can be used as a reference to interpret parts
of the specifications being written. For example, there may be a set of standards regarding
interpretation of items included in a drawing.
Standards are an aid, not an end to specification. If the instrument must be
interchangeable with parts from other sources, then the standards must be adhered to
carefully. In other cases, the standards can serve as an indicator of accepted good practice
in design or fabrication. It is the responsibility of the specification writer to ensure that the
standard is applicable and meaningful in any particular situation.
At the present time there is growing activity in the preparation of standards for
drawings, interfaces and dimensions, MTF, and other properties of optical and electrooptical systems. The efforts in this direction are coordinated by the International Standards
organization, but there are a number of individual standards published by national
standards organizations in Germany, England, Japan, and the United States. The first
major publications are ISO 10110, detailing preparation of drawings for optical elements
and systems and ISO 9211, on optical coatings. Other standards on optical testing and
environmental requirements are in draft form.
The ISO standards are expected to provide significant detail on various standards
issues, and should become the principal guiding documents. At present, the standards
documents that are most used in the United States are the various military specifications,
or MIL-SPEC documents, that cover many different aspects of optical systems.
Information on published standards is available from the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), 11 West 42d Street, New York, NY 11036. Information on U.S.
Department of Defense standards is available from the Naval Publications and Forms
Center, 5801 Tabor Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19120.
The list of standards existing or in draft is very long. There are even more standards
describing the mechanical or electrical portions of an instrument. The specification writer
should become familiar with those that could be applicable to his or her task.
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35.8 PROBLEMS WITH SPECIFICATION WRITING
Underspecification
Failure to specify all of the conditions leaves the user vulnerable to having an instrument
that will not operate properly in the real world. In many cases, the designer may not be
aware of situations that may arise in operation that may affect the proper choice of design
methods. Therefore, the design may not meet the actual needs.
The engineer developing a specification should examine all aspects of the problem to be
solved, and carefully set the boundaries for the requirements on an optical system to meet
the needs. All of the pertinent information about the image quality, environment, and
relation to other systems that may interact with the lens being specified should be
considered. The specifying engineer should also review the physical limits on the image
quality and ensure that these are translated into realistic values.

Overspecification
Specifying image quality and focal position requirements too tightly can lead to problems.
Overspecification would seem to ensure that the needs will be met, but difficulties in
meeting these requirements can lead to designs that are difficult and expensive to build.
Achieving the goals can be costly and may fail. In such cases, the penalty for not quite
meeting very tight specifications can be serious, both economically and technically.

Boundary-Limit Specification
In most cases, the statement of goals or boundaries within which a lens must operate is
better than stating specific values. This leaves the designer with some room to maneuver to
find an economic solution to the design. Obviously, some fixed values are needed, such as
focal length, f -number, and field angle. However, too-tight specifications upon such items
as weight, space, and materials can force the design engineer into a corner where a less
desirable solution is achieved.
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36.1 GLOSSARY
a
BK7, SF2
C to F
f -number
n
r1, r2, r3, r4
t2
V
W
x
D
d
l

relative tolerance error
types of optical glass
spectral region 0.486 to 0.656 micrometers
relative aperture as in F / 2.8
refractive index
radii of curvature of surfaces
airspace thickness in sample lens
Abbe number or reciprocal dispersion
wavefront or pupil function
change factor
finite change in a parameter
small change in a parameter
wavelength

36.2 INTRODUCTION
Determination of the tolerances upon an optical system is one of the most important
subjects in optical design. No component can be made perfectly; thus, stating a reasonable
acceptable range for the dimensions or characteristics is important to ensure that an
economical, functioning instrument results. The tolerances attached to the dimensions
describing the parts of the lens system are an important communication by the designer to
the fabrication shop of the precision required in making the components and assembling
them into a final lens.
The tolerances are not the same as the specifications. Setting specifications is discussed
in Chap. 35 in this Handbook. The tolerances are responsive to the requested system
specifications, and are intended to ensure that the final, assembled instrument meets the
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requested performance. The specification placed upon the individual lens elements or
components are derived from the tolerances.
There are three principal issues in optical tolerancing. The first is the setting of an
appropriate goal for the image quality to be expected from the system. The second is the
translation of this goal into allowable changes introduced by errors occurring on each
component of the system. The third is the distribution of these allowable errors against all
of the components of the system, in which some components of the optical system may
partially or completely compensate for errors introduced by other components.

Optical versus Mechanical Tolerances
The tolerances upon mechanical parts, in which a dimension may be stated as a specific
value, plus or minus some allowable error, are familiar to any engineer. For example, the
diameter of a rotating shaft may be expressed as 20.00 mm 1 0.01 / 20.02 mm. This
dimension ensures that the shaft will fit into another component, such as the inner part of a
bearing, and that fabricating the shaft to within the specified range will ensure that proper
operational fit occurs.
Optical tolerances are more complicated, as they are generally stated as a mechanical
error in a dimension, but the allowable error is determined by the effect upon an entire set
of wavefronts passing through the lens. For example, the radius of curvature of a surface
may be specified as 27.00 mm Ú 0.05 mm. This is interpreted that the shape of the surface
should conform to a specific spherical form, but remain within a range of allowable
curvatures. Meeting this criterion indicates that the surface will perform properly in
producing a focused wavefront, along with other surfaces in the optical system.
Verification that the tolerance is met is usually carried out by an optical test, such as
examining the fit to a test plate.

Basis for Tolerances
The process involved in setting tolerances begins with setting of the minimum level of
acceptable image quality. This is usually expressed as the desired level of contrast at a
specific spatial frequency as expressed by the modulation transfer function. Each
parameter of the system is varied to determine how large an error is allowed before the
contrast is reduced to the specified level. This differential change is then used to set the
allowable range of error in each component.
In most cases, direct computation of the change in the contrast is a lengthy procedure,
so that a more direct function, such as the rms wavefront error, is used as the
quality-defining criterion. In other cases, the quantity of importance will be the focal
length, image position, or distortion.
Relating the computed individual errors in the system to the tolerances to be specified
is not always a simple matter. If there are several components, some errors may
compensate other errors. Thus, it would be easy to assign too tight a tolerance for each
surface unless these compensating effects, as well as the probability of a specific
distribution of errors, are used in assigning the final tolerances.

Tolerance Budgeting
The method of incorporating compensation of one error by another, as well as the
likelihood of obtaining a certain level of error in a defined fabrication process, is called
tolerance budgeting. As an example, in a lens system it may be found that maintaining the
thickness of a component may be easier than keeping the surfaces of the component at the
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right spherical form. The designer may choose to allow a looser tolerance for the thickness
and use some of the distributed error to tighten the tolerance on the radius of curvature. In
other cases, the shop carrying out the fabrication may be known to be able to measure
surfaces well, but has difficulty with the centering of the lenses. The designer may choose
to trade a tight tolerance upon the irregularity of the surfaces for a loose tolerance upon
the wedge in the lens components.
Finally, the effect of a plus error on one surface may be partially compensated by a
minus error on another surface. If the probability of errors is considered, the designer may
choose to budget a looser tolerance to both surfaces.
This budgeting of tolerances is one of the most difficult parts of a tolerancing process,
since judgment, rather than hard numbers, is very much a part of the budget decisions.

Tolerance Verification
Simply stating a set of allowable errors does not complete the integrated process of design
and fabrication. The errors must be measurable. Measurement of length can be gauged,
but has to be within the capabilities of the shop fabricating the optics. Measurement of
error in radius of curvature requires the use of an interferometer or test plates to
determine the shape of the surface. Measurement of the nonspherical component of the
surface, or the irregularity, requires either an estimate from the test plate, or a
computation of the lack of fit to a spherical surface based upon measured fringes.
Finally, the quality of a completed lens must be measurable. Use of a criterion that
cannot be measured or controlled by the shop or by the user is not acceptable. The
contrast mentioned is not always obtained by the optical shop. The surface errors as
measured by an interferometer or by test plates are common. Measurement of the final
wavefront from an assembled optical system is most frequently calculated in a summary
method by an interferometer. For this reason, wavefront tolerancing methods have
become the most commonly used methods of defining and verifying tolerances.

36.3 WAVEFRONT TOLERANCES
The rms wavefront error tolerancing method will now be used as an example of the
approach to evaluating the tolerances required to fabricate a lens. An example which
discusses the axial image tolerances for a doublet will be used to provide insight into the
tolerancing of a relatively simple system. Most optical tolerancing problems are far more
complex, but this example provides an insight into the methods applied. The specific
example selected for this article is an airspaced achromatic doublet using BK7 and SF2
glasses, F / 2.8, 100-mm focal length. The lens design is nominally of moderately good
quality, and is optimized over the usual C to F spectral range, with balanced spherical
aberration, and is corrected for coma.
Figure 1 is a drawing of the sample doublet used in this article. The locations of the four
radii of curvature and the airspace to be toleranced are indicated. The number of possible
errors that actually can occur in such a simple lens is surprisingly large. There are four
curvatures, two thicknesses, one airspace, and two materials that may have refractive index
or dispersion errors. In addition to these seven quantities, there are two element wedge
angles, four possible tilt, and four decenter possibilities, plus the irregularity on four
surfaces and the homogeneity of two materials. So far, there are 21 possible tolerances that
are required in order to completely define the lens. For interfacing to the lens mount, the
element diameters, roundness after edging, and cone angle on the edges must be
considered as well. More complex systems have far more possible sources of error. For the
example here, only the four radii and the airspace separation will be considered.
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FIGURE 1 Drawing of the doublet lens used for tolerancing.

Parameter Error Quality Definitions
The starting point for a tolerance calculation is the definition of a set of levels that may be
used to define the initial allowable range of variation of the parameters in the lens. The
magnitude of these classes of errors is determined by experience, and usually depends
upon the type of fabrication facility being used. Table 1 presents some realistic values for
different levels of shop capability.
These values are based upon the type of work that can be expected from different
shops, and serves as a guide for initiating the tolerancing process. It is obvious that the
degree of difficulty in meeting the quality goals becomes more expensive as the required
image quality increases.

Computation of Individual Tolerances
The individual tolerances to be applied to the parameters are obtained by computing the
effect of parameter changes upon the image-quality function. For the example doublet, the
nominal amount of rms wavefront error at the central wavelength is 0.116 waves, rms. It is
determined by the user from consideration of the needs for the application that the
maximum amount of error that is acceptable is 0.15 waves, rms. The tolerancing task is to

TABLE 1 Reasonable Starting Points for Tolerancing a Lens System
Parameter

Commercial

Wavefront residual

0.25 wave rms
2-wave peak
0.1 mm
1.0%
0.001
1.0%
0.0001
0.1 mm
1 arc min
2 rings
1 ring

Thickness
Radius
Index
V-number
Homogeneity
Decenter
Tilt
Sphericity
Irregularity

Precision
0.1 wave rms
0.5 wave peak
0.01 mm
0.1%
0.0001
0.1%
0.00001
0.01 mm
10 arc sec
1 ring
0.25 ring

High precision
,0.07 wave rms
,0.25 wave peak
0.001 mm
0.01%
0.00001
0.01%
0.000002
0.001 mm
1 arc sec
0.25 ring
,0.1 ring
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FIGURE 2 Some examples of the effect of various rms errors on the MTF of the sample
doublet. (The rms error is stated in wavelengths.)

specify the tolerances upon the radii of curvature and the separation between the
components such that the goal is met.
The reason for the choice of 0.15 waves rms is indicated by Fig. 2. The designer
experimented with several choices of focus position to obtain a set of plots of the MTF for
different amounts of error. This is not a general conclusion since the source of error
follows a specified pattern, but the samples permit the intelligent selection of an upper
bound to the required error. In a lens with more sources of error, and with larger amounts
of aberration in the basic design, an example such as this is extremely necessary to avoid
an error in the goal for the final image quality.
The first computation of the effect of nominal changes in the parameters on the rms
wavefront error leads to the results in Table 2. Only the radii and thickness are considered
for this example. The two columns for rms wavefront effect are first, for the aberration if
no adjustment for best focus is made, and second, permitting the establishment of best
focus after assembly of the lens.
Table 2 shows that the effect of a change in the parameter will have an effect
proportional to the change, but that the factor relating the change to the resulting
wavefront error is different for the various parameters. The amount of change if the
parameter is not compensated by allowing an adjustment for best focus is quite minimal.
Any one of the parameters would have to be maintained within a range far less than the
delta used in computation. The allowance of a compensating focal shift does greatly loosen
the tolerance.
Since the acceptable goal is 0.15 waves, rms, the amount of change of an individual
parameter to attain the acceptable level is about 50 times that of r 1 and r 4 , but the change

TABLE 2 Finite Differentials for Computing Tolerances
Parameter
r1
r2
r3
r4
t2

Delta
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.025 mm

Rms uncompensated

Rms compensated

0.740
1.187
1.456
0.346
1.155

0.117
0.171
0.157
0.110
0.152
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of 0.1 percent would be excessive for r 2 and r 3. The allowable change for t 2 alone would
be just about the delta of 0.025 mm.

Combination of Tolerances
No parameter in a lens lives alone. The effect upon the image will be the result of
combining the effect of all of the errors. If the errors are uncorrelated, then the usual
statistical summing of errors can be used. This states that the total amount of aberration
produced by the errors can be found by using

–O W 5 –O Sa x Wx D

2

Wrms 5

rms

2
i

i

i i

i

i

where the sum is taken over the i parameters of interest. The x factors are the amount of
change used in computing the change of wavefront error and the a factors are the relative
amount of tolerance error allotted to each parameter in units of the delta used in the
computation.
There are implicit assumptions in the application of this method to distributing
tolerances. The principal assumption is that the fabrication errors will follow normal
gaussian statistics. For many fabrication processes, this is not true, and modification of the
approach is required.
For the example of the doublet, Table 3 can be generated to evaluate the different
possibilities in assigning tolerances. The allowable change in rms wavefront error is 0.033
waves; thus the root sum square of all of the contributors must not exceed that amount.
In Table 3 the first column identifies the parameter, the second states the delta used in
the computation, the third states the amount of wavefront error caused by a delta amount.
The final two columns show different budgeting of the allowable error. Distribution 1
loosens the outer radii and the thickness at the cost of maintaining the inner radii very
tightly. Distribution 2 tightens the outer radii and spacing tolerances, but loosens the inner
radii tolerances. Depending upon the capabilities of the shop selected to make the optics,
one of these may be preferable.
The interpretation of these statistical summations is that they are the sum of a number
of different random processes. Thus, if the interpretation of each of the values given is the
width of a normal distribution, which implies that 67 percent of the samples lie within that
value, then 67 percent of the resulting combinations will lie within that range. If the
interpretation is a two- or three-sigma value, the interpretation of the result follows
similarly.

TABLE 3 Two Possible Tolerance Distributions for the Doublet
Parameter

Delta

Coefficient

Distbn. 1

r1
r2
r3
r4
t2

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.025 mm

0.00071
0.05440
0.04069
0.00069
0.03589
rms change

10.0
0.25
0.25
10.0
0.75
0.033

Distbn. 2
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.5
0.033
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FIGURE 3 The resulting effect of different tolerance budgets for the sample doublet.

Figure 3 shows the effect of the various choices of allowable error distribution on the
modulation transfer function of the lens. Either of the distributions stated in Table 3
provides an acceptable lens. For comparison, the allowable tolerances were doubled to
provide distribution 2a , which is clearly not an acceptable lens. A spot check of some
sample distributions is always relevant when doing tolerancing just to ensure that a
reasonable relation between the toleranced system and acceptable image quality exists.
In any manufacturing process, the individual statistics will not necessarily follow a
random rule. The interpretation is somewhat modified, but the principle still remains. In
some cases, parameters may not be independent. For example, in the doublet there is a
linking between the values of r 2 and r 3 that would loosen the tolerances if both are in
error in the same direction. This could be used to advantage if the manufacturing process
is carefully defined.

Use of Compensators
The use of compensators to loosen the tolerances was indicated above. An example of
compensation for aberrations can be seen from a single lens element. If the first curvature
is varied, both the elment power and the spherical aberration from the element will
change. However, a specific change of the second radius can restore the focal position and
reduce the change of spherical aberration. Thus the tolerance allowed to the first curvature
needs to take into account the possibility of a correlated or deliberate change in the second
curvature. It is evident that the proper use of compensators can greatly loosen the
tolerances applied to a surface.
A compensation that is frequently employed is the establishment of the correct focal
position after assembly of the lens. If this procedure is followed, the individual tolerances
upon the surface of the elements can be loosened. It is obvious that the tolerancing and the
development of a plan for fabrication and assembly must be coordinated.
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36.4 OTHER TOLERANCES
Often, a particular optical parameter for the lens must be specified and maintained.
Sometimes, for example, the focal length or back focus must be obtained within some
tolerance. The computation of these paraxial constants for the lens can be made in the
usual manner, and tolerances obtained by using differentials relating each of the
parameters to the quantity, such as the focal length, and then distributing the tolerances in
a manner similar to that shown above for the doublet.

Boresight
The pointing direction, or boresight, for a lens is sometimes of interest. Errors in boresight
are usually due to asymmetric fabrication or mounting errors for the lens. In the simplest
manner, one needs simply to trace an axial ray through the lens, and evaluate the direction
of this ray as a result of introducing tilts and decenters of the surfaces, or of entire
components. Tolerances upon the lens parameters can be obtained by the procedure
described for the doublet above, substituting the boresight error for the wavefront error.

Distortion
Distortion is the failure of the lens to provide a constant mapping from object space to
image space. There are alternate interpretations for this error, which can have radial
components due to symmetric errors in the lens, as well as tangential components from tilt
and decenter of the lens components. This can be toleranced in the usual manner, but may
be related to some general properties of the lens, such as the overall glass thickness of the
components. In the simplest case, the tolerances upon distortion may be obtained from
direct aberration computation. In complex cases, it may be necessary to compute the
actual location of the centroid of the image as a function of image position and in the best
image location.

Assembly
Assembly tolerances are related to the tolerances on image quality. The elements must be
located and held in position so that the resulting image-quality goals are met. There are
additional questions of allowing sufficient clearance between the elements and the lens
barrel so that the elements can be inserted into the barrel without breaking or being
strained by the mountings. These must be considered in stating the allowable dimensional
range in the diameter, wedge, and concentricity of the edge of the lens.

36.5 STARTING POINTS
Shop Practice
Table 3, given as part of the sample tolerancing of the doublet, provides some estimates of
the accuracies to which an optical shop may operate. These generic levels of error convey
what is likely to be possible. The designer carrying out a tolerance evaluation should
consult with probable fabrication shops for modification to this table. The tolerances that
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are ultimately assigned relate errors in the system to acceptable errors in the image.
However, an understanding of shop practice is of great assistance in intelligent budgeting
of tolerances.

Measurement Practice
Contemporary practice in optical fabrication and testing is to use interferometry to define
wavefronts and surfaces. A convention that has become common in recent years is the use
of polynomials fitted to the wavefront as a method of describing the wavefront. There are
several representations used, the most frequent of which is a limited set of Zernike
polynomials. These ideally serve as an orthonormal set describing the wavefront or surface
up to a specific order or symmetry. In tolerancing, the principal use for the coefficients of
the Zernike set has been the easy computation of the rms wavefront error fitted to a given
order. Thus the residual error in the system can be described after removal of low-order
error such as focus or coma, which can sometimes be attributed to properties of the test
setup.

36.6 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The most important material is optical glass. Specification of the material usually includes
some expected level of error in index of refraction or dispersion. In addition, glass is
offered having several different levels of homogeneity of index of refraction. The usual
range allows for grades of glass having index of refraction inhomogeneity ranging from
Ú0.00001 to less than Ú0.0000001 within a single glass blank. It is usually assumed that this
variation will be random, but the process of glass manufacturing does not guarantee this.
To place a tolerance upon the required glass homogeneity variation, the concept of
wavefront tolerancing can be used. In general, the amount of wavefront error that can be
expected along a glass path of length t through the glass is

dW 5

dN 3 t
l

For example, if a lens has a glass path of 5 centimeters but an error of 0.01 wavelengths
is assigned to glass homogeneity, then the allowable glass homogeneity is about 0.00000013
within the glass. Thus precision-quality glass is needed for this application. For less glass
path or looser tolerance assignment to glass homogeneity error, the required glass
precision can be loosened. For a prism, the light path may be folded within the glass, so
that an effective longer glass path occurs.

36.7 TOLERANCING PROCEDURES
The example of the doublet serves to illustrate the basic principles involved in determining
the tolerances upon a lens system. Most lens design programs contain routines that carry
out tolerancing to various degrees of sophistication. Some programs are capable of
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presenting a set of tolerances automatically with only limited input from the designer. The
output is a neat table of parameters and allowable ranges in the parameters that can be
handed to the shop. This appears to be a quite painless method of carrying out a complex
procedure, but it must be remembered that the process is based upon application of a set
of principles defined by the program writer, and the result is limited by the algorithms and
specific logic used. In most cases, some trials of samples of the suggested tolerance
distribution will suggest changes that can be made to simplify production of the lens
system.

Direct Calculation
The preceding discussion describes methods used in calculating the tolerance distribution
for a lens system. Frequently, tolerance determinations for special optical systems are
required that either do not require the formal calculation described above, or may be
sufficiently unusual that the use of a lens-design program is not possible. In that case,
application of the principles is best accomplished directly.
The procedure is first to decide upon a meaningful measure of the image quality
required. In fact, the term ‘‘image quality’’ may require some broader interpretation. For
example, the problem may be to optimize the amount of energy that is collected by a
sensor in an optical communication system; or the goal may be to scan a specific pattern
with specific goals on the straightness of the projected spot or line during the scan.
The next step is to express the desired image quality in a numeric form. Usually, the
rms wavefront error is the useful quantity. In some cases, other values such as the focus
location of a beam waist or the size of the beam waist may be pertinent. In radiometric
cases, the amount of flux within a specified area on the image surface (or within a specified
angular diameter when projected to the object space) may be the pertinent value.
Once this is accomplished, the third step is to determine the relation between small
changes in the parameters of the optical system and changes in the desired image quality
function. This is usually accomplished by making small changes in each of the parameters,
and computing the value of each differential as
dW DW
5
dxj Dxj
where the right side is a finite differential. On occasion, the magnitude of this relation is
nonlinear, and may require verification by using different magnitudes of change in the
parameter.
This computation provides relations for independent, individual changes of the
parameters. The possibility of compensation by joint changes in two or more parameters
also has to be investigated. The best approach is to compute changes in the image-quality
parameter in which specific coupling of parameters is included. For example, the
differentials for variation of the curvatures of the two surfaces of a lens independently will
be significantly different than the coupled changes of both surfaces simultaneously, either
in the same or different directions.

Spreadsheet Calculation
The differentials must be combined in some manner to provide insight into the tolerance
distribution. The best way to accomplish this is to develop a spreadsheet which allows
simultaneous evaluation of the combination of errors using the equation for rms
summation stated earlier. The use of spreadsheets for calculation is so common today that
details need not be covered in this article.
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Lens-Design Programs
The use of lens-design programs for tolerance calculation is becoming very widespread
because of the proliferation of programs for use on the PC-level computer. The status of
lens-design programs changes rapidly, so that any specific comments regarding the use of
any program is sure to be out of date by the time this book appears in print. Suffice it to
say that all of the principal programs have sections devoted to establishing tolerances.
Usually the approach follows the procedures illustrated earlier in this chapter, with finite
changes, or sometimes true computed analytical derivatives, used to establish a change
table relating parameters to changes in the state of correction of the lens. In this case, the
tolerances would be a listing of the allowed changes in the parameter to remain within
some specified distance from the design values in aberration space. Some programs use a
more complex approach where the allowable change in such quantities as the contrast
value of the modulation transfer function at specified spatial frequencies is computed.
The distribution of tolerances is usually established according to the statistical addition
rules given above. Some programs permit the user to specify the type of distribution of
errors to be expected for various types of parameters.
As recommended above, it is strongly suggested that the user or designer not accept
blindly the results of any tolerancing run but, rather, do some spot checking to verify the
validity of the range of numbers computed. It is frequently found that alterations in the
specified tolerances will occur as a result of such an investigation.

36.8 PROBLEMS IN TOLERANCING
Finally, it is useful to recite some of the problems remaining in establishing tolerances for a
lens system. Even though the computational approach has reached a high level of
sophistication for some lens-design programs, there are aspects of tolerancing that more
closely approach an art than a science. The judgment of the designer or user of a tolerance
program is of importance in obtaining a successful conclusion to a project.

Use of Computer Techniques
The use of a computer program mandates the application of rules that have been
established by the writer of the program. These rules, of necessity, are general and
designed to cover as many cases as possible. As such, they are not likely to be optimum for
any specific problem. User modifications of the weighting, aberration goals, and tolerance
image-quality requirements are almost always necessary.

Overtightening
The safe thing for a designer to do is to require very tight tolerances. This overtightening
may ensure that the fabricated system comes close to the designed system, but the cost of
production will likely be significantly higher. In some cases, the added cost generated by
the overtight tolerances can raise the cost of the lens to the point where the entire project
is abandoned.
The designer should consult with the fabricators of the optical system to develop an
approach to assembly and testing that will allow the use of more compensating spacings or
alignments to permit loosening of some of the tight tolerances.
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Overloosening
A similar set of comments can be made about too-generous tolerances. In many schemes
for production, these loose tolerances are justified by inclusion of an alignment step that
corrects or compensates for cumulative system error. Too casual an approach to
developing tolerances that require specific assembly processes, which are not fully
communicated to the project, can result in a lens which is initially inexpensive to build, but
becomes expensive after significant rework required to correct the errors.

Judgment factors
The last two sections really state that judgment is required. There is no completely
‘‘cookbook’’ approach to tolerancing any but the very simplest cases. The principles stated
in this article need to be applied with a full knowledge of the relation between a change in
a system parameter and the effect upon the image quality. In some cases, a completely
novel relationship needs to be developed, which may include, for example, the connection
between the alignment of a laser cavity and a nonlinear component included within the
cavity. Finite difference calculations to obtain the output level can be developed using
whatever computation techniques are appropriate. These values can be combined in a
spreadsheet to examine the consequence of various distributions of the allowable errors.
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37.1 GLOSSARY
A
D
E
K
m
P
p
R
S
T
t
W
a
D
Dr
DT
f, w
θr
…

acceleration factor (mach number) and area (with subscript)
diameter
Young’s modulus
special factors
reciprocal of …
total preload
linear preload
radius of curvature
stress
temperature
thickness
weight
thermal expansion coefficient
decentration
radial clearance
temperature change
angle
roll angle
Poisson’s ratio

Subscripts
A
axial
c
other contact
E
lens edge
G
glass
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M
R
T
t

metal
radial
toroid
tangent contact

37.2 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This chapter summarizes the most common techniques used to mount lenses, windows, and
similar rotationally symmetric optical components as well as small mirrors and prisms to
their mechanical surrounds. Typical interfaces between the optical and mechanical
components are discussed. Included are considerations of mechanical (clamped) and
elastomeric mounts for individual components and for assemblies of components,
equations for estimating stresses within certain components due to mounting forces, and
selected design methods for minimizing the adverse effects of shock, vibration, and
temperature changes. Although we refer here to optics as if they are always made of glass
and to mechanical parts (housings, cells, spacers, retainers, etc.) as if they are always made
of metal, it should be understood that many of these mounting considerations also apply to
other materials such as plastics or crystals. Examples are given to illustrate typical
mounting design configurations.
Mountings for large (i.e., astronomical-telescope-sized) optics are not considered here.
Readers interested in more general treatments of optical component mounting technology
are referred to ‘‘Selected Papers on Optomechanical Design,’’ SPIE Milestone Series , vol.
770, D. C. O’Shea, editor, (1988) and ‘‘Optomechanical Design,’’ SPIE Critical Rey iews ,
vol. CR43, Paul R. Yoder, Jr., editor, (1992).

37.3 MOUNTING INDIVIDUAL LENSES
General Considerations
Contact between a rotationally symmetric optical component and its mount can occur at
the cylindrical rim, at ground bevels, or at the polished surfaces. Any force in the axial
direction exerted by the mount onto the component within or outside the clear aperture is
called axial preload. Generally, a modest axial preload is desired at assembly since this
tends to prevent motion of the component relative to the mount. Forces exerted in the
radial direction at the rim of the component are generally referred to as ‘‘hoop’’ forces.
Both types of compressive forces tend to introduce stress into the glass, so should be kept
within acceptable limits. Stress can introduce birefringence into the component or, in
extreme cases, damage the glass. Changes in temperature, vibration, and shock are
common causes of excessive applied forces which cause stress.
A glass optical component can usually withstand compressive stress as large as
3.45 3 108 N / m2 without failure, so this value is generally accepted as a survival tolerance.1
In some designs, component surfaces can be placed in tension as a result of applied forces.
A commonly accepted tolerance for tensile stress is 6.9 3 106 N / m2. Under operating
environmental conditions, distortions of optical surfaces due to mounting stresses can
degrade performance. No simple means for predicting refracting or reflecting surface
deformations due to external forces are available; techniques such as finite element
analysis are usually employed to evaluate such deformations. Systems using polarized light
may be sensitive to stress-induced birefringence. A common tolerance for stress in such
cases is 3.45 3 106 N / m2.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 1 Techniques for holding a lens in a cell with (a ) C-shaped ring
snapped into a groove and (b ) pressed-in continuous ring. [From Ref. 7.]

Simple, Low-Cost Designs
Two techniques sometimes used to secure lenses into housings or cells with nonthreaded
retaining rings are illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a , the lens is constrained between a
shoulder integral to the mount and a ‘‘C’’-shaped (i.e. discontinuous) ring with circular
cross section that snaps into a groove machined into the inside diameter (ID) of the
mount. The edge thickness of the lens, the cross-sectional diameter of the ring and the
location, depth, and width of the groove all need to be controlled during manufacture if
both the shoulder and ring are to touch the lens at assembly.
Another design, shown in Fig. 1b , uses a continuous ring of rectangular cross section
and outside diameter (OD) slightly smaller (typically by 5 to 15 mm) than the ID of the
mount. An interference fit will then be obtained if the ring is pressed into the cell. It is
quite difficult to impose a specific axial preload on the lens if the ring must be pressed in
place since it is hard to discern when contact just occurs. Assembly is facilitated if the ring
is cooled and / or the mount is heated so the ring slides easily into the mount until it just
touches the lens. Upon returning to thermal equilibrium, a slight axial preload will then be
exerted upon the lens.
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In both designs, temperature decreases will increase axial preload on the lens, while
temperature increases will decrease that preload. In the design of Fig. 1a , the ring will tend
to squeeze from the groove if the temperature drops, thereby tending to relieve axial
stress. At some elevated temperature, the lens in either design may be free of axial
constraint so it can move about within the mount under gravitational, shock, or vibration
loadings.
In these designs, radial clearance, Dr , of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 mm is typically provided
between the lens and the mount. Decentration of either lens vertex when not constrained
may then be as large as Dr and the lens may tilt (or roll) within the mount through an
angle θ r as large as 2Dr / tE in radians, where tE is the lens edge thickness in mm.
The ring of Fig. 1a can be removed if necessary for maintenance purposes, but it is
virtually impossible to remove that of Fig. 1b without damage. Neither of these designs
should be used if precise control of lens position is needed under all environmental
conditions or if a particular preload is desired at the time of assembly. Designs using
threaded retaining rings are preferred in those cases.
Figure 2 shows a typical configuration of a lens burnished into a cell. The cell must be
made of malleable material such as brass or an aluminum alloy. Usually the cell is
mounted onto a spindle (note the integral chucking thread provided for this purpose); the
lens is inserted and held securely against the shoulder while rotating. A burnishing tool
(such as a set of three rollers inclined to the rotation axis by 458 and located at 1208
intervals about that axis) is pressed against the protruding lip of the cell causing the metal
to bend over the edge of the lens and clamping it in place. If the burnishing tool’s forces
act symmetrically, the lens may tend to center within the ID of the cell. Once again,
creation of a specific axial preload is virtually impossible. Dissassembly of a lens mounted
in this manner without damage is quite difficult. This mounting arrangement is most
frequently used in microscope objectives, eyepieces, and small camera-lens assemblies.2,3
Figure 3 illustrates a simple mounting configuration described by Hopkins4 in which a
lens is appropriately centered within a cell and then secured in place with a ring of room
temperature vulcanizing (RTV) adhesive contacting the polished surface. To prevent
movement of the lens due to shrinkage during curing of the adhesive, temporary use of
centering spacers, dabs of beeswax, or an external fixture that secures the lens to the cell is
recommended. This design has the advantage of providing a relatively stress-free
environment for the optical component.

Mounts Using Threaded Retaining Rings
Typical Configurations . Use of a threaded retaining ring to secure a lens against a
reference surface such as a shoulder or a spacer within a cell or housing offers several
advantages over the above-described lens mounts. This type mount can easily be
assembled and disassembled without damage; it automatically compensates for lens edge
thickness variations; it can provide a reasonably predictable axial preload; and it is
compatible with sealing with an injected sealant or with an O-ring.
Figures 4 through 7 illustrate concepts for interfaces between a cell shoulder, a lens, and
a threaded retainer. The simplest provides line contact at a sharp corner around the
periphery of each lens surface. The corner can be a 908 intersection between a cylindrical
hole and a plane (Fig. 4a ) or an obtuse angle such as a 1358 intersection between a conical
surface and a plane (Fig. 4b ). Acute corner angles should be avoided. A sharp corner
interface can be used with either convex or concave lens surfaces. Accuracy of the actual
intersection angle is not essential; errors of Ú28 usually are tolerable. Good machining
practice calls for the sharp corner to be burnished slightly to minimize burrs or nicks.
Typically, a radius of the order of 0.05 mm then results.5 A tendency for better (i.e.,
smoother) sharp edges to result from machining an obtuse angle intersection was reported
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FIGURE 2 Lens burnished into a cell made of
malleable metal. [From Ref. 12.]

FIGURE 3 Lens secured in a cell by a ring of adhesive
contacting the polished surface. [From Ref. 4.]

FIGURE 4 Techniques for holding a lens with sharp corner interfaces: (a ) 908 corner on convex
surface and (b ) 1358 corner on concave surface. [From Ref. 8.]
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FIGURE 5 Technique for holding a lens with a conical
(tangential) interface. Note this is applicable only to
convex surfaces. [From Ref. 8.]

FIGURE 6 Techniques for holding a lens with toroidal interfaces:
(a ) convex surface and (b ) concave surface. [From Ref. 8.]
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FIGURE 7 Techniques for holding a lens with spherical interfaces:
(a ) convex surface and (b ) concave surface. [From Ref. 8.]

by Hopkins.4 The radial height of line contact, yc , usually is just slightly greater than the
radius of the lens’ clear aperture.
Tangential contact at a height yc (in mm) is illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be used only with
convex lens surfaces. The half-angle w of the right-circular cone in such an interface is
given by the following equation:

w 5 908-arcsin ( yc / R )

(1)

where R is the lens’ radius of curvature in mm and yc in mm is typically one-half the
arithmetic average of the lens’ clear aperture and its OD. The typical tolerance on w is
Ú28.
Toroidal contact between the mechanical and optical components can be provided for
either convex or concave lens surfaces. (See Fig. 6.) In each case, the center of curvature
of the circular arc defining the doughnut-shaped toroid is located off the axis by the
dimensions yT and lies on the local normal to the lens surface at yc where yc is as defined
for tangent contact. Preferred values for the sectional radius of the toroids are $10R for a
convex surface and $0.5R for a concave surface, where R is the radius of the lens surface.6
If the mechanical interface with the lens is lapped to the same spherical radius as the
lens surface within a few fringes of visible light, a spherical interface mount can be
produced. (See Fig. 7.) If the radii of the mechanical and optical surfaces do not match
adequately, the interface will degenerate into line contact at the inner or outer edge of the
annular mechanical area. Manufacture of the spherical interface mount is costly due to this
need for radius matching. Hence, it is generally used only in special designs.
In each of the above-described lens mounts, contact of the metal occurs on polished
glass surfaces. These surfaces are usually accurately made and well aligned to each other
due to the inherent nature of the optical polishing and edging processes. In most lenses,
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FIGURE 8 Techniques for holding plane parallel plates or
lenses with flat bevels on convex and concave surfaces. [From
Ref. 8.]

contact occurs at a zone where the optical surface is inclined with respect to the axially
directed force imposed by the retainer. Radial components of that force tend to center the
lens with respect to the axis. The magnitude of this centering tendency depends upon the
radius of curvature of the lens surface, with sharply curved surfaces centering more easily
than flatter ones.
Contact against flat bevels ground into the edges of the lens’ spherical surfaces can be
provided as shown in Fig. 8. Such interfaces have the advantage of distributing axial
preload due to the clamping action of the retaining ring over a large area on the lens,
thereby reducing stress buildup within the glass. They have the disadvantages of not being
able to help self-center the lens and of referencing against secondary surfaces of potentially
reduced angular accuracy as compared to the polished lens surfaces. While accurate flat
bevels can be produced, they add significantly to the cost of the lens. In the sections which
follow, a simplistic treatment of forces and stresses at the optomechanical interface as
summarized by Yoder6–8 is given. These analytical methods can be used to compare
alternate designs or to assess the need for experimental verification or more rigorous
analyses using, for example, finite element analysis methods.
Axial Preload and Axial Stress Relationships at Assembly Temperature . If we know the
total preload P in newtons exerted by the retainer against the lens at the zonal contact
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radius yc in mm during assembly at a temperature of (typically) 208C, the resulting axial
stress SA in N / m2 developed within the contact area on the glass can be estimated using the
following equation:7,8
SA 5 20 .798(K 1 p / K 2)1/2
where

(2)

p 5 linear preload 5 P / (2π yc ) in N / mm
K 1 5 (D1 1 D2) / D1 D2 for a sharp corner contacting a convex surface
5 (D1 2 D2) / D1 D2 for a sharp corner contacting a concave surface
5 1 / D1 for a conical surface contacting a convex surface (tangent interface)
5 1.1 / D1 for a toroid surface of sectional radius 10D1 contacting a convex surface
5 1 / D1 for a toroid surface of sectional radius 0.5D1 contacting a concave surface
D1 5 twice the lens radius of curvature in mm
D2 5 0.1 mm 5 twice the sharp corner radius
K 2 5 ((1 2 … 2G) / EG ) 1 ((1 2 … 2M) / EM )

… G 5 Poisson’s ratio for the glass
… M 5 Poisson’s ratio for the metal
EG 5 Young’s modulus for the glass in N / m2
EM 5 Young’s modulus for the metal in N / m2
Equations for the contact stresses introduced into a lens with flat bevel or spherical
interfaces are not included here because those stresses would be relatively insignificant as
compared to those with the interfaces listed. As shown by Yoder,6 the contact stresses
computed for the toroidal interface cases would be within 5 percent of those computed for
the tangential case and much smaller than those for sharp corner interfaces.
Axial Preload Required to Restrain the Optical Component at Eley ated
Temperature . As the temperature rises, the metal of the mount expands more than the
glass component within. Any axial preload existing at assembly will then be reduced. If the
temperature rises sufficiently, this preload may disappear and the optic is free to move
within the mount due to external forces. Ideally, unless the position and orientation of the
lens are not critical in the application, the design should prevent such freedom at the
highest temperature that the instrument is to survive without damage. For military
applications, this highest temperature is typically 718C. Instruments for laboratory,
commercial, or consumer use may have lower survival temperature requirements.
One way of preventing this release of preload is to provide a sufficient preload at
assembly, P1 , in newtons, so that the force on the lens is just reduced to zero at the highest
survival temperature. Defining the change in temperature from that at assembly to the
highest value as DT , we can use the following equation to estimate the axial preload
required at assembly:7,8
P1 5 K 3(DT )
where K 3 5 2EG AG EM AM (a M 2 a G ) / (2)((EG AG / 2) 1 EM AM ) if 2yc 1 tE , DG
9 EM AM (a M 2 a G ) / (2)((EG AG
9 / 2) 1 EM Am ) if 2yc 1 tE . 5DG
K 3 5 2EG AG
AM 5 2π tc ((DM / 2) 1 (tc / 2)) in mm2
tc 5 cell wall thickness in mm at lens rim

(3)
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AG 5 2π yc tE in mm2
tE 5 lens edge thickness in mm at height yc
A9G 5 (π / 4)(DG 2 tE 1 2yc )(DG 1 tE 2 2yc ) in mm2
DG 5 lens OD in mm
a M 5 thermal expansion coefficient of the metal in ppm / 8C
a G 5 thermal expansion coefficient of the glass in ppm / 8C
and all other terms are as defined earlier.
Axial Preload Required to Restrain the Optical Component Against Acceleration
Forces . If the optic is expected to experience acceleration forces due to gravity, shock, or
vibration and its axial location within the mount must remain unchanged during such
exposure, it should be constrained by an axial preload P2 in newtons, as given by the
following equation:
P2 5 29.807WA
(4)
where W 5 weight of optical component in kg
A 5 maximum imposed acceleration factor (expressed as a multiple of gravity)
Total Axial Preload to Restrain the Optic Against Acceleration and Release of Preload
at the Highest Sury iy al Temperature . By adding the preloads computed by Eqs. (3) and
(4) one obtains the approximate total axial preload PT , in newtons, required to constrain
the optic against axial acceleration forces and to prevent complete release of assembly
preload at the highest temperature. This preload may be very high if the lens and cell
materials do not match closely in thermal expansion properties. A lower preload can be
used if the motion of the lens within the clearance created by expansion of the cell away
from the lens is tolerable.
Retaining Ring Torque Required to Produce a Giy en Axial Preload . The magnitude of
the torque M , in N-cm, that should be applied to the retaining ring to introduce a given
axial preload PT , in newtons, to the edge of the lens can be approximated from the
following empirically derived formula given by Kowalski:9
M 5 0.2PT DR

(5)

where DR is the pitch diameter in cm of the thread on the ring.
Axial Stress Introduced at Reduced Temperatures . If the temperature decreases by 2DT
in 8C from that existing at assembly, the preload exerted by the retaining ring increases
due to differential expansion of the mount and the optical component. The change in axial
preload on the glass, P1 , in newtons, is given by Eq. (3) as defined above. The usual lower
limit for survival temperature of military optical instrumentation is 2628C. It should be
noted that the preload PT at assembly should be added to that estimated by this application
of Eq. (3) to give the total preload at reduced temperature. Contact stress within the glass
can be computed by use of Eq. (2) and the average (or bulk) stress SBG within the glass can
9 as appropriate. The average (or bulk)
be estimated as 2(P1 1 PT ) / AG or 2(P1 1 PT ) / AG
stress SBM within the cell wall can be estimated as (P1 1 PT ) / AM . These bulk stresses are
generally much smaller than the corresponding contact stresses computed by Eq. (2).
Radial Stress Introduced at Reduced Temperatures . In all designs considered above,
radial clearance was assumed to exist between the optic and the mount. In some designs,
this clearance is the minimum allowing assembly so, at some reduced temperature, the
metal touches the rim of the optic and, at still lower temperatures, a so-called ‘‘hoop’’
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stress develops. The magnitude of this stress SR (N / m2) for a given temperature drop DT ,
in 8C can be estimated by the following equation:7
SR 5 K 4 K 5 DT

(6)

where K 4 5 (a M 2 a G ) / ((1 / EG ) 1 (DG / 2EM tC ))
K 5 5 (1 1 ((2Dr ) / (Dg DT )(a M 2 a G )))
DG 5 optical component OD in mm
tC 5 mount wall thickness outside rim of the optic in mm
Ar 5 radial clearance in mm
If Dr exceeds DG DT (a M 2 a G ) / 2 , the lens will not be constrained by the cell ID, and
hoop stress will not develop within the temperature range DT due to rim contact.
Combined Axial / Radial Stress at Reduced Temperatures . Bayar10 indicated that the
combined effect of axial and radial stresses within the optical component can be estimated
as the root sum square (rss) of the orthogonal stresses. This is most significant at
worst-case reduced temperature. Hence:
Srss 5 ((SBG )2 1 (SR)2)1/2

(7)

where all terms are as defined above.
Growth of Radial Clearance at Increased Temperatures . The increases in radial and
axial clearances, DgapR and DgapA , in mm, between the optic and the mount due to a
temperature increase of DT in 8C from that at assembly can be estimated by the following
equations:
DgapR 5 K 6DT
(8)
DgapA 5 K 7DT

(9)

where K 6 5 (a M 2 a G )DG / 2
K 7 5 (a M 2 a G )tE
and all terms are as defined above.
Stresses Due to Bending of the Component . If the lines of contact between the mount
and optical component occur at different radii from the axis, axial forces applied through
those contacts can cause bending of the surfaces. (See Fig. 9.) One of the surfaces must

FIGURE 9 Schematic diagram of axial forces tending
to bend an optical element when contact areas are not
at the same radius. [From Ref. 7.]
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necessarily be placed in tension; this is the condition in which glass is the weakest. Bayar10
applied the following equation for the tensile stress induced by bending:
ST 5

F
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(10)

where ST 5 tensile stress in the component (N / m2)
PT 5 applied axial load (N)
m 5 1 / Poisson’s ratio
tE 5 edge thickness of component
Y1 5 innermost contact radius (cm)
Y2 5 outermost contact radius (cm)
As mentioned earlier, the general tolerance for tensile stress is 6.9 3 106 N / m2.
Stresses Under Operating Conditions . Any of the above equations for stress induced into
an optical component by forces exerted by the mount can be applied to operating
conditions as well as worst-case conditions. In general, the stress levels will be reduced, but
they still may be significant in terms of their effects upon system performance. Surface
deformations due to mount-induced forces may also occur. Within limits, the effects of
axial forces can be reduced by making the retainer somewhat resilient. Some techniques
for doing this are illustrated schematically in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 10 Typical resilient retainer configurations intended to more uniformly distribute axial forces
and reduce surface distortions. [From Ref. 7.]
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FIGURE 11 Technique for holding a lens in a cell with an
annular layer of cured-in-place elastomer. [From Ref. 7.]

Elastomeric Mounting Designs
Resilient materials such as RTV compounds are frequently used to seal optical
components into their mounts with or without mechanical constraint. Registry of at least
one optical surface against a machined surface of the mount (as shown in Fig. 3) helps
align the optic. The resilient layer can provide some degree of protection against shock and
vibration as well as thermal isolation. Epoxy or urethane compounds are sometimes used
for the same purpose. These materials are generally somewhat less resilient than RTV
compounds, but they are superior in regard to structural bond strength.
Figure 11 illustrates a common technique for mounting a lens in an annular ring of
elastomer. Centration can be retained by temporary shimming or external fixturing during
the curing process. If the elastomer layer’s radial thickness tE (mm) is in accordance with
the following equation, the design becomes relatively insensitive to temperature change:10
tE 5 (DG / 2)(a M 2 a G ) / (a E 2 a M )

(11)

where all terms are as defined above.
Valente and Richard11 reported an analytical technique for estimating the decentration
D, in m, of a lens mounted in a ring of elastomer when subjected to radial gravitational
loading. Their method can be expanded to include more general radial acceleration forces
resulting in the following equation:
D 5 AWtE / (π Rd ((EE / (1 2 … 2E)) 1 ES ))
where A 5 acceleration factor
W 5 weight of optical component in N
tE 5 thickness of elastomer layer in m
R 5 optical component OD / 2 in m
d 5 optical component thickness in m
EE 5 Young’s modulus of elastomer in N / m2
ES 5 Shear modulus of elastomer in N / m2
… E 5 Poisson’s ratio of elastomer

(12)
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FIGURE 12 A simple eyepiece configured for assembly by dropping the lenses in place and clamping
with a retainer. [From Ref. 12.]

The decentrations of modest-sized optics corresponding to normal gravity loading are
generally quite small.

37.4 MULTICOMPONENT LENS ASSEMBLIES
Drop-In Assembly Techniques
A drop-in lens assembly is one in which the optical components are edged to diameter
typically 0.075 to 0.150 mm smaller than the minimum ID of the cell or housing in which
they are to be mounted. After installation of the optics and spacers as appropriate, the
parts are typically held in place with a single retaining ring. The fixed-focus eyepiece for a
military telescope shown in Fig. 12 typifies this type assembly. The optomechanical
interfaces are all square corners. Sealing provisions are indicated. Many camera lenses and
most terrestrial telescope, binocular, and microscope optics are assembled in this manner.
Figure 13 shows another design for a drop-in assembly. In this case of a fixed aperture
relay lens, the lenses are individually mounted in recesses bored into the front housing and
into the rear cell. Radial clearances are typically no greater than 0.013 mm and the lenses
are precisely edged and beveled with respect to their optical axes to ensure alignment.
Adjustment of axial spacings is accomplished by customizing thicknesses of two spacers
and by machining axial dimension Y of the housing at the time of assembly.

Machine-at-Assembly Techniques
In this type assembly, the rims of optical components are precision ground to a high degree
of roundness, but not held to tight diametrical tolerances. Actual ODs are measured and
the IDs of the mating mechanical seats are machined to fit those lenses with radial
clearances of the order of 5 mm. Axial locations of the lenses are established while the
seats are being machined. This technique, sometimes referred to as ‘‘lathe assembly,’’ is
employed in high-performance applications such as aerial camera lenses or assemblies that
must withstand high vibration and / or shock loads.12 Figure 14a shows an airspaced
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FIGURE 13 A relay lens assembly configured for dropping the lenses in place and clamping
with individual retainers. [From Ref. 7.]

doublet mounted in this manner, while Fig. 14b shows the lenses. Measured values are
recorded in the numbered boxes on the drawings for reference during machining. Both
optical and mechanical parts are usually serialized for identification and traceability. Since
the mechanical parts are customized for a specific set of lenses, replacement of a damaged
lens may require considerable effort to match dimensions adequately.
A variation of the lathe-assembly principle is illustrated in Fig. 15 which shows the
optomechanical configuration of a 22.8-cm focal length, f / 1.5 objective.13 Designed to
image a military target at low light levels onto an image intensifier in a visual periscope
and to project a coaxial laser beam for target ranging, the lenses of this objective are
mounted with very small radial clearances into an aluminum barrel. Because of their large
sizes, high manufacturing precision, and special coatings, the lenses were quite expensive.
In order to reduce the chance of chipping the edges if inadvertently tilted as these
close-fitting lenses were installed, the rims were ground spherical as shown in Fig. 16. This
feature has been successfully used in several other designs involving optics with high value
at the critical time of assembly.

Stacked-Cell Assembly Techniques
Figure 17 illustrates a design described by Carnel et al.14 for a wide-field objective lens
used for bubble chamber photography. A large amount of optical distortion of particular
form was designed into the lens. To provide this distortion accurately, the lenses had to be
precisely centered. In this assembly, the lenses were mounted in individual cells and the
ODs of those cells machined to specific dimensions with each cell’s mechanical axis
colinear with the lens’ optical axis. All the cells were then installed into the ID of the
barrel with spacer rings to provide appropriate axial separations.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 14 Example of the ‘‘lathe assembly’’ method of optical
assembly: (a ) mounted lenses and (b ) lenses only. Measured values for
serialized parts are recorded in boxes. [From Ref. 12.]
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FIGURE 15 Sectional view of a low light level periscope objective. [From Ref. 13.]

This same principle was used by Fischer15 in designing a low-distortion telecentric
projection lens in which all lenses but one were mounted within individual stainless steel
cells and the ODs of those cells machined precisely so as to just slide into the ID of a
stainless steel barrel. (See Fig. 18.) The lenses were aligned to the ODs of the cells and
held in place with nominally 0.38-mm-thick annular layers of epoxy. Cell 1 of this design
acts as a retaining ring to hold the other cells against a shoulder in the barrel.
Figure 19 shows another design, a 2-m focal length, f / 10 astrographic telescope
objective, which also has its lenses mounted into cells and the cells stacked into a barrel.16
In this case, all mechanical parts are titanium. The lenses are constrained within annular
epoxy layers having nominal radial thicknesses of typically 5.08 mm. Richard and

FIGURE 16 Detail view of spherical rim lenses used in the lens of Figure 15. [From Ref.
13.]
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FIGURE 17 Optomechanical configuration of a bubble chamber objective with lenses
individually mounted in cells and stacked in a barrel. [From Ref. 14.]

FIGURE 18 Optomechanical configuration of a low-distortion objective with stacked cell-mounted lenses.
[From Ref. 15.]
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FIGURE 19 Optomechanical configuration of an astrographic telescope objective with stacked cell-mounted lenses.
[From Ref. 16.]

Valente17 described how the cells were designed for interference fits within the barrel and
pressed in place. Valente and Richard11 showed that the decentrations of the lenses due to
radially directed gravitational force driving the lenses into the resilient layer would be only
on the order of a tolerable 2.5 mm.

Assemblies Using Plastic Parts
Near the other end of the complexity spectrum from the designs so far considered here are
a multitude of optomechanical devices using plastic lenses, cells, retaining means, and
structures. A few examples are camera viewfinders and objectives, magnifiers, television
projection systems, optics and structural parts for telescopes and binoculars, compact disc
player systems, and military helmet-mounted night-vision goggles. General features of such
devices are use of low-cost, lightweight materials, freedom to employ aspherics, large
quantity production, consolidation of optical and mechanical functions into integrated
molded components, and compatibility with automated assembly. In the following sections,
we describe two optomechanical subsystem designs that illustrate some of these important
features.
Figure 20 shows two configurations for an airspaced triplet consisting of plastic lenses,
spacers and retainers, and a two-part molded plastic housing. In each case, the lenses are
inserted axially into the housing and held by retainers that are glued or fused in place.
Design a in the upper half of the figure has the joint between the mount components (i.e.,
the parting line of the mold) just to the right of the negative lens. The two lenses and the
spacer shown on the left are inserted from that side, while the third lens is inserted from
the right. In design b shown in the lower half of the figure, the housing joint is located at
the extreme right end of the assembly. In this case, the IDs of the recesses for the lenses
are formed by a single-stepped mold so concentration is improved over that inherent in
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 20 An all-plastic, three-lens optomechanical subassembly with the twopart mount designed for joining at alternate axial locations. Design a has lower cost
but design b has improved centration and somewhat better performances. [Courtesy
of U.S. Precision Lens , Inc.]

design a. Design a is less expensive to produce than design b so a trade-off between optical
performance and cost must be considered in choosing which design to adopt.
A distinct advantage of plastic optics is that multiple optical elements, structural
mounts, and interfaces for light sources, detectors, and mechanisms can frequently be
integrated into single parts. To illustrate this, Fig. 21 shows a two-lens assembly with

FIGURE 21 Economical construction of a one-piece optomechanical subassembly with two integral
lenses, prealigned interfaces for two sensors and mounting features. [Courtesy of U.S. Precision Lens , Inc.]
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integral mounting flange and preformed interfaces for two sensors. Used in an automatic
coin changer mechanism, this assembly is prefocused and uses an aspheric element. Given
large enough production quantities to amortize mold costs, this subassembly is considerably more economical than one consisting of the equivalent separate parts that would
require labor to manufacture, inspect, assemble, and align.

37.5 MOUNTING SMALL MIRRORS AND PRISMS

General Considerations
The appropriateness of designs for mechanical mountings for small mirrors and prisms
depends upon a variety of factors including: the tolerable movement and distortion of the
refracting and / or reflecting surface(s); the magnitudes, application locations, and orientations of forces tending to move the optic with respect to its mount; steady-state and
transient thermal effects (including gradients); the sizes and kinematic compatibility of
interfacing optomechanical surfaces; and the rigidity and long-term stability of the
structure supporting the mount. In addition, the designs must be compatible with
assembly, maintenance, package size, weight, and configuration constraints, as well as be
cost-effective. Examples of some very simple designs and of one more complex design are
described briefly in the following sections to illustrate proven mounting techniques.

Mechanically Clamped Mountings
Figure 22 shows a simple means for attaching a first surface flat mirror to a mechanical
mount such as a metal bracket or flange. The reflecting surface is pressed against three
coplanar lapped pads by three leaf springs or clips. The spring contacts are directly
opposite the pads to minimize bending moments. This design constrains one translation
and two tilts. Translations in the plane of a circular mirror can most easily be constrained
by dimensioning the spacers supporting the springs so as to just clear the rim of the

FIGURE 22 Typical construction for a spring clipmounted flat mirror subassembly. [From Ref. 18.]
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FIGURE 23 Diagram of a typical strap mounting for a Porro prism erecting subassembly.
[From Ref. 18.]

mirror. Lengths of those spacers and the free lengths and stiffnesses of the cantilevered
springs are typically chosen so as to load the mirror against the pads against expected
acceleration forces with a safety factor of at least 2. Yoder7 summarized standard
techniques for design of such springs.
A common design for clamping a two-component Porro prism image erecting system to
a mounting plate for use in a telescope or binocular is shown in Fig. 23.18 The prisms fit
into recesses machined into opposite sides of the plate and configured to fit the contours of
the hypotenuse faces of the prisms. Straps typically made of spring-tempered phosphor
bronze hold the prisms against the plate. The thin sheet metal light shields cover the
reflecting surfaces to reduce stray light. Flexible adhesive (such as RTV) applied locally
along the edges of the metal-to-glass interface helps prevent translation of the prisms in
the recesses. Mounts for other types of prisms can be designed using the same principles
described here.
Generally, clamping forces are exerted against ground surfaces of prisms rather than
optically active ones to minimize surface deformations. As in the case of the mirror mount
just described, spring loading against the plate should typically constrain the prisms against
at least twice the expected maximum acceleration force.

Bonded Mountings
A popular technique for mounting mirrors and prisms is to bond them directly to a
mounting plate or bracket. Dimensional and alignment stability are enhanced if required
adjustment provisions are built into the mount rather than into the glass-to-metal interface.
Figure 24 shows a typical configuration for a flat mirror bonded to a mounting bracket.
It is quite feasible to mount first surface mirrors of aperture about 15 cm or smaller directly
to a mechanical support. The ratio of largest mirror dimension to mirror thickness should
be at least 10 : 1 in order not to distort the reflecting surface. In the design shown, the
mirror is crown glass with about a 6 : 1 diameter-to-thickness ratio. The mount is stainless
steel so thermal expansion characteristics match rather well. The bonding area is circular.
The adhesive layer is epoxy approximately 0.075 mm thick. Care should be exercised in
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FIGURE 24 Typical construction for a first-surface mirror subassembly with glass-to-metal bond securing the mirror to its mount.
[From Ref. 18.]

assembling such an optical component to not allow fillets of epoxy to form around the
interface due to overflow, as these could lead to excess stress concentrations due to
contraction during cure or at low temperatures.
A simple design for bonding a right-angle prism to a mounting bracket is illustrated in
Fig. 25. The prism is cantilevered from a nominally vertical surface. Here the bond area is
maximized and is adequate to maintain joint integrity under high vibration and shock
loading. Yoder19 outlined a method for determining the appropriate bonding area to hold a
variety of common prism types against acceleration forces.

Flexure Mountings
Mounts for mirrors frequently consist of parts made from different types of materials
so their thermal expansion properties do not match. Differential expansion as the
temperature changes may cause optical components to decenter or tilt, thereby affecting
critical alignment. One technique to combat such errors is to mount the optic on flexure

FIGURE 25 Typical configuration for a large prism bonded in cantilever fashion to a
nominally vertical bracket. Dimensions are inches. [From Ref. 18.]
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FIGURE 26 Conceptual design for mounting a circular aperture mirror on three tangent flexure blades. [From Ref. 7.]

FIGURE 27 Exploded view of a flexure mounting for a small secondary mirror for a spaceborne
telescope. [From Ref. 20.]
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FIGURE 28 Configuration of a large prism assembly mounted on three flexure posts. [From Ref. 7.]

blades or posts designed to bend or twist symmetrically and maintain alignment. Three
examples are considered here.
Figure 26 shows the design principle of a flexure support for a flat or curved mirror. The
mirror is mounted into a cell which is connected to instrument structure by three flexure
blades attached tangentially to the cell wall. The blades are stiff axially to prevent axial
motion or tilt, but they bend as indicated by the curved arrows if dimensions of the
mirror / cell combination or of the structure change radially. The mirror tends to remain
centered, but undergoes a very small rotation about its axis as the blades flex. This
mounting technique is applicable to larger mirrors as well as small ones. Examples of
tangential flexure mountings for low-expansion mirrors as large as 1.5-m aperture in
aluminum mounts and used in astronomical telescope or laser beam expander applications
were described by Yoder.7
A flexure support for a telescope secondary mirror described by Hookman20 is shown in
Fig. 27. In this design, a small (3.9-cm aperture) mirror made of low-expansion ULE
material is mounted in an Invar cell which is supported on three flexure blades machined
integrally into an aluminum mount. Used in the telescope of a satellite-borne environmental sensor, this mirror undergoes the rigors of launch and variable temperature operation
within minimum adverse effects on optical alignment or surface figure.
A flexure support for a large (14-cm aperture) Zerodur roof mirror constructed from
three optically contacted prisms is illustrated in Fig. 28. This prism, part of a highperformance optical mask aligner for microlithography wafer production, is supported by
three flexure posts configured with multiple orthogonal blades and cruciform sections to
minimize rigid-body movements and surface distortions when mounted to a structure made
of materials with significantly higher expansion properties. As indicated in the diagram at
upper right, two flexures include blades allowing motion toward the third post. Two lateral
translations and three rotations are controlled by this mounting arrangement.7
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CONTROL OF STRAY LIGHT
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Tucson , Arizona

38.1 GLOSSARY
A
BRDF
GCF
L
R
θ, f
F
Ω

area
bidirectional reflectance distribution function
geometric configuration factor
radiance
distance
angles
power
solid angle

38.2 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of stray light suppression is the study of all unwanted sources that reduce
contrast or image quality. The control of stray light encompasses several very specialized
fields of both experimental and theoretical research. Its basic input must consider (1) the
optical design of the system; (2) the mechanical design, size, and shape of the objects in the
system; (3) the thermal emittance characteristics for some systems; and (4) the scattering
and reflectance characteristics of each surface for all input and output angles. It may also
include spectral characteristics, spatial distribution, and polarization. Each of these areas
may be concentrated on individually, but ultimately the analysis culminates in the merging
of the various inputs.
Developments in detector technology, optical design software, diffraction-limited
optical designs, fabrication techniques, and metrology testing have created a demand for
sensors with lower levels of stray radiation. Ways to control stray light to meet these
demands must be considered during the ‘‘preliminary’’ conceptual design. Decisions made
at this time are, more often than not, irrevocable. This is because parallel studies based
upon the initially accepted starting design are often very expensive. The task of minimizing
the stray radiation that reaches the detector after the system has been designed by ‘‘adding
on’’ a suppression system is very difficult. Therefore, every effort should be made to start
off with a sound stray light design. To ensure a sound design, some stray light analysis
should be incorporated in the earliest stages of a preliminary design study.
This chapter presents some basic concepts, tools, and methods that you, the optical or
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mechanical designer, can consider when creating a sensor system. You do not need to be
very experienced in stray light suppression to design basic features into the system, or to
consider alternative designs that may significantly enhance the sensor’s performance. The
concepts are applicable to all sizes of optical instrumentation and to virtually all
wavelengths. In some cases, you can use the concepts to rescue a design when
experimental test results indicate a major design flaw.

38.3 CONCEPTS
This section outlines some concepts that you can use to reduce stray radiation in any
optical system. The section also contains some experimental and computer-calculated data
as examples that should give you some idea of the magnitude of the enhancement that is
possible.
The power on a collector depends on the following:
1. The power from the stray light source
2. The surface scatter characteristics of the source; these characteristics are defined by the
Bidirectional Scatter Distribution Function (BSDF)
3. The geometrical relationship between the source and collector. This relationship is
called the Geometrical Configuration Factor (discussed later in this section).
To reduce the power on the detector, we can try to reduce the contributions from these
elements:
Fcollector power 5 Fsource power 3 BRDFsource 3 GCFsource-collector 3 π

(1)

Ways to reduce each of these factors are discussed below. The creative use of aperture
stops, Lyot stops, and field stops is an important part of any attempt to reduce the GCF
term of the power transfer equation.
For the discussion that follows, examples from a two-mirror Cassegrain design, with the
aperture stop at the primary, will be used to stimulate thoughts about stray light reduction
possibilities for other sensors.1 The system is shown in Fig. 1.

Critical Objects
The most fundamental concept is to start the stray light analysis from the detector plane of
the proposed designs. The most critical surfaces in a system are those that can be seen
from the detector position or focal surface. These structures are the only ones that
contribute power to the detector. For this reason, direct your initial attention toward
minimizing their power contributions by removing them from the field of view of the
detector.
The basic idea is to visualize what would be seen if you were to look out of the system
from the image plane. Unlike most users of optical instruments, the stray light designer’s
primary concern is seldom the object field, but rather all the interior surfaces that scatter
light. It is necessary to look beyond the radii of the imaging apertures to find the sources of
unwanted energy. Removing these sources from the field of the detector is a real
possibility, and will result in a significant improvement in the system.
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FIGURE 1 Typical Cassegrain design with the aperture stop at the primary. (Ref. 7 , p. 52.)

Real-Space Critical Objects
I will start out by identifying a particular critical real-space object that can be seen by the
detector in our example; it is the inside of the secondary baffle. The direct view discussed
here is different than the image of the same baffle reflected by the secondary which is
discussed in the next section.
Many Cassegrain secondary baffles have been designed to be cone-shaped (Fig. 2),
usually approximating the converging cone of light from the primary. From the detector,
portions of this secondary cone are seen directly as a critical surface. Since most of the
unwanted energy is incident on this baffle from nearly the same direction as this surface is
seen from the detector, the addition of vane structures would be of little help, assuming an

FIGURE 2 Direct and reflected scatter from the cone-shaped secondary baffle.
(Ref. 1 , p. 4.)
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FIGURE 3 Reduced scatter from an almost cylindrical-shaped secondary baffle.

optimum coating is used on the simple baffle. If the cone is made more cylindrical, the
amount of critical cone area is reduced, and the angle at which the surface is seen gives a
smaller projected area (Fig. 3).
Avoid making the baffle cylindrical because the outside of it would be seen. Since the
detector is of a finite size there is a fan of rays off the primary representing the field of
view of the telescope. Although collimated for any point on the detector, any point not on
axis would have its ray bundle at some angle to the optical axis, hence a cylindrical
secondary baffle would be seen from off-axis positions on the detector.

Imaged Critical Objects
Imaged objects are often critical objects. They too can be seen from the detector.
Determining which of the imaged objects are critical requires a bit of imagination and
usually some calculations; stray light software can help you make the calculations. The
Y-Ybar diagram can help you to conceptualize and determine the relative image distances
and sizes with a minimum number of calculations.2 The same could be done with other
first-order imaging techniques (see Smith in this Handbook ). Using the Cassegrain
example again (Fig. 2), you can see that reflected off the secondary mirror are the images
of the detector and the inside of the inner conical baffle (object 3 in Fig. 4). In some
designs the outside of the conical baffle will be seen in reflection. These are imaged
critical objects. If you wish, you can eliminate some of these images with a central

FIGURE 4 A cylindrical secondary baffle can be seen from off-axis positions on the detector.
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obscuration on the secondary, or for the conical baffle, with a spherical mirror concentric
about the image plane. The direct view to the inner conical baffle will remain, but the path
from the image of it is removed.
The cone-shaped secondary baffle is also seen in reflection (Fig. 2). For the incident
angles of radiation on this surface, the near specular (forward-scattering) characteristics
will often be one of the most important stray light paths because the image of the detector
is in that direction. This is an extension of starting from the detector. There is an image of
the detector at the prime focus of the primary mirror. Often, as in this case, one location
may be easier than another for you to determine what could be seen. By making the baffle
more cylindrical, part of the image of the baffle is removed from the detector’s view; as a
result, the power that can scatter to the detector is reduced. Furthermore, it is sometimes
possible to baffle most of this power from the field of view with one or two vanes (Fig. 4).
Continue the process of removing critical surfaces until all the critical surfaces have
been considered for all points in the image plane. The power contributions from these
surfaces will either go to zero, or at least be lessened after you reduce the area of the
sections seen.
There is still more that can be done, since only the GCF term in the power transfer
equation to the detector has been reduced. It is also possible to minimize the power onto
the critical sections, which will become the source of power, F, at the next level of scatter.
This approach can be very similar to the approach used for minimizing the power scattered
to the image plane. The viewing is now forward from the critical surfaces instead of the
image plane. By minimizing the BRDF and GCF factors of the surfaces scattering to
the critical sections, the power incident on the ciritical surfaces will be reduced. Hence, the
power to the detector is also reduced.
Illuminated Objects
Minimizing the GCFs and BRDFs for the specific input and output angle is sometimes
easier if you look into the system from the position of the stray light source in object space.
By doing this, you can identify the surfaces that directly receive the unwanted energy. I
will call these the illuminated objects. If any of these illuminated surfaces contain sections
that the detector can see, then you should direct your initial efforts toward eliminating
these paths. These paths will usually dominate all other stray light paths because there is
only a single scatter before the stray light reaches the detector. An example of such a path
that is often encountered is from the source onto the inner conical baffle of multimirror
systems (Fig. 1). Some of the ways that the direct radiation can be eliminated is by
extending the main baffle tube, increasing the obscuration ratio by increasing the diameter
of the secondary baffle (Fig. 5), or by narrowing the field of view, which will allow you to
extend the secondary baffle and the inner conical baffle toward each other.

FIGURE 5 Increased obscuration ratio blocks direct path
to inner conical baffle. (Ref. 1 , p. 6.)
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FIGURE 6 Point source transmittance with obscurations of (1) 0.333 and (2) 0.4. The 0.4
obscuration removed the direct path from the source to the inner conical baffle. (Ref. 1 , p. 6.)

The effect of eliminating this path is shown in a composite Point Source Transmittance
(PST) plot in Fig. 6.3 The PST plot is defined as the reference plane (detector plane in
most cases) irradiance divided by the input irradiance along the line of sight. (See the
section called ‘‘Point Source Transmittance Definitions’’ for a more detailed definition of
PST.) For the case shown, the unwanted irradiance on the detector is reduced by over an
order of magnitude.

Aperture Placement
I will now focus on the optical design aspects of a stray light suppression system, and give a
qualitative discussion of some general aspects that you might consider. All optical systems
will have at least one aperture, called an aperture stop , that limits the size of the bundle of
the incoming signal rays. Some systems will have field stops and / or Lyot stops. Each type
of stop has a clearly defined role in stray radiation rejection, which is discussed in the
sections below.
In many cases stop placement will have a much more noticeable effect on system
performance than any vane structure, coating, or baffle redesign. Probably the only factor
with more effect on the PST curve is the off-axis position of the source. Therefore, the
benefits of any of the stops cannot be overemphasized.
Aperture Stops . The aperture stop is the aperture that limits the size of the cone of
radiation that will reach a point on the image plane. Sometimes shifting this stop allows
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FIGURE 7 The oversized secondary allows the main baffle to
be seen in reflection. (Ref. 1 , p. 8.)

the optical designer to better balance the aberrations. In a stray radiation suppression
design, it plays a similar important role. All objects in the spaces preceding the stop in the
optical path will not be seen unless they are imaging elements, central obscurations, or
objects that vignette the field of view. Only a limited number of critical objects is possible
before the aperture stop. In the intervening spaces from the stop to the image plane it is
likely that many of the baffle surfaces will be seen. Figure 7 represents a two-mirror design,
and Fig. 8 represents a three-element refracting system; both have the stop at the first
element. In both cases the second element is oversized to accommodate the field of view
from a point in the field stop; the amount depends on the full field of view of the design.
Because the elements are oversized, the main baffle following the first element will be
seen. This baffle will be a critical object, a direct path of unwanted energy. The
‘‘overviewing’’ is characteristic of all of the optical elements past the aperture stop.
If you move the stop along the optical path toward the detector plane, its performance
as a stray radiation baffle will improve. If you shift the stop to the second element, the
intermediate baffle will not be seen. It is removed from the field of view of the detector,
since the stop now eliminates direct paths from baffles in all spaces that precede it. Figure
9 shows the improvement in the PST curve for a two-mirror system. By moving the stop
you have reduced the PST by a factor of 10. This is a desirable feature to consider for stray
radiation reduction.
Direct paths from central obscurations can be blocked by a central disk located at some
location deeper into the system; however, because of the parallax involved between the
central obscuration disk and this central disk, the central disk obscuration will usually be a
larger obstruction to imaging rays. In a reimaging design it is often possible to locate a
central disk conjugate to the actual central obscuration.

FIGURE 8 The main baffle is seen through the oversized
secondary and tertiary. (Ref. 1 , p. 8.)
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FIGURE 9 PST improvement with stop shift for the two-mirror system. (Ref. 1 ,
p. 8.)

Field Stops . An aperture can be placed at intermediate images in a system to limit the
field of view. Such an aperture will usually prevent any stray light from outside of the field
of view from being directly imaged into the system beyond this field stop aperture. In a
sense, its operation is just opposite that of an aperture stop. Baffle surfaces following a
field stop cannot be seen from outside the field of view in the object plane, unless they are
central obscurations. Note that with just a field stop, succeeding optical elements may
allow out-of-field critical sections to be seen through the field stop, from within the field in
the image plane (Fig. 11). Aperture stops are necessary to block such paths. Figures 10 and
11 show two such cases. Although for some designs the field stop is not 100 percent
effective because of optical aberrations, its small size limits most of the unwanted stray
light. Field stops therefore do not remove critical sections, but rather limit the propagation
of power to illuminated objects. In reflecting systems, take care that the object side of the
field stops does not become a critical area, which can be seen directly or in reflection from
the image plane because unwanted energy is being focused onto them.4
Lyot Stops . A limiting aperture placed at the location of the image of an aperture stop,
sometimes called a glare stop or Lyot stop, has the same property as described for aperture
stops. It should be slightly smaller than the image of the aperture stop. It limits the critical
sections which are out of the field of view to those objects in succeeding spaces only. Since
Lyot stops are by definition further along the optical path to the detector, the number of
critical surfaces seen by the detector will be reduced. Usually, these stops are incorporated
into the design to block the diffracted energy from an aperture stop and field stop pair, so
that only secondary or tertiary diffracted energy reaches the image. Nevertheless, both
diffracted and scattered energy are removed from the direct view of the image, reimaging
the largest optical element as the stop takes full advantage of both the light-gathering
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FIGURE 10 The addition of a Lyot stop prevents preceding
baffles from being seen from the image.

power of the optics and the stray radiation suppression features provided by the stop.
Figure 10 shows a system with a Lyot stop.
On space-based telescopes the image plane is often shared by one or more instruments.
Each instrument reimages the telescope’s image through some optical train, and eventually
onto the detector. In that optical train there could be a logical place to use a Lyot stop to
improve the stray light performance of the viewing instrument well beyond that of the
telescope.
It is the combination of these different stops or apertures that helps minimize the
propagation of unwanted energy by limiting the number of critical objects seen by the
detector, and the objects illuminated by the stray light source.
When all direct paths have been eliminated, the next step is to determine the
relationship between the sections that received power (illuminated objects) and the critical
surfaces. This relationship takes the form of scattering paths ; that is, stray light can scatter
from the illuminated objects to the critical objects. To start reducing the stray light
contributions from these paths, you can start at the critical surfaces as described above.
But now you have more knowledge about where the direct incident power is being
distributed throughout the system, since you can also look into the system from the source
side to find the surfaces receiving direct power. With this information you can identify the
possible paths between the illuminated and critical surfaces.

FIGURE 11 Out-of-field energy in object plane will not be
imaged beyond field stop. Out-of-field energy elsewhere may
be seen. (Ref. 1 , p. 9.)
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FIGURE 12 There is a direct path from the baffle to the
primary mirror. (Ref. 1 , p. 7.)

FIGURE 13 There is a direct path from the baffle to the
refracting element. (Ref. 1 , p. 7.)

FIGURE 14 Direct paths are removed by properly tilting the
shield. (Ref. 1 , p. 7.)

Design considerations for extended baffle shields (Figs. 12 and 13) provide a good
example of starting from the source side to identify possible paths. In the examples, object
2 (an optical surface) is the largest contributor of scattered radiation and is the best
superpolished mirror available (Fig. 12), or if it is a lens as in Fig. 13, it has the lowest
possible scattering characteristics. It cannot be removed from the view of the image plane.
If the initial power incident on object 2 is only from the extended shield, then by tilting the
shield (Fig. 14), the power on the shield must first scatter to the main tube and then to the
optical element. The combination is then referred to as a two-stage baffle. If vanes are
added to the main baffle, the scattered radiation incident on the optical element will be
reduced by many orders of magnitude when all the scattering solid angles and the number
of absorbing surfaces are considered. Note that without the tilt to the shield, vanes on the
main baffle are worthless because there is a direct path to the objective.
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FIGURE 15 The first step in a stray light analysis begins from the detector plane, not from the source.

Figure 15 is an abstract representation of the process of reducing stray light in a sensor
system. Start at the detector, then work from its conjugate image locations. Starting from
the detector simplifies the analysis and directs your attention to the most productive
solutions, because you can identify all the possible sources of stray light to the detector.
You can then work at decreasing their number by slightly redesigning the baffles and stops.
Next, identify which objects are illuminated. Discover how energy may propagate between
them and you have identified the paths of stray light propagation. From then on the
process of moving objects or blocking paths is quite simple, although the quantitative
calculations might get difficult and may require some analysis software.

Baffles and Vanes
A few definitions are required to define baffles and vanes. Other authors have used their
own different definitions. In this section the term baffle is used to describe conical
structures (including cylindrical) that can also be described as tubelike structures. Their
function is to shade, or occult, stray light from the source to one or more system
components. The main baffle shields the primary mirror from direct radiation at the larger
off-axis angles. Vanes are structures put on baffles to affect the scatter characteristics of the
surface. Other authors have used the term ‘‘baffles,’’ or ‘‘glare stops,’’ to describe these
vanes.
Baffles . In a well-designed system vanes play an important role only at large off-axis
angles. For example, when one-tenth of the stray light falls on the primary of the
Cassegrain design, then the main baffle receives the remaining 90 percent of the stray light.
When the main baffle has properly designed vanes on it, light that falls on the baffles is
attenuated by five orders of magnitude before it reaches the primary mirror. The resultant
power on the primary mirror is then about 9.0 3 1025 compared to the direct 10 percent
that fell on the mirror. This results in less than 0.1 percent of the total on the primary. In
addition, most of the subsequent scatter off the primary will be at much higher scatter
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FIGURE 16 Confocal mirror system, eccentric pupil, no obscuration, lowscatter system. (Ref. 5 , p. 91.)

angles. This will cause the scattered energy to have much lower BRDFs off the primary
mirror when scattered in the direction of the detector, further reducing the scatter
contribution from the baffle.
Only when no power illuminates the objective will the baffles play a significant role in
the propagation paths of the stray light. Usually the system’s performance merit function is
then very good. Only if the stray light source has a tremendous amount of energy, like the
sun, does the stray light become measurable.
Vanes . The depth, separation, angle, and bevel of vanes are variables that need to be
evaluated for every design. In the following paragraphs stray light analysis results are
presented for both a centrally obscured system (Cassegrain) and an unobscured eccentric
pupil design (Z-system).5 Profiles of these systems are given in Fig. 2 and 16. Of the two
designs, only the eccentric pupil design has a reimager that would allow for the placement
of an intermediate field stop and an accessible Lyot stop, as discussed above.
The APART stray light analysis program was used to analyze the two designs. The
APART program is a substantial software package that performs deterministic calculations
of stray light propagation in optical systems.6–8
As an example of vane design considerations, the design of vanes on a main baffle tube
will be explained. With minor differences, the design steps are the same for the Cassegrain
and the eccentric pupil designs. In a reimaging system, vane structure deep in the system is
usually not necessary, but there are exceptions. Figure 17 shows a collecting optical
element that has some small field of view (FOV). The optical element could represent a
primary mirror or a refractive element. The placement of a straight, diffusely coated
cylindrical tube would block the direct radiation from an external source, such as the sun,
from reaching the optical element for a certain range of off-axis angles. If it were at a large
off-axis angle, the forward scatter off the inside of the tube would be so high that it would
normally not be acceptable. The solution is to add vanes to block this path.
Figures 18 and 19 depict the two cases that could represent the scatter from a baffle. In
one case there are no vanes; in the other case there are vanes. This example shows how a
propagation path is blocked by vanes. Vanes are useful, but a better approach is to make
the solid angle (Ωc ) from the baffle (not the vanes) to the collectors of the scattered light
go to zero, so that there is no path from the baffle and vane structure to the collecting
object. By moving the baffle out of the field of view of the collector, the baffle’s
contribution goes to zero. There is no edge scatter, and no edge diffraction effects. That
topic is in the realm of baffle design, which has already been touched on, and is well
covered in the literature.9,10
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FIGURE 17 Vane placement design, lowercase letters are radii (measured from
the optical axis), uppercase are z locations. (Ref. 5 , p. 94.)

Designing the Vane Spacing and Depth11
A first vane is most often placed at the entrance of the baffle and an external ray is brought
in from object space at a maximum off-axis position. If there is no forebaffle the angle is
908 off axis. The depth of the vane cavity is normally dictated by space and weight
requirements. Too little depth will dictate the requirement for many vanes. Then vane
edge scatter eventually becomes the major source of scatter instead of multiple vane
scatter.
The initial ray will strike the side wall at the base of the first vane (point A in Fig. 17).
From this point, a design line is drawn / calculated (AC ) from the wall to the edge of the
optical element on the opposite side. This line (AC ) intersects the edge ray (EF ) , at z
position D. At this point a vane could be placed. Mathematically, this assures that any
point below C , including those on the optical element, would not see any directly
illuminated side wall. However, practicality dictates that some offset of point D to a point
D 9 (not shown) is required to allow for tolerance errors in fabrication of the vane, thermal
effects, assembly errors, and for stray light edge scatter and diffraction effects. The
tolerance allowance is company-, material-, and design-dependent. Acceptable numbers
are often about 0.125 mm for fabrication and assembly tolerances. For the rest of this
analysis, assume that this is accounted for.
Continue the design process by constructing another line from the edge of the entrance
aperture to the tip of the second vane to the wall (line GH ). Draw a new HC line to the
area near the objective and determine the placement of the third vane (at I ); once

FIGURE 18 High forward scatter path. (Ref. 5 ,
p. 92.)

FIGURE 19 Forward scatter path highly attenuated by the vane structure. (Ref. 5 , p. 92.)
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FIGURE 20 Placement of the bevel on the left
side of the vane structure. (Ref. 5 , p. 96.)

FIGURE 21 Placement of the bevel on the right
side of the vane structure. (Ref. 5 , p. 96.)

tolerances are considered, iterate the process to reach a final design. In some cases you
may have to consider more than just the scatter path to the objective. In the Cassegrain
design you may also have to consider the inner conical baffle opening. It is beyond the
present scope to go into further detail.12
Bey el Placement on Vanes . In this short discussion on baffle-vane design and placement,
I did not mention the placement of a slanted surface, or bevel, sometimes placed on a vane
edge as shown in Fig. 20. Which side should the bevel go on? The answer is usually
dictated by first-order scatter principles.13,14 Near the front of the tube, direct radiation
from a source at large off-axis angles will strike this bevel. If it is placed on the right side
(Fig. 21), then the illuminated bevel will scatter its radiation all the way down into the tube
to some optical surface. If placed on the left side, as depicted in Fig. 20, then it will go only
168 deeper into the system to the opposing vanes, a much better solution. For vanes deeper
into the system, the bevel is placed on the right side. The point at which this is done is
determined by the angle of the bevel and the diameter of the baffle tube. At some point,
external radiation will not be able to directly strike the beveled edge if it is on the
right-hand side of the vane. Only the nonbeveled, straight side will be illuminated.
Therefore, the vane can rescatter only in the left side of the hemisphere, which is in the
direction of going out of the system. If the bevel is placed on the left side, it can scatter 168
(in the example) deeper into the sensor; this is usually a needless design shortcoming that
could be a significant error.
Vane Angle Considerations . Another variation on the design feature of vanes that has
sometimes been incorporated onto baffles in an optical system is angled vane structure.
These vanes are nonplanar objects. This makes them quite tedious to cut out of sheet
metal, fabricate, and install. The next few paragraphs will present computer analysis results
from two designs to show the effect of vanes on the propagated stray light. The vane angles
used were 90, 70, and 458, as depicted in Fig. 22.

FIGURE 22 Vane structure angled at 90, 70, and 458, respectively. (Ref. 5 ,
p. 97.)
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FIGURE 23 Cassegrain with Martin Black. Vane angles 1 5 908,
2 5 708, 3 5 458. Log PST 5 detector irradiance divided by input
irradiance. (Ref. 5 , p. 97.)

The comparative stray light results for the Cassegrain system (Fig. 1) with a Martin
Black coating on the vanes are shown in Fig. 23; in this system the vanes are on the main
baffle, but not on the sunshade. There is no difference in the performance as the vane
angle is varied from 45 to 908 (all three curves lie one on top of the other).
The comparative results for the Z-system (Fig. 16) with vanes on the sunshield are
shown in Fig. 24. The results differ from the Cassegrain results for source located at

FIGURE 24 Z-system with Martin Black. Vane angles 1 5 458,
2 5 708, 3 5 908. Vanes are on the sunshield. (Ref. 5 , p. 114.)
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FIGURE 25 Angle-staggered vanes for fixed input angle.
(Ref. 5 , p. 104.)

angles greater than 458 off-axis. This is because the primary side of the baffle is illuminated
and scatters light directly to the primary mirror. The 708 baffles would fail for sources
beyond 708 off-axis. The Cassegrain system has vanes on the main baffle (not the sunshade)
and the sunshade occulted the direct illumination of the primary side of the 458 vanes. This
accounts for the subtle but important difference in the results.
Usually the first-order scattering properties of the vane structures are more important
than whether the vanes are angled or not. The results presented above confirm this
statement. There are occasions where angled vanes would be beneficial, but to fully
understand those cases a much longer explanation of diffuse vane baffle scatter is
necessary. These results are detailed elsewhere.15,16
There are special situations where angled vanes will have a significant advantage over
annular vanes. One example is a bright source at a fixed offset angle. I have seen such a
feature on a space-borne telescope on a platform where there was nearby a brightly sunlit
rocket-thruster casing at a fixed angle outside the field of view. Figure 25 shows the design
where the vanes were aimed at the thruster at an angle where the primary mirror side
(right side in Fig. 25) could not be directly illuminated by the sunlight scattered off the
thruster. Under those circumstances most of the stray light had to make three scatters
before exiting the vane cavity. In general, as soon as the position of the bright object is
moved over a range of angles, the advantage of the angled vanes is lost. Nevertheless,
there are many occasions within a sensor where the relative positions of a scattering source
and a collecting object are fixed along a major stray light path. The front parts of the
main-barrel baffle and the opening of the inner conical baffle in the Cassegrain design is an
example. Many more examples could be cited. But the point is that you, as a designer,
should first consider the first-order, single scatter paths off the baffle wall, each side of the
vanes, and the bevel, for the full range of input values. Based on that information you can
make the decision to user planar or angular vanes.
Vane Depth Considerations . By varying the vane depth in the example analysis we can
evaluate how the vane spacing-to-depth ratio affects system performance. Figure 26 gives
the results of an analysis of the Cassegrain system with varying vane depths on the main
baffle of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 inches. Figure 27 gives similar output from the Z-system analysis
results. The performance of the system gets better as the vane depth increases from 0.2 to
0.4 inches, but there is little performance difference between the 0.4- and 0.8-inch baffle
depths. The latter is the normal case. The 0.2-inch vane depth allows for a single path from
the walls of the baffle tube, which increases the stray light propagation. Once that path is
blocked by a greater vane depth, no further improvement should be expected due to
further increases in vane depth.
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FIGURE 26 Cassegrain 908 baffles, coated with Martin Black, at
varying depths; 1 5 0.20, 2 5 0.40, 3 5 0.80 depth. (Scatter is dominated by
baffles.) (Ref. 5 , p. 98.)

The intent of presenting the two different optical designs was not to trade off one
optical design against another. It needs to be made clear that the two optical sensors being
used as examples are intentionally not equivalent from stray light design considerations.
This is why the changes in performance are design-dependent. The nominal design of the
eccentric pupil has a reimager, and the Cassegrain does not. The Cassegrain could have a

FIGURE 27 Z-system with varying vane depths. 1 5 0.20, 2 5 0.40, and
3 5 0.80 depth. (Ref. 5 , p. 114.)
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reimager, in which case the stray light performance of both could be made essentially
equal. It would depend on the optical design characteristics, F / [, field of view,
obscuration ratio, etc. The Cassegrain design has a specular sunshield and the Z-system
has a vaned diffuse baffle structure. Which would perform better could only be determined
after all of these features are considered.
To summarize, the general points being made in this section are:
1. Usually, angled vane structure has little, if any, additional benefit over straight, annular
vanes, and the annular vanes are much easier to fabricate and assemble.
2. Once the depth of a diffuse black vane structure is deep enough to block the single
scatter path, further increases will not improve performance.
Specular Vanes . Another aspect about vane structure that has been explored, but only in
a limited way, is the specular vane cavity. Previous studies indicated that specular vanes
have a problem with the aberrated rays and near specular angle scatter; this problem is
severe enough to degrade the performance significantly.17,18 Another study by Ed Freniere
was not always true.19 The ASAP20 stray light software was used to evaluate the Z-system
(Fig. 28) with (1) no vane structure, but with the main barrel baffle coated with Martin
Black; (2) with Martin-Black-coated vanes; and (3) with a specular vane structure. The
results show a dramatic degradation in the stray light performance without the coating on
the main baffle tube. A recent specular baffle design developed by Nick Stavroudis has
been shown to be a major improvement over previous concepts.21
Contamination Levels
Light scattered from a particulate-contaminated surface can have a pronounced effect on
the stray light performance of a system.22
I will now relate the performance of both designs (the centrally obscured Cassegrain,
and the unobscured eccentric pupil) as a function of the level of scatter, per MIL-STD
1246A.23 This analysis evaluates the sensor for different amounts of contamination on the
optics only. The levels of contamination as defined in MIL-STD 1246A are for a
distribution of particles with a specified range in particle sizes.
Ray Young used Mie scattering theory to predict the BRDF of a mirror covered with
such MIL-STD distributions.24 Table 1 was generated from Young’s work for the 10 mm
radiation. This table shows the base BRDF value and the BRDF slope that would be used
in the APART stray light analysis program for input. The base value is the BRDF value at
(b 2 b 0) 5 0 .01 and the second term is the slope of the BRDF in a (log – log) plot of BRDF
versus (b 2 b 0) . b 0 is the sine of the angle of incidence and b is the sine of the observation
angle.25 The terms work equally well for out-of-plane values, but the above definitions, for
simplicity, assume in-plane scattering data. See also the works of Spyak.22
There is a problem with specifying the optics with this standard because it is difficult to
reliably relate a level of contamination by particles to a BRDF performance. Two equal
sizes and distributions of particulates may not give the same BRDF, because the index of
refraction, the reflectivity, and the roughness of the particulates enter the calculations. In
general, few people go to the trouble to determine these other factors. These factors will
vary from one distribution to another. BRDF is the most usable value when performing a
stray light analysis, so it should be the stray light specification. For manufacturing
specifications, other parameters may be more appropriate, but they are not as good as
BRDF for a stray light specification.
The level of scatter is also given in Table 1 along with the BRDF. The BRDF data from
particulate scatter for the 5-, 10-, and 20-mm wavelengths for the 100, 300, and 500
contamination level have been plotted in Fig. 29. Consensus, not factually documented,
indicates that the current state of the art of contamination control is at the cleanliness
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FIGURE 28 PST for unobscured pupil design without vane
structure, with diffuse vane structure, and with specular vanes. 1
(solid) 5 no vanes, diffuse black coating; 2 (dotted) 5 diffuse
vanes on main tube; 3 (dashed) 5 specular vanes on main tube.
(Ref. 5 , p. 115.)

level of 300 to 500 for the 10-mm-wavelength region. Measured BRDFs below level 200 are
achievable in the lab for short periods of time. A stray light analyst is strongly advised not
to predict a system’s performance with values below 1.0E-3 sr21 in the 10-mm region.
Based on historical performance, mirrors in the IR (10-mm region) consistently degrade to
this value, usually because of particulate scatter. Research work performed under Rome
Air Development Center contract for the detection, prevention, and removal of contamination from the ground and in space could greatly reduce the degradation currently
experienced by IR sensors.26
Hal Bennett presents the significance of particulate scatter, as shown in Fig. 30.27 This
figure shows an agreement between measured data and theoretical data, and illustrates
why IR sensors are usually more sensitive to particulate scatter than RMS scatter; the
opposite is true in the visible. Figure 30 also indicates why the wavelength scaling law does
not usually relate visible BRDF measurements to BRDF measurements in the IR. The
physical process is different.

TABLE 1 Mirror Scatter Relationships (Wavelength 5 10 mm, BRDF slope in
log (b 2 b o ))
BRDF at (b 2 b o ) 5 0.01
0.02
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.00001

BRDF slope

Cleanliness level

21.17
21.17
21.17
21.17
21.17

500
454
300
204
100
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FIGURE 29 Predicted BRDFs on particles deposited on low-scatter mirror for cleanliness levels of 100, 300, and 500 at
radiation wavelengths of 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 mm (Young , 1976 ). (Ref. 5 , p. 105.).

FIGURE 30 Scattering from polished dense flint glass. The diagonal line
gives the contribution predicted for microirregularity scattering by a 29.5 Å
rough surface. Circles indicate the minimum scattering observed, and the bars
and squares the difference between the average and minimum scattering
observed at several points on the surface. This difference may be related to
particulate scattering. (Ref. 27 , p. 32.)
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FIGURE 31 Cassegrain system with mirrors at all five contamination
levels. 1 5 100, 2 5 204, 3 5 300, 4 5 454, 5 5 500. (Ref. 5 , p. 113.)

Figures 31 and 32 are the representative Point Source Transmittances (defined as the
irradiance on the detector divided by the incident irradiance) for the cleanliness levels of
100 through 500 for each design. The Cassegrain is much less affected by changes in
contamination level, because the scatter from the black-coated surfaces dominates all other
scatter. If the system had a reimager its performance would be better because these black
surfaces would be blocked from the field of view of the detector, and the stray light

FIGURE 32 Z-system with mirrors at all five contamination levels,
1 5 100, 2 5 204, 3 5 300, 4 5 454, 5 5 500. (Ref. 5 , p. 113.)
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performance would be due to the cleanliness level of the optics. The eccentric pupil design
is sensitive to changes in the mirror coatings because it does have a reimager, and the
major source of scatter is from the mirror surfaces.
In summary, the impact of particle contamination on the performance of a system will
depend on how well the system is designed to suppress stray light. The goal is to be limited
by a single optical element, such as the collecting lens or mirror, which is the objective of
the system. The eccentric pupil design (Z-system) has this design feature. The better the
optical design from a stray light point of view, the more the system’s performance will be
degraded by particle contamination. The more the system performance is determined by
the black coatings, the more it will be sensitive to degradations in the coatings on the
baffles.

Strut Design
In a centrally obscured system the central obscuration must be supported. In some designs
(Schmidt-Cassegrains) the obscuration can be supported by a refractive element, but in
most designs some form of struts are used. The most common error in strut design is to
specify manufacture from a slab or plate of coated metal. Because all detectors have some
finite field of view, the scatter from the sides of the struts can be seen from the image
plane. Usually the struts are out ‘‘front’’ and exposed to more stray light sources than the
objects deeper into the system. The near off-axis angles of incidence of scattered light off
of the strut sides make for very high scattering toward the detector.
The proper strut design will preclude this path by making the object end of the strut
narrower than the side nearest the objective (primary). This shape, shown in profile in Fig.
33, does not allow the detector to see the sides of the struts. The angle of the taper
depends upon the object space field of view of the detector. It requires only a small change
in design to remove this stray light path.

Basic Equation of Radiation Transfer
This section briefly discusses the most fundamental equation needed to perform the
quantitative calculations of a stray light analysis. It reenforces the concept of first
identifying what the detector can see and working on the geometry of the system to limit
the stray light propagation, and not the BRDF term.
The fundamental equation relating power transfer from one section to another is:
d Fc 5 Ls (θ C , f C ) dAs

cos (f s ) dAc cos (f c )
R 2sc

FIGURE 33 Angled strut design does not allow the detector to see the sides of the strut.

(2)
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where d Fc is the differential power transferred, Ls (θ c , f c ) is the radiance of the source
section, dAs and dAc are the elemental areas of the source and collector, and f s and f c are
the angles that the line of sight from the source to the collector makes with their respective
normals. This equation can be rewritten as three factors that help clarify the reduction of
scattered radiation.
d Fc 5

cos (f s ) dAc cos (f c )
Ls (θ C , f C )
E (θ i , f i ) dAs
E (θ i , f i )
R 2sc

(3)

d Fc 5 BRDF(θ i , f i ; θ C , f C ) d Fs (θ i , f i ) d Ωsc cos (f s )

(4)

d Fc 5 BRDF(θ i , f i ; θ c , f c ) d Fs (θ i , f i )GCFsc π

(5)

E (θ i , f i ) is the incident irradiance on the source section dAs . GCFsc is the projected solid
angle from the source to the collector divided by π .
The GCF is independent of the first two terms and solely determined by the geometry
of the system, including obscurations. The first term, BRDF(θ i , f i ; θ c , f c ) , is the
bidirectional reflectance distribution function. It is usually considered independent of the
second term, the incident power, and is therefore a function of the surface characteristics
only. When reducing stray radiation propagation, one or more of these terms must be
reduced. If any one of these terms is reduced to zero, no power will be transferred
between the source and collector.

Stray Radiation Paths
Since the third term (GCF) in Eq. 4 is the only term that can be reduced to zero , it should
receive attention first. This is a crucial point in a stray light analysis. Therefore, the logical
starting place for stray light reduction is with the critical objects, since it is the GCF terms
for these transfers which can be reduced to zero. Most novice analysts make the mistake of
working on the BRDF term first.
GCF 5

cos (f s ) dAc cos (f c )
πR 2sc

The apparent possibilities for decreasing the GCF are to increase Rsc , f s , f c or to reduce
the area dAc . Not readily apparent is that the GCF is limited by apertures and
obstructions. These features will, in some cases, block out the entire view of the source
section from the collector so that there is no direct path. This is the mathematical basis for
the logical approach, discussed at the beginning of the chapter. First block off as many
direct paths of unwanted energy to the detector as possible, and then minimize the GCF
for the remaining paths.

Point Source Transmittance Definitions
There are five common ways to define the merit function of the stray light in an optical
sensor. The most common and preferred method is to define it as the output irradiance
divided by the input irradiance, in terms of the Normalized Detector Irradiance (NDI),28 or
in terms of the Point Source Normalized Irradiance Transmittance (PSNIT).29 This merit
function is appropriate because it describes an irradiance transmittance, and it is relatively
independent of the detector size.
A term often used in the past was the Off-Axis Rejection (OAR), defined as the
detector power divided by the input power from the same source on axis. The term
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rejection is a misnomer because by definition the term describes a power transmittance,
which can have little correlation with the rejected stray light. The second objection is that
as a merit function it varies significantly with the detector size. If you double the area of
the detector, the OAR will increase by about the same factor even though the system
hasn’t performed significantly worse in any way.
Another term commonly used is the system’s stray light Point Source Power
Transmittance (PSPT), or its reciprocal, the Attenuation of the system. The PSPT is the
detector power divided by the input power into the sensor from the specified off -axis angle.
Again, this term varies with the detector size. Sometimes there is no well-defined entrance
port so the denominator is impossible to define. Note that the magnitude of attenuation
would normally be expressed in terms of a positive exponential. Beware that attenuations
are often incorrectly called out with negative exponents.
A final PST definition that is sometimes specified is the Point Source Irradiance
Transmittance (PSIT), defined as the output irradiance divided by the entrance port input
irradiance. This definition becomes inappropriate when there is no clearly defined entrance
port.
Surface Scattering Characteristics
Of the three potentially important factors in scattered radiation analysis cited above (the
radiance of the undesirable source or sources, the geometry of the scattered radiation
paths (GCF), and the surface scattering characteristics, (BRDF)), usually the first
possibility considered is to improve the surface coatings or the addition of vane structure.
In concept it appears to be the right place to start and that it is straightforward. Neither is
the case; the BRDF never goes to zero as does the GCF, and the BRDF varies with input
and output angles. However, with accurate Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
(BRDF) data and knowledge about the variations with applications, time, wavelength, and
other factors, BRDF problems can be dealt with. The scattering characteristics of surfaces
are discussed by Church, and the scattering characteristics of black coatings by Pompea
and Breault elsewhere in this Handbook. The addition of vane sections on baffles can
usually be considered as a specialized ‘‘coating’’with its own specialized BRDF.
BRDF Characteristics
Usually, BRDF data that are presented represent only one profile of the BRDF, and
many such profiles for various angles of incidence are necessary for understanding the
scattering characteristics. However, studies have shown that a single profile of a mirror’s
surface scattering characteristics can be used, with some approximations, to define the
BRDF for all angles of incidence.30 This is a significant achievement. It reduces the amount
of data that must be taken, and it makes it easier to calculate, or estimate, the BRDF value
for any set of input and output angles. The BRDF can also be reconstructed for cases
where only a single profile of the function has been presented, which has been the usual
practice.
The approximation has its limitations, as clearly detailed by Stover.31 The approximation is quite good for nominal angles of incidence (see Fig. 34).32 However, it breaks down
for very high θ i and high observation angles θ o .
It is important to understand qualitatively the scattering characteristics of diffuse black
coatings. Figure 35 shows the BRDF profile of Martin Black at 10.6 mm for several angles
of incidence.33 At near-normal angles of incidence the BRDF values are bowl-shaped; the
values increase at large observation angles from the normal. At high angles of incidence
the BRDF vaues in the near specular direction have increased by 2.5 orders of magnitude.
There is a good discussion of the qualitative characteristics of diffuse black surfaces by
Pompea and Breault elsewhere in this Handbook.
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FIGURE 34 (a ) The BRDF is asymmetrical when plotted against θ s 2 θ i ; (b ) The
data in (a ) exhibits near symmetry when plotted against ub 2 b o u. The slight deviation
from symmetry is due to the factor (cos θ s Q ) , where Q is a polarization factor. (Ref.
31 , p. 69.)

38.4 STRAY LIGHT SOFTWARE
There are several stray light software packages that should be familiar to the stray light
analyst. Each uses one of two general approaches to perform stray light calculations:
Monte-Carlo (ray-based) or deterministic. A Monte-Carlo technique traces real rays
through the system and keeps track of the energy associated with each ray. A deterministic
approach calculates power transfers between surfaces within the system; energy scatters
along propagation paths to some detector, where the program sums the total incident
power.
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FIGURE 35 BRDF profile of Martin Black at 10 mm. (F.O. Bartell et al. , ‘‘A
Study Leading to Improy ements in Radiation Focusing and Control in Infrared
Sensors ,’’ final report , Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center , December 1976.)

Each of the ray-based programs share some inherent drawbacks, one of which is the
large number of rays that must be traced to obtain useful calculations. In modern designs
the attenuation factors exceed 1010. Assuming such an attenuation, only one ray makes it
to the detector for every 1010 input rays randomly scattered and traced. To get good
statistics a very large number of rays must be traced. In the stray light analysis of an optical
system with a substantial aperture size, the solid angle subtended by a scattering or
diffracting edge is relatively small. It requires a very high density of rays to intercept the
edge (for scatter) or even get close enough for diffraction effects.
Ray tracing can also have the inherent problem of not being smoothly distributed over
the image plane. The rays create artificial noise density distribution patterns that may have
no correlation with the actual irradiance pattern. Higher input ray densities can help to
mitigate these problems. The increasing speed of computers may alleviate this problem in
the future.
Deterministic programs are not without limitations. They can have problems with
calculations involving multiple cylindrical or toroidal optical elements or specular surfaces.
They also require that you indicate the propagation paths to be calculated. Since these
paths are not always obvious, this can be labor intensive. In some systems with complex
geometry, sampling of the surfaces can also be a problem. You may have to divide each
surface in the system into many smaller sections to obtain accurate results; this increases
the time needed to perform the calculations. Fast computers alleviate this problem.

New Industrial Concepts
The first program of significance was a program from New Industrial Concepts Ltd. (NIC)
of Geneva, Switzerland. Its was created in the late 1960s by Dr. A. Bokenberg, and it was
based upon a Monte-Carlo scattering concept. It has been enhanced to perform a modified
Monte-Carlo technique, much like the GUERAP I and III programs discussed below.
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GUERAP
The United States Air Force sponsored two projects to develop a more sophisticated
software package. The two developers were Honeywell and Perkin-Elmer. They created
two versions of the General Unwanted Energy Rejection Analysis Program, GUERAP I34
and GUERAP II,35 respectively. The GUERAP III version is the successor of the initial
release of GUERAP I. The later version has corrections, and some additional BRDF
models.
GUERAP I and III . The Honeywell program, GUERAP I, was also based on the
Monte-Carlo technique, but in a more sophisticated way. Honeywell developed the
principal of a modified Monte-Carlo technique that allows the analyst to direct rays toward
‘‘important’’ surfaces, such as the detector, optical surfaces, or specific baffle areas. This
increases the probability that such a ray would eventually propagate to the detector.
Without modification, this would ruin the statistical nature of the calculation, since more of
the rays get through to the detector, but not in proportion to the actual performance. The
solution was to reduce the energy associated with the ray to reestablish the validity of the
calculation. This technique is called importance sampling.
The Honeywell implementation of the importance sampling included the foresight to
scatter one ray outside the solid angle of the ‘‘important’’ direction. It is important to trace
this additional ray, because it sometimes finds additional paths that you might have missed.
This can be an advantage over the purely deterministic approach of a program like
APART, which is discussed below.
GUERAP II . GUERAP II was conceived by Perkin Elmer as the first deterministic
stray light analysis program. It has no relation to GUERAP I or III. Though never
extensively used, it had some unique and promising features. Perkin Elmer created an
excellent concept for incorporating diffraction effects into the analysis by extending the
work of Keller,36 Miyamoto and Wolf,37 and others. The concept did not account for the
relative phase effects of the fringes; instead, it gave the envelope of this diffracted energy.
It evaluated the entire diffraction field in terms of the irradiance on an edge and associated
this ray with a stationary phase point contribution. The power associated with this
stationary phase point was then propagated to some surface.

APART / PADE
APART / PADE was initially developed under a NASA contract for the stray light analysis
of the Hubble telescope (then called the Large Space Telescope, LST). It is a deterministic
stray light analysis program. Unlike ray-based programs, it calculates the power
propagated from a stray light source to the detector. The program calculates each of the
terms in Eq. (4) for each segment of a propagation path. By directed iteration of such
calculations the paths are completed.
The GCFs and BRDFs are calculated for each scattering surface encountered. The
program summarizes the stray light propagation information into tables representing the
power contributed by each ‘‘critical’’ object that can be seen from the detector, the power
propagated along each stray light path to the detector, and the normalized detector
irradiance (NDI), which is the focal plane irradiance for a unit input irradiance.
The Program for the Analysis of Diffracted Energy (PADE)38 portion of the software
has many of the most sophisticated diffraction analysis capabilities of the existing
programs. It is based upon the stationary phase approximations, but also accounts for
constant phase and other difficult diffraction effects. Like GUERAP II, it does not keep
track of phase, and only calculates the envelope of the propagated diffracted energy.39
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Since it is not a ray-based program, energy is propagated directly to edges and then
scattered or diffracted; this avoids the sampling density problem of the ray-based
programs.

ASAP40
ASAP is a very sophisticated optical analysis program that has powerful stray light
capability. It is a ray-based program to some degree, but it goes well beyond the
conventional concepts. By keeping track of parabasal rays it can propagate gaussian beams
associated with each ray. ASAP uses gaussian beam decomposition theory to propagate
wavefronts through a system. It is the only stray light program that can keep track of phase
and thereby calculate interference effects of a wavefront, such as in an interferometer, or
the ringing in the diffraction from an edge. It does not resort to calculating the diffraction
envelope.
At any refractive boundary, the specular ray, the diffracted ray, the Fresnel reflected
ray, and the scattered rays can all be propagated, while the program keeps track of their
respective optical characteristics such as phase and polarization.

OARDAS
OARDAS is a proprietary ray-based program from Hughes Aircraft Co. It traces rays into
and away from the focal plane of the system. By doing so it can help to establish the stray
light propagation paths. At any surface encountered it can split rays into the specular ray,
the reflected ray, and the scattered ray. It has no difficulty tracing rays through an
all-reflective specular baffle system. It can generate ray path histories and tables of power
propagated by the critical objects that can scatter or diffract energy to the focal plane.

41

SOARTM, Mini-APART,42 and STRAY43
Many small stray light analysis codes were generated following publication of an SPIE
paper by Alan Greynolds44 which detailed some of the fundamental calculations needed.
None of these programs has the capability of the major software packages, but each has
been useful for specific subsets of problems or quick estimates of the stray light
contributions in simplified systems.

38.5 METHODS
There are two distinct methods that have been used to evaluate a system for stray
radiation. You can either build the system and test it, or you can model the system and try
to predict its performance. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. Taken
together the two methods provide the means to ensure that the system will perform as
desired.
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Build-and-Test Approach
A common approach is to make the system and either use it or test it for stray radiation
rejection. Certainly if the system consistently performs satisfactorily in its operational
eny ironment , it has passed the ultimate test. But what if it does not meet the desired or
expected level of performance? Making more systems to test becomes expensive rapidly.
In fact, for very large systems, usually only modifications (‘‘fixes’’) can be contemplated
because of the high cost. This is not the only argument against the build-and-test approach.
The tests are rarely designed to determine how the scattered radiation is propagating
through the system and which surfaces contribute most of the undesired radiation.
It is this information, and a thorough knowledge of the surface scattering characteristics, that is necessary to make measurable improvements to the system. Such a test, when
determining the propagation paths, should yield information about how the system is
reacting to its test environment, including the test equipment. Unless the tests are being
conducted in the environment for which the system was designed, it is imperative to
determine that the test environment is not giving erroneous results (either better or worse).
Without analyzing the test configuration, you should expect that the environment will
affect the system stray light measurements. It is also incorrect to assume that the test
environment can only add to the stray light background. It is sometimes assumed that if
the system passes the stray light tests in the lab it will only perform better in space or
wherever its intended environment is. This is not necessarily true.
Now that several points have been made about the difficulty of making valid
experimental tests, it must be stated that valid tests can and should be made. The
measurement costs need not be prohibitive. Even relatively large optical systems have
been fabricated and then modestly redesigned. Changes to the system can be made until
the desired information and stray radiation rejection is attained. In some cases it will be
less expensive to test an existing system and modify it if necessary than to analyze the
system with computer software.
The system-level test need not be extensive; it is not necessary to have an
all-encompassing measurement from on-axis to 908 off-axis. Indeed, few facilities are
capable of making such tests when the attenuation gets even modestly high. An important
point to recognize is that the most important paths to check are those at the nearer off-axis
angles where the attenuation is not so high. These can usually be measured reliably.
At small off-axis angles the stray light noise is more often much higher than the
detector background noise, while at the higher off-axis angles the stray light noise is well
below the electronic / detector noise. From a performance point of view, at the higher
off-axis angles there is usually only one additional scattering object (scatter from the main
baffle) before these same near off-axis angle paths are encountered or are reinvolved. The
validation of the analysis will only be susceptible to the scatter from this one object that
can’t be fully tested at the system level, but most of the scatter paths, and usually all the
most important ones, will have been validated by the near off-axis measurements.
This one additional surface scatter most often (especially on space-based sensors)
involves the vanes on the main baffle that shields the primary objective. It will normally
reduce the optical noise incident upon it by four to five orders of magnitude. That’s why
the optical noise goes dramatically below the electronic noise. Its most important role is to
occult the direct illumination of the objective which is usually part of the most significant
direct scatter path. The performance of this baffle and its vane structure could be analyzed
separately and then measured independently to confirm that it too will perform as
predicted.
NOTE:
Contrary to some published papers you cannot, in general, multiply the stray
light transmittance of two parts of a sensor and determine the system’s overall
performance. Although the main baffle system can be analyzed (or measured) independently from the rest of the system, it is not correct to take its performance and multiply it
times the stray light performance of the rest of the system. The stray light propagation
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paths are far more important than the magnitudes of the two parts. In the above analysis
where it was proposed that the main baffle could be measured independently it was to
confirm its performance alone. A full-system stray light analysis was assumed.

Computer Analysis
As with the experimental tests, computerized analyses are also subject to errors. The three
most significant ones are software limitations, scatter data of samples (not the real system),
and user error. No software is capable of putting in every detail of a complex design, yet
the computer model must faithfully represent the actual performance of the system. On
the other hand, the software can put in ‘‘parts’’ with far greater mathematical precision
than these parts can actually be assembled. Unless special studies are made the analyst
does not usually account for assembly errors that might affect the actual system. The
scatter characteristics of the surfaces, usually defined in terms of the Bi-Directional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF), are usually measured on sample substrates,
and controls must be exercised to ensure that the samples tested represent the sensor’s
actual coatings, and that they do not change with time. The stray light analysis programs
are also subject to errors in determining the significant paths. The experimental test is for
the actual design, with real coatings, and will include any extraneous unintentional paths
due to misalignment or other causes.
On the positive side, a software program can point out many flaws in the system that
contribute stray radiation by considering the input BRDF characteristics of the coatings. A
program can also do trade-off studies, parametric analysis, and in many other ways aid in
the study of alternate designs. The analysis of the paths of scatter will suggest meaningful
modifications and help to discard impossible designs. These analyses allow designers to test
designs and make modifications before the design goes into production. This is very useful,
since rejecting a sensor design is much easier when it is on paper than after it has already
been built. It is usually much more cost-efficient than cutting new hardware, redesigning
the system, or making fixes on the built system.
If you are in a field related to the optical design of a sensor, be it at the design level or
the system level, you know that it would be preposterous to perform the optical design

FIGURE 36 Build-and-test and analysis methods complement each other.
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analysis and then put the system together without testing it for its image quality. Yet that is
how far the pendulum has swung in favor of performing a stray light analysis over making
a system-level stray light test. It reflects a major change in attitude since the early 1970s. It
has been stated by stray light analysts that the reliability of a stray light analysis is now
much higher than experimental test results, so some people avoid the latter. While there is
a degree of truth in this statement, it is wrong to omit the stray light test at the system
level.
The advantages and disadvantages of the two methods are summarized in Fig. 36. The
disadvantages of the build-and-test approach are the strengths of the analysis method,
whereas the strengths of the build-and-test approach cover the weaknesses of an analysis.
Taken together these two methods give the greatest amount of reliable information which
you can use to create the optimal system and have confidence in its performance. Jointly,
they indicate the reliability of the analysis and test results.

38.6 CONCLUSION
In summary, the issues involved in designing a system with stray light suppression in mind
are:
I. System design concepts
A. Critical objects seen by the detector
B. Illuminated objects
C. Lyot stops
D. Field stops
E. Optical designs
II. Baffle and vane design
A. Diffuse and specular vane cavities
B. Vane edge scatter
III. Diffraction
IV. Strut design
V. Scattering theory
VI. BRDF data
A. Log BRDF versus θ
B. Log BRDF versus log (b 2 b o )
C. Polar plots
D. Isometric projections (3-D characteristics)
VII. Coatings
A. Paints and anodized surfaces
B. AR coatings and other thin films
C. Mirror coatings
VIII. Thermal emission
IX. Ghost images
X. Software
XI. Detection, prevention, and removal of contamination
A step by step procedure that can help you to improve your system is:
I. Start from the detector and identify what objects, called ‘‘critical objects,’’ can be
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II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

XII.

seen from various positions on the detector. Be sure to include a point near the edge
of the detector.
Work to remove the number of critical objects that the detector can see.
Determine what objects the source of unwanted radiation can see, called the
‘‘illuminated objects.’’
If possible, reduce the number of illuminated objects seen.
If there are illuminated objects that are also critical objects, work very hard on these
paths. Orders of magnitude in improvement will be your reward.
If task V is not possible, then the computations are quite easy.
A. Calculate the power incident on the illuminated / critical objects.
B. Use Eq. (1) to calculate the transfer of power from the critical objects to the
detector. Remember to properly account for the input and output angles when
calculating the BRDF. Do not use a straight lambertian scatter distribution;
there is no such distribution in reality.
Find all the paths connecting the illuminated objects to the ciritical objects.
Evaluate the corresponding input and output angles at the illuminated and critical
objects.
Determine if vane structure will help, or if some other redesign will effectively
blocks these paths.
For the calculated input and output angles, evaluate which coating would be lowest.
Perform the stray light calculation using Eq. (1) in an iterative fashion. This should
determine the most significant stray light path and quantiify the amount of stray light
on the detector.
Perform the above tasks for a series of off-axis positions of the point source.
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39.1 GLOSSARY
c
D
FN
f

surface curvature of an optical element
diameter
F-number or focal ratio
paraxial focal length

G

thermo-optical constant (normalized thermal change of OPD)

h

(subscript) signifies ‘‘pertaining to the optic housing’’

i

(subscript) number of a specific optical element

j

signifies a number of optical elements

K

Kelvin

k

thermal conductivity

n

refractive index

OPD
T
t

optical path difference
temperature
thickness

V

Abbe number of a refracting optical material

…

spatial frequency

a

linear coefficient of thermal expansion

g

thermal glass constant (normalized thermal change of optical power)

D

small, finite change

l

wavelength
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d
f

infinitely small change of a parameter
optical power (reciprocal of focal length)

39.2 INTRODUCTION
In the following, the thermal effects for which compensation is required are taken to be
those that affect the focus and image scale of an optical system. Methods for quantifying
and offsetting these effects were described some time ago (Perry 19431), similar
information being provided by several other authorities (Johnson and Jeffree 1942,2 Grey
1948,3 Volosov 19584). The thermal compensation techniques described in this section,
with the exception of intrinsic athermalization, involve either mechanical movement of one
or more parts of the optical system, or compensation achieved solely by choice of optical
materials. Except in the section titled ‘‘Effect of Thermal Gradients,’’ a homogeneous
temperature change of all parts of the optical system is assumed.
Most optical materials undergo a change of refractive index n with temperature T ,
conveniently quoted as a rate of change d n / d T. The usual values of n and d n / d T given for
a material (and assumed in this section unless stated otherwise) are those relative to the
surrounding air rather than the absolute values with respect to vacuum. Air has a d n / d T of
21 3 1026 at T 5 288 K and 1 atmosphere air pressure for wavelengths between 0.25 and
20 microns (Penndorf 19575): allowance for this must be made when a lens operates in a
vacuum or in an enclosed space where the number of air molecules per unit volume does
not change with temperature. The absolute d n / d T of an optical material can be found
from:
dn
dn
dn
(1)
5 n air
1n
d T abs
dT
d T air

S D

S D S D

where the value of n air is approximately 1.0.

39.3 HOMOGENEOUS THERMAL EFFECTS
Thermal Focus Shift of a Simple Lens
The rate of change of the power f (reciprocal of the focal length f ) of an optical element
with temperature T can be derived by differentiating the thin lens power equation
f 5 c (n 2 1) , where c is the total surface curvature of the element. For a linear thermal
expansion coefficient a of the material from which the element is formed this gives:
As:

f5

1
f

1 df
df
5 2 2?
dT
f dT

S

D

(2)

S

D

(3)

df
dn /dT
5 1f
2a
dT
n 21
Therefore:

df
dn /dT
5 2f
2a
dT
n 21
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TABLE 1 Optical and Thermal Data for a Number of Visual Waveband Materials
Schott Optical
glass
plastic
Type

Refractive
index,
ne *

Abbe
number,
Ve †

Thermal glass
constant,
6
g ( 3 10 )‡

Thermo-optical
constant,
6
G (310 )‡

Thermal
conductivity,
21
21
k(W ? m ? K )

FK52
FK5
BK7
PSK53A
SK5
BaLKN3
BaK2
SK4
LaK9
KzFSN4
LF5
BaSF51
LaFN7
SF5
SFN64
SF6

1.487
1.489
1.519
1.622
1.591
1.521
1.542
1.615
1.694
1.617
1.585
1.728
1.755
1.678
1.711
1.813

81.4
70.2
64.0
63.2
61.0
60.0
59.4
58.4
54.5
44.1
40.6
37.9
34.7
32.0
30.1
25.2

227
211
21
213
11
23
25
22
21
14
26
18
16
0
24
16

11
14
17
14
17
17
16
17
18
18
17
114
112
111
19
118

0.9
0.9
1.1
—
1.0
1.0
—
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.8
—
—
0.7

Acrylic§
Polycarbonate§

1.497
1.590

57
30

2279
2247

271
268

0.2
0.2

* At l 5 546 nm.
† Defined as (n546 2 1) / (n480 2 n644).
‡ At l 5 546 nm and T 5 20c.
§ Values (except conductivity) from Waxler et al. Appl. Opt. 18 :102 (1979).

The material-dependent factor inside the bracket in Eqs. (2) and (3) is known as the
thermal ‘‘glass’’ constant (g ) and represents the thermal power change due to an optical
material normalized to unit f and unit change of T. Tables 1 to 3 give g values for a
selected number of visual and infrared materials along with the relevant V value (Abbe
number) and other data. The much higher level of g for infrared as opposed to glass

TABLE 2 Optical and Thermal Data for Selected 3- to 5-Micron Waveband Infrared Materials

Optical
material

Refractive
index, n4m

Abbe
number,
V3–5m

Silicon
KRS5*
AMTIR1†
Zinc selenide
Arsenic trisulfide
Zinc sulfide
Germanium
Calcium fluoride
Magnesium oxide

3.43
2.38
2.51
2.43
2.41
2.25
4.02
1.41
1.67

2.4 3 10
2
2.3 3 10
2
1.9 3 10
2
1.8 3 10
2
1.6 3 10
2
1.1 3 10
2
1.0 3 10
1
2.2 3 10
1
1.2 3 10

2

Thermal ‘‘glass’’
constant, g
25

16.3 3 10
24
22.3 3 10
25
13.9 3 10
25
13.6 3 10
25
21.9 3 10
25
12.6 3 10
24
11.3 3 10
25
25.1 3 10
25
11.9 3 10

* Thallium bromo-iodide.
† Ge / As / Se chalcogenide from Amorphous Materials Inc.

Thermo-optical
constant, G
24

11.7 3 10
24
21.5 3 10
25
19.5 3 10
25
17.3 3 10
25
13.4 3 10
25
15.2 3 10
24
14.2 3 10
26
21 3 10
25
12.6 3 10

Thermal
conductivity,
21
21
k(W ? m ? K )
2

1.5 3 10
21
5.0 3 10
21
3.0 3 10
1
1.8 3 10
21
1.7 3 10
1
1.7 3 10
1
5.9 3 10
9
1
4.4 3 10
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TABLE 3 Optical and Thermal Data for Selected 8- to 12-Micron Waveband Infrared Materials

Optical
material

Refractive
index, n10m

Abbe
number,
V8–12m

Germanium
Cesium iodide
Cadmium telluride
KRS5
AMTIR1
Gallium arsenide
Zinc selenide
Zinc sulfide
Sodium chloride

4.00
1.74
2.68
2.37
2.50
3.28
2.41
2.20
1.49

8.6 3 10
2
2.3 3 10
2
1.7 3 10
2
1.7 3 10
2
1.1 3 10
2
1.1 3 10
1
5.8 3 10
1
2.3 3 10
1
1.9 3 10

Thermal ‘‘glass’’
constant, g

2

Thermo-optical
constant, G

24

24

11.2 3 10
24
21.7 3 10
25
15.3 3 10
24
22.3 3 10
25
13.6 3 10
25
17.6 3 10
25
13.6 3 10
25
12.6 3 10
25
29.5 3 10

14.1 3 10
25
25.3 3 10
24
11.1 3 10
24
21.6 3 10
25
19.0 3 10
24
12.0 3 10
25
17.2 3 10
25
15.0 3 10
26
23 3 10

Thermal
conductivity,
21
21
k(W ? m ? K )
1

5.9 3 10
1
6
21
5.0 3 10
21
3.0 3 10
1
4.8 3 10
1
1.8 3 10
1
1.7 3 10
6

optical materials indicates that thermal defocus (focus shift) is generally a much more
serious problem in the infrared wavebands. The actual value of g varies with both
wavelength and temperature range due to variations in the value of d n / d T and a . In
general, this is unlikely to cause major problems unless a wide wavelength or temperature
range is being considered (Ko¨ hler and Stra¨ hle 19746). Thermal defocus results not only
from a change of optical power but also from the thermal expansion coefficient a h of the
housing. Equation (3) can be modified to allow for the effect of the latter:
Single thin lens:

Df 5 2f ? (g 1 a h ) ? DT

(4)

F O (g f ) 1 a G ? DT
j

j thin lenses in contact:

Df 5 2f ? f

i

i

h

(5)

i51

Thermal Defocus of a Compound Optical Construction
Consider a homogeneous temperature change in an optical system that comprises two
thin-lens groups separated from each other, the normalized thermal power change being
the same in each lens group. Taking the thermal defocus calculated from Eq. (4) as unity,
then that due to a compound optic comprising two separated components and of the same
overall power can be estimated from Fig. 1 (Rogers 19917). The latter shows scaling of
thermal defocus with respect to a simple thin lens, relative to front lens / image plane
distance (overall length) for three different positions of the second lens group. The graph is
divided into three basic lens constructions distinguished from each other by overall optical
length and / or the sign of the power of the front lens group.
Figure 1 assumes germanium optics in an aluminum housing but change of either
material, while altering values slightly, has no effect on the following two conclusions:
1. Telephoto / inverted telephoto constructions always give more (and Petzval lenses
always give less) thermal defocus than an equivalent simple lens.
2. Thermal defocus reduces as the second lens group is moved toward the image plane,
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FIGURE 1 Effect of compound lens construction on thermal defocus (from Rogers 1991 ).

irrespective of lens construction: the efficacy of this procedure is limited, however, by
the increased imbalance of optical powers between the groups.
The thermal defocus scaling technique could be extended to cover an optic comprising
more than two lens groups. This extension has been carried out for the Cooke triplet
construction (Estelle 19808) and for a series of separated thin lenses (Ko¨ hler and Stra¨ hle
19746), although only for the case of a zero-expansion housing.

39.4 TOLERABLE HOMOGENEOUS TEMPERATURE CHANGE
(NO COMPENSATION )
Diffraction-Limited Optic
Equation (5) can be used to establish the temperature change DT that will result in a
quarter-wave of thermal defocus, a reasonable limit for a simple optic that is nominally
diffraction-limited. Given an optic of diameter D and focal ratio FN imaging at a mean
wavelength of l :
Diffraction-based depth of focus:
Combining Eqs. (5) and (6):

Df 5 Ú2l (FN)2

DT 5 Ú
D? f

(6)

2l (FN)

F O (g f ) 1 a G
j

i

i51

i

h

(7)
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FIGURE 2 Tolerable temperature change for a simple
germanium infrared lens (from Rogers 1990).

Figure 2 gives DT against D results for a simple 8 – 12-micron bandwidth germanium
optic in an aluminum housing (Rogers 19909): the curves illustrate the small temperature
change that can be tolerated in germanium optics before focus compensation is required.
Partial avoidance of this particular problem may be achieved by the replacement of
germanium by other infrared optical materials having lower values of g : this may also be
desirable to reduce high-temperature absorption but generally leads to much greater
optical complexity.

Non-Diffraction-Limited Optic
The depth of focus of an optic having a nominal performance far from the diffraction limit
is a function of the residual aberration level and balance in the optic as well as its
first-order parameters. An estimate related to a cutoff spatial frequency … that gives a
reasonable approximation in many cases can be obtained (Laikin 199110) from:
(FN)
Approximate depth of focus: Df 5 Ú
…

(8)

H F O (g f ) 1 a GJ

21

j

Combining Eqs. (5) and (8):

DT 5 Ú D… f

i

i

h

(9)

i 51

Notice that, given the approximation of this method, the value of … can be determined
by extending a straight line MTF from 1.0 response at zero spatial frequency, through the
MTF point of interest, to the intersection of the line with the spatial frequency axis.

39.5 EFFECT OF THERMAL GRADIENTS
The previous sections assume a homogeneous temperature change in all parts of the
optical system: in situations where steady-state or transient temperature gradients exist,
further consideration is required (Perry 19431).
Allowance for the effect of steady-state longitudinal gradients can be made by applying
a different value of T to each lens group and an average local temperature to each portion
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of the housing that separates two adjacent lens groups. Transient longitudinal gradients are
a more difficult problem and, if severe, may require individual athermalization of each lens
group in its own housing domain.
Steady-state or transient radial thermal gradients cause at least a shift of focus position,
with the possible addition of a change of aberration correction. A localized radial
temperature difference of DT through the thickness t of a plane-parallel plate will cause a
deviation of a ray of light (Slyusarev 195911) that can be quantified as an optical path
difference (OPD):
OPD 5 t ? [a (n 2 1) 1 d n / d T ] ? DT

(10)

The expression in the square bracket is often referred to as the thermo-optical constant
G and is an approximate measure of the sensitivity of an optical material to radial
gradients. More thorough analysis of the effects produced by radial thermal gradients
includes computation of thermally induced stress and consequent anisotropic change of
refractive index: in some cases, this may be a significant factor in image degradation
(Turner 1970,12 Mit’kin and Shchavelev 1973,13 Reitmayer and Schroeder 197514).
Tables 1 to 3 give values of G for the selected optical materials. Also tabulated is the
thermal conductivity k , as in many cases G / k is a more appropriate measure of sensitivity
given the greater ability of high-conductivity materials to achieve thermal equilibrium.

39.6 INTRINSIC ATHERMALIZATION
The need for athermalization can be avoided or minimized for some applications by
employing optical power and mounting techniques that are inherently insensitive to
temperature change. A concave spherical mirror fabricated from the same material that
separates the mirror from its focal plane (for example, an aluminum mirror in an
aluminum housing) is in effect ‘‘self-athermalized’’ for a homogeneous distribution of
temperature. The optical performance of a single spherical mirror is limited, but the above
principle applies for more complex all-reflective optical constructions employing conic or
other aspheric surface forms. A glass spherical mirror, although not thermally matched to
an aluminum mounting, may be used as part of a self-athermalized catadioptric afocal in
the infrared, a germanium Mangin being used in this case as a secondary mirror lens
(Rogers 197815). The high thermal power change of the negatively powered lens in the
germanium Mangin, used in double-pass, compensates for the thermal defocus due to the
glass primary, the housing, and the remaining germanium optics in the afocal—Fig. 3
(Norrie 198616).
An alternative approach to the above is to use glass-ceramic mirrors within a
nickel-iron alloy housing, both materials of which can have thermal expansion coefficients
approaching zero. A major advantage of this approach is its insensitivity to thermal
gradients.

39.7 MECHANICAL ATHERMALIZATION
General
Mechanical athermalization essentially involves some agency moving one or more lens
elements by an amount that compensates for thermal defocus—a simple manual option
being to use an existing focus mechanism. Automatic methods are, however, preferable in
many cases and can be divided into passive or active. Passive athermalization employs an
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FIGURE 3 High magnification self-athermalized catadioptric afocal (from Norrie 1986).

agency, often involving materials (including liquids) with abnormal thermal expansion
coefficients, to maintain focus without any powered drive mechanism being required.
Automatic active athermalization involves the computation of focus compensation
algorithms that are stored (usually electronically) and implemented by a powered device
such as an electric motor. The following sections refer to a number of passive and active
athermalization methods, although the list is by no means exhaustive.

Passive Mechanical Athermalization
The principal advantages of passive thermal compensation methods are their relative
simplicity and potential reliability. Disadvantages are their inadequate response to
transient temperature gradients and, generally, lack of adjustment to allow for errors or
unforeseen circumstances. Passive methods are ideal in glass optics (Ange´ nieux et al.
1983)17) where thermal effects are low, although here it is not too difficult to achieve
optical athermalization (see later in chapter under ‘‘Optical Athermalization’’) except
where very low secondary spectrum is required. In the infrared wavebands, where thermal
effects are much greater due to the nature of the optical materials, it is difficult to achieve
simple passive mechanical athermalization due to the large refocusing movement required,
typically 1.5 3 1024 per unit focal length per Kelvin for an aluminum-housed germanium
optic. An exception to the above is the combination of silicon and germanium in
3 – 5-micron optics, where thermal defocus results largely from the expansion of the
housing. In this case, use of more than one nonmetallic housing material can result in an
athermalized optic, even one having two fields of view (Garcia-Nun˜ ez and Michika
198918)—Fig. 4.
For infrared cases other than the above, the options are either to provide a mechanism
that modifies mechanical expansion effects or to reduce the required refocusing movement
by optical means. Examples of the former include (Povey 198619) a series of linked rods of
alternatively high and low expansion coefficient—Fig. 5—and a hydraulic method where
the fluid contained in a large-volume reservoir expands into a small-bore cylinder—Fig. 6.
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FIGURE 4 Part composite / part plastic mounting structure used for athermalization of a 3 – 5-micron IR
optic (from Garcia-Nun
˜ ez and Michika 1989).

An interesting alternative employs shape-memory metal (Michael and Hart 198020) to
provide a large movement over a relatively small temperature range (Povey 198619).
Another alternative is to employ a geodetic arrangement: in this method (Povey 198619) an
athermalizing adjustment of, for example, the separation between primary and secondary
mirrors in a catadioptric is produced by differing expansion coefficients in the primary
mirror mount and the secondary mirror struts—Fig. 7. Where none of the above methods
are desirable, the option to reduce the necessary movement may be the only alternative.
This may be achieved by an optical layout (Rogers 19909) configured such that the
required athermalizing movement is reduced typically by a factor of four, but at the
expense of somewhat greater optical complexity—Fig. 8.

Active Mechanical Athermalization
Active mechanical athermalization in its simplest form can be manual adjustment of a lens
element or group for refocusing. For more complex optics, such as multi-field-of-view, a
procedure can be specified for manual (or motorized) adjustment of several lens elements
to maintain focus over a range of magnifications and temperatures (Thompson 1976,21
Rogers and Andrews 197622). Where automatic athermalization is required, a method can

FIGURE 5 Passive mechanical thermal compensation using differential expansion rods (from Poy ey 1986).
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FIGURE 6 Passive mechanical thermal compensation using high-expansion-fluid thermal sensors
(from Poy ey 1986).

be employed that uses a combination of electronics and mechanics—Fig. 9. One or more
temperature sensors located along the body of the optic feed their signals into an algorithm
that calculates the required movement of a compensating lens and then initiates the
motion. For simplicity, the compensating lens may be that which already provides
close-distance focusing, thus requiring only an increase in the range of movement for
athermalization. The location of sensors is especially important for infrared optics and
should be dependent on the thermal sensitivity variations within the optical system.

FIGURE 7 Geodetic support structure for positive or negative thermal compensation movement
(from Poy ey 1986.)
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FIGURE 8 Alternative optical configurations for mechanically athermalized FLIR systems (from Rogers
1990).

FIGURE
schematic.

9 Active

electromechanical

athermalization—
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Active electromechanical thermal compensation is particularly suitable where transient
longitudinal temperature gradients are expected and for multi-field-of-view optics where
thermal defocus is dependent on field-of-view setting. The algorithm required for
elimination of the effects of a combination of both of the above is complex, but
compensation may be accomplished by a single mechanical motion (Parr-Burman and
Gardam 198523).
A single motion does not, however, guarantee athermalization of image scale, in which
case more than one compensatory movement may be required. Two motion athermalization in a zoom or dual-field-of-view infrared telescope can take advantage of the existing
mechanisms required for field-of-view change. Also, by utilizing internal lens elements,
problems associated with hermetically sealing an external focusing lens element can be
avoided (Neil and McCreath 1983,24 Neil 1984,25 Neil and Turnbull 1985,26 Nory 1985,27
Parr-Burman and Madgwick 198828). In order to maintain stability of aberration correction
in infrared zoom telescopes, particularly those having a large zoom range, three-motion
athermalization has been proposed (Simmons and Blaine 1988,29 Shechterman, 199030).

Active / passive Athermalization
An improvement over simple manual active athermalization is to include partial passive
athermalization. This is best suited to systems that already contain axially moving lens
components, for example a dual-field-of-view infrared telescope (Roberts and Crew
198731)—Fig. 10 (Roberts 198932). Here the majority of the athermalization is provided by
a mechanically passive device that adjusts the position of the rear lens group in the
objective. The residual focus error is then corrected by small manual adjustments to the
magnification change element. This technique can minimize the change of image scale and

FIGURE 10 Part active, part passive mechanical athermalization (from Roberts 1989.)
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aberrations with temperature. A potential problem, however, is the subjective nature of
best-focus determination.

Athermalization by Image Processing
Athermalization by image processing is suitable for some applications. A range of
automatic focusing techniques exists but, while this approach has the advantage of not
requiring temperature sensors, it does suffer the potential disadvantage of misinterpretation of image information.

39.8 OPTICAL ATHERMALIZATION
General
Athermalization of the focus position of an optical system by choice of refractive materials
has been described extensively in the literature, examples additional to those already
referenced being Estes 1961,33 Gibbons 1976,34 Straw 1980,35 Lidwell 1980,36 Jamieson
1981,37 Neil 1982,38 Roberts 1984,39 Rogers 1988,40 Rayces and Lebich 1990,41 and Yatsu et
al. 1990.42 The requirements of overall optical power, achromatism and athermalism
demand that three conditions be satisfied for j thin lens elements in contact:

O f 5f
f
Achromatism: O 5 0
V
Athermalism: O (g f ) 1 f a 5 0
j

Power:

i

(11a )

i 51

j

i

i51

(11b )

i

j

i

i

h

(11c )

i 51

The presence of three conditions implies the need for three different materials in order
to obtain an exact solution. It is possible, however, to find achromatic combinations of two
materials that are also athermal, provided that a simple condition is satisfied (Rayces and
Lebich 199041):
V1(g 1 1 a h ) 5 V2(g 2 1 a h )

(12)

Suitable combinations for thin-lens athermal achromats can be found by plotting a
range of materials on a graph of g V against V , the slope of the line joining a chosen pair
representing the required thermal expansion coefficient of the housing (Ko¨ hler and Stra¨ hle
19746).
A number of approximately athermal optical glass achromats exist of which those listed
in Table 4 (Rogers 1992b 43)—with the exception of the last entry—represent examples
with low to moderate secondary spectrum over the visible to near infrared waveband. The
data given for these achromats are: lens element total curvatures for unity focal length;
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TABLE 4 Unity Focal Length Athermal Two-Material Achromatic Combinations

Material
combination

Total
curvatures

Secondary
spectrum†

Petzval
sum

Normalized
mass

BaLKN3 1 KzFSN4
BaK2 1 LaFN7
FK5 1 LF5
PSK53A 1 SFN64
BaLKN3 1 BaSF51

17.24 / 24.49
14.43 / 21.86
14.85 / 22.34
13.06 / 21.28
15.21 / 22.35

3.6 3 1024
4.8 3 1024
4.8 3 1024
5.0 3 1024
5.2 3 1024

0.77
0.76
0.73
0.65
0.79

2.1
1.4
1.3
1.0
1.5

SK4 1 KzFSN4
SK5 1 SF5*

17.30 / 25.64
13.97 / 21.99

1.8 3 1024
10.6 3 1024

0.62
0.67

2.0‡
1.0‡

10.77 / 20.12

8.6 3 1024

0.40

0.8§

Material
type
Optical glasses

Stabilized
optical
glasses
3-to-5 m Materials

As2S3 1 MgO

* Thermally invariant housing, all others aluminum.
† Over wavebands of 480 to 644 nm, 546 to 852 nm, and 3 to 5m respectively.
‡ Relative to SK5 / SF5 solution.
§ Relative to lowest value in Table 5.
Source :

From Rogers 1992b .

secondary spectrum (second-order color); thin-lens Petzval sum; and an approximate
indication of mass, normalized to the lowest value. The pairing of radiation-stabilized
versions of SK5 and SF5, both of which have a low value of g makes a good choice for
athermalized space optics in a temperature-invariant mount (Ko¨ hler and Stra¨ hle 19746).
In the infrared wavebands the options are far more limited: at least one 3 – 5-micron
waveband two-material athermal combination exists, namely, arsenic trisulfide and
magnesium oxide, but there is currently no realistic pairing of materials in the 8 – 12-micron
band.

Athermal Laser Beam Expanders
Many more two-material athermal combinations exist if the requirement for achromatism
[Eq. (11b )] is removed. This is the situation that occurs with a (preferably) galilean laser
beam expander, although here the two lens materials are separated (Palmer 198644). From
Eq. (4), making the thermal defocus Df values equal and opposite for the two lenses leads
to a value for magnification at which two given materials in a specific housing material will
provide an athermal beam expander (for a homogeneous temperature distribution):
Magnification 5

g 1 1 ah
g 2 1 ah

(13)

Three-Material Athermal Solutions
Graphical methods have been described that allow investigation of preferred threematerial athermalized achromatic solutions (Rayces and Lebich 199041). An alternative
method is the systematic evaluation of all possible combinations of three materials selected
from a short list, each combination being allocated a risk factor dependent on material
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TABLE 5 Unity Focal Length Athermal Three-Material Achromatic Combinations for the 3- to 5-Micron Waveband
Material
combination

Total
curvatures

Petzval
sum

Normalized
mass

Si 1 Ge 1 ZnS
ZnSe 1 Ge 1 MgO
[Si 1 Ge 1 KRS5]
ZnS 1 MgO 1 Ge
AMTIR1 1 Ge 1 Si
Si 1 MgO 1 KRS5
ZnSe 1 ZnS 1 Ge
Si 1 CaF2 1 KRS5

10.72 / 20.36 / 10.27
11.16 / 20.21 / 20.06
10.69 / 20.26 / 10.08
11.28 / 20.17 / 20.16
10.56 / 20.32 / 10.46
10.31 / 20.08 / 10.22
11.80 / 20.69 / 20.23
10.32 / 20.25 / 10.24

0.39
0.51
0.34
0.52
0.42
0.31
0.50
0.29

1.3
1.8
1.0
1.5
1.4
1.1
2.8
1.1

[ ] Low residual high-order chromatic aberration.

characteristics and solution sensitivity (Rogers 19909). The optical powers of the three
in-contact thin-lens elements are determined by solving Eq. (11a – c ) which give for a unity
focal length:
Given:

(1 2 b )g 1 1 bg 2 1 a h
(1 2 a )g 1 1 ag 2 2 g 3

a5

V1 V2 2 V2 V3
V1 V3 2 V2 V3

f3 5

b5

V2
V2 2 V1

f 2 5 b 2 af 3

(14b )

f 1 5 1 2 (f 2 1 f 3)

(14c )

(14a )

Tables 5 and 6 give a selection of lower-risk three-material solutions, in approximate
order of increasing risk, for 3 – 5- and 8 – 12-micron infrared combinations respectively: the
data given are similar to those in Table 4, but the housing is assumed to be aluminum in all
cases. Note that these tables are intended as a guide only and are based on currently
available material data.

TABLE 6 Unity Focal Length Athermal Three-Material Achromatic Combinations
for the 8- to 12-Micron Waveband

Material combination
KRS5 1 ZnSe 1 Ge
ZnSe 1 ZnS 1 Ge
GaAs 1 ZnS 1 KRS5
AMTIR1 1 ZnS 1 Ge
hCdTe 1 ZnSe 1 KRS5j
GaAs 1 ZnSe 1 KRS5
[AMTIRI 1 ZnSe 1 KRS5]
[CsI 1 NaCl 1 GaAs]

Total
curvatures

Petzval
sum

Normalized
mass

10.34 / 20.15 / 10.25
12.05 / 20.92 / 20.26
10.38 / 20.20 / 10.26
11.42 / 20.35 / 20.24
10.72 / 20.37 / 10.22
10.68 / 20.71 / 10.33
11.19 / 20.72 / 10.16
10.68 / 20.32 / 10.29

0.30
0.50
0.31
0.48
0.37
0.25
0.39
0.38

1.0
2.5
1.0
1.3
1.5
1.8
1.9
1.1

h j Very high transmission.
[ ] Low residual high-order chromatic aberration.
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Athermalization of Separated Components
In many ways, thermal defocus and thermal change of focal length are analogous to
longitudinal and lateral chromatic aberration, having the same first-order dependencies.
For this reason it has been suggested that a thermal Abbe number, defined as g 21 (Grey
19483), be used to replace the chromatic Abbe number (V value) in the usual chromatic
aberration equations. Thermal expansion of the housing—obviously not present in
chromatic calculations—does, however, complicate the situation a little.
In equations thus far, Df has meant both thermal defocus and focal length change, as
numerically these are the same for a thin lens. For separated components, rules similar to
those for chromatic aberration apply: for example, two separated thin-lens groups—such as
those described by Fig. 1—must be individually athermalized if both types of thermal
‘‘aberration’’ are to be corrected simultaneously. More complex optics (for example,
multistage) may have transfer of thermal aberration between constituent lens groups but
may still be corrected simultaneously for thermal focus shift and focal length change as a
whole. This procedure can, however, lead to one lens group requiring excessive optical
powers in order to achieve full overall correction—transient longitudinal thermal gradients
may also cause problems.

Use of Diffractive Optics in Optical Athermalization
The term ‘‘hybrid optic’’ is generally used to signify a combination of refractive and
diffractive means in an optical element. The diffractive part of the hybrid is usually a
transmission hologram which for high efficiency would be of surface relief form, the
surface structure being machined or etched onto the refractive surface (Swanson and
Veldkamp 198945). The diffractive surface acts as a powered diffraction grating producing
large amounts of chromatic aberration which could be employed in an optic where a
lightweight optically athermalized combination of two materials could be chosen without
regard to achromatism: residual chromatic aberration could then be corrected by the
hologram (Rogers 1992a 46).
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CHAPTER 40

OPTICAL FABRICATION
Robert E. Parks
Optical Sciences Center
Uniy ersity of Arizona
Tucson , AZ 85721

40.1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional optical fabrication is the craft of producing spherical surfaces of about 0.1
micrometer peak-to-valley accuracy using common materials and relatively simple techniques applied in a consistent manner. Recently developed techniques can also produce
nonspherical or steeply aspheric surfaces to similar accuracies. Many of the techniques
used in optical fabrication tend to be unfamiliar because most optically worked materials
are brittle (as opposed to metals which are ductile and easily worked with familiar tools)
and the surfaces are truly spherical, or nearly so, as opposed to many other technical
products that have rectilinear features.
Additional barriers to understanding optical working of materials include the statistical
nature of producing geometrically perfect spheres and the actual mechanisms that produce
specular surfaces during polishing. Even the most knowledgeable workers do not have a
rigorous understanding of why two surfaces become more like each other as they are
rubbed together using traditional methods as is evidenced by a lack of literature on that
subject.
Polishing is likewise a rather miraculous process. It can improve the surface finish of
ground glass by nearly three orders of magnitude, it uses unsophisticated materials, and it
can be accomplished by persons with little training in polishing. On the other hand, the
actual nature of the process by which this is accomplished has probably been debated since
Newton’s time and certainly since Lord Rayleigh’s.1 Works by Preston,2 Silvernail,3 Bach,4
Golini,5 and Cook6 are now shedding some light on the nature of the glass-polishing
mechanisms.
In this article, we introduce the various fabrication steps involved in producing
accurately polished glass lenses and mirrors, touch on the somewhat different methods
used to produce flats and prisms efficiently, and then address crystalline optics such as are
used in the UV and IR. Then we address aspherics and the diamond-turning of optical
surfaces. Finally, we say a few words about purchasing optics.

40.2 BASIC STEPS IN OPTICAL FABRICATION
The five basic steps in optical fabrication consist of7–10b
$ rough shaping the raw glass into a blank about 1 mm oversize to the finished part
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$ generating the optical surfaces to the correct shape to better than 0.1 mm
$ loose abrasive lapping the surfaces to remove damage due to generating and producing a
curve good to a few micrometers of the desired shape
$ polishing the ground surface to make it specular and accurate to about 0.1 mm
$ edging the lens element to make the periphery coaxial with the optical axis as defined by
the two lens surfaces.
Because glass is a brittle material, all material removal must be done by grinding rather
than the more familiar machining processes used with metals that produce relatively large,
curved chips. Grinding works by introducing a controlled network of small fractures into
the surface such that glass particles fall out of the surface when the fractures intersect. The
fractures must be kept below a critical fracture depth or the fractures will continue all the
way through the brittle part.11 On the other hand, the fractures must be deep enough to
insure efficient material removal. In any case, material removal by grinding is a much
slower process than machining because the brittle material removed must be disintegrated
into micrometer-sized pieces. For this reason, the rough shaping is done by sawing or
trepanning (core drilling) so that a minimum amount of material has to be disintegrated to
achieve the rough blank shape. For production runs, the rough shaping is done at the glass
manufacturer by pressing or molding the hot glass into correctly shaped blanks a few
tenths of a millimeter oversize.
Generating is similar in purpose to the machining of raw metal parts. The generating
imparts dimensionally true surfaces on the workpiece so that subsequent operations can be
performed accurately and efficiently. With glass lenses, the generating is done with
cup-shaped grinding wheels with a lip of diamond grit in a metal or resin matrix. When the
rotating cup wheel touches the rotating glass blank, a spherical surface is produced, the
radius of which depends on the angle between the two axes of rotation. The simple
geometry in Fig. 1 shows that this arrangement will produce a spherical surface, either
concave or convex, depending on the angle at which the grinding wheel is set.
Loose abrasive lapping is then used to remove sufficient glass to eliminate the deeper
fractures caused by generating and to produce a more spherical surface by the action of
two rigid bodies abrading each other. The abrasive material, typically between 30 and
5 mm in size, depending upon the stage of lapping, preferentially removes the high places
on both the lap and the glass until both surfaces are true spheres to less than 0.1 mm and
differ in radius by the several-micrometer grit size of the abrasive compound between the
two surfaces.
Most lapping is done with diamond-impregnated pellets made of a resin matrix that are
loose-abrasive lapped to the correct radius. This bound abrasive lapping with pellets is
faster, less messy, and yields surfaces with a greater dimensional consistency and a more
uniform finish. As with loose abrasive lapping, pellet lapping is done on conventional
lapping and polishing machines where the work is rotated about its optical axis while the
lap is moved over the workpiece by an oscillating pin. The lap takes its rotary motion due
to friction between it and the workpiece. This combination of translation and rotation
produces a random motion between work and lap that, in turn, produces truly spherical
surfaces.
Once the lapping has removed all traces of damage due to generating and coarser
lapping grits, and has produced the correct sagitta to within a few micrometers, the
workpiece is ready for polishing. Polishing takes place on the same type of machine and
uses a similar machine motion as with the lapping, but now the lap is made of pitch (or in
many modern operations, a synthetic polishing pad) and the polishing compound used is a
few percent mixture of cerium oxide in water.
Polishing converts the finely fractured, lapped surface with a roughness of about 1 mm
rms into a specular surface with a roughness of typically 3 nm rms. With care, this finish
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θ

FIGURE 1 Geometry for generating a convex sphere where R is the
radius of curvature of the sphere, r is the distance from the cup wheel
axis of rotation to the point of contact with the sphere, and O is the
angle between the axes of rotation of the sphere and the cup wheel. The
geometry for a concave sphere is identical except the angle is negative.

can be reduced to 1 nm rms or less. Our best present understanding of polishing12 is that
the cerium oxide reacts chemically with the glass to soften the outer layer to a depth of a
few nm. The relatively soft cerium oxide particles can then physically remove this softened
layer and the process starts over again. Behind the lap, it appears that the silica-rich
polishing slurry redeposits some of the silica on the surface, leaving a smooth but
chemically slightly different outer surface a few nm thick on the bulk glass. Polishing is
continued until the level of the surface has been driven below the last remaining fractures
from the final lapping step. Typically 10 to 20 micrometers of glass are removed to reach
this fully polished condition.
The last step of the fabrication cycle is edging the lens. While the two optical surfaces
have been carefully applied to the glass blank, no precision alignment of the glass is usually
made and thus the polished lens will have a wedge of some minutes of arc. Another way of
stating this is that the optical axis as defined by the line joining the centers of curvature of
the two spherical surfaces is decentered from the mechanical axis of the element as defined
by its periphery by a few tenths of an mm. Prior to edging, the lens axis defined by the two
optical surfaces is aligned to coincide with the axis of rotation of the edging machine
spindle. Then a grinding wheel is brought in to reduce the diameter of the lens element to
its final dimension while removing any runout in its periphery.
Research continues into methods to reduce the time taken during each step of
fabrication and even methods to eliminate some steps. For example, small lenses with
reasonably uniform cross sections can be directly molded into finished precision optics by
the glass manufacturers and fabricators.13 Also, a recent project has demonstrated that it is
possible to generate spherical surfaces with sufficient accuracy and good enough finish that
the surfaces can be polished without the usual lapping step.14 This research was done on a
numerically controlled machine that includes tooling for doing the edging, and, possibly,
the polishing as well.
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40.3 PLANO OPTICAL SURFACES
Plano optics and prisms are more difficult to produce than spherical optics in two ways.
First, a plano surface is a spherical surface with a very specific radius, namely, infinity.
Second, while a lens can be brought into correct mechanical alignment during the final
edging step, this option is not possible in plano pieces. If a plane window is supposed to be
made parallel to 2 seconds of arc, there is no last edging step to make this correction, so
the wedge must be reduced to the tolerance level during polishing. Similarly, prism angles
must be held within tolerance during polishing using precision tooling and fixtures.
For the polishers of plano work, there are two approaches that help reduce these
problems. First, the generating and lapping steps can be more precisely controlled than in
the case of spherical optics so the angles are very close to the finished tolerances before
polishing begins. Second, much plano work is now done on continuous polishers (CPs) in
which a large plano annular lap is ‘‘conditioned’’ to maintain lap flatness independent of
the shape of the work put on the lap. Rather than the lap and work ending up at a
‘‘compromise’’ radius as the two work together, the lap on the CP machine is forced by a
large glass ‘‘conditioner’’ to stay flat and then the lap forces the work flat in turn.15
Flatwork fabricators must still keep everything adjusted correctly to maintain flatness, but
much more of their time can be spent holding angles rather than fighting just to keep
flatness.
The CP machines came into their own during the early days of making glass laser disks
for the laser fusion programs and have proved their worth throughout the plano optics
industry. These machines call for a large capital investment and need a sufficient volume of
work to keep them running nearly full-time. Given those conditions, however, CPs are a
cost-effective method of producing plano optics and prisms. Because the techniques for
polishing plano work and lenses are different, it pays to find out what type of work
potential vendors do best. The job will be less expensive and better when done at a firm
that specializes in one type.

40.4 CRYSTALLINE OPTICS
As more and more optical work is being done in the UV and IR regions, there is more call
for optics made of nonglass materials. Single and polycrystalline materials as well as some
elemental materials are transparent far outside the usual spectral transmission range for
glass. In most cases, the surfaces of these materials have differing hardnesses depending on
the orientation of the crystal boundaries. Unless the lap is very hard (which leads to
scratches) or the polishing material is very hard, the surfaces of the crystalline materials
will have a light relief pattern as a function of the crystal structure and this produces
wavefront errors and scattering. The use of finely graded diamond as the polishing
compound eliminates the problem in many cases. Laps of tin, zinc, or cast iron and
diamond polishing compound work well on the hardest crystalline materials. Beeswaxcovered pitch or synthetic polishing material laps are often used with the softer crystalline
materials and metals.16,17

40.5 ASPHERICS
Aspheric surfaces are surfaces that are not spherical and thus the convenient processes that
nature has given us to make spherical surfaces no longer apply to making aspheric
surfaces. This is why aspherics cost many times what spherical surfaces do if fabricated
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using traditional techniques. If the aspheric surface is very close (a few micrometers) to a
spherical surface, then it may be treated rather similarly to a spherical surface and polished
relatively simply. For large departure (fast) aspheres, however, the process is more like
sculpturing and is quite time consuming.
In this case, the asphere is ground into the surface as accurately as possible, often with a
numerically controlled lathe set up as a grinding machine. Then the surface is polished
with a lap of sufficient flexibility to fit the changing curvatures of the asphere. The actual
contour of the surface is controlled by dwelling longer on high places than in low spots.
Frequent optical testing is required to determine the figure of the surface because
convergence to the correct figure tends to be poor because the natural tendency is for the
surface to return to a sphere. For larger-size aspheres, computer-controlled polishing or
ion milling can be used to good advantage.
Several recent approaches to aspheric polishing are based on the principle of trying to
imitate spherical polishing even though it is an asphere that is desired. This approach
started with Schmidt, who used vacuum and simple edge support to deform a plane
window into a concave shape that included the needed asphericity.18 The window was
polished spherical while held in this distorted condition. When the polishing was complete,
the vacuum was released and the window relaxed into a plano shape with the desired
corrector asphere imparted in the surface.
The polishing of the Keck telescope off-axis parabolic mirror segments is a logical
continuation of the Schmidt method applied to off-axis aspheres, the so-called ‘‘bend and
polish’’ technique.19 For rigid optics where it is not possible to distort the workpiece, the
lap shape may be actively controlled to fit the work as has recently been demonstrated.20
For a broad treatment, Marioge21 gives a nice review of more traditional methods for
polishing aspheric surfaces.

40.6 DIAMOND TURNING
Another method of making both plano and aspheric optics is diamond turning. This
precision engineering technology is an outgrowth of atomic weapons fabrication that
requires the use of highly accurate, numerically controlled turning machines. Some of the
materials used in the weapons were found to be difficult to machine using traditional tool
bits so diamond-tipped tools were tried. It was found that some metals could be turned to
specular finishes with these techniques employing diamond tooling and precision machines.
This is the origin of diamond-turned optics as discussed in Vol. I, Chap. 41 of this
Handbook.
From an optics viewpoint, some advantages of diamond turning are that on plano
surfaces, the relationship of one surface to another can be controlled very accurately such
as is required in a multifaceted scanning prism. Also, finished aspheric surfaces (including
off-axis surfaces) can be turned in a few passes in metals such as aluminum and electroless
nickel. This makes diamond turning a cost-effective method of producing types of optics
that would be difficult and expensive using the traditional methods.

40.7 PURCHASING OPTICS
Purchasing optics to special order is a costly undertaking. If the needed optics can be
found as catalog items, this is always the least costly approach. Failing this, most
fabricators have a stock of optics that are too few in number to list in a catalog but are
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available at catalog prices just so they can be moved out of stock. Always inquire if there is
something available that meets the requirements.
Often a small change in the design of an experiment or piece of hardware will permit
the use of a catalog or standard item. Most optical shops maintain a list of test glasses for
specific radii. If custom lenses can be designed using these radii, there will be smaller
tooling costs. Along the same line, the Germans have a standard that lists ‘‘preferred’’ lens
radii. Designs built around these preferred radii will be less expensive to manufacture than
those using completely arbitrary radii.
To help protect the customer buying catalog optics, there is a new ISO standard that
specifies minimum tolerances on lens parameters not specifically called out in a catalog.
The standard is ISO 10110, Part 11—Indications in optical drawings , non -toleranced
dimensions and material indications. If the catalog does not state that the standard applies
to the listed lenses, this requirement can be given on a purchase order.
If custom optics are required, go to vendors that specialize in the type of optics
required. Some are best at lenses, some at plano work and prisms, some at aspherics.
Better prices and better quality are available from the specialist. When talking with
potential vendors, ask if any of the requirements on the drawing unduly impact the cost of
the optics. Some requirement that may seem trivial can cause the vendor substantial
trouble and vice versa. Be sure too that the requested specifications and tolerance levels
are really needed to make the hardware work. Many optics are overtoleranced just to be
on the safe side or because the designer did not take the time to understand the true
requirements.
When going out for bids, if one vendor comes in substantially lower than the others,
there is probably some misunderstanding of the requirements. Rather than giving the
order to the lowest bidder immediately, find out if they truly understand what is being
asked for and if they have the capability to produce and test it. If it appears unlikely that
the vendor can produce, it is better to excuse that vendor than try to hold them to the bid.
That will just be a waste of time and money.
Finally, if the optical requirements are for something very specialized or at the cutting
edge of the state of the art, the customer may have to supply the vendor with test
equipment and supply a test method to demonstrate compliance. In this case, the customer
and vendor will have to work together closely to ensure that the customer gets the optics
that are needed.

40.8 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that optical fabrication requires the serial application of a number of
relatively simple, if not completely familiar, steps. If each of these steps is carefully carried
out and good artisanship is observed, highly accurate optics can be made using traditional
techniques by workers with reasonable skills. Nontraditional techniques are also being
successfully applied to making complex optical surfaces and large volumes of similar
surfaces. Finally, we have tried to indicate that purchasing optics is not a simple matter,
but that the customer and potential vendors must work together to insure that what is
required can be fabricated and tested in a cost-effective manner.
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41.1 GLOSSARY
f

feed rate (mm / rev)

h

peak-to-valley height

R

tip radius

Ra

average absolute roughness

41.2 INTRODUCTION
The use of special machine tools with single-crystal diamond-cutting tools to produce metal
optics is called diamond turning. The manufacture of optical surfaces by diamond turning
is relatively new compared to the traditional optical-polishing methods. In terms of
geometry and motions required, the diamond-turning process is much like the step of
‘‘generating the optical surface’’ in traditional optical fabrication. However, the diamondturning machine is a more sophisticated piece of equipment that produces the final surface,
which typically does not need the traditional polishing operation. But surface quality
produced by the ‘‘best’’ diamond turning does not yet match the best conventionalpolishing practice. Yet, the limits of diamond turning for both figure and surface finish
accuracy have not yet been reached.
There are several important advantages of using diamond turning, including the ability
to produce good optical surfaces to the edge of the element, to fabricate soft ductile
materials difficult to polish, to eliminate alignment in some systems, and to fabricate
shapes difficult to do by other methods. If the advantages of diamond turning suggest this
fabrication method, then it is important to determine early in the design phase of a project
whether the material specified is appropriate for diamond turning.
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Sections in this chapter highlight the following:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

The diamond-turning process
The advantages of diamond turning
Diamond-turnable materials
Comparison of diamond turning and traditional optical fabrication
Machine tools for diamond turning
Basic steps in diamond turning
Surface finish in diamond-turned optics
Measuring diamond-turned surfaces
Conclusions

41.3 THE DIAMOND -TURNING PROCESS
The diamond-turning process produces finished surfaces by very accurately cutting away a
thin chip or layer of the surface. Thus, it is generally applicable to ductile materials that
machine well rather than to hard brittle materials traditionally used for optical elements.
(However, by using a grinding head on a diamond-turning machine in place of the tool,
hard brittle materials can be finished.) At very small effective depths of cut, brittle
materials behave in an apparently ductile manner. This attribute allows fracture-free
grinding of glasses and ceramics as well as diamond turning of optical surfaces on materials
such as gemanium, zinc selenide, and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP).
In diamond turning, both the figure and surface finish are largely determined by the
machine tool and the cutting process. Note, however, that materials characteristics such as
grain size, inclusion size, etc. limit the ultimate surface finish achievable. The tool has to be
very accurately moved with respect to the optical element to generate a good optical
surface, and the edge of the diamond tool has to be extremely sharp and free of defects.

41.4 THE ADVANTAGES OF DIAMOND TURNING
The advantages of diamond turning over the more traditional optical fabrication technique
of lapping and polishing (see Chap. 40 by R. E. Parks) are
$ It can produce good optical surfaces clear to the edge of the optical element. This is
important, for example, in making scanners, polygons, special shaped flats, and when
producing parts with interrupted cuts.
$ It can turn soft ductile materials that are extremely difficult to polish.
$ It can easily produce off-axis parabolas and other difficult-to-lap aspherical shapes.
$ It can produce optical elements with a significant cost advantage over conventional
lapping and polishing where the relationship of the mounting surface—or other
feature—to the optical surface are very critical. Expressed differently, this feature of
diamond turning offers the opportunity to eliminate alignment in some systems.
$ The fabrication of some optical shapes, such as axicons and x-ray telescopes, would be
extremely difficult by methods other than diamond turning.
Conflicts between optical requirements and diamond turnability on the one hand, and
mechanical considerations on the other often lead to the use of platings. Plating
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TABLE 1 General Guide to Optical Fabrication Methods
Size, m
Less than 0.5

Shape
Flat or sphere
Asphere

Material

Preferred method

Glass / ceramic
Ductile metal
Glass / ceramic
Ductile metal

Polish
Diamond turn
Grind / polish*
Diamond turn

0.5 to 2

Any axisymmetric

Ductile metal

Diamond turn†

Greater than 2.0

Any

Any

Large polishing
machines

* Can generate shape or figure on a diamond-turning machine with a grinding head replacing the
diamond tool.
† Diamond-turning machines up to 2-m diameter have been made.

deficiencies, however, can cause as much trouble as poor bulk materials. For example,
small changes in electroless nickel bulk composition may cause dramatic changes in tool
wear.1
Residual stress introduced into the mirror blank, whether plated or not, can lead to
changes in mirror shape with time. It is essential to pay careful attention to stress-relieving
prior to final diamond turning. A decision to diamond turn an optical element, rather than
fabricate it by the conventional polishing techniques, might be based on several different
considerations such as type of element, size, and material. A general guide to different
considerations in selecting diamond turning as a fabrication technique is presented in
Table 1.
An axicon optical element produced by diamond turning is shown in Fig. 1. This type of
element would be extremely difficult to make by means other than diamond turning.

41.5 DIAMOND -TURNABLE MATERIALS
It is not uncommon to hear materials described as either ‘‘diamond-turnable,’’ or not, as if
this were an inherent material property. In reality, some materials just wear out the
diamond-turning tools at a much faster rate than other materials do. The reason for this
fast wear rate is yet unknown. For example, it is commonly known that ferrous materials
rapidly wear diamond tools. Some tests have been made—using different methods of
diamond-turning ferrous materials to decrease wear rate—that show some encouraging
results. These methods include operating at cryogenic temperatures,2 in methane and
acetylene environments,3 and by ultrasonic vibration of the tool.4 However, up to the
present time, these tests have been done on only minuscule amounts of the material and
will need to be demonstrated on realistic-sized components.
A number of listings, such as the one included in Table 2, have been published of
diamond-turnable materials.
Such listings should be treated with caution. Typically, they are incomplete and do not
provide sufficient information on the materials that are listed. For example, good optical
surfaces are not generally produced on all aluminum alloys: 6061 is the most commonly
used alloy, although certain 5000 series and 7000 series alloys have their proponents, and
2024 aluminum has been used but, in general, does not produce the best surfaces.
Similarly, gold is considered diamond-turnable, but problems have been reported
machining large gold-plated optics. Conventional electroplated nickels give rapid tool
wear, but electroless nickel with phosphorous contents above about 10 percent, if
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FIGURE 1 An axicon optical element being diamond turned. (Courtesy of Rank Taylor
Hobson , Keene , New Hampshire.)

appropriately heat treated, can be machined effectively.5 Recently, it has been shown that
high-phosphorous electroplated nickel6,7 also machines extremely well, although such
platings are not widely available.
Silicon, although included in the listing given here, should be considered marginal as
tool wear can be high. Reasonably large areas of amorphous silicon cladding are reported
to have been successfully machined.
TABLE 2 Diamond-turnable Materials
Aluminum
Brass
Copper
Beryllium copper
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Lead
Platinum
Tin
Zinc
Electroless nickel

Calcium fluoride
Magnesium fluoride
Cadmium telluride
Zinc selenide
Zinc sulphide
Gallium arsenide
Sodium chloride
Calcium chloride
Germanium
Strontium fluoride
Sodium fluoride
KDP
KTP
Silicon

Polymethymethacrylate
Polycarbonates
Polyimide
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Diamond turnability of plastics varies, with some suggestion that parameters, such as
surface speed, are more important than for metal and crystalline substrates. Some plastics
are, however, diamond turned in volume production.
Therefore, it is important to involve experienced personnel early in the design phase8 to
ensure that the material specified is appropriate. In some projects, the part is so valuable
and / or so difficult to produce by other techniques, it is worth consuming tools more rapidly
than would normally be acceptable. However, such a decision should be taken consciously,
not by default late in a project.

41.6 COMPARISON OF DIAMOND TURNING AND TRADITIONAL
OPTICAL FABRICATION
In diamond turning, the final shape and surface of the optical produced depends on the
machine tool accuracy, whereas, in traditional optical fabrication, the final shape and
surface of the optical element are produced by lapping and polishing with an abrasiveloaded lap. The differences between diamond turning and traditional optical fabrication
can be summarized by describing diamond turning as a displacement -controlled process
versus a force -controlled process for traditional optical fabrication.9 The goal in diamond
turning is to have a machine tool that produces an extremely accurate path with the
diamond tool, hence a displacement-controlled machine. A traditional polishing machine
used for optical fabrication depends on the force being constant over the area where the
abrasive-loaded lap—or tool—touches the surface being worked. Selective removal of
material can be produced by increasing the lap pressure in selected areas or by use of a
zone lap. The stiffness of a diamond-turning machine is important because, to control the
displacement, it is important that cutting forces and other influences do not cause
unwanted displacements. Feeds, speeds, and depth of cut are typically much lower in
diamond turning than conventional machining, thus giving lower forces. However, the
displacements of concern are also much lower. Thus the stiffness required is as much, or
more, of a concern than conventional machining even though the total force capability may
be lower for diamond turning.

41.7 MACHINE TOOLS FOR DIAMOND TURNING
In general, the machine tools used for diamond turning are very expensive compared to
the equipment needed for traditional optical fabrication. The precision required for
diamond turning is beyond the capability of conventional machine tools, thus some of the
first diamond-turning machines for fabricating optics were built adapting Moore measuring
machines.10
Although there are some records of machine tools being used to generate optical
surfaces as early as the 17th century, most of the effort is modern, accelerated in the 1960s
and 1970s with the advent of computer-based machine tool controls and laser interferometer systems used as positional feedback devices. Evans11 has documented much of the
history of diamond turning and provides an extensive reference list. Some of the research
in metal cutting related to diamond turning and associated machine tools is summarized by
Ikawa.12
Two commercial diamond-turning machines are shown in Fig. 2. Such machines may
generally be configured to operate in a normal facing lathe mode (with the tool stationary
and the part rotating), as a milling machine (part stationary, tool rotating), or, on occasion,
as an optical generator—both part and tool rotating—with the addition of a second
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(a)

FIGURE 2(a )

Diamond-turning machine (Courtesy of Rank Taylor Hobson , Keene , New Hampshire ).

(b)

FIGURE 2(b )

Diamond-turning machine (Courtesy of Moore Special Tool Co. , Bridgeport , Connecticut ).
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spindle. The milling-type process is generally referred to as flycutting. Dedicated flycutting
machines, also commercially available, are widely used in flat and polygon production.
Also diamond-turning machines have been configured with a tailstock for special-purpose
work.

41.8 BASIC STEPS IN DIAMOND TURNING
Much like the traditional optical-fabrication process, the diamond-turning process can be
described as a series of steps used to make an optical element. The steps used in diamond
turning are:
1. Preparing the blank with all the required features of the element with an extra thickness
of material (generally 0.1 mm extra material or plating is adequate) on the surface to be
diamond turned
2. Mounting the blank in an appropriate fixture or chuck on the diamond-turning machine
3. Selecting the diamond tool appropriate for material and shape of optical component
4. Mounting and adjusting the diamond tool on the machine
5. Machining the optical surface to final shape and surface quality
6. Cleaning the optical surface to remove cutting oils or solvents
Mounting the optical element blank on a diamond-turning machine is extremely
important. If a blank is slightly distorted in the holding fixture, and then machined to a
perfect shape on the machine, it will be a distorted mirror when released from the fixture.
Therefore, fixtures and chucks to hold mirrors during diamond turning need to be carefully
designed to prevent distortion. Often the best way to hold a mirror during machining is to
use the same mounting method that will be used to hold the mirror in service.
It is advantageous in many applications to machine a substrate of an aluminum or
copper and then plate on a surface to be diamond turned. The design and application of
platings is part science and part art. Many aspects of the platings as related to diamond
turning were covered at the ASPE Spring 1991 Topical Meeting.13
Tool setting—the mounting and adjusting of the diamond-tipped cutting tool—is often
accomplished by cutting a test surface, either on the actual mirror blank to be later
machined over, or by placing a test piece on the machine just for tool setting. If the cutting
tool is too high, or too low, a defect at the center of a mirror is produced. It is possible,
using reasonable care and patience, to set the tool height within about 0.1 mm of the exact
center. Setting the tool in the feed direction after the height is correct is somewhat more
difficult. For example, an error in setting will produce an ogive shape rather than a sphere.
Gerchman14 describes these types of defects.
The selection of the diamond tool for diamond turning is important. Large cutting tip
radii (2 mm or more) are often used when producing flats and large, small-F-number
focusing mirrors. However, small-radii diamond tools are available (in the range of
0.1 mm) for making small deep mirrors or molds. Tools with special geometries can be
obtained for such applications as Fresnel lenses. In general, approximately zero degree
rake tools, with about 5 or 6 degrees front clearance, are used for diamond turning ductile
metals. Negative rake tools are often good for crystalline materials and positive rakes may
be beneficial when machining some plastics. The cutting edge has to be chip-free to
produce a good diamond-turned surface. A normal specification for edge quality is ‘‘chip
free when examined at 10003.’’ The edge sharpness is also of concern in diamond turning,
yet there is currently no convenient way to specify and inspect tools for edge sharpness.
The orientation of the diamond itself on the shank is of concern because the
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single-crystal diamond is anisotropic. The orientation of diamond tools has been studied,
for example, by Wilks,15 Decker,16 and Hurt.17 It is necessary for the tool manufacturer to
mount the diamond so that it can be shaped to the required radius and produce a good
cutting edge. The usual orientation for diamond tools is with the cleavage plane
horizontal—parallel to the rake face.
The actual diamond turning, or machining to final size and surface finish, is often the
fastest part of the process. The machine-tool controller has to be programmed to pass
the tool through the correct path, the chip-removal system has to be positioned, and the
cutting-fluid applicator needs to be adjusted to provide consistent clean cutting.
For machining of flats and spherical surfaces, the computer machine control programs
are straightforward. But when cutting aspherical surfaces, caution has to be exercised so
that the radius of the tool is properly handled in calculating the tool path. Modern CAD
systems perform the necessary calculations, but test cases should be done prior to cutting a
difficult or expensive component.
In general, the cutting speeds for diamond turning are similar to those used for
conventional machining: less than one to over 100 m / min. However, the slower cutting
speeds produced by facing to the center of a workpiece do not affect the surface finish in
diamond turning as is often the case with nondiamond tools. Thus, varying the spindle
speed to keep the cutting speed constant is not necessary in diamond turning. The upper
speed for diamond turning is often limited by the distortion of the optical element due to
centrifugal forces, expecially for larger elements. The upper spindle speed can also be
limited due to any unbalance of the workpiece and fixture.
The feed rate in diamond turning is usually adjusted to give a good theoretical surface
finish. (See the next section on the surface finish of diamond-turned optics.)
Cleaning of diamond-turned optics has a lot in common with cleaning conventionally
polished optics. But because many of the diamond-turned elements are of soft metals,
caution has to be exercised to prevent scratching. In general, a degreaser is used (soap or
solvent), followed by a rinse in pure ethyl alcohol. The drag-wiping technique traditionally
used on some glass optics can be used on some diamond-turned elements. Care must be
taken to insure that the lens tissue is very clean and remains wet. Some work is being done
to study the best solvents to use for cleaning diamond-turned optics from an
environmental-impact standpoint.18

41.9 SURFACE FINISH IN DIAMOND -TURNED OPTICS
Surface structure is different for diamond-turned surfaces compared to conventionally
polished surfaces. A diamond-turned surface is produced by moving a cutting tool across
the surface of the turning component, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Therefore, diamond-turned
elements always have some periodic surface roughness, which can produce a diffractiongrating effect, whereas polished optical surfaces have a random roughness pattern. The
traditional ‘‘scratch and dig’’ approach to describing surfaces is not meaningful for
diamond-turned surfaces.
The machining process produces a periodic surface structure directly related to the tool
radius and feed rate. The theoretical diamond-turned surface is described in Fig. 4. The
formula displayed in the figure for calculating the height of the cusps is
h5

f2
8R

(1)

where,
h is the peak-to-valley height of the periodic surface defect, usually expressed in
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FIGURE 3 Diamond turning an optical element.

microinch, micrometer, nanometer, or angstrom units—the units have to be consistent
with other parameters of the formula but any units will work.
f is the feed per revolution, expressed for example in mm per revolution, or
thousandths of inch per revolution.
R is the tip radius of the tool, expressed for example in mm, fractions of an inch, or
thousandths of an inch.
For example, if a surface is diamond turned using a spindle speed of 300 rpm, a feed of
7.5 mm / min, and a 5-mm tool nose radius:
h5

(7.5 / 300)2
5 1.56 3 1025 mm
835

h 5 15.6 nm

FIGURE 4 ‘‘Cusp’’ surface of diamond-turned optical element.

(2)
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In addition to the ‘‘theoretical finish’’ based on cusp structure, the measured surface
finish on diamond-turned parts is influenced by other factors such as
$ Waviness within the long-wavelength cut-off for surface measurement. This type of
waviness may be correlated, for example, with slide straightness errors.
$ Asynchronous error motions. If, for a given angular spindle position, there is
nonrepeatability in axial, radial, or tilt directions, these errors will transfer into surface
structure. Details of spindle errors are important in diamond turning. Further information can be found in the Axis of Rotation Standard.19
$ External and self-induced vibration, not at the spindle frequency nor at one of its
harmonics, has the same effect on finish—measured across the lay—as asynchronous
spindle motions.
$ Materials effects. Differential elastic recovery of adjacent grains gives steps in the
machined surface and an appearance commonly referred to as ‘‘orange peel.’’ Impurities
in the material can also degrade surface finish.
$ Within each cusp, there is repeated structure related to ‘‘roughness’’ of the edge of the
tool.

41.10 MEASURING DIAMOND -TURNED SURFACES
The measurement of diamond-turned surfaces presents some difficulties not encountered
in conventional optics. In general, all methods used to measure optical surfaces are used
on diamond-turned components. Bennett20 presents a complete discussion of surfaceroughness measurement. The Nomarski microscope is an excellent means of qualitatively
evaluating diamond-turned surfaces. The Nomarski photos21 in Fig. 5 illustrate the periodic
machined structure of a diamond-turned surface. The feed rate used in producing the
surface causes the periodic structure to be about 8 mm per revolution.
The measurement of the roughness of optical surfaces is performed by a number of
different instruments, both stylus types and optical systems. If a surface is measured with
an instrument that produces a profile, several different statistical methods can be used to
describe the surface. Figure 6 illustrates a profile and some of the statistical parameters
used in describing surfaces. The term peak-to-valley is often used in the diamond-turning
shop to mean the difference between the highest and lowest points in any surface trace.
The rms and Ra are also used to quantify a measured surface finish. These parameters are
defined in Fig. 6 and as follows:22

Although the rms roughness is generally used to describe the finish of optical surfaces ,
the ay erage roughness Ra is normally used for roughness of machined surfaces. Ra is
simply the average of the absolute values of the surface height variations zi measured
from the mean surface level (see Fig. 6). Expressed in equation form, this is
Ra 5

O

1 N
uz u
N i51 i

If a surface has a profile that contains no large deviations from the mean surface
level, the values of d and Ra will be similar. However, if there are appreciable
numbers of large ‘‘bumps’’ or ‘‘holes,’’ the largest values of the zi ’s will dominate the
surface statistics and d will be larger than Ra .

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5 Nomarski micrograph of a diamond-turned aluminum alloy (a ) aligned so that the grooves can be
seen and (b ) aligned so that the grooves are canceled. (From Bennett , p . 84.)
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FIGURE 6 Schematic representation of a rough surface showing statistical parameters. (From Bennett , p. 39.)

41.11 CONCLUSIONS
Diamond turning has been used for many years to commercially produce infrared optics.
Some visible and ultraviolet applications are now possible. Moreover, the limits of
diamond turning for both figure and surface finish accuracy have not yet been reached.
Taniguchi23 and others have shown that precision in both conventional machining and
ultraprecision machining, such as diamond turning, has steadily improved for many
decades, with roughly a factor of three improvement-in-tolerances possible every ten years.
If this trend continues, we could expect diamond-turning machines with accuracies below
10 nm by the year 2000. Yet, it is important to remember that it becomes increasingly
difficult to push the capabilities in this regime. Research in the field of nanofabrication—
working with dimensions on the order of molecules, or tenths of nm—may help extend
diamond turning into the nanometer range.
The technology developed for diamond-turning optics in some industries is now
beginning to impact the precision machining of nonoptical components. In the future, the
improvement of all machine tools will likely be driven by both optical and nonoptical
applications, with diamond-turning machines possibly reaching the accuracy level that will
allow visible and ultraviolet optics to be fabricated by machining or grinding without
postpolishing.
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42.1 GLOSSARY
Quantities, Abbreviations
A
BW
D
DW
d
E
FP
H
H
HW
I
k
L
L
LIDT
M
n
nd
n˜
P
R
r

absorbtance of layer system
base width of a bandpass filter
spectral detectivity of a detector
Debye-Waller factor (used in XUV coatings)
metric thickness of a layer
electric vector of electromagnetic field
Fabry-Perot (interference filter)
magnetic vector of electromagnetic field
quarterwave layer of high refractive index
halfwidth of a bandpass filter
intensity of light
extinction coefficient of layer or medium
quarterwave layer of low refractive index
number of layers in system
laser-induced damage threshold
layer matrix
refractive index of layer or medium
optical thickness of a layer
complex refractive index
degree of polarization
reflectance of layer system
amplitude reflection coefficient
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S

spectral intensity distribution

T

transmittance of layer system

t

amplitude transmission coefficient

d

phase thickness of a layer

»

phase change on reflection or transmission

h

effective refractive index

θ

angle of incidence

θo
l
lo
m*

angle of incidence in the incident medium
wavelength
reference or central wavelength
effective index of a bandpass filter

s

combined effect of interface layer and roughness (in XUV coatings)

s

wavenumber

τ

internal transmittance of a substrate

ij

where i ,j 5 1 or 2, for elements of layer matrix

j

for j -th layer

Subscripts

m

for medium

p

for light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence

r

for reflected light

s

for light polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence

s

for substrate

t

for transmitted light

42.2 INTRODUCTION

Scope of Chapter
In the broadest sense of the term, an optical filter is any device or material which is
deliberately used to change the spectral intensity distribution or the state of polarization of
the electromagnetic radiation incident upon it. The change in the spectral intensity
distribution may or may not depend on the wavelength. The filter may act in transmission,
in reflection, or both.
Filters can be based on many different physical phenomena, including absorption,
refraction, interference, diffraction, scattering, and polarization. For a comprehensive
review of this broader topic the interested reader is referred to the article entitled
‘‘Coatings and Filters’’ which appeared in the first edition of the Handbook of Optics.1
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This chapter deals only with filters that are based on absorption and interference of
electromagnetic radiation in thin films. Optical thin-film coatings have numerous applications in many branches of science and technology and there are also many consumer
products that use them. The spectral region covered in this chapter extends from about
0.003 to 300 mm (3 to 3 3 105 nm), although the main emphasis is on filters for the visible
and adjacent spectral regions.
The discussion in this chapter is largely confined to generic thin-film filters, such as
antireflection coatings, cut-off filters, narrowband transmission or rejection filters, reflectors, beam splitters, and so forth. Filters for very specific applications, such as filters for
colorimeters and other scientific instruments, color correction filters, and architectural
coatings, are, as a rule, not treated. Of the filters described, many are available
commercially while others are only research laboratory prototypes. This review does not
cover thin-film filters whose properties can be changed by external electric or magnetic
fields, temperature, or illumination level.
In this introductory section some general considerations on the use of optical filters are
presented. In the following sections, the theory of optical multilayers and the methods for
their deposition and characterization are briefly discussed. These sections are useful for
gaining a proper understanding of the operation, advantages, and limitations of optical
coatings. The remaining sections then describe the properties of various generic thin-film
filters.
For further information on this subject, the interested reader is particularly encouraged
to consult the books by Macleod2 and Rancourt.3

General Theory of Filters
There are many different ways of describing the performance of optical coatings and filters.
For example, transmission and reflection filters intended for visual applications are
adequately described by a color name alone, or by reference to one of the several existing
color systems (see Chap. 26). There also exist other specialized filter specifications for
specific applications. However, the most complete information on the performance of a
filter is provided by spectral transmittance, reflectance, absorptance, and optical density
curves. This is the method adopted in this chapter.
Referring to Fig. 1, at a wavelength l the normal incidence spectral transmittance T (l )

FIGURE 1 Specular transmission and reflection of
light by a plane-parallel plate (see ‘‘General Theory
of Filters’’).
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of a filter placed between two semi-infinite media is equal to the ratio of the light intensity
of that wavelength transmitted IT (l ) by the filter to that incident Io (l ) upon it,
T (l ) 5

IT (l )
Io (l )

(1)

At nonnormal incidence, the component of the intensity perpendicular to the interface
must be used in the preceding equation.2 The spectral reflectance R (l ) of a filter is defined
in a similar way,
IR (l )
R (l ) 5
(2)
Io (l )
The relationship between the transmittance T (l ) and the density of a filter, sometimes also
called the absorbance, is given by
D (l ) 5 log

1
T (l )

(3)

In this chapter, transmittances and reflectances will be plotted using either linear or
logarithmic scales. The logarithmic scale is particularly well suited whenever accurate
information about the low-transmission or reflection region is to be conveyed. However,
this is done at the expense of detail at the high end of the scale. Wavelengths are normally
specified in micrometers (mm) because this is the most convenient unit for the spectral
range covered in this chapter. In the following discussions, the dependence of the
transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance on wavelength will be implicitly assumed.

Transmission and Reflection of Coatings on a Substrate
Many multilayer coatings are deposited onto a transparent or partially transparent
substrate. Both the multilayer and the substrate contribute to the overall performance of
the filter. For example, absorption in the substrate is frequently used to limit the
transmission range of the filter. Reflectances at the filter interfaces need also to be
considered. However, they can be reduced by antireflection coatings, or by cementing
several components together.
In general, a filter can consist of multilayer coatings deposited onto one or both sides of
a substrate. The overall transmittance Ttotal of a filter can be expressed in terms of the
internal, or intrinsic transmittance τ of the substrate and the transmittances T1 , T2 and
internal reflectances R1 , R2 of each surface of the substrate (Fig. 1).
The internal transmittance τ of a substrate is defined to be the ratio of the light intensity
I 0 just before reaching the second interface to the intensity I 9 just after entering the
substrate (Fig. 1):
I0
τ5
(4)
I9
Expressions for the evaluation of the transmittance T and reflectance R of multilayer
coatings are given in Sec. 42.3 under ‘‘Matrix Theory for the Analysis of Multilayer
Systems.’’
Providing that the incident light is not coherent, there will be no interference between
the beams reflected from the two surfaces of a substrate, even when the surfaces are
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plane-parallel. A summation of all the partial reflections leads to the following expression
for the overall spectral transmittance Ttotal of a filter:
Ttotal 5

T1 T2 τ
1 2 R 1 R2 τ 2

(5)

The reflection coefficients of uncoated interfaces can be calculated from Eq. (80),
providing that the complex refractive indices of the substrate and of the medium are
known. If all the materials in the filter are nonabsorbing, then
Ttotal 5

T1 T2
1 2 R 1 R2

(6)

If R1 is small, an appropriate expression for Ttotal is
Ttotal < [1 2 R 1(1 2 R2)]T2

(7)

However, this last approximation is not valid in general; some infrared substrate materials
have high reflection coefficients and in such cases Eq. (6) must be used.

Transmission Filters in Series and Parallel
To obtain a desired spectral transmittance, it is frequently necessary to combine several
filters. One common approach is to place several filters in series (Fig. 2a ).
Because of the many different different partial reflections that may take place between
the various surfaces, precise formulas for the resulting transmittance are complicated.4
Accurate calculations are best carried out using matrix methods.5
To a first approximation, the resultant transmittance T 9 of a filter system consisting of k
individual filters placed in series is given by
T 9 < T 91T 29T 39 ? ? ? T k9

(8)

Here T i9 is the total transmittance of filter i. This expression is valid only if the reflectances

FIGURE 2 Transmission filters arranged in series
and in parallel. The filters can be air-spaced (a ) and
(c ) or cemented (b ).
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of the individual filters are small or if the interference filters are slightly inclined to one
another and the optics are arranged in such a way that the detector sees only the direct
beam.
Under other circumstances, the use of this expression with interference filters can lead
to serious errors. Consider two separate filters placed in series and let T 19 , T 92 , R 91 , and R 29
correspond to the transmittances and reflectances of the two filters. If T 19 5 T 29 5 R 19 5 R 29 5
0.5 , then according to Eq. (8), the resulting transmittance will be T 9 5 0.25 . For this simple
case the precise expression can be derived from Eq. (5) and is given by
T9 5

T 19T 29
1 2 R 19R 29

(9)

Evaluating this expression one obtains T 9 5 0.33. This is significantly different from the
result obtained from the application of Eq. (8).
Some spectral transmittance curves cannot be easily designed by placing filters in series
alone. For certain applications it is quite acceptable to place filters not only in series, but
also in parallel.6 This introduces areas as additional design parameters. Thus, for example,
the effective spectral transmittance T 9 of the filter shown in Fig. 2c would be given by
T9 5

SAa T 9 1 Ab T 9 1 Ac T 9 1 Ad T 9D
a

b

c

d

(10)

where
A 5 overall area of filter
a , b , c , d 5 areas of the four zones
T a9 , T 9b , T 9c , T 9d 5 transmittances of four zones
The latter are given by
T a9 5 T 19 ? T 29 ? T 39 ? T 49
T b9 5 T 19 ? T 29 ? T 39
T c9 5 T 19 ? T 29

(11)

T d9 5 T 19 ? T 29 ? T 39 ? T 59
Great care must be exercised when using such filters. Because the spectral transmittance of
each zone of the filter is different, errors will result unless the incident radiation illuminates
the filter uniformly. Similar care must be used when employing the filtered radiation. One
way proposed to alleviate these problems is to break the filter down into a large number of
small, regular elements and to reassemble it in the form of a mosaic.7

Reflection Filters in Series
If radiation is reflected from k different filters, the resultant reflectance R 9 will be given by
R 9 5 R 19 ? R 29 ? R 39 ? ? ? R k9

(12)

which is analogous to Eq. (8) for the resultant transmittance of filters placed in series.
Many of the considerations of that section also apply here. For instance, R 9 will be
significant only at those wavelengths at which every one of the reflectors has a significant
reflectance. Metal layers (see ‘‘Metallic Reflectors’’ in Sec. 42.16) and thin-film interference coatings can be used exclusively or in combination.
For the sake of convenience the number of different reflecting surfaces used is
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FIGURE 3 Various
reflection filters.

arrangements

for
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multiple-

normally restricted. The outlines of some possible reflector arrangements given in Fig. 3
are self-explanatory. The arrangement shown in Fig. 3b does not deviate or displace an
incident parallel beam. The number of reflections depends in each case on the lengths of
the plates and on the angle of incidence of the beam. Other arrangements are possible.
Clearly, reflection filters placed in series require more space and are more complicated
to use than transmission filters. But if in a given application these shortcomings can be
accepted, multiple-reflection filters offer great advantages, which stem mainly from the
nature of the reflectors available for their construction (see ‘‘Multiple-reflection Filters’’
later in this chapter).

42.3 THEORY AND DESIGN OF OPTICAL THIN-FILM COATINGS
Design Approaches
A thin-film designer may be asked to design a multilayer coating in which the
transmittance, reflectance, and / or absorptance values are specified at a number of
wavelengths, angles, and polarizations of the incident light. The designer may be required
to provide a coating with many other more complicated properties, including integral
quantities such as CIE color coordinates, solar absorptance, or emissivity.8 The parameters
that can be used to reach these goals are the number of layers in the multilayer, the layer
thicknesses, and the refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the individual layers
and of the surrounding media. Clearly, the more demanding the performance specifications, the more complex the resulting system. Many different methods have been
developed for the design of multilayer coatings. For a good overview of this topic the
interested reader is referred to the books by Macleod,2 Knittl,9 and by Kurman and
Tikhonravov.10 Here only the most important methods will be mentioned.
Graphical vector methods provide the most understanding of the problem, but the
necessary approximations limit them to the solution of problems in which the final
reflectance is not too high. Admittance diagrams and similar chart methods do not suffer
from this limitation, but they are best applied to problems in which the specifications are
relatively simple.11 Many problems can be solved using the known properties of periodic
multilayer systems.12 Analytical synthesis methods yield solutions to problems in which
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quite complex spectral transmittace or reflectance curves are specified.13,14 However,
frequently solutions obtained in this way call for the use of inhomogeneous layers which
are difficult to deposit, or for homogeneous layers with optical constants that are outside
the range of known materials. Numerical design methods are the most flexible of all
because they can be applied to problems with very complex specifications requiring a large
number of layers for their solution.15,16 They are usually based on the matrix theory of
optical multilayer systems and are particularly powerful for the solution of complicated
spectral problems when combined with analytical methods.

Matrix Theory for the Analysis of Multilayer Systems
If electromagnetic radiation falls onto a structure consisting of thin films of several
different materials, multiple reflections will take place within the structure. Depending on
the light source and the layer thicknesses, the reflected beams may be coherent and
interfere with one another. This optical interference can be used to design optical
multilayer filters with widely varying spectral characteristics. In this section the basic
equations for thin-film calculations are presented and some general properties of
interference filters are listed. For a thorough discussion of this topic the reader is referred
to the work of Macleod2,17 and Thelen.18
Consider the thin-film system consisting of L layers shown in Fig. 4. The construction
parameters comprise not only the refractive indices nj and the thicknesses dj of the layers
j 5 1 , 2 , . . . , L , but also the refractive indices ns and nm of the substrate and the incident
medium. The angle of incidence θ , the wavelength l , and the plane of polarization of the
incident radiation are the external variables of the system.
The most general method of calculating the transmittance T and the reflectance R of a
multilayer from these quantities is based on a matrix formulation19,20 of the boundary
conditions at the film surfaces derived from Maxwell’s equations.21
It can be shown that the amplitude reflection r and transmission t coefficients of a
multilayer coating consisting of L layers bounded by semi-infinite media are given by
r5

h m Em 2 Hm
hm Em 1 Hm

FIGURE 4 Construction parameters of a multilayer.

(13)
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and
2h m
hm Em 1 Hm

(14)

SHE D 5 MSh1 D

(15)

t5
where

m

m

s

Em and Hm are the electric and magnetic vectors, respectively, in the incident medium, and
M is a product matrix given by
(16)

M 5 MLML21 ? ? ? Mj ? ? ? M2M1

In the preceding equation, Mj is a 2 3 2 matrix which represents the j th film of the system:

Mj 5

Simm

11
21

D

im12
5
m 22

1

cos d j
ihj sin d j

i
sin d j
hj
cos d j

2

(17)

where

dj 5

2π
(nj dj cos θ j )
l

(18)

The quantity nj dj cos θ j is the effectiy e optical thickness of the layer j for an angle of
refraction θ j . In Eqs (13) to (17) h represents the effectiy e refractiy e index of the medium,
substrate, or layer, and is given by

h5

5

n
cos θ
n cos θ

p -polarization

(19)

s -polarization

depending on whether the incident radiation is polarized parallel ( p ) or perpendicular (s )
to the plane of incidence. The angle θ j is related to the angle of incidence θ o by Snell’s law
nm sin θ o 5 nj sin θ j

(20)

The intensity transmittance and reflectance are
T5

hs 2
ut u
hm

R 5 ur u2

(21)
(22)

and the phase changes on transmission and reflection, » T and » R are given by

» T 5 arg t

(23)

» R 5 arg r

(24)

If the materials in a multilayer are all nonabsorbing, then T 1 R 5 1. Should one or
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more materials absorb, then in the preceding equations the refractive indices of these
materials must be replaced by their complex refractive indices n
˜ , defined by
n˜ 5 n 2 ik

(25)

where k is the extinction coefficient of the material. Even though all the elements of the
layer matrix for such a material are now complex, its determinant will still be unity. The
absorptance of the multilayer is then calculated from
A512T 2R

(26)

Certain important general conclusions about the properties of multilayer filters can be
drawn from these equations.
1. The properties of thin-film systems vary with angle of incidence [Eqs. (18), (19)]. For
some applications this is the major disadvantage of interference filters compared to
absorption filters.
2. This variation depends on the polarization of the incident radiation [Eq. (19)]. The
following equations define T and R for obliquely incident randomly polarized radiation:
T 5 1–2 (Tp 1 Ts )
1
–
2

R 5 (Rp 1 Rs )

(27)
(28)

The dependence of T and R on polarization has been used for the design of polarizers
(see Sec. 42.11 and Chap. 3, Vol. II of this Handbook). However, like the angular
variation, it is a disadvantage for most other applications. Many researchers have
investigated ways of reducing these effects.18,22–25
3. Transmittance curves of nonabsorbing multilayers composed of layers whose optical
thicknesses are all multiples of l / 4 show symmetry about l o when plotted on a relative
wavenumber scale l o / l [Eqs. (17) and (18)].
4. A proportional change of all the thicknesses of a nonabsorbing multilayer results merely
in a displacement of the transmittance curve on a wavenumber scale [Eq. (18)]. Thus a
thin-film design can be utilized in any part of the spectrum subject only to the
limitations imposed by the dispersion of the optical constants of the materials used.
5. The reflectance and absorptance of a filter containing absorbing layers will depend, in
general, on which side of the filter the radiation is incident (Fig. 5). However, the
transmittance does not depend on the direction of the incident light.

FIGURE 5 Spectral characteristics of a thin
chromium alloy film on glass. Curve 1: transmittance; curves 2 and 3: reflectance from the glass and
405
air sides, respectively. (After Liberty Mirror. )
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FIGURE 6 Subdivision of layers for the evaluation
of the electric field within a multilayer (see ‘‘Matrix
Theory for the Analysis of Multilayer Systems’’).

An important parameter is the electric field amplitude squared, uEu2. The susceptibility
of a multilayer to high-power laser damage is proportional to the highest value of this
quantity within the multilayer. One way to evaluate E is to subdivide each layer of the
system into Lsub sublayers (Fig. 6) and to evaluate the partial matrix products Pj ,
Pj 5

Spip

11
21

D P

j
ip 12
5
(Sk )
p 22
k 51

(29)

for all Lsub sublayers, where Sk is the matrix of the k th sublayer. Then, the electric field
amplitude at a point j in the multilayer is given in terms of the elements of the total and
partial product matrices by the following expression:26
Ej 5

4[ p 211 1 (ns p 12)2]
[m11 1 (ns m22 / nm )]2 1 [(m 21 / nm ) 1 ns m12]2

(30)
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The analysis of optical thin-film systems [with computer programs based on Eqs. (13) to
(30)] is relatively simple. The design of filters with any but the simplest spectral
characteristics remains a complicated problem and one of the methods listed under
‘‘Design Approaches’’ must be used.

42.4 THIN-FILM MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS
The optical, mechanical, and environmental properties of multilayer coatings depend on
the materials used, on the deposition process, and on the surface quality of the substrate.
There are many different methods for the deposition of thin films.27–29 Some of the
more common processes are reviewed below. The deposition methods and process
parameters used affect the microstructure of the resulting layers. The films can be dense
with an amorphous or a microcrystalline structure, or they may exhibit a columnar growth
with considerable voids. The optical constants clearly depend on this microstructure and
films of the same materials may sometimes have very different properties, depending on
how they were deposited (see, for example, Ref. 30). The individual films in a multilayer
may be under tensile or compressive stress and, unless materials and film thicknesses are
selected to compensate for these stresses, the overall stress may be large enough to distort
the substrate or cause the multilayer to break up. The mechanical properties of multilayer
coatings also critically depend on the microstructure of the films. An excellent discussion
of the effects of microstructure on the various properties of optical coatings has been given
by Macleod.17

Optical Coating Materials
Many different materials have been used in the past for the construction of optical
multilayer coatings. Some of the compounds used for the deposition of nonabsorbing
layers for the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared parts of the spectrum are cryolite (1.35), LiF
(1.37), MgF2 (1.39), ThF4 (1.52), CeF3 (1.62), PbF2 (1.73), ZnS (2.30), ZnSe (2.55), Si
(3.5), Ge (4.20), Te (4.80), PbTe (5.50), SiO2 (1.48), Al2O3 (1.60), MgO (1.72), Y2O3
(1.82), Sc2O3 (1.86), SiO (1.95), HfO2 (1.98), ZrO2 (2.10), CeO2 (2.20), Nb2O5 (2.20),
Ta2O5 (2.10), and TiO2 (2.45). The numbers in parentheses represent the approximate
refractive indices at the midpoints of the material transparency range. Some of the metals
used in the same wavelength range for the deposition of reflecting or absorbing layers are
Ag(0.12 – i3.45), Al(1.02 – i6.85), Au(0.31 – i2.88), Cu(0.83 – i2.60), Ni(1.80 – i3.33), Cr(3.18 –
i4.41), Inconel(2.94 – i2.92), and Rb(2.00 – i5.11). The complex refractive indices of the
metals given in the brackets correspond to a wavelength of 0.56 mm. These values are
approximate and are intended as a rough guide only. More extensive listings of coating
materials are given, for example, by Macleod2 and Costich.31
As already mentioned, the properties of multilayers depend on the materials used for
their construction. For example, layers made of oxides are, as a rule, harder than those
made of fluorides, sulphides, or semiconductors. They are therefore preferred for use on
exposed surfaces. Semiconductor materials should be avoided in filters that are to be used
over a wide range of temperatures because their optical constants can change significantly.
Some metals are soft and easily damaged while others tarnish when exposed to the
atmosphere. Such coatings require further protective coatings, or should be cemented
between two transparent plates. Other materials require the precoating with adhesion
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layers to ensure a good bond to the substrate. For example, frequently an Ni adhesive
layer is deposited onto glass before coating with Au.

Evaporation
Cony entional (nonreactiy e ) or reactiy e ey aporation from resistance, induction, or electron
beam gun sources is a low-energy process (,0.1 eV) and the resulting films frequently have
a porous structure. The porosity may vary with the material, the substrate temperature, the
residual pressure in the deposition chamber, the deposition rate, and angle of incidence of
the vapor on the substrate. Values of porosities ranging from 0 to 40 percent have been
observed. On exposure to the atmosphere, some of the voids in the film may absorb water
vapor. This increases the effective refractive index of the films and results in a shift of the
spectral features of the multilayer towards longer wavelengths (‘‘ageing’’). This shift is
partially reversible—by placing the filter in an inert atmosphere or in a vacuum, or on
heating, some of the adsorbed water vapor can be removed. Unless it has been allowed for
at the design stage, such ageing can render some filters useless.
The microstructure of the films can be significantly affected by bombarding the
substrate during deposition with energetic ions from an auxiliary ion beam source.32–34 The
additional energy (,50 to 100 eV) results in denser films. Hence, coatings produced by
ion -assisted deposition have higher refractive indices and exhibit less ageing on exposure to
the atmosphere.
The ion plating process can result in even denser coatings.35–37 In this high deposition
rate process the starting material must be a good conductor and is usually a metal. Argon
and a reactive gas species are introduced into the chamber and, together with the
evaporant, are ionized. The ions are then accelerated to the substrate with energies of the
order of 10 to 50 eV. Transparent films with near-bulklike densities and low temperature
variation of refractive index can be obtained by this process. For most materials, the layers
are glasslike and the interfaces remain smooth. This results in a lower scatter.
Conventionally evaporated thin films can be under compressive or tensile stresses. If
not controlled, these stresses can distort the substrate or cause the multilayer to break up.
The magnitude of the stresses depends on the material and on the deposition conditions. It
is possible to select the materials and process parameters so that the stresses of the various
layers counteract each other. In contrast, almost all ion plated layers are under
compressive stress. It is therefore more difficult to produce stress-compensated multilayers
by this process.

Sputtering
Reactiy e or nonreactiy e dc or RF magnetron sputtering is also used to deposit optical
multilayer coatings. Many variants of this process exist.38 Most are significantly slower than
evaporation and the targets can be quite expensive. Filters produced by dc or RF
sputtering may therefore also be more expensive. However, the process is stable, provides
excellent control over the thicknesses of the layers, and can be readily scaled to provide
uniform coatings over large areas. Both metal and metal oxide layers can be produced.
Sputtering is an energetic process and results in dense, bulklike layers which exhibit
virtually no ageing.
In ion -beam sputtering , an energetic beam of inert ions is aimed at a target made of the
material that is to be deposited. Atoms or clusters of atoms of the material are dislodged
from the target and land on the substrate with a high energy. This is the slowest physical
vapor thin-film deposition method described here and it cannot be readily scaled for the
coating of large components. However, it yields the highest quality coatings. Many of the
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high-reflectance coatings for laser gyros, in which no signficant losses can be tolerated, are
produced in this way.

Deposition from Solutions
In this procedure the substrate is either dipped in an organo-metallic solution and
withdrawn at a very steady rate from it, or the solution is applied from a pipette onto a
spinning substrate. The substrate is then placed in an oven to drive off the solvent. The
thickness of the film depends on the concentration of the solvent and on the rate of
withdrawal or spinning. Other factors which influence the process are temperature and
humidity, as well as the freshness of the solution. Although it yields quite porous films, this
method is of interest because many of the layers produced in this way have a high laser
damage threshold. The process has also been adapted for the coating of quite large area
substrates with multilayer antireflection coatings for picture frame glass and for display
windows.

Thickness Control during Deposition
The performance of many optical multilayers depends critically on the thicknesses of the
individual layers. The control of the layer thicknesses during their formation is therefore
very important. Many different methods exist for the monitoring of layer thicknesses. For
very steady deposition processes, such as sputtering, simple timing can give good results.
However, the most common techniques used are quartz crystal and optical monitoring.
The former is very sensitive and can be used for thin and thick films, as well as transparent
and opaque films. However, it is an indirect method and requires careful calibration. This
is usually not a problem whenever layers of established coating materials are formed using
a standard geometry and deposition conditions. Optical monitoring can be performed
directly on the substrate, or indirectly on a witness glass. The quantities measured are
usually T , R , or the ellipsometric parameters. One advantage of direct optical monitoring
is that the parameters measured are usually closely related to the required performance.
Furthermore, with optical monitoring, a real-time error determination and compensation is
possible after the deposition of each layer, through the reoptimization of the remaining
layers of the system.39 With this method even quite complicated multilayer structures can
be manufactured.

42.5 MEASUREMENTS ON OPTICAL COATINGS
Optical Properties
Transmission , Reflection , and Absorption . The most commonly used instrument for the
measurement of the optical performance of thin-film coatings is the spectrophotometer.
The wavelength dispersion of commercial instruments for the 0.185- to 8.00-mm spectral
range is usually provided by prisms or by ruled or holographic gratings. Grazing incidence
gratings, crystals, or multilayer coatings are used in the soft x-ray and extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) spectral regions. Fourier transform spectrometers are capable of measurements
from about 2 to 500 mm. A variety of attachments is available for the measurement of
specular and diffuse reflectance. Absolute measurements of T and R that are accurate to
within Ú0.1 percent are difficult even in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Very small absorptions of single layers are normally measured with calorimeters.40 The
losses of high-performance laser reflectors are obtained from measurements of the decay
times of Fabry-Perot interferometer cavities formed from these mirrors.41
Roughness of the substrate and irregularities occurring within individual films and the
layer interfaces give rise to light scattering in all directions.42–44 For many applications, it is
important to minimize this scatter. Special instruments, called scatterometers, are used to
measure the angular variation of the light scatter. Such data provides information about
the substrate and multilayer.
The transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance of some optical coatings are affected by
exposure to atomic oxygen and by electron, proton, and ultraviolet irradiation. They also
depend critically on the cleanliness of the components measured. In space, contamination
of optical components can also take place.45,46
Optical Constants . A reliable knowledge of the optical constants of all the materials
used in the construction of optical multilayer coatings is essential. There exist many
different methods for their determination.47 These include methods that are based on
refractometry, photometric and spectrophotometric measurements of R and / or T ,
polarimetry, single-wavelength or spectroscopic ellipsometry, various interferometric
methods, attenuated total reflection, or on a combination of two or more of these methods.
Excellent monographs on the various methods will be found in Palik’s Handbook of
Optical Constants of Solids.48 ,49 Some are suitable for measurements on bulk materials and
the results are valid only for films produced by the more energetic deposition processes
described here. The optical constants of porous films must be measured directly. They will
depend on the deposition parameters and on the layer thickness, and may differ
significantly from those of bulk materials.50 Special methods have to be used for the
determination of the optical constants in the x-ray, XUV, and submillimeter regions. The
accurate measurement of very small, residual extinction coefficients of transparent coating
materials is difficult. Generally, it involves the use of laser calorimetry or the use of the
film as a spacer layer in a bandpass filter. It is also very important to be able to measure
the thickness of the film independently.
Laser Damage . A measure of the ability of an optical component to withstand high laser
irradiations is its laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT). There are several ways of
defining this quantity. One frequently used definition is based on a survival plot of the
percentage of components that are damaged when they are exposed to different laser
fluences. The value of the fluence corresponding to the intersection of a mean curve
through the experimental points with the ordinate is nominally defined to be the LIDT. It
is thus the maximum fluence at which no damage is expected to the component. The slope
of the survival curve is also usually reported. Methods for the determination of the LIDT
differ in the way in which the damage to the component is observed. This may, for
example, be the observation of a catastrophic failure with a Nomarski microscope, or the
detection of a specified change in scatter, or the relaxation of the material as seen with a
photothermal deflection method, or an operational criterion, where, within specified limits,
the component can no longer perform the function for which it was designed.
Absorption is the main cause for laser damage. The incident radiation that is absorbed
in the optical component is usually converted into heat in the damage process. If the
thermal conductance of the optical component is too low, the temperature of the local
absorbing spot on the element will rise to a value at which damage ensues. The damage
will therefore depend on the thermal conduction of the materials of which the element is
made. For example, some high-reflectivity mirrors consist of coatings on Si, SiC, W, or Cu
substrates that are water-cooled during use to increase heat removal.
Thermal conductivities of thin films are several orders of magnitude smaller than those
of the corresponding bulk materials. (An exception to this are some fluoride layers.) This
compounds the problem. To increase the LIDT, the deposition methods are optimized to
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obtain homogeneous thin films of low absorption and with more bulklike thermal
conductivities.
Absorption damage usually initiates at defects and other imperfections. In the case of
the substrate, it may occur at or below the surface, even when the substrate material is
nonabsorbing. It is very important to avoid materials with color centers, subsurface
damage, and inclusions. In point of fact, in most pulsed laser-induced damage to thin films,
damage occurs at discrete locations such as nodules. The substrate surface must be very
smooth and devoid of scratches, digs, and pores, otherwise polishing compounds and other
contaminants can be trapped. It is imperative that the substrate be as perfectly clean as
possible prior to coating. Electric fields associated with these imperfections can increase
the absorption by an amount which is proportional to the refractive index of the material.
The coating materials used for the deposition of high LIDT multilayers must be very
pure, with absorption edges far away from the wavelength of interest and, for many pulsed
irradiations, from the harmonics as well. As a rule, materials in thin-film form have
extinction coefficients that are orders of magnitude larger than those of the corresponding
bulk materials. Currently, the processes used to produce high LIDT coatings include
ion-assisted deposition, ion-beam sputtering, sol-gel deposition, and electron beam gun
evaporation. To reduce the effects of the residual surface roughness, the thicknesses of the
layers are often adjusted to shift the peaks of the electric field away from the layer
boundaries where impurities tend to concentrate.
The form that the damage takes depends to a large extent on the materials. Pitting of
the coatings is probably due to the explosion of nodules. Delamination may be due to poor
adhesion of the layers to the substrate, to undue stresses in the films, and / or to a poor
match between the expansion coefficients of the layers and the substrate.
The LIDT also depends on the laser pulse duration. For very short pulses (,10 ns)
thermal conductance does not play as major a role in the process. For longer pulses, the
LIDT is frequently seen to be proportional to the square root of the pulse duration,
indicating a mechanism that depends mainly on diffusion. For high repetition rates the
LIDT depends somewhat on the repetition rate. To achieve a long life (.106 pulses) in an
industrial environment, the laser should be operated at a fraction (say, 1 / 4 or 1 / 10) of the
nominal LIDT. In CW lasers it is not the LIDT, but the average power-handling capability
(i.e., the energy) that is of essence. Long before damage takes place, the heating can cause
a distortion of the surface which, in turn, can result in a loss of power, in mode and
focusing problems, and even in material fracture.
The LIDT of an element can be increased through preconditioning. This consists of a
special irradiation protocol applied to the component prior to its first use. On the other
hand, some materials exhibit accumulation effects, e.g., through color centering, which
reduce the LIDT on repeated exposure.
The development of laser coatings with high LIDT is so important that conferences
have been held in Boulder, Colorado on this topic every year since 1969. For more detail
the reader is referred to the proceedings of these conferences, as well as to a draft
international standard on this topic. An increasing number of thin-film vendors include in
their catalogues LIDT information on all or some of their products. Independent LIDT
test services are now provided by several commercial companies and publicly funded
institutions.

Mechanical Properties
Optical multilayer coatings are frequently required to operate under severe mechanical
and environmental conditions. A number of standards deal with the substrate and coating
quality (MIL-0-13830B), the adhesion of coatings (MIL-M-13508C; MIL C 48497), their
abrasion resistance (MIL-C-675A, MIL C 675C, MIL-C-14806-A, MIL C 48497), hardness
(MIL-M-13508C), and resistance to humidity (MIL-C-675A, MIL-C-14806-A, MIL-810-C,
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MIL C 48497), salt solution (MIL-C-675-A), and salt spray (MIL-M-13508-C, MIL-C14806-A). Most of these standards are reprinted in Rancourt’s book.3 Depending on the
application, multilayer coatings may be required to meet one or more of these standards.
An overview of the subject of stresses and hardness of thin films on a substrate has been
recently published by Baker and Nix.51

Analytical Analysis Methods
In addition to optical and mechanical measurements, multilayer coatings can be subjected
to a number of analytical measurements. These include Auger electron spectroscopy,
energy dispersive x-ray analysis, Rutherford backscattering, secondary ion mass spectrometry, transmission electron microscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.52,53 Some of
these tests are destructive. However, when a multilayer coating is subjected to these tests,
they yield fairly accurate information about the number of layers in a system, and on the
composition, thickness, and structure of the individual layers.54

42.6 ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS

Effect of Surface Reflections on Performance of Optical Systems
The reflectance of an interface between two nonabsorbing media of refractive indices n 1
and n 2 is given by
n1 2 n2 2
(31)
R5
n1 1 n 2

F

G

An expression for the total transmittance To of a nonabsorbing plane-parallel plate that
takes into account the effect of multiple internal reflections within the plate can be
obtained from Eq. (9):
12R
To 5
(32)
11R
Of this light only a fraction (1 2 R )2 passes through the plate without undergoing any
reflections.
An expression for the transmission of a number of such plates placed in series is of
interest. It helps to explain the effect of multiple reflections between the various plates on
the performance of devices such as triple glazings and photographic objectives. It can be
shown5 that the total transmittance Ttotal of m plates placed in series is given by
Ttotal 5

To
m 2 To (m 2 1)

(33)

The amount of light transmitted directly Tdirect, is
Tdirect 5 (1 2 R )2m

(34)
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FIGURE 7 Transmittance of a system of m parallel plates of surface reflectances R for directly
transmitted radiation Tdirect and for radiation that suffers multiple reflections before transmission
Tstray. The upper x axis is calibrated in terms of the refractive index of the plates for the special
case when the plates are in air.

The light Tstray that undergoes multiple reflections before transmission is responsible for
spurious images and stray light in the image plane. It is given by
Tstray 5 Ttotal 2 Tdirect

(35)

The variation of Tdirect and Tstray with R , for several values of m , is shown in Fig. 7. The
refractive indices of the plate material plotted against the upper x axis assume that the
plates are in air.
It will be seen that even for a relatively small number of low-refractive-index plates the
ratio Tstray / Tdirect becomes significant. This means that, in an image-forming system under
unfavorable conditions, the stray light can completely obscure the image.55 Second, even in
nonimaging optical systems, the loss of light (1 2 Tdirect 2 Tstray) can become quite
prohibitive.
Both these problems can be overcome by reducing the surface reflection through the
application of suitable antireflection coatings to the plate boundaries. Since antireflection
coatings with zero reflectance across the whole spectrum cannot be constructed, the
spectral reflectance R (l ) of antireflection coatings is usually chosen to minimize the
integral

E R(l)I(l)S(l) dl

(36)

l

where I (l ) and S (l ) are the spectral-intensity distribution of the incident radiation and the
spectral sensitivity of the detector, respectively. A low reflectance is thus needed only in
the spectral region in which I (l )S (l ) is significant. It should be emphasized here that in
addition to this requirement, for most applications, antireflection coatings must be
mechanically very tough, withstand drastic climatic and thermal variations, and stand up to
the usual lens-cleaning procedures. Some examples of improvements in the performance of
image-forming and non-image-forming optical systems obtained through the use of
antireflection coatings are given by Mussett55 and by Faber et al.56
Antireflection coatings can be based on homogeneous layers or on inhomogeneous
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FIGURE 8 Structure and effective refractive index profiles of various types of antireflection coatings; (a ) , (b ) , (c )
homogeneous single-layer, digital, and multilayer AR coatings; (d ) , (e ) , ( f ) simple inhomogeneous-layer, structured,
and more complex inhomogeneous-layer AR coatings.

coatings. One can further classify them into single-layer, digital, or structured, and
homogeneous multilayer or complex inhomogeneous layer coatings (Fig. 8a to d ). Because
of their industrial importance, antireflection coatings for the visible and infrared spectral
regions have been the subject of much research and development. Two books have been
written on this topic57,58 and there exists a very extensive literature in scientific and
technical journals. For a review of this literature and for a systematic discussion of
antireflection coatings, the reader is referred to the excellent review articles by Cox and
Hass59 and by Mussett and Thelen.55 In this section, only a brief summary will be given of
the results obtained thus far, intended to aid in the selection of antireflection coatings for
particular applications. The calculated data is presented on a logarithmic scale. The
relative wave-number scale facilitates the calculations of the width of the effective region
of coating in different parts of the spectrum.

Antireflection Coatings Made of Homogeneous Layers
The single homogeneous-layer antireflection coating (Fig. 8a ) was the first antireflection
coating and perhaps is still the most widely used. Theoretically, it should be possible to
obtain a zero reflectance at one wavelength with single dense films. However, because of a
lack of suitable low-index coating materials, this cannot be realized in practice for
substrates with refractive indices less than about 1.9. Nevertheless, even with the available
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FIGURE 9 Performance of single-layer porous homogeneous antireflection coatings on
various substrate surfaces. Porous silica on fused silica (1, 3, 5); on glass (6); on KDP (7); SF8
(4). Porous MgF2 on fused silica (2). A conventional single-layer antireflection coating on glass
60
62
is shown for comparison (8). (Cury e 1 after Wilder; cury e 2 after Thomas; cury es 3 and 4
63
61
406
after Thomas; cury es 5 – 7 after O’Neill ; cury e 8 after Balzers. )

materials, a very useful reduction in reflection in a broad spectral region is obtained for all
common glass types, the reflectance never rising above that of the uncoated surface (Fig. 9,
curve 8). With the sol-gel method it is possible to produce homogeneous porous oxide and
fluoride films with very low refractive indices.60–63 Such films have excellent optical
characteristics (Fig. 9) and have laser damage thresholds that are considerably higher than
those produced by conventional means. However, these gains are at the expense of
mechanical strength and long-term stability. Low-refractive-index coating materials can
also be simulated by the deposition or etching of subwavelength structures (Fig. 8b , e ) .
The effective refractive index depends on the volume fraction occupied by the structures.64
If more than one layer is used, all the degrees of freedom could be used to either (1)
obtain a more complete antireflection in one particular spectral region; (2) increase the
width of the spectral region over which the reflectance is generally low; or (3) obtain a
coating in which the low reflectance is very uniform across the spectrum.65,66 Vlasov has
shown with the aid of a diagram of the type shown in Fig. 10 that even for a two-layer
antireflection coating there exists a large number of refractive-index combinations which
will yield zero reflectance at one wavelength.57 As the number of layers and the overall
thickness of the antireflection coating increases, it becomes possible to find solutions for a
particular problem which not only fully meet the most important above desirata and
almost satisfy the others, but are also based on the use of the mechanically most
satisfactory coating materials.
The conditions that are satisfied by the refractive indexes and thicknesses of various
types of antireflection coatings are given in Table 1. In a few cases where they are very
complicated, reference is made to a paper in which they are set out in full. The calculated
transmittance curves of antireflection-coated surfaces of glass (Fig. 11a to c ) , quartz (Fig.
11d ) , germanium (Fig. 11e and f ) , silicon (Fig. 11g ) , and other infrared materials (Fig.
11h ) utilize refractive indices that for the most part correspond to real coating materials,
and hence the curves represent realistic solutions rather than the theoretically best possible
ones. The actual refractive indices used in the calculations (and optically thicknesses where
they do not correspond to a multiple of l / 4) are given in Table 1.
Figure 11a shows the performance of several antireflection coatings on glass for
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FIGURE 10 Refractive-index combinations (shaded
areas) of two-layer antireflection coatings with which
a zero reflectance at one wavelength can be
achieved.

applications which require the highest possible efficiency for a limited wavelength region.
Of these, the coating 2.1 has probably found the greatest acceptance. A typical
measured-performance curve for such a coating is shown in Fig. 12. Antireflection coatings
with a low reflectance in a broad spectral region are shown in Fig. 11b and 13. Coatings of
the type 3.4 probably find the widest application in practice. The performance of
commercial coatings for quartz substrates is shown in Fig. 14.
Solutions listed in Table 1 presume that coating materials with the required refractive
indices exist. This is frequently not the case and the thin-film designer must seek solutions
based on available coating materials. For example, Furman67 gives a series of practical
two-, three-, and four-layer solutions for ten different values of the substrate index ranging
between 1.5 and 4.0, while Stolov68 provides seven-layer solutions for ten values of ns ,
1.46 # ns #1.82 .
Willey has given a useful empirical expression which relates the average reflectance
Ravg, in the visible and near-infrared spectral region l min # l # l max to the overall optical
thickness À(nd ) of the coating of an antireflection coating composed of layers of refractive
indices nM , nH and a single, outermost layer of index nL:69
Ravg 5 0.01 ?

Fll

G SÀl(nd)D
3 .4

max

(nL 2 1)

min

0 .63

max

[(1.2 2 Dn )2 1 0 .42]

(37)

The preceding expression is valid for the following parameter values:
1.5 #

l max
# 3.0
l min

1.17 # nL # 1.46

1 .38 # nM , nH # 2.58
(38)

À(nd )
1.0 #
# 3.0
l max

0 .4 # Dn 5 nH 2 nM # 1.2

A method for the design of optimum or near-optimum two-material antireflection
coatings for a given substrate, coating materials, and overall thickness has recently been
described.70
Since for some applications the color introduced into an optical system by antireflection
coatings is of paramount importance, it has been the subject of many studies.71–74 One way
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TABLE 1 Some Antireflection Coatings
(The incident medium in all cases is air.)

Type

Conditions or reference

n1 5 4ns nm;

1.1

n1 d1 5

l
4

tan2 d 1 5

(n 21(nm 2 ns )(ns nm 2 n 22)
(ns n 22 2 nm n 21)(ns nm 2 n 21)

tan2 d 2 5

n 22(nm 2 ns )(ns nm 2 n 21)
(ns n 22 2 nm n 21)(ns nm 2 n 22)

2.1

Substrate
material

ns

n1
(n1 d1 / l )

Glass
Irtran II
InSb
InAs
Ge
Si

1.51
2.20
4.00
3.40
4.10
3.50

1.38
1.59
2.20
1.85
2.20
1.85

Glass

1.51

Quartz

1.48

Ge

4.10

n2
(n2 d2 / l )

n3
(n 3 d3 / l )

n4
(n 4 d4 / l )

nm
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.30
(0.0524)
2.09
(0.0947)
1.35
(0.0951)

1.38
(0.3250)
1.48
(0.3255)
4.10
(0.0586)

1.00
1.00
1.00

2.2

n 22ns 5 n 21nm ;

n1 d1 5 n2 d 2 5

l
4

Glass
Ge

1.51
4.10

1.70
3.30

1.38
1.57

1.00
1.00

2.3

n1 n 2 5 nm ns ;

n1 d1 5 n2 d 2 5

l
4

Si

3.5

2.20

1.35

1.00

Glass

1.51

1.70

1.38

1.00

Glass

1.55

1.484

1.32

1.00

l
4

Ge

4.1

3.30

2.20

1.35

1.00

l
4

Glass

1.53

1.80

2.14

1.47

1.00

Si

3.45

2.56

1.86

1.38

1.00

Glass
Quartz

1.51
1.48

1.65
1.65

2.10
2.10

1.38
1.38

1.00

l
4

Glass

1.51

1.659

2.20

1.38

1.00

(see Thetford, Ref. 530.)

Glass

1.52

1.80
(0.1799)

2.20
(0.4005)

1.38
(0.2402)

1.00

n 21 2

n1 ns
(n 2 1 n 22)(n1 1 n 2)
2n 2 nm m

2.4

1 n2 n 2s 5 0
1
–
2

l
n 1 d1 5 n2 d2 5
4

l
4
(see Kard, Ref. 529)
n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5

2.5

n 3 ns 5 n 22 5 nm ns ;
3.1

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3 5
n1 n3 5 n24nmns;

3.2

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3 5

n 22 5 nm ns , nm n 21 5 n 23ns
3.3

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3 5

l
4

n 23ns 5 nm n 21;
3.4

n1 d 1 5 1–2 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3 5

l
4

n 23ns 5 nm n 21 ,
3.5

3.6

1
–
3

n 1 d1 5 1–2 n2 d 2 5 n 3 d3 5
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TABLE 1 Some Antireflection Coatings (Continued )
(The incident medium in all cases is air.)

Type

3.7

Substrate
material

ns

n1
(n1 d1 / l )

n2
(n2 d2 / l )

n3
(n3 d3 / l )

Glass

1.55

1.53

1.454

1.32

l
4

Glass

1.51

1.38

1.548

2.35

1.38

1.00

l
4

Ge

4.0

2.96

2.20

1.82

1.38

1.00

Conditions or reference

l
4
(see Kard, Ref. 529.)

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3 5

n4
(n4 d4 / l )

nm
1.00

n1 n4 5 n24nmns;
4.1

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 1–2 n3 d 3 5 n 4 d4 5
n1 n4 5 n2 n 3 5 nm ns ;

4.2

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3 5 n 4 d4 5

4.3

n1 d 1 5 n2 d2 5 n3 d 3
l
5 n4 d4 5 (see Kard, Ref. 529.)
4

Glass

1.55

1.846

2.289

2.014

1.32

1.00

4.4

(Design derived from Kard,
Ref. 529.)

Glass

1.55

1.656
(0.2417)

1.888
(0.2463)

1.832
(0.2390)

1.38
(0.2424)

1.00

Ge

4.00

n1 5 3.735

???

ns 2 n9
,
10
l 5 1 , 2 , . . . , 10

n1 ds 5 ns 2 (11 2 l )
10.1

l
n1 d 1 5 n 2 d2 5 ? ? ? 5 n10 d10 5
4
[see Berning, Ref. 87.]

n9 5 3.735 n10 5 1.35

1.00

to avoid the problem is to utilize coatings that are particularly achromatic (Fig. 11c ). Thus,
for example, 50 surfaces coated with antireflection coating 4.4 would have a transmittance
of 78 Ú 3 percent across the whole visible spectrum. Nevertheless, of the coatings shown in
Fig. 11c , only the single-layer antireflection coating is being used extensively. Antireflection coatings can also be used to correct the residual color of lens systems.75
Often transmittance rather than reflectance measurements are performed to evaluate
antireflection coatings. In general, it is incorrect to assume that T 5 1 2 R. For instance,
the transmission of antireflection-coated infrared materials depends not only on the
efficiency of the antireflection coating but also on the thickness and temperature of the
material. This is because of the finite scatter and absorption in such materials and because
of the dependence, in some cases, of the latter on temperature. The measured spectral
transmittances of three common antireflection-coated infrared materials at room temperature are shown in Fig. 15. Curves for other materials are given by Cox and Hass.76
Inhomogeneous and Structured Antireflection Coatings
The interface between two media with refractive indices n 1 and n 2 can be antireflectioncoated over a very broad spectral region by the application of a transition layer with an
index that changes continuously from n 1 to n 2 (Fig. 8d ) . Many different refractive-index
profiles have been investigated in the past.77–80 Although some of these profiles are more
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FIGURE 11 Calculated performance of various antireflection coatings. The numbers identifying
the individual curves refer to Table 1. (a ) High-efficiency antireflection coatings for glass; (b )
broadband antireflection coatings for glass; (c ) highly achromatic antireflection coatings for glass;
(d ) antireflection coatings for quartz.

effective than others, all reduce the reflectance to a fraction of a percent over the spectral
region in which the coatings are transparent and do not scatter excessively, and for which
the optical thickness of the layer is at least one half-wavelength (Fig. 16a ). A further
advantage of inhomogeneous antireflection coatings is that they are not sensitive to the
angle of incidence.81 Processes used for the production of inhomogeneous antireflection
coatings include various additive, subtractive, additive / subtractive, and replication methods. Excellent reviews of this topic exist.82,83
In the additive method, relatively dense inhomogeneous layers of varying compositions
of two or more compounds are formed on the substrate by physical or chemical deposition
processes. Such coatings are mechanically more durable than any other described in this
section. However, because of a lack of coating materials with refractive indices lower than
about 1.35, solid inhomogeneous layers are not very suitable for the antireflection coating
of air-glass interfaces. The several different inhomogeneous antireflection coatings of this
type described in the past do not offer any special advantages over those composed of
homogeneous layers.84–86 The situation is different in the case of high-index materials (Fig.
17). An even lower reflectance can be achieved by ending the inhomogeneous layer when
its index is equal to the square of that of the lowest-index coating material available. It is
then possible to complete the coating by depositing an additional homogeneous quarterwave-thick layer of that material (Fig. 17a ).
A dense inhomogeneous layer can be approximated by a series of homogeneous layers
of gradually decreasing refractive indices (curve 10.1, Fig. 11f ).87 ,88 Such layers can be
prepared by evaporating a series of appropriate mixtures of two coating materials or,
without mixing, by using the Herpin equivalent-index concept89 to simulate intermediate
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FIGURE 11 (Continued ) (e ) antireflection coatings for germanium; ( f ) broadband antireflection
coatings for germanium, (g ) antireflection coatings for silicon; (h ) single-layer antireflection
coatings for Irtran II, InAs, and InSb.

refractive indices. An even more practical solution is to replace the inhomogeneous layer
by a series of thin homogeneous layers of two materials only (Fig. 18).90
In another additive process, a refractive index variation down to a value of 1.0 is
achieved by depositing onto the substrate microspheres of transparent oxides or fluorides
which form pyramidlike clumps (Fig. 8e ).91 If losses due to scattering are to be low, the
average lateral size of the features of this structure must be a small fraction of the shortest
wavelength for which the coating is to be effective. A reflectance of 0.3 percent can be
achieved, but the films are fragile.
The subtractive methods are attractive because they do not require expensive
deposition equipment. The surface to be antireflection-coated is leached and / or etched to

FIGURE 12 Reflectance of a high-efficiency anti407
reflection coating on glass. (After Costich. )
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FIGURE 13 Reflectances of three broadband antireflection coatings. (Cur e 1 , after
408
409
410
Turner;
cur e 2 , Optical Coating Laboratory;
cur e 3 , Thin Film Lab. ) Curve 4 (after
406
Balzers ) corresponds to a single-layer AR coating on glass and is shown here for comparison
purposes.

form a porous transition layer in which the index varies with thickness. Not all optical
materials can be treated in this way. However, special phase-separable glasses have been
developed that lend themselves well to this process.92–95 Fairly durable antireflection
coatings with a reflectance of less than 0.5 percent for the 0.35- to 2.5-mm spectral region
have been produced in this way (Fig. 19a ). Some other materials, such as Lexan, Mylar,
and CR-39 plastic, require an ion implantation pretreatment before the etching can be
applied.78,96
In the technologically important additive / subtractive method, a single glasslike film is
first deposited by a sol-gel process onto the surface that is to be antireflection coated. The
composition of the film is such that, after phase separation, it can be readily leached
and / or etched to form a porous microstructure with a controlled refractive index
gradient.97,98 This eliminates the need for the use of expensive phase separation glass
components. Such coatings have reflectances as low as 0.13 percent and a laser damage
threshold that is four times higher than that of coatings produced by conventional physical
vapor deposition techniques (Fig. 19b ).99 Variants of this process exist.
Microstructured surfaces can also be produced in polymeric and similar materials by a
replication process from a suitable cast. Average reflectances in the visible of the order of
0.3 percent have been reported for surfaces treated in this way (Fig. 19c ).100
Recently there has been a renewed interest in antireflection coatings in which the
variable porosities of leached or etched layers are simulated by dense regular-shaped
structures formed by photochemical or mechanical means. Clapham and coworkers appear
to have been the first to demonstrate such devices.101 They applied a photoresist to a
surface, exposed it to two orthogonal sets of ultraviolet interference fringes, and then

FIGURE 14 Ultraviolet antireflection coatings on
411
fused silica. (Cur e 1 , after TechOptics;
cur e 2 ,
412
after Reynard Corp.;
cur e 3 , after Spindler &
413
Hoyer. )
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FIGURE 15 Transmittance of plates of infrared materials antireflection-coated on both sides:
(a ) Silicon—Curve 1: uncoated plate of 1.5-mm thickness; curve 2: single lo / 4 layer of SiO2
(lo 5 1.8 mm); curve 3: lo / 4 coatings of MgF2, and CeO2 (lo 5 2 .2 mm); curve 4: hard carbon
layer; (b ) Germanium. Curve 5: uncoated plate; curve 6: single lo / 4 layer of SiO (lo 5 2.7 mm);
curve 7: lo / 4 coatings of MgF2, CeO2, and Si (l o 5 3.5 mm); curve 8: environmentally stable,
high laser damage threshold three-layer design based on ThF4 and Ge. (c ) Irtran II. Curve 9:
uncoated plate of 2-mm thickness; curve 10: single lo / 4 coating of CeF3; curve 11: l o / 4 layers of
MgF2 and SiO (lo 5 4.2 mm). (d) Zinc selenide. Curve 12: uncoated plate; curve 13: extremely
broadband AR coating composed of 398 layers produced by molecular beam deposition. (Cury es
59
406
414
1 – 3 , 5 – 7 , 9 – 11 after Cox and Hass ; cury e 4 after Balzers;
cury e 8 after Oh;
cury e 13 after
532
Fisher. )

FIGURE 16 Calculated reflectances of the interfaces between two media antireflection-coated
with inhomogeneous layers of indicated thickness and (complex) refractive indexes that vary
smoothly, from the index of one medium to that of the other: (a ) two nonabsorbing media of
indexes 1.52 and 2.36; (b ) glass-chromium interface with refractive indexes 1.52 and 2.26-i0.43,
111
respectively. (After Anders and Eichinger. )
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FIGURE 17 (a ) Measured transmittance of a germanium plate coated on both sides with
inhomogeneous antireflection coatings. Curve 1: 1.2-mm-thick film with an index that changes
415
gradually from that of Ge to that of MgF2 (after Jacobsson ) ; curve 2: 1.76-mm-thick film with
an index that varies from 4.0 to 1.5, overcoated with a 0.74-mm-thick homogeneous MgF2 layer
188
(after Scheuerman ); curve 3: transmittance of an uncoated plate. (b ) Measured transmittance
of a thalium bromo-iodide plate. Curve 4: uncoated; curve 5: coated on both sides with ten
2.5-mm-thick homogeneous layers with refractive indices that vary between 1.3 and 2.29 and that
are obtained through the evaporation of suitable NaF-CdTe mixtures (after Kuznetso and
416
Per eye
).

developed it to form a regular array of protuberances that could be optionally enlarged by
additional ion-beam etching. Such surfaces can reduce the reflectance to less than 0.3
percent in the visible part of the spectrum (Fig. 19d ).102 The theory of such structures has
been investigated by several workers103,104 and devices for wavelengths extending into the
mm and sub-mm region have been fabricated.64,105

Antireflection Coating of Absorbing and Amplifying Media
Antireflection coatings for glasses and semiconductors in regions of weak absorption, and
for present-day laser materials in which k, the imaginary part of the complex refractive
index [Eq. (25)], is small and negative, differ little from those described previously.106
The reduction of the reflectance of opaque materials for architectural, decorative, and

FIGURE 18 Calculated performances and refractive index profiles of an inhomogeneous-layer coating
90
and its two-material equivalent. (After Southwell. )
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FIGURE 19 Measured performance of various broadband inhomogeneous antireflection
94
coatings: (a ) subtractive process—leached and etched phase-separation glass (after Asahara );
(b) additive / subtractive process—leached and etched phase-separable film deposited onto fused
98
silica (after Yoldas ); (c) replication process on a cellulose acetate butyrate surface (after
100
102
Maffitt ); (d ) structured antireflection coating in photoresist (after Wilson ).

technical purposes leads to a corresponding increase in the absorption.107,108 This can be
utilized to improve the efficiency of radiation detectors and to control the solarabsorptance and thermal-emittance characteristics of surfaces (see, for example, Refs. 109
and 110). A measured example of the reduction in the reflectance of a metal surface
attainable with a homogeneous nonabsorbing layer is shown in Fig. 20.
Inhomogeneous transition layers whose refractive index and extinction coefficient
change gradually from the values of one of the media to those of the other are also very
effective.111 The calculated reflectance of a glass-chromium interface coated in this way,
useful for blackening of prism faces, lens edges, scales, etc., is shown in Fig. 16b. Metal-air
interfaces can be treated a little less effectively with single layers because of the lack of
suitable low-index materials.



FIGURE 20 Antireflection coating of opaque metals. Curves 1 and 2: reflectance of chromium and of
chromium with a ZnS layer. (After Lupashko and
107
Shkyare skii. )
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FIGURE 21 Calculated single-surface transmittance of antireflection coatings incorporating a
conducting layer. Curves 1 and 2: glass of refractive index 1.755 coated with a 0.566-mm-thick
SnO2 layer before and after three dielectric layers were added to complete the antireflection
coating; curves 3 and 4: as above except that the refractive index of the glass and the metric
thickness of the SnO2 film are 1.516 and 0.200 mm, respectively. (After Veremey and
417
Gorbunoy a. )

Antireflection Coating of Surfaces Carrying a Thin Film
For some applications it is necessary to deposit a certain film onto a glass surface. The
objectionable reflectance that such a film would normally introduce can be avoided by
incorporating it into an antireflection coating. Thus, for example, Fig. 21 shows the
calculated transmittances of two conducting layers before and after inclusion in antireflection coatings. The use of homogeneous and of inhomogeneous antireflection coatings with
absorbing layers for ophthalmic purposes is described by Katsube et al.112 and Anders.113
Antireflection Coatings at Nonnormal Angle of Incidence
The calculated performances at 0, 45, and 608 incidence of the three commercially most
important antireflection coatings and of a 10-layer coating for germanium are shown in Fig.
22. The deterioration with angle of incidence is particularly severe for a narrowband

FIGURE 22 Calculated reflectance of (a ) one-, (b ) two-, (c ) three-, and (d ) ten-layer
antireflection coatings (systems 1.1, 2.1, 3.4, and 10.1 in Table 1) at angles of incidence of 08 (solid
curve), 458 (dashed curve), and 608 (dotted curve) for light polarized parallel and perpendicular to
the plane of incidence.
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FIGURE 23 Calculated reflectance at 08 (solid curve), 458 (dashed curve), and 608 (dotted curve)
of (a ) and (c ) two-layer, and (b ) and (d ) three-layer antireflection coatings designed for light
incident at 458 and polarized parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. (After
418 ,419
Turbadar.
)

high-efficiency antireflection coating. Figure 22d suggests that the closer the design of an
antireflection coating approximates an inhomogeneous transition layer (see ‘‘Inhomogeneous and Structured Antireflection Coatings’’ in Sec. 42.6), the less angle-dependent is its
performance.
To design an antireflection coating for one angle of incidence and one plane of
polarization, the effective thicknesses and refractive indices [Eqs. (18) and (19)] of its
layers should satisfy the relations set out in Table 1. In practice, small departures from
those conditions are required to optimize the performance with good coating materials.
Calculated curves for two sets of two- and three-layer coatings designed for use at 458 are
shown in Fig. 23.
If the obliquely incident radiation is unpolarized, a compromise is necessary. The
effective thicknesses are matched for the design angle, but the refractive-index conditions
set out in Table 1 are satisfied for normal incidence since they cannot be satisfied for both
polarizations at the same time (Fig. 24).
Achromatic antireflection coatings can be designed that are optimized for both

FIGURE 24 Calculated reflectance at 08 (solid curve), 458 (dashed curve), and 608 (dotted curve)
of (a ) two-layer and (b ) three-layer antireflection coatings (systems 2.1 and 3.4 in Table 1) for use
with unpolarized light, with the thicknesses of the layers optimized for an angle of incidence of
458.
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FIGURE 25 Average reflectances for unpolarized light of antireflection coatings designed (a ) for
458 incidence and (b ) for use with a convergent light cone of semiangle of 308. (Optical Coating
409
Laboratory. )

polarizations at the same time or that are suitable for use over a wide range of angles of
incidence (Fig. 25b ).22 ,114 But the problem becomes more difficult the greater the spectral
and angular ranges required, especially if angles of incidence greater than 608 are involved.
The performance of a single-wavelength antireflection coating that is effective for angles of
incidence of up to 608 is shown in Fig. 26. The design of antireflection coatings for very
high angles of incidence has been considered by Monga.115,116

42.7 TWO-MATERIAL PERIODIC MULTILAYERS—THEORY
Nonabsorbing [AB ]N and [AB ]NA Multilayer Types



Let a periodic multilayer be composed of N periods AB , where A , B represent layers of
refractive indices nA , nB and optical thicknesses nA dA , nB dB . The most general representation of the complete multilayer is
AB ? AB ? AB ? ? ? AB
1

2

3

N

[AB ]N

(39)

In practice it is customary to write [HL]N or [LH ]N , depending on whether nA is greater or
less than nB , respectively. The spectral-reflectance curve of the multilayer [AB ]N will lie





FIGURE 26 Wide-angle antireflection coating for
0.6328 m.
(After
Dobrowolski
and
420
Piotrowski. )
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FIGURE 27 (a ) Calculated reflectance and (b ) phase change on reflection of periodic
N
multilayers of the type [HL] . H and L stand for high- and low-refractive-index layers of
quarter-wave thickness at lo 5 1.0 m. The heavy lines are the envelopes of the reflectance
curves.

within a pair of envelopes which, at normal incidence, depend only on nA dA , nB dB , nA , nB ,
ns , and nm .117 ,118 For ns 5 nm the lower of the envelopes becomes R 5 0. The envelopes
contain high-reflectance zones within which the reflectance at each wavelength increases
monotonically with the number of periods, approaching 1.0 as N tends to infinity (Fig. 27).
Outside these high-reflectance zones the curves exhibit subsidiary maxima and minima
whose number depends on nA dA / nB dB and which increases with N. The first-order
high-reflectance zone occurs at a wavelength l 1 given by
nA dA 1 nB dB 5

l1
2

(40)

and subsequent zones occur at wavelengths l q (l 1 . l 2 . l 3 ? ? ?) given by
N (nA dA 1 nB dB ) 5 q

lq
2

q 5 2, 3, 4, . . .

(41)

providing that at these wavelengths
nA dA , nB dB ? p

lq
2

p 5 1, 2, 3, . . .

(42)

It is thus possible, by choosing suitable-thickness ratios, to arrange for or to suppress
high-reflectance zones in several spectral regions at the same time. This is useful in the
design of broadband reflectors, cut-off filters, hot and cold mirrors (Sec. 42.9) and laser
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FIGURE 28 Calculated reflectance curves of periodic multilayers with (a ) 1 : 1 and (b ) 2 : 1
thickness ratios. The dotted curves represent the reflectance of polarized radiation incident at
an angle of 608.

reflectors, etc. Typical curves for thickness ratios 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 are given in Fig. 28. Plotted
on a o / scale, they show symmetry about all wavelengths for which nA dA and nB dB are
both equal to some integral multiple of / 4.
Maximum Reflectance . For a given refractive index ratio (nA / nB ) and number of periods
N , the highest reflectance occurs whenever nA dA , nB dB are each equal to an odd multiple
of / 4. It is given by
Rmax

Fnn //nn
m

s

m

s

(nA / nB )2N
(nA / nB )2N

G

2

(43)

Intermediate reflectances are obtained for the related symmetrical multilayers [AB ]NA:
Rmax

Fnn nn //nn
m

m

s

2
A

s

2
A

G

(nA / nB )2N
(nA / nB )2N

2

(44)

Results for a number of such cases are given in Fig. 29. Intermediate reflectances can be
obtained by changing the refractive index of any of the layers in the stack.
Explicit expressions for R for other thicknesses are complicated.



Phase Change on Reflection . The dispersion of the phase change on reflection from
periodic all-dielectric multilayers is much greater than that of metal reflectors. Unless
corrected for, it will lead to errors in some metrological and interferometric applications.
Like reflectance, it varies rapidly outside the high-reflection zone (Fig. 27b ). Within the
high-reflectance zone, it changes almost linearly with wavenumber and is 1808 at o /
1.
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FIGURE 29 Transmittance at the reflection maximum of quarter-wave stacks composed of
MgF2 and SiO2 in the visible region (r) , MgF2 and MgO in the ultraviolet (j) , MgF2 and ZnS
in the visible region (m) , and ZnS and PbTe in the infrared (d).

The slope of this portion of the graph increases and approaches a limiting value as N tends
to infinity. The limiting values (in degrees per unit wavelength) is given by

F G5
d»
dl

l

5

180nm
l o (nH 2 nL)
180nH nL
l o nm (nH 2 nL)

for nH
(45)
for nL

depending on whether the light is first incident on a high-(nH ) or low-(nL) refractive-index
layer.119 These values should be multiplied by 3, 5, . . . in stacks composed of 3l / 4 ,
5l / 4 , . . . layers.
Bo¨ hme has shown that, by changing the refractive index of one of the layers in a
quarter-wave stack, it is possible to obtain a zero value of the phase change on reflection »
at l o .120

Periodic Multilayers of the [(0.5A)B (0.5A)]N Type
The construction of such multilayers differs from that of the type [AB ]NA discussed
previously by having outermost layers of only half the thickness of the remaining layers.89
The position and width of the high-reflection zones are the same in both cases, but in
coatings of the [(0.5A)B (0.5A)]N type, it is possible to reduce the height of the subsidiary
maxima on either one or the other side of the main reflectance maximum if nA dA 5 nB dB .
Kard et al. describe the optimum choice of all the construction parameters (N , nA , nB , ns ,
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FIGURE 30 Calculated reflectance curves of two periodic multilayers with symmetrical periods
6
of the type [(0.5L)H (0.5L)] in which the subsidiary reflectance maxima on the short- and the
long-wavelength side of the high-reflectance zone are reduced.

nm ) of such a coating.121 If the refractive indices ns and nm of the surrounding media must
be chosen on some other basis, then for maximum improvement of the short- and
long-wavelength transmission, the refractive indexes nA and nB of the coating materials
must satisfy
n 3A
ns nm 5
(46)
nB
or
ns nm 5 nA nB
(47)
respectively. Estimates of the maximum reflectance for larger values of N can be obtained
from Fig. 29. Multilayers of this type are of importance in the design of cut-off filters (Sec.
42.9), and are illustrated in Fig. 30, which should be compared with the curves of Fig. 31.

Width of the High-Reflectance Zone
For a given value of (nA / nB ) , the width Dl R / l of the high-reflectance zone is greatest
when nA dA 5 nB dB 5 l / 4 , and it is then given by

S

Dl R 4 21 1 2 nA / nB
5 sin
l
π
1 1 nA / nB

D

(48)

This width is reduced by a factor of 2N 2 1 if N th-order quarter-wavelength layers are
used. Graphs of the widths of the high-reflectance zones vs. refractive-index ratio for l / 4 ,
3l / 4 , and 5l / 4 layer stacks are given in Fig. 32. Periodic multilayers with equal
refractive-index ratios have high-reflectance zones of equal widths, but their reflectance
curves will not be the same unless the refractive indices of the surrounding media are also
increased by the same ratio (Fig. 31).

Periodic Multilayers of the [xH ? (1 2 x )L]N ? xH type
As already stated previously, it is not necessary for the optical thicknesses of the layers of
a periodic multilayer reflector to be equal to a quarter-wave. A multilayer system of the
type [xH ? (1 2 x )L]N ? xH , where H , L correspond to quarter-wave layers of a high and
low refractive index and where 0 , x , 1.0 , will have a high reflectance, providing that the
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N

FIGURE 31 Calculated reflectance curves of two quarter-wave stacks of the type H (LH ) with
different values of nH and nL but with the same ratio nH / nL , deposited onto two different
substrate materials. The dotted curves represent the reflectances for light incident at 608.

FIGURE 32 Calculated widths of high-reflectance zones of two-material periodic stacks of
layers of optical thicknesses o / 4 , 3 o / 4 , and 5 o / 4 for different refractive-index ratios.
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FIGURE 33 Maximum reflectance (a ) and width of the high-reflectance zone (b ) of
N
periodic multilayers of the type [xH ? (1 2 x )L] xH. The curves were evaluated for
125
refractive indices nH 5 2.4 and nL 5 1.51. (After Shao. )

number of periods N is high enough.122–125 However, the smaller the value of x , the
narrower the width of the high-reflectance zone. Given two coating materials, it is thus
possible to independently select the reflectance and the width of the rejection region.
Figures 33a ,b show the relationship between R max, Dl R / l , and x , N for values of nH , nL ,
corresponding to the refractive indices of ZnS and polyethylene at about 200 m.

Angular Sensitivity
For some applications it is important to reduce the angular variation of the reflectance
curve. This can be done by using materials with high refractive indices (Fig. 31) (see also
‘‘Angle-of-incidence Effects’’ in Sec. 42.9). Another way is to use periods in which the
high-index film is thicker than the low-index film (Figs. 28b and 57a ).

Multilayer Reflectors Made of Absorbing Materials
It is possible to achieve a high reflectance with multilayers of the [AB ]NA type even when
A , B correspond to absorbing materials. This is of particular interest for spectral regions
for which no nonabsorbing coating materials exist. The optical thicknesses of the periods
of such systems are still approximately equal to l / 2 but, for maximum reflectance, the
individual thicknesses dA , dB may be quite different, depending on the number of periods
N and on the optical constants of the materials used. Reflectors with kA . kB , have
structures that are intermediate to those of quarter-wave stacks (with kA 5 kB 5 0 and
optical thicknesses of l / 4 , in which constructive interference effects are maximized), and
those of ideal Bragg crystals (with kA  kB , and in which dA Ô dB to minimize absorption
losses).
In the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and in the soft x-ray regions, (n 2 1) and k are much
smaller than 1 for most coating materials.126,127 To design a periodic multilayer with a
high-normal-incidence reflectance for a given wavelength, it is first necessary to choose a
material (nB 2 ikB ) with the lowest possible extinction coefficient.128 Next, a second,
chemically compatible material (nA 2 ikA) is selected with the lowest extinction coefficient
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that will maximize the normal-incidence Fresnel reflection coefficient of the interface
between the two materials given by:
rBA 5

(nB 2 nA) 2 i (kB 2 kA)
(nB 1 nA) 1 (kB 1 kA)

(49)

Vinogradov and Zeldovich use a factor b opt to relate the metric thicknesses of the layers A
and B that yield a maximum reflectance to the overall thickness d opt of the period:129
dA 5 b opt ? d opt and dB 5 (1 2 b opt) ? d opt

(50)

where b opt is obtained by the solution of the equation

F

tan(π b opt) 5 π b opt 1

nB kB
nA kA 2 nB kB

G

(51)

d opt is approximately equal to l / 2 , but Vinogradov and Zeldovich give a more accurate
expression for this quantity, as well as for the limiting reflectance R and the number of
periods N required to reach that value.129

42.8 MULTILAYER REFLECTORS—EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the calculations of the data for Figs. 27 to 33, the dispersion of the optical constants of
the materials was ignored, and it was assumed that the films were absorption- and
scatter-free and that their thicknesses had precisely the required values. In practice, none
of these assumptions is strictly valid, and hence there are departures from the calculated
values. In general, the agreement is better within the high-reflectance zone than outside.
Reflectors for Interferometers, Lasers, Etc.
The measured reflectances and transmittances of a number of quarter-wave reflectors
suitable for use in Fabry-Perot interferometers are shown in Fig. 34. The transmission of a





FIGURE 34 Measured spectral reflectance and transmittance curves of periodic all-dielectric reflectors
N
of the type [HL] H for the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared parts of the spectrum. Curve 1: 27 layers
of MgO and MgF2; curves 2 and 3: 11 and 13 layers of PbF2 and cryolite, respectively; curves 4, 5, 7, and
421
8: 7 layers of ZnS and cryolite; curves 6, 9, and 10: 9 layers of ZnS and cryolite. (Cur e 1 after Apfel ,
422
cur es 2 to 10 after Hefft et al. )
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FIGURE 35 Measured spectral transmittance of a
407
laser reflector. (After Costich. )

typical commercial laser reflector for l 5 0.6328 m is shown in Fig. 35. The measured
reflectances of a number of highly reflecting coatings for the infrared spectral region are
shown in Fig. 36.
Both ‘‘soft’’ laser coatings that can be dissolved in weak acids and ‘‘hard’’ coatings that
can be removed only through polishing are available commercially.

Effects of Imperfections
Thickness Errors . Small errors in the thickness of the layers of a quarter-wave stack have
only a very small effect on the reflectance and on the phase change on reflection of the
multilayer within the high-reflectance zone, but they do affect the performance outside the
zone.130,131 In fact, the effect may be quite serious: thickness variations can give rise to an
apparent lack of flatness of the substrate surface.132–134
Dispersion . The most noticeable effects of dispersion in quarter-wave stacks of a given
multilayer type are the increase in the peak reflectance with decrease in wavelength (see
Fig. 34) and the asymmetry of the maxima on either side of the main reflectance
maximum.

FIGURE 36 Measured spectral-reflectance curves of all-dielectric reflectors for the infrared
4
made of stibnite and chiolite. Curves 1 and 2: multilayers of the type [HL] H on glass; curves 3
4
156
and 4: type [(0.5L)H (0.5L)] on barium fluoride. (After Turner and Baumeister. )
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Absorption . The separation between the transmission and reflectance curves in Fig. 34 is
mostly due to absorption. These losses can limit the usefulness of the reflectors for some
applications. Thus, for example, in interference filters and Fabry-Perot interferometers
they lead to a reduction in the peak transmissions and limit the attainable half-widths. In
optical information-storage devices they set a limit to the highest reflectance attainable. In
lasers, the losses counteract directly the gain in the laser medium. In addition, absorption
within the layers is responsible for damage to laser reflectors (see also ‘‘Laser Damage’’ in
Sec. 42.5).
If the two materials used for the construction of periodic quarter-wave stacks have
small but finite extinction coefficients, the resulting absorption at first reduces both the
transmission and reflection coefficients.117,132,135,136 With an increase in the reflectance of a
multilayer of the [HL]NH type, the absorption occurs more and more at the expense of the
reflection coefficient, approaching a limiting value of
A 5 2d R 5

2π nm
(kH 1 kL)
n 2H 2 n 2L

(52)

that is independent of the number of layers.2 The corresponding expression for a
multilayer [HL]N in which a low refractive index faces the incident medium is



A 5 2d R 5

2π (n 2LkH 1 n 2HkL)
nm (n 2H 2 n 2L)

(53)

Figure 37 shows the spectral variation of experimentally determined maximum reflectances
and limiting losses of various quarter-wave multilayer reflectors.
The absorption in periodic multilayers composed of materials having finite extinction
coefficients can be reduced below the values given by Eqs (52) and (53) if a structure of the
[xH (1 2 x )L]N xH type is used.124

FIGURE 37 Variation with wavelength of the observed peak reflectance of 7-, 9-, 11- and
13-layer quarter-wave stacks made of PbF2, Sb2O3, or ZnS with cryolite as the low-index
material. The lower curves indicate the limiting value of the absorbance with these materials.
423
421
424
(s) and Behrndt and Doughty
(d)
(After Honcia and Krebs. Results obtained by Apfel
with other materials are included for comparison).
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FIGURE 38 Measured intensity of the scattered
radiation as a function of the angle away from the
425
direction of specular reflection. (After Blazey. )

Surface and Interface Imperfections . In thin-film calculations, it is usually assumed that
substrate surfaces and interfaces between the layers are smooth and that the layers are
homogeneous. In practice, substrate surfaces and interfaces have a certain roughness and,
at times, thin uniform or inhomogeneous interface layers formed between the boundaries
of two layers as a result of oxidation, chemical interactions, or interdiffusion of the two
coating materials. The interface layers, as a rule, are different at the AB and BA
boundaries and are typically 0.0003 or 0.0010 mm thick. These and other imperfections of
the layer system result in reduced reflection and / or in scatter. If ignored in the model used
to represent the multilayer, they add to the discrepancies that are observed between the
calculated and experimental data.
Scattering losses are particularly significant at shorter wavelengths. For this reason,
there have been many theoretical and experimental investigations of scattering of surfaces
and thin films. Investigations have shown that when scatter does occur, most of the light is
scattered in directions that are close to that of the specularly reflected light.117,137 The
experimental results for a typical mirror are shown in Fig. 38.
Very Low Loss Reflectors. Mirrors with very low losses are required for use in laser
cavities and in ring lasers. Mirrors with a combined loss L (5transmission 1 absorption 1
scatter) of the order of 5 3 1025 are commercially available. With special manufacturing
techniques, practically loss-free reflectors can now be made.
Recently a 41 quarter-wave stack made of Ta2O5 and SiO2 layers with a combined loss
of L 5 1.6 1026 corresponding to a reflectance of 0.9999984 at 0.633 mm, has been
reported.138 The absorption and scatter losses were estimated to be of the order of
1.1 1026. The essential starting point for the manufacture of such coatings are superpolished substrates with a surface roughness of 0.5-Å rms or less. The layers were deposited
by reactive ion-beam sputtering from high-purity oxide targets in a cryogenically pumped,
fully automated deposition system.139
Multilayers for the Soft X -ray and XUV Regions. The effect of roughness and of
interface layers is particularly important in soft x-ray and XUV multilayers because the
dimensions of these defects are comparable to the thicknesses of the individual layers. For
this reason, much attention has been focused on the proper modeling of such coatings.
Many workers use several very thin layers and the matrix method outlined in Sec. 42.3 to
model roughness and interface layers.140 Others make use of the following recursive
formula for the amplitude reflectance rj of the first j layers of the system:




rj 5

rj21 1 rBA exp (2id j )
1 1 rj21 rBA exp (2id j )

(54)
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FIGURE 39 Calculated reflectances of 64 period
x-ray mirrors with different imperfections s (in Å)
at the ReW-C and C-ReW interfaces. (After
128
Spiller. )

Here d j is the effective optical thickness of the j th layer (Eq. 18), rj 1 is the amplitude
reflectance of the first ( j 1) layers, and rBA is the amplitude reflectance of the interface
between the j th and ( j 1)th layers. In this approach, if the Fresnel amplitude reflection
coefficient rBA is replaced by
rBA exp

H

1 4π
s 5e (n˜ cos θ˜ o )
2 o

2

J

(55)

the combined effect of roughness and of interface layers s can be allowed for.141 In the
hard x-ray region, where n 1 , k 0 for all materials, the exponential term in the
preceding expression reduces to the so-called Debye-Waller factor DW,
DW

exp

S

1 4π
s cos θ j
2 o

D

2

(56)

The calculated reflectance of an XUV mirror, with and without the effect of surface
imperfections, is shown in Fig. 39.

Narrowband Reflection Coatings
Narrowband rejection filters transmit freely all the radiation incident upon them except in
one narrow spectral region in which the radiation is either wholly or partially reflected.142
Lord Rayleigh observed a corresponding natural phenomenon in potassium chlorate
crystals.143 Subsequent experimentors reported crystals with rejection bands varying
between 0.001 and 0.038 microns in width and reflectances between 33 and 99.9
percent.144–146 But, unfortunately, at present the size of the crystals that can be grown is
insufficient, and the position and width of the rejection region cannot be controlled. The
same comments can be made about coextruded polymer films made of the thermoplastic
materials polypropylene (n 1.49) and polycarbonate (n 1.59) .147 ,148 With thin films,
these limitations can be overcome, but it is difficult to achieve the extremely narrow widths
and high rejections observed in the crystals.
A quarter-wave stack of the type [AB ]NA has been suggested as a model for the
construction of such filters (see, for example, Refs. 145 and 149). It follows from Figs. 29
and 32 that the closer the refractive index ratio nA / nB is to unity, the narrower the width of
the reflectance zone and the more layers required to achieve a certain rejection. Shown in
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FIGURE 40 Measured reflectance of a 720-layer
quarter-wave stack produced by chemical vapor
deposition using materials with refractive indices of
150
1.575, 1.585. (After Edmonds et al. )

Fig. 40 is the measured reflectance of a multilayer consisting of 720 layers that was
produced by a plasma chemical deposition technique.150 Unfortunately, the method could
only deposit such coatings on the inside of a tube. To reduce the number of layers, films
with higher nA / nB ratios could be utilized and the width reduced by using layers with
thicknesses that are odd multiples of a quarter-wavelength. But this can be done only at
the expense of bringing the adjacent higher- and lower-order reflection peaks closer.
Resonant reflectors are an extreme example of this.

Resonant Reflectors
Even ‘‘hard’’ evaporated coatings cannot survive the power densities present in some
high-power lasers. In the past, resonant reflectors have been used.151–154 They consist of
one or more accurately air-spaced plane-parallel plates of thicknesses of the order of
millimeters made of a tough, high-optical-quality material. Because of the long coherence
length of the laser radiation incident upon them, interference takes place in the same way
as in thin films. Resonant reflectors may be regarded as being quarter-wave reflectors of
enormously high order of interference, and all the equations given in Sec. 42.7 apply.
Resonant reflectors made of quartz and sapphire are commercially available. Since the
refractive index of quartz is lower than that of sapphire, a larger number of plates is
required to attain the same reflectance. On the other hand, quartz is much cheaper and is
less temperature-sensitive. The calculated reflectance of one-, two-, three-, and four-plate
sapphire resonant reflectors are shown in Fig. 41. In another development, diffusion-doped
quartz plates are used in the construction of resonant reflectors.155 The doping process
causes the refractive index of the plate to increase smoothly in a 0.5-mm region from that
of quartz to about 2.0 at the surface. As a consequence, fewer elements are needed to
achieve a given reflectance.

All-dielectric Broadband Reflectors
There are several ways of obtaining a coating with a broad high-reflection region should
the width attainable with quarter-wave stacks be inadequate. For a broad region with a
very high-reflectance, one can superimpose two quarter-wave stacks tuned to two different
wavelengths. The widest continuous high-reflectance region is attained when materials with
the highest available refractive-index ratios are used and the thicknesses of the layers are
so chosen that the two high-reflectance zones are contiguous (see Fig. 42c ). For an even
broader region, further quarter-wave stacks can be superimposed. If high-reflection regions
overlap, special precautions must be taken to prevent the appearance of sharp reflectance
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FIGURE 41 Calculated spectral reflectance of resonant reflectors consisting of one, two, three, and
four sapphire plates (n 5 1.7). The optical thicknesses of the plates and of the air spaces between
them were assumed to be 1.7 mm.

minima in the high-reflectance region.156 It is not easy to obtain a very uniform,
moderately high reflectance in this way. Another approach is to deposit onto the substrate
a series of alternating high- and low-refractive-index films of gradually increasing or
decreasing thicknesses (Fig. 43). A broad high-reflection region can also be obtained with a
multilayer in which the layers are different multiples of l / 4 of a selected wavelength (see
Fig. 44). Finally, it has been suggested that multilayers with 10 : 1 high-reflectance regions
might be produced by depositing hundreds of layers of random thicknesses made of two
materials that are nonabsorbing throughout the spectral range of interest.157 As yet,
experimental data for this approach have not been presented.
If only a relatively small increase in the high-reflectance region is required, or if a
uniform but only moderately high reflectance is required, the desired result can be
achieved by modifying the thicknesses and refractive indices of a quarter-wave stack using
a computer refinement program or by the addition of achromatizing l / 2 layers. The
measured performances of several such reflectors are shown in Figs. 45 and 46. Broadband

FIGURE 42 Measured reflectance of all-dielectric broadband reflectors consisting of two superimposed
quarter-wave stacks with contiguous high-reflectance zones. The dotted curves in Figs. 42 to 46 represent
156
426
the calculated phase changes on reflection. [(a) and (b) after Turner and Baumeister; (c) after Perry. ]
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FIGURE 43 Calculated reflectance of an all-dielectric broadband reflector consisting of 35 layers
made of a low- and a high-index material and having optical thicknesses that vary in a geometric
427
progression. (After Hea ens and Liddell. )



FIGURE 44 Calculated reflectance of an alldielectric broadband reflector consisting of 11 layers
all of which have optical thicknesses that are various
428
multiples of 0.13 m. (After Elsner. )

FIGURE 45 Measured reflectances of all-dielectric broadband reflectors designed with refinement
429
430
431
programs. [(a) after Penselin and Steudel , (b) after Baumeister and Stone , (c) after Ciddor , (d)
134
after Ramsay and Ciddor. ]
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FIGURE 46 Measured reflectances of achromatic all-dielectric reflectors with an intermediate
reflectance derived from a quarter-wave stack through (a ) the addition of half-wavelength achromatizing
220
431
layers (after Turner ) and (b ) designed with a refinement program (after Ciddor ).

reflectors with moderate and high reflectances for the ultraviolet spectral region have been
reported by Korolev,158 Sokolova,159 and Stolov.160
Phase Change on Reflection from Broadband Reflectors . The phase change on reflection
from broadband reflectors varies even more rapidly with wavelength (Figs. 42 to 46) than
that from quarter-wave stacks (Fig. 27).161,162 This can be a disadvantage in certain
metrological applications. Another consequence of this rapid variation is that, in the
presence of systematic thickness variations of the layers, it can give an impression of lack
of flatness in the substrate.163 Figures 45d and 46a represent designs of broadband
reflectors in which an effort was made to reduce this effect.
Rejection Filters
Minus Filters . Minus filters are, in essence, multilayer reflectors in which the ripples in
the transmission regions on either side of the high-reflectance zone have been reduced or
eliminated. Filters of this kind with various widths and attenuations find applications as
correction filters.164 Narrow minus filters with high attenuations have various scientific and
technological uses, including protection of equipment and personnel from harmful laser
radiation. Figure 47 shows the measured transmittances of a number of rejection filters of
various widths and attenuations.
Thelen has shown how to optimize the transmission on both sides of the rejection band
of a minus filter simultaneously.165 If the multilayer is surrounded on both sides by the
same medium, it will be symmetrical and can be represented by C [AB ]NAC ,



FIGURE 47 Measured spectral transmittances of
several narrowband rejection filters. (Cur es 1 to 3
164
after Dobrowolski;
cur e 4 , Optical Coating
340
Laboratory. )
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FIGURE 48 Suppression of ripples in the transmission region of rejection filters: (a ) calculated
spectral transmittance curves and refractive index profiles of a 9-layer quarter-wave stack; (b ) a
17-layer, 5-material minus filter; and (c ) a two-material equivalent of the minus filter.

DAC / [AB ]NACAD , . . . Here A , B , C , D , . . . are layers of quarter-wave optical thickness
at the design wavelength and
nm 5 ns 5 nA
(57)
The refractive indices nC , nD , . . . depend on nA and nB in a more complicated way. The
larger the number of different materials used in the construction of these multilayers, the
better the performance in the transmission region. Should the use of more than two
coating materials not be convenient, it is a simple matter to find a two-material version of
this solution. These points are illustrated in Fig. 48.
Young142 described two other design methods for narrowband rejection filters with
improved transmission characteristics. The methods are based on analogies with antenna
theory, and they yield nonperiodic equiripple designs in which all the layers either have
equal thicknesses but different indices or are made of two materials only but have many
different thicknesses.
Should the simultaneous rejection of several wavelengths be required, it is possible to
achieve this by depositing several minus filters on top of one another (Fig. 49).
Rugate Filters . In inhomogeneous layers, the refractive index varies continuously in the
direction of the thickness of the layer.77,166,167 If the refractive index varies in a periodic
manner between two extreme values, it is possible to design a minus filter with a high
transmission on either side of the rejection band (Fig. 50). Such periodic inhomogeneous
layers are sometimes called rugate filters. Some workers reserve this term for inhomogeneous layers in which the logarithm of the refractive index varies in a sinusoidal
manner. The rejection wavelength corresponds to that wavelength for which the period of
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FIGURE 49 Transmission of laser goggles for the
rejection of the ruby (0.694 mm) and the NdYag
(0.532 and 1.064 mm) laser lines. (After Omega
432
Optical Inc. )

the index variation is equal to a half-wavelength. The attenuation depends on the ratio of
the highest to lowest refractive index in the design and on the number of periods. As in the
multilayer minus filters, the width of the rejection region also depends on the refractive
index ratio. Rugate filters do not have the higher-order reflection peaks that are
characteristic of periodic multilayers and this is one reason for their attractiveness.
However, they are more difficult to produce. If necessary, they can be approximated by a
homogeneous multilayer system consisting of a few materials.
As in the case of minus filters, it is possible to reject a number of wavelengths by
depositing several rugate filters on top of each other. However, the combined overall

FIGURE 50 Suppression of higher-order reflectance peaks in rejection filters: calculated spectral
transmittance curves and refractive index profiles of (a ) a 17-layer quarter-wave stack; (b ) a 9-period
18
rugate filter; and (c ) a 49-layer four-material design by Thelen.
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FIGURE 51 Simultaneous suppression of several laser wavelengths: (a ) calculated spectral transmittance curves and refractive index profiles of a series and (b ) a parallel solution to the problem. (After
433
Verly. )

thickness of the rugate filters will then be quite high. It is possible to find an
inhomogeneous layer solution to this problem in which the refractive index profile is more
complicated, but which requires a considerably thinner inhomogeneous layer (Fig. 51).168
In Lippmann-Bragg holographic mirrors, the refractive index varies continuously in a
direction perpendicular to the plane of the substrate. These devices behave like thin-film
systems and have properties similar to those of rugate filters. Holographic edge and
narrowband rejection filters are available commercially.169,170
Graded Reflectivity Mirrors
Mirrors in which the absorption or reflection varies radially have been proposed in the past
for the control of modes and of edge diffraction effects in laser resonators.171,172 In addition
to meeting the reflectance specifications, graded reflectivity mirrors must have a sufficiently
high laser damage threshold for use with high-power lasers. Graded reflectivity mirrors are
produced by depositing thin films through a suitable mask. The substrate and the mask can
be stationary, or one or both can rotate. A single shaped layer suffices for a maximum
reflectance of intermediate values. For higher values, the shaped layer can be inserted
between a stack of layers of uniform thickness or, alternatively, all the layers can be
deposited though the mask.173 The experimentally measured reflections of two graded
reflectivity mirrors are shown in Fig. 52.
Multilayer Reflectors for the Far-infrared Region
Thin-film filters cannot be produced by conventional deposition techniques for wavelengths greater than about 80 mm because of a lack of low-absorption coating materials
that can be deposited in the form of thick, stable films. However, a hybrid process in which
plastic sheets coated with relatively thin high-refractive-index materials are heat-bonded
can be used to produce self-supporting optical multilayer filters.125,174,175 As mentioned
before, periodic multilayers of unequal optical thickness can have a high reflectance,
providing that the number of periods is high enough. The measured reflectance curves of
two typical hybrid multilayer filters are shown in Fig. 53.
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FIGURE 52 Experimental results for two supergaussian graded reflectivity mirrors for l
51.064 m. Curve 1: three layer systems with one
layer of varying thickness, with R max 5 0.5 and
434
v 5 1.92 mm (after Piegari ) ; curve 2: fully shaped
mirror with R max 5 0.85 and v 5 1.90 mm (after
173
Duplain ).

Multilayer Reflectors for the Soft X-ray and XUV Regions
There are two main obstacles to obtaining multilayers with a high-normal-incidence
reflectance in the soft x-ray and in the XUV regions. First, at these wavelengths all
materials absorb; this limits the number of layers that can contribute to the overall
reflectance. Second, roughness and the interdiffusion and alloying of the materials degrade
the individual interfaces; this reduces their contribution to the overall reflectance.
XUV mirrors are normally produced from two chemically compatible materials by
sputtering or by electron beam gun evaporation. As already discussed, the XUV multilayer
mirrors have a period of optical thickness l / 2. Within this period, the thickness of the
less-absorbing material is larger. This material usually has an absorption edge that is close
to the design wavelength. Optical constants can vary widely in this region.176 The second,
more absorbing material is, therefore, selected to maximize the Fresnel reflection
coefficient of the interface.
Theoretically, the best results are obtained with pure elements. However, sometimes
alloys are used because they result in multilayers with better interfaces. Thus, MgSi2 might
be used in place of Mg, or B4C instead of C or B. Examples of more commonly used
material pairs are: (1) Mo / Si for the 130- to 250-Å region; (2) Mo / Y for the 90- to 130-Å
region; (3) W / B4C, Ru / B4C, Mo / B4C, etc. for the 70- to 130-Å region; and (4) Co / C,
W / C, Re / C, ReW / C, Ni / C, etc., for the 45- to 70-Å. In these pairs, the second material in
each pair has the lower extinction coefficient.
There are many reasons why there are differences beween the theoretical performance
of a multilayer reflector and the reflectance measured on a synchrotron.126,128 The highest

16

16

FIGURE 53 Measured and calculated performance of (a ) L9(HL) and (b ) L9(HL) reflectors
made of ZnS and polyethylene of thicknesses indicated in the diagram. An instrumental
21
125
resolution of 3 cm was assumed in the calculations. (After Shao. )
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FIGURE 54 Measured spectral reflectance curves of some representative multilayer x-ray
mirrors. The materials used, the number of layers N and the angles θ 0 at which the reflectance
435
was measured are indicated in the table. (Cury e 1 after Spiller;
cury es 2 – 4 after Montcalm et
436 ,437
438
439
440
al.;
cury e 7 after Ceglio;
cury e 8 after Falco. )
cury es 5 and 6 after Zwicker;

reflectance achieved thus far is R < 0.65 at 135 Å for a Mo / Si multilayer.141 The measured
reflectance of other experimentally produced x-ray and XUV mirrors is shown in Fig. 54.

42.9 CUT-OFF, HEAT-CONTROL , AND SOLAR-CELL COVER FILTERS
Ideal cut-off filters would reject all the radiation below, and transmit all that above a
certain wavelength, or vice versa. Real cut-off filters, of course, are not perfect and so, in
addition to the cut-off wavelength, the slope of the transition region and the extent and
average transmission values of the transmission and rejection regions must be specified.
The tolerable departures of these quantities from the ideal values depend greatly on the
application. Most all-dielectric cut-off filters are based on periodic multilayers, whose basic
properties were described in Sec. 42.7).

Transmission in the Passband Region
The usual way of avoiding the secondary transmission minima in the transmission band of
a quarter-wave stack is through the use of eighth-wave layers on both sides of the stack
(see ‘‘Periodic Multilayers of the [(0.5A)B (0.5A)]N Type’’ in Sec. 42.7).
Other, less frequently used methods of smoothing the transmission in the passband are
the adjustment of the thicknesses of all the layers of a quarter-wave stack,177 the use of
homogeneous178 and inhomogeneous179 layers on either side of the stack; the choice of an
optimum set of refractive-index values for the substrate and films,180 and the use of an
equiripple design142 in which thicknesses are kept constant but the refractive indices are
varied.

The Width of the Transmission Region
For short-wavelength cut-off filters of the type described here, the transmission region is
limited only by the transmission characteristics of the materials used for their construction.
In long-wavelength cut-off filters, the transmission regions can be limited by the
appearance of higher-order reflectance maxima (see ‘‘Nonabsorbing [AB ]N and [AB ]NA
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FIGURE 55 Calculated reflectance of three-material periodic multilayers with suppressed
441
higher-order reflectance maxima. (After Thelen. )

Multilayer Types’’ in Sec. 42.7). Should this be a serious limitation, it is possible to
suppress a number of adjacent reflectance maxima by using multilayers with periods
composed of three or more different materials (Fig. 55). By using a period consisting of an
inhomogeneous layer with a special refractive-index profile, an even larger number of
consecutive reflectance maxima can be suppressed (see also Fig. 50).77 Figure 56 shows the
measured results for two such experimental coatings in which reflectance maxima are

FIGURE 56 Measured transmittance of periodic
multilayers in which higher-order reflectance maxima are suppressed through the use of periods that
consist of an inhomogeneous layer. (After
188
Scheuerman. )
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suppressed at three and nine consecutive integer multiples of 1 / l o , a fact obscured in the
case of the second filter by the absorption of the materials used.
Transmission in the Rejection Region
Figure 29 can be used for an estimate of the number of layers required to achieve a given
transmission (see ‘‘Maximum Reflectance’’ in Sec. 42.7). Through the use of suitable
substrate materials, the transmittances throughout the rejection region can typically be
below 0.01 and 0.1 percent for short- and long-wavelength cut-off filters, respectively.
Rejection filters with higher rejections can be provided or, alternatively, two or more filters
in series can be used if they are placed at a small angle to one another.
The Width of the Rejection Region
The width of the high-reflection region of [(0.5A)B (0.5A)]N coatings can be estimated from
Fig. 32. There is no shortage of absorbing materials should it be necessary to extend the
rejection region of short-wave cut-off filters. The number of suitable absorbing materials
for long-wavelength cut-off filters is more restricted and often it is necessary to use thin
films to extend the cut-off region. In addition to the superposition of two or more cut-off
filters tuned to different wavelengths (see ‘‘All-Dielectric Broadband Reflectors’’ in Sec.
42.8), one can deposit such coatings onto different substrates or onto the opposite sides of
the same substrate.181 The resulting transmission will be governed by the considerations of
‘‘Transmission Filters in Series and Parallel’’ in Sec. 42.2.
Slope of the Cut-off
This quantity is defined in a number of ways. One common definition is

Ul

U

2 l 0.05
3 100%
l 0.5

0.8

(58)

where l 0.8 , l 0.5 and l 0.05 refer to the wavelengths at which the transmittances are 0.8, 0.5,
and 0.05 of the maximum transmittance of the filter. Explicit formulas for the slope are
complicated.121 The slope increases with the number of periods and with the refractiveindex ratio. Slopes with values of the order of 5 percent are readily available in practice.
Angle-of-incidence Effects
The edges of cut-off filters move towards shorter wavelengths as the angle of incidence is
increased. The use of higher-index materials reduces the effect. Measured results for a
cut-off filter in which the shift was reduced by using high-refractive-index layers that have
three times the thickness of the low-index layers are shown in Fig. 57a. See also
‘‘Nonpolarizing Edge and Bandpass Filters’’ in Sec. 42.10 on polarization-independent
color-selective beam splitters.
Experimental Results
The spectral transmittance curves of a number of commercially available short- and
long-wavelength cut-off filters are shown in Figs. 58 and 59. High performance long- and
short-wavelength cut-off filters are depicted in Figs. 60 and 100. Similar filters for
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FIGURE 57 Effect of (a ) incidence and (b ) temperature on the performance of cut-off filters.
442
(Optical Coating Laboratory. )

FIGURE 58 A series of commercial short-wavelength cut-off filters. (Cury es 1 , 5 , 8 , 9 , 10 ,
340 ,443
444
408
Optical Coating Laboratory;
cury es 3 and 6 , after Turner;
cury e 2 , Bausch & Lomb;
445
446
cury e 4 , Eastman Kodak ; cury e 5; Infrared Industries. )

421

FIGURE 59 A series of commercial long-wavelength cut-off filters. (Cury e 1 , after Apfel;
445
443
cury e 2 , Eastman Kodak;
cury es 3 , 4 , 7 , Optical Coating Laboratory;
cury es 5 and 6 ,
446
Infrared Industries. )
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FIGURE 60 Measured transmittance of an unblocked short-wavelength cut-off filter. (Afer Thin
410
Film Lab. )

intermediate wavelengths can, of course, be constructed. It is also possible to construct
edge filters in which the thicknesses of all the layers vary in proportion around the
circumference of the substrate (see also ‘‘Linear and Circular Wedge Filters’’ in Sec.
42.12). A tuning of the cut-off wavelength is thus possible.

Heat Reflectors, Cold Mirrors, and Infrared-Suppressing Filters
Only 39 percent of the total radiation from carbon arcs and 13 percent from tungsten
lamps operated at 3250 K represent visible light. Most of the remaining energy is infrared
radiation, which is converted into heat on absorption. The use of heat reflectors and cold
mirrors in film projectors,182 in spot lamps for television and film studios,183 and in other
optical instruments can lead to a very significant reduction of this unwanted heat.
Heat reflectors (also called hot mirrors) are special long-wavelength cut-off filters with a
cut-off at 0.7 mm which transmit the visible radiation from 0.4 to 0.7 mm without disturbing
the color balance. The width of the rejection region depends on the light source to be used
and on whether a heat-absorbing glass is also to be used. The spectral-transmittance curves
of three typical commercial heat reflectors are shown in Fig. 61a. The measured
spectral-transmittance and reflectance curves of two heat-reflecting coatings not based on
periodic multilayers are shown in Fig. 62.
Cold mirrors reflect as much as possible of the visible light incident upon them and
transmit the remaining radiation. The reflectance curves of two commercial cold mirrors
are shown in Fig. 61b.

FIGURE 61 Measured performance of commercial multilayer coatings for heat control: (a )
heat-reflecting coatings; (b ) cold mirrors and blue-red solar-cell cover. (Cury e 1 , Corion
447
444
406
Corporation ;
cury e 2 , Bausch & Lomb;
cury e 3 , Balzers;
cury e 4 , Optical Coating
340
448
449
Laboratory;
cury e 5 , Heliotek;
cury e 6 , after Thelen. )
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FIGURE 62 Two nonperiodic coatings with heat-reflecting properties: (a ) spray-deposited
conducting coating of tin oxide; (b ) transmittance and reflectance of a gold film (dotted
curves) and of a broadband metal dielectric filter (solid curves) with semitransparent gold
450
films of the same total thickness. (After Turner. )

Solar-cell Covers
Solar-cell covers remove the incident solar energy that does not contribute to the electrical
output of the cell and protect it from possible deterioration of its performance through the
action of ultraviolet radiation.184,185 The spectral-transmittance of a blue-red solar-cell
cover is shown in Fig. 61b. The earlier blue solar-cell covers (curve 2, Fig. 58) protected
the cell only from the adverse effects of ultraviolet radiation.
Temperature Effects
Refractive indices of optical materials increase almost linearly with increase in temperature, thus causing cut-off edges to move towards longer wavelengths. In actual filters, the
fractional-wavelength shift varies between 3 3 1023 and 1024 / 8C. Ion-plated films have a
smaller temperature shift than films prepared by conventional e-beam evaporated layers.186
Higher-index materials tend to be more temperature sensitive, thus making it difficult to
construct filters that are insensitive both to angle of incidence and temperature changes.187
The measured performance of a cut-off filter at two temperatures is shown in Fig. 57b.
Metal-dielectric Reflection Cut-off Filters
It is possible to construct metal dielectric cut-off filters that act in reflected light (Fig. 63).
Short-wavelength cut-off filters consist of an opaque metal layer and one or more

FIGURE 63 Short- and long-wavelength metal-dielectric cut-off filters based on reflection: (a )
109
curves 1 and 2, three-layer coatings on aluminium (after Drummeter and Hass ) ; (b ) curves 3
451
and 4, multilayer reflecting coatings deposited onto black absorber coatings (after Hoppert ).
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additional layers. The light is removed through absorption within the absorbing layers of
the system. The thicknesses of the individual layers are adjusted to maximize the
absorption and width of the rejection region. Long-wavelength cut-off filters consist of
all-dielectric multilayer reflectors superimposed onto a black absorbing coating. A high
attenuation of the unwanted radiation can be achieved by placing identical filters of either
type in a multiple-reflection arrangement of the kind depicted in Fig. 3.

Cut-off Filters Based on Absorption
All materials used in multilayer interference coatings possess short- and long-wavelength
absorption edges. These can often be used to assist in the blocking of such filters. The
admixture of small amounts of absorbing materials to an evaporant or organic coating
solution is used at times to tune this absorption edge (Fig. 64a and c ). For example,
antireflection coatings containing such ultraviolet-absorbing materials can be used to
protect works of art.
A series of commercial short-wavelength cut-off filters for the infrared spectral region
consisting of chemically deposited silver sulfide coatings on silver chloride substrate
substrates are also shown in Fig. 64b. These filters are quite delicate. When protected with
a polystyrene layer, their transmittance is reduced and sharp absorption bands appear. The
filters should not be used outdoors unless additionally protected, nor should they be
exposed to ultraviolet radiation or temperatures in excess of 1108C.

FIGURE 64 Spectral transmittance of absorbing films produced in various ways: (a )
envelopes of the transmission maxima of thick evaporated films of ZnS (curve 2), Ge (curve 6),
and various mixtures of ZnS and Ge (curves 3 to 5) on a glass substrate (curve 1). (After
452
Chang ; (b ) spectral transmittance of chemically deposited silver sulfide coating on silver
445
chloride substrates (curves 7 to 11) (Eastman Kodak ) ; (c) intrinsic transmission of thin films
of titanium dioxide with admixtures of heavy metal oxides, deposited from organic solutions:
curve 12, TiO2 1 1.5SiO2; curve 13, TiO2; curve 14, TiO2 1 0.5PbO; curve 15, TiO2
453
10.15Fe2O3; curve 16, TiO2 1 5.7UO3 (After Schro
¨ der ).
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The greatest advantage of cut-off filters based on absorption in thin films is their much
smaller angular dependance.

42.10 BEAM SPLITTERS AND NEUTRAL FILTERS
Geometrical Considerations
Several different physical forms of beam splitters are illustrated in Fig. 65. The simplest
(Fig. 65b ) consists of a coating on a transparent plane-parallel substrate. If the two derived
beams are to traverse identical paths, a cemented beam splitter is used (Fig. 65c ). The

FIGURE 65 Schematic representation of some arrangements for beam
splitters, polarizers, phase retarders, and multiple reflection devices. Thin
films are represented in the diagrams by narrow shaded rectangles. Heavy
lines ending in an arrow represent the path of the utilized radiation. Broken
lines correspond to beams that are not used. The angles of incidence depend
on the application.
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lateral displacement of the transmitted beam introduced by these forms can be avoided
with a beam-splitting cube (Fig. 65f ). To reduce the stray reflected light in the system, the
free surfaces of these beam splitters can be antireflection-coated. Alternatively, the
coatings can be deposited onto an approximately 2-mm-thick nitrocellulose pellicle (Fig.
65a ). The latter is an integral part of the multilayer and may introduce an interference
pattern into the spectral reflectance and transmittance characteristics. Pellicle beam
splitters are very light and yet quite sturdy.188–190 They are, however, subject to vibrations
caused by air currents and acoustical waves. The mechanical design of rugged, environmentally stable mounts for these types of beam splitters have been discussed by Heinrich
et al., and Lipshutz.191,192 Pellicles made of Mylar have been used at temperatures down to
4 K.193
In general, the transmission and reflection coefficients T and R will depend on the
polarization of the incident radiation. The polarization effect can be reduced through the
use of more complicated thin-film designs, but usually at the expense of other performance
aspects. Achromatic or color-selective beam-splitting arrangements have been described in
which the two derived beams have intensities that are completely polarization-independent
over a very wide spectral region.194 They consist of three identical beam splitters arranged
in such a way that each beam undergoes identical reflections and transmissions on passing
through the system (Fig. 65n ).

Achromatic Beam Splitters
These devices are introduced into an incident beam of radiation when it is desired to
divide it into two beams of approximately equal relative spectral composition but
propagating in two different directions.195 In neutral beam splitters, the quantity
0.5(Rp 1 Rs )θ 5458 is always close to the reflectance at normal incidence, even though the
individual Rp and Rs values may be quite different. The reflectance of absorbing,
uncemented beam splitters depends also on the direction of incidence (see ‘‘Matrix Theory
for the Analysis of Multilayer Systems in Sec. 42.3). The optimum values of T and R
depend on the application. For example, for a binocular eyepiece on a nonpolarizing
microscope, the most important requirement is Tp 1 Ts 5 Rp 1 Rs (Fig. 66a ).For a vertical
illuminator (Rp Tp 1 Rs Ts ) should be a maximum (Fig. 66b ). The condition for maximum
fringe contrast in some interferometers requires that R1 ,p Tp 5 R2 ,p Tp and R1 ,s Ts 5 R2 ,s Ts
(Fig. 66c ). This is satisfied automatically by all nonabsorbing and by absorbing cemented
beam splitters. The occasional requirement that the phase change on reflection be the
same for radiation incident onto the beam splitter from opposite sides is automatically

FIGURE 66 Three different ways of using beam
splitters.
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FIGURE 67 Measured spectral transmittance and reflectance for polarized and unpolarized
454
light of (a ) Inconel- and (c ) dielectric-coated beam-splitting plates (Oriel ) and of (b) silver195
and (d) dielectric-coated beam-splitting cubes (after Anders ).

satisfied at the design wavelength by all-dielectric coatings composed of l / 4 layers, but not
by uncemented metal beam splitters.196
For maximum efficiency with unpolarized radiation, Rp , Rs , Tp and Ts should all
approach 0.5. However, such a coating will not necessarily exhibit the best ratio of the
intensities of the directly transmitted or reflected radiation to that which first undergoes
multiple reflections.195 Often, beam splitters are required that are uniform over a broad spectral
region. Inconel films satisfy this requirement although about one-third of the incident
radiation is lost through absorption (see also ‘‘Neutral Filters’’ in Sec. 42.10). The design
of achromatic all-dielectric beam splitters has been discussed by many workers.197–202
Knittl considered the design of beam splitters in which both the reflectance and the phase
change on reflection are achromatised.203 The measured performance of several beam
splitters is shown in Figs. 67 and 68.
Beam splitters for the x-ray region described so far operate at close to normal incidence
and are effective only over a very narrow range of wavelengths. They consist of multilayer
reflecting stacks (see ‘‘Multilayer Reflectors Made of Absorbing Materials’’) in Sec. 42.7
and ‘‘Multilayer Reflectors for the Soft X-Ray and XUV Regions’’ in Sec. 42.8) deposited
onto membranes or onto substrates that are thinned to enhance the transmitted
component (Fig. 69).204
Nonpolarizing Beam Splitters . For some applications it is important that the beam
splitter introduce no polarization effects. Azzam has shown that, with the appropriate
single layer on the face of a suitable high-refractive index prism, it is possible to construct a
polarization-independent beam splitter.205 This device is quite achromatic and, in addition,
by changing the angle of incidence of the beam on the prism, the beam-splitting ratio can
be tuned over a wide range of values (Fig. 70b ). The principle of frustrated total internal
reflection can also be used to design beam splitters that have a very good
performance.206,207 In these devices, radiation is incident at a very oblique angle onto an air
gap or low-refractive-index films at the interface between two prisms (Fig. 65e ,f ) .
Unfortunately, the performance of such systems is very sensitive to the angle of incidence
(Fig. 70c ).
In many applications, it is important that the beam splitter be relatively insensitive to
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FIGURE 68 Measured performance of a 458 infrared beam splitter consisting of a suitably coated
455
ZnSe plate. (After Pellicori . )

FIGURE 69 Measured performance of an x-ray
beam splitter consisting of 11 pairs of Mo and Si
layers on an 0.03-mm-thick Si3N4 membrane, operat439
ing at an angle of incidence of 0.58. (After Ceglio. )

FIGURE 70 Calculated performance at three angles of incidence of beam splitters with an
2
incident medium of air: (a ) beam splitter of the type glass (HL) air , where nH 5 2.35 ,
205
nL 5 1.38; (b ) single layer (n 5 1.533 , d 5 0.1356 mm) on a prism (ns 5 2.35) (after Azzam ) ;
207
(c ) 15-layer frustrated-total-internal-reflection beam splitter (after Macleod ). The second
diagram in each row corresponds to the performance at the design angle. The last two systems
are fairly polarization-independent and yield different T / R ratios for different angles of
incidence.
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FIGURE 71 Calculated performance of polarization-insensitive achromatic beam splitters
consisting of layer systems cemented between glass prisms: (a ) all-dielectric system of the type ns
2
(LMHMHML) ns , where ns 5 1.52 , nL 5 1 .38 , nM 5 1 .63 , nH 5 2 .35. The quarter-wave layers
18
are matched for 458 incidence (After Thelen ) ; (b ) three-layer metal / dielectric system (after
456
Chang ) ; (c ) polarization-independent beam-splitting arrangement of the type of Fig. 65n
194
composed of three identical prisms. (After Ho. )

the angle of incidence. One way is to reduce the angle of incidence as much as possible
(Fig. 65h ).208 However, in many cases a 458 angle of incidence is mandatory. Relatively
polarization-insensitive beam splitters based on dielectric-metal-dielectric layer systems
embedded between two prisms have been described.209,210 Much work has been done to
find solutions based on dielectric layers only.23,211–218 However, the improvement is
frequently at the expense of the width of the spectral region over which the beam splitter is
effective. Some typical results are shown in Figs 71 and 72.

FIGURE 72 Measured performance of polarization-insensitive beam splitters of the type of
457
Fig. 71a produced for three different spectral regions. (After Konopley . )
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FIGURE 73 Achromatic and angle-insensitive
mechanical beam-splitting arrangements: (a ); (b )
rotating aluminized blade which alternatively transmits and reflects the incident radiation; (c ) stationary transparent plate with a polka-dot pattern in
which either the circles or the background (each of
equal total area) are aluminized; (d ) aluminized
sawtooth pattern on a transparent substrate that can
be displaced to reflect different fractions of the
incident radiation that is collimated into a narrow
beam.

Simple angle- and polarization-insensitive mechanical solutions to the achromatic
beam-splitting problem exist if the application can tolerate spatial or temporal beam
sharing (Fig. 73).

Color-selective Beam Splitters
For various technological applications, a beam of light must be divided into several
components of different color. All-dielectric color-selective beam splitters (dichroics ) are
used for this purpose because they are practically lossless and because their transition
wavelengths can be selected at will. They are essentially cut-off filters (see Sec. 42.9)
usually designed for use at 458 incidence. Their spectral characteristics normally depend on
the polarization of the incident radiation. The effect of this and of the variations in the
angle of incidence and thickness of the coatings on the chromaticity coordinates of dichroic
beam splitters for television cameras was investigated by Pohlack.219 If necessary, the
polarization of the derived beams can be reduced through the use of auxiliary
normal-incidence cut-off filters.220 Typical transmittance curves of several color-selective
beam splitters are shown in Fig. 74.

Nonpolarizing Edge and Bandpass Filters . For more exacting applications, such as for
use in multiplexers and demultiplexers, or for the separation of emission or absorption
lines in atmospheric physics or Raman spectroscopy, it is possible to design and construct
short- and long-wavelength color-selective beam splitters in which the polarization splitting
has been largely eliminated.18,221 In the designs described, the polarization splitting is
usually removed for all angles smaller than the design angle, but the cut-off wavelength
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FIGURE 74 Measured spectral transmittance of
four color-selective beam splitters. (Optical Coating
340
Laboratory. )
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FIGURE
75 Calculated
reflectance
of
a
polarization-independent color-selective beam split18
ter. (After Thelen. )

still shifts with the angle of incidence (Fig. 75). Some of the designs do not have a wide
transmission region.
Neutral Filters
These devices are used whenever the intensity of the incident radiation is to be reduced
uniformly throughout an extended part of the spectrum. The radiation usually traverses
neutral filters at or near normal incidence. A number of absorbing glasses and gelatin
filters are suitable for making neutral-density filters with densities of up to 5.0. However,
their spectral transmission curves are not very uniform.
Evaporated films of metals such as aluminium, chromium, palladium, platinum,
rhodium, tungsten, and alloys such as Chromel, Nichrome, and Inconel have been used for
a long time to produce filters with densities of up to 6.0. A disadvantage of such filters is
their high specular reflection. At present Inconel is commonly used for high-precision
neutral-density filters. Chromium is favoured when tough, unprotected coatings are
required (Fig. 76). The operating range and neutrality depends on the substrate materials.

FIGURE 76 (a ) , (b ) Spectral transmittance of various neutral density materials. Curve 1: tungsten film
on glass; curves 2 and 3: diffuse and specular transmittance of photographic emulsion; curve 4: M-type
carbon suspension in gelatine; curve 5: Inconel film on glass; curve 6: photographic silver density; curve
7: Wratten 96 density filter; curve 8: chromium film; curves 9 and 10: Chromel A film on glass evaporated
23
24
458
at pressures of 10 and 10 Torr, respectively. (Cury es 1 to 3 , 9 , and 10 after Banning; cury es 4 to 7 ,
459
340
Eastman Kodak Company;
cury e 8 , Optical Coating Laboratory. )
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FIGURE 77 Neutral-density attenuators: (a ) , (b ) Inconel films on glass (dotted
444
cur es , Bausch & Lomb ) and on quartz substrates ( full and broken cur es ,
460
461
Corion ); (c ) Alloy films on MgF2 (solid cur es , after Acton ); on CaF2 (broken
462
454
cur es , after Spindler & Hoyer ); and on Ge (dotted cur es , after Oriel ).

The spectral-transmittance curves of neutral-density filters on magnesium fluoride, calcium
fluoride, quartz, glass, sapphire, and germanium substrates are shown in Fig. 77. Linear
and circular metal-film neutral-density wedges and step filters are also available
commercially.
At times, there may be a need for a neutral attenuation that is not based on absorption.
Sets of all-dielectric multilayer coating designs have been published with uniform
transmission levels for the ultraviolet,222 visible,160,223 and near-infrared224 parts of the
spectrum (Fig. 78).

42.11 INTERFERENCE POLARIZERS AND POLARIZING BEAM SPLITTERS
The dependence of the optical properties of thin-film systems on the plane of polarization
of obliquely incident radiation22 (see ‘‘Matrix Theory for the Analysis of Multilayer
Systems’’ in Sec. 42.3) can be exploited to design interference polarizers and polarizing
beam splitters with properties that augment those attainable by other means (Chap. 3 in
Vol. II of this Handbook). The main difference between a polarizer and a polarizing beam
splitter is that in the former only one polarized beam is required, whereas in the latter both
beams are to be utilized. A polarizing beam splitter can therefore also be used as a
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FIGURE 78 Achromatic all-dielectric attenuators.
The solid curves are calculated results (after
223
Hodgkinson ) and the dotted curves represent the
performance of commercial coatings (after
411
TechOptics ).

polarizer. The performance in transmission or reflection of both devices is usually
characterized by their degree of polarization P ,
P5

UTT 12 TT U
p

s
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URR 12 RR U
p

s

p

s

(59)

In a polarizing beam splitter, a high degree of polarization is required in both beams and
this is more difficult to achieve. Presently, efficient interference polarizers and polarizing
beam splitters can be constructed for the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectral regions,
and they are of particular interest whenever large areas and low losses are required.
Schematic representations of the geometries of some of the devices are given in Fig. 65.
Multicomponent Polarizers
It is always possible to find an angle of incidence at which a substrate coated with a film of
quarter-wave effective thickness will reflect only radiation polarized perpendicular to the
plane of incidence.225 This property can be used to construct efficient transmitting
polarizers using far fewer plates than necessary in the conventional pile-of-plates polarizer
of equal performance (Fig. 65d ).226 The calculated degree of polarization attainable with
different numbers of plates is shown in Fig. 79 for a series of film indexes and polarizing
angles. Experimental results agree closely with the calculations. In polarizers of this type,
the variation of the degree of polarization is small over a wavelength span of one octave
and for angular apertures of up to 108.225 Yet, because of its bulk, this type of polarizer is
not frequently used. An exception are polarizers for the infrared, where it is more difficult
to produce multilayers composed of many layers. Because of the high refractive indices
available in that spectral region, it is possible to achieve a high degree of polarization even
after a single transmission through a plate coated with one layer only.227
Several geometries of the reflection equivalent of the multiple-plate polarizer exist (Fig.
65). The reflectors can consist of one or more dielectric layers deposited onto nonabsorbing parallel plates or prisms (Fig. 65s to y ). In other devices, the substrates are made of
metal, or are coated with an opaque metallic film (Figs. 65o to r ).228 The angles of
incidence on the various mirrors need not be the same. Polarizers of this type are
particularly useful in the vacuum ultraviolet229–231 and infrared232 spectral regions. The
measured performances in the XUV region of two polarizers that are based on three
reflections are depicted in Fig. 80. Interesting variants are polarizers that are based on total
internal reflection or frustrated total internal reflection (Figs. 65l and m ).
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FIGURE 79 Calculated degree of polarization of different numbers of plates of refractive index
1.5 coated on both sides with films of different refractive indexes n. The films have effective
optical thicknesses of a quarter-wavelength at the appropriate polarizing angle θ 0 .

FIGURE 80 Measured performance of two extreme ultraviolet polarizers based on three reflections
from Au (708, 508, 708) and ZnS (638, 368, 638) surfaces. The angles of incidence on the three mirrors
463
(see Fig. 65q ) are given in brackets. (After Remney a et al. )

FIGURE 81 Measured performance of an x-ray polarizer consisting of two identical 21-layer Ru-C
multilayers on Si substrates. The polarizer can be tuned to different wavelengths by changing the angle
464
of incidence θ of the radiation on the two mirrors. (After Yanagihara et al. )

Polarizers for the soft x-ray region can be based on the fact that the reflectance of an
x-ray multilayer mirror at oblique angles is very different for radiation polarized parallel
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Because the region of high reflection is very
narrow, multilayer x-ray polarizers essentially operate at one wavelength only.233 However,
if the radiation is reflected from two identical mirrors (Fig. 65p ) , it is possible to construct
a device with a reasonable throughput (.0.05) that can be tuned over a wide range of
wavelengths without changing the direction of the emerging beam (Fig. 81).
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FIGURE 82 Measured performance of two plate polarizers. (After TechOptics.

)

Plate Polarizers
The number of coated plates in the transmission polarizers described here can be reduced
without compromising the performance by depositing more than one high-refractive-index
layer onto the surface of a plate and by spacing them with low-index films. In particular, it
is possible to minimize the surface scatter, plate absorption, and lateral beam displacement
by combining all the layers into one coating.
The most common solution for high-power laser applications is plate polarizers that are
based on the polarization splitting that occurs at higher angles, for example, at the edges of
quarter-wave stack reflectors (Fig. 65b ).234 The plate on which the multilayer is deposited
is held at Brewster’s angle with respect to the incident light to avoid second surface
reflections. Usually the long wavelength edge of the reflector is used and the design is
somewhat modified to remove the ripples in the transmission band of the p -polarized
radiation (Fig. 82). The use of other multilayer structures, such as bandpass filters, for the
construction of plate polarizers has also been proposed.235 The wavelength range over
which plate polarizers are effective is much smaller than that of polarizers based on a series
of coated plates, but this is acceptable for most laser applications.
Other methods for the design of narrowband plate polarizers based on two or three
coating materials have been described by Minkov,236 Mahlein,211 and Thelen.237 However,
these solutions require many layers and sometimes very oblique angles of incidence.

Embedded Polarizers and Polarizing Beam Splitters
Polarizers and polarizing beam splitters effective over a wider spectral region are obtained
when multilayer coatings of the type [HL]NH or [(0.5H )L(0.5H )]N are embedded between
media of higher refractive index.238 The higher the refractive-index ratio of the two coating
materials used, the fewer the number of layers needed to achieve a certain degree of
polarization and the wider the spectral region over which the polarizer will be effective.
However, a certain relationship between the refractive indices of the materials and the
angle of incidence must be satisfied.239 The optical thicknesses of the quarter-wave layers
should be matched for the angle of incidence.
A particularly convenient polarizer with no lateral beam displacement results when the
multilayer is embedded between two right-angled prisms, as shown in Fig. 65i.240 ,241
MacNeille polarizers operate over a very broad range of wavelengths (Figs. 83a and b ).
For best results, the following relationship between the angle of incidence θ p and the
refractive indices of the prism and the layers should be satisfied:
np sin θ p 5

nL nH
(n 2L 1 n 2H)1/2

(60)
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FIGURE 83 The measured degree of polarization P and transmittance of parallel and crossed
McNeille interference polarizers for the ultraviolet spectral region: (c ) represents the results obtained
when the cemented polarizers shown in (a ) and (b ) are placed in series (after Sokolo a and
465
Krylo a ) ; (d ) is the measured performance of an optically contacted polarizer with a high laser
466
damage threshold (after Wimperis ).

This expression is independent of the thicknesses of the layers and, were it not for the
dispersion of the optical constants, the transmission for the p polarization would be 1.0
across the entire spectral region. However, the dispersion of the high-index material will
tend to decrease the useful spectral range of the polarizer.242 It is possible to select the
V -number of the substrate material in order to decrease this disturbing effect. The
rejection of the unwanted polarization will normally not be the same in both beams,
although this can be achieved at the expense of the wavelength range.243 If polarizers for
an even wider spectral region are required, it is possible to extend the range by placing two
polarizers in series (Fig. 83c ) , by using the technique of superposition of stacks with
contiguous high-reflectance zones (see ‘‘All-Dielectric Broadband Reflectors’’ in Sec. 42.8)
or of two periodic multilayers with thickness ratios of 1 : 1 and 1 : 2.156 When both beams
are used, the useful angular field of the MacNeille polarizer is of the order of Ú2 . It is
possible to increase it to Ú10 , but again at the expense of the spectral range.244
When the MacNeille polarizer is to be used as a polarizing beam splitter, it is possible
to design it for normal incidence of the beams onto the prism faces, or for a 90 deflection
between the two beams (Fig. 65j ).243 ,245 However, it is more convenient to embed the
multilayers between two 45 prisms. A higher-refractive-index prism material is required if
Eq. (52) is to be satisfied244 and the effective wavelength range will once again be reduced
(Fig. 84).246
MacNeille polarizers and polarizing beam-splitter cubes suffer from several disadvantages. The aperture of the polarizers is limited by the size, cost, and availability of the
prism material. The attainable degree of polarization is governed by the residual
birefringence in the prisms. Cemented polarizers cannot be used with high-power lasers.
To overcome these difficulties, a liquid prism polarizer has been proposed consisting of a
multilayer on a quartz plate that is immersed in distilled water (Figs. 65k , 85) .247 Another
way of avoiding the use of a cement is to optically contact the polarizer prisms (Figs. 65g ,
83d ).248 More frequently, the layers are deposited onto the hypotenuse of one or two
air-spaced prisms (Fig. 65e ).249 However, this arrangement is similar to a plate polarizer
designed for use at 45 and so is its performance.
In Fig. 86a to h the calculated spectral and angular performances of a number of
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FIGURE 84 Measured performance of polarizing beam-splitting cubes: (a ) , (b ) measured
411
spectral transmittance curves of two commercial devices (after TechOptics ); (c ) , (d ) measured
246
spectral and angular performance of two different systems (after Netterfield ).

polarizers and polarizing beam splitters are compared. A theoretical comparison of the
properties of the MacNeille, cube, and plate polarizers for one wavelength has been given
by Cojocaru.250

42.12 BANDPASS FILTERS
An ideal bandpass filter transmits all the incident radiation in one spectral region and
rejects all the other radiation. Such a filter is completely described by the width of the
transmission region and the wavelength at which it is centered. Practical filters are not

FIGURE 85 Measured spectral performance of
two parallel and crossed coated plates forming a
liquid prism McNeille polarizer for the ultraviolet
part of the spectrum. The multilayers on both plates
were identical and consisted of 13 alternate quarterwave layers of HfO2 and SiO2. (After Dobro247
wolski. )
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FIGURE 86 Calculated spectral and angular performance of several types of polarizers and
polarizing beam splitters with an air incident medium. Calculations assume that all nonmetals are
absorption- and dispersion-free. (a ) Multiple plate polarizer; (b ) single-reflection polarizer (after
227
467
468
Azzam ) ; (c ) three-reflection polarizer (after Thonn ); (d ) plate polarizer (after Songer ).

perfect and require more parameters to adequately describe their performance. No
uniform terminology has yet been developed for this purpose. Care should be taken when
reading and writing specifications since often different terms are used to describe different
types of filters, and sometimes quantities bearing the same name are defined differently.
The position of the transmission band is variously specified by the wavelength l max at
which the maximum transmission occurs, the wavelength l o about which the filter
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FIGURE 86 (Continued ) Calculated spectral and angular performance of several types of
polarizers and polarizing beam splitters with a nonair incident medium: (e ) MacNeille polarizing
244
beam splitter (after Mouchart ) ; ( f ) wide-angle MacNeille polarizing beam splitter (after
244
Mouchart ) ; (g ) frustrated-total-internal-reflection polarizing beam splitter (after Lees and
469
531
Baumeister ); (h) penta prism polarizer (after Lotem and Rabino ich ).

passband is symmetrical, or the spectral center of gravity c of the band. When specifying
the tolerance on o it should be remembered that the peak of interference filters can be
moved only towards shorter wavelengths by tilting (see ‘‘Matrix Theory for the Analysis of
Multilayer Systems’’ in Sec. 42.3).
The peak transmittance To may or may not take into account the absorption within the
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substrate and / or blocking filters used to remove the unwanted transmission of the
interference filter away from the principal passband (Fig. 87).
The half-width (HW) Dl 0.5 of the filter is the difference between the wavelengths at
which the transmittance is a half of To . This quantity is also sometimes called the full-width
half-maximum (FWHM). It is often expressed as a percentage of l o . The base-width (BW)
Dl 0.01 is similarly defined. The ratio Dl 0.01 / Dl 0.5 , sometimes called the shape factor ,
indicates how ‘‘square’’ the transmission band is. Sometimes widths corresponding to other
fractions of the transmittance are used to define it.
The minimum transmittance Tmin of the filter does not take into account the effect of
blocking filters. The quantity Tmin / To is called the rejection ratio.
In all-dielectric transmission-band filters, the transmittance rises at some distance on
either side of the transmission band. The distance over which the transmittance is low is
called the rejection region. The distance between the two transmission maxima adjacent to
the principal transmission band is called free spectral range. Should either of these two
quantities be inadequate, auxiliary blocking filters might have to be provided.
The ultimate measure of the suitability of a bandpass filter with a blocked spectral
transmittance T (l ) for a particular application is the signal-to-noise ratio SN, defined in
terms of the spectral energy distribution I (l ) of the source and the spectral detectivity
D (l ) of the detector,

E

l2

SN 5

E

I (l )T (l )D (l ) dl

l1

l1

E

(61)

`

I (l )T (l )D (l ) dl 1

0

I (l )T (l )D (l ) dl

l2

where l 1 , l 2 are the lower and upper limits of the transmission region of the filter. The SN
ratio is sometimes expressed in terms of optical density.
Useful general reviews of bandpass filters exist.2,251,252 Interference filters, and especially
bandpass filters, are increasingly deposited in complicated millimeter and submillimeter
patterns for use with display devices and detectors.253,254 Very fine masks or photolithographic processes are required to produce such structures (Fig. 88).

FIGURE 87 Definition of some of the terms used
to describe the properties of narrow-bandpass filters
(see section, ‘‘Bandpass Filters’’). The curve represents the measured transmittance of an unblocked
second-order metal-dielectric interference filter of
the Fabry-Perot type (see ‘‘Filters with Metallic
444
Reflecting Coatings’’). (After Bausch & Lomb. )

FIGURE 88 Four-color checkerboard pattern for
use with a 64 3 64 element focal plate HgCdTe
detector array. The dimensions of each element are
100 3 100 mm. (Reproduced with permission from
470
Barr Associates. )
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FIGURE 89 Schematic representations of various types of bandpass interference filters: (a ) to (c )
Fabry-Perot interference filters with metal, dielectric, and metal-dielectric reflectors; (d ) frustratedtotal-internal-reflection filter; (e ) and ( f ) square-top multicavity filters with metal and dielectric
reflectors; (g ) induced-transmission filter; (h ) phase-dispersion (spacerless) interference filter; (i )
Fabry-Perot filter with a mica or quartz spacer.

Narrow- and Medium-bandpass filters (0.1 to 35 percent HW)
Even though the essential components of Fabry-Perot (FP) interference filters, i.e., the
spacer and the two reflectors that surround it, can take on many different forms (see Fig.
89), the filters are essentially low-order FP interferometers and hence the theory
developed for the latter (see, for example, Born and Wolf21) applies in full.
The transmittance of an FP-type filter, not allowing for absorption and multiple
reflections within the substrate, is given by
T5

T 2R
(1 2 R ) 1 4R sin2 d
2

(62)

where
TR 5 4T1 T2 ,

R 5 4R1 R2

(63)

T1 , R 1 and T2 , R 2 are the transmittances and reflectances of the first and second reflectors,
respectively, as seen from within the spacer medium, and d is given by

d5

2π
nd cos θ 1 »
l

(64)

»1 1 »2
2

(65)

»5

n , d , and f are the refractive index, thickness, and angle of refraction of the spacer,
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respectively, and » 1 and » 2 are the phase changes on reflection from the spacer side of the
first and second reflectors at a wavelength l . Maxima of T occurs at wavelengths

lo 5
and are given by

2nd cos θ
k 2 » /π

k 5 0, 1, 2 ? ? ?

S1 2T RD 5 S1 1 1A/T D
2

To 5

(66)

2

R

(67)

r

A(51 2 TR 2 R ) is the mean absorption of the reflectors. The minimum transmittance

S1 1T RD

2

R

Tmin 5
occurs at

l min 5

2nd cos θ
k 2 » /π

k 5 1–2 , 3–2 , 5–2 ? ? ?

(68)

(69)

If TR and R are essentially the same at l o and l min, the rejection ratio is given by

S D

12R
Tmin
5
To
11R

2

(70)

For R . 0.7 the half-width of the transmission band (expressed as a percentage of l o ) is
given by
Dl 0.5
12R
100
(71)
3 100 <
4R 2π nd cos θ
lo
»
2 lo
lo
l
For a given order of interference the half-width and rejection ratio cannot be varied
independently. The formula
T<

To
1 1 4[(l 2 l o ) / Dl 0.5]2

(72)

valid for FP filters with small values of » / l in the neighborhood of l o , represents a
lorentzian line shape with Dl 0.1 5 3Dl 0.5 and Dl 0.01 5 10Dl 0.5 . The shape factor of all
FP-type interference filters is therefore of the order of 10.
Southwell has recently shown that a spacer in an interference filter need not consist of a
single layer only, and that there are some advantages when it is partitioned into a number
of layers.255
Fabry -Perot Interference Filters (0.1 to 10 percent HW )
Filters with Metallic Reflecting Coatings. This is the first interference bandpass filter
ever made, and the simplest.256 It consists of two partially transmitting, highly reflecting
metal layers separated by a dielectric film and is symbolically represented by MDM (Fig.
89a ). The best metallic reflectors currently available are aluminium and silver for the
0.125- to 0.34-mm and 0.34- to 3.0-mm spectral ranges, respectively. The measured
spectral-transmittance curves of a number of typical filters are shown in Fig. 90.
The phase changes on reflection at the spacer-metal-reflector surface are finite and
hence they affect the position of the transmission maxima [Eq. (66)]. But the dispersion of
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the phase change on reflection can be neglected, and so the half-width depends only on the
reflectance of the metal layers and the order of the spacer. Filters with half-widths of 1 to 8
percent are common. Because the ratio A / T is not very small for metals, the maximum
transmission is limited [Eq. (67)]. Maximum transmittances of 40 percent are relatively
common. For filters with the narrower half-widths, or for shorter wavelengths, transmittances of the order of 20 percent have to be accepted. This is much less than the
transmittances of all-dielectric filters of comparable half-widths. Nevertheless, filters of this
type are useful because their transmittances remain low except at wavelengths at which the
first- and higher-order transmission maxima occur [Eq. (66)]. Blocking is thus easy. In
particular, first-order filters usually do not require any blocking on the high-wavelength
side—a difficult task at all times. The rejection of the filters is good, though not
spectacular. If a better rejection is required and a lower transmittance can be tolerated,
two identical filters may be cemented together (curve 6, Fig. 90). This is possible because
of the finite absorption in the metal films. Alternatively, metal square-top filters or filters
with even more complicated structures can be used (see Sec. 42.12).
Filters with All -dielectric Reflectors. Above 0.2 mm, the metallic reflectors can be
replaced by all-dielectric quarter-wave stacks (see Sec. 42.7).240 The symbolic representation of such a filter (Fig. 89b ) is, for example, [HL]N 2mH [LH ]N or H [LH ]N 2mL[HL]NH ,
H and L being quarter-wavelength layers of high and low refractive indices, respectively;
m is the order of the spacer and N the number of full periods in the reflecting stacks. The
phase change on reflection at the boundary between the spacer and such a reflector does
not affect the position of l o (Eq. (66)] but the dispersion of the phase change on reflection
is finite, depends on the materials used, and for lower-order spacers, contributes very
significantly to the reduction of the half-width of the transmission band [Eq. (71)].
Expressions for the half-width
Dl 0.5
4no n 2LN(nH 2 nL) 3 100
3 100 5
2N 11
lo
mπ n H
(nH 2 nL 1 nL / m )
5

4no n L2N21(nH 2 nL) 3 100
mπn 2HN(nH 2 nL 1 nL / m )

for high- and low-refractive index spacers, respectively have been given by Macleod.2

FIGURE 90 Measured transmittance of FP filters with metallic reflecting coatings. Curve 6
represents the transmission of two identical filters cemented together. (Cury e 1 , after
471
472
473
Harrison;
cury e 2 , after Bradley et al.;
cury es 3 and 5 to 7 , Balzers;
cury es 4 and 8 ,
474
Schott & Gen. )

(73)
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By choosing a suitable combination of the reflectance and order of the spacer almost
any half-width between 0.1 and 5 percent can be achieved in the visible part of the
spectrum while maintaining a useful rejection ratio.
The maximum transmittances of all-dielectric FP filters depart from unity because
of the finite absorption, scattering, and errors in the thicknesses and refractive indexes
of the films. In the central part of the visible spectrum, maximum transmittances of
0.8 are normal for unblocked filters with a half-width of 1 percent, although higher transmittances can be achieved. This figure is gradually reduced as l o approaches 0.2 or 20 mm,
and filters with narrower half-widths become impracticable for lack of adequate transmittance.
The transmittance away from the transmission maximum is low only over the extent of
the rejection region of the two materials used for the construction of the reflectors (Fig.
32), and additional blocking is often required on both the long- and the short-wavelength
sides. This can result in a considerable lowering of the maximum transmittance of the
blocked filter, a 30 to 40 percent loss being not uncommon for filters peaked in the
ultraviolet or infrared spectral regions.
For those parts of the visible and infrared for which nonabsorbing mechanically robust
coating materials abound, square-top interference filters (see ‘‘Square-Top Multicavity,
Bandpass Filters’’ in Sec. 42.12) are often preferred because of their better shape factor
and higher rejection ratio. All-dielectric FP filters are still attractive in the ultraviolet,
where there is a lack of such materials and where thickness monitoring is difficult, and also
in the far-infrared, where very thick layers are required.
The measured transmittance curves of a number of typical all-dielectric FP filters are
shown later in Fig. 94. An additional curve on a smaller scale is given, whenever necessary,
to show the transmittance away from the passband.
Filters with Metal -dielectric Reflectors. In these filters the reflectors consist of metal
layers whose reflectance has been enhanced through the addition of several dielectric
layers (see ‘‘Enhancement of Reflection’’ in Sec. 42.16) (Fig. 89c ).257 The properties of
such filters are intermediate to those described in the two previous sections.
Frustrated -Total -Internal -Reflection Filters. These are essentially FP filters in which
the spacer layer is surrounded by two frustrated-total-reflection surfaces (Fig. 89d ).257 ,258
They have not found wide applications as bandpass filters because the finite absorption and
scattering within the layers have prevented the theoretically expected high transmittance
and small half-widths from being realized and because the angular variation of the
wavelength of the transmission peaks is very high.
Square -top Multicay ity Bandpass Filters (0.1 to 35 percent HW ) . A filter with a
‘‘squarer’’ shape that does not suffer from some of the disadvantages of the FP filters
results when the basic FP structure is repeated two or more times.119,259,260 Such filters may
be based on metal261 or all-dielectric262,263 reflectors (Fig. 89e and f ). Thus, for example,
[HL]N 2H [LH ]NC [HL]N 2H [LH ]N represents an all-dielectric square-top filter in which the
FP structure [HL]N 2H [LH ]N is repeated twice. The quarter-wavelength layer C is called a
coupling or tie layer , and the half-wavelength-thick spacer layers 2H are often called
cay ities. Small departures from this model are made at times to improve the transmittance
in the pass band or the angular properties of the filter.
The half-widths of the narrower multicavity filters of the preceding type do not differ
very significantly from those of the basic FP structure [Eq. (71)]. The shape factors
decrease with an increase in the number of the cavities and do not seem to depend on the
materials.259 They are approximately 11, 3.5, 2.0, and 1.5 for one, two, three, and four
cavities, respectively. The minimum transmittance in the rejection region is roughly that
which could be obtained if the filter were composed entirely of l / 4 layers [Eq. (44)].
Unlike in the FP filter, there is therefore some independent control of the half-width and
rejection ratio. These various points are illustrated in Fig. 91. The peak transmittance of
multicavity square-top filters is less affected by the residual absorption in the layers than
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FIGURE 91 Calculated transmittance on a logarithmic scale of the bandpass filters: air 3
3 N
[[(0.5H )L(0.5H )] H [(0.5H )L(0.5H )] ] -glass , N 5
1 , 2 , and 3.

that of FP-type filters. As in the case of their FP counterparts, metal-dielectric square-top
filters can be cemented together to enhance the rejection (curve 5, Fig. 92).
The improvement in the performance of square-top bandpass filters over that of the FP
type is such that, despite their more critical and expensive production, most manufacturers
regard them as their standard line of filters. The spectral-transmittance characteristics of
typical commercially produced metal-dielectric and all-dielectric bandpass interference
filters of different half-widths are shown in Figs. 92 and 95 to 98, respectively. Filters with
intermediate half-widths and peak wavelengths can readily be obtained.
For very critical or special applications, multicavity filters are designed and constructed
with properties that exceed those shown in the preceding figures. For example, for the use
in fiber-optic communications systems, multicavity filters are required in which the peak
transmittance closely approaches unity. Various procedures for the design of such filters,
including some that are based on the use of Chebyshev polynomials, have been
described.18,264,265 Special care has to be taken during the manufacture of the coatings to
meet this requirement. Typical measured spectral transmittance curves are shown in Fig.
99. For other applications, such as fluorescence or Raman spectroscopy, the peak

FIGURE 92 Measured transmittance of square-top bandpass filters with metallic reflecting
coatings. Curve 5 corresponds to the transmission of two identical filters cemented together.
475
473
474
cury es 4 , 5 , and 7 , Schott & Gen. )
(Cury es 1 and 2 , Schro¨ der; cury es 3 and 6 , Balzers;
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FIGURE 93 Measured transmittance of very narrow bandpass interference filters with half-widths less than 0.1 percent.
476
276
Evaporated spacers: (a ) (after Meltzer ); (b ) (after Eather and Reasont ); (c ) mica interference filter for Ha ; (d ) mica
448
interference filter with transmission bands polarized at right angles to one another (Heliotek ) ; (e ) single and ( f ) and (g )
287
double quartz-spacer interference filters (after Austin ). The dotted curves in Figs. 93 and 94 represent the transmittances of
the filters plotted over a ten-times-wider spectral region.

FIGURE 94 Measured transmittance of FP all-dielectric interference filters with narrow half-widths. Evaporated spacers: (a )
477
478
479
(after Cohendet and Saudreau ); (b) and (d ) (after Moto ilo
) ; (c ) and (e ) (after Neilson and Ring ) ; ( f ) (after Turner and
480
481
Walsh ); (g) (after Smith and Seely
). The dashed curves in Figs. 94 and 95 correspond to a transmission range of 0.0 to 0.1.

FIGURE 95 Measured transmittances of fully blocked square-top interference filters with half-widths between 0.25 and 1.4
460
339
448
482
percent. (a ) , (c ) , and ( f ) Corion; (b ) (after Blifford ); (d ) (Heliotek ); (e) (Baird Atomic ); (g ) is the only filter in the
481
series that is not blocked (after Smith and Seely ).

!
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FIGURE 96 Measured transmittances of fully blocked square-top interference filters with half-widths of the order of 5
460
483
408
percent. (Cur es 1 and 2 , Corion;
cur e 3 , Spectrum Systems;
cur es 4 and 6 , after Turner;
cur e 5 , Eastman
445
340 ,443
Kodak;
cur es 7 and 8 , Optical Coating Laboratory.
)
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FIGURE 97 Measured transmittances of fully blocked square-top interference filters with half-widths of the order of 10
444
482
484
408
percent. (Cur e 1 , Bausch and Lomb;
cur e 2 , Baird Atomic;
cur e 3 , Infrared Industries;
cur e 4 , after Turner;
445
443
cur e 5 , Eastman Kodak; cur e 6 , Optical Coating Laboratory. )
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FIGURE 98 Measured transmittances of blocked square-top interference filters with half-widths of the order of 25 percent.
448
340
480
408
(Cur e 1 , Heliotek;
cur es 2 and 4 , Optical Coating Laboratory;
cur es 3 and 6 , after Turner and Walsh and Turner ;
484
cur e 5 , Infrared Industries. )
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FIGURE 99 Calculated and experimental spectral
transmittance and measured attenuation curves of
(a ) 3- , (b ) 4- , and (c ) 5-cavity bandpass filters.
485
(After Minowa. )
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FIGURE 100 Measured spectral transmission characteristics of two bandpass filters for fluorescence
applications and of a cut-off filter for Raman spec432
troscopy. (After Omega Optical , Inc. )

transmittance is not important, but signal-to-noise ratios of the order of 10
This necessitates the use of many cavities (Fig. 100).

8

are required.

Induced -transmission Filters . The transmittance of a metal layer can be considerably
enhanced by surrounding it with suitable multilayer structures (Fig. 89g ). Thus, for
example, it is possible to induce a transmittance of 65 percent at
0.25 m in a
0.03- m-thick aluminum film which, when deposited directly onto a quartz substrate,
would transmit only 2.5 percent of the same radiation.266 The induced transmittance is
highly wavelength-sensitive and can be used to construct bandpass filters containing one or
more metal layers.267–274 Induced-transmission filters combine the good long-wavelength
attenuation properties of the more common types of metal / dielectric filters (earlier in this
section) with peak transmittances that are closer to those of all-dielectric filters. The
performances of some experimentally produced induced-transmission filters are shown in
Fig. 101.
Very Narrow Bandpass Filters (HW—0.1 percent)
It follows from Eq. (71) that the half-widths of interference filters can be reduced by
increasing the reflectance of the reflectors, the order of interference of the spacer, or the
dispersion of the phase change on reflection. All these approaches have been tried in the
past.

FIGURE 101 Measured transmittance of induced transmission filters for the ultraviolet,
486
267
visible, and infrared spectral regions. (a ) (after Tsypin ); (b) (after Berning and Turner );
270
(c ) (after Holloway and Lissberger ).
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Filters with Ey aporated Spacers (HW . 0.03 percent ) . In narrowband filters of conventional construction, both high-reflectance and higher-order spacers are used. The manufacturing process is quite critical, and attention must be paid to details. The films have to be
very uniform over the filter area, and they must not absorb or scatter. They must not age,
or, alternatively, their ageing must be capable of being accelerated or arrested. Monitoring
must be precise, so that the peak occurs at or close to the desired wavelength.
Both FP and square-top filters of very narrow bandwidths can be made, the latter being
preferable for most applications. The limit on the half-widths of this type of filter seems to
be of the order of 0.03 percent.275 The performance of two commercially produced filters
of this type are shown in Fig. 93a and b.
Fabry -Perot Filters with Solid Spacers . In practice, the half-width of interference filters
cannot be reduced indefinitely by increasing the optical thickness of an evaporated spacer
[Eq. (71)] because when the latter exceeds about two wavelengths, it may become too
rough to be useful.276 A high-order filter can, however, be constructed by evaporating
reflecting coatings on either side of a thin prefabricated spacer (Fig. 89i ).
Mica Spacers (HW . 0.01 percent ). Transmission bands in silvered mica were probably first observed by Wood,277 but the deliberate use of mica to construct filters came
much later.278–281 The construction of mica interference filters with transmittances of 30 to
80 percent per polarization for half-widths of the order of 0.01 to 0.1 percent in the 0.45- to
2.0-mm wavelength region is relatively straightforward.280 The position of the transmission
peak can be located within a fraction of an angstrom, does not change with time, and can
be sufficiently uniform over areas of 2- to 5-cm diameter. Because of the very high order of
interference (70 to 700 orders), the spectral free range is quite small, and auxiliary filtering
is necessary for most applications. Unless the thickness of the mica is specially selected, the
birefringence of mica will result in two mutually perpendicularly polarized sets of
transmission bands, a fact that can be used to advantage in some applications. The
spectral-transmittance curve of a fully blocked mica interference filter for Ha is shown in
Fig. 93c.
Optically Polished Solid Spacers (HW . 0.002 percent ). It is possible to construct very
narrow bandpass filters having thin fused-quartz spacers.282–286 A good fused-quartz flat is
coated with an all-dielectric reflector, and this coated surface is optically contacted to
another flat.287,288 The flat is then ground down and polished to form a spacer layer of the
required thickness, and the second reflector layers are applied to complete the filter. As in
the mica filters, the position of the transmission band is very stable, and auxiliary blocking
filters are needed because of the small free spectral range. The transmittance of filters with
silica spacers is higher than that of corresponding mica filters because fused quartz is highly
transparent and is not birefringent. A typical unblocked filter with a clear aperture of
3.5 cm and a half-width of 0.007 percent had a transmittance of 45 percent for
nonpolarized light. An important advantage of filters with fused-silica spacers is that it has
been found possible, by repeating the process described, to construct square-top filters
with rejection ratios of the order of 5 3 1024 (Fig. 93f ) and filters with half-widths as low as
0.002 percent (Fig. 93g ). However, such filters are very expensive.
Other materials can also be used to produce solid spacers by optical polishing.
Germanium was used by Smith and Pidgeon289 and by Costich290 to produce very narrow
bandpass filters for the infrared. Roche and Title used a substrate made of a combination
of yttrium and thorium oxides to produce a filter with a HW 0.004 percent at 3.3 mm.291
Plastic Spacers (HW . 0.15 percent ). Mylar has very smooth surfaces and areas can be
selected that have a sufficiently uniform thickness to permit the use of this material as a
solid spacer. Candille and Saurel have used this material to produce narrow bandpass
filters and obtained half-widths of the order of 0.0008 mm.292,293 In some of their designs, a
second, evaporated narrowband filter deposited onto one side of the solid spacer served to
remove unwanted adjacent orders.

'
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Phase -dispersion Filters (HW . 0.1 percent ). The dispersion of the phase change on
reflection enters into Eq. (71) for the half-width of FP filters. Typical values of this
quantity at
0.5 mm for a silver reflector, a nine-layer quarter-wave stack with
nH / nL 1.75 , and for a broadband reflector are 20.5, 26.8, and 2112.0, respectively.161 As
a result, the half-widths of FP filters constructed with such reflectors should be reduced by
factors of about 1.05, 2, and 20. In the last case, the contribution of the spacer to the
half-width is negligible, and a spacerless design is possible (Fig. 89h ).294 ,295 Unfortunately,
the expected reduction in half-width has so far not been fully realized in practice, probably
because of errors in the monitoring and lack of uniformity of the layers.296
Tunable Filters (HW . 0.001 percent ). These are usually air-spaced FP interferometers,
often provided with elaborate automatic plate-parallelism and spacing control, which are
more akin to spectrometers than to filters.297,298 The position of the passband can be tuned
quite significantly by changing the separation between the reflector plates. This type of
tuning, unlike the tuning of filters by tilting, does not affect the angular field or shape of
the transmission band. Ramsey reviews the various problems associated with the
construction and use of such instruments.299,300
An electrically tunable 0.005-percent half-width interference filter with a lithium
niobate spacer sandwiched between two conducting reflecting coatings has also been
described (Fig. 102).

Wide-bandpass Filters
Filters with half-widths ranging from 10 to 40 percent can be constructed using techniques
described earlier in this section (Figs. 97 and 98). Filters with wider transmission bands are
usually obtained by combining short- and long-pass filters with cutoffs at the desired
wavelengths. The cut-off filters may be all-dielectric (Figs. 58 and 59), glass or gelatine
cut-off filters, or antireflection-coated infrared materials. Some of the short- or long-pass
filters may be regarded as being wide-bandpass filters in their own right. The cut-off filters
may be combined into a single filter. Alternatively, it is possible to assemble a number of
short- and long-wavelength cut-off filters into sets that make it possible to assemble
wide-passband filters of different half-widths and peak wavelengths. In this latter
arrangement, the cut-off positions of all-dielectric short- and long-pass filters can be tuned

FIGURE 102 Performance of an electrically tunable narrowband filter with a lithium niobate spacer.
487
(After Burton. )
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FIGURE 103 Broadband transmission filters: (a ) calculated transmittance of three filters
consisting essentially of two superimposed suitably tuned long-wavelength cut-off filter structures
488
(after McKenney and Turner ) ; (b ) calculated (curve 4) and measured (curve 5) transmittances
489
of a filter designed with an automatic synthesis program (after Michael ).

individually by tilting to coincide with the desired wavelengths. Another way of tuning the
edges of the transmission band is to pass the radiation through a pair of circular wedge
short- and long-wavelength cut-off filters placed in series.
Filters with very broad transmission bands are also obtained when a multilayer is
formed from two suitably displaced long-wavelength cut-off filters separated by an
appropriate matching layer (Fig. 103a ).301 Automatic optimization programs can be used to
design high-transmission broadband filters with a high rejection and a shape factor close to
unity (Fig. 103b ).302

Interference Filters with Multiple Peaks
For some applications, filters with multiple peaks in one particular spectral region are
required. The design of such filters has been considered by Pelletier et al.303 Typical results
are shown in Fig. 104. Filters with different peak separations, rejections, and half-widths
are possible.

FIGURE 104 Calculated performance of interference filters with one and with two and three
closely spaced peaks of the type glass
N
[HLHLHLH ] glass for values of N 5 2 , 3 , 4. (After
303
Pelletier and Macleod ).
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FIGURE 105 The transmission at different angular positions of two circular variable square-top
490
filters for the (a ) visible and (b ) near-infrared spectral regions. (After Mussett ).

Linear and Circular Wedge Filters
If the thicknesses of all the layers of a bandpass filter vary in proportion across the surface
of a substrate, the position of the transmission peak will vary in the same way (see ‘‘Matrix
Theory for the Analysis of Multilayer Systems’’ in Sec. 42.3). Such wedge filters are as old
as the interference filter itself and are available in versions in which the wavelength
variation occurs along a straight line or a circle. The latter arrangement is particularly
useful because it lends itself well to the construction of low-cost, small, and lightweight
rapid-scan monochromators of moderate resolution that are robust and environmentally
stable.304 Methods for the production of circular variable filters with a linear dependence of
wavelength on angle and references to some of the previous work on wedge filters are
given in several papers.305–309 Circular variable square-top filters for the 0.24- to 0.4- and
for the 0.4- to 25-mm spectral regions are described by Avilov and by Yen.310,311 The
maximum transmittances for fully blocked filters vary between 15 and 75 percent,
depending on the spectral region and the half-width of the filter. Rejection levels of 0.1 or
0.01 percent are possible. Typical transmission curves for several angular positions on two
circular variable square-top filters are shown in Fig. 105. The ratio of the maximum to
minimum wavelength available in one wheel varies between 1.11 and 16.310 The angular
width of the slit used in conjunction with a circular variable filter, expressed as a
percentage of the angular size of the filter wedge, should not exceed the nominal
half-width of the filter (expressed in percent) if it is not to cause a marked reduction in the
resolution.
Angular Properties of Bandpass Interference Filters
With the gradual increase of the angle of incidence, the transmittance maximum of a
typical bandpass filter moves towards shorter wavelengths. On further increase in the angle
of incidence, the maximum transmittance and the half-width deteriorate; the transmission
band becomes asymmetric and eventually splits up into p - and s -polarized components
(Fig. 106a ). The deterioration is more rapid for nonparallel radiation.
Properties of Bandpass Filters for Angles of Incidence Less than 208 . The behavior of
bandpass filters for angles of incidence θ o # 208 can be described quantitatively using the
concept of an effectiy e index m * of the filter. In terms of m * the transmittance T in the
neighborhood of the transmission peak of any FP filter is given by Lissberger:312
T5

To
2(l 2 l o )
l o θ 2o
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1
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FIGURE 106 Angular properties of all-dielectric interference filters: (a ) measured variation
with angle of incidence of the spectral transmittance of a typical commercial interference filter
339
(after Blifford ); (b) calculated transmittance of a filter in which the peaks of the two polarized
transmission bands at nonnormal incidence coincide. The filter is of the type air4
4
[HL] (2A)[LH ] -glass, where nH dH 5 nL dL 5 nA dA 5 l / 4 and ns 5 1.52 , nM 5 1.00 , nH 5 2.30 ,
nL 5 1.38 , and nA 5 1.825.

Dl 0.5 and To are the half-widths and the maximum transmittance (at l o ) for normal
incidence of the radiation. Formulas for m * in terms of the construction parameters have
been found for the all-dielectric FP filter and the double-spacer filter,313,314 and for the
metal-dielectric FP and induced-transmission filters.315 The change in position of the
transmission peak (d l )o , and the half-width (Dl 0.5)θ at angle θ are

SdllD 5 2 2mθ *
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For convergent radiation of semiangle a , the corresponding expressions are
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Linder and Lissberger discuss the requirements and design of filters for this case.312,316
Small tilts are commonly used to tune the peak of a filter to the desired wavelength
even though they have an adverse effect on the angular field of the filter.
Bandpass Filters with Little or No Polarization Splitting . It has been shown numerically for the phase-dispersion filter,317 for the frustrated-total-reflection filter,318 and for the
metal-dielectric23 and all-dielectric319 FP filters that it is possible to arrange for the two
polarized transmission bands, which may have different widths, to coincide at high angles
of incidence (Fig. 106b ). The narrow, symmetrical high-transmittance bands that result
may be useful for some applications even though the position of the maximum is still
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FIGURE 107 Multicavity bandpass filter with no polarization splitting for light incident at 458. (After
320
Baumeister. )

displaced with angle. Baumeister has shown how to design multicavity filters with no
polarization splitting at one angle of incidence (Fig. 107).320
Wide -angle Bandpass Filters . Figure 108 shows the variation with effective index m * of
the angular field of FP filters, defined as being twice the angle of tilt necessary to reduce to
0.8To the transmittance of the filter for radiation of wavelength l o . To increase the angular
field, m * must be increased. Thus, for example, in all-dielectric FP filter, the expression for
m * shows that nL , m * , nH and that with increasing spacer order, m * approaches the
refractive index of the spacer (see also Ref. 321). The upper limits for m * for an
all-dielectric FP filter in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared parts of the spectrum are of
the order of 2.0, 2.35, and 5.0, respectively. Little can be done about the angular field of
solid spacer filters (see ‘‘Fabry-Perot Filters with Solid Spacers’’ earlier in this section).
For metal-dielectric FP and for induced-transmission filters, effective indexes m * of up
to 3.2 and 2.0 have been reported.315
Wilmot and Schineller322 and Schineller and Flam323 have announced a filter consisting
of a thin, plane-parallel fiber-optic face plate coated on both sides with all-dielectric
mirrors. Since in such a filter the half-width is determined only by the thickness of the

FIGURE 108 Angular field of FP filters as a function of the half-width for different effective
indexes m*.
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plate and the reflectivity of the coatings, and since the field of view depends on the ratio of
the wavelength to the fiber diameter, the two quantities are independent. The measured
transmittance of a 15-Å-half-width, 6-mm-diameter filter composed of 1.5-mm-diameter
fibers was 30 percent and the shift in wavelength with angle of incidence was one-eighth
that of a conventional filter.

Stability and Temperature Dependence of Bandpass Filters
The stability of the position of the transmission peak has been studied by many
workers.259,276,324–332 The observed changes (up to 1 percent of l o ) seem to depend greatly
on the materials and manufacturing conditions. In filters with evaporated spacers both
irreversible changes, probably due to changes in the structure of the films, and reversible
changes due to the adsorption of water vapor, have been observed. Many manufacturers
are now able to minimize these effects through the use of more stable materials, improved
high-energy deposition methods (see Sec. 42.4) or accelerated artificial ageing processes.
No changes were observed in solid spacer filters (see ‘‘Fabry – Perot Filters with Solid
Spacers’’).
Changes in the operating temperature normally do not significantly affect the
half-widths and peak transmittances of medium- and wide-bandpass interference filters
(see, for example, Refs. 333 – 336). An exception are filters that contain semiconductors
that start to absorb significantly on heating (e.g., germanium) or on cooling (PbTe).337,338
The position of the transmission peaks shift linearly towards longer wavelengths with an
increase in temperature, the magnitude of the shift depending largely on the spacer
material. The temperature coefficient, expressed as a percentage change in l o per degree
Celsius change in temperature, lies between 2 3 1024 and 3 3 1023 for filters with
evaporated spacers for the 0.3- to 1.0-mm spectral region339 and between 2 3 1023 and
2 3 1022 for the infrared spectral region.259,340 It is of the order of 1 3 1023 for filters with
mica280 and quartz287 spacers. Unless temperature control is provided, under adverse
conditions all of these temperature coefficients could lead to serious shifts of the
transmission peaks of very narrow band filters (see earlier in this section). The
temperature control can take the form of an external constant-temperature enclosure, or it
might be built right into the filter. Eather and Reasoner276 and Mark et al.341 describe
arrangements of the latter type in which two sensors embedded in the filters are used to
control the current flowing through two transparent conducting coatings that surround the
filter.
Deliberate changes in the temperature can be used for a fine-tuning of the transmission
wavelength without having an adverse effect on the angular field of the filter.

Bandpass Filters for the XUV and X-ray Regions
The construction of good bandpass filters for the extreme ultraviolet is hampered by the
lack of coating materials with suitable optical constants. However, certain metals in
thin-film form can be used as rudimentary bandpass filters in the extreme ultraviolet. The
primary process in these filters is absorption, although at times interference within the film
may have to be considered to explain the spectral transmission charateristics fully.
The measured spectral transmittance of some of these materials is shown in Figs. 109
and 110. By increasing the thicknesses of the films, higher rejection ratios could be
obtained at the expense of peak transmissions, and vice versa. The transmittance of the
most promising material, aluminum, would be higher if it were not for the formation of
absorbing oxide layers.
Many of the layers are self-supporting (Fig. 109). Others must be deposited onto a
suitable transparent substrate (Fig. 110). Thin aluminum films are sometimes used for this

FIGURE 109 Measured extreme-ultraviolet and soft x-ray transmittance of several selfsupporting metal films of indicated thicknesses.
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FIGURE 110 Measured extreme-ultraviolet and soft x-ray transmittance of several metal
films of indicated thicknesses deposited onto thin aluminum or plastic films.

purpose. Other materials used in the past are Zapon (cellulose acetate); collodion,
Parlodion, and Celluloid (cellulose nitrates); Mylar (polyethylene teraphtalate); and
Formvar (polyvinyl formal) (Figs. 109n ,o ) . Any residual absorption in the substrate
contributes, of course, to the overall-transmission curve. The preparation of selfsupporting thin films is described by Novikov and by Sorokin and Blank.342,343 Because of
their fragility, such films are usually mounted on a very fine mesh screen.
Multilayer Fabry-Perot interference filters for the soft x-ray region have also been
constructed.344–346 However, thus far the only spectral measurements reported are
nonnormal incidence reflection.347 The finesse of the filters is low and the modulation of
the reflectance curve depends on the thickness of the spacer. The devices are useful for
measurement purposes.

42.13 MULTILAYERS FOR TWO OR THREE SPECTRAL REGIONS
Increasingly, there are applications, especially in laser science, in which the spectral
transmission and / or reflection has to be controlled at two or more wavelengths.31 The
design and construction of such coatings is more difficult than that of systems for one
wavelength region only, especially when the ratio of the wavelengths of interest is very
large.

Multilayers for Two Spectral Regions
Costich was the first to specify the construction parameters of coatings having all possible
combinations of low- and high-reflection behavior at wavelength ratios of 1.5-, 2.0-, and
3.0 : 1.0.348 His solutions were based on systems composed of quarter-wave layers or layers
with other simple thickness relationships. Experimental results are in good agreement
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FIGURE 111 Calculated performance of (a ) a commercial antireflection coating and (b ) a
21
31
high-reflectance coating for wave numbers 1.0 and 2.0 mm . (After Costich. )

with the calculated values. The calculated performance of two coatings not shown before
are given in Fig. 111. Figure 112 presents the performance of a number of commercially
produced coatings of this type. Systems for other wavelength ratios and for combinations
of other reflection values are possible.
Sometimes coatings are required in which the reflectance is controlled for wavelength
ratios of 10 : 1 or more.349,350 A systematic method for the design of such multilayers with
different reflectance characteristics at the two wavelengths has been described.351,352 The
calculated performance of such coatings for the wavelengths of 0.6328 and 10.6 mm are
shown in Fig. 113.

Multilayers for Three Spectral Regions
For some laser applications, the reflectance or transmittance has to be controlled at three
or more wavelengths. Solutions to such problems can also be found. Costich has given
designs for all possible combinations of low and high reflection for the important special
case of a set of wavenumbers s o , 2s o , and 3s o .348 The designs and performances of his
solutions to this problem are shown in Fig. 114.
In principle, the method for the design of coating for two widely separated spectral
regions mentioned here can be extended to the design of coatings for three or more

FIGURE 112 Measured performance of some commercial two-wavelength antireflection coat411
410
ings. (Cury es 1 , 3 , and 4 after TechOptics;
cury es 2 , 5 after Thin Film Lab. )
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FIGURE 113 Calculated performance of three multilayer coatings (a ) , (b ) , and (c ) designed
for two widely separated spectral regions. Columns 1 and 2 represent the performance of the
multilayers in the visible and in the infrared spectral regions, respectively. The experimental
351 ,352
measurements for one coating are also shown. (After Li.
)

wavelengths. However, the number of layers required increases dramatically as the
number of layers required for the longest wavelength region increases. Figure 115 shows
the calculated performance of a coating that behaves like a high-reflection coating, a beam
splitter, and an antireflection coating at 0.63, 2.52, and 10.6 mm, respectively.

42.14 PHASE COATING
In some applications, in addition to transmittance or reflectance requirements, special
phase relationships have to be satisfied. These may be specific phase changes on reflection
» R or transmission » T [Eqs. (23), (24)] for radiation incident at 08. At other times it is
required to displace or to deflect a beam without affecting its state of polarization.
However, most frequently it is necessary to introduce a certain phase difference (» p 2 » s )
between p - and s -polarized light. Quarter-wave plates made of birefringent crystals are
normally used to provide this phase difference.
Solutions to these and similar problems based on optical interference coatings can also
be found. Porous films with an inclined columnar structure, formed in physical vapor
deposition processes when the vapor is incident onto the substrate at an oblique angle, can
also be birefringent.353 Such films have been proposed for the construction of phase
retardation plates for use with normal incidence of the radiation.354 However, more
frequently, solutions are based on the difference between the effective indices h p , h s of
thin films for obliquely incident radiation [Eq. (19)]. Azzam has shown that, when
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FIGURE 114 Calculated performance of multilayer coatings on glass with various combinations of
high and low reflectance at relative wave numbers (lo / l ) 1.0 , 2.0 , and 3.0. In the designs H , L
correspond to quarter-wave layers at lo 5 1.0 mm. nm , ns , nH , and nL were assumed to be 1.00, 1.52,
31
1.95, and 1.43, except in (a ) where nH , nL were 1.64, 1.38, respectively. (After Costich. )

FIGURE 115 Calculated performance of a multilayer with different properties in three
491
spectral regions. (After Li. )
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FIGURE 116 Calculated performance of two front
surface 458 reflectors with different phase retardations: (a ) 20 layers on an Ag substrate (after
492
Southwell ) ; (b ) 22 layers on an Al substrate (after
493
Grishina ).

+
, *

FIGURE 117 Antireflection coating on glass for
use at 458 with zero phase retardation at
410
0.6471 m. (After Thin Film Lab. )

performance at one wavelength only is specified and when oblique angles of incidence are
acceptable, elegant solutions to many of the problems can be found that are based on a
single layer only.355
Phase-retarding reflectors are commonly designed for use at 458. Many layers are
required when the radiation is incident from the air side. The performances of two
multilayers of this type with different phase differences are shown in Fig. 116. The
multilayers are optimized to maintain a constant phase difference in the vicinity of the
design wavelength. Coatings with other phase differences and reflectances can also be
constructed.356,357 For example, an antireflection coating for 458 incidence in which the
phase change is 1808 is shown in Fig. 117.
When the radiation is incident on the layers from the substrate side, total internal
reflection takes place.358 The design of thin-film phase retarders based on this approach has
also been examined by Apfel359 and Azzam.360 Total-internal-reflection phase retarders
operate over broader spectral regions (Fig. 118) but their size is limited by the weight and
homogeneity of the prism materials.
More complex phase-retardation devices have been constructed in which the radiation
is allowed to undergo two, three, or even four internal reflections.238,361,362 The performance of some typical total internal reflection devices that are based on the configurations
of Figs. 65t , u , and y is shown in Fig. 119. For high-power laser beam delivery systems,
front surface reflectors are usually employed (Fig. 120).
In Fig. 121 are shown the phase changes on reflection of a set of four metal / dielectric
interferometer mirrors, all with R 0.97 , for which the differences in the phase changes on
reflection for adjacent members in the set were approximately 908 over an extended
spectral region. Other requirements for phase changes or phase-change differences can
also be satisfied with thin films.

-

42.15 INTERFERENCE FILTERS WITH LOW REFLECTION
Reducing Reflection with a Thin Metal Film
A suitable thin metal film deposited onto a glass surface can act as a very efficient
achromatic antireflection coating for light incident from the glass side (Fig. 122). The
reflectance for light incident from the air side is not reduced and the transmittance suffers
as a result of the absorption within the film.363 By combining such films with additional
layers, attractive colored sunglasses or architectural coatings are obtained.
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FIGURE 118 Phase retarders based on total internal reflection, consisting of three layers on glass and
operating at an angle of incidence of 458: (a ) 08
494
phase retardation (after Cojocaru ) ; (b ) 908 phase
495
retardation (after Spiller ).
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FIGURE 119 908 phase retardation devices based
on (a ) 2 , (b ) 3 , and (c ) 4 total internal reflections
496
202
362
(after King ,
Clapham ,
and Filinski ). The
angle of incidence on the first reflecting surface is
indicated in the diagrams.

.
/
0

FIGURE 120 Phase retardation devices for
10.6 m based on multiple reflections from surfaces
coated with opaque silver films and single layers of ZnS having specified thicknesses. (a ) , (b ) 08 phase
497
retardation device for all angles of incidence (after Azzam ) ; (c ) , (d ) 908, 1808 phase retardations
498
(after Thonn ).
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FIGURE 121 Normal incidence phase changes on
reflection of a set of four highly reflecting mirrors
for Michelson interferometers. (After Piotrowski et
499
al. )

Black Absorbers
Black absorbers efficiently absorb the radiation incident upon them in a specified spectral
region. They are used, for example, to control radiant energy,364 to remove stray light in
optical systems, to enhance contrast in display devices,365 and to increase the signal-tonoise ratio in multiplexers.366 Black absorber coatings are based on interference in thin
films and generally consist of an opaque metal layer and one or more dielectric layers
interspersed with partially transparent metal layers (Figs. 20, 63a ). They can be designed
for first- and second-surface application (Fig. 123). Coatings of this type can also be
designed for the ultraviolet and infrared spectral regions.367

Neutral Attenuators
Conventional metallic film attenuators described under ‘‘Neutral Filters’’ cannot readily be
placed in series because multiple reflections between the components may result in
unpredictable density values. However, by using metal and dielectric layer combinations of
appropriate optical constants and thicknesses, it is possible to reduce the reflection of the

FIGURE 122 Spectral reflectance of thin chromium films on glass for light incident from the
substrate side. The transmittance of the layers at
363
l 5 0.565 mm is indicated. (After Pohlack. )

FIGURE 123 Calculated performance of a fivelayer metal / dielectric black absorber. (After
500
Dobrowolski. )
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FIGURE 124 Measured performance of interference filters with reduced reflection: (a ) black
absorber; (b ) neutral attenuator; (c ) narrow bandpass filter; and (d ) long-wavelength cut-off filter.
501
502
(a ) (after Sulliy an ) , (b ) and (d ) (after Li ) , (c ) (after Dobrowolski 503).

metallic film from one or both sides of the substrate.368–373 The experimental results for one
such attenuator are given in Fig. 124b.

Other Interference Filters
It is possible, using a similar approach, to reduce the reflection of narrow-bandpass filters,
cut-off filters, and other filter types. In particular, low-reflection narrowband interference
filters for welding applications have been described by Jacobsson.374 The experimental
performance of a bandpass filter and of a long-wavelength cut-off filter are given in Figs.
124c and d. In both cases, the luminous reflectance has been reduced by an order of
magnitude over that of a conventional design. However, this is at the expense of the
transmittance.

42.16 REFLECTION FILTERS AND COATINGS
Metallic Reflectors
The Fresnel reflection coefficient of an interface between two semi-infinite media of
complex refractive indices n
˜ m, n
˜ s for polarized radiation incident at nonnormal angle is
given by

Uhh 12 hh U

22

R5

s

m

s

m

(79)
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109

FIGURE 125 Reflectances of some metals. (After Drummeter and Hass.

)

where h s , h m are given by Eq. (19). When n˜ m , n
˜ s correspond to air and the metal,
respectively, and when the angle of incidence is zero, the preceding expression reduces to:
R5

(ns 2 1)2 1 k 2s
(ns 1 1)2 1 k 2s

(80)

If the substrate is opaque, this represents the total energy reflected, the remaining energy
being absorbed within the material.
Metal reflectors are most commonly made by vacuum deposition of the material onto a
suitable glass or quartz substrate. Before deposition, aluminium or beryllium mirror
surfaces are sometimes first chemically plated with a nickel-phosphorus alloy (Kanigen
process). Such deposits have excellent adhesion to the substrate and have a very hard
surface that can be optically polished before coating.375
Visible, infrared, and ultraviolet spectral-reflectances of some of the more commonly
used metals are shown in Figs. 125 and 126. Using Eq. (80) and the optical constants in
Palik’s handbook,48,49 the spectral reflectances for many additional metals can be

504

FIGURE 126 Visible and infrared reflectance of certain metals. (Al , after Bennett et al.;
Ag
505
506
and Au , after Bennett and Ashley ; Cu , after Hass and Hadley ; Rh and Pt , after Hass and
109
Fowler , see Drummeter and Hass. )
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FIGURE 127 Measured ultraviolet reflectance of certain materials. (Pt , Au , and ZnS , after
507
508
509
510
Hunter; Ir , after Hass et al.; Rh , after Cox et al .; Re , W , after Cox et al.; Os , after Cox
509
511
et al.;
and SiC , after Seely. )

calculated. Silver has the highest visible and infrared reflectance, and hence is used for
interferometer mirrors and interference filters. Exposed silver films tarnish readily.
Aluminum has the broadest high-reflectance region of all metals and is commonly used in
front-surface mirrors. It would reflect highly down to 0.1 mm were it not for the absorption
below 0.18 mm of the thin oxide layer that starts to form seconds after deposition.376,377
Some of the highest known reflectances in the ultraviolet are shown in Fig. 127. At still
shorter wavelengths, all materials have refractive indices that are close to unity and
extinction coefficients that are rather small. It follows from Eq. (80) that normal-incidence
reflectances in that part of the spectrum are small. However, for angles of incidence
greater than the critical angle θ c ,

θ c 5 cos21 [42(1 2 ns )]

(81)

total external reflection occurs resulting in high reflectances. Measured values of oblique
angle reflection coefficients in the 0.0023- to 0.019-mm spectral region for a number of
materials are given by Lukirskii et al.378,379 Typical spectral reflectance curves are shown in
Fig. 128. An Al reflectance of 0.987 for an angle of incidence of 808 at 0.0584 mm has been
reported by Newnam.380 Such coatings can be used in near-grazing incidence optics.

FIGURE 128 Measured x-ray reflectances of (a ) Ni, Au, and Al films at 858 (after Malina and
512
Cash ) ; and (b ) Al, Si, C, and CVD SiC films at 898 angle of incidence (after Windt et al. ,
513
1988 ).
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FIGURE 129 Measured difference between the
reflectances of protected and unprotected aluminum
mirrors. Curve 1: coating 4 of Fig. 1303b ; curves 2
and 3: 0.1122 Ú 0.002- and 0.0752 Ú 0.001-mm-thick
films of MgF2 and SiO2, respectively, on aluminum.
514
(After Bennett. )

Metal-dielectric Reflectors
Protectiy e Coatings . For many applications, the thin aluminum oxide layer on an
aluminum surface does not offer sufficient protection against abrasion and chemical attack,
and therefore aluminum mirrors are often overcoated with single SiO2 or MgF2 protective
layers. Such mirrors can be repeatedly cleaned with water and even withstand boiling in
salt water.381 Single protective layers reduce the reflectance (Fig. 129). If necessary, this
problem can be overcome by using protective coatings of two or more layers (Fig. 130).
The deterioration of the ultraviolet reflectance of aluminum mirrors due to oxidation
can be partially avoided by covering the freshly deposited aluminum layer immediately
with a suitable coating of MgF2382–384 or LiF.384–386 The reflectances of such overcoated
aluminum reflectors are shown in Fig. 131. Their variation with angle of incidence in the
0.03- to 0.16-mm spectral region is discussed by Hunter.387
The reflectance of unprotected and protected silver mirrors has been investigated by
Burge et al.388 Highly adherent and chemically stable mirrors with a reflectance in excess of
0.95 for wavelengths greater than 0.5 mm have been reported.389,390
The reflectance of protected metal mirrors at oblique angles of incidence in the infrared
part of the spectrum can be seriously reduced at the short-wavelength side of the
Reststrahlen peak of the material used for its protection.391–394
Enhancement of Reflection .

By depositing a quarter-wave stack (see ‘‘Nonabsorbing

FIGURE 130 Reflectance of very durable overcoated metal mirrors: (a ) silver mirrors—curve 1,
515
516
protected front-surface mirror (after Denton ); curve 2, enhanced reflection (after Vy edenskii );
396
curve 3, extended reflection (after Song et al. ); (b) aluminum mirrors—curve 4, with four layers
381
517
of MgF2 and CeO2 (after Hass ) ; curve 5, with four layers of SiO2 and TiO2 (after AIRCO );
518
curve 6, with four layers MgF2 and ZnS (after Furman and Stoloy ) .
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FIGURE 131 Measured spectral-reflectance curves of unprotected aluminum and aluminum
overcoated with MgF2 and LiF films of indicated thicknesses. (Al 1 LiF coating , after Cox et
386
383
al. , all other cury es after Canfield et al. )

[AB ]N and [AB ]NA Multilayers—Theory’’ and ‘‘Periodic Multilayers of the
[(0.5A)B (0.5A)]N Type’’ in Sec. 42.7) onto the metal mirror, its reflectance can be
enhanced considerably.257 The thickness of the first layer should be adjusted to compensate
for the phase change on reflection at the metal surface.395 The spectral-reflectance curve
dips on either side of the high-reflection region whose width is governed by the
considerations under ‘‘Width of the High-Reflectance Zone’’ in Sec. 42.7 and which can be
somewhat enhanced by the use of a half-wave outermost layer (Fig. 130). The measured
spectral characteristics of three metal-dielectric reflectors for the ultraviolet region are
shown in Fig. 132.
The reflectance of silver, although very high in the visible, falls off rapidly in the
near-ultraviolet. Attempts to enhance the reflectance in that part of the spectrum and, at
the same time, to protect the silver from tarnish, have been successful (Fig. 130a ).396
A different kind of reflection enhancement has been reported for the extreme
ultraviolet. By depositing semitransparent platinum films onto different substrates, the
opaque-film reflectances of 19.3 and 12.8 percent at 0.0584 and 0.0736 mm were increased
by up to 2.8 and 3.8 percent, respectively.397 For space applications, suitably thick
aluminum films on iridium are expected to yield reflectances as high as 40 and 52 percent
at the same wavelengths (Fig. 133). Other proposed reflectance-increasing combinations
can be found in Madden et al.398

FIGURE 132 Enhanced ultraviolet reflectances of
semitransparent aluminum films obtained through
the addition of quarter-wave stacks. Curves 1 and 2:
519
11 layers of PbF and MgF2 (after Les´ et al. ) ; curve
3: nine layers of Sb2O5 and MgF2 (after Les´ and
520
Les´ ).

FIGURE 133 Calculated spectral reflectance
curves of iridium overcoated with different thicknesses of unoxidized films of aluminum. (After Hass
521
and Hunter. )
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FIGURE 134 Measured performance of selective reflection filters: (a ) reflecting filters for the
522
ultraviolet and visible spectral regions (cury e 1 after Stelmack ); curves 2 – 8 represent the
performance of filters that consist of three half-wave cryolite or MgF2 spacer layers separated by
Inconel films of suitable transmission deposited on an opaque aluminum film (after Turner and
523
Hopkinson ) ; (b ) calculated and experimental performance of a very narrowband near-infrared
524
reflecting filter (after Gamble ).

Selectiy e Metal -Dielectric Reflectors . Several types of coatings that reflect highly in one
spectral region, but not in another, have been developed in the past for different
applications. Hadley and Dennison presented the theory and experimental results of
reflection interference filters for the isolation of narrow spectral regions (Fig. 134a ).399 ,400
Very narrow reflection filters have been described by Zheng (Fig. 134b ).401 High-infrared
and low-visible reflectance coatings (Fig. 63) are used to control the temperature of
satellites.109 These coatings could also be used to remove visible light from infrared optical
systems. Several reflectors designed to reduce stray visible light in ultraviolet systems are
shown in Fig. 135.

Multiple-Reflection Filters
Metal and Metal -dielectric Multiple -reflection Filters . Metals such as silver, copper,
gold, and metal-dielectric coatings of the type shown in Fig. 63 used in a multiple-reflection
arrangement should make cut-off filters with excellent rejection, sharp transition, and a
long, unattenuated pass region far superior to those available with transmission filters.
Multiple -reflection Filters Made of Thin -film Interference Coatings . Interference coatings for use in a multiple-reflection filter need not be deposited onto substrates that

FIGURE 135 Measured performance of four multilayer selective ultraviolet reflectors for the
control of stray radiation in the intermediate ultraviolet and visible spectral regions. (Cury e 1
507
525
382
after Hunter , cury e 2 after Berning et al. , cury es 3 and 4 after Hass and Tousey. )
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FIGURE 136 Blocking an all-dielectric narrowband interference filter with a multiple-reflection
filter. Curve 1: transmittance of interference filter
alone; curve 2: spectral reflectance of a quarter-wave
stack after fourfold reflection; curve 3: transmission
477
of blocked filter. (After Cohendet and Saudreau. )
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FIGURE 137 Measured transmission after four
reflections from identical narrowband interference
432
filters. (After Omega Optical Inc. )

transmit well in the spectral region of interest, but they should be used at small angles of
incidence if disturbing effects due to polarization are not to occur.402 The following are
examples of some of the difficult filtering problems that can be easily solved with
multiple-reflection filters composed of interference coatings, providing that there is space
to use a multiple-reflection arrangement.
It is difficult to provide adequate blocking with transmission filters for narrow-bandpass
filters of the type shown in Figs. 93 to 98 without considerably reducing the peak
transmittance. This is done readily with a multiple-reflection filter composed of quarterwave stacks of the same materials used for the construction of the bandpass filter and
centered at the same wavelength (Fig. 136).
It should be possible to construct highly efficient short-pass filters with a very long and
low rejection by using broadband reflectors consisting of several contiguous stacks (see
‘‘All-Dielectric Broadband Reflectors’’ in Sec. 42.8).
The use of a narrowband transmission filter in a multiple-reflection arrangement of the
type shown in Fig. 3 results in a high-attenuation narrowband rejection filter surrounded
by regions of high transmission (Fig. 137). However, such devices must be used with
well-collimated light.
The transmittance curves of three multiple-reflection bandpass filters are shown in Figs.
138a – c. By using a number of multiple-reflection filters with sharp features, it is possible to
separate signals transmitted by radiation of different, closely spaced wavelengths with a
very low crosstalk and small insertion loss.366
Additional information on reflection coatings and filters will be found in the reviews by
Hass et al. and by Lynch.403,404

42.17 SPECIAL-PURPOSE COATINGS
Space considerations limit the detailed description of coatings and filters for specific
applications. Absorbing multilayer coatings on glass for enhancing the visual appearance,
thermal and illumination control, and as ‘‘one-way mirrors’’ find applications in architecture and in the automotive industry. They are also used in solar-energy conversion and
have been proposed for radiative cooling. Thin-film coatings are used in optical recording
media and in optical multiplexers / demultiplexers. Bistable Fabry-Perot structures are
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FIGURE 138 Measured spectral characteristics of broad- and narrowband multiple-reflection filters
for the infrared and ultraviolet spectral regions: (a ) eight reflections (solid curves) from identical
quarter-wave stacks (dotted); (b ) six reflections (solid) from each of two quarter-wave stacks (dotted,
526
dashed) tuned to different wavelengths (after Valeyey ); (c) commercial multiple-reflection inter527
ference filter (Schott and Gen. )

proposed for use as light switches in optical computers. Special filters and coatings are used
in colorimetry, radiometry, detectors, and in high-contrast display devices. Consumeroriented products include various kinds of decorative coatings, as well as coatings for the
protection of documents and products from counterfeiting. There is no doubt that in the
future even more applications will appear for optical multilayer coatings. Some of these
will require very complex spectral characteristics. Methods for the design of such coatings
have existed for some time now. At the time of writing, feasibility of the construction of
such filters in the laboratory has also been demonstrated (Fig. 139).

FIGURE 139 Calculated and experimentally measured reflectance of a filter that approximates the
silhouette of the Taj Mahal. (After Sulliy an and
528
Dobrowolski. )
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CHAPTER 43

THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES
OF WATER
Curtis D. Mobley
Senior Research Engineer
Applied Electromagnetics and Optics Laboratory
SRI International
Menlo Park , California

43.1 INTRODUCTION
This article discusses the optical properties of three substances: pure water, pure sea water,
and natural water. Pure water (i.e. water molecules only) without any dissolved substances,
ions, bubbles, or other impurities, is exceptionally difficult to produce in the laboratory.
For this and other reasons, definitive direct measurements of its optical properties at
visible wavelengths have not yet been made. Pure sea water—pure water plus various
dissolved salts—has optical properties close to those of pure water. Neither pure water nor
pure sea water ever occur in nature. Natural waters, both fresh and saline, are a witch’s
brew of dissolved and particulate matter. These solutes and particulates are both optically
significant and highly variable in kind and concentration. Consequently, the optical
properties of natural waters show large temporal and spatial variations and seldom
resemble those of pure water.
The great variability of the optical properties of natural water is the bane of those who
desire precise and easily tabulated data. However, it is the connections between the optical
properties and the biological, chemical, and geological constituents of natural water and
the physical environment that define the critical role of optics in aquatic research. For just
as optics utilizes results from the biological, chemical, geological, and physical subdisciplines of limnology and oceanography, so do those subdisciplines incorporate optics. This
synergism is seen in such areas as bio-optical oceanography, marine photochemistry,
mixed-layer dynamics, laser bathymetry, and remote sensing of biological productivity,
sediment load, or pollutants.

43.2 TERMINOLOGY, NOTATION , AND DEFINITIONS

Hydrologic optics is the quantitative study of the interactions of radiant energy with the
earth’s oceans, estuaries, lakes, rivers, and other water bodies. Most past and current
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research within hydrologic optics has been within the subfield of oceanic optics, in
particular the optics of deep ocean waters, as opposed to coastal or estuarine areas. This
emphasis is reflected in our uneven understanding of the optical properties of various
water types.
Although the optical properties of different water bodies can vary greatly, there is an
overall similarity that is quite distinct from, say, the optical properties of the atmosphere.
Therefore, hydrologic and atmospheric optics have developed considerably different
theoretical formulations, experimental methodologies, and instrumentation as suited to
each field’s specific scientific issues. Chapter 44, by Killinger et al., in this Handbook
discusses atmospheric optics. The text by Mobley1 gives a comprehensive treatment of
hydrologic optics.
Radiative transfer theory is the framework that connects the optical properties of water
with the ambient light field. A rigorous mathematical formulation of radiative transfer
theory as applicable to hydrologic optics has been developed by Preisendorfer2 and others.
Preisendorfer found it convenient to divide the optical properties of water into two classes:
inherent and apparent. Inherent optical properties (IOPs) are those properties that depend
only upon the medium and therefore are independent of the ambient light field within the
medium. The two fundamental IOPs are the absorption coefficient and the volume
scattering function. Other IOPs include the attenuation coefficient and the single-scattering
albedo. Apparent optical properties (AOPs) are those properties that depend both on the
medium (the IOPs) and on the geometric (directional) structure of the ambient light field
and that display enough regular features and stability to be useful descriptors of the water
body. Commonly used AOPs are the irradiance reflectance, the average cosines, and the
various attenuation functions (K functions). (All of these quantities are defined below.)
The radiative transfer equation provides the connection between the IOPs and the AOPs.
The physical environment of a water body—waves on its surface, the character of its
bottom, the incident radiance from the sky—enters the theory via the boundary conditions
necessary for solution of the radiative transfer equation.
The IOPs are easily defined but they can be exceptionally difficult to measure,
especially in situ. The AOPs are generally much easier to measure, but they are difficult to
interpret because of the confounding environmental effects. (A change in the sea surface
wave state or in the sun’s position changes the radiance distribution, and hence the AOPs,
even though the IOPs are unchanged.)
Hydrologic optics employs standard radiometric concepts and terminology, although
the notation adopted by the International Association for Physical Sciences of the Ocean
(IAPSO3) differs somewhat from that used in other fields. Table 1 summarizes the terms,
units, and symbols for those quantities that have proven most useful in hydrologic optics.
These quantities are defined and discussed in Secs. 42.3 to 43.5. Figure 1 summarizes the
relationships among the various inherent and apparent optical properties. In the figure,
note the central unifying role of radiative transfer theory. Note also that the spectral
absorption coefficient and the spectral volume scattering function are the fundamental
inherent optical properties in the sense that all inherent optical properties are derivable
from those two. Likewise, spectral radiance is the parent of all radiometric quantities and
apparent optical properties. The source term S in the radiative transfer equation accounts
both for true internal sources such as bioluminescence and for radiance appearing at the
wavelength of interest owing to inelastic scattering from other wavelengths.
Most radiative transfer theory assumes the radiant energy to be monochromatic. In this
case the associated optical properties and radiometric quantities are termed spectral and
carry a wavelength (l ) argument or subscript (e.g., the spectral absorption coefficient a (l )
or al , or the spectral downward irradiance Ed(l )). Spectral radiometric quantities have the
SI unit nm21 added to the units shown in Table 1 (e.g., Ed(l ) has units W m22 nm21).
Many radiometric instruments, on the other hand, respond to a fairly wide bandwidth,
which complicates the comparison of data and theory.
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TABLE 1 Terms, Units, and Symbols for Quantities Commonly Used in Hydrologic Optics

Quantity

SI units

IAPSO
recommended
symbol*

Historic
symbol†
(if different)

Fundamental Quantities
Most of the fundamental quantities are not defined by IAPSO, in which case common usage is given.
geometric depth below water surface
polar angle of photon travel
wavelength of light (in vacuo)
cosine of polar angle
optical depth below water surface
azimuthal angle of photon travel
scattering angle
solid angle

m
radian or degree
nm
dimensionless
dimensionless
radian or degree
radian or degree
sr

z
θ
l
m ; cos θ
τ
f
c , g or Θ
Ω or v

θ
Ω

Radiometric Quantities
The quantities as shown represent broadband measurements. For narrowband (monochromatic)
measurements add the adjective ‘‘spectral’’ to the term, add nm21 to the units, and add a wavelength
index l to the symbol (e.g., spectral radiance, Ll or L(l )) with units W m22 sr21 nm21. PAR is always
broadband.
(plane) irradiance
downward irradiance
upward irradiance
net (vertical) irradiance
scalar irradiance
downward scalar irradiance
upward scalar irradiance
radiant intensity
radiance
radiant excitance
photosynthetically available radiation
quantity of radiant energy
radiant power

W m22
W m22
W m22
W m22
W m22
W m22
W m22
W sr21
W m22 sr21
W m22
photons s21 m22
J
W

E
Ed
Ey
#
E
Eo
Eod
Eou
I
L
M
PAR or EPAR
Q
F

H
H( 2 )
H( 1 )
#
H
h
h( 2 )
h( 1 )
J
N
W
U
P

Inherent Optical Properties
absorptance
absorption coefficient
scatterance
scattering coefficient
backward scattering coefficient
forward scattering coefficient
attenuance
attenuation coefficient
(real) index of refraction
transmittance
volume scattering function
scattering phase function
single-scattering albedo

dimensionless
m21
dimensionless
m21
m21
m21
dimensionless
m21
dimensionless
dimensionless
m21 sr21
sr21
dimensionless

A
a
B
b
bb
bf
C
c
n
T
b
˜
b
v o or v
˜

s
b
f

a

s
p
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TABLE 1 Terms, Units, and Symbols for Quantities Commonly Used in Hydrological Optics
(Continued )

Quantity

SI units

IAPSO
recommended
symbol*

Historic
symbol†
(if different)

Kd
Ko
K od
K ou
K PAR
Ku
K (θ , f )
R
m
#
m
#d
m
#u

K( 2 )
k
k( 2 )
k( 1 )

Apparent Optical Properties
(vertical) attenuation coefficients:
of downward irradiance Ed(z )
of total scalar irradiance E0(z )
of downward scalar irradiance E0d(z )
of upward scalar irradiance E0u(z )
of PAR
of upward irradiance Eu(z )
of radiance L(z , θ , f )
irradiance reflectance (ratio)
average cosine of light field
of downwelling light
of upwelling light
distribution function

m21
m21
m21
m21
m21
m21
m21
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless

K( 1 )
R( 2 )

#d
D( 2 ) 5 1 /m
D( 1 ) 5 1 /m
#u
D 5 1/ m
#

* References 1 and 3.
† Reference 2.

43.3 RADIOMETRIC QUANTITIES USEFUL IN HYDROLOGIC
OPTICS
Consider an amount DQ of radiant energy incident in a time interval Dt centered on time t ,
onto a surface of area DA located at (x , y , z ). The energy arrives through a set of
directions contained in a solid angle DΩ about the direction (θ , f ) normal to the area DA
and is produced by photons in a wavelength interval Dl centered on wavelength l . Then
an operational definition of the spectral radiance is
L(x , y , z , t , θ , f , l ) ;

DQ
Dt DA DΩ Dl

J s21 m22 sr21nm21

In practice, one takes Dt , DA , DΩ , and Dl small enough to get a useful resolution of
radiance over the four parameter domains but not so small as to encounter diffraction
effects or fluctuations from photon shot noise at very low light levels. Typical values are
Dt , 1023 to 103 s (depending on whether or not one wishes to average out sea surface
wave effects), DA , 1023 m2, DΩ , 1022 sr, and Dl , 10 nm. In the conceptual limit of
infinitesimal parameter intervals, the spectral radiance is defined as
L(x , y , z , t , θ , f , l ) ;

4Q
t A Ω l

J s21 m22 sr21 nm21

Spectral radiance is the fundamental radiometric quantity of interest in hydrologic
optics: it specifies the positional (x , y , z ) , temporal (t ) , directional (θ , f ) , and spectral (l )
structure of the light field. For typical oceanic environments, horizontal variations (on a
scale of tens to thousands of meters) of inherent and apparent optical properties are much
less than variations with depth, and it is usually assumed that these properties vary only
with depth z. Moreover, since the time scales for changes in IOPs or in the environment

FIGURE 1 Relationships between the various quantities commonly used in hydrologic optics.
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(seconds to seasons) are much greater than the time required for the radiance field to
reach steady state (microseconds) after a change in IOPs or boundary conditions,
time-independent radiative transfer theory is adequate for most hydrologic optics studies.
The spectral radiance therefore usually is written as L(z , θ , f , l ) . The exceptions are
applications such as time-of-flight lidar.
There are few conventions on the choice of coordinate systems. Oceanographers usually
measure the depth z positive downward from z 5 0 at the mean water surface. In radiative
transfer theory it is convenient to let (θ , f ) denote the direction of photon travel
(especially when doing Monte Carlo simulations). When displaying data it is convenient to
let (θ , f ) represent the direction in which the instrument was pointed (the viewing
direction) in order to detect photons traveling in the opposite direction. Some authors
measure the polar angle θ from the zenith (upward) direction, even when z is taken as
positive downward; others measure θ from the 1z axis (nadir, or downward, direction). In
the following discussion Ξu denotes the hemisphere of upward directions (i.e., the set of
directions (θ , f ) such that 0 # θ # π / 2 and 0 # f # 2π , if θ is measured from the zenith
direction) and Ξd denotes the hemisphere of downward directions. The element of solid
angle is d Ω 5 sin θ dθ df with units of steradian. The solid angle measure of the set of
directions Ξu or Ξd is Ω(Ξu) 5 Ω(Ξd) 5 2π sr.
Although the spectral radiance completely specifies the light field, it is seldom measured
both because of instrumental difficulties and because such complete information often is
not needed for specific applications. The most commonly measured radiometric quantities
are various irradiances.
Consider a light detector constructed so as to be equally sensitive to photons of a given
wavelength l traveling in any direction (θ , f ) within a hemisphere of directions.4 If the
detector is located at depth z and is oriented facing upward , so as to collect photons
traveling downward , then the detector output is a measure of the spectral downward scalar
irradiance at depth z , E 0d(z , l ). Such an instrument is summing radiance over all the
directions (elements of solid angle) in the downward hemisphere Ξd. Thus E0d(z , l ) is
related to L(z , θ , f , l ) by
E 0d(z , l ) 5

E L(z, θ , f , l) dΩ

W m22 nm21

Ξd

The symbolic integral over Ξd can be evaluated as a double integral over θ and f after a
specific coordinate system is chosen.
If the same instrument is oriented facing downward , so as to detect photons traveling
upward , then the quantity measured is the spectral upward scalar irradiance E 0u(z , l ):
E 0u(z , l ) 5

E L(z, θ , f , l) dΩ

W m22 nm21

Ξu

The spectral scalar irradiance E0(z , l ) is just the sum of the downward and upward
components:
E 0(z , l )

E0d(z , l ) 1 E0u(z , l ) 5

E L(z, θ , f , l) dΩ

W m22 nm21

Ξ

Here Ξ 5 Ξd < Ξu is the set of all directions; Ω(Ξ) 5 4π sr. E0(z , l ) is useful2 because it is
proportional to the spectral radiant energy density (J m23 nm21) at depth z.
Now consider a detector designed4 so that its sensitivity is proportional to ucos θ u where
θ is the angle between the photon direction and the normal to the surface of the detector.
This is the ideal response of a ‘‘flat plate’’ collector of area DA , which when viewed at an
angle θ to its normal appears to have an area of DA ucos θ u. If such a detector is located at
depth z and is oriented facing upward , so as to detect photons traveling downward , then
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its output is proportional to the spectral downward plane irradiance Ed(z , l ) (usually called
spectral downwelling irradiance ). This instrument is summing the downwelling radiance
weighted by the cosine of the photon direction:




Ed(z , l ) 5

E L(z, θ , f , l) cos θ dΩ
u

u

W m22 nm21

Ξd

Turning this instrument upside down gives the spectral upward plane irradiance (spectral
upwelling irradiance ) Eu(z , l ):
E u(z , l ) 5

E L(z, θ , f , l) cos θ dΩ
u

u

W m22 nm21

Ξu

Ed and Eu are useful because they give the energy flux (power per unit area) across the
horizontal surface at depth z owing to downwelling and upwelling photons, respectively.
The spectral net irradiance at depth z , E (z , l ) , is the difference in the downwelling and
upwelling plane irradiances:
E (z , l ) 5 Ed(z , l ) 2 Eu(z , l )

Photosynthesis is a quantum phenomenon (i.e., it is the number of available photons
rather than the amount of radiant energy that is relevant to the chemical transformations).
This is because if a photon of, say, l 5 350 nm, is absorbed by chlorophyll it induces the
same chemical change as does a photon of l 5 700 nm, even though the 350-nm photon has
twice the energy of the 700-nm photon. Only a part of the photon energy goes into
photosynthesis; the excess is converted to heat or reradiated. Moreover, chlorophyll is
equally able to absorb and utilize a photon regardless of the photon’s direction of travel.
Therefore, in studies of phytoplankton biology the relevant measure of the light field is the
photosynthetically ay ailable radiation , PAR or EPAR, defined by

E

700 nm

PAR(z )

350 nm

l
E 0(z , l ) dl
hc

photons s21 m22

where h 5 6.6255 3 10234 J s is Planck’s constant and c 5 3.0 3 1017 nm s21 is the speed of
light. The factor l / hc converts the energy units of E0 (watts) to quantum units (photons
per second). Bio-optical literature often states PAR values in units of mol photons s21 m22
or einst s21 m22. Morel and Smith5 found that over a wide variety of water types from very
clear to turbid, with corresponding variations in the spectral nature of the irradiance, the
conversion factor for energy to quanta varied by only Ú10 percent about the value
2.5 3 1018 photons s21 W21 (4.2 meinst s21 W21).
For practical reasons related to instrument design, PAR is sometimes estimated using
the spectral downwelling plane irradiance and the visible wavelengths only:

E

700 nm

PAR(z ) <

400 nm

l
E d(z , l ) dl
hc

photons s21 m22

However, it is now recognized6,7 that the use of Ed rather than E0 can lead to errors of 20
to 100 percent in computations of PAR. Omission of the 350 – 400-nm band is less
troublesome since those wavelengths are rapidly absorbed near the water surface, except
in very clear waters.
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FIGURE 2 Geometry used to define inherent optical
properties.

43.4 INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Consider a small volume DV of water of thickness Dr as seen by a narrow collimated beam
of monochromatic light of spectral radiant power Fi(l ) W nm21 as schematically illustrated
in Fig. 2. Some part Fa(l ) of the incident power Fi(l ) is absorbed within the volume of
water. Some part Fs(c , l ) is scattered out of the beam at an angle c , and the remaining
power Ft(l ) is transmitted through the volume with no change in direction. Let Fs(l ) be
the total power that is scattered into all directions. Furthermore, assume that no inelastic
scattering occurs (i.e., assume that no photons undergo a change in wavelength during the
scattering process). Then by conservation of energy,
Fi(l ) 5 Fa(l ) 1 Fs(l ) 1 Ft(l )
The spectral absorptance A(l ) is the fraction of incident power that is absorbed within
the volume:
A(l ) ;

Fa(l )
Fi(l )

Likewise the spectral scatterance B (l ) is the fractional part of the incident power that is
scattered out of the beam,
B (l ) ;

Fs(l )
Fi(l )

T (l ) ;

Ft(l )
Fi(l )

and the spectral transmittance T (l ) is

Clearly, A(l ) 1 B (l ) 1 T (l ) 5 1 . A quantity easily confused with the absorptance A(l ) is
the absorbance D (l ) (also called optical density ) defined as8
D (l ) ; log10

Fi(l )
5 2log10 [1 2 A(l )]
Fs(l ) 1 Ft(l )

D (l ) is the quantity actually measured in a spectrophotometer.
The inherent optical properties usually employed in hydrologic optics are the spectral
absorption and scattering coefficients which are, respectively, the spectral absorptance and
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scatterance per unit distance in the medium. In the geometry of Fig. 2, the spectral
absorption coefficient a (l ) is defined as
a (l ) ; lim
Dr 50

A(l )
Dr

m21

B (l )
Dr

m21

and the spectral scattering coefficient b (l ) is
b (l ) ; lim
Dr 50

The spectral beam attenuation coefficient c (l ) is defined as
c (l ) ; a (l ) 1 b (l )
Hydrologic optics uses the term attenuation rather than extinction.
Now take into account the angular distribution of the scattered power, with B (c , l )
being the fraction of incident power scattered out of the beam through an angle c into a
solid angle DΩ centered on c as shown in Fig. 2. Then the angular scatterance per unit
distance and unit solid angle, b (c , l ) , is

b (c , l ) ; lim lim

Dr 50 DΩ50

B (c , l )
Fs(c , l )
5 lim lim
Dr DΩ Dr50 DΩ50 Fi(l ) Dr DΩ

m21 sr21

The spectral power scattered into the given solid angle DΩ is just the spectral radiant
intensity scattered into direction c times the solid angle: Fs(c , l ) 5 Is(c , l ) DΩ . Moreover,
if the incident power Fi(l ) falls on an area DA , then the corresponding incident irradiance
is Ei(l ) 5 Fi(l ) / DA . Noting that DV 5 Dr DA is the volume of water that is illuminated by
the incident beam gives
Is(c , l )
b (c , l ) 5 lim
DV 50 Ei(l ) DV
This form of b (c , l ) suggests the name spectral y olume scattering function and the physical
interpretation of scattered intensity per unit incident irradiance per unit volume of water;
b (c , l ) also can be interpreted as the differential scattering cross section per unit volume.
Integrating b (c , l ) over all directions (solid angles) gives the total scattered power per
unit incident irradiance and unit volume of water or, in other words, the spectral scattering
coefficient:

E b (c , l) dΩ 5 2π E b (c , l) sin c dc
π

b (l ) 5

Ξ

0

The last equation follows because scattering in natural waters is azimuthally symmetric
about the incident direction (for unpolarized sources and for randomly oriented scatterers). This integration is often divided into forward scattering, 0 # c # π / 2 , and
backward scattering, π / 2 # c # π , parts. The corresponding spectral forward and backward
scattering coefficients are, respectively,

E
b (l ) ; 2π E
b f(l ) ; 2π

π /2

b (c , l ) sin c dc

0

π

b

b (c , l ) sin c dc

π /2

The preceding discussion has assumed that no inelastic (transpectral) scattering
processes are present. However, transpectral scattering does occur in natural waters
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attributable to fluorescence by dissolved matter or chlorophyll and to Raman or Brillouin
scattering by the water molecules themselves (see Sec. 43.23). Power lost from wavelength
l by scattering into wavelength l 9 ? l appears in the above formalism as an increase in the
spectral absorption.9 In this case, a (l ) accounts for ‘‘true’’ absorption (e.g., conversion of
radiant energy into heat) as well as for the loss of power at wavelength l by inelastic
scattering to another wavelength. The gain in power at l 9 appears as a source term in the
radiative transfer formalism.
Two more inherent optical properties are commonly used in hydrologic optics. The
spectral single -scattering albedo v 0(l ) is
b (l )
v 0(l ) ;
c (l )
The single-scattering albedo is the probability that a photon will be scattered (rather than
absorbed) in any given interaction; hence, v 0(l ) is also known as the probability of photon
˜ (c , l ) , is defined by
sury iy al. The spectral y olume scattering phase function , b



˜ (c , l ) ; b (c , l )
b
b (l )

sr21

Writing the volume scattering function b (c , l ) as the product of the scattering coefficient
˜ (c , l ) partitions b (c , l ) into a factor giving the strength of
b (l ) and the phase function b
the scattering, b (l ) with units of m21, and a factor giving the angular distribution of the
˜ (c , l ) with units of sr21.
scattered photons, b


  
 

43.5 APPARENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES
The quantity

E L(z, θ , f , l) cos θ dΩ E (z, l)
;
E (z , l )
L
(
z
,
θ
,
f
,
l
)
d
Ω
E
u

m d(z , l ) ;

u

Ξd

d

0d

Ξu

is called the spectral downwelling ay erage cosine. The definition shows that m d(z , l ) is the
average value of the cosine of the polar angle of all the photons contributing to the
downwelling radiance at the given depth and wavelength. The spectral upwelling ay erage
cosine is defined analogously:
Eu(z , l )
m u(z , l ) ;
E0u(z , l )
The average cosines are useful one-parameter measures of the directional structures of the
downwelling and upwelling light fields. For example, if the downwelling light field
(radiance distribution) is collimated in direction (θ 0 , f 0) so that L(θ , f ) 5 L0 d (θ 2 θ 0)d (f
2 f 0) , where d is the Dirac d function, then m d 5 ucos θ 0u. If the downwelling radiance is
completely diffuse (isotropic), L(θ , f ) 5 L0 and m d 5 1–2 . Typical values of the average
cosines for waters illuminated by the sun and sky are m d < 3–4 and m u < 3–8 . Older literature
generally refers to distribution functions , Dd and Du, rather than to average cosines. The
distribution functions are just reciprocals of the average cosines:
Dd(z , l ) 5

1
m d(z , l )

and

Du(z , l ) 5

1
m u(z , l )
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The spectral irradiance reflectance (or irradiance ratio ) R (z , l ) is the ratio of spectral
upwelling to downwelling plane irradiances:



R (z , l ) ;

E u(z , l )
Ed(z , l )

R (z , l ) just beneath the sea surface is of great importance in remote sensing (see Sec.
43.22).
Under typical oceanic conditions for which the incident lighting is provided by the sun
and sky, the various radiances and irradiances all decrease approximately exponentially
with depth, at least when far enough below the surface (and far enough above the bottom,
in shallow water) to be free of boundary effects. For example, it is convenient to write the
depth dependence of Ed(z , l ) as

F E K (z9, l) dz9G ; E (0, l) exp [2K (l)z]
z

E d(z , l ) ; Ed(0, l ) exp 2

d

d

0

d

where K d(z , l ) is the spectral diffuse attenuation coefficient for spectral downwelling plane
irradiance and Kd(l ) is the average value of K d(z , l ) over the depth interval 0 to z . Solving
for K d(z , l ) gives
K d(z , l ) 5 2

d ln Ed(z , l )
1
dE d(z , l )
52
dz
Ed(z , l )
dz

m21

The distinction between beam and diffuse attenuation coefficients is important. The
beam attenuation coefficient c (l ) is defined in terms of the radiant power lost from a
single, narrow, collimated beam of photons. The downwelling diffuse attenuation
coefficient K d(z , l ) is defined in terms of the decrease with depth of the ambient
downwelling irradiance Ed(z , l ) , which comprises photons heading in all downward
directions (a diffuse or uncollimated light field). K d(z , l ) clearly depends on the directional
structure of the ambient light field and so is classified as an apparent optical property.
Other diffuse attenuation coefficients, e.g., K u, K od, K ou, K PAR, and K (θ , f ) , are defined in
an analogous manner, using the corresponding radiometric quantities.
In homogeneous waters, these ‘‘K functions’’ depend only weakly on depth and
therefore can serve as convenient, if imperfect, descriptors of the water body. Smith and
Baker10 have pointed out other reasons why K functions are useful:
1. The K ’s are defined as ratios and therefore do not require absolute radiometric
measurements.
2. The K ’s are strongly correlated with chlorophyll concentration (i.e., they provide a
connection between biology and optics).
3. About 90 percent of the diffusely reflected light from a water body comes from a layer
of water of depth 1 / K d(0 , l ) (i.e., K d has implications for remote sensing).
4. Radiative transfer theory provides several useful relations between the K ’s and other
quantities of interest, such as absorption and beam attenuation coefficients, the
irradiance reflectance, and the average cosines.
5. Instruments are available for routine measurement of the K ’s.



It must be remembered, however, that in spite of their utility K functions are apparent
optical properties—a change in the environment (e.g., solar angle or sea state) changes
their value, sometimes by a negligible amount but sometimes greatly. However, numerical
simulations by Gordon11 show how with a few additional but easily made measurements
measured values of K d(z , l ) and Kd(l ) can be ‘‘normalized’’ to remove the effects of solar
angle and sea state. The normalized K d and Kd are equal to the values that would be
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obtained if the sun were at the zenith and the sea surface were calm. If this normalization
is performed, the resulting K d(z , l ) and Kd(l ) can be regarded as inherent optical
properties for all practical purposes. It is strongly recommended that Gordon’s procedure
be routinely followed by experimentalists.

43.6 THE OPTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CONSTITUENTS OF
NATURAL WATERS
Dissolved Substances
Pure sea water consists of pure water plus various dissolved salts, which average about 35
parts per thousand (%) by weight. These salts increase scattering above that of pure water
by 30 percent (see Table 10 in Sec. 43.17). It is not well established what, if any, effect
these salts have on absorption, but it is likely that they increase absorption somewhat at
ultraviolet wavelengths.
Both fresh and saline waters contain varying concentrations of dissolved organic
compounds. These compounds are produced during the decay of plant matter and consist
mostly of various humic and fulvic acids.8 These compounds are generally brown in color
and in sufficient concentrations can color the water yellowish brown. For this reason the
compounds are generically referred to as yellow matter , Gelbstoff , or gily in. Yellow matter
absorbs very little in the red, but absorption increases rapidly with decreasing wavelength.
Since the main source of yellow matter is decayed terrestrial vegetation, concentrations are
generally greatest in lakes, rivers, and coastal waters influenced by river runoff. In such
waters yellow matter can be the dominant absorber at the blue end of the spectrum. In
mid-ocean waters absorption by yellow matter is usually small compared to absorption by
other constituents, but some yellow matter is likely to be present as the result of decaying
phytoplankton, especially at the end of a bloom.
Particulate Matter
Particulate matter in the oceans has two distinct origins: biological and physical. The
organic particles of optical importance are created as bacteria, phytoplankton, and
zooplankton grow and reproduce by photosynthesis or by eating their neighbors. Particles
of a given size are destroyed by breaking apart after death, by flocculation into larger
aggregate particles, or by settling out of the water column. Inorganic particles are created
primarily by weathering of terrestrial rocks and soils. These particles can enter the water as
wind-blown dust settles on the sea surface, as rivers carry eroded soil to the sea, or as
currents resuspend bottom sediments. Inorganic particles are removed from the water by
settling, aggregating, or dissolving. This particulate matter usually is the major determiner
of both the absorption and scattering properties of natural waters and is responsible for
most of the temporal and spatial variability in these optical properties.
Organic Particles . These occur in many forms.
Viruses. Natural marine waters contain virus particles12 in concentrations of 1012 to
1015 particles m23. These particles are generally much smaller (2 – 200 nm) than the
wavelength of visible light, and it is not known what, if any, direct effect viruses have on
the optical properties of sea water.
Colloids. Nonliving collodial particles in the size range 0.4 – 1.0 mm are found13 in
typical number concentrations of 1013 m23 and colloids of size #0.1 mm are found14 in
abundances of 1015 m23. Some of the absorption traditionally attributed to dissolved matter
may be due to colloids, some of which strongly resemble fulvic acids in electron
micrographs.14
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Bacteria. Living bacteria in the size range 0.2 – 1.0 mm occur in typical number
concentrations of 1011 – 1013 m23. It only recently has been recognized15–17 that bacteria can
be significant scatterers and absorbers of light, expecially at blue wavelengths and in clean
oceanic waters where the larger phytoplankton are relatively scarce.
Phytoplankton. These ubiquitous microscopic plants occur with incredible diversity of
species, size, shape, and concentration. They range in cell size from less than 1 mm to more
than 200 mm, and some species form even larger chains of individual cells. It has long been
recognized that phytoplankton are the particles primarily responsible for determining the
optical properties of most oceanic waters. Their chlorophyll and related pigments strongly
absorb light in the blue and red and thus when concentrations are high determine the
spectral absorption of sea water. These particles are generally much larger than the
wavelength of visible light and are efficient scatterers, especially via diffraction, thus
influencing the scattering properties of sea water.
Organic Detritus. Nonliving organic particles of various sizes are produced, for
example, when phytoplankton die and their cells break apart. They may also be formed
when zooplankton graze on phytoplankton and leave behind cell fragments and fecal
pellets. Even if these detrital particles contain pigments at the time of their production,
they can be rapidly photo-oxidized and lose the characteristic absorption spectrum of living
phytoplankton, leaving significant absorption only at blue wavelengths.
Large Particles. Particles larger than 100 mm include zooplankton (living animals with
sizes from tens of micrometers to two centimeters) and fragile amorphous aggregates18 of
smaller particles (‘‘marine snow,’’ with sizes from 0.5 mm to tens of centimeters). Such
particles occur in highly variable numbers from almost none to thousands per cubic meter.
Even at relatively large concentrations these large particles tend to be missed by optical
instruments that randomly sample only a few cubic centimeters of water or that
mechanically break apart the aggregates. However, these large particles can be efficient
diffuse scatterers of light and therefore may significantly affect the optical properties
(especially backscatter) of large volumes of water, e.g., as seen by remote sensing
instruments. Although such optical effects are recognized, they have not been quantified.
Inorganic Particles . These generally consist of finely ground quartz sand, clay minerals,
or metal oxides in the size range from much less than 1 mm to several tens of micrometers.
Insufficient attention has been paid to the optical effects of such particles in sea water,
although it is recognized that inorganic particles are sometimes optically more important
than organic particles. Such situations can occur both in turbid coastal waters carrying a
heavy sediment load and in very clear oceanic waters which are receiving wind-blown
dust.19
At certain stages of its life, the phytoplankton coccolithophore species Emiliania
huxleyi is a most remarkable source of crystalline particles. During blooms E. huxleyi
produces and sheds enormous numbers of small (2 – 4 mm) calcite plates; concentrations of
3 3 1011 plates m23 have been observed.20 Although they have a negligible effect on light
absorption, these calcite plates are extremely efficient light scatterers: irradiance reflectances of R 5 0.39 have been observed20 at blue wavelengths during blooms (compared
with R 5 0.02 to 0.05 in the blue for typical ocean waters, discussed in Sec. 43.22). Such
coccolithophore blooms give the ocean a milky white or turquoise appearance.

43.7 PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
In spite of the diverse mechanisms for particle production and removal, observation shows
that a single family of particle size distributions often suffices to describe oceanic
particulate matter in the optically important size range from 0.1 to 100 mm. Let N (x ) be
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the number of particles per unit volume with size greater than x in a sample of particles; x
usually represents equivalent spherical diameter computed from particle volume, but also
can represent particle volume or surface area. The Junge (also called hyperbolic )
cumulative size distribution21 is then
x 2m
N (x ) 5 k
x0

SD




where k sets the scale, x 0 is a reference size, and 2m is the slope of the distribution when
log N is plotted versus log x ; k , x0 , and m are positive constants.
Oceanic particle size distributions usually have m values between 2 and 5, with m 5 3 to
4 being typical; such spectra can be seen in McCave,22 fig. 7. It often occurs that oceanic
particle size spectra are best described by a segmented distribution in which a smaller
value of m is used for x less than a certain value and a larger value of m is used for x
greater than that value. Such segmented spectra can be seen in Bader,21 and in McCave,22
fig. 8.
The quantity most relevant to optics, e.g., in Mie scattering computations for
polydisperse systems, is not the cumulatiy e size distribution N (x ) , but rather the number
size distribution n (x ). The number distribution is defined such that n (x ) dx is the number
of particles in the size interval from x to x 1 dx. The number distribution is related to the
cumulative distribution by n (x ) 5 udN (x ) / dx u , so that for the Junge distribution
n (x ) 5 kmx02mx 2m21

Kx 2s

where K kmx02m and s m 1 1; s is commonly referred to as the slope of the
distribution. Figure 3 shows the number distribution of biological particles typical of open
ocean waters; note that a value of s 5 4 gives a reasonable fit to the plotted points.
It should be noted, however, that the Junge distribution sometimes fails to represent

FIGURE 3 Number size distribution typical of
biological particles in the open ocean. (Based on
17
Stramski and Kiefer , with permission.)
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oceanic conditions. For example, during the growth phase of a phytoplankton bloom the
rapid increase in population of a particular species may give abnormally large numbers of
particles in a particular size range. Such bloom conditions therefore give a ‘‘bump’’ in n (x )
that is not well modeled by the simple Junge distribution. Moreover, Lambert et al.23
found that a log-normal distribution sometimes better described the distributions of
inorganic particles found in water samples taken from near the bottom at deep ocean
locations. These particles were principally aluminosilicates in the 0.2 – 10.0-mm size range
but included quartz grains, metal oxides, and phytoplankton skeletal parts such as
coccolithophore plates. Based on the sampling location it was assumed that the inorganic
particles were resuspended sediments. Lambert et al. found that the size distributions of
the individual particle types (e.g., aluminosilicates or metal oxides) obeyed log-normal
distributions which ‘‘flattened out’’ below 1 mm. For particles larger than ,1 mm,
log-normal and Junge distributions gave nearly equivalent descriptions of the data.
Biological particles were not as well described by the log-normal distribution, especially for
sizes greater than 5 mm.

43.8 ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF WATER
In studies of electromagnetic wave propagation at the level of Maxwell’s equations it is
convenient to specify the bulk electromagnetic properties of the medium via the electrical
permittivity » , the magnetic permeability m , and the elecrical conductivity s . Since water
displays no significant magnetic properties, the permeability can be taken equal to the
free-space (in vacuo) value at all frequencies: m 5 m 0 5 4π 3 1027 N A22. Both » and s
depend on the frequency v of the propagating electromagnetic wave as well as on the
water temperature, pressure, and salinity. Low-frequency (v 5 0) values for the permittivity are of order » < 80» 0 , where » 0 5 8 .85 3 10212 A2 s2 N21 m22 is the free-space value.
This value decreases to » < 1.8» 0 at optical frequencies. Extensive tabulations of » / » 0 as a
function of temperature and pressure are given for pure water in Archer and Wang.24 The
low-frequency conductivity ranges from s < 4 3 1026 siemen m21 for pure water to
s < 4.4 siemen m21 for sea water.
The effects of » , m , and s on electromagnetic wave propagation are compactly
summarized in terms of the complex index of refraction, m 5 n 2 ik , where n is the real
index of refraction, k is the dimensionless electrodynamic absorption coefficient, and
i 5 4(21); n and k are collectively called the optical constants of water (a time dependence
convention of exp(1iv t ) is used in deriving wave equations from Maxwell’s equations).
The explicit dependence of m on » , m , and s is given by25
m2 5 m»c2 2 i

m sc 2
v

5 (n 2 ik )2 5 n 2 2 k 2 2 i2nk
where c 5 (» 0 m 0)21/2 is the speed of light in vacuo. These equations can be used to relate n
and k to the bulk electromagnetic properties. The optical constants are convenient because
they are directly related to the scattering and absorbing properties of water. The real index
of refraction n (l ) governs scattering both at interfaces (via the laws of reflection and
refraction) and within the medium (via thermal or other fluctuations of n (l ) at molecular
and larger scales). The spectral absorption coefficient a (l ) is related to k (l ) by25
a (l ) 5

4π k (l )
l
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FIGURE 4 The optical constants of pure water. The left axis gives
k 5 Im(m ) and the right axis gives n 5 Re(m ) where m is the complex index
26
of refraction. (Redrawn from Zoloratey and Demin , with permission.)

Here l refers to the in vacuo wavelength of light corresponding to a given frequency v of
electromagnetic wave.
Figure 4 shows the wavelength dependence of the optical constants n and k for pure
water. The extraordinary feature seen in this figure is the narrow ‘‘window’’ in k (l ) , where
k (l ) decreases by over nine orders of magnitude between the near ultraviolet and the
visible and then quickly rises again in the near infrared. This behavior in k (l ) gives a
corresponding window in the spectral absorption coefficient a (l ) as seen in Table 2.
Because of the opaqueness of water outside the near-UV to near-IR wavelengths,
hydrologic optics is concerned with only this small part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
These wavelengths overlap nicely with the wavelengths of the sun’s maximum energy
output and with a corresponding window in atmospheric absorption, much to the benefit of
life on earth.

43.9 INDEX OF REFRACTION
Seawater
Austin and Halikas27 exhaustively reviewed the literature on measurements of the real
index of refraction of sea water. Their report contains extensive tables and interpolation
algorithms for the index of refraction (relative to air), n (l , S , T , p ) , as a function of
wavelength (l 5 400 – 700 nm), salinity (S 5 0 – 43A) , temperature (T 5 0 – 308C), and
pressure ( p 5 105 – 108 Pa, or 1 to 1080 atm). Figure 5 illustrates the general dependence of
n on these four parameters: n decreases with increasing wavelength or temperature and
increases with increasing salinity or pressure. Table 3 gives the values of n for the extreme
values of each parameter. The extreme values of n , 1.329128 and 1.366885, show that n
varies by less than 3 percent over the entire parameter range relevant to hydrologic optics.
Table 4 gives selected values of n (l , T ) for fresh water (S 5 0) and for typical sea water
(S 5 35A) at atmospheric pressure ( p 5 105 Pa). The values in Table 4 can be multiplied
by 1.000293 (the index of refraction of dry air at STP and l 5 538 nm) if values relative to
vacuum are desired. Millard and Seaver28 have developed a 27-term formula that gives the
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TABLE 2 Absorption Coefficient a of Pure Water As a
Function of Wavelength l *

l

a
(m21)

0.01 nm
0.1
1
10
100
200
300
400
500
600 nm

1.3 3 101
6.5 3 102
9.4 3 104
3.5 3 106
5.0 3 107
3.07
0.141
0.0171
0.0257
0.244

l
700 nm
800
900 nm
1 mm
10
100 mm
0.001 m
0.01
0.1
1m

a
(m21)
0.650
2.07
7.0
3.3 3 101
7.0 3 104
6.5 3 104
1.3 3 104
3.6 3 103
5.0 3 101
2.5

* Data for 200 nm # l # 800 nm taken from Table 6. Data for
other wavelengths computed from Fig. 4.

index of refraction to part-per-million accuracy over most of the oceanographic parameter
range.

Particles
Suspended particulate matter in sea water often has a bimodal index of refraction
distribution. Living phytoplankton typically have ‘‘low’’ indices of refraction in the range
1.01 to 1.09 relative to the index of refraction of seawater. Detritus and inorganic particles
generally have ‘‘high’’ indices in the range of 1.15 to 1.20 relative to seawater.29 Typical
values are 1.05 for phytoplankton and 1.16 for inorganic particles.
Table 5 gives the relative index of refraction of terrigenous minerals commonly found in
river runoff and wind-blown dust. Only recently has it become possible to measure the
refractive indices of individual phytoplankton cells.30 Consequently, little is yet known

FIGURE 5 Real index of refraction of water for selected values of pressure, temperature, and salinity. (Adapted
27
from Austin and Halikas. )
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TABLE 3 Index of Refraction of Water n for the
Extreme Values of Pressure p , Temperature T , Salinity
S , and Wavelength l Encountered in Hydrologic
Optics*
p
(Pa)

T
(8C)

S
(A)

l
(nm)

n

1.01 3 105
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.08 3 108
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08

0
0
0
0
30
30
30
30
0
0
0
0
30
30
30
30

0
0
35
35
0
0
35
35
0
0
35
35
0
0
35
35

400
700
400
700
400
700
400
700
400
700
400
700
400
700
400
700

1.344186
1.331084
1.351415
1.337906
1.342081
1.329128
1.348752
1.335316
1.360076
1.346604
1.366885
1.352956
1.356281
1.342958
1.362842
1.348986
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* Reproduced from Austin and Halikas.

about the dependence of refractive index on phytoplankton species, or on the physiological
state of the plankton within a given species, although it appears that the dependence can
be significant.31

43.10 MEASUREMENT OF ABSORPTION
Determination of the spectral absorption coefficient a (l ) for natural waters is a difficult
task for several reasons. First, water absorbs only weakly at near-UV to blue wavelengths
so that very sensitive instruments are required. More importantly, scattering is never
negligible so that careful consideration must be made of the possible aliasing of the
absorption measurements by scattering effects. In pure water at wavelengths of l 5 370 to
450 nm, molecular scattering provides 20 to 25 percent (Table 10) of the total beam
attenuation, c (l ) 5 a (l ) 1 b (l ) . Scattering effects can dominate absorption at all visible
wavelengths in waters with high particulate loads. Additional complications arise in
determining the absorption of pure water because of the difficulty of preparing uncontaminated samples.
Many techniques have been employed in attempts to determine the spectral absorption
coefficient for pure water, a w(l ); these are reviewed in Smith and Baker.32 The most
commonly employed technique for routine determination of a (l ) for oceanic waters
consists of filtering a sample of water to retain the particulate matter on a filter pad. The
spectral absorption of the particulate matter, a p(l ) , is then determined in a spectrophotometer. The absorption of pure water, a w(l ) , must be added to a p(l ) to obtain the total
absorption of the oceanic water sample. Even though this technique for determining
absorption has been in use for many years, the methodology is still evolving33–35 because of
the many types of errors inherent in the a p(l ) measurements (e.g., inability of filters to
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TABLE 4 Index of Refraction of Fresh Water and of Sea Water at Atmospheric Pressure for
Selected Temperatures and Wavelengths*

Temp
(8C)
0
10
20
30
Temp
(8C)
0
10
20
30

Temp
(8C)
0
10
20
30
Temp
(8C)
0
10
20
30

Fresh Water (S 5 0)
Wavelength (nm)
——————————————————————————————————————— –
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
1.34419
1.34390
1.34317
1.34208

1.34243
1.34215
1.34142
1.34034

1.34092
1.34064
1.33992
1.33884

1.33960
1.33933
1.33860
1.33753

1.33741
1.33714
1.33643
1.33537

1.33844
1.33817
1.33745
1.33638

1.33649
1.33623
1.33551
1.33445

1.33567
1.33541
1.33469
1.33363

Wavelength (nm)
——————————————————————————————————————— –
560
580
600
620
640
660
680
700
1.33494
1.33466
1.33397
1.33292

1.33424
1.33399
1.33328
1.33223

1.33362
1.33336
1.33267
1.33162

1.33305
1.33279
1.33210
1.33106

1.33200
1.33174
1.33105
1.33001

1.33251
1.33225
1.33156
1.33052

1.33153
1.33127
1.33059
1.32955

1.33108
1.33084
1.33016
1.32913

Sea Water (S 5 35A)
Wavelength (nm)
——————————————————————————————————————— –
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
1.35141
1.35084
1.34994
1.34875

1.34961
1.34903
1.34814
1.34694

1.34804
1.34747
1.34657
1.34539

1.34667
1.34612
1.34519
1.34404

1.34442
1.34385
1.34295
1.34179

1.34548
1.34492
1.34401
1.34284

1.34347
1.34291
1.34200
1.34085

1.34263
1.34207
1.34116
1.34000

Wavelength (nm)
——————————————————————————————————————— –
560
580
600
620
640
660
680
700
1.34186
1.34129
1.34039
1.33925

1.34115
1.34061
1.33969
1.33855

1.34050
1.33997
1.33904
1.33790

1.33992
1.33938
1.33845
1.33731

1.33885
1.33830
1.33739
1.33624

1.33937
1.33882
1.33791
1.33676

27

* Data extracted from Austin and Halikas.

TABLE 5 Index of Refraction Relative to
Water, n , of Inorganic Particles Found in Sea
Water
Substance
Quartz
Kaolinite
Montmorillonite
Hydrated mica
Calcite

n
1.16
1.17
1.14
1.19
1.11 / 1.24

1.33836
1.33782
1.33690
1.33576

1.33791
1.33738
1.33644
1.33532
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retain all particulates, scattering effects within the sample cell, absorption by dissolved
matter retained on the filter pad, and decomposition of pigments during the filtration
process). Moreover, this methodology for determining total absorption assumes that
absorption by dissolved organic matter (yellow substances) is negligible, which is not
always the case. If the absorption by yellow matter, a y(l ) , is desired, then the absorption
of the filtrate is measured, and a y(l) is taken to be afiltrate(l ) 2 a w(l ) . Several novel
instruments under development36–38 show promise for circumventing the problems inherent
in the filter-pad technique as well as for making in situ measurements of total absorption
which at present is difficult.39

43.11 ABSORPTION BY PURE SEA WATER
Table 2 showed the absorption for pure water over the wavelength range from 0.01 nm (x
rays) to 1 m (radio waves). As is seen in the table, only the near-UV to near-IR
wavelengths are of interest in hydrologic optics. Smith and Baker32 made a careful but
indirect determination of the upper bound of the spectral absorption coefficient of pure sea
water, a w(l ) , in the wavelength range of oceanographic interest, 200 nm # l # 800 nm.
Their work assumed that for the clearest natural waters (1) absorption by salt or other
dissolved substances was negligible, (2) the only scattering was by water molecules and salt
ions, and (3) there was no inelastic scattering (i.e., no fluorescence or Raman scattering).
With these assumptions the inequality (derived from radiative transfer theory)
a w(l ) # K d(l ) 2 1–2 b sw
m (l )
sw
holds. Here b sw
m (l ) is the spectral scattering coefficient for pure sea water; b m (l ) was taken
as known (Table 10). Smith and Baker then used measured values of the diffuse
attenuation function K d(l ) from very clear waters (e.g., Crater Lake, Oregon, U.S.A., and
the Sargasso Sea) to estimate a w(l ). Table 6 gives their self-consistent values of a w(l ) ,
K d(l ) , and b sw
m (l ) .
The Smith and Baker absorption values are widely used. However, it must be
remembered that the values of a w(l ) in Table 6 are upper bounds; the true absorption of
pure water is likely to be somewhat lower, at least at violet and blue wavelengths.40 Smith
and Baker pointed out that there are uncertainties because K d, an apparent optical
property, is influenced by environmental conditions. They also commented that at
wavelengths below 300 nm, their values are ‘‘merely an educated guess.’’ They estimated
the accuracy of a w(l ) to be within 125 and 25 percent between 300 and 480 nm and 110
to 215 percent between 480 and 800 nm. Numerical simulations by Gordon11 indicate that
a more restrictive inequality,
K d(l )
a w(l ) #
2 0.62b sw
m (l )
D0(l )

could be used. Here D0(l ) is a measurable distribution function [D0(l ) . 1] that corrects
for the effects of sun angle and sea state on K d(l ) (discussed earlier). Use of the Gordon
inequality could reduce the Smith and Baker absorption values by up to 20 percent at blue
wavelengths. And finally, the Smith and Baker measurements were not made in optically
pure water but rather in the ‘‘clearest natural waters.’’ Even these waters contain a small
amount of dissolved and particulate matter which will contribute something to both
absorption and scattering.
There is evidence41 that absorption is weakly dependent on temperature, at least in the
red and near infrared (a / T , 0.0015 m21 8C21 at l 5 600 nm and a / T , 0 .01 m21 8C21
at l 5 750 nm) and perhaps also slightly dependent on salinity; these matters are under
investigation.
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TABLE 6 Spectral Absorption Coefficient of Pure Sea Water, aw, As Determined by
Smith and Baker (Values of the molecular scattering coefficient of pure sea water,
b sw
m , and of the diffuse attenuation coefficient K d used in their computation of a w are
also shown.*)

l
(nm)

aw
(m21)

b sw
m
(m21)

Kd
(m21)

l
(nm)

aw
(m21)

b sw
m
(m21)

Kd
(m21)

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490

3.07
1.99
1.31
0.927
0.720
0.559
0.457
0.373
0.288
0.215
0.141
0.105
0.0844
0.0678
0.0561
0.0463
0.0379
0.0300
0.0220
0.0191
0.0171
0.0162
0.0153
0.0144
0.0145
0.0145
0.0156
0.0156
0.0176
0.0196

0.151
0.119
0.0995
0.0820
0.0685
0.0575
0.0485
0.0415
0.0353
0.0305
0.0262
0.0229
0.0200
0.0175
0.0153
0.0134
0.0120
0.0106
0.0094
0.0084
0.0076
0.0068
0.0061
0.0055
0.0049
0.0045
0.0041
0.0037
0.0034
0.0031

3.14
2.05
1.36
0.968
0.754
0.588
0.481
0.394
0.306
0.230
0.154
0.116
0.0944
0.0765
0.0637
0.0530
0.0439
0.0353
0.0267
0.0233
0.0209
0.0196
0.0184
0.0172
0.0170
0.0168
0.0176
0.0175
0.0194
0.0212

500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800

0.0257
0.0357
0.0477
0.0507
0.0558
0.0638
0.0708
0.0799
0.108
0.157
0.244
0.289
0.309
0.319
0.329
0.349
0.400
0.430
0.450
0.500
0.650
0.839
1.169
1.799
2.38
2.47
2.55
2.51
2.36
2.16
2.07

0.0029
0.0026
0.0024
0.0022
0.0021
0.0019
0.0018
0.0017
0.0016
0.0015
0.0014
0.0013
0.0012
0.0011
0.0010
0.0010
0.0008
0.0008
0.0007
0.0007
0.0007
0.0007
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004

0.0271
0.0370
0.0489
0.0519
0.0568
0.0648
0.0717
0.0807
0.109
0.158
0.245
0.290
0.310
0.320
0.330
0.350
0.400
0.430
0.450
0.500
0.650
0.834
1.170
1.800
2.380
2.47
2.55
2.51
2.36
2.16
2.07

32

* Reproduced from Smith and Baker,

with permission.

43.12 ABSORPTION BY DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER
Absorption by yellow matter is reasonably well described by the model42
a y(l ) 5 a y(l 0) exp [20.014(l 2 l 0)]
over the range 350 nm # l # 700 nm. Here l 0 is a reference wavelength usually chosen to
be l 0 5 440 nm and a y(l 0) is the absorption due to yellow matter at the reference
wavelength. The value of a y(l ) of course depends on the concentration of yellow matter in
the water. The exponential decay constant depends on the relative proportion of specific
types of yellow matter; other studies have found exponents of 20.014 to 20.019 (Roesler
et al.,43 table 1). Both total concentration and proportions are highly variable. Table 7
gives measured values of a y(440) for selected waters. Because of the variability in yellow
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TABLE 7 Measured Absorption Coefficient at l
5 440 nm Due to Yellow Matter, ay(440 nm), for
Selected Waters*
Water body

a y(440 nm)
(m21)

Oceanic waters
Sargasso Sea
off Bermuda
Gulf of Guinea
oligotrophic Indian Ocean
mesotrophic Indian Ocean
eutrophic Indian Ocean

<0
0.01
0.024 – 0.113
0.02
0.03
0.09

Coastal and estuarine waters
North Sea
Baltic Sea
Rhone River mouth, France
Clyde River estuary, Australia

0.07
0.24
0.086 – 0.572
0.64

Lakes and rivers
Crystal Lake, Wisconsin, U.S.A.
Lake George, Australia
Lake George, Uganda
Carrao River, Venezuela
Lough Napeast, Ireland

0.16
0.69 – 3.04
3.7
12.44
19.1

8

* Condensed from Kirk, with permission.

matter concentrations, the values found in Table 7 have little general validity even for the
particular water bodies sampled, but they do serve to show representative values and the
range of influence of yellow matter in determining the total absorption. Although
the above model allows the determination of spectral absorption by yellow matter
if the absorption is known at one wavelength, no model yet exists that allows for the direct
determination of a y(l ) from given concentrations of yellow matter constituents.

43.13 ABSORPTION BY PHYTOPLANKTON
Phytoplankton cells are strong absorbers of visible light and therefore play a major role in
determining the absorption properties of natural waters. Absorption by phytoplankton
occurs in various photosynthetic pigments of which the chlorophylls are best known to
nonspecialists. Absorption by chlorophyll itself is characterized by strong absorption bands
in the blue and in the red (peaking at l < 430 and 665 nm, respectively, for chlorophyll a ) ,
with very little absorption in the green. Chlorophyll occurs in all plants, and its
concentration in milligrams of chlorophyll per cubic meter of water is commonly used as
the relevant optical measure of phytoplankton abundance. (The term ‘‘chlorophyll
concentration’’ usually refers to the sum of chlorophyll a , the main pigment in
phytoplankton cells, and the related pigment pheophytin a.) Chlorophyll concentrations
for various waters range from 0.01 mg m23 in the clearest open ocean waters to 10 mg m23
in productive coastal upwelling regions to 100 mg m23 in eutrophic estuaries or lakes. The
globally averaged, near-surface, open-ocean value is in the neighborhood of 0.5 mg m23.
The absorbing pigments are not evenly distributed within phytoplankton cells but are
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FIGURE 6 Chlorophyll-specific spectral absorption
coefficients for eight species of phytoplankton. (Redrawn
44
from Sathyendranath et al. , with permission.)

localized into small ‘‘packages’’ (chloroplasts) which are distributed nonrandomly throughout the cell. This localized distribution of pigments means8 that the spectral absorption by
a phytoplankton cell or by a collection of cells in water is ‘‘flatter’’ (has less-pronounced
peaks and reduced overall absorption) than if the pigments were uniformly distributed
throughout the cell or throughout the water. This so-called ‘‘pigment packaging effect’’ is a
major source of both inter- and intraspecies variability in spectral absorption by
phytoplankton. This is because the details of the pigment packaging within cells depend
not only on species but also on a cell’s size and physiological state (which in turn depends
on environmental factors such as ambient lighting and nutrient availability). Another
source of variability in addition to chlorophyll a concentration and packaging is changes in
pigment composition (the relative proportions of accessory pigments, namely chlorophylls
b and c , pheopigments, biliproteins, and carotenoids) since each pigment displays a
characteristic absorption curve.
A qualitative feel for the nature of phytoplankton absorption can be obtained from Fig.
6 which is based on absorption measurements from eight different single-species laboratory
phytoplankton cultures.44 Measured spectral absorption coefficients for the eight cultures,
a i(l ) , i 5 1 to 8, were first reduced by subtracting a i(737) to remove the effects of
absorption by detritus and cell constituents other than pigments: the assumption is that
pigments do not absorb at l 5 737 nm and that the residual absorption is wavelength
independent (which is a crude approximation). The resulting curves were then normalized
by the chlorophyll concentrations of the respective cultures to generate the chlorophyll specific spectral absorption curves for phytoplankton, a*(
i l ):
a*(
i l) 5

a i(l ) 2 a i(737)
Ci

m21
5 m2 mg21
mg m23

which are plotted in Fig. 6.
Several general features of phytoplankton absorption are seen in Fig. 6:
1. There are distinct absorption peaks at l < 440 and 675 nm.
2. The blue peak is one to three times as high as the red one (for a given species) due to
the contribution of accessory pigments to absorption in the blue.
3. There is relatively little absorption between 550 and 650 nm, with the absorption
minimum near 600 nm being 10 to 30 percent of the value at 440 nm.
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FIGURE 7 Average chlorophyll-specific spectral absorption
coefficient for 14 species of phytoplankton. (Redrawn from
45
Morel , with permission.)

Similar analysis by Morel45 yielded the average specific absorption curve shown in Fig. 7.
Morel’s curve is an average of spectra from 14 cultured phytoplankton species. The Morel
curve is qualitatively the same as the curves of Fig. 6 and is as good a candidate as any for
being called a ‘‘typical’’ phytoplankton specific absorption curve. The a *(l ) values of Fig.
7 are tabulated in Table 8 for reference.

43.14 ABSORPTION BY ORGANIC DETRITUS
Only recently has it become possible to determine the relative contributions of living
phytoplankton and nonliving detritus to the total absorption by particulates. Iturriaga and
Siegel46 used microspectrophotometric techniques capable of measuring the spectral
absorption of individual particles as small as 3 mm diameter to examine the absorption
properties of particulates from Sargasso sea waters. Roesler et al.43 employed a standard
filter-pad technique with measurements made before and after pigments were chemically
extracted to distinguish between absorption by pigmented and nonpigmented particles
from fjord waters in the San Juan Islands, Washington, U.S.A. Each of these dissimilar
techniques applied to particles from greatly different waters found very similar absorption
spectra for nonpigmented organic particles derived from phytoplankton.
Figure 8 shows the microspectrophotometrically determined contributions of absorption
by phytoplankton, a ph(l ) , and of absorption by detritus, a det(l ) , to the independently
measured (by the filter-pad technique) total particulate absorption, a p(l ) , for two depths
at the same Atlantic location. The small residual, Da p(l ) 5 a p(l ) 2 a ph(l ) 2 a det(l ) shown
in the figure is attributed either to errors in the determination of the phytoplankton and
detrital parts (particles smaller than ,3 mm were not analyzed) or to contamination by
dissolved organic matter of the filter-pad measurements of total particulate absorption.
Note that at the shallow depth the phytoplankton are relatively more important at blue
wavelengths whereas the detritus is slightly more important at the deeper depth. There is
no generality in this result (other locations showed the reverse)—it merely illustrates the
variability possible in water samples taken only 60 vertical meters apart.
The important feature to note in Fig. 8 is the general shape of the spectral absorption
curve for detritus. Roesler et al. found essentially identical curves in their determination of
a det(l ). These curves are reminiscent of the absorption curves for yellow matter and,
indeed, Roesler et al. found that the model
a det(l ) 5 a det(400) exp [20.011(l 2 400)]
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TABLE 8 Average Chlorophyll-Specific Spectral Absorption
Coefficient a * for 14 Species of Phytoplankton As Plotted in Fig. 7
(The standard deviation is ,30% of the mean except in the vicinity
of 400 nm, where it is ,50%.*)

l
(nm)

a*
(m2 mg21

l
(nm)

a*
(m2 mg21)

l
(nm)

a*
(m2 mg21)

400
405
410
415
420
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
465
470
475
480
485
490
495

0.0394
0.0395
0.0403
0.0417
0.0429
0.0439
0.0448
0.0452
0.0448
0.0436
0.0419
0.0405
0.0392
0.0379
0.0363
0.0347
0.0333
0.0322
0.0312
0.0297

500
505
510
515
520
525
530
535
540
545
550
555
560
565
570
575
580
585
590
595

0.0274
0.0246
0.0216
0.0190
0.0168
0.0151
0.0137
0.0125
0.0115
0.0106
0.0098
0.0090
0.0084
0.0078
0.0073
0.0068
0.0064
0.0061
0.0058
0.0055

600
605
610
615
620
625
630
635
640
645
650
655
660
665
670
675
680
685
690
695
700

0.0053
0.0053
0.0054
0.0057
0.0059
0.0061
0.0063
0.0064
0.0064
0.0066
0.0071
0.0084
0.0106
0.0136
0.0161
0.0170
0.0154
0.0118
0.0077
0.0046
0.0027

45

* Data courtesy of A. Morel .

provides a satisfactory fit to detrital absorption curves. Other studies have found
coefficients of 20.006 to 20.014 (Roesler et al.,43 table 1) instead of 20.011.

43.15 BIO -OPTICAL MODELS FOR ABSORPTION
Depending on the concentrations of dissolved substances, phytoplankton, and detritus, the
total spectral absorption coefficient of a given water sample can range from almost
identical to that of pure water to one which shows orders-of-magnitude greater absorption
than pure water, especially at blue wavelengths. Figure 9 shows some a (l ) profiles from
various natural waters. Figure 9a shows absorption profiles measured in phytoplanktondominated waters where chlorophyll concentrations ranged from C 5 0.2 to 18.4 mg m23.
In essence, the absorption is high in the blue because of absorption by phytoplankton
pigments and high in the red because of absorption by the water. Figure 9b shows the
absorption at three locations where C < 2 mg m23 but where the scattering coefficient b
varied from 1.55 to 3.6 m21 indicating that nonpigmented particles were playing an
important role in determining the shape of a (l ). Figure 9c shows curves from waters rich
in yellow matter, which is causing the high absorption in the blue. One of the goals of
bio-optics is to develop predictive models for absorption curves such as those seen in
Fig. 9.
Case 1 waters are waters in which the concentration of phytoplankton is high compared
to nonbiogenic particles.47 Absorption by chlorophyll and related pigments therefore plays
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FIGURE 8 Examples of the relative contributions
of absorption by phytoplankton a ph(l ) , and by
organic detritus a det(l ) , to the total particulate
absorption a p(l ) , from Sargasso Sea waters.
46
(Redrawn from Iturriaga and Siegel ,
with
permission.)

FIGURE 9 Examples of spectral absorption coefficients a (l) for various
waters. Panel (a ) shows a (l) for waters dominated by phytoplankton, panel (b )
is for waters with a high concentration of nonpigmented particles, and panel (c )
48
is for waters rich in yellow matter. (Based on Prieur and Sathyendranath , with
permission.)
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a major role in determining the total absorption coefficient in such waters, although
detritus and dissolved organic matter derived from the phytoplankton also contribute to
absorption in case 1 waters. Case 1 water can range from very clear (oligotrophic) water to
very turbid (eutrophic) water, depending on the phytoplankton concentration. Case 2
waters are ‘‘everything else,’’ namely, waters where inorganic particles or dissolved organic
matter from land drainage dominate so that absorption by pigments is relatively less
important in determining the total absorption. (The case 1 and 2 classifications must not be
confused with the Jerlov water types 1 and 2, discussed later.) Roughly 98 percent of the
world’s open ocean and coastal waters fall into the case 1 category, and therefore almost
all bio-optical research has been directed toward these phytoplankton-dominated waters.
However, near-shore and estuarine case 2 waters are disproportionately important to
human interests such as recreation, fisheries, and military operations.
Prieur and Sathyendranath48 developed a pioneering bio-optical model for the spectral
absorption coefficient of case 1 waters. Their model was statistically derived from 90 sets of
spectral absorption data taken in various case 1 waters and included absorption by
phytoplankton pigments, by nonpigmented organic particles derived from deceased
phytoplankton, and by yellow matter derived from decayed phytoplankton. The contribution of phytoplankton to the total absorption was parametrized in terms of the chlorophyll
concentration C (i.e., chlorophyll a plus pheophytin a ). The contributions of nonpigmented
particles and of yellow matter were parametrized in terms of both the chlorophyll
concentration and the total scattering coefficient at l 5 550 nm, b (550). The essence of the
Prieur-Sathyendranath model is contained in a more recent and simpler variant given by
Morel6:
a (l ) 5 [a w(l ) 1 0.06a*c 9(l )C 0.65][1 1 0.2 exp (20.014(l 2 440))]
(1)
Here a w(l ) is the absorption coefficient of pure water and a*c 9(l ) is a nondimensional,
statistically derived chlorophyll-specific absorption coefficient; a w(l ) and a*c 9(l ) values are
given in Table 9 [these a w(l ) values are slightly different than those of Table 6]. When C is
expressed in mg m23 and l is in nm, the resulting a (l ) is in m21.
Another simple bio-optical model for absorption has been developed independently by
Kopelevich.49 It has the form50
a (l ) 5 a w(l ) 1 C [a 0c(l ) 1 0 .1 exp [20.015(l 2 400)]
TABLE 9 Absorption by Pure Sea Water, aw, and the Nondimensional
Chlorophyll-Specific Absorption Coefficient a*c 9 Used in The PrieurSathyendranath-Morel Model for the Spectral Absorption Coefficient a (l )*

l
(nm)

aw
(m21)

a*c 9

l
(nm)

aw
(m21)

a*c 9

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490

0.018
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.016
0.016
0.018
0.020

0.687
0.828
0.913
0.973
1.000
0.944
0.917
0.870
0.798
0.750

500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590

0.026
0.036
0.048
0.051
0.056
0.064
0.071
0.080
0.108
0.157

0.668
0.618
0.528
0.474
0.416
0.357
0.294
0.276
0.291
0.282

l
(nm)

aw
(m21)

a*c 9

600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700

0.245
0.290
0.310
0.320
0.330
0.350
0.410
0.430
0.450
0.500
0.650

0.236
0.252
0.276
0.317
0.334
0.356
0.441
0.595
0.502
0.329
0.215

48

* Condensed with permission from Prieur and Sathyendranath,
5 mm.

who give values every
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where a 0c(l ) is the chlorophyll-specific absorption coefficient for phytoplankton (m2 mg21),
and a w(l ) and C are defined as for Eq. (1). The Kopelevich model as presently used49
takes a w(l ) from Smith and Baker32 (Table 6) and takes a 0c(l ) from Yentsch.51
Although these and similar bio-optical models for absorption are frequently used,
caution is advised in their application. Both models assume that the absorption by yellow
matter covaries with that due to phytoplankton; i.e., each implies that a fixed percentage of
the total absorption at a given wavelength always comes from yellow matter. The general
validity of this assumption is doubtful even for open ocean waters: Bricaud et al.42 show
data (fig. 5) for which a (375) , used as an index for yellow matter concentration, is
uncorrelated with chlorophyll concentration even in oceanic regions uninfluenced by
freshwater runoff. Gordon52 has developed a model that avoids assuming any relation
between yellow matter and phytoplankton. However, his model becomes singular as
C 5 0.01 mg m23 and cannot be expected to work well for C much less than 0.1 mg m23.
The Kopelevich model has the chlorophyll contribution proportional to C , whereas the
Morel model has C 0.65 . The exponent of 0.65 is probably closer to reality, since it reflects a
change in the relative contributions to absorption by phytoplankton and by detritus as the
chlorophyll concentration changes (absorption by detritus is relatively more important at
low chlorophyll concentrations52). Moreover, the chlorophyll-specific absorption curve of
Yentsch51 used in the Kopelevich model is based on laboratory cultures of phytoplankton,
whereas the later work by Prieur and Sathyendranath used in situ observations to derive
the a*c 9(l ) values of Table 9—an additional point in favor of Eq. (1). Either of these
bio-optical models is useful but clearly imperfect. They may (or may not) give correct
ay erage values, but they give no information about the y ariability of a (l ). It can be
anticipated that the simple models now available will be replaced, perhaps by models
designed for specific regions and seasons, as better understanding of the variability
inherent in spectral absorption is achieved.

43.16 MEASUREMENT OF SCATTERING
Scattering in natural waters is caused both by small scale (Ôl ) density fluctuations
attributable to random molecular motions and by the ubiquitous large (.l ) organic and
inorganic particles. Scattering by water molecules (and salt ions, in seawater) determines
the minimum values for the scattering properties. However, as is the case for absorption,
the scattering properties of natural waters are greatly modified by the particulate matter
that is always present.
Scattering measurements are even more difficult than absorption measurements. The
conceptual design of an instrument for measuring the volume scattering function b (c , l ) is
no more complicated than Fig. 2 and the defining equation b (c , l ) 5 Is(c , l ) / [Ei(l ) DV ]: a
collimated beam of known irradiance Ei illuminates a given volume of water DV and the
scattered intensity Is is measured as a function of scattering angle and wavelength.
However, the engineering of instruments capable of the in situ determination of b (c , l ) is
quite difficult. The magnitude of the scattered intensity typically increases by five or six
orders of magnitude in going from c 5 908 to c 5 0.18 for a given natural water sample,
and scattering at a given angle c can vary by two orders of magnitude among water
samples. The required dynamic range of an instrument is therefore great. Corrections must
be made for absorption within the sample volume and also along the incident and scattered
beam paths for in situ instruments. The rapid change in b (c , l ) at small scattering angles
requires very precise alignment of the optical elements, but rolling ships seem designed to
knock things out of alignment. Because of these design difficulties only a few one-of-a-kind
instruments have been built for in situ measurement of the volume scattering function, and
measurements of b (c , l ) are not routinely made. Petzold53 gives the details of two such
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instruments, one for small scattering angles (c 0.085 , 0.17 , and 0.34 ) and one for larger
angles (10 c 170 ); these are the instruments used to obtain the data presented in Sec.
43.18. Other instruments are referenced in Kirk8 and in Jerlov.29
Commercial instruments are available for laboratory measurement of b (c , ) at fixed
scattering angles (e.g., c every 5 from ,20 to ,160 ). These instruments are subject to
their own problems, such as degradation of samples between the times of collection and
measurement. Moreover, measurements of b (c , ) over a limited range of c are not
sufficient for determination of b ( ) by integration. In practice, the scattering coefficient
b ( ) is usually determined by the conservation of energy relation b ( ) c ( ) a ( ) after
measurements of beam attenuation and absorption have been made.
Both in situ and laboratory instruments sample (,cm3) volumes of water and therefore
may fail to detect the presence of optically significant large aggregates (marine snow) if
such particles are too few in number to be reliably captured in the sample volume.
However, such particles can affect the scattering properties of large volumes of water (e.g.,
as seen in remote sensing or underwater visibility studies).
Measurements at near forward (c , 1 ) and near backward (c 179 ) angles are
exceptionally difficult to make, yet the behavior of b (c , ) at these extreme angles is of
considerable interest. Accurate determination of b at small angles is crucial to the
determination of b by integration since typically one-half of all scattering takes place at
angles of less than a few degrees. Scattering at small angles is important in underwater
imaging and it is of theoretical interest for its connections to scattering theory, particle
optical properties, and particle size distributions. The behavior of b very near c 180 is
important in laser remote-sensing applications.
Spinrad et al.54 and Padmabandu and Fry55 have reported measurements at very small
angles on suspensions of polystyrene spheres but no such measurements have been
published for natural water samples. The Padmabandu and Fry technique is notable in that
it allows the measurement of b at c 0 exactly by use of the coupling of two coherent
beams in a photorefractive crystal to measure the phase shift that corresponds to 0
scattering. Measurement of b (0 , ) is of theoretical interest because of its relation to
attenuation via the optical theorem. Enhanced backscatter has been reported56 in
suspensions of latex spheres; a factor-of-two increase in scattered intensity between
c 179.5 and 180.0 is typical. Whether or not such backscattering enhancement ever
occurs in natural waters is a subject of heated debate.

43.17 SCATTERING BY PURE WATER AND BY PURE SEA WATER

Morel57 has reviewed in detail the theory and observations pertaining to scattering by pure
water and by pure sea water. In pure water random molecular motions give rise to rapid
fluctuations in the number of molecules in a given volume V , where V is small
compared to the wavelength of light but large compared to atomic scales (so that the liquid
within the volume is adequately described by statistical thermodynamics). The EinsteinSmoluchowski theory of scattering relates these fluctuations in molecular number density
to associated fluctuations in the index of refraction, which give rise to scattering. In sea
water the basic theory is the same but random fluctuations in the concentrations of the
various ions (Cl , Na , etc.) give somewhat greater index of refraction fluctuations, and
hence greater scattering. The net result of these considerations is that the volume
scattering function for either pure water or for pure sea water has the form

S D

4 .32

b w(c , )

b w(90 ,

0

)

0

(1

0.835 cos2 c )

m

1

sr

1

(2)

which is reminiscent of the form for Rayleigh scattering. The wavelength dependence of
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TABLE 10 The Volume Scattering Function at c 90 , b w(90 , ) , and the
Scattering Coefficient bw( ) for Pure Water and for Pure Sea Water (S 35 –
39A)*

(nm)
350
375
400
425
450
475
500
525
550
575
600

Pure water
Pure sea water
——————————————— – ——————————————— –
bw†
bw†
b w(90 )
b (90 )
(10 4 m 1 sr 1)
(10 4 m 1)
(10 4 m 1)
(10 4 m 1 sr 1)
134.5
99.8
75.5
58.1
45.4
35.9
28.8
23.3
19.3
16.2
14.1

8.41
6.24
4.72
3.63
2.84
2.25
1.80
1.46
1.21
1.01
0.88

103.5
76.8
58.1
44.7
34.9
27.6
22.2
17.9
14.9
12.5
10.9

6.47
4.80
3.63
2.80
2.18
1.73
1.38
1.12
0.93
0.78
0.68

57

* Reproduced from Morel, with permission.
† Computed from b ( ) 16.0b (90 , ).
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rather than 4 (for Rayleigh scattering) results from the wavelength dependence of
the index of refraction. The 0.835 factor is attributable to the anisotropy of the water
molecules. The corresponding phase function is
˜ w(c )
b

0 .835 cos2 c )

0.06225(1

1

sr

and the total scattering coefficient b w( ) is given by

S D

4.32

b w( )

16.06

0

b w(90 ,

0

)

m

1

(3)

Table 10 gives values of b w(90 , ) and b w( ) for selected wavelengths for both pure
water and pure sea water (S 35 – 39A). Note that the pure sea water values are about 30
percent greater than the pure water values at all wavelengths. Table 11 shows the
dependence of b w(546) on pressure, temperature, and salinity. Note that molecular

TABLE 11 Computed Scattering Coefficient b of Pure Water (S 0) and of Pure
546 nm As a Function of Temperature T and Pressure
Sea Water (S 35A) at
p (Numbers in the body of the table have units of m 1.*)
T
( C)
0
10
20
40

p 105 Pa (1 atm)
p 107 Pa (100 atm)
p 108 Pa (1000 atm)
—————————— – —————————— – —————————— –
S 0
S 35A
S 0
S 35A
S 0
S 35A
0.00145
0.00148
0.00149
0.00150

0.00195
0.00203
0.00207
0.00213

0.00140
0.00143
0.00147
0.00149

0.00192
0.00200
0.00204
0.00212
58

* Data extracted from the more extensive table of Shifrin,

0.00110
0.00119
0.00125
0.00136

with permission.

0.00167
0.00176
0.00183
0.00197
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scattering decreases as decreasing temperature or increasing pressure reduce the smallscale fluctuations.

43.18 SCATTERING BY PARTICLES

Heroic efforts are required to obtain water of sufficient purity that a Rayleigh-like volume
scattering function is observed. As soon as there is a slight amount of particulate matter in
the water—always the case for even the clearest natural water—the volume scattering
function becomes highly peaked in the forward direction, and the scattering coefficient
increases by at least a factor of ten.
Even for the most numerous oceanic particles (e.g., colloids at a concentration of
1015 m 3) the average distance between particles is greater than ten wavelengths of visible
light. For the optically most significant phytoplankton the average separation is thousands
of wavelengths. Moreover, these particles usually are randomly distributed and oriented.
Ocean water therefore can be treated as a very dilute suspension of random scatterers and
consequently the intensity of light scattered by an ensemble of particles is given by the sum
of the intensities due to the individual particles. Coherent scattering effects are negligible
except perhaps at extremely small scattering angles.58 An overview of scattering by
particles is given in Chap. 6 by Bohren in this Handbook.
The conrtibution of the particulate matter to the total volume scattering function
( , ) is obtained from
( , ); ( , )

p

( , )

w

Here the subscript p refers to particles, and w refers to pure water (if is measured in
fresh water) or pure sea water (for oceanic measurements). Figure 10 shows several
particle volume scattering functions determined from in situ measurements of ( , ) in a
variety of waters ranging from very clear to very turbid. The particles cause at least a
four-order-of-magnitude increase in scattering between < 908 and < 18. The contribution of molecular scattering to the total is therefore completely negligible except at
backscattered directions ( $ 908) in the clearest natural waters. The top curve in Fig. 10 is
shown for small scattering angles in Fig. 11. The scattering function shows no indication of
‘‘flattening out’’ even at angles as small as 0.58. Note that the scattering function increases
by a factor of 100 over only a one-degree range of scattering angle.
Highly peaked forward scattering such as that seen in Figs. 10 and 11 is characteristic of
diffraction-dominated scattering in a polydisperse system. Scattering by refraction and
reflection from particle surfaces becomes important at large scattering angles ( * 158).
Mie scattering calculations are well able to reproduce observed volume scattering functions
given the proper optical properties and size distributions. Early efforts along these lines are
seen in Kullenberg59 and in Brown and Gordon.60 Brown and Gordon were unable to
reproduce observed backscattering values using measured particle size distributions.
However, their instruments were unable to detect submicrometer particles. They found
that the Mie theory properly predicted backscattering if they assumed the presence of
numerous, submicrometer, low-index-of-refraction particles. It is reasonable to speculate
that bacteria and the recently discovered colloidal particles are the particles whose
existence was inferred by Brown and Gordon. Recent Mie scattering calculations61 have
used three-layered spheres to model the structure of phytoplankton (cell wall, chloroplasts,
and cytoplasm core) and have used polydisperse mixtures of both organic and inorganic
particles.
The most carefully made and widely cited scattering measurements are found in
Petzold.53 Figure 12 shows three of his ( , ) curves displayed on a log-log plot to
emphasize the forward scattering angles. The instruments had a spectral response
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FIGURE 10 Particulate volume scattering functions
b p(c , )
determined
from
in
situ
measurements in various waters; wavelengths vary.
59
(Redrawn from Kullenberg , with permission.)

FIGURE 11 Detail of the forward scattering
values of the ‘‘lake’’ volume scattering function seen
in the top curve of Fig. 10. (Redrawn from
2
Preisendorfer. )

centered at
514 nm with an FWHM of 75 nm. The top curve was obtained in the very
turbid water of San Diego Harbor, California; the center curve comes from near-shore
coastal water in San Pedro Channel, California; and the bottom curve is from very clear
water in the Tongue of the Ocean, Bahama Islands. The striking feature of these volume
scattering functions (and those of Fig. 10) from very different waters is the similarity of
their shapes. Although the scattering coefficients b of the curves in Fig. 12 vary by a factor
of 50 (Table 13), the uniform shapes suggest that it is reasonable to define a ‘‘typical’’
˜ p(c , ) . This has been done62 with three sets of Petzold’s data
particle phase function b
from waters with a high particulate load (one set being the top curve of Fig. 12), as follows:
(1) subtract b w(c , ) from each curve to get three particle volume scattering functions
˜ ip(c , )
b ip(c , ) , i 1, 2, 3; (2) compute three particle phase functions via b
b ip(c , ) / b i( ); (3) average the three particle phase functions to define the typical
˜ p(c , ) . Table 12 displays the three Petzold volume scattering
particle phase function b
functions plotted in Fig. 12, the volume scattering function for pure sea water, and the
average particle phase function computed as just described. This particle phase function
˜ p(c , ) sin c dc 1 if a behavior of b
˜ p c m is assumed
satisfies the normalization 2π eπ0 b
˜ p at the
for c , 0.1 (m is a positive constant between zero and two, determined from b
smallest measured angles), and a trapezoidal rule integration is used for c > 0.1 , with
linear interpolation used between the tabulated values. This average particle phase
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FIGURE 12 Measured volume scattering functions from three different natural waters and the
computed volume scattering function for pure sea water, all at l 5 514 nm. (Redrawn from
53
Petzold. )

function is adequate for many radiative transfer calculations. However, the user must
remember that significant deviations from the average can be expected in nature (e.g., in
waters with abnormally high numbers of either large or small particles), although the
details of such deviations have not been quantified.
Table 13 compares several inherent optical properties for pure sea water and for the
three Petzold water samples of Fig. 12 and Table 12. These data show how greatly different
even clear ocean water is from pure sea water. Note that natural water ranges from
absorption-dominated (v 0 5 0.247) to scattering-dominated (v 0 5 0.833) at l 5 514 nm.
The ratio of backscattering to total scattering is typically a few percent in natural water.
However, there is no clear relation between b b / b and the water type, at least for the
Petzold data of Table 13. This lack of an obvious relation is likely the result of differing
particle types in the three waters. Since refraction and reflection are important processes at
large scattering angles, the particle indices of refraction are important in determining b b.
Total scattering is dominated by diffraction and so particle composition has little effect on
b values. The last row of Table 13 gives the angle c such that one-half of the total
scattering occurs at angles between 0 and c . This angle is rarely greater than 108 in natural
waters.

43.19 WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF SCATTERING :
BIO -OPTICAL MODELS
The strong l 24.32 wavelength dependence of pure-water scattering is not seen in natural
waters. This is because scattering is dominated by diffraction from polydisperse particles
that are usually much larger than the wavelength of visible light. Although diffraction
depends on the particle size-to-wavelength ratio, the presence of particles of many sizes
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TABLE 12 Volume Scattering Functions b (c , ) for Three Oceanic Waters and for Pure
˜ p(c , ) , All at
514 nm
Sea Water and a Typical Particle Phase Function b
Scattering
angle
(deg)
0.100
0.126
0.158
0.200
0.251
0.316
0.398
0.501
0.631
0.794
1.000
1.259
1.585
1.995
2.512
3.162
3.981
5.012
6.310
7.943
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
75.0
80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0
100.0
105.0
110.0
115.0
120.0
125.0
130.0
135.0
140.0
145.0
150.0
155.0
160.0
165.0
170.0
175.0
180.0

Volume scattering functions (m 1 sr 1)
——————————————————————————— –
Clear
Coastal
Turbid
Pure sea
ocean*
ocean*
harbor*
water†
5.318
4.042
3.073
2.374
1.814
1.360
9.954
7.179
5.110
3.591
2.498
1.719
1.171
7.758
5.087
3.340
2.196
1.446
9.522
6.282
4.162
2.038
1.099
6.166
3.888
2.680
1.899
1.372
1.020
7.683
6.028
4.883
4.069
3.457
3.019
2.681
2.459
2.315
2.239
2.225
2.239
2.265
2.339
2.505
2.629
2.662
2.749
2.896
3.088
3.304
3.627
4.073
4.671
4.845
5.109

101

10

10

10

10

10

1

2

3

4

6.533
4.577
3.206
2.252
1.579
1.104
7.731
5.371
3.675
2.481
1.662
1.106
7.306
4.751
3.067
1.977
1.273
8.183
5.285
3.402
2.155
9.283
4.427
2.390
1.445
9.063
6.014
4.144
2.993
2.253
1.737
1.369
1.094
8.782
7.238
6.036
5.241
4.703
4.363
4.189
4.073
3.994
3.972
3.984
4.071
4.219
4.458
4.775
5.232
5.824
6.665
7.823
9.393
9.847
1.030
53

102

101

100

10

1

10

2

10

3

10

10

4

3

* Data reproduced from Petzold.
† Computed from Eq. (2) and Table 10.
‡ Courtesy of H. R. Gordon; see also Ref. 62.

3.262
2.397
1.757
1.275
9.260
6.764
5.027
3.705
2.676
1.897
1.329
9.191
6.280
4.171
2.737
1.793
1.172
7.655
5.039
3.302
2.111
9.041
4.452
2.734
1.613
1.109
7.913
5.858
4.388
3.288
2.548
2.041
1.655
1.345
1.124
9.637
8.411
7.396
6.694
6.220
5.891
5.729
5.549
5.343
5.154
4.967
4.822
4.635
4.634
4.900
5.142
5.359
5.550
5.618
5.686

103

102

101

100

10

10

10

1

2

3

2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.936
2.935
2.935
2.934
2.933
2.932
2.930
2.926
2.920
2.911
2.896
2.847
2.780
2.697
2.602
2.497
2.384
2.268
2.152
2.040
1.934
1.839
1.756
1.690
1.640
1.610
1.600
1.610
1.640
1.690
1.756
1.839
1.934
2.040
2.152
2.268
2.384
2.497
2.602
2.697
2.780
2.847
2.896
2.926
2.936

10

4

Particle
phase
function‡
(sr 1)

1.767
1.296
9.502
6.991
5.140
3.764
2.763
2.012
1.444
1.022
7.161
4.958
3.395
2.281
1.516
1.002
6.580
4.295
2.807
1.819
1.153
4.893
2.444
1.472
8.609
5.931
4.210
3.067
2.275
1.699
1.313
1.046
8.488
6.976
5.842
4.953
4.292
3.782
3.404
3.116
2.912
2.797
2.686
2.571
2.476
2.377
2.329
2.313
2.365
2.506
2.662
2.835
3.031
3.092
3.154

103
102

101

100

10

1

10

2

10

3
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TABLE 13 Selected Inherent Optical Properties for the Waters Presented in Fig.
12 and in Table 12 (All values are for l 5 514 nm except as noted.)
Water

a
(m21)

b
(m21)

c
(m21)

v0

bb/b

c for 1–2 b
(deg)

Pure sea water
Clear ocean
Coastal ocean
Turbid harbor

0.0405*
0.114‡
0.179‡
0.366‡

0.0025†
0.037
0.219
1.824

0.043
0.151§
0.398§
2.190§

0.058
0.247
0.551
0.833

0.500
0.044
0.013
0.020

90.00
6.25
2.53
4.68

* Value obtained by interpolation in Table 6.
† Value obtained by interpolation in Table 10.
53
‡ Estimated by Petzold from c (530 nm) 2 b (514 nm).
53
§ Measured by Petzold at l 5 530 nm.

diminishes the wavelength effects that are seen in diffraction by a single particle.
Moreover, diffraction does not depend on particle composition. However, some wavelength dependence is to be expected, especially at backward scattering angles where
refraction, and hence particle composition, is important. Molecular scattering also
contributes something to the total scattering and can even dominate the particle
contribution at backscatter angles in clear water.63
Morel64 presents several useful observations on the wavelength dependence of
scattering. Figure 13 shows two sets of volume scattering functions, one from the very clear
waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea and one from the turbid English Channel. Each set displays
b (c , l ) / b (908 , l ) for l 5 366 , 436 , and 546 nm. The clear water shows a definite
dependence of the shape of b (c , l ) on l whereas the particle-rich turbid water shows
much less wavelength dependence. In each case the volume scattering function of shortest

FIGURE 13 Wavelength dependence of total volume scattering
functions measured in very clear (Tyrrhenian Sea) and in turbid
64
(English Channel) waters. (Redrawn from Morel. )
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FIGURE 14 Wavelength dependence of particulate volume scattering functions. N is the number of samples.
64
(Redrawn from Morel. )

wavelength is most nearly symmetric about c 90 , presumably because symmetric
molecular scattering is contributing relatively more to the total scattering at short
wavelengths.
Figure 14 shows a systematic wavelength dependence of particle volume scattering
functions. Figure 14a shows average values of b p(c , 366 nm) / b p(c , 546 nm) for N samples
as labeled in the figure. The vertical bars are one standard deviation of the observations.
Figure 14b shows the ratio for
436 to 546 nm. These ratios clearly depend both on
wavelength and scattering angle. Assuming that b p(c , ) has a wavelength dependence of

S546 nmD

n

b p(c , )

b p(c , 546)

the data of Fig. 14 imply values for n as seen in Table 14. As anticipated, the wavelength
dependence is strongest for backscatter (c 150 ) and weakest for forward scatter
(c 30 ).
Kopelevich49,65 has statistically derived a two-parameter model for spectral volume
scattering functions (VSFs). This model separates the contributions by ‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large’’
particles to the particulate scattering. Small particles are taken to be mineral particles less
than 1 m in size and having an index of refraction of n 1.15; large particles are biologic

TABLE 14 Exponents n Required to Fit the
Data of Fig. 14 Assuming That b p(c , )
b p(c , 546)(546 / )n
Wavelength
(nm)
366
436

Scattering angle c
—————————————
30
90
150
0.84
0.99

1.13
1.33

1.73
1.89
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particles larger than 1 mm in size and having an index refraction of n 5 1.03. The model is
defined by
550 nm 1.7
550 nm 0.3
b (c , l ) 5 b w(c , l ) 1 y s b *(
1 y , b ,*(c )
(4)
s c)
l
l

S

D

S

D

with the following definitions:

b w(c , l )

the VSF of pure sea water, given by Eq. (2) with l 0 5 550 nm and an
exponent of 4.30

ys

the volume concentration of small particles, with units of cm3 of particles per
m3 of water, i.e., parts per million (ppm)

y,
b *(
s c)

the analogous volume concentration of large particles

b ,*(c )

the small-particle VSF per unit volume concentration of small particles, with
units of m21 sr21 ppm21
the analogous large-particle concentration-specific VSF

The concentration-specific VSFs for small and large particles are given in Table 15.
Equation (4) can be evaluated as if the two parameters y s and y , are known; the ranges of
values for oceanic waters are 0.01 # y s # 0.20 ppm and 0.01 # y , # 0.40 ppm. However,
these two parameters are themselves parametrized in terms of the total volume scattering
function measured at l 5 550 nm for c 5 1 and 458:

y s 5 21.4 3 1024b (18 , 550 nm) 1 10.2b (458 , 550 nm) 2 0.002

(5)

y , 5 2.2 3 1022b (18 , 550 nm) 2 1.2b (458 , 550 nm)

Thus b (c , l ) can also be determined from two measurements of the total VSF.
The mathematical form of the Kopelevich model reveals its underlying physics. Large
particles give diffractive scattering at very small angles; thus b *, (c ) is highly peaked for
small c and the wavelength dependence of the large particle term is weak (l 20.3). Small

TABLE 15 The Concentration-Specific Volume Scattering Functions for Small (b *)
and
s
Large (b,*) Particles As a Function of the Scattering Angle c for Use in the Kopelevich
Model for Spectral Volume Scattering Functions, Eq. (4)*

c
(deg)
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
4
6
10
15
30

S

b *s
m21 sr21
ppm
5.3
5.3
5.2
5.2
5.1
4.6
3.9
2.5
1.3
0.29

b,*

D

S

c

n21 sr21
ppm

D

(deg)

140
98
46
26
15
3.6
1.1
0.20
5.0 3 1022
2.8 3 1023

45
60
75
90
105
120
135
150
180
b* 5

49

* Reproduced from Kopelevich.

S

b *s
m21 sr21
ppm

b,*

D

9.8 3 1022
4.1
2.0
1.2
8.6 3 1023
7.4
7.4
7.5
8.1
1.34 m21 / ppm

S

m21 sr21
ppm

D

6.2 3 1024
3.8
2.0
6.3 3 1025
4.4
2.9
2.0
2.0
7.0
0.312 m21 / ppm
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particles contribute more to scattering at large angles and thus have a more symmetric
VSF and a stronger wavelength dependence (l 21.7) . This model gives a reasonably good
description of VSFs observed in a variety of waters (Shifrin,58 fig. 5.20).
Several simple models are available for the scattering coefficient b (l ). A commonly
employed bio-optical model for b (l ) is that of Gordon and Morel66 (see also Ref. 6):
b (l ) 5 b w(l ) 1

S550lnmD0.30C

0.62

m21

(6)

Here b w(l ) is given by Eq. (3) and Table 10. l is in nm and C is the chlorophyll
concentration in mg m23. A related bio-optical model for the backscatter coefficient b b(l )
is found in Morel45:

F

b b(l ) 5 1–2 b w(l ) 1 0.002 1 0.02( 1–2 2 1–4 log C )

S550lnmDG0.30C

0 .62

The ( 1–2 2 1–4 log C ) factor gives b b(l ) a l 21 wavelength dependence in very clear (C
5 0.01 mg m21) water and no wavelength dependence in very turbid (C 5 100 mg m23)
water. These empirically derived models are intended for use only in case 1 waters.
A feeling for the accuracy of the b (l ) model of Eq. (6) can be obtained from Fig. 15,
which plots measured b (550 nm) values versus chlorophyll concentration C in both case 1
and case 2 waters. Note that even when the model is applied to the case 1 waters from
which it was derived, the predicated b (550 nm) value easily can be wrong by a factor of 2.
If the model is misapplied to case 2 waters, the error can be an order of magnitude. Note
that for a given C value, b (550 nm) is higher in case 2 waters than in case 1 waters,
presumably because of the presence of additional particles that do not contain chlorophyll.

FIGURE 15 Measured scattering coefficients at l 5 550 nm,
b (550) , as a function of chlorophyll concentration C . Case 1
waters lie between the dashed lines. Case 2 waters lie above the
0.62
upper dashed line, which is defined by b (550) 5 0.45C . The
solid line is the model of Eq. (6). (Redrawn from Gordon and
66
Morel , with permission.)

27523524542244526
22 22332826226 2
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Integration over c of the Kopelevich b (c , ) model of Eq. (4) yields another model for
b ( ):
550 nm 4.3
550 nm 1.7
550 nm 0.3
1.34 s
0.312 ,
m 1
b ( ) 0.0017

S

D

S

D

S

D

where s and , are given by Eq. (5). Kopelevich claims that the accuracy of this model is
30 percent.
A bio-optical model related to the Kopelevich model is found in Haltrin and Kattawar50
(their notation):
b ( ) b w( ) b 0ps( )Ps b 0p, ( )P,
Here b w( ) is given by
400 4.322
b w( ) 5.826 10 3

S D

which is essentially the same as Eq. (3) and the data in Table 10. The terms b 0ps( ) and
b 0p,( ) are the specific scattering coefficients for small and large particles, respectively, and
are given by
400 1.7
m2 g 1
b 0ps( ) 1.1513

S D
400
0.3411S
D

0 .3

b 0p,( )

m2 g

1

Ps and P, are the concentrations in g m 3 of small and large particles, respectively. These
quantities are parametrized in terms of the chlorophyll concentration C , as shown in Table
16. This work also presents a model for backscattering:
b b( )

1
–
2

b w( )

Bs b 0ps( )Ps

B, b 0p,( )P,

Here Bs 0.039 is the backscattering probability for small particles and B, 0.00064 is the
backscattering probability for large particles.
The bio-optical models for scattering just discussed are useful but very approximate.

TABLE 16 Parameterization of Small (Ps)
and Large (P, ) Particle Concentrations in
Terms of the Chlorophyll Concentration C
for use in the Kopelevich-Haltrin-Kattawar
Models for b ( ) and bb( )*
C
(mg m 3)

Ps
(g m 3)

P,
(g m 3)

0.00
0.03
0.05
0.12
0.30
0.60
1.00
3.00

0.000
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.009
0.016
0.024
0.062

0.000
0.035
0.051
0.098
0.194
0.325
0.476
1.078

50

* Reproduced from Haltrin and Kattawar,
with permission.
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The reason for the frequent large discrepancies between model predictions and measured
reality likely lies in the fact that scattering depends not just on particle concentration (as
parameterized in terms of chlorophyll concentration), but also on the particle index of
refraction and on the details of the particle size distribution which are not well
parameterized in terms of the chlorophyll concentration alone. Whether or not the
Kopelevich model or its derivative Haltrin-Kattawar form which partition the scattering
into large and small particle components is in some sense better than the Gordon-Morel
model is not known at present. Another consequence of the complexity of scattering is
seen in the next section.

43.20 BEAM ATTENUATION
The spectral beam attenuation coefficient c (l ) is just the sum of the spectral absorption
and scattering coefficients: c (l ) 5 a (l ) 1 b (l ). Since both a (l ) and b (l ) are highly
variable functions of the nature and concentration of the constituents of natural waters so
is c (l ). Beam attenuation near l 5 660 nm is the only inherent optical property of water
that is easily, accurately, and routinely measured. This wavelength is used both for
engineering reasons (the availability of a stable LED light source) and because absorption
by yellow matter is negligible in the red. Thus the quantity
cp(660 nm) ; c (660 nm) 2 a w(660 nm) 2 b w(660 nm) ; c (660 nm) 2 cw(660 nm)
is determined by the nature of the suspended particulate matter. The particulate beam
attenuation cp(660 nm) is highly correlated with total particle volume concentration
(usually expressed in parts per million), but it is much less well correlated with chlorophyll
concentration.67 The particulate beam attenuation can be used to estimate the total
particulate load (often expressed as g m23).68 However, the dependence of the particulate
beam attenuation on particle properties is not simple. Spinrad69 used Mie theory to
calculate the dependence of the volume-specific particulate beam attenuation (particulate
beam attenuation coefficient cp in m21 per unit suspended particulate volume in parts per
million) on the relative refractive index and on the slope s of an assumed Junge size
distribution for particles in the size range 1 – 80 mm; the result is shown in Fig. 16.

FIGURE 16 Computed relationship between volumespecific particulate beam attenuation coefficient, relative refractive index, and slope s of a Junge number size
69
distribution. (Reproduced from Spinrad , with per mission.)
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FIGURE 17 Example from the Pacific Ocean water of the depth dependence of beam attenuation
(solid line), water density (s t, dashed line), and
chlorophyll concentration (fluorescence, dotted
70
line). (Reproduced from Kitchen and Zane eld ,
with permission.)

Although the details of the figure are sensitive to the choice of upper and lower size limits
in the Mie calculations, the qualitative behavior of the curves is generally valid and
supports the statements made in the closing paragraph of Sec. 43.19.
Because of the complicated dependence of scattering and hence of beam attenuation on
particle properties, the construction of bio-optical models for c ( ) is not easy. The reason
is that chlorophyll concentration alone is not sufficient to parametrize scattering.70 Figure
17 illustrates this insufficiency. The figure plots vertical profiles of c (665 nm), water density
(proportional to the oceanographic variable s t), and chlorophyll concentration (proportional to fluorescence by chlorophyll and related pigments). Note that the maximum in
beam attenuation at 46 m depth coincides with the interface (pycnocline) between less
dense water above and more dense water below. Peaks in beam attenuation are commonly
observed at density interfaces because particle concentrations are often greatest there. The
maximum in chlorophyll concentration occurs at a depth of 87 m. The chlorophyll
concentration depends not just on the number or volume of chlorophyll-bearing particles
but also on their photoadaptive state, which depends on nutrient availability and ambient
lighting. Thus chlorophyll concentration cannot be expected to correlate well with total
scattering or with particulate beam attenuation cp( ).
Voss71 has developed an empirical model for c ( ) given a measurement of c at
490 nm:
c( )

where
cw a w

c w( )

[c (490 nm)

cw(490 nm)][1.563

1.149

10

3

]

is in nm and c is in m 1. The attenuation coefficient for pure sea water,
b w, is given by the Smith-Baker data of Table 6. This model was statistically
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FIGURE 18 Particulate beam attenuation at 490 nm (open
circles) as a function of chlorophyll concentration C as used to
determine Eq. (7) which is given by the solid line. Solid
triangles give values as predicted by the sum of Eqs. (1) and
71
(6). (Redrawn from Voss , with permission.)

derived from data of global extent. Testing of the model with independent data usually
gave errors of less than 5 percent, although occasional errors of ,20 percent were found.
Voss also determined a least-squares fit of c (490) to the chlorophyll concentration. The
result
c (490 nm) 5 0.39C 0.57

(7)

is similar in form to the chlorophyll dependence of the a (l ) and b (l ) models seen in Eqs.
(1) and (6), respectively. Figure 18 shows the spread of the data points used to determine
Eq. (7). Note that for a given value of C there is an order-of-magnitude spread in values of
c (490 nm). The user of Eq. (7) or of the models for b (l ) must always keep in mind that
large deviations from the predicted values will be found in natural waters.

43.21 DIFFUSE ATTENUATION AND JERLOV WATER TYPES
As seen in Fig. 1 and in Table 1 there is a so-called diffuse attenuation coefficient for any
radiometric variable. The most commonly used diffuse attenuation coefficients are those
for downwelling plane irradiance, K d(z , l ) , and for PAR, KPAR(z ) . Although the various
diffuse attenuation coefficients are conceptually distinct, in practice they are often
numerically similar and they all asymptotically approach a common value at great depths
in homogeneous water.2 The monograph by Tyler and Smith72 gives tabulations and plots
of Ed(z , l ) , Eu(z , l ) and the associated K d(z , l ) , Ku(z , l ) and R (z , l ) measured in a
variety of waters.
Observation shows that K d(z , l ) varies systematically with wavelength over a wide
range of waters from very clear to very turbid. Moreover, K d(z , l ) is often rather
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insensitive to environmental effects73 except for extreme conditions74 (such as the sun
within 108 of the horizon) and in most cases correction can be made11 for the
environmental effects that are present in K d. K d therefore is regarded as a quasi-inherent
optical property whose variability is governed primarily by changes in the inherent optical
properties of the water body and not by changes in the external environment.
Jerlov29 exploited this benign behavior of K d to develop a frequently used classification
scheme for oceanic waters based on the spectral shape of K d. The Jerlo water types are in
essence a classification based on water clarity as quantified by K d(zs, ) where zs is a depth
just below the sea surface. This classification scheme can be contrasted with the case 1 and
case 2 classification described earlier, which is based on the nature of the suspended matter
within the water. The Jerlov water types are numbered I, IA, IB, II, and III for open
ocean waters, and 1 through 9 for coastal waters. Type I is the clearest and type III is the
most turbid open ocean water. Likewise, for coastal waters type 1 is clearest and type 9 is
most turbid. The Jerlov types I – III generally correspond to case 1 water since
phytoplankton predominate in the open ocean. Types 1 – 9 correspond to case 2 waters
where yellow matter and terrigenous particulates dominate the optical properties. A rough
correspondence between chlorophyll concentration and Jerlov oceanic water type is given
by45
C:
0 – 0.01 , 0.05 , 0.1 , 0.5 , 1.5 – 2.0 mg m
water type:
I
IA IB II
III

3

Austin and Petzold75 reevaluated the Jerlov classification using an expanded database
and slightly revised the K d( ) values used by Jerlov in his original definition of the water
types. Table 17 gives the revised values for K d( ) for the water types commonly
encountered in oceanography. These values are recommended over those found in

TABLE 17 Downwelling Irradiance Diffuse Attenuation Coefficients Kd( )
Used to Define the Jerlov Water Types As Determined by Austin and
Petzold* (All quantities in the body of the Table have units of m 1.)

(nm)
350
375
400
425
450
475
500
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700

Jerlov water type
————————————————————————————— –
I
IA
IB
II
III
1
0.0510
0.0302
0.0217
0.0185
0.0176
0.0184
0.0280
0.0504
0.0640
0.0931
0.2408
0.3174
0.3559
0.4372
0.6513

0.0632
0.0412
0.0316
0.0280
0.0257
0.0250
0.0332
0.0545
0.0674
0.0960
0.2437
0.3206
0.3601
0.4410
0.6530

0.0782
0.0546
0.0438
0.0395
0.0355
0.0330
0.0396
0.0596
0.0715
0.0995
0.2471
0.3245
0.3652
0.4457
0.6550
75

* Reproduced from Austin and Petzold

0.1325
0.1031
0.0878
0.0814
0.0714
0.0620
0.0627
0.0779
0.0863
0.1122
0.2595
0.3389
0.3837
0.4626
0.6623

with permission.

0.2335
0.1935
0.1697
0.1594
0.1381
0.1160
0.1056
0.1120
0.1139
0.1359
0.2826
0.3655
0.4181
0.4942
0.6760

0.3345
0.2839
0.2516
0.2374
0.2048
0.1700
0.1486
0.1461
0.1415
0.1596
0.3057
0.3922
0.4525
0.5257
0.6896
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FIGURE 19 Percentage transmittance per meter of water of
downwelling irradiance E d as a function of wavelength for selected
29
Jerlov water types. (Reproduced from Jerlo , with permission.)

Jerlov.29 Figure 19 shows the percent transmittance of Ed( ) per meter of water for
selected Jerlov water types. Note how the wavelength of maximum transmittance shifts
from blue in the clearest open ocean water (type I) to green (types III and 1) to yellow in
the most turbid, yellow-matter-rich coastal water (type 9).
Austin and Petzold also presented a simple model that allows the determination of
K d( ) at all wavelengths from a value of K d measured at any single wavelength. This
model is defined by
M( )
K d( )
[K d( 0) K dw( 0)] K dw( )
M ( 0)
Here 0 is the wavelength at which K d is measured and K dw refers to values for pure sea
water. K dw( ) and the statistically derived coefficients M ( ) are given in Table 18. (These

TABLE 18 Values of the Coefficient M ( ) and of the Downwelling Diffuse Attenuation Coefficient for Pure Sea Water, Kdw( ) , for Use in the Austin and Petzold Model
for K d( )*

(nm)

M
(m 1)

K dw
(m 1)

(nm)

M
(m 1)

K dw
(m 1)

(nm)

M
(m 1)

K dw
(m 1)

350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460

2.1442
2.0504
1.9610
1.8772
1.8009
1.7383
1.7591
1.6974
1.6108
1.5169
1.4158
1.3077

0.0510
0.0405
0.0331
0.0278
0.0242
0.0217
0.0200
0.0189
0.0182
0.0178
0.0176
0.0176

470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580

1.1982
1.0955
1.0000
0.9118
0.8310
0.7578
0.6924
0.6350
0.5860
0.5457
0.5146
0.4935

0.0179
0.0193
0.0224
0.0280
0.0369
0.0498
0.0526
0.0577
0.0640
0.0723
0.0842
1.1065

590
600
610
620
630
640
540
660
670
680
690
700

0.4840
0.4903
0.5090
0.5380
0.6231
0.7001
0.7300
0.7301
0.7008
0.6245
0.4901
0.2891

0.1578
0.2409
0.2892
0.3124
0.3296
0.3290
0.3559
0.4105
0.4278
0.4521
0.5116
0.6514

75

* Condensed with permission from Austin and Petzold,

who give values every 5 nm.
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K dw values differ slightly from those seen in Table 6.) This model is valid in waters where
K d(490) 0.16 m 1 which corresponds to a chlorophyll concentration of C 3 mg m 3.
Unlike the beam attenuation coefficient c ( ) , the diffuse attenuation K d(z , ) is highly
correlated with chlorophyll concentration. The reason is seen in the approximate formula11
K d( ) <

a ( ) b b( )
cos θ sw

where θ sw is the solar angle measured within the water. Since a ( )  b b( ) for most
waters, K d( ) is largely determined by the absorption properties of the water, which are
fairly well parametrized by the chlorophyll concentration. Beam attenuation on the other
hand is proportional to the total scattering which is not well parametrized by chlorophyll
concentration. Observations show76 that the beam attenuation at 660 nm is not in general
correlated with diffuse attenuation.
A bio-optical model for K d( ) is given by Morel45:
K d( )

χ ( )C e(

K dw( )

)

Here K dw( ) is the diffuse attenuation for pure sea water and χ ( ) and e ( ) are statistically
derived functions that convert the chlorophyll concentration C in mg m 3 into K d values in
m 1. Table 19 gives the K dw, χ and e values used in the Morel model. This model is
applicable to case 1 waters with C 30 mg m 3, although the χ and e values are somewhat
uncertain for . 650 nm because of sparse data available for their determination. Some
feeling for the accuracy of the Morel K d( ) model can be obtained from Fig. 20 which
shows predicted (the line) and observed K d(450) values as a function of C. Errors can be as
large as a factor of 2 in case 1 waters (dots) and can be much larger if the model is
misapplied to case 2 waters (open circles). The Morel model allows the determination of
K d( ) if C is measured; the Austin and Petzold model determines K d( ) from a
measurement at one wavelength.
TABLE 19 Values of the Coefficients χ ( ) and e ( ) and of the Downwelling
Diffuse Attenuation Coefficient for Pure Sea Water, Kdw( ) , for Use in the
Morel Model for K d( )*

(nm)

χ( )

e( )

K dw( )
(m 1)

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540

0.1100
0.1125
0.1126
0.1078
0.1041
0.0971
0.0896
0.0823
0.0746
0.0690
0.0636
0.0578
0.0498
0.0467
0.0440

0.668
0.680
0.693
0.707
0.707
0.701
0.700
0.703
0.703
0.702
0.700
0.690
0.680
0.670
0.660

0.0209
0.0196
0.0183
0.0171
0.0168
0.0168
0.0173
0.0175
0.0194
0.0217
0.0271
0.0384
0.0490
0.0518
0.0568

(nm)

χ( )

e( )

K dw( )
(m 1)

550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700

0.0410
0.0390
0.0360
0.0330
0.0325
0.0340
0.0360
0.0385
0.0420
0.0440
0.0450
0.0475
0.0515
0.0505
0.0390
0.0300

0.650
0.640
0.623
0.610
0.618
0.626
0.634
0.642
0.653
0.663
0.672
0.682
0.695
0.693
0.640
0.600

0.0640
0.0717
0.0807
0.1070
0.1570
0.2530
0.2960
0.3100
0.3200
0.3300
0.3500
0.4050
0.4300
0.4500
0.5000
0.6500

45

* Condensed with permission from Morel,

who gives values every 5 nm.
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FIGURE 20 Measured K d values at 450 nm as a function of
chlorophyll concentration C. Dots are measurements from case
1 waters; open circles are from case 2 waters. The solid line
gives K d(450) as predicted by the Morel bio-optical model.
45
(Redrawn from Morel , with permission.)

Morel45 also presents a very simple bio-optical model for KPAR(0, zeu) the value of
K PAR(z ) averaged over the euphotic zone 0 z zeu:
KPAR(0 , zeu)

0.121C 0.428

where C is the mean chlorophyll concentration in the euphotic zone in mg m 3 and KPAR is
in m 1. The euphotic zone is the region where there is sufficient light for photosynthesis to
take place; it extends roughly to the depth where EPAR(z ) is 1 percent of its surface value
(i.e., EPAR(zeu) 0.01 EPAR(0)). Table 20 gives zeu as a function of C as determined by the
Morel model.

43.22 IRRADIANCE REFLECTANCE AND REMOTE SENSING

The spectral irradiance reflectant R ( ) ; Eu( ) / E d( ) is an important apparent optical
property. Measurements of R (z , ) within the water have been used77 to estimate water
quality parameters such as the chlorophyll concentration, the particle backscattering
coefficient, and the absorption coefficient of yellow matter. More importantly, R ( ) just
below the water surface can be related to the radiance leaving the water78; this radiance is
available for detection by aircraft- or satellite-borne instruments. Understanding the
dependence of R ( ) upon the constituents of natural waters is therefore one of the central
problems in remote sensing of water bodies.
Figure 21 illustrates the variability of R ( ) in natural waters. Figure 21a shows R ( ) in
percent for various case 1 waters. For low-chlorophyll concentrations R ( ) is highest at
blue wavelengths, hence the blue color of clean ocean water. As the chlorophyll
concentration increases, the maximum in R ( ) shifts to green wavelengths. The enhanced
reflectance near
685 nm is due to chlorophyll fluorescence. Also note the exceptionally
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TABLE 20 Approximate Depth of the
Euphotic Zone, zeu, in Homogeneous Case
1 Water As a Function of Chlorophyll
Concentration C.*
C
(mg m 3)

zeu
(m)

C
(mg m 3)

zeu
(m)

0.0
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5

183
153
129
115
95
75
64
52

1
2
3
5
10
20
30

39
29
24
19
14
10
8

45

* Data extracted from Morel,

with permission.

high values measured20 within a coccolithophore bloom; R ( ) is high there because of the
strong scattering by the numerous calcite particles (see Sec. 43.6). Figure 21b shows R ( )
from waters dominated by suspended sediments (i.e., by nonpigmented particles). For
high-sediment concentrations R ( ) is nearly flat from blue to yellow wavelengths, and
therefore the water appears brown. Figure 21c is from waters with high concentrations of
yellow substances; the peak in R ( ) lies in the yellow. With good reason the term ‘‘ocean
color’’ is often used as a synonym for R ( ).
One of the main goals of oceanic remote sensing is the determination of chlorophyll
concentrations in near-surface waters because of the fundamental role played by
phytoplankton in the global ecosystem. Gordon et al.78 define the normalized water -lea ing
radiance [Lw( )]N as the radiance that would leave the sea surface if the sun were at the
zenith and the atmosphere were absent; this quantity is fundamental to remote sensing.
They then show that [Lw]N is directly proportional to R and that R is proportional to
b b / (a b b) (i.e., to b b / K d). Although a or K d are reasonably well modeled in terms of

FIGURE 21 Measured spectral irradiance reflectances R ( ) from various waters. Panel (a ) is from
case waters with different quantities of phytoplankton; the dotted line is R ( ) for pure sea water. The
20
heavy dots give values measured within a coccolithophore bloom. Panel (b ) is from case 2 waters
dominated by suspended sediments and panel (c ) is from case 2 waters dominated by yellow matter.
79
(Redrawn from Sathyendranath and Morel , with permission.)
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FIGURE 22 In panels (a ) and (b ) the solid lines
are values of the normalized water-leaving radiances
[Lw(l )]N at l 5 443 and 550 nm, respectively, as
predicted by various models that relate [Lw(l )]N to
the chlorophyll concentration C. The dots are measured values of [Lw(l )]N. Panel (c ) shows the
predicted (line) and observed ratio of the [Lw(l )]N
values of panels (a ) and (b ). (Redrawn from
78
Gordon , et al. , with permission.)

chlorophyll concentration C in case 1 waters, b b is not well described in terms of C. Thus
poor agreement is to be expected between observed values of [Lw(l )]N and values
predicted by a model parametrized in terms of C. This is indeed the case as is seen in Fig.
22a and b which shows observed and predicted [Lw(443 nm)]N and [Lw(550 nm)]N values as
a function of chlorophyll concentration. Based on these figures there seems to be little
hope of being able to reliably retrieve C from a remotely sensed [Lw(l )]N value. However,
in spite of the noise seen in Fig. 22a and 22b , the ratios of normalized water-leaving
radiances for different wavelengths can be remarkably well-behaved functions of C. Figure
22c shows predicted (the line) and observed (dots) values of [Lw(443 nm)]N / [Lw(550 nm)]N;
the agreement between prediction and observation is now rather good. Thus measurement
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of [Lw(l )]N at two (carefully chosen) wavelengths along with application of a bio-optical
model for their ratio can yield a useful estimate of chlorophyll concentration. Such models
are the basis of much remote sensing.

43.23 INELASTIC SCATTERING AND POLARIZATION
Although the basic physics of inelastic scattering and polarization is well understood, only
recently has it become computationally practicable to incorporate these effects into
predictive numerical models of underwater radiance distributions. For this reason as well
as because of the difficulty of making needed measurements, quantitative knowledge about
the significance of inelastic scattering and polarization in the underwater environment is
incomplete.
Inelastic scattering processes are often negligible in comparison to sunlight or artificial
lights as sources of underwater light of a given wavelength. However, in certain
circumstances transpectral scatter is the dominant source of underwater light at some
wavelengths. Figure 23 illustrates just such a circumstance.
Figure 23 shows a measured depth profile from the Sargasso Sea of irradiance
reflectance at l 5 589 nm (yellow-orange light); note that R (589 nm) increases with depth.
Because of the fairly high absorption of water at this wavelength [a w(589 nm) 5 0.152 m21]
most of the yellow-orange component of the incident solar radiation is absorbed near the

FIGURE 23 Observed irradiance reflectance R at
589 nm (light line) and values predicted by a model
including Raman scattering (heavy line) and omitting
Raman scattering (dashed line). (Redrawn from Mar80
shall and Smith , with permission.)
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surface and monochromatic radiative transfer theory shows that the reflectance should
approach a value of R (589 nm) < 0.04 for the water body of Fig. 22. Calculations by
Marshall and Smith80 explain the paradox. Light of blue-green wavelengths (l 500 nm)
can penetrate to great depth in the clear Sargasso Sea water [a w(500 nm) < 0.026 m21].
Some of this light is then Raman scattered from blue-green to yellow-orange wavelengths
providing a source of yellow-orange light at depth. Moreover, since the phase function for
Raman scattering is symmetric in the forward and backward hemispheres Raman scattered
photons are equally likely to be heading upward [and thus contribute to Eu(589 nm)] or
downward [and thus contribute to Ed(589 nm)] even though most of the blue-green light at
depth is heading downward [e.g., Ed(500 nm)  Eu(500 nm)]. Thus as depth increases and
Raman scattering becomes increasingly important relative to transmitted sunlight as a
source of ambient yellow-orange light, Eu(589 nm) and Ed(589 nm) become more nearly
equal and the irradiance reflectance R (589 nm) increases. Such an increase is not seen at
blue-green wavelengths since Ed transmitted from the surface remains much greater than
Eu at great depths. Since Raman scattering is by the water molecules themselves this
process is present (and indeed relatively more important) even in the clearest waters.
Another oceanographic effect of Raman scattering occurs in the filling of Fraunhofer lines
in the solar spectrum as seen underwater; this matter is just now coming under detailed
investigation.81
Fluorescence by chlorophyll or other substances can be significant if the fluorescing
material is present in sufficient quantity. Chlorophyll fluoresces strongly near l 5 685 nm;
this source of red light is responsible82 for the enhanced reflectance near 685 nm noted in
Fig. 21a. The spectral signature of fluorescence is a useful tool for analyzing many of the
constituents of natural waters.83
Relatively little attention has been paid to the state of polarization of underwater light
fields.84 Some use of polarized light has been made in enhancing underwater visibility85 and
it is well established that many oceanic organisms sense polarized light when navigating.86
Voss and Fry87 measured the Mueller matrix for ocean water and Quinby-Hunt et al.88
have studied the propensity of certain phytoplankton to induce circular polarization in
unpolarized or linearly polarized light. Kattawar and Adams89 have shown that errors of
up to 15 percent can occur in calculations of underwater radiance if scalar (unpolarized)
radiative transfer theory is used instead of vector (polarized) theory.
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44.1 GLOSSARY
c
C 2n
F
g (… )
h

speed of light
atmospheric turbulence strength parameter
hypergeometric function
optical absorption lineshape function
height above sea level

h

Planck’s constant

I

intensity of optical beam (watts / m2)

J

Bessel function

Lo

outer scale size of atmospheric turbulence

lo

inner scale size of atmospheric turbulence

N

density or concentration of molecules

P…

Planck radiation function

R

gas constant

S

molecular absorption line intensity

T

temperature
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W
b
gp
k
l
…
r (I )
ro
s 2l
sR

wind speed
backscatter coefficient of the atmosphere
pressure-broadened half-width of absorption line
optical attenuation
wavelength
optical frequency (wave numbers)
probability density function of irradiance fluctuations
phase coherence length
variance of irradiance fluctuations
Rayleigh scattering cross section

44.2 INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric optics involves the transmission, absorption, emission, refraction, and
reflection of light by the atmosphere and is probably one of the most widely observed of all
optical phenomena.1–5 The atmosphere interacts with light due to the composition of the
atmosphere, which under normal conditions, consists of a variety of different molecular
species and small particles or aerosols. This interaction of the atmosphere with light is
observed to produce a wide variety of optical phenomena including the blue color of the
sky, the red sunset, the optical absorption of specific wavelengths due to atmospheric
molecules, the twinkling of stars at night, and the greenish tint sometimes observed during
a severe wind storm due to the high density of dust and water-related aerosols in the
atmosphere.
One of the most basic optical phenomena of the atmosphere is the absorption of light.
This absorption process can be depicted as in Fig. 1 which shows the transmission spectrum
of the atmosphere as a function of wavelength.5 The transmission of the atmosphere is
highly dependent upon the wavelength of the spectral radiation, and, as will be covered
later in this chapter, upon the composition and specific optical properties of the

FIGURE 1 Transmittance through the earth’s atmosphere as a function of wavelength
taken with low spectral resolution (path length 1800 m). (From Measures , Ref. 5.)
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constituents in the atmosphere. The prominent spectral features in the transmission
spectrum in Fig. 1 are primarily due to absorption bands and individual absorption lines of
the molecular gases in the atmosphere, while a portion of the slowly varying background
transmission is due to aerosol extinction, continuum absorption, and particulates in the
atmosphere.
This chapter presents a tutorial overview of some of the basic optical properties of the
atmosphere, with an emphasis on those properties associated with optical propagation and
transmission of light through the Earth’s atmosphere. The physical phenomena of optical
absorption, scattering, emission, and refractive properties of the atmosphere will be
covered for optical wavelengths from the UV to the far-infrared. The primary focus of this
chapter is on linear optical properties associated with the transmission of light through the
atmosphere. Historically, the study of atmospheric optics has centered around the radiance
transfer function of the atmosphere, and the linear transmission spectrum and blackbody
emission spectrum of the atmosphere. This emphasis was due to the large body of research
associated with passive, electro-optical sensors which primarily use the transmission of
ambient optical light or light from selected emission sources. During the past decade,
however, the use of lasers has added a new dimension to the study of atmospheric optics.
In this case, not only is one interested in the transmission of light through the atmosphere,
but also information regarding the optical properties of the backscattered optical radiation.
In this chapter, the standard linear optical interactions of an optical or laser beam with
the atmosphere will be covered, with an emphasis placed on linear absorption and
scattering interactions. It should be mentioned that the first edition of the OSA Handbook
of Optics chapter on ‘‘Atmospheric Optics’’ had considerable nomographs and computational charts to aid the user in numerically calculating the transmission of the atmosphere.2
Because of the present availability of a wide range of spectral databases and computer
programs (such as the HITRAN Spectroscopy Database, and LOWTRAN, MODTRAN,
and FASCODE atmospheric transmission computer programs) that model and calculate
the transmission of light through the atmosphere, these nomographs, while still useful, are
not as vital. As a result, the emphasis of this second edition of the ‘‘Atmospheric Optics’’
chapter is on the basic theory of the optical interactions, how this theory is used to model
the optics of the atmosphere, the use of available computer programs and databases to
calculate the optical properties of the atmosphere, and examples of instruments and
meteorological phenomena related to optical or visual remote sensing of the atmosphere.
The overall organization of this chapter begins with a description of the natural,
homogeneous atmosphere and the representation of its physical and chemical composition
as a function of altitude. A brief survey is then made of the major linear optical
interactions that can occur between a propagating optical beam and the naturally occurring
constituents in the atmosphere. The next section covers several major computational
programs (HITRAN, LOWTRAN, MODTRAN, and FASCODE) and U.S. Standard
Atmospheric Models which are used to compute the optical transmission, scattering, and
absorption properties of the atmosphere. The next major technical section presents an
overview of the influence of atmospheric refractive turbulence on the statistical propagation of an optical beam or wavefront through the atmosphere. Finally, the last two sections
of the chapter include a brief introduction to some optical and laser remote sensing
experiments of the atmosphere and a brief introduction to the visually important field of
meteorological optics.
It should be noted that the material contained within this chapter has been compiled
from several recent overview / summary publications on the optical transmission and
atmospheric composition of the atmosphere, as well as from a large number of technical
reports and journal publications. These major overview references are: (1) the previous
edition of the OSA Handbook of Optics (chapter on ‘‘Optical Properties of the
Atmosphere’’), (2) Handbook of Geophysics and the Space Eny ironment (chapter on
‘‘Optical and Infrared Properties of the Atmosphere’’), (3) The Infrared Handbook , (4)
Laser Remote Sensing , and (5) Atmospheric Radiation.1–5 The interested reader is directed
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toward these comprehensive treatments as well as to the listed references therein for
detailed information concerning the topics covered in this brief overview of atmospheric
optics.

44.3 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE
STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
The atmosphere is a fluid composed of gases, particulates, and aerosols whose physical and
chemical properties vary as a function of time, altitude, and geographical location.
Although these properties can be highly dependent upon local and regional conditions,
many of the optical properties of the atmosphere can be described to an adequate level by
looking at the compositon of what one normally calls a standard atmosphere. This section
will describe the background, homogeneous standard composition of the atmosphere. This
will serve as a basis for the determination of the quantitative interaction of the molecular
gases, aerosols, and particulates in the atmosphere with a propagating optical wavefront.

Molecular Gas Concentration, Pressure, and Temperature
The majority of the atmosphere is composed of lightweight molecular gases. Table 1 lists
the major gases and trace species of the terrestrial atmosphere, and their approximate
concentration in units of atmospheres (atm) at standard room temperature (296 K),
altitude at sea level, and total pressure of 1 atm.6 The major optically active molecular
constituents of the atmosphere are N2, O2, H2O, and CO2, with a secondary grouping of
CH4, N2O, CO, and O3. The other 22 species in the table are present in the atmosphere at
trace-level concentrations (ppb, down to less than ppt by volume), however the
concentration may be increased by many orders of magnitude due to local emission
sources of these gases.
The temperature of the atmosphere varies both with seasonal changes and altitude.
Figure 2 shows the average temperature profile of the atmosphere as a function of altitude
presented for the U.S. Standard atmosphere.7 The temperature decreases significantly with
altitude until the level of the stratosphere is reached where the temperature profile has an
inflection point. The U.S. Standard Atmosphere is one of six basic atmospheric models
developed by the U.S. government; these different models furnish a good representation of
the different atmospheric conditions which are often encountered. Figure 3 shows the
temperature profile for the six atmospheric models.7
The pressure of the atmosphere decreases with altitude due to the gravitational pull of
the earth and the hydrostatic equilibrium pressure of the atmospheric fluid. This is
indicated in Fig. 4 which shows the total pressure of the atmosphere in millibars
(1013 mb 5 1 atm 5 760 torr) as a function of altitude for the different atmospheric
models.7 The fractional or partial pressure of most of the major gases (N2, O2, CO2, N2O,
CO, and CH4) follows this profile and these gases are considered uniformly mixed.
However, the concentration of water vapor is very temperature-dependent due to freezing
and is not uniformly mixed in the atmosphere. Figure 5a shows the partial pressure
(density) of water vapor as a function of altitude; the units of density are in molecules / cm3
and are related to 1 atm by the appropriate value of Loschmidts number (the number of
molecules in 1 cm3 of air) at a temperature of 296 K, which is 2.479 3 1019 molecules / cm3.7
The partial pressure of ozone (O3) also varies significantly with altitude because it is
generated in the upper altitudes and near ground level by solar radiation, and is in
chemical equilibrium with other gases in the atmosphere which themselves vary with
altitude and time of day. Figure 5b shows the typical concentration of ozone as a function
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TABLE 1 List of Molecular Gases and Their Typical
Concentration for the Ambient U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Note that the trace species have concentrations less than 1 3 1029, with a value that is variable
and often dependent upon local emission sources.)
Molecule

p (atm)

N2
O2
H2O
CO2
A (Argon)
CH4
N2O
CO
O3

0.781
0.209
0.0775 (variable)
3.3 E 2 4
0.0093
1.7 E 2 6
3.2 E 2 7
1.5 E 2 7
2.66 E 2 8 (variable)

H2CO
C2H6
HCl
CH3Cl
OCS
C2H2
SO2
NO
H2O2
HCN
HNO3
NH3
NO2
HOCl
HI
HBr
OH
HF
ClO
HCOOH
COF2
SF6
H2S
PH3

2.4 E 2 9
2 E29
1 E29
7 E 2 10
6 E 2 10
3 E 2 10
3 E 2 10
3 E 2 10
2 E 2 10
1.7 E 2 10
5 E 2 11
5 E 2 11
2.3 E 2 11
7.7 E 2 12
3 E 2 12
1.7 E 2 12
4.4 E 2 14
1 E 2 14
1 E 2 14
1 E 2 14
1 E 2 14
1 E 2 14
1 E 2 14
1 E 2 20

of altitude.7 The ozone concentration peaks at an altitude of approximately 20 km and is
one of the principal molecular optical absorbers in the atmosphere at that altitude. Further
details of these atmospheric models under different atmospheric conditions are contained
within the listed references and the reader is encouraged to consult these references for
more detailed information.3,7

Aerosols and Particulates
The atmospheric propagation of optical radiation is influenced by particulate matter
suspended in the air such as dust, fog, haze, cloud droplets, and aerosols. Figure 6 shows
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FIGURE 2 Temperature-height profile for U.S. Standard
Atmosphere (0 – 86 km).

the basic characteristics of particulates in the amosphere as a function of altitude,3 and Fig.
7 indicates the approximate size of common atmospheric particles.5
Aerosols in the boundary layer (surface to 1 to 2 km altitude) are locally emitted,
wind-driven particulates, and have the greatest variability in composition and concentration. Over land, the aerosols are mostly soil particles, dust, and organic particles from
vegetation. Over the oceans, they are mostly sea salt particles. At times, however,
long-range global winds are capable of transporting land particulates vast distances across
the oceans or continents, especially those particulates associated with dust storms or large
biomass fires, so that substantial mixing of the different particulate types may occur.
In the troposphere above the boundary layer, the composition is less dependent upon
local surface conditions and a more uniform, global distribution is observed. The aerosols
observed in the troposphere are mostly due to the coagulation of gaseous compounds and
fine dust. Above the troposphere, in the region of the stratosphere from 10 to 30 km, the
background aerosols are mostly sulfate particles and are uniformly mixed globally.
However, the concentration can be perturbed by several orders of magnitude due to the
injection of dust and SO2 by volcanic activity, such as the recent eruption of Mount
Pinatubo.8 Such increases in the aerosol concentration may persist for several years and
significantly impact the global temperature of the earth.
Several models have been developed for the number density and size distribution of
aerosols in the atmosphere.7 Figures 8 and 9 show two aerosol distribution models
appropriate for the rural environment and maritime environment, as a function of relative
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FIGURE 3 Temperature vs. altitude for the six model atmospheres: tropical (TROP), midlatitude summer (MS), midlatitude
winter (MW), subarctic summer (SS), subarctic winter (SW), and
U.S. standard (US STD).

FIGURE 4 Pressure vs. altitude for the six model atmospheres.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5 (a ) Water vapor profile of several models; (b ) ozone profile for several models;
the U.S. standard model shown is the 1962 model.

FIGURE 6 Physical
aerosols.

characteristics

of

atmospheric
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FIGURE 7 Representative diameters of common atmospheric particles. (From Measures ,
Ref. 5.)

FIGURE 8 Aerosol number density distribution
23
21
(cm mm ) for the rural model at different relative
humidities with total particle concentrations fixed at
23
15,000 cm .

FIGURE 9 Aerosol number density distribution
23
21
(cm mm ) for the maritime model at different
relative humidities with total particle concentrations
23
fixed at 4000 cm .
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humidity7; the humidity influences the size distribution of the aerosol particles and their
growth characteristics. The greatest number density (particles / cm3) occurs near a size of
0.01 mm but a significant number of aerosols are still present even at the larger sizes near 1
to 2 mm. Finally, the optical characteristics of the aerosols can also be dependent upon
water vapor concentration, with changes in surface, size, and growth characteristics of the
aerosols sometimes observed to be dependent upon the relative humidity. Such humidity
changes can also influence the concentration of some pollutant gases, if these gases have
been absorbed onto the surface of the aerosol particles.7

44.4 FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH
THE ATMOSPHERE

The propagation of light through the atmosphere depends upon several optical interaction
phenomena and the physical composition of the atmosphere. In this section, we consider
some of the basic interactions involved in the transmission, absorption, emission, and
scattering of light as it passes through the atmosphere. Although all of these interactions
can be described as part of an overall radiative transfer process, it is common to separate
the interactions into distinct optical phenomena of molecular absorption, Rayleigh
scattering, Mie or aerosol scattering, and molecular emission. Each of these basic
phenomena will be discussed in this section following a brief outline of the fundamental
equations for the transmission of light in the atmosphere centered around the BeerLambert law.
The linear transmission (or absorption) of monochromatic light by species in the
atmosphere may be expressed approximately by the Beer-Lambert law as
x

I (l , t 9 , x ) 5 I (l , t , 0)e2e 0 k (l)N (x 9 , t) dx9

(1)

where I (l , t 9 , x ) is the intensity of the optical beam after passing through a path length of
x , k (l ) is the optical attenuation or extinction coefficient of the species per unit of species
density and length, and N (x , t ) is the spatial and temporal distribution of the species
density that is producing the absorption; l is the wavelength of the monochromatic light,
and the parameter time t 9 is inserted to remind one of the potential propagation delay.
Equation (1) contains the term N (x , t ) which explicitly indicates the spatial and temporal
variability of the concentration of the attenuating species since in many experimental cases
such variability may be a dominant feature.
It is common to write the attenuation coefficient in terms of coefficients that can
describe the different phenomena that can cause the extinction of the optical beam. The
most dominant interactions in the natural atmosphere are those due to Rayleigh (elastic)
scattering, linear absorption, and Mie (aerosol / particulate) scattering; elastic means that
the scattered light does not change in wavelength from that which was transmitted while
inelastic infers a shift in the wavelength. In this case, one can write k (l ) as

k (l ) 5 k a (l ) 1 k R(l ) 1 k M(l )

(2)

where these terms represent the individual contributions due to absorption, Rayleigh
scattering, and Mie scattering, respectively. The values for each of these extinction
coefficients will be described in the following sections along with the appropriate species
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density term N (x , t ) . In some of these cases, the reemission of the optical radiation,
possibly at a different wavelength, is also of importance. Rayleigh extinction will lead to
Rayleigh backscatter, Raman extinction leads to spontaneous Raman scattering, absorption can lead to fluorescence emission or thermal heating of the molecule, and Mie
extinction is defined primarily in terms of the scattering coefficient. Under idealized
conditions, the scattering processes can be related directly to the value of the attenuation
processes. However, if several complex optical processes occur simultaneously, such as in
atmospheric propagation, the attenuation and scattering processes are not directly linked
via a simple analytical equation. In this case, independent measurements of the scattering
coefficient and the extinction coefficient have to be made, or approximation formulas are
used to relate the two coefficients.4,5

Molecular Absorption
The absorption of optical radiation by molecules in the atmosphere is primarily associated
with individual optical absorption transitions between the allowed quantized energy levels
of the molecule. The energy levels of a molecule can usually be separated into those
associated with rotational, vibrational, or electronic energy states. Absorption transitions
between the rotational levels occur in the far-IR and microwave spectral region, transitions
between vibrational levels occur in the near-IR (2 to 20 mm wavelength), and electronic
transitions occur in the UV-visible region (0.3 to 0.7 mm). Transitions can occur which
combine several of these categories, such as rotational-vibrational transitions or electronicvibrational-rotational transitions.
Some of the most distinctive and identifiable absorption lines of many atmospheric
molecules are the rotational-vibrational optical absorption lines in the infrared spectral
region. These lines are often clustered together into vibrational bands according to the
allowed quantum transitions of the molecule. In many cases, the individual lines are
distinct and can be resolved if the spectral resolution of the measuring instrument is fine
enough (i.e., ,0.1 cm21). An example of such a region is the absorption feature near
2.04 mm in Fig. 1 which is actually composed of individual absorption lines if viewed under
higher spectral resolution. Figure 10 is a computed high-resolution expansion of the

FIGURE 10 High-resolution transmission spectrum of the atmosphere for a
horizontal path of 1800 m (similar to that in Fig. 1) for the spectral region
near 2.04 mm. The individual rotational absorption lines due to CO2 and H2O
are easily observed.
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FIGURE 11 High-resolution absorption spectrum of Freon-12 gas showing
complex band structure typical of heavy, complex molecules in the atmosphere
(path of 1000 m with 1 ppm concentration).

atmospheric spectrum of Fig. 1 near 2.04 mm over a path length of 1800 m which shows
these individual lines. In this case, the individual lines are well-separated and appear like a
‘‘picket fence’’ spectrum showing gaps between the absorption lines. Many of the
atmospheric gaseous molecules listed earlier in Table 1 have similar spectral structure.
These gases are relatively lightweight and have few (less than 5 or 6) atoms per molecule
so that their moments of inertia are relatively small. The resulting energy spacing between
the allowed rotational-vibrational absorption transitions is large and well-separated in
wavelength.
In other spectral regions, however, the individual lines overlap or are so strong or
saturated that the transmission spectrum displays only broad spectral features; an example
of such a spectral region is the strong absorption seen near 2.7 mm, 5 to 8 mm, and beyond
13 mm in Fig. 1. Finally, the molecular absorption observed in the UV is often due to
optical transitions to an electronic energy level, molecular energy continuum or a
predissociation energy level. In some cases, such as that for O3 or SO2, this results in broad
absorption bands that extend throughout the UV region (250 to 350 nm).
More complex, heavier molecules, such as benzene or chlorofluorocarbons, have
absorption spectra which are blended or merged together into band spectra due to the
complexity and overlap of the rotational-vibrational transitions of these molecules. Figure
11 shows a transmission spectrum of Freon-12 (C Cl2 F2) which has a complex spectrum
near 11 mm. As seen, the individual rotational lines are merged into a band spectrum. A
band spectrum is often unique for each gas and can be used to identify the chemical
composition of the gas. Heavy molecules in the atmosphere are not normally part of the
natural atmosphere and are usually the result of pollution or gaseous plumes injected into
the atmosphere.
The overall transmission or absorption of the atmosphere due to an individual
molecular absorption line can be given quantitatively as

k a (l )N (x , t ) 5 Sg (… 2 … o )NPa

(3)

where S is the molecular transition line intensity (units of cm / molecule), g (… 2 … o ) is the
normalized lineshape function (units of cm or 1 / cm21), N is the number of molecules of
absorbing species per cm3 per atm, and Pa is the partial pressure of the absorbing gas in
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atm. The value of N is equal to the value of Loschmidt’s number, which is 2.479
3 1019 molecules cm23 atm21 at a temperature of 296 K; The value of N is inversely
proportional to temperature due to the change in gas concentration as a function of
temperature for 1 atm of pressure. As will be seen later, the definition of S as given in Eq.
(3) is that used in the U.S. Air Force Phillips Laboratory / Geophysics Directorate
HITRAN database.9 In this case, S contains the Boltzmann population factor and isotope
fraction (natural abundance) as well as the stimulated emission term due to finite
population in the upper energy states of the molecule.9 In Eq. (3), Sg (… 2 … o ) is the
absorption cross section per molecule (cm2 / molecule) and NPa is the number of absorbing
molecules in units of molecules / cm3.
The lineshape function can be described by several different models. The two most
prevalent are the lorentzian lineshape associated with pressure broadening and the
gaussian lineshape associated with Doppler broadening which becomes important at
elevated temperatures or low pressures.
The lorentzian / pressure-broadened profile is given by
g L(… 2 … o ) 5 (g p / π ) / [(… 2 … o )2 1 g 2p]

(4)

where g p is the pressure-broadened half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) in wave
numbers (cm21). The pressure-broadened half-width is obtained from the air-broadened
half-width parameter g as g p 5 gPt , where Pt is the total background atmospheric pressure.
Under ambient atmospheric conditions, g is approximately 0.05 cm21 (i.e., 1.5 GHz) for
many molecules in the atmosphere.
It should be noted that under very low pressure conditions, where the time between
collisions with other molecules is relatively long, the intrinsic radiative lifetime of the
molecule will determine the lineshape profile. Under these conditions, the linewidth is
called the natural linewidth. The natural linewidth of many molecules is on the order of a
few MHz (i.e., approximately 0.0001 cm21) or less.
The gaussian or Doppler line profile is expressed as
g D(… 2 … o ) 5 (1 / g D)(ln 2 / π ) . 5 exp [2ln 2(… 2 … o )2 / g 2D]

(5)

where g D is the Doppler linewidth (HWHM in cm21) given by

g D 5 (… o / c )[2RT ln 2 / M ]1/2

(6)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and M is the molecular weight
of the molecule.
The value for the lineshape at the peak (line center) is equal to 1 / (π g p ) 5 0.318 / g p
for the pressure-broadened case. For the Doppler peak, the maximum value is
(ln 2 / π )1/2 / g D 5 0.469 / g D. Under ambient atmospheric conditions, the Doppler linewidth is
usually much smaller than the pressure-broadened linewidth.
For those cases where both lorentzian and Doppler broadening are present in
approximately equal amounts, a convolution of the Doppler and lorentzian profile must be
used. This convolution of a Doppler and lorentzian is called a Voigt profile and involves a
double integral for an exact calculation. Fortunately, several numerical approximations are
available for the computation of the Voigt profile and lineshape parameters.10 The Voigt
profile is important in the spectroscopy of molecules in the upper atmosphere where the
ambient pressure is low and the Doppler and pressure-broadened linewidths are of
the same order of magnitude.
Finally, the large number of transition lines of water vapor and other gases in the
atmosphere can produce a significant level of background ‘‘quasi-continuum’’ absorption in
the atmosphere. This phenomenon is primarily due to the additive contribution from the
wings of the absorption lines even at wavelengths far removed (100 s of cm21) from the
line centers. Such an effect has been studied by Burch and by Clough et al. for water
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FIGURE 12 Self-density absorption continuum values C s for water vapor as a function of
wave number. The experimental values were measured by Burch. (From Ref. 3.)

vapor due to strong self-broadening interactions.11 Figure 12 shows a plot of the relative
continuum coefficient for water vapor as a function of wave number. Good agreement with
the experimental data and model calculations is shown. Models for water vapor and
nitrogen continuum absorption are contained within many of the major atmospheric
transmission programs (such as FASCODE). The typical value for the continuum
absorption is negligible in the visible to the near-IR, but can be significant at wavelengths
in the range of 5 to 20 mm.

Molecular Rayleigh Scattering
Rayleigh scattering is elastic scattering of the optical radiation due to the displacement of
the weakly bound electronic cloud surrounding the gaseous molecule which is perturbed by
the incoming electro-magnetic (optical) field. This phenomenon is associated with optical
scattering where the wavelength of light is much larger than the physical size of the
scatterers (i.e., atmospheric molecules). Rayleigh scattering, which makes the color of the
sky blue and the setting or rising sun red, was first described by Lord Rayleigh in 1871.
The Rayleigh differential scattering cross section for polarized, monochromatic light is
given by5
ds R / d Ω 5 [π 2(n 2 2 1)2 / N 2l 4][cos2 f cos2 θ 1 sin2 f ]
(7)
where n is the index of refraction of the atmosphere, N is the density of molecules, l is the
wavelength of the optical radiation, and f and θ are the spherical coordinate angles of the
scattered polarized light referenced to the direction of the incident light. As seen from Eq.
(7), shorter-wavelength light (i.e., blue) is more strongly scattered out from a propagating
beam than the longer wavelengths (i.e., red), which is consistent with the preceding
comments regarding the color of the sky or the sunset. A typical value for ds R / d Ω at a
wavelength of 700 nm in the atmosphere (STP) is approximately 2 3 10228 cm2 sr21.3 This
value depends upon the molecule and has been tabulated for many of the major gases in
the atmosphere.10–12
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The total Rayleigh scattering cross section can be determined from Eq. (7) by
integrating over 4π steradians to yield

s R (total) 5 [8 / 3][π 2(n 2 2 1)2 / N 2l 4]

(8)
19

3

At sea level (and room temperature, T 5 296 K) where N 5 2.5 3 10 molecules / cm , Eq.
(8) can be multiplied by N to yield the total Rayleigh scattering extinction coefficient as

k R(l )N (x , t ) 5 Ns R(total) 5 1.18 3 1028 [550 nm / l (nm)]4 cm21

(9)

The neglect of the effect of dispersion of the atmosphere (variation of the index of
refraction n with wavelength) results in an error of less than 3 percent in Eq. (9) in the
visible wavelength range.5
The molecular Rayleigh backscatter (θ 5 π ) cross section for the atmosphere has been
given by Collins and Russell for polarized incident light (and received scattered light of the
same polarization) as12

s R 5 5.45 3 10228 [550 nm / l (nm)]4 cm2 sr21
19

(10)

3

At sea level where N 5 2.47 3 10 molecules / cm , the atmospheric volume backscatter
coefficient, b R, is thus given by

b R 5 N s R 5 1.39 3 1028 [550 nm / l (nm)]4 cm21 sr21

(11)

The backscatter coefficient for the reflectivity of a laser beam due to Rayleigh
backscatter is determined by multiplying b R by the range resolution or length of the
optical interaction being considered.
For unpolarized incident light, the Rayleigh scattered light has a depolarization factor d
which is the ratio of the two orthogonal polarized backscatter intensities. d is usually
defined as the ratio of the perpendicular and parallel polarization components measured
relative to the direction of the incident polarization. Values of d depend upon the
anisotropy of the molecules or scatters, and typical values range from 0.02 to 0.11.13
Depolarization also occurs for multiple scattering and is of considerable interest in laser or
optical transmission through dense aerosol clouds.14 The depolarization factor can
sometimes be used to determine the physical and chemical composition of the cloud
constituents, such as the relative ratio of water vapor or ice crystals in a cloud.
Mie Scattering: Aerosols, Particulates , and Clouds
Mie scattering is similar to Rayleigh scattering, except the size of the scattering sites is on
the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of the incident light, and is, thus, due to
aerosols and fine particulates in the atmosphere. The scattered radiation is the same
wavelength as the incident light but experiences a more complex functional dependence
upon the interplay of the optical wavelength and particle size distribution than that seen
for Rayleigh scattering.
In 1908, Mie investigated the scattering of light by dielectric spheres of size comparable
to the wavelength of the incident light.15 His analysis indicated the clear asymmetry
between the forward and backward directions, where for large particle sizes the
forward-directed scattering dominates. Complete treatments of Mie scattering can be
found in several excellent works by Deirmendjian and others, which take into account the
complex index of refraction and size distribution of the particles.16,17 These calculations are
also influenced by the asymmetry of the aerosols or particulates which may not be
spherical in shape.
The effect of Mie scattering in the atmosphere can be described as in the following
figures. Figure 13 shows the aerosol Mie extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength
for several atmospheric models, along with a typical Rayleigh scattering curve for
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FIGURE 13 Aerosol extinction coefficient as a
function of wavelength. (From Measures , Ref. 5.)

FIGURE 14 Aerosol volume backscattering
coefficient as a function of wavelength. (From Ref.
5.)

comparison.18 Figure 14 shows similar values for the volume Mie backscatter coefficient as
a function of wavelength.18 Extinction and backscatter coefficient values are highly
dependent upon the wavelength and particulate composition.
Figures 15 and 16 show the calculated extinction coefficient for the rural and maritime
aerosol models described in Sec. 44.3 as a function of relative humidity and wavelength.3
Significant changes in the backscatter can be produced by relatively small changes in the
humidity.
The extinction coefficient is also a function of altitude, following the dependence of the
composition of the aerosol and particulates. Figure 17 shows an atmospheric aerosol
extinction model as a function of altitude for a wavelength of 0.55 mm.3,8 The influence of
the visibility (in km) at ground level dominates the extinction value at the lower altitudes
and the composition and density of volcanic particulate dominates the upper altitude
regions. The dependence of the extinction on the volcanic composition at the upper
altitudes is shown in Fig. 18 which shows these values as a function of wavelength and of
composition.3,8
The variation of the backscatter coefficient as a function of altitude is shown in Fig. 19
which displays atmospheric backscatter data obtained by McCormick using a 1.06-mm
Nd:YAG Lidar.19 The boundary layer aerosols dominate at the lower levels and the
decrease in the atmospheric particulate density determines the overall slope with altitude.
Of interest is the increased value near 20 km due to the presence of volcanic aerosols in
the atmosphere due to the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991.
Molecular Emission and Thermal Spectral Radiance
The same optical molecular transitions that cause absorption also emit light when they are
thermally excited. Since the molecules have a finite temperature T they will act as
blackbody radiators with optical emission given by the Planck radiation law. The allowed
transitions of the molecules will modify the intensity distribution of the radiation due to
emission of the radiation according to the thermal distribution of the population within
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FIGURE 15 Extinction coefficients vs. wavelength
for the rural aerosol model for different relative
humidities and constant number density of particles.
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FIGURE 16 Extinction coefficients vs. wavelength
for the maritime aerosol model for different relative
humidities and constant number density of particles.

the energy levels of the molecule; it should be noted that the Boltzmann thermal
population distribution is essentially the same as that which is described by the Planck
radiation law for local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. As such, the molecular
emission spectrum of the radiation is similar to that for absorption. The thermal radiance
from the clear atmosphere involves the calculation of the blackbody radiation emitted by
each elemental volume of air multiplied by the absorption spectral distribution of the
molecular absorption lines, k a (s ) , and then this emission spectrum is attenuated by the rest
of the atmosphere as the emission propagates toward the viewer. This may be expressed as

E k (s)P (s) exp F 2 E k (s9) ds9G ds
s

I… 5

s

a

0

…

a

(12)

0

where the exponential term is Beer’s law, and P… (s ) is the Planck function given by
P… (s ) 5 2h… 3 / [c 2 exp ([h… / kT (s )] 2 1)]

(13)

In these equations, s is the distance from the receiver along the optical propagation path, …
is the optical frequency, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T (s ) is the temperature at position s along the path. As seen in Eq. (12),
each volume element emits thermal radiation of k a (s )P… (s ) , which is then attenuated by
Beer’s law. The total emission spectral density is obtained by summing or integrating over
all the emission volume elements and calculating the appropriate absorption along the
optical path for each element.
As an example, Fig. 20 shows a plot of the spectral radiance measured on a clear day
with 1 cm21 spectral resolution. Note that the regions of strong absorption produce more
radiance as the foregoing equation suggests, and that regions of little absorption
correspond to little radiance. In the 800 to 1200 wave number spectral region (i.e., 8.3- to
12.5-mm wavelength region), the radiance is relatively low. This is consistent with the fact
that the spectral region from 8 to 12 mm is a transmission window of the atmosphere with
relatively little absorption of radiation.
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FIGURE 17 The vertical distribution of the aerosol extinction
coefficient (at 0.55-mm wavelength) for the different atmospheric
models. Also shown for comparison are the Rayleigh profile (dotted
line). Between 2 and 30 km, where the distinction on a seasonal basis
is made, the spring-summer conditions are indicated with a solid line
and fall-winter conditions are indicated by a dashed line. (From Ref.
3.)

Surface Reflectivity and Multiple Scattering
The spectral intensity of naturally occurring light at the earth’s surface is primarily due to
the incident intensity from the sun in the visible to mid-IR wavelength range, and due to
thermal emission from the atmosphere and background radiance in the mid-IR. In both
cases, the optical radiation is affected by the reflectance characteristics of the clouds and
surface layers. For instance, the fraction of light that falls on the earth’s surface and is
reflected back into the atmosphere is dependent upon the reflectivity of the surface, the
incident solar radiation (polarization and spectral density), and the absorption of
the atmosphere.
The reflectivity of a surface, such as the earth’s surface, is often characterized using the
bidirectional reflectance function (BDRF). This function accounts for the nonspecular
reflection of light from common rough surfaces and describes the changes in the reflectivity
of a surface as a function of the angle which the incident beam makes with the surface. In
addition, the reflectivity of a surface is usually a function of wavelength. This latter effect
can be seen in Fig. 21 which shows the reflectance of several common substances for
normal incident radiation.2 As seen in Fig. 21, the reflectivity of these surfaces is a strong
function of wavelength.
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FIGURE 18 Extinction coefficients for the
different stratospheric aerosol models (background,
volcanic, and fresh volcanic). The extinction
coefficients have been normalized to values around
peak levels for these models.

FIGURE 19 1.06-mm lidar backscatter coefficient measurements as a function of vertical altitude. (From
McCormick and Winker , Ref. 19.)
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FIGURE 20 Spectral radiance (molecular thermal emission) measured
on a clear day showing the relatively low value of radiance near
21
1000 cm (i.e., 10-mm wavelength). (Proy ided by Churnside.)

FIGURE 21 Typical reflectance of water surface, snow, dry soil, and vegetation. (From
Ref. 2.)
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The effect of multiple scattering sometimes must be considered when the scattered light
undergoes more than one scatter event, and is rescattered on other particles or molecules.
These multiple scattering events increase with increasing optical thickness and produce
deviations from the Beer-Lambert law. Extensive analyses of the scattering processes for
multiple scattering have been conducted and have shown some success in predicting the
overall penetration of light through a thick dense cloud. Different computational
techniques have been used including the Gauss-Seidel Iterative Method, Layer Adding
Method, and Monte-Carlo Techniques.3,5
Additional Optical Interactions
In some optical experiments on the atmosphere, a laser beam is used to excite the
molecules in the atmosphere to emit inelastic radiation. Two important inelastic optical
processes for atmospheric remote sensing are fluorescence and Raman scattering.5,20
For the case of laser-induced fluorescence, the molecules are excited to an upper energy
state and the reemitted photons are detected. In these experiments, the inelastic
fluorescence emission is red-shifted in wavelength and can be distinguished in wavelength
from the elastic scattered Rayleigh or Mie backscatter. Laser-induced fluorescence is
mostly used in the UV to visible spectral region; collisional quenching is quite high in the
infrared so that the fluorescence efficiency is higher in the UV-visible than in the IR.
Laser-induced fluorescence is sometimes reduced by saturation effects due to stimulated
emission from the upper energy levels. However, in those cases where laser-induced
fluorescence can be successfully used, it is one of the most sensitive optical techniques for
the detection of atomic or molecular species in the atmosphere.
Laser-induced Raman scattering of the atmosphere is a useful probe of the composition
and temperature of concentrated species in the atmosphere. The Raman-shifted emitted
light is often weak due to the relatively small cross section for Raman scattering. However,
for those cases where the distance is short from the laser to the measurement cloud, or
where the concentration of the species is high, it offers significant information concerning
the composition of the gaseous atmosphere.
The use of an intense laser beam can also bring about nonlinear optical interactions as
the laser beam propagates through the atmosphere. The most important of these are
stimulated Raman scattering, thermal blooming, dielectric breakdown, and harmonic
conversion. Each of these processes requires a tightly focused laser beam to initiate the
nonlinear optical process. The reader is referred to Refs. 21 and 22 for information on
these nonlinear optical processes.

44.5 PREDICTION OF ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL TRANSMISSION :
COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATABASES
During the past decade, several computer programs and databases have been developed
which are very useful for the determination of the optical properties of the atmosphere.
Many of these are based upon an ongoing program at the U.S. Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory (AFGL), Phillips Laboratory, which has compiled extensive databases for the
modeling of atmospheric optical phenomena. The latest versions of these programs and
databases are the HITRAN database, FASCODE computer program, and the
LOWTRAN or MODTRAN computer code. In addition, several PC (personal computer)
versions of these database / computer programs have recently become available so that the
user can easily use these computational aids.
The HITRAN database contains the spectroscopic optical parameters of over 30
different molecules in the atmosphere and lists these parameters for over 709,000 separate
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absorption lines from a wavelength of 0.44 mm to the microwave region.9 The data
contained in the database include the transition frequencies (or wave number … ) , line
intensity S , linewidth, transition probabilities, and energy levels of the transitions, along
with 10 other parameters for each transition line. The HITRAN database has recently
been updated in 1992, and a new version is expected in 1994 or 1995.
The FASCODE program calculates the high-resolution transmission spectrum of the
atmosphere using the HITRAN database as input.23,24 It uses computational algorithms to
speed the computations of the line-by-line spectra, and contains information for calculating
the continuum molecular extinction. FASCODE also calculates the radiance and transmittance of atmospheric slant paths, and can calculate the integrated transmittance through
the atmosphere from the ground up to higher altitudes. Voigt lineshape profiles are also
used to handle the transition from pressure-broadened lineshapes near ground level to the
Doppler-dominated lineshapes at very high altitudes. Several representative models of the
atmosphere are contained within FASCODE, so that the user can specify different
seasonal and geographical models.
The LOWTRAN computer program calculates the low-resolution (broadband) transmission spectrum and background radiance of the atmosphere at moderate resolution
(20 cm)21).25,26 Molecular absorption, Rayleigh scattering, and aerosol extinction are
computed. Slant path geometry can be specified. LOWTRAN contains many representative atmospheric models (geographical and seasonal), so that the user can see the
differences between rural, maritime, winter, tropical, etc. models. Finally, it should be
noted that a higher-resolution version of LOWTRAN, called MODTRAN, has recently
been released, which calculates the transmission of the atmosphere with a resolution from
2 to 20 cm21.

Molecular Absorption Line Database: HITRAN
The HITRAN database contains optical spectral data on most of the major molecules in
the atmosphere; details of HITRAN are covered in several recent journal articles.9 The
molecules contained in HITRAN are those given previously in Table 1, and cover the
spectral range from 0.000001 cm21 to 22,656 cm21 (i.e., 0.4414 mm to 1010 mm). A copy of
this database on magnetic tape can be obtained from the U.S. government, and has
recently (1992) been put onto CD-ROM optical disks.27 Each line in the database contains
14 molecular data items that consist of the molecule formula code, isotope type, transition
frequency (cm21), line intensity S in cm / molecule, transition probability, air-broadened
half-width (cm21 / atm), self-broadened half-width (cm21 / atm), lower state energy (cm21),
temperature coefficient for air-broadened linewidth, upper-state global quanta index,
lower-state global quanta index, upper- and lower-state quanta, error codes, and reference
numbers. The density of the lines of the HITRAN database is shown in Fig. 22.
Figure 23 shows an output from a computer program that was used to search the
HITRAN database and display some of the pertinent information. The data in HITRAN
are in sequential order by transition frequency in wave numbers, and list the molecular
name, isotope, absorption line strength S , transition probability R , air-pressure-broadened
linewidth g g , lower energy state E 0 , and upper / lower quanta for the different molecules
and isotopic species in the atmosphere.

Line-by-line Transmission Program: FASCODE
FASCODE is a large, sophisticated computer program that uses molecular absorption
equations (similar to those under ‘‘Molecular Absorption’’) and the HITRAN database to
calculate the high-resolution spectra of the atmosphere. The FASCODE program includes
the effects of the continuum, Rayleigh and aerosol scattering, spectral radiance, slant
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FIGURE 22 Density of absorption lines in HITRAN spectral database.

paths, and altitude density profiles. FASCODE generates the transmission, emission, and
radiance of the atmosphere at a spectral resolution which is essentially infinite (i.e.,
,0.0001 cm21).24 Figure 24 shows a sample output generated from data produced from the
FASCODE program and a comparison with experimental data obtained by J. Dowling at
NRL.23 As can be seen, the agreement is very good.

Broadband Transmission: LOWTRAN and MODTRAN
The LOWTRAN computer program does not use the HITRAN database directly, but uses
absorption band models to calculate the moderate resolution (20 cm21) transmission
spectrum of the atmosphere. LOWTRAN uses extensive band-model calculations to speed
up the computations, and provides an accurate and rapid means of estimating the
transmittance and background radiance of the earth’s atmosphere over the spectral

FIGURE 23 Example of data contained within the HITRAN database
showing individual absorption lines, frequency, line intensity, and other
spectroscopic parameters.
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FIGURE 24 Comparison of an FASCOD2 transmittance calculation with an experimental atmospheric measurement (from NRL) over a 6.4-km path at the ground.
(Courtesy of S. Clough , Ref. 23.)

interval of 350 cm21 to 40,000 cm21 (i.e., 250-nm to 28-mm wavelength). The spectral range
of the LOWTRAN program extends into the UV. In the LOWTRAN program, the total
transmittance at a given wavelength is given as the product of the transmittances due to
molecular band absorption, molecular scattering, aerosol extinction, and molecular
continuum absorption. The molecular band absorption is composed of four components of
water vapor, ozone, nitric acid, and the uniformly mixed gases (CO2, N2O, CH4, CO, O2,
and N2).
The latest version of LOWTRAN (7) contains models treating solar and lunar scattered
radiation, spherical refractive geometry, wind-dependent maritime aerosols, vertical
structure aerosols, cirrus cloud model, and a rain model.26 As an example, Fig. 25 shows a

FIGURE 25 Solar radiance model (dashed line)
and directly transmitted solar irradiance (solid line)
for a vertical path, from the ground (U.S. standard
1962 model, no aerosol extinction) as used by the
LOWTRAN program.
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FIGURE 26 Atmospheric transmittance for different rain rates and for spectral
21
frequencies from 400 to 4000 cm . The measurement path is 300 m at the surface with
T 5 Tdew 5 108C, with a meteorological range of 23 km in the absence of rain.

ground-level solar radiance model used by LOWTRAN, and Fig. 26 shows an example of a
rain-rate model and its effect upon the transmission of the atmosphere as a function of rain
rate in mm of water per hour.26
Extensive experimental measurements have been made to verify LOWTRAN calculations. Figure 27 shows a composite plot of the LOWTRAN-predicted transmittance and
experimental data for a path length of 1.3 km at sea level.3 As can be seen, the agreement
is quite good. It is estimated that the LOWTRAN calculations are good to about

FIGURE 27 Comparison between LOWTRAN predicted spectrum and General Dynamics
atmospheric measurements; range 5 1.3 km at sea levels. (From Ref. 3.)
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10 percent.3 It should be added that the molecular absorption portion of the preceding
LOWTRAN (moderate-resolution) spectra can also be generated using the high-resolution
FASCODE / HITRAN program and then spectrally smoothing (i.e., degrading) the spectra
to match that of the LOWTRAN spectra.
The most recent extension of the LOWTRAN program is the MODTRAN program.
MODTRAN is similar to LOWTRAN but has increased spectral resolution. At present,
the resolution for MODTRAN can be specified by the user between 2 and 20 cm21.

Programs and Databases for Use on Personal Computers
The preceding databases and computer programs have been converted or modified to run
on different kinds of personal computers.28,29 Currently, the HITRAN 1992 database can
be obtained on CD-ROMs, and is also being offered as a random-access database which
will fit on the hard disk drive of a personal computer (MS-DOS IBM-compatible
computers). Several related programs are available, ranging from a complete copy of the
FASCODE and LOWTRAN programs28 to a simpler molecular transmission program of
the atmosphere.29 These programs calculate the transmission spectrum of the atmosphere
and some show the overlay spectra of known laser lines. As an example, one version of
these PC programs uses the HITRAN database and a transmission program to calculate
the high-resolution spectrum of the atmosphere and displays the contribution of each
individual molecule. Figure 28 shows the transmission spectrum produced by such a
program.29 The individual absorption lines are shown in the upper plot in Fig. 28 and the
composite transmission is shown in the lower plot.
While these PC versions of the HITRAN database and transmission programs have
become available only recently, they have already made a significant impact in the fields of
atmospheric optics and optical remote sensing. They allow quick and easy access to
atmospheric spectral data which was previously only available on a mainframe computer.
It should be added that other computer programs are available which allow one to add or
subtract different spectra generated by these HITRAN-based programs, from spectroscopic instrumentation such as FT-IR spectrometers or from other IR gas spectra
databases. In the latter case, for example, the U.S. National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has compiled a computer database of the qualitative IR absorption
spectra of over 5200 different gases (toxic and other hydrocarbon compounds) with a
spectral resolution of 4 cm21.30 In addition, higher-resolution quantitative spectra for a
limited group of gases can be obtained from several commercial companies.30

44.6 ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL TURBULENCE
The most familiar effects of refractive turbulence in the atmosphere are the twinkling of
stars and the shimmering of the horizon on a hot day. The first of these is a random
fluctuation of the amplitude of light also known as scintillation. The second is a random
fluctuation of the phase front that leads to a reduction in the resolution of an image. Other
effects include the wander and break-up of an optical beam.
In the visible and near-IR region of the spectrum, the fluctuations of the refractive
index in the atmosphere are determined by fluctuations of the temperature. These
temperature fluctuations are caused by turbulent mixing of air of different temperatures. In
the far-IR region, humidity fluctuations also contribute.
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FIGURE 28 Example of generated atmospheric transmission spectrum obtained from
HITRAN PC computer program showing individual molecular contribution and composite
spectrum. (From Ref. 29.)

Turbulence Characteristics
Refractive turbulence in the atmosphere can be characterized by three parameters. The
outer scale Lo is the length of the largest scales of turbulent eddies. The inner scale lo is the
length of the smallest scales. For eddies in the inertial subrange (sizes between the inner
and outer scale), the refractive index fluctuations are best described by the structure
function. This function is defined by
Dn (r1 , r2) 5 k[n (r1) 2 n (r2)]2l

(14)

where n (r1) is the index of refraction at point r1 and the angle brackets denote an ensemble
average. For homogeneous and isotropic turbulence it depends only on the distance
between the two points r and is given by
Dn (r ) 5 C 2nr 2/3

(15)
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FIGURE 29 Plot of refractive-turbulence structure
2
parameter C n for a typical summer day near Boulder, Colorado. (Courtesy G. R. Ochs , NOAA WPL.)

where C 2n is a measure of the strength of turbulence and is defined by this equation.
In the boundary layer (the lowest few hundred meters of the atmosphere), turbulence is
generated by radiative heating and cooling of the ground. During the day, solar heating of
the ground drives convective plumes. Refractive turbulence is generated by the mixing of
these warm plumes with the cooler air surrounding them. At night, the ground is cooled by
radiation and the cooler air near the ground is mixed with warmer air higher up by winds.
A period of extremely low turbulence exists at dawn and at dusk when there is no
temperature gradient in the lower atmosphere. Turbulence levels are also very low when
the sky is overcast and solar heating and radiative cooling rates are low. Measured values
of turbulence strength near the ground vary from less than 10217 to greater than 10212 m22/3
at heights of 2 to 2.5 m.31,32
Figure 29 illustrates typical summertime values near Boulder, Colorado. This is a
24-hour plot of 15-minute averages of C 2n measured at a height of about 1.5 m on August
22, 1991. At night, the sky was clear, and C 2n was a few parts times 10213. The dawn
minimum is seen as a very short period of low turbulence just after 6:00. After sunrise, C 2n
increases rapidly to over 10212. Just before noon, cumulus clouds developed, and C 2n
became lower with large fluctuations. At about 18:00, the clouds, dissipated, and
turbulence levels increased. The dusk minimum is evident just after 20:00, and then
turbulence strength returns to typical nighttime levels.
From a theory introduced by Monin and Obukhov,33 a theoretical dependence of
turbulence strength on height in the boundary layer above flat ground can be derived.34,35
During periods of convection C 2n decreases as the 24 / 3 power of height. At other times
(night or overcast days), the power is more nearly 22 / 3. These height dependencies have
been verified by a number of experiments over relatively flat terrain.36–40 However, values
measured in mountainous regions are closer to the 21 / 3 power of height day or night.41
Under certain conditions, the turbulence strength can be predicted from meteorological
parameters and characteristics of the underlying surface.42–44
Farther from the ground, no theory for the turbulence profile exists. Measurements
have been made from aircraft31,36 and with balloons.45–47 Profiles of C 2n have also been
measured remotely from the ground using acoustic sounders,48–50 radar,36,37,51–56 and optical
techniques.46,57–60 The measurements show large variations in refractive turbulence
strength. They all exhibit a sharply layered structure in which the turbulence appears in
layers of the order of 100 m thick with relatively calm air in between. In some cases these
layers can be associated with orographic features; that is, the turbulence can be attributed
to mountain lee waves. Generally, as height increases, the turbulence decreases to a
minimum value that occurs at a height of about 3 to 5 km. The turbulence level then
increases to a maximum at about the tropopause (10 km). Turbulence levels decrease
rapidly above the tropopause.
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Model turbulence profiles have evolved from this type of measurement. Perhaps the
best available model for altitudes of 3 to 20 km is the Hufnagel model:61,62
C 2n 5

HF(2.2 3 10

253

h
S27WD G exp S2 1000
D 1 10
2

)h 10

216

S

exp 2

h
1500

DJ exp [u(h, t)]

(16)

where h is the height above sea level in meters, W is the vertical average of the square of
the wind speed, and u is a random variable that allows the random nature of the profiles to
be modeled. W is defined by
W2 5

1
1500

E

20 ,000

y 2(h ) dh

(17)

5000

where y (h ) is the wind speed at height h. In data taken over Maryland, W was normally
distributed with a mean value of 27 m / s and a standard deviation of 9 m / s. The random
variable u is assumed to be a zero-mean, gaussian variable with a covariance function given
by
ku (h , t )u (h 1 d h , t 1 d t )l 5 A(d h / 100) exp (2d t / 5) 1 A(d h / 2000) exp (2d t / 80)

(18)

where
A(d h / L) 5 1 2 ud h / Lu ,

for

(19)

uh u , L

and equals 0 otherwise.
The time interval d t is measured in minutes. The average C 2n profile can be found by
recognizing that kexp (u )l 5 exp (1). To extend the model to local ground level, one should
add the surface layer dependence (e.g., h 24/3 for daytime).
Another attempt to extend the model to ground level is the Hufnagel-Valley model.63
This is given by

S27WD (h 3 10
2

C 2n 5 0.00594
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) exp 2
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D
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h
h
1 2.7 3 10216 exp 2
1 A exp 2
1000
1500
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D

(20)
214

Where W is commonly set to 21 and A to 1.7 3 10 . This specific model is referred to as
the HV5/7 model because it produces a coherence diameter r0 of about 5 cm and an
isoplanatic angle of about 7 mrad for a wavelength of 0.5 mm. Although this is not as
accurate for modeling turbulence near the ground, it has the advantage that the moments
of the turbulence profile important to propagation can be evaluated analytically.63
The HV5/7 model is plotted as a function of height in the dashed line in Fig. 30. The
solid line in the figure is a balloon measurement taken in College Station, Pennsylvania.
The data were reported with 20-m vertical resolution and smoothed with a gaussian filter
with a 100-m exp (21) full-width. This particular data set was chosen because it has a
coherence diameter of about 5 cm and an isoplanatic angle of about 7 mrad. The layered
structure of the real atmosphere is clear in the data. Note also the difference between the
model atmosphere and the real atmosphere even when the coherence diameter and the
isoplanatic angle are similar.
Less is known about the vertical profiles of inner and outer scales. Near the ground (1
to 2 m) we typically observe inner scales of 5 to 10 mm over flat grassland in Colorado.
Calculations of inner scale from measured values of Kolmogorov microscale range from
0.5 to 9 mm at similar heights.64 Aircraft measurements of dissipation rate were used along
with a viscosity profile calculated from typical profiles of temperature and pressure to
estimate a profile of microscale.65 Values increase monotonically to about 4 cm at a height
of 10 km and to about 8 cm at 20 km.
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2

FIGURE 30 Turbulence strength C n as a function
of height. The solid line is a balloon measurement
made in College Station, Pennsylvania, and the
dashed line is the HV5/7 model. (Courtesy R. R.
Beland , Geophysics Directorate , Phillips Laboratory ,
U.S. Air Force.)

Near the ground, the outer scale can be estimated using Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory.33 The outer scale can be defined as that separation at which the structure function
of temperature fluctuations is equal to twice the variance. Using typical surface layer
scaling relationships66 we see that

H77..0404hh(1(1 12S7S ) )(1(121162.S75S)

23/2

L0 5

MO

23

MO

MO

2/3 23/2
MO

)

for
for

22 , SMO , 0
0 , SMO , 1

(21)

where SMO is the Monin-Obukhov stability parameter. For typical daytime conditions
(SMO , 0), Lo is generally between h / 2 and h.
Above the boundary layer, the situation is more complex. Weinstock67 calculated that
Lo should be about 330 m in moderate turbulence in the stratosphere. Barat and Bertin68
measured outer scale values of 10 to 100 m in a turbulent layer using a balloon-borne
instrument. Some recent optical data69,70 suggest that the outer scale is generally smaller
with a peak value of about 4 m at a height of 8.5 km. Other data71 supply no evidence for
an outer scale less than about 1 km. These results are still controversial and more
measurements of outer scale are needed to resolve the issue.

Beam Wander
The first effect of refractive turbulence to consider is the wander of an optical beam in the
atmosphere. The deviations of the centroid of a beam in each of the two orthogonal
transverse axes will be independent gaussian random variables. This wander is generally
characterized statistically by the variance of the angular displacement. In isotropic
turbulence, the variances in the two axes are equal and the magnitude of the displacement
is a Rayleigh random variable with a variance that is twice that of the displacement in a
single axis. Both the single-axis and the magnitude variances are reported in the literature.
Three main approaches to the calculation of beam-wander variance have been used. (1)
If diffraction effects are negligible and if the path-integrated turbulence is small enough,
the geometric optics approximation72–75 can be used. Diffraction effects are negligible
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when the aperture diameter is greater than the Fresnel zone size.75 The other condition
requires that the product of the transverse coherence of the field and the aperture
diameter is greater than the square of the Fresnel zone size.75 (2) If diffraction must be
considered, the Huygens-Fresnel approximation76–79 can be used. (3) The most complete
theory uses the Markov random process approximation to the moment equation.80–82 In the
two types of calculation that include diffraction, beams with a gaussian irradiance profile
are generally assumed.
In the geometric optics approximation, the variance of the angular displacement in a
single axis is given by75
z 2
1
2
L
L
s 2d 5 2.92D 21/3
dzC 2n(z )
(22)
z 1/3
0
12
F

S D
U U

E

where D is the diameter of the initial beam, z is position along the path, L is the
propagation path length, and F is the geometric focal range of the initial beam (negative
for a diverging beam). For homogeneous turbulence and a beam that does not come to a
focus between the transmitter and observation plane, Eq. (22) reduces to

s 2d 5 0.97C 2nD 21/3L2 F1

S , 1; 4; FLD
1
–
3

(23)

where 2 F1 is the hypergeometric function. The hypergeometric function is 1 for a
collimated beam and 1.125 for a focused beam.
In the Markov approximation, the single-axis variance is given by80
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where Fn (K , z ) is the path-dependent refractive index spectrum, K is the wave number of
turbulence, D is the exp (21) intensity diameter of the initial beam, k is the optical wave
number, and D (r ) is the wave structure function for separation r of a spherical wave. The
structure function is given by

E dz9 E dK9K9F (K9, z9)[1 2 J (K9rz9/z)],
z

D (r ) 5 8π 2k 2

`

n

0

0

(25)

0

where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. The last term in the exponential
of Eq. (24) is a correction term for strong turbulence. The middle term includes the effects
of diffraction.
Beam Spreading
The next effect of refractive turbulence to consider is the spread of an optical beam as it
propagates through the atmosphere. There are two types of beam spread denoted as
long-term and short-term. The long-term beam spread is defined as the turbulence-induced
beam spread observed over a long time average. It includes the effects of the slow wander
of the entire beam. The short-term beam spread is defined as the beam spread observed at
an instant of time. It does not include the effects of beam wander and is often
approximated by the long-term beam spread with the effects of wander removed, although
the two are not identical.
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We can consider beam wander to be caused by turbulent eddies that are larger than the
beam. Short-term beam spread is caused by turbulent eddies that are smaller than the
beam. There are more small eddies than large in the beam at any time which implies that
the beam spread at any instant is averaged over more eddies. As a result, the fluctuations
of short-term beam spread are much smaller than those of beam wander and are typically
neglected. The primary effect of short-term beam spread is to spread the average energy
over a larger area. Thus, the average value of the on-axis irradiance is reduced, and the
average value of the irradiance at large angles is increased.
The extended Huygens-Fresnel principle can be used to calculate the long-term spread
of a gaussian beam in refractive turbulence.83–87 The exp (21) intensity radius of a gaussian
beam is
4
D2
L 2
4 1/2
12
1 2 2
(26)
p1 5 2 2 1
kD
4
F
k r0

F

S D

G

where D is the exp (21) intensity diameter of the source and r o is the phase coherence
length that would be observed for a point source propagating from the receiver to the
transmitter. The first term in this equation is the diffraction beam spread, the second is the
geometrical optics projection of the transmitter aperture, and the final term is the total
turbulence-induced spread.
The phase coherence length is defined as the transverse separation at which the
coherence of the field is reduced to exp (21). If the coherence length r o is much larger
than the inner scale, the structure function is given by D (r ) 5 2(r / r o )5/3 and
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If the coherence length is much smaller than the inner scale, then D (r ) 5 2(r / r o )2 and
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Typical values of po for spherical-wave propagation through homogeneous turbulence
are presented in Fig. 31. In these plots there is a slope change from L23/5 to L21/2 where po

FIGURE 31 Coherence length r o as a function of
path length for two common laser wavelengths. An
212
inner scale of 1 cm, and values of 10
(solid lines)
213
and 10
(dashed lines) were used in the
calculations.
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is about equal to the inner scale of 1 cm. This small change is nearly imperceptible in the
figure.
The extended Huygens-Fresnel principle has been used to calculate the short-term
beam spread by explicitly subtacting the beam wander.88–91 If po and lo are much smaller
than D , then the short-term beam spread is approximately given by

Hk 4D 1 4DL S1 2 FLD 1 k 4r F1 2 0.62SrDD G J
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2

2

2

2
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If r o is much greater than D , the turbulence-induced component of beam spreading can be
neglected.
If inner scale and outer scale effects are included, more complicated integral
expressions result.92 Numerical calculations were performed for truncated gaussian beams
with central obscurations.93 The following approximation was obtained by a curve fit to the
results:
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where Deff is the effective diameter of the truncated aperture, ro 5 2.099 po , and pd is the
diffraction-limited value. These expressions agree fairly well with available data.78,94,95

Imaging and Heterodyne Detection
The problem of imaging through the turbulent atmosphere is similar to the problem of
beam propagation through the atmosphere. The dancing of an image in the focal plane of
an imaging system is mathematically equivalent to the wander of a beam focused at the
object by the same optical system. The resolution of the short-exposure image is equivalent
to the short-term beam spread of the same focused beam. The resolution for a long
exposure is related to the long-term beam spread.
Thus, the position of the image of a point object will drift in each axis in the focal plane.
The variance of that drift is given by96

s 2i 5 1.10C 2nD 21/3LF 2

(31)

where D is the aperture diameter of the imaging system, F is its focal length, and L is the
distance to the object.
Fried97 used the idea of tilt correction to calculate the average image resolution for a
short-exposure image in the turbulent atmosphere. This problem is mathematically
equivalent to the propagation of a beam in the opposite direction if the imaging aperture
replaces the beam width. These results were refined by Lutomirski et al.98 and applied to a
space-to-ground path by Valley.92
Image resolution is also related to the signal-to-noise ratio of an optical heterodyne
receiver. The long-exposure resolution is equivalent to a staring receiver. The shortexposure resolution is equivalent to a receiver that employs tilt-correction of the signal or
of the local oscillator.97,99–101
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Scintillation
The refractive index inhomogeneities that distort the optical phase front also produce
amplitude scintillation at some distance. The first cases to be considered were plane-wave
and spherical-wave propagation through weak path-integrated turbulence where the
weak-turbulence condition requires that fluctuations of irradiance be much less than the
mean value. Tatarskii102 used a perturbation approach to the wave equation. Lee and
Harp103 used a physical approach to arrive at the same results. These results are
summarized in a number of good reviews.90,91,104,105
We will first consider the weak-turbulence results. For propagation from space to the
ground, the plane wave formula is generally valid. The variance of irradiance fluctuations
(normalized by the mean irradiance value) is given by104

E dhh
`

s 2r 5 k 7/6 sec11/6 θ

5/6

C 2n(h )

(32)

0

where k is the optical wave number, θ is the zenith angle, and h is the height of the
receiver above the ground. This expression is valid as long as the path-integrated
turbulence is weak enough that the variance is much less than unity. This condition is
usually met for near-zenith propagation.
For propagation of diverging waves near the ground, the spherical-wave approximation
is often valid. Assuming constant turbulence along the path, the weak-turbulence variance
in this case is given by104
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where L is the path length and lo is the inner scale of turbulence.
For narrow-beam propagation, the effects of the finite beam must be considered. Kon
and Tatarskii106 calculated the amplitude fluctuations of a collimated beam using the
perturbation technique. Schmeltzer107 extended these results to include focused beams.
These results were used to obtain numerical values for a variety of propagation
conditions.108–110 Ishimaru111–113 used a spectral representation to obtain similar results.
Under certain conditions, one sees a reduction in the variance on the optical axis108,109,114,115
and an increase off of the optical axis.116
The spatial scale of weak scintillations is about equal to the larger of either the Fresnel
zone size (L / k )1/2 or the inner scale.104 Scintillation will be reduced if an aperture larger
than the scale size is used to collect the light. If the aperture diameter D is much larger
than the scale size, the reduction factor can be expressed as117,118

SDD D

27/3

A5C

(34)

0

where D0 is (l L)1/2 and C is 4.71 for a plane wave and 23.5 for a spherical wave when the
inner scale is much smaller than the Fresnel zone. If the inner scale is much larger than the
Fresnel zone, D0 is the inner scale and C is 0.45 for a plane wave and 9.17 for a spherical
wave.
It is generally accepted that the probability density function for weak scintillation is log
normal.90,102,104,119 This density function has the form
p (I ) 5
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FIGURE 32 Plot of normalized variance of ir2
2
radiance s I as a function of turbulence strength C n.
Circles are data taken with a 488-nm wavelength
laser over a 1200-m path, and the line is the
corresponding weak-turbulence theory.

The weak-turbulence theory is, in essence, a single-scattering theory. As the pathintegrated turbulence becomes larger, multiple-scattering effects become important, and
this theory breaks down. Actual observed values of irradiance variance are smaller than
predicted in this region as shown in Fig. 32. The circles in this figure are one-minute
averages of irradiance variance for 488-nm laser light propagated across 1200 m of flat
grassland. The solid line is the weak-turbulence approximation.
In these and other experiments, variance values reach a peak value of between 3 and 5
for a spherical wave and they begin to decrease with increasing turbulence strength.120–123
In the limit of infinite path-integrated turbulence, the normalized variance of irradiance is
predicted to approach unity.124,125 In the intermediate region near the peak irradiance,
numerical evaluation of currently available theories is impractical.
An asymptotic theory has been developed for very large path-integrated turbulence.125–129
We assume that the inner scale is much less than the Fresnel zone in this regime because
long paths are necessary to obtain large values of path-integrated turbulence. Then the
irradiance variance can be approximated by
4/5
s 2r 5 1 1 1.9s 2
R
2
r

s 5 1 1 0.86s

24/5
R

for spherical waves
for plane waves

(36)

where s 2R is the appropriate (spherical-wave or plane-wave) variance calculated from the
Rytov approximation given by Eq. (32) or (33).
In very strong turbulence two distinct spatial scales are evident in the scintillation
pattern.125–129 The smaller scale is about the size of the coherence length r o discussed under
‘‘Beam Spreading.’’ The larger scale is the size of the scattering disk which is the ratio of
the square of the Fresnel zone to the coherence length (L / kr o ). As turbulence increases,
the small scale becomes smaller and the large scale becomes larger. The strength of the
small-scale fluctuations is constant in this regime and contributes a value of unity to the
variance. The large-scale fluctuations contribute the rest of the variance and become
weaker with increasing turbulence strength.
At high turbulence values, the density function is a log-normally modulated
exponential.123,130 This density function has the form
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where the parameter s 2z is related to the irradiance variance by the relationship

s 2I 5 2 exp (s 2z) 2 1

(38)
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An interesting feature of this density function is that the most likely value of the irradiance
is 0. Although the observed signal is occasionally very bright, quite often there is no signal
unless some sort of averaging is performed.

44.7 EXAMPLES OF ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL REMOTE SENSING
One of the more important applications of atmospheric optics is optical remote sensing.
Atmospheric optical remote sensing concerns the use of an optical or laser beam to
remotely sense information about the atmosphere or a distant target. Optical remote
sensing measurements are diverse in nature and include the use of a spectral radiometer
aboard a satellite for the detection of trace species in the upper atmosphere, the use of
spectral emission and absorption from the earth for the detection of the concentration of
water vapor in the atmosphere, the use of lasers to measure the range-resolved distribution
of several molecules including ozone in the atmosphere, and Doppler wind measurements.
In this section, some typical optical remote sensing experiments will be presented in order
to give a flavor of the wide variety of atmospheric optical measurements that are currently
being conducted. More in-depth references can be found in several current journal papers
and conference proceedings.131–136
The Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) was placed into orbit in September
1991 as part of the Earth Observing System. One of the optical remote sensing instruments
aboard UARS is the High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI) developed by P. Hays’ and
V. Abreu’s group at the University of Michigan.137 The HRDI is a triple etalon
Fabry-Perot Interferometer designed to measure Doppler shifts of molecular absorption
and emission lines in the earth’s atmosphere in order to determine the wind velocity of the
atmosphere. A wind velocity of 10 m / s causes a Doppler shift of 2 3 1025 nm for the
oxygen lines detected near a wavelength of 600 – 800 nm. A schematic of the instrument is
given in Fig. 33a which shows the telescope, triple Fabry-Perots, and unique imaging
Photo-Multiplier tubes to detect the Fabry-Perot patterns of the spectral absorption lines.
The HRDI instrument is a passive remote sensing system and uses the reflected or
scattered sunlight as its illumination source. Figure 33b shows the wind field measured by
UARS (HRDI) for an altitude of 90 km.
Another kind of atmospheric remote sensing instrument is represented by an airborne
laser radar (lidar) system operated by E. Browell’s group at NASA / Langley.138 Their
system consists of two pulsed, visible-wavelength dye laser systems that emit short (10-ns)
pulses of tunable optical radiation that can be directed toward aerosol clouds in the
atmosphere. By the proper tuning of the wavelength of these lasers, the difference in the
absorption due to ozone, water vapor, or oxygen in the atmosphere can be measured.
Because the laser pulse is short, the timing out to the aerosol scatterers can be determined
and range-resolved lidar measurements can be made. Figure 34 shows range-resolved lidar
backscatter profiles obtained as a function of the lidar aircraft ground position. The
variation in the atmospheric density and ozone distribution as a function of altitude and
distance is readily observed.
A Coherent Doppler Lidar is one which is able to measure the Doppler shift of the
backscattered lidar returns from the atmosphere. Several Doppler lidar systems have been
developed which can determine wind speed with an accuracy of 0.1 m / s at ranges of up to
15 km. One such system is operated by M. Hardesty’s group at NOAA / WPL for the
mapping of winds near airports and for meteorological studies.139 Figure 35 shows a
two-dimensional plot of the measured wind velocity obtained during the approach of a
wind gust front associated with colliding thunderstorms; the upper figure shows the
real-time Doppler lidar display of the measured radial wind velocity, and the lower plot
shows the computed wind velocity. As seen, a Doppler lidar system is able to remotely
measure the wind speed with spatial resolution on the order of 100 m. A similar Doppler
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FIGURE 33 (a ) Optical layout of the Upper Atmospheric Satellite (UARS) High Resolution
Doppler Imager (HRDI) instrument. F.O. 5 fiber optic, LRE 5 low-resolution etalon, MRE
5 medium-resolution etalon, HRE 5 high-resolution etalon. (From Hays , Ref. 137.)

FIGURE 33 (b ) Upper atmospheric wind field measured by UARS / HRDI satellite
instrument. (From Hays , Ref. 137.)
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FIGURE 34 Range-resolved lidar measurements of atmospheric aerosols and ozone density. (From E. Browell , Ref. 138.)

lidar system is being considered for the early detection of windshear in front of commercial
aircraft.
A further example of atmospheric optical remote sensing is that of the remote
measurement of the global concentration and distribution of atmospheric aerosols and
particulates. P. McCormick’s group at NASA / Langley has developed the SAGE II
satellite system which is part of a package of instruments to detect global aerosol and
selected species concentrations in the atmosphere.140 This system measures the difference
in the optical radiation emitted from the earth’s surface and the differential absorption due
to known absorption lines or spectral bands of several species in the atmosphere, including
ozone. The instrument also provides for the spatial mapping of the concentration of
aerosols and particulates in the atmosphere, and an example of such a measurement is
shown in Fig. 36. This figure shows the measured concentration of aerosols and
particulates after the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo and demonstrates the global circulation and
transport of the injected material into the earth’s atmosphere.
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FIGURE 35 Coherent Doppler lidar measurements of
atmospheric winds showing velocity profile of gust front.
Upper plot is real-time display of Doppler signal and
lower plot is range-resolved wind field. (From M.
Hardesty , Ref. 139.)

The preceding examples are just a few of many different optical remote sensing
instruments that are being used to measure the physical dynamics and chemical properties
of the atmosphere. As is evident in these examples, an understanding of atmospheric
optics plays an important and integral part in these measurements.

44.8 METEOROLOGICAL OPTICS
One of the most colorful aspects of atmospheric optics is that associated with meteorological optics. Meteorological optics involves the interplay of light with the atmosphere and
the physical origin of the observed optical phenomena. Several excellent books have been
written about this subject, and the reader should consult these and the contained
references.141,142 While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to present an overview of
meteorological optics, some specific optical phenomena will be described to give the reader
a sampling of some of the interesting effects involved in naturally occurring atmospheric
and meteorological optics.
Some of the more common and interesting meteorological optical phenomena involve
rainbows, ice-crystal halos, and mirages. The rainbow in the atmosphere is caused by
internal reflection and refraction of sunlight by water droplets in the atmosphere. Figure 37
shows the geometry involved in the formation of a rainbow, including both the primary
and larger secondary rainbow. Because of the dispersion of light within the water droplet,
the colors or wavelengths are separated in the backscattered image. Although rainbows are
commonly observed in the visible, such refraction also occurs in the infrared spectrum. As
an example, Fig. 38 shows a natural rainbow in the atmosphere photographed with
IR-sensitive film by R. Greenler.142
The phenomena of halos, arcs, and spots are due to the refraction of light by ice crystals
suspended in the atmosphere. Figure 39 shows a photograph of collected ice crystals as
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FIGURE 36 Measurement of global aerosol and particulate concentration using SAGE II
satellite following eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. (From P. McCormick , Ref. 140.)

they fell from the sky. The geometrical shape, especially the hexagonal (six-sided) crystals,
play an important role in the formation of halos and arcs in the atmosphere.
The common optical phenomenon of the mirage is caused by variation in the
temperature and thus, the density of the air as a function of altitude or transverse
geometrical distance. As an example, Fig. 40 shows the geometry of light-ray paths for a
case where the air temperature decreases with height to a sufficient extent over the viewing
angle that the difference in the index of refraction can cause a refraction of the image
similar to total internal reflection. The heated air (less dense) near the ground can thus act
like a mirror, and reflect the light upward toward the viewer. As an example, Fig. 41 shows
a photograph taken by Greenler of motorcycles on a hot road surface. The reflected image
of the motorcycles ‘‘within’’ the road surface is evident. There are many manifestations of
mirages dependent upon the local temperature gradient and geometry of the situation. In
many cases, partial and distorted images are observed leading to the almost surreal
connotation often associated with mirages.
Finally, another atmospheric meteorological optical phenomenon is that of the green
flash. A green flash is observed under certain conditions just as the sun is setting below the
horizon. This phenomenon is easily understood as being due to the different relative
displacement of each different wavelength or color in the sun’s image due to spatially
distributed refraction of the atmosphere.142 As the sun sets, the last image to be observed
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FIGURE 37 Different raindrops contribute to the primary and to the larger, secondary
rainbow. (From R. Greenler , Ref. 142.)

FIGURE 38 A natural infrared rainbow. (Photograph courtesy of R. Greenler , Ref. 142.)
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FIGURE 39 Photograph of magnified small ice crystals collected as they fell from the sky.
(From R. Greenler , Ref. 142.)

FIGURE 40 The origin of the inverted image in the desert mirage. (From R.
Greenler , Ref. 142.)
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FIGURE 41 The desert (or hot-road) mirage. In the inverted part of the image you can see the apparent reflection of
motocycles, cars, painted stripes on the road, and the grassy road edge. (From R. Greenler , Ref. 142.)

is the shortest wavelength color, blue. However, most of the blue light has been Rayleigh
scattered from the image seen by the observer so that the last image observed is closer to a
green color. Under extremely clear atmospheric conditions when the Rayleigh scattering is
not as preferential in scattering the blue light, the flash has been reported as blue in color.
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